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ADVERTISEMENT.

IN hying before the Public the First Number of the following Dictionary, the Author would be glad to hare it in hit power

to say with certainty, of how many Numbers the Work will consist, and in what period the whole will be completed. There

re, however, various reasons which induce him to refrain from using any Language on the subject, that could be construed into a

pledge on his part, or tint would raise expect.itions in the mind of the Purchaser, which the Author may not have it in his power to

fulfil. The preparation of the Manuscript depends on the health and life of an individual; and the regular progress of tho

Printing, is ensured by not!ii"g that is more certain than those two circumstances; which every diy's experience teaches, are

not to be calculated on. , The Work is conducted in a Foreign Country, which affords no facilities for the supply of various articles

which are indispensably necessary to prosecute the Work. The First Number appears under disadvantages, from the whole of

the Italic Types having been stolen before they were landed from the Ship which conveyed them from England.

As long as Divine Providence grants health to the Author, and no unforeseen hindrances arise, the Work will be carried on

with care and ass'duity. To those who are lik-ly to purchase such a Work, it is of little consequence whether it extends to

a volume more, or a volume less. A great book is a great evil, if the same materials can be put into a smaller and more convenient

compass; but if the ma erials are worth Printing, it is not certainly, v<'ry judicious to suppress them merely for the sake of making

a smaller Book. The Reader may be assured, that if tiie Work appears diffuse and large, it is for some other reason than from

a wish to render it bulky and expensive.

The true Scholar will not find f.iult with the errors of the Work, merely for the sake of publishing a piece of smart Criticism,

or of attacking the Country, the Person, or the profession of the Writer; there is therefore no wish on the part of the Author, that

the Critic should withhold his remarks, nor is it necessary to deprecate his severity. He will not be unjustly severe ; he will not

indulge a propensity to pen something which shall be admired as good writing, whilst his own conscience condemns him for

misrepresenting his Author. Whalever therefore truth and justice require, let it be done; not with unnecessary harshness, but

with the kindness and mercy which every man would himself wish to experience from his judge. The Writer is very far from

(landing forwu-d with proud pretensions to excellence in his plodding task ; nor is his language meant to brave Criticism. To sty

the worst, Utility is his object, and if his labours prove useful, though in a lower degree than he himself could wish, he will at leut

hare the satisfaction of not having labored quite in vain.
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It it hm JII.I.IT to the Author to jy, that, a part of the time in which the*,- Sheets were Printing, he has been ninety

ulet dutint (ram the Prm. And in behalf of thr Printer it -honlil aUo be ftoticed, that the dutiet of Compositor, Pressman.

Corrrrtor, have all devolved on an in Im-iiia!. aided only In Natives who understood not the English

Tbe Author hu rltrwbm had occasion to acknowledge his sense of the obligation he is under to THE HONORABLE THE COURT
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BnglUb Factory. Jon\ \\ n i KM ROBERTS, Ksq. ; and to offer his cordial thanks to JOHN FI-M.ARTON EI.PHIKSTONR, Esq. who,

as Prrtidenl of the Select Committee, recommended the undertaking to the Honorable Court ;. and also to SIR GEORGE THOMAS

"Tox.Bart. and the other Gentlemen of the Honorable Company's Establishment in China, who have since contributed, in

any way, to iu progress or accuracy.
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INTRODUCTION.

iJETTERS and the Press constitute a mighty engine; in itself innocent, but according to its application, productive of good or

evil almost infinite. Some Chinese surmise that Letters are of divine origin; others fable, that "When Letters were invented,

" the Heavens, Earth, and the Gods, were all agitated. The inhabitants of Hades wept at night, and the Heavens, as an ex|>;

'' ofjoy, rained down ripe grain. From the invention of Letters," they say, "the machinations of the human heart began to

"
operate; stories false and erroneous dnily increased; litigations and imprisonments sprung; hence, also, specious and artful

"
Language, which causes so much confusion in the world. It was on these accounts the Shades of the departed wept at night. Bui,

" from the invention of Letters, polite intercourse and music proceeded; reason and justice were made manifest; the relations of

" social life were illustrated; and, laws became fixed. Governors had a rule to refer to; Scholars had authorities to venerate; and

"
hence, the Heavens, delighted, rained down ripe grain. The Classical Scholar, the Historian, the Mathematician, the Astronomer,

" none of them can do without Letters; were there not Letters to afford proof of passing events, the Shades might weep at noon

"
day, and the Heavens rain down blood." Tradition might affirm what she pleased. According to this, it is acknowledged, that

Letters have been perverted to bad purposes, but still on the whole, the good which they have done is greater than the evil.

The Chinese receive it as an undoubted fact, that in high antiquity, knotted cords were made n<e of, to signify the intention

of Rulers ; and to be, to a certain extent, the signs of ideas. It is said, that in the time of -gf r&f Hwang-te, the third from

yj^-ltAv Fiih-he, a Person whom they c:ill
xp"jijfji Ts'hang-he'e, observing the appearance of a certain constellation, the marks

on the shell of the tortoise, and the print of a horse's foot, first conceived the idea of forming Letters. During the reign of

,fnf ^F Ching-wang, the second of the Dynasty JM Chow, about the year of the world .2900, a Person named /5Lj^
Paou-she, formed a work called ~/\^ [-

Liih-shoo, the contents of which he taught to his Pupils. He i considered the

Father of Letters, and his work has been a standard to which all future ages have referred. It is there affirmed, that originally

Bine-tenth! of the Characters were hieroglyphic; but that being abbreviated fer the sake of convenience; or added to, for the sake

of appearance; the true and original form was grajually lost. In proof of Characters being at first art-presentation of the thing
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a few instance* are adduced, a*Q Jlh,
" The wn," DOW written

| ^ j|)
Yu, The moon," now

A bill." ow (J^ %,**
" A horic'" now ,^. <H>Miih, "The eye," now

|j ^ /) Chow,

A boat," now -^ Chay.
" A emrl, or carriage," DOW J^ ^ Shwiiy,

" Water," now 7]^ (J
Urh,

The ear," nowB- and so of others.

TME CBARACTEB II SAID TO BE DEBITED PROM THE FOLLOWING SIX SOURCES-

I. Resemblance to the object, 11 in the above instances of the Sun, Moon, &c.

II. Pointing out some Property ,
as _. Shang,

" Above;" an
~^ Hea,

" Below."

Ill Combination of ideal, a* in
Jjjjr

sin, Truth, belief," from man and word.
J^js

E, "Just, righteous," from a

sheep, and the Pronoun I.

Sound of the thing poken of, as
ypl*

Ho,
" A river," yT Keang,

" A large river, a torrent
1 ' Sometimes a part

of the Character is to give meaning, and part to give sound.

V. Contraries, by inverting and rcTersing the Character, thus LJJ Che,
" To grow out of the ground;" inverted, makes

~ffi Tsa, To reToUe, to go round." fF Ching.
-
Ri-ht, proper;

"
reversed ^ Fa,

" Defect."

VI. Borrowed, supposed, or arbitrary Characters, as /^ Ling,
" To order;" and M- Ch'hang,

"
Long." (Some arrange

Ling, under the III Class.)

The First Class, they call
jf$ 7$ HJnjr.jeang. The Fourth, they call m^'g^ Heae shing.

The Second, ^ Ml ifc Che-k he-sze. The Fifth,
jj?!^ y

Chucn-choo.

The Third, ^,0 Hwuy-e. The Sixth ^ J^jr
Kea-tseay.

In tracing the Derivation of the Character, there is more of curio-ity than utility. From the causes above mentioned, namely,

abbreviations and additions, for th: sake of expedition, or beauty of the Character, the Derivation is much obscured in the pre-

sent form. The Compilers of Chinese Dictionaries, cry out much against what they call the /& JJTC Suh-seay, the vulgar

mude of writing; but notwithstanding all the\e zealous efforts, the vulgar mode prevails; and a Person would not only appear

pedantic, but would cease to be generally understood, were he to write in any other than the vulgar mode.

About sOJ tears before the Christian era, in the reign of
J|_ jj;_ Seuen-wang, the Seal Character was first written. The

'<.^ Ti-i-Si. no-wan, or Letters hiving a representation of the object, was formed by a Person named $&> Chow.

It was the d.-ji.'n of these Characters, to carry the hieroglyphic system as far as possible; and, as they say, to represent the straight

lines of the dragon; the crooked windings of the worm; the footsteps of birds; the marks on shell lish; the figures of plants,

and tree*, and intcclt, and swords, and spears ; liem-e, the Letter appeared as if flying or crawling.

About 500 year. I.,: L ,/.-, reduced the number of strokes, and formed the /K^" 3<f Seaou-chuen-w5n

The Moderns prole.* tbal these Charjclers, in later years, were obtained from the hieroglyphics engraven on ancient metal vases

and benee called |ff j|e| ^ Chung-ting-wan, or the Letters of bells and tripods.

Cbe-hwang-lc, (about the year of the world 3700,1 ordered all books to be burnt, those metal vases

were, it is sid, the means of preserving the ancient Characters. However, there does not seem any necessity to have recourse

to thoe veiiels. at it cannot be supposed, that the order of the Emperor was carried into full effect.

Tht lhe CbuciMszc, is now c.illed by Europeans, was, in the Dynasty j#; Han, found extremely incon-
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venient ; and according to some, the Government ordered it to be modified, to what ii now called Ii

'

Le-Uw, or Le-

Character, a form not very dissimilar from the present Written Character, and so called from the
$jjlij\

L(
'-J'''. or Writ..-/,

of Public Courts, having framed it. Others again affirm, that it was formed by a Person named f-*J$. Ching-raO, when con-

fined in Prison.

The next modification of the Character was, to what is called ^^^^ Kae-shoo. It is considered the most perfect and

beautiful form of the Character, and was first written by 3E^V ffj-
1 Wang-t'hszc-chung, during the Dynasty

-'- Tsin. (about

A. D. 300.) In this, as well as the Le-shoo, the original form is nearly lost.

Apprehensive of this becoming the case, ^4-
;

'|@ Heu-shin, an Officer of Government, during the Dynasty / ''

Han, (about

A. D. 100,) had formed the well known work, called
sj^"^/" ShwS-wan, in which he endeavours to trace and U> preserve the

derivation and meaning of the Character.

About the same time, for the convenience of Government, recourse was had to, what is called
JjJT ^ Tsaou-tsze,

"
Grass^Character,"

i.e. a free running hand, now in general use, where saving of time is an object. Government does not,

however, permit official documents to be written in any other than the ^^^ Kae-shoo form. The Person who first wrote

the Tsacu-tsze, was J?P -;M: She-yew.

The Chinese Class the forms of the Characters variously. Some affirm there are five classes, others, six ; and others again say,

eight. The five classes are thus; first, "7^""^ Koo-wSn; second, ^ -|*r
Ta-chuen, both of which are out of use. The

third, /J
\^ Seaou chuen, used on Seals, the Colours of the Army, &c. ; fourth, the /\fy* Pa-fun, Character, something

like the Le-shoo, used on Stone Tablets; fifth, the $, ~=& Le-shoo; and the present -ti^jtl; Kae-shoo, used in Deeds of Pro-

perty, Reports to His Majesty, Public and Private documents. Those who arrange the Characters under six classes, call them

"iH ~y^_ Koo-wan; pV- _2_ Ke-tsze; "IvF 3C Chuen-wan; iJR f f>
Le-shoo s zi^J -Jfe Mew-cl.uen; ai.d

Tfu}!^? Clurg-

shoo, a Character which lias the appearance of crawling insects. The / ^^Hi Pa-te, or eight forms, are calkd; f.rt, ~/\^

-^ Ta-chuen; second, /]^ | Seaou-chuen; third.
^|J ^+- Kih-foo; fourth,

jjfi
S&. Chung-shoo; fillh,^ jf.J'

Moo-yin;

sixth, ^-^j- -hoo-shoo; seventh, Ct- S i Shoo-shoo ; eighth *|^'A Le-shoo; several of these have fallen into di-usr.

The term
| [- E- Ching-tsze, the proper Characler, or plain hand, is used in contradistinction from

fcpf 2^- Tsaou-tize,

the running hand.
T'FJ ft Kae-shoo, the plain written hand, is sometimes used in contradistinction from

/j\.'K5( Sung-pan,

a stiff Character, commonly used in Printed Books.* It derives its name from the Dynasty Sung. There is yet one form, the

. . i .

Hing-tsze, a free hand, holdi.ig a middle place between the plain and running hands.

The above remarks, shew briefly, the various changes which the form of the Character has undergone. The changes of the spoken

Language, previous to the second or third century of our era, it is impossible to trace; as prior to that period it was preserved

only in thememori<s of the People, and communicated either viva voce; or to those partially instructed, by referring to a Character

well known of the same sound as one not known, and saying, ^t-j"/K~ J^t
Tiih js mow, " Head as such a Characler," or this

Character is Pronounced like that.

* The Characters on this pn^c, ar ;

- in the Sung-pan form. In the body of the Work, the <-x: m|'lcsare in the same fi-rm as these,

but the Ch^r-cier define.', is iu the Kae-shoo form, afl'ordiiig a specimen of the written bai.d tf ti i present d. y.
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IV.

Tbi . at in high antiquity, they had words without Utter, ; i., the middle nge S , (i. e. about the time of

111BU iclnl ., ..et.cr, in .U,,v h,d, ... JWt no, ., .QLCcd, ! later tin.es, the sounds c

^^ '

Wn-hra, wa< not known. The Y,,n-hc8, i, a .node of classing all the

of the me t, -r ,,r. a, . -f the same initial. Dictionaries arranged in this manner, have, by

Europouu, been lrrn< - There is a mode ,.f -Hting words, now practiced by the Chinese, which they call

,,,|,erise, ttu-^j^ Fan-yun. The principle
of it is, to join the initial of the

the final I, and from thence t,, derive a Ihird syllable. Thus from
JjT T-ingand /^ K-c, they

form Te. The i denommalcd ^~Bj:
T ' NIl' ll "' r Characters;" and the third is called^ Tsze, "A child."

AD the initial .otind., iupu. onUined in the Language. vi/. Thirly-six, arranged in series, and combined with the Twelve

fiMb in propr .lilntc a Mslem, called ^ ()j j[

TanS-,iiii, Classes, or series of sounds." In some of these tables, the

,. .. ,| . . r . ,. .. ,..,)...,; >..,,, | ',
-.'-^->-- -!.....- In.,- .:'

'

a,id Irai.svLTS.-ly !.y the

The
|B:|5J:

Sze s nr tonei, are generally known. The
-j^'pf

Ts'hih yin, or Seven sounds, correspond to the

.terCB note* in music. They are used by Chinese, both in vocal and instrumental music, and are otherwise expressed by the

. ^-^ lI/^X-L Ha, sze. shang, kung, chili, fan, yih. It has been attempted to apply these seven sounds

to the -

c, in Ins Preface. >upposes that jfi_~/f^ Woo fang die min, The People who inhabit the

are of the Kmpire. living in Countries diversified by hills, plains, rivers, and springs, have their

voices affected by the nature of the Country which they inhabit; and that, consequently, the J.'ff'
Woo yin, or Five full tones,

mu*t be found to apply gcnrnilly , but that all the seven notes, will rarely apply.

The Thirty-six initial*, which run transversely, in the tables of
^fpjl Tangyun, are divided amongst the seven notes; thus,

or sounds modified by the grinder teeth, viz. ^iL'/M^^-t Keen, k'he, kcun, e; are classed under

rred to in the order in which they stand; thus j^ Keen, is called the first of the Note pj Keo.and

ir, the second, &c. The ^"
: "

She yin, or Lingual initials, viz. ^^>/JPifjj[$l $$l Twan, t'how, ting, ne, che,

ch hih, chi arc classed under the j^ (he Note; and are referred to by the words first,- third, and &c. onward to

This mode of reference applies to all the Seven (hisses. (Vide, Dictionary 31 ij^fjt Iff Woo-chay-yun-foo.)

'te^^^^-f^ Pang, p'hang, ping, ming, fe, foo, fung, we, are classed under

1 V ii. Note. T (he yin. I

;

,. or Kore dei.tils; viy. ^J^^j^^fjS^^^jpp Tsing, ts'hing,

. liaon, clrliiien, rhwang, shin, shen, are Classed miller the Note ppj Sluing. The P^ p How yin, or Gutteral

MI, are placed under the Note ^ Kung. Finally, the ^^prJiF^pE Pwan sh^,

I', and half dental sounds, as Karg-he calls them, vi/. s\\ Lac and p| YTh, are considered a modification

of I*' 1'cen die, and :

)~\\'i]
Peen shang, which denote the same as the Semi-tones,

in sluing. However, they frequently profess to carry the above distinctions no farther than the

;il tones, and even in that, their much to be doubted.

In thr Dictionai hwuy, is a hand drawn with the palm uppermost, and the four fingers are divided each into

ic-, point divisions on his own hand, with the end of his thumb, in order to reckon the number. The Learner

is laugh! to c limit over all the Thirty-six Initials, or so many of them as lead him to the sound under which he should fix any

iiul then top. I Have seen one Gentleman, and but one, who had any pretentious to understand this complicated

'"d i- in! i!, it ||, IT e i w N hulars in the Province, who were at all acquainted with it.

The words ~{f Yin, a
-,',

are used for each other. They not only s iv, jl]^ Sze shing, and 31 ""g"
Woo )iu, The
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Ts'hih-yin,
" Seven sound*, or notes." The RH /^ Sze shing, or " Four Tones," are called 215.

J-_ > ^- ^ ^ ping, ihing.

k'heu,juh. The
-[-j-^ Ts'blh-yin, or " Seven notes," consist of five tones, and two semi-tones, ti-y arc called

/ '

> p'ii ftj

'fcX.'l^, -jM^JC.^ j^r]
KunS- snan

' keii.che.yu, halfche,and half shang. Distinctions still more minute have keen talked

of, as
_ t^p- Shang-ping, "The high ping," and

~~p^p- Hea-ping, "The low ping;" the
yjfr

Ts'hing. "Clear/
1 and (h.

v|ij
Cliiih,

" Thick sounds."

The whole of this System, and these nice, and in part, imperceptible distinctions, .are comparatively modern in China; anil

a large proportion of them have been introduced from foreign countries.
jajji j'jj-j l^-\:7]~/^ ^~7^T >|r "/^ /tf jjl

Shing yun fan ts'heg che heo, koo we die yew yay.
" The doctrine of Tones, and of the Sillahic

Spelling, wa not known in ancient

times." t The Imperial Dictionary, by order of the Emperor Kang-he,J contains the following quotation, from a work call--.!

shih tsze moo ; Keang tso che joo shih szc shing, urh puh shih ts'hih yin ; ts'hih yin che chucn, chaou tsze Se yuh, c an shih liih Uz

wei moo, tsungweisze shing, hang weits'hih yin. "The Literati, in the time of Han, (about A. 1). 200) understood Letters, but were

unacquainted with the Mother Characters; the Literati, on the left of the great River, (i. e. the North ofi&-2LyX. Yang-

tsze-keang,) knew the Four Tones, but were unacquainted with the seven sounds. Information respecting the seven sounds,

originated in the Western regions ; in which system, thirty-six Characters are constituted Mothers; longitudinally are the Four

Tones, and transversely the Seven Sounds." ^ It is added in the above work, that 7JH -fpl/ j&fe 91 BE] :fH: "H^ Lv

l -f*-
1 ^J\i _><C ntfE-

I
J [ 1 Fl C* */^ \

JJtJ H^"fl~ "tTJlEp
Se y"h P -|o -mun

ll
sho nSn& e sh 'h ze kze kwan yihts'heg yin.

" In the Western regions, the books

of the Po-lo-mun, can combine all sounds by fourteen Letters.'' This system is further spoken of, as being derived from the

Country 'fe^ Fan, from when sprung the Religion of j^ Fu'h, and which place, is commonly said to be some part of
5|& Tsang,

which is Tibet. The introduction of the Thirty-six initial sounds, is attributed to
jurf) ^ Shin-k'he, ? a priest of Fiih; and it is

said, the system was much employed, LM
j|H|

%
jp J^ ~^_ -flf-7^ PR (Hj

E t'hung shTh she che shoo yu Chung-kwS, "To

give currency to the books of Fiih in China."** I shall quote one more testimony, which shews the period in which it became

prevalent, as well as from whence it originated. J^C "t7] ,^/^p!: j=j] jSjj^,^ '"P jMl^^'j^^^'fy Fan 's
'

hc
'

ft

cheheo tsze Se yuh jiih Chuug-kwO, che Tse Lcang shing hing.
" The Syllabic Spelling entered China from the West, and pre-

vailed extensively under the Dynasties Tse and Leang ;" answering nearly to A. D. 500.

Four tones, and five notes, but also 5lL. Woo shing, and /\ pj
PS yin; in whichexpressions, Woo shing, refers to the Five

Notes, and Pa yin, to the Eight Substances, Wood, skin, &c. which emit sound. In>addition to all the above distinctions, they

add the expression JL^ Kew yin, Nine sounds, or tones ; viz. Jl2^T^. -t_t. 7^-t . Jl^". T^i- -tA . tf* A .

"I^A- which are modifications of the ]5|^ ?ze shing, Four Tones.

* For further illustration of these, see a Chinese Grammar, written by the Author of this Dictionary, and, in 1812 sent by S
the Honorable Company's Select Committee in China, to Lord Minto, at Calcutta, where it was since Printed by order of Government.

t Vide, ~/~^jji $fc Preface. + It is strictly K'lia -g he. ^ Vide, ^ fS& J- .ffl Kang-he's Tsze-ti :en.
J
About A. D

950, a ^ ^.P^'f^ Po-lo-mun (Brahmun) Priest was at Peking; and by the order of the Emperor lj?^|{ Keen-tih, 300 J/Jr^

Sha-mun (Priests) went to India to procure Books, &c. (Vide, Ta-ts'hing-yih-t'hu'-g-che.)

f It is otherwise written
jfjf^^ji Shiu-kung.

*'
Vide, ^ ^ ^ Liih-shoo-koo, and ^l^-JfrSj Yin-hc8-woo-shoo.

TOI.. I.
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The four Tones were first noticed b, a Person called
]*] $j| Chow-yung, and first published to the world, by y^ Jj Shin-

,5. Tke L< work referred to. ,,. that
JJQ^^ #/fE$fjj^ \\ \\

* ihil* ^ fl"'' *"* '*^ "* ^n '

-The distinct-...! ,,f the Four Tones, look place during II..- 1> nasties Tse and Leang;" about the close of the fifth century. It

aid. thai ifr Leang Vtoo-le, His Maje.ty Woo-te, of the Dynasty Leang, would not believe, that there was really aay

such d,,tmclio as lhal of th- lour Shing, and often convert on the subject. He one day asked
JjEj^ Chow-shay, what the

Four Tone, wer =rll,
Scholar replied. ^^^Hf |2j ^Jjfet 29 7? rh * 'hingchg. sze tsze tsew

hesxe Mng. V..u. Mr.-. ;.rr.
" ll.-urn\ r-on, huh, wise; these four words contain, (illustrate, or are instances of) the Four

The compliment no doubt, had such weight as to carry with it full conviction to His Majesty's mind, of the existence of

the Four Tone,. There i, no argument that can stand against flattery.

The -tTJ^R Ts'hec'.yun, or sy,tem of Syllabic Spelling, adapted to Chinese Monosyllables, and which has been fully proved

to have originated in a modification of come foreign system, (in all probability Ihe Shanscrit) is at this day, very partially and ill

understood in China. The Thirty-six initials of the Series, are redundant more than one-third. A Chinese Writer rejected fifteen

of them ; and said, with the remaining Twenty-one, he could express not only all the words of the Chines.- Language, but also the

sound, uttered by birds and beast*. Various endeavours have been used to simplify the system, and recommend it to general ac-

ceptance ; to the* efforts, the finishing hand his been put by the Compilers of the Imperial Dictionary. Still, what is said in

^"^
/; Twe-hwuy, respecting the ijstem, continues to be the Language of the Chinese. IJL

y J|?| rj

^'^ttiTlTd^-^' R^IV^^'&llr-^'ll^K'hefafan) k'he che pe; Jin mei tan k'he nan, urh k'heche; yu
~S ^

'
l
c n ,4 *

I I F3 *T* rj ?" T^C-1'H AL- rJ\

woo tm U'hing Uze.be tseay she tsae ? "Its rules are numerous and embarrassing, and its meaning obscure; every one is afraid

of the difficulty, and rejects it, saying, Of what u<;e will this be to me in the pursuit of literary honors?'" Another writer sajs.

~f~ ~/^\~^h/<^. ffi' P^ -ft'//^ ^B v|p i$ji'^ " ne san *"1n 'u^ mo c^e *an mun ' ^ew cne scans nwan cnay to -

"The arrr. -ment of the Thirty-six initial sounds, when examined into, are found to contain much that is yery confused." He com-

plains, that the fashionable rage of many Persons for those foreign distinctions of sound, unknown to their fathers, and not suited

to the genius of the Chinese Language, called off people's attention from the plain, tangible, and useful study of Letters, to a

*iionary pursuit of abstruse, evanescent, and useless distinctions of sound. His opinion of the nature of the Chinese Written

Language, a, contrasted with the foreign system introduced; though contained in a rather long quotation, is interesting to

. Mudent of Chinese. He s.ys, ^^^A )^Ef^^^AJW

MffffilM
Jin pclhyin; tsae yin piih tsae ts/e; Hwa jin peih tsze, tsae tsze pub tsac yin ; koo Fan yew woo keung die yin, urh Hwa yew woo

keung cbe tsze. Fan, tslh yin yew meaou e, urh tsze woo wan tsae ; Hwa, tsih tsze yew peen t'hung, urh yin woo tsze choo. Fan

jin cb'hang yu yin, so tih tsung wan jiih; Hwa jin chhangyu wan, so tih tsung keen jiih.
"

It appears to me, that the people of

Fan, (from whence, as has been noticed above, the Syllabic Spelling was derived) distinguish sounds ; and with them the stress is hid

Vide> fg Si Tan-UIb, Sd. vol.
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on the sounds, not n the Letters. Chinese distinguish the Characters, and lay the stress on the Characters, not on the loundi.

Hence in the language of Fan, there is an endless variety of sound ; w ith the Chinese, there is an endless variety of the Chai

Jn Fan, the principles ofsound excite an admiration, but the letters are destitute of beauty: in Chinese, thr Characters are capable

of ever varying intelligible modifications, but the sounds are not possessed of nice and minute distinctions. The People of Fan

prefer the sounds, and, what they obtain enters by the ear; the Chinese prefer the beautiful Character, and what they obtain enters

by the eye." The fact i, that an Alphabetic Language is addressed both to the eye and the ear. A page of a book, when viewed.

nalles a Person to pronounce sounds which are understood by all who hear; in this perhaps, its chief excellence comists. How-

yer, the quotation was int -nded to prove, that in the opinion of the Chinese themselves, the figure and meaning of the Character

are the great points to be attended to.

The Emperor Kang-he, whoso Tartar series of Syllables the
-fc// '~a i Tsheif-ynn resembles, affirms, contrary to the authorities

above quoted, that lh;' system is at once admirable and easy; and that great stupi&y must be the lot of those who cannot under-

stand it. Th:1

simple use of two Characters, to educe from them the Pronunciation of a third, is very generally adopted, and in-

troduced into modern editions of the Classics. But no where, neither in Dictionaries nor Commentaries, do they confine them-

selves to determinate sets of Characters for the Initials and Finals, which circumstance deprive* the Student of much of the benefit,

which would otherwise result from the plan. Even the Imperial Dictionary does not confine itself in the body of the work to the

sets of Characters given in its own tables. Some Dictionaries are still published agreeably to the old mode of giving a single

Character, supposed to be better known, of the same Pronunciation, as that less kuown. But in this case also, they do not confine

themselves to the same Character as the sign of the same sound. They seem always to calculate on the Student having learned

to Pronounce several thousand Characters, from the mouth of a Master. One who has been taught the Art of Spelling, according

to the Alphabetic system, wonders at the extreme deficiency of Chinese, otherwise tolerably well acquainted with Letters, when they

try to obtain the Pronunciation of a word, by the Syllabic Spelling; as from T-ing Ke-a, to derive Hea, instead of Ta, is an

example which does not exaggerate their blunders. Many of the Chinese Dictionaries, employ both the
"t^J gl Ts'hce-yun, and the

-g- Yin, that is, the Syllabic Spelling, and the single Character of the. same sound.as that to be defined. The latter mode is more

jenerally understood.

Ill Works on the Language, in Chinese, have been arranged either according to the import and form of the Character, or ac-

cording to its Pronunciation, by classing together those whose terminations were the same. All the earlier Dictionaries, the / ^

|fc l.iih-shoo;|Kx^ ShwB-wan, fjr ^3 Yiih-pheen, and^M Luy-pteen, were arranged according to the form and

meaning of the Character. The first Dictionary, arranged according to the Pronunciation, was called
J|H- gj|

Tang-yun; it

ppeared, about A. D. 600. The same Dynasty, viz. that of ^- Tang, which continued till about A. D. 900, produced fiff

^HKwaiig-yun.
About the year 1300, th work, called

jjEL^ffi jfe tjB Woo-yuo-^S-yun, was published. y
Yuen

Dynasty produced fi^ Yun-hwuy, and 00 Ming Dynasty, which continued till A. D. 1614, produced J ^j| Ching-yun.

These Dictionaries were all arranged according to the Pronunciation ; an arrangement, which after a trial of several hundred

years, was fouud not to answer well. There was much disagreement araougst these different authorities, and the difficulty
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of finding the Character* was great : he< re the writer* of the Dictionaries
^ifpj! Tszc-hwuy, andJE^j^ Ching-tize-

t hune, who publnhr.l their works durin- tlie Dynasty flH Ming, reverted to the principle of the ancient arrangement, and the

,ler% of Iht- Imperial Dict.onary, adh-r.il to il. In forming M.at Work tin- above mentioned Dictionaries were all consult^,

and the Xtw Work was called ^fcj&L '

\ st.-mtlard, or Canon of the Character."

T II K RADICALS.

Ijy the Chinese called ^fe ^f) Tste-poo, under which the Characters are at present arranged, amount to Two Hundred

aid Fourteen, and follow in order, arcordirg to Ihe number of strokes of the Pencil employed in writing each of them, from one

itroke to eighteen, in thi* arrangement the chief object is, facility of finding the Character wanted; this is a modern improve-

ment on the ancient system, thou-h considered less Philosophical than that of~/\^- Luh-shoo,
ffi^y^.

sllw -w;> n
. and jJF

jil Yiih-p'heen. In those YYorkv mo.t r card was paid to the meaning of the Character in its arrangement. In the present mode,

the meaning is made a secondary consideration to its being easily found. Kang-he, endeavours to unite these objects, and

hence, alters the place of some Characters from that in which Tsze-hwuy and Ching-tsze-t'hung had arranged them ; for instance,

lining, The light issuing from fire," was placed, by preceding Dictionaries under
JJ

Jih, "Day;" he has placed it under

tiTae, "Cloudv; obscure," is put under
jy[;1

Yu, "
Rain," instead of

"pK" Tae, "At, or to a certain point."
~y\'l\ i I * x J N-

5jf5 Hing, "The blaze of lire;" %& Y ing,
" The name of a river;"

-Jjp|
King,

" A certain tree." and
_|5 Ying, "The apex

of a stalk of grain ;" were, by Ching-tsze-fhung,
all placed under ^=f He'S,

" The head." Kang-he has restored them to the

Radicals ik jbt T|T- ^fc Fire, water, wood, and grain, where the framers of the Characters would have placed them.

| n
* >|h Liih-shoo, the -^?-"rfR Tsze-poo, are called ^ 1 Shoo-miih,

' Book's eyes," or Characters which constitute
/ "E^I

^"^

an Index to the Book ; they amount to 479. In
pt x^ Shwo-wan, to 540 ; and in

-{- ^Cj Yuh-p'heen, to 542. In the first of

these, namely, Luh-shoo, a Classification is made, which is still often followed, when Language is not treated of. The first division

of the Character, includes a few derived from a single line. The second division embraces Celestial objects, as the Sky, the

invisible, or aerial influence, the Sun, Moon, and Stars; Clouds, Rain, and Thunder. The third, Terrestial objects, as Earth, to

Crow ; Water, Metal, Hills, Rivers, &c. The fourth, Man, including the parts and functions of the human body ; to See; to Sleep;

ic. The fifth, Living Creatures, or as they are expressed "Things that move," including the various species of Animals. Sixth.

Things Straight, as Trees, Grasses, Plants. The seventh, Productions of Human Industry. Eighth, Miscellaneous ; and Ninth,

Doubtful, including Characters whose formation, or classification, are not clearly ascertained. Further, There is in the 479, a dis-

tinction made between the principal and subordinate Radicals, thus, Sun and Moon, are principal Characters; Morning and

Evening, are derived from them, and placed in the second class. Water, is a principal ; River, Streams, x. are subordinate.

The principal, "e denominated -j- Moo, " Mothers ;" the derivatives, are called ^- T.ze, Children." Uuder these Radical

parts,
arc arranged their Compounds, formed agreeably to the Six Divisions mentioned above on the second page. In the whole

of this arrangement, no regard is paid to the number of strokes in each Character ; from which, and other circumstances, the

Character wanted, i. found will, considerable
difficulty. The present reduced number of Radicals, and each Character occupying

a place according to its number of strokes, ii the latest and most convenient arrangement. It appear, to have been first employed
in the Dictionary -~f-lM: Tizc-hwuy.
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Paper was invented in China, by a Person named
^.^.

/

]'
Tsae-lun, about tlie end of the firit century. In ancient I

wooden thin boards, or bamboos pared thin, were uied to write on. The next step was, to write on silk or rlollt. 'It
-

pencil at first, was the point of a stick, which they dipped in a liquid ink. Hair Pencils were invented so early ai 300 yemr B C-

Their squares of ink, as now used, were known about A. D. 600.

Printing, it is said, was first introduced to the notice of Government, by a Minister of Slate, call.-d $F*}'\ Fun"-taou who
1 1 * y ) j~_j_

was ~Sj^)\ Woo-tae-J'n ' a Person who livcd duri"g the five latter Dynasties; he lived to the commencement of th Dynasty

-^ Sung, about the middle of the Tenth Century, when the art of Printing prevailed. The first eay, ii laid to have been, to

take an impression on paper from a stone tablet, on which Letters had been engraved ; by this process the ground of the Paper wai

black, and the Characters white. Impressions on single sheets only were taken in this way, but this led to the invention of wooden

blocks, or wooden Stereotype Printing, which has continued to the present time. Type-Cutters now worship FunS-taou, ai their

patron deity, in the same way as the learned worship Confucius.

Thus has been traced from knotted cords and bamboo books, the progress, in China, of that mighty engine, the incipient di-

covery of which, Fable says, shook the universe. Speech, by which we communicate fully our thoughts to others, ii that, next

to the power of thinking, by which man is far removed from the inferior creatures ; Writing, by which man renders his thoughts (/

visible, and conveys them to those beyond the reach of his voice, to the very ends of the earth, raises him high above hit unlettered

fellow men ; and Printing, which in one hour, by a single hand, effects as much as could be written in a whole day, by a thousand

pens, appears to have given the highest possible facility to the interchange of ideas amongst human beings. Would that those

ideas, were none other than such as are favourable to Truth, Piety, and Virtue.

The Dictionary by order of His Imperial Majesty, Kang-he, is a compilation, rathcf than an original Work. For thr

completion of it, five years were allowed; Twenty-seven Persons were employed in composing it; two others in revising, and one

in superintending the Press. * From its being the Work of many, there is a want of unity, and perspicuity in it. The Student

is sometimes referred backwards and forwards without finding satisfaction any where. The quotations are so garbled as to be often

unintelligible, without a reference to the original. The Definitions are uot in an easy style. It is crowded with different Pro-

nunciations, from their making a point of collecting the Ancient as well as the Modern Pronunciation. Though the Compilers

were instructed by His Majesty, that " No meaning should be le!t unexplained, as well as no sound omitted," they have almost

entirely overlooked the Colloquial Dialect. Hence, a mere translation of Kang-he's Dictionary, would be far from answering the

purposes of the European Student; the Imperial Dictionary was intended for Natives, not for Foreigners. Still, it may justly

be considered, the fullest and best Dictionary, which has appeared in China ; and it is in universal use.

Of the following Dictionary, Kang-he's Tsze-teen, forms the ground work ; the arrangement and number of Characters in the

First Part, are according to it. The Definitions and Examples, are derived chiefly from it; from Personal knowledge of the use

ofthe Character ; from the Manuscript Dictionaries of the Romish Church
;
from Native Scholars ; and from Miscellaneous Works

perused on purpose.

* Vide, fjlA. Tsze-teen, vol. 1 .

vot. i.
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The Manuttnpl Dictionaries tontain from Ten lo Thirteen thousand Characters ; the late Printed French Copy, contains, Thir-

Ibouiand. three lunulrrd and sixteen. .Neither tin- Manuscript Dictionaries, nor Printed Copies, insert the Chinese Characters in

uncertainty, as to the Characters or Words which compose the Examples given.

In thit Work, that in i

1

( i supplied. The Example* are :il-o more numerous, and the illustrations generally fuller

tluum the .M4iiucripU and Printed I opv of the Missionaries' Dictionaries. In this Work, the Seal Character and Running-hand

number of Characters., agreeably to Kang-he's Tsze-teen, amounts to about J'orty Thousand. amongst

which arc many of rare oc. urmicr, but which arc necessary to the completeness of the Work.

;<-an Mini, ul of Chinese, the Writer would recommend particular attention lo the Character, as finally the

p-d-il and mo*l sutisf-u lory mctlio.l of acquiring the Language. Let the Radicals be committed to memory. The Tones and

.ire quite of a secondary nature. Such distinctions do exist, but they are not necessary to write the Language, nor yet

to ipeak it intelligibly. E\en Native Scholars, arc sometimes unacquainted with them; they are essential only in Poelry. The

form of the Character, and Ihe proper collocation of words, are indispensibly necessary parts to be attended to. The Tones

sometimes affect the sense; in such cases, but no other, they are marked by the Chinese. European Writers, have laid undue

stress upon thrin, and upon accompanying the Alphabetic Spelling with the appropriate marks of the Tones. The Student should

i.-r all Alphabetic Spelling and marks, as only imperfect helps to his recollection of the sound of the Chinese Character. Any

thing in Chinese, beyond common place topics of colloquial intercourse, is quite unintelligible when expressed in Letters of the

Roman Alphabet. The Character must be present to the eye, or to the mind, in order to be understood.

What is called the Mandarin Dialect, or
/
E*'=:fr Kwan hwa, is spoken generally in ^T rgj Keang-nan, and yOT J5EJ Ho-nan,

Provinces, in both of which, the Court once resid d; hence the Dialects of those places gained the ascendancy over the other

Provincial Dialects, on the common principle of the Court Dialect becoming, amongst People of education, the standard Dial. ct.

A Tartar-Chinete Dialect is now gradually gaining ground, and if the Dynasty continues long, will finally prevail. There is no

occasion to suppose it a "
Royal Dialtvl, fabricated on purpose to distinguish it from the yulgar."* Difference of Dialects arise

gradually without art or contrivance !

That the Chi. :es- I/mginge has no Compound Words, seems a misapprehension. That the Characters arc not actually joined

to each other is a f.ict ; but lo the intelligent Reader, Speaker, and Hearer, the Syllables are often understood in a compound sense.

-JpL Tw-tSeil, or - 'mny,
"

Lexicon, or Dictionary," are understood as compound terms. jk -}- A

Pun-fhoo-jin. denotes "
Aborigine* ;'' and though the Characters be not linked together, they are in sense, and in the apprehension

f>f t!n- Person who uml -r-a iiuU Chines-, as really joined as " Ab "
is to "

origine."

To the Writer of this, it appears unquestionable, that the Chinese Language originated in pictures of visible objects, and from

thrnrr by alluiion, gradually extended from things visible and capable of being represented, to things immaterial and beyond the

gni7 'lures of the objects of vision are now almost entirely obliterated, and the allusion is, by the

5PnrralitJ ' "' sl 'hl!y perceived ; hence the Character presents to such Persons, little more than a collection of

arbitrary signs. Their being composed of a few Radical parts, to each of which commonly a meaning is affixed, makes them remem-

!h
infinitely more ease, than if they were formed at random. That Chinese Chararters are not fitted to convey Sounds as

*
Encyclopedia Brit. 1 4 rol. page 526.
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well as the Letters of an Alphabet, is qnitc apparent. Though by joining them, they form a kind of Syllabic Spelling ; fur London,

they could say, Lim-tun, which comes sufficiently near to the true sound of the word. But for liengal, they are obliged to write

Mang-ya-la, or Pang-klh-la.

To convey ideas to the mind, by the eye, the Chinese Language answers all the purposes of a written medium, at well a> the

Alphabetic system of the West, and perhaps in some respects, better. As sight is quicker than hearing, so idrn-, niching the mind

by the eye, are quicker, more striking, and vivid, than those which reach the mind by the slower progress of found. The Character

forms a picture, which really is, or by early associations, is considered beautiful and impressive. The Chinese fine writing,

(when fully understood, by dispensing with all the minute particles, and diffusive expressions, which are absolutely necesiary to give

to sounds that variety, which makes them intelligible in Spoken Language,) dartg upon the mind with a vivid flash; a force and a

beauty, of which Alphabetic Language is incapable. Chinese Writing is also more permanent, than the Alphabetic system, which it

ever varying its spelling with the continually changing pronunciation of the living voice. Perhaps, the Chinese written Language,

has contributed in some degree to the unity of the Chinese Nation, Were all the Dialects of the Empire expressed in an Alpha-

betic Character, they would form, to appearance, Languages, perhaps nearly as different from each other, as those of the several

nations of Europe. Is it not then an advantage to have distinct, from Spoken Language, a written medium of thought, little sus-

ceptible of change?

But at a future day, when the Chinese Language shall be better, and more generally known, its merits and demerits, will be more

justly appreciated. Hitherto its European admirers and contemners, have commonly both of them, been very ignorant of it; and

consequently, not qualified to form a correct estimate. Some Gentlemen, see as little beauty in the Chinese Language, as the

Schoolboy does of beauty in the Latin, when first reading Hie, hnec, hoc; and much for the same reason. Others cry out

V
respecting it,

"
Lingua divina !" whilst from their present ignorance of the subject, they expect to find in the Language, excellencies

which never existed. What should we think, of a Chinese, who, unable to write in a legible hand, the Roman Alphabet ; or to

read a page of a common Spelling Book, should yet presume lo decide on the beauties or defects of the English or French

Languages? Should we not justly despise his pretensions? Equally worthy of being despised, have been, respecting Chinese,

several of the efforts of European Literati.

Some of the Missionaries, of the Rjomish Church, who took the lead in Chinese Literature, have always written rrsprrlably on

the subject. Their Manuscript Dictionaries, Grammars, and Letters, have furnished the materials of all that has been Printed m

Europe; but those materials have often fallen into the hands of Europeans, who have more or less disfigured them, from

ignorance of the subject. Some have been even so far lost to a sense of propriety, as to caluminate those Guides, from whom, when

they separated for a moment, they fall into error. There are various errors in Fourrnont's Grammar.
~\JJ Ts'hee', commonly

appears amongst the Verbs, for $& Ts'hcg. The other errors are of a s'm 1 :r kind, putting one Character for another of a similar

found. Probably the Spelling only was found in the Manuscript Missionary Grammars, and he attempted to supply the Characters, a

task above the degree of his knowledge.

The most useful book, on Chinese, yet Printed in Europe, is the late Chinese Dictionary, Published at Paris, and Printed from

the Manuscript Dictionaries of the Romish Missionaries. As far as the Editor has adhered to his Manuscripts, he will be generally

found correct ; of his own knowledge, he gives no favorable specimen in his Critique on the English Spelling of the Character* jib

T'chien lung ta whang tee, which occur in the late Sir George Staunton's Account of Lord Macartney's Embassy
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Th*Miionrir> M. Dr- (.nignw y, wrile the above sentence Kien-long-ta-ouan?-ty. Now, addthe, " L lettre kdu mot Kien r k (

rtTtamrinrnl aspirer ; mait rile n'a pas le son du Ich Anglais." The fact is, that j T'cliien, is in some Chinese Dictionaries aspirated,

and in olh<-r> not; hut the h in Trhitn, i not intended a an Aspirate. it is merely the soft sound of Ch. And those who are ac-

quainted with Chinese. need not be informed, that words, which in the Southern parts of the Empire, begin with the initial K, arr

pronounced, by the People of thf North, and particularly at Court, at if written Ch or Teh, according to the power of lho-c

lettoi in the English Language.

t ayi again.
" La leltre h. dans le mot whang, est inutile, puisque le mot ouang n'est pas aspire." If any Mission-

ary wrote Ouang. a. the pronunciation of the Character *'.
'

Whang, it must cither have been by mistake, or he must not haveun-

That it should be Whang, or as the Portuguese Manuscript Dictionaries spell it, Hoang, is what, to those in a slight

degree acquainted with the subject, requires no proof. What makes the Critique ridiculous enough is, that M. De Guignes. in

the body of hit Dictionary, where he follows his Manuscript, spells the Character jp. Hoang, as it ought to be, and which

..unccd precisely like the English Whang, with which he finds fault. Possibly, M. De Guignes thought the Character

should be
~

z, which would correspond to '

Ouang ;" but if so, that only makes bad worse, for yy ~^f- *#j"
Ta wangle,

_JL. j_ Tiff

it a phnue, which it is likely never occurred to any one but himself; certainly it never wai applied to the Emperor J3 i|g
T'chicn-

lung'

ilgnes, has exercised hit Critical powers, pretty largely respecting the Chinese account of the extensive Inundation,

.^c, which took place during the reign of 3g Yaou. Though a Deluge of waters, it must be confessed, has little or no

connexion with a Dictionary of words j yet, as in ray opinion, his Criticisms are frequently incorrect, and tend to mislead the Public

mind, I .ii.ill take a short survey of the subject.

<

\\co-king, or Pentateuch of Confucius, compiled by him, from materials no longer existing, contains one book

j ,7Jn
Sho -l"ngtt OT

-fjjjj IpJT
Shang-shoo. Jt is bound up in two thin volumes, and consists of the Annals of 33; Yaou

In the following Dictionary , it has been thought proper to preserve the sound of K, to distinguish it from the loft initial Cb, I/
t There i a common raying, respecting the Shoo-king. jp}

ifc-jj^'y^ ^ |^^ Shang shoo koo kin wan, kae chuU

pelb chung,
" Boih the Ancient and Modern Shoo-king were taken from the wall of a house." The saying is thus explained,

iti l.oo Kung.wang, i. e. Kung-wang, of the State Loo, (B.C. 100) proceeded to destroy the old house of Confucius,

iindin.m.- of the walls, the records of the Ancient Dynasties, Jljfjtjjfj Yu, Hea, Shang, Chow, as contained in the

Ancient Shoo-king. These records, whatever they were, have long since perished, and no writings, prior to those of Confucius,

bin*.

*fter
t Tsin-chc-hwang, had burnt all the books that could be seized, the Shoo-king was found hidden in a wall of

lA^t Fuh-sang, an old man, who, to avoid the persecution carried on against the literati, when many hundreds of

re destroyed, put out his own eyes, and affected idiotism. By this painful artifice, he saved his life, and the Shoo-king was

account, say, that the poor old sightless -f^^ Fuh-sSng, taught the Shoo-king from memory to J

third. Whrn the limes B r,-w hi It, r, it was committed to writing. This is called ^-^ Kin-wan, "The

p-rbof this an- considered spurious, and Ihc-^ Koo-wan, " Ancient copy," which, it was pretended
1. and for ,me hundred J*H, Mfe oreivcd as genuine, has been suspected of being spurious, by the learned generally,

the Duiaily^ Sung, (about A. D. 1200.)
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Shun, Ac. down to- the age in which Confucius lived; including a period of about Seventeen Hundred Years.* It is written i>

broken sentences and detached paragraphs, many of which arc represented as sayings of the Ancient King*, or conversations belwcei

them and their Minister!. Some of the words are used in a sense quite different from that in which they have been understood 10

later times; and are consequently obscure and doubtful. It opens with r -I YuS,
"

It is slid," t from which, probably, A con-

siderable part is merely tradition.

In the Shoo-king mention is made of a great and destructive accumulation of waters upon the face of the earth; whether it

be called Inundation or Deluge, is immaterial. This subject occupies a much larger portion of the Shocking, than Ihe account of

Noah's Deluge docs of the Pentateuch of Moses. It is denominated in Chinese 'Vit^^ Hung shwiiy,
"
Thegreat waters, or De-

luge." The removal of the waters, and settling the state of all the various regions then known, is understood by the phrase ffi.
J|^

Yu kung. ^. Yu, was the Person who effected that great work. This Deluge makes a grai;d epoch in Chinese History. AfU'r

a fanciful account of the Creation, there follows a period of civilization, when /^" Jig Fun-he's successors introduced marriage;

government; working in metals ; the use of musical instruments ; and Characters for the division of time. The profligacy and

misrule of the monarch
'S'^fr Te-chih, is noticed, and then follows ?fe Yaou's Deluge; after which the earth is ;<gain repre-

sented as overspread by wild uncultivated vegetation, and overrun by savage beasts. The fabulous age of V?
fjjL

T'hi-eii hwarj,

^"[(j
-S 1 Te-hwang, and

f\^ -gp. Jin-hwang, is called ~^~~K Tae-koo. The Antediluvian period, from /
f/cCc.j; Fiih-he, l<>

jEfc Yaou, is called _
"
~TT shang-koo. The postdiluvian age, to the period of Confucius, is denominated Ff I ~t Chung-koo.

/ 1-
~" '

I i

The above is a faithful outline of the picture drawn, by Chinese Writers, of the History of the Ancient World, as known to them.

Its similarity to that given by the Jewish Legislator, must be observable to every one; and the probability, that bolh accounts

refer to the same remote facts, is not to be overturned by slight anachronisms, or a discordancy in the detail ; much lesi, by the

Terbal, and (as I think may be proved,) inaccurate and absurd Criticisms of M. De Guigncs.J

*
According to the dates affixed by Chinese Historians, the various reigns fronr|/tfPc Fiih-he, to the present year 1815, make

in all 5200 years. From Fiih-he to
|fj| Yaou, 1 140 ; from Yaou to

-^L~j~" Confucius, 1700. From that to the present time SS60.

+ The Ancient Copies, instead ofQ Yug, had -^- Yug, about the exact meaning of which. Commentators are not agreed.

Some explain it as I have done.

* In the Encyclopedia. Brit, vol 5. page 732, when treating of the Deluge, it is said, (from Mr. Bryant) that the Cuthites

worshipped Cham; and that in China, Cham signifies any thing Supreme, a Sceptre, a Priest, &c. The whole of this apparent ana-

logy, arises from mistaking the Portuguese and French Spelling of Chinese Syllables. In the Cham of the Cuthites, Ch is hard,

as if the Syllable were written Kam; now the Chinese have no such Syllable. The Portuguese spell Tchang with Cham, and the

French spell Sh with Ch. In the first instance, by the word Supreme, the syllable _t Shang, is probably intended; and by the

Priests, Jfjl fpj Ho-shang, must have been referred to. But there is no similarity between Cham or Kam, and Shaug. Moreover,

Shang by itself, does not denote priest

In the same Work, vol. II, page 527, it is said, that the Chinese evidently contains a great number of words of the same origin

with those which occur in other Dialects. The examples given to illustrate this assertion, are most of them so erroneous and un-

founded, that the whole passage is truly ridiculous. It should be Molted from the book which it disfigures. The Man who derives

from 1 Xim, i. e. in English, Suing, the Latin "
Eximius," will soon prove, that the Tvords of all Langu.isres are in fact the same.

VOL. i. t



XIV.

^m^^^^^^iMM-n^mm,
he Cl\aracter Vr* E, the

CommeaUtort acknowledge they do not understand ; they endeavour to give it a scute which they think answers the scope of Ilk-

whole, which thry rxplai.i thu, Hit Majesty said, Alas, Ministers ! the deluging waters spread destruction. They surround the

mountain*, and overtop the hill; Ihry /J ~^\-/T ns one explains it) rise high and extend wide as the spacious vault of

beavea. Alas, for the conunon people! Who is able to remove the waters? A\\ the Ministers replied, Behold Kwan! there is

one equal to him. The Kinp,-ror said, O, no ! be is not fit; do not order him to nndertakc it. One of the Ministers said, Let

kirn be Uicd. Hi MsJMty answered, Let him go then, and exercise the utmost care and attention. He undertook the task, and

laboured niiir years without success." In consequence of his failure, he suffered death, and his Son /p. Yu, was required to-

overtake the work ; he with great modesty declined in favour of some abler Person than himself. But his Majesty insisted on

hat requirement, and Yn obeyed.

The third passage, which occurs in the Shoo-king, represents Yu, reporting to His Majesty the result of his labours. He-

begin* by repeating the extent and ravages of the Deluge, adding, that K j^
Hea min, " The People," or mass of common

People, had sunk in the waters. He said, he had found it necessary to cat his way though the forests; en the water, to employ

boat* or ships; on the dry land chariots; on the mud he had used wooden sledges; and in ascending the hills he had used iron

spike* in hit sandals. He had been obliged to feed the People with raw meat; he had cut channels for nine rivers, which divided

the earth into nine regions; he had extended his travels to the ocean on all sides. And after the waters were subsided, he taught the

People to plough and sow; but during the growth of this first crop, the People still ate raw meat. He, moreover, urged the People

to go and barter what articles they could spare, for others which they had not Thus it was, that the People were supplied with food ;

and
jffl!

jtK Wan pang,
" Ten thousand," i. e. all the nations after the visitation of the flood, were restored to order.

I"I / '

The fourth and last passage which occurs in the Shoo-king, on this subject is, the Itinerary of Hi Yu, which occupies

twelve page* of that small work. The names of the various Countries through which he passed in the prosecution of his arduous

enterprise, are duly inserted, with a very few explanatory words. His success procured for him, the epithet of
TJjttl jn Sn'ug-)u,

The divine Yu."

In this account, every Reader must discover a large portion of fiction filling up the great outlines of truth. But M. De Guignes

Miitf on interpreting it as a plain matter of fact of history,
" Et non comme un roman." Neither would I treat it as altogether

romance, but as a romance founded on fact.

Tlic Sboo-king doe. not state from whence the waters of this ancient Deluge came; and Frenchmen, as well as Chinese, have

been a little puzzled to account for them. Some affirm that the source of all rivers is the
j=j

L Kwan-lun mountain, which rises

v
ten thousand Lc in height, till il becomes connected wit'' ^^P[ T'heen-ho,

" The river of heaven," er the Milky Way ; and from

iSfe-p S/^^firfPj2l^'7JC.7^7K^"^^ifi,
" MS"-tsze said, that rivers

flowin. i their natural course, was expressed by Keang-shwuy ; tl.:,t Keang-shwiiy was the same as Hung-shwt.y," or the

Deluge. That mu.t have bcca a great convulsion of nature, which caused rivers to flow in a direction the opposite of their

natural course. '

the Uwtory of China, by ^-^1^. Choo-foo-tize, an objector is introduced as remarking very naturally,
" Since the IB
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iene conflux of waters extended high and wide a the heavens, what could Yu do to remove them?" One repltei, that he had

heard a third Person give it as his opinion, that the
yifc.yO^ Deluge was similar to the calamities which now take place by ex-

cessive rains ; and that in the close ofjfe Yaou's reign, the same thing had happened for several yean. The phraje, V "^
Th;iou t'heen,

"
Reaching high as heaven," must be understood as a local figurative expression. The chief part of the calamity

consisted in th,c excessive fall of rain; after it had fallen, and Yu had scooped passages for it, it gradually subsided in the Autumn,

In a marginal note, this opinion is rejected as the groundless conjecture of a self-conceited mind. Perhaps few will think that

the supposition quite removes all the difficulties.

The site of the
~J\ /J'h] Kew-chow, or nine regions, into which Yu divided the earth, puzzle not a little the Chinese Expo-

(itors. They have made Maps of them, both old ones and new ones, which are limited to the extent ofModern China Proper,* which

is the world in the estimation of the Chinese. Others, more judicious, confess, that
j$t J^"^f /<&.

y[\ fp]
the Ancient and

Modern Geography are not the same. They further say, that
^L.lt-./Al f^l V^^ 'fill//' ^L'il'H

* " The nine rc ion

encompassed by the surrounding ocean, are the Nine Chow ;" and that "^nT
jTjrfj
^ $H$. EQ YtS: P^I iff (M ^L~f"^

Ef3 fgrj ^p /V. |~ (SiL +" I" anc enl- times, Shin-ming measured the land surrounded by the ocean, and found it U

be from East to West 900,000 Le, ( 250 Le make a degree) and from North to South 810,000 Le.

M. De Guignes, however, relieves all parties from their difficulties, by applying to the period spoken of, a definition

the Character
/JlK! Chow, which was adopted perhaps, thousands ofyears afterwards ; viz. that a

|IJ\J
Chow, consisted of 2500 fa-

milies; and, having assumed these data, (a happy thought that never occurred to any native Chinese, from the dayi of

Confucius to the present time) he reduces the question, as to the extent of the peregrinations of Yu, to a matter of simple multi-

plication, and glories in his discovery as containing in it, the full evidence of mathematical demonstration. ^

M. De Guigres also proposes to alter the pointing of the Chinese Classic and Commentary, and to read these words,
-yfcq^/n

~TT El T'haou t'hccn, hea min, with the point after Hea, instead of after T'heen, then making the phrase, "The water*

extended over the Empire," instead of "
High and wide as the heavens.'

1 But this reading is different from the manner in which

the natives h,ve ever read their own Books. To say nothing of the modesty of this attempt, it would not answer his purpoie;

for the phrase which ho would alter, occurs not only in the passage which he conceives is capable of a different pointing, but abo

in other pi ices where no pointing whatever would produce the change he wishes. Thus, Shoo-king, 11 page, y^^^JvVyS^i

y'o'V^ I'M tU M:&'^"T* .Pc'lf''^
Hu"S shwtiy t

'

haou t>heen ! haou haou hwae shan seang ling, hea min hwan teen.

" The Deluge rose high and spread wide as the spacious vault of heaven ; the people astonished to stupefaction sunk in the waten."

"~K& Hea min, is a phrase as much used to denote "The people," as ^r ~TT T'heen hea, is to denote "Empire." And

moreover, the phrase 7r~T T'heen hea, is more like the European word World, than Empire; it is sometimes uied in a

proper, sometimesin a limited sense. The world, as known to the Chinese, is expressed by it; as world once denoted the Kumar

Empire, and now often means only Europe. But in its proper sense, all under heaven is implied by it.

I liall notice only one more Criticism of M. De Guignes. It applies to the usual Chinese expression for Yaou' Deluge.
*

* The reigning Family makes Mancnow Tartary one of the Chow; and that in w*- 1- 'ae court of Yaou w" hfld -

+ Vide,^ f| Luh-shoo. i Vide, Map of China, with Explanato-
""* S Vide, Dictionaire ChinoU Prefac.

Pagei 22 and 23.
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Hung hwuy, m which connexion yti" Hung, according to all Commentaries and Dictionaries, denotes "Great.

. vail." However, M. De Guigne* says. Hung, also means,
" Picrres qui arrfitent le cours d'un ileuve." Granting

that Hung means ' the rocks which stup the course of a river," what sense would be make of Ht Hung, joined with
vfr

Shway. Water," rock-water, instead of the Great waters, seems a very curious conjectural emendation. Suppose a Chinese

doubted the Universal Deluge spoken of in the West, and wishing to prove his point, looked into Dr. Johnson's
Dictionary.

for a definition of the word Deluge, he would find the first sense given, A general inundation. But that not answering his

purpose, he would, in the manner of M. De Guigues, seize with avidity, in spite of all Europeans, as quite conclusive ia

hi* own favor, the next sense given, viz. An overflowing of the natural bounds of a river. Though he chose to be convinced

by this mode of proof, it is not Ijkely that any other Person would. But Hung, does not signify.
"
Pierres qui arrfitent

le conn d'un leave." This is a mistake of M. De. Guigncs, in which he has mistranslated the Latin of his Manuscript.
" Petrs

impedientes fluminis fluxum," does not denote what he has rendered it. The sentence in the original Chinese Dictionaries

is this, ~Jn R_ypT Vflt^T$~ ^^ l* o 'lo 'ew we' ^ ung>
" stones or roc^-s > hindering the flowing of a river, make Hung,"

i. e. produced angry breakers, or a rippling effect on the water. The rocks are not denoted by the word Hung, but the effect

produced by rocks obstructing in part the course of the water. In this sense also, it appears to be only a local term, aid is

no nore applicable to the
yityk Hung shwiiy, of Yaou, than the word "

Ripple" is to the Universal Deluge.



XVII.

MARKS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

THE Numerals at the top of llie page, denote tlie number

of Strokes in addition to the Radical, which are contained in

the Characters on the page.

The Six Classes of Derivation, are marked in the following

manner.

First, Representation of the object, by
*

Second, Pointing out some property, by t

Third, Combination of ideas, by*

Fourth, Giving sound, by ^

Fifth, Inverting or reversing, by ||

Sixth, Arbitrary Characters, by t ,

S. C. denotes the Seal Cliaracter.

R. H. the Running Hand.

A. V. Ancient Vases.

Instead of repeating the Character defined,in the Examples

its presence will be denoted by a perpendicular line, thus

01. Scrib. (Olim scribehatur) refers to the Character pre-

ceding and denotes that Class of Characters, which the Chinese

call
"Zj~ AJT Koo-wan.

Al. Scrib. (Alias scribitur) refers to that Class of Characters,

which, though differently formed, are the same both in pro-

nunciation and meaning, which in Kang-he's Dictionary, are

denoted by
jiij/

Afe Hwu-tsu, "Others form it;" and by
f|j|

Tung, "The same."

Syn. (Synonymous) is applied to Characters, whose pro-

nunciation and form are different, but meauiug the ume. In

Chinese called Fii ffl T'hung-yung.

SOUNDS OF THE LETTP.HS

A, as in " Hard."

A as in "
II in.'

AE, broad A n.alt-scing with E, forming a sound like

igh, in "High.""

AOI:, broad A and OU coalescing

AY, as in '-May."

E, final, as in " Me."

E, as in
" Met."

EU, as Ilic sound of EU in the French word " Feu

EW, as in
" New."

1H, a sound similar to that given by the Letter I, when in

pronouncing the word "
With," the Reader stops short at Ihc I.

G, is hard in Glh

J, as in French.

6, as in " Hot."

OW, as in
" How."

U, nearly like EU, as above.

UH, as in " Hut."

ZE, a buzzing sound, which cannot be expressed by \\\r

Roman Alphabet.

THE FIRST OF THE FOUR TOffES, riZ.

Ping-shing, is left unmarked.

Shang-shing, is denoted by the grave accent (i.)

Keu-shing, by the acute accent (i.)

Juh-shing, by the short accent (T.)

The Aspirate, by fh.)



r _in * Country to extensive as China, and iu which Tartars and Chinese are blended, it is in vain to expect a unifor-

mity of Pronunciation CTcn amongst well educated People. The Tartars arc the Rulers, and hence their Pronunciation is imitated

b> inwiy. The Chinese are the Literary part of tht- Community, and the systems of Pronunciation found in Books is often

theirs. Some uniform system must be adopted, otherwise endless confusion will ensue. The Pronunciation in this Work, is

rather what the Chinese call the Nanking Dialect, than the Peking. The Peking Dialect differs from it,

I. In changing K before K and I, into Ch, and sometimes into Ts. Thus King becomes Ching, and Keang becomes Cheang or

Tira

II. II before E and I, is turned into Sh or S. Thus Heang is turned into Sheang, and Heo into SheS. or SeS.

III. Chang and Tsang are used for each other; also Cho and Tso, Man and Mwan, Pan and Pwan, We ai;d Wei, are in the

Pronunciation of different Persons confounded.

IV. The Tartars, and some People of the Northern Provinces, lengthen and soften the Short Tone; 'Miih becomes Moo.

The short termination of Ih, becomes nearly the open sound of Ei, in the English word "
Eight." Thus what, according to the

system would be Plh-king, becomes Pci-ching.

These change* are tolerably regular and uniform, so that it is not difficult in speaking to adopt cither the one Pronunciation or

the other. The soft and lengthened sounds are more pleasing to the car; and to a Person accustomed to speak English, require

leu effort then the Short Tones.

F and P, Nwan and Lwan, Sh and Ch, Ts and Ch, arc occasionally used for each other.

The varieties now spoken of, are varieties of what in Europe is called the Mandarin Tongue. The Provincial Dialects are stUl

snore various. Their Orthography is not attempted in this work.

The abbreviations I'll; well ; don't, &c. shew that the original is colloquial.

It is weH known, that the Chinese read from the top of the Puge to the bottom, and from the right hand column to the left

Hon/ontal lines ilso occur, and in thil case they read from right to left. In Alphabetic Languages, as the termination of one letter

generally joins on to tbf Liter that follows it, the order cannot be altered without throwing the whole into confusion. To read

, or Arabic, or Persian, from right to left would be impracticable. In Chinese, however, each Character is so completely

tmrt, that it matters m.t how they are placed in relation !o each other; they would read as well from the bottom of the

page to the top, as from top to bottom. In Works, Tartar and Chinese, they begin at the left side of th hook. IB this Dir-

.rr u bn born judged proper to read the Chinese Characters horizontally, and from left to right.



RADICALS.

SHEWING THEIR ORDER AND MEANING*

Charactersformed by One Stroke of the

Pencil.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I

J

Yih.* One.

Kwan. To descend; C

Choo. A point.

Peih. Bent out ; C.

Yih. One.

Keue. Hooked ; C.

7.

8.

Charactersformed by Two Slroket.

Urh. Two.

9.

10.

Jin. Aman

Tow. (Undefined ; ) C.

&>f)

/ I Jin. A man ; C.

11. >^V Jih, orJuh. To enter

12. P5. Eight.

* The form of these Radicals, and of the large Characters throughout the work, is taken from an excellent Dictionary,

flrst Published in the Reign of Keen-lung. The latest Edition was Published in the Eleventh year of the present Emperor,

Kea-king; and prefaced with flatt ring recommendations from Persons of the first rank and learning in the State. It wa not,

however, Published by Imperial Authority. The work is called TOT
~^yT 'tfijl ^5 E-wau-pe-lan, and is contained ia Fortj-

two volumes, Octavo. Tiie Author's name is
'L"^

Sha-miih. He was Thirty years engaged in writing it.



n
14

Keung. A remote limit, a wil-

derness ;
C.

To cover ;
C.

16

17

L> V Ping- An wide ;C.

Ke. A table, a bench ;
C.

^1 Rang. Gaping ;
C.

Tl Taou A knife; C
|j

yl Lelh. Strength.

S*~l Paou. To fold ;C.

PC. A spoon.

He. A receptacle ;
C.

Fang. A receptacle ; C.

V
r

Shth. Ten.

Puh. To divine.

Ancient seal on stone

or ivory ;
C

Han. A shelter; C.

/, ^ Mow. Crooked.

\F Yew. The hand, more, again.

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

K'how. The mouth

Hwuy. An inclosure

*"r Too. The ground.

*
^
*
9
A

Sze. A scholar.

Che. To follow.

Shfly. To walk slowly ;
C.

Seftu The evening.

Ta. Large, great.

Neu. A woman.

Tsze. A son, a child.

Me'en. To collect ;
C.

Tsun. Tenth of the Chinese

cubit.



2. i I ^ Seaou. Little, small.

7 Wang, or Yew. An irregular

y\^ waving edge; C^^
44 I ^ She. A corpse.r
46. Ui

Che. A bud.

Shan. A hill.

Chuen. Channel for water,

48.

49.

50.

51.

53.

54.

55.

56.

r

Kung. Work, a workman. .

Ke. One's self.

Kin. A napkin.

Kan. A shield.

Yaou. Slender.

Yen. To protect; C.

Ying. A long journey.

Kung. To join hands; C.

Yih. To dart, a dart; C.

57. t
| Kung. A bow

58.

59

60.

Ke. A hog's head ; C

Shang. Hair.

Chth. To pace ; C.

Charactersformed by Four Strokes

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

> the mintl

Ko. A lance.

Hoo. An inner door.

Show. The hand; C

Che. A branch.

A Puh. A slight stroke ;

Wan. Fair, excellent, letter*.

Sometimes C

^Lk Tow. A certain measure.

r
|

Kin. Chinese pound.

~y^ Fang. Square, then.



11 ^C

73.

"-

|T I

76.

77.

78.

79.

80.

'81.

82.

85.

WT

oo. Not, wanting ; C

Jih. The sun, day.

Yug. To say.

Yue. The moon.

Muh. Wood.

yr Keen. To owe.

ip Che. To stop.

"7T Tae. Evil, bad ;(

Shoo. To kill by striking..

Woo. Not, do not.

Pe. To compare

Maou. Hairs.

\-
njr She. A family name.

~j? Ke. Air, living principle.

7|C Slmuy. Water; C

JjT*

1*|

86.

87.

Ho. Fire;

Chaou. Nails of the hand ; C

88.
"

Poo. A father.

89.

90.

91.

92.

93.

94.

Heaou. To imitate.

Chwang. (Undefined.)

Pe'en. A splinter.

Ya. The teeth.

New. A cow ;
C

Keuen. A dog ;
C %

Charactersformed by Five Strokes.

95. ~Z> Heuen. Blackish.-t
96 "T- YQh - A Sem > C 5Wang-

J\ A king

97.

98.

93.

Kwa. A melon.

Wa. Tiles.

Kan. Sweet.



100.

101.

102

103

104

105.

Sang. To produce.

Yung. To use. '

Teen. A field.

Shoo. The foot, also read Peth

A measure of length. C

Neth. Sickness.

116.

117.

J"V Hcuc A (It'll ,i r; ( \.

Lcth. To erect, to establish

r
XX. P6h A Inound

:

106. Pih. White.

107. 13? pe . Skin.

108. jJJ^Ming. Dishes, &c.

1 1 Miih. The eye.

Mow. A spear.

109.

110.

1)1.

112.

113.

11*.

She. An arrow.

Shth. A stone.

>*>

She. To admonish, to enjoin.

Jow. To creep.

It

Characters formed by Six Strokes

118

119.

120.

Chuh. .Bamboo
; C.

Me Paddy, rice.

Melh, or Sze. Silk thread .

J IN Fow. Crockery.

Wang. A net; C
JflJ [flj

122.

Yang. A sheep

124

126.

127.

128.

Yn. Feathers, wings ; C

Laou. Old man, aged

|-^V^ Urh. A whisker, and, but.

Luy. Handle of a plough

Urh. The rar.



-*-129. ~^jJ Yu. A penci.

"T

-

130. VZM Jow. Flesh ;C fc

Chin. A. servant, minister of

state, public servant.

132

133

134.

135.

Tsze. Self, himself.

Che. Reaching to, at, to the

extreme point.

Kew. A mortar.

-fc- She. The tongue.

136. /

/*r
>

Chuen. To disturb, error.

137. K-t* Chow. A boat.JrV

138.

139.

140.

HI.

Kan. Disobedient.

Sth. Colour.

WW Tsaou. Herbs; C
|f-

142

143.

Hoo. A tiger.

Chung. An insert

Heue Blood.

144.

.46

^*
*

King. To go, to walk, to do.

E. Clothes, garments.

Ya, or Hea. To cover.

Se. West.

Characters formed by Seven Strokes.

147. fel Keen. To see.

148. FM Ke5. A horn.

^^^^^

149. ^^ Yen. Words, to express.

150.

151.

152.

154.

155.

156.

157.

/\. Kuh. Aqueduct, a valley.

C? Tow. Pulse.

She. A hog.

Che. A reptile.

Pei. Pearls.

Chih. Carnation colour

Tsow. To walk.

Tsuh. The foot; CS:



158.

159.

160.

Shin. The body.

Chay. A wheel, a
carriage.

*^|n Sin. Bitter, distressing.

in. To tremble, an hour.

162. ^& Ch'ho. Walking swiftly;

163. CC*

Tfi164. nXI yew. Matured, new wine.
i __

165.

166.

Charactersformed by Eight Strokes.

Yth. A
city;

C
[J (placed

on the right)

Pe
'

cn - To pluck, or tear

asunder.

Le. About one-fourth of an

English mile.

167.

168.

169.

4
-=&

Kin. Metal, gold.

Ch'hang. Long. C

Mun. A door.

Fow. A mound of earth ; C

(Placed on the left.)

vl? Tae - At^ or to a certain point.

172. Chuy. Short tailed bird*

113
17H? Yu Rain

174.

175.

31

Tsing. Azure.

^ Fei. False, not.

Charactersformed by Mne Strokes.

1'6.

177

178.

179. ~

180.

181.

182.

183.

M.

Meen. The face.

Kill. Untanned leather.

Wei. Back to back, soft

leather.

Kew. Leeks.

Yin. A sound.

Hee. The head.

Fung. The wind.

185.

g* ?e. To fly.^i *

Sirfh. To eat.

Show. The head.
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186 Hcang. Smell, fragrance

Characters formed by T"ii Slrokfa.

187.

188

189.

f
iti

Ma. A horse

Kfih. A bone

Kaou. High

Prnou. Long, hair

201.

Tow To fight.

192 Ch'hang. Fragrant herbs tf which

wine, used in sacrifice,/s made.

193. yy^ Leth. Perfume or in/ense pot.

Aa
194. /T K\vei. An evil spirit,

a ghost
f l*^i

Mih. Wheat

Ma. Hemp.

Charactersformed by Twelve Stroke*..

Characters formed by Elcvet Strokes.

195.

196.

198.

Yu, A fish.

Neaou. A bir/1.

Loo.

Luh. A stag.

Hwang. YeHow

202. >if> Shoo. Millet.

203.

204

HXh. Black.

. To embroider.

Charactersformed by Thirteen Strokes,

205.

206.

207.

208.

Mung. A toad.

I] C Tin
?- A tripod.

Ko0. A dram.

Shoo. A mouse.

Charactersformed by Fourteen Strokes.

209.

210.

Pe. The nose.

Tse. Even.



Characterformed by Fifteen Strokes

211. Che. The teeth.

212.

Charactersformed by Sixteen Strokes.

lu
- * r

Lung. A dragon.

213. Kwei. A Tortoise.

Characterformed by Seventeen Strokes.

214
music.

Those Characters with the letter C annexed to them, are

ased only in compounds. The compound form of Yih, a city,

is the amo as that of Fow. They are distinguished only by

one being placed on the right, and the other on the left, as thy

re marked.

Under the preceding Two Hu-idred and Fourteen Radicals,

all the Characters in the Language are arranged in Chinese

Dictionaries.

In Compound Characters, the Radical is more frequently on

the left, than on any other part. But the Rndical is also to be

met with on the right side of the compound, as well as at the

op, bottom, and middle, so that no rule can be given where

to find the Radical, further than, that it appears generally the

most conspicuous part of the Character.

In the Dictionary, under each Radical, are arranged, first,

the Characters that are formed by one stroke of the pencil

more than is necessary to form the Radical. Second, those

that are formed by two strokes more ; then, those that are

formed by three more, &c. So that in order to find out a

word in the Dictionary, excepting the Radical part, reckon how

many strokes of the pencil are necessary to form the Character

which you wish to find; then under its Radical, and that col-

lection of Characters consisting of the given number of strokes,

look for it. If the Character sought for, is not to be found,

TOL. i. r

either the wrong Radical has been fixed on, or the strokes are

not rightly numbered.

The only source of mistake in numbering the strokes of the

pencil is, in square Characters like f 1 K'how,
" The mouth,"

or those which are open at the bottom like
J~I Keung,

" A wil-

derness." The Chinese reckon that Q K'how, is formed by

three strokes, and I

~J
Keung, by two. Thus, they first write

down the slrokoon the left, then the top and right side, by

one stroke of the pencil; and last of all, the cross stroke at

the-boUom. First made, 1 second, last

EXAMPLES.

AJ5 Piien,
"
Convenient," is found under the Radical A

Jin, which is on the left side. Piteu has seven stroke-*

exclusive of the Radical.

JmTsoo, "To assist," ii found under the Radical -tl Leih,

which is on the right side. Tsoo has tire strokes in addition

to the Radical.

/^ Tseun,
" The whole," is found under the Radical 7{

Juh, at the tup, and four strokes.

.Fr Ping,
" A soldier," is found under the Radicaiy\ P,

at the bottom, and five strokes.

<S? Gae,
" To Loe," is found under the Radical l\^\ ?in.

which is in the middle of the Character, with nine stroke*



A TABLE OF RADICALS.
IX THE SUNG-PAN FORM.

1 Yih.

|

KSn.

3. > Choo.

4. / Pnh.

5.
^Yib.

6.
J

Kcuf.

TWO STBOKII.

7.
~

Urh.

8. _J_ Tow.

9. A Jin."

11. A Juh.

12. ft PS.

13.
f~l Keung.

14.

15.

16.

Ping.

17.
|__J

Rang.

18. 7J Taou.b

19.
-J]

Lclh.

-0. / 7 Paou.

21.
(x^

Pe.

22.
|~Hc.

23. ~^ Fang.

24.
-j-

Shi!-.

25. N Piih.

26. TJ Tseg.'

27. T~Han.

28. _/^ Mow.

29.^ Yew.

THREE STROKES.

.SO. n K'how.

Hwiiv.31.

32. -f- Too.

3S. f- Sze.

34. # Che.

SS.^Shiiy.
36.

37.
s ~*.

s?. -tr N'>-

39.
-^-

Tsze.

40. y-
1-' Mi:cn.

41.
~^*

Tsun.

42. /kSeaou.

43. ~fr Wang.
J

44. IP She.

45. U-| Che.

46. (Jj
Shan.

47. ^ Chiicn.'

48. ~j~ Kung.

49. r3
Ke.

Kin.

Kan.

Yaoil.

Yen.

54. '$ Ying.

.^f-Kung.

Yih.

Kun;

50.

51-

52.

53.

J5

:,o.

57.

59. //, Shang.

60. 4 Chil;.

FOt'R STROKES.

62. -\T Ko.
*\

63. t3 Hoo.

65. "T? Chr.
x-*v

06. -\7 Piih '

67. "V" Wan.'

68. -M- Tor .

69. h" Kin.

70. y^ Fang.

71. ^P Woo. k

72. R Jih.

71

74.

75.
'

I

"-

76. ^* Ki-eii.

77. \\-
Che.

78.^ Tae, 1

79.^ Shoo.

80. -f/H Woo.

Yuc.

82. J^-
Maou.

83. ft
She.

84. ^ Ke.

85. y\< Shwiiy.

86. lk Ho."

87.
Jit

Chaou."

88. XV Foo.

89.
-^5

Hcaou.

90. _H Chwang.

91. tir Peen.

92. ~&- Ya.

93. t New.'

94. -/r- Keui'ii.'

FIVE STROKES.

fi'i. </ Heuen.

Yiih.'

Kwa.

96.

97.

98.

99.

100.

101.

102.

103.

104.

1 05. J\ Piih.

__
Pih.

$>

Kan.

Sang.

Yung.

Te en.

Shoo.'

$~ NoTh.

106.

107.

108. |TH Ming.

109. B Muh.'

Mow

IShe

110.

113. 7K She.

1 14.
n^j

Jow "

115.^^
Ho.

116. ^T Heug.

117. I/" Li ;

,l .

SIX STROKES.

Ch"h.'

119.j^Me.

120. .& ML: ih."

121,-^R-Fow.

122.
J7<|

Wang.*

,23. ~^r Yang.

,24.^ Yu.

Laou.

126. rfn Urh.

,?7. ^If Luy.

128. JTl'rh.

189. it?; Yu.

Jow."

Chin.

Tsze.

Che.

Kcw.

130.

131.

132.

133.

184.

135.

rs*.4bt Chuen.

137. Jil- Chow.

138.

139.

140.
/ I

141.
Jj

Hoo.

142.
PJ3 Chung.

Kan.

STh.

.

jflljj

Tsaou.'

143. [fJJ Heug.

144.
^-j-Hing.

145. ^E.
146.

Fjfj
Ya.'

SEVEN STROKES.

.47.^ Keen.

148. 'ft Ke8.

149."||f
Yen.

151.

152.

153.

154.

155

156.

Tow.

She.

Che.

Pei.
^ ^

.

jjfr
Chiih.

Tsow.

159

Shin.

.

j|l Chay.

Shin.

160

161.
/

162.
Al_

163. ^ Yih.'

164.
]Z|

Yew.

165.3^. Pccn.

166.^ Le.

EIGHT STROKES.

167.

168.
-j^Ch'hang

169. P

170.
_p_Fow.

6

Tae.
'< *

172.^
173.

pJTJYu.

174.
^"Tsing.

175.
^Fei.

NINE STROKES.

176. fiJl Meen.

177. pCT Klh.

178. ^ Wei.

179. ^f. Kcw.

ISO. -T5
1
Yin.

181."^
Hce.

182.]^ Fung.

183.^ Fe.

184. -^ Shih.

1S5. '^T
Show.

186. ^^ Heang.

TEN STROKKS.

187.
FPj

Ma.

IH. 'rV Kiih.

IS9. jA Kaon.

190.
*V

191.
p^l

Tow.

192.
P^J Chang.

193. r^ I.'-i I'-

ll) I.

ELETEN STROKES.

195. tS Yu.

196. IS, N'eaou:

197. 1^1 Loo.

198. fffl Liih.

WELVE STROKES.

tOl. ^H" Hwang.

02.
_^t

Shoo.

203. J3S Hlh.

204.
^|j*

Che.

THIRTEEN STR.

205. 3B Ming.

206. Iffi Ting.

207. S^Koo.

208. i
?[ Shoo.

J-PVi

FOURTEEN STR.

209. ML Pe.

210.

FIFTEEH STROKES.

!1

l.^i
Che.

SIXTEEN STROKES

Lung.

Kwei.

212.

213.
f

SEVENTEEN STR.

214. -^ YO.

JH

*AA

/!>

-ft-

-

*P



DICTION ARY
OV THE

CHINESE LANGUAGE.

First Radical. Yth

FIRST RADICAL.

YIIT.t ^S.C. 4 A. V.

One. Te yih.
" Order one," i. e. the first.

I I
*/

Tung yih pan; or X.*- Yih yang.

"

The same as." K -& Too she yih yang.
"

It

is all the same, or they are all alike." Hwa y ih.
" To

draw one line." e. i. to reduce all to the same rule. To place

in order. ^ O ^ j|j~
Puh nang hwa yih.

'< The

same cannot be affirmed of all ; or they cannot be managed

alike." Repeated, Yih yih, singly, One by one. ~U+ =

\\A J^jr ^rj?

-

Haou yu ze choo, chucn yih yih,

"
Good sayings are like pearls strung one by one."

Yih is often rendered by "A," as - Yih ko jin.

"A man."
] JK.

Y ' h k'howihwiiy.
" A draugW

ofwater." Also by
"
Once, when once, w soon M." As,

jjj Cjl

She sih sze joo chin liih, yih jiih k'how Ueih Icih sze.
" View

illicit pleasure as you would poison, which, ai soon at it enter,

the mouth, causes instant death."
J|L

Chuen ylh

"Application to one object, undivided attention.'
1

IY'U^Y1k

sin. "One heart," i.e. the whole heart.

sang. "The whole lift-." I

i^l
Ylh tsung,

nd ^^
Yih kae, and

| -fjj]
Yih UP. All denote the whole num-

ber of persons or things; there is, however, a peculiarity
in th

use of each.
Piih

yih kae urh lun. "Cannot afiGnn the lame of all"



Yili. First Radical.

\jj Ling selh yih tse. A phrase used in letters,

denoting
"

I understand thr whole contents of yours."

1 AM have cverv thing ri'qui> X-tK. Yih tse. "AH
I V\

ttl. ire." Kwvi yih. "To

rr-> r rl in one." i.e. to come to the same; to be pl:iccd in order.

^^ riihyih.
" \otone ;" i.e. not in one way, or ofonc

kiudoi.ly. jAf Keun yih. "Both, or all equally."

^S l&j
. ^. Yih che wei shin. " One is extreme ;"

t e. OBCC is enough ; it is improper to repeat the act; said of

what is bad. ^ Wan yih, or
j^T^ j

Wan

fiin ylb,
" One in ten thousand."

To express the
difficulty of satisfying human wishes, they

say, that man 4=r ~^ '_ ^ Tlh yih wang urh.

'

Il.-ning obtained one, hopes or wishes for two."

1 [|-|[ ^_ pm Yih meen cbe tsze. " One face's

declaration," denotes what is affirmed on one side of the ques-

tion not jrl fully examined into. $fc Chiih yih.

r.r," expresses striking out, or taking the particulars

f an affair one by one. Yih, sometimes forms a part of a

(iri-per name. It is one of the hundred surnames. ~7C

Tae yih, or yr "7^
Tae ylb. Name of the largest

ill in the I'.mpire.

As a Verb, To reduce to one, to render uniform. zlv

^JT m] rfrj
^W- sfa -tfc Fun chay, Keen: urh

c chay, jihc. "Curtail that which is redundant, and render

rra the discordant."

,
'I he Chinese define Yih by3JV ~~7 ~(l^* ~\\1 tf'fy ~S

Shoo cbc chc yay, wuh chc kcih yay. "The be-

ginning of numbers, and the first of things." Also

Ch'hoo. "To begin, or the beginning." "STJjl Ching. "Sin-

cere, true." 2IW Shun, "
Pure, unmixed." 4AT Keun.

/ M Lj J

"Both, or all equally." H| Tung. "The same." /]/*

Shaou. " Few."

They appear sometimes to denote by it the First Physical

Cause.
J/Vf y\r yp* jTi'P

E tae laou sze

san yih. "To offer kine in sacrifice to the THREE ONES:"

which Three they explain thus, ~fr~ ~i-f\\ ~7f^.'

_/ V I
J'v'i

I df?+-

T'heen yih, te ylh^and tae yih. Which last is said to be

'/^ J-ffl. ylV 77^ l\ -$f4. 'IN
T'heen te we fun yuen

k'he yay. "The original influence or principle, which existed

before the heavens and earth were divided.''

The Sect Taou affirms, that
l|j~ -^fc

. '__
til

-_
~ /t fjf ^^ Taou

yih sang urh, urh sing san, san sang wan wuh. " Tao

produced one, one produced two, two produced three, and

three produced all things." If it be asked, what then is Taou ?

they reply, "tpji'jw 7^ j||f 'fJ7
Tsing keih "ae tan

yay.
" Extreme quiescence, or a slate of perfect stillness is

Taou." The Three, when speaking of their external appear-

ance, they call

sang k'hc, kan ho fung che te'hing k'he. "The heaven's

adorning principle, earth's life giving principle, and the pure

principle of the exciting harmonizing wind ;" or as they define

it,
" That aerial principle, or influence, by which the heaven*

and earth act on each other." The internal Three, they



13 First Iliiilical. II Ylh

K'he clic
ts'liing, shin clic ling, tsing che kelli ;

tiiig le fun yin yang, urh tsing, k'he, shin, tung hwa yu hcu

woo. " The clear unmixed influence, the intelligence of

spirit; the purity of essence; in the midst of quiescence separ-

ated the Yin and the Yang. Essence, influence and spirit,

together operated in a state of vacuum." (Taou till king.)

Their notions of the great One Cause of all things, are very

fanciful and obscure.

Yih was formerly read Ke. To rhyme, it is read E and He.

It was the first line, said to be drawn by the famous

Fuhe.

T TING. f Q A. V. R.H.

The sting of a scorpion ; a nail or wooden pin. The fourth

of the Ten Characters, called j^jSp- Shlh kan. Used in

marking days and years. UJ Shang ting jih.

There are generally three days in each month denominated

the Ting jih ; sliang ting jih, is the first that occurs. In the

second and eighths moons, on Shang ting jih, sacrifices of

sheep and hogs, are offered up at the temples of Rung foo tsze.

It is joined to several words as an expletive; or, perhaps,

denoting strong, robust : thus, TV Jin tinj.
"A man."

JEll Ping ting.
" A soldier." JJ^ Chwang

ting.
"
Robust, able bodied man." %Q. Tsoo ting.

. ^
" Husbandmen, to whom small pieces of land are let." J%CI^_ -g- |

Kea ting.
" A domestic, a slave." tP- Mm

ting.
" The people." jrt Pih ting.

" The lower

ml-f-t I

orders of the people." Jps. Nung ting.
" A hus-

bandinan." Kiiiig ting.
" A nie< li;nm ."

*
I

Shin ling.
" Attendant* of deities."

y^Sc TeCnting.
" To have a child added lo the faraUy."

II is said at the New year to person*, expressing a with that

they may have an increase of their family; and alo, when

congratulating them on the birth of a child.

Ting ting. A sound made by hewing timber. PS-

Woo ting.
" A certain kind of tea.

" Jow ting.

"A species of ulcer." *^* Ling ting, or A^ /Tj

Ling ting.
" Alone and disconsolate, unprotected and dis-

tressed."
Jjy Chiug ting. To complete the age of

sixteen. According to olhcrs, the age of twenty-one, or

twenty-three. ^ Ting ning, or pT
Pj}j

Ting

ning. To enjoin upon; to direct what to do. ^-^

Lull ting. The name of a deity. T^j"
Kel1'

ting. The name of an insect.
^Hj*

Ting tang

The jingling of harness; gems suspended from a girdle, and

o forth,
j)

Certain bone of a fish. To happen to, lo be

present with; as,
^j?. ^V Jjfj

Ning ting wo kung.

J-f*" Better happen to my own person." (She king.)

ablo to express the full meaning, is called Ting."

K'HAOU. f

Air, vapour, or the breath, struggling to %ent itself, ii re-

presented by U _
Its being stopped, is represented by

at the top. The ancient form of TA Kcaou
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110.
I

The revcr-ie of the preceding. Air extending itself with

ease. Tlie noise of loud laughter ; and of anger. Syn. with

TS'HIII.
--

S. C -^ R. H.

Seven. A Surname. gJ -|"* Tc ts'hih. "The seventh.''

JHT Ts'hih ching.
" Seven ruling powers," viz. the

sun, moon, and five planets. San ts'hih.
" A cer-

1 *

tain medicine." I \\'V^ Chuh lin ts'hih. " Seven

famous persons of the bamboo plantation." "j""* / v

Wj|J
Ts'hih show pft keo. " Seven hands and eight feet ;"

expresses the confusion caused by too many persons, being

engaged about a tiling. J3 Ts'hih seih.
" The

seventh evening ;" refers to the evening of the seventh day of

the seventh moon ; an evening on which all unmarried women

in China, offer sacrifice to, and worship two stars in the Milky

Way. The one is called *!-- "BlJ New lang, the other,

irql'' //" Chih Ncu ; an excellent husband and wife, removed

from earth to a place in the heavens. The ladies worship

Chih neu, in ordr to obtain skill in needle work. Al. Scrih.

/K.^CJ7

Ancient form of I Sliang, see below.

Ancient form of ~Y\ Hea, see below.

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

WAN.

Ten thousand. Now written
j9

. Used as part of a

proper name ; in which sense, it is also pronounced Mih.

^T CHANG, f S. C. . H.

A hand taking hold of ten ; a measure of ten cubits length.

"ttj 3 I ^hih fun wei ts'hun, shih ts'hun

wei ch'hih, shih ch'hih wei chang j shih chang wei yin.
" Ten

parts or fun, make a ts'hun ; ten ts'hun make a ch'hih or cubit ;

ten ch'hih make a chang j ten chang make a yin.

-grf p jj
mX Chang leang teen mow. " To mea-

sure land."

Epithet applied to old persons; said to have arisen from

using Chang for ytf* Chang,
" A staff." -&

[
Yo chang.

S** I-M

-TT'

" Wife's father." ^ Chang foo. " A husband."

Ta chang foo. "A person of superior abili-

ties and attainments; sometimes a kind of hero."

sllthshesokeu yus

fang cliang. The place where Fiili resides, is called "
Fang

Chang." The apartments of the head of a monastery or bonzes'

^N

temple, are called Fang chang.

Chang jin. Is addressed either to a wife's father,

or to any old person, and is a term of respect. ~/(s \

/'L+ \

Laou chang.
"
You, old gentleman."

Han chang.
" The chair cr seat of a teacher."

J\
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Hing tan chang. "The neat in which Confucius

taught." Chang is sometimes erroneously written with a dot.

SAN. f Ol. Scrib.

_ - m. -

Three. A surname. R^j Te san. "Third.
1 *

S\ ~J *-

}^* San tsrze.
" Thrice."

jp=L
Tsae san. "

Again,

and a third time ;" i. e. repeatedly. Also read San, as,

,M* \ iff! /(iff %~T ?&n szc url> llow '""g-
" Think

thrice and then act.'' (Lnn yu.)

ffiE-
13* Sze wan pih yuS, ching piih ko piih shin ; woo san urh

e ; yih, ts'Mh jin ; urh, yin min ; srm, ts'hung she. " Sze wan

pih said. Government requires the utmost attention and

care ; the whole mind should be directed to three points, and

then it will be well. First, To choose men (proper to hold

public offices.) Second, To accord with the wishes of the

people. And third, to act according to the times
"

yj
San ts'hae. " Three powers ;" commonly said to

he heaven, earth, and man. -Vr-" San kwang.
" Three

lights ;" the sun, moon, and stars. ^MU ^an ^ang.

"Three bonds or relations;" they say they are, a prince and

minister, father and son, a husband and wife.

Sjlf
San paou.

" Three Precious Ones ;" which are

t II- _ -

worshipped by the sect of ''fffh Fiili. First
Rp|

cw

K/

LT/JpE
me to Fuh. Whose period of rule over the

world is past. Second,
jjffi? 4^0 /

|7n
^'h ^ca Fun

Who now rules. Third, ~f*& ,^h 4W, Me lib Fuh.

Whose rule is yet to come.

San U'hing.
" Three Pure One*)" wonbipped

bythesectofTaou. First, 7; VJ- Yiih U'hing. Second,

J^||- Shang U'hing. Third, ^ V]lP
Tie U>hinf-

-

j. t /v -f^ ^f_
The fir-it is denominated ~TT 77p ~TT

jttj Yuen che

t'licon \iun. " The honored in heaven, who wai at the begin-

ning." Second, ~fi* tyy ~^T ^ Hcuen mcaou t'hcen

tsun. " The mysterious One, honored in heaven." Third,

~j$^ [" ^J "^j"
Tae shang laou keun. Epithet applied

to the founder of the sect Taou. He lived in the time of Coa-

fucius, about the year of the world 3-100. He is otherwite

called k- -^- Laou Uze, and

San sing. "Three stars;" whose lucky influ-

ences are much desired ; viz, TTTH T\rfc ^? Fuh, liih, show.
/Iw/li^ P^F

"
Happiness, the emoluments of office, aud long life."

J3H -^^- \) "I
Chaou sau moo sze. "

Morniug

three evening four;" has a reference to a person, who having

been promised seven of something daily, objected to receive

four in the morning and three in the evening; but felt

pleased on being offered three in the morning and four in the

evening. Which last arrangement, they consider exactly the

same daily as the former. It is now applied to people who are

considered simpletons, who refuse a thing in one form and

are pleased with it in another, which really amount* to the

same thing.

Shoo che yu yih, chung yu shih, ching yu san,
" Number*

begin at one, terminate at ten, and are perfect at three."

Why three is considered a perfect number docs not appear.

4-t M/ ~^L *an woo ching kcun. " Three or five
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person* form a jrrnup." In Ihcsr word''. I hi- assembling of three

or five prrcuns. is often prohibited by the ":ro\ eminent. ^an

was formerly written

I" S11ANG. f I A. V. *S R.H.

When read Miang, it denotes high, above, eminent, ex-

alted, honorable, on. or upon. Read Shang, it denotes to

ascend, to advance forward; to present to a superior; to

put upon pn|>er,
i. e. to write down. To honor or respect

J;A
'

Hwang shang.
" A sovereign prince, -or em-

.~T~. L .

peror." The emperor of China ; they object to give the title

to any other. /vE Shang tc.
"
Heaven, or perhaps the

Supreme Being." On this subject, however, their views, and

consequently their modes of expression, are very confused and

variable. ,, ~Jr fit? Heuen t'he'en shang te. A

god of the northern hemisphere. -C J3 /^t

Yuh hwang hang te. The name of another god.

Tr Tae shang. Epithet of the most honorable;

applied to the Emperor's deceased father; and to the founder

of the sect Taou, who is called ~7^* ~Z* -E- Tae
^/\. | S^j /^\

shang laon keun-

[ Shang jTh. "The first day of the moon."

Shang seun. ' The first decade or ten days of every

.4p- Shang woo, or /T- Woo shang.moon'

" The forenoon."

'h shang yih ko yut\ "Not

more than a month."
|
\ Shang hea. "About,"

mate or lest. K^^ .-^- fi. Shang hea

jew sau Uten jin.
" About three thousand men."

een. " The superior oflirers f government."

Che Shang.
' The highest." jo:*, Shang

" The second of the Chinese tones.'' "Tr*

Shang kon, or
~[\j Shang she.

'

High antiquity, for-

mer ages." Wm'jKJK^OH "''' ^'h '-sac s 'ian n-

" There is a glorious Majesty above;" said in order to induce

people to venerate the Divine powers.

R T>7m 'jjf Tszcheaurhshang yay. "To

ascend np from a lower place I ~-fP YUU
~^+ I 4 / v

shang yu t'he'en.
" The clouds ascend to heaven."

Shang keae keih keu. "
Togo up slnirs."

Shang low. " To go up to an upper room.
'

i vL
IjE Shang y 1111 te.

" To asc-.-;id the cloud lad-

der." The cloud ladder, is a ladder on which Chinese soldiers

are exercised, in order to be expert in scaling walls. Fre-

quently it denotes, being promoted.

H Q PIli shang, or C4 Shang king.
" To go

to Peking." MlTjT-ly^ Shang shan kau chae.
I I-

1
-) '\/ V-^3^

" To ascend a hill to cut fuel." J(^\ I \

^(^ \\ Shang piih shang, hea puh hea. ' Neither able to

go up nor down;" a person nonplused.

riT/y" Shang shoo. " To enter on an account."

"^M\T Shang pun.
" To present an ofh'cial document to a

superior, or to the Emperor."

uf/ i ?~ c3 \~i/ ~i * /_' /^Zv
SA** JTI Vy \^\/^L ^n" ^e s'lang P"h

tsiih pe hea yew yu.
"
Compared with those above, deficient ;

compared with those below, have something to spare."

~Rlt
S ')an" u "

"
*^" '"iperial edict" ^&^&

jf
Slioo tsae chO tsze shang.

" The book is
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on the table."
~T^ T'he'en ihang.

" In heaven."

I_*_
-~ Kan shang keu. " To pursue after."

Till uL.
T hiien wo urn J'h. ""in woo urh wang, kea

woo urh choo, tsun woo urh shang, she min yew keun chin che

peg yay.
" In heaven there are not two suns

; amongst the

people not two kings; in a family not two masters; amongst

the honorable not two supremes; in directing the people, the

distinction of prince and minister is requisite." (Le king.)

Syn. with njjt Shang, to honor. 3?H Tfe
i "j i /V^AJ I/JA.

Irs<y
I eb

-jj|- Shang tsin, shang che, shang heen,

hang kwei. " Honor parents ; honor age ; honor the wise

and good ; honor the noble." To rhyme read Shin.

Authorities do not agree, whether Shang used as a verb, to

ascend, &c. should be Shang Shing or Keu Shing. Words used

both as nouns and verbs, are generally, when used as verbs,

read in Keu Shing.

HEA.f A.V.I^

Below, inferior, mean, vulgar. Hea, to descend, to cause to

descend. They define it by ^\- ~T\ ~/ \\ ^JgSf \

W. Tsae hea che hca, tuy shang che ching.
" The

below of being below; the opposite of above." Again, Jk7

'jpi-.
Fan shang wei hea. " The contrary of above

i* below." Tsae te hca. " It is down below.
'

Tc hea teih jin.
" A low, or vulgar

~

person." ~Tti Show hea. " Under one's hand, or power."

Cha tsze te hea. " Under the table."

Pe hea. "Steps below;" i. e. he, below the

slrps of whose throne I stand, or, your Majesty. rvl

Krt hea. " Council chamber below t" by the tame kind of

allusion, as in the last sentence, is used for the pronoun
" You,"

when addressing ministers of state, who haTC a share in the

Imperial councils. /T- Tsiih hca. "Foot below j"

i. e. you, addressed to friends and equals.

)\^j\
I Sin hea. " In the mind, or the thoughts." 5"ti

E hea. '' To leave in a place, to leave to one's posteritj."

piih kcnou, wei hea piih pel."
"
Superiors not acting proudly,

will cause inferiors not to rebel." (Chung yung.) /^^

Hea tsze. " The next time." Hea yu.
" Next

moon." P f' Lin hea. " To descend to inferiors, to

P-PP I

=ct _/[ I I

condescend to." ^3" a p Keun nang hea hea.

" A prince, or virtuous man, can descend to inferior!."

IA*P Hea tsS.
" Low mean conduct." tUrn

I j vy Jf'14

jj[6
/V Ma te hea teth jin.

"
People below the

horses' hoofs ;" i. e. attendants on military officers ; men in

the ranks." y*JV 1 -4F- -/mt~ ^ung >ze m 'ng hea.

" To wait with reverence for Imperial orders."

f . * I L \

fflH.
J

Trff, Woo shang woo hea. " Neither high
/i > > * '"*

I

nor low ;" unable to distinguish, ignorant.

I /"I
_^-.

Hea shih pi tang.
" Down to the

eighteenth rank ;" i. e. the lowest degree of baseness. They

say that there are thirty-three heavens ; and also that there are

eighteen different degrees of wretchedness, in the abodes of the

miserable after death; in allusion to which, they use the above

expression.
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Jaf Hea shin.
" The lower parts of the human

body;" the parts of generation. JJ3> Hwiiy hea. " To

bestow favors on inferiors.''

I J
Hea show. " To put one's hand to ; to begin toI.B^ Hea ma. " To dismount." jK|

Hea yu.
"

It rains." || I%- Hea keaou tsze.
" To

get out of a sedan chair." JW" Hea ch'hucn. " To

embark."
*

Shang keaou tsze, is to enter a chair.

Shang ch'huen, is to come out of a boat or ship. yf-\

~-
p- /g 'iffi-

p"h hea san tseen yew yu.
" Not

fewer than upwards of three thousand.''

Sung hea ching.
" To present gifts to a person about to com-

Hea wan. "To ask of m-mence a journey."[IFang hea. " To put down."

' Hea tan.
" To lay an egg." To rhyme, read Ho.

KE. *

A foundation. A board or other utensil, on which to present

things. Afterwards changed to JEJ1 Ke. See Radical /I

Ancient form of
JE[^Ts'heay 3 see below.

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

They say that the Seal character represents a bird ascending

towards heaven, remaining hovering fixed in the air, and

Hot descending.

Not. jC\ -fi~ Pub she. " Not is ;" it is not so. Wheu

the emphasis is laid on "
She," Puh she, denotei being wrong,

or in fault; ""' T Wo
.
vew Puh sne -

"

not '*

have not is ;" i. e. I have done something not right.

13 '*~'~>

Tjr IFJ /ftf
'1 sne cnay

1 1
[-

this, or that, manner." "sT -lj?r K'he puh she.
-*-*-

I .A!

" How is it not?" affirming strongly that it is.

(Vyc Puh jcn.
" Not so ; by no means."W\ H

J

Puhk'ho. " Should or ought not.'' >J^ Puh peib.

" Not necessary.'
1

"VP Pun J- "Not as;" not so

good as; better so and so. TTrt I* t3 -TT'

Puh joo shang kingkeu.
" Better go to Peking."

Q Piih jih. "Not (many) days." R=fe

Puh she.
" Not time ;" not any fixed time.

T7-V /H^A* H' Haou pub hwan he. " Good not to

rejoice!" i. e. to rejoice exceedingly. YJi

Puh tih puh keu. " Cannot but go."
I 1

Puh san piih sze. " Not three, not four ;" neither one thing

nor another; an unsteady person who commands no respect.

'fef. [

Puh tih e.
" Not can stop ;" expresses

that one is compelled by circumstances.
'fff- I

rfrt ^|l ~^7 Puh tih e urn wei che. " Could not help

doing it."

*
I 1^

Piih yaou.
"
Don't, or don't want." ~UjC

Puh kan. " Not dare." Common expression in the language

of courtesy, denoting, I presume not to assume the respect

or civility which you shew.

^P MF Piih tsclh
!
iih lc '

" Not instact not
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remote." Denotes taking the middle course ; not wholly con-

cealing, nor yet disclosing too much j not very urgent, nor

yet regardless.

Puh, sometimes forms a part of proper names of persons

add places. Also read F6w. Syn. with > Fow, an inter-

rogate Particle, as, J? She fow. "
Is it so or not?"

The name of a bird. The calyx ofa flower To rhyme read Pe.

Ancient form of t\j3 Yii, to give, for which it is now used

"^t
as a contraction. From - Yib, one, and .it Chtf, To

take, or few.

MEEN. *

A low wall to ward of!" arrows. Unable to see. An undis-

tinguished mass or crowd, on the right and left.

KAE.

To beg, to take, to give. \L jp
Kae tsze, or

//gj~/' /V Kae shih che jiii.
" A beggar, one who begs for

i . I

^f K'heihkae. "To beg." Also read Ko.
C- I

CH'HOW. *
5&)

S. C.

Appearance of a hand taking hold of something; a missile

weapon ; a new born infant raising iti hand. A name of a

deity. A horary character, the second from midnight ; from

one to three in tiic morning. The name of a medicine.

Ancient form ofJ^L Ts'hcay, see below.

food to eat.'

pb The same as fp K'hew, sec below.

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

TS'HEAY. *
JQ.S. C. R. H.

A vessel used in presenting offerings to the gods i the tide

strokes represent the two feet of the vend, and the

lower stroke the ground.

A particle, common in the beginning of sentences, where it

is often an expletive ; or as the Chinese call it,

if -5^1
jf p I F5 yu che tsze.

" A word ushering in a Kn-

tence." An expression of doubt, as,
"

If, should," Sic. It

may often be translated,
"
And, then, therefore, further."

tl Ts'heay, rrTl Urh ts'heay, in tlie middle of a sen-

tence, may be rendered,
"
And, and also ;" a*.

Kaou urh ts'hcay kwan. "
High and also broad."

%f M* Yew Ucw to b'hcay che. " Ifcu

wine in abundance and excellent."

They say it isi^ __^^;J~X j=p] Tsinjlh poo che
*^"^ *^^ ^^m*& P -J

tsze.
" A word denoting, advancing a step farther;" a.i BIT

JJH *vr Ke ming ts'heay chd. "
Discerning, and

moreover, highly intelligent."

Jy? Hwang ts'heay.
< And still more." "Vp

Koo ts'hcay, and jfl/f Tsan ts'hcay, denoie

" For the time being; for a short lime.'' >|g Keucu

ts'heay. Denotes nearly the same as the expression
"
Try a

little;" it implies, doing that which is not perfectly agreeable.
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Kow ts'heay. Carrli --sK, inconsiderately."

Ts'heay foo.
" Now further." This I dry define

2i*- ~'Vr ThG jf ~rjl Tsungkwan yuen hwn ke
A2_ PyLAL j( fJ J

che ts/e. " \n ex|ir>
j

<iiiii whiili |uvfar<- the introducing

of somethiii': remote." I' set! only in grave writing.

3L Tsacts'heav \-ain." -f/H Ts'heay

joo.
" Now as, or thus." y3 Man ts'heay, or

yS1
Ts'heay man. "

By and by, leisurely, do not hurry."

-1?- Ts'heay yu.
" Should I : or, if I should." (Lun yu )

Also read Tseu, j^l^T /^*
Ke hi"S Uze iseu -

" He walked forward with difficulty." (Yih king.) In this

sense, also written THy? Tseu, and TtJ Tseu.
*^ X*^^iv

Syn. with 'Jti TS"O, a vessel used in sacrifice. In She

king, it occurs in the sense of W/ Tsze,
" This." Also

found in the sense of' Tseang,
" To take.''1

-j
* ; '-* * 3Lll^, A \J LtlI\V t I I J

Tseih tseu.
" A certain reptile or serpent."

FUEL

Large, great ; to present to ; to receive w ith respect. Much

used in the Shoo king, for "7C T*< great.

s"j^ ^? ^/'~T\^ ^f-
p '

hci t'""' 11 clie ta lc"h- " To

receive the great laws or statutes of heaven."

- P'hci tsze. " The eldest son." Syn. with

'"c',aud P'hei, The nameof a hill.

An age; one generation; the space of thirty years. The

world of persons. Mankind. A surname.

/rT" She tae.
" Generations of men."

^-fTV

A ^T74- She keae piih haou. " The state of the world a

I.
t t

7%. She kca. " An ancient family ; or

a family that has stood for several generations." f-

She tsze.
" Sons of the nobility."

RH l
|p

I She yu sang tung. "She is used in

the same sense with sang ;" to grow, to live, life.

Tsze she. " This life."
cjiT

Tseen she, or

,Vcn she. " The former life." ^* Lac

she. " The life to come." These expressions are to be

understood according to the Chinese notions of a Metemp-

sychosis,
" The former life ;" and,

" the life to come ;" gene-

rally denote a former and a future existence in this world

Shang she. " The high ages;" i.e. ancient times.

- l
|

^j3^
Miih she. " Last age;" of a Dynasty; or the last

period of the world. /& How she. " The next or

succeeding age." Mj Wang she, and
-^F-

Keu she.

express ages that are past and gone ; or, to go from the age ;

i. e. to die. Which is also expressed by -Tjprj
Kwo she,

"frf- K'he she ;
| Wang she ; and rr,$

Tsze she.

-^/X Chung she. Expresses either the whole of life ;

or at other times, to close life.

pi. Tang she.
" In that age;" also, in presence of

the age."

/V. A-\~
'

J n tae she shang; or |/ x'M- I
I

|
_L

R\I J\L
s 'le shang teih jin; or A. /flP Rjj Jin

tsae she keen. " The people of the world."

Chuh she. " To be born into the world."
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Tare chin she. " To leave this impure

world ;" expresses either to become devoted to the monastic

order, or to quit the world by death.

y\ &^/fe E shin sh she. " To enter per-

sonally into the business of the world."

litJl7 1 /> HERii
Tsze mfih 'he

piih wang yay.
" This (man) will not be forgotten after

death." (Ta he8.)

-rjH-
Kwan she, and 3S Kae she. " To cover

/Lit I .rm.-.
|

the age ;" as the canopy of heaven overspreads the earth ; de-

notes very superior talents.
yfj~V ~/ /C* Ming

she che tsae. " Talents ordained to bless the age."

P0T O she.
" To flatter, or to follow the disposition

of the age."

She sze.
" The business of the world."

Kh I |_[
Jin sang san shih urh chwang; yew

shih che yew tsze ; ts'hih shih urh laou ; laou urh chuen ; ta

y5 tang she yung sze chay, san shih neen ; koo e san shih

ne'en wei yih she. " Man at thirty arrives at maturity, and

being married, begins" to have children ; at seventy he is old
;

when old, he transfers his affairs to others. He is for about

thirty years engaged in the business of the world ; and hence,

thirty years are made an age." (Lull shoo.)

'"I IT
1"* The same as the preceding.

/V\S.C.

A natural mound of earth, or hill ; high ; a hollow sptee ;

an indented pit or valley. Great; to collect together. |/L|

yang hca yu8 k'hew. "
High on the four lidei, and low in

the middle, is called K'hew."

The proper name of Confucius. His surname was /? I

K'hung, his name pp K'hew ; and what the Chinese call hi*

_Tj
- Tsze. i. e. character or epithet, was A tp FT? Chung ne.

"J^" - Y"-- Foo-tsze, commonly joined with K'hung, is a title

of respect. The name K'hew, is, by the Chinese, esteemed

sacred, as the word Jehovah is by the Jews. They consider it

profane to write or pronounce it. Hence, when it occurs in

the Four Books, they read it Mow ; and when they have oc-

casion to write the word in the senses above given, they add

to the character, and write it thus frC- In the Dic-

tionary, 75fl ^7 wai iSl E wan pei Ian, instead of writ.

^jA-yk PflJ JvL

ing the word K'hew, a column is left with these words only,

Che shing seen sze hwuy king pe.
" The name of the most holy

Teacher of former times, is respectfully avoided." In Kang

he's Dictionary, this respect for the word K'hew is entirely

"-feu

disregarded. The Sg._ Hwuy, or proper name of every

person is esteemed sacred in a degree; and though people

may use it themselves, it is considered improper in other

persons to make use of it.

K'hew occurs as a part of the proper names of places. AUo

read Ke, Kaou, and Kcu.

VOL. I.
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San k'hew. Three places said to be inhabited

by the Aill Seen, or men of the hills, who have risen superior

to himt;mil\.

Ts<:enkaouhowhea

maou k'liow. " l!ici before, and low behind, is called

maou k'hew."

| mun wei se'Ih sin ; pe k'hew wci hing keTh. "
Sang mun

(Ihe priests of Taou) cease from the cares of the world ;

PC k'hew (the priests of Fob) go about begging."

1 1
1 - -4f-r jzg She tsun. " The honorable of the age;" i. e.

the god4$ Fiih.

I/H

[jg[
Yuen k'hew. An eminence on which they

sacrifice to Heaven.
J-j' Fang k'hew. A lower place

on which they sacrifice to the Earth.

jg#&ei!se&i i-t-
> -v TT- J-H Sze tsing wei yih, sze yih wei k'hew ; k'hew

shlh luh tsing yay.
" Four tsing (or portions of land divided

like the character Tsing) make a yih, four yih make a k'hew ;

hence a k'hew is sixteen tsing."

J K'hew le. Ten families of different surnames

forming a village of a hundred persons. Originally written

~jpt Pih, "North," with a line; the line representing the

earth. It denotes people living on the south side of a hill.

(Shw8 wan.)

''

I
' * The same as the preceding.

They say that it represents two men standing on the ground.

PING.

' Shih kanmingche yih.
" Nahie

of one of the Shih kan," or characters used in the division of

t .
| [ .

time. T=f" [AJ Tsing ping. Denotes heaven.

rl Tsing woo. Denotes earth.

yT Ta ping. The name of a deity. Ping is used

as a surname. Sometimes denotes the tail of a fish.

-m, TsungyTh jiih keung, yih chay yang, keung chay mun

yay.
" Formed from Yih, entering Keung.

One is the yang, keung the door of the universe.'' (ShwS wan.)

There is nothing more unsatisfactory and unintelligible about

the Chinese, than their theories of the formation of the world.

Charactersformed by Five Strokes.

Supposed to represent the tongue put forth out of the

mouth to touch the upper stroke.

To lick or take up with the tongue. Now obsolete,

T'heen, is used in the same sense. Also read T'heen.

, I Ching & Ching.

From
|C ^j

two hands supporting the "P emblem of a

seal, or that which in ancient times answered the purpose

of the seal of the present day. Below is placed a hill, to

denote bearing high the ensign of authority.
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To aid; to second; to succeed to. A helper; an assistant

in office. >-*^^T|<^
Foo shing.

" To support."

/CM Shing seang.
" A minister of state." ]Tj

Keen shing.
" The second officer, or assistant in a He'en

District." |TT Chung shing. A certain officer of

considerable rank in the state, who has the privilege of writing

to the Emperor.

~~ts

Ching, the name of a District. Syn. with
T^fC Shing, To

receive ; and with /w^. Shiiig. To present, or offer up to.

Shang shing, and /J/ Shaou shing, Names

of stars.

TEW.

Ylh kcu p"h hwan yay "
" Once

gone not to return." To cast away; or l/J -
| /TEH

rA[JJ\
E show ch'luh wuh. " To throw away a thing with the

hand."

HPT ^"ew '^en '
" ^"o tnrow awaj countenance ;" i. e.

i*/y\

to blast one's reputation.

Ejn
""ft. Tew kae show. " To throw open the

hand ;'' i. e. to rid one's self of a thing.

Tew hea keu ke le loo.

" Leave behind several miles."

'

dical ~r Ta.

Ancient form of ? T'he'en. See Ra-

nn
Ancient form of ig? Le. See Ra-

dical 1$? Luh.

A Ancient form of N PuIi. See above.

Original form of_Q^K'hcw. Sec above.

Charactersformed by Six Strokes.

YEW.

To shut the door at sun set. To finish or perfect. The

ancient form of |7] Yew, Wine.

They say PQ Yew, denotes the gate of Spring, when all

nature goes forth. r/tl Yew, the gate of Autumn, when

all nature enters, and the door is shut, which is represented

by the stroke at the bottom.

Lew, A-3B Lew, &c., are derived from Hp Yew.

[

Laou,

ters should not be confounded.

Yew. These charac-

Ancient form of -^C T'he'en. See

Radical -^ Ta.

TSZE.re
To fix ; to determine.

Characters formed by Seven Strokes.

fc
PING.

The common form

R. H.

ing, Two standing together.
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Together with ; and; also; moreover, "ufr J \ Ping leth.

" With united strength."

I- Ping fei.
"
Not, by no means." <^|P

I TO
Ping kea. " To ride together."

A P'ng te - Two flowers on the same stem.

United together. Act of coition. Sec Radical
\\

Lcih.

Ancient form of rAJ T'heen. See

above.

Ancient form of -*- Ping. See

Radical -T- Kan.

KE. Also written thusjby Chow.

See Radical fiff Chtih.

Charactersformed by Ten Strokes.

TOW.

A vessel to contain wine, used in the rites of sacrifice.

Charactersformed by Fifteen Strokes.

Common form of /s Kwan.

Lane or passage leading to the female apartments in the palace.

SECOND RADICAL.

KWAN. *

Represents perpendicular numbers. A communication be-

twixt above and below; to pass through perpendicularly.

Proceeding from the bottom to the top, may be read as |Ol
* r t

Sin, to advance; from top to bottom, as 4? Tny, to retire.

Charactersformed by One Stroke.

U KEW. S. C.

T* branch out gradually, and take hold of; to twist or en-

twine about, as vegetable creepers. 0JJ Keaou. " To call

upon." JjATshow.
" To receive." ju Kew. " To

entwine about," are all derived from this. Also read Keaou.

\>
I

Ancient form of K Puh. Which see.

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

Chow's form of ffil Ko. A numeral particle of frequet

occurrence, commonly written
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.^PV TV Yih ko jin. "A mart, or one man."

Leangko. "Two."
4?|J

Peg ko. "An-

other."

Ko, is said to be one half of the Character 'TT'Chuh, " A

bamboo;" hence, denoting a branch, a section. One of many.

Mei ko. " Each." -^f^T^
~$jj.

Chiih

kan wan ko. " Ten thousand sections of bamboo."

Certain apartments, 2r7Jfv ^S~A3 Le ch
'hun

~-J
u /\ \ \

keu yew ko. " Le Ch'hun dwelt on the right hand apart-

ments." Syn. withx^p
Kae. "

One, only."

yXV. K Yih kae chin, or
*

ffi Yihko
J \ |

i I J

chin.
" An officer of government, a minister of state." Also

read Kau. Syn. with Wf? Kan.

YA * V S . C.

Y
The parting branches of a tree ; any thing forked.

Ya, or
*jf

Ya cha. " The space between the fingers

of the hand."

O
j=j

Ya tow. " Forked head." Denotes a slave, or

servant girl. The name arises from little girls having their

hair bound up in two tufts, one on each side of the head.

P/J
t3H Kae shang tso chs ke ko ch'huen hung chii

liih teih ya tow. " On the top of the steps were sitting,

several servant girls, dressed in red and green."

n"^ K'HWA.

To stride j to pace. Properly thus -II - . The reverse

side of fit Che. "To approach from behind.
"

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

O7 CHUNG, f ^S.C. -SpRH.

The middle j the centre; within; half. Chung, read Kcu

Shing, is a Verb, to hit the centre ; to attain the object

tR
C3 t

Fin Chung keen. " In the middle, within."
[7]

Nuy chung. "Within; included in the number;

amongst." Fang tsae chunj keen.

" Put it in the midst, or within."

./^ Hj
Puh chung yung.

" Not of any use, not

AWT 7~ \

answering the purpose." -^Igyf^ Kea piih chung.
\J^ \ I

" Price not coming up to what is wanted."

~jC -^ \ {-
Ta chung che ching.

"
Holding the

perfect medium, without the least deviation from rectitude;"

s;iid in praise of persons.

^P tfrt "]j Chung taou urh lelh.
"
Standing in

the middle path;" said in a moral sense.

FPH- Chung hing.
" To rise" in insurrection "

in the

midst" of the Empire.

A^ Jin chung. The middle part of the upper lip;

immediately below the partition of the nostrils.

/^ Chung jin, or
'f^yV Ch""S pt " "'"

A person who acts as a mediator, or negotiator between two

others.

| ^Chimgjin,or ^^^ Chung tang

teih jin.
" A man possessing a mediocrity of talent."

Lang chung. A certain officer ip the govern-
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ment, at the capital. SL* Chung tang. A principal

minister of *tatr.

Tang chung.
"

In the middle." -DX-

Chung van;.
" The centre." Op Chung kw. or

JS 1^1 Chung hwa kwo. " The central and flou-

rishing nation;" viz, China. F^ y\^ Chung kwo

jin.
" A Chinese."

E1;r -
-^-^

PG Shay she che tcih yu8

chung.
" To shoot an arrow to the mark, is called Chung."

-3Er H .
Cho ke chung yue

1

chiing. "To
*^f-| ^ "\ I I

*
I

hit the middle, is called Chung."

Ip
'I

-=|*j- Chung shoo. "
III, from the influence of heat.''

^\\

:^r Chung han.
"

III, from the influence of cold.''

|-/[Ju
Chung tsew. " To become intoxicated."

lt=3

Chung e. " To hit one's wish ;" to like.

We chang piih chung woo

chcyay.
" Never differed from my will, or opinion." ^rY"

y^ ^S- Wo puh chung e. "
I don't wish, or like."

I VJL*^

-Kg- TV Chung keu jin.
" To obtain the rank of

Keu jin ;" viz. a certain literary rank.

ATff =tp Tso chung ching.
" To be witness to a

\y\ i pii-

transaction." F> Shang chung hea. "Superior,

middling, and inferior." Also denote, first, second, and third.

-S- Leang chung.
" To guess right.

"

~7^

//ii Chung puh tih. "Cannot hit ;" cannot attain to eminence.

5L Chung leu.
" A certain part of the year."

^fr I Ping chung.
" To take hold of the middle ;"

and act justly. "yf^ iSff- Iw? Yun cluh keuii chung.

With sincerity take hold of the medium."

Chung yung. The second of the Four Books of

Confucu,

yu6, Chung cha> . pull p<
;cn piili e, woo k\vo ptih keC che ching.

" Choo hwuy gan, (or Choo foo t*ze, a famous Commentator

on the Four Books) said, Chung, denotes not leaning to one

side nor the other ; neither excess nor defect."

~p I Sze chung. Name of a star.

Chung yuen.
" The half of a dollar."

^Y.""""

Koo y ih chung.
" The half of a drum."

/pEEyFj| yfV ~7$~L Yu yew e kwan chung.
" Scholars

have their clothes and caps properly adjusted."

x/55 s )~?_ Shun chung kwan how. " An en-

larged and liberal heart."

Rung chung.
" In the air."

I*^"f~'

Chung urh tsiien shg.
" To complete two thousand

measures." A surname. Syn. within! Chung. Also read

Chang and Ching.

KEE. * S.C.

To take hold of with the hand ; to seize.

KAE.

Grass or herbage growing in confusion. According to Lull

shoo, Kae, denotes a deed or bond, in ancient times engraven

on bamboo.

^p FUNG. * ^ S. C. ^ R. H.

'
dd.

Luxuriant herbage. ,5p*IMl
FunS yunS- The sarac '
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vun -

At once shooting forth branches, and striking the roots deeper.

A fine countenance; plump, jolly.

/jjfe Fung e.
" An easy, fine manner."

Fung tsae. " A fine countenance."
"fTfcl

FunS

" A mellow pleasing sound."
/fcx

^U S tsae -
" * fine

regular gait, or manner."

HiEfl */i!if /KB Fung shin seaou sha. "A high de-

gree of ease and gaiety." /jS. :b3_ Y/\\ Fung tsze

I ^\ 'PI/P -4

ch'hii yO.
"
Pleasing and decorous manner."

The upper stroke should not be a / Pe'ih. Derivatives

Pang,^~ Fung, |[t^- Fung, l|p Fung, &C.
^- 1 -*- ~

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

KWAN. *

The appearance of two horns. The two tufts of hair on the

heads of Chinese children. In the Colloquial dialect, the two

tufts of hair are called, X& '&\ Tsung keo. They express
/I'lUit/J

it by JTI ~i&. ~tl\\ RRJ ff\ ^Tvr ^nun ^a J 'eanB ^e

maou. "
Binding the hair like two horn>." A child from

three or four years of age, to seven or eight.

The same as
|

!-* Hwang, which is said to be the original

form of
Tn~ij5[ Kwang, Metals, in the state of ore.

l-ir^ Chow's form of Chung. See above.

Charactersformed by Six Strokes.

CH'HUEN. R. H.

To connect things ; connected as beads on a string.

Ch'hucu tungUi) pe.
"

Clandeitinely con-

nected together, for illegal purposes."

'^u Kow ch'huen. "
Connected, or combined with."

Always taken in a bad sense.

Kwan ch'huen. "
Strung ; passing through."

Hf- IM Wane piih kwan ch'hung. "An

incoherent style."

Also read Kwan,
" Accustomed " HB

-4^ ft^.

Kwan e tsae loo. " Familiar with foreigners on the road."

(She king.)

j
' Ch'huen tsze. " A certain officer of the trea-

sury, and government stores."

Ancient form of ttj Chung. Sec above.

Characters formed by Seven Strokes.

CH'HAN, or TSAN.

An utensil with which to roast meat. To roast or broil

meat.

Ancient form of PP Chung. See above.

Charactersformed by Eight Strokes.

S KE. Lneven; irregular.

j S1ILII

A paternal uncle j see Radical O^ Yew, six strokes-
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r CH6, or TSO\ *^ S. C.

Luxuriant herbage; woody. The derivatives are,

P8, *=!& Y, / t puh ' Tsung. Sometimes written

thus

Also read PS and Fu. According to Rang he's Tsze Teen,

the common forms of the upper part \||/
u U are erro-

neous ; they ought to be four upright lines.

\/V/ yjr"
Sha rniih, says, that Ch5 denotes and resembles

a kind of case, into which bamboo rods are stuck.

Kwae.

Jin shajr pun urh sze m"h '

" Men reject the means, and yet endeavour to attain the end."

Characters formed by Eleven Strokes.

Ancient form of Jag! Kwei.

THIRD RADICAL.

CHOO. * i A.V.

A point ; a stop. That which denotes a stop. The flame of

a lamp. Borrowed to denote
"^j-^ Choo, A lord or master;

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

>^ In the religious books of Fiih, used for AT E,

9 % A pronoun, he, she, it, they. Also, the form of

\\ Hea,
"
Below,'

1 in the running hand.

7j

Fanwuhyuen

chnen chay kae yu hwan. "
Every thing round, or spherical,

and turning, is called Hwan." A birds egg. A surname. Name

ofa hill. Formed from the reverse side of JtC Tsth, A man

under a precipice, thrown on one side, from apprehension of its

falling, and unable to recover his first position. Hwan, the

reverse of this, denotes rolling back to the first position.

J--Wan tsze.orTan hwan. " A bullet."

Yo hwan. " A pill." /*p Laou hwan. " A

kind of round cake made of rice and flour." PPa La
*Wv I

wan. " A pill inclosed in wax to preserve it." ^S
Jl |

.

(i
if

TgAT Kaou, tan, wan, san. "
Bolus, pills, and powders."BA

Tan and wan, both express pills.
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5-| Hwan nek'hoe fung
yT'J

ban kwan. " On a small spot of ground can establish a place as

strong as Han kwan ;" expressive of the talents, or prowcs
8 of

great men.

\ ml . T~
ii^fi.

Yth seaou joo hlh tszc

tan hwan. " A city small as a black bullet." Also read Yen.

Jh
jvl

The common form of the preceding.

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

TAN. * W S. C. -3J-
R. H.

A certain carnation colored stone. The dot represents the

stone ; the outer part, a welL Carnation color.

A kind of Philosopher's stone, spoken of by the Sect Taou.

It is said to be obtained from burning eight different stones a

great length of time. The /
jjl

-W-* Seen tan, when obtained,

is capable of turning whatever it touches to gold ; and of rais-

ing the dead. The principal color is carnation, but there are

=s

black and white varieties.

ii/ifc fe^^l |

E Ch 5th to wiih

yu6 tan. " To daub a thing with red color is called, Tan."

^T J [^\^ffi./^ Q Chih sin woo wei yu6 tan.

" A red heart without guile is called, Tan." Hence, ^\
Tan sin.

" A sincere heart." They say that the heart of a

bad man is black. /C*J^ Q Vfe YunS ci

yuS iih tan. " A fine countenance is called, u'h tan."

ff7SUJjfi
^an yang- ^ne nalnc f a place.

Tan tan, The name of a country. V|\T
Muh tan, and

?A\ ^'"w tan. Naroei of flowcm. The Mow tan, UK-T

cal1 ' /tr r, H" a wa"g-
" The king of flowers."

uy haou, chung scu liih y foo chc. "
Though the Mow tan

flower be good, still it must have green leave* U) support it."

They express by this allusion, that, however excellent a man

may be, he cannot stand alone. The Mow tan, is also called

Foo kwei hwa. " The rich flower."

Tsze tan. The name of a plant. ^A* Tan

heuiS. A certain hill. -&M Ts'hi-C tan. A certain bird.

/TfpJ I

~T(^SiSs. fjy Kew chuen tan ching.
" After nine

turns, the Philosopher's stone will be formed ;" that is, repeat

your efforts, and you will finally succeed.

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

CHOO.* M^S.C. 3. R H

The flame in the midst of a lamp. Borrowed to denote a

sovereign; a lord ; a master. The principal; the chief. Read

as a Verb, to rule; to govern; to direct; to consider M the

principal or chief.

y\ ^^ J j^Vl ~f* E c '100 **ze we ' choo- " Let

(the commentator) Choo tsze, be the chief." 3AT| :SPi

X^ /j-ffll
Tuy pin che ching. "The opposite of guest r

a host. A. Choojin. Denotes the same. ^^
Kea choo. " The master of a hou>." VV

Kw5 choo, ~fl Kcun choo,Jin choo,

)- Choo tszc.
" The sovereign of a country.''

TfUj
She choo. A person who gives a donation to a
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religious house. El Gan choo. " A benefactor."

Chae choo. "
Creditor." ^Vp ^f>j Shwuy

ts<5 choo. "Who aits as master? who controls?" /AW\

^tV/fr]
Wu ' ki> yew choo. "

Every thing has a

principal or chief"

The Romish Missionaries use ~ft~ T'heen choo. "The

Lord of heaven;" to denote the Supreme Being.

Teen choo. " An innkeeper." /Z^S> Tse

107*
choo. The person who presides in offering sacrifice. -4^^

Keen choo. " A magistrate of a district."
//^-

Kung choo. "A Princess." r-
//\. Shang

kung choo. " The sisters of the Emperor." ~TC

fi\. I Ta shang kung choo. " The Emperor's aunt."

//^ T'heen tsze kea neu choo how, piih tsze choo hwan,

ze choo how tung siug chay choo che, koo wei che Kung choo.

"The Son of Heaven (the Emperor) marrying his daughter to a

Choo how, (Viceroy, or tributary king) he cannot himself

dim , the marriage, but sends a Chow how, of the same sur-

name to direct it : she is therefore called, Kung choo."

I.
? ,

i K
^r Choo tsae.

" To rule, to control." /^-

Choo ling.
" To order."

-^5p-
Choo show. " To

keep; to guard; to protect." Vpj Choo che. "To

gOTern, to regulate."
|

Choo koo. " A patron,

protector." EH Tszechoo. " To direct one's self,

personal liberty." ^V^^Wx'lB. |

Wo piih kan

chuen choo.
"

I dare not assume the control."

-

"

Choo e. The decision, the will. A plan.

She t'ha telh choo e.
"

It is his will."^
^ Jin p'ns ne CM e -

" You

have your own wi,,." ^^ | ^^
ko choo e stac size. " Here is a plan ;" I recommend this

method. a
x'T^^^U-TDC C^oo e puh tae wo.

" The decision does not rest ith me." C.Choo chang.

" To manage, to direct." //T7?C
Choo paou.

" To

protect, or advocate the cause of another."

IJjffj
Shin choo. A tablet in family temples, with the

name of the deceased inscribed on it. If he has held an offi-

cial situation, the name of his office is inscribed before his own.

kaou urh gan how, che ming urh e mei, gae min urh haou sze,

k'ho wei e choo e.
"
(The Prince who has) exalted conduct, and

generous benevolence; knowledge and good intentions; love to

the people, and regard to the learned ; may be called, a good

Sovereign."

Jfl Chaou chin to heen, tso yew to

chung, joo tsze chay, kwo jih gan, choo jib. tsun ; t'heen hea jih

fiih, tsze wei keih choo yay.
"
Many virtuous officers at court,

many faithful attendants on his right and left ; thus, the nation

will daily have more repose; the Sovereign will be daily more

honorable; the empire more obedient. (A Prince circum-

stanced) thus, is called a happy Sovereign."

^f
Choo foo. A double surname. .prj.

Choo gaou.
" To sit in retirement." ef PfT Jn]
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E so choo yay.

" That on which the mind dwells, as of chief

importance." y^ Cho nang.
"
High ability."

Syn. with y5- Choo. " Water flowing to a lower place."

TSING. *

' T

A well. The dot represents a bucket passing down. Com-

monly written _Jlil Tsing. Read Tan, Noise of something

thrown into a well. A surname.

Ancient form ofTT Tan. See above.

Charactersformed by Five Strokes.

Ancient form of ff> Chung.

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes.

[1 Hi Ancient form of 1VR- Le.
)\^CtMM

# HWAN TOW,

Form the name ofone of four eminently bad men of antiquity.

FOURTH RADICAL.

PEIH. * s.c.

Distorted on the right; like leading to the left. One says,

it is like raising the head, and stretching out the body. Read

E,
" To, or at ; down to the ground."

S.C.

Distorted on the left. The reverse of the preceding. To

wipe. Others say, thatPeih, denotes distorted on the left, and

Fuh, on the right. Also read Leg.

E. *
J"

S.C.

To lead, to drag ; to drag the body; clean; bright. Said to

be like Peih, but not raising the head. See above.

^T E. II S. C.

To flow, to remove. The reverse of the preceding.

Some affirm, that these four were originally the characters

J>fe;r-^i> Peih, fuh, e, e. Others again deny,

that they were ever used as distinct characters, but like

Kwan, and fc Choo, they were never more than parti of

characters.

E. *

Formed from / Pc'ih and "V Fuh, representing a pair

of shears. To cut grass or herbs ; hence, to regulate, to govern.

Also, *pip
A

~~f /Wzjl
Heen tsae che ching.

" An appel-

lation of those possessing virtue and ability
"
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Tseuene. "
Extraordinary talent." Also read Gac, "To punish."

Al. Smb. J. E . Syn. with

y" TSO. s. c.

The left hand; the left side ; now^T^ Tso - Also said to

be the ancient form
of/^1 Yew,

" To have." Formerly used

for the present /^To. To assist; "a left hand man;'' an

assistant.

/*} NAE. * S.C.

The breath issuing forth with difficulty. A Particle expres-

sive of demurring ;
"
But, it may be ;" often translated "

Is, am,

was, then, will then, certainly." At the beginning and end

of sentences, it is an expletive. Sometimes used in the sense

of " You or your, a certain person.'
1

/ f~1
jf

FT /

^

ATae tsoo nae foo, " Your grand-father and father."

The name of a place ; the name ofa fruit.

-**ar 23-V
They define it by, -Jn-gi^ryu tgze . Particle of speech,

Shing shan&an expletive."

ke hea che tsze.
" A particle connecting the preceding and

the following." jWfg^| \7
j^i5

Ke sze che tsze.
" A

particle continuing a subject.'
1

^i,it ./ JptE'fU Tsze

<-he nan yay.
"
Denoting a diflirulty of expression.

11

^f T?^"'fl7 Tsze che hwan yay.
"
Denoting a slowness

3T I"1 *&.
of expression." ~IL\-* ffiiJT Yu e tsze.

"
Denoting a

PP I |5J I

sentence already finished.'
1

Al. Scrili. 3 Nae- Also read Gae. jr'A* Kwan gae.
'* xv V I

The sound made by the oars of a boat in rowing.

Kow piih kcaou sing nae

tcrn. "
If not taught, nature will become changed.

''

7VT

(--**

Aj
^E3 T'ht-en nae taou. " Heaven is Taou." j3(

i5i s&+. ^^m nae yuen klh. "
I am a person from

a distance." ^fifi. gfef jpr 4r^ ^. Wo nae urh

L /.
|

she kwo yu.
" NO other than you is in fault." -jfir Jii

ft
-

-^{L,^ Nae ju.
" As to," or " but as to."

sh

JU.FTV
she yih ko tso mae mac teih jin.

" He is not a literary

character, but a mercantile man."

Ol. Scrib. ?' Teen.

To destroy. See Radical ~& Tae.

\J
Ol. Scrib. 561 Woo.

Five. See Radical^ ^ Urh.

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

KEW. ^S.C. J^R. H.

Said to be derived from cauterizing in order to heal;

represents something approaching to the Jlegs of a man from

behind. (Shwo wan.)

A long time ; lasting, JTyf ~X /^7 -flfj
Tsan che fan

yay. "The opposite of temporary." 'jVZ.'y\ Hang

kew, *J* Chang kew, -=- Chang kew, All ex-

press great length of time; in perpetuity. f^P Heu

kew. " A considerable time." AHJ TM ^K^ ~-f"

T'ha laou lae hou kew. " He arrived a considerable time
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ago." -T?| I Kew pee", and ^52.
Kewwei. "Long

separated ;" are expressions used by friends or acquaintances on

meeting each other. ^JD Kew yang. "Long looked up."

and, _^rL Kew moo. "
Long thought on with regard ;"

are phrases used at first meeting by persons who have been

known by name to each other. I .
\

JIh tsze

kew. " For many days."

^al Jp /Vy(j^
Sze kew keen jin sin. "After

a long transaction of business, a man's heart is seen."

Occurs in the sense of " To wait." To rhyme, read Ke.

peih yew e yay.
" Why so long ? there must be a reason."

3^~P^*HlL
T '

he
'

en chang te kew. "
Perpetual as

the heavens and the earth." J I l' ~~? 5J^ Shwiiy

che yung kew. " To descend down for ever "
to succeeding

generations.

AKew. Common form of the preceding.

TO. *

The upper part represents a full ear of grain bending down.

The horizontal stroke represents the ground, and the lower

part the root. Plants and trees depend on the root in the

ground ; hence, borrowed to express placing dependance on a

person; engaging them to do a thing. Commonly written

TO. Al. Scrib. /El T3. These characters

Vp Cha, chih, p8, chih, are derived from this.
^ v ^~*

A
Common form of 3~\ Yaou.

CHE.
Jjj

S.C. ^ R.H

Issuing forth from; going to; meeting with. The lower

stroke represents the ground ; the middle one the stem of

plant ; those on the side, leaves or shoots, which go forth from

the stem; hence, borrowed to denote the Possessive Cue of

Nouns. Expressive of that, which comes forth from, or be-

longs to. It may often be translated by,
"

Of," or the sign of

the Genitive " V YThjincheUze.

" A man's son." ~f^ *rj*
T'heen che gan.

" The

favor of heaven."

When coming between two Nouns, the first of which if

preceded by a Verb, it may be translated" Who," or " which ;'

a>)
-^F\

/

f"T^ xv YeW^ 'ie
-''n '

" A man W'M>

is possessed of virtue;" i.e. a virtuous man. /Q rPy

t-^^ L Yew been che sze. " An affair which has danger ;"

i. e. a dangerous affair. The same between a Verb and a Noun,

.. JLJ i - |_.

as, pi Hr. j^ K'ho woo che sze. " An affair which

is worthy to be hated ;" i. e. a detestable affair.

After a Verb, it may be translated by the Pronouns,
"
Him,

her, it, them." /\\ 5^'fpiX *
> "'1 yaou ** che.

" Don't do it." In the same sense it occurs before the Verb, u

r_1 -/Iv" ITT I 'iU. Chin we che win vav.
"

I have
M-*X|v I-^"J * ' *

not heard it." (Mang tsze.) It frequently occurs doubled,

Che che, The first of which is translated " Him, her, it,

them," according to the Gender and number of the antecedent

Noun; and the second Che, is translated by "Who," asJ
TV Ting che che jin.

" The person who heart

him, or her, or it, or them."

VOL. i.
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In ancient books it occurs in the sense of
/i \* Yn ;

frjLE

She; \W Tsze; iW" E ' :3 Chei and /RpJR Peen.>& **- ^J

-W Woo piih chc jay.
" Extends to every

TiTT

part."

pe yu che, taou tsze yug che. " To go there, is called Che; to

j^_ + S-+ i ~\ t > .
i

come here, is called Che."
yjc ^EL Mr jpT Hwang

hwang y iih ho che.
"
Agitated so, whither do you wish to go ?"

p-
Che tsze. " A bride." (She king.)

They say that, Kf

en che chay, wiih yew so che ; sze yew so

huh, te yew so wang; leen shiih che tsze y ay. "Whenever

Che is used, something is pointed to ; relation to some affair is

denoted ; or some place is to be gone to : it is a Particle de-

noting relation to.''

A Crilic on this character remarks, that " The Ancients

first formed characters from things; these gradually came to

be used metaphorically to denote the operations of the mind,

and serve as auxiliaries in speech. As the number of such

characters increased, it was necessary to modify them again, in

oruer to distinguish them. Thus / Che, was, (he says,)

originally ^* j|3, ('!>: tsaoii.
-Jtp- IIoo, was [}T-;nrf

Hen U'lie, and JErri Yen, was &^ Yuen."

When Ilie chmolojry of a woid, or t!ic various metaphorical

chang^sofa hieroglyphic can l>e trare.l, it is, at least, amusing;

but tho
ji;

_' r.lonc can fix what the meaning of a v.onl

i*, at I 'ic
j>;

Instil of the above Critic's remark, it may be

inferred, that many characters are so mutilated, or increased,

that to trace their gradual changes up to their original form if

hopeless.

'TT

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

CHA. J* ^ S. C. R. H.

Said to be formed of \^ Wang,
" To run, or go from home,"

and m Yih, "One." A person who has run from home,

on obtaining one object of his departure, stops a while. (ShwB

wan.) A short time; the time being ; suddenly; hastily. The

first time.

o
Cha wan. " Now heard for the first time."

Cha hwuy.
" Now met for the first time."

^fcn \=J
/jifj

Yih cha kan keen t'ha. " But just

now saw him for the first time." The first interview is also

expressed by, Jgl AR Z&" Cha meen seang fung.

"
First face mutually met." $ Js< C "a ^in

cha tuy.
"

Hastily enter, and hastily retire."

Occurs, read Tso, in the sense of AT-- Tso,
" To do "

^Y-> HOP- *

The sound of the voice continued after the enunciation of

a sentence. Said to represent the breath, or voice, rising

and extending. From AV lie, "A tone of inquiry, or

admiration." (?hwC wan.)

A note of interrogation, or expression if doubt; also of ad-

miration. Tone after calling on a ptT-oii's nairc. Occurs 1:1

the middle of a sentence, in the sense of "
In ; wii.li; from; lo.''
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^- Ke hoo. "Nearlyj about o; without 'much

error."
/i& Shoo hoo. A qualifying expression

like the preceding. .

|
I- J V-V^^si/i 7^0

Tsze y nii haou heS kin hoo che. " Confucius said, To love to

learn is a near approach to wisdom or knowledge."

JgQ. IgT
Cn"h no ke keen. "Issuing from

amongst them."
//\ lH^

HS hoo tsze. "
Agree-

ing with this."
JpjL JJV E hoo tsze. "

Different

fromthi.." ^\^ ^[J /R]
Pub tsae hoo na

ko. "
It does not consist in that; the stress does not lie there."

Tsae hoo. " To consist in ; to rest upon."

yrT*. Ijj j
Ke sin tsae hoo keun tsze.

" Her heart was upon her husband." /\>\ Sze hoo.

" Like ; as if."
TpN- I Woo hoo. An exclamation de-

noting regret or admiration : In which sense, in the Classics,

these two characters are used in caramon with

Woo hoo ; -fifo /:" Woo hoo ; P

Occurs

call to ; to call upon ; to invoke.

with

!i IM*

Woo hoo;

Hoo,
" To

Tsang tsze yuS, woo

jih san sing woo shin; wei jin mow urh puh ehung hoo? yu

pang yew kcaou urh piih sin hoo ? chuen piih seih hoo ?

"
Tsang tsze said, I daily examine myself respecting three

things ; whether, in planning for another person, I have been

('eCcient in integrity? Whether, in my intercourse with a

f.-icnii, I have been deficient in truth? Whether, I have

(!iges;c:i well tliL' ii.striiclions received from my m:ister :"

/tf^ g ~T Wo ke hoo yew Uo leaou.

"
I was nearly in an error."

TSE.

To stop. Said to hare been originally written thui, Trf

representing something full, with- Ylb, laid across, to re-

press, or keep it down. Derivatives
-fljfj tfj Tize, tft.

FA. S. C. R. H.

From the reverse side of |t Ching,
" To put in a

right state; to supply with." Defect; temporary want;

destitute; to fail.
|T^| ^^ Kwan fa. "

Weary, fatigued."

4-i. KeuC fa. " Defective ; destitute of." X^"-^
r

~ftb- She fci keug fa. "
Possessing nothing to meet

necessary expenditure." ^Lfl Keung fa, or
-^k

I

Pin fa. " I'm impoverished." rt1 Fa sbang.
I I w4

iKift 1 -c^ rn!5 *x" An embarrassed merchant. '

N|^ JB J-^g- ^ ^

it! Kwei fa keung yaou die paou.
" Feel ashamed that I

possess not the gem Keung yaou, with which to recompense

you ;" used in letters, when acknowledging the receipt of

favors.

As an Active Verb,
" To spoil, to injure ; to render useless."

woo sze. "Tsze, go! don't injure my affairs."

SHE.
Ol.Scrib.^SeeRad.-^Shc.

Te.
Ol.Scrib.Jjl

SecRad. H Kung.
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Characters formed by Five Strokes.

P'HAE. I

jff
S. C.

To branch ofTinto streams. The reverse side of ^M Yung,

in the S. C. (77? Yung,
" A perpetual stream, eternal." Now

commonly written
Vjj

P'hae. Derivatives
Jfcm-

M 'h>
" The

puUcj" and jjJ Mlh, " To espy."

KIN, or YIN.

A company or multitude standing up together. _
f

Chung, "A multitude," is derived from this. Critics are much

divided in opinion respecting this character.

E. i S. C.

The reverse side of ^Hf Shin,
" The body." To turn

round the body ; to return ; to revert to what is right. Ex-

pressed by, JR^ Sf fjj^pj Fan shin sew taou. "To

turn back and cultivate virtue." Also read Yin, in the

same sense.
*E Yin is derived from this.

Original form of Jig Tuy.

See Radical ~| Too.

Tsung. To accord with ; to follow.

Characters formed by Six Strokes.

Common form of the following.

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes.

KWAE. * S. C. R. H.tHjT

Said to represent the back bone. One says, it is derived from

Kwa,
"
Horns," and

)j
f
( Petti, the ancient form of

Peg,
" To separate." (ShwB wan.)

To turn the back upon; perverse; wicked; strange; extra-

ordinary. 'r4iTpf5JH Tni- S'n king kwae chang-

" A perverse and bad disposition." ~^\ Kwae keaou.

or, ^K0 Tsing kwae. "
Clever, ingenious, artful."

HZ.
P\|

A. Kwae le teih jin.
" A perverse un-

reasonable man." -ffl- Kwae e.
"
Strange, unaccount-

'
-^ N

able," in a bad sense. To rhyme, read Kwei.

Ancient form of -^ Tsaou.

See Radical

Ancient form of 4JP Tsung.

See Radical ZA Sze.

Charactersformed by Eight Strokes.

_,-
Ancient form of -Ecr King.

See Radical I Kan.

Charactersformed by Nine Strokes.

SHING. m S. C. -t- R. H.

Said to be compounded of Jiih, and Ke. " To
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overspread as a canopy." To drive a carriage; to ascend ; to

overcome ; to avail one's self of an opportunity ; to take oc-

casion from the state of circumstances. To rule. To plan.

A surname.

Read Shing, A carriage; things in pairs, or in fours.

Name of a plant ; name of a place.

Si. Shing ma. " To mount a horse." RS

Shing she. " To embrace an opportunity," as to time.

>5Ei Shing ke, or |grc. Shing she. " To embrace an

opportunity,"
as to circumstances.

Jffif
Shing fung.

" To embrace a fair wind."
yjfn Shing chaou. " To

take advantage of the tide." -^- "^ lpjj/1
Ts'heen

shing che kwo. " A nation having a thousand chariots of war."

F_
| | j -^ "~~^

HrB p*
"TIHl -V

Ylh ihing keaou Uze. " A icdan chair"

Also read Ching. 01. Scrib. j?fc Shine.

TTv

Shwuy.
* S. C.

The foliage of trees and plants bending down. Commonly

written Sp Shwuy.

Ol. Scrib. jvSze. See Rad.)|^Sin.

Charactersformed by Ten Strokes

Ol Scrib. -> Show. " The hand."

FIFTH RADICAL.

1 YiH. ~\
S.C.

Said to represent the curved end of plants issuing forth in

Spring.
Bent ; curved. As a Verb, to mark the place at which

to leave off reading ; also, to mark for insertion a few cha-

racters omitted. One. A character used in the division of

time; the second of the ten, called p -^p
Shih kan.

7JT
ffl 7 Ts'hing ting kea ylh.

"
Pray decide

yih;" i.e. of several things determine which holds the

first and which the second place ; which is better, which is worse.

/%s -%J \- ~*rv T~ To ^e tsze> '"k ^e ****'

" Blot out a few characters, and supply a few characters."

A surname. The intestines of a fish. ~TC Tae yih.

The name ofa hill ; An epithet ofthe Immortals of the SectTaou.

*f YA.orYfH. S.C.

Li." ^^ v x
A bird, so named from its voice. ;jpt ^ A

'

" A swallow." Ya ya, expresses a difficulty of going forth.

vol.
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L YIN.

Covered over; secret; to conceal. Representing going in

a crooked direction ; or with the knees bent in order to hide

R7"f

>

^3. Yin.

MAY.

Aslant, gjl .-M Yen may.
"
Squinting eyes." In the

dialect of
f^fcj fl Sehea, A sorceress is called, fmr

Sze may. A surname. In the Canton Dialect, pronounced

Mat, and denoting,
" Who ? what?"

yf KEW. * S. C. R. H.

Represents the transformations and winding searching pro-

perty of the principle ]*xic Yang. (Shwo wan.) Nine.

i=T?. "77 Te kew. " The ninth." Repeated, Kew kew,
5TJ /U
'The art of numbering; arithmetic." Vsed in the sense of

Many;" as \1}-mr Kew tsze moo. "The mother
I

*^ >

of many children."

Read Kew, To collect together. The name of a country.

I.XX'ErTX"/
/T- Kew hS choo how. " To unite, or

/P3 pfj |7<C

collect together the principal officers of the state."

A surname.
|
Kew hing. "Nine Chinese punish-

! /N
ments."

L| Common form of U Kew.

See Radical Kwan.

ILOI.Scrjb./Hvvuy. SceRad. Yue.

Characters formed by Tuto Strokes.

K'HEIH. f

Same as ~7 K'he. "
Vapour or air," borrowed to denote,

" To beg, to entreat."
"* -?- K'helh tsze ; ^3

K'heTh urh; \.r,. K'heih kae, Are several expressions

denoting
" A beggar." {-*

K'heih sze. " A beg-

ging priest."

Z)$i K'han k'heih. " To beg earnestly." Ak

Fuh k'heih. " Prostrate to beg;" i. e. humbly to beg.

[CD K'heTh gan.
" To beg for favor, or the ex-

t\H\

I

___-_[*
It- rf VJ/_ / ^ /JTI

&& /^^ rfn -

K'heih choo ke lin urh yu che. "
Begged from neigh-

bours, and gave him." (Lun yu.) A surname.

Read K'he, it denotes " To give."

YAY. * S. C. H.

A Particle used generally to round and close a sentence or

paragraph. At the beginning of a sentence, it possesses a qua-

lifying sense: in the middle, keeps the mind dwelling on the

principal word. In light compositions, and in the Colloquial

Dialect, used in the middle of a sentence, in the sense of" And,

also, likewise, even." -Jfr- ^r* l^~ I

^" -vlr *

hoo yin; mo heen hoo we; koo keun tsze shin ke tub yay.

To a person's self "There is no place more open than the

most secret retirement; there is nothing more manifest than

his most minute thoughts and actions; therefore, a good man
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is particularly attentive to the things which he alone knows."

(Chung yung.) I

"J7-V*
Yav haou. " Also well ; may do."

, '^V- r

;-g Taou yay chay; puh k'ho seu yu le

yay; k'ho le, fe taou yay.
"
Taou, (or the principle of na-

tural conscience and reason) is that which may not be departed

from for a moment: that which may be departed from, is not

Taou." (Chung yung.)

They remark a difference in its import, according to its being

jjpjl =|| King tub, or "HI" =g Chung tub, i. e. read

without, or with emphasis. In the first case, they compare it

to the mere sound of an instrument, after the last note is struck ;

when read with emphasis, they consider it gives a tone of de-

cision to the sentiment. As, ^Jj?*
~~X /fcT We che

yew yay.
" There is jio such thing."

~]J3 'TJftXQ^ "A J 7* F* tfsK- s^\* X J ^^

yang puh haou, na yang yay puh haou. " In this manner it is

bad, in that manner also it is bad.'
1

-^^ TrH f^\ ~uj]
Kea *10> p*n yay na u -

" A

family living in harmony, even though poor, it is still well."

: - Even if he were required to come, there is no use in it."

A surname. They define it by, =3t ~~J7 fak Yu chepp /C p/J> |

yu yay.
" The excess, or superabundance of a sentence."

TPPf Fan yen yay, tsih k'he chuh k'how hea urh tsin. " When-

ever Yay is uttered, the breath departs from the mouth and is

terminated." Again,

So e keung shang urh ching wan yay.
"

It is that which

terminates the preceding, and perfects the entenc
"

Alio,

read E.

Yay, according to Luh shoo, at first repretenled a eel

containing water, in which to wash ; to denote which, the form

of the character wa afterwards- changed to Wf, E, Yj,

having come into constant use as a Particle. ShwS wan, and

those who Callow that work, give a very different meaning to

the original character.

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

Ol.Scrib. Ml Chow. SeeRad. ] 1 1 Chiren

J9

KEW. Rolling eyes.

Characters formed by Four Strokes.

J**IJ
A. race ofbarbarians in Kwang tung and Kwan sc.

7//F Ol'. Scrib. | Le. See Rad. 7JC She.

Ancient form uf 'HT, Yay. See above.

Characters formed by Five Strokes

\ Ol.
Scrib.^

Che. See Ra

KE.

To divine ; to resolve doubts by an application to spiritual

beings. The western nations use sheep in divination. The
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priests, they call, RpT
Szeke. (Rang he.) Syn. with

P|X
Ke.

The Chinese appeal to the decision of the gods, and of de-

parted Sages, as Confucius and others, in difficult and doubt-

ful cases, by means of the Ke. A pencil or reed is suspended

above sand, and the invisible being is supposed to give it

motion, and form letters in answer to the questions put.

J^F Foo ke. " To support the Ke;" or to make the

appeal. In 1814, a deposed officer of government, was con-

demned to death, for publishing an answer, which he declared

he had received in this way, from Confucius. The purport

of the answer was, that the Emperor should depute a Prince

to worship at the Tombs of his ancestors, instead of going

himself; and, that the title of "Emperor" should be taken

from the demi-god Bcl ttt* Kwan te; ideas, which were
I7FJ IN

declared to breathe the most daring impiety. The Govern-

ment commonly discourages the practice.

Ol. Scrib. Hwang.

See Radical Tsaou.

Ol Scrib. . See Had. Kew.

Characters formed by Six Strokes.

-?f|
Abbreviation of ffjMLwan. See below.

KEE

Keg tub. The name of a country.

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes,

fj6o.
j^s.c. |LR.H.

From ^-V. Foo,
" To hatch an egg," and & Yih,

" A bird."

Milk ; tender; soft. The breast, ^pj jTJjjjf Joo nae. " The
j Li P^rp)

breast ; the milk of the breast." VT* Jo c^'

"Milk." <^<j>rW Ying hae poo joo. "An

infant sucking the breast." W~* I-
j/M J=L=|8

"4^ /""* Wan wang sze joo she wei che jin.
" Wan wang,

having four breasts, denoted his consummate benevolence."

Pffl
Joo poo.

" To give the breast to be suckled."

P|| |

Poo joo. "To suck." ^.^|g |-

Yang kaou kwei joo.
" The lamb kneels to suck ;" is a phrase

which is brought to illustrate filial piety.

J\~- New joo.
" The milk of a cow." R^F

\ I /KJ |

Foo joo. A glutinous substance white as milk, made from

pulse, in common use amongst the Chinese.

-fif* Joo moo. " A wet nurse." ^/W> Joo

heang.
" A certain kind of medicine; a species of incense."

,
I tp; 1 -Hr.

-fr T'heenjoo. A certain star. EEL -vffl"/ v ITTv j vni

-<fcl T^-Sllxri MSj> P taou tsze pefi ming. "Ma

joo, another name for the Poo taou tsze, or grape." ^-^
.

|

Am' Shih cluing joo. Seems to denote certain crystal-

lizations in the Province of Kwang sc.

Also read Jow. According to Shwo w&n, yV A5> ^3

tsze jug joo ; show yu8 ch'han. " Human beings and birds

bearing their young, is called Joo ; brutes, is called Ch'han."
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SEUE. To take with the fingers.

*JH YEN. To enter; to advance.

pM Ol. Scrib.^ Che. See Rad.^fNeu.

Characters formed by Eight Strokes.

Al ^Cr I Abbreviation of jg/ Keen. See below

^FL "^

>W7 KEW. Right; correct.

'ttl Syn. with^Tsee.
See Rad. 3^7 Ko.

Ol.Scib.M'Kwei. SeeRad."" Show.
/ l*"L* I

Charactersformed by Ten Strokes.

KEEN. . H.

According to ShwO wan, Issuing forth upwards ; from f ^

Yih, which denotes here, the pervading principle of matter.

,^. ,
~\ly1 Ehingtewei che t'heen; e sing tsing

n PB ^ "! ^
wei che keen. "As to substance and figure, heaven is called

T'heen ; as to inward active principle, it is -called Keen."

^;ffl
Keen kwan. " Heaven and earth."

^, /a fa PI i^ Ma shg yu6 leen keen. Orna-

^'^v F M I i^ ' f \

rncnts of a horse, are called Leen keen."

vol.. l. o

Firm , strong , diligent.

Keun tiize chung jlh ki ;en ki:cn. " The virtnoui rain ii firm

FR >
and diligent to the last of his day." (YTh king.) _9i f-

^&- ]/ M| I Nan Lize ping keen che kang.
" Ma

partakes of the strength and firmnes* of Keen."
|>-

Keen lung. Name of the late Emperor of China.

A surname ; the name of a district.

Advancing; going onward without intermission. Alto, read

I^TTO"/?> Kan shTn -

- Kan tsing.
" Clean ? entirely."

\W\ jffl ~/7 7

" Make this place clean,"

"VHJ- ~V" T'ha tseang pun tse'en hwa kan tsing leaou.
" He

took the original property and squandered it away entirely."

The first of the famous eight -iU Kwa, or Diagram*.

/J
AC. Kan how. The name of a place. 50?.

Sang kan. The name of a river. ^

" To take unfair and underhand profit"

Kan

$J Ol.Scrib.y^Che.

Ol. Scrib.^ Sze. See Rad. j\^\ Sin

YANG.

jWi^S' Pan yang.
" Disobedient ; perrerse.

"|!>J/JL.

Syn. withMJoo. See Rad. )jj>Sin

Ol. Scrib. Kwei.
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Characters formed by Twelve Strokes.

LI LWAN.
j|[

S.C.

It denotes sometimes, To confuse ; to disorder ; a state of

confusion and disorder. At other times, to regulate ; to put in

order. The latter sense occurs in ancient books. The first

sense is that in common use.

T*8 Iwan. " To cause disorder ;" to make in-

surrection or rebellion. ~7C Ta 'wan -
" Great con-

fusion, or a formidable state of rebellion."

yl/T* I *5P 1/M\.
Sin Iwan joo ma. "Heart confused

as hemp ;" denotes a perturbed state of mind.

IF**!
Lwan ts6, Iwan wei. "

Irregular and

disorderly conduct." J^7
== 'fcRr "TF~ 3-P-

Keaou yen pi-en Iwan she fe.
" Artful language changes and

confounds right and wrong."

AjJR 'ItJ^ nrl /f^S Vn Keih Iwan peiih tang fiih

che. " Extreme confusion must be succeeded by the renewal

of order ;

M
or, when affairs are at the worst they must mend.

wang yug, yu yew Iwan chin shth jin.
" Woo wang said,

I have ten ministers skilled in governing."
j

fc**i-

Lwan urh king.
" Order and respect." gg

j^TJ

JjjS ij|
1 Yung urh woo le tsih Iwan. "

Strength and

courage, without a sense of propriety, will cause confusion."

Said to be derived from 7* Yih, Denoting to
"
Regulate."

ft
LIN.

Anxious ; sorrowful. The name of an animal, said to have a

yellow body and a white tail.

^J '

^^| E. To desire ;
to covet.

i

Another form of
jI^Ke'en.

See above.

Charactersformed by Thirteen Strokes.

NEE. To lead.

Sameasffi^Lo.
SeeRad. "^Yew.

Same as ^y Lin. See above.

Characterformed by Sixteen Strokes.

Same as yJfTung. SeeRad./JCShwuy.

Characterformed by Nineteen Strokes.

it
-*=?-* Ancient form of 1*7, Keen. See above.
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j

SIXTH RADICAL.

J
KEUE. *

^ s. C

Hooked ; the barb of a hook. A hooked weapon.

^'K"1?TTI?

II } a nIvrjUlli. II / . 3. (j.

The reverse side of the preceding. Mark, by which to re-

cognise a hook.

LEAOU. * S. C. II. H.

Derived from a child without arms, (Shw3 wan.) Intel-

ligent; knowing; fixed; determined; finished.

/l^
|f|J

) J /r* >TV J l/^ ~pT" Seaou urh

leaou leaou, ta we peih ke. "
Though intelligent as a boy, it

does not necessarily follow that he will be an extraordinary man."

Leaou, is a very frequent Particle in the Spoken Language,

serving to round the period, and form the Perfect Tense ; 5H/"

EU Wo keen leaou. "
I have seen." AT]) ^R.

T'ha lae leaou. " He is come." -^H \\ Che

taou leaou. "
I know it." Pa leaou. "Enough!

well!" .

-C.-pjf' Yihyu we leaou. "Erevery

a sen tence was finished."

/.

irp
Leaou P" n

I.A\ ^^f -im
T J ^J *^> *

tne Superlative; as

uu *'n c'lay mo uaou -

"
Excessively good."

Shih fun haou leaou puh fih, Expresses the same.

"/f\ 'f^p Leaou puh tih.
" Finish not can ;" i. c.

the affair is irretrievable 1 An exclamation expressive of the

bad state of an affair. ~fc $Q 'ffc Leaou Pul> tTh

ne. " Your case is irreparable !" Is either commiseration or

reproof, according as the person addressed has acted well or ill.

ffj Afflr 77^ Sze tsinj wan leaou. " The affair

=^ IN 7\~*

is finished." y?\ Leaou jcn.
"

Certainly, clearly."
I H>\

^1*-^- Leaou woo; or p5^C UA-J | 1 ^^sou jcn

ming pih.
" To understand clearly or fully."

Iill^i
'

tj*
Leaou tang.

"
Finished, or arranged well."

. fp^ Kfc Tsang mo leaou. " How is the affair to be

terminated!"
^/pT jji Ho she leaou. "When will

it be ended?" "BT '$ W" Leaou tsaou sih tslh.

"To do a thing carelessly and unwillingly, merely to avoid a

reprimand." Leaou leaou. "
Completely finished."

Leaou, occurs in the sense of cheerful.
' _L" Kelh

leaou. Name of a certain bird, said to speak and laugh.

KEE.

y\ t|J
Keekeug. "

Appearance of motion." Formed

of the two first, under this Radical.
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*] Ol. Scrib.T^Nae. SeeRad. ) Peih.

I Taou. To hang ; suspended.

Character formed by Two Strokes.

KEUE. See
^j

Kee, above.

^

Characters formed by Three Strokes.

--? YU. * S. C. R.H.

To give ; to give mutually, represented by the Seal Character.

To confer; to grant. RTjr
? Foo yu.

" To implant," as

heaven implants right principles in the human mind.

Tsze yu.
" To confer ; to bestow."

Used for & Yu. " To give; with; in;" and for

^ >>

Yu. "
I, me."

cli.'iou ho seth yu che. " When the governors come to court,

what shall be given them ?" (She king.)

-4r' Ta yu. The name of a piece of music.

Ol.Scrib.|j| Shwuy.
SeeRad.JlToo.

Ol.Scrib. AM Chow.SeeRad. J Chuen

^ P- Ol.Scrib. Hwan. SeeRad Yaou.

Character formed by Five Strokes.

Another form of
~

Leaou. See above

Also denotes, great; large.

Characters formed by Six Strokes.

LING.

^jpf qjTChwang ling.
" To emit sound by striking against

OLScrib. If] Chow. SeeRad. ft K
/ r^^

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes.

, ^"M* SEU

J2.3L
. "TT" Kan seu. A certain fish. According to others,
. J -J

"
Spawn." Commonly, but erroneously written

S. C. R. H.SZE,orSHE.

Derived from
j^P

She, " One who records occurrences."

Affair; occupation; employment ; business ; concern; service.

To serve. The subject of thought or speech $ that which is

done ; an action.

Wan sze.
" Ten thousand affairs ;" i. e. every

thing that engages human effort ; all the concerns of intelligent

beings. ji?t/|y7
Wan w"k "Ten thousand things;"

i. e. every thing that exists. = ' xY>~Wl

Chay ko sze piih haou. " This is a bad affair, or concern."

' seanS shin mo sze<
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J

A I -^-rtt I In f
*-.-- f

are you thinking about?" AJ^ =W J|L J*g-
T'ha

keang shin mo sze. " What is he talking about ?"

'Q Sze te; ''
ef"

^ze ^ing; gY^ Sze kan;

y*$> Sze woo ; All express, an action, business, or an affair.

/\\ I

Seaou sze.
" A small, or unimportant affair."

/f "j" fcMR <*& Yew shin mo sze te.
" What

HI r - A*^ I RH-

affair or business is there?" TR 7i /

f"Tj
:/fCC

Sze tsing ta tih ban. " A very great, or important affair."

" That affair is impracticable."

"tfft Fan sze tang lew yu te.
" In every thing leave a little

spare ground;" i. e. observe moderation in every thing.

Chae sze. " Service on which one is sent."

'

Sze sze joo e.
"
Every thing according to

(your) wish;" an expression of good will towards a person.

When translated into English, it is often implied in the other

words of the sentence, Afa
/jjWf jj^-ffifi

Ne tso shin

mo sze. " What are you doing." A^ |r" ^ V-S/ I -J--.I ^ ^) ^~ ^^^^*

Puh ching king che sze.
"

Licentious, immoral pur-

suits." J&, 6^1 A Toszetethjin. "A busy body."

kwo puh haou sze. "
1 have not committed any bad action."

4\y ''(DA J '\\ "X~^
Ta tso leaou yih keen

haou sze.
" He has done a kind thing." /j^ jtw^T

Efrfc Ne shw she
1 mo sze.

" What are you saying."
//A I

ypT-Jpt- K^ Yew shin mosze. " What is the matter ?"

7" Yew sze. " Have business ;" expresses either,

being engaged, or there is some unpleasant affair going on.

I

We yew sze, and /i
Hti'. Wo sze > Ex-
IliXi I

Yth ten tellh lze kae we yew>
" Wlth"

press the contrary of the preceding t either, being disengaged,

or, having nothing to annoy, or distreis.

I jyid^;
I & /K'

out the least occupation." And, XfS A'& ^g Tsung
/lii\ik^ I'J^ ,n \ |

he woo sze. "
Altogether without business;'' express a state

of absolute leisure, the boasted felicity of a Chinese Gentleman

Pun szc. "
Ability t talent." /iHJ -& y6*

R^J
T'ha he yew pun sze telh.

" He if a per.

son possessed of ability." /KH f=t IMl Wk

Ne wei shin mo sze lae.
" What have you come about."

j? TV /pf^C- Yu wo sze ho kan. " What is it

tome? how does it concern my affairs ?" ^Kf I King

sze. "To pay respect to business;" to be attentive to it

gi. She sze. " The subject of odes," poetry.

Tso sze ;

]|A
Kan sze ; ^T King

Pan sze ; All express doing some work or

j jEJJ ~T^ King le ta sze. * To ml.

nage important affairs for others." "7^ Jj Piih le

" To disregard, or neglect business."
j-HJ -^- "6^:

|P\1 /\. T'ha she nang kan sze telh jin.
" HeM 4 S ^

is a clever man at business."
/jfj yf '/@*5rff

T'ha puh hwiiy pan szc.
" He does not know how to manage

or transact business."

They say, TJJ ftff- T\ I Tb/T / 1 ^ Fl

She woo ta yufi ching, seaou yufi sze.
" The great concerns of

the world are called Ching; the less, are called Sze;" to this dis-

tinction, however, they do not adhere. JnT [

Ching ite.

" National affairs, politics." /\. Kungszo. "Pub-
* "^ I

sze;

service.

SZC.

lie business."
'fp

VOL. I.
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.Affairs of the public courts."

e kwS sze. " To consult on the affairs of the nation."

g]
Shang

Piih sze sze.
" Not manage

|

Kwa kea ta szc.
" The great affairs of the

state."

As a Verb.

affairs; not attend to business.
1 '

moo. " To serve, or attend dutifully on father and mother."

^ A Fuh sze choo jin.
" To serve, or

/JIN. |
I / \

wait on a master;" some write the first word in this sentence

Fuh. fc Fung sze. Expresses the same as Fuh sze.

Keun she chin e le ; chin sze keun e chung.
" A Prince

should treat his minister with politeness ; and a minister should

serve his Prince with fidelity." (Lun yu.) /V -ffl-

moo nang kelh ke leih ; sze keun nang che ke shin, suy yue

we heo, woo peth wei che heO e.
" He who is able, in serving

his parents, to exert his utmost ability ; who, in serving his

Prince, can sacrifice his person; though called uninstructed,

I will denominate him well instructed." (Lun yu.)

che le so e szc Shang te How too yay.
" The rites of Keaou

and Shay, are those by which Shang te (the Supreme Ruler)

and How too, (Queen Earth) are served, or worshipped."

Also read, She. Occurs in the sense of
/fEH. Sse, and

1|||
Tse. Which see.

^^

Ol.Scrib.i&Tsang.SeeRad./jVchaou

From Ten to Fifteen Strokes.

. To debate ;
to deliberate on.

Ol. Scrib. Yu. See Rad. She

The same as the preceding.

SEVENTH RADICAL.

URH. * S. C. j R. H.

Two; both.

Trh tsze. " Twice." /V Urh jin, or
[

4?H Urh
I '\^A^

tsin.
" The two persons, or two relations;" i, e. father and

-f]\
-- 1 .

mother.
yjTT /^L Jr We yew urh fheen. "

1

have two heavens ;" the sense of this ambiguous sentence is,

lam, in the first place, indebted to heaven for existence; and

in the second place, indebted to my friend for the preserva-

tion of that existence : he is therefore to me, a second heaveji.
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'__

X N j|
v\ Puh urh sin. "Not two hearts:" i. e. of

one mind, faithful to each other. J\ IjjjJ fV
*

\

'Urh jin tungsin.
" Two persons of one mind." ^f>

A^ Puh urh kea. " Not two prices;" every [icrsoH ia

charged the same.

xtj ,55 Keuen chiih yu yih chay kcang; keuen chuh ju

urh chay jS.
"
Authority issuing from one, is powerful ; au-

BP 1

Ihority issuing from two, is weak." r}-fc Sin urh.
-* N I

Name of a god of the wind.

- I/M Jpn Hwuy yay wan ylh e che shih ; tsze yay

wSn yih e che urh.
"
Hwuj, hearing one thing, thereby as-

certains ten; Tsze, hearing one, thereby ascertains two."

(Lun ju.) Tsze, was the person speaking, he affirmed that

Hwuy could, by superior talent, infer more from a principle

given, than he himself could.

Urh, though commonly written with the upper line shorter

than the lower one, should have both strokes of equal length,

to distinguish the character from the following. (Kang he.)

This rule is quite disregarded.

Ol. Scrib. K Shang.

I'pon; above. The lower stroke represents that on which

something is placed. See Shang, under the first Radical.

01. Scrib.
~|T Hea.

Formed on the same principle as the preceding. See Hea,

under the first Radical.

cno. s.c.

Formed from the reverse side of /( Chih. " To ttep with

the left foot." According to ShwO wan, Ch6, denote* " To

stop a little." According to othcn,
" To step with the

right foot;" which joined with Chlh, makct the character

jf-r Hing," To walk." Also, read Choo.

-T* YU. R. H.

Hepresents the air extending itself. From h Kaou, and

-
Ylh, denoting the " Air falling to a level." (ShwO win.)

In; through; to; at. In which sense it is Syn. with Tf'V

Yu, which is now commonly used.

^t^jJiiPJfcFS Hwang neaou che yu

kew yu.
" The yellow bird dwells in the woody recesses of

the mountains."

To speak ; to say ; to go ; ~^
[-J
jt\f Wang yu

cliuh ching.
" The king went out to reduce his encmie."

Great; extensive appearance. Occurs as the name ofa plant ;

of a tree; and as part of the name of a District. The middle

part of a bell. A surname.

Yu yu,
" The distant appearance ofa person walking ; feeling

satisfied; contented." "H* /^" Kekeyu>u.
t*

" He felt himself satisfied." Also, read Heu.

Heu tseay. An exclamation, denoting admiration. (She king.)

~~

/^

Derivatives are,

yu, woo.

Original form of the preceding.

~
Woo.heu, heu,
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Characters formed by Two Strokes.

YUN. S. C. R. H.

The original form of "j^.
Yun. " A cloud, or the vapour

of the mountains and rivers rolling round." Rain.
|TJ>]

Yu,

"
Rain," was, in after ages added ; and /'* Yun, taken to ex-

press,
" To say ;

to move round."
^/V ~^_^

AY\

Jin yun ylh yun.
" Man say, also say;" i. e. what other men

lay, I will affirm, or say the same; I will not contradict."

177 H-P- **\ Tung tsing yun wei. "
Moving, rest-

ing, speaking, acting ;' express the whole of a person's con-

duct, conversation, and manner.

Yun yun,
" Thus and thus ; ct camera ; the conversation

of many persons." Yun yun, also occurs as the name of

a hill. Also, as denoting abundant; luxuriant ; in which sense,

1 1 ~

it is Syn. with . . Yun.

BJL yi'/A Wan wuh yun yun.
" The abun-

dance or plenitude of the universe."
*yn*-

Fun yun -

"Commotion; activity; bustle;" in which sense it is com-

monly written A^J Yun. *-l^~
TpT I/M A i*

Yun k'he se hing yun yun. "The cloudy vapours -went

westward, rising in commotion."

A surname. Also, read Yen.

HOO.* S. C. R. H.

Fitting into each other, like the indented edges of shell fish.

An uneven edge. A butcher's peg, or hook, on which to hang

meat. E- Ho wuh ' That cla!s of filh hose shells

have indented edges.
Keaou hoo. Blended

or united together, as the fingers of one hand inserted in those

of the other. %H Seang hoo. " Mutual, reciprocal."

xjt >gZ^ ^||: Keaou cha hoo king.
" To keep up

a mutual watch and inspection, in order to keep persons on

the alert."
jjj^^ /jjji

Shan ko hoo ta.
" The

responsive songs of mountaineers." 5^. Ts'han hoo,

11
rj

* -f-x.

/TH /%& /*7 Ho sean ts'han kaou. " To collate
I M ^ s -J

compare and examine," as in forming one work from a com-

parison of many.

^J^UJ^. KJX'l.^C
Pe tsze ^ e c'1!lno<

" That

and this, (the one and the other
;) mutually depending."

^f^fl~J\~%ii Tsuag ts'huh pwan hoo. "Kindred

4

mutually blended, and stable as a rock." |m

Hwiiy hoo. " To have mutual reference; regard to; or care of."

Occurs, written thus -it but not deemed a proper form.

7T
Ol. Scrib.

-J^-Ke.
See Rad. )\ Pa.

A surname.

woo. "%" s. c.

Five,
'tjaf ~~H__

Te WOO- " The fiftn'" Te W00 ' als<>

occurs as a surname. $\. Wo tsze -

" ^'re times."

A pWoo hing.
" The five elements" of the Chinese;

viz. muyCu 7[V^Q^ ~l Shwuy, ho, miih, kin, too.

" Water, fire, wood, metal, earth.''

1400" Wo lun. " The five relations" amongst humaa
Jntl

B ~AjT Keun chin, foo tsze, heung te, foo foo, pang yew.



4!)

" A Prince and minister; a father and son; elder and younger

brothers ; husl)and and wife ; friends."

Woo chang.
" The five constant" virtues'; viz.

\3"
Jin ' e> le - che> *'" " Benev -

lence, justice, propriety, knowledge, and truth." These, Woo

hing, woo lun, and woo chang, are of frequent occurrence in

Philosophical and Moral Discourses.

"lf3L Woo tse. "Five ranks of nobility;" which are

denominated /J^\tK- 'fS ~~\~~ -Fj Kung, now
> P"1 ,

tsze, nan. Kung is the highest.

/? Woo fang. Denotes the four points of the Cora-

-J- -t-- -rrr 1
1 J_,

pass, and centre; viz. FEJ RC] UU
^\
V PP Tnng, nan,/J^ i~\-4 f ' I

I

e, pih, chung.
" East, south, west, north, centre."

|rif Woo wei. "The five tastes
"

viz.
jfc&

th

i >. _J_-J J"rV"

-^Zi'
jM7 KjlpY Swan, teen, koo, la, been, "

Sour, sweet,

bitter, acrid, Salt."

Woo sih.
" The five colors?" viz.

f

Ts'hing, hwang, chih, pih, hlh, "
Azure,

low, carnation, white, black."

"

Woo ts'hang.
" The five viscera ;" viz.

3^ Kan, sin, fei, shin, pe.
"
Liver, heart, 1

kidnies, and stomach." The points of the compass, tastes,

colors, &c. are supposed to have a certain relation to the five

elements.

|J|
ZZL Urh woo yen tsze.

" Two five eyes ;"

is an expression which denotes obscure or imperfect vision.

' The fifteenth night of the moon is called Third fifth."

Five, they call ffa it^T
Chung shoo. " Middle number."

According t -liw.i an, the Seal Charartrr n-|irrvnti, by tfce

two liori/onlal slrokcH, | In- lieavrm and rarth, betwern which.

the Yin and the Van-; arc- lili'nded.

-TU s . c. H

A deep plarn that pr<(din-e* water. A clear upring; well.

A piece of land divided into nine parts, of which, in former

times, the centre part was appropriated to government; other-

wise called, JT* P j Tsing teen, which con*ited of -4f

j^T) m^ Kew fih mow. " Nine hundred Mown "
of land.

^ / / /

According to some, a persbn named At ^ plh y"1 '

made the first well. -4f* Clrhuen t<in. " To dig a

well," rrj
She tsing.

" A market place ;" -,0 railed,

from a market being held, where a well or spring was situated.

^T T'heen tsing.
" An uncovered space

"
in the

centre of a house. [pi ^[JK
'

'

Tung heang kunf

tsing. "People of the same villages those who have drunk

from the same welL"
|Jj | ^/f^A^

7\ Kae tsing kelh t'hajin shlh shwiiy.
" To open a well

for others to drink at;" is an expression used by malicious

people, who unable to extort money themselves, threaten to

give information to those in the government, who will he able

to extort it

" *

-fc F-|

f I

Tae yiih tsze tsung king show chang fang clie tih niiy wae tsing

tsing,
" From the time that the accounts passed through the

hands of Tae yiih, afiairs, belli within and without, were ma-

naged with great regularity." /Sf- //.* y/\ Tng
/ pi S v I >O\

'

Tsing, also denotes "
Arrangement j order."
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tsze tsing jen.
"

Distinctly arranged in order;'' applicable to

either things, or composition. Ak. Tsing tsing

he. "What regularity and order !" Tsing tsing, De-

notes also, continued succession. 4$~ %\. Wang

lae tsing tiing.
"
Going and coining in succession."

Iv-SS^ffi-^O
Tsing shin kang twan. "A deep

<7rCiii^>.XUi-

well, and short rope," expresses an undertaking beyond a per-

son's ability. A southern constellation. A surname.

r * _Lh '-J-rrt 1

JSi/f-fJ -I uh Pan wei tsing.
" The rafters of

a house are called Tsing." Tsing, and
TT|J Hing,

were formerly used for each other.

Tsing, is said to represent the division of land into nine parts,

as aboTe mentioned ; also, the sides of a well. The dot in the

Seal character, represents the vessel passing down.

Another form of Sze. "Four.'

Ol. Scrib. Woo. See above.

Formed by Three and Four Strokes.

Ol. Scrib. Suy. "A year."

SEUEN. G S. C. R. H.

Effort to revolve; to revolve between two; to extend to;

to proraulge.
*ijl AT ~J\ JW. S, ^T] 'H^ Luy

hing t'hiien tc scucn poo yay.
" When the thunders act, (the

sound) is rolled and extended to the heavens and earth."

Woo seuen. The name of a foreign country.

Formed of
" "

Urh,
"
Two," and m I Hwuy.

" To go
I p

round and return to the same point.''

The original form of the preceding.

Ancient form of
[jjl Hwuy. "To revolve; to return to."

They say, the character represents that which seeks to extend

itself, above and below. Used improperly for the following.

KANG.

The first, or last quarter of the moon. A limit ; the extreme

point.
To fill, or extend to every place. "tfr"-

A. Kangkoo yih jin.
" The man who fills antiquity ;" or,

who stands alone without an equal. In a literary point of

view, Confucius is the man ; and as a soldier, it is said of

Kwan foo tsze, a person now deified.

Same as the preceding.

Critics and Dictionaries differ in opinion, respecting these

two forms of the character. Some consider the middle part as

fit YueV
" The moon ;" others think it is P& Chow,

" A

boat," situated between two shores. Some are for obliterating

the one, and retaining the other ; however, Kang he's Tsze

teen, retains both forms, that their respective merits may be

further examined.

With
;[^\ Sin,

" Heart" by the side,
Jj>>^ Hang,

" Con-

stant; persevering," is formed. To derive this sense, from an

allusion to the moon, is easy and natural.

Ol. Scrib. . See Rad. Sze.
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Characters formed by Five Strokes.

yff HWANG. - S. C. R. H.

More; further. ^P
'

[^
Hwang ts'hcay.

"
Still more ;

still further." /
|PJ Hohwang.

" How much more."

Made from Urh, and br* Heung.
" An elder brother."

There are three characters, ^Cj /? yrr all pronounced

Hwang, and by some Critics considered the same ; others dis-

tinguish them. The middle one with two dots by the side, is

commonly used in the sense above given.

SEAY. * \Ms.C. ^ R. H.

A small quantity ; small ; few. JB-1 Yth aea y-

" A little." Y^V /tf
' Miih yew ylh seay. "Not

have a little ;''i. e. notpossessingany. Xg Seay sem. A

mall portion of time, or of any commodity.

/ 1 \ ~/' WH\ Seay seaou che wuh. " A thing small

and unimportant." /j> jJB/Ha" Seay seaou she

te.
" A small and unimportant affair." xQ

jJ[jC

ijim Seay seu le wuh. " A trifling present."

$L$fa /SUp ^ ft^ Tsze wilh scay

sou, leaou shin we e.
" This article is small and trifling, merely

to show the intention," of respect, good will, &c.

<& U-r~ [-4 TTh seay haou e.
" Obtained a little

'Irf I 7^) /^\

good will."
Ej

Y? RJj Ilg"
Shwo scay lioen hwa.

"To chat a little." ^iS Chay seay.
" Tliese."

*fc I

^H Na seay.
" Those."

Also, read So,
" A tone in a song." Read So, occurs in the

enie of " This." Formed from JpK Ttze,
" Tbc," and

^^

Urh,
" Two." Hence, iti meaning

"
Few," &c. In the

books of the Sect Fiib, and forming a part of the name* of

Savage Tribes in the north, it it read So.

Characters formed by Six Strokes.

AA Ol. Scrib. *

Even. Eren surface of standing grain, wheat, &c. The

of a hill.

YA
c(>S.C.

Ugly; like a hunch back. The second in order.

cllanS che tsze wei ya.
" Next to a

.

superior or senior, is called Ya." -^.? Ya shine;, Is a

term applied to the second class of Sages j as
pjjf -4 Mhng

tsze. Confucius is called ^^ ^3 Che shing.
" Most holy ;

a perfect Sage."

T/jM
Yin ya. Fathers of a married couple, call each

other Yin; husbands of two sisters, call each other Ya.

Ya, or as it is otherwise pronounced A, is an epithet that

precedes the names of persons in the lower walks of life, as

A tin, A taou, &c. The latter syllable is the name ; A, is an

epithet. The Tartars use KpT 0, in the same jene.

JSi- A ko. " An elder brother."

Pi

A thing that is forked, is called Ya. Dubious language.

Commonly vriltcn
J

Ya, and W Ya.
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Syn. with *ffi- Ya. " To wash or paint a wall." Occurs

improperly used in the icnite of these several characters,

GS, boo, ya, yU.

KEIH. t S. C. R. H.

Formed from man, mouth, hand, and two lines. The two

lines represent heaven and earth. Receiving from heaven the

gift* of the seasons, and blessed with the benefits conferred by

the earth; the mouth should plan, and the hand effect with

promptness, there should be no loss of time. (Peu k'hae.)

Haste ; speed ; promptly ; hurry. mbj ^flff Keih suh.Y ^ ^A^i^*,

"
Hastily ; speedily ; in an hurry ; urgently.'' aSx ~ff~*

King che wiih keih. " In beginning the work, do not

hurry."' (She king.) Hastiness of temper. //V^f-T-* ~~f

J'H Kungsuncheki-Thyay.
" The hastiness of Kungsun."

Abo read Ke, denotiflg repeatedly .
R-,

I

1 Ke wan ko kwei ting jow.
"
Repeatedly paid com-

pliments, and presented dressed meat." <Mang tsze.)

These characters, jS^jg^AlJR Keih, kin, keih, occur in

the same sense.

From Seven to Twelve Strokes.

Ol. Scrib. Laou. "
Aged."

E. The influence of the principle llS- Yang.

Ol. Scrib. shing. SceRad.

Another form of. "nto Keih. See above

WEI. The meaning is not known.

EIGHTH RADICAL.

TOW.

This character did not originally exist* it was introduced

as a Radical for the sake of the arrangement of the

Kae shoo, Characters.

WANG. S. C. R. H.

Formed from ~^Jub t
" To cuter,

" an d I Yin, Ob-

scurity." Lost; destroyed ; exterminated; run [away ; dead ;

forgotten.

_ot- r~^~ Shih wang.
" Lost." R/T Pac wang.

"
Destroyed." -'By Me'6 wang. "Exterminated"

/%Y Sze wang; or "nx WanS *to - "Dead."'

i^K Taou wang. "Fled." TV Wangjin. "A
/** I 1 / v

runaway; a fugitive; or a dead person.''

J J-rfl -, 1

\ ~\3 ./ L8 Ueu woo yen wei
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che wang.
' To delight in wine without weariness il called

Wang." (Mang tsze.)

. r~ I J_L. f-K-l

Pith 18 shen

taou, urh wang ke kwiS. " Did rot delight in the path of

virtue, and lost his country." tip
A [ J\^

yuS, Wang jin woo e wei paou ; jin tsin e w/i paou.
" Kew fan

laid, an exile hag nothing to value, but the affection which he

owes to his parents." (Ta heS.)

poo laou, we wei che yay.
" It is not too late to mend the

sheep cot, after the sheep is lost;" take care for the time to

come.

/ .

Occurs in the sense of - Woo, " To be destitute of;
II >V

poor;" and of i7v% Wang,
" To forget."

Characters formed by Two Strokes.

KANG. * S. C. R. H.

The human neck. From ~7f Ta, abbreviated, represents

the veins of the neck. The throat; commonly written fin

Hang. JjS "H" ~jT
Gih ke kang.

" Seized his neck."

Read K'hang. The name of a star. K& K'hang

yang.
"
Drought ; want of rain."

Strong; to shelter; to screen. Unbending. To oppose; to

attack as an enemy. To carry to the extreme degree. A sur-

name. Excess. r~ "T\ nr= A3 ^l-fft- Shane
_i_/ la

I f3e.'n P9
kew k'hang lung yew hwuy.

" Excess will cause repentance."

<YIh king.)

I'iili nan-; k'hang ihin, yen nSng k'hang tsung. Cannot

.vlirllcr my own person, how shelter my kindred!''

Original form of
~T~^

Ta. Which see.

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

KEAOU.* ^S.C.

Said to be derived from
-/^ Ta, and to represent the legs

crossed. To blend; to unite; to connect; to deliver over to;

to exchange; the intercourse of persons in society) and of

friends. gf* ^ftj^ jjrj ^> jjL
Ho hwan ho wei

keaou yih.
" To exchange one commodity for another is

called Keaou yTh." Trade ; commerce.

she, che t'heen hea che niin tscu t'heen hea che ho, keaou ylh

urh tuy, k5 tih ke so.
" Hold a market in the midst of day,

that all the people of the land may collect together the com-

modities of the whole land, and haying made their exchange,

\

retire, every thing finding its proper place." (Ylh king.)

Keaou kea. "To pay the price of a commodity."

Keaou hoo. "Mutually connected, or blended

together." ^l Keaou tsa.
" To mix/'

I 'TFt-

Keaou yew.
" The intercourse of friends ; a friend."

i$ Keaou yew.
" A constant companion."

s^- *

Seang keaou. "
Mutually blended, or connected;" said of per-

sons or things. -Zvfjf
KtiS keaou, or

HS /^ Keaou ke"8 pang yew.
" To form friendships;
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become intimate with." TscuS kcaou. To

dissolve a friendship; break off an intimary." Fyj IgJ^

A I ,1 -J-A /-
II-' /rA\ JTL- Yu kw8 r.n keaou, cne yii sin.

UL_ n . |p
" In holding intercourse with fellow subjects rest in truth,''

as the highest excellence (Ta heS.)

Yih mi-en che keaou. " To have met

a person once." \ &V Lan keacu. " To be intimate
/_UZL

with every person one meets."

^K Yu teu keaou shwuy.
" To mix

Keaou foo. " To deliver

\~
Kcaou

wine and water."

to; to transfer; to pass over."

t ansmit to."
QJ 11^1/V Keaou chuh ?'h

kojin. "To deliver up a man."
H"|

/rB _L_ Keaou

chuh yiD tsze.
" To pay money." ff

_j_- ^*L

Keaou ke tsze wei che.
" Gave up his son as an hostage.'

1

-r& Keaou pwan.
" To deliver over the platter ;" to

deliver over the whole of a concern, commercial or official, to

another person. ^3" Keaou te.
" To deliver over

I
i I

to the management of another

" To fight."

J^ Keaou kiiac; or

joining boundaries, or limits."

" The appearance of birds flying."

The name of a place. The part of a garment.which sur-

rounds the neck; the part which folds over at the breast.

Occuri in the sense of ^fp Keaou, and of XT-fL Keaou.

Keaou chen.

Keaou keang.
" Ad-

Kcaou keaou.

1IAE.
'

R.H.

The lust of the twelve horary characters.

Hac she, or
^jlJHaekih.

From nine to eleven o'clock

at night. I t- Ching hae, Ten o'clock at night.
1 '

I

<P Keaou hae, Nine o'clock at night.

H Hac yu&.
" The tenth moon." A surname.

She, and Hae, have by some writers been con-

founded. The upper part is considered the ancient form of

Shang; it is also said to be from ~7 Yin ; and the

lower part representing two human beings, a man and a woman,

or two children, denotes successive generations. In
j?5r"

Ch'hun ts'hew, from the form of the character, is deduced

the period 26,660 days, making the age of a person there

mentioned.

Also, read Kae. m Kae she, A market held

on a particular day. To rhyme, read E.

<JJ
S.C.

Also ; likewise ; moreover. A surname. ^ 5 /Kk A\>^ t')^ / i

Chay yang yih haou. " Thus also it is well.'' AJ&

IX^ -h-\- PC pub haou, tsze yih pub.
^1 s**4

haou. " That is bad, this also is bad." ~pT Yih k'ho,

or
"H-J-

Yih haou. "Also may; also well;'' denotes a

qualified kind of assent. /ttf ~^O"~7T T'ha

shwiJ yun.
" He also said."

wang, tsze yih yew pun le yen.
" But if Ching were destroyed,

Tsze also would not be benefited.'' (Tso chuen.)

i

_B_
P3

yew; Seang he, yih he. " If Seang grieve, I also grieve; if

Seang rejoice, I alto rejoice." (Mang tsze.) J
U

^j
/*?
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urh she selh che piih ylh yuB hoo. " Confucius said, to learn

(virtue) and constantly practise it, is it not likewise pleasing!"

Occurs in the sense of ^4^ ^' n>
" Great." They define it

by 4>pjJ Tsung.
" The whole." jf Yew. "

More; like-

wise." /S-
7J^

T/
="pjj

Pang keih che tsze. " Ex-

pressing what comes in by the side, or by the bye."

Yih, is derived from
.~/\^ Ta, and originally represented,

and denoted the armpits; something below the arms; when

by allusion used in its present sense, /?"/?? Yih, and W.&
J KN. )\ \*-+

Yih, were adopted for its original import.

Ancient form of the preceding.

Charactersformed by Five Strokes.

HANG. "J R. H.

Pervading influence; going through with a thing; success.

! /\ /PA ^* Chiih j8 han hang.
" Abroad or at

home, in every thing successful." jS'j ~Tp ^\\\
i<i / I

I
'

I J

pi
Keen yuen bang le ching, Is the first sentence in the

Yih king, and according to the Commentators, seems to denote

" The pervading influence of nature, giving fitness and stabi-

lity to every thing." They otherwise explain the sentence as

denoting
" The moral goodness; assemblage of excellencies;

justice and talents for the business of life, manifested by the

virtuous man."

Read Heang ; used in the same sense as -^_ Heang, see

below. Read P'hang. Syn. with -^ P'hang, sec Radical

Ho. These characters were originally the tame; the

stroke and the dots were afterwards added to distinguish them.

To rhyme, also read P'hang.

^fp Al.Scrib. frr Hwane. Al. Scrib. "ttiS
71

Lew. Fee Radical ~tj Fang.

M AOU. Disquietude; disturbance.

Charactersformed by Six Strokes.

HEANG. s. c.

From .S. Kaou. "
High" abbreviated, and I I Yuf,

IPJ I

"To say.'
1 To offer to a superior; to sacrifice. To re-

rir l_ .= 33
ceive the odour of incense. To enjoy. "TrRC I S t3

~2? jjz_ Fungshang wei che heang. "To offer to a su-

perior is called Heang." $^> B| I J& ~^ Tte

ts kwei heang che. " Offer sacrifice, and the Shades will enjoy

it." (Heaou king.) ^H Heang fiib.
" To enjoy hap.

I /Iw

piness." H3 Heang yung.
" To enjoy the use of."

yew szesuy. "He enjoyed, or attained to the age of ninety four."

- HeanS kw5 U
'

hlh

yew woo neen- " He reigned seventy five years."

Heaou heang.
"
Offerings of filial piety," at

Ihe tombs or temples of deceased relatives.

~f~l R ^X 13 wr 'twan c'le *IUB= ^u8

heang.
" The five ranks of nobility, laying before bis Majesty

their services during the past year, is called Heang."
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E3 Ileang yen. Heaiig
'

merely an entertainment laid out

in token of respect, without partaking of it. Yen, denotes a feist,

not in appearance, but in reality. Also, read Hcang and He&ng.

KING. J
S. C. R. H.

*^
From 7"i Kaon,

"
Hiih," abbreviated, and Kw&n,

IPJ I

"
Representing height." (ShwB wan.) Great ; lofty ; extensive ;

the highest possible eminence, with a hollow in the centre.

Cp King; or "irK King too; or
EJjj

King sze.

" The place of the imperial residence." ^W ^'"*> CD 'nS-

"The capital city of a country." M& King ke.

" The space within a thousand
EJ3_ Lo, of the capital."

1 r~" ?* t* ** I I t~-f 1 rt-r* . iLjlR^mi& I m \ XtiL
fjffl '/K "fy

Thee" kze keu Jue KinS sze> KinS' ta

yaj ; Sze, cbung jay.
" Where the Son of Heaven (the Emperor)

dwells, is called King sze. King, denotes great; Sze, denotes

a large concourse of people." dj^
Pih king. The

present capital of China ; commonly written Peking. ^
Nan king, The former capital.

-ro^S ~?5T Shang king hwuy she.
" To go up to

Peking to the general examination
" of literati.

ySC

Pun king, The present capital

Yew shoo ming, shin y ih wei chaou, shin chaou wei king.

" Farther, the name of a number, ten hundred thousand make

a chaou, ten chaou (or ten millions) make a king."

A surname. ^ King chaou. Name of a place.

I King king "Mournful."
_^- Kingkwo.

''
Peking fruits."

Used for }Qi3 King, The name of a large fish. Also, for

JS~ Yuen, As the name of a hill; and Spin Keang, As the
IS] \ J M

name of a God. To rhyme, read Keang.

*
Original form of Jjjj_

Lin.
/^r^

A granary. From m
{ Hwuy, representing a house wilh

a window to admit air ; the top part represents a covering. A

square granary it called ,^1^ Ts'hang, a round one Lin.

E. The name of a flower.

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes.

TING. clTs.C. *& R. H.

From jC Kaou, abbreviated, and Ting, for sound.

IPJ *

A shed or portico in public ways, for the people to rest under.

A dome supported by pillars in a garden. A room or watch-

house on a city wall. An elevated room. _/flx ligj RsJ

/J|p.-4 Hwayuenteih ting tsze. "Summer house in a

garden." J\ 'm v"ET Pa kco leang ting.
" A

cool octangular portico." /g^ irffi BPJ Ting, tae,

low, kn. Are four differently constructed fabrics intended for

recreation. Tae, is a terrace open to the heavens ; Low, is ap-

plied to any upper room; KO, is said to be a raised pavement,

open on all sides.

Ii^- Ting chang; or / Ting kung; or
J^**. r

^y~ Ting foo. The senior or petty peace officer of a small vil-

-. r . i

3gn Yew ting. A kind of post office on the road.

r~ I |- -^ \ i .

Straight; to equalize. JM~
-^iV y!A^

P'"E^
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e ft. "A method of levelling (removing) doubts."

Puh ting.
"

Disorderly; irregular."

j
-

_! i

Ifl 1 -f-f P3r Kan le'Th urh woo we ting.
" Sweet

n U.T7 .y\\ i

prevails and equalizes the five tastes."

Ting ting. Name of a hill ; also, the aspiring ap-

pearance of rocks on a lofty mountain.
|

Ting

woo. " The point of noon." In the books of the Sect Taou,

jfj* Ting tub, seems to denote "
Creation, and gradual

bringing on to maturity." In religious books, Ting, also denotes

, i . i

the " Heart." 4,'* Tsingting. Name of an insect.

r3 I

\ -*--

Used in the sense of
V/*p Ting,

" To dam up, or stop water

in its course." To rhyme, read Tang.

LEANG. S. C. R, H.

T'heen leang.

VU
Clear ; bright. -v*

J=^, Kwang leang,

Ming leang.
"

Bright; splendid." -k~

"
Day light.

**

-J^ -^F-
T'heen we leang.

" Not

f
'

1 7
yet day lisht." ~JT T'heen leang leaou. " The

heavens ace illumined i" it i* now day light. A surname.

Tso yih shing leang keaou.

" Sat in an open chair." Leang keaou, is a chair without any

covering for the head, and which is carried on men's shoulders.

-L.-L-
Occuri in the sense of =

Cp Leang.
"
Trust; confidence ;"

Mang tsze yug, Keun tze ptih leang woo hoo chih. "

tsze said, A prince without confidence, will act with wavering

indecision." (Sze shoo.)

To write Leang with T\ Ke, is improper, (Kang he.) Other

respectable Dictionaries, however, write it so.

VOL. i. a

Ol. Scrib. ^ Hang, and Ping

Ol. Scrib. |f Yew. See Rad. > Ptth

The authority of this Character is doubted. Per.

w
1 3"*. i

* *

haps, it was used for yS Yuen, or for Cp King. (Kangbe.)

Ol.Scrib. "^Kth. SeeRadJLjin

From Eight to Ten Strokes.

S. C. R. H.PO.

The name of a place. V/fU

^fe Tang keu PS, yu KB wei lin.
" The Emperor Tang, of

the Dynasty Shang, lived at PS, and wai neighbour to the

country KS." (Mang tsze.)

j=JLoi.
Scrib.^ Hang, and^ Pang.

Ol.Scrib.^Shing.
See Rad. J Pelh.

Same as the preceding.

Ol. Scrib. J|L Heang. See below.

:S Ol. Scrib. Kfli. See

Al. Scrib. ^.Shuh. SeeRad.^-Tsze.
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01 Scrib. JfjKuh. SeeRad. I^Urh.

&
01.Scrib.0Shing.SeeRad.^7 Leth.

^?
"^^F PAOU. The name of a person.

YEW. To
fly.

From Eleven to Thirteen Strokes.

TAN. S. C.

_EL
A large quantity of grain. Formed from fpl Lin,

" A

granary ;" and (^ Tan, used for sound. (Shw8 wan.)

Truth ; to trust ; sincere ; abundant ; plenty. A surname.

The name of a country beyond seas.

Read Chen. "|4-f JO Chun chen, otherwise written,

though erroneously, ^4J, '^ Chun cben. "
Appearing to

proceed or advance with labour and
difficulty."

Used forAQ Tan,
"
Only." Also for %-fl Tan, and 7( gl

Tan,
" To expose," as RX. Loo tan, properly 'jjj^

/j<^
Loo tan,

" To expose a part of the body." Also used

for m^ Heen.

LO. Al. Scrib. fi Lo.

The fruit or produce of herbs and plants. To recede mutually.

s Ol. Scrib.^Shwuy. SeeRad.

From Fourteen to Nineteen Strokes.

The pronunciation and meaning of this cha-

racter are not known. It is reserved for further examination.

(Kang he.)

01. Scrib. Yung. SeeRad.
~

Yen.

Sean-.A 1. Scrib.

WE.

Exertion; unwearied; indefatigable.

-{ s^*. IT^T
I J(\. I We we wan wang ling wan pun e.

" Laborious and indefatigable, Wan wang's fame is unceasing."

(She king.)

Also read Mun, " A current of water passing through a

straight, as through a door." The name of a place.

" One affirms, that Shw8 wan does not contain this character.

He changed it for ~UBL We ; and another person altered the

Yih king and She king accordingly. A third person, obliterated

We, altogether. The affirmations of each are presump-

tuous and unworthy of credit." (Kang he.)
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NINTH RADICAL

XX. JIN. J) S. C. R. H.

The Seal form a said to represent the two arms of a man.

They consider the character "^C Ta, a fuller representation of

a man.

H3
A human being ; commonly understood of man. _5i

Nan jin.
" A man ." ~/T Neujin. "A woman."

"EL, Ep /f^TJ / '!' J'n ^ci wan wiih che line.

I /u*V r*) I '* * T^zL

"Man is the intelligent part of the unirersp." He is, ~^~

ife^l ttfcJp&'tiL rhben te che sing

tsiiy kwei chay jay.
" The most excellent production of the

heavens and earth.'' (Shwo wan.)

1/7
J-jl

Jin chay, t'hisen te che tih, Yin Yang che keaou,

kwei shin che hwiiy, woo hing che sew k'he yay.
"
Man, is

from the energies of the heavens and earth; from the con-

nexion of the principles Yin and Yang; from the union of

figure and spirit; and from the pure influence of the five

elements." (Le king.) /^ /^-{ft, 'f .ffi ffi/

rrj Jin, jin yay, jiu s&ng wiih yay.
"
Man, i. e. benevolence ;

lenerolence to animated nature."

|J_J
Tsze Yin Yang hoo keaou, woo hing Uo

tsung, she tsae t'heen te chung yang, ihlh jg teang ching choo

ch'han chuh yih jin. From the time that the Yin and Yang

combined, and the five elements intermingled, in the centre of

the universe, where moisture and heat operated on each other,

a man was produced." (Shin seen t'hung keen.) The same

work adds,

" This man, was by nature intelligent As he gazed upon the

heavens, he saw, darting forth from a star, and falling to the

earth, a golden blaze of light. In approaching it, be found it

to be an animated being, which he supposed was of the same

species. The being addressed him saying,
' The wings have

long embraced you ; on the breaking forth of the fructifying

principle, I knew that you had entered into the world.' Then

plucking up certain plants, formed garments for the lower

i
i

part of the body. He named the man ''eta"/^' Hwang laou,
J?3, /I

and informed him of the manner of creation; of the division

of the heavens and the earth; the Yin and Yang; the separating

the darkness from the light, &c.; that all things were produced

from an egg, first formed in water; that there were four other

human beings formed, one at each of the four points of the com-

pass. Having said this, the being called /> pS A. Kin
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ilh jin, disappeared, and the four persons flew to the spot,

each from a different quarter. The man first formed called

jfK /pjtr jr" Shwiiy tsing tsze, came from the north; the

second,
-jjfr^fc|r

.I3L Chih tsing Uzc, from the south; the

third, /T^ /|\Muhkung, from the east; and/5^- /JJT

Kin moo,
" The golden mother," from

fj?, yfaiS II I Kwan

kin shan, (a hill described as a kind of Paradise) in the west.

It is farther said, that these five persons, by a chemical process,

obtained, from an immense crucible, a male being, and alto a

female; the latter of whom was called m/p* ~rf~ Shay neu,
^*T*Lj ^^^\

"
Serpent woman." These, obtaining essential influence from

the sun and moon, produced other human beings, who again

united, and gradually filled the earth with people. "HJ'-^FT"

Hwang laou, directed the dispersion of the first families and

supplied them with rafts to cross the seas and rivers, to what-

ever place the wind might drive them. TrX ,
/ . Pwan

koo, an extraordinary person, whose origin is not known,

came from the vast deserts. He was four times taller than

other human beings; had horns on his head, and his teeth

itood out of his mouth. He taught navigation more perfectly ;

and made passages through the mountains. All submitted to

him, and he became the first king of men."

/HN T'ha jin.
" That person, or, another person," in

contradistinction from one's self. -^f^ I -T^l ^"*

ke ron jin.
" To benefit one's self, and injure others."

~/j^

~/\+- y\> Yew ko jin tsae wae. " There is a man

outside." /j- ^Fl kaou J'n kea. "An old man;"

or, in direct address,
"
You, venerable Sir." |A

Koo jin.
" One of the ancients." Tltt Foojin. "A

/'H I

married woman;" also, used for woman generally.1\f -
| f

Nuyjin. "My wife." J=L~7^~ Tsun foo jin.

. -. I ii
"Your lady ; your wife." M Fan jin, or

jin jin. "All men; every body." ^ ~K ^, |

T'heen hea che j in.
" The people of the empire ; or of the world."

Shingjin. The perfect Sages of antiquity, who

possessed innate, and intuitive knowledge.

Hi-en jin. Sages of the second order, to whom study was ne

cessary. risj Yujin, The illiterate and uninformed.

They commonly divide mankind into these three classes. Shing,

in modern usage, is applied to the reigning Emperor. Been

jin, denotes a virtuous person; and Yu, is commonly applied

to the masf of the people.

~~7 3(T] 'P2~ >$C-H?- ^'n cne eh'h sing pun

ihen.
" The nature of man at his birth, is virtuous." TM~

Haou jin. "A good man." /? Taejin. "A

bad man." ^r'i Shenjin.
" A moral man." _R r.

8 jin.
" A wicked man." XlM Seen jin. Those,

who by their high virtues, have risen to a kind of super-

human, or angelic state.

1

/V" Tajin. "Great mant" a term of respect ap-

plied to the higher officers of government, answering to the

European term "
Excellency." Ta jin, sometimes denotes a

person arrived at manhood, in contradistinction from children.

/\\ Seaou jin. "Little man;" generally denotes a

mean worthless person; sometimes merely a person of no offi-

cial rank in the state.

'jfc Kea jin.
" Domestics." "ir Choo

^t^- ' ^ *
I

jin.
" The master of a house." //^ Jin kih. "A
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visitor." E=* ' Foo kwei jin.
" A rich man."

HEJ ^\

Keung jin.
" A poor man." =4=- Mei

jin.
' A beautiful woman."

Yaejin. A little man in respect of stature. The

opposite of .H- Kaou jin.
" A tall man.''

Urh jin. "The two persons;" father and mother. f

Yu yih jin.
"

I, the man ;" or
J=f

Kwa

jin.
" The man alone," are expressions used by His Imperial

Majesty, when speaking of himself.

II
j_ I

'[ a Jin tsing.
" The human feelings ; favor."

I n I

.ig Jintaou. " The principles of human conduct." mil
'

taou peih e miih tsuh wei chung yay.
" He who understands

the principles of human conduct, must lay stress on harmony

subsisting amongst family connexions."
r/r^ Shang

jin, or
g3 eg*

Mae mae jin.
" A merchant."

Kung jin.
" A mechanic " Nun"-1- i /PC I

jin.
" A husbandman."

-J-- Szejin.
" A scholar."

7|\.~] I
Shwiiy show jin.

" A sailor." /B|, SJi_

Chuen sze jin, A person who goes between two

parties in the transaction of business.
fro/ SkJ Paou

paou jin. A messenger who runs to give tidings. "j^i

1 i-r-t 1
Chae jin.

" A messenger." Chung jin.

" A midsman," one who acts between two parties. ^ajf-

J ^t- I

Fan jin, or pfi E jin.
" A foreigner." The

'latter is the more respectable term ; the same may be expressed

.^fc.
f

l'^< Yuen jin. "A distant man;' one from re-

mote parts. She jin. "A poet"

Wei jin.
" He wto is, or acts the part of a man."

pub tsze tsae; tszc tsae piih ching jin.
" He who acts the

man does not indulge himself : he who indulges hitmdf, will

never act the man." (Ming sin paou keen.)

~P Tojin; and fif Chung jin, Are the

names of two cities. A surname. To rhyme, read Jen.

From the above account of the origin of man, the Reader

will not expect, from different Chinese Writers, perfect consis-

tency, and a uniform mode of expression, as to the constitution

of our common nature, and its final destinies. Though it b

difficult, or perhaps impossible, to obtain for one's own satis-

faction, or to give to the captious Inquirer, such proof as curi-

osity and ingenuity may demand, as to the existence of spiritual

Beings, the Soul of man, and the Deity, as well as our account,

ableness to God, and capability of future enjoyment or suffer-

ing; yet, (supposing no divine revelation) as there is a pro-

bability on the affirmative side of these opinions, and the most

enlightened philosophy has not yet demonstrated any thing to

the contrary ; the Chinese generally, as well as the rest of mar.

kind, think it more rational to believe, than to reject, what may

finally prove to be seriously true.

They express the Soul" by Z^ Hwan i ^""5^ tinR

hwan. " The intelligent soul." A
TJfJfl

Jin shin. "Man's

spirit." A\- J^\^ ~^*
f
ifa

jjjra
Tsae jin che ling shin.

" The intelligent spirit in man." /[* \ \S r? E f f^fX n tj . VAj> /.Lii-

^P^&XjHa/^ll^
Sin che Dhng sze lcu ' ch ''

sliih, tsze che wei hwan. " That which enables the heart to

to think, to consider, to know, is called Hwan," (or Soul.1

/I* ^ Sin,
' The heart," in ccrr.ir.on langioj?, detotef tbit
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which thinks, and pene rally answers to the words "
Mind, un-

derstanding, intellect;" but still, according to the last quo-

tation. the Hwiin is that invisible and essential Principle, which

enables the heart to act.

The animal life they express by Plh.

yay, raiih chc so e ming, urh che so e tsung.
" Pih, is that

i
/

i

which enables the eje to see, and the ear to hear."
7[L.

Kwei, denotes " The ghost, the shades, or the manes ;"

something distinct from the Hwan and the Pih. The ma-

terial body, is called
R^j
& Jow shin.

" The body of

she ko keu ka. " The body is merely a case or shell."

At death, they say, the flesh and bones return to earth;

the blood returns to water ; the Hwan ascends to heaven ;

the Pih descends to earth; and the Kwei wanders about.

The general belief is in a future state, which they call

Lae sang.
" The coming life.'' It involves rewards

and punishments, either in a subsequent existence, on this

earth, or in a place appropriated, either to devils and bad men :

or to the gods and the good. The first they call

Te yiih.
" The prison of the earth ;" the latter -fr *c[*

Thcen tang.
" The temple of heaven."

Confucius, and writers of his School, are rather sceptics

than atheists; they rather hesitate, than deny the existence of a

a Deity, and a Future State. ^ ~3.

A
Kwei shin che le, shing jin kac nan yen che, wei chin yew jlh

wuh, koo puh ko, wei fei chin yew ylh wuh, yih puh ko. " Ai

to the doctrine of spirits, the Sages spoke of it with difficulty.

They could not on any account affirm that it was absolutely

true, nor could they affirm that it was not true." (Choo foo

tszc.) They teach the retributive justice of heaven in this

life, and hence draw their motives for virtue, from the dignity

and happiness which virtue confers, from individual and

family prosperity, and from the reward of fame. They ap-

pear to have gone from the extreme of superstition to that of

scepticism ; and afford no small proof of the desirableness of a

Revelation from Heaven, to save the humble Inquirer, as well

from the visionary fears and foolish superstitions of the weak

mind, as from the impious and demoralizing tendency of uni-

versal doubt, and from atheistical hardihood. How much ought

the Sacred Scriptures to be valued. From the Books of Moses,

we receive a rational and satisfactory account of the origin of

Man; and from the lips of Jesus Christ, (whose claims to

credence deserve not to be slighted) we have the probabilities of

"
Life and immortality" most abundantly confirmed ; The

wicked " shall go away into everlasting punishment, but the

righteous into life eternal." (St. Matin, xxv. 46.)

TSEtH. S. C.

Three persons united. The ancient form of _Ef^. Tseih,

" To collect, to assemble." It is discussed by Critics, whether

this character is made from A. Jin,
" Man," or

fromyA

Jiih, "To enter," and Yin, "One." Some say it is

neither from the one nor the other; but is a hieroglyphic

representation of three united in one.
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Some Europeans have supposed, that this character was a

traditional emblem of the Christian doctrine of a Trinity. The

writer of this, has found no trace of the Chinese understand-

ing the character as having an allusion to any opinion respecting

the Deity. The characters, y^vy^ XP|K/SJW Kin, h8,

bwuy, lun, &c. are derived from Tseih.

^v CHWA, or K\va. Alone and destitute.

L- -Yth.

Used forX1\. Ko, A numeral particle. See Rad. Kwan.

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

SHIH.

From " Man and ten." Ten persons. In military lan-

guage, two files, of five men each, are called Shih. A~\

rtm\ Shih wiih, or -^ Shih k'he. " Household uten-

sils."

and household utensils."

sections of the She king.

In the Colloquial style, tfcfc Shih mo, is used for

" What ? and who ?"
PgS. ^& Shib mo sze. " Wliat

affair >"

Kea ho shih wiih. " Furniture

P'heen shih. Certain

TtS.C. /y~R. H.
'I

/q
JIN. +

From " Man and two;" also, from " A thousand and heart."

Benevolence ; love to all creatures ; charity ; virtue in ge-

neral. According to one it denotes patience. The kernel of

a nut; the stones of fruit.
/]_

$'m / I
f*\

J-fj
Jin chay fhi-en te sang wiih che fin yay.

"
Jin, is the heart or

feeling exercised by heaven and earth, in

producing creature*."
~y-\- ^-f Haousangyue'

Ii-

y -

f
' "''

Jin tih; -TuJ? Jin gae. "The virtue of charity," includ-

ing benevolence and beneficence. ~J\i /[ i^

T'heen sin jin gae.
" The heart of heaven is beneficence and

love."
JT--

*>&'
fyyl]

J'n roin gae wiih. " Bene-

volence to the people, and love to the creatures."

J [

y
.^ Jin sin.

" A benevolent heart.''

Pe hea seiih iiiien chin hea chc laou, tsiih keen jin

tsze. " Your Majesty in compassionately considering my la-

bours, fully evinces benevolence and kindness."

Jin wan. " Famous for benevolence." THT Jin ching.

chay, e che pun yay ; shun che te yay ; tih che chay, tsun. "
Jin,

is the foundation of righteous conduct ; it is peaceful concord

embodied: he who obtains it, is honorable." (Leking.)

Choo tsze yu<*, jin chay sin che tih, gae che le. "Choo

tsze said, Jin, is the virtue of the heart, the principle of love."

S^F-fll JW^A -
jin, tsiih e chang jin.

" The Prince who realizes, or embodies

benevolence, is adequate to nurture and improve a people."

(Yih king.)

Keaou yea ling sih
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seen e jin.
" Where there is specious language, and an effort

to shew off, there virtue will be rarely found." (I,un yu.)

-TF" Ching tsze yug, sin pe joo kuh chung,
1 / Xs*- |

sang che sing pcen she jin.
"
Ching tsze said, The heart may

be compared to the seed of grain ; the vivifying principle is

benevolence."
grp: TfjM^a 'jig*

J'n e le che sin.

"
Benevolence, justice, propriety, wisdom, truth." Of the

first of these they say,

T'hung sze twan keen wan shen. " It takes the lead of the

I'other) four cardinal virtues, and is connected with all good-

ness."

Muh jin.
" The pupil of the eye." JjjL

Kwo

hih chung shin yew sang ke chay, yih yuS jin.
" In fruits and

nuts that produce which has the living principle, is also called

Jin." 2- Jin tsze. " A seed." ffi. Kwo
J

jin. The seed of fruit. /^ Hih jin.
" The kernel

of nuts." /Wfv Taoujin. "An almond."

A surname. To rhyme, read Jen. They say that_^

Urn, denoting
" To benefit," and If Jin,

" Man," form

71
'

Yuen, " The original life giving power of heaven and

earth." A Jin,
"
Man," and

~ "
Urh, make A~ Jin,

" Benefits conferred by man; benevolence, virtue." And that

~jr~ Yuen and A Jin, denote the same principle; the first

X I

affirmed of heaven, the latter of man.

If*y ~7 /
Pyj--W Sno che 5U 7*7-

" An overplus ;

remainder."
ff)

Shih fuu che yih

yay.
" A tenth part." Syn. with 7 Lib.

Ar* / sXI Same as
/f~J~Ting. SeeRad. A Chih.

>l

I, or Chin.; JJJS.C. ~^R.H.

From 1 Han, " An overhanging precipice, beneath

which is, yV Jin,
" A man," stooping under apprehension of

its falling.

Stooping; inclined; oblique. The original form of ]B|j

Tsze,
" A place in which to ease nature." TlC

&jzi Tsih

shing. "The oblique tones;'' all excepting _j|/ P^x Ping

shing, are denominated TsTh.

The new moon faintly seen in tbe east, is called

I S&
Tsih t'hth.

"77|
Chih tsih, A certain kind of money.

vS Peih tsih. "
Appearance of water flowing."/W I

(Kang he.)
" Water flowing in an alarming degree." (Tsze

hwuy.) According to the latter work, Tsih, is written thus

j]K,
which Kang he pronounces wrong. ^Fm Pe'h

tsih. "
Appearance of grain growing thick." To write the

latter word
~J&f Tsih, is erroneous, (Kang he.) Syn. with

Tsih.

FOO s. c.

The hand holding out something to a person. To give to

Commonly written A\T Foo. See below.

A K FOO, or FOW.

From l\ Jin, The other part gives sound. own -,
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p rostrate; bowing with the head to the ground.

. .

|f-
H '"g> fo - ch 'h ' keang. "Rising, falling, erect,

prostrate."
I J

Foo taou, or Teen foo.

' To fall down," Syn. with >sK Noo.

K'HEW. J |H S. C. $1 R. H.

To unite. A pair. Proud. Resentment. An enemy. In

>

the first sense, it is used as i>R Kew. A surname. \\&*r^L~ VJ>

~%y ~I5< ~J(
f

ffit i" IP I A/I S"ew wo ko maou yu

tsze tung kew. " Put in order my lance and spear, that I may

join you, and make your enemies mine." (She-king.

iurn gow yuS k'hew. "An amicable pairing is called P'hei ; a

resentful pairing is called K'hew."
-^irn?

Paou k'hew.

" To revenge."

Also, read Kew. To rhyme, read Ke and Keu. ^\ raV

It. I Pin tsae show keu. according to some,
" To take

a wine cup in the hand." (She-king.) "TrY ~7J'^'

Kew kew gaou gaou.
" Proud."

v

PA. A surname.

CHANG.

Surname of the Mother of the Philosopher Mencius.

y$V KiN.t *r R. H.
*^F

^^

From /\_ Tsein '

" To unite," and. / Keih, the ancient

form of J& Keih,
" To extend to."

Now; the present moment; the present time in contradis-

VOL. i. T

tinction from ancient tirars. ~V[] /--^- Joo kin;
7*ir i

\ I" t I r- \

t'rli kin; Muh kin; Yu kin i or

/T^ Yu kin, All denote "The time now prrvnt.
'

n \
\

Keih kin; AQ Tae kin. "Till now.-
/^=- I

Ati, I

TO ~R~_ /)*.
Tae ke kin he. Exprees

"
Anxiety to

embrace the present moment.' (She-king.) 1 Kin

jlh.
" To day." Ej

Kin yu.
" This month."

^-
Kin ne'en. " This year." ^ Kin tsaou. "This

morning.
1 ' R CP Kin wan. " This evening."

H "5" )y^ "^K ^ 'ilc'1 k'n '
" Fr m *nc ''

i" t

times to the present." ^ ^ J31 T .

nang t in

T hceii-tsze. "The present Emperor." ^fp Kin she.

"The present times."
-|

.

p H/1 $O P

y|v /<in "U-T pt I y \ y D Tsze yud, ming

k.'ho e cha hing, wang koo k'ho e che kin. "
Confucius said,

In. a clear mirror, figure nmy be examined; from put age*.

the present may be known."

-jjf
Kin she. " This age." Sometimes understood

as /P Kin sang.
" The present life," in contradistinc

I

tion from a future existence, either in this, or a separate stale.

chow urh piih tseug. " The present goes, and the future conr-i.

revolving in endless succession." To rhyme, read King and Kanj

KEAE.

Some say it is from
l\^ Chaou, "The nails of the hand,"

with which lines of distinction are drawn, and hence denotes

a limit. Again, that Chaou is A Jin. in the middle uf

*> "To separate;" and hence denotes to discriminate
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To assist; to attend upon ; an attendant; a person to announce

or receive visitors. Border; limit To act, or represent, Used

ai a numeral. Great; firm; immoveable. The name ofa

country. A surname. JR^ 7T"""F" xC 1^1 K'hew

keae yu ta kw3. " Seek assistance from a great state." /Q*

Ling keae. "Your servant boy." /\\ Seaou

keae.
"
My servant boy." ~$l

}\
Ka"S keae> or

"grj
Keae tsef. "Candid; sincere; firm; independant;

noble spirit." p| Keae ju leang k'ho.

" To border on either will do;" either mode of proceeding may

be adopted.

keae tsae then g3 che keen. " He remains on the confines of

virtue and vice ;'' denotes, he ia person of undecided character ;

neither very bad, nor very good.

Alone ; single. tffiA "i" 'f P*l j ^i^~ pTA 'ffr.

Wuh woo gow JuS tih, show woo gow yu6
1'R I I

|

keae.
"
Things without a fellow are called TT'd, animals with-

out a fellow are called Keae." Keae, or

Lin keae, Scales of shell fish ; armour.
^jfj* ^ jJ

j~ [
TTrt jnS 'feu ~/ ryf-

Keae ehung san pih
s \ 1 1 1 j Hu2, yi"J ^C . P^.

luh shlb, urh kwei wei che ch'hang.
" Of the scaly tribe there are

three hundred and sixty, the tortoise is the chief." (Le-king.)

Teang pel

keang sih seaou tan show nuy keae. "
Taking the pencil, and act-

ing as ifforcing it into,her hand." Seaou-tan, denotes those who

in plays, act the parts ofyoung women. /T]/
'

~T<r Wo y ih keae woo foo. "
I am a soldier." '

/pi?
Yin keae ban yu.

" A poor scholar."

Paou keae. " An assistant to an agricultural officer."

Haou she ching chih, shin che ting che, keae urh

king fuh. " Lore those that are good and upright, the godt

will listen to you, and great will be your happiness." (She-

ZJf&i Seen keae. "
Small, unimportant." "AT"

iir35
lv I /( \.

Muh keae, KT Shoo keae; Ice formed on

^3 s\ &~ Ejri
^eua cne kwei keae te-

" The great and honorable brother of the Prince." (Tso-chuen.)

I.
, ,

yy ~"X -@
_j

/ vX._ Eg,

3-C @ -\y^
Keae jin che chung fe yung yay. To suc-

ceed "
in consequence of the kindness of others, is no proof

of valour."

Keae keae, denote* something on the mind

which givei uneasiness. To rhyme, read Ke-

PING. Orig. form of Ping, "Ice."

This character is said to represent water freezing. ShwB-

wan, considers -^N Ping, a Radical character ; Kang-he, in

imitation of the Dictionary called Ching-tsze-t'hung, remore it

to the Radical, Jin,

S. C. R. H.

According to; in consequence ; and, in imitation of; again; ai

before. The name of a country. A surname.

Jing jen. "Still; yet; continuing the same."
I "it >v

~n:r jjj5 f//^ /5K
JmoJen s^e cnav mo yan - "stui it is

T'ha na ko sing tsing j ing jen puh pe'en. "His disposition

still remains unaltered." ^^ Jing fuh. "Again; as
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before." 4& Jing kew. "As formerly."

Jing jing. "Appearance of disappointment."

JrJr\ Jing sun. "Son of a great-grandson." To rhyme, read

Joo. The Dictionary. Tsze-hwuy, erroneously reads this cha-

racter, and several of its derivatives, Shing. (Kaiig-he.)

AA Ol. Scrib.$Tsung. SeeRad.^ Chth.

l^S- Ol. Scrib. ^p Che. See Rad. J Peili.

Ol. Scrib. Fuh. See below.

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

TSZE, or Tsze.
]|g

S. C. <yfrR. H.

To sustain, or bear the duties devolving on one.

the wo been tih hang.
" Assist me to bear the duties incumbent on

me, and enable me to manifest a virtuous conduct." (She-king.)

~L*\ *!" f-i|
The language of m/

j Ching-wang, of the Dynasty SI
/VV! S^J

Chow, to his ministers. ^ffl Tsze se. "Carefully."
I ii* ^"*

^iffl P \ ~^* Tsze >e sze leang.
" Think about it

carefully." /fa S,ffl ^"(5 Hi Ne tsze se yih

teen urh. "Be a little careful, or circumspect," be cautious.

Used improperly for Eg Tsae, in the common phrase >r^|

Lan tsae.
" A vagabond ; an idle, worthless person."

Iff.SZE>
Sh^- s - c -

To learn; to serve; to fill a public situation; to act

as a magistrate. I-H /- Ch'hiih sze. " To go from

home, and enter on the public service." /^Tj-'riaS-
JyV _i-l_

fr/V Ch'hoo tang ize pan.
" When firt enrolled ai a pyblir

officer."

J|13 p|f Jin sang shih neen yu6 yew, heO; urh sHh yu

jii, kwan ; san shih yug chwang, yew shih ; ze ihlh yu keang,

urh sze; woo shih yuggae, fuh kwan ching; liih hlh yug she, ch

she ; ts'hih shih yue laou, urh chuen ; pa shih kew ihlh yu maou ;

ts'liih neen yu taou, taoii yd maou, suy yew tsuy, piih kea

lung yen 5 pin neen yuS ke, e. "Persons who have lived ten

years are called Yew, and learn ; those who have lived twenty

are called Jo, and pass through the ceremony of receiving a

cap; at thirty they are called Chwang, and are married; at

forty they are called Keang, and may enter into the govern-

ment; at fifty they are called Gae, and may enter on the con-

troul of the magistracy, (themselves holding the higher situa-

tions in the state) ;
at sixty they are called She, and (unable

to act themselves) may direct others j at seventy they are cal-

led Laou, (old) and must transfer affairs to others ; at eighty

and ninety, they are called Maou ; in seven yean more, they

are called Taou ; (those who have arrived) at Taou and Maou,

though they should be guilty of crimes, are not to be punished
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at a hundred they arc called Ke, and must be nursed." (Le-

king.)

p F" wan fuh sze. " Not to inquire

into affairs, not to attend to business ?" TCP ^P ~^f_

A^ Woo-wangk'hepiih sze. "Woo-wang, how nothing

in which to be occupied !"
(She-king.) 5^" Che sze.

" To resign a public office." /h/ 3-fc
r/T-j

^f~

T'hu che sze urh k'heu. " He resigned his office and went away."

>u kung yufi chin, sze yu kea yug puh.
" He who serves the

public is called Chin, he who serves in a family is called Puh."

Occurs as part of the names of different public situations.

Also read Che. To rhyme, read Cheu.

Ol. Scrib. 'r Sin. See under 7 strokes.

AHj T'HA. S. C. R H.

He; him; she; her; it; that; other.
/|fj

6/1 T'ha teih.

"His; hers." 4 6^1 T'ha mun te'Ih. "Theirs."

i i

/V T'ha jin.
" That man, or some other man."

_ , i

l~l
T'ha fang.

" That place, or some other place."

J

T'ha jib.
" Another day." &L T'ha neen.

- Another year." R T'ha mun. "
They ; them."

T'lia shwii shin mo. "What does be

J ~y~T Ne ho t'ha ch'huh k'heu.

''Do you go out with him." -/

1/| 3|f\
-A -171.

I |

-AJA Ne keen na neu tsze keaou t'ha lac. " If

you see that woman, tell her to come here.''

t'ha jin ho kan. "Ilisnolhing

\I|T| f \ \ ^ I I fl

to any other person." ^ZTT TTv i~ZT
I ?<-

I "->\~}

T'ha hwan t'ha, wo hwan wo. Denotes, His affairs and mine are

perfectly distinct; we each mind his own affairs.

|nj|3 p|rj ~JT
T'ha yu ts*, tsa yu fha. "He with

me, and 1 with him."
j Jttfcj f-^- j{-\ f|T] S

Wang koo tso yew urh yen t'ha.
" The king looked on

the left and right, and spoke of something else." (Mang-tze.)

Read T'ho, used in the sense of ri" T'ho, and U T ho,

" To bear a burden, to sustain a beasts of burden." l\\

/[ p~- ffiy yrZfl IJ fc^
^an ncw ma tsae w"k '

yug Foo-t'ho.
" The act of cows and horses bearing things is

calkd Foo-t'ho."

Read T'ho, they also define it by /ft ~/ XLJ-lf.'W

iH^ ^^ Q|J J^J
Pe che ching yay, tsze che peg yay.

"A term for that; something different from this." J\^

4n ~H . -^jr- "AD -Ji. J'n c^ e kp J ''' m *i c^e

ke t'ho.
"
PeopTe know one thing, (or what is near), but do

not know another, (or whit is remote.)''

Occurs in the sense of Jr!) Seay. "Irregular ; depraved.
'

* /

CH'HANG. ]p S. C. ^ R. H.

Generic term for weapons, such as the sword, ipear, &c.

which is also expressed by fj~ /|A/" Ping ch'hang, and -55-
^* ^" *' ^xlLf^

K'he ch'hang. -%/, Ts'hae ch'hang.
" Orna-

mented weapons, used in plays." A~\~ Ta ch'han-
i 1 \

" To fisht."

A kind of guard about the palace. -4r- ,\- n/^ W I

T'he'en tsze c ch'hang.
" The imperial guard."

Seih ch'hang.
" A kind ofcroiser used by the superior priests.'
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Read Ch'hang,

" To rely on ; to lean upon ; to depend on."

In the first sense Ch'hang is read either Ch'hang or Ch'hang;

in the latter sense, it is always Ch'hang. 'TOT' Ech'hang,

\ff 1

or /fe Ping ch'hang.
" To lean against ; to depend

j(j_, |

upon." /XHl Yang ch'hang.
" To look up to a

superior, and rely on him." -4&- -'rfc Pj^T ajfr
1

i x|=j pft H -i/7

|-* Ch'hang chB shwuy teihihe Uze. " On whose influence

does he depend-'"

Denotes the same as ^@ Taou, as JPI 'fry* /f-T'Pfcn^AtrL /feS^-/L_j I J >S)/\

^nf [* v/ Le wei hing heen woo wang heuen
vi > \ /Uj> -^-

I

ch'hang.
"
Treading in dangerous places, do not forget the

path of right reason." Occur* in the sense f
yfcf" Ch'hang,

" A staff."

A
^/^^^

.

Original form of Chin.

/M-FOO.:

Prom "
Man, and a hand holding out something." To give ;

to deliver over to. /pT -Sp Foo ke. " To send."

/= FOO shco sin.
" To send a letter."

Foo keaou, or reversed, Keaou foo,
" To deliver over to."

h? V
Foo choo tung lew. " To throw into

the eastern streams ;" to cast from one, and neglect an affair.

Chilli foo. " To suggest to; to recommend to."

Fun foo. " To direct; to order."

.Foope. "To give to." ~fc* Foo 15. "To

requestor engage a person to do something." jm

k8 foo ylh nee
1

, she wei li-Th shin che pun. "I (the Emperor)

Consider, that heaven which has produced the people, must give

to each an occupation as the means of his support." Occurs

in the sense of
^jiT

Foo. " A certain sacrifice."

SEEN! tiJVS. C. &ZR. H.

From " Man and hill." An imaginary species of beings : men,

who, by a total abstraction from the world, have escaped from

the body, and are risen higher in the scale of existence than

mortal man. They are supposed to inhabit hills and mountains,

away from the haunts of men; to be immortal, and to have

the power of becoming visible or invisible, at pleasure. They

are spoken of as profoundly skilled in a kind of Alchymy ; and

as having discovered the Philosopher's stone, by which they can

change whatever it touches to gold, raise the dead, and pro-

duce various wonderful transmutations.

^ffn^h^E EMiij
Laou Brh p"h sze ju*

seen. "
Old, and not dying is called Seen." Again, ijjjk_

*lfr ^1S [TOX\ I
'

I \(l
S^cn

' ts
'h^en yay- ts'heen urh

juh shan yay. "Seen, is to remove; to remove and enter

amongst the hills." They are also called THR] Shin seen
/"

" Divine genii." / I Pa seen. "
Eight seen;" a

A\ Chin wei, shang t'hc'en sang miii, peih

reference to whom is common. These eight, two of whom

were women, have some how or other, risen to a degree of

eminence above the rest, and being considered always happy

and not liable to death, they are painted on various household

utensils; and alluded to at birth-days, &c. in the hope of

participating of their felicity and long life. Some of these

eight are not very ancient One of the females was of the
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last Dynasty ; and one of the men, is said to have dressed the

head of Fiih, and is particularly -venerated by the barbers.

They are not generally considered as gods, nor worshipped, nor

have they temples erected to them. Each is represented as

holding in the hand an instrument or vessel, which has a

reference to some part of his or her story.

Pan seen. " Half seen." And

Yew tsew heo seen. " The seen who drink and learn;"

express a lower class of persons, as poets and others, who aspire

to the rank of Seen.

taou pe'en ching seen Fiih. "
Lay down the butcher's knife,

and you will become a Seen, or (like) the god Fuh;" the

tect of Fuh, considers taking animal life a great crime.

~\~\
Woo seen. " Five seen;" they are said to be

"Heaven, the gods, earth, water, and the human soul."

H-p*
Tae seen, A certain bird, said to live a thousand

years. A surname. Al. Scrib. 'IKS Seen.J
I'^Il--

HE'EN.

A man on the top of a hill. To move or trip lightly. To

be distinguished from /fjV Seen, which is the same as the

preceding.

@, \T> \f\ ibffc Neaou been yu yo.
" The birds skip,

1 \ I y t i
' I t \ *^"i^

and the fish frisk about."

CHA.

A young girl. Ease; luxury. Also read T5, To send, or

intrust to.

HUNG. A large belly.

TUNG.

In the books of Taou, used for
fcj T'hung,

'' The same ;

with." A surname. To be distinguished from /Q*. Tsuen,

" The whole."

fl JIN. S. C. H.

A measure of eight cubits length. To measure the depth.

The name of a place. There are various opinions ai to th

length of this measure; some make it five cubits, others,six,&c.

Occurs in the sense of
g^y Jin,

" To recognise." Also,

ml Jin,
" To fill." Al. Scrib.

jjl$
Jin. (Mang tsze.)

Tt
TS'HEEN.

The superior of a thousand men. A thousand pieces of

t

j
.

money. Luxuriant herbage. Used in the sense of -r~- Ts'heen.

/^ I"* Original form of
^jjL

Kan.

AlT YIH . C. . H.

Strong; robust; warlike. /4^
Ylh y ih. "Tall;

large; strong; martial." Also read Wuh. Repeated, Wuh wuh,

denotes a boat or other -vessel tossed about by the waves.

^TTC TAE.

The name of a place in the midst of the sea.
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FAN.

To make light of; to treat with neglect and contempt.

PO, or SHO.

po ya '
" A movins star-" Mi read

A fixed period, an agreement. A plank on which to pass a

stream.

Under this word, Rang he confutes, at great length, the

errors of pronunciation, in the Dictionaries called Ching tsze

t'hung and Tsze hwuy. He says, that these errors are very

numerous, and he deems it expedient to expose the more

palpable ones.

Tae jin tso sze. " To

To change; for; instead of; in the place of. An age; a

generation. /-^ /V^jj
do something for a person." -f-]g~ //\' j:E3 Tae

I *vPfS ^ <**

teen k'heen heang.
" To pay a debt for another person."

Ifr* f\\ pcrJ | }~V FF1
/n^K AjT @ <_S^ <T|M'

-^e *ae wo mae seay m 'n -

"
Buy a little ink for me." 7K^ ^fx _"~\ Tso tsu"S

san tae.
" Ancestors for three generations;'' i. e. father, grand-

father, and great grandfather. Leih tae.
" Suc-

cessive generations." jjl

'

I V|bJ ji\f?\fc Shetacyuen

lew yuen.
" Generations flowing remotely from the source;" i.e.

a family that exists for many generations." San

tae. " Three generations," often refers to the three Dynasties,

If if^ S Hea, Yin, Chow.

Tae keuen. Authority exercised instead of

another; delegated authority. "T^ 7 XV "***

keucn teih jin. "One who exerc'ne* a deputed autln.

-fc ~p A^ ~fr 71" kiin ' J in kc *

chc. " The work of heaven, man performs in itt tlcad t" i. r.

the work of government, hence it is said,

Jin keun tae fheen le wiih, shoo kwan so che, woo fe fheen

s/.c.
" Human Princes rule instead of heaven ; the affairs re-

gulated by the magistracy are none other than the affairs of

heaven."

The name of a country. A surname. A certain state of

the pulse. To rhyme, read Tclh.

vv LING. J ^ S. C.
*J

R. H.

From /\ Tseih,
" To assemble," and ~FJ Te, " A seal

or ensign of authority."

To order; to enjoin upon ; to caution ; to warn ; to cause ;

to occasion. Law; rule; periods of time. Good; excellent.

A surname ; forms part of the names of various places. Ling

ling, The sound of a dog's collar. Used instead of the Pro-

noun " Your," before the words " Father and mother, brother,

son, daughter," &c.

/V x^-'/prt* //
[T*-

pae sea"g l'ng P'h kwan che tsow chang,

chuen yih jin chc ming ling.
" The Pae seang, (or ministers

of state) receive reports from all the officers cf government,

and communicate the orders of his Majesty." The phrase,

" Hundred officers," denotes all the officers; the " One man,"

denotes the Emperor.
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Oh ling, or
-?Hp

Haou ling.
" An im-

perial order."
~8pj\

Lib ling.
' A peremptory order,"

requiring immediate obedience. T/t Kung ling.

-The law,." ^^g^J^^p |

Mingseang

poo t'ih ho ling
" Order the ministers to diffuse (the Prince'*)

virtuous instruction], and moderate the laws."

ling wang yew piih tsang.
" To issue warnings and laws inva-

riably good.'' (Shoo king.) 3rl ^'n 'm -
" Laws

and prohibitions.**

.10& Been ling, The principal officer in a district.

"L Ling tsun, or Ep _ -ffk Ling tsun ung.

" Your father."
*j^* Ling tang.

" Your mother."

hr Ling heung.
" Your elder brother."

^ > .

ffj Ling te.
" Your younger brother." gfT

.Ling lang.
" Your son."

~y$j[
^'inS Sae>

-3/^v
Ling ts'heen kin. " Your daughter."

-fctf Ling shiih.
" Your uncle." ~O^ Ling chih.

" Your cousin," &c.

\-*-t

Ling w&n, ling wang. "Being in high

reputation, respected and imitated." (She king.)

Rr She ling, H Yu ling, -Certain terms,

or periods, by which the year is divided. ST] Tseg

ling. A period of fifteen days, of which there are twenty-four

in a year, each of which, has an appropriate name.

II
I i. r

A ^TT BL Ling jin hwan he. " To cause peo-
/ \ IS/V pn

pie to rejoice;" to make people pleased.

Read Ling. /jjji
She ling.

" To cause; to send-,

\y~~~ I

to command. Domestics ; menial servants.

Sze yuh yu she ling.
" Those who serve in

a menial capacity are called She ling." BE] 7

Ling keS, ling yih, ling ping, Are called Three

Ling, or certain lucky days. 'TJff ^'"^ *e ''1 '

Lingof brick, in which sense, they are also written

teih.

To rhyme, read Lang. Occurs in the sense of ^n fL Ling,

A certain bird. As the name of a place, read Leen.

E. S.C. 11. H.

Said to be derived from the reverse side of I E, which

denotes the mind already determined or fixed.

By ; to the end that ; the cause or instrument by which.

-JZT\/
Tsze yug, she ke so e ; kwan ke so yew; chS ke so gsn ;

fAi

jin yen sow tsae! jin yen sow tsae! "Confucius said, Ob-

serve what a man does ; attend to what motives his conduct

proceeds from ; examine into what he takes pleasure in.

How is it possible to conceal his character! how is it possible

to conceai his character !*' (Ltin yu.)

jpFr
So e.

" That by which ; thereby ; therefore."

-&- She e. " Hence; therefore." "pT K'ho

e. May ; can; might; could." ~pT /j^ ^IfK'ho

e she tih.
" It may answer; it may pass." lt[ [J|

/icT Tsze k'ho e tso. " This may do." A
jiT

I

Hoe. "
By What ? how ?"

'l^L.
E wei. " To esteem

or regard ; to employ as."
~JJ jfeL /\.

E taou

eha jin.
" To kill a person with a knife."
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E chih wci keuh. "
By straight make crooked ;" to per-

vert things.

Puh e

kwei keu, puh nang ching fang yuen.
"
Squares and circles

cannot be made, but by the square and compass." (Mang tsze.)

~J->
."/ ~?^. Kwei, so e wei yuen cbe k'he; ken, so e wci

fang che k'he. " Kwei, is that by which things circular are

formed; Keu, is that by which things square are formed."

Tfn f 4-j&* VP?
/0A y EH Le e yo hwau. " Reason is disordereds *-

I /u^> /J'L,

by passion." iff fpK yV E she ya jin.
" To

crush, to oppress people by power."

yay ; pejh yew e yay.
"
Why so long? there must be a rea-

son." (She king.)

Occurs in the sense of
j-

E,
" To terminate ; to cease."

^fjJL Woo e. " Not cease ; not desist." (Mang tsze.)
j i>\ I

Also, in the sense of tt Yung, "To use; to employ."

yuen hoo puh e. " Do not cause the higher officers of state

to resent their being left unemployed." (Lun yu.)

Anciently read, and used the same as Jff? Yu,
" To give."

A \
~3T~'tJJ,

^ wo San yaJ-
" Give me repose."

Also, in the sense of /Kl Sze,
" Like."

WUH.

Ygwiib. "Agitated; disturbed; unquiet." (Yih

king.) Also written
^|| %rj Yg wiih, and /0

wiih.

The same as ru j Kaou,
"
Hi^li

Com.
formof^pP'han, "To climb.'

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

Same as j^ Fan, "The reverse
1

CI1AOU.

Affrighted; agitated. Read Meaoti, /ffK Tieaoir
\tt\\

meaou. " Little ; small."

YANG, orNeang4U7

From A Jin, and
J^Tj Yang,

" To look upwards." To

raise the head and look upwards with expectation or desire.

To look up to, either with regard, with admiration, or with a

sense of dependence. An expression of affectionate regard.

To order an inferior. To transmit an official document to

another officer. Read Yang,
" To trust to ; to rely, or wait

on. A surname. -4117-??- Yang moo. " To look up
r| ^K*

to; or think of a person with regard."

yang.
" To stand looking up to; to think on with affection."

TjT Yang wang.
" To look up and hope for some

benefit ; or to wish to sec a person who is venerated." ~^\

r-^zL Soo yang fang ming.
" Heretofore, thought

with veneration on your fragrant name;" said to persons of

whom we have heard, on first meeting them. /A

Kew yang,
"
Long looked up ;" I have long regarded jou.
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Yang chang.
" To depend on a person ; to be

1/r1"

Vang, and
/iRvj-Foo.

Are oppositcs, "To

raise the head and look up ; to bend the head and look down."

Yang e kwan yu t'he'en wa'n ; foo e cha yu te le.

" To look up and observe the appearance of the heavens; to

>. t ~

look down and examine the properties of the earth.'' M/H

(Atrf

'

i

^rfH, /jSy Foo yang woo yew.
"
Looking down or up,

no sorrow s" i. e. when looking downward to one's wife

and children, or upwards to one's parents, in neither case

having cause for sorrow." A ^. tpTl >1\ / T-
/\ ^ 3E.I) M J I

I AI_

tiih yang, puh tsiih sze foo moo ; foo, puh tsu'h chiih tse tsze.

" If idle, then looking upwards, you will be deficient in the

service due to your parents; and looking downwards, you will

be inadequate to the support of your wife and children."

(Shing yu.) ~+\~ -j& Pjl Yang t'heen ch'hang tan.

"
Looking up to heaven, gave a long sigh."

Also read, Gang. Occurs as part of a title of a certain Em-

peror.
Han han gang gang.

" A

stern and intimidating manner." A similar sense is expressed

by SL?3 Kp CD J'-TJ Yung yung gang gang. (She king.)

One uses JZS1 Yang, repeated, forGang gang, but the ancients

often used the characters in a sense different from their proper

signification ; they are not always to be imitated. (Kang he.)

KEEN.

X/r^/Ut Keen choo. " A performer on a musical instru-

ment." Also read, King, Great; attentive; careful.

T'HSZE.

A man's name. A f\ -4fv-
T'hsze fei. An expert swords-

man. Same as XVft* T'hsze. See below, under six strokes.

CHUNG. S. C. R. H.

From man and middle. The second in order of three. An

instrument of music. A surname. Part of the name of Con-

fucius, (see page 21, under pp K'hew,) he was called /fu3

JL' Chung ne, from being the second brother.

^/ Chung foo. " Father's younger brother." AP

PTh chung.
" Two brothers;" the elder and the younger."

i I

o* Kwan chung. "Brothers;" Kwan, denotes those

elder than the person addressed; Chung, denotes the younger.

/>3 "^V^llil^EP Yew ke wei kwan chung. "How

many brothers have you }"

Four brothers, beginning with the eldest, are called /t|

ThXZSi: Pin> cnunS> 'huh, ke. The eldest may also
J

be called Hr- Mang.

The three months of each season of the year, have the

~p I
~^Tj-W r

.mf.
'

f

' ^*n > c'lunS> ke, applied to them in

order. Thus,
rfo-jjp

1

MSng ch'hun, denotes the first

I'
r7 ;*'

jp Chung hea, The second month

in summer, or the fifth of the year. -^T^ ^Sv Ke tung.

The last month of winter, or the last month of the year.

In these senses, PtJ Chung, without man by the side, is

sometimes used. Four Twin brothers, are called in order,

Tsze, niUng, chung, shuh.
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S.C.P'HE.

To separate from ; to divide ; ugly

Yew neu p'he le.
" There arc wives separated from their

husbands'* through distress, occasioned by famine. (She king.)

P'he hwuy .
" An ugly woman."

Same as F^tl Naou, "To wrangle and make a noise."

Original form of j^Yih. See below.

.NE. /j'^lM.Nehwan,
"To affect ignorance."

/

YO. The name of a place.

WOO.

An equal; an opponent. Also used in the sense of/

Woo, " A file of five men." A surname. /
|ZlL/j'p

Woo

tsS, A person who performs the necessary offices to a corpse.

KEEN. J S. C. R. H.

To divide ; from man and cow, because a cow is a large ani-

mal that may be shared. (ShwS wan.) To separate, or dis-

tinguish things; an individual article; subject or affair. A

particular. Answers to one; an; a.
~~fc\~ | '\\ J"

kan keen. " How many articles, or particulars ?"

Wiihkeen. " A thing." jji. Sze keen. "An

affair." ^T^^^A] Heu to w "h k6en-
" A

great many things." -.

^A^
B Q YJJ, j^een e fuh.

" A garment ; one piece of dress.'' ^J-y ,

have an affair in which I solicit your auiitance."

Ku keen. "
Every article, or a variety of articles."

/R B 3 V ^cn k*en t00 "*" "
Adequate for every

individual affair, or occupation ;" expert in every thing. ^BC

7&. Pae tsc ylh keen ylh keen. " Ar-

ranged in order, each article apart." \T~ Teaou keen.

" A list of articles, or topics; an account ; an index."

Can keen. " A case in a court of law ; a particular

affair brought before a Magistrate."

TAN. The same as & Tan.

Appearance of the hair hanging down. To stop.

flfts.
c.

Great; good. A/

jK yV Keaejin.
" A great aud vir-

tuous man." (She king.) One who serves, /W-

Ling keae. " Your servant" /J^ I
Seaou keae. "My

servant." Used in the same sense as
'yh* Keae, (see above.)

''j/i
Shaou keae. "

Messengers who precede a per-

sonal interview of great officers of state."

It is suspected that this is not an original character, but

that man was added to the other part unnecessarily, in after

times. (E win pe Ian.)

YAOU.

Yaou keaou. " Unextendcd ; distorted. Weak;

decrepit.
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FUNG.

\anieofoneofthe4lljScPM. SlIMM jap? FoOf. See

Radic.il Kwiin.

vT-^ Ol.Scrib.^ Ts'hang. See under 8 str.

,IIN. flJs.c. H.

From man, the other part giving sound. To be surety for.

(Shwu wan.)

Siacere; true to a friend. Trust coinnaitted to a person;

official situation. To sustain; to bear; to serve. Head Jin,

To be able; to use or employ ; that which is sustained or

taken upon one's self.

4W~ff^RJ\ ~fa {El]
/
JX!

Sin yu J
'a"s -

ew
-
vui*

J'"'

"
Being true or faithful to a friend is called Jin." y\

if
E gaii seang sin yue" jin. "With

kindness, to exercise mutual trust is called Jin." >
x^

t~T~

Lilh llin ' heaou ' ye

yin, jin, stub. " Six virtues, filial piety, fraternal affection,

peacefulness, harmony, friendship, compassion."

I

Jin, and /fL Jin ping, /f^u Jin tsung,
I JLltv I I/J

each expresses, trusting to another person, letting them do as

they please.
| '$/fa ffi l| ,g,

* tsung ne

teth e sze.
" Do as you please ; you may have it your own

wav." 1 F-q" Jin tsze e.
" To indulge one's

I R ,\^v

self." pJ J ' 11 chung.
" An important trust."

1 ~7~ \ I

Shangjin, "^\\ Taoujin.
" To arrive at

the place in which the duties of an official appointment are to

be exercised." }{ ^^5??t!: Chung noo nan jin.
' \ * ' * * s~\ P- I

" Difficult to bear the rage of the multitude." -T/i $pi-

p> rfn ^J Shuh yew s/eurh k'ho jin.
" Who can

endure i these"! mournful thoughts." ^J L"
/^.H.

3h

Af\- .^j Wo paoujin ua keen sze. "
I'll be security for,

or engage to undertake, that affair."

/P"". y\ 1&.
J~^

Jin e wei ke jin.
" Virtue must

be sustained by the individual himself:" there is no being vir-

tuous by proxy. (Lun yu.) Che

jin tseang kwei. "
Arrange the burdens (to be carried) bein;

about to return." (MSng tsze.)

Wo jin wo leen. "I carry the burden; I drag the carriage."

"T"T* King jin ping; chung jin fun.

"
Light burdens together, heavy burdens separated ;" i. e. old and

young persons meeting on the road carrying light burdens, the

young man shall take them both to carry ; if the burdens be

heavy he shall give the lighter one to the old man. (Le king.)

A surname. -Y^ ~wf "^~P/n "P5- ^un *tan vu

choo jin che. " Presume not to rank (myself) with all those

of the surname Jin." (Tso chuen.) Che,
"
Teeth," the state

of the teeth, marks the age ; hence " to teeth with," denotes

to rank with.

Occurs in the sense of
"I^-r-

1 Jin, and "Wff Jin,
"
Concep-

tion, pregnancy." Also occurs, but erroneously, in the sense

of
j

* Jin- To rhyme, read Jung.

WANG.

To go with haste. The Dictionary called Tsze hwuy, errone-

ously writes 'tx-f' thus. (Kang he.)
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Ol.Scrib.^j^Pin, Party colored, striped.

See Radical ^^ Shang. Also, erroneously written WT

Pin. (Kang he.) Dictionaries contradict each other, as to

whether the first or second character was the ancient form.

Com. form of - Te. See below.

A7T FANG. S. C. R.H.

I Fang fuh.Similar ; like to. (ShwO wan.) /)
f->

"
Seeing indistinctly ; uncertain resemblance."

Fang fuh kej mung.
"

Appearing like a

dream." The phrase Fang fuh, occurs written in all these

Tarious ways, 'f7? /(jm Fang fiih; O&.
^jfr

Fang fiih;

Fang filhi

Fang fiih; ^f^ Fang fuh;
<|>P ^IJT Fang fuh. Oc-

curs in the sense of
/T-j Pang, as AB Pang hwang, or

Pang hwang.
" Unable to proceed, irresolute.

1 '

CHUNG.!

From Jin, Man, and kung, Public, or general. A public

spirit; a mind that extends to all. Used in the sense of <lim

Chung, "Afraid." A
Jj

/r^ Ching chung-. "Fluttered;

hurried; panting."

K-HE.]: s. c.

To stand erect. /**
i^f

K'he wang, or

K'he yang.
" To stand on tiptoe looking with expectation.

|. K'he raoo. " To look to, or think upon with
Jw-

VOL. I. Z

affection." T&JlX Knum *'** *'" '"

" To look towards with ardent expectation." I 4ft

and night standing and hoping for (his) return."

^ nl

See under "^ Wang. 43 Radical.

PEI. Now written
*ffi

Pei.
SecRad./]^ Shwu>

YU

A female ruler, or officer of government, of whom therr

was one during the Dynasty Han, called /=& /-?>' Tie,-

ya. To dilate. Al.
Scrib.-ff^p

Yu. In the dialect of

Tsoo, used in the sense of" Great," applied to persons.

TEAOU.

Teaou t3"?-
" Not constant ; unusual."

TUN.

Hwan tun. " Dense j impervious." One of four

cruel persons mentioned in history.

WAN.

To separate; to break; to cut asunder.

mS. " To separate from." Also read, Wiih.

ATX.

1
Same as Yuh. " To serve.'

IX
The ancient form of Yuh, " To serve," from A Jin,

n." A Man," carrying X7 Shoo, " A staff;" hence the ide,
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11 To terve." (E win pe Ian.) Also, in the dialect of a certain

place,
" To reject; to cast away." (Kang he.)

/AU SIN, or TS'HIN.
])($

S. C.

Fearful ; timorous; apprehensive.

lE!ij
EH- IE

-fj.r
Sin sin heen been wei min le sew.

" Timoroui and fearful, the shame and scorn of the people and

officers of Government." A {X ~~Fg f\ >
[

flllff^
Te *hoW he* *'n t* hm fShi"

hang the head and feel timorous and fearful."

A n K HANG. /v s. c. R. i-i.

Kan" le. To pair ; to match, either as friends
i/ L- TIL

or foes ; husband and wife, a pair, who are equal. To op-

pose ; to be inimical to. To store up. A surname. Read

Kang, straight; straightforward; honest, blunt mann*r.

Ylh heae k'hang le peen she p'lh tow seang show. " Once matched

(as husband and wife) by mutual agreement, there will be

adherence to each other till the head be grown white with

old age."

ke k'hang le.
" Could not preserve his union with his wife,"

but suffered her to be taken away by another person. (Tso

rhuen.) fcS '^K Jt& J\ N ~7^~ 1/pV
^ caousnow

yew piih ?hfh k'hang le.
" Even birds and beasts do not vio-

late the conjugal uiiion." (Lull slioo.) Tpf H^l

A. King ch'hih tell) jin. "A straight forward man;" a

person without art or address. Occurs in the sense of /Tit

K'hang,
" To withstand."

He; she; it; they; that person or thing, referring to some-

antecedent Noun. /33~ /H[-: E necn. " That year.""

So wei e jin.
'

That, or the person al-

luded to." (She king.) -^p
E tang.

"
They; them ;"

An expletive, ushering in a sentence ; as

/tM
-m- E shwiiy yun tsung.

" From whom does he come ?" (She

king.) A surname. The name of a district, and of a river.

j A J.

Yi5 e. "
Appearing displeased or sorry."

sense it is otherwise written -f-" E.

Woo e, The noise made in reading aloud; in which

M<. E weu

" A certain insect found in damp dirty places, below earthen

vessels," &c. Also called isKi "tVE? '<

Shlh gang.

H

ul;l

E ke, The epithet of an ancient king. Also used

as a modern surname. . -4-1 E yun, A famous sage of
/

antiquity ; the minister of y EL T'hang.'

KElH.
JIJIS.C.

A man's name.
/j J /j/v K'hnng keih, The grandson

of Confucius. His epithet was * -
f-^-* Tszesze; he com-

piled the second of the

Tir
Sze shoo. viz.

Chung yung.

appearance."

Keih keih, "An empty unreal

Y:VE

Weary ; fatigued.
" The right hand part should be

fe

" Gih." (Kang he.)

(L,
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W0 . C. R. II.

Five persons connected with each other. A file of five

'"
men ; the same is expressed by 'f'T" \TJ ^a"S wo '

Tuy woo. " The ranks." Five families becoming,

security for each other. A multitude blended together is

also called Woo. A surname. /~T~

Hang woo chiih shin.
" To go forth with the army."

Yung ping che fa tsiien keun wei shang, p'ho keun tsze che ;

Uuen woo wei shang, p'ho woo tsze che. " In the usage of

martial law, a complete legion takes the precedence ; a broken

legion ranki next: a complete file of fire men takes the

precedence, a broken file ranks next."

Chae woo. " Friends of the same rank ; conr-

panions of the same age." ^= Wei woo. " To form

acquaintances." Two persons assisting each other are called

*=i~ 2*
a\ Urh; three persons connected are called 7>^ Ts'han ;

jr^x '2'

five arc called Woo ; ten are called A-r Shih ; and

an hundred are called A LJ pjn .

. C.

Talent; ability, iffl.
jj'fj^ bj{?

Woo fha kc
nan<j.

" No other ability ; not fit for any tiling else."

Ke Icang; J^7 ^e Keaou. " Clever; artful; in-

JH Ke yung.
"

Mii-tary art, and prow >$*."
genous."

Read Ks,
"

Easy ; leisurely." Shwo wan, defines it by

u,
" To give."

Occurs in the tense of
jj-y

K'be, haring more tiua the

usual number of toes on the foot.

I Original form of j^ Chung.

Several persons; a multitude. Al. Serib.
/ffj

tbut.

. H.

To lie prostrate on the face; to subject either one's self

or others. To hide; to conceal Read. Fow, To brood or

hatch eggs, as a fowl does.

55. -ffl-q"Af Tsiu wo fi^- " In 'eep'"g do not lie ou
s\ ^*^~ / rx "^

the face." 41$ ^ *"b ' To ^ Pro>lrate ! lo

kneel with the body bent forward, and resting on the ground.

Fiih, in the sense of "
Humbly," is used before

ITjfT Ke,

and %" KeTh,
" To beg, to pray, to entreat;" before "Cff

Wang,
" To hope ;

" before
Ipj^

Wei and ' '

Sze,
" To

consider ;" before |Qg Yuen, "To wish, to desire;" and before

yg^ Cha," To examine into."
PJF' jff 3tKeftih

ke tsuy.
" Since the (state Heu) has acknowlcged itsoQence.''

Ya fiih. "To repress; to oppress.'' [][J

Sze loo mac fiih.
"
Lying in an ambush on

every road." $& I Ts'hasg fiih, or reversed, Fiih

h'hang, "To put into; to secrete; to hide; to conceal."

_
" A thorn is concealed in the cup." San fun,

"
'I'liree terms," ofcuring after Mid>ummer, called

~%J\

Ch'hoo full.
" The lirst." pb Chung fiih.

" The

middle.'
1 Miih fuh.

" The last.
'

lUule. ~7v? Ml"' iuii. J

/

Occurs in the sense of /

gj Pih. To rhyme, read Peih.
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S. C. R. H.

From a man holding a lante. To strike; to destroy.

(Shwii wan.) Ay ay F& koo. " To strike a drum."

Fa miih. " To cut down a tree." To reduce

to subjection, either rebels or a foreign enemy ; the same is

expressed by ^Jp I Ching fa
J^J"

shs fs >

" To

kill."

sze yew chung koo yiie fa, woo yiie tsin.
" In every case,

when Generals advance with bells and drums, it is called F5,

without these, it is called Tsin."

To lay the country desolate. To punish. Meritorious

deeds; to boast of one's services. pj fj^. ~fc~\

Ts'heay tsin keun fS.
" And exhibit (my) Prince's meritorious

actions." (Tso chuen.) A\ \~\ POT -^H *^7

Piih tsze fa koo yew kung.
" He who does not boast of his

t~t n i f _ t

merits, is on that account meritorious." p ti ~pt ZC77

^fi=T
I fed Ming kekungyug fa.tseih

jih yug yug.
" To publish his merit is called Fa ; daily to

accumulate it is called Yuc." JF& Fa tsuy.
" To

[ 1 | I fT1"l

puuish an offence." ptl PC- tgt Teaou min fS

tsuy.
" To compassionate the people and punish the crimes (of

their rulers)."

Name of a certain weapon, and of a star. Occurs in the sense

of /Tj^ Fa,
" A ridge." To rhyme, read Heft. It is said

that Ky Shoo,
" To guard or maintain a post," like Fa, is

from " Man and lance;" but Shoo, represents a man sitti ng,

whilst Fa, represents him standing erect.

4RW3 . c.

From Man leaning against a tree. To cease; to rest. (Shw<.

win.) To assemble under the shade of a tree; hence, the idea

to stop; to rest. (Urh ya.) To desist; to repudiate; to resign.

To execute. Excellent. To congratulate; to praise. A sur-

name. A proper name. The name of a place. |1

"
1:13

'-mLc?H S '(/TV ShTh wan she woo keangche hew.
li m> JBLK. - K l

v

t

"
Truly excellence! the praise of which shall continue un-

limited to myriads of ages." (Shoo king.)

ffft to!& H I

J Q Uj ^*8 t '*l> s 'n ' '^ J'*1 ^ew ts8 we '' sm

"
Practising virtue, the heart is happy, and daily more ex-

cellent: acting the hypocrite, the heart is troubled and daily

1.
i> i i , tj ti

LEV ALJ Rj>j Hew
//^A,'| J I

| jJTTj

tseth seang kwan. "
Mutually sharing joys and sorrows."

~bc M^l if . ^/T HeW kew> ^an ^en c'ie

maou. "Hew hew, denotes the appearance of repose and

leisure." (She king.) ~5"~p ffi Pih kung keac

hew. " A cessation of every species of work," (as at the close

of the year.) I dbtt J^J
Hew hew keen yaj.

" Hew hew, denotes moderation, or a strict economy."

^TJT Hew miih.
" To cease, (in order) to wash ;" to leave

official duties for the purpose of dressing the head, bathing,

&c. An ancient custom observed every tenth day.

~2tk /-[- p] Che sze yue
1

hew. " To give up an

official situation is called Hew." JB JFi. $Y*
/xj N PM I "^^

Yuen pin hew che. " To dismiss from office, allowing the

person to retain his original rank." .^7 Hew tse.
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11 To divorce a wife.'' -EE. Hew shoo.
" A bill of

divorce." I H-i~l Hew wan. " Cease to make further

inquiry."

Wo tang Ised kea lae che, hew tlh keen kwac. " We have

come late to receive (yon) Sir, do not be offended."

1>n Hew pa ne. "
I do not fear you." /i^i

^W Ne hew to keang.
" Do not talk so much."

Puh hew. "
Unceasing."

Fan seu tsze tsze puh hew. " Mutual

anxieties, unceasingly piercing" the heart. /rf\\\ /&V
l/'r / \-i

J-j
Kea sze fang hew. " Make (you) wear the collar

till (you) die, ere (I) desist."

1^3
1I

F^T
Hew seih, and * Hew che, Express

" To stop; to desist from." ~rf~-

jtb-t
desist from any work."

Give up these thoughts.

restrict ; to retrench."

Hew show. " To

Hew tsze ncen.

Hew hew. " To

Hew, or 3f?r Te hew,

expresses an amusement made with inanimate figures, like

Punch and Toby. -^f&- Tan new -
" A certain

medicine." Used in the sense of ptk Hew, "
Moaning, from

sickness or pain." To rhyme, read Heaou and Heu.

^ ^f Another form of /H3:Woo, see below.

From Man and
JjF

PO. " To strike." To play or trifle

with a person; to push; to jolt; to ridicule. To be distin-

guished from A rf Ke. See above.

Ol. Scrib.^She. See Rad.y^ Pang.

HEUEN.orHe'cn.S

From Man and U^T Hi:

en, abbreviated, " Th.- tr

a bow." Hatred ; implacable resentment.

KIN. Reciprocal ; mutual.

X-If* YING. Hastily ; urgently.

Syn. with 'pS Ying. See below.

PEL The name of a hill.

Syn. with Pei, and 7> Pei.

NUY. A man's name.

CHIN.

To strike out, or elicite that which is important

'H-T SHING

A place which produces, or gives forth water as a spring.

A *? Ol. Scrib. Kan. SeeRad. Shan

Is in common use, though not sanctioned hy the Dictionaries.

Kea h '
" Housenol(l furniture tnd utensils."

Ho ch'hang. Mates, or officers in Merchant's shipt.

This character seems to be used by the Canton people, is in

abbreviation for &?%? Ho.

VOL. I,
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A J

Charactersformed by Five Strokes.

Com. form of Xj Heuen. See above.

Great strength; murderous strength; desperate attack.

^ rl CHClH. A short appearance.

PIH. . C. . H.

A senior; a superior; to control. A father's elder brother,

so called from having the control of the family. An elder

brother. The third rank of nobility. Epithet by which a

wife addresses her husband. The name of a bird. A surname.

The god of a certain constellation. Ay A/ Pih foo.

"Uncle," father's elder brother. -ffl- Pit moo.

"Aunt," father's elder brother's wife." -J^
Pih shiih.

"
Uncles," on the father's side generally ; mother's brothers are

called Rf3 "A/ Kew foo.

Heung te che lun,

ch'hang yu pih; tsze yufc chung; yew tsze yuS shuh; yew

yuiS ke. " Those related as brothers, the eldest is called Pih;

the next Chung; the next again Shuh; and the youngest is

called Kc." (Liih shoo.) Xft S^ ^ P'h chung
I

'
I

^ IJ
che keen. "

Amongst brothers."

Ta tsung pin. A principal officer in the

Le poo, or tribunal of ceremonies.

Woo pih.
" A general, or leader of armies."

How pih. Two of the five ranks of nobility, used together

to express "A nobleman." See under
-ft

Woo.

Also read, Pa, A tyrant, a chieftain. ~f]
Woo

pa.
" Five tyrants

" famous in ancient story. Posterity was

apprehensive, that this bad sense of the character would be

confounded -with that of "
Senior, nobleman," &c. and

therefore, employed the word
jjirj

Pa, in this last sense.

To rhyme, read PJ5, Peih, and Poo.

KOO.

Tax; duty; custom paid to government. To conjecture;

/ > y-g-
to reckon. To value; the price.

| U \ 1=}
^ ^ea '

" To estimate the price of." l^| rm i @ s&L HO

Kaou yen kea, tse'en pih koo.
" To raise the price of

salt, and lower that of silk."
ffi^ ijj: #g^

Kea

ch'han pi-en koo. " To turn houses and landed property into

money ; to estimate the value in case of failure," a proceeding

1 J
'

of the government. fC Koo ting.
' To settle;

to fix" the price. ^/& Tae koo. To raise the

price by unfair means : a practice prohibited in case of grain.

Koo leang, or repeated, Koo koo, leang leang,

" To conjecture ; to suppose ; to speak, or give an opinion

without affirming positively." p|

reckon." ^ | ff^fj^l
'pi* Wo koo ke yung tse'en yih pih yuen yew ling.

"
I

reckon, that a hundred dollars and more will be used."

A[f^ 4tfl
if)

i "Vt" RJF ^e k ' na shw8 shin

mo. " What do you think he said ?"
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KWAat
Distorted ; deviating from rectitude. /

1)jj\. /T|)

seay.
"
Completely separated; a connexion entirely dissolved.

1 '

/^ 1/^1 Chow's mode of writing A/J Fang. See above.

' Thou > thee - Commonly written

NE.

Ne-mun. "
You, or ye."

"Thine, or yours." 'fP^ CKJ Ne mun teth. "Your,

yours," .At
- she ne mun te 'h

It is your affair." Used also for You, in direct address.

mu" "ot

Ne mun teih jin wei shin mo chay yang piih haou. " Why do

you people behave so ill?" -1^ nfm yY^ ~>(f-

jn-tb
this yours?"

seang koo "Let you and I not regard each other;" each

mind his own affairs.

NE. Original form of the preceding.

-Ol jj SEE. Profuse; extravagant ; prodigal.

PWAN. H$S. C. >R. H.

son. (Shwi5 wan.) An associate; a fellow; acorn,

panion. To follow ; to accompany ; to att;jid upon. Al.-o read,

Pwan, in the same sense,
yf^f' 'l-j-*" Pwan -

" A partner;

an associate ; a colleague." |jj T'hung pwan.
" One

of the same rank and circumstances, a companion."
j ,J

I

RA, ^
N -^t T'hung loo piih shlh pwan.

" Go the fame

road, and you will not lose your companion."

P'hei pwan.
" To attend upon ; to keep a person company."

"-
mwan k'he, k'hc niw.in che j ih, jing fiih hwiiy chaou pawakea.

"The limited period is three years; when three yean are

completed, again return to court to attend upon his Maj -ity."

*ff Pwan liwaii. "
Being at ease or, leisure ; to saunter

at leisure." To rhyme, read Peen.

TSUH, or Chuh. Grieved ; sorry ; mournful.

HE. Same as
^Heih. See below.

LING. S. C. . H.

From Man, the other part giving sound. To play. (ShwO

wan.) Alone; to play; to act the buffoon. To employ. A

surname.
'TfT' /V ^'"g J' 11 - "A" imperial droll, or

merry-andrew." also, "a musician;" otherwise expressed by

ting lun, g Ling kwan,
" A masti-r of

rTO
L '"" '"'

"
C'efer ' q"'1!1 of

apprehension." /||)
&

XJ|J 6/|
.A T'ba he

ling le teih jin.
" He is a clever man."

To serve. /EoT She ling.
" One who serves."

Keen ling. The name of a district. -M- Li

musicians."
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chow. A double surname. ^l Ling ting. "Alone;

destitute; walking alone."

f|
Chow - SecRad

Gaou.

. C.

Show.

. H.

To extend; to spread out; to explain; to straighten; to

stretch out; to clear up the cause of the injured. A surname.

\
W - PiR Shin show nin keij -

" To extend the

arms and feet." 2 I rfrl ~^ Yin urh shin che.

" To introduce (more lines) and extend them ;" viz. the number

of the diagrams. (YTh king.) ^A jpf
Shin piih

chih. "Unable to straighten; or to procure justice for one

who is oppressed." /F\ yip aPtr Yew keiih nan

ihin. "Bent so as to be difficult to straighten; to be

oppressed or injured in a way in which it is difficult to obtain

justice." 55- T? ^T> ^n 'n 'c yuen wang.
' To

clear up the cause of the falsely accused." /WT*

Shoo shin.
" To extend; to exhilarate." 3 Shin

i txj

ming.
" To explain fully and clearly." ^* Keen

shin. " To yawn and stretch one's self."

te kc"

k'ho seaou k'ho ta ; chang foo che, nang keiih nang shin.

" The person of every eminently good man, can fill (with equal

propriety) either a great situation, or a small one; the minds

of great men, can either bend and stoop to mere individual

improvement, or extend their efforts for the benefit of the

It
--I

yt-j-{
Shin keiih. Are opposite*,

"
Straight.

/|-H

crooked;" and in a figurative sense, Righted, and injured or

oppressed. In Mang-tsze, it occurs written thus -1 A

surname. Formerly it had not Mm by the side, that part was

added in later times.

TSEU. Dull; slow; unskilful.

SZE. S. C. R. H.

To wait for; to wait upon; to observe; to spy out 5 to ex-

amine.
JU JQjEf |J-|/ /j^j |^ Chih tih tsaetsze

sze how. "
(We) can do no other than remain here and wait."

-'rP flff} Seang rr.ecn src.
" To observe or watch

each other; an oblique glance." In this sense, it is otherwise

written
^pj

Sze. ^& "f^yC Ch
'

hinS ze tih

shih.
" To examine into success and failure." U -jfgn /*^

t Keaou selh foo mun kwa

Jae sze how. " CaJl the Son's wives to make haste and come

and wait."
^jJE

Tan sze. "To enquire into; to

try to find out."
"pj Sze, occurs in the same sense.

PANG.

To send; to cause. To accord with; to follow.

. Shing pang.
"
Flourishing servant;" i. e. your servant.

To hasten. (Tze hwuy.)

SZ^orSze, flgs.C. ^R.H.

Like; similar to; as; as if; class or kind; to continue in
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succession.. Still more; to offer. A surname- -TM t/J,

TTrt A^ p Seang sze urh ptih t'hung.
" Like each other,

and yet different." -S-
tTrj ^h Sze she urh fei.

|t-"l-jp-
Sze she. " It appears

right." in Sze fei.
" It appears wrong."

\ n fe ~E r S*e puh nSng yen.
" As if unable to speak."

clear as water -'

yew kwei
'

sze

wo mun telh. "Still some as honorable as we."

'jjjSj ^j" /jb J ^ Yih ko chub sang sze teth. Like

a brute."

Tsin sze

it"

ming ke tsaou yay.
" Name the plants from what they

resemble." Hs^ Shing sze.
"Surpassing, when

brought into comparison with ; better than.''
/ijjj ^5"

T'ha yew shing sze wo telh ; t'ha yew yew puh joo wo teTh.

" He has better than mine; and he has also not so good as

mine." To rhyme, read E.

KEA.
|

^ Kea Ian, A certain god of the Sect y
[oE Fob.

This character ocrurs chiefly in the books of F.uh, in which

are many uncouth untranslated words; which barbarisms,

some Dictionaries entirely omitj Kang-he, commonly inserts

them.

In the dialect of ^ Fan, ^PJ No kea, denotes a

dragon ; also, a certain flower. ^$L ReS kea) ^

rhintcero*. jBK Kea no. An elephant.
'* I

Mo kea, An extraordinary animal.

Yu kea, Name of one of their bookf. ^^ j]

K'heTh le'Ih kea, A certain medicine. ^Q pin ke> - A

bird with a face like a man. /VP" ^an
f> '*"*' An

epithet of the priest* of Fuh. 4^ j Stnj kea

Ian, The garden of the priest*. 'Jp
Kea pei, Name

-H-
ofa country. Used in common with

^Jp Xeay, A certain

vegetable,

PEI.

Strong ; many. y*\ W O/f^ K keu pei pei.

"Strong when put to carriages," said of horses. (She king.)

~~T^ Tapei, The name of a hill. Al. Scrib.
|Jj7\

Pei.

^ *- E. Slow ; careless ; idle.

^ tl Original form of U Sze. See above.

Also a surname.

Yae e.
" An impedi-

|

E, orYae.

Obstinate stoppage ; impeded ; unable to proceed. A fooliih

silly son. (ShwS-wan.) Ar-\
I f '

\/r*~

ment in speech i
a foolish manner."

Yae ktui* che ke.
" Plan to cause to stumble."

CHING.

* * -i

Ching kung, k'heu bing maou.
i

Ching chung, denotes "
Appearing to walk in haste T' agitated ;

afraid.

TOI., i.
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TEEN,orTeen.$ S.C.

To cultivate the ground; to plow. To catch wild animals.

A certain kind of ancient carriage. A
fj

~ S
^fcjf- V'pi

""/
7
^

.J-rJ
Ti;on wei ka'ng che che yay.

" Teen expresses

to plow and cultivate." - .rt--,-jlrft^ \* /')/ I
\r-
L-t

~rH~ CgA Ylh foo yth foo teen teen plh mow. " One man

and one woman cultivate of land one hundred mow."

.

~/EB TsS keg shine urh wei wang koo e teen e yu.
" Knot

r/ii>

cords and make nets to catch wild beasts and to fish

with." (Yih-king.) Also written ffl Te'en.
1* ~9

i\^_^ n>J]
l

Yj]
Woo teen foo teen wei yew keaou keaou;

woo sze yuen jin laou sin taou taou. "Do not plow a large

field lest the weeds become abundant; do not think on a

person who is remote, and distress your mind." (She-king.) It

is said to denote, Do not neglect small things and attempt

those beyond your strength; do not slight what is near, and

desire what is unattainable.

Teen ting; E3 Teen hoc; j\-

Teen foo, each denotes a laboring husbandman.

Al. Scrib. fflo- Teen. To rhyme, read Ting. AccordingrVv

to ShwO-wan, Teen, denotes " The middle,'' from some allu-

sion to a carriage.

>OT_r HAN. Same as [
Elated with wine."

Ol. Scrib. Sze. " To die."

MAE.

A certain medicine procured from the east.

, or Tan. .S.C

To expose the naked arm. (Shw-wSn.) Only ; especially ;

but ; very ; whenever; a? soon as ; unrestrained. A surname.

'f^LJSJH T/[7 ~b-^
Tan yuen nehaou. "

Particularly wish

you well." --
K'he tan.

" How only 1" ^
ft Sn-ffi] -H. Jfc ^ puh wo y'h - urb

ts'heay yew h^e.
" Not only no advantage, but injurious."

-
i ^T^H&

IT- fpfl Wo kin tsaou seang lae, tan wei hea yu piih nang

tsow tung.
"

1 thought of coming thii morning, but I could

not move on account of its raining."

> /.

Tan yew sin

selh tseih hing t'hung che. " Whenever there is any news, you

shall immediately be informed."
J-J 7pT ^-

Tan fan yew shin mo sze.
" Whenever any thing

Tan ma. " Aoccurs."
i

(

Mj
T ^"^MT-J

horse left at full liberty." Occurs in the sense of El Tan,

and of =^i\E Tan. Also, read Yen.

CHOO. S. C. R. H.

A considerable length of time ; to stand a long time ; to wait.

$#.#ji Wii>en wang ^
keih, choo leih e keih. "

Having gazed till he was out of

sight, he long stood still and wept." (She-king.)

ch wan ha u iD
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pae hwuy yen choo. "
Standing and hoping for a favorable

reply."

/ I t-*l'^

To extend ; extensive ; filling the whole space.
/

j/Hj Jp

Poo che. " To place in order." ? Poo kae. " To

spread out." -$x Foo poo.
" To extend every where."

Poo t'ha. " To coiiimciucate information to."

Ancient form of 1-fflr Woo.

Neglect; disrespect. /PfflO >{Q S ^V^J Man

woo che sin sang.
" The disposition of neglect and disrespect

was produced."

KEU-

The name of a country. A man's name. Read Kea, a sur-

name; also, the name of a certain deity.

Kea sha kw8, A certain country, otherwise called

Shoo lib. Kea kea. " The family connexions

t . T~ll_
of the demi-god ~A/~ yyfc ~Wa shoo.

P |L~J
^ea ^e> "tea k' ^e connexions

<V3

Poo hci-n. These are of the Sect Fiih.

JIB
I" T

A JA PEIj or Pe. Irregular; depraved.

SHAOU - I s. c.

The order ofpersons in the temple of ancestors. In the hall of

ancestors, the tablet of the father fronting the south is called

j-y-J

B/i Shaou; the tablet of the son towards the north is called

Miih. Now written Shaou. Readu 2 6nou.

" The act of communicating betwixt the hoit and gucrt in

/
ceremonious visits, between officers of different

TSZE H.

Small; mean talents and principles.

Tize tsze pe yew 8.
'

Men of inferior taleoU *nA

bad principles, these have houses." (She-king.)

ALScrih.

[|2S.C. <^R.H

Prom Man, and to erect. To sit erect and in order on each

side of a portico. (ShwO-wan.) Right ; regular ; arranged in

order. Established; whatever it is proper to establish. A

place; asitutation; a seat; a throne. A numeral character,

used when speaking of persons of respectability. A surname.

IM?
T hiien te che u uh y

ta paou ya6 wei, ho e show wei yu Jin? ho e Ueu jin } u

tsae ; le tsae, ching tsze, kin min wei fei yug e.
" The great

benignity of the heavens and earth is expressed by
'

Giving

life-' The great value (of the instructions) of the Sa<-, is

expressed by
< The throne,' (regular government) That by

which the throne is preserved is called '

Benevolence;' that by

which people are collected is called '

Property.' To regu-

late property; to rectify language; to prohibit the people from

doing what is wrong, is called '
Justice.'

"
(Yih^king.) U i
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extremely difficult always to ascertain the exact sense of

Wei, which occurs twice in this obscure sentence.

J|3 Wei le.
" To arrange, or rule." j$Q

Te wei. "
Place; situation." /$ ffll jfy -&

T'ha teih te wri she shin mo. " What is his

situation in life." -tr -TttJ Ta tc wei. " A high,

or important situation." - A. Yih wei jin.

"A man" of respectability ; a gentleman. /&n Leg

wei. "
Constituted persons," those appointed to some trust;

Yew jin keS son
~i=: A >

gentlemen. /^ /\ ^
wei. " There are three guests, or visitors.'

t,.
i

/
7" Tseen le che wei. " The place trodden on ;" i. e.

the situation held, Tfcj /M- ph'~f^~ ' Keen

ttae so keu che wei. " The situation now held." CJlJ

Tso wei " The place on which one sits; to sit on the

throne."

To reign.

erei seang chB shing too keaou jin teih e sze. " The father of

ten thousand years (His Majesty) sitting on the throne, re-

jected on the import of the instructions delivered to men,

i i

bj Hj Sacred Ancestor." -Q Lung wei. " The

dragon's seat;" the imperial throne.
i-1-* s -^ \

-"e one's seat ; or depart from the

Ch'huh ke wei, "Tole*. .

, y ;
da- n

4 T&- --
duties of one's situation." ^j^ J\ >

I Yih jin peih wei ke wei. In bowing to a person, it is

X H I

required to quit the scat." (Lc-king.) ^ |

, obtain a seat;" i. e. a public situation, or the throne.

. Snih wei.
" To lose the throne."

'w

_JL
The people of J3-. Pff.' Kaou le. (Corea) call things that

are similiar, Wei. Originally written nTC Wei.

L. H.

From Man. Low; to bend down ; to droop; to hang down.

Mean. F^i ~/ R? J-M Kaou che fan yay.
" The

opposite of high." 7S!
,H^ /^P- Kaou kaou, te te.

"
Very high, and very low."

"5|J Te t'how. " To

hang down the head." ~g T^ J* \ Te show hea

sin.
" To droop the head and lower the heart;" to feel and

show tokens of submission." ml xe hwiiy. "To

hang the head and revolve in the mind." }\. Tae

te,
" Too low." JSf yOv Shin fun te. "

Body's

department low ;" a low situation in life. K H/j

yV Te hea teih jin.
" A low worthless person."

te; mih shiih t'how gang.
" The grain Shoo, when ripe, hangs

its head j Wheat when ripe, raises erect its head."

faji
Kea tseen te.

" A low price."

p\" Te, occur* in the same sense, when speaking of the

price of a thing. Jgj | ^|^ Jp-Te.te.keen,

tseen, ping, All express the same, viz. the price being low.

(Kang-he.)

. c.
] in. a

To halt; to stop; to erect; to withstand; to dwell. A

K Ting choo kt-8.
" To stop the

Lew choo. " To

surname.
^t

l*>j
foot ;" to cease from walking. -^ J

detain." ^^ Sihchoo. To stop up" an aperture,
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JEE. Choo show. " To stop the hand," i.e. to cease from

working, or doing any thing. ^ &fe J ~^

Hwuh jen choo leaon k'how. "
Suddenly stopped the mouth;"

i.e. ceased to speak.

fa k'he seih k'ho yew shin mo fa tsze

chay yen ITh choo mo. " Is there any means of warding

off, and stopping (or warding off effectually) that effluvia?"

\ IpK'
A-^ Te teth piih choo. " Unable to with-

stand an enemy."
j77 ~JT jjn pun choo. " Unable

to endure."

Ne f'ae na le cho -

" where

do you live ?" or which expresses the same, /K[?

$yL 75 Wo s^e lsae **" cnm& keu cno -
"

' reside

at the chief city of the Province." !&. Tsa choo.
Tft I

" Various ranks or tribes of persons living in the same place."

Occurs in the sense of
J|jAr

shoo, Numbers, tJ

Pih choo. " Hundreds."

TSO.+ S. C. H.

From Hand and Work. To assist on the left. Man was

added in later times. (Shwo-wan.) To assist; a second to;

an assistant. An assistant officer in the government, whether

high or low. A minister of state, second to the Emperor.

ts wang che pang kw8 -

" To assist in ruling the country." 1?fc] j

--
1

~f "yj
Yen-tsze wang tso che tsae.

" Yeu-tsze has talents

which fit him for a. king's minister."

VOL. I.

Liih tso.

c c

" Six ministers," or assistants in the time of Fuh-he.

-j-rrl

j:jy Tso le. To assist in the direction or mmnagtmeat of

affiiirs, as secretaries in public offices, &c. -^-
~~7 rQ

T'hcen che woo tso.
" Heaven's five assistant*," are iid

to be the five planets, Venus, Jupiter, Mercury, Mars, Saturn.

ATT YEW, or Yew. +
gS.C.

From Mouth and Hand. When language fails, to ue th'.

hand to assist. Man was added in after times. (Shw8-wSn.)

To aid ; to help ; to protect.

fo yew hca

min; tsuy jin ch'huh fuh; t'he'en ming fuh tseen, pe jB Uaou

mtih chaou min yun chlh. " Heaven above faithfully pro-

tects mankind; the wicked are driven away and subjected.

There is no error in the decree of heaven ; (thus) the plants

and the trees look gay ; the myriads of men enjoying confi-

dence and repose, increase." (Shoo-king.) All nature rcji.

in the righteous judgments of God. The above is the sense

given by Choo-foo-tszc, other Commentators differ much

amongst themselves, in their interpretations of some part-

the sentence.

Syn. with
TjpH

Yew, " Divine assistance.''
jjj[|J

/S-

Shin paou yew ne. " God protect you."
]Tjh~

Ke Sliin p6 vcw -
" Prav to God for prolec

'

tion and support." The sentence "
If God be for us who

cm be against us!" is, in the MS. Dictionaries of the Romish

Missionaries, rendered thus, ~^r
-~ >F ^&

Thcen choo j yew wo, shwuy n5ng hie
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wo. " If the Lord of heaven protect me, (or us) who can hurt

me!'*

I *.

YANG.

According to Kang.he, others read it Yang and Yang.

The body unextended. X[<| /^-
Yen yang.

"
Lying on

the back." Some express it by 4
|j|.

{Ul Yen yang.

PUN, orTe.

Used erroneously for -zb^Pun,
and still more erroneously

Pun foo. "Ae. (E-wan-pe-lan.)

driver of a hearse." (Kang-he.)

A J" TEEN, or Chen.

X.C YD Teen tow. "To treat lightly, or with con-

tempt."

Chen, To see; to look at. ^ ~*7 %fr^T PEfl
/ A- "JXN P) "p

! ll_ I fTI
rp Kin che keaou chay, shin ke chen peih.

X~V I ~l~

"
Teachers, now-a-days, (merely) recite what they see in books,"

without understanding it themselves, or teaching it to their

pupils. (Le-king.)

Occurs in the sense of -/X Chen.

HO. BI S. C. R. H.

Which? who? what? how? Read Ho. To bear ; to carry.

TTTj /p] Joo ho, or reversed, Ho joo, "How? in what

manner?" lg Ho sze. " What affair."

J\ ^R. H J'nlae - "Who comes?" )L Ho choo.

" Which place." $$j\
Ho wflh. " Which thing."

" Cannot tell who."

Puhkhochekeshwuyho.

Fhwuy ho. " Who ! what!"

and JS.p(^p M8 kan joo ho. "Not dare any

how," arc the language of defiance ; as " Let him do as he

likes; he dares, not to do any thing."

Mow che tsze urh piih ching. kang yew ho mow. "
Having

planned thus far and not succeeded, what further plan is there f

^6-
*y^

Hokoo; Yin ho; Wei

ho, each expresses
" Wherefore ? why ? on what account ?"

The first expression denotes somewhat of surprise, as " What

occasion for!" 4fff Woo ho. $BL*$- Wooke
jt\\ I >!> 7X.

ho. " For no great length oftime." ^tffl.S^ Woo nae

ho : and fflT pi J2zS Woo k'ho nae ho, express that>m H
J sT* I

which is unavoidable, as "there is no resource ; nothing can be

done." ^mLx^v^f^qp 5fv Wo nae tih wo ho.
/iw S}~* | *J <ls\ |

"
It is nothing to me ; he can do nothing to me."

Ho peih. "What necessity?"
'j

v
>JEL

"^P jjy
Ho peih ting yaou joo tsze.

" What neces-

sity to insist on having it thus." ^ uH
lt[

Ho che joo tsre. " Why carry it to this extent." 77fJ

'.E. Joo ho she tih. " How will it answer !" or " what

method Will succeed ?''

t=i ^r^H/C- I ilL

piih yuS, joo che ho, joo che ho chay, woo mS joo che ho yay ;

e e.
" Confucius said, For him who will not (deliberate

and) say, What is to be done ? what is to be done? I do not

know what is to be done. It is all over !" (Lun-yu.)
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The name of a country in the west. A hat or cap is, in the

west, called 3H Tiih ho. -ftfS King ho.

Name of a female officer during the Dynasty Han.

Read, H6.
'jj?=?

Tan ho. " To sustain, to carry."

This is said to have been its original sense, but after being

borrowed to denote " Who," &c. its form was altered to A pT

Ho, denoting
" To bear,'' &c. Occur* in the sense of g

Ho, " To reprove."

PEIH.

\i/^-
FulK 'WTT/Tl^W ping yen

extended groups of horses filled the road."

Shw8-wan, in quoting a sentence of the She-king, uses this

character instead of Nw Peth, and also gives a sense just the

opposite of what it bears in the Classic. The passage refers to

jiving entertainments, and reads
PyT RS [ |- fSY /

|i&i

jhjMvJ& Ke *"? che> wei e Pe 'h Pe 'h '
"
Proceeding to a

itate of drunkenness and then stopping, is a disgrace to dig-

nity and propriety." Succeeding Dictionaries have followed

Shw8-wSn, and erroneously define Peih peth, by
"

Dignity and

propriety ;" instead of, by
"

Disgrace." (Kaug-he.)

TO. s. c.

To bear j to carry ; carried by beasts of burden. /fJT'
//

|

/

jk

>

^T^ '
* '

T8 to, The camel, now commonly written
|s2j. JJ&

V ^ *-

i_j
L^

t=s To pei.
" To carry on the back."

As a Noun, Humpbacked, like the camel.

Elegant; handsome. <^7~ ^D* Weiweitoto.

"
Elegant gait, and an easy genteel appearance." (She-king.)

Also read, B, in this hut tense, in which it ii Syn. with

^ E. ^^^ $ Wei e, wci r. denolei the

same as the preceding. 5^ To fa. " To adjust o,

dress the hair." Ocrurs in the sense
of/j-HJ T'ha, and of

"
To. Also read, Tu, To charge.or blame with.

che to e.
"
Disregard those who are in fault, and blame mf .

(She-king.) To rhyme, read Ta.

SHAY

A surname. The authority of this character is disputed.

Some suppose that it is erroneously written for the following.

. H.
'

I; me. An easy style of discourse. The name of a hill s of a

district ; also of a river. A surname. -^V* H Yu yui.

The fourth moon. 'f?r ^s^e
'
ru ' A wrtain water

'

' ^N |

plant. Pe yu.
" Ornaments for the hair." Oc-

* A

curs in the sense of /44 Yu.

fl^S.C.

Ease; rest; repose; retirement. To omit; to neglect A

name ; a surname. According to ShwO-wan, it denotes " the peo-

ple." One says, it means "Suddenly." They define it by -%"

"
Rcp<"e>Gans yih p"h iaou

ease, and exemption from labour or trouble.'' It is said to be

Syn. with the second character, Yih, in the last sentence.

Hy& ^fe ?f=p. 4& Keaou chay yin yih.
" Pride, estra-

*"J|P) *i3 t'"^" I'

vagaiice, aad voluptuousness."
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yu, K'how chc yu wei yay ; muh che yu shTh yay ; urh the yu

shing yay; pe che yu chow yay; sze che che yu gan yih yay;

sing yay; yew ming yen ; keun tsze piih wei sing yay.
"
Mang.

tsze said, The mouth delights in tastes ; the eye in colors ; the

ear in sounds; the nose in fragrance. AH the members of the

body delight in ease and indulgence; this is nature: but

there is also a decree (of heaven limiting tliese desires) and

the good man does not cry out '
It is natural,' and so give

himself up to unrestrained indulgence.'' (Mang-tsze.)

$k E y 'h urh piih yuen-
" Left to

domestic privacy (by his Prince) without feeling chagrined."

(Mang-tsze.) 'N^"?^
-

_/^ \ ^M Wc~'

yu yth yin yew yth fa. "
Only I (the Emperor) have neglected

to punish."' yV Yihjin.
" The one man ;" the man

who stands alone, denotes the Emperor.

It occurs that -4fc- Shih, is used in the sense of Yih. Also

read, Teg. oMl Teg t'hang.
" Slow ; easy ; careless."

Occurs in the sense of
-jjffc*

Teg, and of-V^ Te,
" One after,

or in place of another ;" and of /vn" Yih. "
Arranged in

ranks."

s. c. R. H.

To see indistinctly ; to examine ; to turn aside. Unreason-

able. A bright appearance; great. Forms part of the names

of places. A surname. The Founder of a religious Sect, by

Europeans, commonly called Fo, or Fog, now worshipped as a

god. In this last application of the word, it is said to denote

"
Awakening and enlightening mankind." A

fj
/(iSL -^~

Fang fuh j8 mung.
" Seen indistinctly as in a dream."

t-. i t I 1 I _ \ /

ii /i
'

F3 Keen neaou chay fuh ke
7V /R I -f^ >

show. " He who presents a bird, should turn aside its head,"

that it may not bite the person to whom it is presented. (Le-

Ke she che yay pei ; ke kew che yay fuh. " The in-

struction which is given being contrary to reason; the ques-

tions asked by the scholar, are also contrary to reason." (Pe-

king.) -^p- | \~
Fiih hoo ching.

"
Contrary to what

tjl-
is right;"

in which sense it is Syn. with <fj Full-

1^^
1 s"SS Fuh sang. The name of a plant. -"T*-

I V

Fuh show. "The hand of (the god) Fiih ;" i.e. the Chinese

Citron.frora its resemblance to a hand. A U Fiih to, or

KpfH^ K^T O me to Fiib. An epithet of the god

Fuh.
|fp'

San paou Fiih. "Three precious

Fiih." (See under the character San.)

Fuh keaou, or P^Fiihraun. "There-
I I J

ligion of Fuh." M^ Fiih fa. " Laws of Fuh," some-

times means the religion or doctrines of Fuh generally; at

other times, certain enigmatical sayings delivered by Fiih ;

also the powers or means of operating possessed by Fiib.

VT" -feL
I

t**** 1 1 >\

are unlimited."

Tne r wers f Fiih

y tclh kin laou Fuh kca

seang tsoo ho hing joo che. " Unable to drive back the enemy
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but for the assistance for which we have now troubled Fuh.

What happiness equal to ours !" 4FJ yP Heuii tsae

Fiih. " The present Fiih;" i.e. he who now presides over the

world.
5^j ^ Kwo k heu Fiih. " The past Fuh ;"

i. e. he whose rule is p*st. ira-
^j<^ Tseang lae

Fuh. " The Fiih who is to come."

A boy in a temple, was playfully asked by the Emperor,

Yung-ching, which god he should worship? The boy replied,

Heen tsae Fuh,

piih pae kwo k'heu Fiih.
" The god Fiih now present, does not

worship him whose reign is past." This saying, is remembered

and considered, as a ready piece of flattery, by which the

Emperor was complimented as being himself equal to a god.

TS& J\.
^"

influences those in whom there is some (secret) connecting

cause," arising from the character of the persons in a former

state of existence, &c.

The author of Ching-tsze-t'hung states, that the religion of

Fuh, entered China during the seventh year of the reign of

the Emperor qH Ming, of the Dynasty -/EEf Hau, about

A. D. 50. The Compilers of Kang-he's Dictionary deny this,

and say, that some of the \J*/ f j

Sha mun, or priests of

Fuh, came to China during the Dynasty
PP- Tsin.

ipl Che hwang, the first Emperor of that Dynasty, who

reigned about 250 years B. C. imprisoned those priests on

account of their being foreigners; but, it is said, a golden man

broke open the prison doors at night. In the time of

jjr
/-- Woo te, (B. C. 150 years) an image of Fiih was

obtained, and the
/JM * un seang,

"
Images of Fiih,"

VOL. I.

of the present day, are according to lh;it model. They allow,

however, that it wa during the reign of the Emperor HL1

.Mitig, (hit the religion of Fiih entered China more eftc-dually;

and that the occasion of it was, a dream of the Eiuprror'i, in

which he saw a golden man flying about the palace.

Confucius said, gtj ^* ~_ A^ "JE.^ **

fang che jin yew sh'tng chay. "There are Sages amongst the

the people of the west." This sentence has been erroneously

quoted, as bearing direct testimony to Fuh. (Kang-hc.)

Read Pelh, To assist. Also, Pcih ylh.
"

Strong,

robust appearance." A surname. To rhyme, read Fe.

/Or TSO.

To arise. From man and sudden. (Shwfi-wan.) To act;

to make; to do. To begin; to discover; to invent. To

arouse ; to stimulate. A surname. -p A^ 'Fp "!&

^^^@ Shingjm tso, wan wiih too.
" When Sages arie,

all nature looks on them with advantage." (Yih-king.)

Chin tsC. " To excite ; to stimulate." /?^>-

Fa tsB.
" To sprout out again; to commence ; to et

in motion again; to relapse, after apparent recovery from

sickness." nin.
" To arouse or

stimulate a people to a complete renovation of their conduct."

che lc J Bh c|ie ^'"

che wei Shing.
" Those who understand the nature or prin-

ciples of propriety and harmony, are able to discover or frame

the rules; those who frime them, arc called Shing-jin.

Dd
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fun ; puh tsO fei wei. " Do not desire what is improper for

your station; do not do that which is improper to be done."

T=V. TsS wei,
" Actions ; conduct."

^=
5 E.

/7 Wei fe tsS tae. "Perpetrating every species of

crime." "^T Ta US. " Great actions; to act vigo-

rously." -/T ^tT ^^ Ta yew tsS wei. " One

who has performed great actions, and has excellent .conduct."

_ i tj
|\ Hea ts3.

"
Low, immoral conduct." Tp"

/ fSl ^ft ^ne ^ *s8 ^ea -
"

I* a maker, or inventor ;"
IIHJ I ~>T^

denotes one who is particularly skilled in any one department.

Chow kung tsS che nan

chay.
"
Chow-kung invented the compass." He was

brother to the Emperor jCT* Woo, and lived about 1 100 years

B. C. 4j-|| Chwang tsfl, and -^tll Che tsB, ex-* j i m j i

press
" To make first ; to invent."

A/ Tso wan. " To write ; to compose."

T_ -^^
TsS kung foo. " To work ; to labour."

^JH Tso sze. " To transact business." /*K Tso

ts3.
"

Sitting, rising." ^J2L Tseang ts. " A cer-

tain official situation."
-jy

~T .

^/fr
Foo ts5 tsze

shuh. " The father commenced, and the son continued."

Occurs in the sense of rV| I SeS, "To scrape off;" and of

3 Tseu, "To vilify." Also read, Tso; and to rhyme,

read Tioo and Tseth.

MOW, or Kow.

Extremely short and ugly. Used also in the sense of

Keu. Which see.

. H.S. C.

Derived from A-S Sin,
"
Truth," abbreviated, and

\ M
Neu, "A woman;" because the belief of women is easily ob-

tained by artful and specious language. (Shw8-wan.) Ta-

lents ; insinuating address. Smart in reply ; ready in verbal

disputation. Artful in language; flattering. * ._L
|

f-pf yf^^ ^Fffc
K Uze ch 'ng puh tsae>

yug puh ning.
"
Formerly to say one had no talents, was

expressed by Puh ning." ^|j p ~/T Q Le

k'how tsae yu ning.
"
Being expert in the mouth talent

is called Ning," i. e. talkative; ready in reply, retort or debate.

yay, jin urh puh ning. "One said, as to Yung, he is a good

man, but not ready and smart in reply."

ning, yu jin e k'how keih, luy tsang yu jin, pub che k'he jin,

yen yung uing.
" Confucius said, What occasion for smartness

ia reply ; to oppose people in conversation, often causes re-

sentments among men; whether (Yung) be a good man or

not, I do not know; but loquacity is not necessary to his being

so." (Lun-yu.)

peen she twan yu tsae.
" From slowness of speech, it does not

follow of course, that there is a defect of talent." (Lun-yu.)

Foo tsze puh ch'hih k'he fe, urh tih woo k'ke ning.

Confucius did not expose his erroneous reasoning, but only
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hated his loquacity." (Lun-yu-choo.) nf-3

ning.
"
Cringing, specious flattery." *v(~f~"

Keen

ning.
"
Crafty ; specious ; malicious adulation."

X^C TUNG. A surname ; a man's name.

~T pl.Scrib.pjl Kang. SeeRad. Tj Taou

Ol.Scrib. W Kea. SeeRad. 3 Teen.

' Scrib- Fah " See above>

Ajfc

OI. Scrib.^ She. See Rad.^f Fang.

Charactersformed by Six Strokes.

Same as /
fc Paou. See below.

S. C. LH.

Things attached to a girdle. As a Verb, to attach to the

girdle. To gird about one; to have always with one.

Metaphorically, To remember. A great river receiving and

carrying along the smaller streams in its winding course.

~T" /Fr? -f?<(4- I

rr Ann Yuh pei, and -j^EE Tsai pei, denote gems
I I/TV fyP I

variously strung together, and attached to the girdle. ~^T~

til ^ T'hiien tsze pei pfh yuh.
" The Emperor

hangs to his girdle white gems."

pelh yew pei yuh, wei sang fow. "
Every girdle must have

gems attached, except when mourning."
-I- I

~f\'

m
Nung foo pei lae SZP ; kung twang pei foo ; foo jin pei chin

leu.
" The husbandman attaches to himtelf the (instrument*

of husbandry) Lae and szc; the mechanic attache* to himvlf

the hatchet; and the female, her needle and thread."

Jr
I /'] 5t dt 1 J]

Wan izc p

woo sze pei taou. " Civil officer! gird on the double edged

sword; military officers the single edged sword.''

jpV -4r $2- Kan pei U lib.
" Remember grate-

fully (your) great goodness." Jp y A N C- Kan
/*u^\ |

'
i >ljj^

pei piih wang ; and
pj (y j^ "~i- Pc' '"^ C^e ^e '

express" Grateful and everlasting remerabranoe."

^m /^ V^V Tae pei chung k'he. " Carries with

it all the streams." This character is commonly written

Pci : some Critics say erroneously ; others say, it ought

to be written so, when used as a Noun.

From Jin, "A man," Kf Fan,
"
All," and |TJ Kin, ,\

napkin.'' The napkin is indispensable, and is for ornament.

(ShwS-wan.) The Chinese of the present day, commonly

attach to their girdle, a napkin, or handkerchief, for she*

only ; a purse, a fan ; a large stone ring, occasionally worn on

the thumb; and a case containing a knife wilh a pair of ivory

sticks, used in lifting food to the mouth.

SUH.

Ira I

Chiih uh. "
Unextendcd, not stretched out."

Some consider it an erroneous form of the preceding, but thU

Kang-he denies.
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HWUY.

fm Pae hwuy.
" A state of indetermination ; irre-

solution." To hover about, as a bird in going and coining.

A~\ //f- AJA Pae hwuy wang lae.
"
Going backwards

and forwards in a state of indetermination ;" more commonly

written^ M[0|
Pae hwuy.

j

Hwuy hwuy.

' A stupid dull state of mind."

/P5
"I rf*
I M-

X VV_
PP

The character
rj*J Hwan, is by some written

Hwan, which by abbreviation, is written
/jrp

Hwan.

HO. A surname.

LEAOU.

I Leaou leaou. "
Large, great appearance."

4&^

\wi

HEANG.

Yung heang.
" Unsubmissive, unsubdued."

SHOW -

The name of a district in Ilo-nan. The accuracy of this cha-

racter is doubted. It is supposed that it ought to be/l[/7" Yew.

A^^ KO, or K'ho. To take.

IP

YANG. / R. H.

False; unreal; prrlended. To feign.
A^f? ^c5

H Yang wei piih che. " Affected not to know."

Yang kwang pe she.
"
Feigned madness to

v/_ r^ _ / 1 -*[/
avoid the world." -3- TE_, T xfch ShenweichStM /^J P F I 'W
yang chny. "Skilled in making a feint."

rr \~1 -3->rr

I'^.j Yang
and

pit. Tseang, occur in this sense in some

Historical Works. I/3 A^> ^/k P?J1 ^P '^m'j^

KS Nuy puhjen, urh wae shih wei, yug yang. "A

f..lse external gloss, contrary to what is really within, is called

Yang." A^jr
E yang.

" A chiW's basket."

P1H.J

A hundred men, or the leader of a hundred men; like

Ts'heen,
" A thousand men." These two characters occur,

as denoting a thousand, or a hundred pieces of copper coin.

It occurs also, in the sense of Kpj Mih, which, with K-p

Ts'heen, is applied to the four quarters of the empire. The

first character, viz. Pih, denoting the East and the West;

Ts'heen, denoting the North and South. Others affirm, that

the reverse of this is correct, that Ts'heen, denotes the East

and West ; and Pih, the North and South. (Kang-he.)

CX- Ol. Scrib.

HWUY.

- A law; a rule -

Ary A L. Pe hwuy.
" An ugly appearance.'

MING.

Very dru:,k. In which sense, it is Syn. with Ming.

Also, written -n_fl Ming. Occurs in the sense of ^xS* Ming,

A certain kind of Tea.
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^V4r KEA . C. R. H.

Good; excellent. (Shwu-wan.) Beautiful.

Keajin. "A beautiful woman." h I
-

Tsae tsze kea jin.
" A genius and a beauty."

Kea pelh.
" Good hand writing.

" Fine style of writing."

Kea tsS.

Kea chang.

piece of fine writing." J&|[
Pokea. " Rather good."

A^ M Puli keen kea. " See no excellence."

-M- Kea king.
" A fine landscape." rq

Kea yin.

/T< I 1-1

" Good news" by letter.

ff i %M \ ^^uykeaurhshwokea

hwa. " To a fine boy speak in a fine style ;" i. e. ~TC _ H

A^il =l she k'he jin keang k'he hwa. " Suit

PTT ^ ^ OH

your language and reasoning to the person addressed." Without

thus distinguishing, they say, a man may sometimes be guilty

of the egregious folly of ^T-^fc. 5jg>[^j Tuy new tan

kin.
"
Tuning his harp to a cow."

To rhyme, read Ke and Ko.

Ol. Scrib. Siih. See Rad. Seth.

YIH.$
A slow and interrupted state of the pulse. ffljf '{/TH

Kae

yib. They feel the pulse with three fingers laid upon the

wrist at the same time ; that part nearest the patients hand,

and pressed by the third finger of the operator, is called -H"

Glfij'
Tsun mih ; the next part felt by the middle finger, is

called BM Sfi Kwan mih ; and the part highest up the

Wrl s" *

VOL. I.

arm, felt by the forefinger, ii called
flj^.

chlh mih ;

when the Chin mih i* slow and interrupted, the aborr phntr

is used. A certain diieaie. 4^/fcK rfff f^F "r"ffl^ -^ ITIJ/XPS
j( -^^ Shen hlh urh sow, wei che Shlh-ylh.

" A

good appetite with a thin emaciated habit, ii called Shib-yih.

NE, or Urh.

Second, or next to ; an assistant. In this ene, A&t ffi*

Urh t'hize, are Syn. with .g| I ff\ Foo urh. The name of
(U J ^.v

a place. Also read, Tae, A surname.

PING. Same as Ping. See 8 sir.

KE1II. S. C R. II.

Strong; robust appearance. Regular; right 'sl

w Sze mow kv

keih, ke keTh ts'heay heen,
'' Four stallion* both strong arc

well trained.'' (She-king.)

HANG.

4u< I I I HSng shan, The name of a District that pro

duccs medicinal plants, in the Province of Hoo

kwang. This character occurs in the sense of
/f^- Hiu. An

adverb, forming the Superlative degree.

KWUH. S. C. R II.

To unite all the parts; to take the whole number; to in-

elude the whole.
/yn* Kwiih kwuh, "Appearance ol

strength." Also read, Kiih and Hwiih.

E e
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KUNG

Small confined place. To itoop ; to bend servilely. Al.

Scrib.

/
Tj7
7 KWEI. R. H.

To involve deeply ; to accord with ; to rely on ; distorted.

Resembling ; seemingly desirous. A man's name.

Chin kwei e. Ale kwei. " A pillar."

provoking expression, implying a want of government through-

out the Empire.

SE. Little, mean.

TSUEN.

iih tsuen, The name of one of the
/| |

^ TEAOU. \m s. c.

Appearance of walking alone. Slender ; weak ; unable to

bear the fatigue of travelling. To steal ; to assume ; levity of

deportment. Also, read Teaou, in the same sense. Read

Yaou, Slow; servile. In some parts, used to express To hang

above the table. ^^J^^ fi
Teaou

t'hten e wei ke leib.
" To assume what heaven has effected,

as the result of one's own efforts." TV Teaou jin,

The name of a country.

/<* KEAOU.
'f%'

R - H -

Good; excellent; beautiful. A surname. To blend. (Shwii-

wan.)

keaou he, keaou jin leaou he. " When the pale moon goes

forth, how fine the appearance of a beautiful woman !" (She-

king.) In this quotation, some write the word ~U*
>

Keaou.

In some parts of the country, J^l 'v'Y'
~^ S

Fan haou wei che keaou. " Whatever is good is called Keaou."

Hing te keaou haou. " A good figure."

-t/ *-
-~7> ^=-" Shang she che jin t'hung ch'hang, keaou haou, keen
/L-1 Prf'

keang, laou show. " The men of the higher ages were erect,

tall, handsome and good looking; strong, robust, and long-

lived."

Occurs in the sense of -fl Keen, and of Keaou.

T'HSZE.
1)^

S.C.

Dexterous ; agile ; adjusted ; ready ; prepared. To assist ; for ;

instead of; to the end that. /pyT TjR T'hsze fe, in ancient
\s ^-/\\i

times, "An expert swordsman, or archer." In the time of Han,

adopted as the name of a military office. Fe, denotes
" To fly,"

implying that he is light and nimble, as if flying. (E-wan-pe-lan.)

ATT np, iCH A~\ / ,
Jin woo heung

/,^ / \_, _^J VJ) '1 I i7TJ7

te, hoo puh t'hsze yen.
" A man without brothers, why not

assist him?" Hf] -g?j ^^ T'hsze tsoo pin fa.

" To assist the poor and destitute."

Used in common with >^ T'hsze,
and/j/T

T'hsze. (Kang-he.)

A kind of band of musicians arranged in squares, used when

sacrificing in the temple of ancestors. In ancient times, each
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group consisted of eight persons, the Emperor chose /.V

A^~ P& y?h, or sixty four. The highest officers of the state

were allowed six groups, inferior officers four, and the literati

two. /T~ Ylh sang, One of those performers.

Man, was added to the character in later times. The ori-

ginal parts are, Eight and Flesh, referring to the Eight persons,

and the Flesh of the sacrifices.

SHE, or S'ze +
1)1(8.0. ^R.H.

From Man and Business. To send a man to manage affairs.

(Luh-shoo.) To order; to send; to cause; to succeed, or an-

swer the purpose ; to use, or employ. Read She, To be sent;

to be employed on public service. A messenger.
X
|P

A-=F-
She jin k'heu. " Send a man." jf^f Che

*"* i R I

she. " To point out,'' or direct " what others are to do."

'

J\ \ />-* AV([ &* V^~ Piih yaou she t'ha fun noo.
J -5*\ I lUll l^jN ;li,\

" Do not make him angry." xfx P J ^ffl iiB $
I *r\ ' i > ^ J

'

^7J

/ fTTl

'

/ X-^ Yn- yO* Puh e se sze laou che,X . IIIJ x. I'j (AC^tf^

urh she che tih sung yung.
" Do not annoy him with trifling

affairs, that he may obtain time to do things with comfortable

leisure."
~ti~$~ J\ '$*' Ply]

Haou sne Jm yew

mun. "
Enough to make one very sorry."

-^/B. She tih.
" Will it answer ?" or affirmatively,

"It will answer." \^ T^^ /T^ ''frf"
^'lay JanS sne

piih tih.
" It will not answer in this way." -Jj|

-W

%^T- Chay yay she fib. " This also will do."

4- She yuh, "A servant;" also
pj?|.

HM A^ She

hwan tcih jin.
" A mail sent, or called ;" i. e. a servant.

She yung.
" To employ, or use, that which

is iHcd.expeiwe." She yung telh. "On.

"*"- i~

employed" in a family, a domeitir. </,

Heu to she yung.
" A great deal of expenie."

Piih foo she yung.
" Not enough for (necemrjr)

-Tr~
s ^-

yung.
" Not money enough to use.''

Shc fe ta.
" Great expense."

^^rfnf^^B 1

Tscang raing urh

wang chay yug She. " He who receives an order, and goet

about it, is called Shc."
/\^

Shc jin.
" A m*eiiger."

tj*
She kwan, or B She chin. " An envoy,

\ ^ | (

or ambassador." TV She jin, or
-jEf- &\]

I

* ^ s-3 I H J

f\ Chae she teih jin.
" A person sent, or dispatched on any

business." Ylh ko lae the. " A mes-

senger whocomes." K heu she. " One whogoct."

I

" c > ew Hn mo c"ae fne<
. f
/fa -.- - "

" On what duty are you commissioned .'"

pi /3fJ

^l^JS.I'i f ^ Kwan shuh chuns s

tsiih jin she ling.
" Inferior officers attached (to a superior)

in abundance, sufficient to undertake (his various) commissions
"

t'he'en te che she yay.
"

Sages are the messengers of heaven

and earth.'' An Imperial messenger is called, rather presump-

tuously, -A-- T'heen she,
" The messenger of heaven

To act, or operate.

I AWfi
. U I ~~h T'hi-en e she ihe : te e twe she ;

/V <^ /V |

jin e tih she; kwei shin e Ueang she; km show e leflh <he.
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" Heaven operates by the seasons ; earth by the vegetable king-

dom; man by virtue; spirits by prodigies; and brutes operate

by force."

HING.

Body; figure; figure completely formed. Perfect; fixed.

Applied to punishments enacted by law, which should be em-

bodied with the utmost care, and when completed, Temain

unalterably fixed. Used to illustrate the word
nfl~||

Hmg,

"Punishments." (Le-king.) Same as-rrXHing; the middle

part ought to be written -^P Keen,
"
Even," and the cha-

racter placed under eight strokes. (Kang-he.)

SIN.

Trying to be foremost in walking; a multitude; a group,

said of horses or other animals. A surname. Used in com-

ppil_
mon with .ft'f Sin.

X fC- Original form of/'f-Cha, Ayounggirl.

TS, is used in the same sense,

K'HAN, or K'han.
"|](f(S.

C.

From A n Sin, "Truth,
'' and ^^ Chuen,

" A Stream flow-

ing always in the same channel." (ShwO-wan.) Faithful; plains

unceremonious language, said to have been the language of

Confucius when at Court. (Lun-yu.) Xm r/rj g"^>

K'han k'han urh tan.
"

Plain, homely, sincere, conversation.

X^ rfp Same as the preceding.

is.
CHiH.

Firm; unbending. Foolish. Name of an animal. A "T*

A-r Chili yth. "Not advancing." Sometimes erroneously

used

KAE, orHae.

Unusual ; uncommon. The same is expressed by

Ke kae, and Kae sze. Syn. with

Kae, kae, kae, all of which imply something cf

relation or connexion.

^R LAE S. C. R. H.

A certain kind of auspicious wheat : the Seal Character

represents a sheaf bound up; it comes by the special blessing

of heaven ; hence the Character is borrowed to denote To

come ; to effect ; to bring to the point wished. Also, a surname.

Wang lae,
"
Going and coming.'' jFu FT?

Wo yu t'ha we yew wang lae.

" I have no intercourse with him ; am not intimate with him."

R j~* p-rj
Tsze k'heu tsze lae.

"
Going and coming

of its self, or of one's self." Ffl 45?
J-j

Tsze
I I /& / J

yuen fang lae. "To come from a distant part.

t& Ne ke she lae. " When did you come."

3|lT'hawetsanglaetaou. 'Hehas

not yet arrived." p31 Lae ya.
" Come here!" used

by the Chinese, when calling a servant.
/|fj

T'ha lae leaou. "He has come."
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wang lae, wang urh puh lae, fe le yay, lae urh piih wang, ylh fc

leyay. "Politeness demands reciprocal visits, for one logo

and the other not to come, is rude; when the other comes and

I do not go, it is also rude." (Le-king.)

Tn^ /
f&X' "KT^

T ha tso nh Iae '
" He can do it! llc

can succeed." 'ImT >T Tso puh Iae, or 5j&: A ^

Pan puh lae. " Cannot do it ; cannot succeed."
I PTT
7- (A^ Keang puh Iae.

" Cannot express it ; or unable to

persuade to."

It is sometimes used in conversation at the end of a sen-

tence as a mere expletive. p2 f' Xlt Tww- *Tp
*
E?-

Tsze ke wang Ling-kwan fang le Iae. " He himtelf

rfi

Ne wang na le lae.
" Where are you going?"

|
Yw Iae leaou.

"
Again come ;" a cant phrase,

like
" You are thereabouts, are yon ?" used when a person

iaakes a broad allusion to some subject which is wished to

be avoided.

Mjfr Lae leih. " The origin and successive progress

p-j
I i t

i

of a thing." "fCT i^iL
1

Yffi*
t%% She shin mo lae

S*^~ I )/>i I /_i_t_

leih. " How did it come about."
J^F

Yuen lae, or

Iffl
Lae yew.

" The original cause." Jt3
I ^ J/i \ I

T7n \ry Yuen lae joo tsze. "Originally thus; the matter

stands thus, does it .'" B
|=j

Lae t'how.
" That from

which a thing proceeds." J~5f '"'iP
Muh lae t'how.

" No source from which to spring." r- Lae

tlh keih, or /S; ^-
Lac tih kin. "

Urgent, pressing."

4i "TT"'
J/

v
/ Tsung koo e lae.

" From ancient

VOL. i. f f

times and onward to the preient." X/C /-./ S\
1AL. | lS*.'r\

Tsiing lae rauh yew. "Has never brrn."
jpl

Heang lac.
" Heretofore." Tieaog Ue, or

1& How lac. "Hereafter." /^ ]/f
Kin

e lac. " From this time henceforward." A L*

jin. "A messenger." I Yih lae. "One con

Urh lae.
" Second come," &c. cxpreti in order

the objects aimed at in any particular course of action.

>-*r\ Lae sun. The grandson of a grandson.

Read Lae. To induce to come, $V^ /"/? ^/ Laou

che lae che. " Commend their labours and induce them to

come, or to turn to." (MSng-tsre.) To rhyme red Le and

Leih. /&* Tang lae, In the language of the peo-
1 1 - I

r .

pie of 7^- ^se> denoted To try to obtain.

E. Order, class, or species. To cover a corpto.

CHE. . C. R. II.

Large; tending to expand; extended; profuse; prodigal.

To screen or shelter the ribs. (ShwO-win.) slj^A ?y Chay

che. "
Extravagant, prodigal." M] ~A=\ yj^^^*-' ^

( J I A tj

Tr:/^ 'H^'TST A^I Yar yewkcth chay che chwang fhe meen
'\P~ Riz. HH M J

telh.
" There are also those who are extremely prodigal, and

affect respectability." ~p^ J ^"A^ K HwO che

yu fe yung.
"
Perhaps extravagant in expenditure." tT-7'

/' Liih puh ke che. " In the emoluments of

X|NyVJ 1

office not expecting that they should ke large.'' t[5s
//Dk

i /^ Chay he che he, denotes the apparent cxpandir.::.

or the scintillation of the stars.
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Abo written Che. i Sin che '

t'he tae. " The heart expanded, and the body at case." Also

read E and Chay.

WANG. Same as 7T3: Wang, Weak, distorted.

Ostentatious; a set speech. (ShwB-wan.)

. Keaou yin, king kwa. <l Luxurious and dissipated;

self indulgent and ostentatious." Syn. with xx. Kwa. Also

read O, Crying out from pain.

KWANG.

Large.
/|

, X Kwang fan puh

keih hoo shih. " A great feast is not equal to a simple meal."

A small appearance. (ShwS-wan.)

LE. j^S.C. ^R.H.

To compare together; to adjust; to class; to arrange; to

generalize. Laws ; regulations. J^K^ll
Pe le-

" To

compose, to adjust." KT Fan le.
" General rules ;"

in which %?d\ JM y I FS fan e yen le.
"
Every

topic is produced and adjusted by words." Chinese books

have commonly a few particulars called Fan-le, in which

the reader is apprized of the objects of the book, and rules

given how to read it with advantage.

Kaele. "To make a new regulation, or law."

Chaou le:

7

nage agreeably to itanding regulations."

act

Leuh

le. "Laws" in general. The word Lciih, denotes the ori-

ginal standard laws of the Empire ; the word Le, denotes ex-

planatory and emendatory clauses, or by-laws.

;=** I

7 ffi Wei le.
" To oppose the laws ; contrary to law."

"A^ jSfl xF T'heen chaou ting le.
" The fixed

regulations of the Celestial Empire," viz. China.

tsang; yewle puh k'ho keen. " Where no regulation exists,

none should be added ; where a regulation does exist, it should

not be taken away ;" a saying brought forward to combat any

innovation, particularly in public courts.

7\\ 4J-& A>7 Chay keen sze yung yuen wei le.
" Let

this be a perpetual observance ; an everlasting regulation."

Also read, Leg, To shade, to screen.

(Kang-he.) Ancient form of
j^

Yin. See Rad. rk Yu.

R. H.S. C.

(E-wSn-pe-lan.)

^F SH/E

To receive, as the orders of a superior. (ShwB-wSn.) To

be near to; to be at the side of; to follow; to wait upon,

fffc ^t-iTHp"l/ Shwuy snow she leih. "To stand by

with the hands hanging close to the side;" the posture of re-

I

4t $? I5m f^* *i she keaag
PTT -J

he8 sze. "Literati about the person of the Emperor; tutors

of the princes." -'S She tub, is used in a similar

sense. HIT She lang. A certain office about the

court. /!^\ She wei. The imperial body guard.
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<.lf
\

Chang she. A denomination of ten Eunuchs, who

assumed the government during the Dynasty VgEf Han.

-tt^ ~7j- /Q She fung tso yew.
" To attend on

superiors." /f-ffj F
//tcN Tp _^}^ nT| >^

"*j]

Cp
'

=e/ '"pf*
T'ha e tsang pa kea chung

che sze, foo yu she urh chang kwan. " He had already taken

all the affairs of the family, and delivered them over to the care

of the attendants."

tso yu seen sang, seu sai.g wan yen, chung tslh tuy ; ts'hing

nelh.tsih k'he ; ts'hing yih,tsih k'he. "Sitting by the side of a

tutor, if the tutor ask any thing, wait till he has ended, and

then reply; if requesting information from him, stand up;

requesting further information, again stand up."

She k'he. A double surname. Occurs in the sense of

Advice.

NA. Loose flabby skin.

ME.

To love ; to soothe ; to encourage ; to tranquillize. Al. Scrib.

"

Me, and l|7fC Me.

CHOO.

joo.
" A short small person; a pigmy."

Also the small pillars above the rafters of a house; in which

sense it is commonly, but erroneously written
'fj/KTffti

^no

now.
<4fT~ Ling choo. Name of an arcient musician.

by music."

HEIH. Still, quiet, silent.

In the same sense, also read He.

YEW.

To assist
; to accompany ; to do the honors of the table ; to

entreat to eat and drink. /TiE? >'FJ^- Yew ihih. "To

attend upon guests who are honored." FT l*

X^ r^k ^jj^ Fan yew hih, puh tin shlh. " All who do

the honors of the table, should not (themselves) eat to excel*."

E y8 yew shlh.
" To help the repait

Vffi Koeyewtsew. "Singing

to assist the wine."
j|jj|J

rt 3x5 Chow tsoo yew

paou.
" The host and guest exchanging cups when drinking ;

to give mutually, to give and to recompense."

Yew che. A certain vessel for wine, used in ancient times.

Al. Scrib. TOW Yew. Syn. with -nlq Yew, A companion
F*M s^n

Occurs in the sense of Respite, indulgence granted.

CAN.

A clear sky ; evening repose. (Kang-he and Ching-Uze-

t'hung.) Rest; a feast; an entertainment. (E-wan-pe-lan and

Tsze-hwuy.)

LEUH

/ij- ffiPL Leuh kwci. " A large appearance."

MOW. Ifes. C. \'& R.H.
HT~ '

i

Equal to; of the same rank or clasi; even. si TJ
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i

_
Tsae lelh tse yu? mow. " Talents and

strength equal, is called Mow." (Luh-shoo.) Fjtj /Ppfc

~7y\* yC "fenl Wan keih che gan, mow

yu t'heen It.
" The boundless kindneis (of parents) is equal to

that of the heavens and the earth." fflpf ~/J/N y\ Tffl^*
J 'V \ ' 1 1 I J

/T'
v' fr' Ke yu jin urh mow yu t'heen.

"
Single

amongst men, and equal to heaven."

King pub. seang mow. "Totally different; quite unequal."

Jp3 Mow muh. "
Strong, violent," in the dialect

of the north. Used for -gfe Mow, and WW- Mow, Names
.y^"^ ^*"i I

of a certain insect that feeds on grain. To rhyme read. Poo.

URH. Numerous appearance.

From f\ Tseih, To collect, and
f||J

Tsih, To record

OH a roll. To arrange in order. To think. (Shwu-wan.)

. Kwan lun, The figure of the heavens ; any thing

spherical. The name of a famous hill, the parent of all other

JsL-ir
Le lun. The name of a god.

hills; in this sense it is also written EJ xfcS Kwan lun.

LUY. Of the second rank or class.

T'HUNG. S.C. {C3R.H.

Ignorant; rude; a person possesiing no ability ; plain ; sin-

cere. Useless. JHt4jp -j-H
Woo che yay. "Without

knowledge." A Jin "

ching k'he yuS t'hung.
" A man who is good for nothing is

called T'hung :" a term by which My
J- Ching-wang, de-

^
signaled himself. He was the son of TEt"

~
\~ Woo-wang,

and is said to have lived about 1 1 00 years B. C.

Tsae how che t'hung, king ya

t'heen wei, tsze show Wan Wootaheun, woo kanhwan yu. "I,

a person of no talent, who have succeeded (the famous Wan-

wang and Woo-wang), with veneration receive and hold, what

the majesty of heaven has conferred ; that is, (in other words)

the instructions of Wan and Woo, which I would not presume

blindly to transgress." (Shoo-king with the Commentary.)

AY^ Kung t'hung, A boy, a lad ; in which sense, for-

merly written '/ [pi Kungfhung. Also read, T'hung.
.- ! I 4

Lung t'hung.
"
Straight forward, large, great.'*

CH'A

^ Cha te,
"

Irresolute, undetermined, boastful"

CH1H. Alarmed, timorous, afraid.

- Used {OT B Seun - Tae -

To bury one or more living persons with the dead ; said te

have been an ancient custom. At one time, a wooden image

was used instead of a human being.

Used for J^m Seun "
Extending to every place." Also for

Seun,
"
Hastily, swiftly."

KUNG. R S. C. ft R. H.

To place; to arrange; to offer to ; to supply with ; to give;
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to declare ; to give in evidence. A surname.

fyt -jTj Kung yang foo moo. " To serve, or supply respect-

Sully one's parents." / ^'
/

g> ^ij*.
Yin sh 'nkung

fcr *. ^"^V I

fang.
" To offer meat and drink to one's parents, or to

the gods." JlflJO]^ J$l
KU"S hee" *hin wUh '

"
Respectfully to supply, and offer oblations to the gods."

^O- Kung keih. " To give to, or to supply with."

mp '"TiTjKung ying yth tse. "To supply all

necessary wants."

J5L I ^2l/tj jenkinurh Piihkge '

tsih shih foo che leih puh tsu'h kung yih foo che yung.
" But

if diligent without economy, then the efforts of ten men are

not enough to supply the consumption of one." I M

I I

| yljj^ ^/^ j^j
E kung shan chae che yung.

" To supply the camp on the hill."

K'how kung.
"
Evidence, deposition, declar-

ation of a witness, or the confession of a criminal." PrT

-rrr 'el'' So kung she shih. " That which is declared,

it the real truth." Jgt Kung chih. " To fulfil the

duties of a situation." Also used for I i Kung.

CHOW.

Yew yunS Pe y T -
"
Having some-

thing intercepting and covering from the view.'' (ShwS-wan.)

False, slanderous stories, to obstruct the intercourse of lovers :

=-ip 'wj- ^ -^- Shwuy chow yu mei. " Who keeps

tway her whom I admire!" (She-king.)

chang, same as -
rj^ K-fc Chow chang, False.

VOL. I.

Chow

yTZT E. S. C. R. H.

To rely on; to trust to; to accede to; to conform to; n,

according to. A surname. A space between the door and

window. /.fgr A^FC Ping e.
" To lean upon." jfl

| /j^
Wo e c, or

jffl~
Jnjr-

Woo to e.
"
Notbinj

on which to depend." T;K-
T^j] Yang lew

e.
" The willows in abundance mutually reclining."

^ E cho. " To lean against" A
/j% \3j

E

jin tsS hwiih. " To depend on other people for a livelihood."

A\. ^^ E e piih shay. "To cling to; unable

to part from (a friend.)" X ^ 3*j;
TS ~7 -Q

Piih shing chen e che che. " The highest possible degree of

reliance on, or regard to a person."

E kew. "As of old; as formerly; ai before.'

E taou. "
According to reason, reasonable."

Foo e. A kind of painted wooden screen in the

Imperial apartments.

E, also denotes the wrapping of a bow. Comparison,

<|>j|[ ^ j|^similitude, imagery,

"g^p Puh hcii po e, puh n2ng gan she. " Those who havr

not learned similitudes thoroughly, cannot be at home in

poetry." (Le-king.) To rhyme, read Nae.

NAOU. A surname. Al. Scrib.f^

YUNG.

/fflt A Yung jin. Human beings with throe horni, aid

to be situated in the West.
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To equalize, to tranquillize.

joo ke kin. " He who wishes to make tranquil a remote

place, should first make obedient and tranquil that which is

near."

01. Scrib,^Yu,

iW] -VV Tsow TU> Name of an animal, like a white tiger

with black streaks, it is called The keeper of the passes

amongst the mountains, which passes are said to be represented

by the character.

An erroneous form of /& Cl\oo.

See above, under five strokes.

01.
Scrib./j-raj Pe, To prepare. See under 10 sir.

Sameas isi Tsecn. SeeRad. [lll-h Tsacu

Ol. Scrib. /% Che. See above.

Ol. Scrib. & Keen, See under ISstr.

E. Humble deportment.

l Scrib.
-)^Kwang.

Sec Rad. II Jin, under four stroke:.

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes.

WOO. f]^ S. C. -^ R. H.

To injure. (Shwo-w&n.) To treat negligently ; to behave

contemptuously; to despise; to. ridicule; to turn what is good

into ridicule; to burlesque. //HS.
/J^C /Y\ ^S I"S'

Tih shing piih hea woo. " The eminently virtuous do not be-

have with contemptuous levity." y^C / V f>
*

E

yj^ 4j[4 /V /? Foo jin pelh tsze woo, jen

how.jin woo che. " A man must .have first lowered .himself,

or acted ridiculously, ere other people despise and ridicule him."

(MSng-tsze.) A^ pj ^A ^S^^_ Pub k'ho

woo yu kwan kwa. "
Contempt should not be shewn to the

widower or widow." (Heaou-king.)

-Q.&'/V v^ ~~^ Kung-tsze yuC, Kcun tsze yew

san -wei, wei t'hcen ming, wei lajin, wci shing jin che yen.

Seaou jin, piih. che t'heen ming urh piih wei yay, hea ta jin,

woo shing jin che yen.
" Confucius said, The virtuous man

has three objects of awe : he stands in awe of those riglH prin-

ciples instilled by heaven; he stands in awe of great and good

men; and he stands in awe of the say ings .of the Sages. The

bad roan is ignorant of celestial principles^ he pours con-

tempt on great and good men, and turns into ridicule the say-

ings of the Sages." JBI^ff^ |
-|SL^

1IPJ ir ^rP Woo.k'he cbung na woo ; woo che kwo.tsC fe.
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" Do not shew familiar regard (to dependant*) and bring; upon

yourself their contempt ; do not be ashamed to acknowledge a

mistake, and commit an intentional and positive wrong.'
1

(Shoo-king.)

man urh wei sun Jang the fung.
"
By contempt and insolence,

oppose humble and yielding manners."
^pjS

^u wo -

" A bold enterprising officer." (She-king.)

In the States ^?K Ts in> and
^LE-

Tsin, it was used as a

term of abuse addressed to male and female slaves. Occurs

written fcjL Woo, and
-fl-fij;

Woo.

SHIN. Thenameof a deity ; pregnant; a surname.

LAOU.

Large. ^H^ /jit.
Keaou laou. "

Coarse, large." (Kang-

he.) Other Dictionaries use
jj^s. Keaou for the first cha-

racter.

HOW.* f^ S. C. fa R. H.
ITT '7S

Representing a cloth extended, and an arrow hanging from

it. (Sliwu-wan.) A target. Of the form of the target, there

jverc many varieties, differing according to the rank of persons

who shot against it. Promotion was obtained by good archery,

hence %" \S. Choo how, became an epithet of the Chiefs,

or Princes of States, Vipcroi: s, and Noblemen. There are five

degrees of Nobility, viz.

how, plh, tsze, nan; hence,

rank of nobility. ^^ ^:

/|l ^-, .Qj
Kung,

How tsco, the second

Fung how kwa yin.

" To make a nobleman of th<- How rank, and give him hit

seal to suspend." L-f kwSrhoo how.

The Princes of the constituted state*.
1 '

Woo che plih

yay.
"
My not meeting with the Prince of Loo, i (the will

of) heaven."

Handsome, pretty. A particle ushering in a sentence, the

same as ) pffc Wei, and VjtE Wei. Also a surname.
I ft- illP-

Occurs in the sense of x^cv He, A tone closing a period ;

and /pT Ho, Who? what? how? To rhyme, read Che.

Same as
-JE*- Keun.SeeRad.^7^ Heuc.

Ol. Scrib. / Ke. See above

,/)? CHING. To serve.

Same as ^Uf. Ching, To walk on a footpath.

y|4JY Same as
-jXp

Keae. See above

Ol. Scrib. _r5r Ping. See Rad. /\

Boys from ten to twelve years of age, /jS Chin, de-

notes Good. - Chin Uze, and
"^g"

l-'hm

tung, Boys employed to play pn iiutrumenU at funerals. A

hundred and twentj of these are sometimes dressed in red caps

and black clothes, with bollow pimvs of wood on which to beat,

to drive away Ihe spirits of pestilential infection.
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In the States dpt Yen, nd 7t}<- Tie, Chin was used to

/ii \ 7l
denote a Horse-keeper.

TAN. Large, great.

SO. To go ; to walk ; to play anticks incessantly.

TSO

A man sitting; rest; repose. To disgrace; to defile.

rjrJV
CHOW. A surname. Al.

Scrib..gX
Cho

From Man and Hand taking a broom to sweep within the

dooi. (ShwS-wan.) To advance, or enter gradually; to

invade secretly; to plunder; to seek for. A barren year. A

~s\ci ~pE3 j [ Af^j* Shing tsuy che taou yu8 f ; tseen sze

Ie5 king yuS ts'hin. "To declare openly the offence, and

proceed to punish is called FS; secretly to lead on troops and

plunder the boundaries is called Ts'hin."

t*ng wei che ta ts'hin. " A deficiency in the five sorts of

_A_ ~

grain (a complete famine) is called Ta-ts'hin,"
-

Yth

yuC keen ; urh kuh piih shing yu6 ke; san kuh piih shing yuS

kin; sze kiih piih shing yu6 hwang; woo kuh puh shing yu6

ta ts'hin. " A deficiency in one kind of grain is called Keen ;

in two kinds is called Ke; in three is called Kin; in four,

Hwang ; and a deficiency in the five kinds is called Ta-ts'hin. >

4jj
Ts'hin chen. " To usurp another person's

country." ^j? Ts'hin tB. " To seize upon ; to uswp."

^rj Seang ts'hin. " To invade mutually."

F3 Ts'hin seB. " To usurp gradually; as to pare off little

by little." \3J*- Ts'hin hae. " To injure."

|Ij
Ts'hin ling.

" To encroach upon, and insult."

Ts'hin kin. " To encroach upon ; come nearer to."

dw^
Ts'hin pwan.

"
Rebellion, usurpation."

Maou ti'hin.
" Short and small ; diminutive."

T PIT J*Z ft T-IJUl-jU .

af
> rv. rl.

An associate ; a companion. A fellow traveller.

KEUH.

IM //

)An.K
e"'lts"n -

"
Contracted, cramped, small, confined.

1

SHOO.

Erect, standing erect. Also read, Tow. /
\'f-\ ^fff

tow. "
Extremely enfeebled." /fffit Low tow. "

Hang-

ing down." Al. Scrib. a, and a~ Shoo.

TING, or Ting. TjffS.C. -f^R.H

Ch'hang maou. "A long appearance." (ShwS-

wan.) Straight ; level ; even ; respectful. One says it denotes

"Placed on the ground." Another defines it by/f\ Tae,

"
For, instead of."
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Cha te. "
Appearance of a worthless bad man.

SHIN.

in shin- " The liead bending forwards.'

TUH.

To unite; to join together ; easy; light. Artful. (E-w&n-

pe-Ian.) Occurs in the seme of [fP Tiih,
" To put off," &c.

PUH. Violent, resentful, perverse.

NAN.

Vulgar form of _JR Nan, The male of the human species.

NO.

/-Hi
Occurs in the Books of Aufi Fuh, but inwhat sense the Dic-

tionaries do not say.

A p\ Same as 4
fa

Hwuh. See above.

HEAOU.

Heaou heaou. "
Large appearance."

s. C. R. H.

From Man and Change. To alter the situation of him who

is in uncomfortable circumstances. Rest; ease- (Shwu-wan.)

ConTenieut; expedient; advantageous; giving repose to. Ac-

cuitomed to; experienced io. To perform the office* of ua?

turc. Then; thus; so; immediately ; forthwith; itraightwajt.

Just; juit the same as; that is. Read Peen, and repealed,

as /EH Peen peen.
" To ducusi. A lat, plnmp, fine ap-

19^- I

pearance.'' A surname. A^ Ptih peen. "Inconve-

nient ; disadvantageous; inexpedient." *LJ* Peen tan".
I CZ1

" Convenient and safe ; comfortably arranged."

Keen peen.
" Lest troublesome; more convenient and plea-

sant." Jj? ))' pj
Tseu shun peen.

" To embrace a

convenient opportunity." VfI- Hung piien.
" A very

convenient opportunity of sending a letter." Hung, is the name

of a bird of passage, and the expression has an alluvion to aa

ancient tale of a letter having been conveyed by being attached

to the Hung bird.

Tsew peen.
" To aim at convenience, ease or

/ L Scomfort, or that which contributes to them "

an ven Peen t'hecn, peen knng, peen tso chay, o

e tsew peen gan yay.
" All the expressions, Pi-en palace, peen

hall ; peen seat, denote that which is calculated for convenience

and repose." /^L Tsung peen, and
P?^- Suy

peen.
" To follow one's convenience."

/JAP IL^-

Ne suy peen. "Follow your own convenience; do as you

please." It is understood well or ill, according to the temper

and tone in which it is uttered.

1 X\ Suy pcenchiih juh.
" To go out and

in at pleasure." /\ Rung pefij. "Just and n-"
I

pedieut." ^^-
"T ^t Tlh )eauu ^cn y

-

h Qb

tained wlwl i< advantageous." ^ yM. rj
'!,

VOL. I. n h
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fib peon e.
" To be bought advantageously," for the pur-

chaser; to be bought cheap. /jpf jj& ^^7 Ho
I J i i I ^/J

-J~/\
tang peen e. " How very convenient and easy !" 5H_

ifJp S*w3 tih pi-en.
"
Easy utterance; or said to the

point."

~7-j~ Fang peen, is a phrase used by Moral and Reli-

gious Writers, denoting
" General advantage," that which tends

to the welfare of all persons. ^~T "/T Hing fang

peen.
" To do what is kind and "benevolent, in relieving the

distresses, and snpplyiug the wants of fellow creatures."

,. . -. / s_ p

-" i

A\~U'f ErT TtH Piihkantszeshenpeen. "Dare

not assnme what is convenient to one's self," irrespective of

the public pood. Ta peon, expresses either

" Great advantage," or according to its connexion,
" To ease

nature by stool." / 1 \ Seaou peen, likewise expresses

either " An inferior degree of advantage," or "To pass urine."

I!!] || 4|j- jfe ^' Tseih peen mae chow lae

sang.
" Forthwith buy a boat and go to the Metropolis of the

lung che keen, puh twan twaa cbing ching teih, chay tsew she

see
1

man leaou foo moo U-iih e te, peen wei puh heaou leaou,

" If a son in his conduct be irregular, Ihis is disgracing that

body which he has derived from his Parents, and is the same as

a want of filial piety."
| JJ-

she yih she keen yew scay been yen, been yu, chih tang t'ha

tsuy leaou, hwu she shwij mung hwa, peen ta kea s:i kae leaou.

"
Thus, should it happen that he talks idly or improperly,

just treat him as if he were drunk or dreamed j then all parties

will dismiss the subject, and there will be no more about it."

P J
Peen k'ho. "Then, or thus may."M-i * r

Peen che. " Then it comes to ; at last." J 7

f=I I

sze che jin urh. "
I am a person accustomed to this business.

(Le-king Commentary.)

Read Peen, It also denotesTo accord with the people's desires.

woo e kcaou yen ling sih, p<?en peih, -tsih mei, k'he wei keih

sze. "Be careful in selecting your officers; those who do not

study specious language, nor fair appearances; who do not (in-

variably) accord with the people's desires, nor artfully flatter

and praise; those are good men." (Shoo-king.)

=
fjpt

-

I r 1 " -p - pC p^JXjXJ
K 'hunS tsze > u heanS UnS- seun

seun joo yay, sze puh iiang yen chay; k'he tsae tsuug meaou

chaou ting peen peen yen, wei kin urh. "
Confucius, when in

the country amongst his kindred, seemed simple and homely, as

if he could not converse; but, when in the Hall of Ancestors,

or at Court, he discussed fully (questions that regarded the

rules of ceremony and the affairs of the state) : Still his manner

was respectful." To rhyme, read Pin.

TUY. Weak. Formerly read To.
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Ol. Scrih.

YU.

Peih. SeeRad-^-Sin.

Large features; large person; large appearance.

HE. Tigs. C. /.\ R. H.^ ^
To bind; to connect; to succeed to; to continue. Connected

with; belonging to; is; am. -J-&" R f\r yv \Q

jffl L. T pt Sha k'he foo heung; he my k'he tsze te.

" Killed the fathers and elder brothers, and bound the children

and younger brothers." (Mang-tsze.)

1

M|
'

She he. " Generations succeeding eacli other ;

record of ; genealogy."' I Tjj He she. "That which

relates to the age." IJJJJL
He shuh. " Connected

with; related to." ;ftf& He leuen. "Bound in

I 7E>

affection to; ardent attachment." yf Huen he.

MM
' To suspend or hang up." Rry-1 Kwan he, "Conse-

quences; result; that which is connected with a particular

i t

,/\^ / "

*

Kwan heBrent, or line of conduct.''

pub seaou. "No small consequences." i|

/r- ~/K" n Chay keen sze ta yew kwan he. "This
X N /

f3 \H r
1
J I

affair will have the most serious consequences." /F1

p-fj ~ij/\* xfjf
Yew kwan he ? u wo- " ll mvolyes

me." "/A =$; yfpf H$ Dlk Yu wo ho kwan he
/I \ 'TA j^j i9pj I yi_i

ne. " Of what consequence is it to me !"

T ha hc sllail "sc ji"' He

belongs to Shan-se ; or he is a Shan-se man."

Occurs in the sense of |=H E. " To trail."

TS'HUII. figs. C -f^R. H.

Near; close; short; urgent; pressing. '/.

'CV Ts
'

nun tsel '' *n *'" " With knees chxe, punrinj out

the heart ;" said of friends newly met after a long abwnre.

^^ *&
I $S^.

KeU UUb l''bul1 ''" " L
'MnS ^e

foot and stepping short," a cautious, careful pace. ^~\

Keiih ts'hiih. " Small appearance."

Some say that Ts'huh, is the same as
j|jp(

T*'huh,

others that it is synonimous with
ftojr ,?.-^7

L"E\/ F2 Tsiih,
JVt7\+r7t/\i ^J'-\ ^-'

tsiih, tsuh, tsiih. On those who consider to many Characters

synonimous, E-wSn-pe-lan, makes the following remark, \T/

Pit! 1=F ABL^'i* 1^ /Z_^N U^ Tsze t"'1 *bo

t'hung, piih t'hung che wei yay.
" To discern so much sameness

in reading, shews a want of discernment." The circumstance

of so many words being pronounced alike in Chinese, occasions

at this day, in the partially educated, the gross error of put-

ting one word for another f the same pronunciation, though

the meaning is quite different. Chinese writers in every age,

appear to have fallen into the same error, which has in many in-

stances, rendered the meaning ofwords extremely indeterminate-

s. c. H.

Hasty; momentary; appearing to fall,

king.
" An instant of time."

yQL Go

/
Kt Uuy

piih che k'he e^ tsih peen che go, luy woo so so.
" Whrn drunk

he knows not his excess; off goes the cup. whilst unweariedly

he capers about." (She-king.) Go jen.
-
Soddci.l) .

'
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ft
Common form of&feChe. "Foolish."

MANG, or Mang.
i

/ IV f~\\~

Alfe 155" Mang fcesmg. "Not pleasing; not flattering.'*

KEW. Tig S. C. [Si R. H.

An ornamented cap; respectful and yielding. Name of a

Tsae Pc
'

en kew kew -
" CaP

adjusted in the most respectful manner." (She-king.)

[> / \ /l^
man. "SV -jf' 15Kx I

SEU.

Easy manner; leisurely; the mind not hurried; not fluttered.

Same as C. Seu. (Kang-he.) With ^t Chin, by the

side, Seu, is nearly, but not quite the same as 4^^ Seu. The

one refers to a person's general manner, the other to his walk-

ing in a leisurely, slow pace. (E-wan-pe-lan.)

Ail KWANG.

Remote; distant. To go a distance. Head Kwang,

Kwang kwang.
"
Haste; to hasten ; speed ; expedition."

SUH.

_
/S Xjj? Tun s"h- " To move or shake the head. A short

ugly appearance."

K-HUH.

Te k'huh, A man's name. Al. Scrib. . K'hiih.

woo

To meet with ; to see against one's inclination.

L& TSEUN. Hlj
S- C.

Superior talent; a high degree of excellence.

^H /-^ Che kw,

R. II.

^B
yug Ueun

"
Knowledge surpassing a thousand men is called Tseun."

J!S /\j7 ^A? P Wan jin che sew, yufc tseun.

" Adorned with the excellencies of ten thousand persons is

called Tseun." ~A~^ JtfT^^H-^l "*** che P*
/\ F=l J/*vyvti U J

.

luy yay.
" (Tseun denotes one by) talents and knowledge raised

above his species.'
1

(Luh-shoo.)

J&/J* fi&^2& ^ Shin sang tTh fung--' . I -* I >*** / /

tsze tseun sew. " Formed by nature extremely handsome, and

possessing elegant abilities."
'T7T ,r /(*3. S

ffp. "n/v- ^S ^V Tseun keg, tsae tTh che e yu chung
^r-ff // \ /]\ /pj

chay.
" Tseun keg, denotes one who is by talents and virtue

distinguished from the multitude." (MSng-tsze Commen-

tary.)

*y[
Tseun e.

" Great talents." The word E is also

readGae.
| Tseun, and
I

T'^' Tseun, tseun, tseun, tseun, tseun, ts'heun, are found oc-

A2i

casionally used for each other.

Y1H.

|TJJ

/ED

Strong; robust appearance; ploughman-like trudging along.

puh koo. "
Trudges along and heedless ploughs the ground.''
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YIH.

/i_Lj 1

/I
-ft,

Yih yih.
" The appearance of a crowd ofpeople."

/* v

y
|ffl

F Toassist - Syn. with
jli|'

Foo.

i*TI

LEANG.

To do good ; a good work.
~J" -Ip- ^^ Tfn

/fe

nrh leang hoo jin chay, wei tsuen jin nang che. " To do the

work of heaven, and be good to men, is that for which only

the perfect are capable."

Also read, Lang. \?7I Lang tang.
" A long ap-

pearance."

TSOO.it S.C.

From the half of the Character
f/M Jow, "

Flesh," and

LJ Ts'heay,
*' A vessel." A vessel to contain the victims

used in sacrifice. A surname. Used to denote a block on

which to cat meat.
Ittj. ffi)

Ting tsoo. A kind of tri-

Tfn /f\
She-chuh peih piih y u tsoo urh tae che. "

Though the Paou-

jin, who dresses vistims, should not attend to his duty, the

She-chuh, who has the care of the vessels, may not pass over

his attention to them, and take the Paou-jin's place." This

is used to inculcate the duty of every one attending to his own

.
/ T ^

business ; one who does not do so, is said
Tp/j?* A~\

Jp]
Yu tsoo tae paou.

" To neglect the vessels and take

the cook's place." "Written thus
'A^ erroneously.

Ch6o. To rhyme, read Chuv.

TS'HEAOU, or Seaou.

Like; appearing like; as if. 'lid Seaou, or
q M

Seaou ts'hoo. "
Handsome, pretty."

- Afr-. jj

SSng tih po seaou. " Formed very pretty."

Xj-p Common form of Pe. See below

LE.

le, A common phrase To denote being

"
Clever, ingenious." rfcjz' jtETfT" Tsing kwae ling

le.
"
Very ingenious." More elegantly expressed by ip

^3f- Kc'g hwuy. There are no authorities for Le.

(Kang-he.) It is, however, in constant use.

i\
YUNG.

To commiserate. Also read Yuug, A wooden image made

with springs, so as to move, ami appear as much like a living

person as possible.

In high antiquity, straw was tied up and made to represent

imperfectly human beings, and so interred with the dead, as at-

tendants upon them. In the middle age, as the Chinese say,

that is, about the time of Confucius, the
/JOT Yiing, or more

perfect representations of men were invented and used. Con-

fucius spoke against them, forseeing that they would lead to the

use of living persons, for the same purpose. On the death of

Tjf-
/>\ Woo-kung, of the State ^^ Tsin, sixty six per-

VOL. I.
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sons were put to death in order to be buried with him.

/TvJ> -^> Miih-kung, had a hundred and seventy-seven com-

mon persons, and three persons of note, put to death, to be inter-

red with him. The She-kingcontains an ode lamentig the fate

of the three. About 150 years B. C. T?p J=l. tt* Che-

hwang-te, ordered his household women and domestics to be

killed, and buried with him. After him, it still remained a

custom, and when voluntary, was thought nobly disinterested,

and therefore not prohibited. Commentators condemn all the

parties; both those who required the practice, and those who

submitted to it. (She-king and Mang-tsze.)

sze wei che ts3 yung.
" To invent any thing bad is called Tsfi-

>ung." r-/
pfr /\. 4 i

Shwuy jin ts3 yung. "Who

is the wicked inventor?"

IIWAN.

Finished; closed. Also used for L3SJ Hwan, "
Sorry dis-

tressed."

KING.

Straight; firm; unbending. Read Ying, Haste; urgency.

Same as /Si! King.

A& KEEN

like; to be compared to. /Ed ~T\~7^ "$y)\
K ^en

t'heen che mei. " Like a celestial woman" for eminent virtues.

(She-king.)

Keen heen, A kind of py sent

amongst the enemy. In some works, the same is expressed by

Teg. And in the style ofthe present day, byv '

Se- ts3. It also denotes A vane or weathercock. Occurs in

the sense of 8 Heen,
" To look."

/fil

V
\ \l^\

Sin sin heen heen. " To look about under apprehension.'*

CHE.

That which unites two leaves, or planks, ^/ffr&ft: Che

fnng. "To join a seam." Also read Chg, To carve or engrave

TIH.

"
Silly, foolish." Shw8-w5n, writes

Tih, without Man by the side, and hence, in the Kae-

shoo hand, that is considered the proper form.

YEW. A surname.

PE.

Pe k>he '
" To extend, or stretch out the feet

&
in walking.

SAN. Tan san,
'

Silly, foolish."

LUNG.

Ignorant ; stupid ; silly.
There are no authorities for this

word. It may be considered an erroneous form of M*2. Lung.

YING.+

To accompany a bride to the house of her husband. From
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Man and Fire, preparatory to an entertainment. The third

and lower part of the character, viz. -44- Kung,
" To join

hands," denotes the compliments paid on the occasion. (Ltih-

shoo.) Commonly, but erroneously written 2r Ying. The
X * ~2*\

characters
fyffi- Chin,

"
I ;" frfa Shing,

" To overcome,-"

1

Ying,
" To accompany ;" and vf^j- Sung, which denotes

the same, are derived from this.

PEL

Should not; ought not. 01. Scrib. A~ Pei. "Double;

twice the quantity."

5. C.
tfi

R. H.

Practiced; common; the custom; vulgar; inelegant. Also,

The common business of life, in contradistinction from the

pursuits of those who affect to rise above the affairs of this

world

wei suh. " That which practice effects is called Siih," custom.

/iSH Fung siih. ' The public manners; the customs

of the world." JyTrLi ML h PJ\

^fcj
II Shang so hwa yuS fung; hea so seih yu siih.

' The opinions and practices of the higher orders are called

Fung, (wind, in allusion to its extensive influence) the prac-

tices of the lower orders are called Suh.'' I

J_J
I

She

siih .
" The customs or manners of the age."

A PI rfn fp
jah king urh wan kin; jtih kw

urh wan suh ; jiih mun urh wan hwuy.
"
Entering a territory,

enquire what are its laws; entering a nation, enquire what are

its custom*; entering a door, uk its owner's acrrd name,"

that it may not be unintentionally profaned." (Le-king.) See

Page SI.

.^ |p I .1 -W Ts'heen le piih fhung fung, soe juh kwO

urhpethwansuh yay.
" In a thousand Le a different wind blowt,

therefore in entering a state you must enquire into its cus-

toms." (Le-king Commentary.) Thi has a reference to their

ideas of the influence of wind and climate, on the inhabitant*.

Jjj\^ /f=f VM ^
S? Fung suh yew shun le.

' There

are customs both good and bad." /V Siih jin.
" A

common vulgar person." "pj"^-^p ^~ jjjjj^

J?ff FM. J\ = K'ho wei che chay taou, nan yu

siih jin yen. "It may be told to the well informed, but it i

difficult to explain to the vulgar." /#&* SSngsiik.
I W I

" Priests and people," jjjir
Hwan suh. " To leave,

or be turned out of the priesthood." "xrT 9 ^ 7\

We nang meen siih. " Unable to rise above vulgarity;

or, unable to soar above the common affairs of life."

= Sflh yu.
" The common dialect; a common

uying; a proverb."
|

=Sf^^^J Suh yu

shwO tih haou. ' ; The common proverb says well.''

so yiih yay. "Vulgar desires; those thing which vulgar men

desire."

X'f^ii E] PuhyayuCsuh.
"
Inelegant is clled

Siih." ="^^ J^ Yen yu piih siih. "Style of

conversation not inelegant." sfY /B -In
^& Wo yew seay seu siih sze.

"
I have a little trifling com-
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mon place affair to transact; or am engaged with."

Wn Suh wiih. " A vulgar thing."
> &\

Yft heang yew yih heang che suh; yih kwu,yew yih kwOche

suh. "
Every village and every nation have their .peculiar

customs."

KEIII.

Weary; fatigued. Distinguished from the preceding by

being joined at the top.

FOO. S. C.

. i

To take; to take in war; a prisoner. /it

A
1*, Sang hwS yu foo. " He who is taken alive is called

Foo." 5 Tse'en feo. "(I) a degraded captive."

. C. . H.

; v =| ^

A contest between the heart and the countenance; an effort

to put on an honest face.

Meen seang she, sin seang fe yu8 he. " To appear

right in the face, but be wrong in the heart, is called He."

(Tsze-hwuy.) 'j/fY
^ hc>

"
J*PPear 'nS as *f>'' other-

wise expressed by Xyh XRr| Fng fiih.

-Y'^"
Gae he. "Obscure." One writes them "^'^

^jjj Gae he, by which the characters allude to the obscurity of
^TftVi

a cloudy day. According to Kang-he, it was originally written

"

Hae, on turning to Hae, he says, that the character rtsts

on no good authority; and that it is an erroneous form of

this very character He.

H .

Lf *"h che Lan *

. C.

To trust to; depend upon. Rustic; vulgar. 7m
_ I f. tL'J^V* "ii*^ i _}- ^r

'e C^e 'ie ur^' " ^ otnill6 to dePend

on." /

W]ff]x?N Chih urh piih le. "Plain, but

not vulgar."

guage of the vulgar."

Woo wan ya che yen yue le. ' An inelegant style of

discourse is called Le." /f^\ E-S- II
~

Siih vu
rp^pp i i

i pa

yu le yen.
" The common dialect is called Le-yen." ST*

A ~&fk* I I I

/\ "ppA r ^ ay j |n *to y u^ 'e -
" ^ne sons of the

rustic is called Le." V Le tsze. The name of a

place.
R- i*i occurs in the same sense. (She-king.)

FOO.

To hang down the head,
'jcu p3^ Foo chfi. " To hang

down the head and peck." yfc ^D "x^ j^
Tae foo yang che keen. " Within a -look down and a look up;"

i. e. -within the compass -of one's view. A redundant character,

the same as
'j m|~ Foo, and

/JQH Foo. Also read Meen in the

sense of
'TtfjJ Meen,

"
Exertion; effort."

PING.

To possess a generous confidence in. To employ; to send.

Occurs in the sense of JAUt Ping, as
'|

/
]T' T>/ ^'"S P'n6-

"
Walking distortedly, or obliquely."

.

lifts,
c.

-[JR. a

From Man, and an abbreviated form Foo, "T



hatch." (ShwS-wSn.) To feed; to nourish. To embrace) to

defend; to protect; to preserve entire; to give repose to; to

sustain; to be surety for; to be answerable for. A surname.

A city ofa certain size.
gjTj/jS.

Sze paou. "A master"

to teach, and " A guardian" to protect the person of the

Prince. (Yih-king.)
~
TT

j ~J\^
/-S. Tae tsze tae

paou. "Guardian of the Prince;" often a merely honorary

,
l . ? I -

I

situation. J\\~\
"

?y
"^ae tsze s'laoa paou, As-

Botes an assistant to the preceding.

Paou paou te he. " To embrace and raise up."

J3 TTFr Paou chung shin te.
" To take particular care of

one's person; to nurse one's self." U\ "5D //JV

|

- Paou min joo chih tsze.
" To nurse the people like in-

fants." ^P^ Paou tsuen -
" T PrescrTe entire."

^r *?( /\m* ^aou tsuen shin ming.
" To preserve life."

II
i f 1

1 p. \ iL
I 'thy *,"]}/ Paou show ching che. " To defend
J / S** / v

the city and ditches." =^t Paou hoo. " To preserve ;

Paou kea, or
I .

-fr-
Choo paou.

" A surety," one who is answerable for another. UJ

A. Chung paou Jin.
" A middle person ; a mediator."

rVl Paou shang.
" A security merchant ;" a native

merchant who is made responsible for foreign merchants who

trade to China.

W} Paou keu. " To recommend a person, and be

security for hit good behaviour." F^ Paou ch'hang.

A kind of constable; an old person in a street or neighbour-

hood, who is made, by government, responsible for the persons

in the neighbourhood. /[S Tsew paou, A kind of
4 I |

waiter in a tavern.

Ninth Radical. VII. Jin

jM]
Paou vcw-

" To protect and help i the protec-

tion and aid of the deity." ^- rC.
pTOThcen paou

ting urn. " Heaven protect and give repote to thee," my

Prince. (She-king.) Occurs in the sense of
jjjffl.

Paou, and

Paou. Which see.

PANG. False, insincere.

SZE. S.C. R. H.

To wait; to stay. Great. (ShwO-wan.) A surname. Re-

peated,
/
Yfi~

Sze sze. A herd of animals walking slowly.

/Qt Sze how; or ^- Tang sze, ''To wait."

puh sze kea hing e.
" When the Prince called (for Confucius),

he did not wait for his carriage to go in," but went immediately

en foot. (Lun-yu.) W
Ifj /vX J[-\~ I >Y ^

i/i|^
Fan keun chaou, tsae kwan puh sze keu. " Whenever

the Prince calls, those in the palace do not wait for their shoes,"

but run instantly. 'WE 1$^- Peaou peaou sze

sze. The herd " sometimes runs hastily on, sometimes (the

animals) wait for each other." Also read Ke. IH-. \3E

Keaoulekwante

sze tang yufi E-ke-chay.
" Officers of the fourth rank in Corca,

are called E-ke-chay." To rhyme, read E.

HE&

Generous and disinterested ; forward to exert one's self in

Kk
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behalf of others; emulous to do what is noble and disinterested;

an undaunted spirit in the cause of what is conceived to be

right. /jig* /JW Haou hee'.
" Wealth and power exerted

in the cause of justice and humanity." The Chinese define

the character thus, ^^^ ~j~\ ^^ V\4^ &
'Jit*

J-fl Kea foo leih k'he e jin tsze haou yay. "To stir

up one's utmost efforts in order to sustain personal justice and

p- [ J
I -Lf

generosity of character." (Luh-shoo.) DV
|~"|

/

yng, HW che yen, keS e keuen leih heg foo jin chay yay.

" Some say, that Heg expresses exerting authority and influence

for the assistance of others." (Woo-chay-yun-foo.)

-^4-^- n~. /i ~*\.<
^"ms ^"s yew ne^ ^%ne '

" Through life possessed a generous disinterested spirit."

Jin heg. "
A- generous confidence and disin-

terested, undaunted friendship."

M^4t
*E^P

3^? IP

Seang yu sio wei jin, t'hung she

fci wei he?. " Mutual trust makes Jin ; espousing each others

cause, is called Heg.'>

le, leih chg kung how chay, she yay.
" What is called, Authority

felt through all the country, and efforts -which make the nobles

stoop, is the sense" conveyed by Jin beg.
(Woo-chay-yun-foo.)

Used for Kea,
" To take under the arm." Also read

Kea, in the sense of^A. Kea, "By the side." Comnonly,

but erroneously written thus

R H.

From Man and Word. A man of bis word. (Shwfi-wan.)

Man and Word make Truth, that which is not true, is not

Sin, The word of a man. (E-wan-pc-lan.) Sincere; urn-

suspicious; unwavering; true to one's word; truth. To be-

lieve ; to trust. Faith. A seal. According to ancient usage,

A messenger. To lodge two nighti. A surname ; a name of a

*,,,. --

5 /B? Yen ^"^ ^U^ ' ck'n tsae Jen t*een, sin tsae

yen how. " Words which remain unchanged : Ching, Sincerity

of intention, precedes words; Sin, Sincerity of declaration,

comes after them." (Luh-shoo.) -3|p rjA|
A.

Sin shth teih jin.
"

A. sincere man." yfT 2.

j
Sin hing keun tsze. "

A. man of truth and virtuous

conduct."

J-n Tsze yue
1

, jin urh woo sin, puh che k'he k'ho yay.
" Con-

fucius said, a man without truth; I know not bow he can pro-

ceed." (Lun-yu.)
| /^A^l^A^f

W%~r^ :iir
sin nae jin che pun '

jin ju woo sin, tsih yen hing kae wang.
' Truth is a funda-

mental human virtue. If a man be destitute of truth, ^is

words and actions will all be irregular." (Sze-shoo hO-keang.)

keaou, yen urh yew sin. " In intercourse with a friend ; he in

whose words there is truth." Now commonly used in a hor-

tatory sense, In intercourse with a friend, speak the truth.

(Lun-yu.) J^JJ- \ @|J fc j^L f ^
pH 'FZa" Shang haou sin, tsih min iiiuh kan puh yung tsing.

" Let superiors delight in sincerity, and the people will cot

date to be undevoted." (Lun-yu.) Notwithstanding th ex-
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cellence of these sentiments, the Chinese are generally destitute

of truth in a very high degree.

}j|F'

/

fRjj ^yf\~PT Chayko hwapuh k'ho

sin.
" This story is not credible." 'I U J /ISi O I

K>*/5Q H
J

Sze satin k'hosin. " It appears worthy of belief."

Jf^ Wo puh sin.
"

I do not believe."

xfj- yE] ^/Pr j$ HlW'X''
>* "e mun tsae se P**

sin kwei shin fow ?
" Do you, who live in the West, believe in

gods and spirits, or not?"
f~p-

Keen sin. " To con-

firm faith ;" or, Keen being an Adjective,
" Firm belief." I

j|j
I

Koo sin, denotes the same. X7/ ^ *'n -
" ^re"

|
I

y
--

V/-f |

dulous." "^T p I V4b K'he k'ho shin sin. " How

worthy of entire belief?"

^ \ 1 I | ^ _ |

Yin sin.
" A seal." 3JL Shoo sin. " A

'
' N=3 '

letter."
jj sin seih. "News." -^P Shth sin.

" To break one's word."
j=
P '

Sin k'how shwfi.
I i I rx ^-l

" To say whatever comes first ; to speak at random."

^-p; jBaiyy Sin poo clmen ju'h. "Turned in, trusting

steps;" i.e. going wherever the road may lead to.

bfo Sin chin. " An envoy." /f**5. Sin tih. "Truth,

or faith"

AUo read Shin, in the sense of
j-p^ Shin,

" To extend

S?~*

straight.'' (YHi-king.) Occurs also in the sense of J^S

Shin,
" The body."

I

Shun. See Rad. 1 Hee.

& I Ol. Scri. Scrib. 4& E. See under 4 str.

Tsae. See Rad- Meen

A* Ol. Scrib.^Yuh. SeeRad.^
Chfih.

Charactersformed by Eight Strokes.

To direct; to regulate; to repair; to adorn; to cultivate the

reasoning faculty, or the principles and practice of virtue

A surname. II^JM Scw le '

" T dlrect * reKulatf

regulate a clock."
^ffl

^ew P' or ,r Jiew

ching.
" To repair." xlkK ^^- W^f-

$ew keaou

ching loo.
" To repair bridges and mend the roads."

X53 Sew tih.
" To cultivate the practice of virtue."

Jra' Sew shin. " To adorn one's person with virtuous

habits." TTT/(^\
I JEr Ching sin sew shin. "To

"~*L
I

-"^ ^

rectify the heart and regulate the actions of the body." j^

yJS T'heen hea yew Uou

jin, kae sew tih. "There are, throughout the empire, men

of (the Sect) Taou, who cultivate -virtue." ~i@l
**ew

taou, or ijrj^
Sew chin. " To cultivate, and endeavour

to carry to their highest degree of excellence, the principle*

and practice of reason and religion." It is a phrase much

used by the Chinese priests and moralists.

rr < : jj" Ne nae Fun raun tsze te, le

*J /*^H' I-1-
I ^\

ying shin tsang koo sze, liien ling, sew chin. " You arc fa-
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ciple of Fuh, and ought, in a deep recess or ancient temple,

i

to refine your nature (as gold is refined), and to study the true

(way.)" ^GJ3
Sew leen.

" To study the refining and

purifying of one's nature." ml Tseen sew. "The

Sages of antiquity." ~a\\ *j \

'

S(\ Tseen she puh

sew.
" Nat adorned whh virtue in a former life," therefore

men suffer in this life by poverty and sickness.

Kin sew. " To be attentive or diligent in the regulation of

of one's conduct."

(El Sew shoo, f;TM Sew han, and
f-3 \ 91

Tseen sew. " To compose a letter with care."

Keen sew, In ancient usage, denoted a person skilled in going

between parties to contract a marriage. "2^"
^ew

kin, .or TT) Shuh sew. "
Stipend paid to a school-

master, or tutor." /

Tj Sew ch"h. " i ng bamboos."

Sew chuh. ' To build."

Occurs in the eose of
tj-j

Yew, " A vessel used in temples

to present offerings." To rhyme, read Seu.

FOO. R. H.E s. c.

To stoop the head and bend forward ; to condescend, n tS-

3 Foo show mih seang.
" To hang down the

head and think in silence." 1/f/V'PT:/DH'' Fo f"h
I I/ ^ I

* J "I"*

tae ming.
" To fall prostrate and wait for orders."

Shwuy show she hea yug foo ; keu show wang shang yu6 yang.

" To droop the head and look down is called Foo ; to raise the

head and look upwards is called Yang." Vpn jfm\
\ \

* / ]\\* L

/~~
A~f * chun she hiug.

" Condescend to grant that it may

be done." A phrase that commonly follows a written request

to a superior magistrate. Prayers written, and offered by fire

to invisible beings, close with 3JE \'|m h^ F
I

"-1- /r J j~
shwuy tung keen. " Bend down and fully observe" my prayer.

'pqT/
^anS e kwan yu t'heen w&n ; foo e cha yu te le ; she

koo che yew ming chekoo : yuen che fan chung, koo che sze

sang che shwfl. Tsing k he wei wiih ; yew hwan wei peen, she

koo che kwei shin che tsing chwang.
" To look up and observe

the appearance of the heavens, to look down and examine the

principles of the earth, is the way to know the cause of light

and shade : to go back to the commencement, and turn again

to pursue the end, is the way to know the import of life and

of death. The pure aerial principle operates in the formation

of things; <the wandering soul undergoes certain tranforma-

tions; from hence, is to be known the nature of spirits." (Yih-

king.) This is the range, which the famous Fuh-he is said to

have taken, and thus to have exhausted the whole circle of

Syn. with /jKg Foo, and -f
Rw Foo. Occurs in the sense

x'^s \s\^

U4- Foo, A district of a certain size.

^p HO. To agree; to harmonize.

All; both; together with ; fully supplied with, or prepared.
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\ surname. /m.-Tp' Keu sh-e -
"
Both, or all are right."

/>Keu tsuen. "
Complete in every thing." -vy

/Tg'.
Foo mo keu tsun. " Father and mother are

both preserved" in life. (Mang-tsze.) ~T~ j?
Tsae maou keu kea. " Mind and person both superior."

/X\ -|Pp H . ffl/s/\. Ken pahtih k'he sze Jen.
" None

ofthem die a natural death."
j

^

I
I -*

Keu elsee'juhe. "All have been received."

Same as / Heaou,
" To imitate."

fl s - c -

17 P 1^2
rae yew' r rever8ed ' Yewpae.

"
Dissipated

play and amusement; theatrical amusement." The same is

xpressed by /0 /^? Ch'hang yew, and Pae

Also read Bei. /[m Pel hwuy.
" Irresolute ; unde-

termined ; flying about from thing to thing." Properly written

with /t Chin, by the side. See Chin, under eight strokes.

TSEEN. S. C. R. H.

Shallow; thin; thin metal. A&t Hi/fl Tseensze. " Horses

of war carriages with thin metal armour." (She-king.) / 1 \

-4-y jjAT Seaou yung tse'eu show. " Small war carriage,

with a shallow place in which to stick the weapons." (She-king.)

HWAN. Obscure ; dull.

Hwang hwan she how. " The dusk

of the evening." Read Hwa'n, The forgetfulness of old age.

vot. i. L 1

LAN.

Lan tae.
" The

horse ; debility ; mental weakness."

f *

gyT
Peaou nan. "To give; to distribute."

Same as $& Maou,
"

Pretty eyes."

E.

Light; that which is made light of To be distinguished

from /JR- Tang. See under nine strokes.

SH0H. S.C. R.H.

To begin ; to move ; to act ; to do ; to repair. Good s ex-

cellent. Also, read Theft, in the sense of
/|j^|

Theih. Sor

below. To rhyme, read Chuh.

FE.

To injure ; to ruin. To turn away from, and oppose what

is good. jHL'ff^JL ifeL/jJjj^l^
Wo t*3 TUCn '

woo fe tlh.
" Be not resentful, do not turn away from virtu-

'

FUNG.

The salary granted by government to its officers.

_ i -t-g

T[i^- Fung lub, expresses the same. y^ Fung p,

or

come."' Tsangplhkwanfung.-To
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increase the emoluments of all the officers of government."

Fung p8, yfl k'he woo tsin yu plh sing nan e.
" When their

income is small, though you wish them not to encroach upon,

nor fish from the people, it is difficult" to prevent them.

ylh fung.
" Better to diminish the officers and increase the

emoluments."

\J-ri ]
Fa fung.

" To deduct an officer's pay as a

P 'J I

punishment." S Fafungsanyue. "To

forfeit three month's pay. -& Che fung, or ^vO-^^ I /<>U

Keih fung. "To pay the salary." It occurs written

without Man by the side.

i

YA . To lean upon ; to trust to. Read Ya, Proud.

CAN. S. C. R. H.

Used by the people in the Northern part of th empire, for

the Pronoun " I."

^ [^ J\^ ^JS^ |Zj
/;&. pjh

jin ch'hing wo, yu6 gan.
" Northern people expressing I or Me,

say Gan." Also read Yen, or according to some, Ye
1

, Great.

Same as /* Pe, "To prepare."

Com. form ofW Y5, "To nourish."

HIN

To rejoice ; to be glad. The name of a district Al. Scrib.

Hin.

PE. ^ S. C. f^ R. H.

To cause that; to enable; to give; to benefit; to fulfil the

duties of an official situation. To accord, or follow.

Pe tifh e shih yew lae.
" To

enable to obtain somewhat to depend on for raiment and food."

/A
Pe tih yew so tsun seun.

" Give a rule or an example to which to conform." ^rSqV

_xt\ ~\~ Man nvih wang piih shuh pe. "Not

any of the barbarians but will accord." (Shoo-king.)

A 3 Pe ne. "To squint, or look aslant." In which

sense, these two characters are also written with

by the side.

CHE.

Miih,

A wheel. Also the same as /f//E Che,
" Uneven.''

WS1+

-ft
CHANG, S. C. R. H.

Blind ; blindly. Madly ; madly going on without knowing

whither. One says, To fall down, /r^ yr\r Chang kwang.

"
Crazy kind of conduct." -^ Q j_

yug, Le chay, ho yay 1 tseih sze che che yay ; keun tsze yew

k'he sze, peih yew k'he che, che kwO urh woo le, pe yew koo

che woo seang yu chang chang hoo k'he ho che.
" Confucius

said, Le, (commonly translated Kites, ceremonies, rule of pro-

priety, &c.) what is it ? H is the rule to direct afiairs. A
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Prince who has affairs, must have a rule by which to direct

them. To rule a nation without Le, is like (the case of) a

blind man without a guide, who does not see clearly whither

he is going." (Le-king.)

I J^. Chang kwei ' or
/^l)fL7fL

Laou ho

kwei. " The spirit of a man who has been devoured by a tiger."

This spirit is said to keep near the tiger ever after, and to lead

bim on to devour others ; hence, a person who covertly insti-

gates a man, already rapacious, to annoy and distress others,

is called Chang-kwei, or Laou-hoo-kwei,
" The tiger's demon."

Read Chang, To stand alone. aa Mangchang.

" To lose the road."
^h^P- Chang hang.

" Careless."

CHE. To walk; to go.

TA. Wan la,
" To disregard business.'

^nl Common form of writing l|f
Yin.

Children and grand children in continued succession.

P1NG R. H.

On a line with ; even with ; together.

4~T/J3 fi^ S\^ 1^$^ Laou yew ping hing> k*tn

pe piih tih ping.
" The old and the young walking together,

must not walk with their shoulders on a line with each other;"

>. e. the younger must keep back a little.

Same as ^\ P'g, and ^T- Ping, "Together with; to

contend." jfff; A pi "^ it Woojin
* 1 1 i / - J | J

~*^"^
I .

k'ho ping szc urb choo. " No man can equally, and at the

,

same time, serve two masters." (MS. Dictionary.)

TpE Ping k'he. " To rise up together ; to contend."

A
lij" Ping keu. " To stand opposed as an enemy."

Ping ming.
" To expose one's life in combat with.

1 '

Yu ne pin? ko sze

I will venture death or life with you."

r i

Used in the sense of ffr Ping-
" To reject or cut away."

yC piilh e taou. "
It must be by Taou (reason), that we re-

nounce our selfish desires."

KEW

In resentment of a crime, to injure or destroy. In Collo-

quial books, read Tsa. Used by the northern people for

"I, or Me." 4^"1F^ Tsamun. " We, us."

-t

Tsa mun tsze ke. " We, ourselves."

Ol.Scrib. ra Siih, "The morning
'

See Radical& Se'ih.

HEAOU, Yuy, or Yae.

To suffer cutting, piercing pain ; the cry of suffering. Pro-

nounced differently in different parts of the country.

TSUY

To assist; an assistant officer; an assistant carriage. Also

read Tsiih, A hundred men. In which sese it is likewise

written /C Tsiih.
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R. H.LEANG, or Leang.
I

1 X~ iPn
Ke 'cane'

"
-^ rf ' craft' ingenuity."

>tl Yr9 Yung seay ke leang.
" Use a little craft."

i [^ Ne ke yew tsze seen shiih ke leang, ho tsow

Sung sze pub tuy.
" Since you possess this supernatural art

and ingenuity ; Why be concerned that the generals of Sung do

not retire ?"

TSEU. Narrow, limited, confined.

*
tfL

Same as JJ Kee, To rob
;
to plunder.

YUEN

To rejoice and make merry ; to advise and admonish.

Same asW Lae. Ol. Scrib. ^? Lae

I*
_j"^ 15 , vy.

From S&- Shih,
" To eat," abbreviated, and \~~] Hwiiy,^V

I
1

" AB enclosure." (Shwu-wan.) A place to store up corn ; a

granary. Name of an officer whose duty it is to superintend

stores of grain. A surname. Rou nd granaries are called l^\l

Keun; square ones -iW* Ts'hang. EEL Ts'hang fang,or/& I //7
: J I

I Ts'hang lin. "A granary." "jljm
Shin ts'hang.

" Divine granary ;" i. e. a storehouse for grain which is to be offer-

ed to the gods. (Le-king.) pj^
-^P- jlr Kew ts'heen

tize ts'Lang.
" Seek for a thousand granaries." (She-king.)

n$~ JJH 4^ Ts hang lin sh 'h fo ko

chung.
" The granaries crammed, and the treasury full;"

BE3 I BE *~47"
the most prosperous times. tiiv rlM(*

Kaf
|7| 4 1 X\*'>. /^ 1

ts'hang chin tse.
" To open (the public) granaries and sup-

ply the wants" of the people. ^^/Fm jlH Tsiiel1

***^ l^3
-

I y-^P*

leang, ts'hang koo. " Money and provisions, granary and

treasury."

2yE T'hang tsuh. "
Haste, hurry." Occurs uei

Tsang,

and sang.

TSUNG.

Wearied ; fatigued. Also the same as A^r- Tsung, though
l/Ui^

some persons improperly consider them different.

KO. R. H.

Common form of Pgl Ko, and /'\\. Ko, a Particle that

precedes a variety of Nouns, and denoting individuality; as

/Kl A. Ylh ko jin. "One man."

Urh ko. " Two." "ZZT San ko. "
Three," &c. It

is sometimes uied without any numeral figure or word ; thus

~yc yfcj
M _tH./jyl\ nn

*

^ew ^ e sze

yu ne shw<5.
"

I have a thought to mention to you." /f-i-U

/XT tj^ Ping ^ s^ng sze -
" To hazard life or death

I

*

'_* L*

ia single combat with."

KWAN.

A charioteer; an inferior officer. /|B TV Kwanjin,

expresses the same.
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ToT PEL ^ s ' a ^ R- H

To oppose lo act contrary to. Low; vulgar; vicious. To

increase to as much again.
| ra "TT^ ^el Pan-

" ^o

rebel."
H-J l|fl?-3^iL]f l<^"jpj[j -*-R- ^'"'' l

tszek'he sze yuen pe pei e.
" Let the words which you utter be

remote from vulgarity." (Lun-yu.)
R^J"

pe i o, Name

of an evil spirit, said to infest the eastern side of houses.

i .

Pei wan. " To extract from books secretly."

Kea pei, or
Tjp Kea yih pei. "To

double the number or quantity." 77 fl
/* r I -^P <*

Kea pei pei hwan. "To repay <'ouble." /IP 7^7

Kea woo pei.
" To add five times as much."

"J
!

Ts'heen pei.
" A thousand times more."

R^.
Pei

wei, The name of a hill. Al. Scrib. Kg Pei.

TEEN.

Abundance ; plenty. Same as jJBL Teen, and
jj-ffi-

T'he'en.

VSHUH. flits. C. rc^R.H.V I II It 7*^

]& 33 Shuhhwuh, "Hastily, rapidly; a dog running fast."

^7\, 'v-*^

Common, but erroneous form of the preceding.

Sometimes written with
-4^ Ta, in the lower part of the

character, which is also erroneous.

LE.

Anger; angrily ; wrangling. A K' 4 IS-- Han le. "Dis-

obedient ; refractory."

urn

TUH, To move; to strike.

.Ml.V

Ifl */JE.
Mun ^wa "- "Fat, full, plump appmi

A Particle added to Pronouns and Appellative* of persons, to

form the plural; as
1"j> \\ mun, or

/{&
Can

mun. "We, or us."
'pj^

\e mun. "
Ye, or you."

A\\J T'ha mun. "
They, or them "

tE. yv
I I* /l) / l_ |

Tc heung mun. " Brothers." 'HR ^a^ mun ' ^ne

attendants of officers of government in public offices. -^f^

A \f m? Ku wei yay mun. " AH you gentlemen."

^(p 2M ^ ncane mu "'
" ^ "u ' a<'"'s -" By the

Tartars, ^jj[ Chay mun, is used for" This, here," ic.
I

Na mun, for " That; there ; they," &c.

Yibkcun

jin ke chO ma wang chay mun lae leaou. " A group of men

riding on horseback came hither."
/j-HJ

TP Ry^^f+i

w I HK!fct^m*T":
paleenwangna mun yih new,wang chO t'hecn kwok'heu leaou.

" He gave his face a twist away (in contempt), and stared up

at the heavens."

TAOU. . H.

To fall ; to fall prostrate; to subvert; turn upside down.

As an Adverb, it possesses a qualifying sense, Such as; yet: .iill;

after all.
~g|~ fif /fe~K Q ^ !i

sllow fan Uae

hea yuC taou. " The head inverted and placed below, is called

Taou." (Luh-shoo.) . "'* Lo hwa
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taou. ' To fall on a slippery road."

Fang uh taou tt.
" The house fell down."

I *f

hea pae seay shin shing ehe shs. "
They both fell prostrate and

worshipped, giving thanks for the warning or direction, of the

holy godi."

Teen taou. " To turn upside down ; to put
<x*x I

into disorder ; the mind deranged ;" as
jQ_.

K

"= E] B9 "/ "rtllf Tsiihshang, show hea, wei
P R ~TT~ /l * >"9^7\ I

tsun pe rhe teen taou. " The feet uppermost, and the head

below, expresses the rder of superiors and inferiors being re-

versed." Again, jj|lj
-& d E Teen taou she fe.

x".--7^ I Xs* / (

" To confound right and wrong." TtS^
Tu? taou '

To go back; to recede."
^j=_ Tuy taou. " To

push over."

& Tsu6 taou.
" Immoderate laughter." /n^

in I. |
I

J(
^jfi. Ling jin seaou taou. " Make a person fall

down with laughing." ^|g King taou. " To fall down

in ruins j to disorder." 'l^^'pf ^fcj
Sin heung

king taou. " The heart disordered, or perplexed."

Mk: Taou chwang.
" To lay one's selfdown in bed."

^3>v Taou cha. "To pour out tea."
flj|j Taou

tun. "
Trowsers, or pantaloons.'' A/iy{. TM?

Uou ta.
" Knocked, or threw him down." Vfc^

Laou taou.
" The tottering appearance of an old man."

m

jhw8, taou she ko ming pih teih jin.
" lie has not much to

ay, yet after all, he is an intelligent man." '.

^3

Choo e

chlh she tae fe pun seay.
" Your resolution is, to be sure,

good ; only it incurs a ralher too great waste of money," or of

trouble. To rhyme, read Too.

TAN.

Stillness; quiet; rest; repose. Settled, unsuspecting con-

n i if

viction of. Used in the sense of g i> Tan,
" To redeem by

money." K?l
T^ffi? jJ^a J\ /JT 4=f y\\f)kf&&

nl^/r/ ^an man sna J ln chay, t?h e tan Ucen shuh sze.

" Southern barbarians who kill a man, may redeem their lives

by money."

KELJH. . H.

/{F3 5S Keiib. keang, or HS Kciih keang.
" Prr

l/li) i-^> I ./Ja.

verse; refractory."

CHUY, or Shwuy.

Heavy. Name of a person famous for his craft and inge-

nuity, in the time of r3~ fTf? Hwang-te. Shoo-king, writes
^*^ r*

it without Man by the side.

v5r HING. S. C. R. H.

Kcaou hing.
" To obtain by other means than

those of merit or of right." To be unremitting in the pursuit

of gain.
Al. Scrib. /|S Keaou hing.

Ning hing.
"
Sycophantick ; parasitical." Hing, was

originally written without Man by the side, it is a vulgar and

a superfluous addition. (E-wan-pe-lan.)
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PANG.

From H H
Fling,

" A friend, or an associate," who may

therefore be confided in. (Liih-skoo ) To assist; to help ; to

tend; to engage to do ; to intrust with. A surname.

To make light of; to reject. Same ai E Ye
1

.

CH'HANG. R. H

To stop suddenly. Read T'hang, A conditional Particle,

It's suppose; should it be. Joined with
-^tr J3, or

Hw5, it denotes the same.
/fjp|

$kj [ |" Ch'hang jen

che. "
Suddenly stopped." ^

*fji \^3^^C -ltfl$ T'hanghwfl fob taou koo ch. "If

you tread in your former footsteps." In the last sense, this cha-

racter is in general use ; the Dictionaries, however say, it ought

A*
to be written

/j^a T'hang.

HOW.
J]p|

S. C. (^ R. H.

To enquire; to wait; to expect. To protect, or guard.

P ^ /& Wau how. " To make civil enquiries ;
to visit an

|PJ (T

equal." Tin lae fung how. "I have

-lY- 1 j .-*

come on purpose to pay my respects." y?5C jt/T

j
i

-,_

-'/*' Kung how kin gan.
"
Respectfully enquire about

(your) recent repose ," is a common phrase in the close of letters,

implying civil enquiries about health, &c.
!}\pj

- Shun how jih kea. "
By the present opportunity 1 would

pay the compliments of the day."

We hwang tsae how. " Not leisure to cut and ask ;'' have not

time to write and pay my respects. 'fil Sze bow, or

Ting how. " To wait for." p^ &^[ -=fc.

E king ttng how hcu kew. "
Already waited

a Ibng time." - Show how. " To wait and watch."

She how. " Time."
.~|^. Pg B3f

Shin mo she how. " What time ! when r yt 5
1]

|
Ho how taou leaou. " The period of fire is completed."

An allusion to the use of fire by Alchyraists, in order to produce

the Philosophers stone. The phrase is applied by way of com-

pliment to literary men, implying, that with respect to them,

there is no further use for study ; their work is completed*,

the stone that turns every thing to gold, is produced.

*

JIpT
K'he how, grj

Tse how, A period of

fifteen days, into twenty-four of which, the year is usually

divided.
"

Ching how. "Sickness."

^ |
Shin mo ching how.

" What complaint."

Chili how. " To wait and watch a banditti."

taou loo ying sung pin kih che kwan. " How jin, is an officer

on the road, who receives and passes forward visitors.''

To rhyme, read Hoo.

k It s & ^ R - H-

To lean against; depend upon. Inclined to one side. A

surname. xfgEe, J

Eshe;Elae ; /j^Eshe;
XA/" E ch'hang, All eiprc<

Reliance on; dependance upon." ^ffi. .H/T
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kenoii.
-
Nothing to depend on." ^ ZRO /

tsaou

keun wei, keui1

piihjvangho.
" Tsaou tsaou. depending on the

powers of the army, obstinately refused to come to terms.'
1

rLpj rfn trf E leu urh wang.
"
Leaning against

the gate of the village, and looking with expectation." "fl^w

Low shang e Ian

kan te'ih neu tsze. " The women leaning against the railing

of the upper story." "=^ T,J^ j|jj ^\ Ij^/ffi

rfn A-^ /
y/T Sn6 ke urh P"h e ' tst'

yingurh piih yin.
" To

lay a plan, but not depend on it; to fill the cup, hut not

(rudely and hastily) drink of it;" i.e. to be always vigilant

and attentive, never presuming to be quite confident and

Piih yaou e cho tsze ke tiiih le'Th leang.
" Do not depend

upon your own strength." pfcj "FT rfn /^
I
-U 1 1 IJ /} |

Chung leih urh piih e.
"
Standing erect in the middle ; not in-

clining to either side." //Sf E loo. " A coarse shed
//JSL

by the side" of tombs, where dutiful children are said to have

long remained to weep over their parents.

Occurs in the sense of~Qp Ke, and of
RBpV Ke.

/_!_.
E, and A/f( E, are nearly alike in meaning, as well as in

sound ; the first is the stronger term. Shwo-wan, explains

these two words, the one by the other ; and in a great many

cases, merely gives a word which has nearly the import of the

word to be defined. (Luh-shoo-koo.)

K'HE.

A square ugly face.

''ff^/EjW/^P

Chung ne ineen joo lining k'he. Chung-ne's (Confucius') face

was like, what is c \prcssed by Mung k'lie," irregular and uglj.

Al. Scrih. , K'lie, k'he, and k'uc.

$/\. T'heih jen.
" liaised high ;

noble freedom j

I i >

unrestrained." dip T'ne 'h t'hang.
'' Freedom and

I I'ltV

ease of disposition and manner; raised above others; un-

restrained." j^&.*liN 'j EJpi Fung lew t'heih t'hang.

"
Gaiety and freedom of manner."

tP
KAN. ^

_!. I

J3/1
Kan kan,

" The light of the rising sun; Inf-

light of day."

KING, or Keanpvo

Strong; violent; wrangling. Also read Leang. Remote;

distant. To seek; to desire.

To assist ; to assume ; fictitious ; to transfer ; to borrow,

or lend. To pretend ; to use metaphorically ; to suppose

for the sake of illustration. To praise.
/
g~ jfc Tseay

lae.
" To borrow." ^Tp- Tseay k'heu. " To lend."

I *?

Notseay.
" To transfer ; to borrow ; or to lend."

keen ji5 kan.

" How many things were transferred ?"

pe tseay King-chow.
"
Lending a book, is like lending King-
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chow," which place was never returned. yf Of"

A. Teay taou sha jin.
" To borrow a knife to kill a man ;"

i. e. to use a third person as the instrument ofan injury which

one wishes to inflict. A
p\7 Kea tseay.

"
Falsely

borrowed ;" i. e. having no foundation in fact ; supposed ;

borrowed; ued metaphorically.

_ f. -

*

TTp Tseay joo.

Tscay e. * The raeta-"
Suppose for example."

phorical sense."

Fpl Tseay wan. "To enquire civilly."

~/PM Z^fc /pi )5fT /R Tseay wan tsewkea ho choo yew.
i P3 -^i *

I
'
J if**--, rj

"Allow me to ask where an innkeeper is to be found ?"

jSS. Tseay ming. "To pretend; to assign an untrue cause

for one's conduct." T$ ^T ffi, %- Tseay j ew

wan wei minz. " Under pretence of walking for amusement."

Jf. Puh tseay.
" Sandals made of straw."

^rrt- Tseay, and -ftEt' Tse, occur in the sense of

Tseay ; but according to Sha-muh, improperly so. Originally

written -$fc thus. At. gcrib. tci' Tseay. Syn. with \Fu
10 I H i </*

Kea.

HWUY.

CH'HANG. S. C.

, "Ugly."

R. H.

/S Ypf Ch'hang yew,
" Entertainments of singing and

music by players." Players; singing girls; proititutes. To

seduce ; to lead away the multitude. Commonly written

Ch'hang yew, pae heae kung keih he seaou chayyay.

'Ch'hang yew, are those who make sport to afford mirth and

laughter.' ^^ Ch'hang kwnj.
"
Irregular, riciou

conduct.'
1 Al.Scrib.

^g. Cb'hang. Syn. withpM Ch' ntu

=y- Ch'hang ihiih, or
JJJJL Ch'huig Uou.

" To lead ; a leader," either in a good or bad tenir.

^T>|
fftl Ch'hang Iwan. "To be the leader of an insurrection."

Rung wei che tsnn, puh tan kin laou, wei t'heen hea

ch'hang.
" He (the Emperor), the most exalted personage, was

not afraid of severe labour, (but himself ploughed the ground)

to stand forth as an example to the whole empire."

Ch'hang ho. " To sing, or to recite alternately."

h yu '
" Do yo

I will respond to you." (She-king.) Hr
-fl/pi?

~7 ~fc\

k^ F ' 'le yew cn DanK SUJ-
" Let the husband

lead and the wife follow "
(Shing-yo.)

Noo puh, ch'hang yew, kclh tiang chung kwo tsaou le, kia Tiih

chc Uze sun, keun puh chun chub, szc ying the. "
Slaves,

pimps, play actors, and the children and grand children of those

who have served as runners of the police, or prison keepers,

shall not be admitted to attend the literary examinations pre-

paratory to holding a place in the government."

TSEE. S -

'
xff&~y* Ts(=6 7U > Certain female officers, during the

Dynasty 0/l|f Han. Al. Scrib. -gig- Tscg.
iT^. 3*~

Also used in the sense of
Jrjji~

Tsi-t?,
" To retire steppiag

//i-U

sideways; prompt; expert; observant." L'i
< ^\\
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E le tse keen yu shang yay "
" See

superior* with proper attention to the requisite observances."

FANG. S. C. R. H.

j.
To imitate ; to copy. /^b /JW Seang fang, and

Fang heaou, express
" Like; in imitation of; according

to." The two last occur written without Man by the side.

\ fa&&&
Chay wiih she wo fang t'ha teih yang tsze tso teih.

"
I made

this in imitation of his pattern.''

CHE R.H.

To manage, or transact ; to occur ; to take hold of. Read

Chih, To be worth; the value of; the price.

IE Ta c]ie..sze. "The principal managers of an affair."

Tjlai lW ~!x" 1 1 ^ ^R SMh che chay ke j'h

yew sze. " H has so happened, that I have been occupied

these few days." R . ^JT ^\^\ Che k'he loo yu.

" Take hold of, (and wave) the feathers of (the bird) Loo,"

as a signal. (She-king.) |Xj 7$^ Che heung ho.

" To meet with severe misfortune."

Keachih. " The price."

She shin mo kea tseen. " What is the price of it ?"

Chih tih shih yuen.
"

It is worth, or

'

Puh chih tseen. " Itcost, ten dollars."

does not cost much ; it is not expensive.'
1

5? Puh chih y ih tseen. " Not worth a farthing."

63. 1 -W ="~r
ijtt

Puh chih yu t'ha ke keaou.

if not worth while to argue with him."

K'HUNG. R. H.

K'hung tung.
"
Ignorant ; rude." In this

sense, Syn. with l\$Si K'hung. Read K'hung.
I

*
'

/
|'rr\ K'hung tsung. "Hurry of business; haste; urgent."

Read K'hung. /fl2l K'hung tsung. "Weary;

fatigued." /fe/C AEl //A- I I I |)7p Chow k'hung
/lii\ I |y\i>// |-H I

tsung yu shan luh. " Pensive and weary amongst the hills."

\*l> , *=

KEUEN. |p S. C. f^ R. H.

To desist. (Shw3-w5n.) Labour ; fatigue; weariness; las-

situde.
TTjfe iTjffl

7M /T&. Tsing shin kwSn keuen.

-J F3 'IT i 1 1-*

" The spirits flagged." ^jfM~ /\ yf\ Hwuy jia

puh keuen. " In teaching unwearied." (Lun-yu.) H~

"/* x
rtfr-. Keu che woo keuen. " To remain indefati-

L3 shen woogable in a pursuit."

keuen. " Unwearied delight in goodness." J(^

^ Puh che yen keuen. " Not know what fatigue is."

keung ; tuh hing urh puh keuen ; yew keu urh puh yiii.
" The

scholar, (the wise man) possessed of extensive learning, does

not desist ; in solid virtuous conduct he is unwearied ; in secret,

he does not commit excess." (Le-king.) Occurs in the seuse

ofA$r Keu, " Proud." Al. Scrib-^- Keuen.

TSUNG.

Tsung> ihang ko 'hin jin '

"
Tsung, a demi-god of high antiquity.'-
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KEU. S. C. R. II.

To stand erect. (Luh-shoo.) Not humble ) proud, haughty

carriage ; contempt of decorum. Sitting with the feet stretched

out. Sleeping about carelessly. In the Le-king, applied to

firm strong sounds. /& $3 A \ -jj^
Keu gaou puh

Proud, haughty, unhumbled."

Kwei wei t'heen tsze urh piih keaou

keu. "
Though possessing the dignity of Emperor, yet not

proud." a
1

1 As? -TTs. Tseen keu, how kung.

" Proud in the beginning, and afterwards respectful."

~JTT~
/frC Yew woo keu ; lelh woo po ; tso woo ke ; tain woo

fuh. " Do not walk with a proud gait ; do not stand on one

foot ; do not sit with the feet stretched out ; do not sleep lying

on the face." (Le-king.) ^^" Keu ya, Name of an

animal.

TS'HEEN. S. C. R. H.

Good; excellent. An epithet applied to men, implying

praise and commendation. Pretty formation of the mouth.

Read Ts'hing, A daughter's husband
; borrowed to act instead

of; employed to serve for the time being. Jr] ^f~ /TH

^X
'

i
'_ f 07T / T^ Keaou se?x>u ts'heen he ; mci muh

pisen he. " How handsome her mouth when she artfully

smiles ! How pretty her eyes, in which the black and the white

are clearly distinguished!" (She-king.) "TV Tae

ts'bing.
"
Forj instead of."

-ft E, Ne. s.c.

Appellative of little children ; of those that are weak and

small. To benefit ; to distinguish ; a limit; the utmost limit.

The banks of a river. A surname. Kf JH , JJ^f 'f
3

Fan k'he maou ne. " Send back their old men and children."

^-^ffj
Twan ne. " The extreme point ; the first bud-

ding forth; the commencement; the origin." x^N ^

r (JU T

TOn Puh loo twan ne.
" Not to make the least dis-

closure."
''pSi ]

Pe ne.
" To peep; to look ob-

liquely." ~f^ ~/\-\
Tfo e ' 1ew e -

" To 'oolt

on the right and the left."

LUN.
]]

. C. R. H.

Constant ; regular. Species; class; kindred; relation; ca-

pable of comparison and arrangement; that which is right and

proper. To choose. A surname. TT iBB Woo lun.

" Fire relations," in which human beings stand to each other :

they are also expressed by /^ Jin lun. " The relations

of mankind;" and -TT" Ta lun. " The great relations."

Those relations, and their appropriate duties, are thus expressed,

yew tsin; keun chin yew e; foo foo yew peih; ch'hang yew

yew sou ; pang yew yew sin.
" Between a father and son, kindnei.*

and duty; between a prince and minister, rectitude in ordering

and in serving; between a husband and wife, icparation of the

duties which lie abroad from those at home, and each taking

their appropriate parU; between seniors and junior*, eldtv
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brother! and younger, order ; between friends, truth." (Mang-

tsze and HO-keang.)

/ II \

order.*'

Woohoo! Shingjin chetlh, pun yu jin lun. "Most truly!

The morality of the Sages (of antiquity) centered in the relative

duties."
x|-jjj A \J,WJ? T '

ha P"h sh?h wo

lun. " He is ignorant (ofthe common) relative duties." ^^~

Yu woo lun t'hsze. " Discourse without any

E jinpeihyu k'he

run. " In comparing men, you must rank them with their own

class.
'

(Le-king.) ^- /$& 'rfjf Maou yew yew

lun. "A hair (though small), yet (has figure) is capable of

being compared." (Chung-yung.)

E lun yew seu. " The unvarying principles by which the

great relative duties are arranged." (Shoo-king.)

s.C. /fn.H.

reat; lofty; bright; manifest. VH

ChOpeyunhan. "Clear and extensive as the Milky Way."

(She-king.) /
"

Yew ch8 k'he taou. " There

is a large open road." (She-king.)

AjfJLi
Same as |ff Kwang. See above.

WEI, and Wo.
T]g

S. C.^ R. H.

Read Wei. Yielding appearance. A man's name. /fZD:

ffip.
Wei the. "

Appearance of returning from a distance."

K/J 4 @ ^qj Chow taou wei che. " At a distance

appearing to return upon the great road.'
1

(She-king.)

Read Wo, It denotes the Japanese ; as TV Wo jin.

" A Japanese." Wo kwO. "
Japan."

L5-langhae chung, yew Wo

kwS, tsae Hwuy-ke che lung, yew wei che JTh-pun kwB. " In

LS-lang sea, to the east of Hwuy-ke, (in Chg-keang) there is a

country called Wo; it is also called Jih-pun, 'The source of

day;'
" hence the European name Japan. In a Geographical

Work, published about the beginning of the Christian era, the

J\ Woo jin, or Japanese, are said to be divided into

upwards of a hundred different states. It is added, that the

surrounding islands were all peopled by the /^" ^

chiing, i. e. The Japanese race.

LO.

The name of an insect. The name of a country. Used

for ;fc|3 Lo. " Naked." Read Ko. ^^ /J- Hae ko.

"
Narrow, illiberal, mean." Als* read Hwa, Naked shoulders.

SUNG.

Lazy. /ffr*' TWA. Keunj sung,
" To rail; to abuse j to

l/fx^ Yy^

heat with contempt" H is a local word.

LING.

To insult; to exceed or pass over. Also read Lang,

Lang tang.
"
Walking feebly ; weak; stumbling.'

1

HWAN.

\$ \Hi IIwin tun '

" Dul1 ; stupid ; blockish-" Nanie
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of a person famous in history, who was particularly stupid. In

Tso-chuen, written with ^K Shwiiy, "Water," by the side.

TUNG.

Lung tung.
" Weak, feeble."

Lung tung.
"
Simple, stupid."

TSZE.

To stick any thing in the ground; to erect, or establish.

A local word used in the Eastern part of the country.

HAN.

To extend the head and look towards. A good looking

appearance.

Ol.Scrib.^Taou.SeeRad.IDLMing .

Same as Y- Keuen. See above.

$> PUN. Name of a Military Officer.

WOO. A man's name.

Characters formed by Nine Strokes.

PING.

All ; all complete ; arranged. Al. Scrib. & Ping.

^yfl_ Common form of JT_ Ying. See Had.
|Ij||j

Tsaou.

CHING.

Ol. Scrib. A-M. Ching. To commend ; to praie ; to ilt.

TSEEN. To advance, to go forward.

YEN. HtSS.C.

To cease; to cause to cense. To lie down ; to lcrp ; pros-

trate. The name of a place. A surname. A place partitioned

off for the offices of nature. XIS 7JT" j|- *jT Yen

woo sew wan. " Put a stop to military operations, and culli-

^-

~
vate literary pursuits." (Shoo-king.)

Fung hing tsaou yen.
" The wind blows, the grass reclines."

~n\7 E^ ~A\* -H/fC Hwo seih yen tsae chwang.
" Some

-I<x\i i VJii*
'
J-I/I

'

at rest lying sleeping on their beds." (She-king.)

EA Yen go.
" To lie down; to lie down to sleep."

BJY
Yenfuh. " To subject." E^ Yen seth. "To

desist, to ceae." ^^ Yen keen. "
Stupid ; irreso-

lute; proud." %/&' Yen cboo. "
Marshy ground

."

M

(Tso-chuen.)

NWAN, or No

TOl. I.

Weak; soft ; to stop. By Sha-muh, read Lwan and Lo.

CHUNG.

3|" Lung chung.
" Not meeting with; not succeed-

ing; imbecility; dotage." Syn. with *m Chung,
" Irresolute."

CH'HUN. Thick; substantial; rich.

00
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Same as

KEA

Seen. See below.

S. C. R. H.

False; fictitious; to borrow; to suppose; great. Read

Kea, Excellent; beautiful. Read Kea, Leave of absence.

Read KTh, To come to. The name of a place. /^ f=*

yfcyfy 1H mrs? K'he yen we che chin kea. " Do not

know whether the words be true or false." -_- IS RSlAJ y .V pf J
\txn g l > /_

^g -j|r
Da She chin teih, hwan she kea teih. Is

it true, or is it false ?" /^ Kea tseay.
" To trans-

fer nominally; to borrow, or lend."
yji\ Keajoo.

"
If; or suppose that it be." 4m Kea she. "

Sup-

pose for example." ^C.~/vJ*^/\^ Kea show yu

jin.
" To borrow the hand of a person;" i. e. to commit to

hiscare. /l^J^^^ | $ '

che yew e, piih kwang kea mei. " The mind distressed, not

leisure to undress to sleep." (She-king.)

"Gin" Pin kea, or ^~ Kaou kea. " To re-

-?FZ ' E=l I

quest, or announce leave of absence from official duties."

/^|n
Seaou kea. " To have finished the service on which

one was absent, and to announce his return."
~ytr

-4--
/ rf- Kea tsae t'h'een ming.

" Great was the sanction

of heaven" obtained by Wan-wang. (She-king.)

^/j" Kg Kth yew mcaou. " To repair to the temple." (Yih-

king.) To rhyme, read Hoc and Ko.

KEE

Repeated, KeS ke'6,
" The appearance of using

violent effort." Urgent; with haste. A martial appearance.

A bamboo rod. Also read Ke, under which some Dictionaries

place the last sense. To cease ; to slop.
>
/

pJ
Ke keu,

Certain verses, or enigmatical sentences of the Sect Fuh.

_ it .

=~;i|
'fdE Keang fuh ke. "To rehearse, or explain the

enigmas of Fuh."

WEI.
"flip

S. C. 4% R. H.

Great; extraordinary; surprising. A surname. J\_

~JT~ Xm 4sl_ Jin tsae kwei wei. "
Extraordinary talent."

JO3- 3-C 'ff,' Ying wei fe chang.
" A great ajid ex-

traordinary character."

4ft
YU.

Repeated, /PrR Yu yu.
"
Walking alone; solitary;

IPv I

none to associate with." Bent down j stooping.

yfrfA IK* Same as /Wt Ping. See below.

VTT

4

JAY. A surname.

TE. To advance with difficulty. Al.Scrib.-AP Tet

HWAN. A surname.

WEI. To approximate ; to attach to ; to love.

CHUEN, or Swan. S.

Affairs fully provided for ; to collect together. Orig
./]

te 1 hu.
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''

SHOO. To erect; to establish.

Another form of/Sl Seun. See above.
I HJ

KE1H, or Ke5.

Weary ; fatigued,

ceive ill usage."

P'HEEN.

Kcaou ke ' h>
" To re'

S.C. R.H.

By the side; lateral ; inclined ; partial to; bent upon having,

or doing; retired; selfish; depraved; one half; belonging to.

Fifty men; twenty-five chariots of war. A surname. rT7

/< Pff^ tl Hfl
ChuDS cheleanSPangyuP'heea.

Tungp'heen.
" The two sides are called P'heen."

" The east side." (Tso-chuen.) In the passage alluded to, it is

explained as denoting something inferior and worthless in the

East ; the same is affirmed of the West and North, as not being

central. ^ ^L^^J ] -ff Tso, seu

ching tso, wiih p'heen e. "When sitting, sit
straight, do not

lounge on one side."
jiL

P'heen kaou. "High on

one side."

sy? P'heen gae.
"
Strong partiality." jMt (Mtp" l-j- I n

sing tsing p'heen peih.
" Led away hy a perverse

attachment to; disposition wholly devoted to one form of

pleasure ox amusement," -. ^ Ylh p'heen

che keen. "
Singularity of opinion." "=~Jn. ^|[

H^ Woo chih p'heen keen. "
Obstinately to adhere to a

partial and erroneous view of the subject."

P'heen fang.
" A concubine."

"
Inconsiderately bent on a thing ; determined to hare it at t&

evenU." _nfL
''

\>\" Woo p'heen, woo t'haag.
n\\ <ivs TiT

" Not influenced by elfish motives, nor devoted to party."

(Shoe-king.)

jrrH; U rf KpT tujjj
Yu k<! wo * P'been ze; yu jin wo

so o t'hang.
" As to one's self, not in any degree influenced by

selfish motives; as to others, not devoted to the interests of a

party." (Tso-chuen.) ^jj^
Phi-en e.

" Bicolored

raiment." (MS. Dictionary.) yfcir
P'heen koo. " De-

1

-

FB" P'heea
J^

t'hoo. *
Degrees of longitude."

HEEN. The thought* disturbed; disquieted.

YEN. A counterfeit article.

XfiJ FUNG. The name of a place.

W7frt T'HANG. A long appearance,

/J /g 6
[|g

S. C.
/fjj

R. H^

o tsiih. " To restrict; to limit.'' A surname,

o tsucn, Name of an immortal.

rV *" Many; much.

Together with; uniting with others in strenuous eflbrt.
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Kae kae. "
Strong vigorous appearance." (She-

7^ []

fining ts, fhung che, puh tlh tze joo yay.
" Peih kae,

expresses that he must act with his comrades, and stop with

them ; he could not do as he pleased." (She-king.)

Kae yew.
"
Together rove."

An erroneous contraction of /hgT Chay.
" To

drag." (Kang-he.) According to Tsze-hwuy, read Ch'hay, To

rend asunder.

SANG.

Straight, direct appearance ; long appearance.

Same as
/jj?

K'han. See under 6 str.

>T3A
YJYJ

Keu mow. "Mean, miserable."MOW.

TE

To raise up. Read T'he, Feeble, weak. The two characters

y-- /VM
written /*3f" TEE Te tseun, according to Ching-tsze-tung, and

I HJ |fu]

three other Chinese Dictionaries, are in Kang-he's, written

'flit Te hwuy, but no where are they denned. The MS. Dic-

tionaries have defined them by
"

Sapientissimus." They pro-

bably mean " To Elevate ; to exalt ; to dignify."

. c. , H.

of /f
/PCommon form of /f
/P Ts8. To make; to do; to act as;

to be. /j//i-J. R. jje tso shin mo. " What are

youdoingr Ijid&S
k'heu na choo tso shin mo. " What did you go there to do ?"

Nan tso. " Difficult to effect."

Tso puh lae. " Unable to do ; cannot be effected."

^ Ne U tJh> P"h ts Uh

" Can you do it or not ?"

i. e. either "I can do it; or It will do."

Too haou sze t'how, piih he mine

tso. "AH like to match it secretly; and do not wish to do it

open,,"

^p:Tsotih. "Do can;"

yaou ne tso yih cbang chii tsze. "
1 want you to make a table.

1 '

~T\
^^p ^ ^ '|'^

Tso hea heu to yuen ban.

" To make to one's self a great many enemies." pi
I P

Tso kwan. " To be a magistrate, or officer of government."

jin.
" To act as a man."

- Ne ming keaou tso shin mo. " What is your

name ?"

Same as 'IS? Sow. See below.
1>*W

CHA.

Cha teg. "
Appearance of a worthless bad man/'

. Jl^s.c.

To cease; to stop; to delay; to stay; to fix in a place,

it- Ting che, or
l|l Ting seih, "To cease;

to stop."

*

Ting kung. "To stop work."

JEfL Ting show. " To cease from doing."
-

t H
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Ting ylh hwuy.
" To stop a while." *.-

Woo yih seih c' ting. "Not a moment's delay."

Tsze sze kan kin pan keih. puh k'ho ting lew jth kew.
" Hasten

t*he finishing of this affair; it must not be delayed many days."

HE} 1? cfel Rung pa ting scih mae

mae. "
Apprehend a stoppage of trade."

W Urh ' fan

tsa, piih k'ho kew ting.
" My child, there is a great and mixed

cjoncourse in this place, we must not remain long."

Yew wans m'"s tsae sn 'n > 'ew>

woo fun jib. yay tsin fa. "
Being under King's orders, he did

not dare to delay, but pushed on, irrespective whether it was

night or day."

I
T-t-r- -i" /
ffl T S ~fr TinS keu **ou tso " To stop the

I
=p-Ai/-J

carriage on the left side of the road." Hrn^T"^ V&
/I I y i "5?

x S I
~"

i hi/ |

VpEq ^S* -"-Jr1

Vj-
KeO poo man man ting chs seay

tsow. "
Going leisurely ; stopping and walking alternately."

RSI Ting shing.
" To delay promotion."

I I-1- R/HJ - 1

Teaou ting.
" To arrange; to modify; to settle."

S, Ting tang, or . Ting to. "Arranged well;

settled fully."

It sometimes seems to denote, A part. 3-yj Jy j

ting ting fun kae.
" Take my family property, and divide

it into shares." San ting, Are said to be the

forehead, nose, and chin. Originally written /^~^ Ting.

To rhyme, read Tang.

PEI.

To reject; to turn away from. ~5J*4c3 J./

pei li-'ih.
" Do not stand with the face turned away." (Le-kin; >

S\

Teih kwa. "
Appearance of walking.*

YE. Light; mean. One says, Handiome ; prelty'.

HWANG.

At leisure.
A.JJ >jj| Fang hwang.

"
Agitated 4 con-

cerned; distressed.''

YAOU.

t-rr //

AJffi
\

Yaou nea u.
" Small waiited.*' zJ3

Yaou chaou peen keuen, Eipreise*
" Crowdi of

handsome young men and women, on a Spring ramble."

/TBL CHAN

A: Chan jen.
"
Regular; properly adjusted

r

TSEAOU.

Sha tseao -
" Vicious ; raalerolent."

Same as /fi^ How. See above.

/t&- YEN.

Clean. Some make it the same as "I/a" Caii " A femair
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of impure mind ;" and hence, the; consider the definition

"
Clean,'' as improper.

-fi
YEW.

To stand by, or wait upon as an attendant. The authority

of this character is doubted.

KEEN. R H

Strong; not susceptible of fatigue; indefatigable; unwearied

and unceasing as the daily revolution of the heavens. Read

Keen, Difficult ; to raise. A surname.

tsze e tsze, keang piih selh. " Heaven is unwearied and un-

ceasing in its daily motion ; and the good man, in imitation

thereof, is indefatigable and unceasing in his personal efforts"

to attain virtue and excellence. /Ks")|flp TCP I Tsing

shin keang keen. "
Strong constitution and good spirits.'

1

Chwang keen. "
Strong, able bodied." j5F

R^" Tsun te nwan kaas keen. " Honored
l/ifc \

body still strong and vigorous;" i. e. You, Sir, are still very

hale and stout. ."-*/. Keen tsuh,
" An able bodied soldier."

TUB.

|7V
. Tang tub. " Want of humility ; abrupt." Pro-

perly written without Man by the side.

SOO. A surname.

Original form of -

Pe'en. See above.

SEU.

Epithet applied to those who possess talents and knowledge.

Read Seu, Open ; loosely connected.

An erroneous Character, supposed to be used for

Hwuy,
" Extreme debility."

CHA. To extend.

TO. To commit to ; to place dependance on

TSZE, or Che.

Tsze szc ' (or c^e ch*-)
"

Irregular; apparent
.

disorder," as in the flight of birds and the frisking of fish.

X TO. A surname.

in. SeeRad. "~b~ Neu.Same

FOW

To accord with. Read Foo, To rely upon. jp
-^

H ~^. sffl >r 'Fa Le y fow * hSen te che ts'"=

"
Propriety and music accord with the nature of the heavens

and the earth." Tsze foo. " To be self-confident."

PEIH.

To oppress; to ill use; to compress; to fill; to distend

j /r\ T\ KeuB lsze
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ts'hin shang, puh peih hea. " A good man docs not encroach

on superiors, nor oppress inferiors." (Le-king.)

Fuh peih, A kind of buskinSeay peih, and
l

tied round the leg, from the knee to the foot, used in ancient

times when going to Court.
/f^GL

***'" ^eu> * kind of

leather buskin, said to give firmness and strength to the muscles

. _ >- \fr

of the leg ; similar to what is now called /-T- H^S Hing
I J 'i/F.

tang. Read Fuh, uh yang, The name ofa place.

CHE. To wait on. To prepare; to provide.

TSUNG, or Tsfina

ffi K'hung tsung.
"
Oppressed by a multiplicity

of business ; completely wearied out." Al. Scrib. /SI Tsung,

jvhich, by Kang-he, is called the vulgar form ; other Dictionaries

call the above the vulgar form.

MEEN.

Towards; rather inclined towards; to place towards. Oc-

curs in an opposite sense, viz.
"
Contrary to."

>ie*
TSEIH.

The appearance of many persons ; a multitude.

E.

Moaning ; the tone of lamentation after weeping.

.7. 52. ~Y^/^ Tung tsze kiih puh e.
" Children (at

the tombs of their parents) weep, but do not moan and lament

afterwards." (Le-king.).

SEIH.

One of the sons of
^ff*

/^ff. Te-kdh, and brother o

famous 3. Yaou, who i supposed to hare lived about A. M.

rFjS

1600.
JL Ching-tang. The first of the Dynasty

Shang, was descended from Selh, removed from him

twelve generations. 01. Scrib. 3ffi Selh. A surname.

SEUN.

To transmit to others what has been committed to one's self.

^3 SZE. Jigs. C. ^R. H.

J/vLj>

4Jr ^ze sze. "To reprove, or admonish, with
|
'Hi*

frankness and sincerity." ~T .

|j ] "tTjuJj

tseg sze sze, e e joo yay, k'ho wei sze c.
" Confucius said, Ho

who with unfeigned sincerity reproves and admonishes (hif

friend), who lives in agreeable harmony (with his brothers'!,

may be called Sze," a well instructed good man.

Read Ts'hae, Strenuous effort; great talent and ability.

Appearance of a large beard.

TWAN. M/ /fffRChaoutwan, Littlc,sm!L

TS1H, or Chih. iac S. C. /f 2, R. H.

Lateral ; oblique ; deflected ; perverted ; depraved ; mean ;

vile.
^fSl] 5^ Tsiih shih.

" A second, or inferior wife t a
I /4,J

/

concubine."

Woo fan woo ts'ih. wang taon ching chih.
" Without contrarietj,
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without obliquity, the royal law is right and direct." (Shocking.)

Tsae nan shan che tsih. "
By the

r-1
I"TV "i ^

I

side of the southern hills." (She-king.) pA Tsih go.

" To >Ieep on the side." ~^~L r?n f^L Tsih urh

urh ting. "To apply the car to, to listen."
\*W[

I

*
1

Tilh lotr, "Of low rank; mean; vile." IV Fan tsih.

"A rebellious faction." Jih tsih. "The sun

declining to the Westward ; about two hours after noon."

Vi Tsih kwan. A certain kind of cap.

/'-tr Tsih sang, A species of the fruit commonly called

Jj 7^ Le che. -jfr* Chih tsih. A certain coin.

7777 ^.
Occurs in the sense of %=!. Tih. Which see.

CH'HING

To inquire. A spy ; a scout sent to watch the motions of the

enemy. \J^/[E|
Yew ch'hing; ^*|| Loch'hing;

Apl Ch'hingsze, All express the same. A spy is other-

wise called J5\4\~- Se tsa ' and Pcfl "^S: Kiien *&

fj

a

S.C.

A carved image of a human being. Two, or a pair; an even

number; of the same company or class of persons; to accord

with; to harmonize. To pair; to unite; union; to occur; to

happen accidentally. A surname. 4rivl 'ISi*.
^ow scanS-

" An image, an idol,'* ^\\.
M "n Sow '

" A wooden

image." ~f*- Too gow.
" An earthen image."

A Gow Jin,
"A statue." ^^ [E] |

fh p] Zffi- Shwang ihoo yug gow; chih shoo yug ke.

A. I I PJ

" Pair (or even) numbers are called Gow ; single (or odd) numbers

are called Ke.'' {/L P'heih gow. "To pair; to unite

in marriage; a pair; husband and wife." T/nP Pei

gow, and /-^ . HO gow, also express To unite in pairs."

yin she e hii gow nan neu. " The Sages accorded with thr

seasons in uniting persons in marriage;'' they appointed that

// -fP--=- 7
it should take place in the Spring. |/K /j V, nT

^S^STlt-J^cl^- I

New tin leaou

yin yuen leang hea heu ching keagow.
" You and I agree upon

the marriage, and both promise to become a happy pair."

Gowjen.
"
Accidently ; by chance."

Gow Jen urh yew teiih.
"
Happened

7^^ J3/f^ Gow wei

nookea so tih. "It is what I obtained accidentally." Noo

kea,
"
Slave," is an epithet by which a woman designates herself.

accidentally."

Ching kw5 che che gow urh, fe tsze che kung yay .

" The order

introduced into the country, Ching, was by chance, and not Tsze,

from any merit of yours." To rhyme, read Yu.

CHE.Things coming together,coming
into contact.

T'HOW. H0 s - C

Remiss ; careless ; weak ; ill-managed. To steal ; by stealth,

clandestine.

D Tsze yug ; Keun tsze chang king, yih

keang ; gan sze jih t'how.
" Confucius said, agood man, by a

reverence for propriety daily strengthens bis virtuous habits;

he who indulges in pleasure, and gives up the restraint of his
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passions,
becomes daily more weak and remiss." (Le-king-)

>\m T'how p5. "Negligent; remiss."
~^a\

td-L Kow ts'heay e t'how gan. "Careless and

remiss in order to obtain ease." PHJ T'how hiscn.

|,>/A-Sf> T'how taou. "To steal; to

pursue one's own gain by clandestine means." p"J

7^ 2fi
Thow urh juh shih. " To steal a child and bring

it home," is applied to a fraudulent person. ||!
-4A /ml

Shoo tseg k'how t'how. " To pilfer as a rat, and steal as

a dog," expresses a petty thief.
4=e.^\\ rfrj

?-&

A. A\ t^i "Hi T'how tih le urh how yew hae;. t'how

/, V 'P ATT.J ILL

tih 13 urh how yew yew chay, shing jin piih. wei yay.

"Clandestinely to obtain gain, from which will result future

harm ; clandestinely to enjoy pleasure, from which will result

future sorrow, are things which the wise man will not do."

'iflX.
T how tso -

" To do bv stealth-"

T'how she. "To look by stealth."

To rhyme, read Yu.

/a-
Ol. Scrib. fi3E Peih. See Had. rii Sin.

Ol.Scrib.i^T'heih.SeeRad. } Miih.

Ol. Scrib. R^ Yin. See Rad. P Fow.

Ol. Scrib. Paou. See above.

Charactersformed by Ten Strokes.

KWE1. S.C.

Great; extraordinary; excellent; magnificent; strange; mon

/ /fr-t Pf? -4-K
strous. -ft- f ED S^ TfctT Ta kwei e tsae.

" Great and
/ V l/(f^^ ^ s * **

extraordinary calamity;" a convulsion of nature, as mountains

rushing down and occupying the beds of rivers at an eclipse of

the sun or moon. Read K'hwei, /fffl K'hwei luv
I mm

Certain ludicrous, but ingenious moving figures, made of

wood, first invented about A. M. 3000; at present, called
yfr^

/E9 rJi i

IKrJUEx ^ W "Comic performance by wooden

figures;" a mock drama, or puppet show. Also read Kwuy.

In Chinese Dictionaries, the Pronunciation, as has been

already noticed, is given by what is called the 4l7] Tie*,

and also by the
-^- Yin; thus, the Character under

definition, Kwei, is made from Koo and Wei, which are the

TseS. The Yin, is a single word derived from Koo and

Wei, united. The Tse'g, are called
-fJJ" Moo,

"
Mothers;"

and the Yin, I2L Tsze, "Sons." Under this character,

Kang-he's Tsze-teen, charges the Dictionaries Tsze-hwuy, and

Ching-tsze-tung, with mistaking the Mother and Son. The

first of the above Dictionaries, gives Koo hwuy, as the Tse,

and Kwei as the Yin, but the finals, Wuy and Wei do not

agree; or as Kang-he says, Wei is not the Son of Wuy.

The other Dictionary, is charged with mistaking both Mother

and Son, as it gives for the Tse'6, K'boo bwuy, and for the

Yin, it gives w^r Kwei, which Kang-he, in this place, sayi

is not aspirated. However, under the character

VOL. i.
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Kwei, Kang-he gives, as its Ttefi, the very same syllable!, viz.

K'hoo hwuj.

In the Imperial Dictionary, this disagreement between the

syllables given, and the syllabic derived, sometimes occurs, as,

from "
Fang peaou," the word " Peaou" is derived ; from

"
Wang keu," they derive " Yu ;" from "

Chang keu,"
" Shoo,"

and so of others. The fact is, that the Pronunciation is by no

means so invariable and determinate, as some European Writers,

who dash at once into the intricate and less tangible parts of

the Language, would insinuate. The Aspirates and Tones, and

even the Initial Sounds, vary with different Writers, in dif-

ferent places, and as enunciated by different Speakers. There

are some cases, in which the usage is general and determinate ;

and there are also many cases, in which it is not so. When

Natives disagree, it ill becomes foreign students to affect infal-

lible aecuracy in Aspirates and Tones.

Aged ; an epithet of respect addressed to aged persons.

A man's name. Some say, properly written \Q~ Sow.

TSEW. To hire one's self out to others.

. CHE.
<j~^j|!|

Che che. "
Irregular; wth-

out order." The name of a place.

yjfjfj*
Same as /|f, Ts'hin. See above.

i.
SOO. Towards

; constantly inclined to.

HEA, or Ha.

Fearless. hi - "Strong, robust.

y Same as^ See. See below

SHIH.

% Chih shth, or Tsih sih,
"
Vicious, wicked."

KE. Looking on the right and left.

THAN.

At rest ; still. A duplicate form of 'ifc Than.

F00. Ms. C. fHR. H.

To annex to; to superinduce; to lay on a surface, as

colours on paper; to arrange; to insert names; to bring

together; to extend to. A Tutor. A kind of agreement, of

which document, each party takes half. The name of a plant.

Pe che puh tsun, maou tseang gan foo. "As the skin does

not remain, how are the hairs to be inserted ?" (Tso-chuen.)

, tCD Poo ven sTh.
" To lav on colours."

L_,
I

Fo To

Dictionary.) "r?n
-ft\~\

l-t^l S*r
"Face as if painted."

~

the sacred o'l-" (MS.

Mecn joo foo fun.

Tae foo, and

Shaou foo, Were anciently Tutors to the Princes.

Foo yu, A certain office about court.
RfFl

Tsze foo. " A Tutor ; a master ; a. literary patron.'
1 Persons
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emulous of promotion, commonly pay their court to one in

power, and when presenting a donative, compliment their ex-

pected patron with the epithet, Sze foo.

^~ Foo hwuy.
' To bring together ; to drag

.together." /@^JEL rj"^
Foo hwuy k'heshwiS. "To

drag together a number of particulars; a forced application

of what is said." // K !

I

*
~TC Yth foo yu t'heen.

"
Rising to Heaven," said of a bird flying. (She-king.)

To rhyme, read Fe.

YUEN.

Knowledge and talent employed on the side of what is vicious

and unprincipled.

YUNG. Many ; a multitude ; luxuriant.

LEfH.

The tablet, dedicated to the deceased, in the temple of

ancestors. Some affirm, that the character should be written

without Man by the side.

MUH . Part ofa surname containing three letters.

/^A tj YIN. Superabundance.

According to Luh-shoo, there is no authority for this character-

"Coming up to in walking; over-

taking."

KEANG

W Keang mang.
" Not pleating ; not flattering-'

Also read, Heang.

MA

A person's name. To rail, or scold. The same at pg Ma.

PANG.
fljfjS.C.

R.H.

To approach to ; to lean against. Read Pang, The right and

y-V I

left side ; lateral. Read Pang, A<f Pang pang.
" Al-

/ i. i

ways occupied, unable to obtain rest." (She-king.) /J
5r

E pang, or
-^fc- Pang chfi. " To draw near to ; to recline

against." TV
j

fi Pang j in mun hoc. "To

depend on tome family for support.'
1

,lj/ rfrj l|5

Pang hwa urh tso.
" To go near to flowers and sit down."

pang, san ne'en puh ching.
" To erect a shed by the side of the

road, cannot be effected in three years," because so many per-

sons interfere and object ; a proverbial sajnng, intended to ex-

press the difficulty ofeffecting that in which many persons claim

a right to interfere. ^^ | y^^^D^g.
Puh kwan pang jin shw8 twan ch'hang.

" To disregard whether

by-standers say it is short or long;" i. e. ill or well.

TSEIH.

Envious; injurious; poisonous.

HE. Anger.

S.C.
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IP

doubtful.

Sam* as _1&H Teen,
"
Subverted, deranged, mad."

T'HAE. Same as ffE T'hae. Which sec.

THANG.

T'hang fhuh.
"
Wanting in humility; abrupt."

_

|- | HAOU. The name of a place. This character is

KEE. S. C. R. H.

The
shooting forth of grain; eminent virtue and talents.

I A. ^3 fi <. Che kwB wan jin chay> wci

che Ying, ts'heen jin chay, wei cheTseun, pih jin chay, wei

che Haou; shih jin chay, we! che Ke. "Knowledge su-

perior to ten thousand persons, is expressed by Ying; to one

thousand, by Tseun; to a hundred, by Haou ; to ten, by

Tsae tih che e yu chung chay, yuS Tseun-keg. ' Ta-

lents and virtue superior to the rest of mankind, is ex-

pressed by Tseun-kSeV' ^ _~T. pj

Tsun been, she nang; tseun keg tsae wei, tsih t'he'en hea che

sze kae yue
1

, urh yuen liiTh yu kechaoue. "MSng-tszesaid,

Honor the virtuous and employ the able; let men of eminent

talents fill public offices ; then the learned and good through-

out the Empire will be pleased ; from other States they will

desire to come and live under the auspices of such a court."

(MSng-tsze and HO-keang.)

"rH^ Ying keg, or
"

Haou ke

che sze. "A person eminent for virtue and talents," a hero.

MK-* ft i^fJIJ^
T'ha uae y ih neu chung haou keg ; che yuug chwang tseuu.

" She is an heroine, complete both in knowledge and valor."

MING. Very drunk. Same u H^ Ming.

CH'HOW. A person of a tall appearance.

KEUNG.

sung. "To rail at; to abuse Ij

opprobrious language." A local phrase.

JjnT
HE. A certain people. A man's name. Occurs in

the sense of Is; are. Also said to denote,To wait on; to follow.

/f IN{

/\
1

Same as /rm Seun. See above.

SHEN. To excite; to inflame: conflagration.

k.'HEEN. To follow ; to wait on 5 to attend o.

K'heen jin,
"
Attendants."

. A surname; a name.
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TSANG, or Sang.

A term applied to those in inferior stations of life. Also

read, Ts'hang. /T&" syt TsSng foo, and T> taou

tsang, Are epithets applied to persons. 'A/

fTQ, Tsang foo tsuy chwang.
" The messenger (of the bride-

groom) urges (the bride) to dress." The bridegroom sends a

messenger and letter on the day appointed for the marriage,

to the house of the bride; the letter contains compliments,

praises, and intreaties to hasten and come away. The inten-

tion of it is, to remove the unpleasant idea of going unasked.

Ts'hang nang.
" Confuted appearance."

CHHUH.

'In? l/$\i
Ch'hiih siih. '

Bent; made to crouch or stoop."

Occurs in the sense of .-; i Ch'hiih. " Domestic animals."

SAN. -
R. H.

To coyer ; to shade off the sun or rain ; an umbrella.

Parasols and umbrellas were first mentioned in books, published

about A. D. 300. It is said, that they took their rise, from

standards and banners waving loose in the air. jrfrj Xf/S-
p|

x
j ^Y^.

Yu san. "An umbrella to keep offthe rain." && Lo
i>\fE- I

Mn. " The large parasol of the officers of government, carried

by attendants; it is otherwise called, H 03 Jih chaou.M
^"fr 1

_TT_ Leib san, The broad brimed bamboo hats of

the poor Chinese. /?J?- Chang san, F1J3 Kae

*an,
" To open, or spread out an umbrella." ~fj /^

kiingsan; seaonjin tstien ch'hang la jin chay. "Five men

with one umbrella; little men's sole dependance is on the

shelter afforded by great men." This is said in allusion to the

form of the character, in which the top part represents the

character /V Jin,
" Man," of which there are four small

ones within.

/ -ill.

s.c.

Completed; ready; prepared; provided against; sufficient;

entirely ; every thing prosperous. To provide; to assist; to

guard against. A surname. Occurs denoting the Claws of

vJ- y+fc
animals, and long military weapons. CIj"

/

rMl
^aou P*'

" To announce that a thing is completed.'' \\J
Chun

pe. "To prepare." M^ || ^K. J
Fan sze

tse pe leaou. "
Every thing is ready."

Yu pe. "To provide for; to make previous

arrangements.'' JM -^f4 't2j^"5l "PR ^an izt

pcTh seen yu pe.
" In every thing (you) must be prepared, or

make previous arrangements.'' '!>. =p -Ip- / J
H .

,3 xT"! ffif cp Wei sze sze nae k'he ye* pe
IT I Fj I t\\\ I**"*

yew pe woo hwan. " In managing any affair, (whether in war,

husbandry, or other affairs in life) there must be preparation ;

being prepared, will prevent evil." (Shoo-king.) rl
pff~

4^ Fan so yang sze clie gan ; keaou sze che fS, woo piih pe

che. "
Every favour calculated to encourage the scholar,

every regulation calculated to further his progress in learning,

is fully provided" by His Imperial Majesty. (Shing-yu.
1

*

> Uang pe yew ke&

TOL. I. n r
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yen mo. " Is the family entertainment prepared yet f

T\ Pe hea leaou. "Prepared." _ PIT* /f\
I /u /V | '] '

Woo so puh shun chay wei pe.
"
Every

'*\r\t\ PR I

thing prosperous is expressed by Pe." (Le-king ) y^T

Pangpe.
" To guard against." J5 jfc ~Jf^

A^ Woo k'hew pc yu yih jin.
" Do not expect every thing

from one man." (Lun-yu.)

"7J/X A -Br Jin tsae kS yew twan ch'hang ;

,T. 1 // \ / v iTT>7

peih yay yin nang show jin; piih keang k'he so piili nangs

woo k'hew tsuen, tslh pe yu yih jin yen.
" The talents of men are

carious : they must be employed according to their ability ; and

not a duty forced upon them for which they are not capable.

Do not seek perfection, nor require every service from one

man." (Lun-yu and Hil-keang.)

To rhyme, read Peih.

SAOU. Proud. S - C -

To imitate ; to regard something as a law, or rule.

'jjj Fang heaou; Y7~T Heaou ^ and
/A. I

l*~*

Tsih heaou. " To conform to some rule."
jr\-

Tsze wuh he heaou na

ko yang tsze tso telh. " This is made according to that pattern."

Epjf
Heaou yen.

"
Effect, or consequence." JiVp

Heaou laou,
" To labour, or exert one's self agreeably to the

wish ofothers." ~Jj\ Kung heaou,"Meritorious service.
"

Yung hwa, Name of a certain official situation,

filled by a female, during the Dynasty ^^B. Han.

Yungyung.
" To become easily habituated to; also dis-

quieted; uneasy from disease." Read Yung. One says. It

denotes, Elegant.

YAOU

To serve; to be under the orders of others; not pure;

depraved. A surname. JpL/jifc.
MB yaou, A certain

tribe of foreigners, who pro
r
ess that their aiicestors, for some

meritorious service, were manumitted, hence the name implies,

" Not to serve."

^1^1 T'HAN. Uneasy; disquieted. Read Th6,

>I"'15 June> "A person of no talent or conduct."

^

The same is written
-Jf|i

t\ T'hD jung; and
tt|j

-H-

ThS jung; commonly ^| ^JE-ThOjung. /|feT'h5

su. "Vicious;" or as one says, "Inattentive; unobservant."

so. s. c.

The wild frolics, or ludicrous tricks of a drunken man.

Luy woo so so. "Repeatedly play

drunken frolics." (She-king.)

UNG. Distorted, perverse.

TSEIH. Little, small.
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^rr FUH.
p
To act contrary to j ustice and propriety . mf iE3 7^'"' JH i /i"'J

, woo e wei^i$$CJL<^V W ta U WCi Ch0 '

fuh, woo taou fan e, chung gB so kwei, koo e keug. " Destitute

of right reason, is Choo; destitute of justice and propriety, is

Fuh ; all wickedness may be resolved into what is unreasonable

and unjust, therefore it is proper to punish decidedly."

Considered Syn. with //f~V" Fa

A 2*1 Properly written
XjjiL.

Yu. See above.

To abscond. The pronunciation not known.

Ol.Scrib. =* Paou. SeeRad. r*-* Meen.

X*V? Original form of/^ Tso. See above.

\JZ*

Ol.Scrib. ./ffiPaou. See above.

KEIH. ^/M Hwuy keth, Weary, fatigued.

Charactersformed by Eleven Strokes.

Td'TTAW TIo?o C nI Q IlAiN.
K/s^(

" *-'

A good appearance ; a man's name.

Same as -fag Luy. See below.A
I

. SceRad.J^TsQh.

A TS-HUY. S. C. R. H.

To urge; to impel; to importune i to press. "TJu/ Tsea,

was originally the character used in the above sense ;

Ts'huy, was adopted in later times, they must be considered

the same in pronunciation and meaning. (Kang-be ) Not-

withstanding this, they are now manifestly different.

to make haste and come." ^f Ts'huy taou. "To

urge the giving of what is due ; to require urgently."

//a?y TJH. Ts'huy ts'h-'en leang.
" To urge the puyment of

duties or taiel in kind," required by government.

1> Same as <|1. Te. SeeRad. ^ Chih.

YUNG. \\m S. C. j/f; R. II.
1 1 1m I

' *TJ

To serve for hire ; to engage to labour for daily hire. Read

Ch'hung, Equal ; even ; to treat in the same manner ; impartial.

Occurs in the sense of, To do ; to use.
/j

ffi" A. Yung jin.

" A person hired."
'2fc_

Kea yung.
" Persons hired

for domestic use." 'y
"Ajw pB JF~ I/ "I

K'heu tso yung kung, keang ting sze

leang yin yih neen. "Went and hired himself to labour, and

settled for four tales a year." ^ J-\ I
Me tsie

yung.
" A person who sells vegetables."

pub ch hung, keang tsze keiih heung.
" The ways of Heaven
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Me not equal, in sending (on us) this great confusion." (She-

king.) In this apparently blasphemous sentence, the Poet is

laid to have referred to the reigning Prince.

TSAOU. The whole ; one complete round.

* w

MA. ha.
"
Strong, robust."

J?i SHUH. Same as $- Shuh.

^51 t t-. ,t

21 Same as \^t. Tsung. See under 9 str.

PANG.

Of the same company or class. A surname a name.

SUNG. Rapidity of motion ; going fast; the

jwift motion of the wind. To rhyme, read Tsung.

CHAY.

Chay lo. "Strong, but. not Virtuous."

GAOU. S. C. R. H.

Uncivil ; proud ; to treat with neglect. To brave proudly.

yt J
ffiS' /ffv Sing tsing keaou gaou. "Proud,

* * J I^J \'//^

E -U- rpf- I

haughty disposition." ~rv- _H^ ,ffiS Ch'hang k'he

keaou gaou. "To nourish his pride."

fS_ Gaou yo.
" Proud and injurious.

"

Gaou piih k'ho ch'hang ; y8 puh k'ho

sung; che puh k'ho mwan; 15 piih k'ho keih. " Pride should

not be cherished ; the passions should not be indulged ; the

mind should not be self-full (or inflated with a conceit of

having already attained every thing) ; the enjoyment of pleasure

should not be carried to the extreme point." (Le-king.)

gaou shwang che. "
Though the Keiih flower be faded, it still

proudly braves the hoar-frost on the branch."

Al. Scrib. 'fry Gaou, andAffcT Gaou. Some also use it
//A. I/yA

in the same sense with -S- Gaou, and )m^ Gaou.

Same as -Im? Le. Which see.

LE6. Name uf a deity.

KEA.

It is defined by /try - -W Kea choo yay.
" A false,

or pretended roaster." The sense given is doubted.

CHUEN.
j|f!

S. C. ^ R. H.

To transfer to ; to deliver over to in succession ; to communi-

cate information; to deliver an order; to promulge; to record ;

to hnnd down to posterity ; to send by express ; a kind of pass ;

to follow in succession. Read, Chuen, The instructions, or

books containing the instructions of moral writers. 4^4>

^t'y'
Chuen show. " To deliver to." /flL Cnuen

wei. " To transmit the throne to." T Chuen

.

" To tell, that persons may hear ; to declare to."

Chueu taou. "To promulge virtuous doctrines
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or principles." T^ry" Chuen keaou. " To propagate re-

ligion." & ^J A^ Chuen keaou teih jin.
" One

N
tJ?-

jjs^ Chuen tc.
" To pass

from one to another."
J
Chuen tc wSn

chang.
" To transfer a written document from one hand to

another." Chuen, expresses a person's having arrived at

the age of seventy, from his then transferring the management

of affairs to the hands ofothers. =& Chuen shwO. " To

transmit by tradition; to spread by verbal communication."

r^f.
Nepahvungshang

lae chuen hwa. " You need not come up stairs to report

any thing that occurs." -Aul A^ \ ~\ ^^*

LeS tae seang chuen. " Transmitted through suc-

p* *-p
Haou sze piih chuh mun; go sze chuen

ts'heen le. "A good action is not heard of out of doors;

a bad action is reported to the distance of a thousand le."

^! fl $2 TP ^'^ chuen yu how she. "Worthy

to be transmitted to
succeeding generations."

cessive generations."
^|^\ |

Pe chuen,
" To transmit

secretly;" some secret, as the composition of quack medicines

&c., communicated by others.
TTj~0 [

Tsoo chuen. " Re-

ceived from one's ancestors."
^jj^ %>ff Chun tsew

chuen, Name of an Historical Work, by Confucius, one of the

Five King. Also read, Ch'huen.

YU. S.C.

To bend forward as a mark of respect. Hunch-backed.

SUY. Lateral; inclined.

TQ CHAE. . C. R H.

T r- / i

ffl
/jWKeenheachungchae.

" To owe a large debt."

To bear a burden ; to be in debt ; to owe toroething.

-Ml-
y\^

Chae jin, or xrt pOo chae.
" A debtor."

-^
Chae choo. " A creditor)" also, one who basiome

claim on another, some reason for resentment againit J

jin, chae choo yuen kea, tsung tsze tsin. "
Endurance, endu-

rance, endurance, (or patiently suffering poverty and hardship,)

is that by which all revengeful claimants and rcsentmenti,

will be entirely prevented." i)'?' Ncfi chae, Some

debt owing to justice; or some crime left unpunished in a

former state of existence, which involves the individual in this

life.

shoo she chae. "
I am ashamed that I have not paid the debt

which I owe to the Classics and Historians;" the import of thi

is, I have neglected, I have not read them. f^| Tr-p

'

Tsze koo taou, foo chae, tsze hwan.

" From ancient times it has been said, the son should pay the

father'i debts."
/

ni^T
Ari UlS /\ \

Yuen

yew t'how, chae yew choo. " Resentments have a head, debU

have a lord ;" i. e. resentment* and debts have respect to a

particular individual, let them not involve others; find the

person to whom the affair properly belongs, and it will toon

be arranged. g Tsih, occurs in the sense of Chae.

vV
Same as Tang.

s s
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X05 TSUH. A surname.

A*
1= YAOU. ^ S.C.

1
1 r^~

To deceive by mutual falsehoods. To be pleased ; dissimi-

larity in size; that compared with this. f^M -^p /f^"

Leang peen yaou.
" Both parties deceived."

CHEN. To stand and wait upon.

Same as MD Keue.
7WJ

p.
*'HANG. Appearance ofstanding erect; erect.

Of the same com|>

m

J

it*

S. C.
-f q) R. H.

SUNG. Rap.'"

1
; to wound the heart ; grieved;

jwifl motion of the wind. To rhym. nmd ; to give pain to the

CHAY.
inded."

o. "
Strong, but. not yii ,

id and injure

GAOU. j$f S. C. fe R.
Keun

;r), does

Uncivil ; proud ; to treat with neelect. To brave pr.
essary

i ~ il rp3X 1

"^^~

haughty disposition." -E- ~]=L GL/g Ch'hang k
ft

keaou gaou. "To nourish his pride."

Gaou yB.
" Proud and injurious"

Gaou P"h k'

ho ch'hang ; y puh k'ho

Shang jintsae. " To waste property."

ming.
" To injure a person's reputation." \**\

A^fe-^e P I A^l
Han heuB pun jin, seen woo tsze k'how; shang

jin cheyu, hwan she tsze shang. "He who takes blood into

his mouth to spurt at another person, first defiles his own

mouth. He who utters injurious language, injures himself."

Yu ko ke wang lae, woo shang yu ming tse'S.
" To have

intercourse with singing girls and harlots, will not injure (your)

reputation," is the language of a profligate man.

] t5T
Woo shang ju le.

" No breach of politeness."

Wo sin yew shang.
"
My heart is

^-"T* |

%- I ,, E>V 'L^'* V f^

grieved and wounded." (She-king.)
/ Qi> i

ij r r H ; j N

/j'|q Kung t'ha too king sbang tsing.
"
Apprehensive,

that observing appearances, (former circumstances would be

brought to recollection, and) his feelings would be hurt." f=L

/[
^ > Tang hea she neu ke jin, keuen kae seaou tscay,

piih peih shang sin.
"
Then, several of the women in waiting,

endeavoured to persuade the young lady, that it was not

necessary to be deeply grieved."

Com.form of ^Neaou. SeeRad.

CU'HANG. Bad, vicious.

Same as i^ Keang,
" To lay prostrate.

Occurs also in the sense of EJCJ King.
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CII'HE, or Tse.

To stop ; to embarrass ; to detain.

"Undetermined; irresolute."

A~f~ T^,
'he-

Light; giddy; sprightly; light-headed; crazed.

/hi nn Paou-juh, piih sze wang chang, chlh she yih ko sha

tsze sze teih. "
Paou-yuh, was not as usual, but appeared like

a light-headed person." 4fH Shaseaou, or

Sha tsew. "
Vicious; immoral."

HAN. A surname.

Orig. form of /fiT Hwa, "A flower."

CHANG.

A husband's parent; same a yjj[ Chang. XM /jjj|
y\ Sp- 1 i |i

*

Chang hwang.
" Alarmed, frightened."

K'HING.

Indirect; lateral; sideways; aslant; overturned; thrown

down. Forms part ofthe name of a bill. Read King, An instant

'an she shang yu meeii tsih

gaou 5 hea yu tae tsih yew ; k'hing tsih keen. " In all cases of

looking at a person, to look higher than the face, indicates pride ;

to look lower than the girdle, indicates sorrow ; to look aslant,

indicates perfidy." (Le-king.) In the passage from whirh Dili

is taken, rules are given how persons may be looked at by their

inferiors. The ministers of slate are not allowed to look the

Emperor in the face, they may not look higher than the yet that

binds round his neck, nor lower than his girdle; thry mutt fix

their eyes upon his heart, and with profound reverence, wait for

the high decisions of his Sovereign will.

J=C
jr?T|]fciL K'hing urh urh ting. "To apply

the ear and listen."
| /j$|l K'hing taou. "Tosubvert."

V>^L K'hing seay. "To rush down," as a mountain.

ijfj K'hinz foo. "To lay prostrate." H/T
VI 4 I .TVS.

K'hing pae.
" To ruin-" 4

H|f K'hing tsTh. "To

lay sideways." y/T K'hing tsae. " To waste property."

ver-w le"
" Affair*

turned or ruined, (he) becomes a wandering fugitive."

i
fc -4-4- ^p

^? >& W" K'hing kea, fhangch'han. "ToruinafamUv,

and squander the patrimony." |fjf* -$lR ~4r ~&] fi'^
pt/v ^yvx'vyVCi |-ju.

il Z\\. l^xl [
Kwan yu tae kwo, nSng ling kea

kwS k'hing wang.
' Excess in pleasure is adequate to cause

the complete ruin of a family or country." / l\ i

Koo jin yih keu I.siili piih kan wang foo moo, kung pa k'hing

tee
1

.

"
People in former times, did not dare to move a single

step without thinking or their parents, being apprehensive that

they should slip and fall," and thereby bring a dishonor on

their parents.

V-mV K' D 'n6 y '''
" To run Ter>" or break over the

edge of that which confines. g V^P sfaS-- 7|*W ^lU

T'hang che, k'he mwau tsih k'hing. You " should know,
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that when a vessel is full it will overflow," or it liable to

overturn. To rhyme, read Kwang.

YEN.
Hi

s. c.

A kind of Broker; one who assists in arranging commercial

transactions, and who decides the price of the commodity.

The same is expressed by ~jTT Zp Jr\ She choo jin,

"The director of the market." And according to one, by

f^ jfjff
PTh lae. (E-wan-pe-lan.) A surname. The name

of a district; also, of certain genii.

m,., t

Common form of ;&# Chlh. See Rad.
~

Too.W
CHAOU.

Little ; small. A B3 Chaou chaou,
"
Long appearance."

TE. Talents surpassing the rest of mankind.

CHIH, or Tsih.

W

Fearless.

Cha. /Mm

Chihshih. "Bad, vicious." Read

^a< "Appearance of walking."

SEE, or Seth. Tl^ S. C.

Sound ; a gentle sound. y

p$^ See
1

se'S.
" A slight

noise; moaning.'

LOW.

The back bent ; curved ; distorted. To bend. A surname.

y-feti- // t

Read Low. Afr* /Tn\ I-ow ^ow. " Short ugly appearance."
IJX~ I "-J

Show low. "A crooked arm."

Pei low. " A crooked back."

-rf. I

& Tseu low, " A curved, or bent instrument, or

utensil, with which things can be taken hold of, or carried."

/p 1 Low keu, Name of a place where tortoises are ob-

tained. Also read, Low.

Same as Pe. See above.

p-HEAOU, or Peaou. fg S. C.

Light; airy; volatile; nimble; active. Originally written

with
'J\.

Ho, "
Fire," below, and denoted, The rapid motion

of fire. Applied to personal character; occurs in a bad sense,

denoting Levity ; giddiness.

/

KIN, or Kin. Tl^ S. C. ^ R. H.

Rather deficient; hardly; just about; just able; just

adequate ; a little over. Its common import is No want, and

yet nothing to spare. ^rj pj
/TcEf

pj-%
Che yung kin

kow. "Hardly enough, or just enough, for the requisite

,-=> .,1-z-

pl iffl
J||g

Kin k'ho t'hung shun.

" Just well enough written to be understood and read with

ease." yfyC /M K 'n 't 'n 0̂0 yunS-
"
Barely

sufficient for what is wanted."

LEEN.

Ke leen,'fSJL f~*
Leen Uze. " Twins."

A small species of fowl.
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i
YU. Same as ^^ Yu. See above.

Also said to denote, A wounded appearance.

LfcH. If S.C.

To put to shame ; to disgrace. Read Levr. Lew

lew,
" To walk as if lame, in an idiot, or foolish like manner."

One says, it occurs in the sense of
tj Ts'heay , and in the seme

of Luh.

MAN. R. H.

Slow ; remiss ; negligent ; careless. j\\ 1~" up iff!

J( ^^tan Keun tsze kwan urh piih man. "A good man is

easy and liberal, but not negligent." /jiff
*r A ^ ffl

TTtH g| 1 'j'^'^f /f-^r Shoo hwan piih yew le, tslh

/) *^. s \ \ \j~ D<JL* 'At, I

pci Iwan te man. " If ease do not spring from a sense of pro-

priety, it will terminate in disorder and sloth." Occurs in the

sense of >/(&! Man, " Water rushing over that which confines

it ; to defile." Also used for / pnl 'Ifm gSj Man, man, man.
I^5C/V^ FxS-

s. c. m R. H.PING.

Retired; secluded. Read Ping, To exclude; to reject; to

throw out.

TS'HEEN. * i S. C. <%?
R. H.

Derived from
y/\Tseih, Pp Heuen, and AA Tsung,

which characters, naturally make the idea of the compound,

viz. "
Many uniting, and with an audible voice, consulting about,

or declaring a general sentiment." All ; all uniting to declare

TOfc. I. T t

something ; or, to expres* the same.

~jqV
Ts'heen juii, woo, Kwan-tiae! "All exclaimed, Kwan-

tsae" is capable to disperse the waters of the delate. (Shoo-

king.) The passage from vhich this is taken, represents a great

deluge to have taken place in the time of 3TF Yaou, a Prince,

whose name is placed amongst those of the highest antiquity.

It is highly probable, that the passage contains an imperfect

tradition of that awful catastrophe caused by water, the par-

ticulars of which are recorded in the Sacred Scriptures. See

the Introduction to thin work. -rSi 'I'/jti /)\ * T

t . *_!_' * |""i
* 1^

~7
i ^\j J L *fT7 Leen-kea, ylh yufi ts'heen, ta kiih keu

J ) '^s^.s \ U_^

yay. "The Leen-kea, is also called Ts'heen, an instrument

wth which to thrash grain."

C) *=t t> O
\
iff- IV. 11.

Deathless; immortal. Sameai /f j||
Seen. /

i^t

Seen seen,
" To brandish, as a weapon ; to caper about." To

rhyme, read Sin.

T'HAN

Than kin. " A foolish appearance."
r i

Att Ol.Scrib.
ll^Chth.

See Rad.
Jp_Fo\v.

Ol.Scrib. ^Shwuy. SeeRad.^
E.

KEUNG. Same as M, Keung.

See Radical >^ Ho. As a local terra, occurs in the jense

of, Taking hold of.
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YING. To direct ; to moderate.

An unauthorized character, occuring only in one

book, and seeming to denote, Surrounding and confining.

Expresses a negation, as, It is not so. The pro-

nunciation is not known.

Ol. Scrib. E.

Plh e, Name of a certain breed of horses.

Same as lip Tse'e. See above.

u'fK
Same as - See above -

Charatersformed by Twelve Strokes.

AM\ Original form of 'ffiiE Shvvuy.

II
PEE.

Pee
1

see. "The appearance of flowing gar-

ments." There are various other modes of writing this

phrase.

SEEN, Chuen, or Tsun. |^ S. C.

To number ; to arrange ; to adjust. Read Tsun, The person

who presides at a village feast.

SEANG .

[jp
S. C. -f^ R. II.

To imitate. Figure ; like ; similar. MR; |W Seang sze.

"Similar to." X^ I

Trfjr
Puh seang yang. "Not like

(any) pattern," is used to denote, that which is very different

from what custom and propriety require. /V Jin

seang. "Figure, or likeness of a man." VV^ Yung

seang. "Likeness of a person's face." CJ-flr /flffl
'Jyu I |[ii|

J\ Tsew seang yih ko mei jin.
" Just like a beautiful

Hing seang.
"
Figure, likeness, anwoman."

image."
~)ti

Shin seang.
" An image of a deity ; an

keaou, heen poo tsin meaou, keen meaou nuy shin seang, kin

shin to lo.
"
Yu-tsun, having descended from his chair, and

walked leisurely into the temple, saw the golden bodies of

the idols exfoliated ;" i. e. ungilded.

3\ URH. According to the Dictionaries, read E,

To assist. The same as gl Urh.

*
i

Same as y& Che. See above

sii-iPTV fl^= S rO-Tlll/iA. UsS

An appearance; to put on a good appearance.

KEAOU. ||s.C. ^R.H

High. An inn, or lodging place for a stranger. To dwell

in a temporary abode. A surname.
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KEUN.

Shackled; hampered; cramped, either physically, or from

prejudice, or custom, it!? JSt.

afflicted."

\

-r
I

'
Keun k'hoo, "Distressed;

T'HUY, T'huy or Yuy.
jjf|

S. C.

Accustomed. A g 4tfc T'huy jen.
"
Compliant ; with

mildness and ease.'' One says, A long appearance.

TSE1H. Men assembled together.

K'HEU.

He ; him ; it. \W- /fig ~7 Vti. Hoo pe che ching,
J I'-s^. A '

I J

"Term by which That, he, or it, is designated, or addressed."

TSUN.

To assemble, or collect together; to converse; many.

In this sense, used for
{IjSf Tsun,

"
Respectful." A man's

oame.

\
PLIH. Si A. v.m

To follow, or comply ; he who gives himself to serve,

A servant in a family; one engaged in inferior, laborious, and

mean employments. A charioteer. A disciple. Used in the

language of self-abasement, to designate One's self. Employed

in mean service. To have respect te ; or belong to ; to hide.

A surname.
/j^y?

Puh puh,
" Troublesome and de-

grading." "p|
Sze puh, and yv Tae puh,

Namci of a certain official situation. /
' -' Hoo puli,

' J\-* I

The name of an animal. IW Puh luy, A certain
1 ^|X

kind of cow. 7V Noo piih. "A slave."

N* pUh "" che kw>

"
Slaves, treat them with indulgence." "vSE. P&b P

/* I

" Male and female domestics ;" strictly speaking, not slaves,

but ia common use, the words are applied indiscriminately

to domestics, whether bought or hired,

puh.
" Domestics."

Sze yu kung, yu* Chin; sze yu kea, yu*

PUh. " One who serves the Prince at court, designates himself

by Chin; one who serves the higher officers at their house*,

designates himself by Puh." (Le-king.)

King ming yew puh.
"
May the

great decree have respect to you ;" i. e. May the determinations

of Providence be in behalf of you, and your family. (She-king.)

[ST Pub. keu. "To conceal ; to hide."

To rhyme, read Pih.

HE.
])|| S. C. \\ R. II.

To feel joy ; to take delight in. To be cautious of; to

dread. A surname. A&%$1 He Ifi.
" To delight; to

rejoice ; joy ; delight." Syn. with J5L He
t=3

m Same as yj Laoiu SeeRad./J LeKh.

CH'HANG. Broad; wide.

KWANG. A martial appearance.
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JEN, or Shen. S. C.

Weak ; fragile: timid ; fearful ; solicitous. At present used

to denote , Harmony and ease.

LEAOU.
||U S. C. Y R. H.

A companion i a comrade ; a colleague ; a fellow officer ;

persons of the same rank ; of the same kind or class. To

labour together. Read Leaon, A good appearance; an easy

and gentle manner. A surname.

"A fellow officer." ~"pT

Kwan leaou.

Pih leaou. "All those

officers who are in service at the same time."

T'hung leaou. " One of the lame rank." Ej Chin

leaou. " Officers of government generally."

^ Leaou yew, or
[pf] ffiftft/fe

rhtlng

leaou teih pSng yew. "Officers of the same rank, and

employed in the same neighbourhood, or in the tame service."

To rhyme, read Lew and Leu.

K'HE.
j|^

S. C.

Thrown to one side, or thrown down. Whatever is unable

to adjust itself. 'fjM' K'he k'he, "The pranks of a

person intoxicated."

TANG, orCh'hing.

Walking as if lame, or debilitated. To disregard business.

CHEN, or Chan.

To see; to manifest. 4^1/J chen To

manifest that which is meritorious." (Shoo-king.) Choo-foo-

tsze says, that thii is the common interpretation, handed down

from one to another, but to him, the passage is unintelligible.

1/^/\
Chen tsow. " Abusive language." Also read

|/oi

Chwan, To prepare ; to supply.

1. Scrib.

WEI.
]]

S. C. fa R, H.

Formed from Man, and To do, denoting that it is the doing

of man, not the genuine production of nature. (Seu-kae.)

False; counterfe'.t; not genuine; deceitful; fraudulent.

!% A EL Cfaa -wei.
"
False; deceitful ; fraudulent conduct."

|JA Te wei. "Fictitious; not real; not genuine;"

applied to any commodity, or to money. MjE.
TSS

wei. "To put on a false appearance."
~=

jjgj

'

pj

Yen yew k'ho e wei wei ; mow tsze tsih yew piih yung wei

chay.
"
Language may act a deceitful part, hut the eyes

cannot play the rogue." TTiffl Wei shin.
" A false god."

Used for fJjH: Wei, A kind of screen. (Le-king.) Syn-

KE. His. C.

I

i

Excellent; dear; perspicuous; near.

FAN. Same as :3k Fan.

Common form of
ijj^

Hwuy.
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K'HE.

I
To open the garments at the neck. '1-

"To extend or stretch out the feet in walking."

CH'HUEN.

Pe k'he.

Flowing in different, or opposite directions. Read Ch'huen,

Sleeping with the feet inwards from the door; the custom of the

barbarians of Cochinchina. When a man is about to die, his feet

are turned towards the door. A precious stone formed in a

particular way.

tuli. "Slippery; artful." Sometimes

JfLfL.

erroneously used for 'T^p Tseen,

Hit? v

TAN,orT'han. |[^S.C. < R.H.

Thick; heavy ; intense; urgent; great. ^pn /"T yf\

Wo sang puh shin, fung t'heen tan

noo. "I was born in a wrong hour; I have met with the

heavy wrath of heaven." (She-king.) flead Shen, The ap-

pearance of moving about. Also read Ch'hen, The name of a

place.

KEAOU. S. C. R. H.

VK*
False; not genuine. Read Keaou,

/j3=E A3j~
Keaou hing.

\S I i
* I

"
Unremitting in the pursuit of gain." Read Yaou, /ftg

Tseaou yaou, A tribe of short foreigners, situated on the

South-west. They are said to be but three cubits high.

VOL i. D u

Same as^ Heth.
SeeRadjj*]

Yu.

TSEW.ort]S.C. R. H.

From Man and 071" Tew, " To approach to." To en-
'Jy L

gage ;
to employ ; to procure ; to hire. Formerly written

without Man by the side.

iWoo. Which ee.FOO. Properly written

sANG. Tig S. C. ^ R II.

Priests of the Sect oMffn Fuh, who are otherwise called

-/'IT Pn Sha-mun; also denominated A Shang-jin.
// | J

J '

There are several other names by which they are designated;

^fcU ml Ho-shang, is the name most usually given to them.

The terms are not applicable to the priest
of the Sect of ^^

Taou.
^tjh V^- If" ^(^^ TSU "S Fow'to keaou

chay.
" Those of the religion derived from Fow-too" Is it

not intended for Buddha! The latter syllable is, in several

Dictionaries, written
Rf|l

Too. In the Dialect of^^
Fan,

the three words,
/f^/|j]|] ^[J Sang kea seay, arc united to

form the word applied to the priests; but in common usage, the

first syllable is taken as their name. They receive the T!_

Woo kae,
" Five precepts."

Piih sha sang, pub t'how taou, puh seay yin.puh wang yo, pfih

yin tsew.
" Not to kill living creatures ; not to steal, or rob ; not

to practice lewdness; not to say what is untrue; not to drink

wine."
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The Dictionaries record the names of two priests,
<

jjjf

{H- Kea-taou, and J 'pfc Hwuy-hew, who, in consider-

ation of their extraordinary talents, were required by the

reigning Emperors, to leave the priesthood, and devote them-

selves to learning and to government. (Tsze-hwuy and Chin-

ts2e-t'hung.)

63 -*ih -Z

Sang che san kwei, j5 keun tsze che san wei. "The three

devotions of the priests, are similar to the three venerations

of the good man." They devote themselves to Fuh, to his

laws, and to the priesthood . the good man venerates the decree

of heaven, magistrates, and the sayings of the Sages. An

officer of government, of the rank of^H Tftj-
Che foo, has

lately been degraded and punished, for officiating as a priest

of the Sect Fuh. It appeared upon his trial, that several officers

of rank had become his followers, and received solemnly, the

above five precepts. He affirmed, that he had been enabled to

combine in one lucid system, the doctrines of Cenfucius and

those of Fuh, and hence the favorable reception which he had

met with. (1815.)

Ii
.. it >

~/y- (*J prl Shen sang e ho, kcang sang e hung, yu' *** /XLk\ I P

kea sang e ts'hung pih. "The priests who sit in silent medita-

tion, wear coarse hair garments ; those who recite prayers, wear

red; those who personate Fuh, wear a mixture of blue and

white." The last mentioned, are called in the modern language,

Ifftl 7P|* Ying-foo-sang. They recite prayers for the

dead, and pronounce spells, by which those in the abodes of

the miserable, are delivered from thence. In a country, called

Cmn-1S > the Priests are called

Choo.koo-sang. They all eat fish, and present offerings of fish

to Fuh. They make use of sedan chairs decorated with gold

and silver, have umbrellas carried over their heads, and in

important affairs of government, have official dispatches sent

to them by the king. (Kang-he.) 4/jv Sang suh.

"The priesthood and the world; spiritual and secular affairs."

^A^ Sang jin. "A priest."

" A fraternity of priests, the priests of Fuh generally."

Laon sang ta tso. "An old priest sit-

ting crossed legged in silent meditation." They call them-

selves,
/

Trr[*~
P'hin sang.

" Poor priests." MT^ A^

Sang kea.

\
|

"

k'han Fuh meen. " Do not look at the face of the priests, look

at the face of Fuh;" i. e. be influenced by regard to superiors,

and not to inferiors or dependants. iVj tt'U Meih
/\i_[ \* Q

to sang, Medicinal plants.

KEEN.

Chen

R. H.

To appear to proceed ; to advance,

been. " A lofty and dangerous appearance."

FUN. S. C.

Prostrate ; laid prostrate with the face upwards. To shake ;

'-*-
to excite; to subvert; to ruin. Read Pun, /1L3 uSK? Pun

IM "J/PJ

keaou. " Power -which cannot be restrained."

tseih, fun yu tun shang, k'he wei piih sze. "A cow, though

lean, lying down on a pig, will it not die of fear?" (Tso-chuen.)
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This homely simile is, in the original, intended to show the

impracticability of a small state withstanding a larger one.

-
gj jJB Yih yen fun sze. "One word ruins

an affair." (Ta-heS.) R? ~|~ 1JZ Shoo thow

fun sze. " A rat's head spoils affairs." i. e. excessive timidity

and caution, such as is manifested by the rat, injures affairs.

Common form of -tfr K'heen.

YANG. Erect, and moving-.

A martial, formidable, commanding appearance.

KEUE.

Wildly, hasty and irregular. Hazy appearance by the side

of the sun.

A fw Same as
'fj|j

Joo. See below.

P5
^rST Same as

ffjjjCh'hang.
See RadJ^Sin.

tE Com. form of5| Go.
SeeRad./^\Sin.

TSEAOU

Clear discernment ; haYing examined fully into. Repeated,

it denotes the same. /j, 4jSr Tseaou yaou. A name of
\it\\

foreigners, short in stature, on the South-west. //]/

Tseaou meaou. "Alarmed, agitated." Under Meaou, these

two words, arc said to denote, A small appearance. Alto real,

Tseaou, Walking in uu unstudied, careless manner.

vl v
T'heem

tsze, rauh miih; choo how, hwang hwang; ta foo, tse tse; sze,

ts'hang b'hang; shoo j in, tsraou tseaou. "The Emperor

(should walk), with a majestic and graceful deportment;

Princes, with dignity; great statesmen, with a settled decorum ;

scholars, with leisure and ease; the mass of the people, should

walk straight on, without attention to the manner.' 1

(Le-king.)

i
W? SHIH. Not extending to ; deficient.

a TSEEN. S. C. R. H.

Dubious; erroneous ; to overpass one's duty or sphere; to

usurp ; to assume. ^^^ j^j^ Puh fhang

wei, urh wei. "To do what is not proper for one to do."

n )&t }FR 'jii'yT* E 3 TF^ ^in Jug ' e k*1 *"n

yu6 tseen. " All overstepping the observances proper for one's

station, or exceeding one's particular duties is called Tseen."

Hence,
ffffl)"

Yu tseen. "To overstep what is proper

for one." jgp Tseea tsun. "A usurpation of

honor." ^^ ^Effff^ Tseen tse woo le. "Proudly
I ^fpj /lU'l-H-

assuming of what is not sanctioned by the rules of po-

Hteness." JB.^#$ ^ j^
|
ffi

jSj ~-J^
5- Hing ping kung ta Keaou-che, tseen ching

\

nan t'hfen wang.
" Raise troops tn attack Keaou-che,

(Tonkin,) the king of which has usurped the title, Celestial

King of the South." ^? /fi^" iffi
Tbten mirg
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fuh tieen. " The decree of heaven erri not." (Shoe-king.)

^ f ^S^^jl'I""*
tseen puh tsih, seen pub wei tsTh-

" When the deportment

(of mperion) is without terror and injury, it rarely happens

that it is not imitated," by the people. (She-king.)

Also read Tsin, Unfounded, false stories. Read Ts'hin,

Confusion, discord, said of sounds.

Same as Pih. See below.

AfJl

i

Same J5Jr Sze. See Rad. ] Han.m s .

Vulgar form of /^ Chung.

T'HUNG. S.C. \\
R. H.

A youth; a lad, Tvbo has not gone through the ceremony of

being capped ; which was formerly done at the age of twenty, and

is now done, when a person is about to be married. Ignorant ;

illy ; doltish ; wild. A general term for slave girls and concubines.

Respectful; reverently. A surname; the name of a district.

kea t'hung pa pth jin.
" At Chi3, In the king's grandson's house,

there were eight hundred slave girls and concubines." It appears

to be applicable also to male domestics ; however, according to

Sha-muh, it ought to be written without Man by the side, and

confined to, %jl T'hung yew,
" A youth."

t'hung, sub yay tsae kung. The ladies "
in the early twilight,

are in the public hall {of sacrifice) moving slowly, and without

causing the least motion of their head-dress." (She-king and

Commentary.) Also read Tung.

LIN. Feeling ashamed, abashed.

P!H. S. C.

Formed of Man in the midst of Thorns. To expel ; t

banish to a remote distance amongst the foreigners of the

West. The name of certain barbarous foreigners, known

in the time of WH5 Han, by the name of
ftffi p^\

I
-

wei ; and in the time of Ml Tang, by another name.

s.jp3Lcha chih. "To offend a person suddenly;

abrupt." Under Chin, it is said to denote, To delight to give

offence.

. SeeRad. J Ho.

l. Scrib. "i Hea. SeeRad.^Shuy.

Ol.Scrib./M Chow. See under 14 str.

Charactersformed by Thirteen Strokes.

KEANG. lg S. C.
JlttJ

To lie down; stretched out; prostrate. [^j
Fd. ^s"

&^E rfrj ~7fc ill
Pih tsiih che chung> sze urh

puh keang.
" The insect with a hundred feet, in death doe*
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not stretch itself out." pi P/T pm K'ho ch'huy

urh keang.
"
May be blown down with a puff of breath ;"

'said in contempt of a person's weakness.

To rhyme, read Kung.

MIN.

To exert; to use effort. TT UtT J^

LeTh so ptih kan, sin so puh yiih, urh mi-en wei che, wei che

yuS min. "
Doing from mere effort, that for which the

strength is inadequate, and which the heart dislikes, is called

Min." &j] Min meen, "Effort; exertion; to force

one's self." In this sense, it is commonly used without Man

by the side.

YE. S.C.

Light, gay appearance. A local word in Ihe West, denoting

The countenance; a handsome countenance; in which sense,

YTh. ^^ She ? g " "Rump'ed; notsome use

extended."

A& KIN.

Name of a certain medicine. Raising the head, as if to look

to a distance.

SO

T'han so. "Inattentive; unobservant; disre-

spectful." Sometimes written, but erroneously, without the

lower stroke at the bottom.

VOL. i. xx

KE'A. ]]|s.c. ^R.H.

The value of an article; th.- price. A N ftjrtj -jfj
Fob,

y -yj- f

hih kea, or X^ 3% Ptihchwangkea.
" Xot a (fcUelj)

colored price," i. e. the real value. Teen kea.

"The price of a field." J^i
iih kea. "The price of

a house." Hi She kea. " The present price ; the

price of the time ; the price that is current at the time."

7JT~
She kea.

" The market price."
-|jgf_

Kea

chih; /0. Kea yin ; and /' Kca tseen, all an-

J*^\- I ***^-^

swer to tho word " Price." If
V

fflfi ^Kj/Sf

Taze wuh kea yin jo kan.
" What is the price of (hit

article ?" /TST Jilgi /pT Kea chin ke ho. " What

price ?" More frequently expressed by S&, /y

Kea tseen to sliaou.
tj? JH.

*
1Il> cbjn, kea

shih.
" A genuine commodity, and the true price

K'he kea.
" To raise the price." ^K)7

I Ktcn
I

'

kea.
" To abate the price." y^?

L8 kea, or

1 I fr^S
Teg kea. " For the price to fall

"

|
I ** I

Kea tsiien ping.
" An even prite ;" i. e. neither dear nor cheap.

j&JL 'fjpl
^R^ Kea tseen p'heen e, denotes a rather

advantageous price for the purchaser. /k& 4 fr Kea

tseen te; or HS Tseen. "A low price; cheap.'

>^A^ 1 1
^

ttsfc? ^ Kea tseen kwei, or

i^x J?L -=*=-

or
j^rj Gang, all express a "

High price.''

Koo, was formerly used in the sense of Kea, and read

Chung, or ^L.
Kaou,
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-m Tszc-kung yuS, yew mei yiih yu sze, wan tub ur h

Uang choo, k'hcw shen kea urh koo choo. Tsze yue", Koo

che tsae, koo che Uae, wo tae kea chay yay.
" Tsze-

kung (one of Confucius's disciples) aid, There is a pre-

cious gem here, stored up in secret; may nt a good price

be sought, and it be sold (for the public good)? Confucius

said,
' Doubtless it may be sold ; doubtless it may be sold: I

wait for a price.'" The gem was intended to refer to Confu-

cius himself; the gem's being sold, denoted his being employed

in the government ; his waiting for a price, is not to be under-

stood of his wishing to receive great emoluments, but of his

waiting till his services were required, in opposition to the idea

of his seeking to be employed.

IIWUY. The price of an article of commerce.

TS'HEAOU.

Yaou ts'heaou. " A long appearance."

P'HElH. f̂fi S. C. ffe R. H.

Mean ; low ; depraved ; licentious,

p'heih.
" Deflected from what is correct, depraved.'

Seay p'heih.
"
Licentious, lewd." -5K ~/

y (/> Scay p'heih che sin.
" A licentious disposition." 5|E

Kwae p'heih.
"
Perverse, bad."

/jfa
Fang

p'heih.
" Abandoned, licentious." MJ Yew p'heih.

" Dark secluded recess," as amongst hills.

Read P'lic. /{? P'he e. " Battlement on a city

wall, with an aperture to look through; otherwise called ~t7"

7|fM~ Neu tseang,
" A woman's wall," as it conceals the person

looking through. According to Shwi5-wan, P'heih denotes to

Run away, but little proof can be afforded of this acceptation.

~^r~
Tso p'heth, in the She-king, is by one person said to

mean "Dragging by the side." JO? P'hetb, is used in the

it RE Fei p'heih, "Profligate, abandoned."same sense as

SIH. A surname. Also the same as

Common form of /Iff T'hung

CHOW, or Ts&w.

tsow ' "Abusive, scurrilous language.

Read Tsow, A sorrowful appearance.

| S. C. ff R. Ha Y v_-*

Aefe Gae, or 'riJ'C Gae jen.
" Like as if; appearing

l^x.' i ^ I U
as if." Gae, or

Pp3 Gae ya, or reversed, Ya

gae, "Shortness of breath; difficulty of breathing."

4^ Gae tae, "Vitreous; magnifying glass."
^* ^

To rhyme, read He.

GAE. The usual form of the preceding.

SZE, or She.

Small; trifling; petty; captious; over minute; insincere.

I '"P Kew sze m3 JO e chung.A i\*\

"To be sincere and faithful, is the best way to reform the
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E.
||ffS.C.

. H.

Right; regular; correct; proper; a rule; a pattern; a rite;

a ceremony. To imitate; to study to effect; to contrive. The

external appearance, or manner; figure. Two; a pair. A

principle,
or energy. A surname.

/fcjj^ j^^ fiQ -^Ej*

5ft iH ffl 1 ^" H'J W fi
Pe fuh '

k'hekeu,tsintuy,tungtsO, ycwtsihche wei E. "The dress, the

rising and resting, advancing and retiring, moving and acting,

.

t

being regulated by rule, is called E." (Lull-shoo.) 7^

Yunge. "A proper deportment."
J ^jJffp

jfcf E yung twan haou. "
Regular, correct manners and

conduct." ^ \ "pj"^ Yew e k'ho seang. "A

deportment worthy of imitation."
ffi^

Wei e. "A

majestic and dignified
manner." ^

|

N^ ^ "=j |
j

A-^--fff-
Wae show foo heun;jiih fung moo e.

^-T" 'I I

Let the boys of ten years of age
" Go out and receive the

instructions of a master ;" the girls at the same age,
" Enter and

respectfully learn the manners of a mistress." (Ts'heen-tsze-

wan.) ff
^- Le e.

" Rites and observances." jy

^^Tfitfe I He3 seih le e. "To learn and practice

t\\a. I

the observances of propriety and decorum."

ftfa Ewuh. "A present." ~*C
E "*"'

" External ornament." ^_ -i"^
T'heen tee. "The

figure of the heavens."
Jj^^ ^F ^^

/ffc iH*' E hing W5n-wang, wan pang tsQ fow. " Imitate

(the virtues) of Wan-wang, and every state will exercise confi-

dence." (She-king.) fjt f|l| "/ Wo e to che. "
I

*4/\ |*
-

'I /^~r

tudy to effect it." (She-king.) Rpj Lcange. "The

heaven* and the earth.
'

! San e.
" The beaveoi, erth.*

J

and man." A local term denoting,To come. To rhyme read Go

PtlH . The original form of^^ Pub

CH6. A surname

TSEUN.

To be able for ; valiant ; to overcome ; to excite ; to raue.

Unusual ; strange. A *. /U ^. //W_ -W- Pub liiih

/J^ALl/T^ IfSj^-
wei tseun e.

" Not sufficient to be accounted strange.''

NUNG.

iNung, or HpT I O nung,
"

I, me." V&

K'heu nung,
" He, him." In the dialect of JxL Woo, Nung,

is used for Man. /\ Nung j in, A certain tribe of

people in
/JE'

Hzrj
Yun-nan Province ; they are otherwise

* ^ * I
*

called ^
\ Pih-jin, and V/^ Sha-jin. A furnamo

SHEN. s. c.

Air ; look ; manner. /|^ /

f|D|
Shen hwuy. "Appear-

ing not to advance." Also read T'han,

T'han t'han jen.
"

Easy, leisurely ; no appearance of haste."

Read T'han, But; but then. Commonly written/^
Tan,

Read Shen. Occurs in the tense of
JTjIJL.

Shen,
" To transf-T to."

One hundred thousand ; according to other*, an indeter-

minate number.
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Yf-^ VpC Swan f^> yih hc shoo yew ta seaou, urh fa.

' In reckoning the number yih, there are two modes, a greater

and a,esser series."
/] sf J^+^,

$ jij I -f- 1 jyiL-ii
shih wei tang, shih wan wei yih, shih yih wei chaou jay.

" The smaller mode of reckoning makes ten the series ; ten

ten thousands makeylh; ten yih make chaou," or a million.

The larger mode, is to make ten thousand the first number,

and then l|a IST rV*. -ry Wan wan wei yih yay.

" Ten thousand times ten thousand make a yih."

Yih, also denotes, Repose, quiet. /TT Kung yih.

" To supply with, and give repose to ; to calculate ; to con-

trive ; to scheme ;" which is also expressed by B Yih
I /--

>^

t5,
" To gamble." /I*, v

@|[
W& Sin yih tsih lii.

" When the heart is at quiet, pleasure is enjoyed."

HT^^M^Jt i I'J

J^B- nil Tsze, piih show ming urh ho chih yen, yih tsih

luy chung.
"
Tsze, did not submit (willingly) to the disposals

of Providence, but tried to become rich by traffic, and from

calculating well, often succeeded." (Lun-yu.)

Occurs in the sense of u'g Yih.
l-\i\u

i
\~ttf T'HA. To runaway; to rebel against,

jifc
Mae ta.

" A fat appearance."

AP T'HANG. To cease, to stop.m
Also read T'hing, /&. //E"Tcaou t'hang,

" Inconstant.

Same as Kwei. See above.

*J5 Sameasj/^T'hun. SeeRad.^Ch'ho.

'l Common form of P'heaou.

ffi
KEUNG.

Good. (Tsze-hwuy.) Kang-he says, it is the same as

f

Keung, under which, no definition is given, but the reader again,

referred to
<[\JpJ Keung,

"
Grieved, sorry."

T'HUH.

["huh suh. " Short ugly appearance." Also

read Shiih, Appearance of shaking the head.

Com. form of /^- Keen. See below

KING. S. C. R. H.

To warn ; to caution; to guard against. The same is ex-

Kig ka.

kea cheleih fa, so e ching piih shen, urh king woo leang. ''The

law is that which is enacted by the government for the punish-

ment of what is bad, and for a warning to the ill-disposed."

-ffF oHf lief King kae wo Ju -
" Guard against

| / V\ J\\\ /.T^C

what is not calculated on." (Shoo-king.)

Also read K'hing.

HEUEN. S. C.

Expert; clever; sharp; swift; nimble. The name oi" E.
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country. Originally written
n~jjt Heuen, of which the above

it a slight abbreviation.

KEEN, or Keen,
jltpj

S. C. \%? R. H.

Moderate; temperate. Sparing; economical; niggardly.

-hdb -i-A :qp. f~1 ^A-iA scarce year. A surname.
V-^r Jf** ^Tp [ yK J

ke, yO yu yung wuh che wei keen; po yu lung ke yang tih

yay; y8 yu yung wuh yang tsae yay. "To be temperate in

self enjoyment, and sparing in the use of the creatures, is called

Keen; to be temperate in self enjoyment, ministers to virtue;

and to be sparing in the use of the creatures, contributes to

wealth." Jfc ^ jpjl
Kung keen yew le. With

correctness and temperance, there i propriety and politeness."

Kung denotes, having respect for one's self; a decorous and

correct behaviour.

peih shth yew she tih, puh yung haou fa che wei, jen how k'ho

yay.
"
He, who wishes to be correct and temperate, must

really possess those virtues, and not allow the least possible

degree of hypocrisy : and then he will succeed."

D] I

Tsze

koo rain fung kae kwei hoo kin keen. " From ancient times,

in the manners of the people, diligence and economy have in

all cases been valued." P "P "h keen

chehae. " The evils of a want of economy." I .. /\/

Keen shaon ;

ijfa
Tseg keen; $& Keen y2 ;

VOL. I- f.J

Sang ki-en; and
Hj

Kern yung, rxprwa

Laudable economy. yffll
Keen pOj and vS-

Keen lin, denote the extreme; parfimoniout; niggardly;

miserly.

^S^^RtFI^T* I

T-

fung neen puh chay, hcung ne'cn piih keen. "With regard to

sacrifices or offerings, in abundant yean, be not prodigal ; and

in bad years, be not parsimonious."

YUNG.

Yung heang.
"

liniubinisMTe, unsubdued."

KAE.

Kae tae.
"
Bold, violent, assuming."

CH'HOO. Rough ; the oppotite of imooth

M . , Handsome ; excellent.

TAN. | S. C. R. H.

To bear a burden ; to carry ; to sustain ; to be answerable for.

In which senses, xUp: Tan, is commonly uted. Asurnamr;
rP

a name ; a certain long necked vessel for preserving fire. A

measure of a certain i2e. ^ifS' JH~\~
'^an urn - ^e narnf

of a place.

KEAOU.

To do ; to act. Read Keaou, Xgy'/tigr Keaou hing.

' To obtain by a lucky occurrence what one hai no right to."
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Erroneously written Vj&o Keaou, but from long use con-

VV^

founded with the proper form.

1

I

Ol.Scrib./fJ^ Hwa. See Rad. (^ Pe.

Ol. Scrib.j^Te. SeeRad.ztlT'hoo.

The authority of this character is, however, suspected ; it

supposed that it ought to be K Fow, by the side.

YUE.

YuSk'hea, " A foolish appearance." The latter

character is not found in the body of Kang-he's Dictionary.

Same as \E| Ching. See above.

Charactersformed by Fourteen Strokes.

**
PIN. s. c. R. H.

To accompany ; to receive a guest with the usual cere-

monies. Read Pin, To pay respect to ; to venerate, or worship ;

to arrange. To advance. *fr til yj 7I|e3" | I

/1W T5T 7&> JIW X/f"* ^^ Tsi^ Pin e le 5"16 Pin ' t*"e

kwei shin ylh jen.
" To receive a guest with the (usual) cere-

monies, is called Pin ; to approach the gods, is expressed by

Shan chuen so e pin kwei shin yay. To sacrifice to "
hills

and rivers, is the way in which worship is paid to the gods."

(Le-king.) rjra j0* a pin urh peen tow. " To

arrange the Peen and Tow," certain vessels placed on the table.

Written without Man by the side as an abbreviation ; occurs

written
7[jj^

Pin, in the same sense; and is used for this last

character in the sense of, To eject, to drive out. Occurs, used

for ^|jl Pin, "To contract the eyebrows, as in laughing."

MEEN.
r

t. /. I

Meen meen. " A low appearance."

srfffi
CAN.

Not intelligent, not clever; the language of ridicule. Not

feeling composed; involved. Read G8, -f^ /
|

Shen g,
14^ IftiT

" To disregard business."

CH>HWANG

A number complete; entire; a multitude. Tsze-hwuy, de-

fines it erroneously, by "A multitude of barbarians." (Kang-he.)

>*^3% E. If

(5
Ee. "The cry of the fox."

. formof/f^Heae. See below

Denomination of persons who, in China, devote themselves

to study. Originally their intention was, to improve themselves

in morals and science; the object at present is, to acquire a

place in the government. The Literati.
/Ijp. -^J3j- '"/

yfW. HeO chay che ching.
" The denomination of the

learned." Tajoo.
" A great scholar." %
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S3 joo.
" A scholar, himself a constellation."

Joo keu. "A scholar versed in ancient and modern

literature."
JJffl T'hung joo.

" A thorough scholar."

Mingjoo.
" A famous scholar." "i Pe

Hcu joo.
" A vague

joo. "A rotten scholar;"

joo.
" A mean scholar."

scholar."

i. e. one whose pretensions are unreal. o Shoo joo.

" A petty childish scholar." 5^ Han joo.
" A cold

*
I

scholar ;" i- e. who is a poor scholar.

Joo, denotes Soft, mild. (Shwb-wan.)- A scholar

teaches with softness and mildness. (Sha-muh.) iffl
~~pr

jffl /V Thung t'he'en te jinyuC joo.
" He who

understands heaven, earth, and man, is called Joo." (Sha-muh.)

wang che taou, joo chay sze yay.
" To understand the doc-

trines of the ancient kings, is the business of the scholar."

^ ^7^Jl 2l^ Jo chay wei Se1h shang

che chin.
" A scholar is the pearl that adorns the table."

Joo chay puh ke to tseth ; to win e wei foo. " The scholar

does not seek for great wealth ; he esteems much learning tobe

riches." 3IP -^M" ^^ ^( J' shTh ' Tl ou, san
I J ;=p Js ' -

'J'
/v

keaou. " The literati, the religion of Fuh, and the religion of

Taou, constitute three forms of doctrine, or sects."

Tae-tsung haou wan, kae k'ho tseu sze. About A.D. 600,
" Tae-

tsung, of the Dynasty Tang, being a lover of learning, com-

menced the examination of the literati, to take from them the

officers of government." (Yew-heo.) J
rtS. Ifrfc y\

= rf /X.
|j|=r;

Tize Yaou Shun e hea, ja ptih ting k

Kung-tsze, how jin k'hcu ho choo taou fun heaou. " From the

time of Yaou and Shun, d -cending downwards, if Confuciui

Iiad not \teen born, whither ihould succeeding ages hare pone

to seek for a clear understanding of philosophy.'' (Choo-foo-

tsze.) Next to Confucius, as a link in the chain, wa rr

4 M&ng-tsze, or Mencius. From Mencius, to the time A"f

/i-
jr- Ching-foo-tsze, (a period ofnear two thousand jean.)

sliwo le, p'heen chili she sliwO mung.
" All the literati, who

philosophized (in their histories and other works) did nothing

more than utter dreams." (Choo-foo-tszc.) This writer lived

under the Dynasty -Tp- Sung, about A. D. 1150. His Com-

mentaries on the
-f-j ji^ Woo-king and

ULJ
-

p
Sze-

shoo, are much valued. The Emperor Kang-he published,

in 26 volumes his works, consisting of detached criticisms and

remarks. 4/fc.
Cno Joo>

" A man of low ltalure '

a pillar."
Al. Scrib. Affi Joo, but improperly.

IS CHANG, or Tsang.

TA- Chang tsan, or chan. " A malevolent, ugly,

wicked, violent appearance."

YIN, Or Wan. To rely on other people.

T'HAE, or Tae. R. H.

Pel t'hae. " A superior domestic in the houses

of the gruat ; an assistant in the houses of statesmen."
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Teen t'hae, An epithet applied to hired labourers in

1.
L*^f

/Urjfr
T'hae e,

" A
Vr*

silly appearance." Originally written /fg
Tae.

CHOW. R. H.

A number of persons; a company; a party; four persons.

Who. Read Taou, Obscured. f^H^if -|?Tr $? Chow luy

shin chung.
" A rery large number of the same class of per-

sons." Syn. with ffl^
Chow. To rhyme, read Choo.

T'HEAOU. Standing alone.

Persons of the same order or class; a company or party;

._!_.

group, applied to animals. \^ Chae, is used to form the plural

i
* i

-
1

of Pronouns, as ^Qp Woochae. "We."
-gp

\ yV Wo chae seaou jin.
" We poor low people." -4F*

kae Uh k'he chae yen.
" The good-will, or disposition of the

ancient kings (being reasonable and properly regulated), obtained

the approbation and concurrence of their people." (Le-king.)

To rhyme, read She.

/

TSUNG. To collect, or assemble together.

J LAN.

! Lan tsn. " A malevolent, ugly, wicked appear-

ance." SeeXET Chang, above, it is supposed that there is

some error in these two sentences. The Dictionary Chtng-tsze

t'hung, considers ChSng, an erroneous character.

TUY. J IJta
S. C.

From Man and Tuy, Opposite to. Mutual traffic ; to buy

and sell. From the sameness of sound, ^J^ Tuy, is sometimes

improperly used in this sense.

Same as - Keen. See below.

YU. Attentive; observant. To rely on.

H.

fit
False ; doubtful ; mutual doubt, or suspicion. To compare ;

to determine upon. Syn. with
^j

E. Occurs, but erron-

eously, in the sense
fji|p

E > "Luxuriant; abundant."

Read c, Obstinate stoppage ; constipation. Read Hae, or Gae,

(Jrit
T hae Sae -

" s '"y' foolish appearance."

Exhausted; empty. Same as^ Tsin.

K'HEEN. To open

MANG.W
fused, perturbed, itupified;

Con"
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woo R. H.

To skip and dance, as a demonstration of joy ; to excite.

Koo ko e woo che. " Drum and

/.do-
sing in order to stimulate them." i 'feT Woo

"The sound of arrows, or flying darts." The name of a hill.

NANG.

Weak ; wearied. /VaiF'Xfra Tsan"' nang, The sound
J/f IT"

of calling on each other in a barbarous dialect.

TAB.

Daring, violent manner. J5i \R5
'JBUfc

MS tae kae.

''Be not violent and assuming." Also written with
-^J Keuen,

by the side.

Charactersformed by Fifteen Strokes.

R. H.CHANG. Hit S. C.

To pay for the value of a thing; to recompense; to re-

venge; to reply to. Szfi 'j'S
Paou chang. "To pay in

nfc. 1
the kind received; to revenge.'' ^jjj

T'hiien changj
>*V~ I

_J |"T" 1 "\JTTT

3TT Te Chang; or
jTTT Chang hwan. " To make

up, or pay a debt,'' either for one's self or others.
.^gr^-XJ ^r*^^4

l& xfC H 1 1 j\ Hwan tse'en yew we ohang tseen

k'heen. "The money (now) paid, still docs not clear off the

former debt." ^^ A pa lfe
K'heen chae chang tseen.

" He who owes a debt must pay the money." /fcv" /V

Sha jin chang ming. "He who kills a man must

answer for it with hit life." These two sentences, ira uH

to express the certainty of the consequences arising from a

given action.
"JJEJ" ^j|J$ ^ ~="

~^ TlJ~ | -j^

Sc-lin tslh yen puh k'ho rhang yay. "The censure, or rebuk'

of (the state) Se-Iin, cannot be answered, or retorted.
' (T-

chucn.) Also read Shan; and Shang.

S C.

Leg, or repeated, Leg Leg, "Appearance of growing
i

long and strong." A large bushy beard.

3. " A malevolent bad countenance."

PEEN

The body distorted. 'fSl 'r*^ ^een scc*' "APP08 '

ance of brandishing, flourishing, and capering."

M
' MEE.

Me'C t'heii. "Very fraudulent and deceitful."

Name of certain foreigner* on the North-east. The Compiler*

of the Imperial Dictionary, have omitted the last sentence, as

Ihe foreigners intended, were some of the Manchow tribes.

LUY. H S. C.

To injure; to destroy; to injure mutually.

Szeluy, A certain wood that does not rot.
jj?^

Kwei luy, Figures used for a mock drama, or puppet-show

See under Kwei. ^J- Tuy luy, or S^f jj^ Tuy

luy. "A kind of guard or fence; to guard or feuce off"

The meaning is doubtful.

z z
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Mr
TSEE\

T*un *8^' These two 'wori's perhaps mean,

" Decorum and respect.'' The meaning of the latter character

is no where given.

LEU.

Repeated, \ [
Leu leu. "

Unwilling to do ; not using
I//VIP I

any effort : unconstrained appearance."

/ft*
Same as jlji Tseun. See above,

K'HWANG.

K'hwang leang.
" Uneven."

PA'OU.

To pass over, over and above. ^S~- \f3 Paou chih, or
(XK^

'

^5 Paou suh, The person, or persons who remain

over night in the public offices at court; also denominated

%-{ TtT Paou cn 'n> an^ /f/C' ^f-\ Fun Paou ' fr m their
^J J

1
1 I I/ * -^v V

being unable to go out till relieved by others. Ching-tsze-

t'hung and Tsze-hwuy, erroneously confound the above cha-

racter with this
yjjl;.

Paou - (Kang-he.) In former times

written with A Chih, by the side.

YUH. lfi S. C.

Jrajr
4i_7 Ching yah. "To prepare goods and

publish them for sale." Formed from
j

Sze,
" A person

presiding;" l^fl Kung,
"
Bright ;" and 9 Pei,

" A pearl."
^^ ^

To sell.

The middle part of *!? Mae, is
[/L]

Sze. Various other

meanings are, by some writers, given to this word ; they are

rejected by Kang-he and Sha-miih. Also read TeTh.

A &2S SHOO. Name of a deity ; A surname.

I-9L

Also the same as G=^ Shoo.

PEAOU. \\m s. c.
1 1 ^-

'j\

Appearance of moving or walking; a group; a company;

a herd.
VX.7J^ Yi^ V$3 ^T y\ /

|1^
Win

shwiiy taou taou ,- hing jin peaou peaou.
" The river Taou flows

along; crowds of men appear walking." (She-king )

TSAN.

To collect together ; to collect together and reckon.

CHIH.

Right ; regular. Supposed to be an erroneous form of 'h

Che.

SZE. Exhausted ; expended entirely.

? YEW. S. C. R. H.

<frf^y Yew,
"
Sorrow," was originally made from

st**~-

He, "The face," and
t \*\ Sin, "The heart;" thus

Yew, because sorrow shows itself in the countenance.

Shu'y,
" To walk," was added to make

/-n|Jr>
Yew. "To rove

about." The framers ofthe Le Character, erroneously adopted

the present form. (Sha-muh.) Abundant; affluent; super-
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E yew. "To cringe and

abundant. Soft; luxurious ease, and quiet. To be more than

competent for. To play ; to dally ; to trifle with wantonly.

A surname. T ? V)T? Yew yew- "^ luxurious ease

and leisure; to saunter about." Yew yew.

i . i

"
Indulgent liberal."

flatter." /BJE

chang yew yay.
" Pae yew, or dissipated amusements, as those

of the Drama, &c. are also called Chang-yew." /j/ ^Q
Xtrl J= yK0 Ov TQ "^Zf* Shaou, seang hca;

ch'hang seang ; yew, yew seang pang.
" When young, they were

familiar with each other; when grown up, they trifled wan-

tonly, and then slandered each other." (Tso-chuen.)

lirS.
xEj ^^P Yew le seang tae. " To treat each other with

'
|

T^r
| J I I 4

an exhuberance of politeness." Jri. *S9? ^S"* ^m

he8 keen yew. "Abundant (or excelling) both in good con-

duct and in learning." Yew le*iS, Are oppo-

sites, the first expressing a superabundance, the latter a defi-

ciency.

H
'P'HEAOU. Abundant. (A local term.)

fit,
* or Pel. To cease ; to stop.

sun.

Siih chin, The name of a country.

as . See Rad.

01. Scrib. -/ Mwan. See Rad. jK Shwdy.-i

IJ2.
CHANG.

ChSng kwa - "Malevolent; immoral."

Characters formed by Sixteen Strokes.

NEAOU.ik
Handsome; excellent. In the following sentence, it seems

to denote To bend.
/[
JE 'ffe ^^ JH, .rfcfc.

Tjy-

JnJ Yaou neaou woo chay neaou thin; jo hwanyay. "Those

who perform feats of agility, bend the body like a ring." One

says, Yaou neaou, denote, A slender waist.

HWAN.

To play. Supposed to be an erroneous form of fwT Win.

Same as J^Han. See Rad. ,^!

i

i

CH'HIN, or Ts'hin.

Within; inner, (as garments next the body.)

LEIH. A man's name.

i

KWEY.

Handsome; excellent; abundant; great; itrange. Same a.

Kwei.

THANG.

Lingt'hang.
"
Long appearance.'
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I1EAE.

Noble: generous: disinterested. Ih. Heae ko.

'Bold, daring."

>,

Same as x|W Yih. See nbove.

WEI. Disquieted; discomposed.

LUNG

p ffnj Lungt'hnng. "Rude, unfinished, unfit for any
I rj c# \\^-4

thing." For /4ffl* Lung chung, see under Chung.

Same as 'fljH Kvvei.

*

^ =
IB
Also used

Same as jfS Mang. See above.

for MtMung, "Dull; stupid."

Il s - c- (&B-H-

To collect together ; to provide in order to assist. To as-

sist, or be second to. A surname.
rili" 'ft/ft

Tsc ' n cboo.

" To gether together ; to accumulate."
~/\\_ ~i~ f~*|

^B Tae tsze yu^ Tung-choo, The Prince, or heir ap-

parent, is called Tung-choo, he is also denominated,

-+** Choo-keun, because of his being supposed to lend as-

sistance.

EO1. Scrib.^f Keen. SeeRad. A& Sin.

Characters formed by Seventeen Strokes.

KEEN

Yen keen. " Proud and contemptuous; dirr-

spcctful. Al. Scrib. /fjfe Kien. Common form of /3
l/pv I^SA.

Keen.

LIN.

"To /[*. Lin shin. " The head bending forwards.'

KWEI. To send; to cause.

Same as 'fit K'he. See above.

TSAN, or Chan. (|p S. C.

Irregular; rapid. A Eg* Ej Tsan hoo. "
Uneven, irre-

gular." Eke Tsan gan.
" An army not yet formed in

battle array." 4m\ **an tsan -
" A malevolent

countenance, or aspect." Read Chen, Mean levity, exciting

contempt ; contemptuous language, or to speak lightly of. Also

read Ts'han, and Ts'heen. Irregular; incoherent; tedious

discourse.

JANG

wei yin yuen.
"
Jang, jing, yin, all express cause operating,"

and answers to,
" Because of; in consequence of; therefore; in

continuation of."
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HWANG. Dull; stupid.

SHUH.
J)!||S.

C.

Color between azure and green, or azure and black. The

I lit

original form of Xlxl>. Shuh, in the sense of which it occurs.
I I/V

.From Eighteen to Twenty-two Strokes.

NUY.

To lie down. (Tsze-hwuy.) Same aslg Neaou

CH'HE. S - C

Submissive.

submitting."

Sinfuhyay. "The heart

HWUY.

To raise. According to one, To separate from.

4 E& Te hwuy.
" To elevate; to exalt; to raise."

If33

Sri F'HUNG.

- "One of the genii ;" an immortal."

LUY. Excessively fatigued. Sameas'

\fjA -*

L Original form of
/j||

P'heaou.

\^i

LE. S. C. R. H.

A pair of stag's skins. Together with ;
a pair ; a couple

Husband and wife; conjugal union.

~V\ Tl^f'
^ caou show yew piih shlh le. "Even birds and

^ ^f. [/PC.

beasts do not violate conjugal fidelity." (Tto-chuen.)

yue, yung hcae kang le.
"
Congratulating a man on his mar-

riage, it is said, may it be an harmonious and splrndid union."

_Lt-l> / * - 1

7j\ ~B I/K Yung heae kang le. "Husband and

wife living in perpetual, and uninterrupted harmony."

Cli'liiri le, The appearance of diverging branches and

beautiful foliage.

Common form of the preceding.

LO.
VED

Irvy

Possessing superior ability in the management of affair*.

:
Low lo. Active inferior officers, or attendant!

amongst banditti,

active, but not virtuous."

Chay lo. "Strong and

Original form of A\\\ Seen.

TSWAN, or Tsan.
]j||s.

C.

To collect together.

}\^C
TEEN. To fall; to upset.

*
To drire away, by certain rites, malignant, or pestilential

demons ; formerly done thrice ayear. Those peculiar rites are

roi.. I. A 1
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now discontinued, but various rites of the present day, are per-

f.ftrf
formed with the same intention. Abundant; copious. jop )

no, chaou fuh urh lii'.h yu tsoo kae. " The villager! perform-

ing the rit-j of ejecting demons, (Confucius) put on his

court dress and stood at the eastern steps.'' Some Commen-

tators say, that this was a mark of the respect and decorum

which he always manifested; others say, that he was appre-

hensive the noise would disturb the shades of his ancestors.

(Lun-yu.)
O no. "Delicate; soft; yielding;

slender ;" as a branch or twig. Walking in a measured pace ;

a genteel gait Also read No.

CHHUNG.

nunS' Perhaps denotes DCprayed, partial

regird.

5?S NtJY. To lie down.

!3L NUY.

To lie down. The authority of this character is suspected.

*
T'HANG. Hf|s.

C. ^R. H.

If; should; a conditional Particle, commonly written

T'hane. XP"' $IJS> T'heih fhang.
" Raised above others ;

'FJ J.-^

free; unrestrained.'
1 Otherwise expressed by B -B^ Chfle.

/ [^\ sin fhang fhang.
" An enlarged easy m'.nd."

YEN. . C. . H.

Carrying the head high; fine looking; stern; dignified;

commanding respect 'ffjfjr ^/^- P| -S- Yen jen k'ho
l/J^^x ' t V ^ "r **^^^.

wei. "
Dignified manner, worthy of veneration."

-
TjR

^en
'
en y^"1 ya"S" "Appeari like the same."

>O13
HEAOU. Proud.

LUY. ll S. C.

Bending down; sickly. Idle; lazy. The appearance of

standing up in the midst of many. (Lull-shoo.)

^fe Original form of /|^ Shen.

LO. Bare; naked.

NANG. Slow; tardy.

_. Ol. Scrib. jfj| Seih. SeeRad.$ Kin.

/̂Woo" TS'HEEN. Water and salt mixed.

i

01. Scrib. 'firv Tseen. See under EleTen strokes.
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TENTH RADICAL.

A human being ; the same as A. Jin ; the latter is used

lone, and by the side of compound characters, at in 4Cp

Chung; II Jin, is placed below, as in Ej Keen. This

circumstance, constitutes the only difference between the cha-

racters. (Luh-shoo-koo.) Confucius said, that it denoted a

man placed below others, and hence, distorted and crooked.

Some Dictionaries define it, A benevolent man; in which sense

they read it Kae. Others say, that /\ Jin, represents a man

standing; aud J[^ Jin, a man walking.

7L WUH. S. C. R. H.

From a line placed on the top of man. Liih-shoo, objects

I

to this sense, and asks, how a level plane can be situated on

the top of man. Commonly defined, High and level at the

top. To cut off the feet as a punishment. y| ^ZtT Wiih

chay.
" Those who have had their feet cut off." 7j

Luh wLh. "Dangerous rocks.'' Woh wiih.

" A firm immOTeable appearance." Fp . Wiih ne'S, or

TDrl^fj]"
Wuh n^, or reversed, M8 wiih. "Agitated;

shaken; moved about." Anciently used for lljTT Wiih,
" A

barren hill." A surname. H >1
^" n '^n > occif '

I r-l V

some play books, denoting Alasl what ? a cant provincial word.

Characters formed by Two Strokes.

YUN. S. C. R. H.

Sincerely; faithfully; honestly; without deceit or guile; to-

accede to; to assent; to promise. A surname. M~f -4r^

Chung yun, Name ofa certain office. Head Yuen, ^/7 .

I 1=3

Yuen ya, A certain District. This pronunciation of the latter

syllable, is unusua', it is commoi.ly Woo.

Occurs in the sense of r~ Yun,
" To say."

Yun n<5; Yun chun ; and yn,

all express, Acceding to ; granting; promising what is requested.

~ Yun j o.
" Sincere and complaisant ; the disposition

softened and ameliorated," (Lun-yu.) TV
y \\ ^P$L JTJ

Jin sin wei wei ; taou sin wei wei ; wei ts'hing, wci ylh,

yun chin keug chung. "The heart of man is dangerous; the

principles of right reason are refined and abstruse. It is neces-

sary to analyze, to simplify, and sincerely adhere to the miJJlr

path." (Shoo-king.) It is said, that the substance of the*-
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sixteen words, was pronounced by 3EE Yaou, when he trans-

/ L-

ferred the throne to ^t Shun, and by the latter, were de-

livered to .Eg Yu, who succeeded him.

*
70

Ol.Scrib.^J-Tsan. SeeRad.^Chuh.

YUEN. ^ S. C. ^_ R. H.

The first cause; invisible and operating principle. The

.

origin ; the commencement ; great The first ; the principal ;

the head; the chief. A surname. They define it by

Theen te che ta tih, so e sang sang chay yay.
" The power

of the heavens and earth, by which perpetual reproduction was

originated,' Andby, jjfy^^^^]^
-

\

'-
"jW*

/ iC- Sang wuh che che yay ; wuh sang

yu yTh koo tsung ylh.
" The commencement ofthe production

of creatures; the creatures were produced from one; hence (the

character is) from one." (Luh-shoo.) The same principle

which affirmed of heaven, is called ~7T~ Yuen; affirmed of

mankind, is called /f
'

Jin, "Love of animated nature;"

affirmed of individuals, is called
-j*5- Ch'hang,

"
Senior, first,

or head." (Kang-he.)

-'W" "@" S^-~P^uL Yuenchay'illenchech'hang

yay. "Yuen, the head or source ofgood." (Ylh-kiiig.)

Yuen neen, The first year of any reign.

jj YuenYuen yue
1

,

" The first moon ofthe year."

tan,
" The morning of the first day of the year."

Yuen jth,
" The first day of the year." Yuen

seih. " The evening of the first day of the year."

Plh sing yuC Yuen-yuen.
" The man of

the people are called Yuen-yuen." Em Yuen shwae,

A military commander-in-chief. Hly Yuen fuh.
/JKS.

" A cap or bonnet." tjm . I f

If 78; Mi Wi Sze'ko yug> yuen> show yay>

koo wei kwan wei yuen fiih.
" Sze-koo aid, Yuen denotes the

head, therefore a cap is called Yuen fuh." f^ B^V

pjK Yuen show koo kw&ng.
" The head, legs and arras," i. e.

A Prince and his ministers. (Shoo-king.) ji>J
Yuen

k'he. "
Original principle, or operating cause." Original color.

(MS. Dictionary.) ^jtp )Tiw -if\ Ts'hing shin yuen
J 1^ /"T y\^ v

k'he. " The animal spirits, and original temperament, or bodily

constitution."

xuSS Hwuy yuen. The first amongst that class of

literati, called
^B:

I Tsin-sze.
F3EJ

Keae yuen,

The first of the -^; ^A Keu-jin. jj^ Chwang

yuen. The first of the ^^^>k Han-lin. YTh

yuen, The space of 129,600 years.
j

Yuen Uze,

" The eldest son." (Shoo-king.) The first ancestor of a family.

(MS. Dictionary.) To rhyme, read Tun.

*tp Ol. Scrib. Woo.

From Three to Six Strokes.

-rt Ol. Scrib.
-J|- Ch'hang.

HEUNG4 f^S.C. X/RH

Formed from PJ K'how, "The mouth," and II Ji
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" A man," became the jenior lias a right to instruct. Tli<

first born son ; an elder brother; a senior ; used by friends as a

term of respect. W ~/T"t?J /%} Heung <* tc

how. " The senior brother takes precedence, the junior fol-

lows." ~j& fTL ^fc, Heung yew, te Rung. "The

elder brother should be kind, the younger respectful." rEL

To heung mmi. " Brothers."

\

heung.
" Old brother."

brother," in common acceptation.

Laou

Heung te. "A younger

<jg> Heung tae.

"Eminent brother; and /nr 'Us* /T~ ^JT '';lou
' ^-~* ^"* ""

.

heung tae seen sang.
" Venerable brother, eminent teacher,"

are ail respectful modes of direct address to equals.

/V Jp3 Chang-te che hwa, yB puh wei wei,

fen kin che jin mii joo heung te. "As the flowers of the

Chang-te open abundant and splendid, so of all persons, none

produce so pleasing an effect, as brothers living in harmony."

(She-king.) |fj^5!jiA||^ | tfa

Shen k'h ying jin, ts'hin yu heung te. "A kind friend is

more nearly related than, a brother."

Also read Hwang, In the senses of / lyr Hwang, and yW

Hwang. In "/T__ PyH Keang-nan, An elder brother is called

Hwang. Also occurs read Heun.

~Z

Formed from

CH'HUNG.

'

S. C. R. H.

Tiih. " To issue forth suddenly," and

JJ Jin, "Man." To fill; to carry to the utmost extent

of; to fulfil the duties of; to act in the capacity of. To stuff

oritopup; sufficient; prepared; excellent; to fatten; to sati-

K 2

ate. Long; hi-li. (ShwO.wiio.,) A luraaiur.

. ^C\V I -
. //I

A\ E
( /^_> -^(x

Vltl rl" n
'
iuh "*"Z cn

'

liung "rh

yuh. "Oae person cannot fulfil Jhc duliei of two ericet/

7%\. ^ ^Hjiciiing ch'hung Mac-pan.
" To fill tlic

situation of a Compradore; or, one who purchaic* prt>*i.ion

and necessaries for a family. M ^T /|jA
( h%uog

tsicli yew yu.
" A

.suCEciency, and something to sjare."

\-fcH

-jrffl
Ch'hung mwaa " To fill ; filled." 1

-/

g>
1

shih. " Stuffed ; made solid." These expressions re under-

stood both physically and metaphorically. /f\ Hi
/I rjtj

V^"x V'* *^ I'"'' """^ C '1 'IU"S mw n j'" 'n. "Cannot

satisfy the heart of man."

jen

K '

neu fuowae yew che ze, urh ch'hung k'lie

pun jen che shen. " Put away external inducements to

vice, and cultivate to its full extent bis natural (or original)

goodness." (Chung-yung.) 3&.$kL I

y

y/IX s7^ /( "^a ^ yaou ch'hung mwan k'hc pun

che leang.
" Must carry to the utmost extent, the original

measure" of virtuous talent given him. (.Mang-lsze-ho-keang.)

H3 Ch'hung keun, To banish to a remote part of the

empire, where the prisoner is given to be a slave to the soldiery

The punishment next in severity to death.

JTJ. Jj;fr~^B^
Sze ch'hung, ching chung.

" Exce*-

sive service (required by government) and heavy taxe."

(Tso-chuen.) ~*7
Jtj) Ch'hung keun chr

paou. "To fill, or cram (with animals) the kitchen of Ihe

Prince." (Le-king.) J^ -ffH I ff Yew joo

ch'hung urh. "
Laughing, as if their ears were stopped.''

VOL. I.
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^P /O %,"a Ch'hung ch'hung joo

She-king.) H is remarked, that deaf people are found to l;mgh

much.

yew keung.
" Distressed till quite exhausted," said of a duti-

ful son weeping over a departed parent. (Le-king.)

A. Ch'hung jin.
" One who feeds and fattens animals."

Common, but erroneous form of the preceding.

>. C.

An eye without a pupil; blind. Screened from view on

the right and left sides. The middle part of the character

represents the nose.

\

K
CHAOU.))j((j-

S.C.

A tortoise shell dried by fire, for the purpose of divination.

An altar of earth. A million. ^lf> Chaou, or RJJ

Chaou t'how, or -At Seen chaou,
" An omen ; a prog-

nostic." Keth chaou. "A favorable prog-

len ol

prognostic of evil.''

nostic ; an omen of good." DNJ Heung chaou. "A

A|^
" ' >

. Muns

hrung mung pe nan tsze che chaou ; mung hwiiy mung shay

neu Uze che tseang.
" To dream of the (animals) Heung and

PC, is a prognostic of being pregnant of a son ; to dream of the

Hwuy and the Shay, (varieties of the serpent kind) is an omen

of being pregnant of a daughter."

/zic.
,

I/Hi*
*^ c'laou> "^e hundred thousand and the

million, denotes the mass of the people, which is also expressed

I-
_

j^ Chaou rain.

^E^ King chaou. ' The

place where the million assembles," the residence of the

Emperor and court.

round a tomb."

of the Cycl:-.

Also read Chaon.
jTjff| "/^

Tslh chaou. "Theground

Yew chaou. A certain year

-- Sllin che lac . kw! ng king chaou,
/lit =t / 1 '/LJ / 1 \ \

ting woo shing, she woo chaou. " The advent of spirits,

circumstances manifest, but no voice is heard, no omen is seen."

The phenomena of nature manifest, the presence of a Deity.

HEUNG. S. C. R. H.

murder." xfer Heung paou, or

Malevolent; cruel. Distressing fear; the cry of fear.

55. Heung g. "Cruel and wicked."
r
p.

'VJli.
N

I J

Heung show. "A murderer." ;? Heungsha. "To

fS Heung

yi3. "Cruel; barbarous." ^ or|gH_. yf~T She she

hing heung. "To act cruelly from a dependance on one's

own power and influence."
Rjj

"R". -m
Tfrj

UAT ~^ Yiu k'he heung yay urh kung che. " Attacked

i them in consequence of hearing their lamentations;" said of

armies. (Tso-chuen.)

Occurs used for
[Xj Heung,

"
Malignity, evil, calamity,"

From which, and M Jin, the above is formed. Also read

Heung.

SEEN.} . c.

Formed front / Che. " To go," placed on
j

I Jin.

To go forward; to precede; before; gone before, (deceased.)

Soon; early. To begin ; in the first place; cause. Read Seen,
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To lead on before ; to precede those whom one ought to

follow. To put first. A surname. "rEr
~j\~ -J~ Tsow

k'heu. "To advance forward." /1/1> /i-'

seen tsow y ih poo.
" Do you step on first.''

Seen how. " Before and after." These two words

were formerly applied as appellatives to the wives of two

brothers; they are now otherwise called, "Z/t #/j!
Te sze,

'**& TlV-i- ....

Tr. Seen nan, how

'/Jx'

hwo. " Difficulties precede ; success or acquisition comes after.

J Seen leih hea san jili.
" Three

days before the commencement of summer," or the sun's

entering the 15th degree of Taurus.
>fi:X* Yn _H-' * '

\f

j^ Yo che k'he kwo chay, pelh.

teen tse k'hc kea. "He who would govern well his country ;

_ _ i

must first regulate his own family." (Ta-heo.) ~A\

Piih seen foo shth. " Not eat before his father."

(Tso chucn.)

Tseth hing seen ch'hang chay wei che piih te.
" To

hurry before a senior is called a want of dutifulness."

"T^D *W ^^en c 'le s *-'en ^e"- " Prior know-

ledge and perception of."
"7 D Seen che, Some-

times denotes, foreknowledge, in respect of what has not yet

taken place.

front."

'a
r- *

T'hang seen. "
Formerly ; also in

J\ Seen j in.
" A person deceased." Seen,

is used with the words, Father, mother, &c. to denote their

being no longer in life. /^ Seen sing, added to a

person's name, it a term of respect, "Master; teacher." With the

emphasis on the last syllable, it denotes a former state of exis-

tence.
| XT" Seen foo, or "?*" Seen keun.

"
My deceaicd father.'' The latter tern, Seen-keun, if applicable

also to the late Sovereign or Prince.

seen kcun. " Your late Father.''

uh J"

/ft*' ~Jr}

^ *

' Do not disgrace your ancestors ; and in the next place, do not

disgrace yourself." g^ Seen ma. " A forerunner;

_** -
rrrg"

an harbinger." Otherwise expressed by Q|l ffi^
Titicn

k'heu.

KWANG.J: . c.

From Fire placed above Man, denoting, Illuttrioui;

splendid ; glorious. Light; splendour ; bright; shining. Naked;

plain; bare; barely; only. Read Kwang. To illumine; to

adorn ; to shed lustre on.
J

-TT* Jih kwang.
" The

light of the sun." H YuC kwang.
" The light of the

moon." Choo kwang.
' The sovereign light;"

I
I

i. e. the sun ; This phrase is also applicable to the light, or

glory of Deity ; as in the following sentence,
j||

Hj

02 Shin kwang poo chaou. " The light of Deity illumines
m\

every place.'
1

pjxj" Kwang shay..
" Beams or rays of

light." Ipffi aT Jih kwang chuen shay. "Th

rays of the sun reflected."
g|j |^ $ K'hae

kwang shing tso.
" To give light to the eyes of an idol ;" i. e.

to paint it's eyes and raise it to it's throne.'
1

Clmh kwang.
" The light of a candle." ?

Teen chuh kwang.
"
Light a candle."

1l~l

tlHO Kwang ming;

Kwang yaouj
]

Jfe Kwang hwa;
j ^ Kwng tsae.

All express what is light, splendid,
and gaj.

^/
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fp ~7\^ Kwang ming thing ta.
"
Truly great and splendid,

"

said of persons or things. -Re? Kwang chaou. "To

illumine.'' &B Kwang heen. ' To manifest."
I <n>'\

q 1 1

yj/jv/f-^ Kwang Isuen yu how. " To shed lustre

on one's ancestors, and to benefit posterity." ^$- r$Mz*^ \T)>

U t* To icay kwang I'm.
"
Many thanks for your glo-

rious ad rent," meaning the visit! of a superior.

-Hy- Kwang king.
"

State, or appearance of things."
I xj>

^|| J*|S. -p~ ~W\ /pj
Urh tse kwang king joo ho.

"What has been the recent state of affairs?" R^K

Kwang keo. "Naked feet." pS Kwang t'how.

" Bald head." R Kwang kwan. " A naked stick,"
I |1i

denotes a person possessed of nothing, who goes about swindling.

IJ^4\ Kwang ta.
' A plain spire, or pagoda." The

3

opposite of Kwang, in this sense, is 7jx
Hwa. " Flowered or

decorated."
xhj |J ~J

To ^wang Icaou, expresses

either that,
" the whole is illumined j" or, "a complete ttate

of destitution," which last sense, is also denoted by /ppF"
J M I

Ts'hing kwang, hence the saying applied to a person, who has

squandered the whole of his property, Aiu %/$ )

I *- '. ^Z*.

/Ty -r-^ *'|- KSr T'ha pe'en leaou Ts'hing-kwang

yuh poo-sa.
" He has become the demi-god Ts'hing-kwang."

The point of which consists in Ts'hing-kwang having the sense

above giveu to it, and being also the name of a certain demi-

god.

/[ Yay kwang, or
J^TT

Choo kwang, A

certain bright gem. "g" Chung kwang, A certain

year of the cycle. ^" ^iig kwang. A certain

palace, or temple.

T'llAE, orT'huy.

To be pleased. Same as '
Tiiy. See below.

ly|*
Same as T'heen, "Heaven."

This character was formed by an Empress, called TF\

FS" Woo-how. About A. D. 700.

~ft~

-Tp

?5

Ol. Scrib.

01. Scrib. Ke. See

.

, "Long."

- Woo.

The seal character represents carved limbers sustaining the

roof of a house; hence to sustain; to be able for, or adequate

/ r I ^ I - / /A' /-

to; to subdue; to repress. /jpj
I/ I C3 gj Ho e k'hTh

t'hang. "How sustain," the weight of civility which you

confer; or the duties which devolve upon me, &c.

Fuh k'hTh joo yuea.
"

I am unable to do
l^\

as I wish." XJ^XV ^jTI
Seao" j'n f"

" An inferior man is not adequate to it." HH

/f*S- K'hTh ming tseun tTh. "Able to comprehend illus-

trious virtue." (Shoo-king.)

wei che k'hih.
" To overcome one's own selfishness (or vi-

cious propensities) is called K'hih." tL Ke k'hTh.

" Envious and overbearing," also " to dislike self controul."

A
-^

fclL A^ Puh ke piih k'hTh. " Not envioBs nor

over bearing." (T.o-chuen.)
J

' 33. 2L ~7
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keun tsze che sin yay, ke k'hlh seaou jin che sin yay.
" To

overcome self, shows the heart of the good man ; to hate

self-controul, shows the heart of the bad man." The same

.aying is thus varied,
[ j^ jffijgrtj*^ |

~/fJT S\\ /V K'hih ke chay keun tsze, ke k'hih chay

seaou jin.
" He who overcomes himself is a good man; he

who dislikes self-controul is a bad man." /fEI

jijfiS ^SrL
/T~_ K'hih ke fuh le wei jin.

" To overcome

one's selfand return to propriety, constitutes goodness." (Lun-

,u.) ^|Pf | l^^p^ Chingplh k'hih

Twin yu Yen. " The noble, who ruled the state Ching, over-

came his brother Twan, at Yen." (Tso-chuen.) Tp"'

Pow k'h"ih. "Avaricious and injurious," applied to

officers of government- Syn. with
li?lj

K'hih.
/ I i

fa T'HUY, or Tuy. ~^T
S. C.

To exchange one thing for another ; to compare, as in weigh-

ing; to give an equivalent for; to collect together, as water in

a cavity. Gratified or pleased, from a full supply of every

thing. Permeable; a passage through ; straight; direct. One

of the Eight i p Kwa. Read To, in the same sense. Also

read Yu, in the sense of /K0" Yu, " To be pleased."

uy hwan >

" To ^change."

S. C.

yin tsze.
" To weigh money."

From

MEEN.

5S T'hoo,
"

. H.

A hare," the dot being omitted. To

dispense with ; to prevent; to avoid. To put away ; to stop; to

C2

put off; to free from. To put off the cap, and bind up the hair

in the rites of mourning. A surname. Read, Man, Silent i

mourning cap. Also read, Wan, To bear a ton ; any thing Mw.

nir
||

I

J U|J Uing urh meen,
"

Happily avoided; or dn-

penscd with." Lv
I jj|f> ^/ K mi-en heuen wng.

' /* I >\JL*-> I~

"To prevent anxious concern and expectation," respecting

what i, distant, -'

yt ~ffl" "s
'

'5^-
T'ze ^"g an "ten, jen how meen yu

foo moo che bwae. " A child three years after its birth, miy

dispense with thebosom of its parents." (Lun-yu.) Hence, it

is said, the custom of mourning three years for a parent.

5|r Meen tsuy. "To forgive an offence." [j^P-
[ *7 r~ t^f*

Ch'hoo meen. "To dispense with entirely; to excuse;

to forgive.''
t* Meen laou. "To prevent trouble."

Meen kwan. " To remove from office."

-r Meen kwan. "To put off a cap."

to. "To put away."

-

Com. form of ~y? Ch'hung, See above

JL.

&
jt

Com. form of S T'hoo. See below.*
Ol. Scrib.^ Sze. See

Rad.^
Tae.

Jfe

Ol. Scrib. Ch'hang.

Same as
-f^- Ch'hang.

TSAN. A kind of pin for the hair.

VOL. i.
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From Six to Twenty-two Strokes.

URH.* S. C. R. H.

The Seal Character represents an infant, the bones of whose

head are not yet closed. An infant; a child; a boy. Feeble;

infantile. Used is a Particle of mere sound, much employed

by the Northern and Tartar people. A surname.
fcp

C-

/ I

Urhtsre. "A boy." -ftr Neu urh. "A girl."

ft- Urh neu,
" A boy and girl." Sp, -t-

l 1 JO!. Nan yug urh; neu yuS ying.
" A male (child) is

called Urh; a female, is called Ying." (Kang-he.) This dis-

tinction is not generally adhered to.

Jffi. Ying urh. " A new born infant." / 1 \

Seaou urh, or / I N f-Seaou urh tsze. "A little boy ;"

or in the language of courtesy,
"
My little boy." /C^

Hae urh,
" A child, or Your child ;" used by children to

their parents, instead of I, or Me.

^A Ylh teen urh. " A little; asmall quantity."

Ming urh. "To-morrow." These expressions are

Aquite colloquial.

twan ne. "Urh, a feeble infant, an incipient man, like the

first budding of a tree or plant." Y&- Urn he. " In

extreme old age, receiving a new set of teeth." ~3>T~ RS
Laou t'how urh. " Old man." Also read E, A sur-

name.

TSIN. Sharp ; acute ; piercing.

THOO. S. C. R. H.

An animal formed like the mouse, having a short tail, large

ears, short fore feet, and no upper lip. (E-win-pe-lan.) The

hare; which, in the language of the temploi, where every

animal sacrificed has a peculiar name, is called Ht| TTjU

Ming-she, from a popular notion, that the hare looks at the

moon when it bears its young. Another notion mentioned in

the Imperial Dictionary is, that it becomes pregnant by licking

the fur of the male, and that its young proceed from its mouth ;

it being destitute, they say, of the female organ. The Im-

perial Dictionary relates these popular notions without any re-

mark. The Dictionary Tsze-hwuy, denies them.
~~"|

-y I _ I
-

. I >
T hoo tsze.

" A hare;" or rabbit. A^C .

-
/\

Keaou fhoo san kcug. " The crafty hare has three burrows,

or caves," to which to retreat.
Jf^ -^p

H Tung

jootB t'hoo. "Movinglike the hare, making itseicapc." JO

fij|fi ~/ST Keen t'hoo koo keuen. "When you look

at the hare; keep an eye on the dog," is a phrase which indi-

cates that caution is necessary. "7JK
Ch'hlh t'hoo,

A certain kind of horse. Commonly, but erroneously written

An animal like a wild cow or buffalo, and having a single

horn ; a rhinoceros. The horn is said to be three cubits long,

and to weigh a thousand pounds ; the skin is hard and thick, fit

for making cases or armour. From the circumstance of the

rhinoceros being most powerful in goring other animals, of its
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horn was made a cup, which contained the wine of punishment;

blame wa> implied whenever wine was given in the =
P p?

Fa tseS,
" The cup of punishment.'' Hence the present cus-

tom of -=-i| */PM Fa tsew,
"
Drinking wine as a forfeit."

5 J ' f

I

A* t

wyT
Sze kwang, denotes A cup made of the rhinoceros

horn, or any horn cup.

Ate""" Same as the preceding.

WCH

Unsettled; disquieted; agitated. Same at TTp] Wiih.

Sr* Ol. Scrib.
JJ2,

Sze. See above.

Ol. Scrib. ^Urh. See above.

-^ ^
J"T*^ Original form

of^^K'heang. See Rad.Jdb.

YEN.

ang.

mm Yen-chow, The name of a fertile district in

| -

I F33 Shaii-tung. A surname.
M-J >K

YU.

Formed from [~H Shun, and 7 Yih. ^

yu. "A moment; a short period of time." Now written w

Ol. Scrib. -h& Che. SeeRad.-^-Neu>\P s^*

Cj
T'HANG. A surname.

JR.
KWAN. An elder brother.

TOW. S. C

Tow mow

_.-

"=^ Tow tjoo. "Clamour;

yu
Vulgarly, to stir up; to excite.

"A kind of helmet."

I/rVyg^ Tow ta.
" To provoke, or incite to

speak or act." (M.S. Dictionary.) Hwau-tow.

The name of one of four famous bad men in the time of r

1_Li4-t
>ffl Tow chow, is said to be vulgarly used
J l-H

for, Drawing up long garments to preveut their touching

the ground.

SIN.

From ~rt~ Seen,
" To go forward,

1
'

doubled. To advance ;

to proceed forward. 4:4p Sin sin. "
Appearance of

a multitude; a crowd."

KING. S. C. R. H.

(King,
or King king.

" To be attentive;
I I

cautious; guarded against; a feeling of respect; anxious;

uneasy; watchful; alarm." d .2?-
0- H ^ *$ King king y y, yih jib, urh jib

I ~^ I-^*J 7 ^*

wan ke. The Prince " should be cautiously guarded again*!,

and attentive to, the ten thousand minute circumstances which

come daily before him." (Shoo-king.)

king king, joo I'm shun yuen, joo le p8 ping.
"
Tremblingly

alive and watchful, as if approaching the deep precipice; or at
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'
'if treading on the thin ice." (Lun-yu.)

Hff -t

Ja!f
Chen king teth le. "Cautious and vigilant." TV

PC Juh ling king.
"
Entering a cold and frightful

-x%. I

place."

>?^- Same as . See Rad. /\ Jin.
'JS<^

'*? Same as VoT Leang. See Rad. V Ping.

Same as SH$Naou. See Rad.

Same as >fc Pe. See Rad. Jin.

i4>
71"*771 JAOU. Distant ; remote.

Ol. Scrib. "&S" Kin. See above.

HWANG. The bright shining of fire.

FOO.

To run with haste and agitation, like a frightened hare.

ELEVENTH RADICAL.

j in, or Juh. s. c. R. H.

To enter; to go withinside; to recede from sight; to

receive. To put within.
, A. Ch'huhjiih. "Togo

out and in, to go abroad, or to remain at home."
^fiT

Juh le meen. " To go withinside." *&(

t"t Iff!
Wo J un k'heu le meen. "

I am going within-

side."
/|-JJ7 jJE ^JSjJHT'ha tsin jiih le t'how.

" He entered withinside." .Eg -5Er "Za ~ST
j"jV|

y, 'eang

urh how jiih; pub juh urh how leang.
" He who serves his

Prince deliberates, and afterwards goes in (to make his re-

what

quest) ; he does not first enter (to the presence of his Sovereign,)

and afterwards deliberate." (Le-king.)

^H ^/ii' Q Ping tsung k'how juh. "Disease

r-^ \

enters by the mouth," i. e. from intemperance. ~g=j
I

fe-, H-' Leang jiih e wei ch'hiih. "Consider
'S** /""7 M-)

f=l
comes in, to regulate thereby the expenditure." pa

/ih t- EHJ JT' s nY *7\. leang juh wei ch'hiih,

tsih yung die shoo e.
" To measure the expenditure by the

income, is the way to live in easy circumstances." (Ta-hcO-

choo.) AH tjr> _jj~
Keushow juh e.

" Have all been

received," is a common phrase in letters. Show, is otherwise

written U/V Show. -tfr A JFP Koo jiih jin
rs* ' v 7 r
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uj.
" To charge an innocent person purposely with guilt."

rfn
Ye "" rh

chay, yih pei urh juh ; ho pel urh jiih chay, yih pei urh ch'hiih.

" Unreasonable language given, will be returned by unrea-

sonable language ; property obtained by unfair means, will be

by unfair means lost." (Ta-heO.)

ho, yu piih seang juh. "That and this (two persons or

things) not agreeing, is called not entering reciprocally ;" i.e.

not suiling each other; not agreeing together.
j-j-j;/

;[ JLh t'ha Uie nuy ,
" Put it within." A'.to ri A Jw3.

y/Ak
An erroneous form ofV^Tseih. SecRad. J\ Jin.

iS- form of Wang. See Rad- -L- T'how.

From Two to Seven Strokes.

NUY J S. C. R. H.

From
y\^ Juh, "To enter," and, F t Keung, "A void

pace." Within; withinside; the inner part; internal; in the

midst of; withinside a house; an inner apartment; included in.

F/3 yV\ Nuy, wae. "Withinside, withoutside; internal, ex-

ternal. Xf7/Hl I'"h tsac nuy, "Not within; not

included." XE
jWJ- ~^ Tsac lseang clic nuy

"Wilhinside the wall." /fcf ~^-p I .[7. .[H^ -^k-
Pi P'Q I ^V'l/ P^B

A/ U Ycwchoo nuy.peih hingchoo wae. The feelings "which

t~ "52 f"""l
exist within, will appear externally

TOL i. D2

Fang jluli j ui: nuy.
" Inner aparlmcnti are called Nuy;"

hence, > San nuy,
" Three inner apartment!." EA

Go nuy, "A bed chamber." A^ Nuy jin, or

-^ Nuy tsze, "My wife." ^^ ty\*

Ki! fun nuy wae. "
All(i. c. the males and females) separated,

the latter within, the former withoubidc."

~7\~ Ta nuy. "The inner apartments of the 1m

1*7 fy i
*

r ------
, /iffi Rdp Nuywoofoo. "Stewards, of

Supcrii.tcndants of the Imperial household/' glr Chlh
I
'V

nuy, A certain oflicc; also called /J/* Shaou nuy.

[l!l "S* "j- Nuy ko hciS sze, "Oflfcers of sate, in
I lirj -T"

the Imperi .1 Council Chamber."
O.nj

Ho nuy, The

name <. fa pl.ice.

/7. Woo nuy; UJ Woo chung, same a*

~h Wm( Wt>0 lsnanS- "The five viscera." (See under

Nuy piih sh'ih ke ; wae piih ih'ih jin. "Neither injure one's

self; nor yet injure others.
1 '

,A"K Fun nuy, "Within one's part," i. e. included in

one's duty. 5-V
"2JV ^7T^ ' ^ Pun ^UQ cne

nuy. "It is a part of my duty." ^^^ g/j

/T^ /jk. "~X He tsae ne tcih pun fun che nuy. "It

is included in that which is your duty." Also read Na, T<

put into. (Mang-tsze.)

LEANG. Two entering.

The character nfc I^ang,
" Two ; both," is derired from this

T'HAOU. To take ; to procure.
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ig".
form of >/-p

> Tsucn. See below.

To be distinguished from AJX. Tung- See Rad. A^ Jin.

. Scrib. 2lP. Sec Had. ) Peih.

TSUEN A. V. R. H.

Complete in all its parts ; entire. To complete ; to finish.

A surname. The name of a place. T* ~^^ |7m ^p*-

Chung heuou leang tsuen. "
Complete both in fidelity and filial

duty." /Tr" A '

~~lF~ -^?- Choo-foo-tsze tsuen shoo.
/A/N. J S

" The whole works of Choo-foo-tsze." -^C\\ T_i zLff* Cp3r
rfj J [_4 j.y L. -f-p

^^ Che tae t'hung hea tsuen sang.
" A Viceroy rules

over a whole Province." j& /
g^*' "7^ 71T^

Tsuen kea shih t'heeu liih "The whole family feeds on the

emoluments derived from Heaven;" i. e. His Imperial Majesty.

jijL j3' ^2 I i". Yaou shin ming k'hung tsuen

" Want to preserve both life and honor."

Uaen. " To finish ; to complete. M/

tsuen haou sze. " To complete, from first to last, a given work."

I/tS]
Tsuen pe.

"
Completely provided with."

I/")
'

"a [f
Tsuen nang. "Compete ability; almighty." Also

Hwau

Chins

read Ts'huen.

yfcv I. Scrib. [Pe'en. See

l. Scrib. ^Ts'hae.See
Rad.j| Pei.

VOl. Scrib. ^ She.

7T

Ol. Scrib. ^ Leang. See below.

V SHWUY. Suitable; proper.

, To go forth.^tU^

LEANG. \W S. C. : R, II

Two ; a pair ; a couple ; to double. Numeral of two wheeled

carriages ; a certain weight,
j /{flj\\ \a leang

ko jin,
" Those two persons." ;fcfc -^p _AT Le ,

I I 'J pi| >S J

kae haou. "Both ways all good;" i. e. either way will do ; each

_yi_ c^r| |
[ ili

mode is equally good. lUfTn
Show 8^

leang twan. "Rat's head, two affairs;" referring to thcexcessire

timidity, and apparent indecision of the rat ; applied to persons,

it denotes a man of wavering counsels.
'^F'.

) \J_^

/^ Leang mei pelh ho. " The two excellent ones," a genius

and a beauty, must unite in marriage.

[ ~,
1

C '&L_ Fp SHh fun wei yih ts'heen ; shih

ts'heen wei y"ih leang; shin liih leang wei yih kin. "Tenfun(or

candareen), make a ts'heen (or mace) ; ten ts'heen make a leang

(or tael), sixteen leang make a kin (or catty.)" The weight of

the leang has been different at different periods. In ancient

frti-
times twenty four

>fflK
Chop, made a leang. Read Leang,

1

1-- PF

m^ Yih leang chay.
" A carriage." L^Tl

|fe[ 1

fj[,|
Ma chay urh shih sze leang

"
Twenty four horse carriages." ~7* P-

^
"

Jj'jfi' ^J

Cke tsre yu kwei pih leang yu che. "The
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spouse going to the house of her noble bridegroom, is met by a

hundred carriages" (She-king.) ^jte Leang e. " The

two e," denote the heavens and earth; or the two principles

which existed after the first separation of matter. /C

Leang ta, "The two great powers ;" i. e. the heavens and earth.

Leang tsaou, "The plaintiff and defendant.''

C /V Leang wei tajin.
" The two great

personages," i. e. one's Parents. Also used, when two persons

I/*
r-t ^

^^ j-
Yih leang y in

tsze. "One tael of silver." fy\k Yin leang.
"
Money."

A E\7 Kea leang.
" A certain cover of silk for the breast."

LEANG.

The common form of the preceding, in the sense of Two.

LEANG.

The common form of the preceding in the sense of the

weight or measure, by Europeans called a Tael. These two

forms, are not sanctioned by the Dictionaries.

From Seven to Fifteen Strokes.

. C. R. H.

From A_ Tselb,
" To put together," J^-

Chow,
" A

boat;" and (I Chuen,
" Water." To hollow out a tree in

order to form a boat. (Shwo-wan.) To answer ; to assent to,

~T -AL/x./^v
.,, Yes; good; well. A surname.

j ^ ^^ ^
jfcw*4$**.** T"e

ning fblh ne, keaou e yew show ; nang yen nan wei, neu ,u.

" When children ran eat food, teach them to ute the right

hand ; when they can ipeak, let the boy< answer (smartly) by

Wei; the girl* (softly) by Yu." (Le-king.)

Yun yu. "To assent to; to promiv. Yu yu.

"Mild, easy, respectful appearance."

J^^rJl Wei yu kac vine tszc. "Wei and Yu, are both
>i\j.* P PJ

terms of reply." Occurs in the sense of '$' Yu,
" More;

iCUi

still more.'' Read Shoo, The name of a state.

'x K'HE. Irregular; uneven.

Suspected to be erroneous, but retained for further examination.

PEEN. Small
;
litUe.

LAN. Sorrowful; mournful appearance.

LIN. Flame extending itself.

1. Scrib. m. Yu. SeeUad.Ch'hu.
Ai_i

Ol Scrib. x$S Tsuen. See above.

PE1H. Fire.

CHE. Light; splendour.

Ol.Scrib.ijKwae. See Had. )

CHING. A carnage.
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TWELFTH RADICAL.

. C.

The Seal Character form represents the back ; hence it de-

notes to turn the back upon ; to separate from ; to put asunder ;

in which sense, it is also read Pel. (Kang-he.) From two

rtrokes difcrging at the bottom, hence the idea of To separate.

(Tszc-hwuy.) Eight. ^ J\ Te pa. "The eighth,"

Ijn 757 ~~fc" Sze mccn p;i fang, expresses the four

cardinal points of the compass; and the same divided, so as

to make eight points, as South, Southwest, West, &c. -*--

~~JP? '_
N ten fang urh pa.

"
Age j ust twice eight ;"

i.e. just sixteen years of age. T" ShihpS. "Eigh-

teen."
J-

Pa shth.
"
Eighty." Papa.

"
Eight times eight;" or sixty-four.

Wang pa. Rji Wang pa t'how,

and p^ pra
" Woo kwci wang pS, Are all terms

of abuse; denoting one who lives on his wife's prostitution; one

-
|

~%j f-^ __ . <

lost to virtue. P^rr Warg pa tan, or -4-
I . I -"-^n '

I

^1 Wang pa
1

jg tcih. " A bastard," in opprobrious

largungc. To rhyme read Pe'ih and Peg.

They cil) Eight, }\T fij^ |WShaou yin shoo. " Smaller

Yin number,'' and lCji Muh shoo, "Wotd number."

A The Leform
of'^Pan.

See
Rad."^* Show.

From Two to Seven Strokes.

S. C. R. H.KUNG. +

From /"I PS,
" To turn the back up," and J^ Sze.

"Selfish," the opposite of that which is selfish and unjust.

General; public; just; equitable; fair; the male of animals. A

term of respect, addressed to persons ; name of certain official

situations; a title of nobility ; name of certain stars; a surname.

J3-P Kung kan, or /^h Kung vioo. "Public

affairs." %j? Kung fei. " Public expenditure,"

"p I Kungsze. "A public body of men, as a mercantile

company.'' 6 fr Kung so; /tfJ Kung kwan,
i / / 1 I HP

"A place of public meeting; a public hall." &[, ^&

A\- Siih yay tsae kung.
" Before day light in the public

temple." ^tWFKung chung kung tan,

"Paid by the whole body,'
4

of persons concerned.

-^KA IAIA] % F
^unS sze 'cal;g th, "Public and private

(cuds) both gained."

I -T- 1 'ir-
_>JZ_ Ku;ig p:ng; ;Q Kung taou. "Just,
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equitable." f5-

> J|rt Kung p'hing keaou
j'ili,

"To trade or deal justly."
.j^'j"

FM ^P TV

Kung taou tsze tsae jin sin, "Justice is doubtless natural

to the heart of man." y t "j^ ~T'/ W? I

Le'ih cbe kelh chung yu kung,
" To intcud the public good

Iy-l\_J Kung sin,
" Public spirited."

T^ Kung, sze, are opposites as Public, private; just,

sellMi. L- I VW'V ~4*L\ E k'lng me ''' sze>

" Bv
X^XN '/AN < *

public feeling to extinguish selfish motives.'" ^Fj

Keun kung, A king, or sovereign of a country.

Kung choo, A Princess. &J_Kung tseo, The first

of the five ranks of Nobility. (See under
-fj Woo.) ttJ^

Seang kurg, A minister of state. \- Kung tsze,

A son of a Nobleman. The two last expressions, are in the

language of courtesy, applied to young Gentlemen. I

jjj

Chow kung, or
Jp]^ Chow scang kn.-g, "Mr.

I -r- I

Chow." J/R. PR Sze l
'

now kunS'
" The Master of

a shop."
San kung, Three certain official situa-

tions.
X
A/ Foo yu8 kung, "A father is called

Kung." ~3^ ^-ea ^unS>
"
*'y father."

Kung kea,
" The Royal, or Imperial family."

Tsun kung,
" Your father." A wife calls her husband's father

11
1

. .

Kung kung. "Ttt ^ unS mo '

"

1 ^
and f.male;" father and mother. (I

Kung shwang, moo tuy,
" A husband whose wife still lives, and

a wife whose husband is alive." At marriages the Bridegroom

is dressed by a Kung-shwang, and the Bride by a Moo-tuy.

4jp. Kung tanj, "You, Gentlemen." Afi

K'heu kung,
" Hi Imperial M: jety." Luy

VAff. f. *

kung, The god of thundrr. ^M Wang kung, "A

spider."
|-^

T.'hih kung, Seven .Urg.

Occurs in the ene of T/y Kung,
"

Meritorioui."

(She-king.) To rhyme, read Kwang.

LU1I. s c. /% R. H.

Six.
Shlh

liih

^ Te liih, "Sixth." 1.
' "

I i

liih, "Sixteen." J- Luh shlh,
"
Sixty." I

Liih luh,
" Six times six," or thirty-iix. I

Ay FH L "' lh hwa kea,
"'

Cycle of iixty years."
&

Liih ho, "The four cardinal pointi, the zenith and

San leang w ( i luh, laou yin soo yay,
" Three twos make lix, an

old Yin number." The division of the digits into Yin and

Yang, is to the writer of this, quite unintelligible.

ThenameofaSlMe.^.y^^ |
Tsoojinmelhluh.

" The people of Tsoo destroyed Liih.'' '3j'_
iTj[|]

TA ' '

Seiih shin nac she TSng-liih.
" The god of mow,

is (otherwiic called) Tang-liih." (Ching-yu-kaou.) In the
'

northern dialect, read Lew. To rhyme, read Leth.

Ol. Scrib.
S|J

Fife. See
Rad-^jTaou.

-

HE. =^ S. C. . II.

From /-t K'haou,aud / V Pa, rcprejonting the breath

issuing forth, after the principal words of the sentence arc

enunciated. A tune of interrogation, examination, or admir-

ation. In the middle of a sentence it denotes an inquiry, which

it answered in the following member; at the close of a i:ntcnce.
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it denotes admiration; and in poetry, is oflcn a mere lone.

i

chay joo ho joo taou j puh heO chay joo kaoujoo tsaou; joo ho

JDO taou her kwS che tsing leang, she che ta paou ; joo kaou joo

tsaou her kitng chay tsang heen, tsoo chay fan naou. " He who

learns is like the good grains Ho and Taou; he who does not

learn, is like the tares and useless weeds. What is the good

grain- The essential food of a Nation, the most valuable

production in the world. What are the tares and the weeds?

Things which the husbandman detests, and which enrage the

dearer of the ground. (Ming-sin-paou-kecn.) "Ttofe
>)\ /> I

o

nit"
Hlih he! heuen he! "How splendid! how glorious !"

CShe-king.) C-
-L^ Can ts'heay keth Jic.

"Both tranquil and happy." Syn. with^^r'-
E. Sometimes

written
"]

He.

-O3\-KING, The remains of a rotten bone.

KHUNG,
j

S. C. ^ R. H.

Derived from
-
J* J'h. "Twenty taken together," (Shwo-

wan.1 Represents two hands united to hold something. (Tsze-

hwuv.) 6en*ralf%iany collectively ; the whole; all; all together;

with; the same to all ; to includewith. Read Kung, Respect-

ful; serving with respect. A surname. The name of a place.

Read Kung, To take the controul of artificers; towards. A

surname; also read Kung, To give, or supply with. Read

llun n
r

. Forms part of the name of a place. I I". I Ml k'hung

t'hung. "Together with." jt* [771 fc^ K'hung
laon

urh shih. "To eat in the same told."

Piih k'hung tae fhecn. " Not live together under the canop;

of heaven," implies a determination to take revenge, that either

I

)3T K'hung ke :

"Tbe whole number reckoned up; sura total." ~P^

Ta k'hung, or ^13 Tsung k'hung, or rerersed, K'hunj
Dull? I

tsung. "The whole collectively." 'TTV

I -til

Fa chay, so yu t'heen hea k'hung yay.
" The law, is that which

is the same to all equally throughout the Empire/'

Kung kung, An officer who in former times had the controul of

y lie" wei ching e tih, pe joo p?h shin.keu k'he so, urh chung

sing k'hung che. "Confucius said, He who rules by virtue,

may he compared to the North polar star ; it remains in its

place, and all the stars are directed towards it." (Lun-yu.)

yfjj Hung che, The name of a place.

Ol. Scrub.
^LSeauu.SeeRad.

Same as
pfe Chung.SccRad.

|

KvrSn.

.

Scrib.^T'heen. SeeRad.^-Ta.Ol

PING. s S. C. R. H.

Weapons of war; those who use the weapons; soldiers ;
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troops; an army. To use the weapons j to, attack an, enomy.

I i
, /^-\ t\ J i -<x

"
>* * l>~ Efy" Pine yew woo,

;> \ |3 - * - J ^s*^. r.\ ~^\n \J\

kung, shoo, maou,ko,keiih. "The weapons arc of fire kinds
'

the bow; the single pointed spear; the hooked lance; the

spear with a central and a diverging point; the spear with a

central and two diverging points." ~^~ (
li'liang

ping,
"
Long arms," such as those now mentioned.

Twan ping,
" Short arms," as the sword.

Pingk'he, or A'lnf ^'n neae > "Military weapons; arms;
\/>\

i i.. r

military stores." .A*. Ping tsuh; Ping
I I I *

tin";
/ t^~" HM Tang ping teih, all express

" A soldier."

^M. Tsaou ping,
" To exercise troops." yj'L,

K'he ping,
" To raise, or put an army in motion."

'
Ch'huh ping ta ch'hang,

" To go forward to

^^JC| 1 Ch'huh ping puh Ic,
" To en-

YTh chc ping,
" A di-

battle."

gage without success " -#
Tisionofthearmy." Vc T'heen ping,

" The army of

keaven,'' and "yr" Taping, "The grand army," express

the Imperial troops. H Kwan ping,
" The govern-

ment troops." /fjT^
Fuh P'"g.

"
Troops lying in

YuSping, "To review the troops."

H~t pF*. (SJI Pinghwangma Iwan,
" The troops were

ylL Ji*v !><JU

alarmed and the horses thrown into confusion." IJAvT=
/(// Jr^t

~]T-l ^vf / ^' :tL Shing foo nae ping kea che chang.
/ J \ ^3^* "H

"Victory and defeat, are common-place occurrences with the

soldier," is the language of consolation addressed to those

who have suffered. R Ping kwan, "An officer in

the army." ^,0*1 Tsung ping,
" A general officer,"

Vulgo F;ff Pl"S t'hw- "Head of the troops," term

applied by the Chinese l lorngn Com.p.ndrr,
j

J^Ping
keu, "A war chariot."

|j|
I',,

\rnniur.'
1

I

/{jJ^
1'iiij; chu<;n,

" A sliip ot war."
j

g|P I'injj kin, rnliii-ki ,rmy dor

not go forth to hatlle. The Chiiu-sc wor^lup their tandrdi,

and present to them offering* and lacriCcc. The falling of a

learner is ominons of ihr overthrow of an anny.

),",
p ' ng POO. One of the iix national councils;

that which has the controul of the army.

To rhyme read Pang, and also Pop. From
-j

I Kung,

"Hands jeind," to sustain \-r" Kin, "A hatchet." Sec the seal

character form. (Shwo-wan.)

Ol. Scrib. M- Ch'hang.

Ol.Scrib.fiiK'he. SeeRad.^ Chuh
^ +

'

The breath rising upwards from the mouth.

Same as yfW Maou, but an erroneoui character.

Ol. Scrib. /j Kung. See abovr.

K'HE. R. H.

A relative Pronoun referring to antecendenl persons or

things; he; she; it; they. Also indefinite, as Us; his; any

one; whoever; the subject affirmed of. Sometimes may be

rendered The; that. At the end of ascntcncc, occurs read Ke,
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as an expletive. A surname. The name of a place; the name

of a hill.
/HS K'he yu,

" The rest, the remainder."
s >, WV*

ft- i t

JFyl. Yu k'he,
" In it, as to this matter;" generally in-

S -N I

troduccs. a comparison of two things, of which the preferable

one is put in the last member of the sentence, preceded by

tri Ning,
" Better f or HI/ -/Hp shtth jH,

" How so good

ehay yay, ning keen. "Observances required by custom, in

them, parsimony is better than extravagance." /yC

K'he ts'hze,
" The next."

^7\.
K '

ne Jen '

"
II certain,

-fctl. I*or it is certainly so." -^ I ^X-f^ K'he k'he jen
"-. y , V J

hoo,
" How is it certain! or How can it be assuredly so!'

1

! ~fyn K'he joo,
"

It is as if." iHr K'be sze,

14 This." Hn K'he chung,
" In the midst of it."

|AJ Jcw

" There must be something going on underhand."

^^"ti

They say, "?!.
/IK/T:|

" "

//H .mB"
K'he

tsze y'lh yew shlh, yew heu, "The character K'he has both

(a solid) a definite, and (an empty) an indefinite sense." By the

first they mean its referring to some particular person, place,

or subject; and by the other its use as a particle. Originally,

jj "|- K'he, when borrowed in the sense above given, it was

abbreviated.

R.H.K'llEU, or Ku.

Placed together; already prepared ; arranged. To present

to. An utensil. A surname. xJw_t 1

"'he keu,
" An

TT|| Hing keu, "Instruments of punish-

"

"V^4 /{-^ Fa leuh keu tsae,
" The law*

utensil.

ment.

are already prepared.
|j|

. ^^^ "

J5IJ
Kin

keu we e yih han,
''

Respectfully present the enclosure, with a

._j_ i

trifling present. ^rt^i FunS ^eu '

" To present to a

superior, -ji ^^> Che ming piih keu,
"
You,

knowing my name, 1 do not insert it." ^/ Keu wan, An

official document intended merely as a compliance with the

requisite forms. To rhyme, read Kew.

TEEN. S. C. R. H.

The Seal Character represents the records of the five an-

cient kings placed on a stand, as a mark of respect. (ShwB-wan.)

A standard, or classical work ; a constant rule; a canon. To

rule; to manage; to controul. To put under the care of an-

other ; lo pawn, or mortgage. A surname. Read T'heen,

To confer benefits. J^Jin
jj

M /fJJT^^ Jffj Ttih

che ch'hiih ho king tten,
" Do not know from what classic or

sacred book it is derived."

sical works." ^M
"TCT Koo teen, or

ancient books."

controul or keeping of."

Teen chang,
"

Clas-

,

<v Books in general."

Teen koo,
" The subjects of the

Teen show,
" To have the

J<A^f^l4 '
I ' \ \ -I i

Tien show chay, pub. tlh tsze k'he kwo,
" The per-

son entrusted with the controul or keeping, cannot excuse him-

self" Gan t'heen; /^X Shing t'hecn;
'Vik'* I

-7^ Ta t'heen, All express great favour ; much kindness

and bounty." Jjg^ | ^^^^
IIO

/fMr/fyt^ H0 she teen, hwo she mae, yay yew tih ne,

" Whether it be mortgaged, or whether it be sold, rests with

you." |~r
Ch'hiih teen,

" The person who mort-
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gages his property."
- Teen choo, "The mort-

gagee." -J-J
Woo teen, denotes the tame as

-j-i

I Ifft
Wo Iun ' See under

Another form of -fef
1 K'he.

From Seven to Eighteen Strokes.

QU I . That which is according to one's wishes.

Commonly written
^^j^ Suy, but they should be considered
XJ r

distinct characters. (E-wan-pe-lan.)

Ol. Scrib. Ch'he.

Same as Jffl Teen. See above.

nrv

01. Scrib. . Yu. See Rad. Cq Kew.

LUN. To consider.

Same as 4f|- Keu.

KEEN. |

A. V. j }

S. C, H J

Formed from a hand grasping two stalks of grain. ~|r+ Ping

ii formed from a hand grasping one stalk. There are few things

of which so many can be grasped as stalks of grain. Holding

two, or several at the same time ; several connected ; to con-

nect; to join. Together with ; and; and also. A surname.

Keen ping,
" To connect together.''

Keen kae,
" To apply or belong equally to ereral thing* T a*

.

^a^yfc^ (1 ^ I'un miih keen kae, "Applies both to tint

origin and the end."
rfjl

/R* ~^ K'ecn urh yew the,

" To connect together and possess them ;" as in the CMC ofjoin-

ing together several states and ruling over them. J?t7-

I P*

~fir
I N Kea shen t'hiien hea, "To diffuse Virtue through

out the empire;" to make others participate of virtue.

'nK-3 Keen t'he,
" To incorporate ; to unite two lu bitinre*

together." ca ^^e" han '

" To ^o"13"1 more tn*n

Keen, but not sanctioned by thone." Often written
i \

Dictionaries.

Jfx
Ol. Scrib.^> Tung. See Rad. ^ Ping.

Same as E Ke. See Rad. Kung.

Ol. Scrib. 4K'he. SecRad. \/\ ChQh.

-> ^\

ji? Ol. Scrib.MjKwSn.SeeRad.+ T hoc

A man's Name. The pronunciation not known.

Same as T'h8. See Rad. T*

j

YO. The bubbling of boiling water.

Same as sa Ke. See below.

LEEN. To cutoff; to separate entirely.
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PAN. Mean occupation, or affairs. (Shwu-wan.)

The ancient form of jt\\ Pan. (F.-wSn-pe-lan.)

Same as JSL Teen. See above.

S. C. R. H.

A certain district in the north, where the Emperor

Yaou, at the time of the Deluge, is said to have held his court.

The reigning family says it was at /2* Pj* Shing-king, the

capital of Manchow Tartary. (Vide Ta-tsing-ylh-t'hung-che.)

One of the
~jl )]M Kew chow, Nine regions into which

35 Yu divided the land after the Deluge. To desire; to

ish; to hope. A surname. Also read, Ke.

K'lIE. A square-looking full face.

01. Scrib. ;Mfl Ke. See Rad. El Yue.
XV' f J

Ol. Scrib. f^ Shin. See Rad. p| Jih.

Common form of the following.

TEEN.

The vertex ; the top of the head ; to reverse the proper

order; to turn upside down. More. Frequently written JfjH
X\~N

Teen. See under the Radical I

J Hee'.

THIRTEENTH RADICAL.

n KEUNG.

Ylh wae wei che keaou ; keaou wae wei

che yay ; yay wae wei che lin ; linwae wei che keung ; seang yuen

keae yay,
" The parts without side a city are called Keaou ;

beyond the Keaou (or suburbs) the space is called Yay (or wild

common) ; beyond the common, it is called Lin (woods); beyond

the woods, itis calledKeung; the character represents a remote

limit." Formerly written |Q Keung,now writtenJpKeung.

Occurs read King, A void space; a waste; a desert.

MAOU. To cover or overspread, as the ca-

nopy of heaven; a double covering. Also read Mow.

From Two to Seven Strokes.

MAOU. A covering for the head. Now writ-

ten t=| Maou, and most frequently (jjij Maou, which is
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erroneous. (E-wan-pe-lan.) The last is the form in constant

use. A child's cap used by barbarians. The two lines repre-

sent the ornaments. (Shw8-wan.) According to some, used in

the same sense as the preceding.

S. C.YEN. *

Weak and pliant, as hair. rt Yn yen,
"
Ap-

pearance of walking, or advancing.'' A surname.

Ol. Scrib. Jin.

J|L Ol.Scrib.^Chung.
SeeRad.

JJA
Sze

YEN. Same as J3: Yen. See above

I4H

Surname of one of tht pupils of Confucius.

Same as
-^- Ts'hih. See below.

Ought to be written thus 4 H-_ Also read Kung,An orifice.

OLScrib
j:[p[Keung.SeeRad. -f~ T'hoo

Acommon,buterroneousforinof_ELL.Tsae. Seebelow

01. Scrib. A Wang.

NEE.

Things inverted or hanging down. From the character

Yih inverted.

TS'HfH.*

In ancient times, before the invention of paper, document*

were written on slip* of bamboo, several of which are repre-

sented by the Seal Character tied together with two
strings.

In this form the commands of His Majesty, were in ancient

time*, delivered to the officers of state. A list; an inventory

a register; a schedule; a memorandum; a volume; a book.

To plan ; to- contrive ; to establish. (Tze-hwuy.) Syn. with

pEf
Ts'hTh.

jjffl
IS

fffj
Yen hoo ts'hlh, "A census;

a list of the people." ~rfT Hwang ts'hih,
" The Im-

*>=. I

perial register of all persons, property, &c., throughout the

empire." ^\y$y^ Ke pun ts'hih,
" Several volumes

of a register." ipf
Tsaou ts'hih,

" To make a list.
'

hi
-" J 1 1

Shang ts'hih,
" To insert in a list."

Shoo ts'hih,
" Books" generally. Mun ts'hih,

Rails placed in a door way to stop the passage, in appearance

similar to the form of the Seal Character.

TSAE. S. C. R. II.

A second time ; doubled; repeated; again; then.
-{*}-

P~T p'tijf'Tsaesan ting ning,
" To tell over and over

again." ,ffif*r- rfyM
^rae

decline with thanks again and again.''

Tsae san tsae sze, "Again and again; repeatedly." Atf)

To

T ha

yesterday." nET'(/l^ ijTJ Ts'hing ne-tsae shwO,

"
I'll thank you to say it again." Wfc ^ j\^

Chin yen puh tsae,
"

I shall uot repeat what I hare said.
'

(Shoo-
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k 'ne-) Jl\. Tsae piih,
" Not again."

I
x

>

"

pi lp. Ylh che wei shin k'he k'ho

tsac boo,
" Once is abundantly sufficient ; what occasion to re-

peat it !" (Tso-chuen.) Also read Ch'hth. To rhyme read Tse.

KWA. To separate the flesh from the bones.

The original form of H| I Kwa. See Had. 77 Taou.

ml TSUNO. No meaning given.

OLScrib. 'E*Kwan.SeeRad./-
L>Meen.

KEUNG. Keungjen, Light, splendid.

IS]

S
Same as^ Ts'hlh. See above,

Tan. See Rad. \ Choo.

01- Scrib. Yu,
" Rain."

^T- CHAOU. A tree bending down with fruit.

^T^
To be distinguished from .51 Kaou,

"
Bright," from the Rad.

Jih. This character is from
J-

I Maou. See above.

Commun form of i \ MaDu. See below.

Same as Ch'ho. See Rad.jj*

l - Scrib - W\ Yu'
" Rain

From Seven to Twenty Strokes.

CHOW. A. V. R. H.

FJ
A helmet. t Pei chow,

" A helmet adorned

with gems." ptj Kea chow,
" Armour and helmets."

shin, puh nangtsuen le,
" Armour and a helmet are now upon

me, I cannot perform what perfect ceremony requires." To

EfcJ i

be distinguished from
i=j

Chow, see Radical [A I Jow.

These two are often confounded in classical books. (Kang-he.)

MAOU. iS.C. R.H.

From
j

Maou,
" To cover," and

j Muh, " The

eye." To advance blindfold; to hold something before the

eyes and still go on ; to shut one's own eyes ; to wish to be

deceived. Blindly ; rashly ; to rush upon heedlessly ; to assume ;

to affirm
falsely. That which covers the head. Read Mlh, To

covet; to offend ; the name of a people. Read Mei. ^^
Tae mei, a certain shell fish, something like a tortoise.

'jlp Tan maou,
" To prefer being blinded ; not wishing

to see the truth." $H Maou fan, "To offend igno-

rantly, or inconsiderately." m2j Maou chuh, " To

give offence inconsiderately ." ffet Maou mei,
"
Blindly,

1 ^-j
ignorantly." -V* Maoujin, "To claim falsely;" to

|l/l_v J *

acknowledge that to be one's own which is not.

I | t

Maou kaou,
" To accuse falsely." xf I

Maou ming,

" To assume another's name." xC3 J ^J ^f-t" ^aou

ming ting te,
" To assume another's name and act in his stead."
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/jV Maou sze,
" To rush rashly on death, to brave

death." fjpf j^Rj Maou fling yu,
" To brave the

I /*"< I'l v

I

~ i _* m- *
,| |

t -

t>M
nyj ^JQ^

Maou yu urh lae,

" Braved the rain and came." ^T/L^f^TT" Maou

jg keih hing,
" Hastened on regardless of the heat."

or ,/&\ Kan maou,
" To

Hwang maou, "A yellow

cap." Syn. withT/Q Maou.

e+r*

Same as Tf Ho,, see Rad.y-^Meen.

hare taken cold."

KOW. * s.c. R. H.

To connect together, as the beams of a house, represented

by the character. One hundred millions. ftl jjV Chung

kow,
" The most retired and secret apartments of the interior

palace, occupied by the ladies and Imperial family." p
clmng kow che yen

pfih k'ho taou jay,
" What is said in the secret apartments of

the palace, must not be told." (She-king.) It was insinuated

by the Poet, that the language used in the palace was too bad

for utterance.

NO. That which is contained in a house; an

apartment to contain books.

HEU, or HeU. To cover. A certain cap or

crown, worn by the Emperor and Princes in ancient times.

(how,
" Under the dynasty Chow, the cap referred to, was called

VOL. i. -

Fccn ; during Yin, it was called Hcu ; during Hea, it was called

Show." To write it with
|

I JIh, is erroneous.

Ol.Scrib. ^Tsze, sceRad.^K'heen.

MAOU. To rush against; to offend

Read Mill, To advance abruptly.

s.c.MEEN. . H.

A kind ofcrown worn by the Emperor and inferior Princrs

in ancient times. The top part appears like a flat board laid on

the head, with pearls or gems strung on silk, and suspended in

regular rows, before and behind. The difference of rank wai

marked by the number of gems. The Emperor is said to have

had two hundred and eighty eight. These were called
Th-jfC
/*) I Lt

Lew; hence Meen lew, "A crown.
'

These crowns were first

made by gj 'j+f* Hwang-te, and were called by different

names, as ^ cfl Kw3n meen,
" The Imperial crown."

^ Pe meen; & Chuy racen; & I

vv7 rt. I /ivTn I

He meen i and -Jf~ Heun meen, were inferior varieties.

The sides of the crown covered the ears ; the gems hanging

before, were intended to remind the wearer not to look at what

was base ; and the covering of the ears intimated, that he should

not listen to slanderers. (Tsze-hwuy.) R|?fr Tim"

T(7 Ma meen le yay,
" A linen crown was the (ancient) dress

of ceremony." 'J' J=?i Kwan meen t'hang
J(^ |

HF-- -^R

hwang,
" The crown, palace, and Emperor." These words ex-

press an open, noble, and dignified behaviour, ID any station.

Al. Scrib. (t& Meen.
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> CHING, or Shing.

A kind ofcupboard or prcis, in which to keep rice.

-feb

II

MEEN. To equalize; to make two equal.

The sound and meaning not known.

K'HEA. A particular kind of cap.

K'HEUEN. A child's cap.

YUEN. Sameas |j Yuen. SeeRad./
J-Meen.

To be distinguished from Meen, A crown, giren above.

The lower part of the one being nP Meen, of the other

T'hoo.

1 1 TEAOU. An utensil used to coyer something.

KEAOU. False; deceitful.

Yu she,
" An ornament for the face or fore-

head ; a bandage for the head ; a napkin.

YU. See immediately preceding.

Ol. Scrib. Ke. See Had. Jih

Pronunciation and meaning not known.

Original form of 35n Teaou. See above.

Sameas F^L Heu. See above.

S|J
Ol. Scrib.

|J]&
No, see Rad.

|+J
Kin.

LE.
;^]l||Tseele,

"A white cap."

Ol. Scrib. UU) Yu, "Rain."
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FOURTEENTH RADICAL.

ME1H. * S.C.

To cover; to overspread. From Yih hanging down

at the ends. To cover any thing with a napkin. ^Wi- IPi.

MeTh, meih, meih, are now used in the same sense.

From Two to Seven Strokes.

ll Common form of n *
Yung. SeeRad./-*-Meen.

YIN. S.C.

Walking; appearance of walking. Read Yew, Doubtful ;

hesitating. In De Guignes's Dictionary, the definition which

belongs to FT Yew, is erroneously inserted under this

character. Some have surmised that the two characters were

the same, but the Dictionaries do not sanction it.

TEIH, To enter.

Kl Same asy^ Kang, see Rad._i Tow

JC Ol.Scrib.
H^T'heen,

ice Rad

.Scrib. .Yung, see Rad.>-LMeen.

YAOU. Deep, hollow eyes.

T'HUNG. A round cover.

i

ME. To enter ; to go round ; deep; obscured.

'

Heu me, The name of a country. Originally

written l

jSS
1
. Me, with " a net" at the top ; hence implying,

enclosing all around. To be distinguished from
-^j^

s'n-

See Radical
JA* Heue".

From Seven to Nineteen Strokes.

1 s. c.SHIH.

Not occurring opportunely. Rice, some hard and some

soft, so as not to mix well ; which prevents iU being lifted

easily with the sticks, employed by the Chinese in eating. Yub-

p'hc'en appears to give quite an opposite meaning, and says,

\-

that this character is the same as what is now written ^f

Shlh,
"
Occurring opportunely."
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KWAN. J pj]
S.C.

Something to bind up the hair, and cover the head ; any

kind of cap. From * *
Meih,

" To cover ;" ~7T Yuen,

" The head ;" and "JT* Ts'hun,
" An inch ;" denoting, that a

cap ii made by rule. The Chinese say, in high antiquity, when

people 1'iTed in the caves of wildernesses, their garments were

of hair, and the covering for the head of skin. In after ages,

the Sages observing that birds had crests and crops, and that

animals had horns and beards, hence took the idea of forming

caps and crowns, with ribbands to bind them, and hang down

below the chin.

Read Kwan, To cap ; to put a cap on a young mans a cere-

mony formerly performed by his father, when the individual

had arrived at the age of twenty. It is now performed on the

day of marriage. Females have a similar observance j instead

\

of being capped, their hair is put up and dressed in a particu-

lar manner, with a bodkin of wood, copper, silver, or gold, ac-

cording to the wealth of the parties. j]
H

yj*vr
Kea kwan,

To add the cap," or perform the ceremony just described.

1 ll^JlW^fcfe Kwan le> 7un> k 'he

urh yew che,
" At the ceremony of capping (as above described)

it is said, put away your childish purposes."

Kwan, also denotes, the person who overtops all others, The

head ; the chief. Kwan and Kwan, are both used as surnames.

To rhyme, read K'heuen, Keuen, and Koucn.

3& Kwan miien,
" A cap." 'TO Meen

I ,7t- xi I

rftfi.

kwan, "To put off a cap." This is plain language. J^jT

Shing kwan,
" Raise the cp ;" i. e. put it off, in the

language of courtesy. Chinese politeness requires the head

to be covered, which, in very warm weather, is unpleasant ,

a. visitor is therefore requested to put off his cap. But

the cap with its knob is a badge of rank, and it sounds harsh

to desire a person to put off that badge; hence they say,
" Raise

or promote" the cap, implying a wish, that so far from desiring

the person to put away, or lose his badge of honor, it is hoped

he will obtain a higher one. The cap is a part of full dress;

with officers of government, it is also a badge of official rank;

hence when they offend, and render themselves unworthy of

that rank, they sometimes kneel in the presence of their supe-

riors and tear off their caps, as a mark of confession and con-

trition ; as if they said,
"

I am unworthy of the rank or office

of which this cap is the sign."

"XNjf \ I f /V E kwan chungjin,"A man amongst

1^>t>

A
-J5i Kwa>

shang,
"
Caps and long robes," i. e. fine raiment.

' E kwan wan wuh," Robes, and caps, and finethingi."

S. C.MUNG.

i
t >

From
p

1 Maou, "To cover," and ^t<C She, "A hog or

pig." Covered over; dull stupid boy; unintelligent. Syn.

with ^SK?" Mung.

CHUNG, S. C.

From /
|

Faou,
" To enclose around ;" the other part

used for sound. (Shwo-wan.) A swelling mound of earth ;

swelling high ; the summit of a hill. The mound of earth

'

raised over graves, and the surrounding ridge enclosing it, re-
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presented by the Seal Character. Chung, often denotes the

grave itself.
-^jfc -f- Chung t'hoo,

" A mound of earth ;

an altar of earth on which to sacrifice."

Great; the first and most honorably born son is called

p Chung-tsze.
|

|
|

Jgv joi
?han chung

tsuli pang,
" The rocks rush down from the summit of the

mountains." (She-king.) 22 Chung tsae,
"
Entrusted

~^ ,v - I > . J -\ > a |

with great authority." _"V*
J/'

sJ /f-t
1 -xF3 x>w |J | J

j^fH" [ T^K> 7JI?- Chej8 foo yew chung tsze, chingyuC

kea tub,
" As to the father's first born son, he is denominated

Kea-tiih ;" j. e. the ruler of the family.

TSEU, or Seu.
ppjl

S. C.

To collect together; to accumulate. The present

Tseu, was formerly written thus ; for in collecting things, some-

thing was necessary to cover and conceal them. To use

Tsuy, in this sense, is erroneous.

I YUEN.* S.C. > R. II.

From a hare beneath a cover, not only unable to run, but

made to stoop. (Kang-he.) To cause to stoop; to force

to crouch. To injure; to oppress; to ill use ; to cause resent-

ment. 'Shi njl Yuen keu, " To oppress ; to ill use."

^tvJ-
Yuen wang,

" To ill use ; to charge falsely." &fZ

Kee yuen,
" To contract a resentment or enmity."

ccfit Yuen ch'how,
" An enmity." -^fc 'TtJ

J-T Yuen kea chae choo,
" A person filled with retentment,

and a creditor," is a phrase commonly applied to affairs which

are likely to give as much trouble as those persons do.

rfrl /yp
Ha yuen urh ze,

" Died from a feeling of

resentment for injuries received.' 1 v " HIT,

" To state one's grievances." ^W- Kelh yuen, or pf
'

Ming yuen,
" To strike the drum in order to call at-

tention to individual injuries." A drum is placed near the

second gate of public offices, that individual* who cannot ob-

tain justice in the regular way, may strike it and arooie the

attention of the officer within. 4\\\ Shun yurn,
" To

straighten that which is bowed down," to grant a person justice;

to right a person. "J/T
Se yuen,

" To wash away

injuries or resentments;" and' I

*

Scuh yuen, "To
I

'

snow" them, express to have taken ample revenge; to have ob-

tained full satisfaction 'Til Yuen keu, The name of

a district.

MING. I S.C. . II.

Derived from
|

Ylh, '.'
'

Liih, and i ~*
Melh, viz.

"
Day, sixteen, and to cover," because on the sixteenth the

moon begins to be obscured. (ShwO-wan.) Ten to be added

to the six, is implied in the character I I Jib. Obscure;

dull; gloomy; deep and silent recess, as of a cavern or_wood ;

dark. The obscure perceptions of childhood.

Yew ming,
" The obscure regions of the dead, Hades.

1 '

TClEfy1\ '"f"* Ming wan puh ling,
" Dull ; stupid; unintel-

/'S\ I -2HZE

ligcnt." Ts'hing ming,
" Heaven." ^ j

Plh ming,
" The northern sea." /

'

Heun ming, "The

god of water." y$ Ming hae,
" The deep tea."

Read Ming. Ming ming, or
fj^P Ming

me," Dull; obscure," applied to the human intellect. Read

VOL. I.
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Mcih. To cover, or blindfold ; to take and tie animali. Read

IHAiPltll
Mi-:en heucn,

" Unable to see." To rhyme,

read Mang.

^ *
j *

r^f"
Same as

-TJNJ-
Kwan, see above.

^ J

SZE. A surname.

m
t

Another form of \g3| Foo,
" Rich."

^ TOO.
P

In the rites of sacrifice, to place a cup with wine on the

ground, in the presence of the idol. The top of the character

represents a covering. The character Q-^- Ch'ha, is now em-

ployed in the came sense.

Ol. Scrib.
.^fc

Kea. seeRad-y-^Meen.

<

lui1* An erroneous form of-& Seuen.

01.
Scrib.jj^Yen, seeRad.j/^Ho.

CHIN.. To dig a hole in the ground; and stick

something into it. A dark carnation colour.

MElH. Same as > >Meth,see above.

To coyer over, as with an embroidered cloth, the vessels

used in sacrifice.

&jt Ol. Scrib.-:fc- Koo, see Rad. H K'how

as l} Yen, see Rad. Ho.

Ol. Scrib. Yin, see Rad. She

Same as Meih, see Rad. b Chung.

TEEN. Lofty and remote.
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PING.* x^Orig.^A.V.

Water freezing; ice. The framers of the
Tffa f

Kae-
I I ' "

tsze, the present written character, changed the original form

of Ping, to that now in use.

T'HING, or Ling. The appearance of ice, icy.

From Three to Seven Strokes.

TUNG. S. C. R. H.

The last of the four seasons. Winter ; to store up ; the close ;

the end. A surname. From
-JT- Chung,

" The close ;" and

Ping,
"

Ice." The celestial influence ascends, and the

terrestial descends ; the communication between heaven and

earth is stopped, and winter caused. Such is a specimen of

their theory. -^^. J^p Tung che,
" The winter solstice;"

otherwise expressed by ~*r* ^jtXW Tung che tse

ling,
" The term of the winter solstice."

\
1 LclhLL

I

tung,
" The commencement of winter." -rr" Tung

t'heen," Winter." g QW^ I ?!
<?i>* Heajih k'ho wei, tung jih k'ho gae, "A summer's day is

to be feared ; a Winter's day is lovely."

T'HAE. Great.

Read T'ha, Slippery, Al. Scrib. "TT T'hae, but properly

T'liae. See Radical 7]^ Shwiiy.

Ice. /n t?r Ping p'heen, or
fyjL Ping tung,

"
Ice, or a piece of ice."

~JK^i Ping han,
" Cold

Is^jr-

|^ > A
7 H XjX/nj

pi"S ts'hing shwiiy ISng," Clear

as ice and cold as water;" expresses a person of pure and simple

manners, superior to the influence of ambition, avarice, or

other irregular passions.

Yih p'heen ping siittsac yuh hoo,
" A heart of ice in a

vessel of transparent stone." Like the preceding sentence,

does not denote a person cold and hard-hearted; but a person

pure, simple, and upright.
*|ff' Pingpo,

" Hail."

Read Ying, in the sense ofW7p Ying,
" To congeal ; to

freeze." The Radical X^ Pi"g> originally denoted ice, and

the character now under definition was Ying, To freeze t but

_^|^ 1 ^ --

the framers of the
-=r<Ji

l3Ffc-_ Le-shoo character, having used

Ping for Ice, were obliged to form
/fep Ying for " To

freeze." The author of the Dictionary E-wan-pe-lan, iruiiU

on restoring them to their original use.
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chwang yug tung? ping lew yug sze; pingkeaeyuc p'hwan,

" Ice collecting or freezing is called Ling; ice fully formed is

called Tung; ice melting it called Sze; ice dissolved is called

P'hwan." (Tsze-hwuy.) rT Ping die,
" The fat of

animals."
/T/

P'no t>nanS>
"
Sugar candy." The

cover for a certain case for arrows or darts is called

Also read Ying. To rhyme, read Pang.

HOO. Cold; congealed.

y5" P*-]
Hoo pe,

" Closed up hy frost"

^*T* Common form of the preceding.

CII-HUNG. (j S. C. 1r R. H.

Empty ; deep ; to shake ; to fly to ; to cause to fly ; to dis-

patch. Young; childish. The noise of ice breaking ; the ap-

pearance of pendant ornaments. A surname. Shwo-wan does

not contain this character,but gives the same sense under-yfP

Chung. The sense to fly, is also expressed by ^Jftj Chung.

T* /Fp YV
yrj /) AM ^u cn

'

nuno J'n '"" keih cne >

"
I, a young person, had not attained to a proper knowledge

of things." Jsg: ^Tj^ yptj /'PJ TsC ping ch'hung ch'hung,

" The noise of breaking ice
" from the hills.

Ch'hung tung,
" To shake; to move."

~T*C Yih fei ch'hung t'heen,
" Dart to heaven at a flight."

A? I 3P'C -"fS"* VJ^3 Keen k'he ch'hung seaou ban,

" The glare of the fwords dart high as the heavens." Seaou

denotes the clouds; Han, the Milky-way.

| ^fj PI /rfj Liih yu urh shih woo jih ch'hung,

"
Despatched on the 25th of the sixth moon," said of a letter.

To rhyme, read Chung.

Jj\^ Common form of
y"fa-Keug.

See Rad.-?^ Shwuy.

VyT Common form of E? Hwang. feceRad.

It is also written ^-7r Hwang. See Urh Radical.

/tf Hwang is commonly used for both the preceding, as if

they were one character, which is, hy the Dictionaries, consi-

dered an error.

YAY.

To melt ; to fuse metals ; to melt in a furnace. A workman

who fuses metals. A surname. The name of a place. ~{f]r"

Yaou yay,
" An effeminate manner ; soft ; melting."

Seay yay,
" To melt." ^fer yay chay, or

Fp" Yay tseang,
<; A fuser of metals.''

T'haou yay,
" A workman in earthen ware, and one who works

in metals."

^r* T'heen te wei ta loo; tsaou hwa wei ta yay,
" The

heavens and earth constitute a great furnace ; formation and

transmutation, are (like) a great fusion." (Chwang-tsze.)
/|>W

k/*

p. Man tsang hwuy t'haou;

yay yung hwuy yin,
" Remissness in storing safely up, invites

to theft ; a soft effeminate manner invites to lewdness." (Yih-

king.)

To rhyme, read Yu, and Wo. Formed from ^^ Ping,
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"
Ice," in allusion to the melting of ice at tlie approach of heat,

and its becoming solid when heat 11 withdrawn.

LANG. C. . H.

Derired from Ice, the other part gmng sound. (ShwO-wSn.)

Cold; frigid; indifferent; still; clear; pure. A surname.

Read Ling. In the dialect of Hnr Woo.
/

r/r^"
t

/:5 Ling

tsth, denotes Ice. |g?L Ling, jg, are opposites, both
I / 1 1 >

literally and metaphorically, as cold, hot; indifferent, zealous.

ping ping,
" Cold as ice."

Lang t'han,
" Cold and tasteless," is used to denote

coolness and indifference in feeling or in manner ; also that

.t . .tV- 1
\4/<,

which is in a languishing low slate. /-I ,E3 i'K.

>(> ^Ip} SSng e Wng t'han puh kwo,
" Trade is excessively

dull, or in a low state." 5i LSng seaou,
" A cold

disaffected laugh ; a sneer ; a smile of derision."

*/S& i *
is,,^ ts'hing ts'hing,

"
Cold, still, dull, quiet."

T'he'en she ban ISng,
" Cold season."

K'ho tsang chay jin

tsing lang nwan,
" That which deserves detestation, is a dispo-

sition semetimes cold and sometimes warm," according as it

has respect to the poor or the rich. (Yew-heO.)

P'HWAN. . H.

Ice breaking up. Originally writtenV^ P'hwan.
J

3a>/K^^ Sze jookweitse,t-hae

ping we pwan,
" A correct man, if he brings home his espoused

wife, he does it ere the ice breaks up.'
1

(She-king.) Because

the ancient ideas of propriety, required marriages to be con-

TOL. I. I 2

summated between the falling of hoar front in the ninth moon,

and the breaking up of (he ice in the firit moon. Alto rea4

P'heen.

FtJH, or PS. S. C.

^ffij y/*-
Cold ; cold wind

j frigid icy appearance. ^_5E: /7/

fiih, occurs in the same sense.

PING. The sound of flyini;

JI51 KEUNG. Cold; frigid.

Ol. Scrib /^ Ts'hang, see below.

5?
HEA. To press on each side. Same as M Kci.

HWl)H. Ice.

T>HUNG

HO, or L5.

HS fho,
"

Icy ; icy appearance."

SHING.

Jj5 /W- K'hing thing,
" Cold appearance."

YIN. Cold appearance.

K'HUNG. Freezing ; congealing.
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Same as }& E, see below.

LEE.

Cold air, or vapour,

kwei tsuen,
" There is a cold air issuing from the side well.'

1

(Shaking.) Also read L6.

>/>
/|Cfl 1IEIH. Pure ; clear, as water. (Tze-hwuy.)

An erroneous character used for
WQJj_Heth,

"A ditch in a

field." Also for
/jjjfl_

Heft, "Pure, clear." (Kang-he.) This

last character is, however, in its proper place, said to mean

'

Still, quiet."

5. Harmony; case ; to mollify ;
to assuage.

TSEEN. To advance ; to enter.

RANG, or Tsang. A cold appearance.

'HAOU. Kind of brass or copper orna-

ment for the end of a cow's halter.

From Seven to Fourteen Strokes.

K'HEW.

Leaou k'hew, "The hands and feet appearing cold."

HElS. j^HeeUiS, The cold striking one.

TS>HIN ' Cold;

Also read Ts'hln. /^ Ts'hin U'hin,
"

Extremely

cold." Read Ts'hin, Cold air or vapour.

K'HING. Very cold.

NEEN. neen, -Bad

wine or spirituous liquor." Ching-tsze-fhung affirms, that

Luh-shoo requires three dots by the side, and that this form a

erroneous. Kang-he does not notice this criticism. The MS.

Dictionaries do not contain this word, and M. de Duignes has

supplied it; but mistaking the sense, apparently from misunder-

standing the word
^fP Maou, which, though sometimes de-

noting a person's manner, is much used in the Dictionaries to

denote, Appearance ; manner; appearing as if. Hence 55.
'Ilk*

V^^L G" stew maou ' which he translates " Malus ebrii

modus, homo in vino malus ;" really means The appearance of

bad wine. Kang-he calls it simply -5&^M^ GCtsew

yay,
" Bad wine."

KHING.

K'hing shing,
"
Very cold appearance."

To shed tears
; to weep.

SOW. Cold; frigid.

KING. Cold.

/

J*&
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2Jn^ 01. Scrib. l Chwang. See Rad. j[ | Tsaou.

TSEfH.

See the work 13
p g P'heen-yun. (Kang-he.)

T'HEEN.

/JL)^- T'heen neen,
" Bad wine." See above.

" '* k

y^r
**

Intense cold. Al. Scrib. -/^ Ts'he.

MEI . To request to do as matter of civility or

favour. In common use, but not sanctioned by the Dictionaries.

See >lt& Mei, under the Radical /[^ Shwiiy.

LUH. Frozen rain drops.

/

KOO, To freeze ;
to congeal ; to close; to shut.

H1NG. /5 /TV King lang,
"
Cold, frigid."

CHUN. V& R. H.

To approve ; to allow ; to grant. /pp nfll
Chun pe,

^

" To prepare." The common form of VPt Chun.

HAN. Cold ;
intense cold.

TS'HANG, or Ch'hang. Cold appearance.

drops of dew like pearls on trees."

% .

LEANG.
"i

Cool ; moderately cool i cool freh breeze. "
r ," / C3

Ts'hing leang, "Clear cool."
3J<J Leang shwae,

- *

"
Pleasantly cool." ^|M

Na leang, or
^Jfc

Ch'hing leang,
" To take an airing ; to take an opportunity of

enjoying the cool air."
f^p Aj "TT -rBl"V_ 1^

3lE Tso tsac ta shoo che hea ch'hing leang,
"

SittingXK |

under a large tree, enjoying, the cool air." jjg. HJA \

m

teen k6 sang we leang,
" The sumn er's breeze came from the

South, and produced in the pakce, a slight degree of coolness."

"7^ Leang shwiiy,
" Cold water." ^K? Leang

san," Umbrella to shade off the sun."

TS'HING. Cold; intense cold.

TSUY. Cold
;

intense cold.

TEAOU.
i[|)

S. C. J R. II.

Partially injured; injured and falling, like the learei of

trees. The marks of injury ; strength exhausted. N

y'JB

{fK Teaou seay, or ;$? Teaou la, "The falling of
'*! I /X(J

V

leaves, or flowers." 3w_ Teaou tsuy,
"

Debilitated,

fa/
enervated." fm Teaou, occurs used in the same seme.
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LING, or Ling. 1 R H.

Ice; an accumulation of ice; an ice-house, or place in which

to preserve ice. Struck with fear ; to put to shame ; to insult.

A surname. ^fp ^ Ling sMh, or |p> Ling yin,

" An ice-house." /V Ling jin,
" A person to take

care of ice." The first word used as a Verb, would denote

i \ t r"l~*
j rj_Yv

To insult a person. U J 1=1 n& E kwei llng
*S>.jF^ \ s\jt*

Ue'en,
" To presume on exalted rank and intuit those who hold

a lower place." <^T-
^'nSJ 8 >

" <

*>o disgrace
' to dis-

honor by words or actions ; to abuse ; to defile ; to violate

II * i i

female chastitv." _EL/T K'he ling,
" To insult."

/y*- '
'

nl|f| Ling peth,
" To insult ; to tyrannise over ; to extort

from.'' [JIT Ling neB,
" To behave to cruelly or

tyrannically." 4M| JjyL^p Ling che ch'hoo sze,

" To put to a lingering and ignominious death ;'' commonly

called Cutting into ten thousand pieces. It is inflicted on the

murderers of parents, rebels, and others. The account given,

in the Code of laws, of this horrid punishment, is mostdisgust-

ing. It is said, that the flesh shall be first cut, by inches, from

the body of the unhappy sufferers ; that men and women shall

both be deprived of these parts which distinguish the texes j

that the abdomen shall be then ripped open ; and finally, the

bones separated at the joints. The present practice, however,

differs something from this rule. (Vide, Ta-ts'hingJeiih-le, 2

vol.) Also read Ling.

^y TUNG.

>^v
Ice ; cold as ice. "i ^.}ffl T'heenshehan

'iX.'x?JS.

tung,
" The weather or season is cold." /^K -rl J

Ping chwang yuS tung,
" Ice completely formed is> called

nwan piih paou wei che tung nuy,
" Not warmed nor filled is

called Tung-nuy.
1 '

>;Zr TEE. Cold.

vrT 1

VJJ1 1 Ol. Scrib.
-^k Ts'hing. See Radical^k Shwiiy

KHING. Frigid, cold appearance.

R. H.

To lessen. The common form of
yjrj)

Keen.

P'HING. Noise of
flying.

/fe P'HING. Proof. Same as ^Pi

TS'HOW. To collect together s to makeups

concurrence of circumstances. This form not in Kang-he's

Dictionary. See under yjR Ts'how.

YIN. Cold appearance.

Ol.Scrib vMfi Sze, see below.

ylB T'HEfi.

^T^
>$ ytfe Hee rb.ee

1

,

" Struck with the cold."
* J X- ' Jl\?
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NAN. Ice

LUH.

Occurs iu j_ - Woo-che. (Kng-he.) No meaninggiven.

y 'F? E. M I Tsuy e,
" Hoar frost and snow.

Common form of
^JGJ/ Tsang. See Rad.B Chin

SEAY, To decline; to fade; to fall.

LEIII. Cold.

leih leg,
' ColJ appearance; a cold wind.

CH'HWANG. Cold
; intense cold.

Also read Ts'hang, The name ofa ri^er. The name of a district.

LING, Same as^ Ling, see above

E. The door of an ice-house.

HEUEN. Cold.

SO. Appearance of intense cold.

TS'HANG, or Ch'trvvang. Cold.

>V - %-/i

/-fflt PEIII. Cold wind. See abore under /Af

TSUY. // T.u, c, "Appearance

of sleet or hoar frost and snow accumulated.

pearance of the hands and feet."

V5jc> SIN, or Ts'han. Appearance of intense cold.

f ^5^^

Ol. Scrib.^ Tung, see above.

LEEN. Thin ice.

HAN. ij
S. C. Intense cold.

^

MING. Cold appearance.

P'HANG. Struck with the cold ; feeling cold.

TANG, or P'hang. Same sense as the preceding.

glfr SZE, or Se.
i|jf

S. C.

Ice melting; a thaw. The commencement of a thaw is

called ^kpwan; flowing awaj is called )W Sze.

TOL. I.

KEE. Com. form ofyKee."
Clean."

See Radical K Shwuy

. Scrib. Yin. See Rad-
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. Intense cold.

^-rMr SHIN, Of Sin. Appearance of intense cold.

/Irnr Same as /US- Ho
"

See

THING. Icy appearance.

KEANG. Freezing with cold.

Tung nung,
"
Appearance of extreme cold."

V-=5^ T'HO, orChih.

Ice freezing. (Kang-he.) Isicles.
(Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

/

K'HIN. Intense cold ; affected with the cold.

R. H.

Also read Hin, in the same sense.

~*"^^ ^
LIN. iff S. C.~m

Intense cold ; clear and cold. Repeated /'IIP Lin lin,

sT* I

denotes the same in a higher degree. A cold stern manner ;

a feeling of awe inducing obedience. -Ty- jl-rX ^rll
^^>*-/MV / i

Han fung lin leg,
" A piercing cold wind.''

!JrTr~
^'D

bun, "
Implicit obedience; obedience yielded in consequence

of being struck with awe."

evere manner."

linjen,
"

Stern;

v hJc^

/E3 Original form of^jpLeth,
see above

From Fourteen to Twenty Strokes.

, or Ning. R, H.

To congeal ; to freeze ; to coagulate; to finish ; to perfect ;

to fix ; to settle. Stern rigorous appearance. They define it

Shwiiy tung hoo, yuh

ping yay ,

" Water cooling and congealing desiring to form ice."

(Luh-shoo.) jyjjfc Ying keg." To congeal; to freeze."

Shoo tseTh k'he ying,
" The whole rou-

in ming,

" To preserve the decree of heaven in one's favour by proper

conduct," said of Princes. (Yih-king.) To rhyme read Yih.

HE. Harmony ; concord ; ease.

CHIH. The body feeling cold; to tremble with cold.

/tn\ ntsx' >

tine of meritorious deeds completed."

Ol. Scrib. Tung, see above.

YEN. Stored up ; secreted ; put awmy.

LAE. Intense cold.

LE. Ice.

/WS^ LElEH. Intense, severe cold.
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HO. To prepare salt by boiling.

TEAOU. Ice breaking up.

Same as /& Lang, see under 5 Btr.

YEN. /jjjr/Jrfc Yen ying,
" Extreme cold

'

SIXTEENTH RADICAL.

ft KE.
P~\

SC - (TLR.H.

A bench or stool to lean against or rest upon i a stand;

a table. Repeated J\
Ke ke,

"
Steady, tranquil."

Koo jin tso yu te ; ke tso so ping yay,
" The ancients sat upon

the ground, the Ke was that which they rested upon when

sitting." (Luh-shoo.) jp^-j*^ fifr
/,EEj

LM

y&j ^77- Kc tsnn chay so p'hing, e wei gan,
"
Ke, that which

the more honorable persons leaned, to rest or repose them-

selves."
(She-king.) The Ke were about five cubits long, two

broaJ, and about one cubit in height. Five different sorts are

Hwii sze che yen, hwii show che ke,
" For some arrange mats

on the ground ; for others, place benches." (She-king.) //T*

fL Chih selh ke ke,
" The purple steps were

composed and tranquil," unaltered by the approach of dan ge r.

(She-king.) Se'ih denotes the soles of the shoes. In ancient

times they were of different colours; the Imperial were purple.

Rl>
jfrj

Qh Yin ke urn go, "Leaned on the tablr

and slept." (Mang-tsze.) ^/
Wan ke,

" A dek

or writing table ; the table at which a scholar pursues hii

studies."
yjfjf /Km" & Ke yen tsing leang,

" At

the desk to carry on profound and useful investigations."

/f^ Ch'ha ke,
" A small stand or table on which to

place tea." Also written
7f\\

Ke.

SHOO.' s.c.

> ; a cer-17 Shoo shoo,
" Short feathers or wingi \

tain weapon." The sides of (he character represent the taiselt

or ornaments of feathers, waving at its head ; when not used

it is stuck in the chariot ofwar. When uted it is denoted by

71- t
by yf Shoo, having *\[ Yew, " A hand," seizing it below.

This character is distinguished from the preceding by the right

hand stroke not being thrown up.

Cf FAN. S. C. R. H.

All ; every j the greater part ; generally ; for the most part ;
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commonly ; common ; vulgar. The name of a country- A

surname. R -ife Fan sze,
"
Every affair."

Fan sze yu, UTh leg,
" In every affair

be prepared, and you will succeed." (Chung-yung.)

Fan wiih,
"
Every thing."

| /^j"^ ~~j7^
Fan yew t'heen hea che kwB,

" All the countries of the

world." a
JFp ytl

Fan so yew, "All which are, or exist,"

the whole number of persons or things; everybody; every

thing, /n Tan fan, "Whoever; whatever; whenever."

I-J I

-.fr Tan fan, /?n>
)

FS fan,
"

Generally ; gener-

ally speaking ; for the most part. Syn. with A. J7V Ta te.

Choo fan,
"

All; every," the whole taken indi-

Tsiiy fan, or J1 Fan

P

ridually. TTgT Tsiiy fan, or JitL Fan yaou,
J'I/N. I < -~*^*

" The most important of the whole."
~4^- Fan foo,

or laJ Fa'i yung,
" A common person." yC

/T/X.
j

Fan foo sub tsze,
" A common vulgar person."

J3EE. Fefan, or j(\ P"h fan, "Not common;

not vulgar." M-'
^an s^e

'

" ^^e wor^ common to

1.
- --

T Fan keen," Among thecommon mass," are

expressions which denote the present state ofhuman existence.

To rhyme read Fun. Formed from / T Nae and

Ylh. A dot withinsidu is improper, it should be a stroke.

To wcite it thu
'ft , it also incorrect, though very com-

mon.

From Two to Seven Strokes.

OL Scrib. Woo. SeeRad.

CHIN. New fledged.

^u -t fn s - c -

A place, a dwelling place; to dwell. From J She,
" The

body,'' obtaining 17 Ke,
" A bench on which to rest." A

surname. Now written /EEr Keu.

CH'HOO. J To stop; to rest ; a place.

From ^f Yew,
" The hand," obtaining fT Ke,

" A

bench." Now written
/3^* Ch'hoo.

Ol. Scrib. -Jr Ta.

ft
JTI

YEW. Wind.

Same as [&( Suh. SeeRad. & Seth.

Ol.Scrib.^Fow.SeeRad. p K'how.

)^l Sameas^Yung.SeeRad.yk Shwuy

Ol.Scrib. . SeeRad. P Woa.

KEUH. Wind.

l 01. Scrib.
J^Min.

See Rad. J^ She,

li( Same as "^ Shang, seeRad. p K'how.
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P-IIING.J S . C. R . ol Scrib.

From 4+- J'i>>
" To depend on ;" and H Ke,

" A bench." V"^

(ShwS-wan.) To lean upon a bench or table; to trust to;

that which may be trusted to. Proof. Syn. with /\fa P'hing.

The common forms of /$ji P'hing, and j/ES P'hing, are

erroneous. (Sha-muh.)

Also read P'hing, ^ <f<^-
P'hing e, and

P'hing k'haou, ' To lean against; to depend upon."

/ I P'hing ke,
" To rest or lean upon a table."

P'hing keu,
"
Proof; evidence of."

KE1H. Weary ; fatigued ;
lassitude.

*~rf
/l Ol. Scrib. M? Yay, see Rad. ft S'eTh.

f\i I
, is** S

y'u

lif Ol. Scrib.
Jjj^ Fung,

" Wind."

p/7 Ol. Scrib.^Che, eeeRad^Neu.

Ol. Scrib. j^ Fung,
" Wind."

')/ Same as y>\ E, see Rad.

yva

am Seven to Fourteen Strokes.

Same as ^f| Kelh, see above.

01

Jin.

SeTh.

Ol. Scrib.
Jjj[|

Punp, sec Rad.
J Pei.

HWANG. M R. II.

J6l K'( run nwa"g. A pair of birds, apparently quite
/t'l*^/ L\

imaginary, the latter is the female. They are, when they ap-

pear, ominous of peace and happiness. The female if laid to

have the head of. a fowl, the neck of a serpent, the chin of*

swallow, the back of a tortoise, and the tail of a fish. It it

particoloured, and six cubits high. These bird* come from

~Pr/\_ I J_l Tan heueshan,
" Tan-hcue hill." Occur* writ-

ten
*Y*. Hwang.

Ol.Scrib.
jfJ.Tseo>eeRad.y]\Chaou.

SUH. A surname.

Same as ^it' Kwan, see Rad.' 'Melh.

^* JL_

Y\

KHAE ft

Good ; excellent. Victory ; peace and joy. 4=fi

y)
K'hae ko,

'

Songs of triumph; joy of a returning and vic-

torious army." .Tyjb
Ts'how k'liae,

" To report a

victory to his Imperial Majesty." fffP "'nae euen -

" A returning victorious army.''

Jffif
K'hae fung,

" A gentle southern breeze."

. Scrib.ir; PQh, seeRad. - Yih. '

..

r I W5& K'hae tslh," Joy; pleasure." /\,7C/\

TOL. I. J.2
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PS yuen p* k'hae,
" Sixteen excellent statesmen" in the time of

Shun.

ib. 0Shing, seeRad.
jj Leih.

Same Kan, see Rad. Wang.

Shwan^seeRad Heaou

Ol.Scrib.j^ K'heu.seeRad.
|J||fj

Tsaou.

TANG. A kind of bench, stool or couch.

wei tso ch'hwang yuS tang,
;<

People now express a form or

bench to sit on, by Tang." ^V7 P n tang,
" A stool

made of along deal or board." -f5~ Ch'hang tang, "A

- .

long form or stool."

p'hing chay wei ch8 ; te urh k'ho tso chay wei tang,
"
High

and capable of being leaned upon is called Cho, or table; low,

and capable of being sat upon, is called Tang."

vS^l P'HING. Same as 1" P'hing, see above.

Ol. Scrib.
^J-Tsze,

"A child or son."

SEVENTEENTH RADICAL.

or K'han. *
(J S. C.

A wide open mouth ; a receptacle.

/
\

K'HEU.*

A vessel made of willows, to contain grain.

J 01. Scrib. p K'hovv,
" The mouth."

From Two to Seven Strokes.

HEUNG.*
(XJ S. C. ^ -H "H

Represents a deep pit, into which things are
falling in con-

fusion. (Shwo-wan.) Great wickedness; malignity; evil cal-

culated to sink into ruin human beings. Calamity; infelicity;

the judgments of heaven ; adverse; unprosperous. Occurs in

the sense of
,jv|><|

Heung, To fear." Also written fef/
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Heung. These two are used for each other. (Tsze-hwuy.)

~_L'
p\| Keih, heung, are opposites,

" Good, evil ; pros-

perous, adverse; felicity, infelicity.
""" vP Keih chaou,

"
Prognostic of happiness." y/ Heung chaou,

"
Prog-

tj?f I J-~7 'Llt-j'

nostic of impending evils." ft|i T^K \ Kcung

heung keih giS,
" Wickedness ami evil carried to the utmost

possible degree." JiS.. Heung sze, "A calamitous

affair." 4tfJ jM
>|n*f^U ~P|- T'ha sze tsing too

she heung,
" His affairs are all unprosperous." J^(

Suy heung,
" A bad year ; a year of scarcity and famine."

Heung sing,
" A malignant star."

Heung ming,
" An unhappy fate.

" H
Ijr

Heung fuh,

"
Mourning dress." pj^

flfe Keih fuh,
"
Gay dress," in-

dicatingjoy. yrfj R. I ^p\ tJ^FK~cJ

Yew heung, paou heung ; yew keih, paou keih,
" If evil is to

befall me, announce to me evil: if prosperity is to be my fate,

announce to me prosperity." A prayer offered up by those who

i L. ^

refer to divination, to know what is future- ' >H= \
I/J-N. I

m
' *>

yingefuh; ht'S g3 chay paou e heung; tih po chay, wei wei;

k'heu taou chay, shin wang.
" He who cherishes virtue, will

meet with happiness : he who adheres to vice, will be recom-

pensed with calamity. His place is dangerous whose state of

virtue is low : he who puts from him the principles of rectitude

shall perish." To rhyme read Hang.

||| GOW.

The name of a bill in the Province of Keang-uan

Ol. Scrib.
tx] Sin, seeRad. PI Ht

' i '

01 Scrib. Kan,
" Sweet."

K'HWAE, orK'hwei. 4 clod of earth

The original form of^H K'hwae Onesays.that the latter

character is used on joyful occasions, the former on calamitous

occurrences. Sha-muh says, that they are both different

forms of the same character, and that to distinguish them it

absurd. The Imperial Dictionary, and others, make
[ij

K'hwae, synonymous -with eight different characters, all of

which Sha-muh rejects.

yL /

Fo mo che 8anS' kcu e leu > Puh th ;

ts'hin shen chin k'hwae, "At the interment of the father and

mother, (a dutiful son) dwells (three years) in a thatched shed,

unadorned, at the side of the grave; he sleeps on the coarse

leaves ofplants, and takes the clod for his pillow." The dis-

ciples of Confucius having mourned for him three years, after-

wards separated. ~f''W T ze-kung was still more

attached to his master, and having constructed a shed by the

side of his tomb, remained to mourn there three years longer.

To this day, persons in official situations are required to re-

sign their duties for three years, on the death of their parents.

T'HUH. Protuberant; rising high; jutting

out ; hillock ; convex. \\ r-i ^ ?1& Jow fhtih yu
I/'J I I I '/W

lew,
"
Protuberant flesh is called Lew. Also read T'he'g, High
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YAOU. * The opposite of the preceding.

Hollow; indented ; a pit; concave. Also read KwaandWa.

ShwB-wSn exprese these two by j|J Yaou, " A hollow,"

and 4-? Thef,
" An eminence."

Scrib Tsze >

an<^
jjti ^> both denoting

1 I~)

Earthen ware, which the character resembles. (Shw8-wnO

A bamboo utensil.

certain vessels, are derived from this.

CH HUH.* S. C. R. II.

Represents grass springing forth. (ShwS-wan )
To go

forth ; to go out; *o manifest; to write out; to produce; to

/

beget. Head Ch'hiiy, To put out ; to eject. The two pronun-

ciations are, however, confounded. (E-wan-pe-lan.) Under the

first pronunciation, it is generally used both as a Neuter and an

Actite Verb. To rhyme read Che and uh.
/
A

Ch'huh juh,
" To go out and in," these two are opposite*.

/\. EJ
/
frf

r Ch'huhjuh tsze tih,
" To go out and in

perfectly at one's own ease and pleasure." KJO" -fff-1m * - \2*- I

/V Suy p'he'en cb'hiih juh, "To go out and in when one

pleases." ;JJV
J3L I ^lyWo yaou ch'huh kae, "I

want to go out to the street ;'' i. e. to go from home.

I Ch'huh mun,
" To go out of the door;" denotes either

to go from one's own house, to some other part of a town or

Tillage ; or to go from one's native place to a distance. rfi

j|lj Jf TetwejiihtsThheaoUi

ch'huh tsih te,
" He who is a brother and son, within doors

exercises filial piety ; without, he performs the duties of a

brother." (Lun-yu.) A \ El Ch'huh k'he

S^+ ' 'Vi.'

piih e,
'

Exceeding what is thought of," occurring beyond

one's expectation or calculation. vR. "a CD nu^

lae,
" To bring out."

AV\.
^"^"^ chung, or

Ch'huh fan,
" To rise superior to all others ; a high de-

gree of eminence." 5 El Ch'huh fhow,
" To put

out the head;" i.e. figuratively to stand forward to act for

I -p^-
others. ^a Cli'huh tow,

"
Breaking out of a pustule,"

as of the small pox. "Ufa Ch'hiih Vea,
" For a female

/VJ\

to be married ; or to leave the house of her parents to go to

that of her husband.
Xj--

Ch'huh sze, or /fT-

Ch'hiihjin,
" To enter on the magistracy." X-jjj Xi^-

JH1

r^ J^f T'ha tso shin mo ch'hiih shin? " What did he
)/* \ /I

spring from ?"

>f(jj >f \ 5^ 1 -^ T 'ha P" 1' Sae

ch'hiih shin,
" H'c does not like to come forward" to public

'' Ho tsung k'how ch'hiih,

" Calamities proceed from the mouth ;" i. e. unguarded, or im-

proper language causes much evil to individuals.

Ch'huh hoo,
" To proceed from."

Ch'hiih hoo nrh chay ; fan.

hoo urh chay yay,
" It proceeds from you, and the consequence

will devolve on you." (Mang-tsze.) Now used as a proverb.

^Jj" "/" El Wo che tsze ch'hiih,
"

I, myself, pro-V S^
I I J

duced him," i. e. my own son. (Tso-chuen.) ^fc

Chhilh lae,
" Out comes," arc words often joined with other

Verbs, and denote the completion of what is implied in the

Verb, as 3*
'iiTVJ |

Seay ch'huh iae,
" To write out

Naou ch'hiih ta sze Iae,
" To
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create a, great disturbance."
jjfC I ^ Loo ch'hiih

lae,
" To expose; to discover." ,&

ch'hiih ma ke8,
' To discover the horse's hoof ;

' and

JrjUi"
fll Loo ch'huh meaou chaou,

" To expose the cat's

paw." both denote to let the cat out of the bag. .11

/

Shay ch'liuh,
" To forgive, or remit punishment." I

T'hing ch'hiih,
" To select from amongst many."

"M-l A form of the Character J Ching.

. N I

Made by the Empress jJ-T Jp"
Woo-how.

Ol.Scrib.M
Tsze,seeRad.j)ll[jTsaou

jjl|
Ol. Scrib. -y- Kan,

" Sweet."

rfn Ol. Scrib-.
||"Tsze, seeRad.lJl&Tsaou.

HAN. R. H.

From man in a Mortar. The ancients made holes in the

ground to use as mortars. (Luh-shoo.) To contain ; to infold ;

to comprehend; the lower part of the mouth withinside;

the envelope of a letter; a letter. Armour. A surname.

Han yung,
" To contain ; capacity to contain." Used

also to denote An enlarged and liberal mind ; patiently bearing

with. 33= Shoo ban,
" A letter." 3r| Hwa

ban, or
Jin Yaou ban,

"
Elegant letter," applied to the

letter ofa correspondent in the language ofcompliment. pi^

Tsun ban,
" Your honor's letter."

K'how shang yue" k'heO, k'how

heayu^han," The upper part of the mouth is called K'heo; the

lower part is called Han." "TT /TflR

Tae-keih ban san wci yih,
" The Tae-keih, (the First Cause or

Deity) contains three constituting one." (Woo-king-choo,

39 vol. 26 page.) The sense given of Tae-keth is confirmed

by a sentence on the same page, jpl
~

T'hung yih keen kwan yay, e k'he yih Shin.tsTh wei che Tae-

keih,
" What is collectively denominated the Heavens and the

Earth, is, in reference to the inherent Deity, called Tae-keTh."

It must not however be supposed, that all the Commentators

speak thus clearly on the subject. In the language of most of

them, it is difficult to discover any thing of that personality

which is necessary to the idea of Deity. They seem to speak of

some principle of order or governance, denoted by ^^fofc

Tae-keih, or ~h' JfP T'heen Ie, but in which, distinct per-

sonality is not perceived.

l / "*
I

y6X Han kiih, The name of a certain Barrier.

Han jin,
" A maker of armour."

~rtr\_
'

\
'

| I

Mang-tsze yu2, She jin k'he piih jin yu ban jin tsae ? Shejiiv

wei kung piih shang jin;han jin wei king shangjin ; woo tseang

yHi jen ; koo shiih piih kho piih shin yay.
" Mencius said, Ii

not the maker of darts more wanting in benevolence than the

maker of armour? The dart-maker is only apprehensive that

people should not be wounded; the armour-maker is particu-

larly afraid lest they should. The same holds true of ttir
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maker of spells and charms, (intended for people's good) i and

the coffin maker (who is profited by other mea's death).

Therefore people should be particularly attentive to the oc-

cupation on which they enter," as a mau' pursuits has a gra-

dually good or bad effect on his mind. (Mang-tsze.)

From Seven to Fourteen Srokes.

Another, but erroneous form of the preceding.

Same as
[J] T'hoo, seeRad.Q Hwuy.

JT|T| CIIA. To decorticate.

From Cn K'hew, A mortar, and the representation ofa pestle.

JL
^l Ol.Scrib.

-

Che, "The teeth."

T'HAOU, Ancient vessels or utensils.

Same as i Ke, see Rad. T Chuh.

Chow's mode ofwriting T*7 \ae, see Rad. I Pert.

EIGHTEENTH RADICAL.

Tl TAOU.

A cutting weapon or instrument; a sword; a knife; the

name of a coin, so called from its form, or from its great in-

fluence amongst the people; a small vessel or boat. / "^

/ / Seaou taou,
" A small knife, or sword." \~\~

Taou tsae,
" A small knife ;" a pen-knife is commonly so called

by natives who have seen it. fcV Paou taou,
" A

> J. I

sword ornamented with gems." ffh' Yaou taou,
" A

word to hang at the side." Jj^ |_J |

"$$. P]

J sjtfl
Tan 'l'"ow Ju^ taou

'
snwang k'how jug keen,

" A

single edged iword is called Taou, a double edged sword is

called Keen." WK Teaou taou,
" A kind of long

spear." -W3^ TseS tsae taou, "A knife for

cutting vegetables." M*l Tseen Uou, "A pair of

scissars.'" jt| Taou sea<">,
" A leather sheath for

a sword." woodensheatn-"

Taou k'how, "The edge of a knife, or sword."

-4L- I /-.f,

'a Taou pei,
li Thc back ofaknife." fc4^ Taou fung,

"The sharp edge or pointofa knife."
TJVlj Letaou,'-A

sharp knife." TseaJ ^"u sha jin,
" To

borrow a sword to kill a man;" i. a. to employ some other per-
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son to accomplish one's own malicious purposes. _ i

H Ff -^

Can le tsang taou,
" To have a sword clandestinely

concealed ;" is understood figuratively, as well ai literally
: to

conceal malicious purposes under specious language and a fair

exterior. ffi- -fe. g- Woo lung taou peih,
" To

brandish a sword pencil;" to prostitute literary talents to the

injury of others.

Mo taou ban puh le; Taou le shang jin die,
" He who rubs

a knife is vexed that it is not sharp; but a sharp knife cuts

people's fingers;" i. e. men vex themselves in pursuit of some

supposed good, which, when obtained, often proves an injury.

j%, We nang ts'haou taou urh he k yay, k'he shang ihih

to,
" If you send one to cut who cannot handle a knife, he

will inflict many a wound;" i. e. aperson incapable of the task

assigned him, will do more harm than good. -prjl ytp

m -t K ke yen yung new taou,
" To kill a

'\J / 14 1 I

fowl, why use a knife (large enough) to kill a cow ?" i. e. why

me means greatly disproportioned to the end to be attained ?

I

taou yay ; e tsan fa taou k'he so yay,
" Taou denotes to go to,

as a weapon goes to its place to cut down." (Urh-ya.) =tt

, wei ho
1

taou ; shwuy wei Sung yucn, tsang piih tsung chaou,
" Who

calls the river wide which has not capacity enough to contain

a small boat? Who calls the state Sung distant, which may

be reached ere the morning be past." (She-king.)

tse'en yay ; e k'be hing joo taou,
"
Taou, a certain kind of

money, so called from being in the form of a knife."

TEAOU. Originally the same as the preceding.

altered in later times to distinguish it. ~J\ LTeaou tow,

A kind of brazen vessel used by the soldiers, in the daj time lo

boil rice, at night struck as a signal in marching.

Teaou teaou,
" The wind ceasing, or dying away ; slightly mov-

ing." It is much used in a bad sense, not noticed by (he

Dictionaries, denoting Perverse; restless; violent; ungovern-

able ; wicked ; artful ; encroaching. .Sri Teaou jr

I >ll^
" Wicked ; bad ; malignant."

&||t
Teaou man, " Bar-

barous ; boisterous ; unruly." /

tJ^ Teaou tang, "In-

tractable ; stubborn ; perverse." l\*S: She teaou,
" Te

* Teaou tswan koo kwae, "A strange mixture of art, ob-

stinacy and encroachment."
ll-L. Jjttk. yV. %?

~jfesi\ KjW '/V "S" T*ze ch'hoo jin to teaou cha, piih

yuen kew keu,
" There are a great many perverse and crafty

people in this place, I do not wish to remain long."

)$\i /\^ Pi "jl~
Teaou fungPun t'ho ch'hang,

" D-

praved wicked customs (of the people) must not b allowed to

increase."

The manner of writing ~T\ Taou by the fide of

other component parts, first adopted in the
-^-Jfr

JJgT Le-shoo

character.
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JIN.* . C. R. H.

A sharp pointed weapon or knife ; sharp, strong, durable

edge or point of a weapon or instrument. . IT. <y J
P|"B

jin,
"

Military weapons." f^-^|fX~f~ "I ITD ~7~1

rtf~. ^Fr 2/s. "~p"/Rffl|
Keae sno ts'heen new, urh

taou jin js sin fa \u hing,
" It has cut up several thousand

cows, and the knife is still as good as if it had been recently

sent from the grindstone." Commonly, but erroneously writ-

ten thus /^L-

From Two to Five Strokes.

CH'HWANG. f A wound made by a sharp

weapon. Afterwards written /n|l Ch'hwang, and now com-

monly J#EF Ch'hwang.

S/^1
L-v ^^ TJ TT

. v^ . J AV. X Ji,
'

From /
\^ Pa,

" To separate," and "7 1 Taou,
" A knife."

(ShwO-wan.) To separate; to divide ; to halve. To confer;

to distributee to give; to distinguish ; to arrange. Read Fun,

A part ;. the part which any one has to act ; the situation he fills.

A certain nominal coin, by Europeans called a Candareen.

To rhyme, read Fung. Ak Flfl Fun k'hae, or
-ft |J

Fun peg, "To separate from each other; to distinguish."

ffi'pjISjt- ] ^=^ Chay keuhwayapu fun

k'bae keang,
" This sentence must be separated and explained."

^=F Q Ufl Hih pth fun ming,
" Black and white

clearly distinguished." Xj)V
Fun pi-en,

" To discrimin-

ate, or distinguish," in language or in letters.

Fun le,
" To recede from." /

\Jv-' Fun peaou, or

I Yr*

\fy Fun san,
" To disperse ; to distribute."

ih tsc fun p'hae,
" All arranged, each to its, or his,

proper place."

Shuh sMh chay, fun urh how kan shih,
" In the army, the com-

mander must first distribute the cooked provisions amongst

the men, ere he dares to eat himself." (Tso-chuen.)

~f)y\i Fun meen,
" The act of parturition."

- Fun
.fy L I J

show,
" To separate from an acquaintance or friend."

^J& Fun yew,
" To share another's sorrows."

Fun sin,
' A divided, or distracted mind ;" the heart engaged

Yihabout laany things.
- 5?

chih fun wei urh ynen,
" A house divided into two parts."

r
I

ShTh fun,
" Ten parts ;" that which is complete ;

I I ^
perfect ; hence forms the Superlative. I /^-
Shih fun chcyiih,

" One often;" i. e. a tenth. Fun is often

used for a tenth, and is much used when speaking of the degree

of a thing.
" t\ Ts'hih pa fun,

" Seven or eight

Wo puh kwo che tsaou leang san fun,
"

1 merely know two or

three tenths." -ffl- "W" -^. Fun woo kcw to,
| r*1

f
)^~ ^

" Do not desire a large share ;" be satisfied with what is pro-

per. (Le-king.)
ffifi^- | ^ Sze sang fun yen,

" Half of the men died." jj^t
Chih fun,

"
Official rank ;

situation in the government," either nominal or real.

Ming fun, The particular relative epithet applicable to

one, A Prince; a minister; a father ; a son, &c.

Shiu fun,
" The real part, or place, which one holds in society,
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whether noble or ignoble, rich or poor. Pun fun,

" One's proper duties or station."

pun fun,
" To maintain one's proper station ; to adhere to the

duties of one's station." Fun

teih sze,
" The business, or duties of one's office or situation."

rfc. Can fun,
" To rest contented in one's situation."

"rf^* /\ Yih tsEen ps fun>
" ne mace ei

candareens." Occurs, but improperly, in the sense of

Fun. AX- YTJ"
Fun f> " To direct ; to order," occurs,

but thej are more generally written WJT~ P^T Fun foo.

J\ 1
1

7/A

VfTl
tS~J

1
TEAOU. To cut or break asunder.

OI - Scrib - fy.
Sze> seeRad. y\ Jin.

I E, or Urh. To pare, or shave off.

KEW. A large knife.

TS'HEE. -t S. C. -* R. H.

To cut ; to carve ; to mince ; to cut to pieces ; to cut bones ;

eager; ardent; near ; urgent ; pressing; vehement; fervent; sin-

cere ; important ; to feel. To take the initial of one character

and the final of another to spell a third ; as from K-e W-ang

to derive Rang. (See the Introduction to this Work.) Read

Ts'he, All ; every ; the whole. To rhyme read Tsze.
"tTJ

Ts'hiie' suy,
" To cut to small pieces in a careless man-

r." ^HJ Sets'he'S,
" To cut into very minute parts."

*l* r*"*

VOL.1. 58

'

l ' i:8 tso>
" To cut and

|
Ts'heg jow,

" Mince meat." -/t- ^_
r ** ~\

che sing, chg urh ts'hefi chewei kwae, "The flesh of cows, sheep,

and fishes pared thin and minced make Kwae." (Lun-yn-choo.)

Puh shay tih ts'he'6 kO,
" Unwil-

ling to cut up," large joints of meat. Applied to butchers

literally ; figuratively, to persons who are unwilling to part with

a little of their money. F-U-1 Ts'hee k'hae,
" To cut

I ITTj

into separate parts." iff Ts'he'e' twan,
" To cut

I "lit 1 1

* V '

asunder." ^S* Ts'hee
1

gae,
" Ardent love." 'fy

Ts'hing ts'hee',
"
Vehemently attached ; ardent affection."

, - i

rfrl Ts'hin ts'hee
1

, "Most intimate relation; pointed,

close, home language." ^ p Pei ts'he'K, or 'ly^J

Ts'han ts'licg,
"
Deep distress of mind.

1
' /ffl Ts'he'e

wuh, " Don't on any account ; be particularly careful not," &c.

/ . ^n i ^r./l
/77l t^l <tf

Ts'he'6 wuh Iwan shwO,
" Don't on any

//j I5yu P/L.

account speak heedlessly," so as to divulge what ought to be

kept secret, &e.

wuh e t'ha wei ne'en,
" You must not on any account think abou

him;" said when advising people to forget deceased friends.

.^ff. Ts'heK yaou,
"
Extremely important ; most ur-

gently required." fjjT ~M~ Ian k'hets'he'6, "Look

at the most important parts." Ts'hee
1

ts'hee, Ex-

presses the highest degree of importunity and earnestness about,

a thing." BlPliE Ts
'

htc ts
'

h^ kin ke," Above

all things be attentive and remember."
~

Tt'he'e'

shih, "The utmost truth and sincerity." ~r}\\
Kae

ts'he'e
1

,

" Great earnestness and sincerity."

,t
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mill, "To feel the pulse." \\s JJ Tsr Yaou ya

tt'hfC che, " To gnash the teeth'' with nge or indignation.

mill flu-en hea ts'he'g che,
" Deceived his Prince and oppressed

the people, o that the whole empire gnashed their teeth with

indignation."

Read Ts he. - YTh ts'he,
" The whole; entirely;

all taken collectively." In this sense, often read Ts'heS.

jj
H Ts'heg yun, or

/J7
Fan ts'heg, Express the Chinese

mode of communicating; the pronunciation ofCharacters, noticed

above. Ts'heen keg ts'hee, yin

Ts'hiJg,
"

Syllabic spelling Ts'h-een k-eg, the sound is Ts'heeV'

This is the manner in which the pronunciation of the word now

under consideration is given in the Imperial Dictionary. *i?*n"

0H^ /fjx_, I

Twan yun fun y'in wei che

ts'hcg,
" To decide the final sound and distinguish the initial,

constitute! the Ts'hceV' (Kang-he.) The term /X7~ Fan,

sometimes written
3JJM Fan, was used before the introduc-

tion of Ts'ijefi. According to it, they rhyme the syl-

lables over in the most ridiculous manner; thus, Ts'heen keg,

ts'heen keg, keg ts'heen, and then, if they chance to be right,

(for it is often a mere guess) out comes Ts'heg.

E. . H.

From N^ E,
" A pair of shears," and / / Taou, " A

knife.
1 ' To cut grass i to mow. To take ; to kill ; to cut off;

t ii-

to exterminate. ^X IJ ^ E tsaou,
" To cut down grass."

To cut grain is expressed by ^g, HwB.

used for *, a

E, occurs

. E Chaou-seen

che chen,
" Cut down the standards of Chaou-seen," or

Corea.

] I PO. To rend or tear asunder.

A duplicate form of4y|! Pa. See below.

fjjl Sameas|Tsung, seeRad. ^ Chih.

The obsolete form of
jfrjj

PB. (Tsze-hwuy.)

>

y> 1
1 Same as ^Ij Ke, see belovr.

KUNG. To cut down grass or grain.

K'HAN.

To cut ; to pare ; to carve ; to engrave on wood ; to hew ;

to fell. Defined by Tf |
I l$ Se5 choo,

" To pare off; to

cut away." (Luh-shoo.) ""j'l 7f(\ ^L f~"~
or

\

^izl K'han k'hih wan tsze, or shoo tsze,
" To cut or engrave

characters or letters
" on wooden blocks, in the Chinese manner.

5|h|
K'hih, is strictly to carve the letter, and K'han is to

cut away the surrounding wood, so as to leave the letter stand-

ing out S^ K'han muh,
" To fell trees." Its IM

^TJS^ Suy 'han k'han muh,
" To go from hill to hill cut-

ting timber."
/jv JtJL ,xlC K'han ch'ha k'he muh,

" To cat down the wood or trees."

sometimes expresses

Pun k'han,

uh k'ho e8

choo yay,
" That it should not be pared off, cast away,

or obliterated." In the sense of To carve, it is also pro-

nounced Kan. To rhyme, read K'heen.
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T*H TS'HEEN. The preceding it formed from

Kan and "77 Taou, this from p* Ts'heen, and Taou.

By some considered an erroneous form of the preceding, unsup-

ported by the ancient work, Lull-shoo. By others, sa'd to de-

note To cut into minute parts, like ~t"77 Ts'hee'. See abore.

TElH. To cut or break asunder.

YIH. To cut or break asunder.It
K'HWAN. To cut off the branches of trees.

TS'HUN. S. C.

To cut ; to cut into parts ; to cut small ; to decide upon,

y Ij "tTJ
Ts'hun ts'heg, or /^k. Fun ts'hun, "To

cut into parti; to separate; to distinguish; to adjust," a* the

lines and tones of an ode or song.

Pronunciation not known. Used for ~3l\ K'hih.

CHE. To smear a knife with blood.

WAN.

To cut; to cut the neck or throat; to cut crosswise.

J|J
Tsze wan,

" To cut one's own throat"

Tse'S ning sze puhjiih; suy che peih keen

che paou keen juh tsze wan, She said,
"

I had better die than

be dishonored, and seizing the double edged ornamented sword,

that hung against the wall, wished to cut her throat."

wei, WSn-king-keaou,
" Two persons being intimate is (called)

Wan-king-keaou," which is rerbally a cut-throat connexion.

The expression arose from a particular tale of former times,

when two mortal enemies became the most intimate friends.

CH'HE. To cut things.

Same as^ljl Kow, see below./V|I|I

^T|
I KE, or K'he. S. C.

To cut and wound; to cut to pieces; to stab; to pierce.

Hairy animals used in sacrifice. 'Bag In-FTS -\l- )
^^/T*^ '

I -ET- r\^^^^ / " j

sze yung sang maou chay yu6 k'he; yu chay yug ne,
" In the

rites of bloody sacrifice, employing animals with hair is called

Ke, with feathers, is called Ne." Read Kwei, or Kwae. To

sharpen a knife or weapon.

/

SHAN. To mow, or shear.

SHA. To pierce; to stab.

KING.

From Jtp Keen, "Even," and a Knife. (Sha-mub.) T#

punish ; punishment. By some it is made to mean Constant ;

a constant law or rule; that which is perfect; a perfect rule.
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IT"
1
"
1 i [xxi

lEr||
U ing fa, "To punish; punishment." =|j

-jEr Hing ft le hue,
" A severe punishment''

gJJ Hing sin, or H-j I Hing wan, "To examine by tor-

ture." 77p Kca hing,
" To inflict punishment."

-g-K Hing poo, "The tribunal of punishments," or

court of appeals at Peking, which takes cognizance of all cri-

minal cases.
~fl Woo hing,

" The five punishments."

They were formerly, J3:.
: M~ , ^.

e, fei, kung, ta pclh,
" To brand with ink ; to cut off the nose ;

to cut offthe knee-pan ; to castrate ; to put to death." They

A:*
Che, chang, t'hoo, lew,

ze,
" To beat with the small bamboo; to beat with the great

bamboo ; to transport to another district, and subject to hard

labour, for a term of years ; to banish perpetually to the con-

fines of the empire; to put to death." Instead of the flattened

bamboo of the present day, round sticks and cudgels, were for-

merly used.
jgTj Tung hing,

" To set in motion the

instruments of torture."
~J\\ \~~^\^f Keuen tsze

liwae hing,
" A good man cherishes a dread of the laws."

Mei sze

woo, seay shuh, pang yew chang hing,
" For sorcerys and witch-

%
. ,

rraft. the nation has permanent punishments." \P^

Lan hing,
" To punish or torture at random, to an excessive

degree." USE Kiih hing,
" To punish cruelly."

-S-
j

I -^0" [rn H\ nn? Ming fa ts'hing urh min fuh

'When the punishments are pure (just) the people will submit."

C Hing ming, tseen kuh,
" The depart-

ments of law and revenue.

Keaou

che piih hing, k'he tsze che yew yay,
" Want of success in

teaching (and exhibiting a good example) arises from these

causes." (Le-king.) '> ?? =H& Hing jin keang

Jang," Give a rule to the well disposed; exhort the quarrelsome

to be yielding." Occurs in the sense of
^Fjl Hing, "A kind

of soup spoon." To rhyme read Hwang.

m1
1 The same as the preceding

1
.

-

From Knife and a Well. A knife guarding a well (ShwO-

wan.) The preceding form is used every where. .

\

||
TAN. To cut.

TEAOU- To gather in the ears of cnrn.

L'HA, or K'hea. S. C.

To cut or carve ingeniously. To cut or make a memoran-

dum on a bamboo; hence, the word 3-77 K'he, "A contract,

a bond.'
1 These and knotted strings were in use before paper

or writing were known.

XKll

jTl I

PIN. To separate ; to divide.

KE. A crooked knife; a kind of hook. To

i. i

take a thing with a knife.
SameasS-|j Ke, see below.

J/ I 1 1WA . To push forward a boat or other vessel

^\J
with poles. Ajr \\

- Hwa tsze,
" A small boat," a local

term. Also read K6, A kind of hook or sickle.
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' Same

WAN.

, seeRacl

S. C.

Shih.

To pare ; to cut even i to cut offthe corners or angles ; to

round. TT]\ ~TT L*l t. pn Wan fan e wei yuen,jt.

" To cut offthe corners of a square in order to make it round."

Wan keo,"To cut off the corners."

jfJX. Yin wan pe,
" A seal spoiled by having its corners broken."

11'] ^>yf^'tbT>K
'

hthwanjin p"hllSn=y u
'

" Corners being cut off, cannot think ofgiving it." Understood

as a false pretence, being really unwilling to part with the thing

"folWan andT- Wan.in question. Syn. with

Wan occurs used in the same sense, but apparently improperly.

To rhyme read Yuen.

1
1 Same as

*!)

Ch'han.

I

-*"

KEUE. To separate the bones from each

other, as in case of cutting to pieces as a punishment.

CHUNG. To cut or pare a thing.

LE. A surname.-y->y|

ShwS-wan does not contain this character, but has

EM YUE,or Wuh.
. C.

To separate entirely. To cut offthe feet as a punishment.

,
" To cut offthe feet

TOL. I.

is called Fe."
-f~f

\\ Yu6 tsuy woo plh,

" There are fire hundred crimes punished by cutting off the

feet." This is not a modern punishment. They still, however,

cut the tendons of the heel as a punishment of habitual thieves.

-JT ^1 JjfcJ j^j /
Peen-ho heen yuh

leang yug tsuh,
" Peen-ho presented a precious stone (to the

King of Tsoo, who, through ignorance, received the compli-

ment as an insult) for which both (Peen-ho's) feet were cut off."

By allusion, the phrase is now applied to ignorant persons

who do not know the value of things.

LEE.
jijjac.

'

To separate ; to distinguish ; to arrange in order; to place

or be placed in a certain gradation ; the ranks of an army ; to

spread out, or state in order. A surname. [3cl/5/| K'hae
!/rJ/* J

leg,
" To separate and arrange ; to make out a list of."

1 ~TT X4<
~4 /$C K hae 1SS y h W> "

Stated inorder as fol-

lows."
j]J|[

Chin lee,
" To place in order, to ar-

range in ranks."

^b j

p-hac ,gg and

Pae leg, both denote " To arrange ; to put in order."

^P S. /^ LC:C tso k'*e tsze,
" To sit in order."

TIIT rrn jk
Li^ ting urh swh

'
** T *** ^^ the va

arranged in order," denotes a sumptuous set out, in the man-

ner of the rich. ~7y- "~f~' T/hi^ rtj.- r- - L

"
Disgrace the series by taking the last seat;" is the language

of affectation, meaning, I am a disgrace to your party,

jpr
Le'g tsuy ,

" The first of the series ;" i. e. the best compo-

sition of many others.
] /f^/ Leg wei, or

Led kung,
" Constituted persons ;" i. ft Yon, Gentlemen.
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> Ux /^\ f/x
"l '1 koo, piih c*"ng !* "Not

beat the drum, (but advance whilst the enemy) hai not yet

formed hu ranks." (Tso-chuen.) Also read Le, To com|>re.

01. Scrib, ffl Yung.

,

Same as /(\ Jin,
" To wound."

E. Ingenious carving.

Ol. Scrib.
)(|]

E, see above.

Charactersformed by Five Strokes.

'pm KOW.
pjjs.c.

To the Westward, A hook or sickle if called
T|||

1 Kow.

FOIL 3fck S.C.

To strike; to chop; to hew ; to cut asunder.

CH'HOO.J S. C. R. H.

From Knife and Clothes. To begin to cut garments.

(ShwO-wSn.) To use garments to cover the figure, is the com-

mencement of civilization. (Seu-keae.) To begin ; to com-

mence; the commencement. A surname.
"4( ^/&77 ^e

ch'hoo,
" The beginning; at first." HI

jl|-'$?

p|
Fan sic che ch'hoo nan,

"
Every thing is difficult at first."

Na she cliing

she hea muh, tscw clrhoo,
" That time was just the close of

Summer, and the beginning of Autumn."
j^jsL p

Ch'hoo lae cha taou,
" Just now come for the first time."

K'he ch'hoo, or^ j

T'hang ch'hoo,
" In the

beginning." /fc
Ch'hoo fhsze, or

4jj*~

Ch'hoo yth hwuy,
" The first time."

Ch'hoo, is applied to the first ten days of erery month,

Ch'hoo seun,
" The first decade," or first ten days

of the month. From the tenth to the twentieth, or second de-

cade, is called ftl 'LJJ Chung seucn. The last decade, or

from the twentieth to the thirtieth, is called P^ plj
Hea

seuen.
j

El 71
j

ShihyuiS ch'hoo pSjIh,

.> ~
I I 1

" The eighth of the tenth moon."
fTI- H ^
^j~ / 1 I

Mei yufi ch'hoo yth,
" The first of each moon."* -5\nr

5|| I- Ke ch'huo taou ch'hoo shih,
" How

many days are there to the tenth?" XT^- I nt,' frfi [

Kin jih shin mo jib ch'hoo,
" What day of the first

decade is to-day?" ^fiJCT I ~~^C,$fe

^J Aik ~~T Ne tso leaou ch'hoo yih, wo tsew

yaou tso ch'hoo urn leaou,
" Do you do the first, and I'll do

the second," is the language of threatening. My conduct will

%e regulated by yours ; as you behare to me, I'll behave to you.

VV ^y ^r^p^^C^^g J'n ^ ch'hoo^ sing pun

shen,
" The nature or disposition of man is originally (at the

birth of each individual) virtuous." (San-tsze-king.) Cp
-Hi- Ya ch'hoo ko,

" A beginner; one quite unexpe-

rienced." Also read T'hoo.

JPJ
TS'HEU. An instrument of husbandry.
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fj

RJr |
I P'HE. To cut with a knife ; to chop ; to hew.

The common form ofTW P'he. (E-wan-pe-lan.)

>//)J
OI. Scrib.

i))||
Chow.

01. Scrib.t 4j|| Che.

To cut ; to carve ; to adjust. From knife and We >

"
Ripe fruits," proper to be cut to pieces.

SHAN.J S.C. R. H.

From a knife and a written document. (ShwS-wan.) To

pare off; to obliterate ; to expunge ; to reject ; to settle ; to

nn ^

fix what to retain, and what to reject in any work.
Tfnl

'ml Shan seo, "To pare off." R^ Shan choo,

" To reject ; to expunge." Pv Shan kae,
" To ex-

punge and alter." "gT Shan ting,
" To expunge and

fix" the reading.
^ ^ >?

HV TY^L^" "ff/ Kung-tsze shan she yen, yew so tseu shay

yay,
" Confucius expunged from, and fixed the reading of the

Odes ; there was something to betaken, and something tube

rejected."

~

-jjti || Snan k>ne wei tsze,
" Ex-

I ^ ^ i/'"7 t*J I

punge the erroneous or false expressions."

MIN. To pare off.

1
1 '|?|J

Min seo,
" To pare or cut off."

LING.

To split with a knife ; to cleare asunder.

HEEN. To cut one's own throat.

KWA. To cut. Common form of Z\|| K'boo

CHUNG. To cut or pare a thing.

P'HWAN. H.

From Knife and Half. (Shwo-wan.) To divide in the midst.

(Luh-shoo.) To divide ; to distinguish ; to take asunder and

again unite. To judge; to decide. Two halves fit to be

joined ; to be joined in marriage. Occurs in the sense of L'^P

Pwan, " To unite two halves ;" to join the two sides of two

separate bodies.
-jfg^ Pl|

Shin p'hwan, "To judge; to

decide." ^;h' P'hwan twan,
" To determine ; to de-

cide."
jgJT ~^C

/

J

J4- P'hwan twan gan keen, " To

decide a case in law." P'hwan yen, or

E'JE. P'hwan yu,
" The sentence given." iftf

p '

ne

p'hwan,
" A written decision or sentence of government."

Shoo p'hwan, also seems to denote Official decision

I

f-|_

3=?- P'hwan shoo,
" An impression of

a seal divided in two halves, which, by their correspondence,

II
|

I - IL

afforded decided proof when joined together." FffFJ ~r*

Yen-wang p'hwan ming te'Th she how, pub. che joo ho p'hwan

f3,
" When Yen-wang (who in Hades rules over the destinies

of mortals) decides the fates of men ; (I) know not by what rule

he decides." This is the language of surprize mingled with

complaint, on seeing apparently good men suffer, nd the COD-
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trary.
r
^. i3?i FT' ./ Chang wan min che
=
=f
=> r**J y \. -*^ I

p'hwan,
" Controls the marriage contracts of all the people."

-4^ T-JJJ 'nj T'heen te p'hwan hg,
" The junction,

union, or co-operating influence, of the heavens and the earth."

9 S. C.

To separate; to put asunder; to distinguish. Read P'he'C,

To recede from each other; to leave; different; other; an-

other. In the Peking Colloquial Dialect, used in a prohibitive

sense, as " Do not," or less formally
" Don't." Formed from

|dj Kwa, and Knife. ^v
-^lj

Fun P^6 '

" To seParate

with the hands ; or to distinguish by words, or any of the

fun peg,
" Cannot distinguish black from white." 'JT"

71
|

. lyra Fun peg haou ch'how,
" To distinguish or se-

yvTFyB
parate the good from the bad," laid of things or persons.

/~\
I t\- //

fr~ /f~A/& Pe^ seen nolT'
" To distinguish

that which precedes from that which comes after."
?/-V-\-

P'heen peg,
" To distinguish or discuss the difference of

things." pfrH:
Le p'lieg,

" To recede or go away from."

,^X P'heg le tsow,
" The sorrow of parting."

i/j/HE /JTr ~Jj'
^ -y | Ching she, sang

le shingyu sze p'heg,
" The truth is, that separations in life are

worse than parting at death."
[f;j/

y
-AlrJ ApT

+^\m+ | /^| /\ | J

>frj ^Hrj
v
Tsze p'heg, piih che hoshe seang hwuy,

" Now

parting, we know not when we shall meet again."

Kaou p'hee,
" To take leave."

|Pj El ^' I^K]
^ tso k'n ^n ^''le " yen

jun yu p'heg,
"
Already on the most intimate possible terms ;

how speak of being separated by intervening clouds and rain."

piih keO leang yug,
" Since we shook hands and parted, two

months have passed away unobserved." ^ "yflT*/EJ

Foo foo yew p'heg,
" Husband and wife must separate

to their respective duties ;" one in the family, the other abroad.

II
*fL I li4-

ATK-^E-'rg" P'heg yang sze tsing, "Another or a

different affair." !l
/
(Rl Pnie urhko, " Another."

/MM
I\^

P'heg kojin,
" Another man," or other peo-

ple, according as the scope may make it singular or plural

-t JEI O-ko ! p'heg sang k'he,
" Brother!

don't be angry.' Ne p'heg kwan wo,

" Don't you interfere with, or controul me."

Foo p'hi-S, A kind of bond.

*J
to rob.

| I K'HEE. To take by violence ; to plunder;

Ta k'heg, "To rob; to plunder."

5cj

>VA-4-/\. I

tg Snf'J,^
Kea"S taou ts'heang k'heg,

"
Robbers,

plunderers."
jffi

K'heg taou,
" A robber, or to

plunder." 4^^ -gfe T'how ying k'heg chae,
I R J P^l I ^J-*"

" To attack and plunder a camp.
1 '

It also denotes to Restrain. ~X |> I J3lTi ~fe
I /< S^ P']'tS\.

K'he'6 che e sze yew,
" To restrain by a tutor and a friend."

Al. Scrib. l K'hi-g.

>

SJ ||

Commmon form of the preceding.

1
1 PAOU, Or P'haOU. To pare off; to plane.

A joiner's plane. To cut or dig with a hoe.
/uj|j 'm|
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P'haou leS,
" To pare; to thin by paring."

P'haou ch'hiih kin yin,
" To dig up gold

LEW. To cut.

"

J

TEEN. The broken edge of a knife ; broken ,

as an utensil or precious stone having apart broken off. Ac-

cording to one it denotes To cut, or hew. Al. Scrib.

LE
JJJ58.C.

A sharp edge or point; acute; profit; profitable; the in-

terest on money ; to benefit ; advantageous ; gain ; gainful; suit-

able; smooth; felicitous. To covet. A surname. ^MJ JJ

Le taou,
" A sharp knife." ~T] P|

'

A^. Taou

k'how puh le,
" The edge of the knife is not sharp."

|
Le k'how,

"
Sharp mouth ;" i. e. great fluency of speech

and smartness of 'reply. J iMr
jSl^T

^c k'how

pcen tsze,
"
Loquacious and expert at sophistical argumenta-

lion." | 'vt?% Le ts'heen, or

fit on trade, or interest on money."

Le seth,
" Pro-

Ylh pun wan le, May you gain
" ten thousand per cent," is a

new year's compliment amongst trading people. t\^ "^pij

TJj' Takelh le she, May you have "great happiness

and a good market," is a very usual salutation.
"^Tll

Le yih, "Advantage; gain."
;

[ft I XT' liH
^e '

le she too, "Scheming after nothing but gain." /H

^l/i/flf ftffe Yewyih le,pe'e yew yih pc,
" Wher-

ever there is something to be gained, there is sure to be some

mean proceeding on the part of some one connected.

TO i,. i. f *

Chin tang tsin sin e paou kwfl, fe too gan le yay, "A public ser-

vant ought to spend his heart's (blood) to serve his country, and

not be intriguing to obtain favour and emolument."

I
V ^O 'fJ-L ffn [|X 7p ~J

fc'
S 'm"S *lca kcaou

ching le urh kwO wci e,
" When superiors and inferiors are re-

ciprocally exacting gain, the state of a country is dangerous."

^\. Kungle," Just gain." TJ^. |

Sze le, "Selfish,

unjust gain." J J
\ A. yl J& $$} Seaou jin

e shin seun le,
" A bad man hazards the ruin of his person for

the sake of gain." ~F^ Le hae,
" Severe ; formidable."

7^ /\.
'

Itf/I}
Tse Jm > re wiih," Exercise beneficente

to men, and do good to all creatures," whether animate or in-

ts'hae urh how le, tsih min le*, When the Prince "
is more

intent on wealth and gain, than on the exercise of moral pro-

priety, the people will covet what is gainful" to the disregard

/-j
i

of what is correct, (te-king.) A HJ 1'een le,
" Con-

venient!" applied to persons, it denotes the same as ny\^

Kwae le, "'Smart; expert." Saiil of a knife, denotes A keen

sharp edge. To rhyme read Le.

*l)|
CIl'HE. To cut any thing.

KWAE. To break or cut asunder.

m
*.

CirilUEN. To take off the skin.

Same as I K'he'e, see above.
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*

&

LE. To cut.

JUY. To touch, to ml-.

SEO. To rut.

Ol. Scrib. !

jj"|j
Kfi, see under 10 str.

Characters formed by Six Strokes..

KWA.
))

S. C.

To rub off; to pare off; to scrape. One says, To press for-

cibly with the lingers or haml ; or, violent attrition.

Kwiiino; VJ,|| Telh kwii;
mjKwaseH,

All express To scrape or pare off.
1/\^^V^. ~5fe

I_LtijHH

Fi
-A^- Kwa kow mo kwang,

" To scrape off the dirt and

rub liri-lit." For Kow, the second character, some use
^|jj

King.
" A mirror." The- phrase is used by moral writers when

ad\ ising persons to put away from them what is low and base.

"tjffiJE Kwa Uiicn kan,
" To scrape the nhaftof an

. ,

j_

arrow.''
f?" Kwa <tszc,

" To scrape out letters."

^"||/ffi/4S Kwa seo kea tn'he'en, "To pare off

parsimoniously, or deduct from the price agreed on."

Ivlll Same as l-|| Po, see above.

n f

j

il
I I CIrllA. Grating sound made by cutting.

To be liberated from crime, or the punishment of it

THEAOU.

To pare or scrape off. Read Teaou, To cut asunder.

TO. To strike with the hand.

KANG. To cut open.
1'J

JJ
TAOU.

jg^s.c. ^JR.H.

To arrive at ; to go or come to^ to extend to. A surname.

Defined by Rj jg |-|*j-j^ -j^Tszc yuen urh clie jay,

"To come to from a distance."
JjjK !l!J/J yf\ 5||

"Me kwo puh taou,
" No nation to which he had not gone."

(She-king.) 4ffi. 6/T S(^ "Woo so puh taou,
" E.t-

/TkV// i

Taou ch'hoo, or

$ Sze taou ch'hoo,
"
Every place."

Chow taou,
" To every part of the circumference;" i. e. every

where, entire, complete. J^ Taou te,
" Down to

the gwimd." Jjfe
Taoute,

" To the -very bottom."
I '^-\i

Taoute, "Yet; still; after all."

duty."

Puh taou ch'hoo,
"

Deficiency, defect, failure in one's

S '100 wo P'1 '1 taou ch'hoo,
-Ai^'J^" I

-

I )$&.

" Excuse my faihires" in polite attention to you.

I'- ^>
Ne laou kwo se ts'hang muh

yew,
" Have you been at Thibet: '

J^fv/pT

We yew taou kwo,
"

1 have not been there.
"

AHJ
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IdE Thakeshetaou, "When did lie arrive?"
Xj-jj/

Pp -7r- Z\'Jv T'ha tsu t'he'en tsae taou,
" He arrived>

l P X N. >>!- I

but yesterday." /T=f m^ \

Ycw ch'nuen *aou

leaou,
" A ship has arrived."

/ft* J1K ^ffij jP-

fie taou na le k'heu,
" Whither are you going?''

^fo ~~^ Wo taou kea k'heu,
"

I am geing home."

/f-S: ~l~ Piili tih taou show,
" Cannot reach the

hand ;" i. e. unable to obtain. ^3^ x^f\ P'han puh

taou,
" Unable to clime or reach up to."

Pan puh taou,
" Unable to execute or carry into effect." To

rhyme read Too.

T| II Original form of
3T|J Hing.

row.*

The handle of a knife or weapon. Read Foo, same as

Too,
" The centre part of a bow grasped by the hand."

, or Chwang.J . C.

To make or form at first; original pattern. ~/T' Ts'hing

was the original pattern for the division of land; in this sense

Syn. with &|| Ch'hwang, and occurs also in the senseof
7& i

Ch'hwang,
" A hurt or wound."

1'J
YUEN, or Yen. To take out from amongst.

To pare off. One says, To stop or fill up.

K'H\VEI. To cut; to cut open ; to pierce ;

to stab. Applied to killing victims.

H KIIOO.
jKs.c.

To cut asunder; to divide in two; to kill ; to rip open;

to hollow out.
~pj

-

lfcb.V^||-^|J^/

/
Keaou too

kungk'hoo poche,
" A kilful butcherjoined in killing and skin

K '

no rauh we ' chow,ning them."

" To excavate a tree and make a boat.'' (Yih-kiug.) ^Vl*

chfh chuirg leang ; k'lMH) teih yin foo, hwang t'heen chin noo,

" Burnt men faithful and virtuous 5 and ripped open women

with child, hence the Majesty of Heaven was filled with awful

, I*.
^
K'hoo sin yew yen sesin,

" K'hoo-sin expresses the same

as Se-sin, to cleanse the heart."
Mj xl'

>*

Kuen tsze puh k'ho piih k'hoo sin yen,

" The good man ought not to dispense with purity of heart."

(Chwang-tsze.)

TO To chop ; to cut into minute parts.

TSEUEN. To pare; to scrape.

LO. To lop or cut off branches.

E, or Urh. S. C.

.. . t\

From ear and knife. To cut off the ears. jTlL py/U-^\

M JT'I /\ ^ ^w e """^ J in '
" Do not (on y ur own

account) punish people by cutting off their noses and ears."

(Sboo-king.)
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CHE.

To cut and form; to adjust to regulate ; to direct ; to rule ;

to make ; to invent.
ffi^ ffi|j-fe--ffi?/J ^~fc._X

/
_

l?fe Jff Ts'hae rhc ch'hang twan, seaou ta che tse yay,

i' To adjust and bring the long and short, the small and great,

to a level." 'ft Che US,
" To make ; to do."

p=- Che too, "To form rules; rule; management ;
direction ;

/^^^~
\\/ - . i

, _^ f
plans of government; laws," Hp] H"* ~7\. ^pl

ffe- Heungchung ta yew che too, "In his breast, he possesses,

in a high degree, good rules of management, or of direction ;"

L e. he is skilful in direction and arrangement. "/S

Che ft, or I XK Che ling,
" Rules ; laws ; national regu-

lations."

FS che>
" The reSulations of formet kings." h|t

Kwo che, "The rules or government of the country."

Punching te che,
" Not effect the form

of rule or management." Denotes a mode of doing things

which does not accord with established and approved princi-

ples or maxims. The phrase is applicable either to great or

small ; to national or to family affairs.

*Vf- Che tac, or H3 Che keun, Title applied*
i

to the Governor of a Province.
'==̂

tsze che yen yufi Che-shoo; wei wei Chc-too che ming yay,

"The words of the Emperor are called Che-shoo
; which ex-

presses their being the dictation of Taws."

keun sze shay Ueih, ta foo szc chung, sze sze che, "The

Prince dies in defence of the gods ; the General dies with hi

army ; the inferior officer dies to fulfil the orders of his su-

perior." (Le-king.) *. Pin che, "The laws of

rank." A?> Che tsc,
" To cut and divide a victim

I Sl^

about to be sacrificed." ^ jjj|^jjg^
L

che she, keun twan che sang kan, tse shin yu shih,
" When the

bloody parts of the sacrifice are to be introduced, the Prince

himself divides the victim's liver, and, in the house, sacrifices

to Deity." (Le-king.) <3p?
Kin che,

"
Prohibitory

regulations." A^fc
Hee che, "To restrict; to con-

fine." The name of a city. To rhyme read CM.

1 1 An erroneous form of the preceding.

)] KEA. To pierce into.

SI1WE, or Shwa.
JJ^S.

To scrape ; to brush ; to trub ; to scrub; to cleanse ; to pu t

away from. - Or- tft\\ Se shwg, or "VTl Snwg se >

V/Lj'll 1
J //L-*

" To wash and scrub."
>y4^- 'Jjifc >^lj

Se shwS kee

ts'hing,
" To wash and scrub clean."

/fffj* Saou shw2,
4 ')' I

I^Arfjjt* Shwg-chow,
" A scrubbing brush."

TH' ShwS pa,
" A scrubber for cleansing vessels."

'pjll
ShwS paou,

" A curry-comb." *(*+ Heae

III
15+ Shwg heae,

" To brush

h'hangchO tsze kan kan ts'hing ts'Uing

teih,
" Scrub that table perfectly clean." llj'A
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/(T* Shwfi ch'he kae hing,
" To put away what is shameful

and reform one's conduct."
>ffi

K*n snw^>
" To

scrub to the root ;" i. e. to examine or investigate to the bot-

tom ; which is otherwise expressed by jztJ -^if* Tsin kew.

llM iff. form of
^|| Pee, see above.

K'HEUEN. '^S. C.

A hondi a deed of contract; written evidence of a trans-

action. In ancient times, such bonds consisted of a tablet of

wood, which being split asunder with a knife, had the edge of

each piece serrated with corresponding teeth; and each con-

tracting parly retained one half of the tablet, in a way similar

to the mercantile check, of Europe: Hence the Character is

formed from Knife. 3j^i K'hc k'heuen, or

4ffi\
K'heuen yS,

" A deed or bond; an agreement ; written

__L t3 1 ~~/
-

I f
-

evideuce; proof." ^J?5L
ml -4%F Tsaou k'heuen

JXjX. I M J rf^^

urh hwo,
" Take proof and you will obtain."

*MMfc*MHHtS%&

J^f Fung-keuen show chae yu Se'6, ke hwan, tuy Mang-chang-

keuen yue, Chin ho k'heuen, fun che, she e urh fan. "Fung-

keuen went to receive a debt from the state See
1

; when he re-

tarned, he said to his Prince Mang-chang-keuen,
'

I joined the

checks and burnt them ; I brought thereby (for you) the re-

putation of great liberality and returned.' " This tale is often

referred to, with an intention of softening the
rig'id demands

of creditors. To be distinguished form tL K'heuen, see

under Radical ~T] Leiih.

0.2

CH'HA. 3h S. C. 4* R. H.
Ill'/ <T~>

A kind of flag staff employed at religious temples of the

Sect Fuh. Hollow spiral pillars, or steeples, erected over the

graves or general receptacles of the ashes of the priests. In

the spires are concentrated the relicks of Fuh, called
*.

Shay le tsze. These steeples, or pagodas, are now

coma.only called ~&$\ TS. Zr| I yt||x1H ~*$ IM

ch'ha seang wang,
" The spires of Fuh stand facing each other."

Ch'ha, also denotes 'f&T -5p Sang sze,
"
Temples of the

priests of Fuh." ^vj
Fan ch'ha, "The temples of Fuh."

Koo ch'ha,
" An ancient temple, or pagoda.''

T'lISZE. S. C. R. H.

To wound by a direct thrust ; to pierce; to kill. To irv-

scribe with the point of a style; to reprehend; to punish;

to embroider, or decorate with needle-work ; to choose from

amongst. A sharp point ; a prickle ; a thorn. Also read

Ts'heih, To bore through ; to stab; to kill) to embroider; to

mark the face with ink and a pointed instrument. To spy out ;

an oblique hint. Part of the name of certain officers. Also

f
I . t | -

read Ts'he, Erroneously written ^11 thus, and
jjPM thus-.

J
ch 'h ch h&h sllow k he ch

'

lloo> l
'

hsze

chung Tang mow sin wo, fan shin lo ma,
" He gave a direct

thrust with his arm as he raised it, and stabbed to the heart

Tang-mow, who reeled and fell from his horse." I ~T*

T'hsze tsze, "To inscribe letters with the point of a styh,'

which was the practice before the invention of pencils and ink.

TOL. I.
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~
Hence, JV, Tow fhsze,

" To present a visiling card"
J>*v [

with the name inscrilicil on il. Those cards were originally of

"i)d.
Jj'piV

Ts'heih, or ts'hsze lion,
" To mark the

lace as a punishment" ^D I
tln " t'hsze, or

T'hsze sew,
" To embroider or decorate with the

-^ ^S pfcl T'hsze luh king chung.

' To select from the Six Classics."

r^
^5 T'heen ho e t'hsze? Ho Shin piih foo?

Why does heaven afflict (the king) ? Why does Deity not bless

him?" It is replied, 1
EEj

Sin yung foo jin che koo yay,
" Because he yields im-

plicit belief to the representations of women." (She-king-)

. _.

5:jj[j[ Fung t'hsze,
" To reprehend." Tj'tf

Slm<>

t'hsze, "A pointed innuendo."
s-yrl?

Ke t'hze,
" To

ridicule." Ts'heih ts'heih,
" Incessant talking."

"^f|
Sze t'hsze,

" A superintendant of certain legal in-

quiries." San fhsze,
" The three investigations"

directed by the preceding officer. First, of the higher officers

of state ; second, of the inferior officers ; and third, of the peo-

ple,
ff* T'hsze she, A certain officer.

T'hsze sin,
'' Pointed inquiry.-'

" To inquire into ; to spy out."

|bj Fung fhsze, "The sting of a bee." 3

S~ King keih che t'hsze,
" The thorn of a bramble."

Ts'heih chuen,
" To push forward a boat by poles."

T'hsze

'HIH. S. C.

Steel fit to form a graving-tool. To cut; to engrave ; to

carve; to peel; to skin. To use harshly and avariciously.

One says, To excite painful feelings. A small portion of time;

the period of fifteen minutes.
jpUbJfc M

TeaOU k>il 'h '
" T

I I

carve; to engrave." -^ll
Han k'h'ih, or

K'hih tsze,
" To engrave characters."

I

I

low ; muh wei che k'hih ; kwuh wei che ts'heg ; seaug wei che

t'hso ; yuh wei che chii ; shih wei che mo, " To carve or work

metals is expressed by low; woodsy k'hih ; bone, byts'heg;

ivory, by t'hso ; gems, by ch3 ; stone, by mo." (Urh-ya.)

v^N_K hih po,
" To use injuriously and insultingly ; avarici-

ously." V-- m, K'hih po kwei,
' A selfish avaricious

devil ;'' a person destitute, of benevolent feelings.

JS'x ^^ Si ^"'- ^\. -^p-
K '

h 'h

kew heang, "A family raised by hard-hearted avarice ; will not,

ea> Ie

in the course of Providence, be long enjoyed,"

-
1 ~~?

-j _!_ Wo kew
j
un k'hih tsze,

" What I said will

injure Tsze." (Shoo-king.)
- A

fc] Hffp /T^/tf

/ ^ YTh ko She-shin yew pa k'hih,
" One She-shin (the

space of two hours) contains eight k'hKh." {;W King

:k hih, or Wf Tsan k'hih,
" A short time." /I/*

r=l I S
I

__*-! fCTi ^f j>f t .

-p

ViM[ H- 'l^x ^E\ Shaou k'hih tsew yaou e k'heu

leaou,
" In a very short time I shall want to remove."

K'hih jih,
" A fixed day." ^$V K'hih neen,

I /U^^

*' T.o think on uninterruptedly, every moment." fV /4"f

tsae kea, she she k'hih k'hih too kwa neen cho ne, "At home my

r ^r=
thoughts were incessantly employed about you."

K'hih low,
" An instrument to measure time by the dripping of
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water, a clepsydra." From the marks or notches on the tube

the word K'hih was applied to time.

She tseih ming k'hih,
" The footsteps of a pig are called K'hih."

Ol. Scrib.
ti\\

Lee.

Also read Tsiih, m|l A?! I T'hsze tsiih, Foul ; impure; filthy.
XT* J S- J

/o .,
xfi II Ol. Scrib. /b| Ch'hwang, see below.

1 I KEA, or Ka. To peel the skin from the face.I I

To mark or brand the face is called "jrf 1
1 K'hing.

Same K'hih, see above.

Same as
|J

Ch'ha, see above.

KAN. To pare, or shave off.

CHIN. A knife or weapon.

j^]J
01. Scrib.

|p|J
Ko, see below.

4* FUN. The nature or disposition of.

,||
01. Scrib. M\\ Shan, see above.

C/taracters/ormed by Seuen &ro&es.

,||
LO. To strike

; to attack.

V

To shave off the hair.

TT

!E] T'he t'how, "To shave the head,
1 '

in the mau-

nerof the Chinese; a custom introduced by the reigning fa-

n A^^tv
' '

I I Dm T k l 'um P'*100 '

" A uarl)cr
'

shop."

'I 'ne seu,
l< To shave the beard."

Jl T'he seu taou, "A razor." They have larger razors for

the head, which are expressed by the word knife, placed after

the two characters, which express shaving the head. 'Hr?

4$ ftfl Heuen e t'he me'en,
" To warm garments and

shave the face." Both men and women shave the whole of the

face. The females sometimes, instead of using a knife, pluck out

the hairs of the face with a knotted thread. Thus dressing the

face is still called T'he mecn, or \\W T>')e '*en '

fg T'he mei,
" To shave the eye brows." It expresses

either dressing them so as to resemble the segment of a circle,

like anew moon; or shaving offentirely the hair of the eye brow,

and painting a black curve line in its stead. T'he,

though in general use, is a vulgar corruption of
jjj*

T'he.

KING, or King.

To cut the throat with a knife or iword ; to cut off the head.

X^t
V? I I LOW, or TOW. A small orifice ; a small slit.

^J
pp _.

One says To cut. Some write ^p Tow, or Rffl Tow.

TSIH. ^S. C.

From pj Pei, anciently used for material objects gene-

rally, and J \ Taou,
" A knife.'

1 To draw an outline; to
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mark ; a rule; a pattern; a law. To imitate a pattern; to con-

form to a rule or law. Immediately ; then ; in that case ; there-

fore j consequently ; next. Keason ; cause; wherefore. W^

-rfeijjjcpp ^"^T 1 1

1

Fa" llie to pin sMh

kae yuC UTh,
"
Every rule or pattern for the forming or di-

recting of a thing is called Tsih." ^^JT pj y

-4- PH Fa k'he k'ho fa ckay. yuC tsih,
" To imitate

that which is i mi table is called Tsih" Also, JqTt |VE
Tsoo

tsze, "An auxiliary particle ;" of the force of

i i _x,t.

"Immediately; then; in that case;" as EJ
:

ffiS*-^ I '

'/F\ ^|pj t-x"
Keen shcn tsih ts'heen; yew kwo tsih

kae,
"
Seeing virtue, forthwith move towards it: having

erred, immediately reform." (Yin-king.) Again,

-#/\^ "/ ffirt^ Ts'heay Jen che tsze,
" A particle implying

*> n \ *. I*] I

a consequent result;" as. ^|^ 'frF ~jf CJ

y^ y/ Kew, tsih till che ; shay, tsth shTh che,
" Seek (for

the strong feeling of virtuous principles) and you will then

obtain it; decline the effort, and you will then lose it." (Mang-

tsze.) Again, tyfc. A%* ~~s ftlT Jcn how che tsze,
" A

n\\ |^c < |xj|

particle denoting that which follows next in order ;" as
~

heu wan,
" If after having fulfilled (the relative domestic duties,)

you still possess remaining strength, then apply to learning and

the arts." (Lun-yu.) Again,^^C^ fE^
J3 Jen

che tsze,
" A conditional particle;" as ^S nj~l /J>m

Kv" Kwo, tsih wiih tan kae,
" If wrong, be not afraid to re-

Kih,fa,yuen,y8, piih hing yen.k'hoe, wei nan e;jin, tsih woo

pull che yay,
" To repress a domineering spirit, boasting, re-

sentment, and irregular desires is difficult; whether he who

proceeds thus far, may be called Jin (perfectly virtuous) or not,

I do not know." (Lun-yu.) -y^ Fa tsih,
" A rule ;

pattern ; or law.'' ~T^ Theen tsih,
" Heaven's un-

erring law." (YJh-king.) 0J3 "^"f

fP
/

ffe i

Min

ch'hC shlh tso tsih,
" The virtuous sages endued with fore-

knowledge, are real examples to the world." (Shoo-king and

Commentary.)

ll|r?l fVJ
./ Tewti Wan-wang, yu hwae mingtih

shunte che tsih, "The Majesty (of heaven) said to Wan-wang,

I remember with complacency thy goodness (thou) hast

obeyed the laws of the (divine) Majesty." (She-king.)

"* A4-~ I

yu Chun tsih,
" A carpenter's marking line ;'' also

to accord with the line, time, &c. which is previously marked

out ; punctual conformity to rule."

tsih, ne'en king, urh tsih, Laou-yay pu'h heu.san tsih, yun yun,

" In the first place, she is yet young; in the next place, your

father will not permit it; in the third place, &c." 5TJ

E tsih, Denotes " the seventh moon."
-pjjj

Tsih te,

" A district not yet regularly formed into a state or nation."

K'HWAE.

To cut or break asunder. A vulgar character.

i'J
YUEN. S. C.

To take or cut out from the midst of; to hollow out. Also

read Kcuii
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TUY. To pare or scrape off.

TS'HO. S. C.

To lop offshoots or sprouts; to chop; to wound ; to cut; to

cut to pieces ; a severe mode of putting to death, sometimes

had recourse to.
tjjf*

{ jxfe /J^q^|j ^rfr show

leaou to shaou ts'ho che" !
" How many are the wounds and

amputations (punishments) which have been undergone!'

Isp
Ts'ho she,

" To cut to pi ;ces the body after death

has been inflicted."

SEO. $/) S. C. R. H.

To cut and form ; to carve; to pare, shave, or scrape off.

A slight invasion or usurpation of territory ; to plunder, or

seize from by violence. Weak, and liable to spoliation. A

tool used before the invention of paper and pencils, for engra-

ving characters ; now applied to the
^P-I

"77 Shoo taou, or

knife employed to erase characters. Read Seaou, A sheath

A 1

or scabbard. Read Shaou, or^^ Kea shaou, A cer-

tain official situation ; a kind of overseer of a certain portion

of land. Read Ts'heaou, pp&Ts'heaou kih, "That

which is employed to spread a net." To rhyme, read Sclh.

-e^- Foo se8, "To chop off with a hatchet; to correct

a written composition." /H'C 'T/1 "7 (vf" iP ^f 1-3

ig chay wan chang, yu wo

foo seS,
"

I beg you take this composition and correct it for

haou che ch'hoo, fan wei kae scS, kae seS,
" If this composition

have any faults, I'll trouble you to amrml and erase."

fat ScS chTh,
" To degrade to a lower situation."

"A

i'f^Se8 ft wei sang, "To shave the head and
i"' 1 . I M

become a priest." ~p~ SeC k'heu,
" To subtract, or take

away from."
^'||

K se5,
" To cut away from."

jf|J |
KwaseB," To scrape off."

-jZfjj j \^
KwS see jin kea,

" To withhold penuriously what is fairly

due to persons." /A* JO /p SeC pe keen kwuh,

"
Scrape off the skin and you will see the bone."

*I
LEIH. To cut asunder ; to cut or pare off.

Same as -JEM Lcih. See below.

.

^ l I

Ol. Scrib.
M|] T'heih, see below.

OI. Scrib. kl Che, see above.

^ |
fII TSA, or Cha. The sound of cutting o

^
I*

t

mincing into very small parts. Same as ZEIl Ts&, see below.

LEO, or Leue. To cut or pare off.

Same as
^pK'heih,

seeRad. ^ Yih

TS'HIN. To overcome; to subdue.

K'HIH.

To overcome; to subdue; to injure; to kill; to obtain the

VOL. I.
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victory ; to repress ; to insist upon ; urgent ; to fix ; to impress

upon. 'fpf'flE ~A\ !r? '}
Ho chin Pilh k

'

hth '
" In what

warfare was victory not obtained?' 1
I

|~~^
K'hih ke,

' To subdue one's self." ~H_ /\~Y T~
W h'""

sang k'hih,
" The productive and destructive, or the according

and discording relations of the five elements." That all the

parts of the material world have a certain relation to, and pro-

dace certain effects upon each other, is a natural supposition ;

though in many cases, those relations and effects cannot be

traced. The Chinese, however, like many other theorists, are

unwilling to acknowledge their ignorance, and indulge their

fancy in tracing the relations, not only of the parts of the ma-

terial world, but also suppose a relation between the material

and the moral world, depending for its effects on the same prin-

ciples, as those which influence the elements of matter. This

opens a wide field for theory and quackery. Hence it is said, that

E,Jig

puh, sing, seang, piih le woo hing sang k'hih,
"
Medicine, di-

vination, astrology, and physiognomy, are all necessarily con-

nected with the according and discording properties of the

fiveelements."

sangmuh; muhsangho; ho sang t'hoo;t'hoo sang kin. "Metal

produces, or accords with, water ; water with wood; wood with

/Tvfire ; fire with earth ; earth with metal"

\ ! 7K7K
Kin k'hih miih; rnuh k'hih t'hoo; t'hoo k'hih shwiiy;

hwuy k'hTh ho ; ho k'hih kin,
" Metal is destructive of, or

discords with, wood; wood with earth; earth with water;

water with fire; fire with metal." Thus production and de-

struction revolve in a circle. These five elements have a

certain relation to the sixty pairs of characters which form the

Cycle, and which are applied to years, months, days, and hours;

hence the materials by which the Fortune-teller calculates

destinies. They have a relation to the five vicera; hence the

Physician ascertains the state of the patients health, when he feelg

the pulse. They have a relation to the two cheeks, forehead,

chin, and nose ; hence the Physiognomist knows the character

and future situation in life, of the man whose countenance he

examines. And they have a relation to the "77
jpt

Woo

fang, hence the IjEl /B^T Fung keen, fixes the site- of, a

house, or the position of a grave. (See under -j~J Woo.)
?

K'hih k'he,
" An appointed time ; to appoint

a certain day." I 35 K'hih k'he keu che,Sy *
I

'

" At the appointed time they all arrived." ^ig1 ^ - -I0RI
p prj^ t=r^ JljjJ

Tiih shoo t'hung k'bih,
" To read er study with great

depth of discernment.1 ' r EK 1^1 j|
V
i^3J E -IP

P rp: / ^S\
|

* L ^ *y\' |-^-

Kin e k'hih sin, fei tan shoo shin,
" Be studious to

impress it upon your heart, and not merely to write it en your

phylactery," or hanging ends of the silken girdle, on which was

inscribed some memorable sentence. K'hib

tsth,
" To choose a propitious day." ShwO-wan contains

K'hih, but not K'hih.

LA. S. C.

Perverse; disobedient; wicked ; unsocial; unkind; inhu

man. JJR. jfc f|j|J ~/?i\^\ Woo kwae la che sin,

La she, "To la-
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cerate a corpse."
=

She fa paou le woo ts' bin, yue
1

IS, '-"A character for cruelty and

unsocial feelings bestowed after death, is called La." Em-

perors, Kings, and Statesmen, have had, from ancient times to

the present, an epithet, supposed to be characteristic of their

virtues or vices, affixed to their names after death. This is

She, or She tt.

Pu la,
" The sound of a bow string."

[]"
A/'

PS IS,
" The noise made by fish leaping or frisking."

To rhyme read Leg. Formed from "m" Shuh and //

Taou, in allusion to the dissevering effects of a knife. To

be distinguished frem pH ) I Tsze.

TS'HEEN.

In front of; before; whether locally, or in respect of time.

To advance ; to lead forward. Read Tseen, To cut even ;

now commonly written
B*j

Tseen. A light blackish color.

To rhjme, read Tsin. Formed from
\ j~ Che, To rest hi a

place, and
Ijj

Chow, A boat. Because ^p rfrt -4^

^ Tu uL Tso urh che chay chow yay>
" II '* '" * boat

you sit and reach the goal." The original Character had not

knife by the side, that was added to denote cutting with shears or

scissars- Since
|V|f

Ts'heen has been used to denote, Before,

people hare added another knife, as N'J Tsecn, To denote

cutting. This is considered a departure from the simplicity of

the character. R. | Yen ts'heen," Before one's eyes."

Meen ti'hiien,
" In one's presence." flrir

Ts'heen she, or X^ Tsung ts'hcen,
" Before -, formerly."

1 I'""- Shang ts'heen k'heu, "To advance forward."

The same is expressed by jjfe
Tn'hi-cn Kin.

XM-' Ts'heen ching,
" Advancement ; promotion."

Sj\ /FT "Vfi s\.
''<scan 'a<! to'hiien ching yuen ta,

"
Hereafter you will have great and splendid promotion

"

Hing puh ts'heen, or

Tso tsze puh ts'heen,
" To make no progress ; not to get on

in the world."
E?| ^f^ i||j~ 4j|

Koo ts'heen piih

koo how,
" To regard what is before, and neglect what is U-hi ,d ;

or to regard the present moment and disregard what is future."

It
_

i in
:p Ts'heen neen,

" The year before last. I t-l

Ts'heen yue,
" The moon before last."

f
Ts'heen

jih,
" The day before yesterday." "ntl Ts'hoen chaou,

t i . . i

" The last Dynasty." ~fe\
j

.^E. Yew shih ne

ts'heen,
" Ten years, ago." j^H |- [ ]

Ts'hee

k'he shih jih,
" Ten days before the time appointed.''

/
fll

;

r ~s C. FT'.
^u ts'h en ta chin,

" The

officers of State in the Imperial presence."

U'hiien,
" Before a table, bar, or altar." JAJA. | TSO

ts'heen,
" Before the chair or throne," /^JA Ts'heen

i neen

lae,
" To come before, or into the presence of."

Woo we che

not heard it before." (Le-king.)

Ts'heen choo jin keang, "To lead or conduct down the per-

on

I

son offering the sacrifice
"

after the rites are finished.

/t^*

ur]r ^j ^PC^H- "r-l"'
^en ts'*1^en ^aou neaou

paou kea yin,
" Before the eaves a propitious bird announces

good tidings." rfrj ~&T S R1 "TT- "^t" /XA

jMl fj
Ts'heen rae'en k'han keen teih she shin mo te fang,

" What place is that which we see before us )"
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Pab'heen chehow, "
Equally embarrassed whether

advancing or receding;" in allusion to a certain animal, which

in advancing, is embarrassed by a pouch hanging from its

neck, and in receding, it a said to be embarrassed by treading

on its tail.

1 1 POO. Tocutoff; a knife for cutting and fittingto.

>l

ihl
JTjTf I Ol. Scrib. -ff-U King, see above.

^J>\ KAN. An instrument for reaping grain.

Common form of rfj|| Tsze.

Sometimes denotes To select from.

KEUEN. The down or hair on the horns of

some animals. (Kang-he.) Read Keg, To dress horns. (Tsze-

hwuy.) Read Hcuen, The appearance of rising or curling

upwards. Or, altogether an erroneous character. (Ching-

tsze-t'hung.)

Ol. Scrib.
pj|J Rang, see below.

1
1 Original form of -|| Kwa, see above.

~,^_\ I Ol. Scrib. T Kung./N
/ia
'-fl I Seems to be the name of a person, the pronunci-

//JjL

)|
Ol. Scrib.

pjlj
Yuen, see above.

1)1 Same as
K}|] Yueu, see above.

LANG, or Lan.

Clean ; bright. To be distinguished from 6|) to

Characters formed by Eight Strokes.

TS'HO. To dress or cut horn.

To work any vessel or utensil which is yet in its rough state.

M P'HE. To cut or pare off. To chop ; to strike,

or ri;b against ; in which sense it is synonymous with
/j
tK P'he.

Read P'he, To cut. Al. Scrib. W. II P'he-
>r C* 4

ation not known.

LE. To peel off; to scratch or mark with the

point of a style. Same as Zi5t Le.

CJ I YA . To cut the neck or throat ; to cut or pare off.

t I

I
[

PANG. To chop or hew.

T'HEtH.

To cut iipj to separate the flesh from the bones; to jcrape

off; to pick from; to reject entirely. jpp p}^ \/\\ \J* ,

?ze kaejow yay,
" To cut up and lay in order the flesh of ani-

nals." XJK^II'w'K^lT'hcaou t'h
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To separate the flesh from the hones."

T'heaou fheth ya che,
" To pick the teeth," otherwise

exposed by | Te va.

shang e leang k'heen hing le, t'heih pe teih sze tsing,
" Let

us all consult about two undertakings; the one to promote

omething advantageous, and the other to reject something

improper." Read Shih, To cut; to work up. Read T'he,
1

the same as
~fji]

I T'he. See above.

M
I KO. To cut.

To cut off the feet or legs j to cut off the knee-pan.

Chung fun wei p'how,
" To divide

in the middle is P'how." To cut or tear asunder in the midst.

To split asunder ; to break or cut open. x->- rrrd"
I ^J" J^l

~%Tj K P'how foo fung kung chin,
" To divide the (wooden)

seal, and commission a meritorious officer." The higher

officers of state, during thedynasty */*& Han, when appointed,

t t,

received half of what is denominated X^- Foo, the other half

was retained at court.

Fi-PJ
P'how k'hae,

" To cut, rive, or tear open."

^LA^J^ flip
P 'how sin P ho tan '

" To "P011 tfle heart

and split up the gall;" i. e . to tell fully whatever occupies the

mind ; to open one's heart to a person.

Tsew pa wo teih sin p'how yih

TOL. I.

p'how,
"

I will now lake and lay open my heart to yotl inoil

fully." ji^'/{$!3yfc
Ph W f" h tvhanB chw> -

" To rip open one's belly for
|the

'sake of secreting a pearl j"

denotes sacrificing every thing, even life itself, for the take of

5yfc.rKl nT-r- ^W\ ~^^L Tsang mo vcw pecn ch'huh chay

p'how fuh ts'hang choo teih pe k'he lae,
"
Why change all at

once, and manifest a disposition o sordidly attached to gain;"

-fpl
1 P'how p'hwan, or

gj?
P'how twan,

" To

decide in judgment, to say which is right and which is wrong."

Also read Foo.

\

CH'HEN, or Ch'han. TO pare off; to

make level. To reap or cut down grain. Read Ch'hen, To

attack ; to reduce ; to level ; to equalize. 3&| 'trj 1
1 t'h'han

**' " -)

seo,
" To pare off."

/^]Hj
Choo ch'han,

" To pare or

level the ground ; to plough." Vi* ppr L I ^W]

HwO ke e choo ch'han,
" To till the ground for a livelihood."

rfri 3lFJ 7f$l tl- 3& Ch'han urh luy p'ho woo
I 1 1 U yV>v V/S^ P3 ^]r*-

kea,
"
By equalizing and levelling, my family will be ruined."

*

K'HE.

To cut asunder. Sincere ; real ; to overcome.

Coin, form of it/A Ch'hang, see above.

TSZE, or Che. To insert a knife or an in-

strument ; to insert a plough or harrow. To place; to stick in

the ground ; to stab. Al. Scrib. /].!& Tsze, and JTT. Tsze.
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1 1 NAOU. Same a
flj&

Naou, see Rad.

KWA.

Keg hwa, " To scrape off; to scrub."

KANG.

Firm ; hard ; stiff; unyielding; strength; fortitude; intrepi-

dity; violence. An Adverb of time denoting Recently ; j ust

now. Defined thus, Jj yjjj\7
pX <7l

J-fJ
Taou tee keen

king yay,
" The hardness and strength of a steel weapon." (Liih-

hoo.)
raj |J ^ Rang jow,

"
Hard, soft ; firm, unbending,

and soft, yielding."

ifrift I ^mm~B^^\^\^
rain han woo chang che sing, urh k'he kang, jow, hwan, kelh, yin

shing, puh t'hung,
" All persons naturally possess a sense of the

five constant virtues, (benevolence, justice, decorum, prudence,

and truth) but there is a difference in their voices and dispo-

sitions : some are firm, others yielding ; some are slow, others

harty." <Shing-yu.) dtr
Kang che ; J^ Kang

thing;
I T^ Kang ta, All.exprcss

< An upright and pro-

per firmness of character; intrepidity; fortitude."

7^f;
KanS Si 3f3 Kang lang;

paon, express
"
Courage and obstinacy that are vicious and in-

human."
jjg

Kang e> A firm endurance of evi ,

or suffering."
j jjgj

Kang

violent; headstrong." /Mr /K^p-

g.ing,
" An unbending headstrong disposition."

Kan* chin, "Stiff and straight;" applied to the disposition,

denotes Unaffected sincerity ; an entire absense of artifice and

intrigue. |/[J -4^ /&* Sze ta kin kang,
" Four

gigantic golden idols," placed in the avenue leading to a tem-

ple at Canton. /

*fc fljm
Kin kang shin,

" Golden

(or gilt) deities placed in the avenues of temples, guarding the

passage, and waiting the commands of /
JwU Fiili.

Kang, or Kang kang, or A^fl" Kang
Jt'>U

ts'hae, or 2>$j Ts'hae kang, All express A circumstance

occurring very recently before : the two first refer the event

/i.li & ^*
nearer to the given time than the two last. /Iff] A?ft

j
1 ' <lt VT^

^|1 T'ha ts'hae kangtaou,
" He arrived but just now."

35 Kang che,
" That very moment arrived."

hoo ; kang k'he'en chung ching,
" How great are the heavens !

how firm and regular in their motions !" (Yin-king.) ^r*

3 Kin kang shih, "The adamant or diamond."

j

Kang jih,
" The odd days of the month."

I Jow jTh,
" The even days of the month."

K'HOO. To rip up and divide asunder.

WAN. s. c.

To cut or pare ; to engrave metal
; to pick or cut deep into.

fa U t-L,.] J/f;.;M ^.9P\\*fK Jow snang wan ch'hwang,
" To cut a*/ J //\- *

wound in one's flesh," denotes Making to one's self unnecessary

troubles.

Puh nang wan ch'huh wo telh sin lae,
" You cannot pick out

my heart ;" i. e. You cannot obtain the thoughts which occupy

my mind. To rhyme read Heun.
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Ol. Scrib. T Twan, seeRad.

Ol. Scrib. f-l Tsze, see below.

KEUH.

To split or rive asunder ; to separate or divide-

A vulgar form
of^|J Lee.

P0. S. C. R. H.

To split; tear, or rive ; to peel, or scrape off; to flay; to

put off; to uncover; to cut up all animal. To let fall ; to cut ;

to wound. One of the EtK Kwa, or diagrams. Read P'huh,

To strike against with force, to break off the shell. From

*n 7-
II Taou,

" A knife," and
jjfc L8,

" To cut and carve.'"

ifhj /X/jl-tj jl^/
P P'he ch'how kin, "To peel off th

tkin, and pluck out the sinews."

H{^ ,^3 JA!~T^-^ w

lae,
"

I'll flay the skin off you.'' EL Po min^'.To
I ^ N(

flay the people ;" i. e. to oppress and harass them. T~QJ
1 W

j

Ch'how pa,
" To exact with severity and excessively." H>uc

^;

/^ H-T
-^Jj

Fuh yiih he, kan ts'h^ p8,
" Ad-

versity pierces and rends the (liver) heart" T" \

jay yu;tsejowyay yu," In funeral rites the oblations are not

uncovered when there is with them the flesh of the sacrifice."

(Le-kiug.) j\ B
^jfjL

pa Jug po taou,
" In the

eighth mooa shake down the piumi.''

IIWA, or Hwih. To mark or line with the

point of a knife or styJe. Properly 3M KwS. See below.

||
SHE. To work or dress skins. Al.Scrib.

ll

I

KEA. To enter.

CH'HA. Same as T|| Ch'hii. See above.

KE. S. C R. H.

m H WCT Kc 'teug '
" A crooked graving tool" used in

cutting characters. Some say that the Ke is a crooked chissel ;

KeniS, A crooked punch struck with the hammer.

u

CHUE. To hold an instrument with which

to engrave ; to pierce ; to stab. To cut away ; to cut off.

Read Tiih, To scrape off; to reject what is bad.
/tj

"H'W

Sx'J / 7^^^"^L Yew ka" chue ting ft ling

chay sze,
" He who darei to engrave the law shall die."

A^. S S lite Chug tsin hoo che li-en,
" To cut

1 Tpt / A ^ffC

away the curtains of the bed-chamber door."

Ity M([ Tiih k'he twan leih,
" To reject or put away

*tA'B?r*

broken pieces ofearthen ware."

/din Same as
MjHj

Keue, see below..

K'HING. To brand the face with iuk and a

style; a Chinese punishment. Al. Scrib, iJP K'hing, or
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Mlh lli

To brand with ink on the face." Head Leang, To take

j
force. Read Led, To seize by violence.

CHE. To cut off) to rectify. Orig. j|j||
Che.

YEN.

>}*
Sharp pointed ; to sharpen the point of. To cut oft". S$

y*

Yen yen,
" To rise up, or move rapidly ;" said of a per-

lon. Light, splendour. Read Shen, the name of a district.

Jj 'jiHt^'ll LM
Taou tseen le 'yay, "A sharp pointed

weapon." (Luh-shoo.) jk^'tt!-aC- yen muh

wei she,
" Pointed wood forms aa arrow." (Ylh-king.)

^* I \ I Ififfr /-// A ~~*7 faQ v
f ^>A '13! J '1/L, /\ /c

show e ch hung

k'hewjinche heing,
" Point the hand to thrust against the

breast ofannemy." Tr^flA ^H^-JlM Gan ?

yen k'he hing,
"
Why wish to cut off his legs?" -i?- -^j

1

7p MI ^^en ^'"S yen yen ^ 'le keu,
"
Walking

swiftly and moving rapidly the feet" (Le-king.)

Syn. with j|f Yen. ji-LTRh Yen ze, or 1

jf$,

Yen szc,
" A sharp pointed harrow." (She-king.)

TEAOU. To work or perte on stones.

To polish composition. Shwi5-wan takes
T/pj Teaou in the

first sense, and
P=j/

Teaou, or H| Teaou, in the last sense.

J
LE. To open out.

Ol. Scrib. 4a}| Ch'hvvang, see below.

TLJII.

Synonymous with

To strike with an axej to hew or chop

Ol. Scrib. -&|| Che, see above

'vHr Sameas;^(Keuen J seeRad. E j Miili

Ol. Scrib. v&l Yuen.

l!)

LE. To cut.

L Scribi

Charactersformed by Nine Strokes.

CUE. To cut or mince meat.

Originally written ut&- Chg. A knife to cut herbs into

small parts. (Yuh-p'hifen.)

A
I .HWA. The noise made by splitting or riying.a
CH A. The sound of cutting or mincing.

3
SUING. R. H.

Overplus; surplus; remainder; not only. According to

Sha-rnuh, it is properly ILflp. Ying. Shing, he denominates

the vulgar form of Ying. (E-wan-pe-lan.) ^/^^lY 11

r?4 /i^ '

shing,
" That which remains over and above."
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Shing yth pwan,
" One half remains over." ^ pj <l^

seay ho wuh, choo

k'heu kwan shwuy wai, hwan k'tio e shing fib to shaou le seih

ne ?
" On these few goods, when the duties are deducted, how

much profit will remain ?"

T'HOW.

Or
g,| fe/ll Row t'how,

" To cut or pick, to cut off."
i ' J M" J

\
1
1 YING. To cut or pare off; to pierce or stab.

SOW,orShow. To reap or cut grain.

TS'HEAOU. A pike or pointed instrument

to make a hole in the ground to receive the end of a pole. A

word used in

commonly used is 'MW Te'heaou.

E Chaou-seen, (Corea.) The character

U PEEN, or P'hei. To hook; to pare.

An erroneous character. (Chmg-tsze-t'hung.)

YEN. To punish by castration.

Occurs written

Improperly written

Yen. ShwO-wan writes it

Yen.

Yen.

TSEEN. S. C.

To cut or clip with scissars. HU ~T1 Tseen taou,

"
Scissars." Thus expressed in Luh-shoo,

TOL. I.

~fl JM Twan wuh keaou Uou yay,
" A tranYene knife

for cutting thing," ||^^^^^S^
Tseen jow shaou heang paou ne giin, I'll

" cut off my flesh (as

a sacrifice) and burn incense, to recompense your kindness."

-tfj Ts'hae tseen,
" To cut out a piece of cloth to make

/^\
a garment;" metaphorically to arrange, to manage, to plan.

1 FI3 i3fl ^-j"

N
. Tseen k'hae leang pwan,

" To cut into

two halves."

This Character is, by Kang-he, coniidered the vulgar form

_ > / .

of &\ Tseen, in the sense just now given. Sha-rauh says,

that tj 1
1 Ts'heen, is properly To cut or clip. The addition of

"7 / Taou, below Ts'heen, is improper ; and SA Tseen, or

-**~"J1

HlM-1
^s^en

' denotes a bird shedding its feathers, and acquiring

JUEN. To pierce or stab,

TE. To split or tear open.

Low te, To cut open with a knife; to cut the neck.

Original form of Nil Ts'heen.

T'HO, or To.

Che To cut or

To divide or separate. JH" To,
" Occurs in the same

sense." Read Too, To shut, to close.

To cut even ; to cut and form ; to direct and arrange. A.
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regular grave deportment. i
1

1 J^ Twan e,
" To de-

cide on what is just and equitable."

CHHUNG. To pierce or stab.

^H

punish with death,
1 '

in a severe manner. To kill in a house,

or retired place ; not in the open market place. jfel
I Jdu'

J^jL Jj"l] |j p) j|[ 1J7K.
ilh chaJ how hmS wei chunS choo >

"
iili, a heavy mode of punishment, expresses a severe mode of

destroying life."'

ft

KT1WEI.
Sameas^jljinmei.

See above.

KWA.* S. C.

To separate the flesh from; to cut eff the flesh and place

the skeleton by itself.

PEj H|l Wan kwa, " To punish

by cutting the flesh from the bones "
~A^T^[l ~-jr~ 5P-
/T-J Jl.y'V^p

P^^iJC P^ Jis fan to tsuy> kae sh& kae kwa >
"

If

a. great crime be committed, the flesh should be separated from

his bones." Al. Scrib. J3, Kwa.

A sharp sword. Generally considered an

erroneous form
of-jj|J

QS. Of this, however, Ching-tsze-

t'hung doe not quite approve.

. V. R. H.FOO, or Pow.

A second; an assistant. To assist; to examine; to an-

nounce to, or give information of. A kind of ornament of

platted hair for the head, worn by ancient Queens when per-

forming funeral ceremonies. Read F8, To split or rive open.

Read Pelh, or Felh, To cut open transversely. [ j-^ M\\

Ching, foo,
" The principal and the second."

-jjj?

Foo sze,
" The second person in any regular Imperial commis-

sion. The second person in an embassy." ~A\T ^

tseang, A kind of Adjutant-General in the army." y ]

sub ban min che che e,
" To assist me (the Emperor) in my

utmost wishes to improve the public manners and tranquillize

the people." Jajrip^^lJjn
Foo ke liih kea,

" Six

foo and ke," The Ke were valuable stones hanging down on

each side of the foo. (She-king.)

/ft ;^V*
.X Wei T'heen-tsze se3 kwa chay, foo che,

" He who peeli a melon for the Emperor, divides it into four

parts." <-Le-king.) gjg^^ -jj^
Peih.angheung

yay ,

" To cut open the breast of a victim."

KEE. To carve or engrave.

Ol. Scrib. -f| Che, see above.

W
\

Ol. Scrib.
^J\ Luh, seeRad.

"/J
Leth.

CHE. Name of a certain animal.

No pronunciation given. Defined, Making no progress

WAN. To cut or pare.
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Charactersformed by Ten Strokes.

NE,or E. Tocutoffthenose. Sameas fl| E.

SO. To cut into minute parts; to cut round.

T'HUH. The appearance of piercing into.

S. C. R.H.

To cut; to cut off; to divide; to wound? to injure? to ruin.

To rhyme, read Keg.
5fc||"]frn 7] ^|l lejootaou

k8,
" As sharp as a knife that cuts ;" said of a person's Volubility.

. . ~ i ||

ml I T-t
Sze Sai1 laou wo kSn? y" tae he8

> T'heen-tsze,

than urh ks sang,
' When feeding the ancient Sages, in the hall

Tae-heo, the Emperor, himself, makes bare his arm, and cuts np

rJ^ H V JA)
Ne J is P" h se kaou oo wo che, wo tsew

taou tsze lae ko ne telh jow,
" Ifyou do not tell me all about it,

I'll take a knife and cut you to pieces." VLH' yfc -t~

Hung shwiiy fang k8,
'< The deluge spreads destruction."

(Shoo-king.) ^^ JgL ^=p^ *j^
Thi;en keang

kfi yu wo kea,
" Heaven send* down ruin on my family.

1 '

(Shoo-

king.)

In this way^ Tsjh> ;, ,ometimei written

See under Radical Mr Cliiih.

) I TSUY, or Chuy. A slight wound

Read Yung, Pointed like a vegetable sprout.

u

TA. A sickle or hook.

u

CHO. To chop or hew. Read Tow, A small orifice.

SE. 2Jk|| Mil Ch'hangse, To wound the skin.

9]

w
KEEN, orK'heen. To cut or pare off.

SEE. To dress or cure skins.

T'HE, or Ch'he. To cut ; to pare.

TSIH. Same as JS- Tsih.

Tsih tsth, A sharp spiked harrow."

1 1 KAE, Kae, or Yae.
||S

S. C.

A large sickle or hook; to rub, or sharpen a knife or other

instrument with diligent care; assiduously. -^"l
I -{jTl K>

ts'he'g,
" Assiduous attention to the point of chief importance;

full to the point."

WOO.

An instrument of husbandry to hoe up weeds.

P/Iil
The Character

fp)||l Kang occurs written thus.
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P'HE.

To cut, hew, or chop. Same as
]^|| P'he, See above.

L/

TA.

Tk kow, The sound oftwo things striking together.

l CH'HWANG. ? S. C. R. H.
l|

A wound made by a knife or weapon, in which sense it was

originally written
x/J>

Ch'hwang.

Shin pe ts'hTh shih ch'hwang, "He received seventy

wounds."
jjff ff | @|Jyyf^T'how

yew ch'hwang

tsth raiih,
" If the head be wounded then wash it."

Read Ch'hwang, To begin ; to make first ; to invent; to

adopt first means to effect a certain end ; to lay the foundation

of. To reprehend, lu this sense, otherwise written

Ch'hwang. I "&& Ch'hwang che,
" To commence any

work " ^V Ch'hwans tsaou,
" To make at first,"Ai

^"f? Ch'hwang nee", or y, " To lay the foundation of

a family, by the acquisition of property." It is said,

^iiJ&M] ^F"^^J^ Ch'hwang ne* yung e ^ show

iu; e nan,
" To acquire family property is easy; to preserve it,

difficult.'
1 The first is easy by comparison. It is, however,

otherw.se sa.d,

Clfhang neC nan; show ne'e
1

yih piih e, "To acquire family

property is difficult; and to preserve it, is also not easy.
1 '

tsze ch'hwang nee
1

shwuy t'hung wei k'ho ke yay,
" The Prince

(by virtuous deeds) lays the foundation of future prosperity, and

furnishes to his posterity, the means of continuing it."

Ch'hing chwang,
" To reprehend, or punish.''

u

LEI LI. To cut off; to cut asunder.

\
CH'HA. A small spear.

:| I Tsan ch/ha,
" To shrink up; to shrivel.'

1

Ol. Scrib. @| Tsih, see above.

Ol. Scrib. p |J
P'how^ see above.

OLScrib-^Wan^seeRad. p K'how

KEW. To escape from punishment,

Or to be acquited from the charge of guilt.

/> \ \ Same asM?> T^an, " Rest ; repose ; stillness."
I

KEE. To seize^ or take by violence.

CH'HUEN. To lop off the branches of trees.

Charactersformed by Eleven Strokes.

\
I Same as

jll] Ch'hang, see above.

ME. Same as M* Me.

To divide; to separate; to share with.
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I1

f |

CH'HE, or Ts'hcih feh S. C. To wound

MO. To cut or pare.

Same as^ Tsih.

T'HWAN, or Chuen, or Chuen.

To cut into parts; to mutilate. /Y
fjSL R" /T

A

yew sze tsuy, tsih king yu teen j in ; k'he hing tsuy, tsih tse'en

t'hwan, yih kaou yu teen jin,
"
Any of the royal kindred being

guilty of a capital crime, were hanged by the Teen officers ;

in crimes not capital, their bodies were mutilated, which also

was announced to the Teen officers." (Le-king.) Read

Chuen, used in the sense of ,[g Chuen, which see.

LtfH. To cut; to kill. Same as^gib Liih.

Read Kew,
|^|j y^ Kew lew, The appearance of

returning, or revolving round."

?|
01. Scrib. Liih, see Rad. Ko.

To mark with a style, to cut open.

CH'HEIH, or Setih. To cut asunder.

HAOU. Strong; robust; violent.

TOL. I.

TSUNG.

A kind of pick for digging into the. ground.

ft
Ol. Scrib.

| K'hlh, see above.

KWAN. To cut or pare off.

1
1 LOW. To bore into ; an orifice.

Read Low. 4&M -?l Low ts'how, To cut into minute parts.

Ru SE. Wounded skin.

Uj I

Jffil I
F W Name of a country place.

1

1
1 SAN, or Shan. To cut off, to terminate.

A middle-sized bell giving an acute ligbt sound. Read

P'heaou, To prick a wound with a pointed stone. To cut off,

to rob ; to plunder. Also Swift; light ; urgent. \&\ I \f/r\

P'heaou tseih, or
jp|I |

King p'heaou,
"

Swift; nimble;

active," applied to soldiers.
| fj& P'heaou tseang,

I,
*

&
|J
P'heaou leo,

" To rob

or plunder." Read P'heaou, The close ; the termination of.

CH'HANG. Wound on the skin.

SEO*. To pare ; to cut.
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KOW, or Gow.

pplj
turn Kow t'how, To pick out with a sharp instrument.

ft
TSEAOU. To cut off; to terminate; to

Tseaou meg, " To destroy, orexterminate.

7f-/J irrf^

exterminate completely." ^P 74^ -EEl

yO^^iE "i-H iffi
T^en tse P' nS ma> wanS

Chuen Ch'hoo ching tseaou Meaou-fe,
"
Having enrolled the

full complement of men and horses, proceeded to Chuen and

Ch'hoo, to reduce and destroy the banditti of Meaou-tsze."

Read Ch'haou, To take with the fingers. Read Ch'haou,

To take a little.

:
)! KIN. To cut.

Charactersformed by Twelve Strokes.

TS'HANG.

, Ts'hang, or ^-Mr Ts'hang shang,
" To wound

excessively." Tjtf?
Ts hang po,

" To cut open."

^.. LEANG. To take; to seize.

w*

TANG. -^.IJ^fflTangkow.Akindofhook.

LIN. To cut or pare off.

TSUE. To cut or break asunder.

jjf |
I

F J
Sill 1. To cut into minute parts ; to mince.

s - c -

To cut away the noxious parts of an ulcer. -fail I /ftv

Kwa shH, denotes the same.

SEAOU. To cut.

TSEAOU, or Tseaou.

To cut asunder; to reap ; to mow.

LEIH. To cut.

CHAOU, or Taou, orChS.N

Large ; great Large grass ; to reap ; to mow. A character,

the genuineness of which is much disputed in Ching-tsze-

t'hung.

y

TSAN. Or ^if^ll Tsan Ch'ha, "To

shrink or shrivel up." To pierce or stab.

Same as the preceding.

P'HO. A kind of double edged tickle, with a

wooden handle for mowing grass. ^ll J<pl|
p '

fl8 *5ze,

" To thrust in a sickle."

Same as a&l Shing, see above.
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1

I

P'HEE. To cut off, or pare away.

TSUN. To cut asunder ;
to lessen.

Hrl KEUE.

Keu, or

Also read Kwei.

S.C. IflRH.

Ke keuP, " A graving tool."

CHEN, or Chan. To attack; to cut and

arrange. Read Ts'hin, To moderate and govern.

A style, or pointed instrument ; to mark with a style or

graving tool ; to divide or split open with a pointed instru.

=h-l RE1
ment. "mil pTfl

Hw^ * nae>
" To split open."

HEIH. To cut.

/

YAOU. To pare or cut away.

POO. To mow or cut grass.

CH'HUNG. To pierce or stab.

î
P

1

I GO. S. C. A. V.

The point or edge of a sharp sword.

Original form of
| Ts'hS, see above.^*1 1

& Same as Xa| Ch'hwang, see above.

|
Same as -j Fa, see Rad.

f^Cl Wang.
"^

II A Person's name. The Pronunciation not known.

1 CH'H A. To cut or break asunder.

1 1 Ol. Scrib. B|J Tslh, see above.

TS'HEU. To cut into minute parts.

1 1

Sam e as ^i | Heih, see above.
m]

|[
KO. To cutaway fleshy excrescences.

P J

II Same as Mil Tseaou, see above.
1 1 /Ty*

Charactersformed by Thirteen Strokes.

SIH.. To pierce or stab.

l| CHO. To punish by"cutting offthe feet and nose.
l|

Properly written iMy ChC.

CHEN. To cut or pare off. A vulgar character.

LING. To cut.
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Hi LEEN To prick slightly.

||
SHtll. To pierce or stab.

I')
TS'HEE\

To ! ake a continuation of; to connect together. A local word-

K'HEIH. r

^

An increased quantity of; a great degree ; difficult ; distress-

ing to the mind. To play ; to trifle ; comedy. A surname.

The name of a district. JjB ~^j >y-* {(1 Le fan che
x I ^ / 1 -* !%\ J

k'heih,
" A multiplicity of affairs to attend to, the arrangement

of which is difficult;
1 '

said of the affairs of public courts.

Tsih k'heih, "To play, or take amusement."

He k'helb,
"
Stage plays." ^j Ping

k'heih,
"
State of disease which threatens death."

LEIH. To pare or cut off.

CHEN, or Shen.

To strike with a spear or other weapon ; to fight. Read

/?-*
T'han, To cut . The vulgar form of%\j} Chen. (Sha-miih.)

A
t ] CH'HU Y. To cut or break asunder.

S\ J

P'HElH. Op S. C. ^ R. H.

To strike or break open ; to tear j to split ; to rend ; to cut ;

to divide. '^.'&} Luy p'helh, or

leih,
" The abrupt shock of the noise of thunder." Otherwise

written 7-M? fTvK P'heih leih : It is under this form alone,
/I i"/ '

that Kang-he gives this sense ofP'heih leih. The other Dic-

tionaries say, that the first form is the correct one.

Jfcfr Ch'hoo p'helh leih, "The first shock; the first

word uttered.
yfjJy fcj/J

F 1 P'heih p'ho leang

y-u- ^-V" -I-tn ^rl*
k'hae,

" To split or rend in two.' 1 ^f ^ g} /fn Ax,J\ f
-*^- * ^^

/\
^fff- | ~J\*\ Hy ^an ^aou Pa wo P'ne'h pa pan

tszepuh ching,
" It cannot be supposed that he will split my head

into eight petals ;" i. e. I am not afraid of what he may do to

me. nPf 3^- TH U^ XV P '

ne '*1 '^en wo

tsing teih jin,
" A man who splits open your face without any

feeling ;" i. e. a man of harsh, austere, unkind, or shameless

address.

KWEI S.C.

To cut or break asunder, -wll - V" Kwei tsze, or
J J J

-T- ^P- Kwae tsze show, An executioner. Also read Kwa.

LEW.

A certain weapon ; to kill. To arrange. A very ancient and

famous surname. hi T~~ "// -^^ xffijw P

an urh shih

wang ; ping tsze T'haou-t'hang, she Lew-luy che how, " There

were twenty-five famous persons (of this name), who all were

the posterity of Lew-luy of the Dynasty T'haou-t'hang,'' (B. C.

2200 years). In this sentence,
"Sj Wang,

" To lok towards,"

is used fur the Object looked at, or admired. Ww

P'he lew, A tree with few branches and open foilage.
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Lew tsze, or 'TV Lcw y1 *1 * ^ ccrtaia fruit from

~sC& Ipll" Keaou-che, Cochinchina. Read Lew, Good.

TSEAOU. S. C.

To cutoff; to terminate; to exterminate. yC rTJ

p'l ^P -H-'Mff'
T'heen yung tscaou tsrur k'he ming,

" Heaven employed (me) to destroy him." Al. Scrib.
JliT/

Tseaou. (Shoo-king.) As a local word, it occurs in the

tense of, Artful, cunning.

Sharp; to cut ; to wound. A person's name. yf| f

^
flTl /J* JSt'J 3JF" lM ^eun tsze 'een ur'1 P'1 '1

kwei, e yay,
" A good man though sharp, or severe, (.like the

corners of a gem) injures none ; he is just." (Le-king.)

||
| KEEN. S. C. R. H.

A double-edged and pointed sword. II

Taou, ts'heang, keen, keih,
" A single-edged sword, a

spear, a double-edged sword, and a forked halberd."

frZ Shwang koo keen,
" Two swords in one scabbard;"

or IH i ifcfp Tsze heungkeen, "Male and female sword,"
Kup-^-IJ-Ii. |

two swords so denominated. Shoo keen, A

sword which the literati are allowed to wear, agreeably to the

i [--| fcfe*

practice of Confucius and his disciples. r~">t{r TJj*

Ts'hih sing paou keen,
" Seven starred precious sword,"

. j^uj I

a certain ornamented sword mentioned in the
\ly(\

San-kwS-che.

Ili'iou c'.ic ma, she kt. n,
' Fond

i mj p^\ |

VOL. I. T 2

of riding and the sword exercise." Pj /fcj ^^ ffi?

11^ ^R K'h<>w yew melh, urh fuh yew keen,
"
Honey

in the mouth, but a sword in the belly i" denotes one whose

words drop as the honey-comb, but whose heart meditates in-

-H-^ -dbfc*

juries fatal as the stab of a two-edged sword. ti A

Seih Ka-t'heen-loo che shan fa urh ch'huh kin, Che-yew

show urh che che, e wei keen kae ; tsze keen che che yay,
" In

ancient times, the mountain of K8-t'heen-Ioo cast forth metal;

Che-yew (B. C. 2600) obtained it, and worked it up into swords

and armour. This was the commencement of swords." As a

Vtrb, To sword; i. e. to kill with the sword.

) I Ol. Scrib.
j|lj

Tsih, see above.

4

]
I KEE. To kill or dress fish.

Same as Hjl Tseaou, see below.

KEU. To pour out wine ;
to take out.

Ol. Scrib.
i|jl

Hwa, see above.

Charactersformed by Fourteen Strokes.

i JOO. Appearance of soft smooth skin or

leather; soft; smooth. Syn. with =B? Joo. Read Juen, To

pierce or stab.
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^_Jj|| KEEN. To cut into small parts; to mince meat.

J**~^J

Also read Han and Lin, A broad sharp knife or sword.

lid, Hw, or Hwa.

To split or rend asunder. To cut or reap grain.

TSOW, orTseu.

To cut into minute parts, Tsow, To cut wood for fuel.

CH'HAjOrCh'hwa.

The grating noise of cutting or mincing. Read Ch'huy, or

Ch'hin, To cut asunder.

.)
I Ol.Serib.

J||j
Ts-h, see above.

Pei, was also formerly written thus, see Rad. --rC. Ch'hB.

TSZE. M S. C. ^^R. H.

To pare or clip even; to adjnst; to equalize; to cut and

I
_ *

blend medicines in equal proportions; a dose. mjj
~3jj~

jP*. fijpl
Wll Ying leang wei fheaou tsze,

" It is proper

to deliberate and equallize" the state of the several districts.

(Peking Gazette )
. 3u& Ylh tsze y8,

" A dose
1 ^\^~

of medicine properly mixed." -gg ChTh tsze,
" The

two halves of a written agreement or bond ;" of which each

contracting party retains one- In ancient times, great con-

tracts were settled by Chili, and smaller ones by Tsze. After-

tcrwards, the word* were joined to denote A deed or bond

generally. More recently, the same has been expressed by

" oa s'lowl\ -^t- ~*JT sow * -

" "" Hwi che 8'100 '

K'heuen shoo ;

sin, urh che sung,
"
By a written bond ensure belief, and put

a stop to litigations."

HWAN. The name of a district.

Same as 'toll Keen, see above.

KWA. To cut away proud-flesh, or the nox-

icu, parts ofan ulcer. Originally written
-^t||(

Kwa.

jail TSEAOU.
7JCJ

M I
To cut off; to exterminate. Same as fif

1
.!! Tseaou.

Sv* J

Sin
J^B 1 1 The same as the preceding.

il
' &c

1 1 E, orNe. 1) S. C.

To cut off the nose as a punishment. To cat.

TV "T^ B
@|j

K'he jin t'heen ts'hray e,
" Those per-

sons shave their heads and cut off their roses." (Yih-king.)

Zt T'heen in the text, is by some thought a misprint for

riri
urh -

CH'HAN, or Ts'han. To cut asunder.

LE.

To prick or stab with a knife. Same as
j|fc
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:|

m

BEEN. To cut or pare off.

TSEEN. To cut.

CHAOU. To pierce or stab.

i I I The same as gti . This character, the Writer is

unable to find in Kang-he, or any other Dictionary.

Same as ap| Keen, see

|
I CIIUH.

jjjjlj |||]Fuh
ehuh, To chop or hew.

t)

From Fifteen to Twenty-four Strokes.

LEE. To lessen by paring off. To choose or select.

LE. To split straight down.

K'HWO, or Kwang. To rend or lay upon.

HIH. A kind of bond or written agreement.

See aboTC under

^|J
T,2e . Read Che, To pledge one

thing for another.

'J

LE. To cut.

JOW. Soft ; mild ; forbearing.

SEE, or Yth. ^p S. C.

To cut asunder ; to cut off.

H LE11I. To split open.

Read Lo, To strike with a stick or club.

K'llWO. Same as E^il KhwS, see aboye
/til ' I

21

TS'HEEN. To cut.

YING. To cut down wood on the sides of hills.

LEIH. To cut.

1 &\Some write
jgSlI!

I* m tn 's manner, see below.

J

)
I Ol. Scrib.

JJ|J
Ts'heih, see above.

-fe.

FSEItL Original form of
/^| J

ch'he. Tocut

LING. To split or rive; to split open.

CH'HAN, or Ts'han. JHs. C.

To cut asunder ; to chop; to work with a hammer and chissel.

Same as J^Me, see Rad.^ Fe.

pp

']

'J

HWUY. To pare off ; to lessen.
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|-
1 1 TSAN. To lessen ; to cut to pieces. To shave

^Fi N

the head. A local term. Read Tseen, To cut

-\t Sf ~~f HV-*JlJ
rseen fa wan shin che rain yay,

'

People who cut short their hair and paint their bodies."

LE. To open out ; to cut open. A local word.

MO,or Me . To pare off; to divide ; to cut to pieces.

LE. To divide ; to cut asunder ; to split straight

forward; to lay open. Read Le, To pierce or stab.

77
WAN. To cut or pare off.

CH'HEN, or Ch'han. To cut even.

Same as MhChuh, " To hew."

T'HEE To pierce or stab.

KWO. To lay open.

LING. Same as
<^i|J Ling, seeabove.

NINETEENTH RADICAL.

LEIH.
. C.

Sinew; nerve; strength, spirit; force; power; effort-,

rigour; diligent endeavour.; strenuously; assiduously; to ra-

ploy one's strength about a thing. A surname. To rhyme,

leang jin kin che fcing,
" Sinew or tendon, (the character) re-

sembling the human sinews." (ShwB-wan.) /fa ~T}

||
-J

~m~ leih leang,

"Strength of capacity." ~ft^ /h~ -M- Ta yew leih

leang,
"
Poiseising great strength of body, mind, talenU or in-

fluence." J"-^/Jl Leth Ieang pBh Uiih '

" A

deficiency of strength, talents, r power." -^pt
^'he

leih,
"

Strength, or the invisible animal influence which sup-

port, strength." ^jE "/; ^fH, 1 IS
+ f i ^ > _. ^_ -

V-EL.-|;*?A PJFlHae urh miih yew k'he leih, Ian tih shoo

ITT^/IL^H

fhovr, 1,
"
yoar child, hareoo strength; I am quite indisposed

to dress." .ftp
Shin leth,

"
Bodily strength." _^I/

M- /$& Shin chwang leih keen, "Hale and robust;"

generally addressed to old people as a compliment. <J^\

Sin bih,
"

Strength, or active power of the mind."

"fc Yew *'n wo leih>
" HaTe the neart
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but want the strength ;" i. e. I possess a willing mind, but am

inadequate for the performance of what is referred lo.

Miili leTh " The power of vision." JH_ Urh

leih,
" The power of hearing." These are examples of this de-

tsing shin so keTh ch'hoo, keae leih,
" All the parts to which the

animal spirit extends its influence, ate said to have LeTh ;" i. e.

strength, power, vigour, &c.

rJLpT >(.VJiSl Ts'n sin ke 'n le 'h >

" To elert ne '
s

heart and strength to the utmost." H F h 3j /tl"

"^K" fft-j Efp xf~r*{'U
Fe keang yew leTh chay,fuhnang

ning yay ,
" None but the robust and strong are capable ofdoing

it." (Leking.) ^jjL
He6 leTh,

" To unite efforts."

'TAj^ LeTh keuen,
"
Wearied; fatigued." rff"

till 1

Chung leTh, or
Jjj:*. Ting leTb,

" Great strength."

yJEfi.
LeTh po,

"
Deficiency ofMeen leib, or

strength ; weak." J^ Yung leTh;
j;

Ch'huh

leih ;

^jjj-
Gh8 leih,

" To exert one's strength."

/>V [E| 2ft-
Ch 'huh le 'h vu kw8 kea >

" To exert

one's self for one's country." Jjjjjf pe leTh,
" To

spend one's strength." ,/S?
j

~^f- ^, A*\ Je

kaou lieu to sin leih,
"
Expended a great deal of mental "ef-

fort." M
p'he'en hwuy, tsung pxih fe leTh,

" To learn at once without any

Ne'en foo, leTh keang,
" Rich

in years, and robust in strength;" rich in years, denotes being

yet young, having many years in reserve. I/ I /4p? El

E shoo min leih,
" To assist the efforts of the people ;"

commonly said when taxes are remitted. 'f/r^

effort"
JfLg*

Vlh leih tan tang,
" To undertake witlf alt one** might ;

to engage or promise fully to carry into effect."

Jin ping Shin leih; Tsaou wang ch'hnn sang,
" Man depends

on the strength (or support) of Deity ; The grass hopes in

Spring to grow." J\^ .PJT^lRfjb
J 'n k'rh "

puh nang,
" That which is above human strength." If

--^p ""/ Tsoo yth pe che leih,
" To aid with the

strength of an arm;" an usual expression when soliciting help

from any on,
Jj ^g^ ^ )

Q ft ^
H^ /V y^N Loo yaou che ma leih ; Jih kew keen jin sin,

li

By the length of the road is- known the strength of the horse ;

by length of days a man's heart is seen."
\\J^\^\ RTj*

Fan wuh so shing ch'hoo keae leih

" Whatever in things prevails, or gains the ascendency, is Lcibr,"

as Ml Fung leih,
" The power ofwind." >fc

Ho lelh, ".The power of fire."
-y[

Tsew le ' h>
" The

power or strength of wine." ri Kung le'h' "The

strength of a bow,"

/V Laousin cliay che jin; Laou leih chay che yujin, "Those

who employ mental labour govern others ; those who labour

v . y\
with animal strength are governed by others."'

Tsze shih k'he leih, "To eat the fruits of one's

/<
own labour, or to subsist on one's own efforts." '>OX s^-L.

B&i 1 ^tb^l^ Heaoukeuenma

che leTh, puh nang paou wan yTh," Though I should serve you

in menial efforts, like a dog or a horse, I could ne- er recom-

peuce one of ten thousand of your favors."

VOL.1. 1-9

**ii>' " -ii
y N
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~Lelh ts8,
" To do with earnest endeavour."

//Ty^P ^e^ *"n& so c*le>
" Pract 'cc sedulously that

which you know." Ttrr Le '*1 P en
'

" ^ argue

strenuously." JJjp j,ein he5, To learn assiduously ;"

differs from
tjjb

He8 leih, whicli denotes a scholar of

comparatively slow parts, but possessing patient, persevering,

and finally successful, industry. ~-jr' ^^r .H. *s^**

5 1
1 T'heen tsze kaou; heS lelh taou,

" Eminent natu-

tural ability ; and one by effort thoroughly learned." They

prefer the latter as more solid and abiding, than the transitory

flashes of genius. jJ-Olf
I"e 'n c^'nS>

" To be employed

in laborious government service." -^-"JjfH/ "if/

Lelh k'hoo chen yay, "To fight with great ardour and ob-

stinacy."
jjp]f[j

P'hing lelh,
"
Severe, dangerous dis-

ease." Peih lelh,
"

Strength of pencil," denotes

either writing the characters with a stiff firm stroke ; or writ-

ing in a nervious style." They admire
5! 7| t^/fa'

Seay tsze yew leih,
" Characters written with a firm stroke."

le ; laou chay puh e kin lelh wei le,
" The poor man's politeness,

or civility, cannot consist in employing property, (to give as

presents); nor the old man's politeness consist in strength of

sinew," to rise, bow, kneel, &c. ^gl
W/

Jl/jfy'X^"

^JrTJ^ ^/ rjff*
E tsze lelh tsoo yu sin shwiiy chc laou,

" This my strength yet remains to labour in assisting you to

I,
i

j
Lelh teen,

" To la-
r-M

hour in the field."

YA.

//j

Ung yS,
" To bend the strong or violent.'

Ol. Scrib. "77 Leih, see above.

Prom Two to Six Strokes.

KEVV.

Great strength; to exert strength to the utmost.

An erroneous form of 7177 Tsung, see Rad. /7

KUNG. S. C. R, H.

E laou tiH

kung,
"
By laborious exertion to settle the affairs of a country

is expressed by Kung." Meritorious service; merit; the praise

or consideration in the state arising from meritorious service.

To assume the honor resulting from meritorious service. Ser-

vice ; affair, or work. Part of a surname. To rhyme, read

TT" Ta kung,
"
Mourning worn for nine

Km- ^/ \.
I

months." /|\ Seaou kung, "Mourning worn for

five months." /J| Yew kung,
" To have deserved

well." /TF* KU" 'aou
>

" Meritorious labour or

service." /fH Kung tlh,
" Virtuous deeds, meri-

I l/U_kN

torious in the sight of God."
^>? Kung ming,

" Rank

in the state" supposed to be the reward of meritoriousservices,

but often purchased. JT
fcj O^j Keuen kung ming,

" To purchase rank." Jr~\
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taou show,
" Rank come to hand j" i. e. already obtained.

^X sf] I^K Kung ming heen ta,
" Illustrious rank

or merit."
"j^T" "TV

1 ^aou kung foo,
"
Good, or

meritorious employment." Lower mechanical service, is ex-

pressed by _,'>*V Kung foo. /\t |V~5f ~/C"

ft s iLJ-
'ifW frl 'v\ Shaou pei, kung foo ka tsze mang,

" Excuse
"t-* I i I

*

my leaving you; our several affairs hurry us all." /\

Jin kung,
" Human affairs.''

Ne yay kae heo seay jin kung taou le, pee yfh we telh

t'han wan, " You ought to learn a little of the principles of the

affairs of life, and not set your mind entirely on trifling

amusement."
W|7J

A3 BpJr ~^P-' 'ml Kin yew

kung, he woo yth, "There is merit in diligence, but no

profit from play." (San-tsze-king.) J/ Leih kung,

" To begin a meritorious work, or establish one's merit."

? Ching kung,
" To effect or perfect any good work."

<4 I

BH %f rfri fix >^ ^^un *' urn cn'"g

kung shaou, "A great deal of deliberation, but very little

effected." Woo kung puh show
/iv\ I I ^-xs /li Jv

luh, "Without having performed any meritorious work, I

conversation when declining any gift.

will not receive the emoluments of office." Used in common

1 ^ist
Kung puh nang poo kwo,

" Merit cannot make up

for demerit ;" is not understood as a general truth, but in the

case alluded to, the merit was insufficient to make amends for

former faults.

HO. Noise made by dragging or tracking a boat.

K'HUH.

K'hiih k'liiili, The appearance ofextreme labour

From strength and mouth.
j

"T7 Vfn
jTJj ~X

k'how, kea che e yay,
" To exert one's strength, and to assist

those efforts by the mouth speaking, gives the sense of Ket.''

(Luh-shoo.) To add to* to superadd; to increase; to confer

upon; to inflict. To charge; to do to. To rhyme, read Ko

and Kc.
^Ejt Kea, keen, are opposite?

" To add to ;

to diminish from."
-fcttil Tsang kea,

" To increase."

Ed Kea gSn,
" To confer favour ; to exercise kindness

tVL\

to'" A/D Tnl Kea "'"' " To inflict punishment."

Mei yue" kea le seih,
" To charge^flC J=\

interest per month."
i]=~
*^> i-

Chay keen ho yaou kea to

seay kea ts'heen, t'ha tsae kSng mae, " There must be a little

addition made to the price of this commodity, and then he will

sell it."

.=Ej. -itj
Seu6 shang kea shwang,

" To

add hoar frost to snow;" i. e. to heap calamities on him who

is already oppressed. s&f y7\1fij Yu kea puh
iCliv I

'
\ V|I*J

luh,
"

Still more uncomfortable."

Kea kwan tsin tseo,
"
May an addition be made to your official

rank j may you be advanced to nobility." A common form of

congratulation addressed to officers of government. In t'se

place of the last word, TTjSt Luh,
" The emoluments of office,

1'

'

is sometimes used. Ejj K
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e,
" Force down your rice, and put on more clothes ;" i. e. lake

good care of your self; said to a friend who goes from home.

che: woo, tslh kea meen,
'

If it be, then reform j if not, then

be increasingly strenuous;'' ifyou be guilty of what is laid to

your charge, reform ; but if innocent, then be still more stre-

nuous in the pursuit of what is good.

-31
>t77J

-I
/JfV* ~jr Yen-yew yu8, ke hoo e, yew ho kea yen ?

Yug, Foo che. Yu6, ke foo e, yew ho kea yen ? Yue, Keaou

che,
"
Yen-yew, said (to Confucius) as the people (of Wei) are

so numerous, what more can be done for them? Confucius

said, Enrich them. The other said, Being enriched what more

can be done for them? It was replied, Teach them?'' For,

(it is added by the Commentator,) the rich without instruction,

are little better than the brutes, given up entirely to sensual

indulgences. (Lun-yu.)

piih jO jin che kea choo wo yay ; woo yih y3 woo kea choo jin,

" What I wish not that others should do to me ; I also wish not

to do it to others." (Lun-yu.)
|5|fe 'Jj/^

&
/jfr JZT

Tseauu yu klh wei, san kea me tsun,
" Wine

is given to him in the guest's place; and each of the three cap-

pings. make him more honorable." At the marriage of a son,

the ceremony of capping is observed. In ancient times, a bon-

net made of cloth was first placed on his head; next one made

of leather; and lastly, a nobleman's cap. The chief parts of

the ceremony are yet continued.

KEEN. Difficult ; distressing ; effort.

~fj] P/ Keen l"!'h
"

Difficulty of speech or utterance."

KM HANG. Truth
; belief.

g R. H.

From strength and few, or small. Infirm; weak; feeble;

but just adequate; scarcely sufficient. Mean; vulgar; depraved.

"PPT ^y-i
N leue",

" An infirm useless horse."

.AT* . 1111 y / Leud new wooleih,
" A feeble cow destitute

of strength." These two expressions are sometimes applied,

by allusion, to human beings. /It] .A NT-fit ^an

leuS puh k'han,
"
Depraved, ignorant, and weak; good for no-

thine" \fi^ Tsgen leue, expresses the same.
iWA \

t

CHIN. To use effort ; to exert strength.

KIN, Bin, Or Llh. Much or great strength.

KE1H. Resolution; determination.

Expressed by

"
Having strength of will" Same as^7 K'huh, see above.

(Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

K'HANG. Strong; ; robust.

A ^f f) "til "S k'" J"-

yew leih yay,
"
K'hang k'hwae, denotes a man possessing

strength,"
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tsung, he'S che e yay,
" Three strengths united, which gives the

sense of He'S." (Luh-shoo.) United strength or effort ; urgent.

Read Lee
1

, Unwearied, ceaseless effort.

KWEI. Extreme lassitude; debility.

Jpl^ X/7 /c .t\I
Teaou kwei che min, " An enfeebled

weak people."

CHE. Firmness; perseverance.

FE . Strong ; brave ; martial appearance.

01. Scrib.tPeih, see Rad. ) Rung.

TSOO, or Ch6o. S. C. tib R. H.

Secondary strength or effort. (Luh-shoo.) To assist ; to

help ; to aid ; to succour ; assistance. A^j B/7 P311? ts o>

To assist, or help." /fa EUT^ Tsoo ne ching

kung,
"
Help you to finish your good work." ^fLf

I '\i

' / Rp X_. si Tsot> wo y 'hpe che le 'h>
" Aid me with

the strength of your arm ;" i. e. grant me your assistance.

j|L JQ^--~!f 111 He tsoo kung king yih
| J

~ L ^-^-L r"~t
1^-^ v|

plh yuen, Such a one, "Is pleased to give oue hundred dollars to

assist in defraying the charges of the workmen," in repairing

such a temp,, ^ ffi ^ J||| ^
che so tso

chay, shunyny ; jin che 10 tsoo chay, sin yay, "Heaven assist*

those who are obedient to the principles ofreason and virtue;

man assists the sincere and faithful." (Ylh-king.) JgL^"*

l=|g- ^tj" "yV Shen tiih shoo chay yth ta tsoo,

" A great assistance to the skilful student."

NOO. R.H

Strenuous effort; the exertion of strength.

jl itf- IK?* Wo we nSng noo leih tsin sew,

"
I am unable to exert myself to advance in virtue."

jj ~/l\]?t-
N k'h kea ts'han,

" Exert yourselfto take

an additional quantity of food;" said when advising persons to 1

be careful of themselves. Read Noo, A desperate exertion of

strength; effort that terminates in death.

TSO.

To assist; to help; to aid; to assist with the hand.

KEE.;J; S. C.

From to go and strength. To carry off by force; torob; ;

to plunder; to assail; unceasing importunity; hurry. The pre-

sent state of exigence, or one of the Kiilpus of the Sect Fub.,

or Budhists. WSF H?V x\. TT/7 ~7~* ^e ts *'1 J'n ^^

k'heu,
" Was carried off by robbers."

-jjiT
Ta keg,

(vA-.^J- Ke taou. " A robber."

^4- YB, jew wei che e ho tsae ; yen che e 10 haon,
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Veen le puh kwei k'he e; keg che e chung, tsoo chc e ping,

keen sze pub kBng k'he show. " The scholar, though wealth

should be employed to influence him ; though he should be im-

mersed in pleasure, tlie prospect f gain or pleasure will not

ruin his righteous purpose. Though he should be assailed tiy
a

host ; or urged at the point of a sword ; the prospect of death

will not make him alter his filed determination." (Le-king.)

A.
jj^T

Jin keae keg keg,
" AH unceasingly im-

portunate." ^ fe^i^ |
Ts'hung

ynngtih che puh ke'e," Easy manner and calm self-possession."

Haon ke, "
Steps leading tip to the imperial

Yu kea wei che she ; Shih kea wei che kee
1

; Taou

kea wei che ch'hin ; keu wei Suh-yuen che we t, " The learned

express (the present state) by She; the Sect Fuh by Ke( the

Sect Taou by Ch'hin ; all denote not having put off the vulgar

itate of mortality." (Yew-he8.) She, is further said to denote,

a period of 30 years, KeS 500, and Ch'hin a period of 1000 years.

Al.Scrib. i^/-^7/il| K e
>
kg , keg. These are the

common forms, though, according to Sha-mub, the above K the

proper form.

>gJ/7

Labour; fatigue; severe labour ; distress.

K'heu Jaou,
"
Dwtressing disease; severe labour in child-birth."

ZJ^^-^ \ ^f- Bf che tsze yu

ching ; k'heu laou yu yay,
"
AVe, a wandering scattered people,

are distressed and diseased iu the wilderness." (She-king.)

seih YU kin k'heu ; mi) tan foo y ih lc">,

" Better habituate one's

self to laborious diligence* and not covet ease and pleasure."

-IJJJS.C.

Exertion ; effort ; endeavour, or as they express it, I

if
~'

vffi \$
T*ze k'hcans y*y

" To f rce ne
'

s se^-
<>

A.ISO

1
1 .

Beauty ; excellence.
TJj] lp?

Shaou nung,
" To stimu-

late, or exhort husbandman to diligence." Also read Shaou and

K'heaou.

YIH. Licentious.

P'HE, or P'hei. To exert strength.

JjrTj CHIH. An imperial document.

CHQO - Stron
ff J violent.

MO. Diligent; assiduous.

From Six to Twelve Strokes.

r

K'HEUEN. Labour; weariness; fatigue.

UT77

Original form ofA^. Keuen. R

^^ J^. Yu k'he k'heuen che k'heuen e,
" Different from

the K'heuen of K'he-k'heuen," which signifies a deed or bond,

and is written with ~1\ Taou below, whereas this is written

with 77 Leih.
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K'HOW.
j] Jftfj

POW k'how, The

appearance of exerting strength or effort."

YANG. To advise; to persuade.

YUY, or Juy. To urge ; to press.

HEAOU. To apply one's strength to, in obe-

dience to some order, or imitation of some pattern; to aim at,

or wish to effect, some work. The proofs of having exerted

strength ; the effect produced; meritorious service. '|H"

jT,0 5<// Jj "*"*'" yuen nea u'eih," Voluntarily exerting

one's strength in the service of another." Which is also ex-

pressed by '5/
Heaou laou. gtU Paou heaou.

" To serve, as a recompence for some favor received."

M/A
Heaou Jen '

" Prooft of some cause existing; effects."

"Vzir Heaou fS,
" To act agreeably to some rule."

This character is property -written
<jXT Heaou, though

having been handed down erroneously, and ued for a long time,

it is now common, in the above form.

MOW. To urge or persuade to diligence^

effort ; endeavour. ^ V 5
I *-> 1 1 \ \

~fj "Ma ~f jj] P'h-yen che wae.seang meen noo leih,

wei che mow, "
Beyond the state Pih-yen, mutual effort and

strenuous exertion is expressed by Mow."

PANG, Or P'hang. Great; great Strength.

K'HWANG. K'hwangjang,

"In haste ; urgent." Al. Scrib.
^jll

K'hwang, and /

* K'HEA, or K'heth
gjjj

S. C.

Endeavour; effort; firm; determined. VflTl iTl ii/t//% u/ j *\^^

i? jyK iiiL
YU k he* pe Yin heen chin>

' Y U sh uid use

every endeavour to caution the good officers of Yin" to avoid

intoxication. (Shoo-king.)

'yvVJ LEE. Possessing strength; strong

7?

VjV TSO-. Strong; indefatigable.

TUY. To pull or drag with force.

HAE,orHth. S. C. . H.

To examine into; to prosecute a guilty person; to scruti-

nize ; to search to the bottom ; assiduous effort ; to accuse.

Hih shih,
" To scrutinize and obtain the real fact."

P Kaou hih k'he shih,
" To examine fully

into the fact."
Jj^ Ts'han hih,

" To state the fanlU

or crimes of an equal to a superior ; to accuse a fellow officer

to the Emperor," 3 xTV 71 /V PlTI ,f-\

Tsze-t'how k'he hih chwang urh k'heu,
" Himself threw in his

accusation and went off." Hfo T'han hih, or
TZOp

y I i ^^^

Can hih,
" To controul, or keep in order and subjection."

YIH. Sameas^Wfl Yib, Ease; self-indulgence.
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K'HOW. Effort ; endeavour.

YIH. To move ; to shake.

C'HIH.

Great effort; to force one's self; to be adequate, or more

than adequate for ; to be competent for ; to overcome.

. S. C. R. H.

Strong; unyielding,- violent; overbearing.

W<T( Chung k'heuen how king,
"
Authoritj and skill in

Ji '

the centre (of an army) and strength in the rear." (Tso-chuen.)

Ts'helh fung che king tsaou ; shih Iwan shiih chung chin,
" In

a violent wind the strong plants are known j in times of anarchy

faithful ministers are discovered."

HAOU. To desist from seeing or visiting.

A sense the very reverse of this, is given by M. de Guignes.

An erroneous character.
(Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

P'HO.

Sudden ; suddenly ; to arrange hastily ; sudden change of

countenance, as when disconcerted by something unusual. A

surname, the name of a place. To rhyme read P'ho. *27f

P'hO jen hing k'he,
" Arose suddenly."

.A*. P'hO tsuh,
"
Appearing fluttered or disconcerted."

ih p'hu joo yay,
" A if he changed

countenance" from the novelty of the circumstances in which

he was placed. (Lun-yu.) "^p ^^|g^J^. &
Wang, p'h8 jen pi-en hoo sib,

" The king suddenly changed

countenance." (Mang-tsze.)

CH'HIH. An imperial order; orders or pre-

cepts. Wl\/^ Ch'hih ling, or
/fiij>-

Ch'hih ming,

denotes the same. p
Ch'hih shoo,

" A written im-

perial order ; written credentials, or letter conferring some pri-

vilege. Efiy Keae cb'hih,
"
Precepts ; admonitions \

rx JA L

directions ; orders."
j-^ -j-^ j^i

~"

/'j-'l^'zKr

i ch'hih ; Yuh-hwang-shang-te fung kaou yay,

" Yuh ch'hih, is the seal or instrument of the supreme deity," by

which he confers divinity on inferior gods ; supposed to be similar

to the letters-patent of a sovereign. Al. Scrib.
^tcf|

Ch'hih

and ytyt
Ch'hTh.

%,

MO. Diligent ; attentive to duty.

KEVV- Violently ; strongly.

Common form offnLae, see below.

TS'HAN. To cut and kill.

YUNG. S. C. R. H.

Strong; bold; brave j fearless; resolute; intrepid; daring
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decided ; to employ or exert the whole powers ; to advance im-

petuously ; courage. SM ^^^\\ ^PtfelP. Yung chay

piih kcu yay,
"
Yung, denotes not being afraid." I

JK(

A^l. -nJ Yung k'hantsin yay, "Yung is to dare toadvance."

"TrLJ $Y /( ^TT^t ^unS c'ie sze I'"'1 Pe>

"
Yung, is

knowing that death is the consequence, not avoiding it."

The character Yung, is commonly worked very large on

the breast and back of Chinese Soldier's coats. /$~
ff\ v* -

ml
H|| Yung wang heang ts'heen,

" To advance boldly

forward." M^ ĵji
J5

j ^N. ~j%_
Chen chin woo

yung fe heaou, " Want of courage in the ranks of battle, is a

breach of filial duly." Because a.coward disgraces his parents.

Na ko ta yung jin,
" That

brave man."

|

She

wan foo pun tang che yung,
"
Strength and bravery which ten

thousand men cannot resist." <4jS Fun yung,
" Ar-

dent courage ; brave impetuosity."

Yung m&ng tsang seen,
" To struggle forward in battle with

irresistible impetuosity." Tiff nijZ^Tp Ts'heen
ri * l I/*- I

hoo, how yung,
" Preceded by shouts, and followed by a brave

retinue." Said of the Chineie Mandarins passing along the streets.

t, 1

/T3 Yung yewe le, heu k'he che fun ; e le che yung pun k'ho

woo; heue" ke che yungpiih k'ho yew,
"
Courage is distin-

guishable into a just and rational courage, and a merely animal

courage : none should be destitute of ajust and rational courage ;

whilst a merely animal courage, is that which none should pos-

sess." A\ I Seaou yung,
" A hasty and passionate appeal

to strength and violence." J/C Tajung," A ratiotml

and dignified courag-R." ~tHr Ilaou yung,
' Tobe fond

of what is bold and daring,' is considered praise-worthy or not

so, according to the justice and importance of the cause. j

keen, koo nang kwang,
" To be merciful will enable a man to be

brave; to be economical will enable him to be liberal." (Lauu-

tsze.)

fO// Original form of the preceding.

i^T"! Same as 5J7J P'ho, see above.
"^c-l I *t/

f/J

tTl
Same as "^fl E, see below.

[J
**

LANG. Strong.

MEEN.
36jjj

S. C. %% R. H.
f ('II >-

To endeavour; to use effort; to force one's self to do; dili-

gent; to urge to ; to persuade to ; to stimulate. ft'// ^f ijj/L * i-^\

rfrj Xsy Meen k'heang urh tso,
" To force one's self to do,"

either from dislike to, or from the difficulty of that which ii to

be done. Sffi fifr) Meen meen, k'heang k'heang,

1 t. w f>
" Constant effort ; force." ~1J rjJ~J t^,

Meen Ic'.h

urh wei,
" To exert one's utmost ability to do."

Fun meen,
"
Prompt, ardent effort ; or to excite and.stir up to

exertion." [JEM
Me'en le,

" Strenuous effort." y]

E chung jin wei che, tsih hccn chay k'heuen.

TBi. 1. 3 A
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meen, piih kelh chay kwei the,
" Constitute ai the rule, men

possessing a mediocrity of talents and virtue; thus the good will

be stimulated, and the defective (convinced of the reasonable-

ness of the standard) will feel ashamed."

KEUEN. strongly ; with diligent effort.

Read K'heuen, Labour; fatigue. -j->22. JftL ffijj

Sze tsuh pa k'heuen,
" The soldiers desisted from their labour."

He8 taou P"h k'teuen,
" To study vir-

tuc unweariedly."

YAE. To urge ; to force or press upon.

LING. To encroach upon; to invade another's

rights. Read Ling, To stop a horse.

_Lj_D77 K'HING. Strong; violent.
^)JJS.

C.

K'hing fhee,
'< A violent enemy."

> ,T7 Liih leih,
" United strength or effort."

LEANG

To urge ; to press ; to obstruct by force ; bodily perturbation.

PING, Pang, or Kang.

Great strength. Originally written
-ffj] Ping.

. To strive or contend in the service of.

__., __

POW, or Fow.

5/t IjjTlPowk'hoTr,
"To employ strength or effort"

K'HWAE.

K'ha'ng k'hwae,
"
Possessing strength j strongly."

K'HEUH. Great strength in the feet.

II MANG. Violent; fierce; impetuous; stern; in-

2/>|

jurious ; wicked. Same as jOf Mang.

LAE. S. C.

To reward labeur; to encourage; to induce to come bj

TSk'ke kin vug laou; foo k'he che yu6 lae,

".To recompense diligence is expressed by laou; to sooth and

encourage to come, is expressed by lae." (E-wan-pe-Ian.)

|[
Lae ching,

" To recall or convert to what is right and

S?* ''P /}" A^o^Jv 'pi I /^
Laou chay, laou che; lae chay, lae che, "Those who labour re-

ward them j those who come encourage them." (Mang-tsze.)

The word
^fc La^> in tne texl ' s usei1 'n tne above sense.

Read Ch'hTh, A precept ; an order ; a prohibition. Sincere j

right; firm. /\" ~| y } 0fl ^JjK. ^eeu

wang e raiug fa, ch'hih f^, "The ancient kings employed ex-

plicit
laws to shew what was to be avoided, and prohibitioni

with penalties, to shew what was to be feared." (Yih-king and

Commentary.)
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tize che shoo yug ch'hih,
" Documents framed by His Imperial

Majesty are called Ch'hih." Syn. with j|^jJ^Ch'hlh,
ch'hih.

TWAN. To decide ; determined.

a

HEA. Diligent exertion.

~T\ FJJ Heaheayunglefhshing,"Hdi

hea, the sound or noise made in exerting strength." jl

/T
/

tl ^*'n k" hea hea,
"
Doing with the exertion

of much strength." Read HS, Diligent.

LIH S. C. R H.

A bridle with a bit to it; to bridle; to restrain ; to controul

by yiolence; to force to do; to strangle. To engrave upon.

PJ PB Llama
*>J

ban yue
1

lib; woo, yue ke,
" A horse's bridle with a bit is called

Lib ; without a bit, it is called Ke." Fl-. jna ijj,,
" A

IrT-:

? *

E

"
Stopped his horse and looked round.''

Lin yae lib ma, " When you come to the precipice stop the

horse." Used metaphorically for desisting when an affair be-

comes dangerous ; to be able to do which, is considered as an

evidence of superior talent. I /
}/Ki

^Ih new
>

'' To force

to stop ; to lay an officer aside from the duties of his station,

without depriving him of his rank." FT' Lib ping,
" To

ihul up troops in a narrow compass by a superior force."

Lib 0," To extort from." H tf K'hang

iih,
" To seize or detain by force."

"To controul."

Yih lib,

U ^'k linS>
" To msist upon;

to require instant performance; to force to do." ^^
K'hoo lib,

" To diitrest ; to moleit ;P'hefh Iih, or

;3ju" Ne king na shing tsze lae lib sze wo,
" You will finally

take a cord and strangle me." Tj LIh shlh,
" To

engrave or cut letters on a stone."
sffll s^~l

y\J >fj
~F1 phy Wiihlihkungming.ek'haouk'heching,

" On things engrave the workman's name, to examine after-

wards his truth ''
in making it genuine or not. (Le-king.)

. Diligent effort; to endeavour

MEEN. "/t$R. H.
.

To endeavour; to encourage; to excite ; to stimulate. A

local term. /7lfulTJ Shaou meen, " To endeavour ; to

fJ/J t&i/J

excite."

'- \

TSUNG. T o encourage; to rouse; to stimulate

T'HLJNG.

As a Neuter Verb, To move; to shake; to issue forth. As

an Active Verb, Read T'hung, To excite ; to agitate, either

naturally or morally. IgT? W^H. ,S 3^}' T'hung, tsing che

tuy,
"
Motion, the opposite of rest." I^f 'Jyfl

\ . ~t,- l"t

-T- &$ Fan with tsze t'hung Uih Shang-shiug, piih t'hung

urh wo t'hung che, tsih K'heu-shing,
" Motion caused in any

thing by itself (T'hung) is Shang-shing; when not moving of

itself, but moved by me, (T'hung) is Keu-shing."
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~\'y7\ Yen t'han, 'h w w"h t'hung,
" You may look

at it, but not move it with your hand."
/j-W/ Pl\J

'm X~F
T h ~

ti: *h *' ns tsi "s ln"u l hun '

" He 1S

a restless disposition.
'

1 CHr jjtf. f^ ^/L^X. >4

T'hiing show tsew yaou pel ts'heen,
" If he moves his hand, he

is sure to have something to pay for;" i.e. He spoils every

thing he puts his hand to. -aJ? ~rC f ~T^
gffr

~~JC Shing T'heen-tsze, che ching t'hung t'he'en,
"
Holy Son

of heaven (or Emperor), whose supreme integrity mores

heaven
"
to notice and reward it

jpp ^^ A -^

Gangjen puh t'hung, "Alofty motionless air," said of aperson.

Yaou t'hung,
" To shake ; to agitate." TJrL

Yun t'hung,
" To revolve in a circle." tj

Jih yue
1

yun t'hung," The sun and moon revolving

in their orbits." //J3\
Kan t'hung,

" Internal exci-

tation j influencing the mind, or moving the passions."

King t'hung,
" To disturb." jf^ fp

Puh kan king t'hung,
" Dare not disturb you ;" a common ex-

pression in the language of courtesy ; as, is also, ~A3 'H?*
11 firn

Yew king t'hung,
"

I am annoying you." A
^

T'hung puh t'hung, "Moving not moving;" i.e. on

every occasion, whether in motion or at rest, with or without

cause, doing a thing; incessantly
'jjj?

Chin fhung,

" The shaking caused by an earthquake or thunder." /f~T~

King fhung, or ^W- Keu fhung,
" A person's

behaviour or conduct." ^|PJ\ /^ /fr*

che hing t'hung joo ho, tsih che k'he sin che shcn g e,
" Ob-

,erve what a person's conduct is, and it will be known whether

his heart be virtuous or vicious."

Jookeu t'hung che keen, puh twan twan, ching ching teih.p'heen
'

wei puh heaou leaou,
"

If in your conduct you be irregular,

you (disgrace your parents and) hence are undutiful.''
jfiV"

:KlL'\\j Chin-t'hung, pae yay,
" Chin-t' bung, denotes

saluting" by striking the hands against each other, said to be the

present manner of
'pyS /V Wo jin, the Japanese. J||fc

Heang t'hung,
"
Noise; sound ;" motion being necessary

to cause sonnd.

The words T'hung and Tsing,
" Motion and

rest," enter essentially into the Chinese Cosmogony.

J/A

"TfM^H TN
" In nature ' f the two states of

motion and rest, revolving in uninterrupted succession: ex-

clusive of these there is no operation. These (changes) are

called EL yih, (tl,e subject of the Yih-king Classic.) But

TtEl
motion and rest, must have a

-pJE Le, or Principle of order,

which causes motion and rest : this is that which is called -A '

Tae-keih, or The first moving cause.'' We add, this

first moving cause is the Deity, an
incomprehensibly great,

wise, good, and powerful Being; whose existence and perfec-

tions are declared by his works. The Philosophical Sect of

the Chinese scarcely draws this natural inference. The Dl]~

y\ EJfli pJ33-~/ yljj Principle which causes motion

and rest, does not seem, in their apprehension, what we express
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by Deity. They say, ~L 2 ft Tae-keih

un Woo-kcTh,
" The Extreme limit, or first moving cause, origi-

nates in Woo-keih, in that which is illimitable or infinite."

As the Characters which enter into the Theory are of con.

slant occurrence, 1 will here briefly state it. y

fffi Hfof
motion, isdenominatedYang;atrest, is denominated Yin." Mo-

tion aad rest blend or operate, and so produce Fire, water, wood,

JtHJtH W " From water is wood, from wood fire, from fire

earth, from earth metal, and from metal again comes water, thus

the elements revolve as in a circle." jBJ -itOT ))A fyf

being constituted the female energy, and Heaven the male, all

creatures (animal and vegetable, men and spirits) .were pro-

duced," and are continued in uninterrupted succession. From

the infinitely various combination of creatures and circumstances

proceed virtue and vice, happiness and misery.

J/tf y\ ^P*""y '' Onlv tlle SaSes obtain (or are formed

of) the most refined and pure materials in nature; and are,

thereby, enabled to remain perfect." Heaven, the gods, men,

and sages, are from the purest matter ; earth, brutes, demons,

and the wicked, are partakers of an undue proportion ofgrosser

matter. In the <h/tTW -^^X Sing-le-ta-tsuen, from

which the above is extracted, there are diagrams representing

the Tae-keih, the Yin, the Yang, and so on.

The most that can be said of this system is, that it is not

VOL. i. SB

more absurd than ome others which the Western World ha

produced. To suppose some. Jlp Le, or Principle oforder (di-

recting the combinations of matter) though denied p?r*onality

and intelligence, isiiol more senseless than the supposition of a

fortuitous concourse of Atoms. It is perhaps impossible.,

however, to free it from the rhargo of Alhcitm; for though,

in it, gods are admitted, they arc considered as beginning to

exist, and as inferior to Nature.

To excite to diligent endeavour ; to stimulate to exertion

L'J Nil -^T. A E heiih kwa Jin,
" To stimulate the

/^f^ &/> rf~~
' ^

man of little virtue," by which the person speaking means

himself. -St"
-^P- ^- Heuh tsaefoo tsze," Exert

yourselves, ye men." (Shoe-king.)

An erroneous form of the preceding.Ihl-Jf

K'HAN. S. C.

To investigate strictly, in order to arrive at absolute cer-

tainty ; to judge i to try a criminal. To be able for, or ade-

quate to. HpES!] Mo k'han, "To rub or grind and in-

IAr* i^/'

vestigatei" i. e. to employ strenuous effort to ascertain the

fact. K'han twan,
" To inquire and decide "

Pun fo c"'hub

too, cha k'han sze keen, "I, the Che-foo, am going out of town,

to examino into an affair."

*
I

Same as H1 Heiih, see above.
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. C.

To apply the mind or strength to a certain object; to use

grral and undivided effort; the business or affair which is at-

tended to. A surname ; the name of a city. Read Maou, High

in front and low behind. To rhyme read Mow. Occurs in the

sense of A-Q: Woo.
Jjpu^lzCs.

Sze woo,
"
Business; af-

fair ; that about which one is occupied." Jp5
It

"fl/ '
cnuen le'h yu sze J'ay,

" Woo, denotes

close application to business." Jfi^ Chuen woo, " In-

II
.!>/.

.4\ ^%F Woo
'T^^Tv

pun nee
1

,
" To attend solely to one's peculiar duty.

1 ' tu.

che yew shin, so e woo pun, leih teen, yang foo moo, urh ch'hiih

tse tsze ; tsih keae tang tszc gae,
" The people possess bodies

by which each attends to his peculiar duty, or labours in the

field, to cherish his parents, and to feed his wife and children ;

hence, all should love themselves," and not carelessly throw away

their lives. (Shing-yu.) ^PC Wo Pun > Is to altend

to one's duty. X^pC
pun woo, Is, one's peculiar duty

itself. .^ Kea woo, "Domestic duties."

Rung woo, "Public duties." iSSfm'-f Efl JEE
T/J I J^ ~r~ ji

~-\ |-

sze woo,
" To transact or manage an affair."

Woo e,
" What propriety absolutely requires."

Woo seu,
" What is absolutely necessary."

peth/'Must^tisindispensable.
1 '

pan I.fall It

Woo

pclih yaou tt-ili,
"

It is positively required." 'I/H

--* Ne woo peih ch'hiili k'hcu,
" You must go out."

Same as uW K'hing, see above.

Same as j Yih, see below.

/!-. Ol. Scrib. fr Ping, see Rad. A Pa.

y7
Same asg|fT Heun, see under 14 sir.

yJ

.Tt K'HEEN. To bear or sustain a thing.

?1|
-*7 I HEA. To employ strength ; exertion ; effort.

T?J |
f PEE. Great ; large ; strongly ; the appearance

PC/*
of great strength.

HAN. Diligent.

strong or violent." /jPT Ung heang,
" Gret strength."

I I ^-^

SHING.J ||S.C.

To be adequate to ; to be worthy of; to sustain j to raise or

elevate ; to carry to the utmost degree. A surname. Orna-

ment of a lady's head-dress. Read Shing, To be superior to;

to overpass; to overcome; to conquer; to gain the victory

over ; to win at a game. The name of a district. If-ifl: Imt-
Ir&fYJr-

"fcjT A. IB! 'frfj
F*n sllins ' fo "'" show sll ' h>

" Fan"

shing, is a certain ornament of a women's head-dress." /JLs
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Hwa shing, or /V Jin shing,
" Ornaments of

flowers or embroidery;" used on
J\^ j

Jinjth, as the

j=MA f

seventh day of the first moon is called. Wy Tae shing,s v

" The name of a certain bird."
[ j

~m / N5g

shing ch'hung jin, "Adequate to an important situation."

A\ " Puh shing jin,
" Not equal to the duties of

one's station."

t'hae, she T'heen mung muug, ke k'hih yew ting, me jin fuh

shingj
" The people are now under the pressure of calamity ;

and they observe heaven regardless, as if unconcious (of their

suffering) ; but when the decision is made, there is no (suffering)

man left unsupported," nor any wicked man left unsubdued.

- . i. i

(She-king.) A^ pu h shing,
" Not to be surpassed ; the

highest possible degree ;" as

'

X^ K^* ^f_ Puh shing

bin he,
"
Extremely glad." 'fjl / ^Pyf- Shing,

I -5"=*. A- <** I

too che tuy,
"
Shing is the opposite of foo ;" i. e. of being sub-

dued, or defeated. rl J|y
6 I Pihchen.pih thing,

" A hundred battles, a hundred victories," in every case suc-

cessful. -^0
^fc- /j^ Shing foo we fun,

"
Victory

or defeat could not be distinguished ;" it could not be said who

gained the victory ; who won or lost.

K'he fun shing foo,
" See who can win or lose at Chess."

J
Tachang sning leaou " Gainedabattl -''

3fcf 1 A Tseu leaou yth

pan haou shing che jin,
" To group or associate with a set of

persons who are fond of being superior to every body," and

who run into expenses beyond their means.

sliing leaou t'ha, shepuhwei jin,
"

If I don't conquer him today,

1 swear that I'll no longer be a man ;" i. e. I will destroy myself.

J3!" I ^-tfL^S ]f6'tft >

ShTh shing shen

yay ; ming shing che yay, "Real superiority or excellence ii

good; unreal nominal superiority is a disgrace."

Tsze shing,
" To conquer one's self." K^ 'J-'C

S '" nS

sze wo,
" Better than I

; superior to me."
-^j [ffl 1 1

Grf
HH*.

'ow s'llnS kang, jo shinj W'heang,
" The soft

and pliable overcome the stiff and unbending ; the weak over-

come the violent," by enduring perseverance.

From J~tg* Yung,
"

Burning shining," and
~fj

Leih,

"
Strength." To employ one's strength ; to toil j to labour ; to

fag; wearied; fatigued; grieved; to give trouble to; service;

meritorious efforts ; worthy deeds ; merit. Read Laou, To take

account of men's services in order to reward them ; to console ;

to commend ; to encourage; to reward. A surname ; a name ofa

city; ofa hill; and of a weapon. 3J7J
& K'hinlaou,

"
Diligent

/ * S J

labour." ~Vl I'aou ^
1

'U)0 >

" Severe toilsome labour/'

k'hoo hwan nan,
" Difficultiei.s-

and distress." /^C~ ~F ffTI ^f >^^tpjinlaouk
'

no

urh piih tsze,
" To bear labour and distress without expressing

reluctance." /3K ftd JpE| FUDg> chin, laou, tun,

" Wind, dust, labour and submission," are commonly the lot

of those who have to leave home in search of a livelihood."

yttng.'e k'hin fuh laou,
" Be attentive toyour person and econo-

mical, that you may diligently serve "your parent*. ^jf~ ye
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-ffl- Y v *^">

'

fe * mo Ue sea^ 'aou>
" La^our

a little for your father and mother."
'[Y^ /7

LaoM sin laou leih,
" To labour and toil with mind and body."

/V Laou sin chay che jin ; laou leih chay che yu jin,
" Those

who labour with the mind, gorern others ; those who labour

with bodily strength, are governed by others." (Mang-tsze.)

X7TT T'hoo laou,
" To labour in vain." &*

Laou kin,
" Labour gold ;" i. e. the money given to recompense

labour.
MJj<|

Chow laou,
" To reward for services

performed." /|C[
Laou kwan,

" Wearied by labour ;

fatigued." yJ Yew 'aou
>

"
Anxiety of mind ; grief."

.^rv /F nt '-""- ^n ^Ve k"'1 keae k ^e k*ou k*^'

1-.
i

ijt^i
Laou ping,

or
y^f*

^aou chae,
" Disease supposed to arise from ex-

cessive exertion of mind or body; a spitting of blood, with fever,

weak pulse and cough ; a consumption:" 3-F U&. pi

Feyo k'ho choo,
' Medicines cannot remove or cure it."

MI. i^i i rt/\
T S. y JL rRr Woo hwuy e laou chin,

" Do not
<**r f-^* i /V v-

conceal any thing for fear of distressing me "
the Sovereign.

I 1 Yew lac laou fan ne, wo slilhtsaekwo piih tlh
\_^>

e,
"
Again coming to trouble and annoy you, I really cannot get

over it;" i. c. I feel very uncomfortable on account of giving

you so much trouble.
5fj ^jfj 4fl' Wo laou fhung

ne,
"

I give you a great deal of annoyance." yj^
TJ^T" _tM_

Piih kan tsae laou,
"

I will not dare to give you any

further trouble." -',/VT Heaou lao, " To I:il;our ao-ree-
s*s\. |

ably to the wish of another," as an expression of gratitude.

min wang k'lie laou,
" If rulers please the people by delight-

ing to precede them in what is laborious, the people will forget

their toils.'
1

(Yih-king.) T/7 | Kung laou,
" Merit

meritorious." -=& J/7 II
^ze ^unS 7"^ 'aou>

"
Having performed a service meritoriously, is called Laou."

~n~ rfri A&. ifwc
S*CD laou urh how '" h>

" Lel there

be first meritorious service, and emolument will follow after ;"

or, The service must precede the reward." (Le-king.) ~t\~

~^ @ 1 1 ^ Keuen laou che, tstti pae,
" If the Prince

commend his labours, he bows." (Le-king.) Thus expressed

in the Commentary, ^0^
"rft"* @|| P r^~x ^euen J" we' 'aou

k'hoo, tsih ke pae che,
" If the Prince sooth and commend the

individual for his severe toil (on his own account), the indivi-

|_A,
*

dual makes his bow."
*f'rJ5l

Kaou laou,
" Rewards of

oxen, wine, and so on, given by government to the military, on

particular occasions." ^jf^g |^j^^
V ) &S^ l t^{ II "^ I

'
Choo-how seang chaou, yih

che e yung he yue, K'heaou laou,
"
Governors, of Provinces or

States, visiting each other, meet the person coming with pre-

sents of cattle and other provisions, which is called K'heaou

laou." 4 Pili laou,
" A certain bird."

E ^1

KEU. Appearing as if together in a carriage.

MOO. s.c. R. 11.

To call upon; to invite to do; a general invitation or re-

; as when calling upon people to join the army ; request-
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ing a public subscription for the repair of temples. To give a

bounty to induce to enter some employment. *rp ~*jf.

Chaou moo,
" An invitation or request addressed to all per-

sons." Fr, Moo ping,
" To invite by proclamation

to join the army." ,Aw^r ^|j] j*|flgp- [3

{
Kin tseang shwae seuen fung, yug Moo-sze,

" At present,

generals selecting the men to advance in front is called lloo-

ts'hae she

jin yuC Koo-moo,
"
By money to induce people to act, is called

Koo-moo." "T^" ^ y uen > or rL, Moo-hwa.,

"
Begging appeals made to the public by the priests of Fu'h and

Taou." 'Tl Efi tf* M.OO hwa chung sevr,
" A

public invitation to subscribe to the repair of a temple."

YIH. Labour ; fatigue.

MO. To move ; to shake ; to excite.

LUH. s. C. . H.

United strength or effort. Also read lew and lew in the

7>I77_L. y - t _

same lense.
%?$] ~J~\ ^AT^Si Itih leihkung Ts'hin,

" Unite their strength and attack Ts'hin." Al. Scrib.^v luh.

HAOU,orGaou. f1 S - C -

Strong ;
robust ; violent ; talents and strength.

S. C.

To seize by violence ; to attack and plunder. SP I P'heaou,
?K I

occurs in the same feme.

3 c

P'HEAOU.

GOW. The sinews or tendons of Ihe feet.

SIIE. S. C. R. H.

Strength; authority; power; influence; splendour; th

parts in which the strength of male animals resides. Figure ;

state or condition of. To rhyme, read She.
' 'T ~~S \ JT

r* X'T--3b-- tm C ^f- Koo che hcen wang haou
I >SJ pa IIIJ <Ui> 77

shen urh wang she,
" The virtuous kings of antiquity loved

goodness, and forgot (or ma<le no account oftheir own) power
"

/ * /?*} / - I

(Ming-tsze.) yH ^b^/r3 Yew ts'he'en yew she.n **'-jvi n i

"
Possessing wealth and power, or influence." 'WfJ 'ITP

H^ xT^T
T'ha she k'heang, ch'hang she,

" He trusts to

(his own) violence, and depends on his own influencs."
H/j

Ts hae she,
" Wealth and power." 3 =" J.ttl

fung she tiiih ts'hints'hihpungyew,"Those relations and friends

who run round persons in warm comfortable circumstances, and

who flatter the powerful." ^|l^H r^t She le ho

shang,
" Priests who are actuated (unduly in their civilities to

travellers) by the fear of power, and hope of gain." xj)!^

K'heuen ihe,
"

Authority, power." ficC Wei

she,
" Manifestation of greatness ; pomp ; state f splendour ; ma-

jesty." fi^ gS tft Fung fhow ho she,
" A state

of things like a conflagation driven by the wind ;" important,

sudden, and irresitible. ,j Tsae she,
" In actual

authority; holding an official situation." H T| II /)

Rung hing nan Ure kO she, "Kung-hing, or

the punishment of the palace, denotes castrating males.'
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Probably 10 called, because Eunuchs are employed about the

Pa 'ace-

Iling he," The figure; appearance, or

Hale of."
J.^ ^|fj Te she kw5ni .< The figure of

the carlh is spacious and suitable," to contain the vast variety

of creatures on its surface. (Yih-king.)

TSEIH. Meritorious service. Merit.

K'HIN.

Diligent; sedulous ; laborious; to pay sedulous and kind

attention to ; to excite to diligence. A surname. To rhyme,

readK'heen.
'yffl] 77 ^\ O j H?77 Me'en leih puh

tae yug k'hin,
" To exert one's strength without flagging, is called

K'hin." (Luh-shoo.) AI/T j& K bin tso sze,
"
Diligent

in the performance of work, or transaction of business."
'

4i// K'hin min,
"
Diligent and active."

ftjjif*
K nin

laou,
" To labour diligently." ^ K'hin kung," To

work diligently ; a diligent workman." <!? K'hin

hei>,
" To learn diligently."

'

i i

' K '

n 'n k'hoo, or

Sin k'hin,
"

Diligent and painful labour."

K'h'm shin,
"
Diligent and attentive; careful."

i ,-
U\f /V ~3X K'hin keen jiu kea,

" A diligent and econo-
//+ s) ^

mical man."

j^f X^f-
/

j

K .

hih kyen k
-Mh k ,

hin ^

" Able to practice both economy and diligence."

4& K'hih
;

k'hin yu pang; k'WIi kern yu kea, "Able to be diligent

in the service of I.H country, and economical in the affairs of

his family." (Shoo-king.)
yfej'

%h K'hin yew kung,

" There is merit in diligence."
^jfe

K'hin tih,
" The

yirtue of diligence." -|
xLv _@L. -[ ^k

Wans ke, k'he k'hin wang kea,
" WANG-KE, was sedulous in es-

tablishing the royal family." (Shoo-king.) JflL y* ^t
'2^

' u
fr Woo hwuy wo shih, gan sze k'hin

-=J^-;ll.^yl I i^}\

sze,
"
Destroy not my house (or nest) on this I have bestowed

much kindness, to this I haye paid the most sedulous attem-

tion." (She-king.) ^^ J Q Laou

lae k'he k'hin yu k'hin,
" To reward diligence, and invite to it,

is called K'liin." J^P K'hin min,
" To pay diligent at-

tention to the welfare of the people."

I Wei kwo kew nan yue k'hin wang, "To

save one's country from impending CTils, is called Diligence

in behalf of the Monarch, loyalty .''

K'HEANG^orK'heang. S.C.

Strenuous effort; to urge; to press upon; to pursue after.

To withstand, or oppose by force.

TS
X

EAOU, orCh'haou.

fir*
To fatigue ; to trouble ; to vex. Light active. The cha-

:

{4
<l(

-r\ &t-l
racters nJu* VJ\ sLII which are all pronounced Tseaou, arc

tyf^^y' ?iy

sometimes used erroneously for each other. The first, denote!*

To assume the language of others as one's own ; the second, To

destroy or exterminate ; and the last, as defined above.

i^'k 1

r?fl~*
Tseaou laou,

" To weary or fatigue."
/J I ('

Tseaou meg,
" To destroy ; to exterminate." /fll-

-I
|

- . \\S f

"7/5C ^JJS1 Ching tseaou pwau t'hang,"To reduce and destroy
'/S^ ?T>

rebellious banditti," are expressions which occar notwithstand-

ing the preceding rule.
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MEEN. Same as WJJ Meen

TEIH. Same as
jg^

Teth.

'iCj

From Twelve to Twenty-one Strokes.

LEIH. Thorns; prickles. A local term.

CHA. Diligent exertion.

9

!* Yevr new, Soft ; pliable.YEW.

T'HEEN. Weak; weakly.

YANG, or Seang. f^j
R. H.

Remiss ; negligent.

KEUE. [^ S C.
\m\

To urge ; to press upon ; to compel to.

_jlt- i

CI jj E, Or She. Labour ; toil
; distress.

l|jVj]
S. C

J|//
W"

KEO. To lift the feet high in walking.

tS TSUE. Tocutorbrebreak a thing asunder.

"'HE. To take and carry under th arm.

One says, Strong ^ robust.

KEUEN. Diligent ; strong ;
robust.

FAN. Strong; firm.

T'HUNG, or T'hung.

To arrive at manhood. To act ; to do.

CIIING. To desire; to wish.

Ol. Scrib. Hat Shing, see above.

YANG. Effort ; endeavour.

K'HEU. 5. C.

To be employed about, or intent upon ; diligent application

to. Fear ; apprehension ; haste. A man's name.

IIEE.J S. C.

Harmony or union of thought. Expressed by (gl

X^_/fcl
T '

hung sze che ho,
" Union of thought or

sentiment." A man's name. |t #E7 Mowm To con.

H^Tvy^VJv

spire j to agree in planning."

To exert one's strength ; sedulous endearour.

K'HEAE.

k
'

hcae>
" Wcarincw, weakncs*; inability.

'
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TAN. Strength exhausted; failure of strength.

"25 // KIN. To employ strength to make an endeaYour.

W*
S11III. or Slh. To assist; to aid.

HEUN. 2*gffl S. C. 30 R. H.

Having deserved well of one's prince; having merit in the

light of the sovereign; meritorious loyalty. -p- J-?\ \

W] Wang kung yu heun,
"
Royal merit(i. e. merit acquired

/

in the service of the king) is called Heun."
Bpj Igj J^

K'hae kw<5 yuen heun,
"

Original merit acquired in

laying the foundations of the monarchy." >rf}J
JftL pAJ

heaou leih luy choo kung heun,
"
Having exerted himself in

behalf of the country, he frequently manifested great merit."

**p Heun laou,
"
Hating deserved well of one's

country ; honor conferred by one's country."

LUY.
d

To urge ; to push ; to excite. One says, To cherish ; to shelter.

SHIN.

'
Snin k>n>

" To employ strength ; effort ; endeavour."

LEU.
f|s.c.

To assist by ad>ice or encouragement. To stimulate to.

tsoo, e sin tsoo yu leu, "To assist, not with physical strength,

but, with the heart and mind, is called Leu."

7 YANG. Effort; endeavour ;
to urge.

form of - Tseaou.

K'HWAN. Thethreshholdofadoor.

PAE. Weariness

weakness ; debility." One says. Vicious, v iolent anger.

s - c - R - H -

rouse and encourage others. Syn. with

jc_

To exert one's strength ; to stimulate by admonition ; te

Le.

l^-'EIIM/K XI-- S Yew sew shih, chin k'he e,
"

It

implies readorning, or arousing to something new." Luh-

shoo defines it by, Hj ~fj Rjl THi -W Yung leih

ts'heen mae yay,
" T* use effort to advance forward."

Me'en le,
" To urge to, strenuous exertion."

|
= Ne mi-en le tuh shoo,

" Exert your-
.

'

self and study hard." Tseang le,
" To praise

and rouse to exertion."

Kea giin e she koo le,
" To confer benefits in order to drum

up and arouse to exertion ;" is a phrase which is generally used

when rewards are given by the Sovereign to civil or military

officers, or to the army. /ff\ JilL API
**e tsm&

kang che, "Stimulate their exertions; let them reform and

begin aguin." (Ts'heen-han-ke.)
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ft

K'HIH. To act with diligence and assiduity.

YANG. To advise, to admonish.

To go ; to depart ; to issue forlh ; to pass through. Com-

monly, but erroneously, written
XrjX/ Ch'hg. (E-wan-pe-lan )

K'HEUEN. The seam of a boat.

LEU. To assist ; to help.

Same as l Heun. This character was taken

from stone tablets of the Dynasty ffi Han.

LOO, or Leu. To assist
; to aid.

Sf K'HEANG, or K'heang.

To urge ; to force upon s to pursue after.

Ol. Scrib. Laou, see above.

R. H.JANG.

The appearance of walking.
^fjjjjjfj

K'hwang Jang,

In haste; urgent ; hurried."

K'HEUEN. S C. H.

To advise to; to exhorts to admonish; to instruct; to sti-

TOL. i.

mulate; to encourage by praise. To he advised j to acquiesce

chearfully. Occurs in the sense of jl Lelh,
"

Strength."

Ne chinghaou she she k'heu k'heucn k'hcuen t'ha,
" You do very

right to go constantly andadvisehim.''

she wan, "A writing fur the admonition of the age ; a moral essay."

|jj~ ^yf
K'heuen

k'heuen jin, ping fe g8e, To advise a man to take wine, by no

means shews a bad intention."
HJi/ K'licuen kae," To

advise and explain to." AV K'heuen hwa, " To ad-

vise and reform" a vicious man.
]riOJ{' K'heuen keen

ffcj ~JV' "
M ' X /" To advise or admonish a superior." _K9.-rg7i. rfrj Off

/^^ life Bll Keu shen urh keaou puh nang tslh

k'heuen,
" Promote the good, and teach the defective, then

(the people) will cordially acquiesce." (Lun-yu.)

CH'HAN. To take.

LEEN.

T'heen leen,
" A weak appearance.

Same as .y Leuen.

WAN. A certain surname.

To assist ;
to guide ;

to lead

Same as the preceding.
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TWENTIETH RADICAL,

PAOU. O s - c -

To fold about; to inwrap- to envelope. iB' ~yT

tsze k'heiih, paou yay,
" This character is derived from the

letter
J\^ Jin (Man) bent, to infold something/'

/kA ffl7^r#f I =H pa u

k'heiih, hing jew so paou ko,
" Paou resembles the appearance

of a man bending forward, having something which he would

cover and hide."

EjJ S. C. ^ R. H

To take or pour out, as with a spoon ; a certain spoon or

bowl for lifting liquids. To contain a small quantity. Name of an

ancient piece of music. A certain exercise ; a surname. _
^3 ?K ^L ^> YTh Ch8 shw"y ' he lo

- "As much as a

Ch (or spoonful) of water." ^ J

Low cbo> ? A

wooden bowl, or large spoon with holes, to lift the solids and

.dmit the liquids to flow out-
-^t^jL^,J J

JQ^
tsih chS, - If they fence, or make postures, then

play the tune

Cho." ChS implies to take or adopt,
j

^t.-JrrO -*f
^Lyi-LL/c,

ChSsetn Isoo the taoii yay,
" To adopt, or follow

up, the principles, or doctrines, of the ancient fathers."!' '

Woo chS," A kind of exercise which consists in brandish-

ing weapons, and throwing one's self into various attitudes

chay keaou t'hung tsze e woo, jow k'he t'he yay : shih san woo

chS, shih woo e shang woo seang,
" In ancient times, boys were

taught posture-making to supple their bodies; at thirteen

years of age they practised Woo-chB ; at fifteen, and upwards,

they practised Woo-seang." The first was further distinguished

by being practised by those devoted to letters j whilst the latter

was the exercise of those designed for arms.

Also read ShO, A drinking cup ; a vessel to contain or pour

out wine. -. t
~

Ch'hang-shB, Loo te.

ming,
"

Ch'hang-shfi, the name of a place in Loo," the birth

place of Confucius, and which answers to the modern I

fctl Shan-tung.

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

3 YUN.tJ (=)S.C. ^}R.H.

From To infold and Two. A small number or
quantity.
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One says, Equal; even; equally blended.
*pj* f/%1

" ^

Kuhjowyun, "Bones and flesh in equal proportions," applied

to a human being, denotes a habit of body neither fat nor lean.

Read Keun or Yun, Syn. with jfa Keun.

i t/ Keun che, yun che,
" To equallize; give all an equal

share ; divide equally amongst." ~X|3 ^Jj

Chay tSng keunyun,
" So very equally dirided or arranged,"

said ofaccounts. J=p. ^K^yf^ film M 'h shw Ov P"h

theaou yun,
" Ink and water not equally blended ;" having

an excess of one or the other. \- 7tj Yung
/ H i J^u. I

show keaou yun,
" Take the hand and stir them together."

KEW. S. C.

To bring together. To assemble.

WAN, or Paou. S. C.

To cover; to overspread; to overshadow; to incubate; the

act of incubation.

KOW\ In common use to express rejecting

or excluding; marking off, on paper, what is to be rejected;

and also, to hook on with ; to inveigle ; to entice. The cha-

racter is not found in ShwS-wan, and the modern Dictionaries

I

give the definition under
'rj] Kow, for which they say, this

character is vulgarly used. A surname. /^Tf IJ'^- Kow

ch'hoo,
" To put away ; to reject." /^i\ ~/T "/fl

Puh tsae chay, yih peih kow che,
" Those of

no talents, reject them with a stroke of the pencil." MfC

Kow t'heaou,
" To remove or throw out of a written docu.

ment."

seduce to."

I
1

I Kow yin,
" To inveigle; to entice; to

I

n.|
Kowchuen, " To link on with ; to

form a clandestine and illegal connexion with."
j||1

Kow fhung,
" To be illegally connected with ; to give clandes-

tine information to." r i ~/mr- Kow che fun,
" To

seduce or form illicit connections with painted females."

y+J- Kow keue",
" To mark off the names of personi left to

be capitally punished." It is equivalent to signing a death war-

rant. ?.* Kow tang, is used in Peking, to denote Bu-

siness or affair. It is also used in a bad sense, Implying illi-

cit intercourse. A^t A uT *pt* Yew ho kow tang,
'rj l

r
J I E|

" What business have you ? or, what are you engaged about.5
"

This character is vulgarly used for S<& Kow, "
Enough;

adequate to." As A\ Q PUD n5ng kow "Inadequate
' '

ri - i

111.
-7^ Kow mang,

" Name of an idol to which
I

sacrifices are offered in Spring."

WUH.*f R. H.

Represents and denotes a flag or standard, formerly erected

in districts, to invite together the people ; hence
s/j]

Wuh wiih, denotes Haste; moving in haste. (Shwo'-wa'n.)

In this sense, vulgarly written thus Aft a"d read Tsung.

The form and pronunciation are both grossly erroneous.

(Kang-he.) Wiih wuh, also denotes. Ardently desirous of;

having the mind intently set upon. fvfl
i 1 H ,> V

7|^J^1MP"^J|/ Wiih wiih choo, k'he yO k'he

heang che yay,
" How ardei.tl\ desirous is he, (the dutiful son)

wishing that his (parents Manes) may accept it gratefully," viz.

the sacrifice which he offers. (Le-king.)
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This character was borrowed an account of its sound, and

used as a prohibitive particle, defined thus,
*

fvl l-
^'" C '1C C '1C *sxe'

" ^n ex P ress 'on prohibiting and stop-

ping:" Not; do not,
=JJ )jjg | Jjj | jjg;

^^_ .

Fe le wiih she,
/

'
w ''"'"' wtih ycn< w" h

tung,
" What is contrary to propriety and decency, do not

look at it, do not listen to it, do not utter it, do not mote to

practice it" (Lun-yu.)
, PFJ P

-fj / Wiih wei yen che piih tsaou yay,
" Do not say, hereafter,

that I did not speak about it soon enough :" Said when remon-

strating with a person.

che wuh, pun chih tsze Uze, how jin kea new e peg che,
" The

Wiih denoting substance or thing, was originally this character;

people afterwards added /"P New, to distinguish it from the

above." This and the following quotation, shew the manner in

which the Chinese frequently distinguish characters ; viz. by their

connexion, as Sze wuh che wuh, in the above sentence ; and

Wiih piih
che wuh,in the following. M\\ j '̂

j" ^xi- Wiihjchow
le che k'he yay, urh wei wuh piih che wuh,

tseay fhung jin, puh tseay t'hung e,
" Wuh, denotes the flag or

standard ofa district ; to constitute the Wiih ofWuh, '
not,' (i. e.

the negative Wiih,) the sound was borrowed and not the sense."

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

'OH KAE, Kea, or Ko J (if)
S. C.

To request; to beg; to solicit; to crave; to give; to bestow.

[A
jin wei kae; tsung wang, hwuy e,

" A fugitive beromei a bej

gar. hence by combination of ideas, the character is formed from

Wang, a fugitive."
'""

4ftL
fiff^Q

K'beTh kae

woo so tlh,
" To beg without obtaining any thing."

ju taou kae she p'hin min, " To provide meat and grain upon

the road, to bestow on the poor people." Syn.with

r^f Another form of the preceding.

PAOU.* fB-1 S. C.

Represents an embryo in the womb. To enwrap ; to in-

fold ; to envelop ; to contain ; to assume to one'f self; to under,

take to transact for another person. A surname. The name

of a hill. To rhyme, read Pow. K
jfaj^\ jg j&K

Yung poo paou k'he lae,
" To wrap tip in a piece of cloth."

* ~~
\ f^

-^JJ- Paou ko,
" To wrap round ; to wrap up.'' / rS^Ir^ I | J

Paouhan, " To contain in the mouth;" i.e. not to disclose one's

feelings ; to say nothing." ^^ Paou yung, or

i Paou ban,
" To contain or bear with patiently."

jfhL
Paou ts'hang,

" To be stored up or contained in." I

$mL lllffl
' ^ k^

^a U ts nanS no *'"'
" T cher 'sn a malevo-

lent spirit under a fair exterior." dfejt Paou pan,

" To engage to transact in a wholesale way, taking upon one's

self the detail."
'Ta*

^aou 'an>
" To assume *k

whole to one's self; to monopolize.'* l&'f
I IJii

Paou Ian yih tse,
" To make an entire monopoly f." S~^\

Paou kwan T
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good, and engage to exchange it, should it prove bad,"

'it* fife fP^j fcf/^ Ne paou kwan ta mun liaou

rao? " Can you warrant them good," said of persons or things.

3-fe "KJ^
W PaOU ne>

"
" P"""'"5 y u >" tnat 'l 's g 0(1

,

or will be done by such * lime. 7l Paou chwang,

" A storehouse or shed, in the fields or hills, for the reception of

teaorotherproductsofthecarth."

sealed enclosure," as of money deposited by two parties in the

hands of a third, to be delivered on the performance of some

service. A bribe, is sometimes secured in tHs way, till that,

for which it is given, be effected. %$(. ^aou '"'*'
" ^

cloth wrapper" to enclose a bundle of clothes, or other things.

j&jeC
Paou kaou,

" A kind ofsilk bag." &&
\

xT^T^Fs\. Cne Paou P"h tih ho, "Paper cannot wrap

up fire," intimates, that a person or thing is unfit for the pur-

- f .

pose intended. Occurs in the sense of TpJ P'haou,
" A kit-

/ C-*

chen." Read Fow, The name ofa place.

Ol. Scrib. Han.

Ol.Scrib.
ty] Yew.see

Rad. "ft Leth.

KO. To solicit.

From Four to Eight Strokes.

HEUNG. [i*)l S. C. 1 R. H.

The breast, or thorax ; commonly written [5y Heung,

NJ Heung.
/JjJ Heung heung, denotes Cla-

VOL. i. 3 E

mour and distnrbance; also the no'ue ofvociferous consultation

Kang-he omits, from obvious reasons, the following sentence,

which i found in Dictionaries of the last Dynasty.
-

. /J a _u - _:__ ., neung.nocno0
' Pth e

(clamorous slaves) ii a name of foreigners in the r.orlh."

^"i'^^l-t^ I
Shing tang ,iu che

shangwei heung, "That part of the body situated above the

heart, is Heung," the breast. (Liih-shoo.) D3 Heung

chung,
" In the breast." JR y^l tJ3 '^jj^~jT

^tefc-. -Kl
iyS yjfv K'heyuheungchungtsangpiih taekeae,

" He has no

fish bones pricking in his breast;'' i. e. he has nothing on his

itf. .Irrr v-tf- T^ft
mind that gives him uneasiness.

TBE.yJ:J ^^^4
Wei fan mun ying heung,

" Sorrow alone fills his breast."

1 I

: J Y /\~~\ Keuen-tsze pun wei seaou jin che heung heung^ < I J

yay, urh chuS k'he hing,
" The good and dignified man does not

desist from what ha is engaged in, on account of the clamour

of mean men.'' Read Keu n, in the same sense.

YAOU. The appearance of deep sunk eyes.

PAOU. Clothes, garments.

P'HANG.

2p "s' P'hHng hwang,
" Loud noise."

OLScrib.^. Shwuy^eeRad. -f- T'hoo

^
OI.

Scrib.^fj]
Seuen, see Rad.

J
Jih. -
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cnow.$ m) s. c.

To go completely round ; to conta 11 extensively-

Same as n\ Seun, but erroneous.
J3J

^1 KEUH.J Bgj S. C.

Formed from the Hand grasping Grain. To hold in the

hand; the hand filled ; a handful. Different authorities make

>t one or both hands. ^f JE.Q ^& Tsae show jug

keiib,
"
Being in the hand is expressed by Keiih."

5/t -ffj Leang show yay .
" Both hands."

Yih show yu keuh,
" One hand is called Keuh."

ZJ$,

piih yingyih keiih,
" A whole rooming plucking the plant Luh,

ot obtained enough to fill the hand." (She-king.)
/jffi JJJ/P

~S^ ^F^^m-^iYl'^ftK Tseaou-leaou che shih, fan

yen ying keuh,
" The fruit of the Tseaou-leaou spreads enough

to iill both hands." (She-king.) ALScribi&j
Keuh.

T'HAOU.
[g]

S. C.

An earthen vessel. Now also read Yaou, in the sense of

, Yaou,
" A furnace for burning earthen ware."

Ol.Scrib. j> Kcun, see Rad- jfe Chay .

I POO. P S - C -

To go or creep on the hands, like a child; to crawl.

I't <>pib,"Too on the hands ar.d knees; to do oceVutmost

to go to ; to strive to attain." -3L K
Ttfr^rT El

1J&\J.il Show tsuh ping hing y ufi poo-plh,
" To go on hands

r^J

and feet at the same time is called Poo-pTh." 'S 1 ^/t
I
w T_n

H'*J B<. ^ fo P^ wanS tseang h'h che,
" He crept

on his hands and feet (through weakness) towards (the tree) and

eat of it." (Mang-tszc.)

K'HO, orH8. P^lS.C.

To environ ; to encircle and unite ; to surround.

Ta hS, " The falling into confusion of large stones or

rocks."
4jrtf'

V"S n8 > luxuriant ; flourishing."

TS'HEUN, or Chun.

To stop ; to recede; to retreat; to sculk away.

K'HWAE.Adeeplongsigh.fromgrieforTexation.

01. Scrib. Seun.

From Eight to Eighteen Strokes.

NGO, or 6.

jj Ng5 ch'hoo,
" Not extravagant nor g-y."

SEUN. An expression of alarm. ^^ S. C

-I YO. To bind. Abend.

Same as o[ Ch'hoo.
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Same as 'HJJ Keun.

Also, the splendid appearance of military weapons.

OI. Scrib. E.

| Original form of ^\^ Chung.

A high mound of earth surrounding a grave.

K'HEU. Same as K'heu.

'rfpl
SHAOU. A suspended hook fastened by its stem.

K'HEUH. A crooked spine.

K'HWAE. Same as
| K'hwae.

A certain plant, said to be a kind of hemp.

TOO. To go on the hands and feet.

Rejected as erroneous by Ching-tsze t'hung.

PAOU.

A containing vessel ; a gourd ; a calabash. -4f-0

[zj $|jJ
Twan kinS ta fuh jue paou,

" With a

short neck and wide belly, it is called Paou.'' -J ~- rn : 3li

Ztl^zr/li Ch'hang urh sow shang yu6 hoo,
"
Long and

lean in the upper part (of the vessel) it is called Hoo."

Paou, kwa jay, k'ho wei yin k'he, k'ho hi5 sSnj yn,
" PJOU is a

gourd, of which a drinking vessel may be made, of which also,

the musical pipes, SSng and Yu, are made." jig Paou

ye
1

,

" The leaves of the Paou," when young, make soup ; in the

eighth month they become bitter. jyy ~/ fvr'

\J V/lc .7.1V *>aou 'tan c 'le yaou ' e * "hwuji "The

paou is dried and attached to the loins, to enable a person to

float across a stream." ~~f\ ^Fl~ 'TflHl j *J }f\f

Koo chay pel paou, e too,
" In ancient times they girded on the

paou, to cross the water." Children in boats have always a

gourd tied round their waist, to prevent their sinking, incase

of falling into the water. When coffins are made for persons

who have died at the age of seventy, relations and others take

the cuttings of the coffin, and make small gourds to hang round

the necks of their children, as a charm. The vulgar name of the

Calabash is "At! ju? Ho '- /R Paou kwa,

The name of a star. Al. Scrib.
JjVpi*

PfH. S. C. R. H.

To fall prostrate on the ground. (Shwo-wan.)

Poo pih,
" To fall down on the hands and kneel ; to go

on the hands and knees like a child." To press towards with

celerity j to do one's utmost to hasten to relieve.
fLflE

it," &c.

Tan min yew sang, poo pih kew che,
" Whoever, of the people,

be in distress and danger, exert every nerve to hasten and save

them." (She-king.) Also rend Fiih and Puh.

PEL A man's name.
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KWAE. \ deep long sigh.

KEUNG, or K'heung. A respectful man-

ner ; the appearance of profound respect

GO.

Go tsae,
" Ornaments of a woman's head-dress."

PIH. Same as 'gfl Pih, see above.

TA.

Tk hS>
"
Appearance of tumbling one over another.

Ol. Scrib.
; Fuh, see below.

LOO. Loo loo, Prostrate on the gronnd.

YU, or Kew. Full; satiated.

Yen yu,
" To sacrifice, a sacrifice," or to recite

prayers intbe time of sacrifice.

KEW, or Yay, (^] S. C.

Full ; Vatiated ; to scheme. Name of a sacrifice.

K'HEUH,urKeiih. (If) S. C

Crooked spine; to bend the back.

PAOU. A certain wood.

Same as
/ffej Ke\y, see below.

FOO, or Fuh. (fl S. C.

Iteration, or repetition of; again; to add another. Now

written ^gf Tub.

KEW. Same as -faA Yu, see above.

JEN. Dog's flesh.

KEUNG, or K'heung. Respectful ; pro-

found respect. ^g| | t/U-f^5>A Keung keungjoo

wei jen,
" Profound respect as under the influence of dread."

Same as'v| G5, see above.

Ol.Scrib.M Fung,seeRad. jg Neaou

Same as /

gjjj Keung, see above.

01. Scrib. m Tsue.

Same as
jK^Sih,

seeRad. ^ Chung.
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TWENTY-FIRST RADICAL.

PE.
(T
sc -

parc and arrange in uniform order, like spoons at a table."

The Seal form is

"Tj
Jin,

"
Man," reversed. A ladle or spoon ;

/ a wooden ladle, with which flesh is lifted from the pot when

performingthe rites of sacrifice: not in common use. GFr

J^ffi^'lKB I
SoeyungtseufanyuSPe,

" That which is employed to take up rice is called Pe." -0

J^'J ^Zj ~jlf
Twan kiien minS PC-show,

" A short

sword or dagger is named Pe-show," from its being convenient

to handle, and the head being formed like the handle ofa spoon.

M^l^SLsr^ I if;'
Chin king pth

le, puh sang'pe chang, "The shaking of the thunder struck

alarm to the distance of a hundred le, but he dropt not the

vessel with the fragrant wine" intended for an oblation. (Yth-

fang shth, shlh pe choo, "The late Sovereign, about to eat,

dropped the spoon and sticks," used to convey food to the

mouth.

J[ J.
0! Hwa, and Pin

-ft
HWA.

j|t{
S.C.

Alteration of the state of any thing; change; mutation;

transformation ; metamorphosis ; the changes wrought in na-

ture; to come into being, or to cease to exist; said of animals,

plants, and so on. To change; to transform ; to transmute; to

digest ; to exchange ; to barter. To cause to repent, or produce

a change of mind * to change from a bad to a good life ; to civi-

lize; to reform ; to turn from the world to the priesthood. To

have acted contrary to propriety; a local term. The name of

a district. Also read Hwa. To rhyme read Hwuy, Ko, He,

and Go. Occurs in the sense of
'^tyf

Go.
jffiTA]/

Keaou hwa,
"

Instruction, and the effects of example; also the

change of sentiment and manners produced by instruction."

E taou ye" hwuy jin yue

keaou ; kung hing yu shang, fung tung yu hea yoe
1

hwa,
" To

employ the principles of reason, and instruct men, is called

Keaou; the personal conduct of superiors, operating on infe

rion, like the extensive effects of the wind, is called Hwa."

Fung hwa, In allusion to the wind shaking the

forests and the fields of grain, expresses the change produced in

voi. i. S F
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the manners of the people, by the good example and instruc- cause these ;" hence, ~TT jtt7 ^^
tions of superiors. l/M 3&n Ut- I I E tlh

I /^ \i\\z
| J^V, I f

I

hwa min vins hwa,
"
By virtuous conduct, to civilize and

reform the people, is called Hwa." ^f)S f^ ^-^ ffjl
co^ an^ tne heatl tne ^av an* *'ie n

'S'
lt are a" causeo< &T

T'heen te, han shoo, chow yay,

keae tsaou hwa so wei yay,
" The heavens and the earth, the

^/
.

I Wo woo wei urh min tsze hwa,
"

I have done Tsaou-bwa." Tsaou-hwa, in common language, is taken for
FH |

Bothing (but exhibited a good example) and the people have Fate, fortune, luck, &c. Hence the salutation, \3

II
| i\_

tl-- fiy Haou tsaou hwa,
" Good fortune, or good luck "

to you.
J^\ /'A,

Hwa min, ching siih,
" To civilize the people and form

their maiiners." Wang hwa,
" The salutary change

effected in the dispositions and the manners of the people, by

virtuous princes." xT^/\._HLL Puhjiihwanghwa,

J ' r< 5*fc- Nako

jin she sSng ching haou tsaou hwa te'ih,
" That person is na-

turally fortunate."
fijw

I Peen hwa,
" A change from

one state to another ; a transformation." Peen, denotes the

" Not entered the royal civilization j" expresses, persons or states commencement of the change, Hwa, its consummation,

not having submitted to laws and notions ofthe Chinese Princes. ^// VffifT /FT yljfe .f
ffl/ Peen chay,

An uncivilized, barbarous, ungovernable person. p^| |n^[
hwa che tse'en ; hwa chay, peen che ching,

" Peen is the gradual

s* -| ~f jJ/V'
Nan kw8 hwa Wan-wang che ching,

" The Southern nations were civilized by the government of

Wan-wan;." K\* Hwa ching,
" To form completely ;

or to civilize thoroughly."

T'hecnte, \\n yang, yun hing, tsze yew

urh woo, tsze woo urh yew, wan with s&ng seih Uih wei hwa,

" The heavens and the earth, the Yin and the Yang, moving as

in a circle, causing that which exists to cease to be ; and that

which is not, to exist: the alternate production and ceasing to

be, ofall creatures, is that which is denominated Hwa." Some-

times, however, they express, Beginning to exist, by 2.f~

Tsaou " To make
;
to form ;'' and ceasing to exist, as fading, 01

approach to change; Hwa is the completion of it" -
J

bt- I

g. Ts'heen peen wan hwa,
" A thousand changes,

and ten thousand transformations;" or JffL

Hwa.
> /|

pj Tsaou hwa,
" Production

and destruction ; or the power which operates in nature to

Peen hwa woo keung,
" Inexhaustible (infinite) changes and

transformations," are phrases employed, when speaking of the

^ I ~At
gods, and of nature. -ipl K'he hwa, and Tfin]

Shin hwa, are, aerial spiritual transformations. Tp^

Hing liwa,
" A change or alteration of the figure

" which is visi-

che so yun, tscih shin che so tsae,
" Where transformation

moves or acts, there Spirit or Deity is present." ~TC
~jj[<~

hwa wei seaou, seaou chay hwa wei woo yew,
" The great

change to small, and the small turn to nothing," is a phrase

frequently employed when managing unpleasant affairs.
~/\\
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/r
J Kwang tlii-en hwa jih,

" The splendid heavens

and the transforming sun," are epithets applied to the Emperor

of China.
fHlij Yung hwa,

" To blend together, and

change the state of each ingredient; to melt away as snow."

/H Seaou hwa, "To melt or consume; to digest."

&^ Fill -^1
^ Shih urh puh hwa,

" To eat, but not

digest; to read without improvement.'
1

iKfe Shaou hwa,

Ho hwa, " To consume by fire." EAor

hwa yay, tsing shin pfe'en hwa, puh yu keC she tung,
" The

change which takes place in sleep, when the animal soul un-

dergoes a change, to a state different from that in which it

is when a person is awake."
x
fc?7' FpH

J

Pl >E3, | 1
>l. T\ n ^A, <?<J I r

Ho hwuy mow ylh yuS hwa, " To exchange or barter goods,

or other property, is called Hwa."
'Tf*

1'

iJf?v 'V-| -SLL

Hr" Mow ts'heen yew woo hwa keu,
"
Urged them to

exchange what they had not, and to barter away the goods

which were collected." (Shoo-king.) ht ntn\

Kih wiih yue hwa,
" A change of creatures is called Hwa;"

or, again,
|j ^ 3pnm [

Nang sang fe luy

yu hwa,
"
Capability ofproducing a different species, is called

Hwa." They refer to the change which passes on some insects,

and according to them, on birds, and other animals. In some

it it only a change of nature or disposition, whilst the bodily

figure remains; in others, the bodily shape also is changed.

WllL ^ *1/ft
l

~" Kew hwa wei ying,
" The dove is tran-

formcd to an eagle," is an instance of the first class. Of the

other class, the following is an instance, En *%=.
J'fV 1 /""J

"^'t Shoo hwa wei joo> "The (field) rat is metamorphosed

to a quail." OT Hwa sang,
" To produce ; or ome-

timcs, to produce by a metamorphosis, in contradistinction

from 0H ^t Lwan sing,
" Produced from an egg;" and

tTpi /-\-' Tae sang,
" Formed in the worab."

kaou, yu, she jin hwuy sin, yug hwa, " A proclamation, admo-

nition, or edict, causing people to repent, is called Hwa."

^Mr Hwa yuen,
" To beg that property may be trans-

ferred to the temple of Fuh." P>|~ ^f~ Keaou hwa

tec,"A begging priest." ^fff 5 2J I 3$Hj
1 U-* ^S *^J ^ | f\ ' 9

^fc
T'ha yaou lae hwa wo ch'hiih kea,

" He would come and

have me leave home and change my state ;" become a nun in the

temples of Fuh.
~^-~ -|rj^j

\ Wang hwa kwoleaou,

"Transformed and gone ;" i. e. dead.
'DM* ^wa min g>

" A deadly fate ; or its being one's fate to die "
prematurely.

JL PAOU.+ IE S. C.

From an abbreviation of
J

'

Pe,
" To compare and'

ai-range," placed above Ten ; hence it denotes A tything, or

tything-man.
| ^%t ^f| ill A~<.

|
M

/f!]d
ShTh

kea wei paou, kin yung paou,
" Ten families make a Paou or

tything ; / Paou '8 now use<l m this sense."

From Three to Six Strokes.

T K Pill, or Pei.
])([

S. C. ^4R- H-

From Two men with their backs turned on each other.

Perverse; to turn away from; to oppose. To retreat, or run

away. The north. Wco fan
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pih che sin,
" No disposition to be perverse or oppose.'

1

Jphn

&)C ffn jCr 6 tl s nlT^ Chen pae urh tsow

vei che pun-pib,
" To be defeated in battle and run, is called

Pun-pih." "yV
""

.Sir
' Woo san chen san

pih,
"

I have been in three battles, and thrice defeated.."

Pae pih,
" To be defeated." ~fc Pih

.fang,
" The north."

Jlf J^Ej nEj Tung, se, nan,

pih," East, west, south, and north." /fj ^f? Tsae

pih peen,
" In the north." EJ Pih-king,

" The

northern Metropolis" of China, commonly written Pekin.

/l Pih sing,
" The north star."

?tp|{
Pih

keih,
" The north pole." -it- Pih tow,

" Ursa major."

/!/ 1
' ~/.-

f
jji pW Tso pTh heang nan,

"
Sitting north to-

wards the South," expresses a building having its front towards

.1. .. / . f <

the South. It's opposite is, n gel |T|I Tso nanT .- l~i J ! J I

heang pih, A bouse "
fronting the north.

1 '

'JT~ fun
/J I

pci,
" To separate the good from the bad." (Shoo-king.)

Ol. Scrib.
Jj^ Ch'hang.

WyC* ^- Undecided; uncertain.

01. ScrFb. She.

Sameas ^^ E, "Doubtful, uncertain." (Sha-muh.) Same

as the following. (Kang-he)

01. Scrib. E. see Rad. - She.

CHO. High; a lofty appearance. A surname.

YANG.

Feeling of chearfulness ; a chearful satisfaction.

Ol. Scrib.
JjfJKew,see

Rad.J~ Han

.- Ol. Scrib.^ Ch5.
seeRad.-f-

Shth

NAOU.J From [^ Pe, "To arrange and

Chuen, represents the hair, andmanifest."
Sin,

represents the brain itself.

j^H'pgft
T how suy, "The mar

row ofthe head," i. e. the brain. Al. Scrib.

MS, or JHLWoo, ^||t;v< T'how naou, "No head nor

brains ;'' denotes, inability to find out the causes of an affair.

more from the unaccountableness of the affair itself, than fiom

deficiency of talent in the person considering it. The MS.

Dictionaries say, it denotes, Imprudent, foolish.

Naou low,
" The rheumatism." (MS. Dictionary.)

dhtr

Naou
' tinS sin W. s ang che

kwuh wei t'heen ling kae, pih hwuy heug tsae yen j chung wei

suy hae, yu chow shin kwuh suy t'hung,
" The brain, is the heart

of the crown; the top bone, is the celestial intellectual cover,

under which is situated the ca*e of an hundred assemblages:

In the midst thereof, is a sea of marrow, which communicates

with the marrow of every bone in the body." (Ching-tsze-t'hung.)
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gjfS.C.

A small spoon. A key. Ji
gfe: Shekang, "A spoon,"

whether large or imall. Each character is also used apart to

denote the same. 7K. Shwiiy she, "A water spoon;" a

small spoon, used by the Chinese, to pour water on the stone on

-W- I

which ink is rubbed. x^r^- Ch'ha she,
" A tea-spoon."

fljfrjf
Y3 sne>

" Lock'i spoon,
1 '

i. e. a key.

So she, denotes the same.

Same as the preceding.

L!* Ol. Scrib. ;^Tszc,seeRad.^ Keen

JUEN. Soft ; mellow ; pliable.

Same as Yth.

TWENTY-SECOND RADICAL.

FANG. * S. C. A. V.

A vessel to contain things ; a square vessel ; a chest ; a vessel

containing the measure f Tow. The lame as the modern

character K'hwang.

Fang show wuh che k'he seang hing
"
Fang, a vessel to

receive things, it resembles the form" of the vessel denoted by

it. (ShwS-wan.)

The ancient form of the preceding.

From Three to Six Strokes.

IV 1 1 111 W. A coffin ; or, a coffin with a corpse

laid in it.

Syn.with^K'hew. ^ jtjt [El/^

Tsae ch'hwang yug she, tsae kwan yue

k'hew, A corpse
" lard on the bed, is called She; laid in the coffin,

it is called K'hew." It appears, that the coffin also is included

in the term. The same is expressed by Ling k'hew

E. S.C. R. H.

A vessel, with a handle and spout, to contain water. A vessel

in which to wash the hands; a pitcher; a hand-basin. mL

l&IJMIAIt&W 4' ITM PTW
*Vt

~/l E,kwank'hesze kang k'hwei, ping chung yew taou

k'ho e choo shwiiy,
"
E, is a washing vessel, like a spoon with

a handle; in the middle of it, is a channel to convey water."

; E, se show k'he, "E, a vessel in which

Che, e, Vessels, the one toto wash the hands. JE
contain wine, the other water. (Le-king.) Ji^t.

S F
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E pwan,
" A hand-basin ; or platter." The original form of Hie

character was -n/ Yay, which having come into common use

as a Particle, T Fang was added to it, in the sense of Pitcher

or basin.

TSA. R.H.

The vulgar form of ph TsS,
" To go round ; to perform

the circuit of s to revolve." See under Radical Ml Kin.

TSEANG.;}; Th original form ofHy" Tseang,

"A worker in any material." From
j Kung, "A work-

man," and Fang, "A square vessel," which imply the

use ofthe square, compass, marking line, and so on.

HAN. A vessel to receive or contain things.

K'HANG. A large wooden couch, which an-

swers for a seat or a bed. In the north, during the cold,

they are warmed by fire underneath. These couches were

introduced by the Tartars.

K'hang ch'hwang, tso ch'hwang yay,
"
K'hang-ch'hwang (de-

notes) a sitting couch.''
/T-@- \

K'hang cn" tsze'

11 A couch table." Is a small table placed in the middle of the

coach, to receive tea and so on, whilst two persons sit one on

each side of it.

TSUNG. A vessel to contain rice.

Read Tsuen, A bamboo or wooden cover, to confine thesteam

of a a boiler.

E^^*

Ol. Scrib. ;yK Pei, see Rad. Miih

TSEANG. S.C. R. H.

A mechanic ; an artificer ; an artisan ; a worker in
;
a maker

of. A surname.

M " h

kin, kin so ts8 k'he yay,
" A worker in wood, from fang a

vessel, and kin a hatchet ; a hatchet is that with which vessels

are made." (ShwB-wan.)

Tseang, kung miih che kung yay,
"
Tseang, is a workman who

attacks the wood." (Luh-shoo.) 'f't T^JflL^H"

Tseang, tsiS k'he ming chay,
"
Tseang, is a maker of utensils."

|
Tseang, pih kung t'hung ching,

"Tseang, is a general epithet for all artificers." (E-wSn-pe-lan.)

nang kwo jin chay yuS Leang-tseang, Ta-ts'heang, "The

workman who has "genius and abilities superior to other

people, is called Leang-tseang, and Ta-tseang."

Kung tseang ; or /V Tseang jin,
" A workman." 7f^

Miih tseang, "A worker in wood;" a joiner; a car-

penter, a cabinet-maker. Mf Thee" tseang, "A smith."
jFyu^u

^jj T'hung tseang, "A brazier." 4^ Seih

tseang, "A Plumber." Wt Yin tseang, "A silver-

smith." yfj
SMh tseang,

" A mason."
Jt/^^j^

Ne shwiiy tseang,
" A worker in mud and water ;" a brick-

layer. 'OX* Tseang yuh
" Workmen attached to the

army, and to large public offices." y\ A
fi)lX_

I fij-iVX lf
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Fan ts'hae shih kung wan, tsze puh seTh kew fa chay, yug

Tsang-sin,
" All who discover talents and knowledge in work-

ing up their written compositions, in the phraseology of which

they do not follow the old rules, are denominated Tseang-sin ;"

i. e. persons of inventive minds.

K'HWANG. ^ R.H.

Originally denoted a square vessel, hence, by allusion, it

denotes Square; right; to right; to rectify; to assist; to de-

liver. Occurs in the sense of Distorted, or declined from the

perpendicular. The name of a place. A surname. .

[. "7^ J"
Yih k'hwang t'he'en hea,

" To reduce, from

a state of confusion, t order, the whole empire." (Lun-yti.)

^TpEtffQ. K'hwang Ya Sung,
" To right and put in

order, the books Ya and Sung." fyfr 1 *JFf ~A^f Ke
-/it 1 B/L-nxv

k'hwang, ke chih,
" When your conduct is right or regular :

when you are cautious or guarded." (She-king.) I U

1

TT"

K'hwang fang,
"

Square, regular." ^( IH1 -5M.

K'hwang k'hew k'he g8,
" To rescue from vice." y?7 H fe

'S* yj(. ~T~
**"" n^n seu k'hwang e sang,

" Can-

not
generally deliver (the people) and preserve their lives."

(Shoo-king.) ^ J^ /2r /f7ife
Ek 'hwang

chin che puh t hae,
" To assist me (your Prince) in- what I

ara deficient"

Occurs in the sense of Jl*f3l K'hwang, and
tjtT K'hwang.

'p**;
Neen suy ta shae,

chung puh k'hwang keu,
"
Although there was great dearth

that year, the multitude wai not alarmed." (Le-king.) ^j

nn 4vi /Till
Te mwa" k 'hwanR urh '

" The tears filled the socket of the eye, and flowed
obliquely."

Read Wang, in the sense of
J|_J[ Wang. Vfcv' ~/V*
/' * *v' I X V

K'he wang ta,
"
Very lame.''

HW^JH.

An ancient vessel. Same as I f\ Hwiih, see below.

01. Scrib.

HEA.

Foo.

G|I
S. C. R.H.

A, press or wooden case ; a chest, box or trunk ; a case of

wood or pasteboard. y^t\ |ffi Seang bea,
' A chest or

trunk." / \ \ Seaou hea,
" A small box," provided it

be square ; round ones are called HB.

heang seaou hea nuy, tsin ch'hiih ke chetsan thing lae,"Tben,

from a small box, sought out a few Tsan-ting," or large pins,

used by females, for fastening up their braided hair. TJsft

Chwang hea,
" A lady's dressing box."

^f~] Errl

SftG ~f _k/ I -^
^kn

j -jj^ ~J Tak'haescang tsze ping hea tsze,

"
Open the chest aad also the box." ~^Xj

E tae hea chung,
" The clothes are in the box."

Keaou lung hei,
" A box with dragons painted on it."

Shoo heS,
" A book-case ;" a portahl* cover, made

either of wood or paste-board. Mih hea,
" A

I

case for ink." 33L
rf)^

Pae fbe hea,
" A case to

contain visiting cards." Read Kea, in the same sense.
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m SEUEN, A kind ofbamboo riddle or coarse

sieve, in which to wash rice ; a bamboo vessel to contain rice,

and to be placed withinside a boiler ; a bamboo basket.

K'HEIH. A crooked thing.

K'MEUII. A bux or chest.

. 'HIiiEN. Abamboo utensil; a hat box; a

case in which to keep hats or caps. Syn. with jflL P'he'en,

" A bamboo vessel to contain plums, or other dried fruit."

SANG.

^p T'hang Woo, How kae sang tsS sang,
" The Empress

Woo, of the dynasty T'hang, changed Sang,
' to bear,' to (the

form) Sang."

From Six to Twelve Strokes.

YAOU. A kind of drum.

TSUEN.

A winnowing machine, otherwise called ^=)~ Ke.

TTiEAou.

A certain instrument of husbandry. Al. Scrib.

HAN. A boat or vessel's bottom sunk outof sight.

K'ilE A . A bamboo basket or trunk to

tain clothes. To store up ; to seal or close.

Same as the preceding.

con-

Ol.Scrib7 Tsang,seeRad.

> PEL A cup. 4^ Chow's form of

m~""^
Original form of

pE K'hwang.

K'HEIH. A thing which is crooked.

i

/HyyK'new, A coffin containing a corpse.

FE, or Fei. S. C. R. H.

A square bamboo basket or box. Not; not right; those

who do what is illegal ; vagabonds ; banditti. It is a word

much used by the Government, and applied to all associations

I

which it deems of a seditious tendency, and wishes to discredit.

Variegated'colours ; elegant appearance of horses drawing a

carriage. Read Fun, To distribute. /T/T^Sjt;
~~fcr

|
.

j

iffi
Chub, k'he fang jug fe,

" A square bamboo containing

vessel, is called Fe." aS fiFr
H3^ Fe e so ze,

"Not an every-day thought." ~7w Trl$"~fcm- fe

k'how hwan kow,
" Not seek an illicit intercourse" previous to

marriage. (Yih-king.) ^ QS. *fg Lean& yu fe

yaou,
" A pleasant interview is not remote, "said in letters when
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hoping to see a person soon. mf -4-p "Ar., Lay neen
/^s ' -?>

tseih fe, "Many years accumulating illegal acts;'' i. e. an old

offender.

/Ol ^R- Chow YihyuC, pechcfejin, piihyihshanghoo, "The

Yifh-king says, Is it not injurious, to associate with vagabonds."

35pf Fe luy ; or *$_ Fe l
'no '

" Vagabonds ;

banditti."
frJE gpf^"P Pwan k'heTh keen fe," Ex-

amine strictly vagrant banditti; or, disorderly vagabonds."

Fe fan, "A criminal connected with some banditti."

Hwuy fe,
" Associated banditti."

tl 1

Keaou fe,
"
Religious banditti," the adherents of some peculiar

ect or brotherhood. YgT Meaou fe, "The Meaou
P*-l |

banditti," or mountaineers, commonly called pft \~ Meaou-

tsze ; who, for many ages, have lived as a people distinct from

the Chinese.

-1^
f ^f =~. | | '& 3iL Keu ma che mei fe

e, ylh ylh,
" How elegant and stately the appearance of the

carriages and horses." (Le-king.)
j

/J|j~
Fun pwan,

" To distribute to, or confer on, many."

PE.

A kind of bamboo basket placed within a stiH or boiler.

HWUH, An ancient vessel or utensil.

Fe siih,
"
Variegated colors." m'

Chow's mode ofwriting -{^~ K'he.

YU. A itore or granary, on those riveraon which

com is transported from place to place. A granary or store,

VOL. i. 3 c

but not in a house. Collected together, but open to the

heavens. y^k vW <SjS jf/ Shwiiy tsaou U'hang yay' * * i t=t xpa " -

" A granary on the navigable waters or rivers." This, M. de

Guignes mistakes, and renders "
Aqux receptaculum." Syo.

with 1^1 Yu.

Same as f Hwuh, see above.

/H^ PE. An instrument of husbandry.

YU. A certain measure containing sixteen

Tow. Head T'how, An earthen vetsel.

i /

Ol. Scrib. fne Hwuy, or Wei.

K'WEI. A chest or box. To bind up; to

put into a box. - _ Paou kwei tsing maou,

" Bind up the Tsing-maou, and put it into a box." The Tsing-

maou was used to soak up the wine poured out as a libation."

(Shoo-kiiig.)
^jjjj T'huiig kwei,

" A copper box."

TS'HANG. gs.c.

An ancient containing vessel. Ol. Scrib. -5^: K'he, see Ra-

dical K'how.

^t^ T'HEAOU. An instrument ot husbandry ; a

kind of a bamboo basket. JM 44-
T^

1

Ijj^
E chang

ho teaou,
" With a pole (laid across the shoulder) carrying the

Teaou," or basket. (Lun-yu.)
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TIIAOU. 01. Scrib. K'hc

Yill.
FJ-J

J/*? Teen k'he, "An instrument

of husbandry
"

^r IJJJ
Ta ting,

" A large tripod."

I1WUY, orlhvuy.

Streams returning and uniting. A vessel or an utensil. (Shwo-

wei pang le,
" The streams return eastward, and form the marsh

Pang-le." (Shoo-king.) ^J^y
^a hwuy,

" The eand

worked up h
y eddies or currents."

TE. Case for a knife.

From Twelve to Twenty-four Strokes.

TSUEN. Thin. Name of a bamboo utensil.

TAN. S. C.

In temples, a kind of wooden platter, in which the tablets

of the deceased arc placed. *L
JfiP

H
|j

_"ff*.
|^_

- Tse sze tsih kung tan choo,
" When about to sacrifice,

then suppJy the platter containing tablet*."
^j^;^^

^-L- 7|C | -^jl
Tan k'he ming^ choo, muh choo yay,

" Tan, is the name of a vessel; Choo, is a wooden tablet."

A kind of press with shelves and doors, A large chest. Ex-

hausted; terminated ; to fail. A surname. X^V y] ifl

S Kin ets'hang k'he chela chay weikwe
:

; tsze weihea;seao

wei fhuh,
" What is now used to store up large things is called

Kuci; the next iu size is Hea; and small ones, arc T'hiih."

(Liih-shoo.) Shoo kwei,
" A book-case." ^J

Y3 kwei,
" A press to contain medicines." rW|

Kwci wei,
" A counter or table with drawers," uied in shops.

ko kwel

tszc, pe wo raun chay keen fang tsze hwan U, hwan kaou, "That

press of yours, is larger and higher than our room." "jy

Hp" s(*\ Heaou tsze piih kwei,
" A dutiful SOB never

fails
"
to have dutiful children to honor his memory, as he does

that .of his parents.

SEUEN. A certain utensil.

LEEN.

A case to contain a mirror. Same as Ifiti" Leen.

Same as v# Kow, see Rad. Kunr.

|^-|^^- LEEN. A case to contain a mirror, or, ar-

us.
Jlrlt^) f

romatics. Same as /rff,V Leen. ^ji^ Leen, is now commonly
Jof*

used.

O, OF Ng5. The involuntary noise madeby
-

'

s

persons exerting their utmost strength. ~7\^ D^P~ /JH
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/] n^y?* l|p(
Ta hoo yung lelh wci che 3,

" Total!

oat aloud in using effort, is called S."

GOW. An earthen vessel.

SEUEN. A vessel or an utensil.

nrK?

WOO. A sheath or case for a sword, or knife.

PEEN. A certain bamboo utensil uied in temples.

SWAN. m s.c.

A Tessel to contain any thing. A box to keep caps in. A

bamboo utensil to contain rice in a boiler. A bamboo platter.

p'heen, p'he p'he'en, tszepoo kwan, k8 yTh iwan, "
Cup-capi,

skin caps, and Hack cloth caps, for cadi of them a case."

TUH.

A box, case, or press.

S.C. |gR.H.

||
CIiow's form of Pj K'hcw.

YIH. Name of a tripod

S K'HEU. A kind of carriage

KAN. S. C.

A small cup. A kind of chert. A cover.

TWENTY-THIRD RADICAL,

HE.I HE.
[^S. C.

From
I

Yin > To conceal, and YTh, Forming a

s
.

hang he e> He

contains the idea of
covering and

secreting," still being liable to

Fang, show wuh che k'he yay ; he, low wuh jay ; he yn fang,

hingkin sze, urh e seang fan,
"
Fang (the preceding B'

'denotes a vessel to receive things ; He, the <

ping out, of a thing ; the form of HP

similar, their meaning contrary."

P'HEJ'
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Sze ch'hang,
"
Forty cubits." A piece of silk, to denote which,

1 1- Pcih is now commonly used. To correspond to ; to

nite; to pair. Two, or a pair; either, or one, of two who have

boon iinili-d ; an intimate friend ; a husband or wife. A numc-

J I.
ral of horses. Read Muh, A domesticated duck.

~| HM

^^L [)Lt
Seiih yew keun p'hiiih,

" Accord with, and act from

the advice of, the whole body of eminent statesmen, whose

fiews correspond with his own wishes." (She-king.)

Y^, F
'

"^ J\^\
P'heih gow ke che sin,

"
Correspond, or

ccord, with his own heart. / J=^ /fe- TsS fung

e p'heih : Wan-wang "building his palace in the city Fung,

made it of a size that corresponded with the extent of the city.''

tsze nang haou k'hep'heih,
"
Only the good man can love his

friend" atalltimes.
j | jjf-^ |jj Jjfj^ P'heth

wei che shih ping yew,
" P'beih, expresses a well known friend."

J^ifA^f 1 -^Ehaoujinweip'heibyay,
" Of a good man, make a friend or companion." 1J6PW

J

P'hei p'beih, or
-m*^

P'heih phei,
" To match; to pair."

flU^^ /ffijf
p

'

hs 'h P'he' che tse,
" The time of pair-

ing; the period of marriage." -^fc-
P'heih foo,

" A

married man ; a husband." -
L^jH

Yih p'heih p'hei,

" A pair."
ijfjfi

P'heih foo,
" A married woman ; a

'

wife." This language is confined to the poor.

TF^r ~"7\T
tsun f> "* rustic;

a villager."
J

_^-jjfj^^j| p.hElh foo

heug k'he che yung, "The prowess of an angry iiidiyidual,"

directed by passion, instead of much cool reflection, can never

effect much. - . Yih p'heih ma,
" A horse."

said to be thus used in allusion to the first sense, from the length

of the shadow of a horse. PL] ^u ^Jfe
Sze p'heTh

wei shing,
" Four horsrs make a set for a carriage."

/y N *^-- Ming tsaou wo yaou ch'huh hing, pe Icanj/ I ^r^El
p'heih ma tsae mun wae tang chfi," I want to go abroad to-mor-

row morning, get ready two horses, and wait withoutside the

gate."

From Four to Eight Strokes.

To avoid ; concealed ; passed to oblivion ; absconded.

'

Ol. Scrib. >ff Te, see Rad.^ Show.

LOW. S. C.

To avoid j to abscond. Same as the preceding. J/U Nor,

gives the sense better than
[^H Ping. Iti surmised, that th

character is handed down erroneously.

HWtlH.

m
we shin ming yay yuS hwuh, "The sun going forth, not yet

shining clearly is called Ilwuh."

/-. i.T
(j AIM . To flatter ; to fawn ; to wheedle ; flat-

tery ; adulation.
xffijv

-Mn
^ftj

^Av F I T^. Yen mei

ying hB yu6 gan,
"
By excessive and servile flattery, to meet
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and accord (with whatever people wish or say) is called Can."

~^$\ Ifvv Rpf ^en ^u *"'
" To flatter an(' caJ'c-"

Read Go.
i|L

Woo go, A kind of cloth napkin,

or cover for the head.

Same as Ej Yug.

This Character is taken from a stone monument.

I s. c.YEN, or Yen.

To conceal; to hide ; to put into a state of privacy or re-

tirement; to lay aside; a privy by the road side. The ancient

I* '

form oME. Yen. Also a surname. (Tsze-hwHy.) JjiR.
I J

1 ^- ^ 'N

~yL |-@- "TF\ ^'"5 w*n yen woo,
' To raise or bring for-

ward the civil officers; and lay aside the military." (Ts'heen-

han-slioo.) jnr J@'l "Hi
Yen

'
' tsze ^ a^'

" Yen
'

denotes a privy on the road."

A case to contain bows and arrows. A quiver. One says,

A kind ofwinnowing machine.

as
, seeRad.^Shwuy.

ight to Twenty Strokes.

Com. form of
fig- The, see below.

PEEN.fart rr,m\.
(/^

R.H.

L thin utensil or vessel. Appearing otherwise than round

or globular; flat; aboard or tablet. Sjn. with
Jtn\ !

which is considered the orginal and proper form. l/m Xffj
' ^*^

Pecnglh,
" Aboard or stone tablet, with an inscription, placed

over doors, and in the chambers, or halls, of Chinese house*.

The inscription is sometimes a title conferred by the sovereign :

or a sentence appropriate to the situation, or use of the cham-

ber, written by a friend, or by the owner of the house himself.

Titles over doors, placed transversely, are inferior to those

placed perpendicularly.

f

Pae peen, "A board with an inscription."

Na mun low shang heen ch ylh kwae shih fhow peen,

" Above the lodge over the gate, there was inserted a stor.n

tablet with an inscription."

Kae yuen tscw yuen, kac peen tsew peen,

"What should be round, let it be round ; what should be flat,

let it be flat;" i.e. decide at once according to the truth of

things."

NEIH. S. C. R.H.

To hide ; to conceal ; to be hidden ; concealed ; to ab-

scond ; clandestine.
ErJ Eg Tsze neih,

" To hide one's

self-"
/fey" Ts'hangneih, "To hide or conceal." ^^

j,

T'haou ne'th, or A Jb' Nelh wei,
" To run away and

hide one's self." R^ To ncih, or l^C \eih pe,

"To avoid showing one's self; to lie concealed."

Neih ming,
" To conceal one's name; anonymous."

Xjl *fuK\ IJJll
^ e ''' ming kefi fheg, "An anonymous peti-

tion." ITiic ">T^ifi Yinncihpuhpaou, "To con-

VOL. r.
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ceal and not give information of.
1' ffl I n I P-3-

T'hung t'hung yin ni
:

lh,
" General agreement to preserve silence,

respecting some affair."
Jjr

Fiih ncih, A certain ear-

then vessel with a~narrow mouth, wide middle, and square bot-

tom. Read Tih, Yf ]||
Tslh tih,

" The new moon faintly

seen in the east."

K'HEU. s.c.dd R. H.

From *. Pin, denoting many, in the midst of
|

He,

To conceal. ^HfH^$^ ffi$$
J-H Fan yen k'heu chay, keae yew sots'hang yay, "When-

ever K'heu i* used, a place to house, store up, or conceal

something, it implied." A place in which to store or lay up ;

A small house or room ; to class, or separate ; a separating line

er boundary. Ten valuable stones. K'heu k'heu,

"Small; trifling; petty." Read Gow, A certain measure;

to conceal, or hide; a surname. Read Kow, Bent; curved ; to

grow, or sprout out, in a bent or curling manner. /t|

'

IF! "^L.
' YeW tiien y 'h chen> ch 'h yth k '

heu
'

" Possesses a glebe of land, and a small house." h~-

fa k'heu,
" The great abodes," denote heaven and earth.

jjj
K'heu ch'hoo,

" A place to dwell in." JT^

K'heu ch'hoo,
" To separate ; distinguish and decide." A

^D^t.'/
/

[pT J J|L
Puh che sS ho k'hcu ch loo,

" Don't know what to do ; to distinguish and decide ; don't

know how to arrange and proceed." /Hoc frfv JHL/T\.

II
v> Mil -**

yl -Ttll ^T-
Pe choo tsaou muh, k'heu epe'S e,

" As

for.[instance, grasses and trees must be classified and distin-

guished;" so scholars must be distinguished by their capacities

and attai nments. / \
>

kw8,
" Small petty country."

K '

neu k'heu eiiou

K'heu

k'heu che. sin, "Little petty heart," is used by the pcrsoa

making a present, and denotes, I present this as a small ex-

pression of my regard, which I know is of no value.

/|\ TWf K'heu k'heu seaou wuh, "Little, petty,

trifling thing." It is, by an affected humility, applied to what

is one's own, or a present offered to others. ml D
J^iJ

Sze tow wei gow,
" Four Tow make a Gow." ^fjp'

P5 gow,
" To hide ; concealment." "nfl 3

Kow ming ta,
"

Curling bud forth." (Le-king.)
"E

|^J^X^5_^Xy^J Shwang yuh yu k8, woo

ks wei k'heu,
" Double stones are called Ko ; five K8 make

K'heu."

T'HE. Pi-en t'he,
"
Thin, flat."

T'lIE. Sleeping. One says, A tyger snoring.

I^TO E
PPm as AE Gow
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TWENTY-FOURTH RADICAL.

t SHIH. A. V. R. H.

Ten. -^ -4- Te shih,
" The tenth."

Yih shih,
" Ten." Shih yih,

" Elevn."
I i

Shih shih, Ten times ten." J\ _

Yih woo yih shih,
"

Five, ten," and soon. qpf^ /^.

*
JJV

~
Shoo, sang yu yih, ching yu shih,

" Numbers begin with one, and are perfect at ten."

/JTV Shih fun,
" Ten parts, or ten tenths," the whole, complete,

perfect, perfectly, the highest degree ; used as an Adverb, ma-

king the Superlative degree. 'Jj y^\
^n 'n *"" *laou >

" Very god ; perfectly good." '7T*' ~/\.
Sk' n 'un

ta,
"
Very large." Shih tsuen,

"
Complete, per-

fect."
~^T-\ *-{~*

P"'1 s'1 ''1 tsuen >

"
Incomplete ;

im-

perfect." A -^ /qp> Shih puh tsuen, " Ten, (i. e. all)

1t~l
_i^

'JT*- ./ _ Shih fun che urh,

xjk Shih shih wei pih, shih pih wei ts'heen, shih ts'heen wei

wan ; shih wan wei yih, shih yih wei chaoii,
' Ten tens make a

hundred ; ten thousands make a wan ; ten ten-thousands make

a yih, ten hundred-thousands make chaou, or a million."

Ch'hoo pa sang, ch'hoo kcw sze, piih k :en sliTh mi-en,
" Born

on the eighth, died on the ninth, never saw the face of ten ;"

is used to express a person's being extremely ignorant of the

affairs of the world. tJE. ^jE
Shih tsze kea, "A frame

like the character ( Shih," a cross.
|

. "7*^T
ShTh tsze keae,

" Streets lying at right angles."

X^L E^$^\ 'llMl^
Shih shih che yih, pelh yew

chung sin,
" In a town with only ten houses, there must be some

true faithful people." I jfrl jjifc B~ &^ A

Shih neen hing pae ke to jin,
" How many are raised and ruined

in the space of ten years !"

One, two, three, four, were first expressed by lines, as high

as 2
^ Sze >

" Four." To preyent increasing the number of

lines, the two middle strokes were taken and crossed to form

->s Woo, " Five." Further, as two fives make ten, the

middle cross lines were taken and turned, the one lying hori-

zontally, and the other perpendicularly, denoting its extend-

ing to the two fives, and uniting them, so making ten. (Luh-

shooandChing-tsze-t'hung.) ~fiE~Jl 3-uL
T '

ne n

kew, te shih,
" Heaven nine, earth ten," are the closing words

of a paragraph in the Yih-king, in which the
~pT~
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hoo, "Odd numbers," one, three, five, seten, nine, are called

-^ITJjT T'hoen shoo,
" Celestial numbers." TheII i

Cow shoo,
" Even numbers," are called XlU* L_L-

Te slioo,
" Terrestial numbers." The odd digits are also de-

nominated R& Yang, and the even ones
|yg~

Vin. By the

various combinations of these celestial and terrestial numbers,

are effected, all the vast and infinitely ranou* changes in na-

ture, including in that word, the material world, brute and

human beings, as well as invisible spiritual agents, whether

good or bad. The first principles of these combinations, are

supposed to be contained in the /VTP p* kwa> f the

Yih-king, and by the study of these numbers, changes which

hive not yet taken place, may be previously known.

SIN. S. C.

A bird flying swiftly ; rapid flight. From the character

Tx
C& Fe,

" To fly," deprived of the external parts or wings,

:n \\u: wings of birdii do {lot appear in rapid -fl
;

ght.

TS'lIEEN. EP S.C. 3. R. H.
i i ^

A thousand. A surname. -

J frfr Ts'heen suy,
" A

thousand years," is a title of kings and Princes ; as IS /rff

Wan suy,
" Ten thousand years," is a title of the Emperor of

China.
j /^j(

Ts'heen ts'hew,
" A thousand autumns*"

is used to denote the birth-days of persons of rank.

)[))/ Atf\.
liunS cnun ts'heen ts'hew,

" To congratulate

oue on his birth-day. "^T Ts'heen wan,
" A thousand

times ten thousand ;" i. e. on every possible account.

"3 A^ Ts'heen wan piili,
" Don't on any account what-

ever." & - ffl" Ts'heen wan chin chung,
"
By

all means pay due attenttion to the pearl; i. e. take care

of your health. Ts'heen ke, che

kin,
"

I beg a thousand times, that you consider it of the ut-

most importance." ^rF- fPl WO? Ts'heen neen wan

tsae,
" A thousand or ten thousand years ;" a great length of time.

Ts
'

hi;en n6cn p"h

ch'hang, wan neen pun ta,"In a thousand years, it wo'n't increase ;

in ten thousand years it wo'n't enlarge;'' he, or it, will never be

1* I |] J _ |
.

better. M7 Jg S Ching ts'heen luy wan, "Form
/^\4 I XJ^ ' 4

thousands and accumulate tens of thousands," expresses strongly

the great increase of things. '\/[\ f-j f~ -fT*r J I P J j i/\ i

Ne pih tsze ts'heen sun,
"
May you have a hundred sous and

a thousand grandsons," is a form of congratulation to newly

married persons.

-H-
J1H. R. H.

Two tens united; twenty. Al. Scrib, TT" Jlh. -|4-

V Neen yihjih, "The twenty-first day." Vulgarly

read .Ne'en.

Charactersformed by Two Strokes.

LIN.
!$S.C.

From Ten and strength. TtKnt or abillt) yqual lotliatof

ten persons. Highly meritorious.

J

SA. Three tens united. Thirty. Considered

the same asas - -
SSan sMh, "Thirty."
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-(-

An erroneous form <

,

SHING. ^

Tsuh, see below.

<t J\ to

S.C.

A certain measure for grain and liquids. It contains a hun-

.,

dred and twenty thousand grains of millet, and is shaped like

an English pint, without the handle. To accumulate; to rise;

to ascend; to advance; name of one of the Pa-kwa. Amng

Weavers, eighty threads make a Shing. Hfl/'feN ~J

ts'heen arh pih shoo, h3 shTh yd wei lio ; sln'h ho wei shing,

shih shing wei tow, shih tow wei huh,
" A Y<5 contains one

thousand two hundred grains of millet; ten Yo united, make

a HQ ; ten Hii, make a Shing; ten Shing, muke a Tow ; ten Tow,

make a Huh," or
/jhfe- Tan, a load for one man; a pecul.

-ip* ~x 3tfj Shing tow che luy,
"
Containing mea-

sures generally."
. ~TT g - .--

-~T~"

fj\1 Jr\" Ylh t'heen mae ylh shing yHh tow telh me, To

"
buy a Shing or a Tow of rice per day," implies poverty.

~7K~ Me shing,
" A measure for rice."

i

Peih shing, A stand (like the measure Shing) in which to put

woo p'heen, tsih Iwan shing,
" If the males and females be not

separated (to attend to their respective duties) confusion will

arise." (Le-king.) -fin I

' '

Joojih che shing,

" Like the rising ef the sun."
JEj -4^-

T

shing t'heen ting,
" The moon rises to the Zenith."

r* Shing shang,
" To ascend up." ~&ffi, 7]*^ "^C

Yug

Hwan shing yu t'heen,
" The spirit (of the deceased) ascends

to heaven" ^^ j^x^f^ Pf -f|/
T'heen heen

puh k'ho shing yay,
" The barriers ofheaven cannot be ascended

to." (Yih-king.) ^7^" f^r Tao" ^w shingA * |J I I f

keang, "The affairs of the world rise and fall," i.e. sometime".

ascend in glory, somtimes sink in disgrace. The people having

three year's supplies laid up, is called
"^\ Shing p'hing.

^j* WOO. S. C. R. H.

The seventh of the JH/ ^f Tc-chc, or twelve horary

characters. It is applied to the space oftime betwixt eleven and

one o'clock of the day ; and is employed in forming the Cycle

of 60 years. It occurs on the 7th, 19th, gist, 43rd, and 55th

years. It sometimes denotes the South; also, transverse;

yp/lp. Ching woo, or PP Chung

fl= Woo she,
" From

^F Keaou

woo,
" Eleven o'clock."

| p I .

' "

5jM Ching woo

urh k'hih, "Half past twelve o'clock." /^e, T'hing

woo, or fpx
Seih woo, " To rest at noon ; the resting time

at noon." S^_ EuL ^"'^ wo ^an>
" ^ ea* noon

rice, "To dine." Shang woo, "The forenoon."

Hea woo,
" The afternoon." /O^ jil

Ne chung woo she how kwo lae,
" Come

crosswise.

woo,
" The point of noon,"

eleven to one o'clock; about noon."

che gae pang yew ch'hoo, tan tan jih hwuy,
"
Daily, at noon

go over to some very intimate friend's to chat a while."

Tfcze woo sean tuy,
"
Midnight and noon,

3 i
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are opposite to each other." ^S: Twan woo, " The

fifth day of the fifth moon." A Chinese holiday, on which they

runlong narrow boats, called
: E

-ffl^Lung-chun,
"
Dragon

boats."
J ^1 W mun wac > "Withoutside the

southern gate." -^ ^1 Keaon woo hSn, "A trans-

tselh she tsung hwang ko, " Woo cut, i. e. to cut lengthwise and

crosswise."
fllC. Chuen woo, "

To'oppose; to turn the

back upon." ^^/tt Wooping k'he,
" To arise up in

confusion," like insects flying about crowded together. /54-

Pang woo, "Transversely; lengthwise and crosswise;

spread out ; a multiplicity ofafiairs." "TT TSff T^C
J

{ ^ a^C/nr
Ta6 8Uy tSae W00> J " e t"ntsang,

" When the

guardian spirit of the year resides in (or when the year happens

in Woo), Woo is denominated Tun-tsang," the ancient phrase

I*
-

- Woo rieen, Any year of the Cycle

that falls in Woo.
EJ Wooyue, Is always the fifth

monl1 '-

j

Woo jih, Every twelfth day is so deno-

minated.

OJ Scrib. Tseib.

From Three to Six Strokes.

4*4- HWUY. -pfMl^^Khtsaou/ I

'

f iffp
Hung ming,

- A general name for all plant,." A multitude.

Vulgarly used for Thirty.

1

To stop ; to obstruct.

J- PAN,orPw4n.

From /^ pS, To separate, and Jt- New, A cow, because

a cow a large and may be divided. (Shwo-win.) $fa jij

TI^IA WBl1 cnu"S fun JaT'
" A tning divided in the mid-

dle ;" the half of any thing. Read P'hwan, A large fragment of.

I
W^K. f| p-

Kea yin - y'h yuen P30 -

"
?**<*>*

dollar and a half." ^fe.
^||

/
Mtiyangkopan,"A

half of each sort." -
-4^^^.

YJh ta pan,
" The

larger half." --
/] \ YJh seaou pan,

" The smaller

k , | ^_^
j._ ^ .

half." ^J fVrt yew pan jih been,
" Have

half a day's leisure."
f>J> Ifff /f^ PaD l ht>O " rl*

fe," To fail halfway;" to desist in the middle of a journey, or

of any pursuit -.4E. ^V Yih neen, pan tsae,
'

' ~T^^

" A year, or half a year." ^^^ J ~gp Neen ke

pan pih, "Fifty years of age." J- Pan tsze,
" A

son-in-law, by marriage ofa daughter." /(4f Pan yay

"
Midnight."

;J-Jfp
Chg pan,

" To break offthe half."

r-pt
> rri -, j .

>S" JE^j ~VC
SM kW Pa" C'

"
Considered

. r ob-

tained the idea, more than one half."
(Yin-king.)

Shenhei5chaJ.zeyihiirb,

kung pei; puh shenhefl chay, sze kin urh kmig pan,
" With a

clever scholar, the master is at ease, and has double merit;

with a dull scholar, the master toils, and has but halfthe merit"

(Le-king.) -
| ^ yjh p>hwa

piece of ice." To rhyme, read Peen.

Same as She.
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Shth-f-

TStfH. Haste; hurry.

T'HE, 6r P'hei. Large; great A .nnume.

Same as She.

2K
JTI

_-
Same as ? Pun.

SEIH. A kind of rake to work up manure.

Used for l/U
-

|-
Sze shiifc,

"
Forty."

SA. Three tens united ; thirty.

sS, By a certain people, Eighty pearl shells were so denominated.
'

HWUY.JLll.
*

A general epithet for grasses and plants. An abbreviated form

of ^^, Hwuy. JY -5tf- Hwahwuy,
" Flowers or plants."

|M ?H'
:^g-

Shan yew kea hwuy,
" There are

excellent plants on the hills." (She-king.) 't

IB nuy, yew kehwa ehwuy,
" In the area before the palace gate,

were uncommon flowers, and extraordinary plants."

^t^-4 Same as ^. Ne'en,
" A year."

yT\
"

Same as
"^"Hae,

see Rad. _1- Tow.

-u
pjj

Same as
j||j

Wan, " Ten thousand.

PAN.

An utensil for throwing out ordure. Same as ~tjt" IVih

u
PIH, Sound ofair rushing out.

Vulgar form of-* Shiih, tee Rad. of Yew.

PEIH. An utensil for throwing out ordure.

>jV. Same as

Tiiis character is taken from a stone tablet.

L-
1

*

From Six to Twenty-four Strokes.

KUNG. To fold up with the hands. To in-

fold ; to embrace. Al. Scrib. Rung, and
Tj Kung.

PE, or Pei.t P S. C. ^ R. H.

Inferior; low; mean; vile; base; humble {those employed in

menial offices. A surname. From ~7~ Tto,
" The left," and

Kea,
" The head or first ;" hence placed below KeS, makes

Inferior, and so on. ^ Jg^ fo Yew chung tso

pei," The right is important (superior), the left inferior." (Seu-

k'heae.) ^^^ j^ T'heen tsun te pe,
" Heaven is

superior, earth inferior."
(Ylh-king.) 3=t I vaou

IPJ I

pei, "High and low." E=1 tfu tl "i^" t^l

H$ Tsze tsun, tsze kwei ; tsze pei, tsze ts'heen,
" Ht

f ~f y^X^V^

who respects himself, makes himself honorable ; he who de-
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grades himself, makes himielf base."
[J[

\f] Pei low, o

in Pei pe,
"
Mean, vile, vulgar, low."

xy rf TI pf Pei pci puh ts6h taou,
"
Very mean, unworthy

of being mentioned."
7~F" ^fp] WV Pei wo kow

ts'heen,
" Mean and filthy as a dog;" base. gif.

Pei

pei,
"

Inferior, low class of persons." Jff'
Pei keiih,

-4* IN ' tzr -^ -

" Mean, servile, cringing." ~=^ jffi J|||| x^|N

l> I
tjj{~Jr.ri

4t- A. Keen pei, SHE shun, piih e been

che seen jin,
" Humble and meek, not taking precedence of

other mn, on account of his virtue and knowledge." Said of

Confucius. (I*n-yu.)
]jg

Pei chih,
"

Inferior, or

low office ;'' that is, he who fills one ; used by inferior officers,

when addressing their superiors, instead of the Pronoun I.

"ffi-p j
geen pei, The name ofa certain hill ; also, A girdle

or sash for the waist. Read Pe, The name of a place. Occurs

in the sense of
WJ}.

Pe, and of
jfii

Pe. Vulgarly written

Pei.

TSUII. R. H.

The who transact, or execute any work or service ; lictori

attached to public courts; soldiers; a band ofsoldiers. Tocease;

to finish; to terminate; to end; to die. Read Ts'hiih, haite,

hurry; urgent; sudden. Read Tsuy, A second; an assistant

Properly written ^9fC Tsuh, withj^ft^ E, Clothes, a the top,

in allusion to the coloured dresses of the ancient lictors. (E-

wan-pe-lan.) sfcr
^

officer." Fr~ Ping tsuh,
" A soldier."

FV" s \&- rfrl /Tl ~s Hwuy wan rain che

tsiih woo urh yung che,
" Assemble and employ the troops

Yih tsuh, A lictor, or petty police

contained amongst ten thousand ;'' i. e. the whole mass of the

r. Woo jin wei wooj woo wo wei leang; sze

leang wei tsuh,
" Five men, constitute a Woo ; five Woo,

or twenty-five men, make a Leang; four Leang, or one

hundred men, make a Tsuh, or company." /C - f
'

'{

T'heen-tsze sze, yug pang; Choo-how sze, yue
1

kwang; Ta-foo sze, yu Tsuh, "The death of an Emperor is

expressed by Pang, (to rush down as a mountain) ; the death of

a dependant Prince, is expressed by KwSng (to be shaded, or

retire from view) ; the death of a statesman is expressed by

Tsuh." Now used in reference to any person.
-

"jji?
"^F*.

R-i Tub shoo tsuh she,
" Finished the allotted time to

reading." _PF. B[? tfi: Sang fun tsiih she,
" Fi-

J^N- /JKN- I I'J

nished the period of wearing mourning." s/^. Ts'huh
I tll\

jen; or xSS Ts'hang ts'huh, "Hastily; suddenly."/& I

PR Hj'l Ts'huh jen wan, "Asked suddenly."
t\ *N r i I

3llt -^0 6H "/ Pal Ts'hiih ts'huh; woo seu yu

che been,
"

Greatly hurried ; not a moment's leisure." MJ"

yl'r Mang mang ts'huh ts'huh,
" In constant hur-

ry and bustle." JPH. ]if&
ApT -^g^ King fe ho

ts'hang ts'huh,
" How sudden rise and failure !"

Occurs in the sense of 4V* Tsuy, and of ^R Suy. To

rhyme, read Ch'hih and Tsuy,

CHO. R. H.

Erected firmly; established; raised high; eminent; lofty

and stable; distant. A surname. From \
*

Pe,
" The head,"
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-j-

and Jff. Taou, "Early, first." | ^||At
f /\.ChS chuy woo techejin, "A man without land

enough in which to stick an awl."

Cho lelh piih yaou,
" Established immoveably."

Chaou keun cho lelh,
" Raised superior to all."

Chaou chO,
" To give preeminence to ; superemi-

-fi~
"=-1-

jjf-
Ta ke cho e,

" To promote,

at the quinquennial general account of the officers of govern-

nent."

ment, those distinguished by extraordinary abilities."

djfc 7f ~2?
Yen k'hoo K hung che cho,

"
Yen, de-

lighted in the lofty and difficult doctrines of Confucius;" or as

il u Ik* explained, jlg^^t

k'hoo, wang to wei k'hoo K'hung-tsze che taou, cho jen kaou-

keen yay, "There was nothing elss in which Yen delighted,

but the elevated, and hard to be acquired, doctrines of Confu-

cius; they were his sole delight.'' In this sentence, K'hoo,

wang, and to, are employed in the modern senses of

,, ,00, ,-ka.

r

x^ ^ Efl tii ti
Y" pa ptlh llh"Si ke kdh

woo ts'hae, joo yew soleih chii urh, suy yo tsung che mo yew

yay e,
"
Wishing to desist, 1 am unable to do so; when 1 have

exerted my utmost ability, there yet appears something, lofty

and impenetrable, erected before me ; though I wish to attain

to it, I find not the means." Said by Yen-tsze, expressive of

Ills delight in, and admiration of, the philosophy of Confucius.

/gl" JHH^
x

l P/r i& Keu kc ycw s clui yuS>

" To r .ise the loot, having s.Jmethin^ to step or pass ovi r."

VOL. . 3 K

K".

Agreement; concord; union s harmony prevailing

many; to yield cordially. r" Shlh, denotes A whole

number, many; hence the character implies, The united itrcnjlh

ofmany. 1^1 yjNJj|W4 ~h T'hung sin helcih, "With

one heart and united strength." ~A\\1 fm J^\ "' :

'
i

ho wan pang,
" Unite inharmony with all nations." (Shoo-k

I j-
m

~t- i &J_
1 1 1

|pi /. \^ T'hung yin hee kung,
" Same revcrenrp

and united respect;"!, e. mutual respect, cherished by prince and

ministers; superiors and inferiors. (Shoo-king.) ~T^ Uf-

JP,E\
Heamin ke he'g," The people respectful and cordially

submissive, ^ flj/J| $JJ |j j^ I ^
Jj&- ~/&R* Tseang fha tang no ch'htih lae, he's Ic sze woo,

" Take

and bring him forward to join in the management of business.'
1

$/J$
-prrj ^p- ~\

HeC pan ta he8 sze, Title of the fifl h

and sixth ministers ofstate in China."
"$Uff IIeC chin -

Title of a military officer, entrusted with the command of a

garrison, and the defence of a district.

Ol.Scrib. j^Che.

Same as Ne'en, "A year."

The character is found on a certain stone monument.

JJT Same as Jrr Ping,
" A soldier

"

TT

"tttt"
SHOO.

Forty together. Also the ancient form of p Shoo
3 /tn\
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NAN. S.C. R. II.

From
TlV^ F'ho, Luxuriant vegetation, and J I Ji">

Giving sound. The region of heat and luxuriant vegetation.

The region which sustain* and cherishes plants and living

creatures. The south. Thenameofapieceofmusic ; a surname.

To rhyme, read Xin or Xing. K*j ~fj
Nan fang, "The

southern regions; in the south."
j Tkfa

Nan keih,
" The

south pole." /Ipf
W Che nan chay,

" A compass."

I A") Che nan chin, "The needle of a compass."

Xan meen,
" Tow ards the south ; sitting with the face

towards the south," which the Emperors of China always do,when

sitting ia state. -j- ^
J J^fr -j-|J

pi 4tfj'
ml

Tszc VIK-, Yung yay k'ho she nan miien,
" Confucius said, Yung

is worthy ofa throne." /^ J Q mi Tsopih hcang

nan, "Sitting north and towards the south;" i. e. fronting the

>uth, when said of a house.

! -"VK ^ a" keaou, "The hill on which they sacrifice to

i_.

frl Nan-king, The

City so called, formerly the seat of government.

Gan nan, Cochinchina ; in the Classics, called

Ap Xan-keaou ; in the time of Han, called <v* itl!
^

rf
J

1 ,VI/ t

the, or |)|r Che.
JEj.

Nan ch'hwang, A state

lying between China and Cochinchina; otherwise called

I.aciU-cliwa, probably the same as Tonking.

Ho nan,
" To fold the hands and bow in the manner of

the Priests of Fuh. Jill N
"

an mo, A term that pre-
I 4I> \

tcdet the title? of Full, by some said to imply Respect nd ve-

neration. n]t\ Hoo nan, A certain star in the South-

ern hemisphere. *>"V*
j

Chung nan. The name of a hill.

I [l Show pe nan shan,
"
Aged as the South-

ern hills."

jjjj
~\

j^^ j$j
Te pih fheen nan,

' Earth

north, heaven south ;" i. e. remote from each other as the

heavens are from the earth ; a mode of expression used by

friends, when writing to each other. "J|J I Shwang

nan,
" Gold."

p.,
Same as n Tsefh, see below.

S. C.TSUH, or Ch'huh. J

HJ Tsuh tsiih,
" Abundance; a vast collection of;

to assemble or collect together. From
r
al Shin, Very, and

J
Shth, Ten.

HUH, Hwfih, or Wei. S.C.

Haste; hastily ; precipitantly.

TSEIH. An accumulation of words.

Original form of J|^ Kwae.

The ancient form of - T^- Show differs from this, only by

having the perpendicular stroke hooked at the bottom.

s. c.

Extensive ; universal ; all-pervading. Having heard much.

To traffic ; to trade. To jest, or play. The name of a district.

A surname. From p
'

SMh,
" A complete number, and

It/
%_r.

~rwi "V^i?
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P8 hc, Ise chung,
" Extensive liberality, to supply the

wants of many." &\ pa |lei3)
.. Extensive learning."

***
Ne mun pii koo , t'hung kin, tsae che taou chay sze,

"
You.must be

extensively acquainted with antiquity, and thoroughly compre-

hend the present, and then you will understand this affair."

To wan yue pO,
" To have heard much

is called P." P ya keun tszc,
" A

good man possessing general knowledge and elegant attainments.''

fl^hltiM^- !

Ne shaou ne'eu kwan t'hung kin koo, po shfi keuu shoo,
" When

you were young, you were well acquainted with modern and an-

cient literature, and waded extensively through vast collections

of books." &fa ~/* $f PB y die keaou,
" The-

I n\ J /% -fr\.

instruction which expands (the mind) and restrains (the pas-

sions)," viz, that of Confucius. Hit Too po,
" To play,

S\ r^ I

to game.'' ^ ^ Liih pS,
" To play at chess." 3p-

tsze puli pB, wei keen hing gfl taou koo yay,
" The good man

does not game, because gaming is connected with bad princi-

ples,
1 ' such as the desire of superiority and victory.

s~~s~*

77 P3 yib seaou,
" To raise a laugh" by saying some-

thing witty.

Com.
formofJ^Suu,seeRad./j^Muh.

lJ/r|>f'
Tjyprr

Ol. Scrib. J=L Chay.

OIScrib - S5 Sze.seeRad.
ffj

Kin.

01. Scrih.
tj-

f
i" Rth.

W
rf

WA. To turn round.

CHOO. The name of a country place.

OI. Scrib.^ Tun, see Rad. ? PC.

01 Scrib
-lL Lwan -

p Same as the preceding.

\ptft
Ol- Scrib.l^5Seuh,seeRad,^~Heun.

-1^
iM Same as jg& Yang.
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TWENTY-FIFTH RADICAL,

PUH. *

f-
S. C. R. H.

Represents thelongitudinal and transverse veinsofthetortoise

shell. To scorch the tortoise shell, to cause the Teins to appear,

and from thence to draw prognostics of good or ill; to divine

by means ofthe tortoise shell ; to conjecture ; to guess ; to confer

upon. A surname.
ijj |^^ |

N
"pf l^ffr

Ch8 kwei e piih keih heung yay, "To scorch a tortoise, thereby

to divine good or evil."
j-^,1 ^ CH)

W*n 'iwe '

yuS piih, "To ask of the tortoise is tailed Puh." The present

mode is not by scorching the tortoise shell, but by shakinglhree
-

pieces of copper coin in a box of tortoise shell, and observing

the niMitioa of. the coin, when thrown out.

che sze I'm:;, "The lin, fung, tortoise and dragon, are

calle,! four spiritual or intellectual creatures;" hence it is, that

tin; tortoise is referred to in divination.
|ttbj f^j

yjx '}-$, ~/XK,
Kwei wei piih; tslh wei she,

" To divine with

lh:: tortoise is Piih; with reeds is She." In the first case, figure

i, referred lo ; in the latter, the number.
^tt.

^"^ s 'le '

(5
the prognostic."

Yew soe, is ih piih she, e kaou che, "\Vi<en an) tl.ing

To divine." J- Chen piih, "To cast lots; to observe

is doubted of, then lots are cast, toexamine into it." (Shoo-king.)

K Puh kwa,"To divine or foretel by the Sixty-four Kwa."

|[JP
Piih ko, "The service ofdivination. H^J

y& FTjfH
Wan puh kew shin, "To ask by divination ; and

to supplicate deity." ~r*T Jffl Puh keih, hing
I I ' <S N

kung, "To divine a lucky day, to commence the work."
^7l^

&*^ "pj"
_S

>^>
We puh kin sang k'ho tsae

fung,
" Cannot divine whether in this life we shall meet again or

not."

piih wei wang, tsih she Kaou-king,
" The king enquired by divi-

nation, respecting dwelling at Kaou-king.'
1 EL f*

J[\\ Piih, tsze yu yay,
"
Piih, to confer and give."

_i_ t .-IB

Iv Puh urh wan

' Confer on you unlimited longevity. (She-king.)

Ir
KWANG. Ancient formof^ Kwfoig.

Metals unrefined; ore.
-j J- /^ KwSng jin,

" A super-

intendant of mines or quarries. Read Kwan, The tufts of hair,

bound up like two horns, ou the heads of Chinese children,

a T'hungkwan,
" The tufts of hair on achild's head."

T^ P'HEEN.
~j>

R. H

The nirac of a district. A surname- Hurry ; perturbrd ;
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hasty ; also expressed by ~JT
= P'heen keih. A rule of

gOTerument ; a law, as 4^_
Ta p'heen,

" Grand .ystem

of government." Read Pwan, Joy, gladnesi.

Characters formed by Three Strokes.

PJ\
KE: df-s.c.

From Mouth and Divination. To enquire by divination.

PP^/F ^e e>
" To ask ^ divination the solution of

doubts." Some write
Jjj Ke, in the same sense ; and the

present copies of the |pt -^|r" Shang-shoo, have ^Q ^Hp

Ke e. Sha-muh says, ^g Ke, denotes, To desist, to stop ;

and should not be confounded with | Ke.

CHEN.t . C. R. H.

From Puh, To divine, and K'how, The mouth. To ob-

serve prognostics for the purpose of foretelling good or evil;

to divine; to cast lots; to observe; to look towards; to wait.

Read Chen, To usurp ; to seize ; to possess ; to possess firmly.

pm -jrS? f=i

Ke puh, she chaou urh peen lun k'he keih heung yue

Chen,
"
Having divined, to observe the prognostic, and dis-

cuss its auspicious or inauspicious appearances, is called Chen."

(Luh-shoo )

chay, shang k'he chen,
" In lots or divination, the part to be

most valued is, observing the appearances." R|lp Yin

chen,
" Secret study ofthe prognostic."

j

> Chen puh,

" To divine ; to cast lots." ,
/
t^

i Chen neen. " To divine

what will be the fortune of the current year."
' H^*

vox., i.

Ii
-

HW Chen ying,
" The verification of cer-

tain prognostics." Jf>^^ Chen puh ling, "A
| -i-'* 1/*

prediction from certain signs, which fails of being accom-

San jin chen, tslh tsung urh jin che yen,
" Three personi cart

lots and observe the prognostic ; the opinion of two is fol-

lowed." If all the three agree in fortelling a propitious event,

the oracle is decisive : but if one differs from the other tw .'
, the

opinion of the majority is taken.

Chen how,
" To wait ; to look for j to expect ;"

i H Ts'hinchenin the sense of 5 K=: Chen.
T/S

keae taou,
" To usurp or encroach upon the public road."

Pa chen,
" fo usurp ; to seize ; to take by violence."

H Tm/ Tseang k'hekwu wang moo, ping kinyinloo

k'heu, t'h8 chen k'he ching,
" Took and carried away by vio-

lence, the king of that country's mother, together with the

golden seal ; also seized and took firm possession of the city."

~yr~
Chen seen,

" To assume the precedence," really ; or

in the language of courtesy ; I assume the place which I ought

not.
^ttgj -^IP B.M Ts chen S3011 t'h<>w>

" To *-

sume a place alone on the head of the whale;" i. e. to obtain

the rank of jHr "jr- Chwang-yuen, The head of all the li-

terati in the empire. <^ l ^taY^ Ti

chen Plh-gow sha,
" To usurp and sit down on the sands of the

rain tsze chen pa wan yu k'how,
" The scattered, or vagrant

people, in number upwards of eighty thousand, themselves

_t
i

usurped dwellings." (Tseen-han-tseuen-te-ke.)

J

3 L
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K'how chen," To deliver orally, or to dictate, in order to be com-

mitted to writing; to deliver verss without any previous theme."

/ I \ ~7t>' Chen seaou shen,
" To possess a small portion

of goodness." -i^l ^ chen,
" A posthumous com-

mand or order."

TSA. -A" important pass, with a military station.

Tsa loo, "An important pass." JftJE Tuy

tsS, "A pass formed by art; a kind of barracks."

Show tsS,
" To defend a pass with a military guard."

Gi- Tsa fang, A kind of guard-house.

Same as
^|]

PS, see Rad.
~J\

Taou.

From Pour to Eight Strokes.

KING. The remnant of a rotten bone.

Perhaps an erroneous form of /^ Tae.

>4k CHAOU, or Shaou.
|-

S . C.

To enquire by divination.

CH'HIH. A surname.

YEW. A vessel of a middling size, used, in

Ol.Scrib.
jgj Se, "The west."

Same as the preceding;.

CHAOU . To scorch a tortoise-shell for the pur-

poses of divination. Same as ,JK Chaou.

KWA .

-

S. C. R. H.

Divination ; to divine and mark by lines ; aprognostic. /TT*

i|>Takwa; Jj Chen kwa; K Puh kwa,

" To divine, or cast lots." There are two modes of doing this,
'

either with three coins cast from a tortoise-shell box ; or taking

sacrificial

one from amongst sixty-four slips ofwood.

hwS ; liih hw& urh shing kwa,
" Three changes of the coin (when

thrown out), make a line or mark ; six lines (or six casts) make

a Kwa;" hence, +t* %3
''Pu

^ nen kwa, swan ming,

" To cast lots and calculate fortunes." /
\w ~7| /H~

Kwa ming seen sang, "A fortuneteller." Tg /V "=*

"^3r:^r frff ^[l" I K'hanjiushwohwa.k'hankweitaPM M / lfi I i I

kwa,
"
?peak to suit the man; cast lots to suit the demon."

/\ ip P^ hwa,
" The eight diagrams," invented by IvC^

Fuli-he. They are these, with their corresponding

names, and points of the compass, to which they are referred.

7 8-
rifkial rites, to contain wipe. |Q . ^>jj5 J^-i I

_

yewkeuchung, "Of wine vessels, the E is the superior, or larger Keen; tuy; le; chin; sin; k'han; kSn; kwan

class; the Luy, the inferior; and the Yew, holds a middle place." NW. W. S. E. SE. N. NS. SW.
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A person whose name was
J*J Chow, during the Dynasty

^t Sung, professed great skill in the Pa-kwa. He carried

back the lines to a circle thus ( \ or thus ( C \ which he

denominated y\T /Wife Tae-keih. This, when divided, pro-

duced, he said, these lines <=><=, r 3 which he called RhH
KTJ

Agr. Leang-e. Placing on each of these, a whole and a di-

Tided line, thus
~~

makes, what he

denominated I/N J35? Sze-seang. Placing, as before, on

each of these, a whole and a divided line, makes the PS-kwa.

These Pa-kwa, carried to six lines, make sixty-four Kwa,

to each of which a name is given. Carried to twenty-four

lines, it is said, they make 16,777,216 changes. The same

may be carried on ad infmitum. They say, the use of this

is not apparent; but it is enough to shew, that the
t.-^

TJ|g|~
Yih-taou, "Doctrine of Changes," is infinite. The

whole appears to be nothing more than representing, by Knes,

a geometrical series, whose constant multiplier is two. It

is supposed, that these lines represent the manifold changes

which take place in nature and in the affairs of the world, and

that when referred to by divination, they give intimations of

those changes.

I

J^n Kwa che wei yen kwa yay, kwa wan seang yu shang

yay,
"
Kwa, expresses to sustain or hang up; a hanging up, or

exhibiting to view, representations of whatever exists."

r^TI Same as RH Se., see above.

PfH. The name of a place.

ifi
Original form of Iffi Yew, see below.

JING. S.C.

The noise made on feeling alarmed. By Y8h-p'heen de-

fined, To go j to walk.

jtl OlScrib.JJ^Chuen,seeRad.-^Ts-hun

&
)%

Same as the preceding.

Same as K Yew, see above.

Same as ^Fr Kin,
" Near."

Ol. Scrib.
7^7

Nae, see Rad. J PeTh.
1

TF
Ol. Scrib. jlgLe, see Rad.W Luh

1
ft

HWUY. S. C.

hwuy, nuy kwayuc ching, In diagrams, containing six strokes,

" the external Kwa (or upper three lines forming a kwa) is

called Hwuy ; the internal (or lower) is called Ching." In the

Classics I

JUS- Hwuy,
is used in the above sense, but, according to

Sha-mvih, improperly.

T'HEAOU, ^ S. C. J| A. V.

The appearance offruit hanging pendent from a tree orshrub.
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The ancient form of
ej"j Yew, see above. Sometimes im-

properly used in the senses of 'TJ3s Teaou and rXj Yew.

(Sha-miih.) Also pronounced Teaou.

PAN Wide extended or staring eyes.

From Eight to Twenty-Jive Strokes.

rf Ol. Scrib.
~^T K'hih,seeRad. || Jin.

YEW. S. C.

Manifestation or action of the air, breath, or -vivifying

principle, which causes plants and animals to grow, and which

pervades universal nature. According to ShwS-wan, from 7jf

Nae, The air or vivifying principle issiring forth, and pgj

Teaon, giving sound. Sha-muh says, Teaou does not give the

sound of the letter, and he derives the character from jH
Nae, as above defined-; and

r^j Teaou, the fruit hanging from

the tree, which manifests the existence ofthevivifying principle ;

A. r-rV.
and that the character belongs to the Class -WN H Hwuy-e,

" A combination of ideas." In history, occurs in the tense of

Yew,
" That which."

CH'HIII. An animal or brute.

Same as K'hih.

Ol. Scrib. Yew, sec above.

Same as L See, see Rad. Yew.

Same as S K'heen.

Ol. Scrib.
JJT

K'hth.

Ol. Scrib. W Suh.

Same as Ifat Hang.

Ol Scrib. H Ching.

SEE. The name of an insect, and of a man.

Ol. Scrib. 3% Wo, "
I, me."

Ol. Scrib.
||^ Jing, see above.

SEE. A close hard stone.

Sameas~|fe Shing, seeRad. I Peth.

Same as K3H Lee.

Chow's mode of writing
1

Cgj Yew.
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TWENTY-SIXTH RADICAL.

TSEE. s. c.

An instrument by which, in ancient times, statesmen, or go-

vernors, were appointed or authorized to act. It was made of

stone, of horn, or of the bamboo; and after having letters engra-

ved upon it, was cut through the middle ; one halfwas retained

at court, and the other given to the person appointed. The

I J Tse'g constituted his credentials. P/T y } TTC

A ;= So e she sin,
" That which declared ( the possessor) was to

>,* _ . .
._ .

be believed." At IJ Foo tseg ;

/j="
Sin tseg;

and
Jjtj

I Suy tse'g, express the same. It is said, that the

idea, of making the two parts to correspond, was taken from the

joints of a bone. The
-Jt

Le form, which is now used, is

"g
J
\ TseC, To restrict ; to limit . To be distinguished from

YTh, the compound form of r YTh.

The form of the preceding, when it occurs in the

1 ower part of a Compound Character.

Same as the preceding. Also writen thus IE!

TSOW. S. C.

The reverse sideide of
|[

Tsiif. The left side ofthe instru-

ment described above, held by the giver of the commission ; the

right side was taken by the person appointed. Others define

it, as denoting, To restore the credential after having executed

the duty assigned.

Characters formed by Two Strokes.

NEAXG.orGan-. pj]
S. C.

Used by females, for the pronoun I. ] Gang

gang, "Great; how great; high; dear in price." Strenuous

effort. Read Yang, Towards; to look up to; to look to-

wards; to hope for; to wait. AUl Yang, is now used in

the latter sense. Derived from
1--^

Pe, The head, and

Hii, The .! of office.

Chaou chaou chow tsze; jin she gang fow; jin she" gang fow;

gang seu wo yew,
" The clamorous ferryman called for pas-

sengers; other people crossed the stream, I would not: others

crossed, and I would not. I required my own friend." (She-

king.) Intended, by the Poet, to express that the virtuous

female, does not listen to the call ofevery one, but waits for her

VOL. I. 3 M
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wSn ; ling wang; kac te kcun tszc, sze fangwei kang," How hono-

rabls and dignified (is the king), pure as the gems Kwei and

Chang; he induces fame, he induces admiration; a benevolent

prince, the elevated head, m whom all, in every quarter, are

united." (She-king.) Tsze ganj, "To exert

one", self." J^^ | j^|] ~j^ "pf J^j Shangtsuh

yang, tsih hea k'ho yung, "When superiors are worthy to be

looked up to, or depended on, then inferiors may be employed,"

or directed with Buthority.

m) TSE.urKing.J.

From M Tseg, and Jj Tsow, The credentials given to

a public servant, and the corresponding part retained at court ;

hence /rn King, denotes a statesman serving his prince, now

written
Dplj King; and to be distinguished from JJIj Maou.

Pp CHUEN, or Setien.

Two seals of office.

see Radical Ke.

Seuen, is derived from this,

From Three to Six Strokes.

l^I >J An erroneous form ofJ^HKeang, see Rad-
p-i Yih.

CHE. A certain round vessel, for limiting the

quantity of food and drink. A syphon; a wine vessel, con-

taining four
J-L- Shing. Jfc ffj' Yuh che, "A cup

mm!" of stone."

-g
1

^ pp | I ftt
San hwang vroo te, yew kwan kae

che k'he, ming yu Yew-che, " The three sovereigns and five

emperors (of high antiquity) had an admonitory vessel, which

they ordered to be called Yew-che. "
vJLKi" Low che,
//rrl I

"A syphon to drain off liquids.* ^]S Tsew che,
" A

ine syphon." 7K. Shwiiy che,
" A water syphon."

low che,
"
Property goes away as easily as liquids by a

syphon." ~="
jj^j

Che yen jih ch'hiih,
" Laa-

guage daily changes, like a vessel, now full, then empty."

WO MAHJ.* . H.

A horary character, the fourth of the
4Jjt

'A Te-che,

including tie interval from fire to seven o'clock in the morn-

ing; also expressed by Jj|j pfp Maou she, ^>
Keaou maou,

" Five o'clock in the morning." TF'

Ching maou, "Six o'clock in the morning." /{^ ^*T ~~f~"

i. . I ij-
- I - [7 L| Puh tuy tsze woo maou yew,

"
Midnight

I I f=f

and noon, morning and evening, not corresponding ;" i. e. dis-

cordance or irregularity in the thing spoken of. Flourishing ;

abundant; luxuriant. E| Maou yu, "The second

moon," when the gate of Spring is thrown open;" hence, it is

said,the Seal Character represents an open door. It if

1 r*U $/! ^P- \ -\ 'IlL.
' llte" lnun> wan wiih peih

ch'hiih yay,
" The gate of Heaven at which all things issue

forth." When (lie year happens in Maou, JVj l&j Shen

o, and Maou, are convertible terms. Maou is used for

a period, time, or term in general. /jl> Sze maou,

" The day of one's death." fp>" 'Hr: maou,
" The

k> I
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time to take account of; the period of calling over the names

of oldier" which is not fixed, in order to keep all ready at

a short notice.
'fflp! Chwang maou, " To rush against

the time," i. e. to fail of being present in proper season.

K'hae maou,
" Commence a series of terms," as in

the payment of duties to government.

x=.-t- B PI i i
yu luh yug, urh shih jih, k'hae maou, ching heang che k'he,

" It is determined that the period of commencing the series

of payments of the duties, commence on the 20th of the 6th

moon."
7j / N ~7\~/ff;L

^Un 'ew maou h*"311

keaou,
" The whole amount to be paid in, at six terms."

Pe maou,
" To examine at the time, previously fixed,

for effecting a certain duty, and to punish by stripes in case of

failure ; as is the case of police runners who are often required

to apprehend, within a given time, certain persons. Commonly,

but erroneously written
-yfjj

Maou.

YIN} S. C. R.H.

From /TV Chaou.The nails of the hand, and I

J Tse'g,

A credential. A credential held by those who exercise govern-

ment ; an official seal ; a stamp ; to seal ; to stamp ; to impress;

T'hoo chang, or

*>

Thoo k.

Y'in sin, "Ao
Yin

J3TL

Chang yin, "To keep the seal ; or the

Kwan yin, >frf~~ L 1 ^ v 'n '

I J ' I III
seal of office, an official credential."

/f|
'

I
*

pa tsze,
" The part ofa seal grasped by the hand."

Yin seang,
" Box of the official seal," which is generally covered

with yellow cloth. ~jf~T Ta yin, Ep Yun-

yin, Jfc Keih yin, or ^25r /ff^j | Kaekoyin, "To

affix a seal."

keeper of the seal." In provincial courts, the person who docs

the manual part of affixing the seal is called s> f9j Ts'he'en

yS. tfo| Fung yiii,
"To shut up the seal;" i. e. to

desist from the ordinary business of the public courts, in tin-

last month of the year. ripj
K'hae yin,

" To open out

the seal ;" or recommence public business, after ending the new

year's holidays, which commonly continue about a month from

the 20th of the 12th moon, to the 20th of the 1st.
~^jp

L-X- i

Keaou yin, "To deliver over the seal to a successor," sfff-

-
Tse'S yin, "To receive the seal of office."

~/^kf
Yin pan,

"Blocks or plates with letters engraved on them for printing."

j|||l
Yin shoo, "To print books." ty. LC yin,

"To seal, or sear, with a heated iron," for the purpose of

recognizing an animal or thing. CX-
/'ffjj 3j=- ^y?r V /U.^ F^ .xV-

e c 'Mrl I X= Min pins shoo ke; kwan ping yin sin, "The
to take an impression on paper from an engraved surface. A

/v|^{ I tl

surname. The national seal is called^ Se, and is made of Pe Ple trust in deeds or bonds ' the officers of goTeniment trust

some precious stone; others are made ofgold, silver, or copper:
' the seal," A saying often adduced to shew the necessity of

some are square, and others oblong, which varieties areinteuded some written document in the particular case referred to.

to mark the difference of rank. The seal of private indi- ffe Yin-too," India." Jj | j^" [||j
Woo Yin-too

vidual, or of a magistrate, acting in his private capacity, is kwii,
" Five Indian nations," mentioned by Chinese travellers

H to India.not commonly called Yin, but
|j| -=*j=-

T'hoo shoo
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WEI.:

From ^* Chen, A man on the verge of a precipice, and

jj
Tst;

,
To limit or stop him from falling headlong. To be

situated on an eminence and feel afraid : unsteady ; unsettled ;

dangerous ; danger ; to endanger ; to rush down ; to ruin. One

of the twenty eight constellations : it consists of three stars and

is situated in the northern hemisphere. A surname. p P

Trj
--f-

fjkr /\ Lin ei to koo jin, "Entering on

what is dangerous, engage the assistance of an old friend."

V/P tBHI Qfj
Wei joo luy Iwan,

" Hazardous as (the

preservation of) a pile of eggs." ^f \~ >f
^ |j^ jjtj

Hnrj A-^ Tsae shang pull keaou; kaou urh ])iih

wei,
" When eminence in rank is not accompanied by pride ;

there is no danger frojn the elevation." ~ I

j--
Ir.'tni

\Veiyen chinglun,
" To discourse of righteousness, and point

out the danger of it's opposite." == Wei yen, Verbally,

Dangerous words ;" does not mean, language that is dangerous,

hut language that points out danger, and inspires caution.

Wei been,
"
Danger; daugerous." ;Jj5j

taou wei necn che ke 'h .

I

ilisease is now most imminently dargrrous."

tab,
"
Imminently dangerous ;" applied to disease.

I Wei tat,Wei wang, "Passed to oblivion; dead."

"
Very dangerous or ha/.ardous."

Wei hoo ! tae tsae !
" how hazardous ! how dangerous !" <

che min, jew pe t'hangurb wei clie chay ; shiu k'howciyay, urh

che piih k'ho t'ha yay.
" Slanderous and servile fawning people,

combine to seek the ruin (of learned and virtuous instructors

of mankind) ; but though their persons may be endangered, their

determination (to attempt the cure of moral disorders) cannot

be extorted from them." (Le-king.) /55
^ we ''

'The beams of a house."

PEIH. S.C.

To assist ; an assistant. From
j

Tseg, Implying trust or

dependance on. Kang-he considers it the obsolete form of i

Peih.

T?
SEUEN.

From two seals of office. To choose ; to select.

143 Ylll. From PH Tse8, A seal reversed. A Par.

ticle denoting A transition, or a reversing of the thought ; or.

_ ij
I s

By the framers of the -TM^ Le Character, written *Fu1 Yih.

SHAOU. g^S.C. /^R. H.

High; eminent. Sen kaou, tlh

shaou,
" Advanced in years,

and eminent in virtue."

TSEIH. Properly Tsc^.h, see below..

K'HE6. Properly >n K'hco, see below.

rfW LWAN. ^p EJJ3S.C.

The testicles of animals; the eggs of birds. Read Kwin,
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The spawn of fishes, more commonly called pQ
J-

Yu-tsze,

peih yew tae Iwan,
"
Every creature that is produced, is cither

from the womb, or an egg." Lwnn tsze,
" The

testicles." 4}f Ke Iwan
>

" A hen's egg." t^

Ncaou Iwan,
" A bird's egg." \^- ^wan Paou >

" The scrotum." /t Lwan sang,
" Produced from

an egg;" 'in contradistinction from Up? /t Tae sang,

" Formed in the womb."

Foo yuhjin yu6, Iwan yih; yen joo neaou foo Iwan
i

yay,
" To cherish and nourish a person is called Lwan-yih, in

allusion to a bird hatching its eggs." H^5-"w IJ ~\*

3&- rfrl '_L!< '*f Shing joo Iwan, yu yih urh ch'hang che,

"
Shing, is as an egg, which I have sheltered and brought up

under my wings." (Tso-chuen.) It would be unsuitable to de-

tail the application of this word in vulgar abuse. The fragile

nature of eggs piled on each other, or suspended, are referred

to as illustrative ol what is hazardous or dangerous. The sen-

tence given under m Wei, is thus varied. fHIII /

Ttt~ Luy Iwan che wei,
" The danger ofpiled up eggs.'' IfJ

"5(0 -2-1% Wei joo heuen Iwan," Hazardous as(thesafety
' tJ * I

ofj an egg suspended aloft." p& Lwan sih,
"
Egg

coloured," i. e. not bright; applied to the sun or the day ; CTCO-

neously changed to ~XH\\'rLi Lew sTh.
-j=jEj^-

- 4 X

jfy ^w Ch hun, sze puh tseu me Iwan,
" In spring, the

inferior officers ( when sporting), do not take the young stag

nor eggs." (Le-king.)

PEI, or Pe. S. C.

To give a seal to, and constitute a ruler or governor ; to gi?e

authority to. A clean, pure stone, or gem. Read Slh, accord-

ing to the old definition.

From Six to Sixteen Strokes.

SHE', or Che. 2r S. C.

Large measure ; enlarged ; liberal ; gratulatory.

KEUEN.

The bend at the knee. (Shwo-wan.) Bent ; rolled up ; a scroll ;

a section of a book. Read Keuen, To roll up. >fcC t~L

Keuen urh, A certain plant. -3V Keuen she", Name

.
1-|.

of a star. Read Keuen, Crooked ; winding ; small. -=&

I

Shoo keuen, or *Jr . Yih keuen die
I ** - tt

shoo,
" A book." Pj 'WT* XJM /RTfrl

y/K* J^\ f- I
tflt-

K'ho shoo keuen chay yue keuen, pi
;

en,/ ^ r~ I" ' Ix *

tsze chay yue chili, Papers
"
capable of being unrolled or rolled

up, are called Keuen ; those in leaves are called Chili." Chinese

books were originally scrolls; during the eighth century, they

were first bound up in leaves. Keueu j ih,
"
First

section." Keuen urh,
" Second section."

fc\ ^nt K'hae keuen jew yih, "On opening abnok.

there is benefit derived." There is some advantage derived from

the slightest reading, how much more from diligent study.iM 1 {$$
jen; chen keuen hwQ jen, "Shuts the book and knows nothing;

TOL. I. S
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opens the book, and perceives every thing clearly." Applied to

students who passcss good sense' and discernment, but a bad

memory.

I
-ft-Ji Keuen shoo, like Yen keuen, in the last phrase,
E3

expresses. To close a book. ifE /J\.
^euen ^ ^e

lae,
" To roll up." J&j-

-j& Siiih keuen yih

k'hung,
" The mat is rolled up and has left a void;" said of him

v\o is bereft of every thing. The allusion is to the ancient

custom of silting and eating on mats. if I

J ^JS

/ Keuen urh hwae clie,
" To roll up and put away." To

retire from public life iu troublous times." ( Lun-yu. ) ^3

~/F\~ [ipT
Yew keuen chay o,

" There are winding passes

amongst the mduntains." --
flr-\ ^/^ 'Zfr Yih

keuen sh'ih che to,
" As much as a small stone." Read Kwan,

In the sense of ^? Kw&n.

S. C.

/FK I
[ \p[\

T8 e keae kali yue
1

seay ; chow jin ch'huh tsae

yih yue
1

seay,
" To put off garments, or lay aside armour is

called Seay ; boatmen, or sailors, putting out what is contained

rtcv I

in their vessels, is also called Seay." flJT
T8 seav >

" To put off.'
1

Pi* Seay ho,
" To deliver cargo."

T>
'|=r Seaytea ho,

" To deliver, and to take on board,

r.-irgo.
1 '

ft Seay sze,
" To give up, or deewt from

anaflair."
| ^p[^fx^^^ Seay Ho-yuen

Hi-i-ii, L'n.-fang,
"
Lin-fang, who has laid aside (thegovernment

of) the district Ho-yuen." The probability, in such eases, is,

thit the pfr>,on was deposed ; to express which, Seay, is a de-

licate term.

into ruins." II?? Seay tan,
I 1/e

to desist from an undertaking.''

rid one's self of a calamity."

^own a Durden ;

Seay ho,
" To

SEUH. s. c.

To feel sorry ; to commiserate ; to compassionate.

Foo seiih, "To sooth and compassionate." Syn. with

seiih, wiib k'heu, "In lashing (ahorse) strike with feeling; do

not drive it violently." (Le-king.)

K'HEO. Same as
^[jK'heo.see below.

$ R. H.
2<

A vessel to contain wine, used by the bride and bridegroom

at marriages. They were in ancient times made of the gourd

split into two; tojoin these again formed one ; hence the allusion

lo thest/, when uniting two persons as one, in marriage. The

Kin arc now msde of pewter, silver, and so on, according to

the wealth of the persons. Two Kin, are sent by the bridegroom

to the bride, wlien she is desired to leave the house of her

parents. TheKin are brought back with her to the bridegroom.

He anil she, sealed at a table in the bedroom, and in the presence

of all their relations, part-ike of a little wine poured from these

two vessels. After pouring out tlie wine, they exchange the

cups and drink. This seems an essential part of the ceremony

of marriage
Jjj?^ ,] J^^^^

Paou-)'uh taou tcaou lung fang, kraou pel, ho kin,
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"Paou-yiih proceeded to the bed-chamber, where (with her in-

tended husband), she exchanged cups and joined the Kin." Com-

r .
. f

monly written $' Kin, but properly ^Jj'
Kin. (Sha-muh.)

R. H.K'HEO. S. C.

To limit one's wishes; to stop ; to refuse, to reject; to lead

back ; to look towards. Asa particle, Really ; truly ; therefore ;

then- ^P ^1>| ^F^ K '

he6 Che Wel Pflh kU"S '

" To refuse it (a present) shews a want of respect." (Mang-tsze.)

jV- /TFI
Ej|J

King wuh keen k'heS,
"

I shall be happy

I I
-

-f-tf / . i I

if you do not refuse." Ba -|, /77J
Wan wang

wuh k'heu, I cherish " ten thousand hopes (that you will) not

refuse." B K'heo e,
" To refuse to accede to a

I /S*

person's wishes." -fc- ShTh k'heo, "To lose."
ijTJ//

1

>
P'haou k'heo, "To reject, or throw from one."

Leaou k'hed, "To reject entirely." [ Wang

k'heo, "To forget."
jfl^

j in yuen we chang le k'heii heaou te,
" Joo-lae Fiih, in establishing

rulesforthe instruction of mankind, never rejected, or departed

shwo,
"
They say ; or. it is said truly," or, in some cases, K'heo

is a mere expletive.

_
T̂? K'hed

f Nc wuh,
"
Agitated, un-WUH .

stable; as a vessel on the surface of the water, or something

agitated in a lofty, dangerous situation. In the explanation of

-3' p Kwan-kwa, considered a> representing thethe

agitation of u penitent mind.

YU.

To direct, to control ; to advance. Occurs in the booki of Pull

. Space between the joints of bones.

TSEIH.
g^S.C.

Now; immediately; forthwith ; then ; only; near; urgent-,

swift. Occurs in the sense of If. fitt TseTh tseih
U.JJ I

"Crammed closely together; abundant and solid" in virtue.

A kind of torch. A surname. 3f !l TseTh kTh- \/
I ^\ f -Li-

LeTh tseTh; fj=f* Tang tseih; R^ Tseih

-!*~ .
' V

she, All express,
"
Forthwith, immediately ; instantly."

3 =

Chay fung shoo sin she kin yaou te'Th, ne tseTh

kThchojin k'he k'heu, "This letter is very important, you

must despatch some person with it immediately."

I TseTh jTh, "The same day." Efl TseTh yung,

"Employed immediately." t||/
Tseih tsze, "Just ;

this; only this." -& Tseih she, "That is; just so;

the same as." jg /fg -g- f^|^ jg j=J

Chay ko, tseTh she yu na ko t'huug, '-/rhis is just the same as

that." /fffj f
1 TseTh she keen,

"
Supposing it to

I >Js*~ ,
I J

be for a moment." jffff.

Xjjj
Wool'ha tseTh, "\o other

than."
-Jj|Si

Fe tseih;
XrjtJ

Tsslhso,
" With all

possible speed; with haste; urgently." ^jl--
FC > tseih.

"Not (this), then (that.)" //^.~~& f& P/\l A
/ P H F=I H 7 7 >

fe swan, tseih foo; fe tae, tseih heu,
" Th. literati of the present
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day, if they are not sour, they are rotten: if they are not silly,

they are vague and shallow." Sour, denotes a disagreeable,

singular manner. Rotten, denotes Vicious, depraved. p|

~"TT rfn yfC F I
K h wan urh puh k'h IM '''''

"
May be looked at from a distance, but not approached." Said

of persons, whose conduct will not bear a near investigation.

: Puh tseih puh le, "Not near, not distant."

i. e. not very pressing; it may be gone about leisurely,

but not neglected. Ai7 Tse'h wei, "To ascend the

throne." ^prJ3L5^ Yew show chth tseih, " In

the right hand held a torch."

Ol. S crib, ^g Yuen, see Rad./Qs Sin.

Same as n With, see above.

YO, or Go. The palate.

] Fp -rrnK'howchungshanggo, "TheYB.or

palate, which constitutes the upper part ofthe mouth withinside."

. c.^ R H.

' rum Ull Maou, "To issue forth,'' the other part giving

sound. Highly intelligent and enlightened; also, an object

towards which all look. A title conferred, in different periods

of Chinese history, on various of the higher officers of state.

Sometimes used by equals to each other, as a term (if respect;

also by superiors to inferiors. A surname. ISI "^ \J/H|

Chow liih k'hing.,
" Under the dynasty Chow, (which ended B.

I U5), were six K'hing." From these it appears, the more

modern Six Boards, called ^L_jt
> \ P Luh-poo, originated-

T'heen-k'hing, Title of the first of the

Le-poo. Jrjj/ Tc-k'hing, Title of the first of the

Y~\
-

\\ Hoo-poo. The president of the Ifi lib "H~j\ Le-poo

is entitled
^tjj^

Ch'hun k'bing. Of the Jx. pf(ping-

-z=r
poo, Hea-k'hing. Of the

TTIJ-Qh Hing-poo,

Tsew-king; and the president of the "TV n K
~l&~

Kung-poo, is entitled Tung-k'hing.

HJE
-jl ^^ "Vf/^

^ c'iay> T'heen-tsze, Choo-how keae

ming chih ching ta chin, yue" ching k'hing; tsze Chow how che

yew s:m kung, kew k'hing che haou, "In ancient times, the

Emperor and dependant princes, both denominated the great

officers, who held the reins of 'government, by the title Ching-

k'hino-. From the time of Chow, and onwards, the terms, three

Kung and nine K'hing existed." /]/ Shaou k'hing,

" A secondary degree of the same rank.
-^^ ^SC J/jf

^k 5B-
pip.
E

J/J Tsin, Han, e lac, keun hoo

chin e k'hing,
" From the time of Tsin and Han, the sovereign

addressed his ministers by the title K'hing," and

K'hing kca. This does not seem the practice of the present

dynasty. /f\. ~T\~ -^- Kung, k'hing, Ta-foo,

" The nobility, statesmen, and subordinate officers ;" i. e. all the

officers of government of every rank. J K'hing

tsze, was a term of respect for a gentleman, like the modern terra

--
Kung-tsze.

EEWjfvC Shang sze yoen k'hing, A kind of

supervisor of the Imperial stables. The commissioner of cus-
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toras on foreign trade, at the port of Canton, has commonly this

title on his Patent.

Original form uf 4j< Keuen, see above.

TSElH. A long time.

SEIH. The knee. Now commonly written

-rt
-'Si?!] Ne

'

s se 'n > Name of a horse; so
'T>l

denominated because a good horse, hangs down the head with

1- -g- 1. 1 _ I
f.

-

its mouth approaching iU knees. WJE} ~rJ A~T

Tun show seih hing, "Bowing down the headand walking on

the knees."

. Dangerous.

LEAOU. Name of a hill.

SEEN, or Ts'heen.

To go, or remove. (Ts'heen-han-che.)

TWENTY-SEVENTH RADICAL.

r HAN. s. c.

The overhanging side of a hill; a rocky projecting preci-

pice, or bank of a river, capable of
affording shelter, or a dwell-

ing for human beings.

CHE. A syphon for drawing off wine.

CHEN, or Wei. S C

From Man on the top of a precipice. To look up to;

dangerous. (Sha-muh.) Certain of the rafters of a house.

Go,
or^^j-

Ko go,
" The joinings or knots

TOJU I.

of the branches of trees." Erroneously read Gih, in the senseof

I51
Gih,

" To be distressed ; to be ill-used." \~Jk\
f I _L ft |

Kwan gih, "To be in distress."

From Three to Six Strokes.

KEUH. S. C.

To seize or take hold of with the left hand ; from the re-

verse sideofjEf Re'S," To take with the right hand." Ac-

cordingto one writer, Anxious disquieting attention to business.

CH1H, or Tsihi To extend ; to open out i also

expressed by EI=. ):- Ch'hang chih, and F K'hae
y*^C / L*

chih.

3o
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tt. HAN. Chow's form of P~ Han.

,

^ Chov's mode of writing M^ Tsih.

/_U Same
as^. Yu, see Rad./-1^ Meen.

\*i?

Ffv Ol. Scrib. -^ Neu,
" A woman."

JE Same as Shin.

01. Scrib. 1 Yin.

Also used for J?i-Yin, A dangerous precipice. Read

K'hin, Rocky ground.

Ijf"
KAE. To reach to

; to arrive at.

K>HE - To fall to the ground.

PANG. Name ofa place.

/ij YA " Cha ya '

" Not correspond-

ing to; not agreeing with."

Ol. Scrib. xf How.

01. Scrib. =? Shin.

I^P CH'HIH. To cast or drive out.

FE, or Fei.

Water branching off and flowing in a slanting direction.

PAE.

Water dividing its streams and flowing onward.

CHE.

Leading to a certain end ; CTn ; level; sound

CH1H, or Tsih.

Mean; vile; depraved; inverted.

KEUH, or Kuh. To seize with the hand.

KEA. Large ; great.

CHEj or Te. A kind of soft stone, fit for

grinding or rubbing tools on. Leading to a final end ; that;

certain; to, or at. J^^Te shih,
" A whetstone."

B5^-~==~ 1JJ TTT i -5~~
AA. in S& "/ Tjr Chen 7en hwuy. k'ho che^^* * I f "9

hing,
" My words are reasonable, and may be carried into

certain effect."
(Shoo-king.)

CHA -/ t Cha ya, "Not correspond.

ing to each other.'' Read Tsih, Narrow, confined.

TOO, or Hoo. S. C.

Pretty, or valuable stone. Name of a certain stone.
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JS S. C.LA. The rattling noise of stones.

T'HUNG. A deeply retired house.

K'HEE. Side ofa hill; the bank of a river.

JfcS YO. A bank.

Something rising up to view on the bank of *. river.

From Six to Eight Strokes.

I*I'T K'HO. A hill with banks and streams on each

side. Read K'hee', same as H| K'heg.

YAE. S. C. R. H.

The precipitous sides of a hill ; the bank of a river or

stream.
\~ JEp Shang yae,

" To ascend the bank."

E, or Yae,

To shade ; to screen ; to obscure ; to conceal.

/Q OI Scrib - ^ Che> see Rad - J

7tH Same as J^ Ch'hth, "To expel."

01. Scrib. t
Selh.

i^^ K'HO. To press down ; to oppress.

I AJ CHIH. Turnings and windings amongst hills.

Chow cMh, The name of a certain district.

Same as mf-. Ying.

CHA. Not appearing ; not manifest.

TE. A certain stone, S. C.

MANG. S. C.

The appearance of a large rock. Large ; great ; abundant ;

affluent. A surname. pp ^^XM^ M >n s&ang tun

mang,
" The people populous and affluent"

Mang tsa,
" Blended and crowded together." j$jnf~

Tseun

mang, occurs in the She-king. Some Expositors confess they

do not understand the phrase, others give the words the sense

I-,

i _.

fcj Mung yiing,

" To speak in a confused manner in mixed dialects."

E. To drink in. S. C.

Jt

NO, Or Go. Appearance of stony, rocky, hills.

,

HEA. S. C.

Crouching under a precipice or in a cave ; meanly lodged.

CHEN.

A kind of a market place ; shops of a market place.
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FOO, or Poo. s. c.

Stony, rocky hills or land ; rocks jutting out to view; the

veins of rock*.

I
SHAY'. A certain surname.

HOV. s -c - vA.V. & R.H.

The bulkincss of a mountain. Thick ; large ; great ;

weighty; liberal; generous; kind; intimate. A surname.

Dp ^jfj How pS, are opposites,
"

Thick, thin ; liberal,

FT* *"*r

stingy ; kind, ungracious.
1"

"/T 1^51 Jiff
T'heen

kaou, te how,
"
High as heaven, and large as the earth ;" i. e.

vast as the universe. Applied to the benevolent disposition or

conduct of an individual, and to the virtues of the Emperor.

Kwang how,
" Extensive and ample." fP5?>-

f? * ///

How shing,
" To gain a great advantage over ; a great victory."

Jjyil f-jp* Leenpehow, "Face thick-skinned ;''ie.shame-

!.>, brazen-faced; ^Q How yen, expresses the same.

#*{

l^G How tae, or sjc. /\ Tae jin how, express

Treating a person liberally and kindly." AJJJ
Xrfc y\^

Vr* ^E iM" T ha tae j in shih tsae h w ta u>
" He

treats people extremely well."
~ftk^^ 7^ yjp

"7/> ^fRy*
How yu tszc, urh pii yu pe,

" Kind to this, and
'J \ v^\.

ungracious to that;" i.e. to shew marked partialities.

ffi How chung.
" Thick and heavy ; liberal and steady."

f^'tfc^ I /JvMf? I ft
~

j\t Kcuen-tszc chang shih yu how ; seaou jin chang shili yu

p, " A good man generally err in treating j>eople better than

they deserve ; a bad man generally errs in treating them worse."

J\ JR -*T^ "hM/ J' 11 kea chung how che

ching,
" A sincere, liberal-minded, faithful man."

Ts'hing how,
" A kind disposition." hh

I 1 -

Leang jin seang how,
" Two intimate friends."

II- I

H- Seang keaou shin how, " A very intimate inter-

course with."
|||5l

^ow 'e'" ^ large liberal present."

Jfiy^
How luh,

" Liberal emolument" derived from the

public service.
12-^

How gan,
" Great kindness,"

shown to an inferior. di- How we, '' Savoury."
l

tyj<

How tsew,
" Generous wine."

YEW. Beams that support the eves of a house.

01. Scrib. Seth, see Racl. f Kin

Ol.Scrib.^Mang.seeRad.-/^
Keuen.

I'lK Ol. Scrib.^ Shing.

ftfj Same as ^& Fang.

Same as JW How, see above.

Same as fS Yuen, see below.

From Eight to Ten Strokes.

K'HIN. A stony rocky country.
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TSZE, or Shwuy. S. C.

Tszewei, "The rocky summit of a mountain."

S. C.
vff
rap TS'HO.

A large coarse stone. The modern copies of the Classics

^^ Ts'ho. Read Ts'hoo, To place ; to put.

K'HO, Or K'hS. A hill with banks on each side.

Ol. Scrib. :*g Noo, see Rad.JZJS hth.
S\ P 9

NAE, Gae, or CMh.

A certain stone ; an extended curtain.

IS CHIH, or Tsih.

Thrown on one side under a precipice ; meanly housed 5 mean.

|M

yl TSUY. Name of a country.

PE, Fei S. C.

An obscure, retired, shady place, where spirits are supposed

to reside.

YiH. S. C.

Stony bad ground ; stone which is difficult to work.

SHUN. Same as
VJp^

Shun.

Spotted or stained, as cloth with damp or water.

Jlrr

l Ol. Scrib.T'hae, nee Bud. PS

To collect together earth and form a raound or hillocli

YUEN. S. d. R. H.

High levd ground; a waste; a common. Origin j source
;

beginning ; commencement j the real natural state of a thing 01

ofan affair. To examine into th origin of; to trace back to th<-

beginning. Again ; an iteration of; a second ; the tame a< the

first. To remit ; to forgive. A surname ; the nameofa district

-Ip--
IB P'hing yuen,

" A large level uncultivated tract

of country." Cjj
I Teo yuen,

" An extensive culti-

vated tract, &&&#
~fc ^**7J*}ji:

MinS YaJ'Ju ch 'huh hing tee

wei T'heen-tsze laou nung, His Majesty "ordered the Yay-yu,

to go forth to the cultivated lands, and in behalfofthe Emperor,

encourage the husbandmen." ( Le-king.)

.
ko i

sze chay, e shih che yuen,
" The husbandman, the fisherman, the

travelling merchant, and resident trader ; these four, are the

sources from whence are obtained raiment and food."
N
Er3

/_ y'V, p; /ft^^ Taou che ta yuen ch huh yu

fheen,
" The great source of reason, is derived from Heaven."

^ Yuen pun,
" The origin j originally."

Yuen yew,

" The causes from which a thing proceeds ;

the circumstances of an affair." ^^ Chuy yuen,
" To

search into the original causes of; to analyze." gj"
I jiL

VOL. I. 3 r
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Yuen t,
" The original intention j the first motive."

"}*_ Yuen choo,
" The original lord ;"i. e. the owner; the pro-

prietor. ^jK Yuen wci,
" The origin and end ;

'
all

about a per.-on or thing. f^j

'

PJJ.[*;3v -y^*- P

ill' 1 1 I 3bL~
Yin ke kwa chi5 ' yaou wim t

'

ha t*1h

yuen we4,
" In consequence of remembering it with some

anxiety, I want to enquire all about him.'' 55s Keen

yuen,
" To see thoroughly into the causes and circumstances

of an affair." Said by way of compliment to the discernment

of any other person.

^f^T/rj ij-p Yuen lacjootsze, "Really, or in point

of fact, thus." Often said when all disguises are laid aside, or

1f -=-"-

A\ R^ Yuen piili keae,

'

Strictly, or by rights, ought not." X^ -W^ Yuen

iiiih seang, "Originally, or really at bottom, did not mean,
1 '

&c.

gtp Yuenleang, "To excuse: or put a favorable con-

'trucjin'.<jn." ^f-r~ Yuen yew,
" To forgive."

/
>i?~

I 'n FI

r.fi 1 I r

// ~f Hwny chaou yuen cue,
" Issued an order to

furgive them."
^ntf fl f^ JTrC ^T Ming

shen tsae, mo yew yuen,
" Ordered the Cook, not to bring the

fragments in again." 'JSL, | jgfl
Wei yuen meaou,

"Madea second temple." Syn. with
yjt| Yuen. To rhyme,

read Yun.

Same as JgJShun, see Rad. Ej Miili.

^5 Ol. Scrib. /oiTsun, see Rad.
-Ijl

Tsze.

\^^>
ITT* Same as JsJ. How^ see above.

rf

YUEN. A source or spring from whence

water issues. Now written /|tj Tsuen.

Ol. Scrib. j ai Show.

Ol.Scrib.|jf|Kwei,
To present a gift

to

SOW. A creek; a bay.

T'SHZE. To clean ; to put in order.

A place which requires constant cleansing; filthy; a bank by

the side of a stream ! a privy- The same is expressed by ^f*

Maou fhsze.^Hy Hwanfhsze;

fhsze,
" Ordure."

Fun

01. Scrib.JTwan Sh03

LE. S. C.

To split ; to rend open. A rent or crack in the skin of ripe

fruit. From J? Pi>, To strike, and I Han, A cleft hill

side = the other part giving sound.

Ol. Scrib. BrEShoo,seeRad. f^ Yen.Am /

Ol.Srcib.
Vjffi T'haou^eeRad.
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From Ten to Twenty-eight Strokes.

]4~- Ol.Scrib. R|&Leeh,seeRad. | j
Jth

SHUY.orTsuy.

r>: Shuy wei,
" The summit of a hill."

An engine for throwing stones. Short. To bow. A surname.

A pronoun, commonly used in
Ipl

3=i
Shang-shoo, in the

j

sense of R K'he. He; she ; it; his ; hers ; its.

-^ ^

KeuS wei,
" A dog with a short stunted bald tail."

Keug e,
" A short tailed garment."

> /
f1 Keue" keB keshow, " To bow the forehead to the ground."
r *

(Ts'heen-han-she.) T^p B R "W Ja pSng keue"

kcO,
" As (an animal) dashing to the ground its horn."

yy^ I Yu^, woo hoo, t'heen nan sin, ming me chang ; chang

keug tlh, paou keui* wei ; keug tih me chang, kew yew e wang.

/ffl-~3-r E-yin. the minister of ~TC 0^1 Tae-kea, when

old and leaving court, in order to warn his Master," Said, Alas !

Heaven cannot be trusted ; its decrees are inconstant: let his

virtue be long continued, and his throne will be preserved;

but if his virtue be inconstant, the empire will forthwith be lost."

The apparently blasphemous sentence, at the beginning, must

be understood in a qualified sense, as if he had said Princes

may not presume that they are ordained by Heaven to rule,

irrespective of their own conduct. -ft
/f]j'

Kew yew, is

the same as yf mill Kew chow, "Nine regions." A phrase

I'kfi yT T\ T'he'en hea, used here, to denote the Empire.

. >
fc

Read Keuh, J& Tuh keiih, A uame applied to the

northern barbarians, who were variously designated in different

periods of Chinese history, they are said to have been skilful in

working iron, and were called Tiih-keuh, which means a

helmet, from
-jd^ I LI

K' n'snan
> which they inhabited, resem-

bling one.

j
Sri A. A kind of out-house; a house by the side

of another. Sometimes confounded with l|=j~ Hea. /ST

Hea-mun, The Port in Pub-keen, commonly called Amoi.

Pe'en sha, A room formed by a continuation of the

principal roof.

sow.

Terminable; limited. Read Sow, An old man.

Same as t&- Ka.

KO, Or O, T'nJ ure - A cave by the side ofa hill

BDU

Hfe. TS'HO. A cragged rocky hili

) TEEN. A grave.

/

GAOU.

A public granary ; also called
^ Ts'hang gaou.
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Original form of Ofl How, see above.

LEEN. The^corner of a stone.

Ol. Scrib. Yew, see Rad. ;&\ Sin

O1. Scrib. ffe Shoo, see Rad. f^Yen

,7T K'EW. A stable.

K'HIN. A iinall house ; few.

KEUE. Embarassed.

K'HO, or K'how. Sound of closing the mouth.

SEAY.

Thrown on one tide ; Inverted ; subverted.

YIN. Same as the following.

YIN. S. C.

Yin yin,
"
Appearance of a mountanous preci-

KWEI. (^S.C.

Water completely evaporated, or dried up; a place which

ger.erally contained water, left completely dry. The mud or

rotten mould on the banks of a river.

pice. Read Thau or K'hin, A dangerous hill. Read Can,

Hilly and rocky.

Ol. Scrib.

SE, E, OrYth. A sharp stone.

Ol. Scrib. ffr Shoo.
Mft

Ol. Scrib. tit Shoo.Am

To restrict ; to restrain ; to repress ; to subject. Uniformly ;

obedient ; as one ; to unite together. To keep out ; to prevent

ingress. To injure. To invite ; to enter with the motion of the

hands. An inauspicious dream.
/t|/l ^/Y Ye ^sze" ^e

name of a place. Read Yen, Sufficient; filled; to satisfy;

satisfied ; satiated ; to put off; to unrobe. Read Yen, To dislike ;

to hate ; to reject. To screen from ; to conceal. Composed ;

steady ; firm. Read Ya, Unex tended ; cramped, to descend to, or

arrive at. Read Yih, S Ylh ylh,
"
Damp." Read

Gan, To sink in water.
ijH- J/J

*S? Tseang e ye"

chung, "Thereby to depress the spiritsof the multitude." (Tio-

chuen.) jptE
Yg nan>

" To rePress tnose wno created

disturlar.ee." (Ts'hcen-han-chuen.) -TT* p ^ACX \ I "tfi \

T'hi-en hea ye jen,
" The whole empire according as one."

Piih ye\
" Disobedient." E&

yjtfe
L-Vl

Tung yew e y che,
" Travelled to the east to withstand,

I <!or prevent, its ingress." "TTyT
^^ kwan, "A mourning
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showyug yth) yin showyue
1

yS, "To beckon from, with the

hand, is called Ylh; to invite to, with the hand, is called Ye"."

yew y k'he kef, The grain" gradually rises out of the ground;

that wfcich is satiated with the vegetable life, grows forth pre-

eminent." (She-king.) "JH_Wf Yen yen k
'

he

meaou,
" How beautiful the grain '." (She-king.) |Ef

h & ~/^ ;(*A K'hih yen shang te die sin, "Able to

satisfy the mind of the supreme (divine) ruler."

$C /tif
/^C

* Pa U> piih y8 f"h

"
Satisfied, and not desiring to eat more, is called Yen." (Liih-

SL 1 /^At I

shoo.) /S^ Shih yen ,

16nJ Paou yen, "Satia-
>*C I pl-i I

ted; satisfied with food."
-jl^^ | -^- JJ

HE1 Haou shoo puh yen ts'heen hwuy tub,
" Of a good book

feel no dislike to read a thousand sections."
"=7J A.

T'haou jin yen, "Officiously to bring upon one's self the dislike

of other people." /^- J\^ pj Ling jin k'ho yen,

"To cause people to dislike one." /Yp J5fL 1 /\^

Tfrl& jp^^M K f/i
Tan kung jTh

kew urh sang yen ; shay kew urh t'hoo sin,
"

I am only appre-

hensive that length of time will create dislike; that you will

leave the old, and seek after new." / 1
\ ITTl ~Kf

Yen scaou urh woo ta ; hwiih kin urh t'hoo yuen ;

tseang t'hoo laou urh woo kung yay, Do not, "dislike small

affairs and affect great things ; do not despise what is at hand,

and desire what is remote ; this is to be taken up with useless

toil, and to neglect what is really meritorious." (She-king.) Great

VOL. i. 8 Q

things may be above your capacity; what is remote may never

be attained, then all your labourand anxiety will go for nothing."

This idea, is often urged by Chinese moralists, and is quite

proverbial with the people. 'at- Yen k'he,
" To rcjectt

It
t.

%ffi Yen tseug,
" To exterminate ; to

iill

destroy." ^? I ^J~^ /<
X T'heen yen che ;

t'he'en yen die,
"
May heaven destroy me ! may heaven destroy

me !" if I have done any thing wrong, which you surmise. An

imprecation uttered by Confucius, when one of his pupils ex-

pressed disapprobation of the Sage's admitting to his presence,

a boy of bad character. (Lun-yu.) ,/M/v7t./P|
^2-

pTrj
& ^Ac Seaou-jin keen keun-tsze urh how

yen jen,
" When the man of low moral principles sees the really

good man, he endeavours to conceal himself and his vices

from being noticed." (Ta-heo.) A& &
rf\

|!J45
ifffl.j^ Yen yen yay yin puh tsuy, woo kwei,

"
Drinking with self enjoyment long at night, and not return-

ing home till intoxicated." (She-king.) Pji

yy Yen yen leang jin,
"
My husband how calm and steady"

does he remain amidst the dangers of war, to serve his country,

sacrificing his domestic comfort. (She-king.)

SZE. Persons, who with armies procure fuel and

forage. Jjft$,~}~ H ^ t
'

h SMh "*"'"^

thousand foragers." (She-ke.) ;^2*^L
Sze yang

tsiih,
" Men who procure forage and dress food." A servant.

To cut and slash, as in the confusion of battle ; in confused

manner. ft? Sze lew," The front and rear separating
i r1 !

from each other without again returning." Some reject this
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character became not ronlained in ShwO-wan.

Seaou sze, "A servant hoy:" my servant.

~/p~~X~ fcj /Y* Jr*
We rhe she ncu urh seaou

zc urh.
" Don't know whether they arc girls or servant boys."

Chung scaou szo muii e king Uae wac mi-en sze how,
" A\\ the

sen ant boys were already without side waiting." >f>5^

Sze slia,
" To fight and kill in the confusion of battle."

5^Szejin,"To recognize, or be introduced to each other, in

a confused manner, from many persons meeting together at the

fame moment."

TEEN. To fix ; to settle.

T A\f T'heVn te teen wei,
" Heaven and

earth fix the throne;'' i. e. nature or providence determines the

rank of men.

^ Same us 4jS Tso.

, WEI, 01' E. JSS.C. See the following.

SHUY Slmy e, The summit of a hill.

GAOU. A granary.

CHI 1 1, or Petll. Low, mean apartment.

K HAN, or Lan. fig S. C.

The appearance of an empty cave or den in the lide of a hill

LE. S. C. R. II

A coarse strong stone ; a whetstone. To grind ; to rub.

Severe; stern; violent; raging; rapid as flight; excessive; ugly ;

cruel ; to act cruelly or tyrannically; wicked ; dangerous ; upon

a high dangerous bank; disease. To commence; to stimulate;

to excite to. To ford a stream with one's clothes on. A term

applied to the ninth moon. A surname. Read Lae, Ulcers

caused by daubing the body with lacker. Read Lee
1

, Severe,

or, according to one, the ornamental tassel of a purse,

laf Leaou lee
1

,

" The shrill sound of a song carried over to a

distance by the wind." JJ? .fJX iff-T?
Tseu 'e tseu

twan,
" To take stones and iron." (She-king.) ^fetr fcfe. I

_rf. Mo ma le ping,
" Feed the horses and sharpen the

/ \

weapons." (Tso-chuen.) *fe?M
/
*J2
V

A/j^ -\\ ^f- /(-f

jlU //^^AC /f^ll
r ''lun kin peih tseang tae lung le

jcn how le, "Blunt metal must be ground ere it be sharp."

Hji-
Mo le,

" To grind, to sharpen ; to discipline and

reform."
J^rf

Le fung, "A violent wind."

yt\
Le kwei, "An injurious demon, or ghost," that has no

temple built for its reception after the death of the body, which

it had animated ; no posterity having been left by the deceased.

Keun-tsze, t'hingk'he

yen yay le,
" A good man, when his words are heard, they will

be found sincere and true." (Lun-yu.) /C\ fffj JjV

Piih le urh wei, "Dignified without violence."

!8B
tsze chung jTh keen keen ; *eih t'heih jo, le woo k'hew, "The

good man is all the day vigilent and unceasing in his efforts ;
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in the evening he cherishes a thoughtful solicitude ; and thus,

though he be in the midst of danger, he meets with no cala-

mity." (Yih-king.) vStf" Kelh le,
" To stimulate ( to

excite." \^\ ^g
~r~ ^3> E le he'en tsae yen,

" To encourage those possessed of virtue and talents." Xtrl

*ewhoo Suy Suy,.sae

pe k'he le,
" There is a fox alone, and seeking its fellow, stand-

ing on the stones in yonder fordable stream." (She-king.)

I KW M ''& le min e tsze yang yay>

" To tyrannize over the people in order to feed one's self."

IpSj?
Yen le, "Gravity; dignity." mSf

7UJs|

'iJU H
yj

Yen shing le sth teih,
" A solemn voice and grave

manner." EL ^^ ^- Min puh yaou le,
" The

people have no. diseases which carry them off by premature

death."
^J(|j | y^lll^ShintsIhle.tseen

tsih k'he,
" When the water is deep, then ford with the clothes

on ; when shallow, lift them up." (She-king.)

YEN.

The part commonly opened of the belly of a crab.

YAOU. A seat ;
a place.

01. Scrib.
jj^ Yuen.

u

LEIH. To separate ; to divide.

FO - A small wine vessel or cup.

TEEN. A grave.

H IH. To mow or reap.

Same as 7/Tf Ch'hoo.

^J<^. YUEN. Three Springs issuing from belov a

hill. Now abbreviated to V/EJ Yuen. A source ; a fountain

A surname. The name of a district.

Same as the preceding.
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SZE, or Mow. fa S. C,

Dcfl.-cled : private ; selfish ; scheming; fraudulent. /^

PS, To turn the back upon, added to J^ Sze, makes its

opposite, /t^. Kung, General; just. In the above sense,

Sze, is now commonly used. Read Mow, in the sense of

" A certain," person, place, or thing ; the proper

name not being known, or purposely concealed.

Mow te,
" A certain country." A blank is sometimes filled up

thus l\ j\ j\ , and read Mow, mow, mow. Ideas well

expressed, or passages which are emphatic, are often, in MS,

and sometimes in print, marked with a string of these Mows,

and which are called iffi. jk Leen-mow, answering the pur-

pose which Europeans effect by drawing a line below a word

in MS. or printing it in Capitals. The Leen-mow, are vulgarly

denominated4^ f|p]
Tseen k'heuen. ^JfiiSlOT'fT

Li-en chuy ta mow, "To mark with a line of mows."

;!tP Teen teen, "A string of dots thus \ \ ^

g ves inferior emphasis; and 2||f J/gJ
Leen k'heuen,

" A

string of circles," thus O O O gives the highest

emphasis to, or intimates the fullest approbation of, a

passage

~T7 T'HLTH. f

The character
iqp/ Tsze, " A cliild," inverted. The

posture of the child in a natural and easy parturition. Hence

this character fdrms part of the character
*p? Yuh,

" To

ou rish; to bring up a child." Hence, also, the definition, To

issue forth suddenly; to occur abruptly. "t(Q JtL-^jj^'

T'hiih joo k'he lae, "Occurring suddenly; coming on one

unexpectedly." (Yih-king.) Like a disobedient child, driven

^
forth head foremost. (Shw5-wan.) Now wirtten T'huh.

Ol
Scrib.^Kwang,

see Rad.
|^]

Jew.

Ol. Scrib
^K'hcu,seeRad.

From Two to Eight Strokes.

1^
/P_

Or
'S- frm of H#C Kwang, The upper part ofthe arm.

Ol. Scrib. ^Hwan,seeRad.^ Yaou

/ / 01. Scrib. 5 Lin, see Rad. Yth
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K'HEW. Same as /t> K'hew.

K'hew maou, "A three-forked weapon."

Same as Us\ Jow.

^ Original form of the following.

I/ I

K'HEU. S. C.
~

R. H.

From -- Ta, Great, and
,^

Mow, giving sound. To

separate; to be distant or distinct from ; to go ; to go away ; to

go from; to pass on in a regular proper course, without impe-

diment from the nature ofthings, or from circumstances. Past;

gone ; former. Read K'heu, To put away from ; to expel ; to

reject. k'heu, or Le k'hae

k'heu,
" To separate from each other." ~A\

I ^~*

JiJrJ. Seang k'heu piih yuen,
" Not very distant from ; not veryA2i

different from." ~T*C 7/m /Ft! T'heen yuen seang

k'heu, "As distant, or as different from, as heaven from the

abyss." tjjyr
K'heu tsew,

" To recede from, or to

leave ; and to approach to ; or to place one's self in ;" as

K'heu kwan, "To leave the public service;" &lf'

Tsew kwan, " To enter on the public service." AJA

Lae k'heu, "To approach and recede; to come and go."

| - .

jfL
Lae lae

'
k heu k '

heu
>

"
Constantly

coming and going ; repeating the same act again and again ;"

which is expressed also by, /{fa ~^J^(^ Tso lae,

tso k'heu,
"
Doing over and over again." =rr ^PT -&

ShwS lae, shw3 k'heu, "Endless tautology." /j^fc

*

Nek'hen

Ne wang na le k'heu, or

j
1 Ne k'heu na le ; or -

ho ch'hoo,
" Whither are you going ?"

n'huh k'heu kwang kwang,
"

I am going out to walk

for amusement."

Chaou che puh lae, hwuyche puh k'heu,
" When beckoned

to, he does not come; when waved to, he does not go away."

TttL Tsin k'

heu .

" To S in i to enter."
Ai__ I

Shang ts'heen k'hen,
" To go forward ; to advance." ^

Na k'heu,
" To take away." -fjf

-

K'heu she,

" To leave the world ; to depart this life."
^iWj

Kwo

k'heu, "To pass; to pass away."

Kwo e puh k'heu,
"
Thoughts not pass;'' or

Sin kwo piih k'heu, "Heart not pass," away from a sub-

ject, or an occurrence; i. e. unable to get over some unpleasant

circumstance, or some great benefit conferred. Used by persons

who cannot forget some injury received: also by those who

apologize for being compelled to give trouble to others ; as

well as by those who profess to be overpowered by favors, a

sense ofwhich quite oppresses them. 531 'fvF Keang

tih k'heu,
"

It may be said," =:jg: X^ Keang puh k'heu,
PTT^ I I

"
It cannot be said." These expressions apply either to the lan-

guage or to the reasoning. What is said, is, or is not, agreeable to

the idiom ofthe language ; or it is not consonant to right reason.

J5jg~
/l~f JxTxl Keang tih lae, "Can say;" and the opposite

phrase, -
JjSTyTN ^J^ Keang puh lae,

" Cannot say," refer to

the speaker, and denote that he does, or does not, possess ability

to express his thoughts intelligibly and properly. The same re-

markapplies to ^$R Lac, and ^J^- K'heu, when used with the

VOL. I. 3 R
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\erhs 4-p 11 ing,
" To do;" or

5jjff Pan,
" To transact." As,

^$~ A\ l''iph k'heu, -Cannot l>c carried into effect,"

because of some impediment in the nature of the business.

r/H: /YN yK* '>an puhlae,is, "It cannot beeffected," because

the agent is wanting in the ability which he ought to possess.

' ^\ l^i
^"''* k'heu puh hwuy, "Once gone, no

return."
~*~\

K'ncu n^cn, ''Last year; also, former

years." /\ 5E- Sis JW jfEL-ft-t- Kin neen

t i-..i s/c k'heu ne'eii liaou, "The flowers this year, are better

than last year's." ^Hp
VV $|j/^v4[L^^

K'heu uecn jin taou Lin neen laou,
" The man of last year, is

this year old ;" is used to express the rapidity with which old

ge overtakes men.
J Vi|'/| '^p* J^K. J /y

K'beu j'lh tseen to, lac
j'ili shaou, "The days past are gradually

increasing, whilst the days to come are fewer in number."

TiferK'heu '*ae,
" To remove an impediment."

1

/^yt
Ch'hoo k'heu, or

rj

Ch'hC k'heu ; o

Ch'he k'hac k'heu, "To eject; to put away from; to

"<""

Uwei cliay. t'liccn so yu ; jin so pwan chay, t'litcn so k'heu,
"

I

Ivive heard, that he to whom the people turn, is the prince

;i\ni by lic:ncn; lie from whom the people turn away, is one

-t-r- f

rejected by heaven." (Ilow-han-chuen.) iU^ Klh

k'heu,
" To degrade from office or rank.'' K'heu, in the follow-

ing sentence, is said to denote, To store up or hide

if ft I ^3SFffii
/

fr
w>k

k'heu tsaou shlh urh shth clie,
" He dug up the seeds of plants,

stored up by Ihe fie' J-r.ils, and eat them." (Ts'hecn-han-chuen.)

One expositor gives it, as his opinion, that the person spoken

of, eat both the rats and the seeds or fruits.
iriT'i vy\i

W& Neaou shoo yew k'heu,
" The birds and rats are

driven away." (She-king.)
X & San

k'heu che yu,
" A fter three defeats." (Tso-chuen.)

Ol.Scrib-
K'hung,seeRad.p

/L
^u

Same as 'tl Tuy, An erroneous Character.

LUY. Earth or mud formed into a wall.

Occurs in the sense of "^^. Ts'han.

Same as 5fr K'heu., see above.

Ol. Scrib.

Ol. Scrib. Te, see Rad. \ Kin.

CHUEN. S. C.

To be minutely and devotedly attentive to. From

Yaou, Minute, abbreviated, and WW Tsaou, Grain, which is

wealth, issuing out of the ground, the effort of care and

attention. Same as J33 Chuen.
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Same as dBr Hwa.

Same as )M| Yew.
F-1

*** Same as j& Ts'han.

Same as ^^- Chae.

From Eight to Fourteen Strokes.

SHEN. A surname.

OI. Scrib. ^.Neen, see

To call upon and persuade to ; to entice ; to seduce.

TS'HAN. .C. A .V.
j|,R.H.

The name of a star. To enter in amongst; to blend with,

or form one of; to mix with. To be concerned with ; three

joined. To be admitted to the presence of; to see ; to ad-

vise with; to give advice to the
Sovereign against inferior

officers, which, of course, is the
privilege of the higher

officers of the state. Read Sin, A certain star. The name of

a medicinal plant. The appearance of being heaped or piled

up. A surname. Read Ch'han, Uneven ; irregular, long ap-

pearance. Read Ts'han, The name of a song.

Ch'haou ts'han,
" To be admitted to the presence of the Sove-

reign; inferior spirits admitted to the presence of the majesty

of heaven."
>o^v

Ts'han tsow,
" To report to the

sovereign." iflS
Ts'han ye

1

, "To see a superior."

Ts'han le,
" The ceremony of seeing a superior."

>|i
Tsan pae, "To visit an equal."

.

yj;H

San seang ts'han wei ts'han,
" Three blended

together, or united, make Ts'han." Jffif.~^r -f-fjj

Yu t'heente ts'han," United with, or forming one of three, with

the heavens and the earth;" this is affirmed of the -ffi
1 A.

Shing Jin, "Holy men, or Sages." It is said, ^r db ^
"tfff -^^- A Iff A 2&A- A
^vlt^" /\ _3F x V2fX / v T' 1"*511 ^"S J 1D ' te^^ X. -^}S^, '

yang jin, shing Jin keaou Jin,
" Heaven produced men; earth

nourishes them, and the Sages teach them." They are consi-

dered as co-workers with the heavens and the earth, and hence

the above expression. Jj Ts'han keun ; I

"T^V I Psfc

Ts'han mow; and
J

.

-A^-M ]^ jgsl Ts'han che chingsze,

Are titles of certain officers. I 3K Ts'han shin"-,
" Three

1 /ri
persons in one war chariot.'' /jM IDS "x'' Sean"

ts'han
t'hing che, "Several persons meeting together to give a

hearing to."

^j? KeaO[] Js
,

han>
,. To haye jnter_

course with"
| ^J Ts'han Mh, "To state facts to the

Sovereign against any one."
"EJJT

Ts'han k'hTh,
" To de-

prive an inferior of his office,and at the same time, advise the

Sovereign of it."

| j|j^7
iyhan c hii, "To consult, to

deliberate." ^ Ts
.

han kaou>
., To compare and

examine."
j |^ -j^-

;

k||
Ts

.

ha|) rhow ghe ^^
" To be thoroughly versed in the affairs of life." -4^
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I

Ch'han US,
" Mixed, blended." /^ Jin-sin ; The

well known plant called Gin-seng ; said to be so named from the

root resembling a man.

Common form of the preceding.

FAN. A carriage or chariot.

Common form of '& Ch'huh.

Same as , Fun.

TS'HUN, or Ts'hin Iffi S. C.

Name of a very artful cunning hare.

Sameas^trKea.

KWAN, A roller used by weavers.

Same as 5eE K'hea.

PE, or Pei. To detain a stranger.

Same as Tse.

Same as - K'heu.

CHIN. To stick into the ground ; to dig up,.
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Represents the hands hence its usual meaning, Again;

furthers more; moreover-, still more. In compounds writ-

ten thus / , and thus -3H, as in^ Yew, To have ;' ]m

Saou,
' To brush or scrub ;' 3|[ Seiih,

' Hands rained down ;'

i.e. snow; 31 Yun, 'The hand grasping something; one

who has the controul of;' ^ She, 'A hand seizing the

middle; an historian, who is supposed to be impartial.'

These, and several other characters, are compounded of

/j7 Yew, and have an allusion to its import. //-ffe ^fc

T'ha yew lae,
' He came again.' I

,*JX
Yew lae, or

/

f/JN | ^5 Ne vew lae '

' You come aSain
'

' e - you are on

that topic again ! you approach that subject again ! Expresses

an aversion to enter on the subject in question. i /fef

'Pf ^p-
Yew yew yih keen sze,

' There is another circum-

stance.'
] Jg: ^>|rj|r Yew she yih fan kwang

king, 'It again assumes a different asrerY ^f ^
I

fn P/u
Yew yew ylh shw<5,

' There is another thing to be mentioned.'

xl 10^ ffi fj f| I ^ ^ chaJ ko ''" h "*"' na

ko yew piih nSng,
' Unable to do this, and still more unable

to do that.'
| 7jf\ pj~

Yew puh k ho, Still more impro-

per.' In the text of Le-king, occurs in the sense, ofT* Yew

To pardon.' JT = |

? fe ^|J jf,j Wang san yew>

'

Jen howche hing, The king hiid three grounds for pardon,

(ignorance, accident, and forgetfulness), if none of these would

apply, then punishment was inflicted.'

Read Yih, To restore ; or n turn again to. ^ j& "/"

j

T heen ming piih yih, The protection of heaven will

not return
'

if lost by drunkenness. (She-king.)

CH'HA, or Ch'hae.

To insert the fingers of one hand between those of the

other, which is the manner of the Chinese when making a bow.

It is expressed by ^ 31 Ch'ha show, and by ,jdt
31 Rung

yaou chang ch6, fung jin show tsin ch'ha, "Entering the

country, the loins are perpetually bent making bows; and

when people are met, all hands are folded,' so much politeness

prevails. ^ Yay ch'ha, formerly written
|!^ ]

Yay

ch'ha, 'Certain mischievous demons or ghosts.' JR [jfj /}y

Kwci meen yay ch'ha,
' A devil's-faced demon,' is an

approbrious epithet applied to a cruel officer in the time

of T'hang.

Any thing branching off, or forked. A fork or pin with

two prongs. 77 I Taou ch'ha,
' A knife and fork.' &

. Sttl

Yu ch'ha,
' A forked instrument for

striking fish.'

Jj^ p San ch'ha loo k'how, ' A road branching off in

three directions from one point.'

^\J S. C.CHAOU.

The nails of the fingers and toes, commonly called ifi BJ

Che kea,
' The mail of the fingers."

K'HEfH.J

From y^ Yew, anil A Jin, 'To follow and persecute a

man.' Hence, To stretch towards; to extend to; to have a

reference to ; concerning; about; to connect with; and ; at;

to; effected; completed, rh
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Nuyphcyti 01 unp-Uo, than k'heih kwci fapg, 'The

indignation f It in China (against Chow-wang), extends even to

the regions of demon-!,' i. e. foreigners also feel indignation

against hiir. (Slie-king.) tf| i/f I iS Yew ki" k
'

MCl11

yuen.
' From that which ii near, it rxlei.ds to that which is

remote.'
ft] $1 | jjpft

Yew Is bin k'heih shoo, 'From

those nearly rtlated, lo it'<>re distant relations.' 7^ J\

%- fit*^ fit 1 "is
chu:ls J'" 1 chi; lcu v ilh nkns k hc ' h

% ucn,
' N\ ne of the whole number ahle to extend their thoughts

t-j what is distant.' $t | ^Yen k'he'ib. hwang ffaeen,
t>\\ I J~ /**

Ext-nd repose to the Majesty of heaven,' by givng repose

to the people on earth. (She-king.) <fe |

K'be k heih,

Standing on tiptoe to look towards; hoping, expecting.' H JK

-T 1 y M El P!t
JIh so p" h k 'he 'h che te JuC *'"'

' A

place to which the light of the sun does not reach is called

Yin.' -^t 1 jfe We k'heih yih neen, 'Not extend to a

year's lime; not so lot g as a year.' iW-wjJ- I 9j leen

k'ho k'heih te.'May you obtain in uuinterrupt d succession, to

the various literary degrees, till you are seated in the room of

l lie
jj -{- Tsin-sze,' which is denoted by Te. ^ %& ^

I Liien tuy urh k heih,
' To combine the several classes and

connect them.'
=mj ] /pf 3J Lun k'heih ho sze,

' Dis-

roursing about what?'
^}5 ^ f^' J\^

Tan k'heih shin

rao Jin, 'Talking about whom ?' ^^ j ^ jfy ft
& Chay jiu k'he'.h t'ha te'ih heung te, 'This tnan and his

brother.' ^$^ \

HeunS chunS le k
'

he ' h .

' When

the eWer brother dies, the younger succeeds
' ^ 'j^

fit

1 How hwuy woo k'heih,
' After repentance ill be unavail-

irg,' is a sei.letice often employed in government edicts, ad-

dressed te the people.

Jt ^ -y
-ft

pt
[
Fejincheleih k'ho k'heih, 'Uuat-

tainal.le by human ,ffur. S .' % $^^ &,^ j ^
A^ I

(3 ^ ^ ife
chuiis lsih kins hwans- nia

pub k'heih gan, jiu pi h k'heih kea, sze san pun tsow, 'All

the banditti were dreadfully al .nnid ; the horse never reached

its saddle, i.or the man liis aimour; but were dispersed and

fli-d in everj directioi:.' ^?> fi^ ^jU
1'iih nang chii g

k'he'ih, 'Cai.i.ol carry it in.o eflect.' ^M |

Tso k'heih,

Effected; done; coirpletcd.' ^ Yew k'heih, 'Again

terminaled,' are words which conimot.ly close the postscript

ofa letter. S
TJJ, Ch'hang go puh

ts'liuen, tiling Ls/e k'heih yay,' He increased his vices and won!d

not reform, hence involved himself in misery.' (To-chuen.)

K heih, in this sentence, i used in a peculiar sense. To rhyme

read Meg.

YEW.

From two hands joined. Of the same mind and disposition.

To unite cordiallj; to blend their influence, said of persons or

things. To love as brothers. An associate; a companion ; a

f. iend ; friendly ; friendship. To rhyme, read Wei.
Jjfj ^

I3j ~tf T'lmng chs wei yew,
' To be of tlie same will or

disposition constitutes the meaning of Yew.'
I\J^

| J-j

J\ Sin yew koojin..' A heart attached to the ancients ;' i.e. fond

of reading the works ofthe .indents,
"fg ,ffi \ ^3

Yu che so yew chny, 'One whom you befriend or associate

with.' HH 1 P'hang yew, 'A friend; an acquaintance.'

| ^/JT ^fc P'hang yew waag lae, 'The intercourse of

friends.'
yj j^ l-jjj

|

TS-W Jew p'hang yew,
' A wine

and flesh friend ;' one who professes friendship for the sake

of being invited to one's table.

Yew tscw yewjow to p'hang y w; hwan nan che she, yih ko

woo, 'When a man has wine and fle>h to give away, he

has plenty of friends, but in the time of distress and difficulties,

not one.'
,J|| ]

Sun yew, An injurious frend.' ^ I

Yih yew, 'An advantageous friei d.'
|| ]

Leang yew, 'A

good moral friend.' ^ ^p. J Wang neen yew, 'Forget

year friend ;' i. e. one who pays no regard to the circum-

stance of age; in contradistinction from those who form

friendships from the circumst-ince of persons being distinguish-

ed by l.terary rank, or actual office in the government in the

same year. Which is also expre-sed by jpj
SE.

J T'liung

neen yew,' A friend of the sanieye. r.' -figf- I Leaouyew, 'A

t liow oft'icer,' either in the civil or military department. ^
|

CL'hwang yew,
' A fellow student.' ^ Hwuy yew,

'A fellow-member of an association.' ID ifi- HU I Scang

haou p'hai'g yiw,' An acquaintance j one with horn one is on

friendly terms,' ^^ flft |

Sin fiih, p hang yew, and p

p jjQ
I Che ke p'hang yew, express 'An intimate friend,'

in the strongest sense ; one to whom ouc's ii.mosl thoughts
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arc known. =? ,jtl flf] I
E k'he p'hang yew, 'An upright,

spirited, disi..t<-r<-sUd friend.'
/J\ J\^ $fc %l] Jt |

4fl

4-fJ Scaou jia keaou le, k he yew woo cha>ig j ly, 'A we in

man is intent on gain, his friendships arc inconstant." JT{

Yew pang,' A friendly state or country.' ^ J ffi ||JH
It

f itg ft * f ft ft *8
>firf
W # *

ftjL x' '5? ffn 'w ^n^
Keaon yew sen thing k hi: yen, kwan

k'nesllijoo ko pin hing twan fang, tsae bihshing wo ch:y,

ju che keaou, urh yew yih,
' In forming a friendship, it is

necessary to listen to a person's words, and to observe his

manner; if it befouud that his conduct is indeed regul.r, and

that his talei.ts are- superior to mine, then there will be

tage in holding intercourse with him.'

r'"^ te

seang jew, wau hwuy e sang, j.h jug seang y.w, keun lun e

ming ; furg yu scang yew, tsaou miib e yungr keun tsze seang

yew taou tih c chirg, 'Heaven and earth blending their in-

fluences, all creatures were produced } the suu and moou blend-

ing their influei.ces, the varied groups ol animals and men are

enlightened; the wind and rain Mending their influences, plants

and trees flourish; liy good- men blending tlieir frieudly. efforts,

reason aiid virtue arc perfected.' 1 ^& Yew gae,
' Fraternal

love; the affection of friends.'
~j~"^ yft Yewyu heung

te, 'Affection amongst brothers.'
(.Mioorkntg.) ^(\^^.^f\

j

Fuh heaou pLh yew, 'Without filial piety, without

brotherly afiect.on.'

P'HEEN. To lead ; to guide.

01. Scrib. Kwei.

MUH. S. C.

To take any thing out from amongst water; to dive into

water in order to take out something. From Hand below |p]

Hwuy,
' Water.' The framcrs of the Le-charactcr changed the

upper part toy^
Taou.

The obsolete form of the preceding

From, two hands, diluting mutual assistance

FUH. s. c.

From M Tseg, 'A division or portion of an affair,' and

Yew, 'The hand.' To direct; to manage; to put in order.

Vulgar form of | Shwang,
' Double; a pair of.'

KUNG. To join the hands, raise them to one's

breast and depress them again, as an act of reverence. Also

written -J5 Rung.

FAN.

From Hand, the agent by which things are turned. To turn

contrary to the first direction ; to turn back ; to return ; again

and again; contrary to
,- contrary wise ; on the contrary ; to act

contrary to ; to rebel. Read Fan, To turn back part of the

deserved punishment of a criminal; to mitigate punishment.

^ Fan fan,
' Decorous ; attentive to propriety of con-

duct.'
/jtj? ;g- J [

Sze chay woo fan,
' The messenger

returned f.ve times.' (Ts'hcen-lian-chuen.) [p] Fan

hwuy, or hwuy fail, 'To return back again to.'
jjjg

:

jTf

7JA |
Fiih Hlh lae fan,

" When blessings and wealth descend,

he still continues ur.wcaried.' (She-king.) /j J

Lae fan.

In comn.on us-ge denotes,
' To come and go.'

Fan fiih, 'Backwards and forwards ; over and over again;'

the same is expressed by repealling the words thus, Fan

fan, fuh fiih ; also hy J
7&

|g- ^t pan lae fuh k'heu,
' Com-

ing back, and going away again.' ^ ^ ^ Fan fi.h

piili ting, 'Unsettled; wavering.'
J~Jj J

&
j|| /J-, J\ jj>

E fjn e fuh seaou jin -sin,
' It shows the heart of an inferior

mem nmn, lo be easily turned backwards and forwards.'
|

/M ~T" e^f
TJ;A Fan f"h lins nins slie J'n '

' To instruct

persons by reiterated explanatioui or precepts.' (. Chung-
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che sing haou fan haou tung,
' That child is by natural dispo-

sition, foud of playing about, and turning every thing upside-

down.'
|

;fc ^t X^H| ^ ~fi Jp
Fankcwk '

he Pun >

fiih Isze hea heB, ' To investigate a subject back to its source ;

and to pursue it up from its first principles: Analysis and

synthesis.' | P^ p_^
Fan wei gow t'hoo,

' His stomach

turned and he vomited.'
|

Fan, ^ |
Seang fan, or

Xftl I Taou fan, 'Contrary or opposite to what preceded, to

the original intention, or to what was expected ; contrary wise.'

^u/j\3i Fan wei piih mei, 'Contrary (to what I

wished) it turned out unpleasantly.' /f iffi /W Yew

woo seang fan, 'To possess, and to be destitute of, are oppo-

site tcims. #TJ
] |S JJJJ&

Yih, fan yu tsze, 'Yih, is an

expression of contrariety,' as, 'Or,'a Disjunctive Particle mark-

in;; opposition.
] 3jt

Fan gan, 'To go contrary to, or

deny the confession made at an inferior court;' commonly,

on the ground i<fils being extorted. ^T -^f JE. & <^f

JtT Wan }-w ching peih yew fan pelh, 'Composition has

a direct and a contrary pencil ;'i. e. a proposition is argued first

affirmatively, and then negatively, aiming, however, to come

to the same conclusion : as to induce people to learn, first

shew, that to learn leads to certain good effects ; not to learn,

is followed by certain bad consequences.
j

T&_ Fan chaou,

' To row back.' 03 Fan chaou,
' To reflect back light.'

I *t\\

Tsze fan, 'To turn back one's self ; to examine one's

self.'
=]jt

1 Mow fan, 'To plan rebellion.'
ZJjj^ j

Tsaou fan, or 4fc 1 Tso fan, 'To rebel; overt acts of re-

bellion. 4>R Fan pwan,
' To desert the service of, and

rebel against.' Yjg j

Pelh fan,
' To force to rebellion by

oppression.'
|

Fan, or
| ]j]

Fan t'he6, The syllabic

mode of spelling ; ^^ -^ j
Saou, soo-paou fan, 'The

pronunciation of|^,
is obtained from S-oo p-aou, by going

back to the initial, and joining it to the final.'

UfjL
The common mode of writing j|

Show.

To receive : to
collectftogether.

See Radical ? P'huh.

fc K\van.

Prom Three to Six Strokes.

Jb-~J* KWAE, Or Keue. To divide ; to distinguish ; to

decide. Original form of 9- Keue".

Ol. Scrib. JK Fan, see above.

An erroneous form of
^TP'ha.seeRadical^K'heun.

T'HAOU. ^=t=; S. C.

Sharp ; slippery. One says, To take. The name of a cer-

tain large headed drum.

"^
f POO. Appearance of being arranged in order.

FUH. To alter and form.

S.C.

Name of a certain tree, said to grow spontaneously towards

the rising sun. According with what is right and reasonable;

similarity amongst several in this respect ; union of heart and

virtuous sentiment, denoted by the form of the character,

which is made nil of three hands. <^S ~nC H3 K E:I ^K.** '
i
" xjs. // f^t 1 1, \

^ 7Jj)|j VyJ Jo-miih, tung fang tsze jeu che shin niiih, 'Jfi-

miih, a divine tree which grows spontaneously in the east;'

also called

SHE 01. Scrib. _ She.

tf* JE 'tk,
Tsun?yewche chung; chung,

ching yay, Krom Hand grasping the middle ; the middle de-

notes that which is ri^ht and impartial.' j|p jfc 'jn''
dr

l~ fp j jjl,
Kl' szetaug chooyu chung ching yay, 'He

who records events should consider, as of chief importance,

a correct impartiality.
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P'HEAOU. CTT
s. c.

To fall ; to drop as fruit from a tree.

Jn T7 Ol. Scrib. ff Tseuiv, see Radical%Kwa.

SE1H. Togo; to walk.

Same as '^ Kwae, see Radical vfrSin.

TS'HEE.

Le ts'he'C,
' To manage ; to regulate ; to controul.'

Ol.Scrib. ^Sze.see Radical J Kwan.

Same as
|

P'he.

oO VV . To support an aged person, by holding his

Pi.

lU
y_ jC

arms when standing up: hence from Hand. The correct

form of JB Sow,
' Oue who requires to ke supported ; an aged

venerable person.'

VA? - Scrib- ^ IIaoUj see

From Six to Twelve Strokes.

Ol. Scrib. ^fj He, see Radical f]1 Kin.

Ol. Scrib. ^ Yew, see above.

Ol. Scrib. $ Fung;, see Radical
;

Ta

To collect; to gather; an epithet of respect applied to men

by their juniors. Term by which a wife addresses her hus-

band's younger brother ; a junior brother of one's father; an

uncle. Occurs in the sense of -fc Shah,
'
Pease, pulse.' A

surname. 4^ f\
ffi "^ Kew yui? shuh tseu,

' In the ninth

moon gather the herb tseu.'

foo i how sang wei Shiih-foo, My father's
' seniors are called

She-foo, his juniors are called Shiih-foo.' /fi& 1 Pth shiih,

'A senior and junior uncle by the father's side,' otherwise de-

nominated
|

4? Shuh-foo. 1 -fij: Shuh moo,
' Uncle's

i -^\. i ^r
wife ; aunt.'

j
Shuh, or Shiih shuh,

' Husband's younger

brother j wife's brother-in-law.'
/Kfjjl 1

SeaO1* A-shiih,

'The youngest amongst several uncles.' "^ ^& TaA-

shiih,
' The senior of those denominated Shiih.' -faQ

] ~jfc^ HH
^

3(3, (Oj
Saou shiih puht'hung wan, 'A wife does not hold free

intercourse with her brother-in-law' according to ancient

usages.
| ^fj

Shiih chih,
' An uncle and nephew.'

^ |
Ling shiih,

' Your uncle.'
|| ]

Kea shiih,
' My

uncle.' ^ I Tae shiih, Title of a certain officer. ^j

SH 1 1S ;W IAn^ 1: Kwa shw"y' wei sh "h

she ; tseang wang, wei ke she,
' A nation declining is called

Shuh-she ; about to fall, is called Ke-she.'
| -jff-

Shiih she,

'The last generation of a Dynasty.' jtH 'fj? \
Si

,
fe

She tang shiih ke die she,
' The age was in a period of decline.'

SHWE, or Shwa. S. C.

From a Hand holding a Napkin below a corpse. To wipe ;.

to absterge ; to cleanse.

CH'HUE. S. C.

To connect together ; connected ; uninterrupted succession

TS'HEU. S. C.

To take; to lay bold on; to assume ; to seize what is not

VOL. i. 3 T
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fit i-ii; to receive what is offered ; to ho taken ; to he applied

ti . or sought for ; to le promoted. \^\
.-

JJj/ ^IJ\
E show

U heu vul>,' To lake with the hand.' 1 i Ts'heu, shay,

To take. and to part with.'
|

/i', Ts'heu che, 'To

take or exact a dcht.' ^ |

Kwo Is heu, 'To take too

uuu-li.' ^Ts'heu ko, 'To take or bring over to.'

rj
;

j
A 1 -$. iJL ^Keaou jin U'heu kwo peih lae,

' Tell

a mail to bring a pencil hither.'
/jjjj>

Ts'heu lac, 'To

bring.'
Ts'heu k'heu, or I

|[
Ts'heu di'hoo,

To take away.'
fi^

Ts'hen juh,
' To bring in.'

1

1

1 Ts heu ch'hiili,
' To take out.'

| J^ Ts'hcu.fa,
' To

t.,ke an example' from others.
:jjjj, j

Ts'hee ts'heu,
* To

appropriate to one's self ; to take by steuJlh.' %/
j

Sze

l lieu, 'To take privately, or clandestinely.' /t 1 Kung

t hcu, 'To take publicly or justly.' ^\ Lwan ts'heu,

'To take at random ' whether just or unjust. j

C hing t.'htu,
' To take what is just and proper.'

] ^
T>'licu raiug, 'To take a name;' to be desirous of no-

toriety i to covet fame.
J ^ xfv^ f 'J ] ^'.| x^>

gg^g Ts'heu ming puh koo le, ts'heu le piili koo ming,

'lie ho aspires to fame disregard* gaioj he who coveU gain

^.regard, fame.' ^^^^ ] ^^ *eun

tsze gae ts'hae, ts'heu che yew taou, 'A good man loves wealth ;

but iu obtaining it, he regards what is just and reasonable.'

4j 1 Ching ts'heu, 'To levy duties.'
] /f|f

Ts'heu sin,

'To take letter; or, to induce belief:; 'by good con-

duct to cause people to confide in one.'
| rjjj?:

Ts'beu lo,

"To pursue pleasure.' ^ ] |$ Tsze ts'heu ho,
' To bring

misery on one's self.'
| CJ3

Ts'heu chung,
' To select the

suecessful candidates at literary examinations ; to be selected.'

J f. V '

"pj
K'he jin puh k'ho ts'heu,

' That man is

not worthy to be selected' on any account whatever ; there is

nothing estimable about that person. ^ ) jg Mung

ts'heu ho,
' Thank for taking goods,' is a phrase with w:hich

trades-people begin their hills. ^^J^J^i^f^ Yu
>

le.h hing e tae ts'hen,
' The scholar exerts himself in the pur-

s.iit of his studies, and waits till he be sought after tol>e em-

A ii IT

sjaouyue
1

, so wei kwei yu t'heen hea che sze chay, wei jin pae

hwan, shTh nan, kae fun Iwan, urh woo Is "hcu yay,
'

Loo-leen,

laughing slid, He is called the most excellent persou in the

world, who dissipates people's distresses, frees them from their

difficulties, arranges their disorders, and will receive nothing

forit.' j|t* HJJlM^lBA 1 til
/\ f^T 'IS

Taou chay, seaou Is'hen yen, tsih scaou till I'iili;

ta ts'heu yen, tsib ta tih fuh, 'Of good principles, he who

takes little, will have a small portion of happiness; he who

Ukes largely, will hare great happiness.' Read Ts'heu, in the

same sense as |K Ts heu.
j

is? Ts'heu tse, 'To marry

a will-.'
^j Ts'heu tsee

1

,

' To take a concubine.'

SHOW.

From
'TJ P'heaou,

' To drop down,' and * Mclh,
' To co-

ver.' To receive; lo accept of; to continue the succession of;

to eonUln; to endure ; to1)ear. Forms the Passive Tense of

Verbs. t& ^'ghow, show, To give, and to receive.' ^^ J

Tsze, show,
' To refuse ai.d to accc pt.'

]

H
yjE |]j

Show

gSn hin cbung, 'To receiye great kindness and bounty.'

~y\ flo"
j

Piili kan show,
' Dare not accept ;' in the lan-

guage of courtesy, I presume not to accept of yonr present.

)jCfa
Show che yew kwei,

'
I blush to receive it.'

Puh ying show,
'
It is not proper to receive.'

I -% 6<j Jl
w y uei" wo

koo, pih show jih ch'hiing till k'he,
' Without any cause or

reason, received a gratuitous fit of anger.' I

4j|
Show k'he,

' To be subject to a pereon's anger.' -rj5 I Ling show ; or

^ |
Ching.show, 'To receive.'

jg
I Mae show, ' To

purchase.' Jffl.
]

Teen Show, 'To receive in pledge; to

give a sum of money on a house or o'-her property, left in

pledge.' /j^ jfi]^ 3^ Ching show tsoo ye, 'To receive,

or inherit, the patrimony of oue's ancestors.' rV*" t TT
MX I -'<

Ml I j|^
Yin show Hca' Cllowsllow Yln > "Tliedynasty Yin

succeeded fiat of Hea, ard Chi,w succrcded Yin.' I A

^ ft& Hit &A ^ ^ Show jin che fh,,, peih Ung

chung jin die s/.e,
' He who accepts a commission from a

man, must be faithful in executing his business.'

^\ gif-m Sliiiw luy piih t'hiou haou,
' Became involved, (on
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account of others) without seeking (personal) advantage,'

is the sense the words convey ; hut the phrase is used to im-

ply, that disinterested exertions in behalf of others, have been

rewarded by their ill-will. I

jg- Show tsaou ,

' To be made ;

created.' W ^yr ^ ^J Fan show tsaou che wuh,

'

Every thing created ; every creature.' I

|f^
Show nan,

To suffer ; to suffer distress.' Also read Show. To rhyme,

read Shoo.

Same as Pun, see Radical ;
Ta.

'HWAE. To desist ; to cease.

Com. form of|Seu,seeRad

To arrange in order; to converse about. 4fc J^

itj JjJ fey Jifc 3^ -ffi Pe tsze seaiig keen, seu seay han

wan, 'You and I, when we see each other, will converse a little

about the cold and heat;' i.e. about passing occurrences.

fiQ |
Seang seu ;

j fj
Seu hwa ;

| |^ Seu tan,
' To

converse together.' ^^ T'he'en seu,
' The celestial

orders ;' i. e. the five relationships, husband and wife, father

and son, and so on. (See under
|jjj

Lun.)

Chow's mode of writing;
Ji Ping

1

.

KEA. S. C.

To borrow ; to transfer and appropriate to something else.

Read Hea, A surname. Erroneously written for & T'hwan.

PWAN.

To separate from ; to revolt ; to depart to another country.

Al. Scrib. [}& pwan. Read P'hwan, Light ; splendour. Al.

Scrib. fa P'hwan. ^^ ^ /fjjj || ^ Le-pwan,

pun t'ha kwo yay,
'

Le-pwan, denotes running off to another

country.' 'K
j

Pei pwan, 'To renounce allegiance to;

to desert from.'
Jj

Fan, is properly To risa in immediate

opposition to the government; and Pwan, To flee from

under its controul ; they seem, however, to be used in com-

mon. '\& 1
Pei pwan, 'To rebel against.' ] ffifl

wau
I ^ '

I WL*

Iwan,
' Rebellion and anarchy.' =tt JJ $f Mow Tan

pwan yih,
' To lay plans of insurrection and rebellion.' Jjf V?!

che hwan Pih-keih ji'hwan hih he e hwuy hwang,
' Like all

the stars revolving round the north pole, darting forth their

twinkling splendours with radiant effulgence.'

sow. s. c.

From a Hand supporting^ Tsae,
' Misfortune.' A term

of respect applied to old men. ^^ Laou sow,
' Old ami

enfeebled.' Now written
J{?

Sow.

^5^ Original form of^j JG,
'

If, as,' <ic. See
llad.^Tsaou

The original form of f| Till.

To take i to obtain. From a Hand taking a pearl.

KAOU. To announce with care and deference.

Same as zj: K'haou,
' To imitate.'

WEI, Or Yuh. To quiet; to tranquilize.

A kind of smoothing iron, made so as to contain fire.

CH'HE. To bite
; to gnaw.

SOW.

An old person. Read Sow, A respectful epithet applied

to an old man.
Jj?

Sow sow, ' The noise made in

washing rice.' Read Saou, In the sense ofi$ Saou.
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i saou,
' The appearance of moving or shaking.'

(Kang-he.) Sha-miih, reads this character Fan, and defines

it. To invert, to cover, to injure. From Hand and a mortar.

Addding, yj^ jj^%;Z%:#/L E fan wei l>sl1 ""

laou che sow fc she,
' To use Fan for Sow, the respectful

epithet of the aged, is erroneous.' (E-wan-pc-lan.) 5JJr

laou s,m. Venerable, sir.' J Q | ^\ jg ^pMM
^J* Wang yue, sow piih juen ts'heen le urh lac,

' The king

said (to Mang-tsze), Sir, You have not considered a thousand

le too great a distance to come to me.' (Mang-tsze.) "j;B

$E J| T'hung sow woo k'he,
' Neither child nor old

man will be imposed upon,' is a phrase written in large

characters on a board in Chinese shops.

l~ * 3 .

Same as 2 Kea, see above.^
Ol.Scrib. J| Sang, see

JT Same as !g Kang, see Radical Yue.

Same as^f-Klie, see Radical. jZjK'how.

Ol. Scrib. IpSze, see Radical | Kwan.

Ol. Scrib. |^ Tsovv, see Radical ^C Ta.

Ol. Scrib. j$ Kan, see Radical^P'hiih.

TSING . A pit in which to entrap animals.

Same as the preceding.

"'

^ Ol. Scrib.A Shun, see Radical^ Teen.

S Y CI1UY. or Shuy. To divine; to enquire of

the gods respecting future good or evil. A local word.

Same as fjfc J5, see above.

Original form of^ P'he'en.

Original form of m Shun.O '

YEN, or Ne'en. Soft leather or skin.

PAOU. A surname.

Ol. Scrib. 5t Show, see above.

Same as f| Sang, see Radical^ Mflh.

CHA. To take; to seize.

LE. To lead ;
to guide ;

to induce.

Same as flj Lew, see Rad. J] Taou.

O1. Scrib.^ Yang,see Radicals-Show.

Ol.Scrib. J^K'hang, seeRadical /*" Han.

CHUE. Short; any thing short. A local terra.
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Ol. Scrib. 5| Show, see Radical 3ESze.

From Twelve to Twenty-two Strokes.

HO. A ditch ; a fosse.

PEIH. A rule; a law.

CHUE. 1 Keuhchug, 'Appearing short.'

JU Y, or Yuy. Fully enlightened; perspicuous;

penetrating intelligence. Now commonly written jgj Yuy.

Ol. Scrib. || Sze, see Radical 3 Ke.

01. Scrib.
. Sow, see Rad. ^ Show.

01. Scrib. 35 Woo, see Rad.

T'SHUNG.

Collected together ; assembled in crowds ; a mixed assem-

blage ; crowded together as trees in a wood ; woody. From ~3f

Ch3, 'Luxuriant herbage,' hence the idea expressed by the cha-

racter. To addM Tsaou, and write
JS| Ts'hung, for

rf||l|
j

/_ Ts'aou ts'hung sang,
' Rich luxuriant herbage,' is a

needless addition to purls already abundantly significant. (Sha.

muh.)
.fyjc Ts'hung I'm,

' An extensive wood; a place

of public concourse as a temple.' JWf Ts'hung ts'ho,

' Multifarious and troublesome.'
jf- "|| j|^ ^ D^

/]$ '(^ [^
Yuen show ts'hung ts'ho tsae ; koo kwSng to tsae,

' When the {lead is troublesome with yexatiously minute scru-

pulosity, the Limbs become dissatisfied and idle.' The Head

denotes the Prince ; the limbs, his Ministers. Name of a cer-

tain stage or terrace. A surname.

CHUE. Noise made by a chicken ; noise made

when bursting from the shell.

Ol.Scrib. ^Keuh, see Radical

Same as 1| Yew, see Radical/^ Sin.

Ol. Scrib.jfL Lwan, see Radical L Yih.

Same as ^ Chae, see Radical

.
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O K'HOW. b r?
The mouth of any animal ; speech ; utterance. An entrance ;

a narrow strait or passage into a lake or sea; the mouth of

a river. The numeral Particle employed when reckoning

houses, persons, draughts of any liquid, and knives or swords.

A surname. Also a part of several proper names. The an-

cient pronunciation was K'hoo, which yet occurs in the She-

king. To rhyme, read K how. P ^-\ ffi ft Jf ^
"til ^K. ^ffy

K now chy, jin so e yen shlh yay, seang hing,

'

K'how, denotes that with which people speak and eat, its form

is represented by the character.' (ShwO-wan.) $| $
P A JP| 1 ttj

P>hinS ts "R k'how juh; ho tsung

k'how ch hiih,
' Disease enters by the mouth, and mischief

proceeds from it-'
j ^ )|^\^ K'how she, sin fe,

1 The mouth is right, but the heart wrong.' H
jflj- "j^" 3JJ?

K'how t'heen, shg hwa,
' A sweet mouth, and a slipper

tongue.'
] ^ [j'jj flj[^ ^|j

K'how meth urh fuh yew

keen,
'

Honey in the mouth, but a sword in the belly.' Ynfe

1 jilt; 'Lk*
^"k k'how, shay sin, The mouth of a god,

but the heart of a serpent.' ~jfc gjfx )fo
K'how piih

tuy sin ; or } j ^7 ?{|'if

Sin k'how puh tuy,
' The mouth

at variance with the heart.' ^ Q j^j }{H j |j =j^

^}f. j? fl Jin k'how leang kwae p'he; shwii hwa woo ting

k'he,
' The two bils of skin which form man's mouth, utter

words at random.' ^ J fjjf J^ Ch'huh k'how shang

jin,
' To utter words which injure others.' ^4r jjt A|l

K'how choo, pe^h seO.'To destroy with the mouth, and cut

off with the pencil.'
To pronounce censures, and record them

with the pen of the historian.

|

Kwae k'how, 'A ready, conciliating elocution.'
|

K'

how shg le PSen-
' Arlful Pecious loquacity.'

Yew k how tsae tS ' h J 1"'
' A man of

gan shay tseih, le k'how fuh pangkea,
' A faithful heart tran-

quillizes the gods of the country; a specious artful eloquence

overturns a nation.'
1jft \ ^ Haou k'how keO, 'A good

utterance, fluency of speech.' \ ft % W K h " ke8

tsze yen,
' Mouth's corner character's eye,' is a terra applied

to the Particles which modify and adorn language
| ^

^ jS
K'how kcB ch hun fung,

' An address pleasing as the

vernal breeze.' ^S j

Keo k'how,
' To wrangle with.' ^

i\\\ $& \ Kin sin, sew k'how,
' An embroidered heart, and

*U /t^TH t

decorated mouth;' i.e. elegance of sentiment and language.

11At 1 $
king k'how tseen lib jin Isang,

' To cheapen one's efforts (and

employ them liberally) obtains people's respect; to cheapen

one's words (and t;ilk much), procures people's resentment.'

I*"' ~JT [qjl
I /U Kwan k'how ta, min k'how seaou,

'A mandarin's mouth is large, the people's small;' to debate

any question with a mandarin is fruitless, /fc
j 7^.$t

j

"TC Ne k'how ta, wo k'how hea, 'Your mouth is large,

1 must succumb.' 5H &j |^ K'how fhow teih hwa,

'Words which proceed merely from the mouth; mere com-

pliment.' I ^^ K'how fhow keaou, 'A mere verbal ac-

quaintance.' | JL,f!^:
K'how urh che heo,

'

Learning

of the mouth and ear,' i. e. superficial knowledge, not well

worked into the mind.
[j^ j [$) ^1

s"y k '

llow fo ho.

' To assent to every thing said.' ^ |

Hwa k'how,
'
Indis-

criminate loquacity.' | ^ K'how k'hc,
' The breath of

the mouth,' is understood literally so; it also denotes the
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JJ

mode of speaking; the dialect ; dispute; quarrel, ^n I
j 1-^

Ts&ng k'how k'he, 'To wrangle about words.' 3^ I Fung

k'how, ' To close up or seal.' ^i | =||i f. Fung k'how
I | t I

* I

shoo ban, 'A closed letter.'
-&jt

I Hae k'how, ' An entraoce

from the sea.'
MJj j

Hoo k'how, 'An entrance to a lake.'

35]"
1 Ho k'how,

' Entrance of a river.'
Pf] j

Mun

k'how,
' A door.' -&: BB

j
Tsae mun k'how,

' At the door.'
IA- I J I

~G I Hoo k'how,
' A house ;

a separate family.' . ^
Kea k'how,

' The people of a house.' ^ Jin k'how,

Persons.' / 1 Sang k'how,
'

Living persons.' ^ /|r

"pT JJ& Yew sang k'how k'ho tuy,
' There are persons living

who can appear to attest it
'

^ Sang k'how,
' Domestic

animals.' ICT I / jjR- Soo k'how che kea, 'A family con-
^5^ I

A~^ _sj j

sisting of several persons.' /^ | ^ ^ PS k'how che

kea,
' A family consisting of eight persons.' (M&ng-tsze.)

/\^^ j

Pa wan yu k'how,
'

Upwards of eighty thou-

sand men.' SX.
j

loo k'how, 'The entrance of a road.'

BjJ
1 Yae k'aow, 'An important pass or road.' ^t J

H
jf-

Show k'how yuen p'heen,
' The officers and men who

defend a pass.' j||j
I
Kwan k'how, 'A pass where duties

are levied; a custom-house.' HE
xjffi pu h y g ,an

//rv ^*|v - I
*

k'how,
< Three draughts of medicine.' ^- J Tj^

Yin

yih k'how shwuy, 'To take a draught of water.'
/j\ TJ y^

j

Seaou taou pa k'how,
'

Eight small knives.' ^ J

Ch'hih k'how, one of six responses obtained from reckoning

on the 6ngers, the month, the day, and the hour; in the hour

on which it falls, persons are peculiarly liable to litigation

and debate; hence those who regard the rule, are, during the

given period, careful to keep silence, or to avoid intercourse

with people. ^H [jKj j=J
jfc

jf'
Kwan e tsze kew k'how

shih, 'Observe with what a man feeds his mind, and fills his

mouth,' and his happiness or misery may be thence inferred.

(Yih-king.)
/|l|; | ^^^^ Wei k'how ch'hiihhaou,

bing yung,
' From the mouth proceeds peace or war.' (Shoo-

k'ng-) pf ]
Koo k'how, A double surname, ^g J

Hoo

k'how, The name of a hill. IK.
J

Kiih k'how, The name

of a country. ^|J j

Leg k'how, The name of a district.

Occurs read K'hung, A vacant place ; a cave. Read K lioo.

Haou yen tsze k'hoo, yew yen tsze k'lioo; yew sin yu yu,

she e yew woo, 'Their words, whether good or bad, proceed

merely from the mouth, (there is no truth in them)) hence the

depth of my sorrow ; hence the insults and slanders which I en-

dure.' (She-king)

Ylhyth, 'Noise, sound/

Ol. Scrib. P K'how, see above.

Ol. Scrib. p Che, see Rad. P JIh.

|I|
YIH. The voice of a bird.

Characters formed by Two Strokes.

-I-KOO.

From Ten and Mouth; that which has passed by tndition

through ten generations. Remote ages ; ancient ; i. Id long ago.

A surname; the name of a plant, "ft"
* Koo kin,

' Ancient

and modern.'
jijl | |

A* P'ho koo,t'hung kin, 'Tho-

roughly versed in ancient and modern affairs.'

Wang koo lae kin,' The old passes away and the present comes.'

0i Koo she, 'Ancient times.'
] |i Koo she,

' Ancient

odes,'
]

fzT Koo tsze, 'Ancient letters.' ^ Koo

jin, or^ |

Seen koo, 'The ancients.' 1[B /^ Koo

shingjin, 'The ancient Sages.' J^_^^ \

Jiu sin puh

koo,
' Men's hearts are not as in ancient times ;' i- e. they are

not so good as formerly, ffi^ j J^ jS Q ^- Ne

tsae koo le kwo jib tsze,
' You pass your daj s (as was done)

in ancient times,' with the same homely simplicity. j |y(

Koo keaou,
' The ancient doctrines; ancient principles.'

=S.Koo yu, 'An old saying; a proverb.' ^f xf> p ^
She piih koo ch'hoo, 'Ah! he treats me not as the mauuer of

the ancients." (She-king.) I

l'p(l Kyo koo telh,
'

Old,
1 J H J

ancient.' j Kuo yaou,
' Au old furnace ;' i. e. burnt ia
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an old furnace: old China-ware. j& Jfr 5^ Ko lung,

wan k'he,
; Old natural curiosities; antiques.' "Qf ,f[|j

ICoo lung p'hoci,
' A shop, where antiques are sold.' ^. |

Chun* koo,
' Of long duration ; permanent.'

| ^ Koo

lid ; monstrous.' *fj JK? 1 I 'K 'K> ~3?

Se;m; nnou koo koo kwae kwne shin she k'ho e,

'

Hi, visage looks strange and odd : it in very suspicious.' Ttr

/

She le'ih sin koo ; Fun-he shang koo, Wan-wang, cluing koo,

K'liting-tszr-, hi-a koo,
' The World has passed through three

ai.t'qutk-sj Fuh-hf'.s fre the times of high antiquity; WSn-

\vere tlie middle antiquity ; and the times of Confucius

were the lower antiquity.' To rhyme, read Koo.

KEC.

Words marked off by a pause or stop in writing; a period ; a

sentence ; an expression ; a phrase ; a term ; a word ; a line of a

verse. /

6|.
v
tjJ

Low keu, The name of a place. Read K'heu,

^Ji |

.Seu k'heu, The name of a place. Read Kow, Sprout-

ing, or budding out in curling a manner,
j

& Kow-lung,

Name of the
|j^ ||jj Shay-shin,

' God of the land ;' also called

- I "T~ 1
1 L

TIJ j- Shay-wang.
-- Kow mang. Name of an idol

worshipped in Spring; the god of Spring. I _t& Kow

woo, The name of a place. Read Kow, A surname.
| ^

wo 'ang, 'Business or affair.'
/fj

Hi W
] ^T Yewhin

mo kow tang,
' What business or affair, have you ?' /^ Kow,

is commonly used for this character, when read Kow.

X. IR) -ill jH Wan tsze che cn
'

no* Ju6

keu,
' The place of stopping in written language, is called

Keu.'
!|Ji Hjj [

=M Teenmiug keu tub, 'To mark clearly

the periods and commas.' To point a written document

with full and intermediate stops, ^fc hy xfej
~i Puh

ching yih keu hwa,
' Does not form a sentence;' what is said

is unintelligible. /j> ^' J3
|

Puh ching chang keu,
' Writ-

ten unintelligibly.' /^ I Kea keu,
' A fine sentence.' ^

1 King keu,
' An alarming sentence ;' means, language which

is calculated to arouse -,
to awaken.

j ^S Yih keu

liwa,
' A sentence ; a word.' J^ I

^jjj
Ke keu hwa,

' A few

leniences; a few words.' 4fe ($1 4fc
gfl' vj Wo yu ne

shwii keu hwn,
'
I would speak a word with you.' =1 IT

Igf

fH^ji j -^ Hwa puh t'how ke, pwan keu to, 'When

conversation does not take, half a sentence is too much.' .

| ^ -j- -j- | /jr. ^ Yih keu sang shih ; shlh keu

sang yih plh,
' One sentence, (spoken in the presence ofa tale

bcarcr'i produces ten ; and ten (told to another tattler) becomes

a hundred.'
*

/V.
,

Ts hlh yen pii keu,
' Verses of

seven syllables in each line, and eight lines in a stanza."

1 jM i MJ fa YIh keu hwan y'h keu h^o

lae,
' To enunciate word after word, or sentence after sen-

tence' leisurely; distinctness of thought or expression.

| || Yih keu she, 'A line of a verse.'
] ^j |S ^

~jj life 3| Y\^ 7J ^ ] IH Keu, koo wei che yen,

Tsin, Han, e lae nae yew keu ching,
'

Sentence, was in former

times expressed by Yen ; the word Keu, came into use, and hu
continued since the Dynasties Tsin and Han.'

] Keu.or 1

-^
I^ Keu ping,

' A hooked weapon.' jjg [

Loo keu,
' Loo

is to deliver a message from the throne to those below; Keu,

is to announce from below up to the throne.' (She-king.)

I"J 1 -HI
Kaou-keu -Ie

' Corea. ^ j
Yuen-keu, and

Jji Keu-chang, Name of districts. Erroneously used iu

the sense of
jfa Keu,

' To restrict ;' and of Kow
' ' *2X

'

Enough; sufficient;' and of
T^jKeu,'

A square.'

LING.

Existing separate from ; distinct from ; besides ; another pre-

son, thing, or time.
J\^ tyft p^j ^ y j/j

Fan wtih leang-

fun yug lin.r , 'Every thing divided in two is expressed by

LinS-'
| J Ling keu, 'Dwelling each apart; living separate

from each other.'
g J jlfc ^ | ^ Ch'hoo

leaou t'hsze che wae ling yew,
' Exclusive of this, there is,

or are, other,' &c. Q Ling jib,' Another day.' It is

said,
] jrj

Ling yutf,
' Another moon, or month,' is some

times used. ~^
3 IsT Ling yew choo e, 'At another

time, a decision will be given.'
|

/fa
j~ Ling yew che,

' His Majesty pleasure will be made known at another time;'

is the answer frequently given to memorials which appear in

the Peking Gazette. ^^> \ /([_
Shoo puh ling cha,

' Excuse (my) not writing a separate letter.' 1 XM> Ling
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wae;or I /f|, WA Ling waeteih, 'Besides ; exclusive of; or
I '\ M J

^ (

over and above.'
| ft/fj fp ^P Li"s wae yew

y in keen sze,
' There is another affair besides that.'

\
~J

KWA. To separate the flesh from, and place

the bones apart. Same as ffA Kwa.

T'HAOU.

The desire of food ; inordinate desire of; addicted to; to in-

novate from ambitious motives; to feel disgraced and

ashamed, as having cherished inordinate desire; an affected

jelf-hurailiating expression, used in the language of courtesy.

A duplicate form of
j||

Taou. (Sha-miih.) ^7^^
jjl^

T'haou t'han shlh yay,
'

Thaou, to desire food.' (Luh-shoo.)

| ;|#r
P

J^*
f'haou che jlh k'hin, 'Those addicted to

anger, he (the Prince) daily honored.' (Shoo-king.) -^ |

|X] ^T han t haou heung yin,
' To be addicted to cruelty

and debauchery.' I ^fc T'haou t'he'en, or
| fjj;

T'haou

jB,
*

I am ashamed of being so covetous
' of your kindness.

/fi Thaou Ian,
' My covetousness is insatiable; I am in-

Ann.

undated with your prest-nts.' j *JT T'haou keaou,
'

I am

inordinately desirous ofyour instruction.'
j iSj?

T'haou

gae,
'

Inordinately desirous of your love and regard.'

TJr
T'haou kwang, Inordinately desirous of your light, or

countenance.' These expressions all imply gratitude and

self-ibasement
':j&

Thaou raung, and 1 '^ T'haou

miih, arc used to express lhankfuli.c-s for undeserved benefits

conferred.

K'HOW, or K'how.

To strike; to strike lightly ; to agitate, or discuss a subject ;

to ask ; to raise the hand to the head ; to kneel down ai;d put

the forehead to the ground, as an act of reverence and sub-

mission ; performed by children to their parents ; by concubines

and servants to the master and mistress of the house ; by the

people to the mandarins ; and by all persons to His Imperial

Majesty. It is also a posture of divine worship. [ip jjp

VOL. i. S .v

K'how t'how, and I Q K'how show, are the usual ex-

pressions for this act of submission. The Tartars usually

express it by ^jjg JJ^K'nO t'how, and use the term an a salu-

tation, without performing the ceremony. 3^ '4& W

K'how t'how seay gSn,
' Bowed to the pround ai.d gave

thanks.' j^ ~&
:j[fe /|^ jj|j j| ^ Pei-ming leen

mang k'how t'how k'he lae,
'

Pei-ming, made a hurried pros-

tration and rose up.' | ~||~ ~^_ ~f"
K'how show fan

ts'hcen, I ought to make ' three thousand prostrations.'

W^ K'how keen, or JSL |
Pin k'how, 'To see or visit

a superior.' EH K'how hwan, ' To repair, in person,

to the interior of a public court to complain of some injustice

sustained.' Pfl K'how mun,
' To rap at the door.' SK.

i'J /fc wl
Snentae win chay.joo chwang

chung; t'how clie e seaou chay, tsih seaou ming; t'how che

eta chay, tsih ta ming,
' To be skilled in answering an inquirer,

is like striking a bell ; strike it lightly, and it gives alight

sound ; strike it hard, and it gives a loud sound,' i e. he, who

would instruct others, should give an appropriate answer to

the question put. (Le-king.1 f~ y\ M^ | $\- jjig
^"sz*

e ch hang k'how k'he hing,
' Confucius struck him on the legs

with a stick,' because he sat on his knees to receive the Sage.

k'how kwanurhkungTsin,
' With a million of men heknocked

at thegateofTsin.' ffi I ^t pff j/ffi ||fj $) jjk
Wo

k'how k'he leang twan, urh k'heih yen, I agitate both ex-

tremes of the question, and do my utmost
1

to satisfy the

enquirer. (Lun-yu.) I K'how, ' To Ask,' is otherwise

written Si] K'how. To rhyme, read K'hoo.

CHlorChih.*

From Mouth, and lines representing the breath falling.

(Shwu-wan.) A final particle ; a mere tone. In the beginning

of a sentence, it forms a connective which may be rendered.

Merely; only ;but; but just ; then; forthwith; and so on, as the

scope requires. A surname. tj jW =;S
^4 che, k'he yu

tszr, 'Che, a particle beginning a phrase.' Also, ^5 p 'g^j

-UlYuetszeyay.'A particle closing aphrase.'
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Moo yay,t'heen che ; piih leang jin che,
' My

mother is as heaven to me j still she will not believe me.' (She-

kin* ffiHFf|W;4S 1
Choo-howkweiTsinche

tih che,' The governors reverted to Tsin, because of its virt ue.'

iTs..-1-huen.) Jit 8& I J[ K'he 10 che ts'heay,' His delight

was in this.' (She-king.) 1

^O.
Chih tih, 'Only can; to

be obliged to; having no alternative.' EJ Chlh keen,

'

Only see ;' i. e. to remark ; to observe particularly. I ^
Chih e, implies, 'This way alone is proper.' 1JT Chili k'lio,

'This alone may be done.'
fg ] -^^ g ^% JJ||

;jfjjj

~TT 31 Tan chili she yen miih cluing to, woo tsung hea

show,
' There was no other reason to prevent his making the

attempt, than the number of eyes that were upon him.'

Is ff^ ^CW JL
CbTI ' ^"S 18" we tsangkeen,' Just affected

not yet to have observed it.' I /f Chili yew, 'Merely have;

will then assuredly be.' '3* Chlh kwan, denotes Acting

from the spur of the moment; a temporary essay ; also incon-

siderately acting according to one's humour; following one's

own humour. May be translated, Just try ; merely for the

present ; inconsiderately permit themselves; thoughtlessly ;

indiscreetly ; continually ;
on every occasion. 1

^|^
Chih

koo,
' Mind nothing but,' heedless of other things.

KEAOU.

A sound or voice coming from a distance. To call to ; to

U *--

call upon ; to invoke ; to call ; to name ; to cause.
p|- ^g

-ffl Kcaou.yuen shing jay, 'Keaou,a distant sound.'

gi 1
I
Ta yu keaou keaou, 'The distant sound of loud

conversation.'
] VRjj ^ ^ Keaou ko jin lae,

' Call a man

here.' 1

f|Jj ^ Keaou t'ha lae,
' Tell him to come here.'

fc Keaou hwan shin mo ?
' What is he calling

^ jj
Keaou tso shin mo ?

' What is he, or

it, called.'
J=f A 1 f^^^^^ Chay

tse shin mo ming tsze,
' Wiiat is this man's name?'

HO ffi T'ha mingkeaou ?zc-mow, 'His name is Sze-mow.'

i Qj. iffi (fffi Keaou hoo woo ving,
' To call to, or to invoke,

J ^J rf /^>i^

but receive no answer.' -$11 Yih keaou, yih taou,

'To come as soon as called.'
| plj/

Keaou han, 'To cry

out aloud,' from any violent feeling, either anger or distress.

Hw3 piih che keaou haou,
'

Perhaps not

about.'

know the cries' without ; living inthe interior oftheir palaces

given up to luxurious indulgence. (She-king.)
| -fj^

Keaou

gaou, 'The appearance of elevation; of being raised high.'

f5 1 Sih keaou,
' Called after the colour,' only nominal ;

merely ; the fact and the name not agreeing. Read'Kew, in

the same sense, j^ | ^ j^| Q Suy kew jen haou yu6,

'Suy called out aloud, and said.' (Ts'heen-han.) I Jt;M
I <A. Jlilli

J J\\ 7 Keaou wo t'hing leaou piih gan,
'
Cause, or make

me uncomfortable when I hear it.'

CHAOU.

To call upon, with authority ; to summon ; to cite to appear ;

applicable only to superiors requiring the attendance of in-

feriors. Read Shao u , The name of a city ; a su rname. V\ 3=-

13 $3 A 1 E|^ E sh w y u& chaou, e yen yue
1

chaou,

To summon ' with the hand is called Chaou, by words is called

Chaou.'
| ^jjj^ Chaou t'hu lae,

' Call him here.'
j

S Chaou keen,
' To summon to one's presence.' It is the

term employed by His Majesty, when he 1 Pi Chaou chin,

' Summons his ministers to attend.' I ^\ ^|J Chaou piih

taou,
' Not to appear on being summoned.' ^t "I" mil

tfj
Foo chaou tsze, sze chaou te,

' A father commands

his son to come, and a tutor his pupil.' -^

4. 1 ^ivfjI^lfi^P
00 chaou wo nis>

chaou woo no, wei urh k'he, 'When a father or roaster calls

for you, do not say, 1 shall come soon, but say, Coming, and

rise directly.' (Le-king.) ^^ j ^-^||ff^
Keun ming chaou, ptth sze kea hing e, Confucius,

' when the

Prince ordered his attendance, did not wait for his carriage.'

(Lun-yu.) ^ <|b^ j
Shing inung chnug chaou, '

I accept

with thanks you kind summons,' i. e. invitation, in the language

of courtesy. To decline an invitation is expressed by jfc. jfS

MKung tsze cluing chaou,
'

I decline with profound
I

respect your kind summons.'

P'HA, or P'ho. To open the mouth.

Read P'ha
^j|| ^/\ La-pha, 'A military trumpet,

1 com-

monly called M )0j Haou-fhung.<'*
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YUEN, or Yen. S. C.

n^k
I u JiirN, or i en. O

From a Mouth or Pass, and Water. A watery tract of land

situated amongst hills; a marsh; a swamp: appearing as if

spoiled.

TING. R. II.

PT Pill
Tino ninK'

' To enjoin repeatedly.' ] tfjfe ^j
^ * -i I ~l J-*\
"

Ting ningche chilli,
' To charge with special and repeated

injunctions.' Also written without Mouth by the side, thus

'If- 11T T WHg JJ0|# jit Wei Pe-hea ting

ning, tsae san lew shin yu tsze, I especially charge your Majesty,

over and over again, to keep your mind fixed on this subject.'

| Djtj
Ti"g tanS.

' A jingling sound ; to clink.' "T
ftft

jf-ll" tt: I 1
.tiJA ...iv,

^ '

SlS /W I I

' EB "ES
Ye" hea t^' h **k raa tmS ting tang

ting, 'The iron-horses hanging below the eves, made a jingling

sound.' The iron-horses, are certain ornaments suspended

from the roof, and intended tojingle when agitated by the wind.

HO. "5J

To have liberty to do; to be permitted ; to have the power

of doing. May ; can ; might ; could ; fit ; competent ; proper
-
r

worthy. It forms the Adjectives which terminate with 'Able,' as.

Amiable. Sometimes used interrogatively. A surname, ft]

~^\ Pf K'ho puh k'ho, 'May it be done or not.' I

-tt^
K'ho

yay, 'It may; it is permitted; it will do.' ~jT
j

Piih k'ho,

'It may not, it must not; it cannot.' ^^fl ] jjjjflf/ff f

Piih che k'ho kan tlh cho fow,
' Do not know whether (they)

can overtake him or not.'
|
/& ^S,

, ^i K'ho chay,

fow che tuy, 'K'ho, is the opposite of fow.'
] ^J

K'ho

fow, 'Is it admissible or not.' ^ji^f'^ j

Twan hoo piih

k'ho,
' Must not on any account whatever.' xJl'ljH $t

K'ho e she tlh, 'It may be done.' ^fpT/fC I

Yew ho

piih k'ho, 'What is there in it inadmissible, improper, or ob-

jectionable.' ^ K'hojin,
' A competent man.'

3jff. |

/^ fpj
Woo k'ho nae ho,

' There is nothing that can be done ;

there is no alternative.' UK -Sp- 1 Woo hoo k'ho,
' Alas !

>ui> i \

what can be done.' I '&. 4H f'
K'ho wei che chay

taou,
'

It may he told to an intimate friend.'
\^\ K'ho e,

'May.' Mr? K'ho nang, 'Can.'
}y\ J\ ,j\ K'ho e

pub peih,
'
It may be dispensed with ; this it not absolutely

necessary ; it need not be insisted on.' IH~ wV ~^f^
j

B&~==' K'he pe piih k'ho shing yen, 'Its baseness is in-

expressible.' 1 '?& K'ho gae, 'Amiable; worthy to be

loved.' XiE "7 ftS K'ho woo che keih,
' Extremely

I jliiv **C_ vjc

detestable.' I

tfjfe

K'ho le'en, 'Lamentable.'
| ^^

^ K'ho k'han lib teih,
' Visible.' ^ K'ho keen,

' Can

see.
*3'Jj K? 1-v i ' I l~*

k'how,
' A thing good to be eaten is called K'lio-k'how.'

13 ^f\ 1 P K.''10 k
'

llow
' l'

un ** '10 k'how, 'Does it taste

well r /k
j ^J^ Seaou k> '10 tiih sze - 'A trifling, unim-

portant
affair.'

A/J^ ] p/|^ N'e k'ho heaou tlh,
' Do you

understand ) do you know r ^ ] ^ \c k'lio liing,
' Are

youcold?' |j ]

Kink'ho,' Scarcely, or but just sufficient.'

g ft^ 1 -^"
Y 'n SUDS k'ho hoo,

'
Is an insincere and dis-

putatious person fit.' (Shoo-king.) ^ "$^ f|i -ffi JS.

i|f
Tslh y u choo moo, yu k'ho chay,

'
Select from amongst the

concubines, one worthy to be a governess to the young Prince.'

wiih urh piih k'ho e, 'Spirits imbody (or produce) material

objects and are present with all things.' (Chung-yung.) In this

sentence
j

K'ho, is defined by mr So-

9 1 * w t Hflr

f-h Tsze-kung yue", p'hin urh woo chen, foo urh woo keaou ho

joo?Tszeyue, K'ho jay; wejOpin urh lo, foo urh haou le chay

jay, 'Tsze-kung said, To be poor without flattery; to be rich

without pride; how are such characters to be esteemed?

Confucius replied, they may be admitted as good ; but not

equal to those who, though poor, yet cherish a happy chearful

mind; who though rich, yet delight in correct virtuous

conduct.' To rhyme read K'ho and K'hoo.

E. S. C.

I ; me. To be pleased ; to be gratified. Read T'hae. A

surname; the name of a district. A name of three slars.
-1^

T'heen t'hae, The name of a hill.
] ^ T'hae ting, An
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epithet applied to three of the highest officers of state. Emi-

nent ; exalted, in which sense it is used as a term of respect in

epistolary stj I.-. ft
1 ' Thae kea,' Eminent sir.' 4-

I f7i^ f\^ I

Laou fhae. Venerable sir.' t*
|

Heung t'hae,
' Exulted

brother.'
jff

T'hae foo,' Your honored name,' an expres-

fion used on the address of letters before writing the name.

| -^
T'hae pei, 'Extreme old age,' a term taken from the

wrinkling of the skin, in the manner of the fish$& Tliae. (She-
.=jt ,

/il'

king.) fnf{|| | 'jjp'Kintsun
fhae ming,

' With profound

respect I obey jour exalted order.'
~

1 JS San fhae

sing, The three fhae stars ;' they are distinguished by the

terms, J:
j tjl j ~p j Shang f |,ae

, chung f hae, hea

fhae. ' The upper, middle, and lower fhae.' 9JL T jl if&

M ^ ?PA PP $3? ^2,
T'hang-wang jug, k'hTh urh

chung shoo, iclb filing chin yen, fei t'hae seaou tsze kan ching

lw;m, yew Hea to tsuy, fhe'en ming keih che, 'KingT'hang,

siid, Come near all of you and listen to my words, it is by

no means the case, that I, who am but as a little child, would

excite rebellion; Hea, now in possession of the Empire, is

chargeable with manifold crimes ; Heaven lias commanded to

destroy him.' (Slioo-king.)

"fc
Cll'HIII.

To drive with noise and shouts ; to bid, in a rough angry

tone; to boot, as at a dog; to mention, [l^^i^ $ $)
PM Sir nf Ch'lnh woo sze tuy ch'hiih too mun, tsan show,
I J T7l M
'Ordered, in an angry tone, the soldiers to push them out at

the City-gate, and cut off their heads.'
/

KJf Zjf. ^ "j^j"

-JT 1

jfj]
Tsun k'hih che ts'heen piih ch hih kow,

' In the

presence of a respected guest, do not hoot angrily (even) at

a dog,' lest you should annoy the ears of your guest, or np-

peartowish him gone.' |ji[
1 Ho ch'tth,

]
|/

< h'lah

L !/ 4%* I S^^
ch'ha,

' Loud, angry, boisterous utterance.'
JRQ ^ | ^j

5^ tiZ: Fan wei ch'hih ming che how, I'll 'trouMe (you ) to

mention (my) name and make (my) compliments." Read

Ts'hih^Noise ; sound ; strong breathing.

HWA. Appearance of an open mouth.

SHE.

From Hand seizing the Middle. An impartial narrator of

events ; an historian ; history. A surname. j|j ^ Ip!^
She, ke sze chay,

' She, expresses a recorder of occurrences.'

fP She ke,
'

History.' lft|
|

Kwo she; ^f She

t I

kwan,
' Writers of history, employed by Government.'

-g^-

che leih She-kwan; Ts'hang-he'e, Seu-tsung keu k'he chfi.

'Hwang-te, ( B. C. 260P,) first appointed historiographers 5

Ts'hang-hei- (the Inventor of letters\ and Seu-tsung, held the

situation.' ^ I Tae she, The President of the historiogra-

phers. Name of one of the nine rivers. (See the character

iBT Ho. ) I HI She Shoo, An historical work competed
"* I 13

in the time of
Jjjjj 'jjf j Chow-seueo-wang, ( B.C. 770), by

$9 Cbow. who held the situation of -fc \
Tae-She, and

J|il X*X |

who framed the -Jr ^& ^T Ta-chuen-wan, '

Large seal cha-

racter.' ^he-shoo, is also used to denote any history. ~j j

-=}a-
1 ^00 kin shoi> she, 'Ancient and modern books and his-

tories.' -jr^ I King she,
' The ancient claskf and his-

tory.' IS^
/(\ ^fl I

Le'ihtae keen she, 'A mirror of history

through successive ages.' -|^ |

Shlh ts'hlh she,
* The

Seventeen Historians ;' or as the work is now augmented,

-|~ |

Urh shih yih she,
' The twenty-one Histo-

rians,' is a complete history of China, in 282 volumes, reaching

from the fabulous ages of antiquity, down lo the close of T

jH Yue: -chaou, the Tartar Dynasty Yuen. A scarce and

Suable work.
$J

Yu-she, Ch'hang-she, Tsze-she, ping Han kwan ming,
'

Yu-she,

Chh:mg-she, and Tsze-she, were all names of offices durir ffO

the dynasty of Han.' The first of these, viz. the Yu-J-be

is s'ill a situation of great influence in the slate. The persons

who hold it, andtluy are numerous, have the privilege of

giving information and advice to the Sovereign or all occa-

sions.
] f| Ipt ^tr 4ltW she Uae

|l
' h5 sze tsae yea '

' The H istoriojrapher (when attending His Majesty), had charge

of the pencils; the S/e, had charge of the oaths which had been,
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Uken.' (Le-ki,,g.)

^2i $j! 1^ -fli ifJ / Ji ~F Tiin;; ' tslh ts 9lie sh

che; yen, tslh yew she shoo che ; Yu koo kcshing che shang

hea, When his Majesty
'

moved, the left historiographer re-

corded it ; when he spoke, the historiographer on the right re-

corded it; the blind Imperial musician attended to the har-

mony ofthe music.' (Le-king. ) In ancient times, there were

'7f
|

Neu she, who attended to the affairs of the Queen.

/^ I Tashe, who revised the books of six principal officers.

/J
N 1 Seaou she, who narrated the affairs of neighbouring

states. f^ Nuy she, who controuled the /^ *fi

Pa-ping. ( See under
j^j Ping. ) And

^| J

Wae she,

Who attended to external transactions. /&4* -7?fi Hi W
t/v (fcd MTf -?\

3L3L&L$>$c.& Yi" tsew she ' hw li: 'h chc kbc "'

hw5 tso che she,
' Men drinking wine, either appoint a super-

visor, or place by the side, a remembrancer,' to keep the guests

on their guard. To rhyme, read Soo.

YEW.

The right hand ; the right side. In former times it was the

place of honor. What is good and honorable ; to honor ; to give

the precedence to. Read Yew, To support the arm ; to aid ; to

assist. A surname. To rhyme, read E and Yu. Kang-he

affirms, that in every sense, the character should be read

Yew. A^ y^pT -y 4|4-
yeW) tso che tuy,

'

Yew, is the

opposite of tso,' the left, ff \"~^. \

Tso yew show

ch; yew,
' The right, of right and left hands.' ^ Tso

yew,
' The left and right ; those who attend at the left and

right ; attendants; assistants.' 'f-t ^RT /T" ^'ie ^U:'S ^so

yew, To wait upon a person.' pA nAj -f~
J

Fun foo

tso yew,
' Ordered the attendants.'

| 'rg'
Yew t'hang,

' An

assistant officer,' inferior to the ^ o* Tso t'hang, who is

also An assistant officer; j /t|fr Ching t'hang, is the Prin-

cipal officer.
JAJQ *JJ Tso yew yih,

' The right and left

wing of an army.' ~/\" $$? f~ j jffi
-4-* Tso pe'en show ;

yew pe'en show,
' The left-hand side ; the right-hand side." A.

|PJ I YA

jrjr
I

-jrl*
Jin taou shang yew e yew wei tsun, koo

tsun wan yuS Yew-wan, tsun woo yu<5 Yew-woo,
'

Amongst

men the right is esteemed as being the place of honor ; hence,

VOL. i. 3 Y

to honor mo.it the civil officer*, is called Yen-wan; to give

precedence to the military, is called Yew-woo.' T^ 3L |-

^/"
jffl

:&|p
1

jgT
Tae p'hing shang wan, tsaou pe'en yew

woo,
' In times of peace, civil officers are most esteemed ; when

a revolution, or great change occurs, the military obtain the

precedence.' |g ^ -^- jff- ^ | ^ Shing T'heen-

tsze haou koo, yew wan,
' Good Emperors love the sage maxims

ofantiquity,andgivetheprecedenceto literature.' ]S ilKf/i]

^^ Fl 4?E Hj it 1
Mo nang shang chay.yuS, woo ch'huh

k'he yew, 'Its being impossible to exceed any one, is ex-

pressed by, there is no getting to the right of him.'
jj^

Yew taou,
' The right way ; the true doctrine.'

k- lIV
;

4ff Yew vuS, show tsiih peen yew,
. . . .p|. P JH* Tli

e tso wei p'heih,
koo fan yu6 Tso-taou, To-tsen ; yu* tso ke,

keae fhsze e yay,
' It is further said, that the right hand and

foot being most convenient, the left is considered inferior,

bad, or vicious) heuce when, left occurs, in the expression,

Left doctrine ; to. remove (him) to the left; a left plan, this idea

is conveyed ;'.and the terms are equivalent to Vicious doctrines ;

to vilipend, or to reprimand a public officer; and a bad plan.

iyi ~fc
|

EH E tso yew min,.' To assist, or to support the

people.' (Ylh-king.) ^ Qfc^ | /^g Yu 7 tso yew

yew min,
'

I wish (you) to assist the people whom I. have.'

(Shoo-king.) fif
= ~~K- f ^S gH ff^ ^t 2x.

ffii i^ j^J /^ifej
Fan yen ts yew che chay ' WCI yu ^ he

tso yew urh foo tsoo che yay,' Whenever it is said, Right and

left him, it expresses Supporting him (or them) on the right

and left.' Yew, To assist, has now commonly man added, thus

H: Yew, Quasi dicat, 'Right hand man.' ^j Sze yew,

A' certain officer. It is joined with several other words, forming

names of official situations. At different periods of Chinese

history, and
'

on different occasions, as whether an affair of

mourning or ofjoy, the left and the right have been alternately

the place of honor. In high antiquity, when officers attended

at Court, precedence was denoted by being ranged on the left;

at entertainments, the right was the place of honor. That

the left originally was the higher place, is inferred also, from

the word left being always first, when associated with right.

The Chinese idiom does not admit of Yew-tso, Right and left.
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It i always Tso-yew, Left and right. In the Books of the

Dynasty^ Han, the terra
~fa -^| Tso-Ucen, "Putting a man

1" the left,' denoted Reprehending or degrading him ; from

which it is inferred, the left could not be the place of honor.

During the Dynasty fc Sung, The left wa the chief place,

in the time of Tnr Yuen, it was the right. The first Emperor

of the Dynasty |JJj Ming, restored it to the left, which still

continues to be the place of honor. Hence in all cases in

which three officers, or three names are associated, the prin-

cipal one is in the middle; the second, on the left, and the

t'lird on the right.

lll KEAOU. Tocallto. Properly pit Keaou.

K'llEW. The breath ascending high.

A kind of halberd with three forks. Q jt& K'hewyew,
The name of an ancient district. Same w the modern

VJJJ
jUJ

Szc-chow, in Gan-hwuy Province.
| dj K'hew yew, The

name of a foreign country in the north.

la
PIIO. R. I-I.

May not ; cannot ; incurable; forthwith s then.
[1? yf\ P}*

ill M /^ ^T p ho ' pilh k
'

ho yay' Uuns fan k
'

h >
* p 'h

denotes may not, should not.' From ~pT K'ho,
'

May or

should,' reversed. ^ j|l j j|f j -f
Ta urh urh, tsuy

p'ho sin, 'That long-cared fellow, (Lew-pe) is utterly un-

worthy ofcredit.' (San-kwo.)
] |]jjj

P'ho nae,
'
Insufferable.'

flt'fldfclfrfc)! 1 ft^Z Te ^ **
chung piih wei yung, p'ho yO t haou die,

' The Emperor knew

that he would never he of any use, and wished forthwith to

diii.ii him.'
(Ilow-han-chuen.)

j j^ p-ho lo , A certail>

cup fur drinking wine.

HEE. 01. Scrib. t$ Hee.

To accord with ; to unite ; to rhyme with ; applied to sounds,

yun,
' Two syllables that rhyme.' -^ ]

"r
^^ I J-J

San to hec keih. I wish you 'a union and an a'ou.idance of the

three blessings, viz.
)Jjg ff^^jh

F"h '
snow >l"e Mn >

' HaP-

piness, long life, and m.ile children.'

Same as f K'hew, see above.

An abbreviated form of W. Haou.

The tone of distress. From Mouth placed on "7* Kaon,

'The breath issuing from the mouth.'

SZE.

A minister of state transacting business at a distance from

the court ; hence the character is formed of
fjj How, A prince

or king,' reversed. To have the controul of; to rule ; to man-

age ; to direct. A surname ; the name of a place. To rhyme,

read Sze. # t^'P^^W^
~~f .^pr m Haou sangcheilh, heayu minin, tsze yung piih fan

yu yew sze,
' The prince possessing the virtue of tender regard

to the lives of his people; his goodness will deeply imbue the

people's minds ; and, acting in this way, they will not offend

against those who have the rule over them.' (Shoo-king.)

j^
|

San sze, 'The three Sze,' viz.
/$j B$" 1 Poo-ching-

sze, The officer who is entrusted with the revenue ofa province.

fK HI Gan-cha-sze The criminal judge of a province.

Pg Ug j
Yen-yun-ze, The inspector of the salt department.

ilLSfc 1

T hunS-chinS-sze . The officer through whose hands

official documents pass to the Emperor.' Zj^ ijf
j

Senn-

kcen-sze, The officer of a village, or of several
villages.

'

j2j j
San-fa'-sze, A subordinate officer in criminal boards at

Peking, jf]^ \

Ta kwan ire, 'To go to law.' 1 ^f
Sze sze, 'To manage, or have the charge of any business or

affair.' fa j

J Jp Ka sze k'ae sze,
'

Every one manage

his own affair; every one mind his own business.' -
'jjl

^ San keun sze ming, He, who ' controuls the orders of the

three divisions of the Imperial array,' are the words written on

the colours ofthe^ g|j] Yuen-shwae.orCommander-in-Chicf.

| J{|
Sze le, To rule ; to manage.' /^. J

Kung sze,
' To

controul, or manage any public or general concern,' in contra,

distinction from that which is an individual concern. It is a
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term applied to European Mercantile Companies, at jM.

-jij-

^|llj^AV
1 Ying-ke-le kwij kung.sze, 'The English

Company.' Instead of Kung-sze, the English word
'

Company,'

is generally employed and imitated, by /fe ffaffi Kung-

pan-ya, 'A public court of constituted authorities.'
/jj^. j

|i Rung sze kwan,' A ball or place of public meeting; the hall

of a company.' JJ1
1

|js|
Urh ize thing, 'The ear rules

the hearing.' j]j^
Miih ize she, 'The eye rules the

seeing ;' phraseology used to express, that every member,

and every person, has a peculiar department. The Manu-

script Dictionaries define this use of the word, by
' Po-

tentia,' and apply it to the memory, understanding, and so

on ; as well as to the senses j hence the phrase ^a
jj)| ^-'

Ling hwan san sze,
' Tres potential animas rationales.'

This appears an application of the character not sanctioned by

Chinese usage. Occurs in the sense of/3 Sze.

PAE. Separate ; distinct from.

A dubious character, of which contradictory accounts are

given in the several Dictionaries.

Same as J^ Che, see above.

Orginal form of^f Yew, see above.

OI. Scrib. ^| Woo, see below.

r

J ^% HAN. A plant or flower notyet budded forth ; still

>/
kept back, or suppressed.

Charactersformed by Three Strokes.

lu[ I HUNG. Anangry tone of voice; loud; boisterous.

(T
I

Hung hung, 'The noise made by people crowded

together in a market place."

YEW. A low voice; a slight sound.

An erroneous form of ? K'hew. (Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

Same as the preceding.

ME. A surname.

HEU. y7
From Mouth and "TTKaou,

' The breath issuing forth freely.'

An interjection expressive of distrust and disapprobation ; a

deep lengthened tone, expressive of concern; also of grief.

P"I~ ^'S ^t ^eu ' e kwae *hi ngi 'A tone of voice indi-

cating doubt, and surprise.' /L j|t $/T iS" ^f ^ri i^
4 I Fan e so fow chay, fa ghing to heu,

' In all cases in

which the mind disapproves, the tone of voice emitted, is ge-

nerally Heu.'
|

ei
j| pT^-Heuymsungk'hohoo, 'Ah,

no ! Is an insincere and disputatious person fit ?' (Seu-keae.)

1 W UK 3 ^$ W Heu chay rhan k 'he p h J en

che tsze, 'Heu, a word by which a person sighs out his disap-

proval
'

"ZjfpJ 1 ^Yunhoheue, 'Alas! what shall I say.'

(Shoo-king.)
J
jj& j|f[^ Heu, yew t'han yay,' Heu, asigh of

grief.' By abbreviation written -]- Heu, ^ (tit _^.
fto tjg9 I ^- v Tn jQ.

Heu tseay hoo, Tsow-ya,
' How admirable, the (mild and inno-

cent disposition of the animal) Tsow-ya.' (She-king.) fft

I Lew heu, A tribe of foreigners.

MANG, Mang, or Mang.
w^^
Uuinformed ; old and ignorant. To induce a person to ask

a question, and refuse to answer.

KElH.

Difficulty ofutterance ; to stammer ; to stutter. Commonly,

but erroneously used for
|j|

K'helh, 'To eat; to swallow;'

figuratively, to be struck or impressed with.
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F=j j
; k'how puh peon yen yay,

' Keili denotes, the

mouth not enunciating with ease and convenience.' ^& A

Wei jin k'how keih,
' He is a person who stammers.'

#SAD I **Sifcifci**#"**
jin k'how keih, piih .nSng taou shwO, urh then ch'hoo shoo,

1 Fe, was a person who stammered, and was unable to speak ;

but he excelled as a writer.' (She-ke.)

Tseaou-suy k'how keih, tuy k'hihpiih ch'huh

yih yen, tsiiy how ch'hg ch'how ta joo choo shay, shejin miih

wei tscw keih,
'

Tseaou-suy stammered so, that he could not

utter a word to a visitor ; but after he was drunk, he then an-

swered fluently, and with the rapidity of an arrow. The

people of the time denominated him, the wine (relieved) stam-

merer.' (T'hang-she.) I

|fr?
Keih fan, 'To eat rice;'

i. e. to take any meal. ^^^ ^j~
Keih kwo fan

miih yew,
' Have you breakfasted ; or dined ?' is often a mere

salutation. I "wF Keih kins,
' To be struck with alarm.'

I i^>

31 *t & IL 7 ? 1 B Ching-yuen-che keen

leaou, tsaou keih yih king,'Ching-yuen-che, as soon as he saw it,

was struck with alarm.'
] Jj|E

Keihkwei,
' To put up with n

injury.'
j ^^ =jjfc Keih sin show k'hoo,

' To eat the

cid, and receive the bitter ;' to suffer distress. Read K'hcih,

K'heih k'heih,
'

Laughing appearance.'

From Mouth and^ Che, To follow.' To follow calling

to, but disregarded by the person before. (ShwS-wan.) No

mutual understanding; each apart; each separately; everyr
each oneofaH; various.

Each man has his owu
feelings.'

)
A

keen,
' Each man has his own view of a subject.

KG yih jin,
' To each

(situation) one man.'

Kflyew yih shwu,
' Kacli lus a diflcreut tale.'

]

>'

ftfa
KO hwan k5 teih,

' Let each' tnke his own apart.'

KC kii,
' Each singly.'

] A KQ J'.
'

Kvery n.an
'

ku yew sin,

Ka J'"' ko

1 _ A

1

I -~f Iff - *. ^ %. I J I / ^"w _, 'Ptj **

tszc saou muii ts'hecnieuh;mukwan t'ha jin wa sliang shwano-

* Let every man weep the snow from before his own door;

transact his own business.'

and not meddle with the hoar frost on the top of another

man's tiles.' ^ |

J& KO pan k5 sze, 'Every one

KO kwfl, 'Everv nation.'

Ch
'

h yCW k5 Ch
'

h

tcih fung siih,
'

Every place has its peculiar customs.' ty/Jt

$1 1 W 3 W" h wilh kn JCW le
' <ETery thlno na' its

own peculiar properties.' ||J p|3 ^ | ^/^j^Yuen
chung yew kB yang shoo miih,

' There is every kind of tree

in the garden.' | "^ K8 sih,
' Various colours ; variegated ;

various kinds.'
] ^ ^ ton KO sih ho wuh,' Every va-

riety of merchandise.'

Fan wo tsaou

pang; woo tsung fe e ; woo tseih t'haou yiu ; k(5 show urh teen

e ching t'heen hew ; The Emperor T'hang said,
'
all you states

which I have formed, follow nothing which is illegal; make no

approaches to indulgence and excess ; but let each retain its

standard principles, that ye may he the recipients of Heaven's

blessing,' (Shoe-king.) ^ |

T'hoo kfl, An ancient

tribe in the north.

m HEUEN, or Seuen. TO call to; to call out.

To make a clamorous noise. Some affirm these three,
/ I MM ' ""

JJ* PP Lin, lin, and this character, are different forms of the

same, and denote what is Contiguous ; neighbouring.

YAOU. A sound
;

a noise.

[] J
Y'aou yaou, 'A low sound; a slight noise.' A.

/P >^q*J iH ^f\ jjt Wj |w Ta yaou seaou ho teih, yay

puh ching t'he
t'hung,

' Now making a great noise, and then

a slight clamour, is not becoming a dignified appearance.'

Same as
|}|f Po, see belo\v.

TSZE.

\>f- I Tszetsze,' The chirping of a bird; thevoice of birds.'

*y"^ An erroneous form of R* KvvS.
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no

To close; to joins to pairs to unite 5 united s to assemble ; to

agree ; agreeable to ; to accord with ; to harmonize ; to suit 5 to

answer; t reply. A certain vessel to contain things. A surname.

The name of a grain ; name of a district. Read KB, A certain

measure. (See under ft Shing.) To rhyme, read Heih. ^
H0. HS yen,

' To close the eyes.' ^f p Ha k'how,
' To shut

the mouth.'
| HI]

Ho mun, To shut the door.' gg
1 Pei h8 ; or

>fftl |

Gow h8,
' To pair; to unite in pairs.'

Tse tsze haou he, joo koo sin kin; heung te ke keih, ho

18 ts'heiy tan,
' Ths wife who delights in domestic harmony, is

pleasing as the concord of ihe labour and kin ; brothers who

live in cordial agreement, enjoy mutual and perpetual plea-

sure.' (She-king.) ^^i.J T'heentsache h3,
' A

(conjugal) union formed by heaven.' (She-king.)

Ho h8 ,

' A n harmonious union.' ^ fjjx jg. I 3

1 nt^ -^^.Puhnangwooshihlechay.puhha
yuT'heen-

tsze, Chiefs
' whose domain does not extend to fifty Le,

do not assemble in the courts of the Emperor.' (Le-king.)

3| PJ &
j

Keun chin bwuy h8, or
| ^ H8 hwuy,

4 The prince assembles with his ministers.' ^j J
Seang h.8,

' To accord ; to agree.' T& iS E seang h8,
'

Thoughts,
Ai** l n

or ideas corresponding.'
=="

|j |

Yen seang ha,
' An agree-

ment in what is said.' jltHll ]};& Tsze yen shin

h3 wo sin,
' This language agrees very well with my views, or

ne leih e s/e,
'
1 am afraid it does not agree with your senti-

ments.'
Jj|

1 Le ho,
'

Agreeing with reason ; reasonable ;

proper.' ty ] ^^^ ^f-
Le hQ k '

heu Pae l
'

ha

yih pae, 'It is proper that I should go and pay him a visit.'

jfc | ^ Piih h8 fa,
'

Illegal
.' ^ ] ^^jj Piih ho

kwei keu, ' Not according to custom.' ^ J j^ Piih h

le. or ~^f\ \ jtt JJl
Puh hD taou le '

' u 'ueasonable -'

it Ha kung, 'To make out the sum total.'
J 5na.^

"t
2

^ HS pwan ta san,' To unite, as in a platter,
and reckon the

whole amount; to estimate ; to deliberate and lay a plan.'

| ^|| ^E 3J
HO lung k'he lae,

' To unite many together;

to aggrrgate-, to bundle up.' x?f
]

Foo he, or
j |fi]

Ho

VOL. i. Sz

t'hung, An instrument diyided in two, of which each contrac-

ting party retains one. (See under H Tse*.) j^ jpl

Leih ha t'hung,
' To form, or make out.'

HJ
Ho yung,

To answer the purpose intended.'
/Ajj.^ I FQ T'ha

puh ha yung,
'

He, or it, does not answer the purpose

wanted.' | | j^j ^^ K'heha urh lae pun, 'When be

had replied, he came to (the state) Pun.' ^- j^J
M

~~)j p|
~fc I T'heen te sze fang yug Liih-ha, 'The heavens, the

earth, and the four quarters of the world, arc called Luh-ha,'the

unverse.

che wae, shing jin tsun urh pun lun, 'Respecting what existed

beyond the limits of the universe, the Sages were reserved, and

did not discuss.' I ^ H8-le, The name of a place. IX~

] Tsze-h8, The name ofa country in the West. ^
^ $1 & Ha-tszc, shing wuh k'he,

'
Ha-tsze, is a vessel to

contain things,' a box. Commonly written
J=

H8.

HWA.

A large mouth s the large mouth of a fish. A loud noise.

KEIH.
td

Good s advantageous 5 felicitous s happy ; fortunate ; lucky -,

felicity; happiness. The first day of the moon. A surname.

The name of a district. Read K'helh, A surname. To rhyme

read Ke. ^ |XJ
Kcih, heung;

'

Good, evil; felicitous, infeli-

citous ; happiness, misery.' 1 ftj Keih sze,
' A happy or for-

tunate occurrence; or affair.'
#J. /|-^ h(J^ 4j, | ^

A?Knngp'ha heung sze to; k'heih sze shaou, 'I am afraid

much evil and little good.' will result from it
j
JP [XI /^j

Keih sing; hfung. sing,
' A lucky star; a baneful star.'

E3 -Wf- FC2 i^---i. i 1 Q T^T Cl/7 tr -'-k

,?ji^al.Ht3
Keih sing kung chaou, or I ^ ^ fff^

Kein

sing kaou chaou,
' A lucky star directs its influences' to me, or

vou -

T)
1 IE |Jlj ] -j^,

Show ching tsih kl:ih yay,
' He

who holds fast his integrity will be happy.' I R Keilijili,

'A lucky day.' ^.p j |-|
Tsih kt-ih jih,

' To select (from

Uie Almanack) a lucky day.' ^ ^ ^J |

Urh yuf ch boo

keih, 'The first day of the second moon.' (She-king.)

Ej
Keih yu2,

' The happy (first) day of the moon.' |\

Fiih keih, 'To enquire after happiness; to divine.'
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1 Kung he na ke'Th,' I reverently wish you joy and felicity.'

A common salutation. ^ | ^flj Takeih tale,
' Great

happiness, great prosperity,' to you, to me; or to th'n home,

and $o on. I ^ yjefe 'H* Kelh king rawan fhang,
'

May hap-
I '-5c 'rfl -*^*

-^

p'mess and joy fill the hall.'
j jjj -fift 1g KeTh tseang, jooe,

or inverted, Joo e, ke'ih Ueang,
'

Happiness, blisj, and the entire

fulfilment ofone's wishes.'
jffj A. |

YTh k'hae ta keih,

' Whenever opened great mcceis.' Written by shopmen on

the doors of the caes in which their wares are contained. .

^^ Yih keen ta keih,
' Great felicity attend every

look upon it;' written on walls opposite the view from particu-

lar rooms,
fjf) f] ^ 1 K'hae mun ta keih,' Great felicity

attend the opening of the door ;' written on paper and pasted

01 people's doors by beggars, during the last night of the old

year, that it may strike the attention and awaken the fond

hopes of the inhabitants, when first opening the door, on New

year's morning. The beggan expect an alms as the reward of

their good wishes. A ^Q iQ Keih jin t'hiien seang,

' The good man, heaven aid him.'

The common form of ?H Teaou, tee Rad. H Kung.

T'HOW. To hoot ; to speak angrily.

KE. To speak ; words; even ; level.

T'HUNG.

From Mouth, implying many holding the same language and

agreeing in one. (Sha-muh.) Together; all together ; brought

all together; united; in the same place; of the same dass or

kind ; the same ; agreeing ; the same as. A certain wine ve*sel, a

certain cup; the name ofa district. A surname. Torhymeread

T'hang. it
J[ij

Rung fhung,
' All together.'

] J% Wi

^T'b.ungfaiigkeu choo,
'

Living together in the same house.'

fife ll'f I ^ '

Jj/f
T 'ha raun fhung tsae yih so,

'

They

are together in the same place.' ^ |
Hwuy t'hung, -To

u^mble together.' ft J|^ j

Wo ma ke t'hung,
< When

my horses are all brought together.' (She-king.)

|
Show che 10 t'hung,

' Where animals herd together.' (She-

king.) 1

|j T'hung keen, 'To hold illicit sexual inter-

course.'
[jjJcj (jty J\^ T'hung

kwStiiih jin, A man ofthe

same nation ; a countryman.' ^JJ
it

jjji J^J ^
T'hung heangkungch'hootelh jin,' A person of the same place,

in the ame district.' ]& T'hung yth yang, or
j

$fx
T>nunS y' h Pw n .

' Tne >amf fun'"" or manner j juit

the game.' 3*0 T'hung luy,
' Of the lame species."

H& K> $7 tyfr ffi
T 'hu "s Paou heunS tetsze me '.' Brothers

and sisters by the same mother.'
j ^ T'hung ming,

' Of

the same name.' ^ j
Pub t'hung, 'Not the same; different

from.'
| jfajf, | ^J T'hung sing piih fhung ming,

' Ofthe same surname, but of a different name.' JV (!f BJ|

/^ "'f* "I0
Pe tsunS ts'6en ta piih seang t'hung,

'
Very

different from what it was formerly.' ffi J jtfj ^f E t'hung

seang tuy,
'

Different, and the same are opposite*.' -Jr 1

//j\^.
Ta t'hung seaoue,

' In great things the same, in small

matters different)' a general sameness, with some slight differ-

ence. ^ |

Ta t'hung,
' A state of universal peace and

ecurity.' (Le-king.) ^* |
Luy t hung, 'To thunder the

same ;' to echo the fame in conversation. I ^E T'hung

neen, 'The same year,' denotes what the words obviously ex-

press, also ofthe same age; and having been chosen to literary

honori.or to office, in the same year.
| ^B T'hung yen,

' The tame ink-stone;' and 1 ^a T'hnng ch'hwang,
' The lame

window;' i. e. a fellow-stuJent.' g| T'hung yin, or 1

j^ T'hung leaou,
' A fellow officer.' I ^ Ah A fhung

taouteihjio, 'A person of the same pursuits.' 1 4S&
( I ^Irl J>G*

^jj^ TTiung
kwo shlh fan,

' To eat rice at the same kettle ;' a

messmate.' j ^^ J

K'he seang puh t'hung,
' Manner

or appearance ofa person ;' or temperature of the air, different

from what is uiual.
|
$ f% T'hung tsing telh,

' Of the

tame disposition.' J\^ 1^ j J^ Jin ting t'hung jen, 'The

nature of man is the same everywhere.' A I

j||^ >|jV

'll* 1 jlfc
-J ''1 *'^uaK tszesiu ; sin t'hung tsze le,

' There

is a sameness in the human mind ; and all minds are influenced

by similar principles.' ft j=
, jg^ fo^

g"^V I

^ ^e ches'" l>nC J' n chein,we chang piih t'hung,
'
If we measure the hearts of others by our own, we shall not

find them different.'
| ^J T hung che, 'To be mutually
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acquainted with;' an assistant officer of the
^j-

Foo. As J^

ijU J^j- j
tO\ Tang-chow-foo T'huag-che,

' The T'huiig-che

of Tang-chow-foo.' j
A T'hung jin, Name of one of the

iK Kwa. ^>[l/\ I Lull leiih luh fining, A union of

reeds and brazen instruments in certain sacred music.
'

'^^

j6j I ill Shang-tsung fung t'hung maou, ' The Shang-

tsung presented a cup made of the stone maou.' (Slioo-king.)

;<jC Jt K '

hullR t'h ng che shanS
' A T0ld a"d 6reatly

extended jpace.' Al. Scrib.^ T'hung.

P HIN. Even; together; both together.

HE.
Of

S. C.

To breath strongly; to sigh ; to moan. (^ |JP
Teen he,

' To moan ; to sigh.'

MING.

From ETening and Month, because in the dusk, in order to

be known, it is necessary to call out one's name. (Shwu-wan.)

To name ; to designate. A name* a title ; being named much ;

famous ; meritorious ; fame ; repute ; reputation \ nominal. A

surname. Occurs in the sense of^ Tsze. To rhyme, read

Meen.Mang, and Pin. ^^j
Tsze raing,

' To name one's self.'

PI JJj &. -y E lin ming che,
' Named him Lin.'

|

ffi.

|
Ming k he ming,

' To give it its name.'
j |Jjj&

Ming haou,

Name; epithet; title.'
| ijl^ Ming t'hcC, 'A card with

one's name on it ; a visiting card.' ^ |

Jo >ing,
' Milk

name;' i.e. the name given to an infant at the breast. A month

being completed after the birth of the child, it is brought out

by the mother, and after having its head shaved, and being

dressed in clean clothes, the mother worships the goddess
|fj|

-^ Kwan-yin, and the father pronounces its name before all the

friends who are invited to the entertainment. This ceremony

is called
yjjjjjj ^j Mwan-yn6. The entertainment which accom-

panies it, is called ^ J|| -y||
Shih-ke-tsew. The Joo-raing,

is also called /K
]

Seaou-ming. j|j

'

Shoo-ming.
' Book name,' is the name given by the Master when a boy first

enters at school. The master pronounces bis name kneeling

before a paper, on which is written the name of one or other

of the Sages ofantiquity, and supplicates their blessing on the

scholar. The master is then seated on a throne, or commonly

stands by its side, whilst the scholar worships him.hy kneeling,

riling, and again kneeling, putting h'n forehead to the ground

each time. This is called
H|J

J&. K'hae-hcfl. On this occa-

sion a large party is invited to an entertainment. The people

invited, make presents to the young scholar. At the time

of a person's marriage, his father gives him another name,

called^ Tsze. On this occasion, friends are again invited,

and the ancestors of the family are worshipped; the occurrence

hi announced to them, and their blessing implored. The father

n the marriage of his son, adds two characters to his own

name ; which are denominated his $tHaou
'

Ifl fo] il $4 ~fc. \
Ts'hing wan kaou sing ta ming,

'I
*
beg to ask your eminent surname and great name-' To ask

a person his name is not esteemed rude.
||R^ Yu-ming,

The Emperor's name,
^pf ^ Mae ming, or >V- 1 Koo

ming, To buy a name;' i.e. to use various arts to procure

notoriety. yi'
I ]fr^;Koo ming she yu,

' To buy a

name and go to market to purchase praise;' expresses the arts

used by the vain and ambitious to enhance their reputation.

1u~
I 5? Haon ming shing,

' A good reputation; a good

name.' ^ J ?^L^ Shing ming ping chang,
' But an or-

dinary reputation.' %^^ J jt| gj ^^ Yew

ta shing ming chuen lew how she,
' Has a great name which

descends to succeediflg ages.' jjg ^g j ^ Heu ch'hang

ming shing,
' To extend a name or reputation which is not

supported by the reality.' Jg fjpj 6^J A^ Tsuy he'eu

ming teih jin,
' A man extremely well known

; very famous.'

I ^ j^ Shing ming lang tse'lih,
' A very high reputa-

tion.' Tfj j H|j jjg Kung nrng been ta, May your
' merit

and fame be illustrious.' ^ j^f jt^jj/ j

Yuen kin che ming,

' A name that rapidly extends its self far and near.'
| ^

Jjlpl JW1 W ' n P"*1 **eu cnuen >

' Fame that is not unfounded.'

j^lt Fjv^
Yth keu ching ming,

' Once raised to be a

Keu-jin, his name is confirmed.'
^f" JOT

j
Yew kuug

ming,
'

Possessing merit and fame ;' denotes commonly having

some rank, obtained either by purchase or any other means.'

1
^"^ *lo """> ' To d' sreaard one * reputation.'

I Puhyaouming,
' Not desirous of fame.' ^ |
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Kcw ming kew le,
'

Seeking fame and gain.' |

Mingle leangfhoo, 'The two patlu of honor

A *Ti rW 1 ; 7E M J
Jin we lew mins !

r,<>.> ./,. |,-w p'hr,
' Man dying leaves a name, as the dead tigi-r

loaves his skin.' to be examined and be either valued ordis-

pised. ;r I 4fe
jfr

Yew ming woo sMh, Having
' a name,

but not real ;' nominal. 1 ^ ^K" |pj.
Ming shih piih

ching,
' The name and the reality <Io not balance in the scales.'

The name exceeds the reality. |J |

Maou ming,
' To as-

jun.e another's name, or reputation; to forge a name.'

'fa
\
ThQ ming, 'To assume the name or credit of,

openly and by violence.' [g |

Neih ming, 'To conceal

a name ; anonymous.' Rjfc ]

Th ming,
< To throw off

one'i name ; give it up, or desert from where it is enrolled.'
f^-

1 Tseay miug,
' To borrow a name ; to make a pretence of.'

I
1

/ J*-' 'L *&, \ E t'han k'hih wei ming,
' Under pretence

<A -pfr -fr ,:.} I

of > isiting a stranger.'
| ^JLj fc ) 1 1

Ming shan ta chuen,

' Famous hills, and great rivers.'
| ^ Ming jen,

' Famous

tobacco,' characters common on Chinese sign boards. ^
1 Jin yih ming, 'One man.'

.^5
Ke ming,

' Several per-

sons;' or interrogatively,
How many persons?

=
j
Kerning,

' To record the names of; or make a list of persons.' J^^ffi
3j

L^ -I-
]

n Na hwii fe t'hang, ts'Mh shih ming k'how.

Seventy banditti have been taken.' ^ JjJj^ $^ ffc

jG. I Piih y ih hoo she; piih ching hoo ming,
' Not altered

by the world, not fashioned by fame;' but happy in conscious

integrity, and influenced only by a sense of right. ^ fjjj

IT.
J ;5 H|j & 1 Foo ts'heen tze ming; keun ts'hcen

chin ming,
' A son in the prcs.-nce of his father pronounces hi&

name ; a minister also in the presence ofhis sovereign mentions

his name. Not
tlicirfj?

Tsze. (?ee the distinction made above.)

:

i'',

:

! I

1
! 3- ^ $L 'fa (2j j

Shoo ming, shoo ehe

tsze yay; koo yuC ming,
'

Shoo-ming, denotes the letters, or

rharactcrs in books; letters were in ancient times denomin ited

Mi "8'' |^J _t '$ 1

M "h 6hanS wei ^'"S' 'The space

between the eye and eje-brow.is called Ming.
1

HOW, or llo'.y. U_j

From /"" E,' To lead ; to induco,' by orders proceeding from

the mouth of one. A hereditary prince ; a king ; toiucceed

or be next to; after ; behind. A queen; dependant princes,

or governors of states. A surname. To rhyme, read Hoo.

T )6[ Yuen how, or j& EJ Keuen-how, A sovereign

Prince. Jf Wang-how, or
iji j

Hwang-how, A queen.

jfc I

shanS- e ts'heen, keae yuS Fei,

Chow che leih how; cbing loin yuS Wang-how; Tsin Han,

yug Hwang-how, Han Tsoo-moo ching Tae-hwang-tae-how

moo, ching Hwang-tac-how,
'

During, and before the dynasty

Shang, the ladies of the Imperial palac-% were all denomi-

nated Fei ; the Dynasty Chow first introduced the term

Wang-how at a title of his Majesty's principal wife, or the

Queen ; during the dynasties Tsin and Han, she was called

Hwang-how ; during Han, the Emperor's grand-mother was

styled Tae-hwang-tae-how, and his mother was styled Hwang-

tae-how,
j #ifc##^*#ft

)nl
H w ' h w yay ; how yu T'heen-tsze, yih e kwang how

yin,' How, is after, or succeeding ; the (Queen in rank) is after,

or next to the Emperor; and is also to extend his posterity,

through succeeding generations.' ^ ig feT'heen

How neang neang, Her '

Ladyship the Queen of heaven,' a

deified female, formerly of jjfH $fr Foo-keen Province. Her
pM-J jfc^r

title has, by the reigning family, bt'ing altered to ^r Tp

^" T'hiien how yuen keun,
' The queen of heaven, the Im-

perial source of good.' Sea-faring people invoke this goddess,

in times of distress, by calling out aloud,
jfpj

{. A-ma! A

fleet of boats being about to sail from Fuh-keen, a lady ap-

peared in one of them, and gave advice to all not to sail then,

for though appearances were favourable, a storm would cer-

tainly arise. Ail the boats, but one, disregarded the ndv ice,

sniled, and perished. After the storm had spent itself, the

boat in which was the lady, safely reached Macao, and she

having landed, immediately disappeared. ^/^ 'ji
T'heen

how kung,
' A temple of the Queen of heaven.' At a ro-

mantic spot in Macao, where she is said to have landed, is a

famous pile of rocky temples, called^^ j^ Neaug-ma-

ko.' M ^C I' X HwanS l
'

lli=ei1 how l hoo>
' ln) Perial

heaven, and queen earth ;' heaven and earth, nature,
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How tsung keen tsih shing,
' Timber must be cut according

to the marking line, and then it m:iy be squared ; kings must

listen to reproof, and then they may attain rectitude.' Tig

Keun how,
' Assembled princes or governors.'

$H How fhow,
' Behind.'

jfib
1 Shin how,

'

Spirit be-

hind,' are the words cut on two stones placed in tumuli be-

hind Chinese graves. ^| ^ ] j ^ j | He

yu how ; how lae k'he soo,
' We have long waited for our

Prince ; hereafter he will come and revivify us.' (?hoo-king.)

-Pj- 3E-
fjfr llj IJjj ) ^J

Tsile Pae kc sllow >
urh llow *"?'

'

Again bows to the ground and then replies.' (Le-king.)

One commissioned by a superior to rule others. An emperor

or king; a magistrate of any rank; a recorder or writer of

oflkiul papers in public courts ; one employed in the subor-

dinate executive departments. The four seasons. A surname.

Read She, 'To receive and fulfil the duties of an official si-

tuatio,

"

1

So she

showmingyu fheea wei che Tlie'en-le; show mingyu keun

wei che Kwan-le, 'A person sent, or commissioned, is called Le ;

those appointed by Heaven (as Emperors and Kings), are called

T'heen-le, Ministers of heaven ; those appointed by the Prince

are called Kwan-le, Statesmen or magistrates.'
j yj^

A

/fj I"C, che jin chay,
' Le denotes, one who rules or governs

Fo she che shun Jih yu6

le,
' Such as belong to the class of District recorders, are also

called Le.'
|

Shoo le,
' A writer in government

offices.' -

|
Ch'hang le,

' A superior officer.' /}}

Shaou le,
' An inferior officer.' ^ Le-poo,

' The Bo.ird

of magistracy,' which superintends all civil appointments; the

filling up of vacancies; and the punishment of official delin-

quents throughout the Empire. ^jS |

Seun le,
' An ac-

tive, upright, good magistrate.' ^ '|j* y^ |

T'lian

kw^n woo le,
' An avaricious corrupt ni.igislr li'.' ^p |

Mr ?A % ^ & JX T '

lliicl> lc ' J5I) IU ' lc6
-
vu mS"S h

.

' The messenger of IKMVCII, by a mistaken virtue, consumes

like the raging fire,' without distinguishing the good from the

VOL. I. 3 A

bad.' (Phoo-king.) ^C ~p ^. 1

T'heen-tsze che le,

'A messenger of the Son of Heaven;' an imperial delegate or

vi,n-oy. (Le-king.) 0) flj.%^ | ^|-|;j
^ ^ '%_ $1 {I/,

Sze he chay, i',iee.i che le yay ; jih

yue ch.iy, L'aeen che sze yay,
' The four seasons are the dele-

gates of Heaven ; the sun and moon are celestial envoys.'

From E^ She, used to express
' A royal servant;' and One,

implying thn unity of purpose in the mind of rulers.' (Seu-

k'heae.)

T'HOO, or T'hoo.

To put out of the mouth ; to spit out ; to eject from the mouth

the contents of the stomach or of the mind ; to vomit ; to reject ;

to avoid ; to express one's thoughts; to issue or bud forth ; to

blossom. A surname. The name of a country in central Asia.

jfc |}
T'hun ttioo,' To swallow down,and to vomit up.' t

;gC '^ 1 Pwan thun, pwan t'hoo,
' Half swallowed arid half

vomited," said either of meat, or of words. 1

fjj
'fc T'hoo

ch'hiihlae,'To eject from the stomach; to disclose the thoughts;

to cast forth.' P|S 1 Gow t'hoo,
' To vomit.' P]

t!_. I I w~+

7j
T'hoo k'how shwuy, 'To spit the water of the mouth.'

Properly t$ Tho. fj& ^ $ K Ji $^ %
Jj/ T^ pj ] Ifj

Mwan sin yaou shwO, ch'lnh she pwan

ko tsze, yay piih nSng t'hoo ch'hiih,
' The heart full and de-

sirous to speak, but unable to enunciate half a word.'
| gf

T'hoo hwa,
' To express one's mind.'

'j-faifa )^
"

l"'lo

loo sin fuh,' To vomit out one's heart and bowels;' to disclose

one's mind very fully.' ]j|j \ ]
j|

"=~ Tsew how t'hoo

ching yen, People
' after wine reveal the truth.'

J|L 'jfi ffl

nejootsze king pO noo kea,tsoyu t'hoo loo chin tsing, 'If I

had known sooner that you would have treated me, a poor fe-

male, with such contempt and disregard ; I would not have

erred, in revealing the whole truth.' ^ A. ^ 1 f$ jH

Ashing jin che t'hoo tsze wei king, 'The expressions given

forth by the Sages, constitute sacred-books.' ^ j

IW": jl^

Tsze t'hoo hwa ch'hang,
'

Elegant and pleasing language.' ^
~fy Ho I'hoo hwa,

' The grain puts forth iU blossoms.'
jjjj^

taou suy ban fang t'hoo,' Thi yellow Mei flower, continues till
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the cold season of the year, and then blossoms.'

T'hoo she, To loll out the tongue.'

*
jow, tslhjoo che; kang, tsTh fhooche: wei Chung-shan-poo

jow, yih puh joo; kang, ylh puh t'hoo; puh woo kwan kwa,

piih nei keang yu,
'

People also hare a saying, What is mild

and gentle, receive it; what \ strong and violent, afoid it; but

with Chung-shan.poo, a person might be mild and gentle with-

out being received; he might be strong and violent without

being avoided : he did not insult the destitute old man, nor

the widow; he did not fear the violent and powerful
'

(She-

[j-U If!A Chow-kunS kae p'h-kin vug, wo Wan wang che

ts/r. Woo wang che te, Ching-wangche Shiihfoo, yu T'heen-hea

ylh piih tseen e, jen wo yih rauh, san ts3 fa, yih fan san t'hoo

poo, k'he e tae sze, yew kung shih t'heeu-hea che heenjin;

tsze cbe loo, shin woo e kw8 keaou jin, The ancient Emperor
'

Chow-kung, warning (his son) Pih-kin, said, I am the son of

king Wan ; and the brother of king Woo ; I am the uncle of

king Ching :-I am not a mean person in the Empire, yet, during
one ablution, I sometimes thrice roll up my hair, (to go out

and receive
visitors); during one meal, I thrice put the meat

from my mouth, that I may attend on learned men; and am
still apprehensive, lest I .hould lose the worthies ofthe empire.

My son ! when you go to the sovereignty of the state Loo,

do not treat people proudly, because you have a kingdom.'

(She-fee.) |j rfy,
5fc M; rfj*. J-

jjA '& r& -ft- ^r

Too-loo fan, luy t'ho r.hen Hea-meih, loo k'he wang,
' The Too-

loo foreigners, frequently made inroads on Kami, and carried

captive Ilieir king.'

HEANG. I

From t*+ Meen, ' A cave or hut,' and P K'how ' A mouth

or opening.' A medium of communication for the air, hence

from mouth.
(Seu-k'heae.) A window opening towards the

north ; the face directed towards ; opposite to ; directed to an

object; to; an object of thought, or study; time which con.

tains events to which the mind can be directed ; time past ; here-

tofore. The points of the compass. The name of a place; of

a city; and i'f a country. A surname. $&
[p] jS 5 Shih

heang kin hoo,
'

Stop up the window, and daub up the door

with mud.' (She-king.) ^5^ ^j] f^ Tso plh heang nan,
'

Sitting to the north, and directed to, or facing the South,' said

ofhouses which front the South,
^fl | Scang heang,

'

Oppo-

site to, or fronting each other.'
j

/Wl^ Heang t'ha shwo,

Saidtohim, CaHftilft^jic
I ffl$^ D% ^fl

^^cn Pa sn ''1 ts:ie KeC -s'"g snw" te'h.

che mC, heang Lew-tsuen shwB die,
' Then took the circum-

stances from first to last, slated to him by Keo-sing, and men-

tioned them to Lew-tsuen.*

M ffi % '/i 1

E so chuea cho
. yug heang,

' That to which the mind
intensely flows, or is

particularly

turned, is called Heang.' H j^ f
.^Jjj |& Wang

vang heang j5 urh Than, 'Look
wishfully to the ocean, and

sighed to (the sea-god) Jo.' An expression used by persons in

deep distress. ^ j
Chung heang,

' The final object.' ^
^ I 2|[

TinS ko hean5 t>how' 'To fix an object; or a

point of the compass.' H ~f- 0J |

Urh shih sze heang,

'Twenty-four points of the compass.' ^
| J- sin heang

shang,
' The heart directed upwards.' ^ ~j/~ ] gjn _;;],

heang,
' The mind, or heart, does not apply itself.'

j ^.1

^ Heang ts'heen k'heu,
' To advance forwards.' 1 P

? >\"\ 1 rt
^ ^

| Jj
j^. Heang jih kwei, ' The Sun-flower.'

Kwei sin heang jih,
' The heart of the gun flower turns' to the

sun ;' to devote to another person, a pure heart. 1

Yih heang, or
j ^ Heang lae,

'

Heretofore; a while
past.'

]
4iE Heang neen,

' Former years.'
j
/^ V&. AA

Yih heang tsang mo teih, 'How has it been heretofore.'

^r- Heang seen, 'Before; recently.' 6 ^ /Mr
4t|T

^ j
Hwang-foo tsO too yu Heang,

'

Hwang-foo, built a

city in Heang,' a district in the modern Ho-nan.'
(She-king.)

CH'HA. H S. C.

Angry speech ; to sputter, rage, and make a noise, but in a

less degree than is expressed by p Ch'hih. p |fi
Ch'ha
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fhan,
' To breathe out anger.' jH^ [1^ | ~%_^ =

Jfc

'J& 3-?
~j& -^ & Ts'hin tsae ch'Mh ch'lia clie shing, we

chang che yu k'lmen ma,
' In the presence of my parents I

never uttered an angry sound, even to a dog or horse.'

I***}

of

Original form of ff Heu.

Same as the preceding.

,

YING. A response.

YANG. A response. Same as the preceding.

MANG. To ask, without receiving an answer.

Charactersformed by Four Strokes.

KEAOU. Common form of pf Keaou.

GOW.

Ho gow,
' To accord.' A disputed character.

ME, We, or E.

Assent ; acquiescence. Well ! It may do '. surely !

HOO, or Heue.

The sound made by propelling the breath. Same as
Jljlfr

Heu.

KEUN.

From ^t Yun, ' A hand grasping a line, to preserve recti-

tude,' and P K'how,' A mouth,' giving orders. (Shwo-wan.)

One at the head of a community, to whom all hearts are

directed. A chief; a lord; a prince; a king; a sovereign; an em-

peror; oncin a dignified and honorable situation; honorable ;

most honorable ; the father or mother of a family ; a virtuous

good man; a title of respect in very general use, applied to m-

periors ; to inferiors ; and to equals ; to men and to women ;

to the living and to the dead. As a verb, To rule ; to govern?

to fulfil the duties of a ruler. A surname. To Rhyme, read

Keuen. ^^ T ^ I*
~

HJ f^
T'heen tsze, T'heen hea che choo; Choo-how, ylh kwoche

keun,
' The son of heaven, is the sovereign ofthe world, or the

empire ; a Choo-how, is the chief or prince of a tate, or na-

tion.' Jl ^|^%^ IEJ 1
Fan yew te chay, keae

yug keun, 'All who possess (or rule over) a country, are

called Keun.'
j ^.^ |j| Keun, ch'hang min che

ching,
'

Keun, title ofthe superiors ofa people.' Ip^l
KwD

keun,
' The king of a

country.' ^ j

Ta keun,
' The Em-

peror' of China. R-
j

Kwa keun,
' Our king, or emperor,'

in the language of courtesy. -^-^ jjf.
& /& /tt JJE)

^ Ml J^. T* |

HwanS t>hSen keuen mi S' S1" > ew S7C

hae, wei t'heen hea keun, 'Whom the Majesty of Heaven

graciously appoints, and gives to possess all enclosed by sur-

rounding seas, is constituted, the Sovereign of the world,'

or of the empire. TT
j

-^P-Takeun tsze, Title applied

to statesmen. ^ 1 Z II ^A & ffcR&
^fc Jin keun chetaoue jin sin yug fiih wei pun, 'That peo-

ple's hearts submit cheerfully, should be a fundamental object

with those who are the sovereigns of men."
H|^ J

Ming

keun,
' An enlightened Prince.' I Hwankeun, ' Astu-

HT f

pid bad Prince.' j^ Keun chin, 'Prince and mi-

nistcr.' ft $I]^% % $\ ^ g Seen taou wei

keun ; how taou wei chin,
' He who comes first shall be prince;

he who comes next shall be minister.' Proverbial, like, First

come, first served.
j ^-yj\ ^ Keun tsze, seaou jin,

' A prince, and a petty man,' are opposites ; used chiefly with

respect to morals ; the first denotes a dignified, honorable,

good man ; the other, a mean, shuffling, worthless person. RE!
r"^

-J-
Sze fang keun tsze,' All good people, everywhere.'

I iF / %.% /)>A Lae chay- keun *

pith lae chay, seaou jin,
' He who comes shall be (esteemed)

a gentleman; he who does not come, a mean fellow.' ~xf
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tszc puh woo kwan kwa, piih wei keang yu, 'The Keun-tszc

of ancient times, did nut insult the old man, or widow ; nor

did they fear the violent and powerful.'

^ ~T\ Kcun t'hcen hea,
' To rule the empire.'

I 3JL plj fa ^f- ^ ^ KO kciui k'he kwo; kO tsze

k'he min, 'Each rule his respective state; and each be a

father to his own people.' A phrase which originated when.

China was composed of separate and contending states.

It is now used to suggest, that every man should confine

himself to his own affairs.
| | |J Keun kenn

chin chin, 'To fulfil the duties of a Prince; and to fulfil

the duties of a minister.' ^A ft 1 ff/J^ 1 &
%^~ 19 "t #& El 1

Foo-jia tuy keun

ching Seaou-keun, e foo tse y~ih t he yen che, y ih tin yug keun,

' A wife (of a prince), before her lord, calls herself Seaou-

keun. The expression arises from husband and wife being

one bodj; hence she is also called Keun.' (She-king.) ^p-

fjf 5 flf: Q ]
Tsze ching foo moo, yu6 keun,

' Chil-

dren complimenting their father and mother, call them Keun.'

5& Kea keun, 'The master or father of a family.' ^
Bk ^t H 1 Tse6 ching foo, yug keun,

' A concubine

addressing her lord calls him Keun.'
j(^f ^jlf^ >^f JEJ

1 Foo ching foo vlh yug keun,
' A wife addressing her hus-

band also calls him Keun.' 4- 3$ i^f FJ 4ffl 1 Foo ching/ ^ ill xv|< i i >itrf |

foo yue Se-keun,
' \ husband addressing his wife, calls her Se-

keun.' E?
*j

fiR Q |
Heung ching te yufi keun,

' A

senior brother addressing a junior compliments him by the term

Keun.' Jl $| ~F^ 1
^hang Chi "g llca J 'h JUC

keun,
'

Superiors complimenting inferiors also call them Keun.'

3f\ \'|k m I Fung haou yu6 keuii, 'Keun is an. Imperial

title conferred on demeaned persons' who are ennobled, or dei-

fied ; either men or women.' ^- |^ |^ ~fc jfr^
PI

|
Tszc sun ching seen she, keae yuC keun,

' Children or

grand-children (posterity ; speaking of those of former ages, call

them Keun.
1

$& jtyj<j'?PJ^ J^l |

Pe tsze fhung

chin" ylh yni: keun,
' Kcun is also a reciprocal and universal

term of respect applied to persons.'
| -^- ]fa^ ~^_^

Keun-tsze ching t h che ching,
' Keun-tsze is a term applied

to the perfectly virtuous.'
ftj] | -jpf^ JlJ^ ft

Wan

Keun ho *zc taou t'he'en yae, May 1 'ask you, sir, on what

business \ ou have come to the coasts of heaven,' i.e. the utmost

verge of the horizon; to these remote parts, -^ir Foo

keun,' A husband.'
-^- J^ Keuii foo jin, 'Title of a

Queen of a small state.' '& I Tsuu keun,
' Your honored

father.' B I Leang keun,
' Your worthy son.'

J*J-
Keun ch'hang,

'

Superiors' in a family or in a nation.

keun, foo moo che wei yay,
' The individuals of a family have

Yen-keun (strict governors) ;an expression which denotes pa-

rents.' (Yih-kinp.) -^ f ^ -^ / ^- j^^ Seen

keun K'hung-tsze sang yu Chow mo, ' The Sage of former

times, Confucius, was born in the close of the Chow dynasty.'

fa |
Seen keun,

' Your late father.' iff-
]

Foo keun,

engraved on a tomb-stone, denotes, the father of a family :

fc |

Tae keun, denotes the Mother.
'ijh

I Ching keun.

or Jw P'hing keun, ' A person, who for his worth, is

called into office, by special invitation of the sovereign.' jjji

Sze keun,
' An officer despatched on service with Irape-

rial credentials.'
| f-^P$^^i|^^

^r ^ Keun-tsze chung jib keen keen, seih t'heih ji>, le,

woo k'hew,' The virtuous man is firm and diligent the whole

day ; in the evening he still cherishes apprehension, hence,

though surrounded with danger, he remains free from crime.
1

(Y'lh-king.) Under 3jrf Keen, in this Dictionary, ffi.
F

Chung-jib is rendered ' The whole of his days,' instead of the

' Whole day.' jgh
I Shinkeun,

' A good magistrate beloved

and revered by the people.' "^_t,7^ j

Tae-shang-laou-

keun, Title of the founder of the Sect Taou. ~&t 1

Chin keun, A title of several divinities, tp :g- |

Chung

shoo keun,
' A pencil with which to write.' j^ |

T'heeu

keun, 'The heart or mind,' according to a certain writer.

ijH; |

Shay keun, a local term for
' Rat.'

E. To breathe ; to moan. Used
for/fp' E,

and |$J F.

CH'IIOW. Sound ; the voice.

ft

TAN. The voice of birds; a loud sound.
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P'HANG.

Kf ) Fan ihing,
' A reversed sound.' This is the old de-

finition, but it is not perspicuous. (Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

LIN.

Mean ; niggardly ; sparing; sordidly parsimonious; avaricious.

Toregretto part withjlo be sorry; to be ashamed and disgrnced.

-? & *L^ Pi $L Lin ' han Jin pilh tlho yay '

' Lin
"

is retaining and not giving forth.' (Liih-shoo.) -7*

Lin sih, or
|jj|5 j

Pe I'm,
' Mean and niggardly; unduly

sparing.' fijfc
1 Keen lin ; or $|?

|

Han lin,
' Parsi-

monious." &
|

T'han lin,
' Covetous ; avaricious.'

Sew lin,
* To feel shame and disgrace.' >ni

/if. | I if-

Hwuy lin,
' The appearance of grief and distress.' ffl A

*)$i E. Efc 3^1, 'f* 1
Yun yi " Wei ke kae kwo Puh Iin

'

' To employ an other person who possesses merit, as if he were

one's self: and to reform one's own errors frankly and un-

sparingly.' (Shoo-king.) ^ >^. ft ^A^ 1 1
^ ^ Puh ke nang yu jin; piih lin kwo yu ke,

' Not be

envious of talent in others ; nor be sparing of one's own faults.'

lin, urh woo keae chny che tTh,
'

Perhaps the rich are two

parsimonious, and are destitute of the virtue of
liberality.'

^ ^ 3&?fc ^P^1 1
Keue -^e **, puh joo

shay ; wang, lin,
' The virtuous man, seeing the minute causes

offuture events, deems it better to desist, and not proceed to

incur shame and regret.' (Yiih-king.) Es J I Keaou

ts'heay lin,
' Boastful and avaricious." (Lun-yu.)

Obsolete form of the preceding.

T'HUN. J$

According to some, from^ T'he'en, giving sound, and

Mouth. Others consider it formed from the three characters

-^ P Yih, ta, k'how,
' A large mouth '

united. To

swallow ; to gulp down ; to swallow up j to engross to seize

VOL. i. 4 E

readies the mouth.' jg

and appropriate; to usurp ; to merge many in one ; to ingulfs

to devour; to destroy. Read T'hten, A surname.
^|J |_j

k'how pc'en t'hun, 'To swallow as soon ai it

[fx HI 1 T i Chay k
'how

fan nan t'hun hca k'heu,
' This mouthful of rice is difficult to

swallow down.'
'[^ ^ ffi ] f/),'~js }]t

Han puh h

t'hun ne bea too,
'
I regret that I cannot devour you ;" the

language of extreme hatred. |; /fa^ ^ ~7V
'

^_

^Tsin yew ken t'hun t'heen-hea che che, 'Tsin had the

intention ofseizing and appropriating the whole empire." V&

^(p fj'
i

7-pXNJi4I T Hin-chehwang t'hun ping liih Tswo,

'

Tsin-che-hwang usurped, and merged in his own, six different

nations.'
[);t

=M A i
f^

~T _^ ,\ Yin mow yew

t'hun t'heen-kea che sin,
' An intention of engaging in dark

schemes, in order to usurp the whole empire.' 3BE /2S. /nf
i)i\ SI** II

O 3IIL
| ~jjj ^Vv ^Woonaeho, chih till t'hun shing

jin k'he,
' There being no alternative, was obliged to swallow

down the voice and restrain the breath ;' i. e. was obliged to

remain silent, to suppress his feelings. Dr.
jtj^

urh piih kan yen,
' Half swallowing, half vomiting, (hesitating

wishing to speak, but yet not daring to say any thing.' ffjnji

T'hun p'heen,
' To devour by fraud,' tooverreach; to cheat.'

QV YIN.

To sigh ; to moan ; to chaunt ; a tuneful pronunciation ; to

reciteverses in a singing tone ; recitative. A surname. Read

Yin.
|#i 1^ j]jj

jfr K'hinyin nrh seaon,* A kind of halt-

suppressed laugh.' Read Yin, A protracted singingprominci-
ation.

^/j^" j^jj ]

E shoo urky in, 'Leaned against B tree

.ndchaunted.' ^1^ ] ffijftfavfy \

Hewei

yinyung; t'hung wei shin yun, 'A joyful enunciation is ex-

pressed by Yin-yung; a mournful, by Shin-yin.' (Luh-shoo.)

| |^ Yin she,
' To recite verses.'

| tifc
Yin go, To

recite verses ; to chaunt."
] || jejf.^ Yin she ta tuy,' To

chaunt responding verses.'
j ^" r| Yin yTh show she,

' To recite with a modulated pronunciation, a verse of an ode.'

pA
J

dt*
ntpj

Chin yin pwan heang,
' Sunkin murmuring

contemplation half an hour.'
j|jj] j Jf/r

1^/u Shin yin
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chwangjo,' To moan, I) ing on a bed or couch.'

VIM,' Mo-ining.' Occurs read K'hin.

Yin

ft
FEI.

The voice ofa dog ; to bark. Vfc ^J Fei kow, The name

of a cou^y. [$ ft m H M 1$ MW IL ]

Ts8 yay t'hing wan k'lh I'm te'ih kow Iwan fei,
' Last night

I heard the neighbour's dogs making a confused barking noise.'

ijt^ ^| {Ji 1

Wo she raa"S } aX fe '.
' Do not cause

the dogs to bark.' (She-king.) |^R^fM] | ^\\^^
^jj

Ke mingkowfei; taou ch'hoo keae t'hung,
' The cocks

crow and the dogs bark every where alike.'

FANG. As if hearing.

Ching-tsze-t'hungyun, Fang, siih fangtsze; woo keu puh k'ho

tsung,
'

Ching-tsze-t'hung says, that Fang is the vulgar form of

Fang,
' to enquire ;' but of this there is no proof, and the opi-

nion deserves not to be followed.'

PE1H.

Ming peih peih,
' The chirping of a bird.' Read

P'he, To slander, to defame.
|
Jt

Jl/f^^ P'he, k'he

so puh wei,
' To slander is what he will not do.'

T'SHIN. A dog vomiting.

Same as the preceding.

KEAK, Or Ko. A sound: the voice; a noise.

P'liOVV. To draw in the breath ; to inspire.

*JC ^^

|Hl( Same as | Go,
' False ; erroneous.'

Same as
jlfj- Yen, see below.

Yen yen, 'Appearance of self possession,' Accord-

ing to one, The appearance ofchewing.

P'HEI.

Vile ; wicked ; bad. Read P'he, To obstruct ; to hinder

from proceeding in a proper course
j in which sense, it is the

name of one of the Kwa. Read Fow, A negative particle; as,

Not; ought not; it often closes an interrogative sentence.

To rhyme, read Foo. ^^ pf || &$ f^
rh

j]
P'hei puh k'ho che e, keen yu yen, koo tsung k'how,

P'hei is the idea of unfitness rendered visible in words, hence

the character is formed from mouth.' M\ jjR 17^
&

j

iM/
|X|

Sze ch'hiih e leiih, p'he tsang, heung, An army go-

ing forth agreeably to the laws (of right, will be successful);

but in. a bad cause, they will be unfortunate.' ^V
Tsang p'he,

' Good and evil.' (Ylh-king.)
|fc

j=t
j|r j

Chang k'he che phei, (or fow,)
'

Try whether they taste well

or not.' (She-king.)
jffj jj|J& ^ij $ $ |

Ting

teen che le, tsae yu ch'hiih p'he, 'The advantage of turning

up the feet of a vessel consists in ejecting from the vessel it's

impurities.' (Yih-king.) ;{& |lj^ jjf ] ft]

ti$ ^ K'hlh, tsih ching che, yung che, fow, tsih wei che,

' If he be penitent and reform, then receive him and employ

him; if not, then intimidate him' (by punishment.) (Shoo-

k'"g-) 4s- 1 She, fow, 'Is it, or is it not; is it right, or

is it not.' Wf S -i- Afl J;X
1 So yen we che she fow,

I
' don't know whether what 1 say be the fact or not ; or,

whether the sentiment be right or not.' -^ 1 WT ^y She

fow k'ho hing,
'

May it be done or not.' pT
|

K'ho fow,

Is it proper or not; may it be, or not.'
'g* ]

Tsang fow,

' Has it occurred ; or is it done yet; or not.' ^ ^fj^ )J

]

We che tih show fow,.' I don't know whether they are re-

ceived yet, or not.'

P'H A. ya-

' Laree southed.'

The same characters pronounced Pa-ya, The angry striving of
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an infant.
j

Ya pa, Dumb.' ^ $
Puhch'huh shing ya-pa,

' A silent dumby.' Pjjjj J

fjS
Hi-

iffl ptYa-pakeihhwang-leen,toole k'hoo,
' A dumb

person who eats the Hwang-leen, feels the bitterness in his

belly." used to express, feeling unpleasantly, what one is not

allowed to express.

Same as Pfc Keih, see above.

T'HUN.

T'hunt'hun,' Obscure unintelligible language.'

y

HWO. The noise of
vomiting.

HWO. s. c.

To stop the mouth ; to close up an orifice.

,
OF Chung. The mouths of many.

The ancient form of =^ Sung
' To litigate ; to contend.'

as |]ft P'hun, 'To snort; tu rage.

To rouse; to be agitated and reused from
sleep; to convert

from bad to good. False, untrue. Al. Scrib.
|fl/

Go. Read

Hwa, Open mouthed , gaping. ^ jife g" -^ j^j ^ ^E
Pf Fung tsze pih lo,shang mei woo go,

'

Meeting with so many
ills in life, I could almost wish to sleep the sleep (of death)

from which I should never awake.' (She-king.) PE1 /!_

^ $E J5) |U j| 1
Chow-kung tung ching, sze kwO she

go,
'

Chow-kung, proceeding to the east to reduce the insub-

oidinat,the nations all around were reformed.' (She-king.)

words.'

Ol. Scrib. ft Hwa, see Had. b Pe.

HAN.

To hold in the mouth j to contain ; to restrain ; to endure.

& Han han,
' Wheat growing rank and thick.' Thick,

indistinct utterance, or an intentional obscure and partial state-

ment. Kead Han, Gems placed in the mouth of a corpse rt

the time of interment, said to have been an ancient custom ;

in which sense, Al. Scrib.jA Han. /
uj 4j" Paou han,

' To

envelop and contain.' 1 & Han yung,
' To contain, or

ail'ord room to, withinside of; to endure, or put up with,

from generous feelings.'
j f^L

Han j in,
' To bear with ;

to suffer.'
]

~j&* Han noo,
' To restrain one's anger.'

|

Sfe Han seaou,
' To repress a laugh ; to smile.' /Hi

Han h&n,
' To cherish resentment.' J jjan sew,

' To

feel ashamed.' ^/^ p Han seaou Puh ven '

' Smiled

and said nothing.'
| ffi-jj^j^

Ha luy ch'hang tan,

' Restrained the falling tear and sighed deeply.' I 3 ~TT
\ M^ \

^ Han ch'hiih puh loo,
' To preserve secret in the mind, and

not disclose.' To convey a sentiment covertly. =j^
I Ke

han,
' To retain in the memory.' 'flft |& [Jjjl ] $)J

IB^ ^P -Ji ft JS M /S T>ha shwi5 teih han han

hoo hoc, piih che she she mo e sze, 'He expressed himself

in an indistinct confused manner, (1) don't know what he

meant.' ^ Han juh,
' To enter; or to put withiuside,

either literally, or mentally.'

sheih shwuy, cliung jin ying; k'he jin ch'bfi ping, urh puh

keen k'he hing yay,' TheYih,(said to belike afox, aiidabound-

ing in the waters of VT1 v
)ffi Keang-hwae) can take sand into

its mouth, and discharge it with velocity at the human

shadow falling on the water ; the person whose shadow is struck

by it, becomes immediately ill, but the Yih is invisible.' This

legend explains the following sentence, ^ikt 1 v/J/ 'jf

^Tsze k he han sba che t huh, At random throw, about

his poisonous sand,' whilst he is invisible; i. e. to injure

others by clandestine artifice. And hence, also, the common
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rha wci kwci - wci Vlh '

' Hc

acts the devil ; he is the YJh ;' i. e. the unieen instrument of

all the mischief #^fr# P f| &
E yiih shin sze chay che k'how wei che han, or

]
ban,

' With precious stones to fill the mouth of the dead, is express,

ed by H:m.' ThU observance was considered an expression

of personal attachment, accompanying the deceased to the

grave. The modern custom is, for some person, nearly related,

to take a few grains of rice, a few leaves of tea, with some

particles of incence, and put them all into the n outh of the

corpse, which observance ii commonly called
gJT J]

ShTh

k how. ' To stuff the mouth.'

CH '11 E. To stop up an aperture ; to stuff; to fill.

YIN, or Yin. S. C.

ide mouthed ; gaping and laughing. The ancient form of

(fflH Shin, 'To smile or laugh,' which is also expressed by
JJjFp

jJ^Yin tsze, or reversed, Tszey in. ^C fj^j^ Yin Jen

urh seaou,
'

Gaped and laughed.' Vulgarly read T'hing, and

used ai a contraction of|^ T'hing, 'To hear.'
10*''

HANG, or K'hang.
*k. R. H.

Theneckorthrottleofabird. Toswallow; to make a noise.

P'HEIH. P heih p'heih, To spit, spittingout.

TS'HEEN, or Shun. 0^ S. C.

To suck as an infant ; to suck a wound ; to lick. (3
-fan

4 H'l Ht I'^t $L Urnch
'

ho *"' t81" ni"g shun joo,

' A new uoru infant can suck milk.'

Woo-

k lio >u .s/e Lsiih tsuy hea chay t'hung e shih ; yu sze tsuh

fun laou k'hoo ; tsuh yew ping ts'heu chay ,
k' lie wei shun che,

The General Woo-k'he, clothed himself, and ate in the same

manner as the lowest of his men : he shared with the men

their labours and fatiguci; a soldier was afflicted with an

ulcer, which the General K'he himself sucked for him.'

(She-ke.)

K'HE. S C.

From door and mouth. To open. Bright. The morning

star seen in the east, is called j flj^
K'he raing; the evening

star in the west, is called Tae-pih.

HAN. The flowers of plants before theyJiajre opened-

YAOU. Tumultuous noiie; licentious airs.

Yaou tsih,
' Noise made by a crowd of dogs.'

HWANG.

TsSng hwang,
' Noise made by a bell.'

t^X FOO. p PH.
Fo> tieu

'

' To cut herbs with the

teeth ;' to bite small ; to taste ; to ruminate; to deliberate.

CHE.

|
Che che,

'
Sound, noise.' Head K'he, Panting.

CH'H1NG.

To declare.; to manifest 4 to state to superiors; to petition;

to present to . To recommend one's self. A surname. S.

jgjj.
Ching loo,

' To make a discovery of; to disclose.'

-J Ch'hing pTh, or
j

HH Ch'h ing ruing,
' To state

clearly.'

M f* Wf B]ft j Eheat,ingch'hinyu,hang

yug ch'hing, 'To state the affairs of inferiors to superiors is

called
Ch'hing.'

| _ Ch'hing shang, or
j j^ Ch'hing

suy,
' To present up to.' ^ j ^}1 f| Ku "S ch'hing

yu Ian,
' To present with profound respect to imperial in-

spection.' I -^ Ch'hing Use,
' A petition ; a statement
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to government. Jpl Ch'hingpin, or$& } ^- The

cl.'hing ts/c,
' To present a petition.' j

&t Ch'hing shin,

'To recommenil one's self.' Syn. with jk Ch'hing, 'To piss

through ;' or according to one, Alert, cheerful.

SHIN.

To smile or laugh without distorting the features.

WOO.

To talk loud ; to talk big; to vociferate, in which senses it

is also read Hwa. The name of a kingdom; of a stale; of a

district; a surname. ^^ &. T'heen woo, Certain genii or

ipirits of the water, described as having eight heads
; ten tsils ;

a human fice; the body of a tiger, and so on. ^fc
j
'^T

tfr Piih woo, piih gaou,
' Not clamorous ; not insolent.' j

1 ^ H? Pun wo Puh )'
anS>

' Not clamorous ; not hasty and

volatile.' (She-king.)

Common form of the preceding-.

MEAOU. The voice of a certain wild fowl.

NO.
Id

s. c.

Difficulty of utterance; an impediment in speech ; slowness

of speech. f?jj p No k'how,
'

Stammering.'

Same as the preceding.

Han sho e k hov vu w
?'
e '

' Thc

books ofHan removed mouth to the outside of the cliaracter.'

g tPft 1 $ ft M P K'"e J '" " C

jen, joo puh ch'huh choo k'he k'how,
' He stammered in his

speech, as if the words could not get out of his mouth.'

11EUE. A slight sound or noise.

Read Ch'hoie, To drink. Read Keue, The voice of a bird.

O Ch h "> k^ show eh.,,

heug urh e e,
' Blew through the hilt of the sword, and madr

a slight sound merely,' as if the wind whistled through it.

HEHI C.

To draw in the breath ; to inspire ;
to draw in ; to inhal;- ; to

drink. The name of a person.
tyfr j^ ^^ H eih, nuy

se'Th
y.iy, 'Heih, denotes an inspiration.' ^i ,lp

f? flfr

M.A ^ f

K '

he cll
'

h " h wei ch
'

huy ' k
'

he j iih wci heib,
' The breath passing out is Ch'huy ; the breath passing in (to

the lungs) is HJiili.' An expiration is expressed also by |J|-
H - H&&A !*

1
PcKihch-hiihjJ.il.

yih boo, yil, hgih, 'One expiration and one
inspiration

by the nostrils.'
ffi j

Hwuy hij j n)
, The noise ma(Je by^

shaking,
1 a rustling noise.

]

;

$k fff^ y^i jfjjl

Heih

chan loo che fow leang,
'
Inhale the cool and

floating dews.'

CH'HUY.

To expel the breath from the lungs ; to expire ; to blow,

applied to the breath, or to the wind ; to play on a wind instru-

ment ; to puff off, or assist a person by recommendation.

Read Cli'huy, The wind. |^ {1}^ -^ Ch'huy, ch'huh

k'he yay, 'Ch'huy, to expel the breath.' Hj^ 1 /jrf

Koo sih ch'huy sang ,

' To play on the Sih and blow the Sang.'

m *^T yx.
ch huy seaou ' ta ko ' To

i
)lay n the

Seaou and beat the drum.'
|jpjr j

Koo ch'huy,
'

Drumming

and blowing;' i. e. playing on instruments generally.
| D^

ffl f/fe Wy t[L Ch'huy heu, seang tso tsoo yay, Ch'liuy heu,

to lend assistance to,' by commending to a third person; to re-

commend. H Ch'huy k'hae, 'To blow open.'

^|J Ch'huy taou,
' To blow down.'

[ yj^^ {ij Ch'huy

mte la chiih,
' To blow out the candle.'

j ^ j^ $
Ch'huy maou kew tsze,

' To blow aside the feathers and search

for the wound ;' not to judge by the external appearance only.

J/J? ~/f ~J\ Ch'huy hwuy che leih,
'

Strength to blow away

the dust;' a shghteffort. jg ^|^ 'jj* fa$j ft ffi

|
jS-^ Chay le kwo t'hang i'uug taou leang kwae,

ch'huy y'lh ch'huy, tsae tsow, 'The wind nhicli passes the hall

here, is rather cool and pleasant ; I'll enjoy a few blows more aud
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then go.' Jtjj^ \ Fung ta ch'huy,
' The wind blow*

trong.'
jjSji

Kin;; cliliuv, /J\ J

Scuou ch'huy,

ilpj
I Se ch'huy, all express, Blowing lightly, gently, and

10 on. {it Ml /& Yu cb'huy e laug, The fish blow
>tt I itiHI **^

and cause a slight ripple.
1

TOW. S. C.

V& $0n I uL
'^<ow ' k' ng CH'hiih yen yay,

'

Tow, ut-

tering words with levity ;' light discourse ; talkative.
jprfl

I Ch6 tow,' Loquacity; excessive talking;' which is also ex-

pressed by jljfr |
Tieu tow.

j)jj| j

Hwan tow, A man's

name. Al. Scrib.
{$jj fJQ

Hwan tow.

i I/

s. c.

;
shin che ha wei wSn, ' The

closing of the two lips make Wan.' The sides of the mouth.

Pjfc^ J

Tlloo shin wan, To thrust out the lips.'
ftj

B|^'$ I

Juy hwu y- keuS wan - Birds ' with pointed bills

break their food with the sides of the mouth.' 1 ^~
WSn h5,

'

Concord; agreement.'

HOW, or How. R. H.

The voice ofany animal ; the lowing ofcattle; the roaring of a

tiger ; the voice of anger. *& fi

ze shin, pe Foo-jin choo sze ; Ho-tung sze how, ke nan tsze

wei tse,' The hen (crowing and) being the ruler ofthe morning,

expresses by allusion, a woman's having the controul ; the

roaring of the lion of Ho-tung, is a phr.ise to ridicule the man

who is afraid of his wife.' Dft
jSjj jJM Ming how yung

y, ' To roar and leap about.'
|

JrH How ping, A certain

disease which causes constant and violent breathing.

Same as the preceding Also read Yin.

P|* ||j
New ming yay, 'The lowing ofa cow.' Read Gow,

f" ^ ^9 xC "$ -fflj
^ Sow ya chay, leang

k'beuen tsing yay,' -gow-ya, expresses two dogs snarling and

fighting.' This word is much employed in the imprecations

or prayers of the sect Fuh. To rhyme, read Chung, and Hung.

woo.

I ; me. To guard i to keep off; to impede ; a certain weapon;

a proper name. 2j- ^ Woo
tiii'g, or ^J- f^ Woo pei,

We; us.'
] ^ f^^f|-tii Woo, wo tsze ching yay,

' Woo, an expression for myself.' I C!
'

^ 1 jti>

Woo, jjh san sing woo shin,
'

I daily examine myself on

three topics.' Pj" fjji | ^ ffi ^ K ho yu woo pei

seang ping,
'

May rank on equal terms with us.'
"pj"

f^P S ^C ^Cn yu s^' n C^K WO0 '

'
I- uiguage very con-

fused and indistinct.'
|J?

"7 <& Che woo leaou sze,

' To hurry over any service in a careless manner.'
SjJ *]&

' J& fjlT mf j
Efl &- Wo ch'hang woo sail keueu

urh pe woo kea ping, 1 will extend, in formidable array, my
three armies, and fit out my men in their armour and wilb,

weipons/lTso-chuen.) ^ 2E.
rfjj j |M (1J, Yupiug urh

woo keu yay,
' Yu, (which also denotes I or me) is a term of

equality ; Woo, ofprouder assumption.' This does not appear

to be a general rule.
^j.^ j

Chih kin woo, Name of a

certain office. Woo, in this phrase, means to guard, to keep off.

7C ty $ I 7>^ Yuen 9elh ki "-wo Pun ki".
' The

first night of the New-year, the Kin-woo, does not prohibit

people from walking about.' /3^ Kin woo, A certan
IfL. |

bird, that wards offei il, hence the name of the above mentioned

office. S 1 Kwan woo. The name of a Country. It enters

into the composition of Various other names of places; of a

river; of a hill. A surname, fi* E woo, The sound of

rhyming or chauntiiig-'
w"o woo, or an some read,

Yu yu,
'
Distant, not daring to approach.'

11(J The tone or voice, great indignation and

Hi5 pB, expresses
the same.

anger.

KAOU.J

Cow aud Mouth; hence, To accuse; to lay open be-
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fore; to announce! to declare to ; to tell; to order; to ask; to

entreat. A surname. Read Ko, in the same sense. To

rhyme, read Keo, Ke^li, and Row A.
J- J=J ] jjjr

^1^ PJ Bp-
Kaou shang yuS ktiou, fa hea yug kaou,

' To an-

nounce to a superior is expressed by Kaou ;
to deliver down

to inferiors by Kaou.' This distinction is not strictly ad-

hered to.
^rj

Kaou she, 'A proclamation' is from the

magistrates to the people.
| jjjfc }j jf)

Kaou keuiS

chin kung,
' Announced his having finished the work.'

1

'jj-^Kaou
ch hwang,

' A written accusation laid before a

magistrate.' ;&
] fjfj jj^

Wo J"011 kaou l ha

ylh ch'hwarg,
'
I'll lodge an accusation against him.'

f^ Kaou sung, 'To impeach ; to accuse.' _
j

Shang

kaou, ifefr I K'liung kaou, ' To lay before a higher tri-

bunal.'
Jljl |

Yuen kaou,
' The accuser; or plaintiff,' M[

I Pe kaou, 'The accused, or defendant.' JeL
j

Pin kaou,

4 To state to a superior.'

irf^
Kaou tsoo,

' To inform one's ancestors,' by prayer.

jjjj| |

Taou kaou,
' To pray.' ^^ = ^ j

Wo yew yTh yen seang kaou,
'

I have a word to say to you.'

$ 1 H$ & P JM Ne kaou so wo che taou>
' Te" mL'''

]
to Kaou kea,' To request leave to retire from one's duties

for a time,' on account of sickness or any necessary cause.

#> If fa 1 ^ n. ft $ tiL
PSIh ts

'

hi "?' p-h

kaou, chin piih kan tsze chuen y-y,
' Must prefer a request;

must solicit ; a servant dare not assume the conlroul of himself.'

4k$X o" J 1 W |E| ^ Hew kea kelh, yuS kaou ;

heung, yufi ning, 'Soliciting leave of absence, on accornt of

ome felicitous event, is expressed by Kaou ; on accoi nt >f

iome unfortunate occurrence, is expressed In N7

ing.' J- -I

^& $.A+ n 1 #.fc i- ^ t- -vu,

ihTh ptih ze chaou; pa slnh yu3 k-iou ts'hun: kew sluhjih

yew ch hih, O'd ministers of state ' at seventy cense to attend

t court; at eighty, hive a messenger sent monthly to enquire

if they still remain in life; at ninety, they have daily supplies

lent them.' (Le-king.) )f
Kaou shin,

' A seal con-

ferring office.'
I jjjjrj

Kaou tsze, The words ofa petition ;'

also, used by Inferiors, or by equals through courtesy, when

bout to quit a room and leave the company of another person,

cd denote, I shall now take my leave.'

TSA.

A fish eating; to enter the mouth; to lick; to taste.

]
Ta ytli tsS,

' Take a taste.'

HE A, Ya,orA. S
Wide mouthed ; gaping. Also expressed by pP [Hf Pa ya.

The wrangling of children. (MS. Dictionary.) An interjection

or tone ofalarm : A mere tone ; sometimes used instead of dis-

tinct articulation. To rhyme, read Ho. &
|
Han ya,

'

Ap-

pearance of a deep wide valley.' f/>j
1 Ae-ya,

' Ah ! strange I

Kin jth k'heu a ) kwan she tang ming ylh Uaou tiaek heu ne?

' Do you go to-day ? or stop till to-morrow morning, and then

go?'
j

[ffi Ya ya, p'hei, I< the language of vulgar con-

tention The two first words are intended to mock the mut-

tering enunciation of an opponent; and the last is pronounced

with so much force as to amount very nearly to spitting at him.

_"^|
KEUN. To cast forth ; to eject from the mouth.

To mourn for the living relations of the deceased.

Common form of l He'en.

LEU.*

The back bone ; the spine, a portion of which is repre-

sented by the character. Certain notes in Chinese music.

Name ofa kingdom ; a surname ; the name of a bell, and of a

sword. #f ft J*l # .. ^ f -
. /C

H& ^.1%^ M 1
Leilhi kw:m 80 e *"" k

'

he; lc"*

yew shlh urh, Yang luh wei leiih ; Yin leiih wei leu,
'

Leiih,

the div ions of the air, or sound, of a pipe, there are twelve

divisions, or tones; the six Yang sounds are called Leiih; the

six Yin sounds are called Leu.' ~^ I Chung leu, and jA
1 Churg leu, and

j$3
I Nan leu, are certain notes in music.

The unnatural division of twelve tone.', is said to be
jjj ^

jftr fj Hwang-te so Uo,
' What (the aucieut Emperor)
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Whang-te made, this distinction is now generally given up

for the "/I ^^r '. V Woo shin;; urh pi-en,
' Five tones and

two semitones.' In, fff
| lUjj /\ Tifj ^ ^/^ Bin I/ciih

leu kTh p* seang sang die t'hoo,
' A plate of the (ones, which,

at the distance of eight, reproduce themselves;' they still

retain the old names of the notes. IK f\
Yew leu

li-Th,
'

Having strength of spine; possessing great strength.'

PV 1 Shin leu,' Long: extended.' A local term.

tfS? YAE, Yih,orGih.

An uneven tone of voice ; chirping of a bird ; to cackle like

an hen ; to emit. Same as P& Gih.

PWAX, or P'hwan.

' Pwan yen,
' To lose composure and propriety ofcoun-

tenance ; vulgar looking ; rude and violent.'

K 1H. Possessing great wealth; rich; wealthy.

YEW. The barking of a dog.

ffi^ MEI. J#5 pj^Suymei,'
To contract the mouth.'

Used in the sense of
jJ^jFj

Wan, see above.

TSEE To chirp as a bird.

],,.
- .. ._,...

Ming tsee tsee,
'

Chirping."

"Ill" Ol.Scrib.^ Hwang, seeRad.l^Tsaou.

LIN. Avaricious; covetous.

11 WO. To stop or fill the mouth.

^k
1 PAOU. See under j^ Paou.

R.aii Mow; 01. Scrib. - Mow. Also read Gae.

tsze, woo yay ,' Commonly employing Gae, for Che-gae(foolish),

is erroneous.' It is however ill general use.
t\^

Gar

jin,
' A foolish doltish person.'

HOW. A laughing appearance.

Same as ^ Te, see below.

^J/7 Same as the preceding.

Ol. Scrib. Hwang, and $E Kwang.

YUNG.

BUI
] Yung-yung,

' The voices ofa multitude of persons.'

Charactersformed by Five Strokes

YIH, or Gth.
yj^

S. C.

An uneven tone of voice; the chirping of birds; the cackling

of fowls ; also expressed by flE? n|g
GTh g5.

SH E,or Che. A cow chewing ; chewing the cud.

Pi ffi] f'? ^ S P^l
T'hoo urh tseaou che, yiifi she,

' To vomit up (the food) and chew it, is called She.'

KEUEN. The voice ;
a sound.

P'HUN. To spurt; to sputter.
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WAN. Same as ffl Wan, see above

NE. k

A Colloquial Particle, interrogative; also suppositive, If;

when. \fr BM -&- yfc |)K Tsans; mo she heaou ne?

.t. i j 1

2? tfct i np T

I tl T^ a ^F fa. jj|)C
mun tsae nwac Paou t^'h

she how; go leaou ne, tsze ke puh hwuy k'hethfan; lang

leaou ne. tsze ke puh hwuy chuen e fiih,
'

During the time

that you were hugged in the bosom (of your parent), if hungry,

you knew not how to feed yourself ; if cold, you knew not

how to clothe yourself.'
| flrij /U Z& fL "i? -Hj

pjj p|^ Ne-nan, seaou shing, to yen yay, fhung ne,
'

Ne-nan,

much talk in a low voice; the same as Ne '

to chatter. "3

^F r Iffl VU
Ye" P"*1 'eaou ne-nan yay,

'

Talking

and chattering eternally.' 0Pa ^Db jS -ffl Ne-nan,

yen yu yay,
'

Ne-nan, the chattering of swallows.'

Read Ne, To call to, or direct a person. Al. Scrib.
j=jjj

Ne.

An erroneous form of |]j Hwa,

Under which the Reader is again referred to
Jlf^ Hwa,

' To

call out.'

Same as
"jf^ Mow. Ol. Scrib.|^ Mow.

YEN. pA 1 Yen yen,
' The appearance of

chewing, or ruminating in quiet.'

LEIH.

Leih leih,
' Ths noise of pushing forward a boat.'

YEW.

Yew, or
| |

Yew yew,
' The cry or voice of a stag.'

VOL. i. D 3

PJ?A HWANG. The voice of a cow.

LING.
JJf} | Ling ling, 'Chitchat.'

TE. S. C.

To speak against. fljf |]j|f
Tc o,

' To reprimand ; to

slander; to vilify.'

CH'HAOU.

A guttural sound ; a noise made from the throat.

P'HEIH.

To spit ; which is also expressed by |J^ <$ T'ho p'heih.

CHOW.

From^ Yung, To use,' and p K'how,
' The mouth.'

To provide for fully ; to supply the wants of; a curve ; a

bend. To perform a circle; to extend to every place; to

complete ; faithful. Close together ; to the extreme degree ;

to the end. Enters into the formation of proper names ; a

surname. To rhyme, read Shoo, ig /^ *, 1^1 'T* eft

ff$ ^ i^a
<^'lay e 8^'^' 'eanS tsze > wan nan cnow '''J''1 .

' These two words, raiment and food, ten thousand difficulties

attend providing fully for them.'
[ jjjjj

Chow pe,
'

Fully

provided with every thing; all things ready prepared.'

J^ Chow tse,
' To supply the wants of a person ; to bestow

charity.' B/f
Chow tsae,

' An abundant store of wealth.'

1 W^ $a chow urh f"h che>
' To s rou"d aad bes 'n

again.' [Mj
Chow wei,

' To surround ; all around.'

^jjjg
Chow seuen,

' To circulate; to go round.' ^ '^
' B ^T

'

1 ^ Tae yans y' h jTh hing J
'lb chow

t'heen,
' The sun in one day makes a circuit of the heavens.'

7t^ $. ^fe ^r I
rhgen tso seuen ' te >ew ch W)

' The heavens circulate from the left, and the earth from the

right.'
| j^J jjH^ Chow tsa me meih, 'All around
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].
_.

>jg.
Chow meih, Close to-

gether; close; compact; crowded together; secret.'

jJS Chow pi-en,
' To extend to every place.' ^Q

Y^vi j^j
Che chow hoo wan wuh, '

Knowledge which extends

to every thing.' (Ylh-king.)
/fjjj <j^ ||| "/f\ ^jf | ^lj

T'ha tso sze puh tih chow taou,
' He cannot do any thing com-

pletely ;' i. e. well.
^|j

Chow taou,
'

Every thing com-

plete.' j||
Chow taou, ' A royal way or road.'

-jfc

4& fr She wo chow hang,
' Shew me the broad way of

right principles
and conduct.' (She-king.) jjj|

I Taou

chow,
' The windings of a road.' ^f Jc/^ ~J^ -tj^ ^ -T-

Yew teih che too, sang yu taou chow,
' The lonely

Too grows in the windings of the road.' (She-king.)

ifr Fei chow chfi,
'

Requires winding all arouud ;' i. e-

a great
deal of trouble and attention. ^J Chow chang,

'
Hurry ; bustle.'

j|| |

jfjt %$ Tsze chow yew chung,

' Faithful from first to last.' (Shoe-king.) ^ ~^ J

IN Af]
/f^ A^.

^uy Tew cnow ts'hin, piih joo jin jin,

Although most intimately connected, they are not equal to

good men.' (Shco-king.) ^ -jp J ^ Keun-tsze chow

k'heih,
' A good man supplies

the necessities ofothers.' (Lun-

yn.)
i Chow-chow, The name of a bird. ^K

J

Viih chow, Name of a hill.
J j^ Chow fung,

' The north

wind.'
| ^ Chow chaou,

' The Dynasty Chow,' which

continued from ahout 1112 to 214 years B. C. Kft ;'

f

t

j

1 .^P I ^ M %\ Yang-chow, Ting-chow, P'hing-
I I I f~~ ftyn *

chow keae Heen ming, 'Yang-chow, Ting-chow, and P'hin<--

chow, are all names of districts.

Ol. Scrib. flff She, see below.

CHOW.

To curse; to imprecate; to rail. Used by the sect Fuh

for prayers, spells, and other
religious papers, in the sense of

True sayings. To recite those prayers or spells. Al. Scrib.

jjj^thow,
which, read Chiih, means 'To bless.' |^ ^(

Chow tsoo, 'To curse.' ^ ttl & I

|T}? *f Kclh

tih fa chow too she, 'Provoked to utter curses and squai.dcr

oaths.' HS 1 Too chow, 'To utter imprecations.'

]||
Chow ma, 'To rail and curse.'

ffi Foo chow,

Charm, or spells.' f" f- fl| * f ,&%^^
Ts'heeu show yen ta pei sin chow chan fa, 'A penitential form

of heart-felt prayer to the most merciful (Kwan-yin), with a

thousand bands and eyes ;' is the title of a book of prayer

published by order of His Imperial Majesty ~fo $jj&
Yung-lo,

A. D. 1412.

gS Sung chow, 'To recite prayers or spells.'

p$j Chow sung, -Recitative.'
HjjT J^.^ \ ^ jj* [g

Jj la
*JK,

Tseu tsing shwiiy chow san cha sze fang wei keae,

' Take clean water, and whilst uttering a prayer, sprinkle it all

around, forming thereby a limit,' beyond which, every noxious

influence is expelled. This is one of many modes of conse-

crating ground, en which an idol or any part of the insignia

of the idol is to be placed.

y in puh yih e ; chow, tsae Yin-t'hoo yug, To-Io-ne, yih Han

yu yu6 Ming, yu6 Chow, yu6 Chin yen, keae she yay ; chin yen

kin che.
' The books of Fan (translated into Chinese) render

the sound but not the sense ; Chow, in India, is the word To-

lo-ne, which is translated into Chinese by Ming, (clear, bright);

by Chow, (a prayer, an imprecation) ; and by Chin-yen, (true

sayings) : These are all intended for the same original word ;

True sayings, is nearly its import.' Al. Scrib. HP Chow,

' Two mouths and a man.'

T'HEE, orCh'he.

To taste ; to drink ;
a small appearance. flJj PjS Ch'he",

sh?, 'The sound of whispering into the ear.' According to

one writer, 'Loquacity.' p^ [fff ^ W^ T'hiie heu6 che

ming, 'To drink the blood of an oath.' vg T'he'g tsew,

'To taste wine.'
| ) ^ ^T'he'e fhefi seaoujin,

' A

little diminutive man.'

E. S. C.

[

E e, Much talk ; loquacity. Self-indulgence.
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K'HEW. A sound; a noise.

HE. S. C.

The breath, or breathing is thus denominated by Foreigners

n the east. Read Liug. The noise made by many persons.

K'HE. To sit with the feet hanging down.

P'HING.
[J^ |

P'hingp'hing,' Sound, noise.'

S. C.TSZE.

To slander; to revile; weak; injured. jk Tsze and

P Sze, are local terms for fft Tize, 'This.'
jjtjJr

Tsze
I j 1 ffyfA.

yu, 'Careless and slothful.'

KOO, orWa.

To cry as a Child.
Jj^f pjfl^ j ]j]J yi K'he koo too urh

k'heih, 'K'he cried and wept.
1

(1* |1
| j

Keih kelh,

wa wa, 'Sobbing and crying.' To rhyme, read Hoo.

)Ll TSZE, OrE . To disrelish food ; not to eat.

MO. An obscure light.

Taste; gust; relish; pleasing effect ; to relish ; to take de-

light in. The name of a district. 55.5^ Wo we '
'T 'le

five tastes.' (See nndtr
jj[ Woo, 'Five.') They say, /j^-

3fc

/t^ r^./7!^M fi*^.i "fr
Kin sin> muh swan > shwuy

hecn, ho k'hoo, t'hoo kan, 'Metal is acrid, wood is sour,

water is salt, fire is bitter, earth is sweet.'
-JJ

Woo we, Is

also the name of a certain medicine. ^ Yew we, 'Sa-

ury.' 4ffi
j

Woo we, ' Tasteless.' $f$ J
Haou tsze

we, 'An agreeable taste; an agreeable pJeajing book.' Vy'*^

J
Muh tseu we,'Having no relish ; affording no amusement or

pleasure.' ^^ jff
We taou kelh haou, 'A raort

excellent taste.' =^ ^L P |
Keang kew k'how we, 'To

investigate the subject of tastes.'
^3 ~JT 4F| jfl

1

K'he we pfih seang t'how, 'Flavors not agreeing; a difference of

taste and sentiment* ^ fjj) xf^ ^P ^. j
Shihurhpiih

che klie we,
' To eat without perceiving the taste of the food

eaten.' ^ g' Iffi
|

Yu yen woo we,
'

Language or con-

versation that is tasteless; insipid discourse.' 5x /2.
^'

che we,
' The taste or pleasing allusions of an ode.' ttf'

She we,
' The taste of the world, or a taste for the world,'

contradistinction to
j||

Taou we,' a taste for the correct

and moral principles of reason.' ^\ I 7^ j{3 Puh we

t'heen le,
' No relish for heavenly principles.' P J^

fflj!
ChTh we jiu yuh,

' To relish only what the human desire*" yW*^
or passions prompt to.

K^jf HEU. To blow with the breath; to warw

with the breath. Repeated, jtjjl j
Heu heu, To sooth with

words.' To eject spittle or slimy matter, as fish do. A sound

in the throat ; to open the mouth and expel the breath ; to call

out; to hoot at angrily. Read Kow, 'The voice of a fowl; tho

crowing of a cock.' Read How, Syn. with Iff! How, 'The

lowing of a cow.' To rhyme, read ChiS.

A kind of leathern Helmet. Al.Scrib. feb Fa.

HO. R- H

To speak angrily; to blame; to interrogate, to reprehend;

to eject the breath. Reiterated, The sound of laughter. Alone

of careless reply. PPJ ga Ho tslh,
' To reprimand.' K8|

| J ^ 4^Yih chin ho ho ta seaou, 'A fit of loud

laughter.'
[

fo Ho k'heen, or ^J j
Ta ho,

' To yawm'

NAOU.

Clamorous noise. Hcuen naou,
'

Outcry ; vocife-
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ration ; clamour.' Also read, Na.

of people's voice).'

HEA.

I Laou na,
' Noise

s. c.

To inhale; to swallow; to gulp. |j$ jffl |ft EJ^T
1 HK ' h

srh yin yu6 hea,
' To inspire and drink is called Hea.'

Ep

^F ivX IS^ T^i A^ f KeS yew han ts<hans e> k

tsung kea, 'KeS has the sense of desiring and laying-up-in,

hence derived from Kea.' fl/fr 1 Ht-Th hea, or P|l 1

5-" I
-. I

Hwang he3, 'The sound of many person's voices; clamour.'

Ea
| 2^1 J&S Heih hea ts'huy ts'hae,

' The appearance of

garment* tucked up.' -fft^^ j |$ jjt
Ne

ch'hin j hea yih t'han ch'ha, 'Do you avail yourself of its

being hot and take a draught of tea.'

P'HEI. A tone of insult or defiance ;

The noise of persons wrangling. A vulgar character.

CHOO.

A distorted mouth; the sound made when calling to fowls.

According to some, The bill of a bird; the voice of a bird.

Same as |ljfc Choo.

The character fr P'he, was formerly written thus.

YiH.
Appearance of cows or sheep grazing.

Hastily. Read Lett, Sound or noise, as of leaves and

branches shaken by the wind.

HEAOU. P^Y^ Heaou jen, 'A large appear-

ance; a large empty appearance. 'Read Haou, The sound

ofthewind. pit 1 How haou,
' The noise of anger.'

Same as the preceding.

CHA. A hog eating.

P'HO. Sound; noise.

SHIN.

To rehearse ; to recite ; the sound of recitative. The moan

of acute and painful feeling. To sigh; to lament, which is

expressed also by nfh ttA Shin yin.

HOO, or Ho. ,jtT
To breathe out; to call; to invoke. A surname; the name

of a plant. [J^ j^ Hoo t'ho, The name of a river. Read

Ho, A tone uttered when beginning to enunciate, Read Heu,

The noise of blowing with the breath.

Hoo ac -.eh yay,' Hoo, breathing outward.'

'

A,|> .0.
"

Clrl,i.hs'.h,weihr.o:jiifc

still wei huih,
'

Breathing out makes h<> ; lircalhi g in, make*

hcih.'
| ^^ ^W H< o noo she pe

:

, 'tailing slaves and

sending servant girls.'
]

|lfi Hoo hwan, or pit J
Keaou

hoo, 'To call to; to call for.'
f 'ft JM ]^ Hoo tung

saou te,
' Call the boy to sweep the ground.'

>

j ^j"'!^

Yih hoo pth nS,
'
One-rail, a hundred answers.' Said of afflu-

ent persons who have numerous attendants to run at their

command. ^9 J
Chaou hoo,

' To call and beckon .to with

the hand.' ^ % fg^ ^ #\>% ^ ^^
I

pd/
Ts wau shang t'hing waii keae wae yew jin ta shing

hoo hun,
' Last evening I heard people in the streets calling

out aloud,' ^ |

Ta hoo,
'

Calling out loudly.' ^J" ]

Ta hoo,
' To snore ; to snort.

Jjfi j
Ching hoo, To use

epithets
of respect when addressing persons.'

*. fH 1
/
fife

Yun
''

g'*'n mo tszec '''ns h o

term do you compliment him ?' |I&
|

Woo hoo! ' Alas !'

jlL-j S^ m/ Woo hoo ! gae tsae !

'
Alas how painful! how

distressing !' This exclamation often denotes a person's

death.
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neen kew shih ts'Mh jin, chung teih, chung leaou
; seuen teih,

seuen leaou ; woo hoo teih, woo hoo leaou ; tsih lew tlh wo,

' Of ninety-seven persons (made Sew-tsae) the same year with

me, those who were to obtain (the rank of Keu-jin) have

obtained it; those who were to be chosen (to office) have

been chosen; those who were to breathe their last, have

breathed it; heuce I am left alone.'
Fj^ Jpf |^ iS

H|J ^ji >jj- {UJ- TJ5& rf|J
I

J||J ^j jjjj*
Fan tan seih chaou

hoo, tsih Ping-shing, keaou haou urh hoo, tsih K'heu-shing,

' Whenever Hoo is used as a sigh or exclamation, it is Ping-

shing ; when it is used to call out or bellow, it is K'heu-shing.'

GAN. Sound ; noise.

, MING. J

From H K'how,
' The mouth,' and /& Ling,

' To order.'

Fate ;

" Fatum est quod dii fantur." ^t xf\ g //J* $1

jpk TWC Jf(0 jfii "p ^- uL
T ^en p"*1 ven ' ym e w

me, ching tseang, kaou che yay,
' Heaven does not speak, yet

by dreams and extraordinary phenomena, gives intimation

of its will.'

The fate; the lot; the destiny of individuals in this life.

The life of human beings. An order
; a command ; a decree ;

a precept. ^ -pjj
T'heen ming,

' Th decree or will of

heaven.' ^^ Wf ^_ pH 'j^
T'heen ming che wei sing,

' That which Heaven commands (to be inherent in creatures)

is called (their) nature.' (Chung-yung.) ^

T'heen che foo yu wan wiih chay, yue
1

t'heen ming; jin yu wuh

show che yu t'heen chay yufi sing ; mingjoo Chaou-ting kaou

ch'kih, sing joo chihjin,
' Heaven's conferring (their peculiar

properties) on all creatures, is called the decree of Heaven;

man and other creatures receiving from Heaven (those pro-

perties) is called nature: the decree -of fate is like the de-

cree or order of the Sovereign, nature is like the office re-

ceived
'

in virtue of that decree.
] ^j" ^ [XJ

MinS

VOL. I 3 E

yew ke'ih heung,
' There are fates, felicitous and infelicitous.'

jft ]
Haou ming,

' A good destiny.' Ill-fated , is expre* led

in various ways :

] 5f| $|] $fc Ming p3 joo che,
' Fate

thin as paper.
1

^ ^ Ming tiih,
' Poisonous fat.' ^

^Rooming jin,
' A bitter fated man.'

Tfc |
Ste

ming,
' A deadly fate.'

|;j- Jj| j |fj j|f
Tsw yu ming

seang leen. ' Wealth and fate are connected.' Jff. I ^sf* "m'-
J*C I ES jri

Ch'hangming foo kwei,
'

Long destined to wealth and honor.'

i n ^ % & ^

Ming le yew lae.chung seu yew ; ming le woo lae, m6 keaog kew.

' If it be in (your) fate that it is to come, you will at last

possess it.

' If in the course of your fate it does not come, do not im

violent endeavours to obtain it.'

jj=|f |
"Swan ming,

' To calculate destinies ; to teJI for-

tunes.'
/(^ j

Sing ming, or /
j

Sang ming,
'
Life.'

#8.
J Shang ming,

' To wound life)' i. e. to kill.

2fc Ming gan,
' Cases of mui-der.' ~*. ^ /jj ^-^

iffj iT
^M

A 1 jfa Urh weichoo show, piih yaou tach'hirh

jin miug lae,
' Do you both cease to strike, and not occasion

a person's death.'
^jjr |

Che ming,
' To expose one's life

in a cause; to pursue it 'till death.'
JP j

S5ng ming, or

-fc 1 Shih ming, To lose one's life.' % /fl '& \
Puh/^| I W'S

koo sing ming,
' To disregard life.' ^ J^ ] fo Hwang

shang ming ling,
' The Imperial order.'

<|j^ Ling ming,

I 'receive (your) commands:' a civil mode of expression.

y^ 3x JM.
^"^ ^ ^an wel m 'n >

'
I sna" not presume

to disobey your commands.' Jil Fuh ming,
' To re-

turn an account how orders have been execute.!.' -

^p ]

Yin yih joo ming,
'

Every thing has been done accord-

ing to order.'
|l| |

PiH ming, or
|j| | Ts'hing ming,

'To request commands; to ask permission.' =S -? I

Prf J i

Ts'hing wang ming,
' To request the royal order' to inflict im-

mediate death, as is the form in certain cases which are not

referred to Court previous to capital punishment. The ife K^
Foo-yuen of a Province, has this power lodged with him.

I -^ Ming kwei, A tablet about a foot long, and two inches

broad, held in both hands before the face, by statesmen in

former times t when in the presence of the Emperor, 'pj
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Sze roing, The name ofa star. /
JjB Ming fuh, Certain gar-

ments. To rhyme, read Min.

TO, or Ta. Mutual recrimination.

The noise of calling out to each othet PjJ |1^
T8 10,

' Indistinct utterance ; to stammer.'

* K'HEA, or K'heu. To gape; a wide large

mouth. ReadK'htiih, Sound of breathing in sleep; snoring.

Also read Y, Appearance of the mouth open.

TSEU.

To receive into the mouth and suck or taste. |l^ t||
Tseu

hwa, ' To chew flowers.' 1

PJ[|
Tseu tseo,

' To eat herbs 5

to chew.'
|tf |

Footseu, 'To chew medicinal plants;
to

ruminate; to deliberate.
1

| ^^ |^C
Tseu UeiJ *ew we>

'
It has taste when chewed.'

Same as Pj$ K'he'en, see under 10 str.

T'SA. To enter the mouth; to taste. (Tsze-hwuy.)

I

An erroneous form. (Chinfj-tsze-t'hung.)

THO.

Forms part of the name of a religious book of the Sect Ffih.

KA^^ JAY. Sound of the voice in replying to a person.

mour.'
| fg Tiih tseay,

' The language of consultation, or

of devising.'

Speaking to mutually ; deliberating ; railing at ; laughing at.

The name of a spring or fountain. ^ j

Tiih tub, 'The voice

of alarm and astonishment; an exclamation from surprize.'

|U 1 Ch'hih tub,
'

Scolding ; using opnrol )rious language ; cla-

To spit out; to reject with scorn. From > Choo,
' A master,'

placed on^ Fow, 'Not,' denoting one who has discernment

to distinguish between right and wrong, and to reject the latter

with scorn.
(Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

Same as the preceding
1

.

mj P-HAOU.
|J(e) s. c.

The roar of an enraged tiger, or of a wild boar. To roar.

An enraged or angry appearance. The same is denoted by [^

I'^J
Haou p'haou, or

j |j>
P'haou heaou ; or $ 1

Heaou p'haou. To rhyme, read P'how.

P'HEIH.

The fragrance ofplants ; fragrance of the mouth or ofspeech;

suavity. Loquacity ; obscure discourse.
p?|> p|f]

P'heiih tseih,

' Talkativeness.'

FUH. y;

To oppose ; to act contrary to ; perverse. To give a nega-

tive to ; to deny. P$ j\ j$ .^ Ffih, puh Jen che tsze,

'Fuh, expresses a thing's not being so; or
forbidding it to be

so.' Pp | ^ Heu fuh tsae !
'

0, no ! let it not be !' (Shoo-

W8)-
1 6 & ^ '& , ^ & FQh pih sing c

tsungkecbeyuh, 'Opposed the people to follow his own de-

sires.' Also read P'heih, in the same sense. Read Pei, To

bridle > to restrain. The old definitions say, that perverseness is

denoted by the parts of the character, i.e. a bow and two arrow*.

YANG, or Yang.

The sound or tone of replying; the sound of running
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water. Yang yih,
' The interrupted flowing of water.'

J Yang yang,
'

Interrupted breathing or sobbing from grief.'

Ol. Scrib. jffl Ho, see below.

TS1H, or Chih. A loud roice.

A great sound or noise. To taste ; to eat.
|J^ (rt Yaou tsih,

'Tumultuous noise.' Read Tsa, or Cha, For a short space of

time; briefly.

HO.

Mild ; kindly ; complaisant ; agreeing ; harmonious ; peace-

ful. To harmonize; concord; harmony; agreement ; peace

To accompany ; to join with. ^> f*|J >f, f fr) ^0 Puh

kang, (>uh jow yue' ho, 'Ho expresses neither very hard nor very

oft'
'(^fflj'U | Sing tsing wan ho, 'A mild and kind

disposition.' ^
j

ZII Jm ho ping.
' A mild even-tempered

ma"''
j llIC

H shun '

' ComP1;iisant ' accommodating. |B

| 8eang ho,
'

Agreeing ; harmonizing.'
pJAJ J{^^ J

Leangjin puh seang ho, 'The two men don't agree' jfc j

Rfc Puh ho muh, '

Disagreeing ; at variance with.'

~T 04? Shang ho hea muh,
'

Superiors gentle, and inferiors

peaceful.' ffi ^( fy \ ^^ Keu kea e ho wei kwei,

' Those who dwell together in a family should esteem harmony

as the most valuable thing.' ^ #| j fljj^ ^ ^ fa
Foo foo ho, urh how kea taou ching.

' Let husband and wife

agree, and then the welfare of the family will be secured.'
=||

I n& ^ /fv
^eQ k n*Q cn>no chung, 'A humble and an

accommodating peaceful temper can manage every body,' or

'Victoria crescit concordia." 1 ^ Ho k'he, 'A spirit or

feeling of harmony.' Sf->*j^ $jb | ^ Puh yaou shang ho

k'he,
' Do not wound the

feeling of concord, or mutual amity

and good-will.'
| jp| ^J_: ffi Ho k'he sang tsae '

Harmony
or a friendly kind iem|>er begets wealth.' 4| Jfj 34 H 1

Shing seang heae yue bo,
' Sounds agreeing is called Ho.'

u
^^ Ho Iwan, Certain bells attached to carriages in former times.

The Ho were placed near the horse in front of the carriage,

the Lwan were placed on a cross board ou which the rider's

hands rested.
^Tj

t& Ho-shang,
' A prieit of the sect Fun.'

I -tf St

1A /J4J Jpj
T!| ho-shang, -The first or chief priest in a temple.'

~fj^ j
Tae ho,

' The general prevalence of truth and peace.*

ri|| ]

Kea"g ll0 - f
^jj/

I Keuen ho, ' To persuade to mu-

tual agreement.' ^ | ^^ | ^ ^ ^ ~f Hwaa

hwan he he ho t'ha ch'biih k'heu leaou, 'Quite pleased and'

delighted to go out with him.'
/j> ^g Q ]

Seaou ang

yue ho,
' A small reed is c*lled Ho.'

jfj
PH Q |

Keun-

mun yug ho, .' The gate of the army (the passage by which they

advance) is called Ho.' Instead of Ho-mun, 5J}| j'lj
Luy-mnn,

is now used.
p|*J J|L $J l?f |E| K |

Leang keun seang

tuy yu2 keaou ho,
' Two armies opposed to each other is called

Keaou-ho.' aS? 1 H6 ho, The names of two Officers, said

lo have directed the signs of time, or the astronomical depart-

ment
\ tj

Ho e, and ^ Yun ho, Name of

places. ^ 1 ^ -^ ^ ifi Yang ho kin ka u pei yay'

'

Yang-ho is the modern (suppo> t for the back called) Kaou-pei.'

A surname. Read Ho, To respond j to modify and cause to

mix or blend together. g|j j
T'heaou ho, 'To mix and unite

together:' jj ^^ J
Pih yo Ue ho, 'A hundred me-

dicine* all mixed together.' jj^ f|S Tjff |jrf^ ^ pj
I

Tsze ch'hang.urh ppying yug ho,
' Ho expresses one singing and ;

another respondi"ng.' To rhyme, read Hwuy.

Z3fe
HO. The crying ofa little child ;

This is theolddefinition.but it is erroneous. (Ching-tsze-t'hung)

HAE. . c.

To laugh and be merry : to laugh and joke together. A local

word. Read T'ha, A surname. To rhyme, Read and Ke.

Error ; fault ; crime; wickedness. The judgments of heaven.

From ^f~ K8, 'Opposition to,' and ^Jin, 'Man.' (Shwo-wan.)

Read Kaou, A surname; the name of a country. To rhyme,

Read Ke and Keu. ^J^/l, ^. ^1
Wei Kwang-hwuy

che kew,
' Was the fault of Kwang-hwuy.'
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Tsze tseu kew le,
' To bring a crime upon one's >elf.' j^ Jfjp

"j/
I T'he'en keang che kew,

' The calamities tent down

b heaven.

To sing; to chaunt ; to recite.

>^
WX) HUNG. A loud voice.

Ol. Scrib. It Mow, see Rad. ff Yen.

FOO. To blow as with the breath.

CH'HU. The sound of calling a person.

YAN. The cry of a sheep.

Ol. Scrib. P^ Hoo, see above.

HAOU. The roar of a wild tiger.

Same as Ufl- G5, see below.

The sound of thisCharacter is notknown

ff Lae , The name of a place in Japan.

SHE, or Che. #f D Jit& Haou k 'how

i

fuh yay,
' To loe the mouth and belly.'

rV* KAOU. The name of a country.

NG6. To abuse and rail at each other.

Same as (E He, see above.

Ol. Scrib. Jt Fuh, see Rad. #.Shiiy

Charactersformed by Six Strokes.

Same as PftKeen, see under 7 strokes.

hp| Same as IjH Hwo
1

, see under 12 strokes.

TS-HEIH. S. C.

From Mouth and Ear. To whisper in the ear.

Ts'helh ts'helh, 'The sound of the mouth and tongue; the

voice of praise. Read Tseih and Yin, in the same sense.

E, Or Urh. The sides of corners of themoutt.

V

The side of the face between the mouth and ear ; the side

of the head. ^j [jfj ^ |^|J |^ p^ j^^ Yew wan

jen, tsih pelh e urh tuy, When questioned, then inclined

the tide of the head and replied.'

KWANG. Ability to speak.

YU. Desirous to laugh.

6, Go, orNeS. S. C.

To beat a timbrel or drum. Ching-tsze-t'hung affirms that it

is neither to sing alone, nor to beat the timbrel, but being
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composed of two mouths, denotes two persona singing alter-

nately in responsive strains. Luh-shoo aUo defines it, ^ yV

JH?p ffn Hfc% Leans jin ying ho urh koyay>
' Two

person's singing in alternate responses.'

To strike with alarm. =f= \

G8 g8, 'Language direct

to the point.' Also defined, The appearance of a high cap.

The side of a sword.

TOW. To speak lightly or softly.

CII'HA. R H.

Angry speech ; to sputter, rage and make a noise. To dislike

and contemn. To make a noise in the mouth when eating. To

yearn over ; to compassionate. Read Too, or T8, To place a

cup or vessel before an idol. P f^^ P^ l/ K'how

keuen boo ch'hih ch'ha, 'Mouth wearied with boisterous angry

enunciation.' p Pj |}-j^ J
Yin woo ch'hih ch'ha,

' To

sputter and rage in a fit of anger.' fj^-
1 j Woo ch'ha

shth,
' Do not make a noise with your mouth in

eating,' as if

you were angry with your host. Occurs in the books of Fuh,

as an untranslated sound.

HE, or E.

A loud laugh, gg
|

^ He he jen,
'

Laughing.' Read

Ch'he, in the same sense. Also to stop. Read Thee1

,

' To

gnaw ; to bite.'

s. c.

To call out aloud. A local word. The appearance of

laughing.

LEE.
j

Leg leg, The voice of birds.'

LUH. Sound; voice.

TSZE.

To deliberate or consult about , to state in writing the .ubjeet

to be deliberated on. Documents which pass between the

higher Officers of government, who are nearly equal in a Pro-

vince, are called Tsze. To sigh ; to lament. Used for |fc
Tsze,

'
This.' ^ jjr Tsze v&n<

. An officia , document

from an equal officer.
1

j jp
Tsze t.eu,

' To enquire and

deliberate on political questions.' >& 1 E tsze,
' To send

an official document to an equal.' "fe Tsze fang,
' To

write to enquire about.'
jyl

Tsze pin, 'To state to a

superior ;' as
| T| fjj^^ jjL

Tsze pin yu kea ch'hang,

'To state and rcqvcit directions from the head of a family.'
'

% Fan jib yung ch'huh juh sze, woo ta seaou cbung

tsze te keae tang tsze pin yen.
' Whatever is in daily use, the

business which goes out or comes in, without distinguishing

great from small, should be all stated by the children and

]v/.P^-
Tsze tseay.or

I Tseay tsze, 'To sigh, to lament.'

The vulgar form of^ Lin, Niggardly.

ME. The voice of a sheep.

Occurs as an untranslated syllable in the books of Fun.

Same as the preceding.

CHE.

The ancient cubit, equal to eight-tenths of the present one.

H contained y\ -\j"
Pa tsun, and is called J~^ Chow

thhih, ' The cubit of the Dynasty Chow.'
j

/^. ~\i' pH , I
Chow che tsun> ch hlh< chc> Ui

jin che te wci fa, cluing foo jin show ch'hang pa tsun ; wci chc

che,'Chow, in forming the measures (called) Tsun, Ch'Wh, Chr,
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Tain, took the rule from the human body. The forearm of a

middle-sized women w:is ei^hl Tsun lon^, which measure was

called Che.
1

In a small decree.
] ^ ^ Che ch'hih

che ki :

en,
' Between a Che and a Ch'hih,' i. e. much the same.

KEAOU. . C.

|t? I
Keaou keaou, 'The voice of birds.' Read Yaou,

Moaning or crying under the most acute pain or distress.
ffi|r

Wa-yaou, 'Lascivious sounds; lewd songs.
1

Commonly
used for ^ Yaou, 'To bite; to gnaw bones.' /T jJ7 &

. t*
l"^

><V L 1
^^ *-S\ IfcVVT

?Jy / I ^J [| 1 Y
?wenea u ming che keaou wei

yaou ne'g, 'There are some who of Keaou (a bird's singing,)

make Yaou, to bite:' this use of the character is condemned

by the Tsze-hwny and Ching-tsze-fhung.
] nfjj&

Yaou yih t'han,
' To bite a mouthful,' or as much as may be

swallowed at once.
J ;> P|| ^ Yaou wan tseS tsze,

' To gnaw Letters and chew Characters;' to ruminate or study

the meaning of words. Read Heae, The sound of wind.

HEIH, or K'helh. Tittering ; laughing.

Read KO, The noise made by a mouse or rat.

keen wae fhow heih he'Th wa wa, yih keun jin seaou tsin lae,

'Heard without side a tittering, and a group of people com-

ing in laughing.'

CHOO.

hg ctl o. r ^[ I Teg choo,
'

Loquacious

talkative manner.' Read Choo, The voice ofa bird. Read

Chow, The bill of a bird. The name of a star. M
]

Fung choo, 'The name of an ancient stone on which to rub

ink.'

tittering laughing sound. Same as
|f([h E.

TOW. Loquacity, levity. The same as K Tow.

\Jkffi

J\L
IOVEI. To promise or permit. Used for

p',
K*.vr!.

snow.

The voice of u bird, or to follow the voice of a bird.

LO.

The noise of wrangling or disputing. Kead K.O, The

cackling ofa fowl. Coughing and reaching.

SELfH.

To drink ; the appearance of drinking wine. Vulgarly

used for =Q Seun,
' To plan, to deliberate.' The character is

rejected by Ching-tsze-t'hung, as altogether erroneous.

TSA; Tsa,orCha.

I; me. P f
1

]
TsS-mun, 'We; us.'

| jj^-T&

kea,
'
I ; me; myself.' jg- -^-

Tsa laou tsze,
'

My father.'

$ Iff S . $ 1
Siih chins Uze ke wei tsSi

' A cora'

mon expression for one's self is Tsa.' ^^ p^ ^ j^J

I Pih yin hoo wo yufi tsa,
' In the northern dialect, calling

out I or me, is expressed by Tsa.' The word is confined to

the northern people.

PJ^HOW. bjjfs.
C.

The tone or yoice of anger. Shame; disgrace; abuse.

SEAOU. R. II.

To smile ; to laugh. Now written^ Seaou.

HAE. & R. H.

The laughing of an infant; an infant; a child.

"B" IP ^d 'WP % $ Hae'
yi"s ycn > i"g urh ch

'

ho
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chc seaou chay, 'Hae-ying express an infant (hat first knows

how to laugh.' 5 ^t -f" ^ ^ "I
1

1 rffl ^ '

Foo chili tsze che yew show hae urh ining che,
' The father

took hold of the child's right hand, and named it Hae, from

the sound of its laugh.' Read K'hae, or K'Mh, To cough.

Woo tan yew shing wei che k'hae, wo shing yew tan wei chc

jow, 'Sound without phlegm is called K'hae: phlegm with-

out sound is called Sow. 1

Coughing, or coughing and spitting

phlegm, are commonly expressed by
Ijjjjji

K'hae sow,

orK'hthsow. $ $!#$ | lR#tt#
Wan t'ha tsii yay k'Mh sow haou, miih yew? 'Ask him

whether his last night's cough be better or not ?'

^jf ] ^
Kekaeshuh,

' Extraordinary and secret arts.' Said to occur

in the senses of these several characters, Jg fg
=

j^
which are all pronounced

Kae. Used for^ K'hae,
' To eruct ;

to belch.'
j H|E

K'hae t'ho, 'To belch and spit.' pig

J
Te k'hae,

' To sneeze and belch .'

\*MS HWUY. Sound, noise.

K'HWA. Perverse language.

One says, the same as x K'hwa, and =S> Kwa, 'Vain

empty boasting.'

HWAE, orHwa.

Breathing through the nostrils. Read Hwa, Words;

speech ; language. Read She,
' To taste with the tongue.'

She k'he yg,
' Taste the leaf.'

jfe
pjf;

Haou t.haou,
' The r.oise of bitter weeping.'

JPJ A ft 1 I tfO (^^T'hungjin
seen haou t'haou,

urh how seaou,
' First wept and bewailed with people, and

afterward laughed.' jlffe
|

Keaou t'haou, 'The incessant

weeping of children.' An expression formerly used in the

si ,te k& Tsoo. Where also, the same two characters were

I

renounced Kcaou tc'ih, and denoted a Song.

SI IWE, orShwo.

To taste i to drink a littie . Properly |Jj
Shw.

Ol. Scrib. jfi, Sin, 'To enquire.'

Ol. Scrib. f%So, 'Garments of reeds.'

HAN. or Keen 1=

The whole number ; completely ; totally ; all ; all together;

all around j extending to every place. Hastily. Nameofoneof

the 7J;K
Kwa. The name of an instrument of music; the

name of a place; the name of a star. A surname.
jfjj

IT* Heenk'hew, 'A mountain higher on the left side, than
"^""^

\ij^

on the opposite side.' Read Keen, in the senses of ^
Keen, and 1^1 Keen. The name of a river ; a surname.

TW^1

To rhyme, read Ying. ^ ]
v "h hgen '

' Not according'

or associating with others.' /}/^ | ^| Shaou, ch'hang

been tseih,
'

Young and old all assembled.'
|

* Keen c,

' All suitable, or according with.'

The old definitions are, low small Ulk; tomO*

stop; to desist from issuing sound. To eat. They are all

erroneous, (Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

Y1H. Gow-ylh,
' To reach and yornit.'

CHOW,

Chow hoo, The voice of fowls ; to chuckle.

CHIJH.

To chuckle. Read Tsiih, To iigh> still ; quiet
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YUE, or KeuS. Anger; angry.

Y JliiN .

Appearance ofthe mouth moving.

tttli

*ij^
CH'HE. To laugh, to smile.

LUNG. A low tone of yoice.

HEUEN.

Incessant bewailing. In Corea, the incessant weeping of

children is expressed by Heuen. Eminent and conspicuous

in moral virtue. Authority; to fear. The name of a person.

Slowly, leisurely. ^^ (lft ^ Hlh he ! heuen he ! 'How

glorious! how resplendent!' was the blaze of his moral excel-

lence. (She-king.)

HEU, or Heu

To moan from a feeling ofpain or distress, is expressed by

Yu heu ; The tone of disease and of painful thoughts ;

moaning from a diseased mouth. To call to ; a crowd of

persons calling out in a confused manner.

PING, orHS.

Meaning is doubtful. Some consider it the name of a car-

riage; others the name of a liorse; other* the name of a skilful

charioteer. Some consider it the ancient form of^ HO,

'To join or unite.'

TSUN. A large mouth.

K'HWA. s. c.

fR
A distorted mouth. Read Ko, A surname.

YEiN.

The throat. Read Yen,
' To swallow.' Read Ylh. JSI

PJAJ Ka'ng-yih,
' A

stoppage
of the breath or Toice from

grief.' To intercept or \obscure, as by clouds. Read

Yin.
|

Yinyin,
'

Th^sound of a drum.' 11$ jlf^

] |
A Wk >f\ I^J

Yuen-Vuen, yin-yin k'ne-shing puh-

t'hung,
' The sound of Yuen yuennd Yinyinare different;'

the first expresses the distant sound Vjf a drum, and the other

its sound when nearer. -
"SJ* Wte San (sun yen how,

' Three inches of throat ;' the throat
being; the passage of the

breath on which life depends, is used to
demote that which is

important and essential, of which man has but a imall portion.

PJ J^ ~jj
Yen how te fang,

' A very important part

of a country.
1

~J>
Yen hea,

' To swallow
yiown.' y&

7KPiK3^^ 1

Lew shwuy ming sh'ng ye\w ylb, The

sound of the flowing water intercepted.' 13 c i

E'l$ J x^B/J Yun hea chung yth, tsihts jib y

cheming, 'The clouds and halo intervened and robbed the

sun and moon oftheir splendour.'

LAOU. Sound, noise.

- H.

"h e J oc> ne > pres. forced, or violent

laughter.

GAE.

Painful feeling; a wounded mind ; compassion; commisera-

tion; pity ; grief; lamentation ; to lament ; lamentable, as the

early death of a parent, brother, or child. To compassionate;

to regret; to feel a love for, or an interest in. A surname;

the name of a country. To rhyme, read E. SI I& Gae

khiih,
' To lament and weep.' iUc 1 Pei gae,

' To feel coin-

passion for.'
'

'jj^jkOae-leen,
or

]
;J& Cue-king,

' To

commiserate; to pity.' ,/|\ IJ7JS
1 Irs. ''"'> shing gae t'haou,

' The highest feeling of regret and commiseration.' I ^P
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ffjj SfjC ih. \r Gae sze urh shiih k'hc hing,
' To feel regret

for the dead, and record tlieir actions.' 7j rE
JlJ"

-^ Gae tsae, shun k'ho gae yay,
' Gac-tae, expresses

'

worthy of the deepest regret.' \\fa (Jijl |

U Woo hoc!

gaetsae! 'Alas! how lamentable !' when a person's death is

narrated or intended.' lit
>|i* PJ"

I K'he tsing k'ho gae,

' The affair is lamentable.' ||L jfcC J & /S? rTE 4M/
1= /UjJ I TK ^ /ii,i 1'A

"U 1)1 1Ie> no ' Sae > ls ' Sac ' woc ' y8 ' y u <? *'hih tsin&-,

'

Feeling-pleased, anger, sorrow, joy, love, hatrcd.and desire, are

called seven passions.' pj| ^f ^ fj jjk fjjk p[ j g
Min t'hung che hing yu sliing, yug gae thing,

' An acute feeling

of compassion manifested by the voice, is called Gae-shing.' |

?fk Gae haou,
' Loud lamentation.' I

-jfc
Gae e, Mourn-

ing clothes.
>V/f Ning gae,

' Affected commiseration.'

/fi JIKj ||| J

Puhhea tsze gae, 'Not time to feel pity for

one's self.' ^& | ^ || #P ;$r j
Wosin shang pel,

mfi che wo gae,
'

My heart is wounded ; none knows ray grief.'

(She.king.) ^ Gae tsze, A child bereft of its mother.

I If. Koo Gae tsze, A child bereft of both riareiits.
I/*" I I

'/H I 'tS'
Ha" gae t6

'

' The EmPcror Gae of tllc Dynasty of

Han,' who lived in the timeof our Saviour Jesus Christ.

P'HIN.

Many Mouths or Persons to whom order is dictated by one

presiding ; two would wrangle, three gives decision and order

to deliberation. Hence, A series s rank ; degree ; class ; sort ;

rule; limit; manner; actions; conduct. To arrange; to

classify ;
a thing or substance. A surname ; the name of a place.

~jl |jp
K-ew p'hin, 'The nine ranks

'

into which all persons

possessing any rank are divided in China. They are distin-

guished by a small globe of different materials and various co

lours worn on the top of their cap. H
]

Kwan p'hin,
' The

rank of officers, civil or military.' M' -
I Te yih p'hin,

The first rank-' also,
' the best sort.'

[Sj J 1^ Jl.

Sze p'hin kwan yuen,
' An officer of the fourth degree of rank.'

There is a difference in the same degrees a first and a second,

e. g. 7i k 1 Ching urh p'hin, is,
' The first or principal

of the second degree.' %tt ^ I Tsung urh p'hin, is,

'The subordinate of the second degree.' /ul 1 ffii Ho
r J |

ji/X

p'hin kcfh ?
' What rank or degree ?' 1

^fi
P'hin luy ,

' Sort ;

TOL. i. 3 .

class; species.' $ jfr fffi A .& fl |
Kwan-foo

k'han shang jin wei te p'hin,
' Mandarhs look on merchant! ai

a low class.'
f %fy P'hin wiih,

' Various article* or sub-

stances.' ^ Rung p'hin, 'Articles of tribute.' I

/B^

P'hink'hih, 'Rule; manm-r.' J{ | ij^ ^ jiV
Jin f^lin

k'hih ts'hing kaou, 'A man of pure and exalted manners.'

A
] ^ .J^

-Jin p'hin sew mci, 'A man of elegant manners.'

ik ft y & r^ & t MT ip ipi
** ha u uc

kaou soo wo, t'ha p'hin hing joo ho,
' Whether g jod or bad, dy

you tell me what his conduct is.' 7>
1

jjjfr ffj^
Win

p'hin keen yew,
'

Excelling both in learning and correct

conduct.'
J\^ t>j3*

Hjj
Jin p'hin heiS wSn,

' A person

who ranks amongst the learned.'
jfty |

Kwo p'hin, 'To

exceed one's rank or proper sphere.' ^4^ P'lun p'hing.

' To classify or determine the place of.' xt
'^^

P'hin chili jili kea che miy, tsun pe che cha, tseth foo moo

heung te tsze she yay, 'To arrange a family according to their

different degrees of honor, as father, mother, senior brother.

younger lirothers and children.' These are called ~-ti

Woo p'hin,
' The five ranks.'

TILING.]]; A multitude of birds; voices of many.

SHIN.

To smile ; to laugh at. Some say, To laugh aloud,
j^fjr 't^t

P|tj ^t.
-B Jfc He wei shin tsun, she hing,

'
I hope you will

smile and retain (the present I send), which will be fortunate.'

It is also said, when offering a present, */! jfc
I

!^J

KSn kew shin n&,
'

Earnestly beg (you) to smile and receive.'

j] Shin ching,
' Smile and correct the writing,' or any

other production of one's own, presented to a friend.

SELJH. Appearance of blowing with the mouth.

Read Shoo, Noise made in hooting at a dog. To hoot.

The same as p& Hung, see 5 strokes.
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T'llUNG. Irregular, unfounded stories.

T'hung t'hang,
' Loud words.'

K11UNG, orK'heiih.

To examine a criminal; to investigate rigorously and

thoroughly, in criminal cass.

S.\, or Sae. A great change of the roice-.

||ii
tM Yae sae, 'The voice destroyed.' Ching-tsze-

t'hung affirms, that the two preceding characters are

altogether wrong.

HUNG. I. H

The voice of song; llic noise of a crowd of people as in a

thronged market place. Sa jot Chow, or Tsow hung, To

intimidate by an indistinct loud voice.' To deceive; to beguile

and cheat.'
f^jjjj

Hung pi-CH,
' To beguile and cheat.'

ftfe I ! /T^ ^""S 1'*13 c hiih lae,
'

Co/en, or beguile him

out ''

] '11 A ^ $ % H""S l'heen Jin kea tae

wiih,
' To cheat people out of their property.'

' A 2l&
.. _ . W*>

. | -f^ Urh Jin pei Jiu-san bung k'heu,
'

They were

both seduced away by Jin-san.'
[ -^ Hung ling,

'

By-

false pretences to induce to act.'

Gaping ; the appearance of opemug the mouth wide ; hirge

mouthed; appearance of the lip hanging down. The wish or

opinion of a nitiltitndo. The name of a person. ||^ ty}l

C h'hay jin,
' With one consent ; unanimously.' Head Teiiv, A

fnh itli its mouth extended. Also read To, and Ch'ha, in

the sens; s alove given. To rhyme, rcad'Ch'hoo.

"if
P'HE.

TE. The name of a city.

WA.

Lascivious airs or songs ,
a flattering wheedling tone. A.

child's sobbing and weeping pettishly. To reach or vomit.

An apparent stoppage in the throat.
Pjf: ^p IE fflj

Wa, fei ching keiih,
' Wa, is an incorrect, or indelicate song.'

tsze pwan yay wa yih shing, ta k'liiih k'he lae,
' That child

sobbed and wept half the night, and" then burst into a loud cry.'

^ "jSi ^/* Ch'huh urh wa rhe, 'Went out and vomited

it.- (MSng-t,ze.) ] |$ |1$ $ |g jft Wa, how yen

keg sih maou,
' W, the appearance of a stoppage contracted

in the throat'

f^^fc.^fc. O OF Go Appearance of the mouths of fish.

Th sound of breathing in a short and diseased manner.

Fjsh moYing their mouths. Appearance of many fish.

Noise made in laughing, as Ha ! ha ! Read Sha, ?a, Ho, or Ta,

To suck and drink. Noise made in eating or drinking. Read

He4, A Mohammedan surname. A kingdom of the Toorks.

(DeGuignci.) ]^ D P^ tj(
E fc how sh* jin>

' TosuP

or suck in, with the mouth in drinking; !o make a noise with

the mouth when drinking.- $tf f-J] fp) x j ^ ]

1

-J^ 4~;Na Ho-shang tsow tsin lae, ho hB ta seaon, 'The

priest came walking in, ha!'ha! laughing aloud.' Jnp

^l Ta hea seth,
' To gasp or yawn.' The books of Fiili, read

it Hea, or Ah. Liih-shoo, reads it KcS, To suck in largely.

|
^f- Hea-tsze, 'The attendants of the Emperor.' (MS.

Dictionary.)

LiUY. To gloss oyer with words; to conceal

from by Ilie language us (!.

TSAR

An interrogative exclamation, deneling the superlative de-
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rrceof what is affirmed or implied. Admiration ; grief; sur-

prise ; commendation; strong conviction, or doubt. In the

middle of a sentence, it ii a Particle making a pause between

two member* of the tame sentence; or, a mere expletive;

also the Preposition To, or On. In the dialect of &T AM

Soo-chow, An inlcrrogatire Particle, or tone. Occurs in Shoo-

king, denoting To commence,; to begin, Read Tsae. ife
r***

ff PR Tsae sang ming,
' The third moon beginning to shine.'

A I Ic ^^ $L Ta tsae ' Yaou che wei keun

jay,
' Great indeed !' or,

'
! how great was the Prince Yaou !'

fff^ ~>. ^f ]

Ho >' u chc jew tsae.
' What > the ad-

yantage which it possesses.' ^ ^ ^ , [fj) ^ A-

^p I jWei jin yew ke, urh yew jin hroo tsae ?
' Is the practice

f virtue from one's self, or is it from others ?' /H 4g
Yew she tsae,

'
Is it so ? ^ ^f\ ft? 1

Ke Pul> seih tsae
.

'
Is it not most lamentable !'

1^ J |? J[^ i& ;& /?

^^flnHlS'fcjlJjt;^^ 1
Tszesangmin

lae, we yew k'heu jin urh hing; tseih jin urh wang chay,

bin tsae ! 'Since men were created, it has nerer been, that a

nation which put away Tirtue, arose to eminence; nor one that

abounded in -virtuous deeds, perished. How important a

,
truth !' (Urh-shih-ylh-she.)

&B ;$$$ 1 If B P?l$- 1
.een,uYU

Kwan tsae; Te yug heu-fiih tsae,
'

They all said, behold Kwan ;

the Emperor said, no ! he is not fit.' (Shoo-king.)

W^^ J jpj
Shang-le chin se'Ih tsae Chow,

' The Su-

preme Uuler conferred (the Empire) on Chow.' ^ (Jjj^
|

T'h-ifiih lae tsae? 'Has he not come?' j^i | |^ ^
Chin tsae tsze, Po,

'

1, the Emperor, began at P8.' (Shoo-king.)

In classical use, occurs in the sense of et Tsae.

/AJA^

[X

An erroneous form of the following.

i. Scrib. ^ Chung, see Had. @ Muh.

GO, or Ts5. tSa U)

go gS, 'Noise; sound.' Read Yu, Mutual wrangling. Head

Hwuy, Sound of hooting in an angry tone.

YUH.

To romit Noite made iu reaching or romiting .

E, or Urh. The sidei of the mouth.

*' ^ii*

KEIH. Sound ; noise.

rjl Ol. Scrib. Ji KCUH, tec. under 4 trokes.

GO, 01' O. To wrangle, or rail at mutually.

, been heo, 'Qarrellinj wih,

and barking at each other.'

ŷ* Same as the preceding.

Ol. Scrib. ^ Chow, see under 5 strokes,

)1. Scrib. ^3 Keun, see under 4 strokes.

i

YUEN. A small insect or reptile.

Same as ^ Tso,
f To sit/

A form of ^j Keun,

Framed by E& jj-P
E? Ta<r Woo How,

' Queen Woo, <

the Dynasty Tang.'

Same as $ Tc, see under & strokes.
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-^ NA. Moving the mouth.

fcU NUN. To speak ; words.

IS^P- The pronunciation not known.

To shut or close the mouth.

Charactersformed by Seven Strokes.
f

HAOU. Much talk ; loquacity.

Ching-tsze-t'hung affirms, it is an erroneous form -of
-^fe-

Kaou; but Kang-he condemns the assertion of Chir.g-tszc-

t'hung.

NEE. Anger ; abusive language.

JvM? Same as p$f Kevr, see under 5 strokes.

i

Jl
YUEN.

A numeral of things of value; hence from t3 pe i,
' Pearl

shell.' Numeral of officers of the Government, whether civil

*r
milit-'.ry. Round ; to circulate, or to extend to every part.

Th iame of a place. Read Yun, Beneficial to ; advantageous.
Read Knn. ^ j^ Woo yun, A man'* name. A surname.

!|iffl | Fu>-vuen, A certain kind ofcap.
Wan woo kwan

Juen>
<
Civi | and mi, jta|

fH 'rf YTh vnpn h.
Xt B n->M kwan, ' A good officer.'

'I 1

YCW kwan Urh shTh yuen, There are twenty
officers.' ~1r- /|^ 'rt* '.

/N '} B |
Ta seaon kwan yuen,

' Officers great and small.'
/ ^ Yuen p'hSen, 'Civil

fficer. and military.' /{: ^
San

sylien, A person possess-

ing the literary rank called 3& ~JT !w-tsae. \ '/s? 4 I /j^

Yuenchae, or
] ^J Yuen yiih,

< A Police runner.' ^ |

Wei yen,
' An officer ent on a special errad 5 an official

messenger.' Sometimes 'written
fj|

lhn.

Iff The voice of a specie* *f monkey.

LUNG. The voice of a bird.

Gan lung fei tsow,' Chirped and flew away.'

l. Scrib. ft Hwuy, see Rad. ff Yen.

Same as ^ Yun, see under 9 strokes.

T'HOW.

To spit out in rude rejection of any thin

WEI. Calling to ducks.

MANG. Confusion, from a diversity of lan-

guage or dialect. Zj$ "===" Pj

diversity of dialect is called Mang.'

5
P

TS yen yu6 mang,
' A

KO.

From "pT Ko, repeated, denoting a lengthened sound. To

sing, in this sense now written 3v Ko ; and 3- Ko is used as

the epithet of an elder brother. Used by equals to each other,

though notrelated. In the dialect of 3S III Ying-chuen,

/|N (EJ -|jj-
Seao" y"S ko,

'

Juniors, or small children are

called Ko.'
J ^y Ko shoo, A surname consisting of

two characters. ^ jj^ j

^f- Wo teih ko tsze,
'

My
elder brother.' ffi ^ ] [

Ne teih ko-ko,
' Your elder

brother.' ^ J j P^f- ^J^ No ko-ko kcaou nclae,

' Your elder brother calls for you.' jlpj
O (or ah) ko,

is used in the same seme. The reigning family designates
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the sons of the Emperor by this term.
'

KB[ -j-Jj-
Urh o

ko, is, in the language of the court, the Emperor's second son.

/ if j Si IS 0F Laou ko kin J'h nii f" h ?

* Venerable brother have you been well and happy of late.'

Persons intimately acquainted, of the higher ranks, adopt this

instead of their proper titles, and precede it by the order which

a person holds amongst his own brothers. Suppose the persons

family name 9^ Ch'hang, and that he was the third brother,

an intimate acquaintance would address him.
hfa __ '^

Ch'hang san ko,
' Third brother Ch'hang.'

GO.

To recite verses; the sound of recitative. \f$ ^i Go

she,
' To recite an ode ; to read verses in a musical tone.'

|p) Uy "{*
G

, kaou yin yay,
'

Go, to chaunt or recite

aloud.' (Luh-shoo.) pA
|

Yin go,
' To recite or chaunt.'

Wan/

An abbreviation of ^f Hih.

TSEAOU.

Small and ditorted in the mouth orspout ; verbose ; to men-

tion often. Cry of Meters who precede officers of Government.

Head Seaou, .Shaou, or Chaou, Any thing pointed ; any place

whereguards are stationed as a defence against banditti ; .which

application of the word arises from its being used for
^jjr

Tseaou,
' To blow a trumpet' in order to give an alarm. pA"

^fe
Seaou paou, a kind, of fortress. ife Seaou peen,

Name of a certain song. ;fc -^ ^ Wang she, tseaou

hoo, 'A crooked darL, and a wine vessel with a distorted narrow

spout.' 1
j]j^

Shaou chuen, War boats with troops em-

ployed against pirates. iffi Seaou than, 'A spy; a

scout.' \ Seaou tsung, and I -^ Seaou ch'bang,

Certain officers ia the army.

3 ii

I1EAE.

Gue heac,
'
Indistinct or stifled articulation.'

Same as PJ| Te, To cry out.

LE, or La. Inserted in colloquial booki at

an undefined tone at the close of a sentence or paragraph. p|P

fj3j
& 7&g Le, yu yu shing,

'

Le, is word's overplus voice i'

i. e. a continuation of the voice after the sentence is enunciated.

Read Muh, pj?
M Muh-che, used by the people of% Tsoo,

for $fc K'he,
' To deceive or insult.'

Same as Nffl Shun, Strong breathing orighing.

NO. No, no,
' Noise made in expellino

demons.' A final expletive or tone. Read Neih, D[H

Tub ne'ih, A man's name.

NOW. The language of imprecation.

compliment; to flatter; to seek to obtain by the arts ofadulation.'

K'HEE. (tgl RHf K'heg k'heg,
'

Sound, noise.'

TEE. TeS tow,
'

Verbosity.'

MEEN. The meaning is not known.

Tsze-hwuy affirms, that it is the same as
Pjfj

Meen, but

there is no proof of this.
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ylpi HO. The voices of many persons.

From nft Hcucn, ' To make a clamorous noise,' and Tgr Yuh,
J^rN

' A prison,' abbreviated. The loud expression of grief by strong

crying and tears. ^ 8 j^$ 1$ xftft fel 7&
Ta shing yu k'huh ; se shing yew t'he, yug kelh, Weeping 'with

a load voice is called K'huh ; in a low voice and shedding tears

is called Keih.'
] ^ ^ A^ M I 1 P K 'huh shinS

ian, kootsung urh k'how,
'

Weeping with au excessive degree

of noise, hence formed from two mouths.'
"fc fe^

Ta k'hiih k'he lae,
' Burst into a. loud fit of crying.' ^6

T'hung k'huh, 'To cry bitterly.'
y|[j j

T'he k'hiih,
' To

weep and cry.' GJJ
Gae k'hiih,

' Lamentation and

crying.' ^ jf &"- Yew k'huh yew seaou,
' Both

cry and laugh
'

The name of a star. One affirms that the character should

be written with -*r Ta in the lower part, so making by com-

bination of ideas,
' A great outcry.'

HEAOU. U s.c.

Calling out ; a loud cry ; the roar of wild animals ; the voice

of anger or rage. p6j |J2r
P'haou heaou,

' The cry of en-

raged tigers or leopards.' The cry of an alarmed swine. (Shwu-

wSn.) pj& ps* Heaou ch'huen,
' Asthma.' Ching-tsze-t'liung

condmns these two last definitions.

The same as pS Nan, Muttering sound, chatteri;i.

IlEEN. S. C.

To vomit inadvertently without reaching ; milk ejected

from the stomach of a cliild.

K'UE. To cat.

LAOU. Verbosity.

Lan laou le'cn low,
'

Inexplicable jargon.'

Fome say that it it Intelligible.
PJ|jj

seize.'

Lan laou, 'To

PUH. The sound of blowing, as on a martial

instrument. If? S Puh lo. A martial instrument.

Fan ch'huy puh-lo, she yaou chung ping k'he shirt, chih k'he,

chen leih,
' In all cases when the Puh-lo is sounded, it is re-

quired that all the troops rise up, grasp their weapons, and

stand erect.'

I*T^ Y1H.
[J7S [In YThyth, The voices of many persons.

WE E tsze.To feel ashamed or disconcerted-

CUE.

To know; to have a clear and thorough knowledge of

possessing great knowledge and keen discernment; wise ; sage.

To rhyme, read Chih and Che.
ifft %_ PI

flFj
3fr Che

die yuC ming-che,
' To know a thing is called Ming-cheV -it?

jC jT T K<> sten cllg wang,
' The wise kings of ancient

times.'

CIIA. R. II.

fl^ I!|/j'

Chaou cha, The voice of a bird,
fj)^ $ft

Chaou

chit, The tiUemig or chatlering of a bird.

KANG, or Lang'. Excessive weeping

without causing the voice to b^ heard; it is also expressed bv

P^ f!j^ Krang-lcaiig. Head Lung, The incessant weepinj;

.of a child.
[

g)J[ Lang hang, Blowing.
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NEE. To eat. The same as Mi Nee.

PA

The voice of a bird, which is also expressed by
Ujjjj [l)j|j

Pa pa.

Py MAY, or Me. The bleating- of a sheep.

Tseu may, the name of a city in Yun-nan." 4

LEUE. The voice of a fowl.

SLY.

To contract Hie mouth ; a contraction or distortion ofthe mouth.

PEW, or Pow.

Noise of blowing; sound in the throat.

POO.

To feed as a child, by putting food into its mouth.
|Jj

IJjjl
T'hoo poo,

' To put food out of one's own mouth into that

of another person's, as is done by nurses.'
j ^ Poo joo,

' To give suck to ; to feed with milk.' ^ ~fc jj|j| ||| ^
|3& "7" -6J; |r3 |

Ne we le hwae paou, ke, pun nang tsze

poo,
' Ere you left the bosom embrace (of a mother), when

hungry you could not feed yourself

/?$:^ K'he keung keun pe joo jing urh tsae koo chang che

shang ; tseu8 k'he poo joo, leth k'ho go sha,
' His poor army

may be compared to an infant on the knee, or in the arms; cut

off the milk with which it is fed, and you may immediately kill

it with hunger.' (San-kwo-she.) To rhyme, read Pow.

HAN. To sleep.

HUNG.

Sound; noise; a loud noiie. Syn. with
j]J Hung.

HANG.

', Tsang hang, Foolish frightened appearance.

KANG. Bg| \M

An impediment or interruption to speaking, arising from

the tongue ; stoppage of the throat, affecting both the speech

and deglutition.
|}EJ5 pgj Kang y ih, or

]
p|? Kajag-yih,

A stoppage of the voice from grief; sobbing.' ||H ^ J\

yfjT I jj|5
-r

gjjc T'hing keen jin yew kang ylh che shing,

' Hear some persons making a gobbing sound.' jfW
|

kang,
' To bless,' or perform some other service to old people

who find a difficulty in swallowing their food; to perform

which service, it is said, two persons were, in former times, al-

ways placed near them.

FUH. To oppose ; perverse.

Same as pife Fuh. The religious books of the Buddhites

contain this word in some other sense. (Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

. The appearance of drinking.

T'HUN. A foolish appearance.

Read T'hun, To scatter, to disperse : Both erroneous.

(Ching-tsze-t'hung.)

>^^
SHWE, orCh'hue.

A \ ulgar form of S^ Ch'hug,
' To drink.'

YEW. To induce ; to seduce.
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Excellent ; to commend ; may ; can ; might ; could ; should.

Occurs as if meaning The ornaments of a female's head dress.

s. c.

tn

From P K'how, Mouth, opposed to^ Sin, Bitter, used

here for a discordant sound. Wrangling, or mutual abuse.

if.
TSUY. The head or bill of a bird.

Syn. with^|Tsuy.
Bead Sow aud Shiih, To suck; to

inspire; to imbibe.

^: YEN.

To moan or grieve for the disasters of the living ; or for the

loss of one's country. Also read Ne'en. Syn. with
PJ

Yen,

and 1^ Yen.
Jig 3j:

"ffi
"J& fy lj)Q ~j=j' ^\ ^t Yen-

chay chihyu yay ; sang yen piih wan,
' Yen denotes,straight

forward speech; the language of mourning is not embellished.'

YUNG.

Reaching; a desire to vomit. Also written |ra Yung.

i <.

KUB.

The voice of a bird ; the sound made by a fowl.

The same as the preceding.

If PAE. Reciting or praising.

Used in the dialect
of^fefc

Fan, which is situated in the West.

SO. |$& n# Rwo so,
' The chattering of little

Keaou so ;
-jj|<

1 She so ;

children to eacb other.'

^[< ]
Theaou so; or

|'^
1 Keaou so,

' To instigate to what

i* bad ; to sow discord amongst neighbours or friends.'

(ttt S<> bun;;,
' To seduce by false and artful representations.'

1&. So sung,
' To dun with false representations, and in-

*"< > $ *j m m n m n w m m *
I Xc pee

1

filing na hea shwiS hwatelh, hw&n ch'hang, t'heaou

so,
' Don't you listen to those whe tell you blind stories, who by

their confused accounts stir up strife.' /i fjj ^3 g^

% J^ 7J |l ^ 51 Ye* kcaou so, tszc sung chay,

e taou pern wei sang yae, 'There are those who advise to

enter into and stir up litigations ; to these, their sword-like

pencils are living coasts;' i.e. by their, mischievous writings

they make their bread.

CHIN.

AJarm ; apprehension ; to intimidate. Commonly used for

/Q Shun, The lips. Some say, improperly so, whilst others

defend it. P^^JAp^^J-^ K'how

shun tsze, tsung k'how tsungjow, y ih yay,
' lu the character for

the lips of the mouth, it is the same thing whether compounded

of K'how or Jow,' mouther flesh. ^ A |SJ Rj $S
)8i jtk 1 ^ SeTh-jin taou k'ho shaou fei seiiy shun she,

Seth-jiii, nevertheless could spend a little lip and tongue ;' i. e.

she was rather gifted in telling a plausible story.

HAN. To put into the mouth with the hand ;

to hold or contain in the mouth. A vulgar form of ^y Han.

PCM K<11EUN - To reach ; to vomit.

I***1!

^
HWUH, or Hwae. To stop ;to close.

pS Ylll, or Ya.

^ pgYnngyib, or
pPj

'

Woo yth,
' Short Breathing

from palpitation, or grief-' ^JA |
Sin yth,

' A palpitating of

the heart.' 1 1 Gac yii,
' To pant.'
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GAE, Ac, or E.

A tone of slow reply, a belching sound arising from reple-

tion. =^ P Sin ae,
' To ask with alarm.'

j fl| ^
Ae, yingshing, 'Ae, is t!c sound of reply.' JM. ~&3 fit !

,'v ^A ALI

Yue-tung ying she, yuS Ae,
' In the Province of

Canton, answering in the affirmative is expressed by Ae.'

*fEj 'p Gae paou siting,
' Gae is the sound of repletion.*

Read Ho, An aspiration, expressive of high indignation.

I JK f& ft I? ; i$ He- i
'han hs ra shins che

tsze,
' He, "is an expression of breathing out indignation ac-

companied with sound.'

KEE.orKea. s.c.

[ Kec ked,
'

Verbosity ; loquacity.' Irregular, un-

true speech. (Shwo-wan.) A man's name. A monkey's man-

ner of eating is called Kea.

T'HOO. To vomit.

SEEN. s. c.

Verbosity accompanied by many tighs. Read T'heen in

the same sense. Bead Yen, dSE I Yen yen,
'

Appearance
y^^ i

of dislike, haste, and perturbation.' Occurs Syn.with ^g T'han.

HWAN. A slight laugh ;
a srnile.

LE. Sound ; voice ;
noise.

HE.

To sigh ; to rry out without weeping. The moan of painful

feeling without shedding tears; to pant. Pyn. with jfeV He.

Strong breathing in sleep ; snoring. To laugh. Thislastsense

is disputed.

VOL. i. 3 i

T'HANG.

Boasting extravagant language. A surname ; n;nnc of

a plant ; name of a large bow used by learners. Name of a

District. Path in the hall of ancestors.
JOT jjjf^

Hwang t'hang,

'

Wide, unlimited.' ^ fy . ^ Hwang t'hang chejen.

'

Extravagant, exaggerated, inconsiderate language.' 4flE

$ Z. H ^ 3t 1

vv k*u che yen wei hwang t
'

ha"-

' Rootless (unfounded) language is called Hwang-t'hang.'

jljijj fj:| jgf ^PJ ^ 1g*Meaou chung loo wei che t'hang

rbang,
' In temples the middle path is called

T'hang-t'hang.'

Jjl T'hang tsze, A person attending on the said passage or

gate.

The name of a state ; the denomination of one of the most

celebrated Dynasties in Chinese history, which commenced

about A. D. 618, and continued till 923. The surname' of the

founder was 7t? Le, hence the word is distinguished from its

other applications by connecting it with the word Le. /^ @J

Le t'hang, or li- gH T'hang chaou, express the Dynasty

now mentioned.
K$j J

Taoti t'hang, is an epithet applied

to the famous Emperor 33J| Yaou, who is placed about the

year of the world, 1600. He is denominated ^ ^? ^, J
|J 3 ^ ^- ^ ' The lord or first of all Sages ; the

senior or superior of all kings.' When the word T'hang occurs

in the following sentence, it refers to him ; fe Js j/M
| "'^* ^*^- | (JJ

T'hang, Yu, Hea, Shang, the four famous names of Emperors or

Dynasties, which bring down Chinese history to about the year

2800 from the Creation, which was the commencement of the

Dynasty fj9
Chow ; and before which, there is not much de-

pendance
to be placed on Chinese records. ^ T'hang and

|jj|
Yu, are the same persons, who are otherwise denominated

|g Yaou and^ Shun.
"|
^ T'hang Jin, A Chinese.

3% M 1 %; S *j SM~ ffi- -& ~fc y %ti Yaou
=TT;W I 'w K% ffi ^B. V@ J- /\ /C_ ^/L

ching T'hang chay, 'fhang t'hang taou tin che la che maou.

' Yaou being denominated T'hang, expressed the exceedingly

extensive; the greatest possible degree of his wisdom and

nt'^ff &=? i- 1 iP^
^V /^ Suy Kung-teshcn wei yu T'hang; T'hang wang tseiu

!!-. .ng-lewci, 'The Emperor Rung of the Dynasty Suy, re-
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signed the throne to T'hang. and the king of T'hang forthwith

ascended the Imperial throne.' To rhyme, read T'hung.

By some, s.iiil to be the form of ?m Ling,
' Imma-M

terial ; spiritual,' as found on ancient vases. By others, this

is disputed.

Ol. Scrib. [$ Wan,
< To ask.'

Original form of P Nee,, see above.

Original form of pfc Tsae, see above.

HO. To stop ;
to close.

UgJ

A vulgar form of^P Lin,
'

Niggardly.'

TE. The mouth.

SHE. Same as Itfg She,
' To eat.'

HO. Sound emitted on opening the mouth.

. . N

KKEN .
A small piece, or fragment of.

iST KEA TllG SOU>ld f R'Shin 8;-

VTjfrt
r

FE. To blow or snort from the nostril.

Sze-lo, denotes a Lion, in the books of ^ Fiir.

jfrp

Characters formed by Eight Strokes.

Ol. Scrib. Pjf Tse. See under 14 str

KWAN.

Reiterated Kwan kwan, Birds singing in concert.

SHOW. To inform of verbally.

p P& |n p f!|^ {{
K>h w sh w > fcc' k

'

h 'r

hwuy yu yay,
'

K'how-show, is with the mouth to give in-

structions to ; to instruct' ^. S.
ffi J^ ^ j^.

Tih k'he meih haou show choo keun, 'Obtained the secret

signal, and verbally informed the whole army of it' Syn. with

~3tf Show.

WO. An infant or child weeping.

<

PUNG. s. c.

w

A loud laugh ; a great noise, also read Fung, Appearance

of a high mouth. ^ -j ffit
F"g fung Jen, occurs in the

She-king, denoting 'An abundance of fruit; or a quantity

of melons glowing from Hie same root.' Shwo-wan gives no

such definition, and it is likely that in this sense, =^ Fung

should be used.

K'lllN.

To close up, as by congealing or freezing ; to shut; to close.

A hurried enunciation. Also read Yin, in the siime sense, and

as Synonimous with
||

Yin. fa fy .
Wan wuh

k8 k'hin,
' All things shut up,' as in whiter.

WS I llll '&i J& ' lleu - ts
'

lh l(
'

3ii 1 >t'J VK'ff
llou, lluu it tlows through the substance ; Kin, then it

coiveuled and assumes shape or figure.' ^ JlJ- -jjJ, jjfa

k'"'n l?l1 ' >'"K h"lgt
'
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n i
i

ft^ It I'l }f * ^ ifi,
Hcu " w.

Yang; kin kciih yay, wei yin. Chun Yang k'he lew yun wan

wuh che te; tung yin ts'ih ying che ching h'mg yay; 'A

breathing forth is Yang ; a stoppage or repression makes Yin.

In spring the Yang afflatus flows and mollifies the suhstance

of all things; in winter it is Yin, then the flow congeals or

stops, and shape or figure is formed.'
|ljj P] K'heu k'how,

'An open mouth.' P] K'hin k'how, 'A closed or

shut mouth.' Occurs in the sense of >fc- K'hin.

HEA, or Haou. BS S. C.

Sound made by calling out, or by lamenting. The voice of

a tiger.

b

A mere tone at the close of a sentence.

K'he-e, Occur in a passage,:HE.

the sense of which is obscure. The old definition is, Neither

seeing nor hearing. Others say it denotes, Making a noise with

the voice, without distinct articulation. One says, To be

doubtful or embarrassed ; another says, To laugh.

SHOW, or Chow. '$

To sell ; to part with, or deliver up for a price; to give an

equivalent for; to recompence ; to respond. Also read Shiih,

in the same sense. ^ ^ Koo-show, or ^ ^ Mae-show,

'To sell.' 1 ffShowkea, or
| ]|[_

i-how-chih, 'The

price or value of what is sold.'
-JW ]

Seaou show, 'The

consumption or sale of commodities ; to sell oft", or diminish by

sale.' ~E=T $' ffi W" 1 Kwei chay chang nan show,
' The

dear (commodities) are always difficult to sell.' Afm jOti

shen.tsih k'he showkea kwei ; wiih
gii, ts.h k'he showkcatseen,

'If the article be ^.ood, then tl.e sa'eprce is lii^h ; if the article

be inferior, thon the sale price i, ioiv.'

OI. Scrib. ft Ke. See Rad. fj Chfili.

\VEI.

To answer, or issue a sound signifying that one hears what

is said or commanded, as Yes, Sir ; Coming, &c. A quick

response. But; only; only that; particle of intenseness. The

name of a district; a surname. Repeated, Wei wei, Moving

about without order or rule, as fish swimming together. Read

Shwuy, in the sense of Who ? or What ?

In the Classics, the three characters p^ Wei,
i>||

Wei,

and 'Ift Wei, are all used as Auxiliary Particles, and occur

for each other, denoting 'But, only; that;' &c. Writers

however, who distinguish them, consider Wei, with P K'how

by the side, as denoting But; only, and the tone of response ;

with jK sin by the side, as denoting To consider; and with

& Sze by the side, as denoting To bind, to tie, or attach

to.
ij>fi|

Wei is now in common used for, But, only, only

jfc- ikh jj ^". it |
J& A "" K ne wei s'lm ~J

m noo>

die tsin tuy, tsun wang, urh puh shin k'he ching chay ; k'he

wei shing-jin hoo,
'

It is the Sage alone who knows to advance

or to recede ; to preserve or to see destroyed, without losing

his tranquillity ; it is only the Sage who can do so.' (Yih-king.)

iJ\ 'Hfi[ sJi P*-'^'1 chin wei n5,
' Must be attentive to

answers.' (Lc-king.) y(^ ^ ^ffh |j^i ^ /jfj
out

3$j rfjj 4^ Foochaou woo no, Seen-sang chaou woo no,

wei urh k'he, 'When your Father calls, do not answer draw-

lingly ; when your Tutor calls, do not answer drawlingly ; but

answer smartly, and rise up." ^^ ^7; j|jl |[jj
/pf

3|j

-V Sj &T
rfjl ~$C

Wei che shing, leen urh chih, no che tsze

hwanurhwan, 'The sound Wei succeeds ^the call) immedi-

ately, and is plain (or abrupt); the expression No, follows

leisurely, and is elegant.' afe f i ~uL~ "H// ^S
I J t- I I ^ J I .-^^ ff\\

yen nan wei, neu yu,
' When children are able to spe.ik, let the

boys answer (smartly with) Wei, and the girls (softly with) Yu.'

2tt ?J I K'he \u wei wei, 'The fish passed out and

in at random.'
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V*/fj)|
SI1 WE, Or Slnva. A bird arranging it feathers

with its bill. A slight taste or trial.

as the preceding.

S. C.TSElH.

Quiet: stillness; silence. ReadTsiih or Chiih, Tosigh. Read

Yiih, To go evenly and easily. ^ O^L jfij
M^ ijj ^

SB -rf)
Tseihiniih urh woo shing yen, gan tshingyaj,' Silent,

\il **

and no voice or speech i tranquil and still. A ^ ^
T^ rfj

Nen king tstili shing piih cb'hiih,
' To read prayers in

silence without giving utterance to the roice.' ^X. j
K'hung

tsclh, 'Solitude and silence.'

CH'HASG. U1

To precede ;to lead ; to induce ; to sing. pH [jS Ch'hong

jay,
' To bow to each other as a mark of respect.' -^

5 151 ] "\JL
Cn 'nan

'
ftl sh'Dgkaouch'hangyay,

'

Ch'hang

to emit the voice and sing aloud.' 1

-jft' Ch'hang-ko,
or Ko-

ch'hang,
' To sing.' Jg| Ch'hang ieiih 'To

singsongs.'

$P Ch'hang ho,
' To sing, and to respond.' iff

in Yih ch'hang pih ho,
' When one leads the soi|g, a hundred

respond.'

E, or Udi. -

Appearance of unwilling compliance. Much talk.

Joo-e ' Forced or violent laughter.' f]R [J/4 ntfk

')iU /**, /O vL un"ej'e ke;ic keang seaou che inaou,' iih-

e Joo-e, all denote forced or violent laughter/ RcadWa, 1

P^ Wa S')W >

' Thc prattle of little children ; to speak to
kindly

as to a child.'

"jT* Common form of [fife The, Fluency of speech-

LEE, orLe. Hi

The song or voice -of a bird, the voice of the stork.

|M Low le, 'The voice of a bird.'
JE| ]

Leaou le,
' Tlit

voice of the crane.'
JjJ^ |& ^ |

Fung shing hO le.

' The soui.d of the wind and the voice of the stork.'

K'HEANG. s. c.

The incessant weeping of a child.
pj ||3 ^ |

44f K'heang leang, seaou urh te yay,
'

K'heang leang, denotes

the weeping of a little child.
1

Jj| ^f ^Jj Ji^ 4^

A^^^ffii^Jt^Z I ^4i^|g
jfc =j{9

7?
|

Tsin Tsin che keen, fan ta jin, seaou urh keih

urh piih che wei che k'heang; k'hiih keih \intsue yihweiche

k'heang,
' Within the states Tsin and Tsin, the incessant weeping

of either grown person* >or little children was expressed by

K'heang; weeping 'in 'the extreme, till the voice fail, is also

called K'heang.'

'GAN. To contain in the mouth ; to put food

.into the mouth with the hand. It is much used in the religious

books of Fiih.
;js| P^ 3f ffl P^F ^ Sh!h chow to

yung gan tsze,'
1 In the prayers or imprecations of Shth, (i.e.

Fnh or Buddab),'lhe .character Gan i* much used;' in what

sense it is not-said.

TSEAY. R. II.

P'U |tg
Tsea

)
r

'"-ay. 'The voice of a bird.' Tf> sigh ; to

moan; a lone of aspiration. |}fe J
Tsih tseay ;

P'j]

T'buh tseay, 'Rustic songs.' Also read TsTh, Aloud voice.

P?it |
Hwo tsih. Verbose. One says [)^ Hwi5, denotes A loud

l:m-h, and
|

Tsih, A loud rail. 1 1 Tsih Islh, 'The

voice of a bird.'
^ff> Ts'ih ts'heen,

' To suck or lick a

thing, as diseased blood or m;it(pr from a wound, which, it is

said, was often done for the wounded, by a fair.ous Central

under the Han Dynasty.
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PI
YUM. The sound of the voice. The tame as

jJ|t

TEEN. U^ S. C.

[}^ Pp Theen-he,
' To sigh ; to moan ;' or the expression

of concern, as Oh! Alas!

YU. The appearance of laughing; a pleasing smile-,

YAY. Birds which sing at night.

JL $JJ & EJ R$.t Oft H * Fan neaou

chaou ming yue Chaou ; jay ming yufi Yay, 'AH birds which

sing in the morning are called Chaou; those which sing at

night are .died Yay.- # j| # ft H&)& $
7^ 1 Lin neaou e chaou chaou ; shwuy neaou e yay yay,

' Birds of the forest sing in the morning ; birds of the water

sing at night.'

TSZE. To feel an aversion to ; or to reject

food. Same as Tsze. Read E, in the same. sense.

T.'HEEN. To vomit,

T'HOW. To spit. Same as ^f T'how.

LAE. Sound; voice; the sound of singing;

the sound of calling out.

'

Lo-lae, the voice of song.'

TSA, or Sha.

Lo lae, ko-shing,

shiU'hee. 'The

sound of ducks or gccse feeding.' J^Sha-heug, 'To

daub the mouth with blood, when mutually entering iuto

voi .1. S K

a solomn engagement; said to be an ancient custom. Th

first syllable is variously written, commonly
(jjjt

Thi-B.

One snys it should be
j?jj~

Thee
1

, and that the phrase denotes

to walk through blood. The Historical Work called
*fj_ gjf

She-ke, writes {ftf: Sh, 'To sack as ducks do their food-,'
_>^

so that $jt $L 58.
shSneugm '"g' probably denoted, 'An

oath ofa covenant formed, by drinking blood.' Read Thee",

' To traduce; to vilify.'

SEJH. SeSh-sein, 'The voice of 'birds.'

Same as the preceding.

To snort, to rave in anger. Sameasj^
1

Fun.

flUft HAN

rage. Read Han, The chin.

T'HO.

Han -ho ' 'The voice ofanger;

Spittle; to spit. (]^ J\^ Tho-jin, 'To spit upon a

man ;' to treat, him with contempt. V^ T'ho-t'he,

'To blow the nose.'
T^j ^ H^ T'ho meen tsze kan,

'When spit at in the face to wipe it off one's self.'

1 1 Ifc'ftltWItlt*
t'ho muh ne, tsew shS kan, tscw she leaou,

' If any one were

to take spittle and spit at you, just wipe it dry, and so let

there be aa end of it.'

YAE. Dogs wishing to bite, dogs fighting.

Tse yae, A laughing appearance.

GOW. To vomit. Vulgarly used in the nor-

them provinces for the pronoun I, or Me.

i /ir-r Gow-muu too she poo hing,
' Wo all are going on foot.'
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HWUH. Grieved; mournful ; larae as

11)

SHE. Verbosity.

CHAOU. Bl

To laugh ; to jest; to ridicule ; to boast.
=j

P Kwei chaou urh e,
'

Nothing but wanton and laugh.'

ntlrChaou dig,
' The singing or chirping of birds.' ReadTaou,

(j^ Leaou taou, 'Many words; -verbose.' Read Chow,

I 0^ Chow tseaou, 'The chirping of small birds, the sound
i ft*\

made by the swift course of a flight of imall birds.' Read

T'heaou, To laugh immoderately.

HOO.

The pendant part of the chin of a cow. Syn. with AH Hoo.

KEUN.

Appearance of vomiting ; reaching ; a desire to vomit.

\

NOW. To feed ; to feed or suckle a child.

T'HO, or T'ha.

To backbite.
Bg;^ ^ jftjt

Tsun this pei tsSng,
' to

peak fairly to a person's face; but to speak ill of him, and

to shew hatred behind his back.'
(She-king.) flf|*

P&
'JC

,~VTT
|
l> ^ 1 ^/fe

t lia t'l.a pei tsang ch'huh yay,
'

Tsun-lsun, familiar friendly

conversation ; Tha-l'I.a, backbiting and reviling.' Al. Scrib.

. T'hS, and 3g T ha.

YAE.

Yae-gow, The prattle of little children.

HEAOU. Sound; noise.

Same as (0 Tsa, To lick ;
to taste.

TUNG. Many words.

SHIH. Noise made by the mouth.

SAOU. ^oise made by a flight Of birds-;

thus expressed
in Chinese, ^g ^ g? Keun neaou shing,

' Gro up of birds,' soimd, voice or noise.

CHO. B

A bird eating; to pick up food with the beak; to peck.

Also read Chow, in the same si-nse.
|l] $ji

PO cho, 'To

knock,' as at a door.
5jP;

ChO so, 'To peck grains of

millet.'
1j& 1 ~& ]if iff] & ^ F ch8 W&" ma "?

urh shih che,
' Bowed the head ; pecked flies and eat them.'

19 39 1 1 ^MPJ.$^aiJ!g*
ffi] PJft PS

1>
c''8 cn "> J'

ew k'hih che mun, wo piih ch'huh

ying,khTh k'heu urh ch'hin,
' A visitor knocking and thumping

came to the door ; I did not go out to answer, and the visitor

ChS miih neaou, Awent away in anger.' ^k fc

wood-pecker. To rhyme, read Tiih.

C11O. Same as the preceding. Also, the appear-

ance of many mouths. Read Sii, Many voice*. Read Chaou,

Chaou-chaou, The voices of birds.

SHANG

From
fjjj

No,
'

Difficulty of utterance,' and jlr Chang,

abbreviated, added to &ive sound to the character. From with-
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out, to ascertain ^iat is within : (SV-wB-wSn.) To devise ; to

arrange; to delibert\e; to adjust by consultation; to measure.

A travelling mcrchan.; a merchant ; to carry on commerce.

Name of the second D^asty of Chinese Historians, it com-

menced about the year VSG, B. C., and ended about 1113,

B. C. The latter part of
Dynasty was denominated^

Yin, and is spoken of by me Historians as distinct from

Shang; the Sovereigns of t.
period are denominated -

Wang. The name of a kingdft founded by Jjg
KeTh. The

name of a state, and a district. '

pp|je(l to a portion of time

before sun-rise ;md after sun-set. *
ne of lhe notcs of mus jc .

A surname. In elegies, to illustrate , mer itcr jous an() peace-

ful citizen, is called Shang. In the
flse of To de|jberate,

tyn. wilh
p$j Shang. To be

distinguish^,^- Te1h) which

u formed by -^{
Koo, withinside. ^ bhang-e;

] J|

Shang-leang; ^ ^J Shang-chS, ^ Scang
.
s|lang)

All express,
Consultation or deliberation heV

>n twQ or^
persons. jfo j$ ] ft Hwan hwan sh

\ang, 'Calm

nd deliberate consultation.' |
7 Shang-l A ^.^

composed of dried fish, so called from the q .

{=1 clJ. d*3 <fc Lll 1

regularly
measured. M W) & & \=\ n- trie

yuh ho yuS shang,
- To make a mutual transfer

o^^^^
and to sell goods, expressed by Shang

'

%J ^^
.hang, or *$ ft \

Yang-hang-shang, A Chint^
chant engaged in .European or foreign trade at Cantor.

^

are commonly called from the Provincial Pronunciation i

The same character is ,

y^y,
' The five tones, Rung, shang, kctf, yu and ch'he.'

answers to B of the European gamut, but the order in which

they are here inserted, which is that in which the Chinese read

them, does not correspond to the other leltert of the icale.

Shang is called the fy- "tf" Kin-yin, Golden sound.

..
Jth we ch'hiih. jlh miih how, keae urh klb pwan yun an shang,

' Two kih (about a quarter of an hour) and a half, whether

before sun-rise or after sun-set, are called three ihang,' expre

sive of a regularly adjusted period; or according to Ching-Uze-

fhnng, from Shang being used for gold or metal, and the

Kill or marks on the Clepsydra, being cut in metal.

TE'KH. That part on which the others rest, the

lower or fundamental part, as the stem or stalk of fruits, of

(Jants and of flowers; the roots of trees; the soles of the

feet of animals. Read ShTh, Concord ; agreement.

HANG. Astern, terrific sound; angry speech.

Same as
^"HSng, Speech. Read Yih, the same as ^P Ylh,

Sound, noise. Read Tsa, in the sense of Jig Tsa, Sound ; noise.

*

word /ft
Haug, Hong-merchants.

pronounced Hing, hence ft \

Hing-shang, 'A travelling ,

>ti 1~1 \ f& t~\ !i Hing vug shang. ch'hoo yu. Qllm
chant, /^p rij I /2b I I J3.

koo,
' To travel about (with commodities) is cJled Bfcang ; to < >J

remain in a place (and sell) is called Koo.' ||^^f }^
-M]^ g Yen yun, hing shang ph joo tso koo, The Pro-

verb says.The travelling merchant is not so well off as the dealer

who sits permanently
in the same place.' ^ ]

Yen-shang,

Salt merchant.' of whom there are licenced Companies in

China. % }
K-hih shang, A merchant who has come

from a distance, one who visits a place for mercantile purposes.

\ ill ] ^ shans l
'huns yew woo>

' The merchant makes

a transfer of what is possessed for what is not.' ^L H P
1 $ ^ Tl^l 4}J Woo yin, Rung, shang, keii, ch'he.yu,

LAN.

To drink off entirely, or to finish drinking; to desire or covet.

GO, or O. A tone of love, or of hatred.

HEAOU, or K'heTh.

eat; Turbulent; agitated; noisy. Read Ts'hae, Vul-

g
e of discourse.

V^HUNG.

by Ilif

Angry language; to repress anger

to cough. Read Keang, Something causing an

throat.
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pl^C. HWAN. That which is not seen by the eyes.

Many words. Reiterated, or verbose statement of. (Sha-

~
JSL if& fl? cho ko s5 'h che hwan hwan ; chuen

ts'heen le che roin min, mO joo shoo,
' To illustrate the unseen

things of ancient times, and to communicate the unconceived

things of remote parts, there is nothing comparable to books.'

PI? THUN. S. C.

^ 1

The breath of the mouth; mere talk.
jl^ j

T'hun-

t'hun, The slow dull sound of a large heavy carriage ; the

loud full sound of a carriage. The appearance of much know-

ledge or wisdom. Read Chun, Chun chun, Many words, reite-

rated expression of. Read Tuy, The language ofjest and mer-

riment.

WOO.

To meet with ; to rush against ; to oppose ; to rebel against.

Contradictious ; refractory j contumacious. Syn. with
'ft

Woo.

WAN.

To learn and to enquire; learning; knowledge.' ~]^ J

Hea wan, To ask of inferiors.' 4# / jfOIff /S TscB

wan urh kin sze,
* To .investigate intCP'y, and think closely.'

Ulh laou othiroo kung,
' To enyfc superficially (floating on

the surface) and think remotely -ooidjr), will end in labour-

ing without effecting any meritr'OU9 work.'

SO -SB pi 1 gm tsuy uS win,
' To enquire into a

crime is called Wan.'
1

f
W*n isuJ>

' To convict ; to

condemn.'
] ^f ^

n sze tsuy-
' To convict of a

capital crime ;' to cond"n * ('eath -'

] J!^
Wan how,

' To make civil enquiri
about a P 011 ; to Pay Aspects to ;

to compliment.' f 1
P

'

hin wan '

' To send to a neigh-

bouring state, to m^ enquiries, or to pay compliment.' |^
a 1 ^ ^ :^DS w5n Tsze-kung,

' Left with, or gave a

bow to Tze-kur ^ / Kung wan,
' A royal or Im-

perial mandate Occurs in the sense of^ Wan, To hear.

'H1H. To laugh.

S. C.O^TS'HUY.
.call to; to cause alarm or apprehension to; to taste.

R Tsue
1

, To chew or eat. Read Tsiih, The sound oflicking

J
Tsaou tsiih,

' The noise of a crowd of

, heen heen,

( ucking-. p

rsons.' ReadNee,
] ]

Wrangling, snarling, quarrelsome.'
To ask ; to enquire; to investigate ; to examine into ; to

try before a jndge. To clear up and solve doubts. To con-

demn. Formerly used to denote leaving any thing with one.

JjCjZ.
L# TQ j^^ . ^ ^.^ ^ ^^

JOccurs in the sense of To order ; an order. A surname.

.55 09
TTJ

-ft) gi Wo yaou wan ne yih kcu hwa,

wish to ask you a single sentence.'
/jg

1

|^M
vffi ^->

tjt> ^B Tseay wan tsew kea ho ch'hoo yew,
' Give me

'

to ask where a tavern is to be found.' Jg 3f- .JK

ttal -f^f 0)-| RH ^J l~t
Cnay sze seu yaou wan r" n

min" plh pth,
% This affair must be enquired into

U"J

rtt /^
to ascertain what is clearly and distinctly the fact.' (PJ jf

,e at tin-

1 Ho laou tung wan, 'What occasion '
e

-...

trouble of exciting enquiry.'
'j,yj p^j Fang

Sin wan,
' To enquire into ; to ask about.'

HeO wan,

SA, Sha, or Tsa. To drink.

1^ ]
Sha-sha, or

] ^ Sha-fhc?,
' The sound or ap-

pearance of water birds eating fish.' To slobber like a duck

feeding ; to crack with the teeth. To talk much.
rf[[

Sha heug, To drink or smear the mouth with blood in con-

firmation of an oath of fidelity.'
] ^"Shanae, To luck

I J>W
?ha foo,

' A skin-bite, or flea-bite.'
milk.'
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HWUII, or Kwtth. b* S. C.

A mournful or sorrowful appearance. tltS /'"'.
*Vil) I :<1

Ilwiili hwiih, yew yay,
'

Mournful, dispirited.'

K'HE.

From
Jj=J

R'he, To open, and
J Pub,

' To strike,' q. d.

to strike open. To open; to open up ; to explain ; to state;

to make declaration of ; to inform ; to instruct; to separate;

to distinguish; to engrave on. The left wing of an army.

The front of an army. Spring and summer; clearing up of

the heavens. To kneel. A horse with the right forefoot

white is called K he. A surname; the name of a star; the

n.orning star. ^ j^j
K he ch'he, 'To open the teeth.'

| p K'he k how. 'To open the mouth.' 1
J K'he

mung, 'To te:ich or instruct the young or ignorant.'

j|j
K he, pe,

' To open and to shut.' ^ | -^ K'he keaou

yay.
'

K'he, to teach.' (Shwo-wan.) ^ |K] j fa K .

he,

k'hae plh yay,
' K'he is to open up clearly.' Mj .It]

j1g|

K'he t'heih k'hae taou, 'To exhort and to pcru,.de.'

^S ?5C /\.
K ''le t'heih how jin, 'To hand down instructions

and information to posterity.'
j |g^ j|-

K'he fa

che c, 'A declaration of one's will and intention.' ^ 1

J{ T'heen k'he jin,
' Revelation made to man hy Heaven ; to

inspire.'
| |jr ^J j||

K .

he yay ch(j ,aou> To te ,,

or give information to the master of a house, in Ihe higher

ranks of lif...

|S:
I s|,oo k

-

ll(N
< To inform by letter.'

Letters commonly begin with, Jfr K'he chay, I
' would

i

\.f

slat;' or mention.' uft King,
'

Respectfully,' or some other

word of courtesy, may precede Ihe word K'he.
TJ^ i&

$i 3& ^ ^Seenmelli k'he, jen how kung tsow, 'First

state secretly or privately, and then afterwards report pub-

licly.' ^^ K he tsuw, 'To slate, to memorialize, or

to report to the Sovereign.' 'j'
(
K he sze, 'To state

affiirs, or the person who does state them.' jlj "^ jj

1%. 1^1
fi}',V Kcun ts'heen jufi k'he, how yu6 teen, 'The

| A* J //vv

1 an of an army is called K'he ; the rear is caiLd Teen.' 1

Ijj^
K'he fiili,

' A horse with a white fore right foot.' ^ j^
VOL. i. 3 L

J& Piih hwane k'he ch'hoo,
' No leisure at the nlaceio

| ItyFL
* J

kneeling.' jtjf f] | B^ Tung yew k'he ming, 'On

the east is the morning star.'
~r.[

;
j ,|jj

-fr
ft*-

}
J j

Yu, urh chow tsing yu8 k'he,
'

Clearing up at noon after

rain, is called K'he.' ]Rj Fuh-k'he, Chinese letter paper1*. I

with lines.

Same as the preceding.

T'HAOU. S. C

Many words; much talk; stories going and coming. The

indistinct prattle of a child. To roar out; to supplicate or im-

precate. {jt pj|j jfjfj
.55. Hu.iu t'haou t'huug k'luili, 'To

roar out and weep bitter!).'

*x** T'HAN.m
To taste; to eat; a bait; to entice with a bait ; to swallow.

Wild; mad-like. Occurs in the sense of insipid. A surname.

ptf! $fc Tseaou than, or
] ^ T'han slnh.

' To taste ; to
*VH xv |

*>

eat.' 1 J
3ji.$ji}

T'han fhan, ping t'liun maou,

'Than than, the appearance of swallowing lordlier.'
ij^jj;

M% /i f(&?^ ''
1

s"y kc ha "' fa"
->in shih

piih kan chang t'han,
'

Though hungry and cold, did uot dare

to taste any drink or food.' ^ iik 1 ^ Yu taou t'han
P/JS 'I/I. I 'H

keun,
' The remainder of a peach gave a prince to eat ;'

done by a favorite to p' //V Ling-kuiiff, wliilst in fivor.
^VlA ^\

It was afterwards interpreted as a want of respect, and the

poor wretch CM
jf- Me-tsze, having lost the partiality

of

his Prince, was put to death in consequence. Also read.

Than. Syn. with |iSfr Than, and 0ft T'han.

T'HAN. S. C.

To eat; to swallow; to devour ; to entice with a bait.

?L -f ft $1 ^ ift ^ 1 #fc Kung-tsze si-en fa.

slioo, urh how t'han t haou,
' Confucius first fed on millet,

and then ate peaches.'
J^l fJJ M A.
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E le urh (or ne) jin, ylh yuC t'han, 'By pain or advantage,

to lav a liail fur men is also called T'han.'
|^j[ ;J]|J

Than e le,
' To ensnare or seduce by the hope of gain.' The

$ame as the preceding.

Read Chug, and Ylh. The meaning not known.

PO. To feel pleasure in speaking of others'

vices, was in the ages of Sfc Yen, expressed by S: Po.

itfTs. c.

Tsze-yu, 'Careless; preci-

TSZE.

Hollow ; empty.

I ^*? ~f] $& Ul? M ^sze 'wan 'e ''1; '"' '"

tsae, 'Tsze, denotes defect of strength ; and Yu, weak or

inferior ability.' Hence 7^ j^ fifr-ft: fy Piih nang kin

tsB yay,
' Unable to act with assiduity.'

PEL S. C.

From p Mouth, and
jj^'

leg, A granary. To accumu-

late avariciously, and distribute nothing. Avaricious; mean;

sordid. Vulgarly, but erroneously used for
|jgj T'hoo,

' To

scheme; to aim at'

\HJ3T TS'HUY. To taste previously to. Used in

common wilh fK Ts'buy.

y

K'llEiH. The noise made in urging along a

boat, is expressed by 0$
j

K'helh k'heih.

Appearance of werpinK ; to weep and sob; drawing in the

breath. Much and incessant talking. Read Ch'liiie'and Ch'huj,

To taste, to drh.k; to ingurgitate.
gj g

Lew chue,
' To detain a person ; to puzzle-'

HO.

According and complying with. A little child weeping.

PHY TSEU. m vs. ?* <". Not ^t

with what one obtains fairly and justly; extortion. Read

Sow, The sound made in urging on a dog; in which sense it is

a local term. Syn. with
Djfe

Sow.

YIH.

Yih; YOh, or ah, The noise made in laughing; to lau-h

at; to giggle. Read Ya, or oh, The voice of birds. Read

Ya, The sound made by infants learning to speak. T _ be dumb ;

dumbness. Pffi jj

Ya me,
' An enigma.' |]Z5 I T?.

fp . lif ili
Yih J ' h> seaou J" che shi "g jay.

'

Vih-yih,

the sound of laughing.'
jj ^ ] jfp| ^ Q HwOjin

ylh urh, seaou ju,
' Should anj one -ioglc at you , laughing

say.' In the sense of Dumb, it is also written Yd and Ya.

-^jp
Ya tsze, 'A dumb person.' 1 ^- p ^H- yjs

^ ^U '& ^M Ya tsze k '

he ' h hwang-leeu k hoo, tsae sin

le, 'When a dumb person eats the bitter herb Hwang-leen

the distress remains in his heart,' he cannot express it.

r= I I

Ya gow, or reversed, Gow ya, The noise made by chil-

dren when learning.

Hill. Sound; voice. Appearance of loud laugh-

ing. Also read Kwiih, Heug, and Yiih, in the same sense.

WA.

g Wa gow, The prattle of a little child.

1 HO. The langaage of spells or imprecations.

TAOU.
|JJ)J 5|jj Taou-la, A name of>' cer-

tain kind of Comic singing.

rtl7
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Ol. Scrib. & Lin, see under 4 strokes.

Same as %$ Tseu, or Na.

Ol. Scrib. KSJ Pei, see above.

01. Scrib. $}j Sze,see Rad. ft Kin.

01. Scrib. |1 Chow, see Rad. H Yen.

Same as 5$, Lan, see above.

Same as 1 Hang, see above.

Charactersformed by Xine Strokes.

01. Scrib. /H" T'hang, see above.

Same as Bfifl Yih, denoting A stoppage of the throat

S1:E, orCh'he.

The ancient definitions of this character are acknowledged

to be obscure. It is now used in the snme sense as
J^-_

Che

and-|H_Tan;
hence ^K *jjj?

Piihchhe, 'Not only;' same as

/?\ ffi. ill
Puh tan e yaJ

' Not finished or concluded ;

till si niclliirg more; more Jhan."
fjj&~t_~X\ I ^ "fB'

Kan che, puh ch'he foo nioo, 'More grateful to him than

to father and mother.' ^^.xfv ] fq^B^ King che

pub ch'he shin ruing,
'

Respect him more than the gods.'

It is also defined Superabundance; excess. Read Te, A

loud sound.

T'HE.

To bewail with cries and tears ; the crowing of a cock ;

the note of a bird. Sha-muh says it is erroneously written for

'wt. p I' xv 7v
I//". I K'hiih k'hiih t'he t'he,

'

Weeping and lamentation.

01] jjL ~^ Jjj?
T'he tsth wei che yew,

'

Wept and

mourned for him, or it.'
^-ff 3l $M pi- Woo king ke

t'he,
' At the fifth watch (between the hours of three and five)

the cock crows.' |i
j

Neaou te, The bird sings.

SHE. The roice or note of a bird. Read T'he,

in the same sense as the preceding. -? p nj5f P& Tsze

sang hae t he,
' A child cries when it is born.'

GAN, or Ngan.
'

Gan mlh.

' To be silent ; to say nothing.' I

p| [fffc [?^ Gan mih

wei wei, Express nothing but answer by an inarticulate sound.'

These are the definitions of Tsre-hwuy and Sha-muh. Kang-

he defines it, The noise made in sleep. ]'*- Gan e,
1 *xr

'

Breathing strongly in sleep.'

YllI.J S. C.

Frou
-g Yen, Words, and tfj Chung, in the midst of.

Chearfiil i livdj : It i in ronveriation that persons feel most

so. (Sha-muh.) The ancient form of EJ' E, The intention,

the wish.

K'HEO, OrK'heilh. Loud, immoderate, in-

cessant laughter. The same as IK Kuh. (ShS-muh.)

TSEW.

The voice or cry of a little child. Tsew tselh, A
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low weak voice ; a slight sound or murmur like that of some

insect*.' Tsew tsew,
' The voice or note of a bird.'

Syn. with
pgj Tseaou, The noi made in chewing or eating.

To rhvme, rca:i Ts'heaou.

tf'H_ THAN.
Pjf: |

T'han t'han, The appear

ace of abundance or affluence; a great number, or quantity of.

Same as^K'heo, To laugh excessively

u

K'HIH. To cough; to reach; to vomit ; the

noise made in reaching or vomiting. fig. Jjjjj^
K'hth sow,

W
HJJ yY ^eanS snow l*cu 'e - urh gow che piih ch huh,

k'hTh k hih jen nrh sze,
' With both hands fixed on the ground,

he tred effectually to vomit, and thus coughing and reaching

died.'

HIH.
|j PH Hlh le, occurs in the books of

Fuh, in what sense it is not said.

YUNG

P^ Yung, or
[tj^ j

Yen yung, The mouth of a fish seen

out of the water, the gaping appearjnce of a fish respiring, /i ,

P fjfi H I 1 & Yu k
'

how k
'

hac heih > ii "s -
vi"s

yay,
' A fish's mouth opening and respiring.' (Liih-shoo.) yK

is muddy, then the fish thrust their mouths above the surface.'

Read Yu or Gow, The response of a song. njl ^j-
nfl

i" nfi ^C Pm Tseen chay cb'hang yu say ch it ch'haii r

* va.'n. **..i t>

yu, Those before .sing to those following, who sing in response.

El. To fear; to apprehend.

Syn. with
-^-

Wei. Oonvnonly usrd to denote, Feeding

brute aui.uals, Ihou h not noticed in tl,e Dictionaries. 7,

7 **f
Chay seiy hae fan t'ha k'heih pilh leaou, ua k'heu wei ne tclh

meaoii. ' What he does not cat of those vegetables (.food gene.

r.illy no called) and rice, take it away and feed your cat with it."

fflj
Wei ma, To feed a horse.

Original form of H|j Rang.

PUN. To vomit forth.

Syn. with^ Pun, The sound of water rushing forth.

un.orP^ ]
Ch'huy ch'hun, To blow.

NAN. *cfc R. H,

* Ne nan > yen P" h Isaon,
'

Ne-nan, is

iiitermiuable talking; incessant chattering.' Hi nee i& &

Yen yu, The chattering of swallows. =j-t 3jfc Chen-nan, orMr1
Pit]

tyjj
Nan and^ Yen, repeated, are used in the same sense.

|@ j
Ts ban nan, To taste.

SHEN.

From^ Yang, A sheep, in the midst of gg King, Mu-

tual wrangling. Read Shen, Good; great; excellent; well

adapted to. Virtuous; moral ; felicitous; gentle ; mild. Oc-

curs in tb,e sense of ^ To, Much or in my. Read She.i, To

lie attached to Hut which is good ; to be skilled in ; dextrous.

To do a thins; well. A surname. In sever il Dictionaries this

character is never found written Shen. jolL 'it? Shen, jjij.

'Goodai.d evil; virtu:- and vice; moral, wicked.' A

Shen jen, A good moral man.'

. m
m

' Virtue will have a good reward; Vice will have an evil rc-
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'If they be not yet rewarded or recompcnced, it is because

the time has not yet arrived.'

<]
j|j|p\

Wei shen chay, T'he'en paou che e fiih j wci

piih shen chay, T'he'en paou che c ho,
' He who practices virtue,

Heaven will reward him by happiness ; he who docs what is im-

moral, Heaven will recommence him with misery.' (Ming-sin-

M- 3? \$l ~jfc 2 Tseih shen fung shen ; tseth g5 fling gO ;

tsze se leang, t'heen te pub, tso,
' He who heaps up virtuous

deeds shall meet with good; and he who heaps up vicious

actions shall meet with evil ; attentively consider and weigh

it, the heavens and earth (Nature, the ruling powers) err not.'

Shen gB taou t'how, chung jew paou ; kaou fei, yuen tsow, yay

nan taou, 'Virtue and vice when they come to a head, will fi-

nally be recompenced ; though you fly high or wander remote,

it will still be impossible to escape.' ^r JH~ jjj^
3i

jjjo

rH pap >/ P jlC \\ 5JK Jjat 3f-
T'he'en taou fiih shen,

ho yin, keang tsae yu Hea, e chang keufi tsuy,
' The way or

Providence of Heaven confers blessings on the good, and in-

flicts misery on excess or profligacy ; and has sent down cala-

mities on the (Dynasty) Hea, to demonstrate its crimes.' (Shoo-

Shen gS suy seaou, seu peen pee, joo too hih pin,
'

Though a

virtue or a vice be sm ill, it is necessary to distinguish them,

as if viewing black and white.' liti ^^ Shen go fun

too,
' Virtue and vice take different roads.' J^ M: ~fc

Jin sing pun shen,
' The nature or disposition of man is origi-

naHygood.' ffl $ fc ffi % ||J j ,^
^ s: Bri X ffii ^ 3$ $< Ch 'hih y u sin che s la '

tsih shen e; pub. Jen ke nang kew urh piih peen tsae! Conduct

'issuing from what the heart delights in, is morally good; if

not so, how can it be persevered in without changing !' SB,

1 8 go, yang shen, To repress vice and proclaim vir-15.

& 3
ffc

Yew k cl>ay cllanS sneu ' la" B' e sne m'n how

tsih min pub urh,
' Those who possess nations should illustrate

virtue and cripple vice, to manifest to the people plainness

and
fidelity ; thus the people will not become suspicious or

ilisaflected.' 4\^i jgi
Mi-en shcn, sin gi3,

' A vir-

tuous face, but a wicked heart.' ml I Me'en shen, 'On

good terras with a person externally ; acquainted with.' -'_

1 Ch'hang shen, and J 1 Shang shen,' To exalt ; to esteem;

or diffuse moral virtue by holding it up to the regard of others.
1

<&'
| J|jr -JJ&j Wei shen tsue 10,

' To act virtuously is the

highest pleasure.' /jjg
Shen till, 'Virtue, morality;

virtuous, moral.'
N7 Sbcn fa,

' A good plan ; means
I

'-*-*

adapted to the end.' ^M J! ~^\
I

Pan le piih shcn,
'
1\>

mismanage.' fEjj^ ^ Shen le kea woo, ' To ma-

nage the affairs of a family well.' BH
jjj; <7}^ <Jj|J |H

Jffi ^>3 1
EJ Yih chaou nang jin; heang-le ching wei sheu

leang, 'He who can bear (or patiently endure ill usuage) a

morning (or for a while) the village denominates him good and

virtupus.' E3 Shen leang, Mild; gentle. Si Shen

ma, A gentle horse. A^ Xjjr J\^
Wf f&. j a^ J\^

BJJ|
Jin shen pei jin k'he ; ma shen pel jin ke,

' The good and

mild man is liable to, the frauds or insults of others ; and the

gentle horse is ridden more than the vicious one.
Jj)^

Q j
Tseu shen yu6 shen,

' To take or adopt virtuous con-

duct is called Shen.' As
] .?fj Shfiu SD<5n cfie kunS-

' The merit of adopting virtuous conduct.' And,
|

3j
3& Shen shdn, woo go,

' To love goodness and hate vice.'

In these sentences, _t ] ^ fj|^^ shaDS shen **ze

tuh k'heu-shing,
' The upper or first Shen character is read

K'heu-shing.' Again as a specimen of this phraseology, J\^

I
IE. -*y 1

iii H ^ M, 1 Ifn ! ^~ fi'J

i
fjj

Fan shen gtt che shen, tsih shang-shing ; keen shen

urh shen che, tsih k'heu-shing, 'Whenever it is the Shen of

Good and evil, then it is Shang-shing ; when it is Seeing virtue,

and choosing or adopting it, then it is K'heu-shing.'

1 III ^t ^'len ke raa>
' sk'"eal 'n riding : to ride well.'

(jWt
B 1 KS BjL 66 T'ha she shen ke ma te'ih,

' He is a

good horseman.' . | . yfr ^^ ^- y} 7C ^J :*V

>*? Rung, yiih shen k'he sze; pelh seen lek'he k'he, 'The

mechanic who wishes to perfect his work must first sharpen

his tools.' -tf -& 1 'Hll Neu-tsze shen hwae,
' A female

cherishes many anxious thoughts.' Jtj||J J ^ J\ She,

shen lin jin, The war chariot which runs fast, is well adapted to

rush upon and spear men. -^ Shen sze, otherwise ex-

pressed Jut -}-^ Ming sze, seems to denote An eminent Scholar,

VOL. I 3 M
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appointed by authority. Shen occurs defined by ^^ Kcae.

j
Shen-shen, Name of a nation on the West, about the

commencement of the Christian era. To be intimate with

a person is
called^

I Yew-shen.

NEW l^Newne, The puling or

whining ofan infant. Read Jow, Vicious, bad words.

YL'H, orYIh. ft*? S. C.

jl
Yuh yiih, or Ylh yth, is an imitation of sound or

noise ; As
p| ^ $$ Yin snin > uh J'" 11 Jeo >

The sound came, clatter, clatter. The voices of a multitude-

Same as^ Ts'heih,see under 6 strokes.

CHE. Same as Che.

A high degree of intellectual light and intelligence. 3P

^*^ y^ Shing chfc che che,
' The rule or government of

the enlightened Sages.'

ll r

Wi ^'1
H8 '1S) prec 'Pitate

|
La la, Loquacity.

ttjiij jjfc
La she, To evacuate the

contents of the intestines. I Mfo La-ma, The Lama of

Thibet, or any of the priests of that religion.

KEAE.

The voice or song of a bird. The song or whistling of

the north wiud passing rapidly. J^ 1 Keae keae, The bar-

monious voices of many birds, as in a wood; harmonious sounds

heard at a distance,
jf^ tfjj, J

I Neaou mingkeae .keae,

The birds sing melodiously. One says, the responsive song

of the birds
Jtjj ||f. Fung and hwang. IHjt

ML
j j {V.

'^ ^M 1
Yu"S > unS keae keae ' rain hee- fuh keae, The

people's cordial union to submit (to proper authority, is

pleasing as) the harmonious tongs ofbirds.' Of as it is

otherwise explained,
' As the birds Fung and Hwang res-

pond to each other in harmonious strains; so the people

chearfully submitting to governme.it, break out in songs of

praise.' Also read Heae.

f
Keaou, To call.

Same as PH Kwan, see above.

HOW. S. C.

pj^
How, or PQ j

Yen how, The trachea, the windpipe.

Commonly, The throat, the gullet; the esophagus, which

however, is properly expressed by I

[fijl How-lung.

JjJj'Howpe, 'A sore throat.'
gjJ

1 K'hung how, A

certain wind instrument.

P^ How, seems applied to an important passage, hence

P@
|
% Jj

Yc " now te fan&'
' An important district

or country. See
pJAj

Yen. Liih-shoo, defines it thus, ^
^ fift ft A M $ Illil ^" i

Sni S k'he so ch'huh

jo, t.hung yu fei chay yay, The passage of the voice and of

respiration and which communicates with the lungs." Jdfe

-Sr i yj> ^C
Cnun k he faow e ko -

'

Pierced or lacerated

his throat with a spear.'
>|J|^ J -g- S |,jn sze now shrh)

'

Attentively controuj the throat and the tongue.' 1 ^
^C^iH. How shTh chun

ff tsae yay, 'The throat and

tongue have great influence or power.' ~^f- 7 -3L

^ fe- ^P /T 0J ^ ^. ^ Wang che how shih foo

citing yu wae, sze fangvuen fa,
' The king's throat and tongue

send forth government abroad to every region.' (She-king.)

HO, Sound of a slow, negligent answer.

HAN.

A loud calling out; to vociferate; to cry out; to call after;

to call to ; to call out angrily. Read K-heen, in the sense of

K'hc'eB, An obstinate refusal to express one's thoughts.'
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& ^ ^S Leen han shoo shing, Called out several

times.'
p;|- |

Keiou-han, or reversed Han keaou, 'To

vociferates to cry out.' ^ ^S f|lj ]
Ta shing keaou

han, 'To call out with a loud voice.'
%jj. ij&

Uk JZ.

?A iH : H $e $f P9 1 ^ Seay y ' b cl ''ha"K

chwang tsze, tsze jTh jie'en wang cha yui'n ya-mun han yuen,

'Wrote an accusation, and the next day, directly went lo the

Judge's court and called out, Yuen,' I am suffering under

unjust treatment. Persons who cannot obtain red. ess in a

more regular manner often do this. It is further defined by Mf
1

jeK Yung shing, A stronghold sound, and by !f* ,'
Noo shing,

An angry voice. The Canton people use it for sii:
j,l v calling

a person to come.

THEfe. . H.

Loquacity, and fluency of speech. The appearance of

blood flowing ; or according to some, to drink or taste blood

when taking an oath. It refers to an obscure passage in the his-

tory of the Dynasty Han. And some think it should be written

5ft T'hc?, and expresses J& i&^ .fej
Le she che urh, 'The

feet wading through it.'
] ^j P "& T ''' e l 'he.

le k'how yay,
' T'heg t"he2, a sharp mouth,' i. e. a ready

utterance. One says, J -3j ^4j j
K'how shih wei t'he'c,

'Mouth and tongue make t'he'eY which seems to denote an

excessive use of those two organs. Read Cha, [^ j
Tsa-

cha, or
|]j: j

S cha, The noise made by ducks or other

birds in feeding. Head K'hce, denotes, in Keang-uau Pro-

vince, To eat.

CHUH. s. c.

From Jjp Heuen,
' To call to.' The noise made in cal-

ling to fowls by those who take care of them. The sect Taou

has a person they call
Jj'j.'j ^J"{^ Chiih-ke-ung, The old

fowl-caller.

***- Same as f^ Mow, To contrive ;
to plan.

CHAE.

Yae-chae, or reversed, Chae-yae, Dogs fighting.

YE. Crime ; guilt.

Pi Anerroneousform f
P||

Slh, orChih. Luh-shor

has no such character either under I~I K'how or & He(
w~* isL

Tfn
PJJH JUN. To suck as an infant

TS'HEEN. To laugh.

To broil fully; Read Tsecn, Broiled.

Same as ^ K'hwa, see above.

JAY.
Respectful language. Ch'han

jay, A salutation performed by raising the folded hands as

high as the face, and letting them fall again. It is otherwise

called,
Jj| ^|p

Ch hang ylh. Jay is atone used in replying

to. Also read So, in the same sense. The ancient form of

T'HAE. Incessant talking.

Original form of ^ o, see under 6 str.

. Sound,

YLH.

A sounds a noise i a gutteral sound. Same as Jk yuh
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CHE. To eat ; to gnaw with the teeth.

SOW. The noise of expelling birds.

Read Suh, The noise oflaughing.

K'H6. To eat or gnaw with the teeth.

YIN. s. c.

To lose one's voice, and be unable to speak, from grief

or excessive weeping. In the slates^ Sung and ^. Tse,

A child's weeping incessantly was expressed by Yin.

Pt3 Yin-gae, An accumulation of wind, causing eructation.

Read Yin,
| Pj>| p}' p Yin g8, ch'hih tslh, The two

first words denote, the feeling of anger, and the two last, the

expression of it. Yin is otherwise read Gan, and is by one

defined, To call aloud.

^

rajKt YEW. The voic<? or cry of a stag.

I E-yew, The tone or sound of recitative or singing.

TSAN. Tsan-tsan, Taste, or to Taste.

li
S " n yun wo yay>' Vulgarly expresses I or Me.'

According to Tsze-hwny, it should be read Ping-shing, but

Gan pih yin, tsan pun tun
Shang-shing, Tsze-hwuy woo.

'

According to the northern pronunciation (where alone the

word is used in this sense) Tsan was from the
beginning read

with Shang-shing, Tsze-hwny is mistaken. 1

It is commonly
pronounced Tsa,

] jplj
Tsa mun, We; us.

CHUM. Sound; noise.

IMP Same as P Tsih, see under 6 strokes.

YAOU. Yaou-yaou, Murmur of insects a-

mongst grass or plants. $g ^ (1^ ^ ^ Yaou, chung

ming shing yay, Yaou, the murmuring sound of insects.

(Luh-shoo.)
| J^f ^ Yaou yaou tsaou chung,

' Yaou yaou, the (cry) of insects amongst the grass.'

The crowing of a cock. J|^ j j |J^
shin kc uh uh

ming,
'

Early in the morning the cock crows.' 1 nfir Ufli
| "I/ ITO

jig tih c joo ne, 'Affected forced laughter; a constrained

giggle or titter, to please women.' ^ pfl* 1 Meen e uh,

'Avoid, a forced laugh; or affected
giggling.'

MEEN. Not speaking ; silent.

rtA *

l^^g^
LEUH. To crow; to sing; to low, and so on.

The word is applied to any animal
exerting its voice.

OJOT HOO. The throat. Used for
| P^ Yen-how

the usual words to express The throat J|s
-

Yang-tsze uses

YUN. y S. C.

A large mouth. Mouth large and teeth ugly. Also read Tsun.

^^/
CH'HUEN.

TO pant; to breath quirk and short as in asthma.

|i& Heaou ch'hucn,
< Asthma.' 3fe N J&. \ ^

2/\ jl' /nj | At&

Tseih seih wei ch'huen seiib,
' Diseased breathing, makes

shortness of breath, or panting.' H ffl ^ I K'how

chung fa ch'huen,
'

Began to pant.' ^ P ^C I Ch'hang

k'how ta ch'haen,
'

Gaped and panted exceedingly.'

j|fj ^" Ch'huen urh yen.
' To pant and speak.' Sha-muh
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defin-s it,M ;$J ffij ,^fl AU K '

he J ' h ' Urh seTh kl ' h ' The

breath rebelling (rising) and the breathing quick;' and by

D^ '*)& /? 5^9 'f-Jlr
"" nt'''1 I'"'1 Sl

'an Is^i The expiration

or insj-iration,
not meeting each other. /&* ^ j

HAf-

5 J\ "oK "H? Ling Jin ch'huen yih k'he pi.h i.ang sh.h, Hi-

caused pe<iple to pant and breathe, so that they could not eat.

^ 0, or G5.

The teeth broken in the mouth. Said to he the same as

j|j4
G<5, and

jjBJ G(5, under each of which the same sentence

occurs, jj tp j*jjj
"Pfi K'how chung twan g. Mouth

midst broken tei-thj and it is oncea.'ded, fe
^fj jf/

Che twan

yay, The teeth broken. Und rone of the synonimous words,

Tsze-hwuy says, ~&ji pftj J^ ~pT J^j -|j/
Che nuy shang hea

jowyay, The fl sh within the teeth, above and below.

SANG.

To shut one's mouth : not to speak ; to say nothin".

KEA. $&P f^Kea-tsaou, Filthy impure language.

WAN. To close the mouth. Same as \ Wan.

K 'how wSn P iih yen ' e tsins

seang kaou, Their mouths were shut and nothing said, (Iiut)

by the soul (or expression of the countenance) they informed

each other.

HWUY.

The month, the bill or beak of a bird; the head of a bird;

the name of ast-ir ; the name of a plant. A certain medic tie

Also read Chuy and Tow. In Yih-king, when describing

Ihemjstical properties of the /\ Pa kwa, it is said, ^

of the Kwa) pertains to impeding or stopping, as birds are

represented to do with their bills. In Le-king it is said, 3-
Sew show chay. * hwuy tse urh,

VOL. i. 3

The superintendant of the sacrificial victims, introduces the

mouth of the animal, and the most honorable person takes it

by the ear to lead it to be sacrificed. V<! E I ^Bl
J/T CJ '*P" I

Shin miih kca hwuy, Deep eyes and a boar's snout. -1
JEE

^| [

PTh ma, hlh hwuy, A white horse with a bhck mouth.

(& Hwny seih. To breathe by the month. In the She-

king, ft& Hwuy occurs in the sense of [^ Kwan, Weaned ;

weakened, panting. ^ ife tijft ^ %$ $L \ ^ Hwan

e tuy e, wei k'he hwuy e, The western foreigners fled and

sculkcd away, whilst he only felt a little fatigue.
j ^^

^ Hwuy, twan k'he maou, Hwuy, an appearance of shortness

of breath.
j |

Nea;,u hwny, A c. rtain star. ^ ^
/^ ^ ^ I! 1

HeanS ls ou shih-yun yih ming, koo

hwuy, Another name for the fragrant herb Shlh-yun, is Koo-

hwuy. The fruit of the "^ Keen, is otherwise called
Jf^

[

Yen-hwuy. The Keen is also called
(L^ ^ Woo-tow, and

JEJI
1 Woo-hwuy. By it p oplo can^ ^ Too-ke, ' Pass

over, or'tlirough, hunger,' i. e. though the thing spoken of

be not proper food, it will do to satisfy hunger partiaHy. ^

Jin che ke, so-e piih shih woo

hwuy chay, e-wei suy tow chung fiih, nrh yu sze t'hung hwan

yay, The reason why people who are hungry do not eat the

Woo-hwuy, is, that though th -y steal a belly full, the pains (it

occasions) are like those of death. Some write
jljfc Choo,

for the above character.

\

HWAN.

To call; to call to; to call for; to bid or 'tell to do; to

denominate ; to name.
[J^L i^ffj ^fe

Hwan t'ha lae, Call him

hi're. 'jfc 'MJ7 Shwuy hwan ne tso, Who told yon

to do it? ffii I She hva >, To seid and to call back;

hence a domestic strvant isc.-'ll d Ydi [3,1 A She hwan
|5v I U } > *

teThjin, A person who is n'wavs :it one's call. >|* Q\J

ijj (^ She hwau telh 1100
|,i5,

A slave who is at one's call.

%3 j t$i ^fek Ming hwan A-lin, H'n name is, or he is called

C.i haim-keD till laou jin show
I 1*17

t'hc'-n shoo san keuen, heaou yay kung tiih, uang boo fung
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liwan MI, Ch'hang-keu having obtained from an old man

three books received from heaven, atlackrd and rend them

night and d:iy, till he was able to invoke wind and call down

rain at his pleasure. fy \lty P^ ]

Hi-aou-hea keuen

hwan, A great noise and clamour.
J ^=IL

Hwan-k'he,

The name of a bird said to he of a greenish colour, and able

to speak. In Keang-nan Province, they are called by^ ^jU.

A Tsac ch'ha jin, The people who pluck the tea, amongst

the hills, j^ ^ ,%
Hwan ch'hun neaou, The bird that pro-

claims the spring. Because in the first or second moon they

make a sound which expresses ^. jjjjl
Ch'hun k'he, Spring

has commenced ; and in the third or fourth moon, they say^
J? Ch'hun k'heu, Spring i-gor.e.

HWAN. Hwan-hoo,
' To call to.'

Tsin, Tsin, yuS hwan, puh yO ying, urh keang ta cheeyay,

In the two states Tsin and Tsin, when Hwan was pronounced,

it denoted a dislike to reply, and that a forced answer was

given. IQ. Hwan-gae, Grief; apprehension; sorrow;

in this sense it is also read Heuen and Yuen. Read Ho,
[Ijp

T'han.ho, Appearance of shedding tears.

HE.

From mouth added to
rj Choo, or according to Ching-

tsze-t'ming, as it ought to be written, a Choo, Pulse-bearing

plants raising their heads; a band of music standing up. To

be pleased; to feel joy, to rejoices joyful ; to give joy lo.

A surname; the name of a woman; the name of a district.

Read He, To desire ; lo like ; the same as
^J-

Haou and ^
He. &f U- Hwan lie, or reversed, He-hwan,

j|/( |

Uin-

he, All express Joy and rejoicing ; taking pleasure in doing.

] %fc
He -18, Joy and delight.

j ^J ^ ^ He tbze

t'heen lac, Joy frTii heaven coming, i. e. unexpected joy ;

apparently hy the same allusion that any unexpected good,

is vulgarly call, d, a God-send.
jjM' 7? I j^Jj

Hwan t'heen

he te, Delight heaven and rejoice earth, i. c. great and extra-

ordinary joy. ; jfe He sze, Ajojf'ul event is called

yX 4lr Hung sze, A red occurrence: Red being the emblem

of joy. A mournful event is called
|

I Stt Pih sze, A white

*" * t 1 & 13 *f S. 3- T ha Iae paou

he, sang ko haou urh-tszc,
' She c;ime to announce the joyful

tidings that a fine son was born. ^U fr ^ ^f{
Chaou

ping Iae paou he, The soldiers of the court came to announce

the joyful news. ^ $ 1 ^ Jft Q We mi-en he

hing yu sib, Could not avoid joy being manifested in his

colour; i.e. in his countenance.
"fa,

Kung he, With

veneration (wish) joy; i. e. to congratulate, q. d. 1 wish you

joy, a frequent salutation.
-ftfe ^C A ^J 1

T 'ha fo

jin yew he,
' His wife is in the family way.'...

HwO laou-yay yaou k'heu, suy he na le, wo-mun chiih tsae

chay le sze-how pa, If you want to go, Sir, you may go wher-

ever you like, we will remain here and wait.
J ^j, ^1

1 _t iB 'l

/r
fc 1$^ 1 ^^ He " cllc he> sha"s"

shing, jug haouche he, k heu-shing, The He which denotes joy

in contradistinction from anger (or pleasure and displeasure)

is Shang-shing; that which denotes Delighting in, or liking,

is K'heu-shing. j ^ He-lsze, A species of spider. ^
Jt-Wan-he, The name of a Been district. Occurs in thesense

of M Ch'he, An entertainment of wine.
ftx jj^ "^ BX

-24" ^P P- Koo kwan he tsae; yuen-show k'he tsae,

7C KS RX
' When the members of the body (the ministers of state) delight

to exert themselves meritoriously; the head (the Sovereign

Prince) rises up for them. (Shoo king.) ^ ^ $. }

Seen p'hei,
how he, When evil has arrived at its final period,

joy follows. (YTh-king.) ;$ ^J jj; ^ . 41^ 1 ^-

Wo yew kea pin, chung sin he che, 1 have an excellent guest,

in whom I heartily delight.

IIOO.

voice of anger and wrath.

Staring with rage, cried out.

Han-hoo, Sound; voice; the

I Ch'hin han hoo,

HOW. To vomit.
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YAE, or H8.

To thirst ; to be thirsty ; a guttural, gurgling, clamorous

sound; a shout; an angry exclamation, a deep hollow sound ;

a broken interrupted sound; the sound of repletion, belching.

Rfe I Yin-yae, a suppressed guttural sound; as if from a

stoppage in the throat.
J^k | jfi ffi \

Yi J al- > P ul '

tih tuy, His voice was stopped he could not reply. Jljj ]

Sze-yae, A broken interrupted sound, as in weeping and sob-

''"" 0$t fc HT N63 F^ ^"
5^f 1

*"e ' s 'le kwan yen >

shing yin lew yae, Being pierced through the throat with an

arrow ; the voice flowed with a deep hollow tone. jff- J\^

Sffr fiji- V&> I Pang jin ko shing lew yae, The sound of the
pj/V Ati //|L' I

boatmen's song flowed in deep and interrupted tones.
P^p

j Hoo-hfl, To shout or call out in anger. I ^ f U jtm_
I JfA \'t] ^Mtti

HOtaou, k'hae lo, Shouted out, beat the Gong. '2*

1 ^ Y ' h tse ha shinS' Shouted altogether in a tone of anger.

yMpJ ^^ |& I T'hung e heu hO. Disappointed, or unable

to attain one's wish, to storm and rage in vain. In the sense

of being Loudly angry, one uses \nf I How-hO. [IwHO-

gae, or Yae, is said to be.IIoarseness or difficulty of utterance.

TSEIH. . H.

The hum or murmur of insects; expressed in Chinese by

^i |1^ Chung-ining. Sound, noise. $K
) ^ P|D |

Tse'ih tselh, fuh tseth tse^ih, Tselh-tseih, and again tseih-tseih,

the noise made by the shuttle and loom in weaving. [Hj^

Tscw tseih, The clamour of a great many voices. Same as PBIJ

Tselh.

Same as the preceding.

K'HWEI.

To lament; to sigh; to sigh deeply; expressed also by

5JK K'lnvci jen, Otherwise expressed by y^ El^ Tae selh

Pyn. with
| K'hwei,some usenjjV

K'hwae. This character

is also read K'hwcc and Hwae.
jlfe

jen urh than, Lamented and sighed.

CHUNG. Unable to speak.

K'hwei

Chung yung, A disposition to vomit Read

Ch'hung or Tsung, Flurried ; appearance of being hurried, or

agitated; panting.

T'HO, or T'ha.

Appearance, or manner of a dog eating.

CHOW, Show, orNe.

A species of wild fowl known in the south. Alias Scrib |p Chow.

WEI. The sound of
calling.

The Dictionary Yuh-peen says, ^.^ ShTh shing,
' To

lose one's voice,' as from fright or grief. The noise of a

little child crying.

SH1H, or Sih. Much talk ; verbose.

Read Ch'he
4

, same as pj Ch'hg. See under five strokes.

Read ShS, in the same sense. Read Sha, /j\ J\^ jj: Jjf

Seaou jin Jen yay , The talk of a mean or worthless person.

KIH.
|

Kih yuh, The noise of a wild

fowl. For this character some write P Kih.

'Of
VVV>

HOO. To present or state to superiors.

To blow , to warm as by breath. To sooth ; to smile upon

and wheedle; to laugh. Originally written p}P Hon.
==|p

j^^L^J* 1 *.^ -J-
1Io min che laou '

ho chc J 5

tsze, The labour of defending the people, and soothing them

like chiUiru-n. ?ft j]ji lloo hoc, ts'heu ts'hcu, Gig-
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gling and slopping at intervals.
JK. f|A / ^ Rfc f

Fung yew jin che yew cfa'huy hoo, The wind is like a man

puffing and blowing.

I1EA. Hea-hoo, The throat.

^JB MAN > orMvvan - To deceive; to impose upon.

HWANG. S. C.

Sound ; noise ; the noise of little children weeping. In

this sense it is repeated Hwang-hwang, Harmony produced by

metal instruments and drums. Clamour, angry noise.
p||.

Pf} Hwang heij, The sound of many person's voices, clamour.

CH'HA, TOO, Or T'hS. Angry speech.

To sputter; to talk immoderately. T\ \ 1 4jp ffr
'"'" t-5**

K how fh8 t'ho woo fhoo, The raouth chattering without any
measure or limit.

Mil], or Meg. S. C.

From t p; n) Many mn ,,^9 or per,on , . hence Much ta(fc _

to wrangle ; wrangling. The nnme of a t -rritory in (he time

of Ch'hun-ts,-w. Different from IP Can. which is under the

Radical Shan.

HEUEN.

Loud clamorous noise.
[PJg g^ Heueq hwa, or

J RE|

Heuen-naou, High words, clamour, noise. j\ ^
I ufj

Tsow tsin J uen ""7' cn ' h keen pin

k'hih heuen naou. Having walked into the hall, nothing was

observed but the guests making a loud clamorous noise. *fe

JL | j|f
Kin che heuen hwa, Prohibited and put a s^op

to noise and clamour. ^ ^C jfe\
S 1

-jT -fjr
.1

^PeiUowyuyih, heuen puh'lTho che he, The clamour

of grief and lamentation in the city cannot be slopped. The

incessant weeping of children, is in
jijjB

$& Chaou-seen,

(Corea) called Heuen.

WEI s. c.

From
>^|

K'hwa, A distorted mouth, and -fa Wan, A -ill.

Abird of prey which eats its own vomit; the down upon it-

skin is like pills.

Same as P^ Leang, see above

To be manifested to; to manifejt ; to declare; to instruct;

to proclaim; to explain by metaphor, or comparison. To

comprehend the value of; to be affected by. Originally written

^ YD. Read Shoo, A surname.
pjg ]^ Heu-yu, Ap-

peirance of cordiality and satisfaction; smoet.i and pleasing

language. P|j j ^ . Heu-yu show che, Received

him or it, with cordiality and pleasure. One says |J3E j

Pang-yu is To sing. Luh-shoo explains it, fj
i=

y|

v
\ &2

jj^
Wan yen sin keae yay, To cause words to be heard, and

the heart to be expanded. j^ I Heaou-yu, A clear and

full exposition, or declaration of. :Scj? EJ O^g Kea-vu

hoo heaou, Families informed, and houses enlightened, i.e.

made dearly to understand.
J4JJ Jj 'a? /fa tt i -V

Te fang kwan yih him yu che, The local magistrates too,

all fully understood, or made it known. ~\
H||
& -TO

ill 1'J ft* WIJl / ffo 1 ^ olJuhuih
yew paou, ch'huh tsih yew sze, she e keaou yu, urh tjh chin?

yay, ('1 he young prince) when entering within, will have a

guardian; and when going forth (to the outer
apartments)

will have a master to teach, and by these means instruction

will be exhibited to him, and his virtues f.;rraed. (Le-king)'

yay chay, keaou che e sze, urh yu choo tih chay yay. The

Master is one who teaches him the affairs of life, and illustrate*

to him every virtue. (Le-king.) One understands ^ Sze,

a* a Verb, To serve; and makes the sense, Teaches him to
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serve, or perform his duties to his parents and seniors. 3fe

4 _L,
"^

|
^7 Shin yu die, To investigate deeply, and explain per-

spicuously, to cause him to understand thoroughly. J~7. Cl

% IT 1 $"IMX A
] #^lj Tsze yueMCeun-

tsze yu yu e; seaou-jin yu yu le, Confucius said, The good

man is perfectly instructed in the principles of righteous-

ness and justice: the bad man is thoroughly skilled in the

arts of gain. (Lun-yii.) The Paraphrase makes the sense

to be, that The good man neither knows nor affects any thing

but what is right; whereas the bad man, studies only, and

knows nothing but, what conduces to his gains. Jw

Keaou-yu, Instruction.
^jj: ,Shen-yu, A good mode

of instruction.
-fft

Tseay-yu, and fi| I Pe-yn, A

metaphor, or comparison ; a supposition for the sake of illus-

tration.

KING

Occurs in the books of Fun, in what sense does not appear.

P'HO. Irregular, unreasonable language- fj||

P$& A ChS ph5 jin, To vilify, or speak unreasonably

against a person.

CHAE. To excite ; to provoke.

LEO. Gain ; profit; ad vantage. Aman'sname."y>

H.NC, s. c.

Sound, noise, ^j A RJ ffl
l|i-

Tsin jin kae yung

hing, The people of Tsin, altered it and employed King. (Sha-

muh.)-

SANG.

From 36. K'hvih, To weep, and T^ Wang, To pass to obli-

vion. To pass to obscurity ; to be forgotten ; to be lost. To

TOL. i. 3o

lose the seat of authority; to fail to attain the chair of power

or the throne. To lose ; to destroy ; to die. A surname. Head

Sang, To mourn for the dead; whatever is connected with

the period of mourning; the dress of the mourners, the

funeril utensils, and the funeral rites. Bfe jt SangshTh,

To lose; to fail of succeeding. "^ Sang Wang, or ^P

|
Sze sang, To die. jJM

Jjj]
I j|^ Pan le sang sze,

To manage the affairs of a funeral.
*jj? Sang kea, To

ruin one's family. I 4^ tyfc |ljj
Sang ming pae Ue,

To lose, (or destroy) reputation, and to overthrow the re-

straints of virtue, ftt lv
) j|[

Me sin, sang leang, With

a beclouded or stupid state of huart or mind, lostor cast away

virtuous principles. f I Keu sang,
'

Dwelling in mourn-

ing,' is said of those who are in mourning for their parents

or senior members of the family. ^ fl/r ^ Fo mo

che sang, The funeral or period of mourning for fjther and

mothef. HE? Sang fiih. Mourning garments or dress.

| Bjf^ ~JM ^M Sang k'he kin wei che kew,
' The

funeral utensil is now called Kew,' i. . the coffin with the

dead body in it. ^ ]
Sung sang, To accompany to

the grave; to attend a funeral. ^ j
Tih

^sang,

like

-?vf^ T ' h shth ' exPress Success and failure -

|jfy >S ffi

^ Keung t'hung, tin sang, Adversity, prosperity,
success,

and failure. ^ ij/ Ta kung, expresses mourning nine

months. /j\ JJ]
Seaou -kunS' '> m urnmg worn three

months, and is also called |^ ^ Sze-ma.

TT 4C- Sang san neen, To mourn for three years.

yew kin", sung tsang piih pe too leaou, 'A funeral procession

does not pass by bye lanes or short ruts; those who attend a

funeral, do not avoid mire and dirt ;' as it shews a degree of

haste and disrespect. fa $& j& 1

"

hwan yu sang hoo ? t'he'en hea che woo taou yay kew e ; t'heen

tseang e foo tsze wei muh-tiih,
' Why he grieved for his filling

to obtain the Imperial throne? the empire has long been in

an unprincipled state of anarchy ; Heaven has made Confucius

a watchman ;' a person to rouse the people and warn them

of their danger. Some understand the phrase as affirming that

Confucius would attain to the throne; others that he hav-

ing lot the throne would *
JE
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f- } ^ Wnnder about

erery where difriisi.ig his doctrines or principles, as a watch-

roan who pal rules the high wa\, (beating a wooden clapper

for a signal.)

Same as the preceding.

K'llEKH.

To eat ; to drink ; to receive an impression ; to bear or put

uP with. -^ % A D t3 1^ Shrh w "h jilh k
'how

yu6 k'heih, To eat or receive a thing into the iv.outh is called

K'heih.
| I^Kheih fan, 'To eat rice;' to take any

meal is so expressed. $fc |

T'han-k heTh, To eat. ^
ypj J^

cji;
1 Tuy tsew pub nang k'heih, The wine before

him he could not drink.
p;

K'heih kin, Urgent,

highly important or necessary.
:3~ K'heTh k hoc, To.

suffer distress.
j ^ K'heTh k'hwei, To suffer loss ; to

bear an injury. ^ K'heih chae, To fast, or refrain

from anim:il food. Read K'hae,
ijjjf

-fa S^ K'hae

how K-Ih tsaug, To rail and wrangle keenly.

CH'HUY. Toblow. Thesameas^v Ch'huy.

Read Ch'huy, To call to; to shout after.

UP
|-f|-

TSE1H. Many mouths. The ancient form of

H Luy, Thunder. Read also Cha, Keih, and P.ih, in the

same sense.

K'llEAOU.

From ^ Yami, Pleasing and elegant, wit!)
|%j

Kaon,

High, abbreviated. High; high and bent back, as if still

looking higher. Curved; bent; hooked. A surname, a

man's name. Occurs denoting Proud ; idle and dissnate-rl.

ty ^ ^ ^ K "w J" 3"' k'he-ou. Bent or curved like

curing feather, Refer, ,o
fa $ ,-U]

4 M 'J 31
^j.

' l^j l^/ . ,] |_.% Shooche koiih keuen sze neaou maou yu, The branches

of trees bending or contorted, like the feathers of birds'

wi"S- ~fc T ^J 1=1 ^ -t ty 13 I

Mi.hheakow

.iuKk'hew; shang kow'juf k'heaou, The lower bendings oi a

tree are called Khew; the higher ones K'heaou.
/\*>^

-t M
1

Seaou che shang leaou y "e k 'hcaou ' Sma11

liranches winding round high up are called K'heaon.
ftjft

'J|L ]
Keiih muh wei k'heaou, The timber there is tall.

shang sung wo cbe>

yufe k'heaou, Tall trees without branches are called K'heaou.

(W 'fi 1 ?k 7 *T^ E Nan )ew k
'

heao" ra" h ptlh

k'ho hew seih, 1m the south are lofty branchless trees, under

v-*t* -s -- V44a
which none should rest,' as they afford no shelter- yi^ 'f j '^

jjr ^ pT ^ g Han yew yew neu pub, k'ho kew sze, In

Han are rambling females, whom none should seek to obtain,

(as they are defenceless.)
j ~fc ^ jfj] fj$

K'heaou muh,

kaou urh yang, Keaou trees, are lofty and look upwards. In

this sense it is used for fe K'heaou, A lofty tree, which is

trv

joined with ;fcfc T*ze, A more humble tree, which seems to

look down diffidently. Hence the two words K'heaou and Tze,

are used figuratively to denote Father and Son. ^t
. ~^

-t fy El 1
Mow che shang kow )ufi k'heaou. The

upper hook of a spear or halberd (to which the feathers for

ornament are fastened) is called K'heaou. _ ^ Iff

Urh mow, chung k'heaou, Two spears, with double hooks

for ornaments. (She-king.)

Read Keaou, in the sense of
J^|

Keaou, Proud. ^
T^ J& W 1 iS Tse >'"'gaou Pc > keaou che. The music

of Yin has a tendency to insolence and depravity.

KT* Keaou urh yay, Proud dissipated and wild, T ~t

K he iou k'heih, The mind disquieted or discontented. J? K

jfe
5

jjfjjj
A ^Theen

hea che "keaou k'heih ch8 che,

' The empire beg in to be discontented and r ipacious.' K'heaou

further denotes, the Poles of a sedan chair beii;g curved 'in

a particular nay.

YEN, or Can. R. H.

Same as PS Yen, To mourn or grieve for Ihe disasters

of the living, or for the distresses of ones country ; coarse and

vulgar. A s-'iiling appearance. j^J ^Q ^jj-
Y w yay yen,

Yew .(one of the Pupils of Confucius) is coarse and inelegant,
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blunt, abrupt The old definitions write it^ f Pwan-yen,

To lose composure and propriety of countenance; vulgar

looking ; rude and violent.
~jr

Yen, A proverbial saying,

occurs in the same sense.

TAN. Y
A single garment; alone; one; single; simple; an or-

phan. Only ; entirely ; to exhaust; thin ; poor or bad. Sincere;

credible ; that which is the ground of belief, as a bill or bond.

To make sincere ; to go round or enwrap. Read Tan, Great.

(ShwS-wan.) The name of a district; a double surname. Head

T'han, as a surname. Read Shen or Chen, in the proper name

JpL ~f Chen-yn, A general of the
.|xjj JKt Heung-noo Tar-

tars; Huunorum dux. (De Guignes.) In this connexion Kaag-

he says it denotes, jjj^ ,$!&. If -% f ^
Kwang ta che maou yay, yen k'he seang t'heen, The appear-

ance of. vastness and greatness, expressing that he was like

heaven. Perhaps understood as expressing one only of the

kind, unparalleled. ffiJ Shen-yu, is applied to the year,

when it occurs under the letter
Jffl

Maou, of the Cycle. Occurs

in the sense of
pj| T'han, To breathe or pant. Al. Smb.

4 Tan, and^ Tan. jf ft j ^ Ch
-

huen yih

kten tanshan, 'To put on a single garment ;' i. e. a garment
of a siugje plait or fuld; not double. ^ ; 1 vP
E shang tan pO, A garment of a single fold and thin. &
~V* 1

"
'

^^

"T" I V^ Shi " tsze tan P8 A botly Poor and slender, a

feeble constitution.
j tjjji

Tan p8, denotes Thin, poor,

weak, deficient ; either in plain language or
metaphorically.

^| Tan ban, Thin and cold, poor and distressed 1 433

Tan-tiih, Alone, single. ffi |
Koo-tan, or^^ j

Koo koo t;m-tan, Orphan-Ike, isolated.
|

Tan-

tan, Only ; nothing more than. ^ ] j| J H ing tan

ying chih, The figure oae, and the shadow single. jfi"

/hn utt -ft
-
F1 -f 1 '

5 3* ffl .<fv \ 1T F" h wo "hwang che, ho pub
tan hing, Blessings never come in pairs; calamities happen not

alone. ^. Paou-tan, A paper announcing something.

<1jj* |
Hwuy-tan, A bill on some one to pay money. HE

|=j |

Ch hang miih tan, A bill, ;is from a shopman. '^ >j/n\

|
Hoo wiih tan, A list of ^ooris bought or sold. ^ j

K been tan, An accouul of mouey owing. Utt /It n& I

I K'hae che ch'hang miih tan, To make out a bill for money

due. H9 ! K'hae tan, To make out a bill ^ |

Fatan,

To send a bill.
J|V Show-tun, A receipt. JHj

Ping tan, A paper drawn up to be referred to for afi'urding

proof on a given subject. E-tan, A paper drawn

up after mutual deliberation; an agreement. Sh E-lan,

A paper containing an arrangement made from liberal Of

charitable motives. $| jjjfj] ~jf_
j. Kwei shin che

tse tan, The sacrifices to the gods are simple. fffi
J=j j||J2

^a -j jjj.
Wei wti shay sze tan ch'hiib le, But in affairs

of the gods all (or they entirely) go out of the village. (Le-king.)

7/7
j y jffl |M Nae tan wan tsoo tin, But exhaust (or

carry to the utmost) the virtues of the ancestor Wan-wang.

(Shoe-king.) 'ffl
|i| )^--^

e urh tdn ' 1<>w
> '' cause

you to be entirely faithful or poss-ssed ofconsummate integrity.

(She-kiug.) _ tB -
1 K'he keunsan tan, Their armies

-* *
'

I
"

i

were three only, no excess. t^ S. ug 1
JS

-itf ^

Hea Yu, nang tan p'hing shwuy t'hoo, Yu (the repairer of the

Deluge who lived during the Dynasty Hea), was able to reduce

to a level the waters and the laud. ^ Sheu-foo, The

name ofa city.

The same as ^ Pun, see below.

PEEN

Tft give a turn to the tongue or mouth and call out.

The original form of Ip How.

Ol. Scrib.
jj| Yen, see Had. "p Yen.

WX TSEW.
Original form of Jj$ Tsew.

O& HWUH. Sound; noise.

Ancien t form of yji Sha, see below,7C
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Ancient form of J Ke,seeRad.]JlTTsaou

Ancient form of fQ Kow.

l^vl Ancient form of Djj Wei, see above.

KOO. , The diseased demon or spirit ofa little

child. The name of a certain temple.

Same as B3 Keae, A limit or boundary.

CH'HE. . H.

To jest; to laugh. Ch'he ch'he, The sound of paper tearing.

This character is not inserted in Kang-he.

Charactersformed by Ten Strokes.

The original form of ^| Sang.

To mourn ; mourning. From BS K'hiih, To weep, and

Wang, Lost or perished.

M^
i/L|-i

Breath, vapour or air blown.

CHIN. Alarmed ; apprehensive.

SAOU. s. c.

From
jljjj

P'hin, Many moutht on the top of^ Muh, A
tree. The singing or chirping of a mult'ilmb of birds. The

sound of many voices. Vulgary, but erroneously written floa

Saou, and
Pjj&

Saou. Read also Ts'baou in the sense of
^gjj

Ts'haou, To pound the husk off rice. The instrument for do-

ing it is expressed by "gi'
Cb'ha.

CHUY. Appearance of the mouth being filled.

K'HEEN. Delight; joy; to take delight in.

PCS 1 K'he'en K'heen, The appearance ofjoy and rejoicing.

Al. Scrib. PJI Heen.

YUH The sound of the throat ; a guttural sound.

HO, or Huh.

The appearance of ejecting from the mouth, or vomiting.

To eject.

Y1H.

j Gow-yih, To vomit. Same as
P^fr

YTh.

TE. The original form of rf Te

To cry out.
ffa ^ Jj^ p|| jfjjf

Tso tsew mei te

chwang. Assumed sorrowful eye-brows and a crying manner.

Al. Scrib. ^f Twan, To cut asunder.

_.

and ^. Hwuy, The end ofan Axle.

YAOU. DN S. C
u7

To be joyful ; pleased ; to rpjoice.

SUN. Water
boiling or bubbling forth.

To spurt water forth form the mouth, as upon cloth to

damp and afterwards smooth it with an iron.
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WA. A little child crying.

Same as
tiftj, Tsze, see ab ve.

To feel aa aversion to, or to reject food.

w

Hu-!.0, ?tern, severe, cruel appearance ; h-irsh, strrn, loud

voice. S'liie of the Dictionaries define it mere bound or noise.

One says, Joy ,..,(i rejoicing; distressiiijjl) hot. R.-ad Heaon.

To call to; the touud oFa
| peorrced Pt 4t^ Heaou-yu,

To call out aloud; clamour. Read Heaou, Great noise aud

clamour.

YANG. Sound; noise.

IIAN. The chin. Al. Scrib. Han.

KUNG. The same as fit Huns.

TAN. Sound; noise.

V&
The sound of angry reprimand ; hooting at angrily.

-j^*
Q&l CM*

5-f 11 A. The voice broken as by hoarseness.

>^s^
An alteration of the voice. 4jr -\~

ffi. fl ?ffe" ,7^

Pm -T* Ijg ffl ^/l
* W taou-isze, cluing yih haou tirh

jih puh ha, ho che die yay, Laoii-lsze (the founder of the i

ect Taou) called alo'ud the whole day without his throat

being hoarse; the greatest possiUe harmony' c.f all the parts

of his constitution in beieby manifested. Re-ad Vac. The

voice spoiled: the breath rebelling, or rising; sobbing. lathe

stale
4*|

Tsoo, it expressed the sound of extreme grief and

wccpi g without crying aloud, the throat being already dry.

HEW. To smell ; to distinguish (d un>.

It is rather curiomly expressed in Chinese, L] fa hypJ *S\ "t'r" f*fv

E pe ts3W hew. With tlu no<u to appro.cn s n -Hi

I// M
]\'J jjf

E pe te.i k'he, To take airs with the noie

VI M & .erE pe shin k'hc, By the nose to judge, or try,

smells. LN ry ili ^J E pe peen k'he. To distinguish

irs
liy

the nose. I "/^ 111] |w /^

Jill J(\. P*^ Htiw che, ts^h she iin kwi. si

)IJ I ^-^

e, To SMI II it would cause a person to k-:ep niatilj awake for

three days incessantly. .. 1 |f|) -fji
Sa bcw urh tl8 '

Sinellcd tlirice and arose. (Lun-yu.)

NO, or Nan.

To expel pestilence or demoniacal influence. The same

as
|H No; defined by |$> jj -j^

Choo )ih yny, To put

away aplgue or pestilence. $ [Xj .jj -{j^
KcS

gii yay, To expel nialigHant evil.

The common form of | Chang.

TS'lIEANG.

A bird eali g; a simple or silly appearance. Read Tsang.

Tsiing hang, A foolish frightened appearance.

KOW. The keckling or crowing of a fowl.

A confused noise; aloud voice or sound. Mj Jlav Yew-kow,

The cry of a stag. p^ j Ch'hang.fcow, To sing or call out

SIM, or Sluh.

From ^ Lae, To come, and
jg|

Lin, A grinarj. What-

ever comui or is brought, is stored up in the grauarj by
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husbandmen, nnd therefore they are called
-^j"^ xh-foo.

)|/>
I Show-sib. To gather in the harvest.

Desirous of accumulating; covetous : avaricious; sparing ;

parsimonious; frugal. A surname.
] ^ |^|jj

Sih-foo-

she. Officers who superintended the affairs of Bt-ed-time and

harvest. ft ^ ^ ^ j| #|J \
Che jit, sze, fhern

miljoos',!., In regulating
the aitairs of men, heaven esteems

nothing so -ood as frugality. (Taou-tih-king.) ^ |

Lin-sib, or |? \
K'heen-s",h, Sparing, frugal; parsimonious,

avari.io.is.
| ]= Slh-yen, Sparing <,f words. Occurs

in the sense ,f
|j|

Sib. ^ \ ft 1

Ch" ji

ch'liiih sL-ay slh, The master went forth to give thanks for the

harvest.
| % J| // / J# Slh chay, nang Mh

chs ching kung. Harvest is a meritorious work effected by the

exertions of the husbandmen. "^ ]

Leih-s'ih,. To exert

one's self in cultivating the ground.

YUNG. Same as^Yung, Tbe Toiceofabwd.

TSAOU.

|4 Tsaou-laou, appearance of solitude; stillness, quiet.

TS'HEIH.

| 'yL Tsew ts'lielh, Sound ; voice ; noise.

SOO. The craw or crop of a bird. A certain

star. The first sense is thus expressed, fc? <?? ^ ~*f j&
Neaou show shTh che ch'hoo, The place in which a. bird

receives its food.

\

VI El HUNG, or Hung.

Lo-hung, To singsongs; the name of a song, or

class- of songi. ^ A. ^j I tt T hang jin yew

lo-hung keiih, The men of T'hang have Lo-hung songs. The

words also occur applied to a J.1& Low, Gallery or upper room.
'J*>

II EE. To inspire, and to close the mouth-.

P I/JI ifTl ^ rtk ^ Yu k
'

h(lw fh'hang rh Ph
he, My mouth is open wide, and I am unable to inspire or

to close it. To yawn.
) l||~J2 P & j& A **

hlh, e k'how kung plh jin, Hee-hih, is, by the mouth or

words to intimidate and press people vehemently.'

An erroneous form of PH T'han.

NANG.

YUNG.

= ^ To yen yay, Much talk.

Ij^Chung-yuBg,
Desirous of vomiting. Some writt'llBEj Yung

The second form of the Seal Character, is said to represent the

Mouth and the Veins of the neck. The breath or voice stopped

by grief; to sob. A contractionof, or a painin, the throat. The

throat.
||J(^^ j ^^ Jbt

ch
'

hu8 kgen chuh -

yTh piih yung leih, In swallowing rice conge, the throat would

not admit a single grain. ~p Hea yTh, To pass down the

throat. >f> j P^
Ph ih yTh,

' Not roughen thetbroat.

1
~jT

YTh piih sha. The throat not hoarse. Rccd

Yiih, and repeated, To imitate the sound of vehement laughter.

^^ ] |
Ts'helh seaou yiih yiih, Vehement laughing,

(with a coise like) Yiih-yiib.

SO. To suck. AI Scrib $( S3.

MA. Vulgar form
of,B^ Ma, To rail, to scold.

Ma-tsew, To chatter or talk much, with wine in one's

hand.
pf^ Ma, in Canton, in used for the European measure

of length, called a Yard. It is also an interrogative termination
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in conversation, and in colloquial books. ]^

En A
fj^J jjfl yt~

I Chay le she ne ma jin tslh te-fang

nu, Is this a place for you to rail at, or abuse people, eh?

CH'HA. A tone used in speech or song.

Modern songs contain this character; it is not found in I.iih-shoo.

HEA, orHae.

To open the mouth very wide ; to gape. One says Sound, noise.

HO, or Ko\

)$g flj|
She-h8, Name of one of the ^H Kwa, or lots in the

Mi & Yth-king. Represents, it is said, Something contained

in the mouth, which being eaten, the mouth closes. Hence, in

miscellaneous lots, She-hO denotes Eating; in those of the

regular series or order, H<i, denotes, To close or unite.

H8, further signifies Verbosity! loquacity. I KS-k8,

or read Kea-kca, Speech, words, conversation. Read HeS,

^ Hea-jen, The noise or sound of laughing.

T'HO, orT'ha.
T'hS-jen, To

forget; appearance of
freeing one's self from, ridding one's

lelf of care. Read TS, To take with the tongue; to liek.

i-5^%
SANG. The throat. Vulgarly, A runningat the

>3^.
nose of a diseased horse ii called Sang.

HEAOU.

The vulgar form of^ Heaou, Klegant, harmonious, good.

"*^-
kSAOU. The same as^jj| Saou, Clamour, noise.

CH'HOW.

P -j^
G8 k'how yay, A vicious mouth.

T'HEEN, orCh'hin.

A fulness ofbreath, or sound ; sound; no'ne. Anangrj noise

or sound; in a rage. Originally written
jjjtl

Chin. Al. Scrib.

^m Chin, and fit Chin. The pronunciation T'he'en prevailed

till the time of Thang. It is used in modern times for

Ching-he"en, Anger or dislike.

Formerly read Nuh.

A tribe of the
/gjj' ^Jj Heung-noo or Tartars, mentioned in the

timeofthe
H|j "fM.

Ts'heen Han, (former Han.) |jj||
n&

Cli8-j<i; The appearance of commiseration or pity.

YAOU. To call to ; to call out.

HUNG.

The people in a market, the noise or voices of a multitude.

HO. Sound; noise.

$ SUH, or Shiih. A laughing appearance.
^X^
Read, Sow, The noise of driving away birds.

HTg* WA, The sound or noise of drinking.

^ , r

V*4g KE. P^ j Ke-ke, Sound, voice, noise,

PAE.

To separate, to distinguish. Read Pie, To rive or split asunder

To sing in concord. One say*, To hoot, or speak to angrily.
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To backbite or to revile.
jjfy |g| j j^ {jj,

O woo, pang

yu yay, A kind of singing and dancing.

pfe WOO, or Woo.
**V

. Woo-hoo, To sigh s to lament ; Alas !

**'(/
*
J

I '[/?" B- H ftf Ko hoo, woo woo

chay, Calling out in song, Woo-woo, delighting the ear and

the eye. P;,* E-woo, To shed tears.

PO, or P'ho. Hpp S. C.

Pfl tseih, The appearance ofTo gnaw ; to eat.

gnawing, or chewing.

TSEU. An angry hooting tone.

Read Na,pg jjfflchaVia,
The chattering of a mean person.

VJJS*
T'MANG.

/r"^

njjij 3)S T'hung-l'hang. Grail talking; wide, impertinent,

not to the point.

_ fa*,
T*^ K'HEEN. if

_

A kind of pouch below the chin, in which it is said, a
spe-j

ties of monkey stores it's food. Used in the sense of
=|fv Keen,

What is inadequate; a deficiency, a failure. pHf ^ ^3,

K'heen k'heen che t^h, A very small degree of virtue. Rea(

Heen, The crop or craw of a bird.; the first stomach of :n

tnimal. Having something contained in the mouth.
|

""<

1 1^*1 ^il "^ _t ^>t'aou heen jow, fiih k'heshang, Thi

birds h:i\ ing flesh in their montns fly \ipon it. ?ome write

jrt|
Heen. Occurs us;;d forM Han, To hate, to dislike.

;Q,

~y Sin heen, ch:.1
. Hated him in hi< heart. 'BH. /

i A
^

\F*+ '-t

ffij Illr. }ik ^ Cnow che, urh woo keen yu p >, Smellei

it, and shew no dislike with th,- i.os/.

r~\
^^

Shih tsi;i yu6 hten. To cat up entirely is cnl! d H&jn. Rea.

K'heen in the sense of
jjit K'heen, Humble; retiring-

;"
K'IJCD Hi). IlumUj with.lri.w; or s! r,.ed b^.ck. iJ

the phrase, J$l
K'heen Jang. Humble, vie Iding, rc-

tiri "K' 1^ K'heen, is generally used.
~}< $fr^ \

Ta le'n pnh k heen, .Where there is great abundmce, tl'ere

is not room for the nian>fesl:ition of a yielding temper. Thil

sentence is taken from
l|^

~i- Chwang-ts/.e, A very luysteriom

and obcure writer. A sheep with four horns is said to be
.

denominated Heen. Read K hgg, To he filled ; satisfied.

del glilid ; full of self; presuming. p } tj$ ^K.

rBfj (teg / Iflj K'hou k'liefi yu Uow kwan, laou-le, che
\3y MI' t'^f \/\

we, The month filled, or satisfied with the taste of vegetable

stilistarC'S, and of generous wine.
itl] ^" F I ^

5" K hiie jen urh churg jih piih yen, Being satiated or filled,

and remaining a whole da> witliout speaking. ~J^ "|^ J\^

K ^ ~M \ -T>
TV'" '"' J'" '"'" wc >ew k'hteche,

The people ot the Empire do not possess presuinpluons self-

sufficient minds. The hooks written in the time of Han, in

this quotation used BE K'heS.
/u.%

SHE

To Uke high pleasure in; to have a great relish for ; to

desire ardi-nlly. To indulge the animal appetites ; to lust after.

P/& ^T fi ^ H^ Sheyu he clic yay, She, is to desire and

to take pleasure in a tiling. (Shvto-wan.)

She tst'W s'ih. To be addicted to wi:,e and debauchery. "tf"

-1-
yt)j|

'V Kan tse, she jin, To delight in wine, ar.dueexcei-

suely attached to music. (Shoo-king.) j^i jt ^ "^ ^
J|'.

| $J Kwang.k'lu: k'lie s'lih, kin k'iic s h-- haou, To

c:il'irge his dp icity for knowledge, and to regulate his desires.

show k'ha'ou, The divinity delighting in the libations and

o'llitio s, caused the Prince to attain old age. (.She-king.)

&Jjf\
PAOU. To boast; to talk big.

^.n:
il& CHEN.

'!fic
Chen-cheo, A silly foolish :*ppearancf..

3^c? K'llE.ll, TVchejv,-to eat. .
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CHA. K^j^Chaoucha, Theoicesof iiirds. One
|J

says, The confused noise ofchildren's voices. To rlijme, read Che.
| ^

u

HEUH. One says, Hoarse.

30th Radical. X. K'how

KEEN. To eat. To stop speaking. (Tsze-hwuy.)

UNG> O
a cow

j or by certain insects.

, Noise made b,

It is defined by p ^ Ch'huy k'how heiih yay,

Blowing with the mouth (perhaps) hoarsely.

*r

HAE. To Laugh.

.& An erroneous form o

TSEAY.

n, see above.

R. H.
Originally written ^ Hae, The laughing of a little child.

^ ^A_. II

T si!;hitolament; Pai " f '^et ; a ton e or aspiration when

"|>tl KIH< Tne Crowing Of a COCk.
|

one fels a
difficulty in expressing by words, allone'

meaning.
Also read Tso and Tseay. Pj| |^ Tseay-tan, or^ 1 Tsze.

tseay, To sigh and to lament.
] tfc 4j/

=T ~jr tl i'i
It seems also used for the Lowing of a cow.

SHOW,Chow, Or G6w. The name ofa place.

TSZE. The tone of sorrow.

Tsze-tseay, A mournful tone. One says, incessant

B

c /-a Tk.y^ I

IL"' '"" '-^ "' lf '** '-' ''-* "^ """" '*
3'
aJiAn erroneous form of^ Nee,see above. yen Puh tsi,h e tsin e, koo ft tsze

shing, e tsze bow , T,eay ,

to Assist; words being inadequate to express all one's
meaning;

this tone is emitted to assist one's self.' 1 Jtj /If?! A T P3
J T\ HX / \ 5ea"

hwae Jin, 'Alas! I cherish thoughts ofhim,' meaningthe
ancieat king^ ^W5n-wang. (She-king.) ^4 j

E tseay, ch'hang he ! Oh, how abundant !

PP|I
E.she sin nuy puh p'hing; tseay, she k'how che y in ya, kea'e

shang tan che shing,
'
E, is disquietude of mii.d ; Tseay, is the

(dumbness ofthe mouth) loss of articulate utterance; both are

the tones or sighs of a wounded niii.d.'
I ^)J"

~fc p*

Tieay ya puh e, Expressed in aspirations 'Ui,l:miUd surprise

and admiration.' Read Tseay, same as pS Tseay. D}H I

Tub tseay. The language of consultation. One says is denotes

Pf ^ 1/L ffl
Ho kelh che keen, In the time of one

breathing; or an expiration and an inspiration. "^ ^fe

^f
Ta teih che tso, seem, The moan or sigh of old age.

(Ylh-king.)

Weeping,
| pjr- Tsze-yin, Laughing.

^

P ^^ The same as |B Ilew, To smell at.

LEIH.
P|: PjELow-lelh, Incessant talking.

One Dictionary makes it To take, to seize.

LO. The cream of milk j which seems expressed

^ Jo t'eang. The unctuous matter of milk. Ori-i-

nally written^ Lo.

vot. i.

YIJH, or Wuh. s. c.m
To hem, in order to clear a stoppage of the throat.
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Yiih-yiih, Clearing the throat before playing on an instrument.

One says. The appearance of expectorating and drinking.

7l\F P/C $T l$Bt *ffl I? iPt Tseang rh'huy, seen yiih

yiihurhlek'he. About to blow (a reed or pipe) first clear the

throat and adjust the breath. Occurs as forming part of a proper

name.

T=l
WAN. To vomit.

y

TSO. The noise made by rats or mice.

^3 TSZE.
tta

IB D
From

jjjj
Tslh, A record, and Mouth. A mouth to read

the records of the family in the ball of ancestors. pflTsze,*J

Merely gives sound to the character. To succeed ; to come

after and keep up, or continue a succession. Children ; grand-

children; posterity; descendants. Hereafter. To learn; lo

practice. A surname. To rhyme, read Tsoo. ft^ -j- ^6
"is* ^f. XW

ram]
Fan tsze sun, keae wei how-tsze, Children

and grand-children, are all called How-tsze. 4& \ C- iK
15C. I j Q/J>

How-tsze tze sun, Descendants, posterity. fflt -5- \

4\ \\ I I

Woo tsze tsze, No son to succeed. ^ J
Ke-tsze, To

adopt a son. f- Tsze tsze, An adopted son. 3(7

/H JiZ-Wo yew ylh tsze tsze, I have an adopted

son.
|j2 j

Tseug tsze, To ex terminate a family. ^
1^ ~f fj^ 7W 1

shunJ^g )U tih f,ih tsze, Shun (the an-

cient king) resigned the throne to virtue, because his own virtue

did not descend to his posterity. (Shoo-king.) During the

ancient kings Yaeu and Shun, Hjj l& ~]Jl
/

t|'

j. r FS fuh keih tsze ; shang-ycn yu she,
' Punish-

ments were not extended from fathers to their children;

but rewards were diffused through the world;" for, $fi_

^*s ^>C /T\ ^ i^i -y^ ^T\ S? Yu k'he shS puh koo,

ning shih piih king, Rather than slay the innocent, better

lose what is right. (?hoo-king ) 4^ Ite ^ t IL. ^
^\ Tsung wo piih wang, tsze ning piih Uze yin,

Should I not go, (the speaker is a female) lie had better not

practice music.
(She-king.) 1 ^

jl Tze how, pub tih jingjeu joo Uze, Hereafter it mint

not continue thus.

CUE. A laughing appearance.

She jin cbe the, His contemporaries

laujrhed at him.

The original form ofWj| Hwang.

HUH. Noife made in vomiting,

Vulgar form of^ Seaou, To laugh.

Ancient form of Ig Nang,, Confusion.

E. The sound of anger, or indignation.

TA, or To1

. The motion of the mouth.

Phe-nr, A mouthing appearancP'HE.

Ancient form of () Shang.

Ancient form of
Jj^ Tsoo, Going to Hie tomb,

KEUN. Same as% Keun, A flock

POO. Strong; unwearied.
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P
_

ELEVEN STROKES.

Same as p$i P'helh, see under 5 stroke*.

Erroneous form ofIJKeS, Loud laughter

Same as
tbj* Tsuy, see under 12 strokes.

GAOU.

A geneial lamentation; sound of sighing and mourning.

$ fa $j |( P| r$j( P jlf
Fun yun tseang tselh, tsaou

gaou ming te, Assembled together in a crowded manner made a

confused lamentation. Al. Scril).
PJijj

Gaou. fgt |lfi ^f\

j||jr vj$ (jj
Gaou tsaou puh twan shingypy, Gaou-tsaou, aa

interminable incessant noise. ^ p J | Chung k'how

gaou gaou, Every mouth is clamouring to be supplied. j?

P I Kea k'how gaou, The family has nothing to eat.

1 $' Pin
^"aou Saou tae Pou i

A" infant' crying out, waiting

to suck.'

BLSame as the preceding, R.H.

jj ] Hungyingyufei.gae

ming gaou gaou. The bird Hung-ying in
flying, cry out

mournfully, Gaou-gaou.

TSEO. To chew, to gnaw.

Original written pf| TseS. Syn. with p| Tseaou.

PS7] HUNG, or T'hung.

Much talk; Verbosity. A loud voice or noiie. Sound of

A |[^ 1^ ^ Hfl
Ta ko wei che l

'

DUDg> Loud

wnging is denominated T'huug.

LE. Unceasing talk.

e
Ancient form ofJP Sing, see Rad. Q Jlh.

LEEN. Leen-low, Much talk ;

loquacity. Originally written
|SJ

Leen,

TSUY, orChuy.

To pucker or purse up the mouth. An ugly mouth. To

sip and drink.
fl|l VS Ms "!fc

T*"y **** Ch k ' T

tipple wine and deal out songs. Read Suy, To present or

offer songs. One says, ^ Tsuy tuy, denotes The

motion of the mouth. Tsze-hwuy, and some other Diction-

aries seem to use it erroneously for ^ Tsuy, The appearance

of a lofty hill or mountain.

HO. To eat.

The same as H8, or T'ho, which is by some written (] HB.

afii s. c.CHAY.

To screen; to hide. The appearance of much talking;

great loquacity. |8|| P^ ^ "S
-{ft^ Lo-chay, to yen yay,

Lo-chay denotes Many words. Read Choo, Unimportant,

or impertinent talk. Sha-muh rejects the latter definitions

as erroneous additions of people in subsequent ages, who

mistook the word, from it's having Q K'how, Mouth in iff

composition.

MO. s. c.

Stillness; quiet; silence; rest. PS
BJjtf

M8-tseIh, or

inverted, TseTh mu, Silence; stillness. Read Mill, in the

same sense,
"j ^ 'A. |S Mih-mih puh tlh yu, Silent,

having no opportji.ity to converse. J2i ^J
dt

<fift
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[ib [If? jjjj ^ ^"6 Ke gae she, ming M<"-teih, m1h urh woo

shing, In the time of mourning, perfect silliness or silence

were enjoined.

MOO. Aocientform off&Moo, To arrange apian.

sow. R. H.

To cough up phlegm; to cleanse the mouth.

K'hih-sow, To cough ; coughing. ^- B^f ^f ] _t

^ ;^t Tung she yew sow ; shang k'he tselh, In the winter (he)

hn.i a cough, which is a disease in which the breath rises up.

Chub keen, Selh-jin sow Icaou leang shing, t'hoo ch'hiih yih

k'how t'han lae, Particularly observed Selh-jin, having coughed

twice, vomited out a mouthful of phlegm. |g lit Ijfc

K'hih-sow, t'hoo t'han, To cough and spit out phlegm. Al.

c -K $ Sow- Originally written ;Jfe Sow. Read SO, To
aCiUJ* /i/V fsff\

suck.

SOW.

/tfc
-4^- i|

She keuen sliing, The sound of the voice

insetting on a dog. To urge or set on a dog. A local word.

'

Sow-tseu, Denotes the same. Al. Scrib.
|H^ Sow.

T'HAN.
t

S. C.

Sound; noine; the noise of many persons eating and drink-

ing. ~fa p^ Jt ^ Yew t'han k'he yih, All ate and

drank with a confused noise their field provisons. (She-king.)

Same as yfe Sow, see above.

P5<~ SHWE, or Tscuc. /o> c ct? \ o. *^.

A small draught; to driiik a small quantity ; to sip. Also

read Leiih, and Sciih, Voice or sound. Head Tsuy or Shwuy,

To taste.

SIN. The name of a certain star.

An erroneous form of ~^ Ts'han, See under the Radical

Mow.

P/jS Te. Same as P^ Te, see under 15 str

K'HANG.

^ TSIH, orChih.

K'hang-k'hih, Sound ; none.

The tone of angry reprehension, or hooting at.

TSUH.

Tsiih-tsze, To be ashamed ; to feel ashamed; shame

TSIH. The noise of haste or hurry.

The vulgar foim of
ijjn

Tsfh. (Sha-muh.)

vrP
(H TSA, orTsuh. *H* R. H.
/ML AX
Shame; grief; sorrow. ^ ^ Woo-tsiih, What the

heart dislikes; is grieved for, or ashamed of. ^Tsiih-

tsze, To be ashamed; to feel ashamed.
[jK|

| Pin-tsiih,

A grieved and sorrowful appearance.

KEAOU.

From pp TsTh, A multitude of mouths, and JJ Kew, To

entwine about. This part is only to give sound. Aloud

voice or noise ; calling out aloud. A certain large kind

of bell.
fjfl Q gljg jjfi ij Cl.aou.kung keaou

jen urh k'hiih,
'

Chaou-kung cried out aloud and wept.' In

this quotation modern editions write
DnJL

Kcaou. fe ifc

n m % & & "ft IL % i w t chM

kung ke sang, peen k'lie will), yay hoo tan, e keaou pih
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kwan, Those who (at great sacrifices) superintend the fowls and

other victims, who distinguish and arrange the various things

during the night, call out for the morning, to arouse or sum-

mon all thcofficers. (Chow-le.)

CH'HUNG. The appearance of eating.

KEAOU. y s. c.

To call or roar out; to make a clamorous noise. 0S
|{Jg

Keaoii-yang, The name ofan animal. Syn. with W Keaoii, To

call. ZE
] Shing keaou-keaoti, The sound was loud and

clamorous. $&~)^ \ sjai ~/}v JS |J[-. K'liwar.g-foo
keaon

hoo yu tung yae, The madman roared out from the eastern

bank, ill f |E-
s 'lan ch'hfih keaou yarig, The hill

produces (the animal) Keaou-yang. fe'
jig;

Keuen keaou-

yang, To entrap, or take in a net, the Keaou-yang.

LING. A ringing or
t'rrikling sound in the ear.

K'HAE.

To sigh ; to lament.
Pj^jj;
S ^ ^ K'hae k'he t'han e, To

lament and sigh; or, sighed out his lamentation.
-

{*{

The mind and feeling having something accumulated, (or

dwelling heavily upon them) sighed.

T'HAN.

A sighing sound; to sigh. One says, Along breathing.

According to Sha-muh, whether to express grief or admiration

and praise. D|g |M[ Tseay t'han, Lamentation and sighing.

I pj 3MI
Chang t'han sliwo taou, With along sigh said.

'

|_| %(
T'han yih k'how k'he,

'

Sighed out a mouth-

ful of breath.' i. e. to heave a sigh.
]

AS

T'han seth yih fan, Sighed and lamented awhile. 4Uf
-7]

Woo yung t'han, Not perpetual (or eternal) sighing. /K

3 RTOL. I.

1fc fl'j J.!^ -^ ."^
Ne lle tslln" mi "K t'-Ti Jin, tiew keac

tszc ke kwan sin kcae yew, ho peih tsil, ?ze-ma-new che t'han,

You are an intelligent person, and you ought to enlarge your

heart and dispel your sorrows; what occasion is there to imitate

the sighs of Sze-ma-new ?' S/e-ma-new, is a person mentioned

in the Liui-yu, who seems to have cherished a melancholy

state of mind.
B),

*H
j P ^ j

Tso sze, yew seang, t'han yih k'how k'hc taou, On the left

thinking, on the right considering, he sighed out a mouth-

ful of breath and said. $K tt
]

j K'hae k'hc t'han e.

Sighed out his lamentation. (She-king.) v& T'hn seen,

or |fe Tsan t'han, To utter aspirations of praise.

SHAN: To hold a thing in the mouth.

P i~| PJ& *$/\ "tit
K llow h ^en snan w 'lh y ay> The mouth

containing something in it. Otherwise expressed thus, Pg^ j

ij^J 'fe P 4* Han slla" W " h '"" k>now cnun S' Containing

or hi'lding a thing.in the mouth. Read Ts'han, Sound or noise.

The noise of striking.

The same as (H3F. T'hun, and V&fr T'hun. Read KwS, to

blow with the breath softly.

LO.
J||T |}^

Lo-lo, The appearance of a

hanging lip, the lip hanging down.

TSAOU. Noise; clamour. ^
2pp Chung k'how tsaou tsS, The confused mixed noise and

clamour of a great many different voices. A ^ I S3
r\-,yr I Iml

Jin to tssou naou, A great many people making a noise and

clamour. There are several expressions which denote the same,

as
PJJ)p j

tl OlUtsaou;
Pj|[

I Heuen-tsaou ;
pjj' p^

Heuenchaou,
j (Jjfc Tsaou-go, all express Clamour, noise,

outcry, vociferation. 1
1 4[. ^ Tsaou tsaou tsa tsa,

Noise and confusion.
|ffi^ \\\{ I&. Tsew ts'ih ttaou

suy, The din and clatter of troublesome loquacity.
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LAOU. Laou-tsaou, Noise; clamour ;

vociferation. To clamour ; to vociferate.

KEA.

From
t} Choo, A band of Music standing up, and

"ftp
Kea,

To add or to increase. Good; excellent; to commend ; to

praise; to be pleased ; to make happy. The name of a
Jj

Been

district, and also ofa
/HJ

Chow. A surname. Some Ancient

Dictionaries read it K'hea and Hea. Jit. BH Kea-yu,
;OP '*\

A certain kind offish, said to beof exceHent quality. jg
Kea le, The excellent ceremony, viz. the marriage ceremony.

jfj& I Faou-kca, To commend ; to praise. Pj |

K'ho

kea, Worthy of praise. | ^ Kea p'bing, is the name

given to an annual sacrifice offered to all the gods, after the

Winter Solstice. It is said, %. i ^H $ flU ^ ff

HtA Jft Tun--che how san seuh, lii tse plh shin yay, Three
'

I T^ *
.

-*

(portions of time called) Seiih, after the winter solstice, the La

sacrifice is offered to a hundred (all) the gods. (ShwO-wan.)

The word La, was about 800 years B. C. changed to Kea-p'hing.

Yang tse yu wei che kea, koo hwan le wei kea-le, The period of

conjunction of the Yin and the Yang is denominated Kea, hence

the marriage ceremony becomes the Kea Ceremony. (Sha-muh.)

^Kea e, An excellent thought, a praise-worthy intention.

if- te fl '& 1 Tj S Yu mow nae tih ' kea na

peitse.h, What I encourage is virtue; what I praise is great

merit.
""f ^ \ ^ & ^Hangchay, kea che hwuy

yay, Hang (the third character used in the lots of the Yih-king)

denotes a general assemblage of excellencies. (Yih-king.)

1 1 fill $i ^ ^ E kea le ^'n' 11 wan mi ", By the

excellent ceremony (viz. marriage) to unite in bonds of relatio. -

.hip ,11 the people. ^ || j^ ^ J| jij" ]

Kaou tsing howe shoo shfik'ho kea, Elevated kind feeling, and

m generous sense of propriety are exceedingly worthy of praise.

ylL. {|J} ['!
Chun shing kea leaiig, The line is an ex-

cellent measure. H
j ^fe ^ E kea hwan plh, To make

happy departed spirits,' is an expression used in the Le-king,

when speaking of various offerings. The Commentator says

, Z& (]&
Keae so e kea shea

sze chay che hwan pTh, They all are means by which to felicitate

the souls of those who have died well.
jig Kea-king,

The Imperial title, or KwO-haou of the reigning Emperor of

China, A. D. 1817. To rhyme, read Ko.

Same as
IjJp Hoo, To call to.

YAE. PJH Yae-yae, A dog snarling and

seeming to wish to bite. Al. Scrib. %fo Yin or Yae.

Pifttf HEAOU.

To fight or wrangle; the noise of quarreling.

SHEjOrChe. To utter opprobrious language.

Pfp PHI ShS-tiih, To vomit forth angry or virulent speeches.

Read Teg,
j PJJJ

Teg-tub, Incoherent ribaldry ; in Chinese

expressed by S3

rule, or limit.

woo tse yay, Talk without

P'HEAOU.

s

Having no rule, measure or limit j irregular. The appearance

of being blown rapidly. A carriage running with an immoderate

degree of swiftness. || jjj^ ^jfj, ^.^ jji ^^. /|

111 151 m. ^ '^ ^& *J ^e* ^ung P' neaou he;feichay

p'heaou he ; koo chen Chow taou, chungsin teaou he, The gale

does not agitate; the carriage does not toss and disquiet; but

an attention to the (ruinous) ways of the Chow family, distresses

the inmost soul. ^ ^^ ~%_ jfifc
P'heaou-yaou,

piih gan che maou, P'heaou-yaou, a disquieted appearance,

''hcaou-chang, Singing loose or licentious songs.

LOW. Loquacity, verbosity.
Pjjjji HjfeLe'en-low,

Appearance of troub lesomness ; troublesome. ] Dff
I CP*

Low-lte, The voice of a bird.
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Pjfk KEA, or Kce.

|

Kea kea, The voice of a bird, or of birds.

SOW. kenen shing, The

sound of hounding on a dog. Vulgarly written
BJfe

Sow.

tftJi YEN, or Yin. A loud laugh.

pSj CI1AOU.

T̂he noise, or sound of the voices of a multitude of persons.

HEAE. A laughing appearance.

The noise of laughing. Read Heih, denotes the sane.

CHWA.

A vicious mouth ; vicious or opprobrious language.

m. KEA.

From
"jig"

Koo, Ancient, and E3 Twan, giving sound.

tJreat; great and remote; firm; stable; happy; blessed; pio-

pitious. To rhyme, read Koo.
,/t $5f ;tfc A ^B ^

P|k
Fau w"^ chwang ta, wei che kea, Every thing of a large

figure is called Kea. ^C jjj
Kung-chuh, are the prayers,

or incantations offered up before the h 1

she, (effigy of a

departed ancestor or an idol), and ^p f{ ^ ig Q 1

Choo jin show fuh yu6 kea, The lord or master (of the house)

receiving blessings is called Kea.
|l[i |jg ^ ^ ^

Shun fuh urh chang e, Pure (or great) happiness ; may you

long enjoy it. (She-king.) jiff j
Chuh kea, To supplicate

blessings.
jfil | ^ tyfc

Chfih kea che shin, The

sincere desire or wish to supplicate blessings. The reigning

Emperor, Kea-king, will reach his 60th year in A. D. 1819, in

consequence of that age being the complete round of one Cycle,

it is to be observed with peculiar honors. The Tartar Kings

and I'rinrrs prrsint idols of Buddah and pray for the Empcror'f

felicity. His Majesty has declined reci iving tin- idols, because

he has so many already ; but desires, that in lieu of giving the

idols, they will repair his temples, which he says, in the

words just quoted, will equally shew their sincere desire to

supplicate the bestowment of happiness upon him. (Peking

iRi Chuh kea niu kan \ih k'hc chuitg, koo she wei ta kea,
\\-^

In supplicating lilessings do nut dare to alter constant usage;

this is denominated a great blessing, or happiness. (Le-king.)

1 ^ i^ A t^. Kea> ch '

hans ) ay ta y ay.
' Kea >

of lons

duration, great and vast,' referring to blessings. (Le-king.)

SEIH. Selh, -ot repeated SeTh-seth, The

sound of enduring or suffering cold. The cry, or exclamation

of a person who suffer, from cold.

KO. ^ gjgj Hea-kS, The throat.
] J$J

yin e, e pelh yew woo, The uense of K8 and Hoo is the

same, the sound (or pronunciation) is different; there is a

suspicion that there must be some error.

P'HE. P'he-e, Appearance of the

muulh, or a mouthing appearance.

I1EAOU.

Boasting; talking big; alarm or surprise. Read Keaou,

The crowing of a cock. Read Paou, Bombast ; inflated or

flowery talking, without any reality. Paou-paou, Sound, noise.

Read Leaou or Lauu, (j^J |1|S Lenou-taou, Many' words;

verbose. Read Mew, Syn. with
jp2

Mew. JT '% ~j? h~.

="
-j-f^ Kwang chay che wang yen yay, The irregular confused

talk of a madman. # ^ ^ ^ ) J f^ Kwang

chay k'lie che heaou heaou jen, A madman's ideas and language

are infilled and extravagant. (Mang-tizc.)
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1100.

To cry out aloud; to cull. A surname. Head H6o, To

'v to iu an angry insulting manner, otherwise expressed by

l$<?fil A
jfe & Y,h Ian shih, yih tow kang, till clic, Is'ih sang, fiih till

yiv v^>

tsih sze, hoo urh, urh yu die, hing laou che jin fiih show.

A howl of rice, a basin of soup, lo obtain which is life, and not

to obtain which is death : if they b<- given in an angry insulting

manner, a wayfaring man will not receive them. (Mang-tsze.)

For there are feelings, he says, which people regard more than

life or death. H
j

K how hoo, To roar out with the mouth.

Syn. with [}$ Hoo. Occurs in the sense
ot'vtp.

Hoo, The name

of a river. $$J(# ] JL J# S"|S "0 'P
Kl'-jin^ h

tan. e keaou pih kwan. The foul-men (keepers of the victims)

at night call out for, or hail the morning to arouse or summons

all the officers.

T.-EE, or Tse. Small talk.

Conversing in a low voice, or with levity ; sound. According

to one, Correct, proper speech. Read Ch'ha, A slight low sound.

KWO. '

Kliow kwu kwa, Mouth

chattering; troublesome and incommoding loijuacity. Al.

Scrib. lljit
Kwiih.

Dit I1NVUY. yffi

Small ; delicate ; a low soft voice or sound. A rapid, hasiy

sound. The harmonious sound of a reed. Clear; bright ; the

nameof a star.
[ /J\ p [|jj|

/&
JJJ Hwuy,

seaou k'how

ming shing yay,
'

llwuy, voice or sound emitted from a small

mouth. (Luh-shooO %?#/J^$f[!g,^ 1 |

Yuen pe lew sze, ming leaou hwuy hwuy, Amongst yonder

luxuriant willows, the Teaou insect chirps softly. (She-king.)

[

;frj llwuy-pe, The name of a star.
j ffi Hwuy

hwuy jen, Concord or harmony of sound, either from the voice,

or from an instrument. S\n. with
||''i Hivuy, and lltfl Hwuv
.i=,

J

K'lllN. A sore on the lip.

GOW, or lieu. R. H

To be pleased; to sing ; the prattle of children. The name of

a river. Rtad Hen, To use pleasing language, to sooth To

commiserate. Read Ch'hoo, An angry voice. Head Gow, To

vomit. Read Hcu, To vomit. P^ P[| ^| ^ ft ffl

Jjfe=
P$ ~& ^ Ne-gow yu ying urh seang ying, hoo yu yay,

Ne-gow is with children responding in alternate harmonious lan-

guage; hence,
Pjjj j

"^ Jfe-gow che, Sooth and soften him.

I "PI" iEi Gow-gow he yay, Gow-gow denotes joy.

^)X I Jpl T"1 ^ Sow taou chung, To sing in the midst of

the road.
j pj

Gow t hoo, To vomit. ^ ~K PQ

^- P E T PH If I HJ Wehea y<h*y>

fhoo che; e hea yen chay, gow ch'hiih che, That which has

not passed down the throat, spit
it out; that which is already

swallowed, -vomit it up.
=="

^S
j

Yenyu heu-heu,

Language soothing and condoling, or commiserating.
j pjw

4J] ilijl ^3 Heu yu ho yu6 maou, Heu-yu denotes, Concord

and satisfaction; cordiality and being well pleased.

nSt 'jr* ~j? Heu-yu show che, Received him, or it, with
/i\\ J*^ **

cordiality and pleasure.

T'HEAOU.

Same as
j[c T'heaon, To call to, and endeavour to seduce.

ME EN. Pjf J
Hecn-heen, Joyful or being

gl.id;
to rejoice; to laugh; laughing. Read K'heen, Same as

K hi;en>

TSIH, or Ch.h.

To cry out aloud; to roar out ; atumnltuous mingled noise;

a noise of wrangling. py" Tsih tsih, The inarticulate
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tones of admiration and surprise. Also, The noise of quar-

relling; the note of a certain bird. Occurs in a religious

book, in the sense of $t Tsing, The iiatur.il fellings. i{

jtp pjj -f|j
llwa tsae IsTh jay, Keforiiiation is seated (or must

commence) in the natural feelings. |fij Hih-lslh, To call

out; to call to. ^ ^ =||
Tslh shlh che e, A wrang-

ling disputatious consultation. Used in the se?!seof
jjlf Tsth,

denoting that which is Profound and obscure. 'wS
fjjl $j

I % ffiS.^ &f&4tl Hwu) l
'

hun** nan I8lll> )ew

fan yen, m8 che che yay, When assemhled together, the difficult

and alistruse points, after troublesome wrangling and dispu-

tation, were not settled. S" tK
|^ Yen yu heuen tslh,

Conversalion clamorous and disputatious, j ^JQ jg
Tslh tslh clung taou, In a troublesome clamorous manner, said.

T'HAN. Gan-l'han, Little taste ; tasteless.

CHANG. t
H is commonly read Chang, and is, in the MS. Diction,

aries, aspirated ; but the Chinese Dictionaries give for the Syl-

labic spelling
~fi] ^ She-yang, and

jf^ -^Sliin-yang, which

make Sh-ang. From & Che, The will or intention, and
j*i

Shang, givirg sound.

Totaste; totry. Nameof an nutumnnl sacrifice ; a surname.

Forms the past tense f Verbs ; Always; commonly; applied to

past time.
*af D ^ 6^: -{{|,

Ch ing k'how she we yay,

Chang, to try the taste with the moi.th.
| ^ |rf? ^. JJfi

-Jf^ Chang, chi we mci gfl yay, Chang, to examine whether the

taste be good or bad. (Luh-shoo.) Or more briefly,

K'how wei che, To taste it with the mouth.
:j|

lt

I -^ fJ "jy
^an^ ^ h fi lso Jew > chang k he che fow, Took

the food on his right and left, and tried whether it's taste was

good or not.
(She-king.)

j 1
Jj. |T^ jgj Chang

yih chang k'fce we taoii, Try it's t sle. ^
|

We chang. Not

Kt- Xf? ^ ^ | $2 fi ^ ^ Chay sze wo chang

king le.h kwo 1 e, This business is wh;it I have been in the

habit of pssi:g through, nr lieing engaged in. S- ~tf 1

^v W<>0
> ew clll "S ls riS sz^ yu sze e, My

friend, always atlei.dc-d to aftairs iu this way. fe] H|l <p
OL. r. 3s

"/^ K, tslh sliaou chang che, Hiiving doubt or suspicion,

then try it a little.
)" ^ ^ j

Pih kwei te)h chang,

A hundred (all the) spirits lusted the savour of Hie sacrifice*

offered.
'^^ -gu j ^/^ TYhing she chang che, Pray try it'i

taste.
^f(" 9^ Chang si;i kiih, To oflfer up in sacrifice the

new (reaped) grain. % $j^ ^^ Q jjfe ^ Q
|PJ ^- jJn ^ ^ Tsuns meaou che tsc

' hea J"8

Yi5, ch'liun yuS Sze, lung yu8 Ch'n.j; teu yug Chang, In the

hall of ancients, the summer sacrifice is called YO; the spring

sacrifice is called Sze ; the winter, Ching ; and the autumn,

Chang. Same as Si Chang ; some write^ Chang.

MEU.

To blow; to blow softly with the breath.
|J^ D{j>

Ch'huy heu, To blow with the breath. Figurative y, To

recommend ; to speak in behalf of. These two words are thus

distinguished, ft ^ |E( {# H P Pi Ch'huh k'he

kelh yuC ch'huy ; hwan yufi lieu, To expel the breath rjpidry

is called Ch'huy; slowly, is called Heu. Again, ffic.
Xjjjr PJ^

n pA. Jt D HI % H I

Tsuh shlu tho k 'he

yue ch'hiiy, heu k'how ch'hiih k'he yu6 heu, To purse up the

lips and impel the breath is called Ch'huy ; with an open mouth

to ifsue forth the breath is called lieu.
J^& Jpj >|P;

g ft $ !$(. P Ji 1
Heu heu fhung shing,

tsze pe wei heu, tsze k'how wci heu,
' Heu and Heu, are pro-

nounced the same ; (breath passing) from the nose, is ex-

pressed by Heu ; from the mouth, by Heu.' T^ fy |J^

P^ j

To wo ch'hiiy heu, ch'huy heu, 'Employed roe

to blow him a little,' i. e. to say a good word for him.

CHA, or Ch'ha.

The appearance of thick lips. The Dictionary Yuh-peen

says, ^|| t] $?ft
Hwan k'how niaou, Slow mouthed.

\

^ PUN, An angry voice.

Nilme ofa plant which grows in the water.
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P'HO. A word used in imprecations or prayers.

Ol. Scrib. Jg IIoo, see Rad. Sze.

PvOV Ol. Scrib. 4$ Sih, see under 10 strokes.

CHA. The same as rift Cha.

TC^ Ol. Scrib. ^L Fow, the 170th Radical.

SEIH. Sound ; noise.

LANG.

Name of a place, occurs in the books of Fuh.

TWELVE STROKES.

Same as if: llvva, see Rad. a Yen

*1 MAE. Mae-raae.Thecryofasheep.

NEEN, or Jen. S. C.

The sound of conversation) which i also expressed by P|

||S^
Yih neen. One says, To answer ; to reply j to answer in the

affirmative.

CHWAE, orCh'hae. To eat, to gnaw.
to-

To eat with jrcediuess all at once ; great numbers eating, as flies

do carrion, -ffl:
] OT^

Woo ch'hae chih, Do not eatgreedily

the roasted meat. (Le-kiiig.) In the passage from which this is

quoted, there are various rules for behaviour ;it table, which

indicate great barbarity existing to make such rules necessary.

$j|j^ ^ 1 '%_
Y '"S-J uy ko" chwae che '' The (flies ca"ed )

Yins-juy, together eat them ;' viz. dead bodies left in the waste

lands before the rites of sepulture were instituted.

*

The same as iBf Hwuy, see above.

Vulgar form of
Jl|i Po, To gnaw.

P'HANG. Sound ; noise.

J2/

'!' 'I'

LAOU.

Noise; clamour. [^ P^( Laou-naou, and 1 \^ Laou-

taou, express the same,
ffi ||^j ^^ j ] tyj $ft

Na ko jin ban laou laou taou taou, That fellow M very noisy

and clamorous. Read Heaou, In the sense of ,'=? Heaou, To

call to, or to call out. Chi ng-tsze-t'huug affirms that this is a

vulgar character, to which Sha-muh objects, hjayiiig, that no

other work makes the same affirmation, and Ching-Uze-t'hung

produces no proof. Syo. with aSy
Laou.

CllA. The noise of chewing ; to craunch.

CHIH. To chew; to eat.

The appearance of chewinp or eating

One says, To sip or smear the mouth with biood in ratification

uf a covenant.

KEIH. Sound; noise.
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SEAOU.

The sound of blowing; a hissing, whistling, roaring sound.

To whistle, to roar. Read Seiih, in the same sense, and Syn.

with
j|K

Seiih. Read CrTh.h, in the sense of p Ch'hih, To

ipeak in a rough angry tone. ^ [J fft] [fj /J^ Q Peft

Tsiih k'how urh ch'hiih shing yu seaou, To purse up the

month and expel the voice is called Seaou. jrf Jjj
//

K'he seaou yay ko,' Whistled and sung' to divert the mind from

what vexed it.
^j$

1 Shen seaou. Skilled in whistling.

(She-king.) J|. |
g y\^ Ch'hang seaou leang kew,

To whislle aloud for a long time. S^' $\. >Mn A*-
I W/v Yffl I'fi 'li^

vL $"M A. ^eaou '"* snaBS hwae, neen pe shin jin, Whistle

longs and mournfully reflect upon that great personage.

(She-king.) $ & ft fr B W Z A
t* i

* \ BMS.itA Ifflti
~r ffi_ Ts'heen Han se-fang yew Yin-seaou che kw8, jin

keae shen seaou, ch'hang-foo seaou, wan pih le, foo-jin seaou,

wan woo shTh le, During the former Han, in the western

regions was a state called Yin-seaou, in which all the people

were excellent whistlers ; when the men whistled they could

be heard at the distance of a hundred le, and the women at

the distance of fifty. ^ ^ X j^ J^ }

fir & '$ & fl a'! Jt- ic ^ ffl

.ffi ^^fS^^f^ 4Nan-t Ze

jiih nuy, piih ch hih pi:h che; yay hing e chiih, woo chiih tsih

che, neu-tszech'huh mun, peih yung-pe k'he raeen ; taou loo

nan-tsze yew yew; neu-tsze yew tio, A man when he enter*

the inner apartment* (where the females are) should not speak

roughly nor point ; at night he should walk with a candle,

if he have no candle he should stop: when a female walks out

ihe should veil her face; on the road men tfke the right side,

and women the left. (Le-king.) Sjg |jA> M?
| lung

yin, hoo seaou, The dragon chaunts tunefully ; the tiger roars.

KE.

To chew or eat; to sigh ; to moan. An ugly looking month.

ff t )E7 t
Chow wei S chK,, urh

ke tzc kc, The ancient king
* Cliow made ivory cliup-Uicks,

and Ke-tsze, sighed,' being grieved to witness the introduction

of luxury. In the sense of Chewing, also road K lie.

Vulgar form of Pg Yen.

Same as
yjft Chilli, To bid, to order.

HAN. The tound of anger. Al. Scrib.

T'HEE. To gnaw; tobite. Same

HiH, Hwth, orHwo.

Hwih-tsHh, To call out, the sound of words, or

conversation'

YIN. The meaning is lost.

Tsze-bwiiy says, Sound, noise. An erroneous form off Yim.

CHAOU. To laugh; to jest; to ridiculej

to play and jest witk each other,
|^H ^j^ Chaou-seaou,

Laughing and joking. ^ jj^ $fe ^ [ ^ H
Chih heu yen, orh chaou kwei lung, Took the (insects or

I z rds) Heu and Yen to play with the tortoise and dragou.

I 'ftfi. $$&' 'i'l lifi
^naou * na ^e ^eu nwa ' Ridiculed him

a little. Syn. with
jjjjj

Chaou. Some write
:

^j Chaou.

I. To sigh deeply to ridicule a person.

Read Hwae, To commiserate ; to shew compassion to. In

the first sense, Syn. with
jj|j

K hwei. W S /JQ ^1
a

fjf] y fj3
Fan yen sean lt-n-gae *' coe kwae, la

every case, speaking of con passion or pity to another, it is

expressed by Hwae or Kwei.
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\JK^ TSUY. The lips.

The beak or bill of a bird ; the mouth ; an aperture. A spout.

Figuratively, Impudent chattering. j|j| |ljj&
Ts'hin tsuy,

To join the lips; to kiss. ^ "j ^ ^f To tsuy, to

shin,
' Much lip, much tongue,' i- e. to chatter and talk im-

pertinently.
/|5j' JJl] #f |

Ne peih to tsuy, Don't you

chaou tsae, Ian ho, Who dares to talk much or intermeddle

with this idle affair, and go to pull down judgments, and

draw down calamities on himself. (Haou-k'hew-c uen.)

jjj& ]

Pwan tsuy, To wrangle or keep up altercation. The

word Pwan is written variously. *K }pi 3R> Pwan k'he

tsuy lae, To commence an altercation.
jjjUj

1 Tow tsuy,

To fight with the lip ; to wrangle, to debate angrily.

'

Pang tsuy, To take part with one in any altercalion. ]ft-
j

Haou tsuy, A good lip; or,
j

gfj ^fc /ft Tsuy t'how lae

Hh, 'lips liead can come,' express fluency of speech, loquacity.

j jf\ T?T" Tsuy piih haou,
fc

Lips not good ;' i.e. a foul-mouthed

person. iT I Ta tsuy, or
.j^

I p{^
Ta tsuy p'ha, To

slap the face or mouth with the hai.d ; or to strike the mouth

with a piece of leather l.ke the sole of a shoe, as a punishment.

This is inflicted when the presiding magistrate deems that the

prisoner or witness speaks impertinently. It is sometimes had

recourse to, to stop evidence which is not acceptable, from going

contrary to the decision which exists in the judge's mind before

trial.
jljjjj jj/^ |

Li -pa tsuy, The mouth of a kind of

martial trumpet. ^ *sp j
Ch'ha koo tsuy, The spout of

a tea-pot. Al Scrib. JSfi Tiuy, pffi Tsuy, and 4j| Tsuy.

PEII1. The sound ofany animal's voice.

GAN. Can tan, Insipid ; tasteless.

HEAOU. Fear; apprehension.

The uninterrupted tone of grief. (Luh-shoo.) -?> S* 3

Biff SUM**** lYushinheaou
s fung yu so peaou yaou, yu wei yin heaon heaou. My

house becomes d mgerous, buttered by the rain and shaken by

the wind, mine are only the uninterrupted tones of grief.

SZE. R. H,

A stoppage of the breath or throat ; the neighing ofa horse ;

a loud voice or noise; a broken, interrupted, mixed, crashing,

clashing, clattering sound. ffir 5 Sze sha, Slaughter

or carnage effected with a crashing noise.
j Jp. fjf- r/jrj

TKit ili
Sze c '1

'

nanS sbing urh sha yay, Sze denotes a long

sound or noise accompanied with slaughter. It is used in a

much lighter sense for tlie Slight confusion of a few people's

voices; as
| ^ ?zejin, The mixed noise of introducing

a few persons to each other. It is often used for the noise

made by a few persons crowding together. y/h pfi Sha

ming,
'

Sandy cry,' is in the She-king, used for
J

Sze.

EA. Same as
tij$ Hea, To laugh.

P PHI 1
K'h w hea hea, Laughing. Same as &j Hea,

A vast, empty, or desolate appearance between two hills. With

the same pronunciation, it is written these several ways,

''til.
Wrilten thus pffl erroneously.

tl p
g\ Same asP/E Ne, An interrogative particle.

T'ha, The noise ofsomething falling*

The roar of a tiger, or of a wild boar; the cry of a fox,

of a rliino-eros, and so on. The voice of a human beirg ^hout.

ing or ca ling | f| ,l| .flj p^ ^ ^ Chung

jililiuou urh ylh piili slia, Called out the whole day without

feeling hoarse.
[J^J

H:;ou p'haou, and I P$-
Haou

hoo, denote the same. To rhyme, read llow.
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TE. The name of a country.

The same as the preceding.

The same as the two preceding.,

Trifling conversation, /N |5S
Seaou yu, Small talk.

FOO, OF Woo. Not distinctry and clearly.

* .fe H ffl PIS Ch^&u, keae

foo-jen yang jing yug Ni5, All the Generals in an indistinct

manner went through the external forms of assent, by crying

No. (Tseen-han-chuen, History of the former Han.)

R. II.

The cry or Toice ofany creature. --

Lc.ioii leang ts'hing ch'hlh che shing,
' Leuou-lcai g, a clear

distinct sound or voice ;' a voice heard from a distance ; a cry

made at night.
j Pj Pj^ ^ ^ ^. -j^Leaon-le, miog

ihing kaou lenng yay, Luaou-le, aloud clear cry. (Luh-sboo.)

O.ie ancieat Dictionary makes it, The cry of disease.

Same as & Keen, To eat.

PWAN. His thus defined, M ^ *
f/t P h

E \cn naii jin, By words to distress or involve people in

difficulties.

Same as the preceding.

Same as p Ch'huen, To pant.

K'HEAOU. Wot to know; to be ignorant f.'

A local word used to affirm, 1 do not know. The Dictionaries

Tseg-yun and Luy-peen, define it, A distorted mouth.

HE. hajfc R. H.

^P ^K FJi:
Ht"hc> ho Io shi"s ' IIe'he ' tlre

sound or voice of social joy ; Hie sound of pleasure and merry-

making; gigglingand playing. ^ \ p^ p

M A 1 \ *k%n til
Kea J' n '"'- 1 '

Foo-tsze he-he sbih kea tsedyay, When the persons of the

family are strictly controlled, Hie prfiifiples
of domestic rule

will not l>e lost : if the females gigs 1" and play, the family will

become disorderly. (Yih-king.) 1 I

|l|lj ppj He-he, ho

ho, Laughing and tittering. j^j^ ffi ^ jj$ ^ \

5rl Leang jin pwan kwei leenurh hesi'aou, They both putting

on devil's faces (a seductive expression of countenance) giggled

and laniih'd. pfa I E-he, A sigh ; an interjection of grief
*\L* |

of admiration, or desire; also of fear and of anger. Alas! oh!

0! The two words commence a prayer in the She-king, for an

abundant harvest, addressed to J~ ^gp Shang-te, the Supreme

Ruler.
|lg j Tfi ffi %> -fc $ E -he ' > ew so to la

che shing, E-hc, i. a tone of voice expressive of there being

somellung very great, or
^j p/f^ ^ ^ -fc jf,j ^

/^ I// ife ^^ Yew so p'how to, mci 1 1, urh wei shing e tan

che, Having something vasty extensive, or excellently great,

the voice is emitted to admire it.
4||J jjfj

He he,

heiih hL-iih, The appearance or expression of hiving succeeded,

or hav'rg obtained something. This Particle also occurs as an

Imperative Interjection. Occurs read E.

IIEEN, or Yen. Dogs snarling wilh each other

Au expression of wranglipg aud disputing. Al. Scrib.
gjj

Via.
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- YUI1. A sound in the throat. Some write

HEW.

The ancient form of

S. C.

Chuh, A domestic animal. ~r

juCsaug, yung che yufi hew, The six domestic animals (viz.

horse, cow, sheep, hog, dog, fowl) when training up or feeding,

are called Sang ; when made use of, they are called Hew. Some

distinguish Hew and Chuh, thus,
jfc Jj Fj ] ^ ^

|||
Tae sha yue

1

hew, tsae kea yue
1

chuh, Animals on the

hills (wild) are called Hew; in the house (or tame), they are

called Chuh. g| jA ^f 5t|| Hew, chuh wei yew peg.

Hew and Chuh, are a little different. The character is said

to be
ijj-l JT H0 !5 "rt?

^ifl ~/^ ^& Seang urh, t'how,

tsuh, jowte che hing, Like the ears, the head, and the feet

pawing the ground. (ShwO-wan.)

J03
T'HAN. To brealh

; to pant.

A horse panting or broken winded. Read, p T'han-t'han,

Many ; a multitude, as of carriages. Joy j rejoicing; fulness;

abundance, as of strength or ability. Head Chen,
|

Pgf Clien-

heuen, Leisurely, slowly. In one part ofChina, seeming Stoppage

of the throat, which is occasioned by anger, was expressed by

Chen-heucn. One says,
j [Hi- T'han-ho, denotes The appearance

of shedding tears.
^I'l"han-yen, Ease and leisure.

fe^ Efj
T'han t'hunluma, Numerous and crowded were

the black-maned white horses; or according to another inter-

pretation, Than than, expresses their blowing and panting.

K'he li) sin kan chay, k'he shing then e hwan, When the heart

is affected with pleasure; the voice indicates it bj ease and

suavity.

3: J& P^

J^P 5J| ^
"#(1 V3l ^17 J^ Jookeangjoohan;

J o*bancbfpaou;

Wang leu fhan than ;

Joo chuen che lew;

A\
ttjjj

X\ Cj^
Piih tsTb, piih k hill)

jfM 'flE
/

fij\ Pd Ch8 ching Seu knii.

The royal legions appeared numerous and imposing;

Swift as if they fled upon wings;

Impetuous us a torrent or a cataract ;

Finn as the base of a mountain j

Resistless as the tours,- of a river ;

Forming a long unbroke.i line, in matchless order)

Their motions inscrutable; their prowess invincible i

Thus they proceeded to the grand conquest of the state Seu.

T'HAN. H v j

l-J

To take far into the mouth ; or, to take into the mouth

greedily. ^ ^j~ jj^ pjK Tae kan urh t
,

han T() re]jgh

much, and take
greedily into the mouth. Syn. with

pj|
Than,

and vulgarly written
P|

Than. (Ching-tsze-fhung.)

CH'HUE. To drink
; to drink largely.

The vulgar form of^ Ch'hug. Al. Scrib. f
and ttfr Ch'hui*. Read Tsuy, To eat ; to chew.

Stfc! MlH. W* R. H.

4^
Quiet; still ; silent. Syn. with tf& Mih. Occurs

denoting

A feeling disquieted ; or discontented.
0JJ?

I "5^ ^ sf-*

Mih-mihpulitszegan, Mih-mth, not self-composed. lj\?

'Pfl* Bw ^j/J /AH I
C ^ lnS te '"' chaou, yuen mih, The

Emperor Ching, when he descended to give audience, preserved

profound silence.
] ^ MJh Jen, Silent; silently. I

WMihseang, To think
silently ; to meditate. ^fc "pT

| ffi iffl it ^ Gan k
'

ho n>'h Jen urh che hoo ? How
can it be that he maintain silence,and desist or stop? 1

iTfj

^| ^ Mih urh fhaou k'heu, Preserved silence, and ruo

Rend Muh, **
J\ JB Jfe t] , ^ Ts()(away.

jinwei k'he yug miih-ch he, The people of the state Tsoo

expressed To deceive or impoe on, by Miih-ch'he. Read Hih,

the noise of Hawk'ag and
spiltiug.
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SUN. To spurt water or any liquid from

the month ; to qeet with force from the mouth. W -ffi

25 [| P^ /C^in ts?w, e n:m sun che, Drunk (or t ok

into the mouth) wine, and spurted it forth towards the sou lli-

wcst.
'ft!/ jj^ j /|g ^ M? Seen nang sun fjn thing

fung. The Seen (Genii) can spurt rice from the mouth and

make it become bees.

u

pjF P55 Yin-gS, An angry appearance;

angrily. Read Y3,
| ]

Yu-y,-,, or 8-8, The voice of a

certain bird.

TSUN.

Several persons assembled and conversing; to talk so as

to please in a person's presence. Pg /Kr Tsun la, or

1 ^ "^ Tsun lsu "' ia '"' T fllttt'

r in each "tier's

presence,
and 10 fjel mutu:il hatred belvni! each other's hack.

The same idea is expressed by ^q "^ 'jg
Tsun ta pel

tsang. (She-king.) Thus denned in the Commentary,^
wk# n fis 1 1 * is

T >e" e sea" ^ua

urh pei tsih seang tsang, Mucli talk tor the purpose of pleas-

ing each other; and when the back is turned, feeliug mutual

hatred. Syn. with 5 Tsun.
* tl~rr

FAN. Sound; noise.

TSLJH. Occurs in the books of the Buddah

Sect. In what sense does not appear.

^M
The ancient form of|fpleaou, see below

v CH-HA.

P
To speak of minutely, and very particularly.

The vulgar form of [ K'heTh, To eat.

The ancient form of
j|f Yin.

Language destitute of reason and truth.

CHE, or Cha.

Chaou-chg, The tittering of chattering of a bird ;

to chatter and laugh at.

HWUY. A distorted mouth; bad pronunci-

ation ; ugly; deformed. One says, To revile ; to reprehend

JX Pft Ch'he hwuy, Distorting the countenance by contrac-

ting the forehead ; or as some say, contracting or puckering up

the nose.

HWCH. The breath.

iK Ho hwiih. Obscure; to obscure as with the breath

blown on a transparent substance.

E)
TS'HAN, orTsan. s.c.

To contain in the mouth ; to bite ; to bite the lip. )jj( jfc

t'hiing seih piili mei e, The mosquitoes or gnats, bite the skin,

and in,ike the whole night sleepless. Also read Tsa.

CHANG.

To eat; to gormandize; to eat gluttonously.

TbUH. n&PtfJS: Ming tsuh, To expel the

voice.
Jf|^

Woo tsiih, To put mouth to mouth, to

expel the breath on the one side, and receive it on the other;

which it is said is sometimes done by the healthy to the sick
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and dung. Read Tsii, To taste; to lick or daub the lips, as

with blood. Same as [$f Sha, which see. Read HB, Soft,

pliable.

THAN. Same asj)^ T'han, see under 8 str.

voice arising from distress and grief.

luy, Having nothing to eat.
|

V) $5? Tseaou c shS, A doleful mournful voice. (Le-

Woo-Ucaou

Tseaoa shlh, To eat.

YOU. Dangerous. The voice or note of a bird.

T'HUN. The same as 1$ T'hun.

See under 8 sir. Read
K'hO,!^ $& K'hOk'hb, Sound, noise.

Sill, Or Shth. Inability to speak, or to speak

with difficulty. 1T" d in common wilhW SIh. ffl- j****- PXw Of-

Rff/.
*l' wi ' nwa keen shTh, Speaks with difficulty, and has an

impediment ; or has a bad utterance.

An erroneous form of ?fi Nang, see Rad. ? Heaon.

TS'IIANG. R I]

<
'

lliin" hS "S> The n<li 'e and clamour of pe>ple m
t!ie streets or market plase-, the sound of a bell. (Ching-tsze-

f hung.) j^ "j

\VaH- u'ha.ig. An
enlarged and liberal

filing of
self-satisfaction, or perfect .ontentment. *k

-* Fan yew che che shO, mO piih che gae k'he luy ; che yu

yen-tseO yew yew chow tscaon che king yen, jen how nae nang

k'heu che, 'Amongst all creatures, possessingthc capacity of

knowing, there are none which do not lore their own specie!,

even the smallest birds, chirp mournfully awhile ere they can Id

go
' a dead one of the same sj>ecics. (Le-king.) This is brought

forward as an argument in favor of mourning three years for

a parent.
fljft. JJJ&

"ifrt 1 Yen yen urh tseaou, Humiliating

and chewing. |# |
So tseaou, To chew quickly. Read

Tsow, The chirping of a swallow. Head P. Tsco, with which

character, in the sense above given, Tseaou is sytioiiimous.

tffnF CHE, or Ch'he.

A .U-storted mouthing, and incorrect speaking.

Same as
|lj4 Koo, To cry as a child.

Sih, see above.

W 'Br""<fp" Wiing.ls'hang wei yaJeasg, Wang-Is hang denotes

anel<?gaiit liberdlitv of sentiment or fcelinir.

V7
<f*3n?

1^ Sarae as
Pjf

P"i. To spurt or expel from tlie mouth.

cl

Original form of

Same svs !^|''P'ho,Unreasonably language

TSEAOfJ. . *m II. II-

'lo eat; to chew. An interrupted'Jmrried voice ; the tone of

A stoppage of food in the throat; an interruption ofbreath-

ing, as in sobbing from grief. A pAhr in the throat, (fe

T 'iff X\ N /L jl^ Yili.shih chili piilihea kaiigyay, Ylh

is (ood s'.opping and not passing down the gullet. -p"-

|rtn
Yihshiih ping, Yih, is a disc-as.' ivhicli aft'.'ds eating. fh

'Lt'
:

]xD I

^ '""'g 'm joo \ih, Like a stoppage al tlie heart.

Ohe-kinj;.) Derates deep sorrow, or as we express it, by A

weight or load upon the mind.

il Yae, or Gae, in the same sense asHJ a, Uoarse,

Same as 1%E, To laugli; to talk in sleep ; to suore.
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II. II.

SameasjJA/ He^ih, To inhale ; to surk ; to inspires todri'ik;

todraw Ihe loadstone ; together up, or ii elude in.
yfit 0|?

~i '(1) '$ fyt 2. ls *-'a "S >
a Iw-ih. die, peib koo ch hang

die,
'

Wishing to includ , or Battier up in,' must purposely

Itretch out lhat which is to contain ihe thing gathered up.
|

-& HeVh ts'hing yun che lew hea, Inhale

the flowing ether of the pure clouds. PEH :/*- ji-

Heth heS ts'huy ts''\ae. The appearance of garments tucked

I

j-,
-

"pf-^ Hulh tiih shTh, A kind of iron-stone, said

to extract poison.

The vulgar form of %jr Ke, A utensil.

From
|^ Knnsr. To work, because utensils are made by

mechanics ; from ^ Keun, A dog, because dogs are set to

watch them, when many of I hem are placed together.

An old form of
fiH\ Shang, A merchant.

An old form of ]g. Shen, Good.

An old form ofJS yaou . TO want| to requ ; re-

LE.

Occurs In the books ofBuddah. IiTwliat sense it is not said.

TOW. Like the
preceding, is undefined.

-u
Sanne as>

^J Yew, To ramble, to saunter,

jr
Yew yew 13 nee, To saunter about in the luxurious

enjoyment of one's possessions.

ot. i. 3 ,

IP

CHOW, or SllOW. From Mouth, and

Shew, Ploughed land. Who? Syn. with MS Chow.* ***[

Original form of
|1|| T'ho, To spit.

--| Original form of pBHaou, see under 12 stroke*.

m TSUY - See^ Tsuy^ndcr 7 strokes.

LEEN. Same as $ja T'han , see Rad . 3f Sh.

^j^m^^

PjfJ PHO - Sound; noise.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

YEN, or Neen. S. C.

P^ P^ Yen-yutig, The mouth of a fish seen out of the

water; the g.-iping appearance of a fish respiring. & ^^
*

?R "Hi
Yen ' yu heth shwuy ya.

v ' Yen is a fish drinking in

water. (Luh-shoo.) Otherwise written & Yeu.
sty*

HEAE.

The sound or voice of anger. Same as ^$ He.

YING, To answer; to respond.

Same as tm Ying. Some write
jflfl Ying.

Ya-ta, Name of a country on the
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kwu ping keen she chaou kung, The Y&-ta, and other nations,

eat envoie* together to court with tribute.
j;J3 |

T'han-tS,

Incorrect bad speaking.

TSOW, or Chow. The voice of a little

child; a child crying. Read Chaou, the same as
J8&

Tsew.

CHEN. Conversation ; talk ; loquacity,

Rear! Tan. DfS- ]
Tan-tan, Troublesome verboscness ; fatiguing

loquacity. Originally written
s||

Chen. p ^ ^ JEj

|
ntt

F1|J |& K how sh6 che keun chen wet, tsih tseg,

When the month and tongue are unitedly loquacious, they

should be restricted.

KO, orKwo.

Ko so, The prattling of little children with each other.

KE. Sound; noise.

K'HEIH. See m K'heth, above.

YUH. Yiih-e, Inward feeling of pity,

of commiseration, or grief.
|

Wt\ Ytih-heu, The tone of

disease ; the moaning of a sick person.

YUE. To speak ; to say ; speecli.- *

YAOU.

Joy and merriment. Commonly written [{fc Yaou.

CI10 W, or Ch'how. S. C.

The mouth, beak or bill of a bird ; a bird with a hooked

bill. The name of a star. Read ChB, To peck as a young

chicken ; in this oanse, commonly written \$K ChB. HI
[l(Jij

i T* fS ^fe Shay chow neaou yu lung h;ie, S oot the

great hook-hilled bird on the eastern sea. The Bird is used

metaphorically for the state
J=f

Tse '

$fif ^ ^4
Foo chO pTh leTh, Bowed the head and picked up tlr: white

grains. /rfr | ^tt Sang cho tseu, Produced a self feeding

chick.
'_ i\^jf ^ San sin woo ch'how, A certain

group of small nameless stars. Also read Tow.

TEEN.

KIN, or K'liln.

Teen-he, To moan, to sigh.

S. C.

To stop the mouth; to impose silence on one's self; to

refrain from uttering angry or revengeful feelings; to be unable

to speak from disease; tube prohibited by authority from

speaking. A locked jnw. (Lhh-shoo.) IH % |fM> r|
. >.Tj *_

A* rffc f3 C'h'hang jen kin k how phh nang yen, Grieved

at, so as to be unable to speak. =g
M ~T^ ~^ i

jS?

l\\ 'a* ~7? 4H Kin hae k'hov piih yen, urh sin hae che \:\\,

To restrain the mouth from speaking injuriously, but har-

bouring in the mind injurious thoughts. I] Sb\
^jjT

Kin k'how le chiug, A severe flux with an unconquerable

aversion to food.
Jj^ j|j] P Wj

K bin, hau urh

k'how pe,' K'hin', denotes'the moutli sliutf.om cold.' Occurs

Syn. with^ Kin. jf jJE >^^ FJ ^ g
^ Chlh tsze ylh e tsl'en.; keaou she ts'litvn keae kin, By

merely one word offered up (to the sovereign) a thousand artful

tongues were instantly stopped. Said of
jjl|| <j> -Mlan-wSn-

kung, of the Tliang Dynasty.

TSEEN.

Tsew-tscen, Two mouths approaching, each other.

QjjEt> MWAN. or Man. To spoil or ruin.

The vulgar^orm of
g^Man,

To neglect or treat impolitely.
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|_J

NUNG. Much talk, but not t the point;

. unintelligible jargon. ^ f Nung-nung, Muttering in a

K'how le too too ming nung telh, ma t'ha yih shiug. Abused

him a while iu a muttering indistinct tone.

HAN. The voice or cry ofany animal

Read Kan, The voice of a bird. Read Can, May; can .

Read K'ban, The same as
|jjj

Han, To cry out; to call to.

YE. The appearance of the mouth moving-.

HEANG. The sound of
answering, or reply ing to.

YUE.

The breath
rising. To belch

,- to rift. Head Hwuy, The

voice of a bird. Wide, spacious and light, said ofa house. The

sound of the gradual approach of a carriage with bells. The

ancient Dictionary Yun-hwtiy says, The beard on the chin.

One says, Thejaw hone, 2fc & -ft gj Jk -> fl]

'

Tsae foo moo, kew koo, che so, 5 ew ming che ying wei

king tuy ; tsin luy chow seuen
shintse;shingkeang, ch'lihh jiih,

'

yih yew, piih kan hwuyyae, tek'hae, k'heen shin, pee, In the

pi ice where one's own father and mother, or a husband's father

and motherare, if they give any commands they must be answered

with respect; when advancing, receding, or going about, (the

son and daughter) must be uniformly attentive; in going up

and down the s'eps of the hall, and in going out and in at the

door, the hands and feet must move gracefully ; they must not

dare to belch or to sneeze, to yawn or to lounge. (Lc-king.)

To the first ofthe last four vices, the Chinese are much addicted.

11 H-l- i

|

J*
v '^^ H\riiy hwuy k'be ming, The deepest and

Most obscure recess (or innermost apartment of the house) was

I Lwan shing ying ying,spacious and light.
;

The jingling sound of the approaching carriage.

Same as P|J Yae, or H5, see under 9 str.

BEAEyT*, or He. S. C.

Much talk; much talk in aloud voice; the sound of breathing.

SO, orSa.

[
Sa-sa, Ugly; deformed. The appearance of eating.

-* I

K'HE.

Formed from the mouths of several vessels, and a dog,

guarding them. Some say the inner part should be J^ Ta,

Great; and not Dog; thereby denoting the capacity of vessels.

A vessel of crockery wares an instrument, or any utensil;

a thing formed by moulding or cutting. Talent; ability. A

surname. U filr
FTj

]/
^fi\ $? r I IsQ Fan so yung

che wiih keae yuC k'he, Whatever is used (in the domestic or

other arts of life) is called K'he.
^] K'he yung, Any

kind of utensil or instrument. I SSL K'he ming, A vessel,

utensil, instrument. - Fi
Ching k'he, or

Jjli"
1

JJJJ

Ch'hing k'he raing, Being made into a vessel or utensil, fit

for some useful purpose, in which sense it is metaphorically

applied to men.

Ytih Pfih chJJptih ching k'he:

Jin p" 11 he puh che le -

If the stone be not cut, no vessel will be formed :

II" man does not learn, he will not know the principles of

right reason.
(an-tsze-king )

y\^
Ta k'he, A person of great fcilent or

ability.

/]\ j

Scaou k'he, A persDii of little ability ; we;.k, narrow

minded, irritable, impatient. ~f^ $6 fy
Ta k'he wan

ch'hing, 'Great talents w ; ll in the evening (of life) perfect'

the fame or honor of Hie possessor. im IS'haigk'he,

To tiidc'oue's taleuts, or keep back from public lilc, till a fit
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c.p|!. r iin I occurs,
xf>

/jj( | $] j^ W l> ll th " k ' c

te.h tung-se,
' A good t..r nothing tuin;; ;' s.ml of a person con-

temptuous.'*, from his want (,f ability, or hit ii.cor cct imii'or.il

Co duct. _th I I'ingk'he.or I >UL K'hr keac, Military

weapons ; arm*. *1J
'<? k'lie, A sharp weapon. Jn-

V\ J-t
j

ra" ^ KB e k'he k'he sze che. Feed (or grant

the means of support to) them nil, according to their several

abilities, employing them in such things as they are competent

for. (T.- -king.) ^ Jy
HS ^^ fj&

JPx
ffj "S?{ ~jf

|

Keen nae wei che seang; hing nae wei che k'he, The

appear me. :of the sun. moon and stars) are called Seang; budy

or figure on earth) is called K'he. (Yih-king.)

$V I* A. ill *?? tfil} itvf
Keun-tsze e sze, urh nan ytig yay,

yu6 che pi>h elou. piih y tie yay; keTh k'he s/e jiu yay ; k'he che.

Seai.u-ji.], nan sze urh e yn6 yay ; yue che sin pnh e taou, yue

jay ; keih k'he sze Jin yay . kew p : i yen, The gtw.d man is
easily

served, but pleased or flattered with
difficulty; if, OU try

to please him with what is unreasonable or vicious, he will

not be
,,1,-ased, but in employing people, he requires only

what th,ir, talen.s fit them for. The inferior or bad man, is

med with
difficulty, but is easily pleased or flaltered , ifyou

try to please him, though it be with what is unreasonable or

vicious, he is pleased; but in employing people, he requires

every thin? from thrm,' whetlur their talents fit them or not.

(Lun-ui.) j
r

jrfj
~5f \ A\ -^ Tsze yuS

Kwan-c! un<: che k'he tenon tsne, Confucius said, Kwan-chnn"\

talents are very small. Ths Commentary makisir, He was

destitute ofknowlrd^e, virtue, and liberal
thinking, ^ 1

Tse k'lie. The vessels used in sacrifice.

To rliM,ie, read K heih,
jjj^ [

Shin k'he'h, The divine

Tessel,' ap| Ii. d to a tripod, said to have been c*H by the ai.ciei t

Em,,er,.r
-
^ Hwang-te.

<'O, or^ O, Ala-m; frights awe and reverential

ftilL.cM. Sim|le : si cere. The \ear is s< metirrcsdi roleri t\
HP T0-j;o. ^, Go mung, Alarmed in a drcuin, 01

fr glitened by a dream which etm inexj lie;. ble. ^V jU/

'^- |/|"

'

llf{
Hwiin han go ;;o. liwang koo che fung,

Simple, pure and sincere were the m uii.ers of the sovereigns of.

high antiquity.
|^j ^ | '^ |<j

('how shoo
j. go urh,

The books of Chow are clear aud toutain correct uriuci^lcf.

(Yang-lie.)

HWUY. An extreme degree of fatigue.

Otherwise written^ Hwuy, and Hwuv.

Tf KEAOU.mL Keaou gaou; High; di.

quieted ; in an uneasy or discomposed state or posture; walking

with apparent uneasiness.

Formed of a number of mouths on th-

j.j

top of a tree, and denoting the voices of birds in a grove or

wood. (Liih-shoo.) Properly ^Saou. The addition of

another Mouth is thought improper.

E.

Breathing strong, as in uttering a sigh. The sound of

severe pain ; the tone ofindignation ; the tone of sighing. Oh !

alas! Read Yae, The sound of repletion; to belch. Dj|?

1
PS B^f

Ee - > Th k'hih, To belch and cough or sneeze.

I
^L^ /r \~ ?rp

E' 8ln P" n P'"S shing, 'E, is a tone of

disquietude of mind.
j |1^.

E-he, Oh ! alas! atone

of admiration. ^ ^ i^ [ -f(, |t^ ^ ^ Foo

ta-kwaee-k hr,k he ming wei fung, Th breathing of immaterial

energy in nture is called Wind. (Chwang-tsze) The literati

use J^ tffe
Ta-kwae, for Heaven and Earth. Chwang-tsze.

is a vrry mystic Writer.

Toe.t; to gnaw; to devour.
||g Jj| She ho, One of

IhePa-kw.i; s-eiihd.r p^ Mil. A Ion. o. voice issu.don

lo speak ; cxiuiidiiig or reaching lo agiveu j.oiu
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Grief, sorrow. Also read E. To rhyme, read She.

8)^? iPf ^. Slle tsc lu> k ''1
' w 'snin to SIiaw the um -

bilical cord, how canyon reach it. Often used in proclamations

to iutimidate and warn the people by assuring them that

after they have violated the laws, a wish to undo what they

hare done, will be impracticable. ffi ~j J|L
(PI 2$ ^

B&J3puh tsaou too how keun she tse, If you do net

speedily destroy him, afterwards you will (find it impracticable

-''-as an attempt to) eat jour own bowels. (Tso-chuen.)

A *P & &.%& ft fl # & an i

Ya"

jin joo vang hoc; tang paou k'he jow, pun paou, tslh she,

Supporting a bad man is like feeding a tiger; you must satiate

his appi-tile; if he be net satiattd, he'll devour you.
jjfr

She-tse, Expresses the slate of any person who has lost

irrecoverably an op|>< rlunity of ("oing a thing* *H TT

Seang t'hun she, Mutually to devour each other.

PEW. The spotted colours of a tiger.

$Z>< SIH. An angry tone of reprehension.^.

HEUE.

The sound made by expelling the breath; or clearing the throat

The beak of a bird ; to peck.

P'HAOU. The same asD^ P'haou,see under 5 sir.

4tL
P^gT The vulgar form of $$ T'hee, see 10 str.

P̂S.M KEAOU.

The mouth, used as a numeral of horses. To c.,11 out

loudly and vehemently. To weep excessively without noise,

was ezpresied by 0W |Hf\ Kcaou-tcuou, in the stale 4$i Tsoo.

3 Z

To cry and weep. Head Keih, The sound of some iustruinciit
;

and, according to one old Dictionary, To cat
[,!; {flll ^jg

4- i I'^l^^*^ Woo tsTh
ting ; woo

keaou ying; woo y in she; woo tae liwang, Do not bead the

head sideways to listen ; do not answer in aloud vehemeut

tone ; do not stare about ; do not carry yourself in a careless

lounging manner. (Le.king.) ^C
(j'jj

B2. Ke-aon jea

urh k'huh, Cried and wept. JjfiJIl ^f" ]
Maurbto'heea

keaou, Two thousand horses. ^ Keaou-hoo, To call

out ' We ~5f ^ ffl fffi -f" ^ Keaou kelh che
Svi I ^ -*=r ^ ^ IMJ -f F^

shing hing, urh sze fun, When the sound of the instruments

strike up, the men rush forward.

I
Loo-loo, A Tulgar cry after pigs, used in the state 'jz.Wco.

HWA. A large mouthed earthen vessel.

J
X U
J.

fl42E CII'HOO.

To speak to a person iu the tone of reprehension or abuse.

GAE, or Ae. Warm air or breath. A belching

forth disapprobation, or reprobation ; to belch, ^g j|>fj
Ac-rS,

is a vulgar exclamation expressive of snr
:

nze or anger.

gae leaou yili shing, shwii piih ch'hiih hwa lae. In a passion

cried out Gae, but could not articulate any thing distinctly.

l^fl-l HEAj or Ho. The sound of laughter ; loud

laughter; the toue of reprehension.

PXfcS: YUNG. R. H.

The voice or note of a bird. $ |
Yung yung, The

harmor.io::* notes oi :>irds. The sound of musical instrument'.

A kind . i :, toppa^> ...: interruption of the. breath. To rhyme,
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read Wang. "^ ^p ] (J^,
SO yung ho ming, Solemn and

harmonious sounds of rauiic. (She-king.) gj Ying, is used

in the text.

SHEN.

To ob*erre the colour of the countenance changing.

TSO.

_.

|ljj? I

TsS-tso, Sound, noise; the Toice of any animal.

YO, or 6. A boasting tone of voice.

. Tn declare or make known.

Some use it for DgrSS. See abore under 8 strokeij^tr

'

TUB, orCh'huh.

The mouth full of food.

SEEN.
Syn. with ^ Seen, or Yen, The

mouth watering from desire; and with ^ Seen, To covet,

to desire.

tfOi.

Immoderate uninterrupted laughter. |
seaou la k'hefl, Talking and laughing.

K'HEO. Loud laughter. fg P|>
Yiih k'hcB,

-
T'han

TSZE. j P||
E-Uze - Bashful, ashamed like.

E. Sound ; noise.

KO, Noise made by the mouth.

K'HWAE,or Hwae.

To drink ; a constriction, or ttoppage of the throat.

Pj jE ^ *>wae k'hwae k'he ching,
' Chearful and

lightsome', applied to a house, in the She-king. Some define

K'hwae, The human voice; and say the phraie quoted denotet,

The bustle and noise of many persons. Pjg- I Tsan-kwae,

Clamour, vociferation. A surname. A person's name. Read

Kwae, The name of a place. Read Kwa or Kwae, Meager

thin countenance.
| ^ jg- ^ jj ^g t ^ ||

^ M 1 ^T S J$f j}^ Tsang-lsze ken wei, win paou

woo peaou, yen slh chung kwa, show tsuh ping che, Whe

Tsang-tsze (a pupil of Confucius) lited at Wei, he had ragged

garments, without any outside fold; his countenance vra*

bloated and meager by turns; the skin of hii hands and feet WM

thick and hard. (Chwang-tsze.)

YU. B Wf

Yu-yu, The appearance of a numerous group of

stags and other animals ; bucks, does, and so on. Alio a laughing

appearance.
J]g, jjj^ ]

[ Yew liih yuyu, Numerous were

the herds of dues and bucks.
(She-king.)

P'HUN. H5

To expel forcibly the breath from the mouth ; to spurt out ;

to snort; to hoot as at a dog; hurried enunciation. P& jfc

P'hun hwuy, To spurt water from the mouth. I 43
^T^t

P'hun k'he. To rave furiously in anger ; to snort. 3R JW

kojinjin seaou piih choo, payih k'how ch'ha.too p'huncb'huh

lac, That person unable to refrain from laughing, took the

mouthful of tea and spurted it all out. 4^- jfQ|_
A

-J^

Y'F' 2, P Hun heu6 p'him jin, seen woo ke k'how, He

who sups blood to spurt at another person, first defiles his own

mouth. ^J J
Ta p'huen, or

|
P& P'hun-le, To

sneeze.
] j p jjjjjj g ^ Phun p'hun k'how fei

miili chTh, Talked in a hurried manner, moiuh sputtered and

eye reddened. Read Fun, The sound of blowing.
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Original form ofP|} K'hwei.

Ao old form of gj Yin, The found of conversation.

An old form of j^J Shang.
"**-

1 AOU. The same ai
j|J Taou, Beaton, way, SLC

The sound is not konwn.

Occurs in connexion with
pJP Le, forming the name of

something which ii not known.

FOURTEEN STROKES.

YAE, or Gae.

The same as
P|| H8, To cry out, to urge on to. Same as

g- Yih, A stoppage of the throat. Syn. with [fif H8.

GO - ^ he v ices or noise of a multitude.

LEU.

I

lelllell > The tone of calling to a dog. A local word.

? Sameas^P'he, Great.

The name ofa person of the Dynasty H chow

SH1H, or Tsih.

Deep ; dark receu ; where it is difficult to ee.

HAN. Sound; noise; the voice.

pJv K>HAE< orGae Sound
> noise; to hoot at.

CHE. Slow ; dilatory. Same as P^ Che.

Same as Kg Yin, see under 9 strokes.

Ojhr TSUY. Neaou-tsuy, The beak of a

bird. One says, The voice of a bird.

NING. R. H

FT PpS? Tiug-ning, To directs to caution ; to give a charge

to, as Parents to children, or servants; seniors to juniors. Tt>

state fully to, amongst equals. /j }$j PJ"
Fan fiih

ting ning, 'Over and over again, charged' (h'nn or her.)

PJT | ^ U^ Ting ning che chub, To gire particular direc-

tions respecting several circumstances.

TEIH. Quick, rapid sound. m

telh urh ta'hing le, Sound rapid and shrill.

LAN. To desire, as food; to cause to desire, or

to induce appetite. Read K'han, To call out clamorously

or angrily. Read Han, To spread unfounded reports.
'

muh; Ian k'he k'how; yin k'heurh; ying k'he sin, Confuse

(or dazzle) their eyes ; excite a vitiated taste in their mouths;

debauch their ears ; and seduce their hearts. (Hwae-nan-tsze.)

^a A 1 P ^l| '$ Hwang Jin ban k'how le ke, Irre-

gular people, widel) diffused unfounded stories, about the ad-

t^gc of some plans.
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Same as P^ Yiih, see under 12 strokes.

Am
HAN, or Ilecn. MI.

To contain in the mouth a bridle ; to sustain or receive, as [

&( Han ming, To receive an order from the sovereign; or by

courtesy, said to a friend, q. d. I receive your orders and will

attend to them. Used either in conversation or epistolary

writing. ^ Hau, is more commonly used.

T'HO, or T'ha. To slobber up greedily.

To swallow down in a hurried noisy manner, without properly

chewing, ijj^ Jt^j[ f] jjrj jj -^f/
T'ha, e k'how tsow shin

yay.Tha.lo apply the mouth to food, instead of
lifting the fond

to the mouth.
-flj: ] jjj i|/-

i& J& -W-
*(! -j&

A f$ J# ^ W
t'l>*kang ;woochookan<:,

woo ts'hih ches.woo chug hae ; k'hih choo kiing choo-jin tsze,

puh nang p'hang ; k'Mb chug hae, choo-jin tsze e k'heti, When

dining with another person, '_do not in a hurry slobber up the

oup; do not add seasoning to the soup, (and thereby insinuate

that it isbad); do not pick your teeth ; do not eat greedily sailed

(nice bit?, 'ecause you therebj insinuate those that arequitc plain.)

When the guest does season the soup, lei the host apologize by

saying we are unable to boil good soup; if the sruest eats freely

the salted pieces, let the host apologize by saying, I am poor

and cannot afford salt.' (Le-king ) The making affected, absurd

apologies,
such as are here inserted, is descriptive of Ihe present

race of Chinese ; but as to slobbering, teeth-picking, hawking,

spitting,
and so on, they seem to read the text without the

prohibitive particle.
j^jj <yj

T'liU t'lia. urh shih,

Ate in a slobbering hasty manner.

HIH, Hwa, or VV5. TO call out to ioudly.

To call out alarmed or frightened, Oh ! ah! One says, |J^. I)'
1 '

HwiUseay, (or Tslh) denotes To say much to ; to speak lo in a

boisterous tone) and one says, with Laughter or ridicule. 2A

itf 1

tseang wang, l^uug piih t'hiug, If Tsin-pe roiiini:nul in a bois-

terous tune, an old genera), 1 fear he will not listen to it. (She-

|f/
Te hea chaj k'heih yu6, hwo ta-tszc, ho ts'hang che shun

yay, The Emperor alighted from his chariot and said, Ah !

my elder sistur, why do you conceal yourself so closely.

(She-ke.) Alarmed by the messengers who came for her, she

run and hid herself beneath a bed.

T'HAE. Pjg Ij[|
Thae tae, Incessant talking s

erroneous or incorrect chattering.

VulSar form of^ Tsan > see 19 strokes -

- The vulsar form of '$ Le5

pjii. P/|Chu-Ieo, Ability to distinguish clearly; to discriminate.

P4*^ JOO. ^ f^ Ne-joo, Much talk ; chattering.

Another definition is, To recall one's self when about to

speak- Ching-lsze-t'hung affirms that oie definition coutrudicts

the other. P ^ Q |f)j lj(jff |

K how tseang jen, urh

ni-Cjoo, The mouth about to speak, and stopping itself. Or

thus,^ Jjj ]f|i fj| ^ Yo yen urh fuh shuh, Desiring to

speak, and again drawing in.

CLl'HO. A certain articulate sound, which is

denominated ^ ^ ^. Chuen shg hoo, Articulating, or

enunciating, with a turn of the tongues such as the
fittl io.and

pg.
Loo, i.e. Ko and Roo, of the Buddists ami Tartars ; by

which it would appear that the souod referred to ig that of

the letter H.

FAN. To vomit. Formerly read Pan.

Both wrong. A vulgar character. (Ching-Uze-t'hung.)
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. Calling out.

The sound ofan arrow.
pji* ^ ^- ^ IJg ^ Heaou

she, she che raing chiy, Heaou-she, the sound of an arrow.

R. H.

Anger; the tone of anger; to threaten; to oppose or

intimidate by threatening. [ | i^| A ^B /^ Iwt K'how

keu jin, wei che hea (or hih), To oppose a person with the

mouth is called Hih.
|

|j Hih-hoo, To threaten. j||

j
King-hlh, or

j ~]\ Hih-hea, To alarm, lo frighten.

3 [yK Hih w> yih teaou, Alarmed or threatened me,

till I started or leaped up. jjdv j'
Hlh me leaou, To

frighten to stupefaction. ^ ,jj ~J*
Hih sze wo Jeaou,

Frightened me to death.
-g/

"

jjw
/ft 3& "==" *A

]

fj^J Yay jew tso ts3 yaou yen, kung bin teih, There were also

some raised false reports to frighten and intimidate. I 2H

^ ^x 1$ fg Hih tth hwa " Pilh f" 'e, Was frightened

go that the spirit left the body. ,ry J' 3
{

She che

yue'hih, Seeing it, cried Ah! inafrisht. /5v Hi' 1*1 fat- |~H

-, <
' A YJ\ 54^ l^J

US I ^C ^B
Kl" j8 C Lea"s kw8 urh h ' h wo

J->y ? Do you
ow want to frighten me by the (power or gr.mdeur of; the

Hate Leang ? (Chwang-tsze.) ^ Hih, occurs in the ame

sense.

YUNG. Te yung yay, (Perhaps)

To cry; to weep. Ching-tsze-t'hung says, the definition is

erroneous.

PM YING.

Ying ying, The roice of any brute animal.

j or a -
tfi> Narae of a

'try on the west, from whence at one period Embasadors
came to China.

WWJ^^1 cniii.

[
Chih-chih, The Toice of any animal; sound.

WAIN.
p^, |jjjf Wan-yun, A small mouth.

Yun, is by it self defined, a Large mouth.

;^p
Same as

P{i} Tiih, see under 5 strokes.

MHl P'HEI. The sound of breathing through the

nose; pauting. Read He, same as
JjjHJ

He.

he, Gaping and panting.

Pel Hcih-

f *i \\r *

3^^^
W A. Sound made by an apparent stoppage oi

the throat, a kind of hiccough.

HiH, Gth, or E.

A little child finely formed and possessing extraordinary

knowledge. Sound; noise. In the She-king, written }fet Yih.

JlL jlj^ ^ BIS K'hih che, k'hih e,
' Full fine figure,' speaking

of a child. (She-king.) ^ A ^ -C- ifL fa -^
17\ ' *2^ J ^J 14 J \

pj^ | ^ -p*
Tsan jiu hae tsze haou yun, the-e-che-tsze,

Praising the person of a man's child it is said, Che-e che tsze;

i. e. he is a perfect, fine comely figure. UidL I K he-e, Not

haying heard or seen ; not possessing knowledge. One says, A

laughing appearance. One defines it by -fcj T'hae, Doubt,

suspicion; to unravel. .

CHOW. Who? Speech. Read Ch'how. fill

ij^| Ch'how-ch'hang, Wild, incoherent, unfounded stories, by

which the simple are deceived.

An erroneous form of$5[ K'hae,see 14str.
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I L>. The tone occasioned by using effort.

M *>* ft4Mr If 2 JR Heu -> u ' --'

chung kt-ueii Irihchaj che ko, Soi:gof those who draw anything

heavy, to iiiilui't' the i .xcrtinn of strength, aslh' 1 \urious songs

of w.itcmicn. vainm, and others. yc? /fj
fe -fa-

>jj/^

Hft ^w }
Keen sh'ih IB chow, pelh koheu-ju, Those who

drag stones aiid track bo;its, must sing Heu-yu. In the

interior of China the watermen's song varies much.

JJ^^k

5?; MUNG. Language which is obscure.

TSE. S. C.

To taste; to put a Yessel to the lips: to wet the lips as fir

as the teeth ; to sip. (fil? ^&* ^ ;i
^j

-$&;
-|jj Tse,

yin chen shin che che yay, Tse, to drink and wet the lips as

far as the teeth. (Liih-shoo.) A plaintive sound. Read

Keae,
j

I Krae-keaC, Tin- sound or noise ofmar:y persons.

Read Chae, ] Pj|i Chac-she, A laughing appearance. ~j$~

...
:f Tae-pnoii show fhung tse; tse; tslh, show Tsung-jin t'hnno-

pae, wang ta pne, The Tae-paou, (or minister ofstate) received

the vessel and poured out an oblation; sipped the wine, rctun.ed

to his place, delivered the vessel to the Tsung-jin, ai.d

bowed; the kin<: returned the bow. (Fh in<;-shoo.)

^^ Hi 1 S $D $ A P Tse ts
'

hl]y

yay; tse, che <he; ts'huy jiih k'how, Tse and Ts'huy,

are both To taste ; Tse, denotes (the wine) passing to tlie

teeth; Ts'huy, its entering the mouth. (Le-ke-choo .) /k

,M'j

\̂'j ^1 i^f "di
?cao" lseilnR che lse ' choo-jin che tsd

yaj, tie che; chun- pin heung te tsih keae ts'httx che. t:i

tseang, choo jin Is buy che, chnng pin, heung te. keae yin che

k'lio yay, At the ani,n.:l funeral sacrifices, the master in

tasting the oblation may sip it with his li r s, the guests and

brothers may all then take of it into the mouth. In the funeral

sacrifices performed twenty-five months after interment, the

master may take of the libation in his mouth, and the guests

and brothers all drink of it. (Le-king )

Another form of [^t Yih.

Same as j see 13 strokes.

Same as^ K'heth 5 see 9 strokes.

TSIN. Expression of anger, or indignation.

|J.b
I Tsm.tsin, denotes the same in a higher degree.

TT-T o

'n/TM. LEE |M (^ Le6-tseu, Much talk ; wordy.

^COi"*

TSING. Occurs in the books of the sett Fiih.

IIAOU. The meaningdoes not appear.

Tsa-fhe'6, To scheme or calculate

Che hen-woo, sliiin.j.h; urh piih tsa-t'htie ho sze yay, Aim at

a state of the highest abstraction, and unmixed unity of thought,

and do not engage in deep scheming, or calculating of multi-

f,ri(ius:md troublesome affiirs. (Hwae-nan-tsze.) Thisissaiii

to be the way of attaining high degrees of virtue.

Original form of^ Yth.
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FIFTEEN STROKES.

LEE. The noise made by the grinding of the

teeth against each other; gnawirg.

TSUI, orTseih.

'fjj
P'heih.tsih, Wordy 5 verbose ; sound of many

voices { sound of the voice when beginning tochaunt or to sing.

Vulgar form of Jl Tsatv, see 19 strokes.

- *ff> Same as Cffi Pwan. see 12 strokes.
JuL

Yay jin che yen woo wan shTh, The words or speech

of a rustic, having no elegance or polish. From Mouth and

Plain, unadorned.

SHIH. To command, to order, to direct.

TE. S. C.

To sneeze. <&
ffj ^ {jjl

Woo kae k'he yay, To emit

breath or wind by starts. || flj| J| ^ K .,le p.,HIn
|)e ya^

To exp< 1 the breath through the nose. PSR Te ; P^" 1 P'hun-
'* -i X I

te: or
j ] (f,^ |

Ta p' him te, To sneeze.
jtt j

R hew

te, To sneeze, from -disease or cold, iijj,
L

. M.* ^

vu pe; te

1 a/ +& /JL IA 1-1

I If ^ 1 r/f? P K
"
hew cl y. khe

Chay. shing fft ju k'l,ow, K'hcw denotes a stoppage of Ihr

nose; Te, the souid thiil is issuid from the mouth. (She-kim' )

K '" w le kt'ae le ' tse ' h ' Tlie st"iP :ise
'

and the sntezii.g are both disc iscs of the lungs. %.

^f y^l }
TunS> >'" to khew-le, In winter many of the

people have colds. (Lr-ke.)
j^|| ^ ||lj ]

")ni, MII

tsih te, I think with anxiety, till indisposition makes me sneeze.

(She-king.)

"jjj J\ \ Jt j
r4 pf [XJ Koojin e tc chen keih he'.ng,

The ancients divined by sneezing. Duri g Han there was a

work containing sixty sections on this .siibjcrt of
|||'|

1 Jt

^ P him te, urh ming, Sneezing, and a ringing in the ears.

When a person sneezes he now says, ^ jr^' ^b Jin taou

wo, There is cnncbody talking about me. J(^ tfj" j^ jg

pj^'
Ts/.c koo che ke6 e yu, This is a iy

;

ng handed down from

ancient times. In the common Almanac rules are given how

to divine from
j j"

P'hun-te, Sneezing; Jfl pj|
Crh

ming, A ringing of the ear;
Jgl 3&* Meenjg, Heat on th

cheek ; ;(^^ Sin-teaou, Palpitivtion of the heart ;
j]^ jjS^C

Yen-teaou, A twinkling of the eye, and so on. Sneezing,

is by some considered lucky, and a man will say after sneezing

A o #J rfi H if ^ & Ta kelh ' le he ' P"> wo

kin ke, Great luck and a prosperous market ; nothing now

is to be feared.

Read Che, A stoppage, an interruption. Occurs written

without mouth by the side.

LOO. Speech; to flatter. A foreign word, used

by the Tartars and Buddhists for the syllable Roo. pfe IE

P Pi
1
$!) |t g Pf jf E 7". Too-loo yew hwa yea

k'hoseih, In foreign phraseology Too-loo, is the same a. the

Chinese expression K'ho-seih, Worthy of pity! Alas!

-

^. YIH. Same as Pg Yih, see 9 strokes.

Read HeTh, pit [

noise of a crowd of persons.

The hurried Tociferatinf

I%VL Same as W- Tsa, see 1 1 strokes.

4\T

HEEN.

Difficulty; distress; sound; noise. The same a* JIT Heen.
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LAOU. P$SMA$tS

woo j in, tselh tsing,
' Tsaou-laou, Solitude and silence.'

PTO^ LAE. Sound, noise. The same as j$|
Lae.

Read T'ha, Same as Dj|j
Hwae.

KEIH. J| If!)
He-kelh, Play, trifling amuse-

ment ; merriment. fl& j
Yuh-keih, Incessant laughter.

WEI, OfTsUy. Wishing to repress, or to conceal.

UWUY. Same as
|||Hwuy,

tee 11 strokes.

TSElH.

The noise made by insects ; by a mouse or rat.

PO, P'hS, or P'haou.

The noise of anger; of laughing; of throwing down a stick.

$i ft M &&%&%& '&%. Yung chang urh

k'he, p'h8-jenfangchangurh seaou, Grasping his staff he arose,

and throwing it down again with a smart noise, he burst into a

laugh. (Chwang-tsze.) I J& P'haou saou, Much noise

and clamour.

P'HAOU.

Sound ( the voice of any animal. Same as P@ P'haou.

YEW.

A tone of
sighing, or of breathing out admirations a tone

implying doubt or uncertainty, ty fj $j &^ :fe

^ E yew ya chay, tsze we tuig yay,
' E yew ya, aic words

which express uncertainty.' fT ]j[ ^ Pff" I
Choo lelh

kew e-yew. Stood erect and sighed fur a long time. R}^

E-yew, To sigh, a Oh! alas! Occurs in the sense of|@ Sha,

Hoarse from much speaking.

. Speaking in a slow leisure tone.

, Or Gaou. To bite; to gnaw; to chew.

Y1NG >

YIN, or Yen.

The neiseofadog barking.

,

V
S. C.

The sound of conversation ; simple; stupid ; silly : false. A

proper name of a man. ^ ^ {4- K Foo wan, moo yin,

Father morally stupid and mother silly. (Shang-shoo.) PJ jt^

iM %& ^s -< s ^ 1

K how piih laou chuns >in che

yen wei yin, Yin expresses the mouth, not affirming what w

faithful and true.

&\ T'HOW. Much talk.

CH'HUE. A distorted mouth.

TOW. To recite ; to read in a chaunting tone.

Same as rlj| E, To laugh.

HWUH, or H5. S. C.

To eat what is bitter. A great draught, ffl

urh piih hwiih, Being sour did not drink largely.

Swan

PAOU. To till or plough. To stick into the ground.
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ME, or Mei. Fallacious speech.

lf f>- Me-ne, Artful ; cnifty. Read Mih, the same as tt
as i/\\ ~rfn

Mlh, Silent. I Mili-mih, A want of success ; discontent.

HWANG. The sound of hooting or uttering

inarticulate sounds, expressire of surprise, adinir ttion, and so

on. The sound of a bell.

An ancient form of *f|r Che. see 7 str.

1 OCJEJ. Conversation in an under tone.

/j\ gS [jj
Seaon yu yay. Small talk. Vulgar form of

. Tse'S. See under 1 1 strokes.

,
or Soo. The noise ofhounding on a dog.

The same as
pf| Keaou, see above.

CH1H. The sound or Toice of any animal.

LE. Part of the name or title of the king of

Pi j/Jc' ^ Chen-ching-kwa, The slate or nation called

Chen-ching. (See a View of China.)

Ancient form of
JfJ| Sang, see 9 str.

Ancient form of t^ Tan, see 1 1 str.

^
-l Ancient form of j$j Shang, see 8 str.

VOL. I. 3z

_-
Ancient form of $c Sang, see 9 str.

*I3 Same as O Yin, see above.

POT LEE. [Le'g-tseu, Much talk ; Terboiity.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

YEN. R. H.

To swallow down. Iffik 7^ T*
^ ^ Yen piih heatoo,

Unahle to swallow. M
7J

Yen k how shwiiy, To drink

a mouthful of water.
$jfi ^ ^ fa g|J ^

H IvT 1
^^" cn 'n sew che ining, tsih wang yew so yen, Oo

hearing the names of dainty dishes, absurdly imagining that

one is swallowing them.

LEIH. P|| 1 teth-leih, Sound, noise, such

as is expressed by this word.

P'HAOU. A loud sound, a great noise.

*

LOO. Ws Loo-Ion, Noise of crying to pigs.

Oue says, (!$ Hoo-loo, Laughing; laughter. In

Buddh's phraseology, |{pf yjjj ]
O-kea-loo, is in Chinese,

yll"
:fe Chiu-heang, A certain kind of incense.

;ji.
^3> LE. A word which occurs in the prayers of Fiih.

LUNG.

A. great sound or noise. Read He, Sound, noise.
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LUNG. S. C.

The throat. W?i |K0 How lung, The throat ; the gullet,

p f'P How lung hcang, Sound or noise in the throat.

C 1 1 EN. To attack , or oppose with weapons ; to

fight. The same as JOT Chen.

LAE. Same a*
P)3j

Lae, see above.

FO. A syllable employed by the Buddhist*, in

prayers or imprecations.

Original form of Qf[ T'hun, see 8 str.

LIN. The voice of a bird.

ft
TAN, or T'han.

Same as H& T'han, To taste, and
[|Q T'han, To eat.

HEU.

SameasD^ neu, To breath or blow softly ; general lamentation.

Same as ffe- He, Sound of social joy.

TS'H IN, Or Ch'hin. To confer ; to bestow

upon; particularly on the priests ofFiih.for religious purposes.

In the phraseology
of the Bu<idhists, the mode of recompence

employed by the religious to those who In-slow upon them

property is expressed, by ^ ^ Ta-ts'hin. ^a
(j\ |jg

[in f'uh.te yih miu Ta-ls liiii,
-

f

i'o

persuade and lead to the happy land, is also called TM-tf'hio.'

In the language of the s.-ct. th happv hd denotes a virtuous

stale of the heart. The PriesU receiving a gift with the ri^ht

hand, nil! procure happiness to the giver.

PIN. . H.

To contract the eyebrows, as in smiling or laughing.

OjS '?. Pin-seaou, To smile; to smirk; to laugh said chiefly

of women. '
I

^r'
Yih pin, yih seaou, A smirk

and a smile. ^ =^ '^j ^ I
Leeu seaou, tung wei

pin, To repress a laugh, and indulge a slight smile. Used

also for JjM Pin, To contract the eyebrows from sorrow. All*

for jfc' Pin, To stare with anger or indignation.

KWE1. To call to; to call out.

HEANG. Over against ; towards.

The same as
|pf| Heang. j /{j\ ||j

Kwei sin lieangjTh,

The heart of the helianthus ic directed towards the sun.

&- Heang seen, Toward the front ; forwards.
^jj? Heang

pei, Towards the back ; backwards.

yuyuen, piih k'ho heang urh k'heyew k'hopiih melh, Though

there be the flame of a fire, rising in front which may not be

approached, (I) can still extinguish it. (Shoo-king.) This

language was used by an ancient king to his ministers, referring

to the splendor of their power. j^| jj^ -j- J^ jjte,

~K ^fT ^ Siiy keun-tszee heang hwuyjiihgan seth, In proper

season, the virtuous man, towards evening, enters within and
- * __. . . 4

cnjojsrest. -fa. jffffj H Woo fill) yug heang, Of the

five blessings it is said, Heang ;' i. e . press forward to them.

The five are, Long life, riches, peace, the love of virtue,

contentment with one's fate.
j (J/j f|jj ^ Heang ming

urhche,
' To rule in the full blaze of day.' Said of the S.iges,

who do not affect the works of darkness.

.1

^TS? Original fuim of JJ^ Kwti.
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P HOW.

Greit; large. A man's name.

S. C.

Original form of Wji Yen.

Ancient form of Shang, see 8 str.

Same as IJA Ko, A song ; to sing.

Ancient form of Ch'how.

Ancient form of^ T'hang.

SEVENTEEN STROKES.

in? HE. 5\ 9lfc P if: Ch'buy-he, k'how shing,

Ch'huy he, The sound of the month ; i. e. the voice.

j
'III:

Woo-he, The tone of tighing, or of admiration.

J
He-he, Sound; noise.

Tseen-tseu, Avaricious ;
TSEEN.

covetous. It is vulgar!) said, \fa J Pj) j^ g|
\e tseen.

tse.u kwo t how, You are avaricious over-head^ i. e. t. o much.

T'HAOU. A term which denote! 90 years

of age; 70 years of age is expressed by &.T haou.

KEEN.

To eat, theiarae these two, Keen, and Keen.

KING. A long sound.

O/^ SEE. To break or spoil ; the noise of breaking.

^^
One says, An harmonious sound.

TO. Wide ; extensive.

S. C.

A hurried annunciation of, or information given to. A

proper name. * .%,jfcf =f.fl jR '*- -*
Te-k'hiih-kaou-sin-sbe, Hwang-le che tsang-sun,

' Te-k'huh-

knou-sin-slic, (an ancient king who lived about 2300 yearf

B. C.) was the Great-great grandson of Hwang-te.' Thi

character occurs written Y& K'hiih.

Same as j|f Yin, To answer.

The appearance of hanging down; thick.

K'HUIJ, or Kwuh.

'^
Pla=i LAN.

jp.

Ian laou chay na,

Unintelligible jargon. The same as -K] tan.

YEN.

Cold; severe; rigorous; command ing. Graye; solemn ; stern

dignified; majestic Inducing respect; reverence; awe. To

respect; to stand in awe of. An epithet applied to p irenls. A

night watch; a military guard; a surname. The name of a

Heen district; of a Chow district; of a country; of a tree.

^ ^jzj, ?j|| $ij El JH Han-k'he lin I6g yue yen, Cold air

freezing, is called Yen ; hence ^- Yen han, Intei.sr cold,

fr 'S'd -

] $ flfr ^ ^ Yor, k.-nou ming ke.h ,ay,

Yen is to instruct or give orders with intenseness or severity.

H^ ^ 1 l[i ^ '/fj
Keaou puh yen, sze cV t,,, Not

to teach with due severity is t,a proof of) the sloth of a matter.
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(San-tsze-king.) >{j y]fi J'| Tsung yea pan le,

To manage with strictness or severity. >/
fe

^jfe |

Fa leiih sin yen, Laws, strirllv and rigorously referring to

every supposeable case.
j =j'|j

Yen fa. Severe punishments.

i[ Yen-chung; ^ 1 Chwangyeii;
| ^Yen-siih;

J^ \V-i yen, All express with little modification of the

meaning, Grivilv, eda eiirss, stalely solemnity ol demeanour.

j|p Tsmi-u'ii, Honorable ar.d stately: a dignified gravity.

.^ |
Kea.yen, The father of a f-imily. ]

3 Yen-tsze,

The mother <f a family, /j jfek }0W |
E& ^ 4U yewH IE /=3 I fnn t />H.

ching Ise yen. giih che kwei, Customs or manner of doing

things well ordered, regular and strict ; strict discipline.

*fe # I it fi ? *. f .
w 4i *--*

yen-chung, sze-hoo nan yu seang yu. Formal and grave as if

difficult of access. fit I pH" H Wei-yen k'ho wei,

Awfully stately and solemn. ^ i& -fil- Yen-foo, tsze

tnoo, A severe f.ilher and an indulgent mother. iijff
irfr

j /l^v *ii^

Yen che king, Great respect and veneration for (certain virtues.)

(Shoo-king.)

^ -^ j^ ^ T'neen raing keang keen,

Tff -^f ^ Hea min yew*^x rj /*>%

)H!
Puh kan taehwangs

(^ Mingyu liea ko,

Iffl Fung
kiien ke" h fuh '

Prince'!
" Heaven descends to view your conduct.

The people placed beneath you, are yet to be respected.

Do not reward the unworthy; do not be cruel in punishment

Dare not to be remiss and idle ;

Thus the decree (of Heaven) will secure the empire to you,

And abundantly build up your happiness.'' (She-king.)

Composed in reference to jr
"

Woo-ting, who lived

B C. 1248. One Commentator says, ^ { JBJ j^

it

r$ W ? ^ 'tff -tt
Heaven

exalted, really descends (or comes down), and the survey, or

inspection thereof, is greatly to be feared, the people though,

they are in base fircumstances, as Heaven really looks

and listens, must not to be despised. Another says, IU- ^C

^E jfr^ ilf K '"<hc M̂r ' ^eaven con ' st" '" tne fear ofthe

People. These early sentiments hive tended in every subsequent

age, to moderate co isider.ibly the despotisms of China. In

the above quotation, some re;;d
I Yen, as Gang. -fc

~-f- Yen T'heen-tsze, A majestic son of Heaven, i. e. Emperor.

Used as a ver l>,
i[j ^ Yen chung che, Re-

pected and venerated him.
Jjj* jji Q lJ?

]
Hwao

koo vug. Yay-yen, The evening drum is called Yay-yen.

i Yih-\en, The first drum. ^ 1 Urh-yen, The
i

second drum, and goon. ^p^ Kae-yen, Troops placed

wgaiiist an expected enemy. 4gj- Yu-yen, Troops that

occupy a place after the enemy retires.
J|

^ ^ Heung-chow yew jen-sho", tuou p'he )6, tsin sliwiiy,

hoeyang; soojlh ching tsew nang tnyjin. In Hae-nan, there

is a tree called Yen-shoo, the bark and leave* of which being

steeped in water, and mixed with a fermenting substance,

in a few days become a liquor which ii capable of intoxicating

a person.

Same as ^ Paou, see above.

Vulgar form of D^ Tsan, see below.

Y1NG, or Yang. R. H.

The voice of a bird ; the harmonious songs of birds.

OV ^ I
|

FS rniih chang chang,

M ^^ 1
Neaou niing >ang

{jj ^ ^ Ch'hiih tsre yew kuh,

Tseen yn k'heaou mu'h,

^Yangk'heminge,

^ Kew k he yew 8llinS'

^ Seang pe "e:")U e '

* Yew kew yew shing,
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. i, m
/t Puh kew yew sang,

~y Shin che ting che,

$ Tpn H ^ chung n t' neay i>
ing-

In "elling a tree, the axes of many resound;

Thebirds of the wood sing in reiterated notes to their fellows ;

The) issue forth from shady retreats in the vallies;

Theyremove to the groves, and perch in groups on the lofty trees,

To ea:h other they chirp in responses.

These re the sounds by which friends are invited;

Observe those birds!

Even ttey have a roice to invoke friendship;

Shall it then be that men

Desire ntt the society of living friends!

The gods listen with pleasure to those

Who continue to the end in harmony and peace. (She-king.)

Some CAtisider the last two lines as expressing, that the

Gods assist tbose who live in friendship; and that the influence

of cordial friendship will gradually exert itself, and spread, till

filially harmony and peace universally prevail in the world.

They say, In the smallest affair, as felling a tree, a union of will

and of effort is required ; the social feeling pervades animated

nature. A selfish human being is an unnatural anomaly.

~JK From the Prince to the peasant there is none who requires

not the assistance of friendship to effect his wishes.

E. To eat ; to gnaw.

^_
Ancient form of fe Chili, or Tsih.

fe^C ^ nc 'ent f rm f^ K'he.

E3|Q Another form of
pit) Shang.

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

HEAOK. Same as | Ileaou.

pj[p ffi
f'eilou Je ". Being at leisure. The name of a place.

The name of an officer in ancient times.

Same as
j|jc Tsiih, see 11 strokes.

TSEO, or Tseaou.

To bite; to chew; to gnaw; to ruminate. To drink, which

is also expressed by (!*. }Ij9.
She-tseS. ^& 3

i l^t | 'r I

M IP fK i'& fa >& 2, n tii
Tseii ' fiih tsea cliay>

king too yin tsew seang keang che tsze yay,
' Drink and drink

again, is an expression used in Peking, when urging people to

take wine.' It is yulgarly expressed by^ j& /ftjt
Choo

tsuy fha,
' Dominate him drunk,' exercise the power of a

master over him. ^ ^ | ^ Yaou wan, fceS tsze,

'To bite letters and chew characters,' denotes a pedantic

introduction of learned phrases. -//PI [hi jjj|i
Joo

fhung tseO la, 'Just like chewing wax;' applied either to

disagreeable food, or to a bad style of writing. pQ.

Tseu te. To chew, to craunch. -^ ^ 7&
jj
&

| .

Newyangyew too, nSngtseS; yu wwo too piih nang tseO;

IB keue yu yew too, koo nang tseo, Cons and sheep have

stomachs, and can chew or ruminate ; fish have no stomachs,

and cannot chew ; the fish called Chug, alone has a stomach, and

therefore it can chew. ^ I Ta tseo, To chew with

large mouthfuls.

Same as Lan, see 14 strokes.

JOO. Name of an animal said to ha v a red

nose, azure coloured tail, and to devour tigers.
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Occurs much in the books of Buddah.

The name of a tribe in the west.

HIM, Hwuh, or Hwa.

I Hwiih hwuh, A boasting self-glorying manner, of

acting or speakinir. Ej 9r XV Tsze she miou, Self-

complacency. One Dictionary says, The appearance of rapid

enunciation.

E heu ' To saPe an(1

riUK. To lake into the mouth as if sucking;

to slobber up. [US ^S j^ ^^ Chug shiih yin shwiiy,

Slobber up pulse and drink vater. Same as |kL- Chug.

Yen yen, A wrangling appearance, strife.

1 lllli. TP sneeze or snort from the nose.

V
HIH, or Hwuh. To brag ; to boast.

HWAN, or Twan. TO call to; to call out

clamourously; to clamour in disputation. pjj?
I

fifc ~7~

$$ Jli- $f ^F ilL
Hwa* hwan Jen ' P" h che k 'he so fei yy,

Tike vulgar professors of letters in this age, 'clamour and

wrangle in disputation, ignorant oftheir errors and misconduct.'

Irip̂ Hwan heiiou, To make a noise and

clamoHr. ^j ^ ft $ & + II fj ^
|Cp.

Yin ts5 Fang-seangyu shih urh show woo hwan-

hoo, Therefore the
Fang-seang, with twi Ire (men dressed tip

like) animals, throw themselves into various postures and make

a clamorous noise, to expel evil spirits. See under ^| No.

TE. The name of a city.

CHUEN. R.H.

Thechirping or song ofa bird; modulations of the roice,

whether in birds or in men. eft
[Snjj Shing chuen, Modulations

or inflections of the voice.
^~|j-

^E. i
j|j< ^~

Sin neen neaou shing ts'heen chung chuen, At the icwyear

the voices of birds are modulated in a thousand different

way- ijff ^ B" i

^ew ^'n P''1 c 'lllcn '
^'le D ' r('>

Ying, hop from tree to tree, singing with numerou! modula-

tions of the voice.
7j*P- % Shing keaou chueJ, A voice

delicate and finely modulated.

L

CHE, or Nee. A mouth withojt any rule

or law to itself. The mouth movingor chattering and talking;

vilifying, backbiting. Pgj ^ Che-joo, Loquacious ; wordy,

indistinct murmuring. pi I Ch'hg-neg, Indistinct whis-

pering,

HEAOU, or Gaou. S. C.

From Four Mouths and Head. The breath or voice

ascending above the head. To make a noise; to vociferate ;

noise; vociferation; noise of a market place. |
Heaou-

heaou, Self-satisfaction; self-complacency. A complaining

tone; sighing ; reviling, -vilifying others. Pits or hollow places

in hills are called Gaou. The name of a quadruped, of a bird

said to have four wings; of a river, of a hill, and of a country

or district. A surname; a man's name.

"X -? -V" eg Che tsze yu meaou.

"V 1J>
Seuen too heaou heaou.

The royal attendants in going forth to the chace.

In numbering the followers make a clamorous noise.

&fA#l* f j.A^ 1

Yew shwii, jin rhe che y'lh heaou heaou ; jin phh rhr ylh

heaoti-heaou. Travelling to instruct others, if instruction be

known, (i. e. received), feel self-satisfaction ; if it be not received
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still fed self-satisfaction.
| j

.

ho-joo sze k'ho e heaou-heaou e ; yue" Uun tih lo e, tsih k'ho

e heaou-heaou c, It was said, How can one thus feel self.

atisfaction ? (Mang-tsze) replied, Honor virtue and delight in

righteousness, then you may feel self-satisfaction. (Hea-raang.)

Piih kan kaou laou;

4nf 5P 3lIL lS Woo tsuy woo koo ;

MM 7F1
rft T*

s|l P 1
|

Tsan k'how gaou-gaou ;

~T^ & ^ lip Hea min che nee' 5

H^ |J. IE! 7C Fei keang tsze t'heen ;

jfg jS 4?r TO 1

Tsun ta pei tsSng;

^ ^ E& A Ch 'h kin?yew J in -

With reluctant and over-strained efforts attending to business,

Not daring lo mention the labour and toil;

Without any crime, without any fault,

Assailed hy the clamours of the slanderous month, [service).

Such misery is the lot of the people (.forced into the public

It is not the visitation of Heaven !

It is from adulating parasites, who detest and slander each other ;

Every evil coines from the malicious eftorts of these men.

(She-king.)

This is a sper'men of that unpoetical verse, which is

denominated ftjf
Foo. (See Chinese Grammar, pnge 275.)

Spfe JJ7 I T hing wo heaou-heaou, You hear me with

supercilious indifference. (She-king.) ^ ^ j
Heaou heaou j8 piih tsuh, The people grumbled or complained

from distress, not having sufficient.
"ypj jAj jaji ^|

ffi ^ 4- , & H36 nuv heaou'J e )
sanS ^' ne 'a sa"g

ehe sin, All lands surrounded by the ocean, uttered mournful

tries, and lost entirely the love of life. (Vide, Han-shoo.) ^
^ 3: j rff i | 1 8 Gan -tozechechl[hkil1

she tseaou yae heaou chin, Gan-tsze's house was near the

market place, was low, confined, noisy and dusty. (Tso-chuen.)

<

YUNG. The voice of birds.

ije made by a crowd in applauding

and encouraging posture-makers. Tsaou-Ua, Noise

made by a crowd of persons; tumultuous noise.

LWAN. Confused, incoherent discourse.

Original form of Pf[ P'heaou, see 1 1 str.

E. The tone of severe pain.

NINETEEN STROKES.

CH'HEN, or Che.

Chen jen, A laughing appearance,
loud laughter.

CH'HAE. A man's name.

In Tso-chuen, it is written without Mouth by the side.

Same as $fe Shih, Alarmed as by a tiger. Occurs

VJL
in the bowks of Taou-sre.

Same as R*& Le, A syllable in the prayers of Buddb,

_

ZZh E. The tone of laughing; noise made in sleep; snor-

ing; talking in sleep. ^K th t^ Hi 1

'.'

[Iffl (^ Meenchung

gan e shin boo, Snoring and calling out in sleep.

LO. A tone employed in song ; the prattle of

a little c'.iUl. j|| P^ Lo-so, or [Hfe; 1 Low-lo, Troublesome.
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confused, by minute and petty requests or statcrnn.l*.
^jjf

Hi ^ $ "h # l ^ fa w jay piih kan iMh fim

lo-so ne, However 1 vroiild not venture to lie very troublesome

.

nc ch:iv ko jin shth tsae lo-so, Ah! you are a very troublesome

man. Read Say, I

Pjfe -aj-chay, Many words; verbose.

Is a syllable whicb occurs often in the books of Buddh.

LA. The sound of gnawing a bone.

YUN. The voice of a bird.

NANG.

A bag ; a sack ; a large bag or sack. To hold in a bag. A

surname. Sfc fA> ?m I
| Jjk Nang, siih ching k'how-tae,

A sack is commonly called K'how-tae. tyi /& fi
J-

i 3BE Fj0- JEEJ
'* Tae yew te yuii nang, woo te yuC ko, A

bag with a bottom to it is called Nang ; without a bottom it is

called K5. The KO is tied round the body, and contains any

thing valuable. It is commonly called Mj I Clien-tae. Kii

also denotes a small bag in contradistinction from Nang, A large

sack.
BJJ?

I MJ jrjjj^

Keae nang seaug tsSng. To open

a sack and bestow of its contents on another person ; a phrase

made use of when soliciting assistance, on taking a journey, or

on any other particular
occasion,

^jj? jjjj ^JJJ |

Keae keae

Kin nang, Open, open the variegated silken bag; is said when

requesting a person to open his mind and tell Ins opinion.

& ;M-
=gf Nang ying koo tub, By the light of

' a glow-

worm in a gauze bag distressed yet studying.' ^-j- j
Hing

nang, Travelling bag, expresses whatever one takes with him

on a journey.

^iii^ii NaekohowieaDg>

Also put flour and grain,

Some in bags anil some is sacks. (She-king.)

^ j
Me-nang, Name of a flower.

|lg; |
Yin-nan;;, A kind

of cushion that one could lean against. In the time of Han, /

^& )T 4^? ^A. ^$t 'ii- Fan peaou chang keae tsaou

nang fimg sze, All statements to the Emperor were sealed up

in a black bag. J[ ^ | tfl ^ /L ^ f/] ^ E

ts'hing nang chung shoo kew kenen yu che. Gave him nine

volumes of a book contained in a blue bag. Hy ""fiQ <^?

I Sze hae kung nang, Four seas empty sack ; i.e. eitrme

poverty all over the empire.

TS'HA, or Tsuh. Noise, clamour.

The sound of a drum. Read Ts'han, To sneer at ; or ri-

dicule ; to swallow i to devour. Occurs in the sense of
-^

Tsan, to reiterate unnecessarily. P^' ]
Ts;iou-tsa, Noise;

sound ; the sound of a drum. ^ [^ jffl ^ gpj ^^
BH . rfn -fe ^ ~fi "/' I

Piih wan urn kaou, wei

che gaou ; wan y"ih urh kaou urb, wei che tsan, To teach him

who does not enquire is trifling; to teach two things to him who

enquires only about one, is unnecessary talking. (>eun-tsze.)

An old form of ff Yin.

TSAN, Or Chan. To peck; to Uste; a slight

repast ; lo sip. To speak for others, or to imitate others.

I Chwang-nang, is used in Chwang-tsze, for

Ts'hean^-nang, To snatch, to disturb, to throw into disorder.

l^fl^Same
as jj| Pan, see Radical jf Yen.

^
*^fcf

Ancient form of jj| Yen.

Same as PJJa Yen, see above.

An ancient form of jpj Shang.
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TWENTY to TWENTY-TWO Strokes.

If S. C.

n

<ej3

YEN, or Can.

To breathe; to sigh ; to moan ; to hum ; to recite.

Ancient form of
$jf| Keen, Distress.

eengih, Compassionate

Keen-nan, Difficulty ;
the distresses of the people.

distress.

Ft I* u

'gTT TSA, Or TsO- Confused noise ; clamour ; sound

l
Tsow yen ko che tsaou ts^' Strike

up the commanding clattering sound of drums.
[TjS;

Tsa-ta, The name of a country. Syn. with ($p TsO, and ^f
TsS. Read Y6, Syn. with

||| YS, To deliberate respecting

an) crime.

Original form of Pf Tsaou.

Same as [^ Hwan, To call upon.

OlHj CHEN. To speak with difficulty.^19

CHljH. To tell; to direct; to give orders to ;

to engage another person to do.

'Ills! 3J
^" chiih foo ne kwie k'heti, Uwe lae, I order you to

make haste in going, and make haste in coming back.

= Chuh-shoo, or
fj

E- chiih, A parent's will, left at

death. "T ^ ffi
1

TinS ninS <-he chiih, or "T 1 Tino--
J

\

r>

chiih,' Again and agiin to give directions ;' to nail it safe, as the

characters imply. Vulgarly written pK Chiih. =-T Chilli

t'ho, To tell to do, to request to do for one.

VOL. i. 4 B

SEIH, orClllh. p^ [l

of many persons in a hurry ;
vociferation.

JM s. c.

bfib

HWAN.

To call out; to call to; the voice of any animal.

NE1H. To chew; to gnaw; to craunch; to corrode

like insects. pS >B* Neth kwiih, To gnaw a bone.

Sc5. Same as fl& Wan, see 14 strokes.

Same asM Hwan, see above.

M. nAn old form of M Yen, see above.

L Same as P^ T'han, see under 12 str.

TWENTY THREE STROKES.

LO. To split or rend.

A syllable
which occurs in the books of Buddah.

KEEN, or Can. P! yjfc
Keen-gan, A hill.

The name of a barbarous song. The same as
-jto

K'heen.

Plott Same as PS] T'hovv, To boast.

^
Another form of^ Keen, Difficult.
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O4
Pg YEN, or Can.

To sijjb ; to moan ;
to bum ; to recite.

f=H CH'HOW, or Chow.
^^^^^^1^

The vulgar form of $K Chow, A pair of birds. To wrangle ;

to fight; ohate; hatred; an enemy. To pay ; retribution.

Paou chow, To revenue, ifi" Chow chih, To
I |H-

fay the price of. This word is commonly used without Mouth

below. See Radical
|=

Yen.

1 ,

Ancient form of
J|jJ

Keen.

Ancient form of |f Ch'how, Wild

THIRTY-FIRST RADICAL.

HWUY. s. c.

Represents encircling ; to enclose and protect. The ancient

form of Hpl Wei, To surround and guard; also of
[Sj Kw8, A

nation, a country; an enclosure with a spear and a mouth, and

a smaller enclosure in the middle. Tsze-hwuy affirms thiil this

character denoted square; but Ching-tsze-t'hung and Kang-he,

both deny it.

1 1 \ JlH. Same as
FJ Jjh, The sun; a circle and

one, Denoting the unity of the sun.

~^l Ancient form of|G K'he,To rise, to raise.

TWO STROKES.

The original form of
JpJJ Hwuy, Kepresenting turning

ud in the centre. To turn round ; to return.

\ff i

Sn-,Vu'gar form of By Yin, In the same manner ai

before ; because.

NE1H. S. C.

To take any thing clandestinely with the hand, draw it iu

and secret it. To take with the hands to hide.

TSEW, or Chow.

A man enclosed. To confine; to imprison; to shackle;

to fetter; to handcuff. A prison; a criminal. The reasons

of condemnation.
J/ij ^ Tsew-lung, A large cage into

which a criminal is put, sometimes with his head out of the

upper surface.
tj | || j^J ^ ^ Tso tsew-lung teTh

chung fan, A great offender confined in a cag.

^ ~T- Ke yew tsze ke-hwuy, ho piih tseang fha urh jin,
^J-+ *

yung tsew kwan tsuy, Isew kin leaou, As we have this

opportunity (to revenge an uncle's causel, wh) sliould e not

tike, these two men, fill them drunk, and then confine them
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in a cage. fe= I Chang-tsew, A kind ofjail'T ; one who

lias the charge of criminals; to superintend criminals. Kl

3j? /j^,Fan
tsew cllay- 'hang tsuy kiih kung, nrh chlh ;

cluing tsuy chm kiih; hea tsuy kuh, All those who are

imprisoned for great crimes, both hands are shackled together,

and the feet arc fettered ; for a middle class of crimes, one foot

and one hand are fettered ; for a lower ctiss of crimes one hand

only is shackled.
jjK. 16 ;_y J "r^Ting chung*~ I *** ^* % RC

tsew, yih k'he shih, To mitigate the rigour of a crimi-

nal s confinement, and increase the quantity of his food.

4i ]
Yaou-tsew, The determination respecting a criminal,

r the reasons of that determination. ~J(\ 34r 35

P'hei peyaou tsew, A final decision respecting the preceding

determination. (Shoo-king.) ^ J JJB ^J^ -j^
PI

qp "J"
/

0J [j^ ^ ^ .^ Yaou tsew, fiih neen woo

liih jm, che yu seun she, p'hei pe yaou tsew, The King,

(B. C. 1105) said, The reasons of a capital sentence must

he considered five or six days ; after a decade has elapsed, then

pronounce the great and irrevocable decision. \& -fc ^j

T'hang Tae-tsung yug, sze chay piih ko fuh sang, keug

tsew e urh jih woo fiih tsow,
'

Tae-tsung, of T'hang dynasty, (A.

D. 769) said, The dead cannot be restored to life again; you

must take two days to report capital cases five times, before

the final decision be given. |(1 Tsew-fan, An incar-

cerated criminal. ^ |

Jiih tsew, To imprison.

TE1H, or Ne. To move
; to shake.

SZE.

From
j Hwuy, Four square ; and /\ Pa, To divide or

separate ; denoting that the square is to be sep:inted ; hence

Four. A surname. ^ Ptj
Te sze, The fourth.

Sze-fang, Foursquare; the four points of the compass.

^ Sze-ke, The four seasons.
J Jjl|Sze-ch'hoo,

1

Sze-hea;
] ^'.Sze-fang; j jgj Pze-meen, express, All

around ; every where.
j ^ ^ jjj f|r

,^ze hea le fang

tsm, To search all around, every where, or in every direction.

ffil J\^ fj Sze miien pa fang, Four surfaces and eight

regions; express the four sides of a square, and then those

four, with the four corners, which mike eight. ~Jj

)p -J-
Sze fang keun tsze.Good people all around.

jjj^

J\ ^ Jsu fhung |i& IS,' A passage or thoroughfare in every

direction;' it inetuporicilly denotes a man of clear perception!,

who sees the nature and reason of whatever comes hef re him.

urh wei sze, To double one makes two; two and two make

four.
-j-

Shi h-sze, Fourteen. -4- Sze shim,

Forty. -<C ~t ] ~f" JL Ts'

liclh t'heih, sze hlh kew,

Seven times seven make forty-nine. In the centre of the Empire,

j Sze, was read Selh. fy ^* f!j %
' ^ ] ff;^

P// ft i$. ^ J^l Kin kwan sze wSn e *ze ts8 8ze> faDS
\/J P r" fAvJ IP. /sJ

cha weits'huenyTh, The officers of Government in their writings

have now changed Sze to Sze, to guard against false and clan-

destine alterations.

THREE STROKES.

A son ; a child.KEEN.

A fff jU
Min J'nnoourh yu6l<een, The

people of Fuh-ke'en Province, use Keen to denominate a child.

They pronounce it Tsae. Also read YuB. cj S$ Gae

tsae she, An ode lamenting (the fate of) children. Composed in

consequence of an Emperor of the T'hang Dynasty, taking the

children of Pub-keen Province to be eunuchs.
JJ|J

j^j) |j|j
Tsae peg lang-pa, The boys are separated from their

fathers. Lang-pa, is a Provincial word for father

CI1WANG. s. c.

L It .

'The ancient form of [^ Chwang. A window. Or ns it is

expressed, |g ^ g J^| ^ j Hj]
h c1"- miih, heu e

t'hung ming, The eye of a house j an open sp 'ce to admit light.

The ser.l character represents the lattice work, which is yet

plnced in windows in the north of China. The middle part of

ng,^ Uwuy, and similar characters, are derived from this.
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mvuv.

Designed to represent something revolving within a circle.

To revolve; to turn round; to return. Curved) deflected:

rrvcrting lo i bent down or oppressed ; to turn aside and

avoid. A surname; the name of a city; and repeated, Ifl]

JP| Hwuy-hwuy, The religion and country of the Moham-

medans. The section of a book. A time or turn.
jjiif |

Churn hwuy, or reversed, Hwiiy-chuen, To turn round.
jlijA

3|| ;& Chuen hwuy t'how k'han, Turned round the head

to look.
jjjjjl

/fo Chucii hwuy lac. Turned round and

came back again. .

-^ ^ 1 Yih k'heu piih hwuy,

Once gone not to return. M HU $EL M i ;fa T'ha

ming necn yaou hwuy lae, He will return next year.

flj| jj= J^- Hwuy tbowshegan, But turn round the head,

the shore is there ;

[ jj|| _^ *g Hwuy t how she taou,

Turn round the head, the pah of reason and virtue is there.

These two expressions are addressed as a stimulus and encour-

agement to the profligate, intimating, that if they will but turn

from vice, virtue is attainable.
J ifo Hwuy sin, To turn

round the heart; to repent and reform; also expressed by
1 v ijrti ^*i.

I C> *|- ^ Hwuys'" chuene, 'Turning the heart and

changing the intention. 1
jjfl

uwuv .sea 1 ffl
I <VSi^ /li>

Hwuy-fze, To revolve in the thoughts; to reflect , to reconsider.

1 tt HwuyyTh ' Tor o|lect.
|
Chuj hwuy, To

run after, to recall. J^ ) ^ Tseu hwuy yihch'hoo,
To return and assemble at one place; said of those who had

run from an enemy. 7^ J ^ ^ fj Yew hw(jy
fheen cht-leih, Having strength adequate lo cause the heavens

to
'evolve^ ] /JJ5 Hwuy seay, Deflected, depraved.

ft fil 'f* 1
K he Uh P ilh |1WU V. His virtue was not

deflected, or turned aside from the
slraight path. (She-kin^ )

IS ^ 1 ^ Tseue k
'

he hw"y ', To cut ,-ff a person or

an arm,', retreat.
jjjjg ^ ]

Le ., ,lwuy> ^^
ciples of decorum, remove what i, depraved or vioiou.. (Le-

king.) "p j
Hea hwuy, The next time. ^ ^ y

T'ha lae leaou k'he hwuy, He Ims come seve.al lime*

^ )

Te ke hwuy, Which time or turn?
]

%uy-pe, To turn aside, to retire from view; it is

also used imperatively. Apart of the usual insignia of the

officers of Governme: I ; when they pass through the streets, are

two boards on which are written,
jii

SS I 'J$: Siili-lsing,

hwu)-pe, BJ rcspeclful and silent; turn aside and nrikc way.

Tliose hoards are called J3. M\ j{iE
Kaou keS pae, A tall

foot.d tablet.

-J3E
I Pae-hwuy, Irresolute; undetermined; flying about

from thing to thing; loose flowing garriK'iils. t\~ 4U"

Hwuy-sang-tan, A revivifying pill ; a kind of medicine. &&
A ^J?

I Yen-hwuy, The favorite disciple of Confucius.

Hwuy-yin, or /f= Hwuy-sin, A written reply; a letter

sent in answer to oi.e received.
JEJ*. Hnuy-ta, To reply ;.

to answer to.
=^ Hwuy-hwa ;

yj, Hwuy-paou,

An answer brought by a messenger; or aspy.
j jlj^ Hwuy-

le, Denotes eilher obeis.tnce paid in return, or a present sent

in return for one received.
j

33[ Hwuy-pae, To return a

visit.
JHjjjj

I Lun-hwiiy, The doctrine of the metempsy-

chosis, or transmigration of souls; some apply the phrast: to

the changes from rchcs to poverty ; and from poverty to riches,

which take place in life.
| ^ Hwuy-hwuy keaou,

The Mohammedan religion. JJ- Hwuy-tsze, A Moham-

medan.
|r ij]^ j -^ Hung maouhwuytsze, Read capped

Mohammedan.
j rfj j Jl Plh maou hwuyt^, White

capped Mohammedan,
fife g| | _^.

chcn t,,,ow hwuy .

tsze, Turban Mohammedan. i J2L J^
/ ^. r^

i*

|^ Hwuy-tszc fungsiih, k(J tsze tsnou fan, The Mohammedan

custom is for every one to prepare his own rice.

1 ) !&] ^ Hwuy-hwuy kwo m ;

ng, Is the name of a

! country otherwise called in Chinese histon , ^-^ TrSjTa shih

kwa ; and in a Statistical work, it is called ^H ||?t SK MTh-

chue-na, which seems a corruption of Medina. Jt 'ftEl

A K A n'fr\r)km& K-he^ji.
king fheen, le pae cht: w ie, yih woo so tsung,

' The people of

that country worship Heaven, beside th.- rites of which

worship, there is no other being or thing to which they pay
divine honors.' The rich, it is said, are liberal lo the poor, and

persons from other parts of the country are received as friends.
*J_ -f I

.- l'r "n
L
- Ke I'" ls -'n

.?.
'

Th,-ir funeral rites are bare." !

Canton the> are buried without coffins. The shell in which

the deceased is carried to the place of interment, has a bottom
which draws out, and lets the corpse fall into the grave. If it
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open space between the ossa tcmporalia, which in young subject*

is filled up with cartilaginous substance, in Chinese called
Al

"[ft H'j Ting-mun.
"

full with iti face towards the heavens, they burst out in

expressions of joy, regarding the circumstance as an omen of

future felicity ; if the corpse turn round with its face to the

earth, they shed tears, considering it as an unhappy omen.

Is is further added, under the word Hwuy, that they J|^
W?

/T l $b Pa cllae I'"'1 sn ' h Uze Pe .
KeeP lheir fasts '

refusing to eat even to death. They ffi ^ ^\ jj ffc

?ze T'heen piih wei seang, Worship, or sacrifice to, Heaven

but do not make idols. In
JJjjJj j^ [^^ fjl ^ Chin Suy,

keen jiih Clmng-kwO, The time of Chin and Suy, (about the ?th

century) they first entered China. Afterwards, jfc -^H ^5

y^ /JY'J
Kang hae che Kwang-chow, They came by sea to

Canton. ^ ^ J# ^ J| fjj j^|
K in Yuen o

how, man yen Chung-kwfi, After the Dynasties Kin and Yuen,

they spread widely through China. &* /& jfc fa ~*7

Km tsae tsae yew che, Now they are in every place.

One Writer defines Hwuy thus, 7^ *f .

fp {-j^
Hwan t'heen che k'he; t'heen te seang ching; t'he'en-

chow te wae; yin yang woo hing hwuy chuen k'he cluing yay,

The yet fluid ethereal celestial influence, being received by

heaven and earth, the heavens revolve without side the

earth; the Yin and the Yang, with the five elements, revolve in

the midst thereof. 4f
j

Te hwuy, To keep the mind

lingering and dwelling upon what is pleasant or desirable.

ft I i?L P^ re nwuy e 'lm >'"> To dwell upon with pleasure,

ind in deep thought recite what is agreeable in any literary

composition. EJ3 ^ J ^ Shen yew hwuy wang, To

clear up the case of, and deliver from punishment one who has

been oppressed and falsely accused. ^ '

;{& j]j
Yew hwuy

roei shan, Towards the right made a circuit round the Mei hill.

1 JM Hwuy-yue > or j
)

Heu-hwuy, Said of passes

Of roads that are long, winding, and waste.
Vulgarly written

Hwuy.

SIN. s. c.

Also read Sin and Seih. Thecalvaria. (Shwo-wan.) They

express it by j}@ <6*
||j^ T'how hwuy nao,, kae, The cover

of the brains assembled in the head. The temporal suture, or

.^U ^!J
Vl1 ' sh '' sll

'

ll) sll"w
- ang tsew wan, Uih tsae Ch'hang-

san siii-iniin, p'hc p'ho, I.ene ch'hiih, jti she yun ming, All at

once s'.ipped his hand, and threw it at the top of Ch'hang-san't

head, and broke the skin ; the blood flowed, and after awhile he

died. Most of the Dictionaries quote the following passage,

. P. g* 4:

_ ,WT
hen a child is in its mother's womb, all the passages are

stopped, it receives the breath (or living influence) only bj

the umbilical cord; the temporal aperture makes a com-

munication for the living influence, hence the bones are not yet

closed; afterbirth the passages are opened, the mouth and nose

receive the air, and the bowels become a backward passage for

it< the temporal bones gradually close. It is adde ', R: KJ|

J\ (^ /. ilf
Tnese are lhe principles of the ascent and

descent of the Yin and Yang. For Yin and Yang, two of the

Dictionaries use
jp|p fl^ which seems to denote Spiritual

intelligence ; but what is intended by the ascent and descent

thereof, is not easy te conceive or express. ~]& |i| 4^ *tj

{" ^ Hi} j L ~>J~ jtP ] P^ In the centre of the top of

the head, in the middle of the round tuft of hair, is the hundred

assemblage, (perhaps the sensorium, and they refer to the

collection of the nerves there), an inch and a half before the

hundred assemblage, is the front vertex ; and three inches before

the hundred assemblage, is the Sin-mun (the temporal aperture).

An old form of J^ Leang.

YIN

Frum Hwuy, and Ta, That which is great -within a

circle; because
| ^^ ^ j|| jfc lNaag <a chay>

chang wei tsew che, He who can do great things draws many
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Yin tsze che

round him; hence iU usual meaning, That whicli induces

effects or consequences. A cause i because; for the sake of; on

ccount of: the circ-imstance from which; to influence or

engage to do; to rel or lean upon; to continue as before, to

conform to what exists. A surname. To rhyme, read Yen..

Occurs denoting, To disperse. jj| ffi 4jjE [gj
Sze fei

woo yin, The affair is not without a cause. ^ 'fPj

Wei ho yin, For what cause?
] j|

]fe Yin shin sze,

Because of what affair?
] ^ ffjj ^ f: $| ffi ft W,

4h Yin wei t'ha lae tth che, so-e roat'ha, Because be came
Tui

late, therefore gave him a scolding. This mode of expression

it usual, 1 Yin, Because, in t. first member of the

sentence ; and
fijr J/J So-e, or

j^ Koo, Therefore, in the

beginning
of the next member.

J ^ ^ ^ j
j)

d& jT jjf- jUJl?
Yin t'ha piih lae, koo tsze, wo puh he-hwan,

iX* s\ * i^-t Vv\

Because he did not come, (therefore) I was displeased.

fp( && til Yin ho yuen yew, For what reason? because of

what original circumstances.
J

koo, For this reason ; for this cause.

Hj US Fan naou, keaeyin kcang ch'hiih t'how, Troubleand

yexation all arise from violently pushing out one's head ; i. e.

from being too forward to interfere or attract notice.

Yin e wei le> For lhe 8ake ofgain- ^
g Yinyin yu Hea le, The dynasty Yin continued

in the great principles of propriety observed by the dynasty

Hea.
jfj

' ^ Jtjfc tl[*
chow J'n J" Yin le, The dynasty

Chow, continued in the observances of Yin.
"* Ar -M

^^ ] ffij /F 3b^ San tae scans ke- keae y'in

che urh pjh niing peen, The three Dynasties succeeded each

other, and all continued (the le or moral principles) unable to

change them. (Lun-yu.)
"| ^ j fa \

it^
n\ Yin-seun, Yin-jing, yin k'he koo che wei yay, The

phrases Yin-seun and Yin-jing, express continuing the old

tale of things. (I.iih-shoo.) Yin-seun, often occurs in the

Peking Gazettes denoting remissness, negligence, letting-

things go on in any way without paying attention to them.

*r f? f- He wh wmiid

ra'ue anything high, must avail himself of existing hills and

mountains; he who descends low, must avail himself of existing

low lands and beds of rivers, and can he be called wise who

would rule the Empire without availing himself of the existing

principles of the ancient kings. (Mang-tsze.) By thu,

I ~_ Yin che, Availing one's self of what previously existed;

it is added, fflj) A? [ftj ^ jj] ^. ^ One effects much

with little labour.
J| ^ j

Keu min yin, The people

were more and more dispersed. (Shoo-king.) T^

? ^ I % "=? ^i&
Yin l nten sze t'heen ; yin te sze te,

Conformably to the height of Heaven, worship (or sacrifice

to) it on a higher place or altar: conformably to earth, being

lower, sacrifice to it on a lower place. (Le-king.) y?

&;&'3i 2flt ?f '3?$ Yin, puh shth k'he ts'hin, yih

k'ho tsung yay, In depending on any one, do not miss in

respect of a person worthy of being nearly related to, and who

also may be worthy of being regarded as a master. |j$

f- 1 If^W^-gfii?- She-tsze Ji "in-

tsze urh e kaou Mang-tsze ; She-tsze engaged (or employed)

Chin-tsze to mention these circumstances to Maug-Ly/.e. jnc

Woo yin, No apparent source; place or cause from

which a thing proceeds. ^ Iffl ^ -Jfr | ^
tseen she yin, kin sang show chay she; y8 che how she yin,

kin sang ts3 chay she, He who desires to know what he was in

a former state of existence, may infer it from what he receives

now; he who wishes to know what he will be in a future

state, may ascertain it from his present actions. Occurs in the

sense of AR1 Yin, Marriage.

YAOU. The name of a divinity.

CHWANG. An open aperture, like a windo*.

Same as j^j Neth, see above.
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FOUR STROKES.

TH'HUN. A bamboo round basket to contain

Me t'liun, A wooden

Th'hun-tneth, To forestall and

rice. A small granary.

receptacle for grain.

hoard up grain. ^/T |

ill 1

;j3|
S- ^V' Kin jih me kca kaou gang, keen min

hay le th'hun tseih keu ke, Of late the price of rice hav-

ing become so high, arises from bad subjects, aiming at the

acquisition of gain forestalling, hoarding up, and monopo-

lizing. (Government Proclamation.) Considered a vulgar

form of 4& T'hun.

\J\\
K'HANG. To lay by ; to store op.

Ts'hang kang, To hide ; to lay up.

YUEN. Deep water. The same as >| Yuen.

fu yuen, Plants growing

out of deep water.
J/JH

i

*)JJ | '/. Hwang k'hwang yuen

heuen An appearance of yastness and profundity.

KEUNG.

A window. A roan's name. Light and ornamented.
R5|

MMI M It K ^ ^ ^ KeU "S ch
'hwangyew 'e loo

k'hae ming seang hing, Kenng is a window of a house, or

aperture in a wall, ornamented, open and lightsome, the

character resembles it. (Shw6-wan.) Syn. with
oKj Keung.

yew-yew j yu6 t'hoo ch'hwang keung keung, The insects

thirp in the deep recesses ef the mansion ; the moon sheds forth

on the window a feeble light.

P'HEEN. The sound of spitting forcibly.

WAN, Yin, or, Yuen. S. C.

The appearance of revolving or circulating. A portion of

hind containing twelve jJl King.

CH'HWANG. An aperture for the admission

Tsae tsean^ yug yew; tsae uh yuS ch'hwang, A widow in m

wall is called Yew ; in a house, it is called Ch'hwaug. Also read

Ts'hung, The door or mouth of a furnace.
ftj]

H"

'jjfj Fp^ Ch'hwang tsoo hoo wei ming, The window assists the

door in affording light. Commonly written '^Ch'hwang.

^ j
T'heen ch'hwang, A sk) light, or aperture in tte reof :

of a house.

HWUH. A thing being whole ; complete or

round, is called ^| [||
Hwuh lun. The same as ]t| h

41 *

Hwiin-Iun, Any thing complete or whole j undivided.
]

fS

Hw<jh luu t'hun Isaou, To swallow down a fig entire.

NEE, or Na, To raore the hand.

The vulgar form of
jpj Hwuy, To return. It is

improperly used, being the ancient form of
jjjj Meen, The face.

WAN. Round ; rounded
j to rub off the corners,

or make round; to remove knotty fact*, and the stubborn,

corners of truth for the purpose of carrying through a given

affair. 1 ~^ & ')B- ^ Wan, kwei keB rain ch5, Wan,
I

* ft ir\j V5Q\

is to melt off the corners of a square stone. This is also used

metaphorically for softening down the rugged austerity ofa

man's manners, ^^[ij ] ^^^fj^^^
/ K'he yew yuen wan wei keu'h, k'ho e mei k'he sSng, How

could he submit to soften dowu the ill-usage in the hope of

saving hit life.
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GO, or Yew. S. C.

To interpret; to explain the language of men or of birdj and

brutes. To induce; to icduce, at birds that are taught to

inveigle others. To convert or change from bad to good; that

which is nourished by a root which improves its state. W\

Go, or fL -/'U.
Xcaou mei, A bird like the hawk, used to catch

(tnj J^>TV

ther birds ; Neaou mei, if the common term.

Tso go, To !>e a seducer.

A vulgar form of Kwo, A nation.

Being composed of a king within an enclosure.

K'HWAN. m
An old hose. Fatigued ; wearied ; exhausted ; poor ; diseased.;

weak; bed-ridden; lassitude. The name ofone of the ;tjK Kwa.

To be confused; disordered, as by wine. Sorry; mournful; to

labour as in studying what is not yet perceived. Used as an

Active Verb, To exercise superiority of strength or of talent, so

as to cripple ; to repress; to weary; to fatigue one who opposes

ineffectual effort, as animals that are hunted. To rhyme, ncad

K'lieuen.
] ^/ ^ -{f/,

K'hwan leTh fa yay, K'hwan de-

notes a failure of strength.
| =_ K -

hw an fa, A failure of

strength or of pecuniary resources.
] ^ K'hwan keuen,

Wearied ; -fati^ui'd. ^| ] Keung k'lrwan, Wearied or ex-

hausted by ineffectual efforts in pursuit of honor or of gain.

^T ^ 1 2 IIinS le k'l>wa ft, A want of, or inadequate

supply of, Ira
v.lling necessaries. 'M I T*e k'hwan, To

supply the wants of the necessitous.

jf
7
'] 77 I f& l>i "S nac k'hwan wei, By disease is reii-

d red
dangerously weak.

] ^K'hwan yuh, Grieved;

vexed; anxious. ^ |
Pek'hwau, To be wearied or

exhausted.
jj^

K'hwan choo, To weaken; to disa!,le ;

to incap.ic.t ile from acting, and to keep under a kind of ccn-

"''' ^ I1.JT- A ;t ] E '$& Theen she ta je

k'hwftn kcun lih him. The weather being exlremelv hot, feel

excessively fatigued. ^ ^> ^ ]
/ J King pa wo

k'bwan chuo leaou, At last took me and completely disabled

me from acting. $ $ ,ft ^ Q ) .

k d pj" ^$ y,T -f^Wo we laou, urh pe e k'hwan, puh

kern urli neen k'lio tso k'lnh yay, Ere, 1 have (witli my arm;)

exerted an; effort, he will be exhausted ; and in lest than two

years I i;al| sitting still overcome. '([,' jiff TJJJI Keung
"TjrJ \ 7iV 5/1'

k'hwan wno leaou, Pour and exhausted without uy thing on

which to depend, $ & <|g ^ $ j $ fe

Q{j Wo yay she kwan lung tue k hwan, foo wei teTh, I also

am in the h;ibit of supplying the wants of the destitute and of

supporting the tilling. g =fc ^ \ % ^- ^ ^
Ijfr j^ j^ Tslh woo shwiiy, k'hwan, keun-tsze echeming

uy che, Water baring been imbibed and left the surface

parched, is expressed by K'hwan ; a virtuous man in the midst

of difficulties, will adhere to his virtuous purpose even to los

f life. (Yih.kinB .) ^ ] ffnJftg^^/hAiii
Ch'hoo k'hwan urh keiih k'he che chay; seaoujinyay, He

who in themidst of difficulties suffers his virtuous purpose to

stoop or yield, i a mean man.
^

p . ^ ^ \ M ftlSr 8$
jin-5 piih ;o woo kaoti; puhfei k hwau keung, wei teshek'hih,

To put away self (in matters of opinion or property) and to

accord with others (views or necessities); to refrain from

sighting or insulting, the orphan and friendless, who hare no

oc to appeal to; and not to reject or lay aside poor scholars;

These were virtues, to the exercise of which, only the Emperor

Yaou was always adequate. (Shoo-king.) j|| lajj jp H|J

^ I Sze ts'heeii Thing tsTh puh k'hwan, The principles of

conducting an affiir must be previously settled; and then it

will not be embarrassed or fail.
}Ja jjfc 3JJJ- VJ&

~ ' -

^ } ft & ftl 'M f F:m-"'he" **+to rh te,

piih k'hwiin-gth woo nang keTh hoo, The two eminent men

Fan4s'heu and Tsae-lslh, (who lived B. C. 200), had the; not

been in poor and embarrassed circumstances, how could the;

have been excited to the exertions which they made? (.She-k.)

$r ~$ 'S: flfc & '. Ifc 1
Y "

pil1
' J ewchinsin ebc

-v
ew

k hwan, The king Pwan-kang, said,
'

You, the people, do not

grieve for the anxieties wliicli fill my mind, on your account.'

(Jhoo-king.) ^>$j/ji ]
I'iiliweitsewk'hwan.Benoi

confused by wine. (Lmi-yu.) uj/ j(|J JH\
HwS

k'hwaa urh clic che, Some obtain kuonledge by
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1 l^
/^ ^ ^ 1$ ^ T ^ Confucius said, Those who

possess
intiale knowledge, are of the highest clan; those who

have to learn in order to know, rank next ; and those who have

to exert fatiguing effort in order to learn, rank lower still
;

those who cannot learn, even by the most fatiguing efforts are

the lowest class of the people.

Some ' men must have long erred before

they can reform j when things come to extremes, when their

fceartsare grieved and their thoughts crossed, then they begin

to rouse to action; when the disapprobation of oihers is

manifested in look* and words, they then understand their

rror.' It i* added, more careful attention would have made

them perceive their error* *ooner, before matter* came to

extremes. (Mang-tsze.) JI&
;itfJB J|j.

K'hwan show

jew tow, A beast sore pressed will still fight. (Tvct-chucn.)

T*
game as r'Vi K'hwiu, Threshold of a door.

Fame as^Moo, see Radical ^ Miih.

yt I j>

'I
I1WUH. Same as^ Hwuh. A kind of

twilight.

An old form of Jlh, The sun.

FIVE STROKES.

An old form of JH Kw8, A nation.

^1 HWL'H. Sameas |?Hvviih.

A piece of flat ivory or wood, in former time* carried in

the hands of Statesmen in the Imperial presence.

T'HANG. The noise of breaking stonei to piece*.

PEiH. To shut ; to close.

OCX A vegetable garden. The same as
jjjjj-Peo

SI YA,orKe8.

T
A kind of cage or railing to confine tn'rm ils.

K'HEUN, or K'heun. n
A round granary ; place in which to collect grain, and

afterwards disperse it. The name ofa star. ]\&f / j]

# ^ * ft p ^ H il a #il
*j*

Lin che yuen chay tsung ho tsae hwuy c ung ; yuen wei

che k'heun, fang wei che king, A round granary, (the character

is) derived from Grain placed within an Enclosure; round

granaries are called K'heun, and square one's, King. ~T^

S.^IIWH^'Hl' 1 ^Phkea Puh,th,

boo tseu ho san pili k'heun he ! Unless you sow and reap, how

are three hundred granaries to be filled with corn t (She-king.)

It is further said, that
|

K'heun is a Round granary ; j=

Ti'hang, is Square; and
fin Keaou, i* A granary dug in the

ground.
tjjjg

I Lun.k'heun, A spiral, curled, or twisted

appearance, like a worm or make.

LING. S. C.

A pi ice of confinement formed by rail*; a prison.

4H ^ pi ^ IS Laou yay, Tin yu6 ling-yu, A prison

was, under the D) naitj T*in, called Ling-j u.

KOO.

Derived from
|^j

HI.UV, Surrounded on all s :drs. Shut

up on every side; impervious; bard; solid; stouy; firm;

4 D
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ftulilc; with fixed intention; obitiuate. Chronic disease.

Rustic. Originally; constant; reiterated. Used as an Adverb,

for Certainly j assuredly. A surname. Name of an ancient state,

and of a district m ^ tfg. -^ Koo, tze sib jay, Koo,

i, stopped up on'four sides. (Luh-shoo.) ? ' Keen-koo;

i&L
|

Luou-koo, Strong; firm; stable; sure.
j
Koo.

e, With fixed intention ; purposely. 5^ ^ ^B Koo

cluh tlh ban, Excessively obstinate; extremely pertinacious.

I I boo koo, denotes what is Surely, safely, well done;

the allusion stems to be, Certain, safe, or well, as if a master

did it. "^p ^ fjL
Choo koo keaou yih, Safe trading

or dealing ; safe commercial intercourse. S
|$fc "p| ^

3l ] /fi '[j^t Ching pan bo wtih, choo koo piili woo,

Orders received (here) for goods, and executed with safety and

certainty. |7IJ j|J ^fe Sze wei laou koo, tronj,Iy

shut or guarded all around,
tf.j

I Pe koo, Closely shut np

is by the cold of winter. ^ ] ^ ^ "af ^ T'ha

koo e pub king lae, He positively refuses to come. In this

connexion some use
jtj

Koo.
jjj> ^ |j?

i Sew ching

keen-koo, Repair it and make it strong. jfr. Koo

tselh, A cl.ro. lie disorder. j^ Koo jen, Certainly ;

Uique,tio,,ably. Jg $ $ j # fj | if
lleO keaou che lung, koo tsae sze keaou chay, The flourishing

state of the college, unquestionably depends on the teachers.

1 |0 iP $i T> 1 it & Koo-low ' p'he w- p"h ts le

jay, Koo-low, rustic, rude,ignorant of the rules ofgood breeding.

fiJT IXJ -a "an koo e ts'hing, I venture again to request

you. ^SJ Ht Kan koo tsze, I would presume again to

decline. $ JJS ^ $&W ^ J
Ching, ko, chow che,

e wei koo, Walls of towns, out-works, moats and ditches, are

to afford streng h and defence.
fjF

Koo show, To main-

tain firmly; to strengthen defence. ^7 f ~7( Vf\ r^4

pj
He who would keep the people wilhin their own

country, will not do it \i\ shutting the frontier; he who would

strengthen his coui try a^ainit attacks, will not derive strength

from dangerous panes amongst hills and rivers; he who would

cause his dignity to be acknowledged throughout the empire,

will not do it by soldiers and armour: but ifbe maintain the

principles and practice of a benevolent gorernment, he will have

many to assist him ; if he desert those principles, he will have

few to help him. (Mang-tze.)
TJa^ ^r xf Iff j|lj j{\ fi

-F H'i ^ I

Keun tsze piih chung, tsih pith wei ( heS tsih,

piih koo, If a good man be wanting in gravity, he will also be

wiinting in dignity ; and what he learns will not be abiding, or

fixed in his memory and judgment. (Lun-yu.) jt" 1
f3if

*JR TfE 9\2 ^(^ iSl
*"1

"

1 '1 ko ur'1 ycw: 'lwa* e tsiili hwO, By

ascertaining certainly the plans of their array, the foreigners

of Hwae will
inevitably be taken. (She-king.) B4 -^

Many die in the womb, and in the country many have obstinate

diseases.
jff

- j^ ^ ^ ^T ]
Tseang shlh shay, kew

woo koo. When filling in with a house in travelling, you must

not be importunate in your requests, but be easily satisfied with

whatever the house affords. (Le-king.) (|S j|H ~tfn ag
_ t _ ~Vy* \7i Illl lv*

^3 ~jp g^ ^ J

Chug chaou urh koo, keun-tsze ei che

koo, When at a royal audience, do not gaze about, the

Sovereign will denominate it rusticity. (Le-ke.) ffi

Tpj 21 J8 koo yew che, As if he h:id always possessed them;

referring t* the calmness of^. Shun, (the ancient king, when

raised from the plough to the throne) his temper and manner

appeared the same; he did nt feel the prurient titilatiuns of

sudden elevation; but possessed the calmness which is induced

by long possession or enjoyment. ?(."?" E3 if- JK fiik

TO "JPj '$'' I "(Bt
Confucius said, (to a person who insinuated

that he was a flatterer), I dare not be a flatterer; and I hate

impenetrable obstinacy (like yours). Lun-\u T^r ~K

Mang-tsze said to the king of

Tse,
l the whole (eastern) world is undoubtedly afraid of the

power of Tse ; but if instead of ruling for the good of the people,

you attach to yourself another territory, (viz. the state Yen),

you will cause the whole world to rise in arms against you.'

(Ming-tsze.) This sentiment was delivered more than two

thousand years a;ro. How exactly verified when applied to a

similar case in the western world, in the beginning of Ike

nineteenth century.
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An old form of
J Jih, The sun.

SIX STROKES.

V

UlNCr. A round cave or pit in the ground.

ME. The name of a place.

CH1II, or Ttih. To enter below.

YEW.

A g-r:len enclosed with a will; according to some, a Park,

or piece of ground enclosed and s'ored with wild blasts. An

vi<iry or mamgerie. One defines it merely by what the

composition of th; character import*, An enclosure having

something vtithinside. A superficial degree of knowledge is

expressed by Yew. Als,> read Yiih. To rhyme, read Wei.

yufi, Wan wang che yew, fang ts'h^h shlh le. yew choo ? Mang-

tszi toy yufe, ju rhuen yew che, Seuen, the king of Tse, asking

aid, Was the park of king Wan seventy le square? Mi-ncini

replied, it is so handed down. tb "/' ^ -jkr ~jT. 7J?h

& -Wk I- 7IV
"

*X ^re ^K Yew chung che tsaou niiih, piih kin min tseaou

tsae, The people were not prohibited from cutting down

the brushwood and trees in the park. (Mang tsz .) Wan-

wang, B C. 1 100, built a kind of terrace, which he called
j|B

^ Ling-tae, Around it was a park, and a winding pond for

C-i. The following Stanza expresses the security and delight

which all creatures found in his virtuous presence.

<?![ Wang tsae ling yiih |

ehs !

?.1 Pih neaou hfl b8 ;

3E^^ ffl
Wa "s tsae lin? eh8:

The king is in the park)

The deer crouch secure;

The deer fat and sleek ;

The birds purely white ;

The king is.by the pond;

See the thronged fish gambal. (She-king.)

. *~ -

j^ |

Liih yew, A deer park. ^,

pj -*p
Woo yew, yew k'bo;,woo niin k'ho hooJ ' For the

king to be without a park, he niny still do well ; hut can he do

without a people.'' This question was put by one who oppossed

the precipitale laying out of a park, which bore heavily on the

Ko wei

che yew: ban wei che juen, In anci.-nt times the (parks)

were called Yew; the Han Dynasty cilledthem Yuen. ^^

3$ 1 H iffi. ^ ^ '$ ffl t.
Tsln yuen yew ' yuen

che, ling min tih teen che, The parks, gardens, and ponds of

the Tsin Dynasty, were ordered to be given to the people to

turn them into cultivated fields. (Tseen-han-ke.) ^
Yew han, To contain ; to circumscribe. ^ ^ ^
Yew yu k'he seih, To restrain or keep in the bad spirit or

disposition of a neighbourhood. -J\^ ]

Kew yew, A cer-

tain division of territory into nine regions.

An ancient form of$ Loo, or Low.

An ancient form of H! Kwo
1

, A nation.

The same as the preceding.

Quern rjf Woo, wa fond of altering characters, she said,

that
[|j(]

KwB, having within it
jjj>

Hw6, 'Doubt, suspicion,

or treachery," conveyed an unpleasant idea. She t her, lore

requested that it mi^ht be repressed by a military fuice, and
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therefore changed the cliaraclcr to EjjH KwB, in which the
t-iJ

word
jj^ Woo, Military, i put. She next thought that the

character thus altered represi nted the military surrounded, and

implied their being |J] K'hwan, Crippled ; weakened,' which

was 39 bad at what she had first altered it from, and therefore

again charged it to the character aboTC given. At present,

how. ver, it is not followed.

|PI CM IN. A character Died in the tim* of Sung

Djnastj , to mark the Essays of the successful literary candidates

Same as
, The sun.

Same as ^J Yacu, see abcve.

SEVEN STROKES.

[D [
ChTh chib, Stiff appearance.

An ancient form of g Muh, The eye.

SEUEN,orTseuen. S. C.

Round, . circle; the injlrnment with which a circle is

made; a p,ir of compasses. Same as
|j]

Yuen, andg Hwan.
Also read Heuen.

j=j
VIN. Name of a place.

The original form of n^ Meen.The face

iWAN. From A hog in au enclosure; Ivir

ui.der a covert ; a filthy flare; a |ri^j. Bead llwan, in th

sense of
djj^

Hwan. Dogs; swine, and other animals which teed

on grain. ^ -C- ~7^ *& B^ Keun-tsze piih shVk

hwan yu, The correct man does not eat the entrails of dogs

and swine, (le-king.) Because of their having contained

cxcrementitious matter.

POO.

A vegetable garden ; an orchard.
ffi] Jyj Poo-yarn. A

garden (or fruits and vegetables. ^ |

Laou-poo, AH old

gardener. ftAH lift ||S H [ ^
Ho-nan jue Yu-chow, k lietsih sow yufi Poo-teen, (The Pro.

vince) of Ho-nan is called Vu-chow j the marshes or fens are

called Poo-teen.
fy ^, || ^ ] Q ^ Cnun ,

mow been jew Poo-tc'en-tSih, In the district of Chung-mow

there are fens. The same is expressed in the She-king by

]j|
JS Foo-tsaou. Poo, forms a part of the names ofplaces;

of a certain hill; and of an Imperial palace, -^f < -^ ttj
pfJ \?<Z AiiJ ll\t

V/S. ffl TO I

Wei how wei h" y"h y" Tseih-poo, The

nobles of Wei made tents ornamented with tigers at TseTh-pno.

(Ts8.chuen.) ^^ ?*-^ %. ? B % ~+ fa

5g.jR.j|flft 1 0^^^IP^ 1
Fanche

ts'hing he8 kea; Tsze-yug, woo piih joo hou nunys N'hing

he wei poo, yu, woo piih joo laou poo, Fan-che, (one of

Confucius' disciples) requested to be taught agriculture,

Confucius replied, (to teach that) I am not equal to an old

husbandman; he then n quested to be instructed in horticul-

ture ; Confucius said, I am not equal to an old gardener. l||

1 $$: f- | ;f jft Yuen-poo che , z

wei laou ju poo chaj Ising che. The affair, of girden>,-it i,

onlj those who have grown old ;n g.rdens, understand th,

ttn-poo tsae kwan-l.jn hnn ; t heen te keu,
vlhUS hetieh-poo, HSen-poo, (Paradise?) issituated the

Krvan-lun mount,!,,, ,vl, (ro the Ft,,, T( ;, , )f ,

rts|(!es>

lUs also written
Ileuen-poo. Otherwise written ^ Foo, and

Pco.

KOO. An ancient form of i* Kuo.
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YU.

To detain ; to hold fist ! to keep posscision of; to imprison ;

that by which a criminul ii detained.
Ri] fe. Ling yu, A prison.

!?] Mife 1 HI iii Lingf ling yay ' JU ' * u > ay Lin&-

it to receive; and Yu, is to oppose an impediment to escape.

-Bffl-frfc 1 fet'frfPAAS't'
$fe IP" ife Ylhyug, ling, ling yay ; ju, woo yay, ling

tioyjii! jiih k'he chung tsze hwuy woo yay, 'One says, that

Ling denotes to order, and Yu, to arouse or awaken to a

proper sense of things;' expressing that the criminal it ordered

to enter the prison, to the end that he may repent himself, and

waken to a proper sense of things. /f{5 B4jf -T- JJ&
I |J- /Cv*1 * i^T*

fjy jj^J ^^ Yu Pih-ying yu Leaou-yang urh sha che,

Imprisoned Pih-ying in Leaou-yang, and killed him. (Tso-

chuen.) Syn. with PH Yu. The old definition it ^'

^ f& /, $ Li "g-y u chuno Se
'

en che haou, Ling-yu is a

general epithet applied to all (those demi-gods called) Seen.

HAN. *
S. C.

The original form of
^j Han, ee Radical l| K'haa.

JhwS-wan says, The tongue, which the character represent!.

P-tEJj|!PT*0jl:J K>how shane >ue k '

hea>

k'how hea jug ban. The upper part of th mouth is called

K'befi, the lower part is called Han.

PING

I Ping-ping, A famous charioteer of antiquity.

EIGHT STROKES.

Hwiih-lun, Round ; eof lete. See under ^] Hwfih.

TOI. i. 4 E

The puniihment of impriionment

KEUEN, orK'heuen.

Crooked wood of which wine cups are made. A coop >>i

pen in which to confine domestic animals: a priioni to

encircle; a smull circle, or Chinese point in writing. A sur-

name; the name of a place. ra ^ K'heuen-t'haou, A

snare. ^ ^ {; flj f|Jj | ^ Puh nSng fh6 fha k'heuei

t haou. Unable to escape his snare. ^" B Vn\ [Jfi

5
/^7 & y*

K'lian keen t'tu yen keuen urh yew hung

leaou, Saw that his eyes also became red. JrT fM
fjj]

Ta ko jueii keuen, To draw a circle; to draw aline around;

to insert a period. The officers draw a red circle over im-

portant passages of their proclamations, to draw or to require

the attention of the people to them.
|^-J

I Pih-keuen,

is a point thus O I

Hih keuen, a i oint thus

4
jB&

Tseen-teen, is a point thus "^ The Cliines place

these points or marks b) the s'.de of characters as stops, and

also in rows to give emphasis to the passage, as we draw a I'ne

below a word, or print it in Italics, or ia Capital letters. The

Schoolmaster also marks his approbation of a boys writing by

marking it with one or other of the above points.

Irfntf JB6

Tub she, yu she urh tlh chay, ynng pill keuen ; fei urh shlh

chay, Jung hlh keuen; che yew kwan-chaou tsze-yen, tsIU

kea tseen teen, teen ch'huh, In reading history, when yoa

meet with what is right and successful, mark it w ilh a white

(or open circle); what is wrong, and which has been unsuccessful,

mark it with a black circle. As to important phrases, mark

them out by inserting a sharp pointed dot. ^ ^J gj o]~

1 Pf BIS Chay keu hwa k'ho keueu, k'ho tiien, Should tbii

sentence be marked with a round period or a sharp pointed dot.

K'HE# The noise or sound of a whip.
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Aucieot form of ifffl Nae, The female breast.

HWANG. Empty ; vacant.

YU.

A horse-keeper; one who feeds and attends a horse. The

appellation given to the month in a certain season. A

surname. The name of a mud-gate in ancient history. The

name of a place ; the name of a hill ; and of a city. The name

of a musical instrument. A dignified martial appearance
is

expressed by Yu. The limits of a territory. To oppose; to with.

stand, the same as^j]Yu.
Occurs in the sense of

jgj
Yu.

gj A ^ gi. -* Yu-jin, chang ma chay, Yu-jin, one

whoconlroulsahorse. ^ J^ pjjj ^ |
Shing ma,

jlh sze, sre yu, A et (of four horses) has one master and four

horse-keepers.
|j[jj

Yu sze, One who teachts the care

and breeding of horses. ^ j
Mil, yu, A cow-herd, and

a horse-keeper. (Tso-chuen).
| j

Yu-yu, A wearied

embarrassed appearance. ^jp ]
Show-yu, To defend the

limits or boundary of a country. J^J |j5j ^ I
E

koo woo yu, To strengthen ray frontier.
|j j

Ling-yn,

A prison. jftf$ >f ^F 1

Wuh lae Puh ko J". and

I^t ^ ^f\ ^J jLK
'

he k
'

heu Puh k 'ho che ' Thi"?s (such as

wealth and honors) their coming cannot be prevented, and

their departure cannot be stopped. (Chwang-tsze.)

TANG.
|^ ^J P'hang tang, The noise

of stones striking against each other.

Ancient form of M T'hoo.

TS'HING. A privy; mixed; impure. U is

said, that the character denotes Clean, pure; and anciently

they gave that name to the place which required to be

constantly cleansed.

u

HO. To meet or assemble together.

KW6, or Kvvg.

From j Hwuy, To surround, and
jjj/ Hw8, giving sound,

or according to some, the same as Jw YTh, A boundary; th

surrounding frontier. A general term for a slate or a nation;

a kingdom ; an empire. 3K
|||j jlffl

Jffl Pang kwO t'hung

ching. The general denomination of states or kingdoms. J^
p] ^K /k Q I Ta yug pang, seaou yue kwO, 'The larger

states are called Pang; the smaller are called KwO;' thus it

stands in Kang-he, Tsze-hwuy reverses it. ^ Wan

kwo, Ten thousand (i.e. all) nations.
UJ4 Chung-kwo,

The middle empire, or
t^l

!?
|

Chung-hwa kw8, The

middle and flourishing empire, expresses China. The Tartars

call their empire -k f
fji

Ta ts'hing kwo, The great

and pure empire. TO y^ Chung-kwB-jin, A Chinese.

J
Kw8-choo, The Lord or Sovereign of a country.

Jjl Kw5-hwang, and 1

^g"
Kw3 keun, are also ex-

pressions which denote much the same. -{- KwO wang,

The king of a country; often denotes a dependant prince,

& Kw8 kea, The royal or imperial family ; the

government; the country.
%M A / 1 00

1 Meih jin che kwB, yug thing kwS, To destroy other peoples'

state or government is called Shing-kwO ; i. e. to conquer a

country. ft \ #fc ft ftfi *.:&
4JJ Shing kwfl chay tseug k'he shay tselh, yew k'he too te yay,

To conquer a country it to cut off the district gods, and the

gods of the grain, and then take possession of the land.

/fK
j

Waa kwo, A foreign nation. ^ | ^ PfJ

^ H M |

Wae kwis lae foa chaJ y ug *luh-kw8, A

foreign nation that comet and declares its dependance is called

Shuh-kn8, i. e. a dependant nation. Jjl

Wan kw8 t'hoo, A map of the world. fifjQ 1

;jij
VJ hj

ffijf Leang kw8 seang keu, yu2 Telh-kwO, Two nations

mutually opposing each other are called Teih-kwO, uations at

war, or enemies. It is said, that the famous jH, Yu, B. C.
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2100) when be assembled tlie chiefs of the surrounding states,

found them to amount to ten thousand. The states in

the time of t^j Shang, were upwards of three thousand ; and

in the time of |l Chow, under which djnasty Confucius lived,
/"* _.

thcy amounted to one thousand eij-hl hundred. ^

cbe kwO, tsih Tsin e how che been yay, The nations or

kingdoms during the three ages (viz. the dynasties Hea,

Shang, and Chow) and onward, were the Heen districts of

Tio (B. C. 200) dynast)-, and the subsequent period. Of

the Heen districts, there are seventy-two in the province

ofCacton. ^ ] Jfc# ^# ] Sfe # -fc

fM >h 1 flb# 5 "h M Ta kw te'fang pth fe;

toze kwO tefang ts'hlh shih le; seaou kwQ te fang woo shih le,

The territory of a large kingdom wa.a hundred le (about 25

or 30 English miles) ; the territory of the next class of kingdoms

was seventy le; and the territory of a small kingdom was fifty le.

-
tr.' I Fan sze hae che nuy, kew chow; fan kew chow

I 1
I

ts'heen ts'hih pih ts'hih shih san kw8, All within the four seas, is

divided into Nine-chow, and in those nine chow, are one

thousand seven hundred and seventy-three nations.
-j^ jj'j'j

#|'0^ i jfaHfg I

Kew chow che waeyue

wae kwO, yih yug tseug kw3, States beyond the nine regions

,are called Wae-kwS (exterior nations), and they are also

.called Tseug-kwO (nations cut off.) ^Jl J| $2 |

Yuen

ch'hoo tseug kwo, Remote places, and foreign countries. (Le-

king-) $lj 1
Le6 kw3, The constituted states, and^ '

Chen-kwo, The contending nations, are terms applied to the

nations of China about three centuries before the Christian er i-

/5'I HI i^^ kwii c '100 *low ' T 'le c'1 'e'' or Pr 'nces f

the constituted states. S
j

E kwB, A different nation from

one's own ; a foreign country. |1^ j
Shan kw8, A hilly

.country. j^ ]

Too kw8, A champaign country. y^
I TsTh kw3, A marshy country; a country that abounds with

water. ft j
H ing kw8, Wandering nations. ^ ]

M W ^ @ 1 -Ik
poh lelh ching> e raa shans wei

kwByay, They do not erect cities, but being mounted on horse-

back form a nation. $j!Ij 1 ^PMJ^ ,ljii

J^J)
Ten ihuii kw3, tieth chang ihiih kw8 che ize yay, To

Teen dependant nations, is to rule or manage the affairs of the

dependant country. C! A /M*
JJjfc

iSm Tj(- MM

Fx rn 'f* n^ t& wJ ' ^t 'le Emperor) have a failing

which is, a strong partiality to obstinate resistance. When I meet

with a small nation that does not shew profound respect, I

never can suffer them. And when I meet with a great nation

that is encroaching and insulting, I cannot bear it patiently.

liH P^j 1$ 1
T'hung shang yu kwB, The intercourse of

merchants enriches the country. This is written upon the flags

of custom-houses, and the stations of the superintendaiits
of

the salt department in the interior of China.
] Ji(

KW

fei, The expences of the country. | ^ Kwo t'hang.

The national treasury. ^ ] /^
Tse kw yUD"' T a 'd

the wants of the country. ^ ^ KwB tsze keen, A

kind ofcollege at Peking, the students are obliged to remain six

years. 1
jjjL

Kw8 he8, or^ AJ Keen-sang, Expresses

the purchased rank of the person who is admissible ; the fee it

about 100 laels, equal to thirty or forty pounds sterling. They

are entitled to wear a silver knob or button or their caps, but

as in other cases, those who by law are entitled to wear a silver

button, now wear a gold one, or burnished copper to represent

gold. The president of the college is of the first rank. He is

called ^ W Tse-tsew. The Emperor visits the college
sf* lf=l . __,_ t

annually, which is expressed by
fyft jjfc

Lin-yung.

^ Kwo fa, The laws of the country.

M ~Jpl nH IIS Fung teaou JU shUD>

jfitl T^.- fir
J

tr' Kw8 tae, min gan.
PA| /^v* r\ ~f*

May the breezes be g- nlle, and the showers seasonable.

The nation at peace and the people happy.

These two se tences, at the new year, are very generally

suspended at the gates of public officers and others.

FTj dkf JFj?
JfJ. "IB I? Kwo yung chung tsiih; kwB

woo yew min, The country (jossessing abundant supplies for

its daily use ; the country without any vagrant people.

T'HAE, A man's name.
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NINE STROKES.

HEA, or Keg. The cry of a camel.

New che shin

yu mow ; tS the raingyufe' hea, The lowing of a cow is cailad

Mow, the cry of a camel is called Hea.

CHUEN, Chuy, or Chen.

The oane of a hill. Round ; to surround ; a kind of

bamboo basket to contain corn.

YEN. Smoke, or as they express it

Ho-k'he, The vapour or breath of fire.

WEI.

To surround; to guard; t besiege; to surround and take

wild animals; to limit, as a mould does that which is cast into

it. A Chinese measure equal to five-tenths of a cubit. The

name of a district. Syn. with jli Wei, and^ Wei. jg |Jjj|
-w-

Weutsearg, A wall which surrounds or encloses. ^; |

Ke-wei, Banks thrown up to prevent a river from overflowing

the adjacent country. ilfr Jfh
j |K|

Pel ping wei kwan,

Wa surrounded and disabled by troops.
|
Jg |^^ ffi

Wei, hwan jaou kung ching, Wei is to surround and attack

ffl Yih jih tae tse shth wan ta keun, tse'ang ching rhe wei

kwan. In one day led at once a large army of a hundred thous-

and men, and closely besieged the city. /^j.
Ho wei,

To enclose on all sides. E9 I Chow wei. All around.

-H- Fj? /H IM 7C ^''ie ^an^ "^ c^ow we ' wan 'IOO)

The house is perfeclly strong on all sides. -it I Kew-

wei, Nine circles ; like -k tm Kew chow, Denotes nine

regions into which the Chinese divided the world as known

tothe-n.

t'hi-en-hea wei kew ch'hoo, jo kwei weijin, Divided all under

hcav<-n into nine regions, as if a line had been drawn aronud

them with a compass. ^ ")" i

'

Ji'J

Wootsunyug wei, yih paou jug wei, Fivetsun (,or tenth* of

a cubit) are called Wei; a bundle is also called Wei.

joo choo kin che yew moo fan; wei, kwang ko yay,
' Fan-wei

is similar to the mould in which metals are cast; Weiisth*

external shell or case,' which prevents the metal from running

over. This is applied to those ancient Sages whom the Chinese

call g A ''ing-Jin. $g I ^ Jfc fc ffi ^
jjj5J

Fan wei, t'heen te che hwa urh piih kwo, The Shing.jin,

limit the infinite transformations of Heaven and Earth, and

prevent their exceeding the proper medium. (Yih king.)

ffi )H ll^Kwakeun ch'hun teen piih wei tsTh; ta foo puh

yen keun; sze piih tseu me Iwan, The Sovereign of the country

dues not in the spring chace, surround the game, and take it;

the great officers do not shut up the flocks or herds of animals

and take them ; the lower officers do not take the young of

deer or other game, nor the eggs ; because Spring i the time

of procreation. (Le-king.) ^ ^ ^T A
'[

T'hee

tsze piih ho wei, The son of heaven dues not surround closely

and take the game entirely. (Le-king.) iT Ta wei,

To hunt and shoot game. ^ //\ Q Keih che pik

wei, Restricted it to a hundred (meaiures of length called)

Wei. (Chwang-Ue.)

Anc'unt form of
J3 Maoa, see Radical

j~j Kng,

III WAN

T̂he appearance of the windings and turnings of a

y

KEUH. A kind of granary.
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TEN STROKES.

POO.
__^^h"VM
An orchard or kitchen garden. A vulgar form of

||jj
Poo.

Clllll.

A horse in an enclosure. It also implies to bridle: to restrain.

YUEN. u

A place where trees, TCgetables, or flowers are planted ; a

garden.
A garden hedge. [|[)[ IH] Poo-yuen, An orchard.

i Tsae-yuen, A vegetable garden, ^ffi I Hvpayuen,

A flower garden. A Gardener is sometimes called T ~T~

Hwa-kung, A flower workman.
//F,f Ji Teeii,

yuen, loo, moo, Fields, gardens, mat-sheds and tombs.

I ~T- ,^& Le yuen tsze te, The sons and brothers of the

pear orchard, denotes Play actors. fist I He-yuen, A
tf*5^ I

play house, a garden appropriated to theatrical exhibitions. Such

places exist in Peking. One was opened about ten years ago in

Canton, but in consequence of disturbances occurring from the

crowds of people collected, the government ordered it to be

shut up. 32jjt|t 1 ~JF ISfj jJt/Taouhe-yuen-Uze thing

he, To go to the theatre to hear a play. j|4 ^ Yew

hwa-yuen, To saunter or ramble in a garden. Ml I

/fr /. tp JW Jyr /j/y |ji|\
T'ba jih jih tsae hwa yuen

chung, yew wan tso go. He every day sauntered about, gat

down or ilept in the garden. $& Yu yuen, An Im-

perial garden. [j|J
flH I Yuen-ming-yuen,' The round and

splendid garden;' tome suppose in allusion to the encircling

heavens, and the orb of day ; a well known Summer's residence

of the Tartar Emperors of China. ^]" Si) ^C 1
W JU

wo yuen, Do not climb over mv garden hedge; s:iid to her

lover (She-king.) 4- IjS ^7 W Yuen chay poo

che fan, Yuen, denotes the hedge of a garden or an orchard.

| jgl HI.
"]"" [m ^Bt

"~^ Yuen 'e UI^ SD ''1 ufh

VOL. i. 4 F

) Ih, Gardens and places occupied in selling thing), pay a tax of

one twentieth.

The word Yuen is appl
:e I to burial grounds, because they

^ "J"* Si]

'

r*anH y" 5'-'" I
100 ' Buried in gardens.

^ %;
P^ )3a ifc.

Wiin tc '"'^ wei wSn yuen> Tllf

burial place of the Emperor Wa n, (B. T. 151\ was called the

garden of Wan. H.
J

Le yuen, The burial place of a prince

about the s ime period. lJ^ |
Taou-yuen, The name of

a place mentioned in the history of Han. W I Che-

yuen, or T^ ilinji
1 Cheshoojuen, A dwelling place of Fuh;

temples are now so denominated. Further, ^T y Hj ^^

jilfr fry ^f. Q ^| I Ta chung ch'hiih kea so keu szc

yu6 ke-yuen. The religious houses, where large numbers of

persons who have left home (and the world) reside, are called

Ke-yuen. (Ching-tsze-t'hung.) Jj |

K'hew yuen, A

garden or an elevated hill near a city. In the Yih-king, made

to represent a virtuous person. 'B&
J ^ Tung-yuen-

kung, The name of one of four f.imous old gray-headed men.

To rhyme, read WSn.

YUEN.

Round ; a circle ; a sphere, or globular figure ; a dollar.

To make round. HI jj "%f fj||
Yuen, fang che tuy, Round

is the opposite of square. ~TT I Fang yuen, Square and

round.
|^| j^ ^ Yuea teTh, peen teTh, Globular;

flat.
-jt^ ^-

Yuen cbS tsze, A round table. if*

ch'hang hwa-le yuen kang ch8 tsze, fang tsae kang shang,

Take that Hwa-le wood round couch-table, and put it on the

couch. 4)l| -?' ~\
Yin tsze shih yuen, Tea round

pieces
of silver ; ten dollars. TO

j
Chung yuen, or

d-fcl 1 Pwan yuen, Half a dollar. A quarter of a dollar is

expressed by -^g J\ Ylh tseen pa, One mace eight

(candareens), which are equal to a quarter ofa dull ir. *

"Q" -}r } Yth pth ta yuen,
' One hundred dollars ;' the word

Ta, Great, docs not add any thing to the meaning. I jS

Yuen mung, Round dream; the same as
|4 ^gl Chen-mung,

Dreams of divination. There was a T'hang or temple so
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called in the time of Tsin, (B. C. 200.) 7^ Yuen

kwang, A round light, expresses a round mirror, by which

it is s iid, omc persons can find out stolen goods, and so forth.

HI Twan yuen, A complete circle, the full moon i

altogether; the whole of. | Yuen, is often used in the

sense of the above character. Occurs in the sense of
J^JU

Lwan,

An egg. To rhyme, read Yun.

YIH. A descending sound ; the noise of

something falling or rushing down. ^ jj^
Ylh wa, or

ffi 1 -^ $$( Wa> >th> che> nan> a11 ex Press The sound of

descending.

KWAN, orK'hvyan.

_ A retired walk in a female palace.

MAOU. To cover ; a table napkin ; or 11 it is

kin> Aa Mt ;ng

An ancient form of^ Ling, see Radical "3jj Yn.

I ***!
" certam mode of writinS YTh, The sun ; which

IS 1^ ^ |^
YanS che tiing. The essence of the principle Yang

=T|

f|
H1N. Bad pernicious air or vapour.

ELEVEN STROKES.

WAN.a
The appearance of water circulating; a kind of eddy.

K'MEUEN. The name of a city.

A vulgar form of T'hoo.

To describe a circle, and
jj=f

M Hwuy

Avaricious-, sordid; distressed. To lay plans in difficult or

distressing circumstances ; to delineate ; to draw out on paper;

to estimate; to calculate or conjecture; to scheme; to plan;

to plot ; to intrigue. To wish ; to aim at ; to manage or

regulate. A map or drawing. jj|~ ||H |J|I
Wan kwB t'hoo,

A map of all nations. ^fe J^ |

Te le t hoo, Any

geographical map.
3~- T'hoo hwS, To delineate.

Ijlj/
Pan-t'hoo, A description of the Chinese empire. The

first word refers to a list of the population, and the last to

maps of the country. jr^ Cp/ I Jih pan t'hoo, To enter

into the account of the population, and to be included in the

map of the country ; denotes being attached to the empire, a*

was the case with Kan-suh province, and other regions of the

west, since the commencement of the present Dynasty. /&.
t jrrp

Tseuen ching t'hoo, A map of the whole city. SI

[H ?H ftH 3% ]
Wan kwii king wei te kew t hoo,

A terrestrial globe with the circles, meridians, and all nations

delineated upon it. I If? P hoo shoo, or I 'Tf=f T'hoo

chang, The seal of a privatt individual.
raf 'M S"

$ # * ty it It fc A
ff-jifc

y "

shoo, kew ne toy'm kcfang-, sh-'jin haou sin, Since jou have

a seal, 1 beg you to impress it several times, and make people

believe the readier. ^ T'hoo ts'heen, To plot or

intrigue for the acquisition of money ; to aim at gain. tl

@ 1 ^ T^J
Chth jin l ho Ka* we ' le > Merely on

account of wishing to obtain al.ttle petty gain. I '^
T'hoo ITOW, To scheme; to intrigue; to plot. &? 1 ~7^

Q. T'han t'hoo iiiih tsiih, Covetous and dissatisfied. ^S^-^
, _ /P"1*

'

i' M Ki "s y '"S l llo t8 ' To Plan and deTIS(1 ' to scheme

and conjecture. ^[j jcfi
W He t'hoo keaou hing. To

hope for and eagerly expect, some fortuitous illegitimate gain.

3HL i& :
i$L 1^ 1 ife Wo he lsze wan' wan naa

rfnt 1^*. |*^ Df* O^ SM- I *~*

t'hoo yay, Oo not permit the spreading weeds to grow, the

spreading weeds art) difficult to manage. This wu said to a kiii
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to induce him to murder a younger brother, who was tenderly

belored by his mother.

I* 8f ifc

Confucius being at the state Tse, listening to their music, was

three months without ever perceiving the relish offood, and said,

I did notconceive that music could attain such perfection as this.

(Luo-yn.) {g Jtj ffig ^^ ^^ J
Shin nae keen

tih, wei hwae yung t'hoo, Be particularly attentive to the

virtue of economy, and cherish perpetual forecast. (Shoo-king.)

%
_ King Mo, (B. C. 936) said to his officers,W -

J^* Is! ~Hl
^~ In ^e scorc'linS heal and rains of suin-

irer, the poor people complain bitterly; and in the severe

cold of winter, the poor people complain bitterly
: great

indeed are their sufferings ; do you consider well their sufferings;

to the end that you may lay plans to ease them, then the people

will enjoy repose. (Shoo-king.) 9oT Ho t'hoo, The

figure obtained by Fuh-lie from the back of a tortoise. (See

A View of China, page 188.)

lI'Iir^lsCEurhihrhkea;

5 urh tse noo;

She kew she t'hoo ;

]|[
S. ^C ^-Tan k'he jen hoo.

Brothers preserve becoming harmony in your families;

Then delight will you find in your wives' society ;

Seek for domestic peace ; aim at it ;

Believe it, thi is the truth !

(She-king.)

yen, till yew joo maou ; min seen k'hlh keu che; wo e t'hoo

che; wei Chung-shan-poo keu che, There are men who say,

that virtue is as light as a feather ; few of the people, however,

are able to elevate and take possession of it; I reckon that

Chung-shan-poo, alone is adequate to do so. (She-king.)

J
Fow-t'hoo, Buddha ; his religion, or Spires called

Ta, by the Chinese, and pagodai by Europeans, which are

dedicated to Buddha.
jujt

T'hoo-tsin, A book containing

the answers to be accomplished in divinations.
lj-1

T'hoo-seang, A representation of a person or thing.

T'HWAN. S. C.

Collected together; forming a roundness; amass f$

a conglomerated portion of; a round body as the moon ; a

dwelling together as one body. liBI "EH T'hwan-tseaoii ;

/flU T'hwan-peaou ; 1 |M Thwan-peaou, are terms ap] lird

to a kind of thatched cottnge. 1 M flfl J]
T'l.wsn

th wan sze min* yuS, Conglomerated like the briglit (lull)

moon. B
[g|

Yue t'hwan yucn, The moon full and

round*

f
Ch'hoo san, ch'hoo sze go raei yuej

Shlh sze, shih woo, yuS t'hwan yuen.

On the third and fourth of the mouth, there is a silk-worm's

eye-brow moon ;

On the fourteenth and sixteenth, the moon forms a con-

glomerated round mass.

| $j|
T'hwan tseih, To accumulate ; to hoard np ; to

forestall as in the case of grain; which is severely prohibited

by the government. I -fcfe T'hwan keg, Connected; all

the parts blending; aneatness and union in a written paper.

j f A % 1 1 M S ch
'

ins kae la kea t
'

hnlia

yueiitseu lu, It is the very season for us all to unite together,

and take pleasure.
- I ;Cp ^ Tib t'hwan ho k'he, All

harmonious principle of union, blended together in one com-

mon feeling of harmony. ^ ;fe
|J|

Foo tse t'hwan

j uen, The affectionate union of husband and wife.

Yili t'hwan le'6 ho, A collection of intense fires. ^
j

shiih tso yih t'hwan, Contracted altogether;

shrunk up into one mass. I Hwang t'hwan, A certain
yr*+ I

medicinal plant. fjil
T'hwan yu, A kind of shell fish.

(M. S. Dictionary.) Occurs in the sense of |lfe.Chuen;of
jjfo

Tun; of
Jjjj|fChiieii

; of M Twan. The same a ^ Yueu.

To rhyme, read Teen.
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An ancient form of pj T'hoo.

l^cl Ancient form of
/?} Cl.'hang, tee Rad.

|~~J
Keung.

Same as R9 Go, see above.

HPl Ancient form ofp Tsuy, Crime.

TWELVE TO THIRTEEN STROKES.

HWU Y. A door next the street.

The same as H Keun, see below.

SEUEN. A round face.

YIH. S - C

To revolve; to return to; the vapours of Iheearth ascending

to heaven, in unconnected portions ; obscure. OH 44- <gr?

^ ft\ ^T M Y 'h y 'h shin yun> pwan yew Pawn wo - !" a

unconnected manner the clouds ascend to heaven, appear to

exist in one half of the expanse, and not in the other half;

seen obscurely. (Shoo king.) This is introduced in reference to

certain omens thence derived. In the text of the present copies,

Yih, is inserted instead of the above character.

YUEN, or Wan. S. C.

Round; globular; complete; perfect. Read Hwan, To

circulate; to surround; to conglomerate; to look round with

apprehension. jjg| \j\_ |fj| [jjj
Yuen ju yueii I'hung, Yuen

is the same as Yuen, round ; and
] ^ |^ Yuen, flio-m

te, Yuen, the form or body of the heavens. ^ ijjj'j
JTC

llij 1/f ^. 1 T'he'en lung yun churn, koo wei j-uen,

Heaven moves in a circulating manner, aiid therefore it ii

round. (YTh-king.) jg g ^% } $ ftg
Keen wei t'heen, wei yuen, wei keun, wei foo,

'
Keen, (a kind

of undefined principle) is (or constitutes) heaven, is round, it

a prince, is a father.' and so on, enumerating all that is superior

and excellent, in contradistinction from OT
'JJL J^jf |3l

-{if KwSn, wei te, wei moo,
' Kwan, which is earth, which

is a mother,' and so on. (Vide, Ylh-king.) J\^ Mft ^M fifl

^\ ~~ff ^S Fj Fan wiih yuen, urh piih fing chay, yu<

ynen, Whatever is round and not square,' is called Yuen.

-$; |^ -Ja" *^ 1 Tsungkeenjtt chuen yuen, or wan, To

be influenced by remonstrance, as easily as that which is

round, circulates ; said in praise of a prince. $& Yueo

chung, A certain kind ol bell; which is < therwise called /fe ||f

Kea chung. They sacrifice on
j
fa Yuen k hew, A round

hill, to
]| 7C 1 ^ YinS l niien Vllen JaJ. Correspond to

the round figure of the heavens, and sacrifice to the earth on

~Jj C Fang k'hew, A square hill, to^ j^jl ^ Seang te

fang. Represent the square figure of the earth. *$

Yuen-fa, The Chinese copper coin. It is said tfa
~tj

fa]<> 1

Nuy fang, wae yuen, Square \vithin (referring to the hole made

to siring the coin) and round without. This represents the

internal rectitude of the persons who constitute the govern-

ment; and their external suavity and accommodation, they

present no rugged corners to annoy those with whom they come

in eontaet. ~p Yuen t'hoo, Surrounding earth; a place

of confinement; a prison. L/ -}- JJAJ
"/* E yuen

t'hoo na chc, Put him in prison. 7i -f* !^J ]Uf 'frfe

[A] j^j H '^M
Jh yuen t'hoo keen show, she yin k'hoo kae

hwuy. To put into prison and retain in confinement, to induce

the offender, from the pain he suffers, to repent and reform

This is called
jj^f

fh Show keaou, To confine and instruct.

Itwaslhe practice, to deal thus with rulers under the Chow

Dynasty (B. C- 500); and it was recently inflicted by Kea-king,

on the Viceroy of Peking. He was told to & Jl
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Pe mun, sze kwo, Shut his door and reflect on liii errors.

Pj Yuen-hwuy, The srate of a market place.

Hwan-she, To look round with alarm. ^ ~T

[fj] ^E T'he'en bea hwan she urh k'he, All under heaven will

look round with iilarra and rise up. JW MM Hwau
II
BJ I J

keaou mini, Surrounded the bridge gate. l^b Hwan-yay,

Name of a He'en district.

MO. The meaning not known.

Ancient form of
|$j Mwan, Full.

FOURTEEN to NINETEEN Strokes.

Ancient form of ffi Y5, A prison.

K'HEUN, or K'hwan.

To hind; to restrict; to accomplish

YEW. The same as 5| Go.

Same as the preceding.

Chow's mode of writing |Hj Yew,

A p.irk ; hence the four trees in the enclosure.

LWAN. Twan-lwan, Put all together

as if formed into a hall. ^ tjfc ||J | Tj5 Ta kea twan-

Iwanl'how, -All put their fieadi together' to converse.

THIRTY-SECOND RADICAL

Earth; one of the fire elements as they are considered by

the Chinese. The upper horizontal line represents the surface

of the earth, and the lower line an inferior strata ; the perpen-

dicular line represent* trees and plants taking root downward

and growing up into the air. The ground; the soil; apiece
of ground ; a patrimony ; a kingdom ; the bark of the roots of

trees; a place, a district. The name of a country; name of

a star. A surname. Shw8-wSn says, the character expresses

JvB X_K tf- 1%) ify ^Ji "tti
Te cne I'"100 sSng wan

wuh chay yay, The earth's vomiting or propelling and

producing all
things.

~*
ffi\ -tiij -*t ~r; MJ -V rfj

J ^ 34 7& tfL Urh> Sean5 te clle hea - te che chung,

ot. i. A -

kwSn, wuh ch'huh hing yay, The two lines represent, the

earth below, and the midst of the earth; the upright line, is the

appearance of things growing out.
'

~-fj^ /f-r ~jf *

T'hoo, woo hing che jih, T'hoo, one of the five elements.

(See under j Woo.)
] j$ ^ ^ || \ T'hoo

te sang wuh e yang jin, The earth produces thingiforthe

support of man. f\ JL ^v T'hoo e woo kiih, The

earth is suitable for the five kinds ofgrain. JL ^

t'hoo, The five earths, are 1^1 59 -^ jfr ^ Pih, hlh,
' ' TiTi IJ ^J -^^

tsing, clnh, hwang, White, black, azure, red, yellow.

^ T'hoo sSng t'hoo yang, The earth produced man,

and the earth will support him. ~n(
\ ~^\

/K* Shwu'y

t'hoo puh hb, Water and earth (climate) not a;;reein<? (with

a person). To express the disagreeing,^ jj^Puh-fiib,
is also
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ued. fy jk I Ho shwiiy t'hoo, 'To harmonize the

climate,' i. e. to use a diet to prevent the influence of climate,

our preparations arc said to be beneficial.
jjj^ }\ ^

Fung t'hoo jin tsing. The spirit and disposition of a people.

/JS | A Pun l
'

no J'n ' A native of a place. ^
~^fa

Pun t'hoo hwa, The dialect peculiar to a place. ^0 ijj^

fi Meen joo fhoo sTh,
' Face the colour of the ground;'

like a dead person. J{ fy l|| j ^ ^f Jin szekwei

fhoo wei gan, When a man is dead and returns to the dust

(i. e. interred) he is then at rest. The Chinese often defer

burying their dead, from a superstitious idea that some places of

interment affect the living, either favorably or the reverse.

Brothers will quarrel about the interment of a father,

supposing that one place will be lucky to one brother and

unlucky to another. 2 'g*
J IS,

Jj:
Woo kwan

pe wei fhoo sing, The nose is the earth-star of the five senses.

is in the first place particularly attentive to virtue; ifhe possess

virtue, he will have men attached to him ; if he have men, he

will have territory ; if he have territory, he will have wealth ;

and having wealth, he will haveenough to use, in the service of

the country.
| ^fl |j jt|j

T'hoo te poo sS, The divinities

of the land; the gods of the district, the penates. ^-9?
- X v

^p j
HwangTheen, How T'hoo, Imperial Heaven and Queen

Earth; Nature. fe j
How-fhoo, A little mound of

earth behind a grave, with a tablet having fij
j j|A

How-

t'hoo shin, inscribed upon it; this divinity is considered as

a guardian of the tomb. ^ j
Chung t'hoo, An altar of

earth to the protecting gods called ^Shay. ft ^ jjjr

I Fun maou tsoo t'hoo, To appoint great officers of state, is

thus ex pressed, in allusion to an ancient story.
<ji|j ^ W

t l^u 1 In the times of Chow, an individual had a

hundred mow of land allotted him fora possession ; an officer

of rank had a hundred le of land ; a governor had a whole

state ; the Son of Heaven had all the world; and Confucius had

ten thousand ages. Jjk j
Sang t'hoo, is given in Ching-

tsze-t'hung and Tsze-hwuy, for the white birk of the mulberry

root. Kang-hesays.lC^.Mp 1 # ffi

Jjv $< ^ ^ Tne eastern state Tse, expressed root by the

word T'hoo, but it did not point particularly to the white

bark of the mulberry root.
ft M f^ ^.W 1^

SL /TC 'M' ^-r i The sun and moon are attached to, orf M iaa ! L

depend on the heavens; the hundred sorts of grain, the vegetables

and trees are attached to the soil.
J|| j

Sing t'hoo,

expresses a division of the land from a reference to the stars.

^ T'hoo kwei, A kind of sun dial. Yueo

t'hoo, A place of confinement; a prison.
|

H T hoo

tseu, A mixed commodity like any sediment; mortar. The

MS. give P-tu, probably 4y 1 P'hih t'hoo, for mortar.

PR T'hoo-mun, A certain gate of the tribes in the north,

probably a mud gate. ^ ]

T han t'hoo. To examine

the ground previously to interring, for the purpose of ascer-

taining whether below the surface it be watery or swampy ;

if it be so, it is deemed unfit for a burial ground.

YA. Earthy particles clogely adhesive ;

or thick dust flying. fel^L
YanS'JS ' Inscrutable 5 no trace

of; foggy; obscure appearence of being unlimited. The old

definition is, Intricate windings amongst hills.

T'HING. S. C.

Represents a man standing firm on the top of the earth,

or according to others, any thing growing up out of the earth.

ShwO-wan says it denotes, Good, virtuous; from Man and

T'hoo, the earth denoting the business of life. ShwB-wSn

considered it a different Radical, but Tsze-hwuy, and other

subsequent Dictionaries, inserted it under ~h T'hoo Radical,

and Kang-he deemed it right to continue it. ^^ W\ T'hing

jen, To issue forth. The characters
^T'hing, ^Tiling,

and

t& Wang, and such like, are derived from this. Also read

Ch'hing. Considered the original form of
ijft Thing, to start

or push forth; the stem of a plant. One says, The beam ofa

house.
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TWO STROKES.

T'HING. Even; level.

Pi tT) !fj |,|,Ylh yug, teentseench'lioo, Onesays, a

place trodden in afield; a foot path, or such like place.

K'HWUH. s. c.

^> I
K'hwiih-k'hwuh, The appearance of one's having

exerted one's utmost possible efforts.
_ Judging from the parts

of the character, it is a hand seizing the earths it is also

writt n thus T^ Tsze-hwuy reads it Kwae, for
'(^ Kwae,

Strange, odd ; which is vulgarly written iW}; Kwae. The above

character is vulgarly written for ^g Shing, Holy, sacred.

CHUN. The name of an ancient nation.

H^/1 K'HIN. An earthen or mud wall, which is

otherwise ex pressed by^^ T'hoo-peih.

jTW\ P'HO, or P'hiih. A clod of earth.

i Bf? ?K ffi
~~*

ty ^ /
T ho "bins shwii7 ' fei

jib p'h<5 sih keang.Earth overcomes water, but one clod will not

stop the (Yang-lsze)-keang i one of the largest rivers in China.

THREE STROKES.

0-
J| I-, TSAE. The common form of the following.

TSAE, or Tsae.

From the hand fixed upon the earth. To be in a place; to

*%P

dwell; to reside; to be slill preserved ;to lie alie. To r U in, to

depend upon; to bulling toj to consist in; is in. A place. To

A surname. To rhyme, read Ttze and Shi.

li^ f $? Ne k
'

heu w*n ' ha Uaenale?

Go and ask where he is ?

| ^ ^ ^E 4^ T'le kea> P"h

tsae kea ? Is he at home or not?
/j^ ] ^ ^g Tha Uae

kea le, He is at home; or in his own house. ^ j

-h /$S T'hi tsae hingle, He is in hit factory, or roun ting house.
I J P-I.

^tjj
1 'SEf W Thi tsae ya mun, He is in the public office.

i/ft 'fj[ j |fiT ^ Ne chno tsae ho ch'hoo ? Where do you

live. ^ '

|j
Piih tsae kea, He is not at home.

J\^

Tfc ^j ^j\ j

Jin sze yu6 puh tsae, A person's being dead

is expressed by Puh-tsae, his not being present; or not being

here. I ^ W\ Tsae tang me'en, Being in the presence

of a person.
|

"nfr Tsae muh ts'heen, Before one's

own eyes; that which is present. 5t ^C fl^
Seen foo

tsae she, When my father was alive.
-j/j,' /^- 3j

j ^\

1 Neling-tsun tsae piih tsae? Is your father alive? ^^
^ j

Seen foo puh tsae, No, my father is dead. ^ -g

^f* is^ ^ ^ W ^ Fo Inuo tsae> p " h 3 uen

yew ; yew, peih yew fang, Confucius said,
'

having parents alive,

do not travel to a distance; if you travel to a distance you

must fix the place,' that your parents may not be at a loss where

to find you. (Lun.yu.) /j^ [ ^Jj
Piih tsae wo, It does

not rest with me; it is not my duty; I have not the controul

of it. -+ A Tsae yu yih jiu, It devolves on me

an individual ; the One Man, the Monarch. JE.^ j

4

Ping piih tsae to, Armies do not depend upon (mere) numbers.

jj&
'3

| j||? ^ .^ Shing full Isie tseang, piih tsae

ping, Victory or defeat depends on the general, not on the men.
_. it

y-g fc-li vb* 1 I

gJJL
=& J\. Jff^

-S- yr Mow sze tsae jin; cbing sze

tsae t'heen, To plan rests with man, to effect rests with heaven.

This saying is attributed to ^ ^ ^ Bf] Choo-kO-kung-

ming, One of the principal leaders in the period of the tl T

||n

San-kwo, (A. D. 230.)

E&
1 A. 'f*}

Sze t'^J"1 we ' Affairs devolve on men to

carry them into effect ; and they must manage them, is implied;

they must not decline because of the difficulty. . = /K

piih tsae ne, The fault is not yours. ^|J | ij$

Too tsae wo shin shang, It all devolve* on me; I
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undertake the whole affair.
^pt fljj | ft?

Chin iew U:ie

hSng,
' The true practice of virtue consists in pernevirai ce; the

last word is otherwise expressed in the same sentence by ^,
S Puh selh, Not desisting. ^ ] ^ J" Pilh Is ic sin

thang, It does not rest on his mind; he does not care about it.

/5P 1 S 0^ Ts* e tsae lsaou wan> >Death hangs on morning

or evening.' death ii near; he is in imminent danger of dying.

l 1 Tsze tsae, To be one'sself, in respect ofcomfort or com-

posure of mind. >p 1

Pub tsze tsae, Discomposed 5

uncomfortable in mind or body; not one's self; deranged.

jfL j
I Haou tsze tsae, Quite easy, comfortable. fc

%& > I Can 13 tsze tsae, Happy and comfortable.
Jjfr

"^JV* H / ' '

1 So-tsae, A place ; a place i which something exiats.
^jfjf

tN V" FanS tsae c*1 'bang, Put it on the table. t^
III

'

t f\ Hwae ban tsae sin, To cherish resentment in one's

heart.

ft
=^
Bl fl'J *

Shang pub tsae kaou, jew seen tslh ming;

Shwiiy pub tsae shun, yew lung tsih ling.

A hill's being high is nothing, it must have derni-gods to

make it famous ;

Water's being deep is nothing, it must have a dragon to

make it divinely efficacious.

This saying is introduced to shew that the fame or value

of a place depends on its producing good and great men.

^ ] ^K ^Tha Uae na le? Where is he ? ^
1 *1 131

Puh tjae chay le> He is not here -

ffc ^L

0[1
'

^C ^ $( | 'fpf J| Ne pa na yih pun shoo,

fang tsae ho ch'boo ! Where have you put that book ? Jl

- JjP. Q She tsae shoo-kea ihang, It is on the book

ft 1 a$3lft 1 ^ftshetaeb
thow, hwan she tsae wae peeu ? It is witbinside, or without

side?

j ^ Tsae-hoo, To consist in; and its opposite ^
J Jp-Puh

tsae hoo, often occur in the middle of a sentence;

the same is also often expressed by the single word Tsae, as

has appeired in the abtfve examples. Jp-
Bl

J^K |lH

Tsae hoo shin-mo ne ? What does it consist in, eh ? -fr J^/^ >

1 .- 1 BB1I.- 1

.

j]-^^ ^> ^. In what do the principles of the Ta-

her., (the learning for grown persons) consist 1 One consist!

in understanding clearly illustrious virtue; one, in renovating

a people; and one, in remaining fixed in habits of supreme

goodness. (Vide, Ta-he8-shoo-te.) ^ ^ ^ | j^
^fc I T'heen che sang wo, wo thin gaii tsze ! When Heaven

caused me to be born, where was my natal hour ! or the

influences which preside over the period of birth, that my

misfortunes have reached this height. The language of bitter

complaint, uttered by *jg" j
E-kew, An heir apparent, who

was set aside by his father at the suggestion of a concubine.

(she-king.) / jt <ii nj) ^ j||. |E -p fi flS

Pf> /V Keu sliang wei urli puh keaou ; tsae hea wei urh piih

yew, A good man can be in a high situation without feeling

pride, or be in a low place without feeling vexation and sorrow.

(Yih-king.) The famous Wai.-wang, ^ Jt^ ] $J

^ j& ? $& Shili shang, pelh tsae she hau nwan che tse6,

When harding up food (to his father) made a point ofexamining

and observing the states of the food, whether cold or hot.

1 ^i^lE^I J^l^f ~t j}
Tsae Seuen key unhang

e Ise ts'hih ching, Observe the gem-ornamented astronomical

instruments, to regulate the sun moon and planets. (Shoo-king.)

^Y 1 Hing tsae, A place to walk in ; an abode when travel-

mg. ^
fjfi T'heen-tsze e sze hae wei kea ; wei so ken, wei hing

so tsae,
' The Son of Heaven considers all included by the four

seas as his house; the particular place in which he dwells, is

called Hing-tsae-so,' a place to receive him on his walks

through this vast house. ^ j
Chang tsae, Name givea

to a supposed divinity that presides over the lungs.

YU. A bank.

A dvke raised against the water, as on the Yang-tsze-keang,

and other large rivers. Islets in that river being sometimes

lower thnn the surface of the water, are thus preserved from

inundation : seasons occur, however, when thry are entirely

overflown. A hollow place with bi>.nks around; that which

appears a, such. ^ -J- tfij *f iH & fa ft
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Knng-tsze sang urh yu-ting, koo ming k'hew,
' Confucius when

he was born had a hollow place on the (op of his bead, and

hence IMS name K'hew,' which denotes a hollow place on the top

of a hill. (Seethe chiracter K'hew, under the first Radical.)

1 1$. Yu-gan, A bank ; a dyke, ffl Yu teen, Fields
' '

I4a-

that are diked in.
I Yu, or 1 m Yu chang,

' A public

marketplace,' where sheds are constructed and let out by the

daj to any person who chooses to take thither any commodity

for sale. The ground belongs to government, but it becomes

a kind of private property to the person who pays a

pent for it. Thi* person is called the
j

Yu-choo,

The landlord or owner of the market place ; he gives nothing

but the ground to those who go to sell things, their stool and

mat umbrella, must be provided by themselves. For the

ground room he receives a small per centage. Those who sell

the same kind of commodity arrange themselves- together

for the convenience of purchasers. rt^ Chin yu, To
r** I

repair to the Yu market place, either to sell or buy. The

northern people express this by^ $| Kan tsa, Going after

miscellaneous articles.

NE1H, or YTh. S. C.

A high appearance ; the appearance of a high wall, or earth

raised high.

Ancient form ofJM Gaou, tee under 13 strokes.

WOO. To plaster ; to white wash, and so on ; to

ornament a wall. Jy^ Woo-jin, A person who plasters

or adorns houses; a brick-layer. /V LNf Hi Jl^T -|jp

p T Woojin eshemeihkwan kung shih, The Plasterers

in proper season embellished the palaces which were to be in-

habited. (Tso-chuen.)

K'HEANG, or K'heS. s. c.

The representation ofa ttnt. From p] Maou, A covering,

and ]JJ Che, The ornaments on the lop of the tent. Che is

the same as f Che ; the character is trronnmsly put under

this Radical.
(j|S |h| //$j Jft ^ fa Ch'how clrli..n
I f"l| "^^ //I*I s * A- > -x|V

fan ke che seang, A representation of tents and their strr.irucri.

KWEI. JL
it.

TiU.. I.

A kind of sceptre made of fine stone, carried in the hands

by ancient governors or princes of slates as the signal of

authority; the Emperor gave them as (I, <; bidgc or seal of bin

appointment. A certain measure. 2 fpn jjt W, Jt

TVlfe'Kwei, stiy yiih'yay, shang yucn, hea fang ; Kwi-i, a

felicitous stone, round above and flat below.
J^| j

I1 lie $ M- *R i Kwei e fu "g cll -how ' k" Uan

cluing t'hoo, The Kwei was employed to confer the author. ty

on governors of stales, and hence the character is formed of the

word Earth repeated ; as if it were said, that land was given

to them. There was a slight variety in the foims, which are

thus represented in Chinese books.

3 2 1

1 called fe :U Hwan kwei

in.kwei.-
if 1

Si

3 . Elfi I Kung-kwei.

The Five Ranks of Nobility each had an appropriate stone,

which was carried in the hand on state occasions. The highest

rank called^. Rung, held the first one giveu above. The

second rank, tiz. the <j HOW \ ble , held X" 2. The third,

viz. The
|rj

Plh Nolle, held N 3. The fourth, viz. the
-J-

Tsze Noble, held what is called $
/fi| Kiih-pelh, (N 4). And

the lowest rank, viz. tlieJS Nan Noble, held a
ji

:

)eg=
P'hoo-

peih, (N 5). The two last are thus represented,

4 5
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The kings ^ ;iJ ffi Wang cluli chin-kwei, Held

in their lund thcChin-kwc-i: a form probably different from

the preceding. A general term for thorn is TT 1 Keae-kwei.

Hi HI 1V i $> ffc h :

j
W Sc:h urh keae-kwei, c ts3

urh paou,
'

I confer upon you a sceptre to be to you the

precious emblem,' by which you hold your kingdom. (Slic-

king.) There were in ancient times emblamatic stones which

were called
[

Kwei, and which were used i.i lacrificing to

the Gods, and to Heaven. The pf^ Tsirig kwei, thus,

The Sze-kwei, thus,

The^ ^7 lcang-kwei,thus,

And Kwei-peih.thus,

These were of different colours.

[ jS Kwei-lian, was a cup on the back of an imaginary animal.

~

]
Heuen-kwei, was held in the hand of^. Yu, who

removed (he waters of the Deluge, emblematic of the work

which he had effected.
-J-^ ]

T'hoo-kwei, A certain

instrument applied to the sun, and to find, it is said, the middle

or centre ofthe earth ^ -f ^ ^ fa ] ^
Liih shih sze shoo wei kwei ; sze kwei yu6 tseui:, Sixty-

four grains of millet make a Kwei; four Kwei make a Tseufi*

which is about as much as three fingers can take up.

^ ^ Shih kwei wei ylh ho, Ten kwei make a HiS.

f}j Kwei-teen, expresses Fifty mow of land, given in ancient

limes to the higher officers, the proceeds of which were to

be applied to sepulchral sacrifices. Kwei is, in that con-

nection, said to denote Purity. jfc ^^ ^J5
Piili loo

kwei keO, He does not expose a corner of his Kwei, is used to

express admiration of the unassuming modesty of men who

possess superior talents, but do not wish to exhibit them.

^ T J I ^^ Pe 'n raun 'twe > yu> A door made of bamboos

interwoven; a small door dug through a wall by the side of a

large door; said in reference to the poverty of men devoted to

letters. (Le-king.) One says, that
j

Kwei is the original

form of
^jr Fung, and that it denotes An altar of earth; which

is implied by the word J^ T'hoo, Earth, being placed upon

itself.

P'HE, or Sze. s. c.

To throw down; to subvert; to east in ruins; to destroy ; to

ruin. Jj fo %} jfc Fang ming p'be tsuh, He
(ft|

Kwan) opposes the orders of superiors, and injures or destroys,,

his 'fellow creatures. fi( King-p'he, To cast down.

8
In the stale Tsoo, a bridge was expressed liy this word.
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T_-f
Lran "' cll

'

hnnS """ '"'"Z Jung yw lica Pei
T_-f

hang, 511 ylh Inou foo show c shoo, Leang, having in an eauy

auiitrrifg manner wandered down to the bridge at Pei, met

an old father who gave a hook to him. (Tsee.n-han.) Pome,

think it does not denote a bridge, hut the bnnk near a bridge,

for a famous Poet, '^>
j*j Le-plh, has said,

Y Wo lae e keaon .hang, which

^ Wo lac kraon kenou shang, is saying, I came the bridge

the bridge upon; a tautology, it is argued, that so good a Writer

could not be guilty of, and therefore it should be, I came upon

the bridge which extends to the bank.

THE, or Te.

The earth ; a place; the ground or seat of. ^ ^Jjj
&

'VlX T'he'tn te wan w jh, Heaven, earth, and all things. TT"

V uen k'he ch'hou fun, chung, chuh, yin wei te, wan wiih so

chin leg yay, When the original Tapours were at first divided,

the heavy, the foul, and the opaque, became the earth, in which

all other creatures are arranged. 4^J ^r ^ Hwang

T'heen How Te, Imperial Heaven and Queen Earth.
1^.

#*:&# 1 fctfiSlf^T-
H *

thang e t'heen wei foo, c te wei moo, koo ching t'heen-tsze,

The Emperor regards heaven as his father, and the earth as his

mother, and therefore he is denominated the Son of Heaven.

ra # % * i $$n& *f us wan fo " i b6en-

moo te, ke the tsac suy sze yuen, Ask father heaven and

mother earth, when compliance with this wish will be granted.

She she, fei fei te;

f!0 HH f^l 3 ^Jr Mine mins plih nlh
UTJ "ft \ \ f~:\ /v

Right and wrong, truth and falsehood are blended on earth;

But all is most clearly distinguished in heaven.

These lines are written in large characters at the gale of

the % 1-3? F$ Ching-hwang meaou, or temple, in the city of

Canton. Tothis temple is appointed a superintendant, who pays

asumcqiialto 1,000 for the situation, which money, with

a profit is obtained again in the space of two or three years, by

the sale of candles, Sec, used by the worshippers.

Te kew, A globe representing the world ; the terr.-Mrial globe.

^1 1 ^(S
hay *e kew ' A kind of ball, at_ which soldicn <

an arrow when at full gallop.

I M Tc)''lh ' The P ri onf the earth} the place of

future suffering; hell.
j\j $_ | ffi

Kew chung t,-

The ninth (the lowest) hell. They ay in the language of anger

and imprecation, $ fff jfc % j^ ^ | $ Paou

yew nelii kew chung te-yiih, May the gods help you down to

Ibe ninth hell ! ^ tS| H % & KpW ctle Wei K",
to yay, Nine, expresses (not an absolute number) but mai

y.

The Emperor dwells within the ^ [JE| Kew-mun, Nine gate,.

Hade, is denominated the fa ^ Kew tM.en, Nine
spring, of

water; pr-rhap,, like the phrase given above, the prison of

theearth, denoting, Downward, deeper and deeper, nine degree.

| ^Te-fang. A place ; territory ; country ; a space. A
H 0^1 J jj ChunS kw8 tcih te-fang, A place belonging
to China; Chinese

territory. ^ ^ j -ft
We yew te-

fang, No place, no room.
jjj Te-le, Geography.

'

f| (H
T >e t'hoo, A map.

j |$ g Tc.vu t-,)oo

Properly denotes a Map of the world ; but it is also applied to

a Map of China alone.
j|T J| j| jj=f ^ ^ J

--

Chay she Kwang-tung Sang-ching te-fang, This i< a place be-

longing to the metropolis of the Province Canton.
7J {

Pun te, Nalive place, or district; in contradistinction from

$f JGC
Wae keang, Another province. jfc

j

A l>un te

Jin, A native of a place. fa ] |g pun te hwa, The

dialect of a place gj j

Teen te, Fields, cultivated land.

tfjj <jt Kang teen chung te, To plough the field and
it

plant the ground. ^P j^U ^ |

We k'hae k'han te,

Uucultivated ground. T Te ting, Expresses all who

pay a land-tax ; whether rnuth or little. The Sovereign is

considered the Lord of the land, and the land-tax a kind of

rent. Hence it is said,
ylfi J^ ~^ ~K

jiV 3F ^ ! i'lioo

t'heen die hea, moo fei wang t'hoo, There is no
j,!

,a- under
/

heaven which is not the king's land. (She-king.) For the first

character, Mang-tsze uses
TJ4

P'hoo.
] 2Ji

Te ping. An

area before a door: a court yard or pavement.
J

/

J|
Te wei,

The place or state in hich a person is, the place he holds on

earth.
-Afj ^f] fpj ) ^ T '

ha J ho te w<''' what

ii his filuation in life ? Otherwise expreised by
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fy T ha she sliin-rao shin fun, In what

department i( hij person placed. ^pS S^f
1 Te poo wan,

Footing is firm; holding a defensible station, or s ;de of the

question. it I Szete;
J|5? j

Can te, In the dark ;

underhand; clandestinely. ft "/TJ, Chen te poo, To

usurp or seize the better place, or the most advantageous station

,n mut":i : Mlict. b R*l S I
Ke5 t'ha wan to. His

IrV *KW |.CS I

fnot sUnds in a firm place. ^ |
/Mrj Jj|_ Jin te scang

e, The person and the place suit each other.
f\^ J ^fl

11^ Jin te seang seu, The person and the place require each

other. This language i often used by the higher officers, when

recommending inferiors to certain places. Their disapproba-

tion is expressed by saying, J\ ]
/; ^1 Jin te sang shoo,

A rawness and distance between the man and the place; he is

unacquainted with their dispositions and habits, and therefore

unfit to govern them.

;Jj|j rfij
HR Tslli te urh taou, Select a place and tread

upon it; choose a proper place to live in. B

Been yung, fii ta, tso ch'hiih sze ne'e
1

, tsze jen tung t'he, king

t'heen, lew ming ts'heen tsae, Illustrious and successful he

performed various works; doubtless earth will he agitated and

heaven astonished, and his name will flow down for thousands

of years.

$j 5:;^ fii *!*&&
Ping kung k'he sze, wei chc p'hiug te fung po;

Tiih leTh piih e, wei che chung lew te choo.

Leaning on vacuum and raising a business, is called winds

and waves on a level plain ;

To stand alone unmoved, is called a stone pillar in the

midst of the stream.

The first metaphor alludes to the efforts of men fond of

litigation, when they have mere trifles or nothing to litigate

about; the next expresses the firmness of a good man, ho

remains unmoved by every attempt of worthless men to molest

or impeach him. (Cbing-yu-keaou.) ifo
| jtf-

Sin te

tiaou, The ground of the heart good. ^j| |/ij J^ fa ]

Chay ko jin sin te haou, This it a good-hearted man.

sin tc ygy shia tsu "g min S' Heart

ground (mind) after all very elver and enlightened. ~Jfy /f

~T\ Fang tsae te hea, Place it down on the ground.

Heaven and earth, in the Ylh-king, are expressed by g Keen,

and
jty

Kwan. ty Jji, ] ^^ Kwan wei te we.

moo, Kwau is earth, is a mother and soon. (YTh-king.) The

words are a part of that absurd philosophy of the universe, with

which the Chinese amuse and perplex themselves. They say,

"tii ^\ Wt
1

Tc clla?' y 1"1 J 3
'' 1 Earth denotes change

perpetual; transmutation. And again,

'

Jg^ -jjj^
Te te yay,

Earth denotes low : its place is low, and it contains all creatures;

and so on. To rhyme, read T'hoo. TCP
J-g"

Woo-how, The

pedantic Queen of the house of T'bang, wrote Earth, The

terraqueous globe, of Earth and water, thus^ ; and of Hill,,

water, and earth, thus Trt.

TS'HEEN.

Three le of land is denominated Ts'heen.

formerly written thus. See Radical
fl^

Jin.

Same as the preceding.

f^ Sub, wa

Same as e, A foundation.

CHOW. About the Yang-tsze-keang, Alow

dike or foot path, with a ditch on each side for the division of

fields or different estates, were formerly called Chow. JJJ

]
Teen chow. The dike which divides fields from each other,

a land-mark. These be come subjects of very frequent affray,

and litigations with the Chinese.

CHO. A mark left by mud or earth

T'HANG. High land.

To be dittinguiied from& Fib, The north.
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K'HEA. The name of a place.

FOUR STROKES.

R. II.

A limil or boundary. A thousand le around the royal abode.

j^ -y ^X jjy TJT T'heen tsze che te y~.li k'he, The land

ofthe son of heaven, one thousand le. 1 'A^ K'he-foo,
' The

father of the K'he,' a military officer who had the command of

the troops on the Royal or Imperial domain, pyn. with J[M Yin.

thi K'he yin, A limit, a shore, a boundary. 4ffli I
Woo

1 *^ J -f. |

k'he. Illimitable, having no boundary. "rtl" - Woo-wang,

(B. C. UOO) when he gave his brother if 4# Kang-shuh,
/jj\ >>S*

a princedom, cautioned him against the abuse of wine, in which

ij_f jjp
Tsew-kaou, Admonition against wine, this passage

; nung-foojO

paou; hang-foo tingpeiih; chin yu kang che yu tsew, If the

general of the royal domain expel such as oppose the king's

command; if the father of agriculture secure the lives of all

the people; if the superintendant of the division of lands, fix

laws respecting them ; how much more should you possess

unbending regulations respecting wine. (Shoo-king.)

Same as ;H| Nee, To stop or fill up.

To die. The same as $|

. jglvflc
II ll ft ^ Jfr& ^1 jg ^^ Wang-Ueen wei

tsin tseang, e Liih-kwS, Jen piih nSn foo Tsin keen tih, fhow
h8 tseu yung, e che m shin, Wang-tseen was the general of

(the Emperor) Tsin (B. C. 200) ; for Tin he reduced to

subjection t\x nations, but he was inadequate to aisiit Tsin

VOL. I. 4 I

in building up virtue; he itill further ingratiated himself, and

took indulgence even to the day of his death. (Slie-ke.)

YTflJ, or Keih. Same as ^ Kelh.

Dangerous; hazardous; perilous. Zfj^
S& fift jtL ^|P

~f\
Tae tsae! keih boo t'he'en hea, Perilous indeed ! dan-

gerous to all under heaven. (Chwang-tsze.)

KEX, or Kee.

Accumulated earth; dirt, or filth.

Se shih, k'lio e k'he kow kea, Washing stone can

remove an accumulation of dirt or filth. ^L -jMi t^ 4&

Tow k'he ching yae kea, Formed mounds ofearth spiring up.

CHE. . H.

A foundation ; that which is fundamental. ^ ^jj^ Kfi-

che, A foundation, as of a house or a family ; seems also used

metaphorically. /fer jg"
Yew e che, Possessing a foun-

dation which has descended down.
jjw

I rK /Ot Koo

che shang tsun, The old foundation yet remains.

May the foundation of general peace be perpetuated thousands

of years;

(And may) the nations blended in one, retain the build of their

carriages, and forms of their books the same, to ten

thousands of ages.

S. C.

To stop; a bank; a small stream which is banked in. Same

a*W Te.

01. Scrib. TjW KeueH, A certain musical instrument
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FAN, or P\van. The declivity of a hill.

A hank ; a dyke. J| ^P'h8-fan,The
side ofa hill ; a hank ;

a mound raised to stop water. i j^ j^ jpj
Fan.t'hoo

p'l 6 kaou. Fan is a high bank; precipice or declivity. To

rhyme, read Peen and K'heueii.

YfH. The door of a furnace.

The hole in a small sarthen furnace, such as are common

with the Chinese. They call it the window of the furnace.

K'lilN. A kind of cave, or pit.

A well, otherwise expressed by ^^ K'hin k'han.

&fe 1 J$J Teen jin chiih k'hink'han, The Teen-jin (officers

^T< I ^V

who had charge of the moors or commons) built a well.

Ancient form of ffe Mei, The name of a tree.

Kang-he, reasoning from the component parts of the cha-

racter, denies this, and considers it a vulgar form of j Fun.

-j KEUN.

Equal; equally; in equal parts or shares; all equally ; to

cquallize or blend; an instrument for making bricks, tiles, or

other earthen ware. A musical instrument; the name of a

place. Also read Yuen. To rhyme, read Kwan.
~j\^

H?

jt /ft>
Ta chung keun fun, All divided equally. /fj

-f |l

\
/fr Yew le kenn fun, What profits may arise, shall be

equally divided. fa
_

^| $| / j| ] ^ J
Teen shang yTh ko, tsac kung taou keun jun leaou, Add one

and then the division will be justly and equally made. it

!p- A** I
K'hoo 18 puh keun, The pain and the pleasure

arc not equal. ] Tjlk ~Jj j Keun tse fang ching, All

even, square and regular. /fa ^ ] ^ ftii il 'J''

t'ha yay shaoii puh t!h wo; wo yay sliaou piih lib. t'ha, The

advantage is equally divided; he cannot do without me, nor

can I do without him.

urh tsn? hi"s tse

ping, hew jang sang seih, keuneieunfun showle, You (peojile)

have the good fortune to live in prosperous and peaceable times;

your life and breath are nourished in the most excellent manner ;

you are all equally bound to follow your own departments,

and maintain the rules of propriety. (Government Pro-

clamation.) ^ ^^ J
Ta foo puh keun, The great

officers arc not impartial. (She-king.) ^p ^
Wang puh keun p'hing, The king is not impartial. (She-king-

choo.) ^A 1 ^ Tae J'n keun l
)

'

h 'nS' To treat

persons with impartiality. ^^ Jff ^ ] ^ Wei

loo yew puh keun e, Slightly discovering a partial feeling.

f-ic 'C ^ ;H: 1 "^f" ^J
Wo sm tsuy ihe keun p hing

telh, My heart (or mind) is most impartial.

I
luhpekekeun;

Tsae she, tsae k'heu ;

ffi ^S 2sl =W Chow yuen tszeseun.
/^J ,^V- r* H*^*

My horses are wliite ai:d are freckled;

When the six reins are adjusted ;

The carriages husten, they are quickly propelled ;

They make a circuit of the empire to discover its state.

(She-king.)

-y yfc T'hoo keun chefS, Rule for an equable-

division of the land, throughout the country. j^J ^ ]

-Hlj
:* f i 35 1 Jfl KwSn wei keun ; te taou wci p hing

keun yay, Kwa'n (the terrestrial principle) is even ; i. e. the

Nature of the earth is to be even or level. (Yih-king.) -^
1 T'heen keun, is an expression used by Chwang-tsze, to

express something like the equable operation of nature in

production and destruction; it is said to denote the same as

the^ JQ T'heen-ne.ofthe Joo-keaou. ~^ | ~_ |
Ta keun chc le, Is an ancient military phrase, expressive of

some impartial rule for the benefit of the whole.
ijjjj?

Ching-keun, An epithet applied to a certain school or college

appointed by an ancient Emperor, and hence the literary title

fa 1 i! ^t Ching-keun-tsin-sze.
] ^ }J| }j|

Keun fiih chin chin, All in the same attire, how strikingly
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magnificent ; applied to loldicrs in uniform. (Tso-chucn.)

keun tscih juii yay, In ancient times the character Yun did

not exist, Keun was the Yun character.

^-T/""|
Ancient form of

JJO" Fung, see Rad. w- Tsun.

^ame as Eft Sou, A wall on the cast and the west; to

be seated on the east and west sides, in the Chinese manner; and

hence the usual sense of the character, viz. Order; arrangement.

Ancient form of |2 K'he, see below.

JUNG, or Yung. The name of a place.

K'HWAE.

Deep ; profound ; still ; silent. Also read Nee
1

.

T'HUN. Stagnant water; a bank raised against

water, and composed of reeds and mud. To fill or stop up a

dike which divides fields from each other. j&i ^ T'hun

tsze, The name of a place on the Grand Canal.

ft ft
An inhabited lane or alley ; a street j applied to parts of

palaces; to the temples of Fuh; to shops; to taverns ; to

ornamental gateways. The name of a place ; a surname. To

guard against; to impede ; to be opposed to ; an obstacle; an

impediment.
f/j\ ^ [Bj ^ ^^^ Ne wo thong

Uae yih fang choo ch6, You and 1 live together in the same

llfcy- ^ /If # 1 A^ M Heu ch keae-fang

jin seaou hwa, Don't make the people of the street (or

migl'bourhood) laugh and ridicule. jfc ~fa 5) 6^1

y^ Pun fang, pua le teih jin, People of the same street and

of the same lane.
j\^

~*
1 Kew-tsze fang, A part of the

palace of Han. ^ | ^ Ho fang jin, What place

does he belong to ) ^ ]

Mow fang, A certain alley,

or place. ^ ^ ^ |Ej ^IM Tae-tsze kungyngch'hun-

fang, The palace of princes of the blood, is called
Ch'hun-fang.

fa & I

Tso ch '
hljn fan ' and^^ |

Yew eh-hun

fang, express certain degrees of rank of the

Haii-lin-yuen. To attain the rank is expressed by j

Khaefang.
|J^1 'j

P'hae-fang, An ornamented gate-way,

generally built of stone, to honor the living, or commemorate

the dead. In European's books, commonly called triumphal

arches. ^ ^|j J]^. ]
Tsing tse'e pae-fang, An ornamented

gateway, to honor chaste widowhood. These are grantei to

old widows who have declined to marry after the death of

their husbands. They are given on the application of the

local officers, and on paying certain fees. The Pae-fang of

V^t ^ffij
Hae~su)

r

' A famous statesman of the Ming Dynasty, a

native of Canton has written on it, ,$ jit jf jj Shing

she chin ching, An upright Minister in flourishing times.

tf& $T ^5 PJ T W 1

Tlia kllin lae taou leaou Pae

fang,
' He has recently thrown down his Pae-fang,' expresses a

man who was in honor, having disgraced himself. These

triumphal arches are otherwise called HW.
JJ&

Pae-low.
^jS

)
& ^(C jjj[' ^ -tj],

Tse fang yu shwiiy yung, sze yay,

Sacrifice to the (spirits of the) dikes and of the dams, for the

services performed by them. (Le-king.) -J- =j ]^ 7p ~J

cbe taou, pe tslli fang yu ; fang inin che so piih Isiili cliay yay j

ta wei che fang ; min yew yu che ; koo keun tsze le e fang tth,

hinge fang jin, mingefangyiih, A Sage (who is not known) says,

or expresses it; th principles of the good man in.iv be compared

to guarding against, or puling an impediment iu the way of;

to guard against the defects or errors of the people. The great

thing is to guard against (crimes as dikes are raised against the

ingress or egress ot water) that the people may not pass over;

therefore the good man, he guards their virtue by rules of pro-

priety ; he guards their excesses by puuisuiucuts; and he guard*
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(heir desires by injunctions, or commands laid upon them.

(Le-king.) jCj /v'Q, jp] $f cl Shingjin paou chow

shin che t'.mg.The defence which sages throw round their persons.

Shoo fang, A bookseller's shop. ff?
J King fang,

Shop for religious books. I Tsew fang, A tavern.
IF^ I

FUN, or Pun. s. c.

Dust; d'ist cr earth raised. One says, A great barrier or

mound. To eject ; lo throw in, or to mix.

P'HUN. Dust ;dusl railed, or collected.

T'HAN. The banks of a canal orriver thrown

down, which is also expressed by

ty Jjrj
1 Pang rb.au.

T'han t'lia, and

PE The same as JE Pg
> see below.

L'HAN.

A pit? a dangerous place; to fall into a pit, snare or some

danger. Name of one of the Kwa. To dig a pit ; to dig a hole

in order to sacrifice; The noise of striking a thing; of using

effort; the name of a star; the name of a place. A surname. A

dangerous precipice ; a small earthen vessel. To rhyme, read

K'hee'n. Syn. with ]l 'K'han, and otherwise written j|tt jjjJJ

{jig
K'hsn, kan, k'han.

J-JL^Kang k'han, A pit or deep cavern.

'& ;|!
Sin k'han le. The pit of the stomach ; theheart.

hang chB yTh ko, Tae-yuh,
' He had placed across his heart

nothing but Tae-yiih,' the name of a person on whom his

affections were placed. ^ ~TC
Xjj> ]

Shang hea keae k'han,

Above and below are both K'han (one of the'Kwa). (Vide, Yih-

king). ^ | ^ ^ ^ ^- ^K'he khan shin, puh

che yu tseuen, The pit (or grave was deep) hut not so as to

bring water.
^pj'

K'han k'ho, Uneven ; walking or getting

along the road with difficully. /\. ~jfc pfa -|j

A ^ k1nn

h(> lui not *
"'""'

lae chay s k'nc jin.pclh piih hwuy, A n

his way through difficulties ; lh.it mm c

high intelligence. A luxurious lounger tr
1

s~ >K

Gan Ifi kiing, Squire ease-and-pleasure

K'han k'han fa t'han he, With a chopping rt
L

i -14. fij.n. bj-,n k'uch-'lh
which carriages are made.

koo, The drum struck emits the souud K'han. >'^

'Hilts Intt

K'han k'be keih fow, The earthen vessel strt

sound K'han.

Fung.Ancient form of

PEL

To re-erect a mound or raiss a liiil ; to stopt ton*"

The name of a hill, earthen ware nut bun.t ; a wall beb

house; the name of a j^od.
To add to or increase.

\

TSO.

Originally written
|J|P

To, from ^j Lew, To detain a

breviated, and
-J- T'hoo, The earth. To detain upon tb

ground; to sit; silting; to hold ; to maintain. Anciently To

kneel, or to bend down; sitting upon the heels; to sit as a

criminal; to be involved in or charged with crime. A surname.

4 JA ^ gr'J"
Ts "' Ic ' h clle tu

J'> Tso 'S the opposite of to

stand.
|(|| A ^t 1 i -t Lean& J'" luy Uo rho

shang, They two sat down on the ground opposite each other.

=S
]

Ts'hing tso, Pray sit down. ^^ ^ j

Piih kan

tso, I do not presume to sit.
Xp| ^pT ^ j ^ J^ Yew

ho puh tso che le, What reason can there be for your not sitting ?

I Kaon tso, I announce (or beg leave to) sit. Superiors

and inferiors go through these formalities.
/^'^^ jj^

t^n 4$ niV ?il ^ T 1 I

Ne J'"'
trh hi:en SUF pgen

|o.U lo* I'M -^ J ^
ts'hinn taoU shay hca tso tso,If you have leisure, whenever you

please, I beg you to come to my cottage and sit awhile. Jp
I Ching tso. To sit at the head with row of chairs on each

hand. X^ |
Pang tso, To sit on one side.

| jjj||

~C- Tso keaou Uze, To sit (and be carried or travail) in a
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chair.
fjjl | $fa

& dfl T'ha to chnen lae teth, He

came in a boat.
[ |ji|> ~jC\ ^Jr Tso go piih gan, Having

no rest or composure whether sitting or lying. _tjf

~Jj~
3IZ. Tso hcang tae p'hing; Sitting and enjoying universal

peace.
Jjjjjl

Tso she, To sit and look on' calamities with

indifference. $J ^ ^ ] |g
\e puh yung tso she,

You are not allowed to sit and look on with indifference.

^ 1 II flU 41 II K Ne tso she fha shin mo fan,

Do you sit and look on whilst thej are making so much

confusion! ^ jg, J || ^ -

Pi]h jin

wang, Cannot bear to sit still and see his ruin.
| -fan

P
i ^P ^ Tso joo she, leih joo chae, Sit (steadily and

formally) as (he who personates) the corpse (of a departed

ancestor), when sacrifices are offered; and stand with re-

Terence and gravity as worshippers before an idol. Such are

the precepts of the Le-king to persons generally. TJ?
1

i mn-
tso tsin

tso peih gan; cluh urh yen, chang chay piih keih, woo chan

yen. Silting at leisure, go to the extreme part (of the mat) be-

hind; when eating, go to the farthest part before (that you

may not soil the mat). You must sit composedly; maintain

your countenance grave and attentive; if superiors do not speak

about a thing, jou must not introduce it. (Lt-king.)
] <-fj

Tso wei, A seat. ^ ] |jjf
Yew tso wei, Having a seat;

or a right to sit.
3)H. j /Jj^

Woo tso wei, Having no seat

allowed in the presence of superiors. |pj
Tso heang,

The part or quarter to which a house, or grave, or hill fronts.

/Jl> fr fff t ^pf T? wSJ fa Na ^en k"s tsze Jew

shin ir.o tso heang? What does that house front? jt'A
i

ji^ ^ -f^

I 'JL |Pj [yj
He tso P'h l'*=ang nan, Us back is to the

north and fronts the south.
J /jj

Tso t'hang, Sitting in

the court; silting in judgement, as a magistrate or judge.

J Ml Tso keen, or
] ^ Tso laou, To be confined in

prison. |g |
Tuh tso, To sil alone.

jg
I Pei Uo>

it with a person.
fjS ]

Peen ,o, To sit
informally;

o sit as o,,e pleases.
] |p T.so tsuy, To be found guilty

ofsome crime.

^ T -

ha tso shia.m<> tsuv

What crime is he f( , UI,d
guilty of. ^ jL

i -^v ^^. -J-* /^
|

Yih kea shih sze, kew kea leen tso, If'oiie family

commit an offence, (the other) nine families are involved in the

guilt. Such is the law of the tjthing system. ^ rfg fj

Yuen heu fan tso, If the cause (of accusation) be unreal,

the guilt shall be fixed on the accuser, he shall suffer what the

law decrees for that crime with which he falsely charged

another person. n*H ~$k' Jl? Woo kaou fun tso, The
P-1- M I/*- I

false accuser brings the guilt back on himself.
j

/H*~

4^ Tso leii ling, or& SB Yew tsuy tso, To be deemed

guilty by the law.
|)| jj -^ ^ J

Chin-chwang-tsz

wei tso, Chin-chwang-tsze, (voluntarily) sat down in the plact

of the criminal the prince his master, and with another person

was punished in his stead ; one of them capitally. (Tso-chuen.)

Tsoo jin tso k'he pih mun, urh fuh choo shan hea, ta p:ic che,

The men of Tsoo, kept possession of the northern gate (and so

cut off the enemy's retreat), and placed ambushes at the foot of

all the hills, by which means thej greatly defeated him. (Tso.

rhuen.)
$f5f $ff| jf^ ]

Ke'8 kea foo tso, Sitting cross-

legged in the manner of the priests of Buddah. It is otherwise

expressed by^ p? ]ft j

Tsan shan ta tso, Sitting cross-

legged in the posture of meditation. fjrf ]i& -^ Tso
I '''i AS '*-

urh tseen che, Stoop down, or kneel down, and remove them.

Occurs in the sense of^ Tso, A seat, a throne ; hence 1
j

* M I
'

fflft
Tso chuen, A kind of state barge, employed by the officers

of Government. h Tso woo k'he, Do not sit with
I J f ^~.

the legs sprawling out. ^ J ^ ^| ^ Ping tso puh

hwSng kwang, Sitting with other persons do not put your arm*

across.
||||j ^E f^j |

Tjlh seih urh tso, To sit upon the

edge of the mat (as in ancient times), or chair (in modern limes.)

Inferiors do this to shew lhat they presume not to sit down

boldly, as if they had a right to a chair ; and superiors do it as

a mark of condescension when inferiors stand or past by. The

rules for sitting are tiresome and absurdly minute.

L'HANG.

Anemp'y plane; a pit; acave; a den ; to put into a pit or

cave.
j j^ K'hai g k'han, A den, a pit, a valley or ditch.

A surname. Jjv 'i&?
RJI|j y^ Ej|

. , f/C ffi
{?Zt fj

^ Wo tsae kaug kan keen jTh peih ma leih la shun

k'haug, I just uow saw a horse fall iuto a deep pit ff-f lj{
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j

Teaou ho k'hang, To leap over a pit of fire; expresses a

daring resolution cither good or bad.

U 1

^' IEg Jfc1t j| i

Yin

lo-e kin she Ifl tsze wan chang shun k'hang, Because of ray

crimes in a former life, I now fall into this ten thousand

fathomed deep pit. ^^ "a" I '^ Fun shoo k'hang joo,

Burned the books and thrust the literati into a pit (B. C. 200).

?Ifl f 1 ^P|H"f|^A H"g yu cha

k'hingTsin keang sail shth wan j in ; Heang-yu (a famous states-

man) by the stratagem of a pit or pits, caused three hundred

thousand of Tsin's troops to submit. (She-ke.) m
jljfjfl

4S? Shan k'hang t'hung k'hwiih. Caves and dens of the
rV*

mountains. Rustic country people, are (by the self-conceited

citizens of Canton) said to come from thence; they are

otherwise called
(.Jj ^K' Shin-man, Barbarous mountaineers.

To rhyme, read K'hang.

PE. (T.rt S. C.

Steps. To be paired with. One says, the step on the

shoulder. A man's name. ty $ fa 7$ *$ &$ %
j^

Te seang tsze yew tang keih pe yay, The ground in

regular gradation, having st.ys i Pe. Used for [i? pe

A. ^3 >IW 5 51 | $P f
Jin keunjfhang;keun

chin joope, The sovereign is like a hall or temple, his states-

men are like the steps up to it. The common phrase |Jr
~K

Pe-hea, Your Majesty, is in allusion to this.

Original form of $fc Nee, see above.

J^-T* CHIN. The same a.,

ty-
Chin, ^ Chin, and

mh Tsin. The name of an ancient country ; and of a city. The

ancient form of Zyl Hiug, A pattern.

'~\ I* An ancient form of Ke, A foundation.

The same as
Jill Te, The earth.

T^f"* Same as ^Haou, see Radical^ Luy.

An ancient form
of^.g King, see

Radical^
MeTh

Ancient form of^ Ke, see Rad. <C Sin.

FIVE STROKES.

A bank; a
declivity; a hill; rubbish thrown up so as to

form a hill. ^ fy P ho-fan, A bank or dike.
jja

i$ IS 1^1 ^ |=| H: I
Ten stlh cllins shan lins > u*

chang-p'ho, At teen (Yun-nan) hills or mountains are vulg.irly

called Clung-p'lio. ^ j^ ]
Seang-ke'jn p'ho, Mutually

viewing-hills
'

is a phrase applied to hi^h pointed hills. /^

^ |
Kin Iwan p'ho, The golden belled-hill. Lwan refers to

various trappings attached to carriages for the purpose of

making a jingling noise. The hill spoken of. was the seat of a

college in the time of the Emperor -fes.
-jr. TTh-tsung (A. D.

795.) ^ ]
Fei-p'ho, The flying hill. In the time of^

/&* Yuen-te (A. D. 320), it is affimed that the west sid*of

a hill, in broad day-light, removed to about tbe distance of an

English mile and a half, where it filled up a lake or river.

Mulberry trees and grain grew upon it afterwards. ^* ^
I Tang kaou p'ho, To ascend a high hill ; or a high mound of

earth. J^ f& ~K I Tseun ma hea p'ho, A fine horse

giving down a hill. This phrase is used to express A nervous

flowing style; free and majestic no labouring, blowing or

halting, as is the case of a weak infirm horse in the circum-

stances refered to.
jgK j

Ljng-p'ho, A raised paizza

on the side of a court yard.

P'liWAN. Level ground.

One says, To turn op the ground ; to more or level it.
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Ancient form of^ T'liang.

K'HWAN.

The Earth; the name ofone of the ipKwa; the ideal mean-

in; is Compliance or obedience ; hence the word is applied

symbolically to statesmen who are servants, and ought to be

obedient to the Sovereign; to wives; to the moon; and to things

generally, which arc inferior and ought to yield, or to be

obedient. Us opposite is
jj[

Keen. ^ ^ Keen kwan,

heaven and earth, the sun and moon, the superiorand inferior.

Keun-tsze e how tihtsae wiih, The property of the Earth (as

containing or bearing all things) is Kwan. The good man

by the extent or solidity of his virtue contains or bears all

things. (Yih-king.) The affected subtleties of the material

system, contained in the Yih-king, are insufferably absurd.

R3 12.
jOj jl^T

~y
|^[lj

Nan-tsze pel keen clie kang,

~y* ~J 0" ^~ IBM
^'ew"lsze Pei kwan che shun.

Man corresponds to the firmness of heaven ;

Woman corresponds to the obedience of earth.

To rhyme, read Keuen.

T'SIIEU.

A place that abounds with worms; a ntst or retreat rfvermin.

T'hAN. 9
Level plain; wide; composed; lightsome. A surname.

^^^S. } ^ A ^. o" Kew urh le t30"'

than than, yew Jin ching kelh, The numbers nine and t*o,
denote treading on an even path, where are retired men, pure

andhnppy. (Yih-king.) ZjS | ^^ P hing than che

fhoo, or j^ Loo, A plain level road ; a beaten path,

I $}. Tung-chwang fhan fuh, On the eastern

belly exposed j expresses a good Son-in-la-w by the marriage

of one's daughter. -Q*
|

Ling-t'han, Your Son-in-law.

| |fe ^ ^ T'han fiih cbc che, A most excellent Son-in.

law ; s lid to persons by way of compliment. The phraseolnjy

arose form an occurrence in the fourth century. A man of

wealth and power sent to select a husband for his daughter;

one youth, instead ofshewing any wish to be chosen, threw him-

self carelessly upon a couch, and affected not to hear what wai

going on, which independent spirit was admired, and made

the reason of his being pitched upon. (Yew-he8.)

CHIH.

A foundation ; the basis or lower parts of an edifice

E. The name of a place.

K'HAN. An earthen utensil or vessel.

Name of a certain stone.

K'han woo show woo shing k'he, K'han-woo, is a vessel that

contains five (ofthe measures) called Shing.

P'HING. 7
Level ground ; a flat level place.

s. c

# Tf

p'hing ch'hoo, A place where the ground is even or level.

The ancient form of ft T'han.

Broken down banks.
?J^ ||j

er
||| FJ jlfi. Shwdy

chung gan hwae yug than, The water rushing, and the bank*

destroyed, is called T'han.

TEEN. C.

A kind of earthen stand, placed between twopillirs. on which

cups were inverted at drinking pirties in ancient times. A kind

of screen, commonly called fef
jj|j[ P'hing fung, much used

by the Chinese, at a little distance from door-w.iys. They in-

tercept the view, whilst they admit a free passage round the

two extreme edges of them. A kind ofearthen stand in rooms
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for placing food on ; stands placed in the corner of rooms

were also go called. J^ ] ffi Jil TJ& $ $)
T<ho ti

'ea

oelsang sh.h wiih, T'hoo-teen, a place in which to lay up

eatables, a kind of cupboard. ] fc |j| ^ J^ Teen,

fan tseS che ken, Teen, a utensil or stand on which to invert

<"?' J* 1 ft f: S 1 H 3? Fan en ch
'

htlh

tstin ; 'sung teen kang kwei, Inverted the cups on the earthen

st.md, which was placed withoutside the more honorable part;

and put the Kwei (the symbol of authority) on a high dignified

stand. (Le-king.) ^ -fc -^ 1 ^ $j M
1 _. Ta foo ts'Mh shih urh yew k( sze yu teen jib, Great

officers at seventy years of age had a wooden table (to place

their provisions on), inferior officers had theirs placed on one

earthen table. (Le-king.)

KWA. An earthen dike or boundary.

NE. The name of a place.

Water mixed with earth. Syn with -^ Ne, and
jf?

Ne.

J.A
The same as H Tae, An altar or table.

P'HEI. A hill or mound formed again, or

added to. Same c* tt\ P'hei. See above.

KEUNG.

Desert; waste country beyond a wood or forest. The name

ofap,ac,

J}3 Ylh wae wei che keaou; keaou wae wei che muh; miih wae

wci che yay ; yay wae wei che I'm ; lin'wae wei che kcung. The

rtgion beyond the city is called Keaou (or suburb); beyond

the suburb it is called Miih (or pasture); beyond the pasture it

is called Yay (or wilderness); beyond the wilderness it is called

Lin (or forest) ; beyond the forest it is called Keung (a waste).

itfc ffi -tE 1 '~&_ 1
Mow ma tsae keung che yay, The

stallions are in the wastes of the wilderness. (She-king.)

YANG. s c -

Dust; small earthy particle i flying about; sand blown by

the wind.

Fuh-piih, The appearance ofFUH.

dust raised by the wind; a cloud of dust. j- j|i ]"jlf

1 Ya t'huh ts'heen fun fuh, The dust flying before the banners

YAOU, or Gaou.

A furrow ; a ditch ; a hollow place or pit ; uneven ground.

t'hang cbe shang, To pour a cup of water into a hollow spot

in the path before the hall. As children do to float a leaf or

other representation of a boat. (Chwang-tsze.) j
?l

Yaou t'hee hing, An uneven appearance , a hollow and a rising,

like an ants hill.
jfy

I Te yaou, A hollow place iu the

ground. ill Shan yaou, A cavern in a hill. Syn. with

|U|
Yaou.

LUH.

A high dry mound or dike ; hence the common word H3?

Liih, applied to
jj-A

Loo, A road, denoting land travelling in

contradistinction from fa B& Shwiiy-loo, Going by water.

A surname,
j

'V". Luh leang, The dry and woody regions of

thesouth^
^^MASif t^fS^^m

^|c Xl i^ Tsin she kca-J'u chuT ;ih,vfa nan jut ko

tseu liihlang che te, Tsin (B. C. 200) sent Kea-jin to procure

husbands for his daughters; to subjugate the southern regions

and take possession of the high woody lands. (She-ke.) It is

said, still to be the usage in the middle provinces for wealthy

families to seek for personable men, tud those endowed witli

natural talents, as husbands to their daughters, irrespective of

their poverty. This is expressed by,^ ^Q ^ ^ Chaou

lang jiih shay. Inviting a bridegroom to enter the cottage.

yfiT j? |j| WA Ho j ih kao liili, The river overflowed the high

banks. _L^ I 1 -(^
T'hoo kwae luh lull jay,. Eartb

piled up high and dry.
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Vulgar form offa K'hew. Ste Rad. Yih, 4 str.

KEOH. A winding bank withoulside the water.

1 lie same at
J^ Keiih. Syn. with

tgjj
Keiih.

MOIL S. C.

The nawe of a place. Thought the same as >V.f Miih, A

shepherd ; the land of shepherd!. 3^3. 1^4- jfej M0

^ ^| Woo wang ju Chow chen jn rauh jay, Wou-nang

(B. C. 1105) fought with Chow, in the wilderness of Ihe

shepherds. Some affirm that the character was originally

written thus [gPl
and that it was 3? ^ 2k E -V iff) #K

F*| PS I *>*y 'C__ ^LL /*/

Chuh yang new ma che te wae, BcjonJ the region where they

fed their cows and horse!.

Uneven j rugged ; progressing with difficulty. Jl
R 4

^ f1

] B ifc J*I
Fa" J' 11 hinS P"h 'e J* t'h^D k'ho,

Any man's walking forward without ease and smartness is

expressed by K'han-k'ho. Unfortunate; unsuccessful; always

meeting with difficulties or misfortunes and losses. i6fl ~f~

$2 lH!^ 1
T '

ha P" h k'"S kwo k'han-k'ho, He has never

passed through any difficulties; and
therefore^ 4p|f|

Puh che been k'hoo, Does not know salt and bitter i-does not

know the affair, of life. This is said of those who hare been

brought up in affluence and
indulgence. #|i 3ffl W \

~k Ate I U an -4- " ^* ^ '

/] ffifv W ~ "
fji A^ Ki"S kwo k'han k'ho fang leen

ch'huh yTh ko jiu lae, To pa.s through some difficulties is

accessary to form a man.

To sweep away ; to put away filth and dirt.

Same as the
preceding.

3^Pi Same as Kow, see below.

HEUE. Appearanc* of a deep yoid c*Tern.

Deep; a deep place. Ancient form of3Es!h, To stop

or fill up an aperture.

FA, Pa, orPiih. s. c.

The name of a place. To regulate ; to stick in the ground;

to till the ground.

CH'HE.

Aii island in the midst of a stream ; or other collection of

water; a shallow place, the bottom of which is Tissible, and

on which a person can stand. To impede ; to stop. Read Te,

A bank or dike to keep in water. A nest of reptiles.

||| ]|| |t Keen kea tse tse,

4-L

Tsae

So hwuy tsuns che>

'

Taou Uo ts
'

heaJ te ;

.

So yew tsunS che,

Wan
tsaeshwuy chung ck'he.

While the autumnal reeds were yet green,

Ere the hoar frost was dried ;

The man ofwhom I speak,

Was on the rushy bank of the stream.

Up the stream I sought him,

But the path was rough and inaccessible;

After him down the stream I wandered ;

He appeared there on ashallow, in the midst of the water

(still beyond my reach). (She-kin-.)

Of whom this is said, it is not known.' It is now employed
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as referring to
j|J"

J. Kew-sben, a desire to meet with a

virtuous person, or ^fc ~J5 Kew-yew, seeking for a friend.

sf\+ ~?fa *J- |- \ __ 4 -i.* -m

f l/r * W3 4D I ttU 5S ' 5Sng sun cheyu joo ch'he,*J\ AM^ /X4 >^" I s*9 S~9V

joo keang, The master of the sacrifice possesses grain in

st cks, l.irge as islands, or as mountains. (She-king.) '%& -f~

J 'U >l5 T&D T/FF >0 I-K! "0(1 I
Miili-tsze said, we have

J nf icj P\H |M^ rj I/O >M' |

wine ..'::i::daiit as the river Hwae, and flesh in quantities as

1 r-e as the islands. (Tso-chuen.) I

<f^ Che fun, To

slop and fall, or go into a hiding place. (Tso-chuen.) TW

Fan te, A bank or dike the word was thus read and under-

stood by the men of ;fe Tsui.

The same as
jj) Ch'he, see above.

Same as the preceding.

An erroneous form of the preceding.

MO. Dust ; mud ; slime. Syn. with TO* Mo.

TS'HfH, or Ch'hth.

To split;
to rive; to rend asunder; to crack ; to open.

Also written^ Ts hih. ^ g|] j|| |g ^(j
-ryhih p'heih,

nan chanyay, 'Difficult labour in the birth of children' is

expressed by Ts'hih-p'heih. ~^r ^ri t^ ^- -^ A

til] lift ^^ Neu-kwei sang tsze, luh jin, ts'hlh p'how

urh ch'hanyen, New-kwei bore six sons who were all delivered

by ihe parts being cut or rent open. (Slie-ke.) This is thought

incredible by sever il Historians, and the Annotator of tbeShe-kc

quotes ancient and modern instances more strange in confirma-

tion of this passage. jj EL W 1 ffO 4rZ Pi Sew ke pel

ts'hih wh sang Yu, Sew-ke's back was opened to deliver (the

famousl Yu, (B. C. 8169.) J^ PP / B3 1
jjte ^ Vfo

Wang-she snng nan urh tsung yew k8,
'

Wang-she was delivered

of a son by being cut open b-low the right arm-pit,' and re-

covered in a few months. YJl L ~Y El

JJP |
Chung tung che yue, ping yih chwang, te che ts'hih,

In the middle months of winter, the ice being more severely

frozen, the earth begins to crack and open. (Le-king.)

Jill nan te ts'hih, ch'hang pih pa shih urh le ; kwang, woo shih

luh le, When the sun was in the south, the earth rent to the

length of one hundred and eighty-two le ; and to the width of

fifty-six le. (How-han Gan-te, A- D. 131.) ^ ^ |JJ

^J ^J* El ^ 1
T n *=e " nan tee" ''^' y'1 *1 y u^ 'twe ' ls n ' n i

From the drought of heaven, the fields rending or cracking,

is also culled Kwei-ts'hih. 03
J

Kea-ts'hih, Th' opening

of buds and of fruit, as in Spring. ^ jQ &?
r|jj

f m ft. ^ i ff. (^ H ^ 1 1 %

luy yu ts8; luy yu tsfl, urh pih kwo, tsaou mil*--, keae

kea ts'hih ; kae che she ta e tsae ! When heaven and earth

open and shed forth (their influence) thunder and rain are

formed; when thunder and rain are formed, all fru :

ts plants

and trees bud forth or open ; so great or extensive is the

period of opening and shedding forth (the influences of nature).

(Yih-king.) j5t Kae, To open or to shed forth, is the name

of one of the Kwa.

Of ^ g Keang-yuen, j| \ ffi ^ JJ
TK -HI Chow jin so yew e sang che che yay ,

' From whom the

people ofthe dynasty Chow sprung,' the following story is told in

one of the Odes of the She.king. Keang-yuen, was the^ Fei

or Concubine of
fijj -^ J^-

Kaou-sin-she, (B. C. 2350.)

There are eight stanzas in the ode; the first commences thus,

She wejjfeang-yuen,

Sang min joo ho ?

K'hih yin, k'hih e,

fun woo tsze,

jjr
Le te woo raei bin,

[[ Yew kae yew cbe,

Kl Tsae chin tsae seih,

rj
Tsae sang, tsae yih,

JS She wei liow Ueih.
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The First-born of the people,

Was from Keang-juen of that period ;

The birth of that person, how was it ?

From being able, with a pure mind, to offer up sacrifice,

Designed to remove the evil of a destitution of children;

Having trod in the imprinted footstep of the Supreme

Sovereign.

She was greatly excited on the place where she stood ;

She was pregnant ; she retired in silence ;

She bore a son; she nursed him ;

He was the How-tseih (the Ceres) of that period.

rhan rae keue yu5 '

glJPuhts-hlh.puhpeth,

Woo tsae, woo hae ;

Shang te puh ning !

Keu j ang Uze.

When her months were completed,

Her firstborn was brought forth with the ease of a lamb j

No
rending or

tearing in the
delivery,

No
calamity; no injury:

To
manifest, illustriously his (god's) spiritual energy.

Does not the Supreme Sovereign grant repose !

Has he not given ease to me his sincere worshipper!

In granting me, dwelling a part from natural means, to bear

ason!
(She-king.)

The Ode next represents Keang-yuen, apprehensive ofsome-

thing infelicitous, from the miraculous birth of her son; and

under this apprehension, she exposed him to be trodden to death

by sheep and oxen, these however, nursed him ; she next cast

hi' to perish in a wood, but the woodmen sustained him; she

finally threw him upon the ice, but the birds fed himand wanned
him beneath their wings. They add,-nothing can destroy
what Heaven wills to preserve ; the birds left him; the infant

cried aloud, so as to arouse the attention of travellers passing
t > distance. He was takeu home, nursed, d.scotered extra-

ordinary comeliness of person, and talents; his boyish play was

planting and sowing; he taught the art to others ; abundance

was produced ; wine for the use of man in pouring forth

libations, and grateful offering* to God. it ^ 4fe

7FM % 5 ffl f K'^heang che

sliing, urh shang-te e gan urh heang che. As *oon as the

incense arose, the Supreme Sovereign with complacency

accepted it. (She-king Chuen-shwfl.) The speculations of the

Chinese, on the possibility of this miraculous conception ar

curious. ^ f|f $|| ,
Seen joo hwO po e cbe,

Of former scholars somo have rather doubted it. 3M -( FJ.

l

|]jj ^r. ^ff oc ^h'hang-tsze said, But in the

beginning of the heavens and earth, doubtless man did not

previously exist; therefore man must surely have been

supernatural])' formed arid born. <& Ff /At pi Soo-she
utrr r* '/t I I

also said, that as there is a variety in the mode of the birth of

living creatures, sofjl^ _
/

jfij ^ J,^g $A
The birth of divine persoiiiigcs is different from that of other

men.
^jj j^ 'j^ ^ Where is there sufficient ground to

deem such events incredibly strange !

JjlH. ^\c
II is also said in tne She-king, that Se6, the ancestor

of the Shang Dynasty, (and one of the ministers of ^
Shun, B. C. 2169), was born by the descent from heaven

of a black coloured bird. I shall close this digression with

one more quotation. ^ ^ ffi ||

* I -HT H- II *
t |f % a $ t subsequent

ages, events which have been called
felicitously rairaculouf,

have many of them certainly been false and incoherent tales;

but, in consequence of the false and incoherent talcs of sube-

quent ages, are real facts to be rejected together with them, and

the whole reckoned nugatory !

(She-king-clioo). Syn with^

Ts'hih.and^Ts'hlh.

LING. A hfgh bank or shore.

CHOO, or Che. To heap .upon, and presi dowo
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FOO.
U!

S - C.

A kind of raft consisting of spars joined together in order

to cross a river.
|^ -j

W Pih-foo, A certain stone; other-

wise called 1 7F] -& I'ih-shih-ying. ShwO-wan defines it,

Advantage; benefit. Syn. with
KjJ

Foo.

1IOO. A small limit or bank to keep in water.

The name if a
|
lice. Minute and multifarious. ^ ^>

|5 JB nfc ^H J^4 ^ing-hoo, yen seuen jaou fin so, Ying-

hoo, expresses affairs or operations circuitous, minute, and

multifarious. *&"
^j"

fflT ^ %m
jffi

Kae yew woo che

tsingte, 'Are all treated with various abstruse speculations,

respecting their existence or non existence' in the -ffe f|

^huh-chin, of Hwae-nan-tsze.

CHE. Three h.il tlements or embrasures of a

tit) wall are called Che. Tso-chuen writes the character

$##.*!****
|H |3jJ Tsung meaou chung yew hwang che kin tsih yaj, yen

keun tih ching koo, In the hall of ancestors are yellow battle-

ments and golden staffs; this expresses, the parity aud strength

of the prince's virtue.

Cll'llUY.

To hang down from above; suspended from a higher place;

reaching to. Kearly ; near to. A boundary ; territory on the

frontier. The name ofa place; the name of a person. To

bow don; to condescend to; to extend from ancient times to

the present; or from the present times to subsequent age*.

Occurs in the sense of
jjj| Chujr, The outer part of a hall near

the step.. Also read Shwuy. || ^j J- |jg y Ch'huy

tsze shang oh buy hea, Ch'huy, is from above to hai gor reach

down to a pl;,ce below. ^- ^ Ch'huy chn show, To

let the bands hang down. 3r
fflj ^3 Ch buy sliow

urh lib, 'To bang down the hands and obtain' expresses ac-

quiring with oase.
|pj ^^ J^. ] fjj

Lew-pei leang urh

ch'huy keen, Lew-pei' (.1 famous person ho lired A. D. 230)

two ears hung down to his shoulders. J-^ "pt ^fc A I
Jy{_

Vj Shang koo weyewe shang; sanshingjin, Hwng-te, Yaou,

Shun, ch'huy e shang urh t'heen-hea che, In liigh antiquity they

bad not garments for the upper aud lower parts of the body.

When once the three holy Sages, Hwang-te, Yaou and Shun,

hung the upper and inferior garments on their persons, the

whole empire was forthwith subjected to order and decorum.

| ^ j|jj ^0 Ch'huy shang urh che, Is now used to express

The ease with which a sovereign rules in prosperous time*.

urh le, The men of the royal domain, appeared with the cuds

of their sash hanging down in a flowing manner. (She-kin,;.)

/C Tff ] ^~J f\ Ta *ae cn 'lll
.'
san ch'hlh, Large sasliei

hung down three cubit,. $ $ fljj f^ | flji ff ^
JjjJ

Lejen urh hea ch'huy, fuh ho mei yay ! lu a flowing

manner they hung down; how elegant were their garments.

IjPj j|jj: ^ jfi^
l*e she ch'huy cbe maou, Le expresiM

the appearance of hanging down. I

^Tj-
uS Ch'huy te

fhow, To hang down the head.
j Jj|j Jj| 4| Ch huy

t'how sang k'he, To hang down the head in a spiritless manner.

-Jjf- Ch'huy she, To descend to subsequent ages. &.

I

/ji6
-W- Ming ch'huy how she, Name decend to future

ases ?L -? i 5^ ^1 Ifr
Kung-tsze ch

'

huy ra wa

she, Confucius left a rule to ten thousand ages. I &fn

vfe 5Jf Ch'huy fan how lae, To leave a pattern or example

for those who come hereafter. -^ ^7^ t?j Yung ch huy

piih hew, To descend down forever without rotting.
| ^^

^ ^ Ch huy yu how kwan, To caus.' blessings to descend to

posterity. ;j , Afr
^J Ming ch'huy chiih plh, To

hand down one's name on bamboo aud silk ; the materials

used for writing on before the invention of paper. ^^ -pjj

'5& Mung ne ch'huy gae, I thank you for your condes-

cending regard. ] ^ Ch'huy leen. Condescending com-

passion ; like the preceding expression, cannot be affirmed <if

one's self, but of the kindness and compassion of mother person.

|JJ iRj I
Tung ch'huy, se ch'huy. The eastern and

western extremities of a hall, near to the steps by which one

descends.
fj? ^ ^ ^!. jj

Kiien lew wo pi-en ch'huy.
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Killed the people on my fontier (Tso-chuen.) fa

Ch'hny wei, In iniiiiincnt danger; near to death.
Jfe

Ch'huy laou, To approach to old age. 2S -T- Tsiili

yu ch'huy, Died at Ch'liuy. (Chun-tsew.)

The same as E, see above.

Same as %\ Fung, see Rad. ~ij~Tt>'hun.

Ancient form of t K'hew.

T'hae, see Rad.^ Shwuy.

SHUH. High ; lofty.

yjr The original form of^ Tso.

Ancient form of^ Che.

SIX STROKES.

H1NG.

A mould ; an earthen mould or pattern; made of wood,

a mould is called k&_ Moo ; made of iron it is called
ffi[J

Fan.

Jl H H M Fans ch shth e rh >ue hi"s>

All patterns or moulds made of earth for casting metals in,

are called King. lUL
3^j

fa- Teen hing wan tsae,

The example which he left remains entire; said and written

in praise of those who have departed this life.
] ^

Hing-ra, An example. f $ jffi $ f1 lg jfe

jIV
f* 1 ?z^selh twan, urh how heangt'hang she weie hing,

Let the literati habituate tbeuicelrei to correct conduct, and

TOL. I.. 4 M .

then the country tillagfrj will oJ>surTe their example.

$$. Jj
lleun siih hing fang. To teach (good) usagrj and

be an example to all around ;

~Tj Fang, i> used for PH //

Sze.fmg, The four quarters; all around.

TUNG. A large earthen ware vessel. A surname

\ s. c.K'HE.

Hard earth or clay. One says, An earthen utensil.

H1H.

Water dried up; dry and stiff earth or clay ; to distrain madly.

LUH. A kind of pit with a dike around.

Ancient form of^ Yin, see below

JUNG. The name of a place.

S. C.

To put additional earth on a large road. Otherwise written

1
Tsze.

CH'HE. S. C.

To leaner rest upon ; to rest or depend upon land; to

work or cultivate the land.,

LUY. S. C.

To form a wall by heaping up unburnt bricks, is expressed

by ^ H Luy kelh, or by || || 'jj ^ || -^ Tselb

kcih wei tscang peih yay. .
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A bank ; a boundary i a circuit. A character denoting One

hundred millions. Read Keae, The name of a place- ; a. step i a

reiteration of the same. To rhyme, read Kc.
^jj ^ /(.

tffit % -Q!, Keen-kae, P* ktJTh te yay, Keen-kae, denotes the

tight points of the compass stretched to the extremity of the

earth; the whole earth i the world. ^ ^-^ |jj j\^

^ T'heen-tsze che teen kew kae, The field or lands of the

Son of Heaven includes the whole world. -4- ife p] Jk

~h 3/& El M ~t" JR Q 1

shih Jih yu6 chaou; shlh

chaou yu6 kings shih king yue
1

kae, Ten Yih (or 100,000) are

called chaou ; ten chaou are called king ; ten king are called

Kae - H P$ ^ 1 JX BjfH 3* chun Ken
' '"?

kae e fang paou tsuh, To double the fences, and increase the

number of banks in order to keep off rapacious soldiery.

/C ZLM El
]

Ta Jlh t'nan n keae, At the Ta-ylh altar

were three steps.
"{I? 'H' | ~f*

Keae llwu} Keae-hea, AH

assembled at Keae-hea, a place in Hoo-kwang Province, the

name is derived from the town being situated on a certain bank.

YIN. S. C.

To stop or dam up water, or lo cause it to flow m a dif-

ferent channel from what is natural to it 5 to cause it to flow to

the west i hence the character is formed from west and earth.

7jC
'

jfc # ^ Pf Shwuy sing tung e t'hoo

thih chang che, The water flowing naturally to the eastward,

by earth and stones to stop it. $& ?g yit 7]^
Kwan yiii

hung shwuy, Kwftn erected a dam wsainst the great waters.

(She-king.) Also read Shoo and T'how. Written also these

several way,, jgg ^ J| g |^
,v|lich afe a|| ^

nounced Yin.

Ancient form ofW How, Thick; generous.

Original form ofj$ Tuy.

CHAOU, or T'haou. s - c -

Any dike, limit, or boundary, is called Cbaou. The name

of a certain sacrifice. ^C-- jdK Ts.h-chaou, The dikedrawu

round a grave, in the Chinese manner, to mark the limits of it.

77. 'rThf
Chaou woo te, Sacrificed lo the five Emperors, or

drew a hound round the altar on which sacrifice was offered tc

them. (See View of China. pje 56.)

V FUH, Of Pih. To stop or dam up a stream ,

to rush down, as a mountain falling. One says, To flow.

/' I /> AP ^vC
Chueu sih, k'hefuh, The streams stopped an*

the ponds filled up.

KVVANG. A dike which divides fields, and

forms at the same time a foot path.

YAOU. *
Earth railed or piled up high, whicT)

the character represents. U -4* if taja
7ZT U ^

jSj ^ Tsung t'hoo tse"h luy urh shang, seang kaou hing,

Compounded of the character Earth piled upon itself, repesent-

ing what is high . The same as ffe Yaou.

T'HO, orTS S. C.

A target or wall to shoot at. A side apartment or hall,

commonly used as a school room for the family. The name of

a hi|l> M T0 l
'how

' The riSht^ 'eft side apartments,

ty) .1 ti "Ft fl * If ] ^ lit jgj ^ Shay-t

shan ; selh yew leTh .hay-to yu tsze, yi,, ming, Target hill,

in former times there was a target (or shooting ground
established there) nml hence its name.

TO. The same as the
preceding.

M %&
C| ' in=- l

. A path along the outside wall of a city.
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Ancient form of K'hee.

K'HWEI. S. C.

To ruin or demolish ; a wall in ruins ; ruins of any building ;

ruinoui. || ffi ]fa fa ^ Vi^ JH Shin- pe k'hwei

juen, e wang Fiih-kwan, Ascended that ruinous wall to look

towards Fiih-kwan. (She-king.) Said by a female when

peaking of her former amours.

Co HA. The name of a certain hill of a country.

Chow's mode of writin '^ Me.

YANG. A kind of demon, fairy or elf of the

earth. The Chinese express it by -J-^

kwae.

T'hoo tsing

YIN. S. C.

Derived, from -f- T'hoo, and fU Kan, An earthen bound

or limit; resting in its own place. A bank; a limit; a boundary.

JL ft . |^ j\M Kew t<hSen che tse '^ kew yin,

The limits or boundary of the nine heavens are called Nine Yin.

3fl(
:

1
Yih wanS wo vin

> No limit to the prospect.

^IS ] ^^P^ Yttea ? cho tseug, yin
too ban mun, To wander extremely remote, till limited by the

gate of intense cold;' i. e.

ft ;J f||Ej
Prh kejh ch(? ma^

The gate of the north pole. $| | ^ ^fe
-V 4fo lit

Yae yin, chung gan che maou yay, Yae-yin denotes the

appearance of a ponderous settli-dness or rest. Same as Vft-

K he. Kang-he refers for definition to jrff CM, or Te. 4ffi
-

Woo yin, Unlimited ; infinite.
ig"

(JT j^ /fc Tfii /fc

Pf^lt /h & Plj^ ^ M ]

T.OU kho show

hr, urh piih k'ho chnen; k'he seaou woo nuj he; k'he ta woo

ym, The principles of Taou may be received by the mind, but

cannot be inculcated (by words), they are so small as to have

no interior, and 10 large at to have no limit. Torhyrae, read

Yen.

FA. To till or plough the ground ; otherwise

expressed bJ
T^jf j|Bi ^ Kang k'he t'hoo yay, To plough

and raise the earth. Some write J& Fa, and others Fi.

KOW.

Dust with damp or wet; scurfs filth; dirt; mire; raud.

The name of a country. Read Kuh, Dirty or impure within.

To rhyme, read Koo, A slain or disgrace ; cause of reproach.

JH |p Chin-kow, Dust and dirt.
J|]

1 l6
TJT

Kwii kow mo kwang, To scrape oft the dirt and rub bright.

$t i^7 ^ ]
Se wo k heu kow> To wash off dirt

and put away the filth.
jfe Jjjjf ^ |

Yu shin k'heu

kow, To wash the body and put away impurities, either

literally or figuratirely, for putting away vicious conduct

* -A
"

A

0.B T#'&JH SSi fr ^

of the state Sung (being attacked by Tsoo), sent LS-j-ing to an-

nounce the pressure of their circumstances to Tsin. The nobles

of Tsin were desirous of rescuing them. Fih-ttung, said,
' It

must not be done ; the ancients said, although a whip be long, it

will not reach to the horse's belly." The power of Tsoo is

granted to it by Heaven; we must not contend with them.

Although (our slate) Tsin be powerful, it cannot oppose Heaven.

The Proverb sajs,
' The heart of man must determine whether

a high or low lone is to be assumed.' Rivers and lakes receive

bolli clear and foul water; the mountain forest, and the marsh

filled with luxurient herbage, conceal noxious animals. In the

most jxci'llent stones, flaws lie co-ice.iled ; the Sovereign of a

stale iiiuit bear the foul slam (<..( uut relieving an oppressed
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neighbour, when it is imprudent to attempt it ) This is

agreeable to heavenly priiui| le. (Tso-chuen.) ^f

Those who are Sovereigns ofnations, and ean understand this

principle,
will see, that there are times when they must bear

with the occasion of some foul reproach. (Tso-chnen Choo.)

Piih ch'hny inaou urh ken scaou tsze ; piih sekow urh chii nan

che, Do not blow aside the hair to search for a trifling scar ; do

not wash away the scurf and search for what is hard to be

known. Be satisfied with general excellence. (Han-fei-tsze.)

n $s i *fc$ ij *ffi
Kwa mins- w k w; iew-ie

wei te, The name of the country is Woo-kow, ' no impurity;' the

land ofthat region is crystal. (Hwa-yen-king). Lew-Ie, is not

strictly crystal, but a certain transparent substance; it is not

applied t<> glass. $# 1 Kae-kow, False distorted phraseology.

Ta

guy; yew kung ta kiih; wei tsze leangjin ; tsy wei shih kuh;

wei pe pub. shun; ching e chung kow, Gales of wind have a

path; they rush forth from the space in great vallies ; when

good men arc employed they excite the people to virtue : when

the opposers of virtue are employed, their actions in secret are

filthy, and the people learn from them, (She-king with the

Commentary).

YUEN.

A wall of a lower class. The name of a star; the name of

an ancient city; the name of a stone. A surname. Also read

Hwan. To rhyme, read Yen.
j |E| jtlf

p^ jj|'
Tse.-mg, pei yu6 yuen ; kaou yue yuug, A wall when

low, is called Yuen ; when high, it is called Yung. /f _^

*P |

N
_~"". JB ^ Yew shang, chung, hea, snn yuen sing,

There are the superior, middle, and inferior, three Yuen stars.

J S-tfiAfiFf ftjIREJ lUI tl & Yuen,

hwanyay; jin so e tsoo, e wei han wei yay, Yuen is, To

rcfcue or save, that on which people depend as an impediment

intended for their rescue and defence. (Ching-Uze-t'hung.)

'When the state |9|K Ching, sent ^?- fi Tsze-ch'han, on an

Embassy to -rj* Tsin, The Prince of Tsin, bein in mourning,

did not go out to receive him. !. ItZr /iti ^tt ffW 1"}"J Jtfc I7 JltL -5JJ -*^f

v!\\ 'jf [
Tsze-ch'han she tsin hwae k'he kwan che yuen, Tsze

I'h han sent people who laid in ruins the wall of the (Prince's)

residence, and afterwards led his horses and carriages in

at the breach. This spirited conducted extorted an apology

and better treatment. (Tso-cliuen.) /^-
/fc fe I xso

yew ylli yuen, Left and right arm pit wall*; the walls on

each side at the gate of a public court. Used metaphorically

for the Assistants of the Sovereign. (T'hang-shoo ) SJM

ffi jjjf; X^
Yu yuen urh pe che, Passed or leaped over the

wall and avoided him ; said of a person who was solicited to

accept of office. (MSng-tsze.) jfi Hp ^ fcl fi ^
-^ lii} ~f" I

Keun-tszewoo eyew yen, urh shiihyu yuen,
' The good man does not easily allow himself to talk; there is

an ear attached to the wall' in order to listen.
(She-king.)

T'HEE. S. C.

High land. Read Tih, or Ch'hih, An ant's hill.

Tae -shan che ju kew fhe, ho hae

cheyu hinglaou luy jay ; shingjin cheyu rain, yIh luy yay, As

the mountain Tae-shan is of the same species as other moun-

tains; and rivers and seas may be classed with the stream

which runs along the path ;

'

so the Holy Sages are of the lame

species as common people, but vastly different from them

(Mang-tsze.)

3%^ . ( |lj
Wo tse tng shan,

^ Taou taou p"h kwei ;

^Wolaetszetung.

Ling yu k'he mung,

Kwan min
j'
u leTh>

^ nan

i| 11^ J
1

fei ^-fi ~P

I went to the eastern hill,

Long, long did I remain without returning ;

I came again from tlis east,

Whilst the falling rains drenched the earth.
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The bird Kwan chirped on the ant hill,

And the wife was sighing at home.

(She-king.)

The bird rejoicing tlint the rain induced the ants to come

forth ; and the wife sighing for the hardships of the soldier.

MtSB ] ffl t E chang,

wei che ch'he, ylh wei clie clie, tsung che, e e che wci urh nang

wei cb.8, yung k'he che, yay, An ant's arena (er hill) is calkd

Ch'he. and it is also called Chg. The character is derived from

~5r, Che, The extreme degree; inconsequence of an insect so

small as an ant being able to make a hill by employing it*

utmost efforts. ^1

Same as Gae, see Rad. ^ Tsaou.

The name of a plant of which pills are made.

HEE. A bank or dike raised to keep off waterT>~^^.

A piece ofground laid out to plant the grain called
T-jTj

Taou.

K'HUNG. A rock in the midst of water.

An ancient form of^ Fung.

The same as ^J Tsth, or Chth.

J\ '

Ancient form of ^ Tso, To sit.

OL. I. 4 *

SEVEN STROKES.

NEE. To stop or fill up ; to put down.

j3g SING. Black, hard earth or mould.

HEEN.

Mud ; mire ; a large bank or dike.

HWAN.

S. C.

S. C.

The name of a measure or weight. To rub lacker after

it U dry in order to make it plain. To apply a kind

of lacker ; which one expresses by ;2SH T&- Poo-hwan.

LEW. To plough up the ground.

To plough within the dikes which separate the fields.

PEL A surname.

JLJrlR A" ancient form of j^ Gaou.

^TU PANG. what they denominate^ |j|
T'hoo

tsing, A monster; an elf; a creature haTirg hands like a

child, but without fingers. One says, that when eaten, it im.

parts great slrer.gth.

Dust. One says, The appearance of duit riling.
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FOO. The suburbs of a town or city.

A hill on the top of which there is water ; Foe denotes to escape,

in allusion to the water escaping and runing down the hill.

Read Fow, or Pow, Great ; abundant. ^ t\\ ^ f^jr -^

J$ ^r ~y &
IJJ, Tsing, seaou che wei yay ; fow, ta che

yin yay, TsJng, is the minute of the small; Fow, is the vast of

the great. (Chwang-tse.)

An ancient form of 5P Yaou.7PL

PA. A bank raised against the stream, to fend it

ofi; or regulate its course.
-Jff tjij|

Pa-t'how, A kind of land-

ing place. |j ] 2J| Chub pa t'how, To raise a bank.

Same as ^ Yih, see above.

ei >ih yu se

beang hea, The officers called Teen-Jin, made a furnace below

the western wall.

YIN. siirae; mire, mud. Yin

ne tsze, The slime of mud; viscons mire.
JJjj }fe1-7H /

Kow ymg yu6 yin, Dust coagulated by moisture is called

Yin - ^C fy jfn^^ '$g 1
Shwuy 10 urh t'hoo chS

wei yin, Water falling and forming mire, constitutes Yin.

HAN. A small dike or bank.

MEI. Dust. The name of a Place. Pashire,

by^ jjL
Muh chang, An arena of Shepherds.

i is erroneously written for Ah Miih, A shepherd.

The vulgar formof^Ch'huy, see above.

. To invert cups on the top of a kind of

earthen stand, used in ancient limes.

J.O*
,

jU/^V TSIN. Earth, or a mound of earth. The

vulgar form of . Tsin, A small but high hill.

KANG. A pit, or hole in the ground ; used by

the dynasties jfc Tsin, and 3^ Tsin, for Kang.

YAE, or Gae.

Dust, /t Ife fffl if y/J? g Q J Fan fU nS

k'he urh yang sha keae yug gae, All sand (or minute particles)

raised and spread by the wind, is expressed by Gae. To rhyme,

read E.
fj } % fy $ ^^ ^ Keun gae we

paou, kan kwei shoo sh un,
'
I have not made the least particle

of return for favors done me ; I am affected with the deepest

shame.
1 This language is frequent in the mouths of Chinese

statesmen when addressing the Sovereign. ffi|
1 Chin-gae,

Dust or sandy particles carried into the air.

PUNG, or Fung.

The appearance of dust rising. Same as ^K F&ng.

FANG. The same as
Ktj Fang, To impede;

an impediment. An a;:cient form of &Te, The earth.

LUNG.

To dig a cave; to work a hole in the ground or in a wall.

K'tlO. Hills; numerous and large rocks

abounding ; poor bad land ; uneven irregular ground. It is also

expressed by K'haou k'ha. 1 The
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region of Yen (the province of Chih-le and northward) is poor

barren land. Read Kefl, A pris >n ; the propriety of this

sense is doubted.

Toe* Same as Ifc Seun, or Tsenn, Lofty, dangerous.

KEA . The bank or the land by tlie side of water.

An ancient foim of Jffl To, Earth.

Fei jaou che te, Fat rich earth.

MAE. \& R.

To inter: tabury; to put any thing into the ground 5 to

secret; to conceal ; to harbour; to lay up. The Canton people

qse it for annexing to ; connecting with ; which is expressed

elsewhere by Jj|J
Le'en, or

yj^J jt|i Seang-leen. j^ ~&fc.
Mae

tsang, To inter; to bury. ^ ^ ^P 1^ H )

Tsang

puhjoo le yu.6 mae, To inter differently from the prescribed

ceremonies is expressed by Mae.
3Jr

Afc ^ tjO\ Vfe y
jjjn fjw

^a *s" P"'1 c^e *"'' yu^ mae ' 'low raae

naou.'To affect not to know (and not to interfere, whatever may

occjr) is vulgarly called Burying the head, and burying the

brains.' It is understood in a good sense. The extreme is

expressed by JH ~ff -p>- I1L Wei show, wei wei, Afraid of the

head and afraid of the tail, without courage to advance or re-

tire. I y~ff
Mae mo, To conceal, to hide. 1 >1& &* &t

i is*.
\ <x y-3- T-1

Mac mii sing ming, To conceal one's name and surname.

|jj|;
Mae ts'hang, To horde or lay up in secret. jMf

Show mae, To lay up ; to put away, i& I Yen mae, To

cover over; to- close, or shut. 4*J^ M.ie yuen, To
I >li>>

harbour resentful feelings. ^. ^ j -^J(
KO ch'lioo mae

fiih, To lie in ambush in various places. jl(:
Mae tuy.

To heap up. jp^ |

Mae ma'.-, To buy and lay up I ill

wanted. The Canton people say, /gj j
Seang mae, To

think on all the particulars with one's self, so as to be ready pre-

pared. To rhyme, read Le.

^ fffl Pf-

ill

f^

t
^ il A.

^T A^ '

Ch'hoo-ling-wang (B. C. 650), when performing

divination, said, I desire to obtain possession ofthe Empire. The

result ofthe divination was unlucky. He threw the tortoise

shell to the ground (and in anger) cursed Heaven, saying, Tht

empire is but a very petty thing; and if you will not give it

tome, I must take it myself. The people were greviou sly

offended at the king's insatiable ambition, and forthwith

followed the leaders of rebellion, with the same pleasure that

a man returns to his home. Ch'hoo-kung-wang, had five

beloved sons, and bad nothing whereby to determine which

to appoint to the throne. He prayed, and requested the Gods

to select one of the five tu be Lord of the Land and of the Grain,

and then held up the signet, and exhibited it to t 1 e view ofthe

assembled Gods, saying, Let him who kneels on the signet when

he worships, be the person whom the Gods appoint ; and who

will dare to oppose him! He then secretly buried the signet

in the large hall of the temple; ordered bis five sons to fast.

and afterwards led in the eldest to worship.' The others fol-

lowed in succession, and all missed it, but the youngest, who

was a child carried in and caused to kneel upon it. (To-chuen.)

LANG.

4Lang, or^| Fan-lang, A grave. ^ |

Kwang-

lang, Waste; wild extensive region. |J| | 3!j

Kwang lang che yay, A wild extensive wilderness.

L1EUEN, orKeuen.

A place for inferior retainers ibont puMic court" to live in.

One says, aprison for wuraen. Another sjys, A pavilion or hed-
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CH'HIXG.

The wall of a town ; a walled town or city. From
"J

Earth, and Mi Ching, Formed ; perfected ; implying that

$L ^ Rj TX "Hi
Yh chin"P ilh k'ho hwuy ya), When once

formed it cannot be laid in ruins. ^ S ~*f ^fiiH {]/,

KwC jih die fho juen yav, The walls of the towns which

compose the cities of a state 01 nation.
ffo P Xj'l* \

^P Nuy jufi eh'hingt wae yuS k3, Withinside is called Ch'hing;

without side is called Kr> : the city and the suburbs. Q
~j&

r
?if ^ i M & PJ> /j5

Yh J Hwang-te chc lelh,

ching jih e kcu. One s
<ys, that Hwang-te (B. C. 2700) bejan to

erect cities in which to live. -3r- -& H <S I T been-

tsre yuJS tsuiig-eh'hing, The dwelling of the Son of Heaven is

called Tsung-ching; the most honorable city.

Hwang ching, The imperial city ; denotes that space which is

enclosed within the city of Peking, around the Imperial palace.

1 Sang ch'hing, The metropolis of a province. llJT ^
ijjf | Kwang-tung sang ch'hing, The city of Canton.

A Ch'hiugjin, The battlements on the wall of a city. ^g
53 !=j A Yuen wang keen ch'hing jin, Saw the battle-

ments of the city at a distance. I ^ Ch'hing kan, or

^pCh'hins ke,Thefootofthewallofacity. | .^C
che, The ditch or moat which surrounds the wall of a city.

1 t

ll
i ^cA $i 7t Ml fa ch>hins mun shih h0 ' ?ang

kelh cbe yu, Wheu a fire breaks out at the gate of a city ; the

calamity extends to the fish in the moat. This saying is used

to rxpress persons not at all concerned being involved.
5^

^^ _
tt

JEII iQ iT Tsae ch'hing low shang, kan ma

seani; ta, Remain in the lofty rooms over the gate ofa city and

look at the horses fi^ht
;

ng together; expresses looking with

indifference ai.d contempt at the contests of other people.'

3-P 7t Ch'hing k5 wan koo. The city and suburbs

perfectly strong. ?jv ^g- |jV" [ Chniigche ch'hing ching.

The wi!l of many forms acily; expresses the difficulty with

whiih the united determination of many persons is opposed.

~
j|i J- I Ts been le ch'hang ch'hing, The city wall a

thousand le in length ; is the famous Chinese Great wall.

KM 2p tt\ OJ jjFj Jt/J Che-hwang-te so wei, sze sze keae

gfl ; tan chiih ch'hang ch'hing e been hwa e k'ho wei kung,

Che-hwang-te's (B. C. ?00) conduct was in every thing vicious

and bad; but liis building the long wall to form a barrier

between Chinese and Foreigners may be denominated a me-

ritorious act.

The following quotation from the She-king, refers to the king

[fcpj -f- Yew-wang's queen, who lived, (B. C. 760 years.)

jjU ig/.
ChC foo ching ch'hing,

(
Che foo king ch'hing.

Wei kaou> wei che '

.
Foo yew ch'hang shg,

' Weilechekeae '

^. Lwanfei keangtsze t'heen,

A.
^c ' 'ieaou f

She wei foo sze.

Talents and knowledge in man builds up a city or state;

(Masculine) talents and knowledge in women throws the

city In ruins.

A beautiful and clever woman (should be regarded)

As the hoarse and hateful bird Kaou-she.

Women with long tongues,

Are stepping stones to misery.

State commotions come not from heaven,

They are boru by, and come forth from, woman,

The tongues which do i.o good, either in teaching or instructing

Are especially those of women and eunuchs.

'Hie Queen J^ j^ IV.ou-sze is particularly alluded to. (Mie-klng-choo.) The two first lines have become proverbial s

a wise liuslui.d Luilii., up acily, a wise- vil, :i.ros it in rniis. They explain it I-y rijiig. that a simple and unaffected attention to

doin, slit diu us, consliti.Us th.- \ i. tui . I vtman. This does not require great Ulu.U. W heu she Ups out of her sphere and

meddle* with the afiuirs of cities or sUlcs, ,,e invariably docs mischief.
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Ch'han thing, A growing city, is a phrase applied

to those princes ofancient times, who by assumption aggrandized

the limits assigned them by the Emperor. The expression

Hull's to a child's gradually increasing in size. y^

Ho chirg,
' Fire city,' denotes a vast collection of lights. @~

ch'hing tsae Kwau-lun shan shang; T'heeu Te che keu yay,

TsSng-ching (the city of elevated flights or stories) is on the

top of ihe Kwau-luii mountains, where is the residence of

Heaven's Sovereign. (Ching-tsze-t'hung.) jjj
I Sze-ching,

A certain officer.
TQ7 I Chi h ch'hing, and ijr I Chih-

ch'hing, A certain mountain. _Si
4i|j

tl k.
| ]yioo.

te yue Kt-a-ch'hing,
' The place of a tomb is called Kea-ch'hing,'

a happy city. jfo^ ^^ | \echaoutihkeachhing

You have (I hear) discovered a happy city. Is said to persons

by w.ny of compliment, after they have fixed on a burial place

for a parent. The expression aros<-. from an inscription on a

stone coffin found
accidentally in the time of Han (B C. 189).

The inscription was prophef'C; it mentioned the name of the

person, J ^ j Hea-howy ing, who was then to be interred

in il, and for whom, by the inscription, it professed to have

been prepaid and hid from the Iirht of the sun, two Ihous.nd

years. The horses which dn w his hearse, when they came to

the spot where it was hid, ^.pp-d, kneeled down, and made a

mournful cry. On diggirg, they found the ^f^ Shlh-ku,

Stone coffin, and in it interred Hea-how-ying.

A surname. To rhyme, re;,d Chang, fa
[ Hwa-ch'hing,

^
To choo fjnj;

peen; yn hcen taou chu:,g, hw* , s0 ch hing, Ho having done

many acts of kindness and benevolence ; in the midst of a dan-

gerous road, he miraculously, and at oiicc formed a
city.

j[Ching-tsze-fhung.)

The same as ^ Tso, sec above.

YEN-

Converted to a
city. Occi:rs in the books of Buddah.

Iff % $ -f

A J.ui.l or

vot. i.

the path to a Chinese grave. Read Sh-n, Water ai,d i-arlh

blended. To rhyme, read Thart. To aieeud ; an octagon. (Tszc-

hwuy.) /V^ jfe . A (^ l
' h >e"' te clie Pa f e '

' The

ei^lt yen are the eight limits of the earth.' the whole world.

TSIN. The name of a place

LEUE. T
S. C.

A low dike or wall to fence in a field, a road, or a path, and

to separate them from others. To mark or draw the limits of a

field or road; water contained by a natural indentation on the

lop of a hill. Toclass, rank, or sort with. ^ Jjjl
Ma leug,

A path, or other place, fenced in by a low wall for horses.

."E'J 'J3 Fung taou yug leuS, A shut up, or sealed road

is called Leug.
)1| J- ^ -^ ]

Shan shang yew shwuy

leuS, On the top of the hill is water surround.-d by rising

ground. ft ^ ] ^ J|^ Yew keae ,eug> s|]wi
.

T
hwan jaou che, There is a dike as a boundary, and the water

flows round it.

j^ ft ^ rjQ
J

Yrh yuen f|m

wei sze leu, One spring dividing and forming four branches.

A f ^ }
Kew ?y che hi"g leu, The figure and

divisions of the nine regions (or the world)-may l-e known
without

stirring abroad. (Hnae-nan-tsze.) ^7 frtl ?- r^
KJ HH _.u i in 4* OV\|PJ J ^
*#; 39* <- A ffl -^p- I

Shuh-heang-, Tsze-ch'han, Yen-

y ing, Che-tsae seang tang leuc, The tale.it, of Shuh-heang, Tsze-

chang.and Yn-ying. were of the same class. Vulgarly and

erroneously written j. Leue".

4o

The
original form of$ Yin, see above.

as^ Tseun, see Rad. ^ Shan.

he sar e as
e, see above.

LAN. A surname.
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The sime ai $5 CM, Great lalenti and knowledge.

|fe

The same as Sha, Sand.

TUY. A wall falling.

"j^| f^ PANG The mouth of a grave or cavern.

***T

Ancient form of jfP Gaou.

EIGHT STROKES.

An ancient form of Jtf
1

Yay.

A wilderness or uncultivated tract of country. A surname.

IHl ^f* >^ J^ KwB wae wei yy, Beyond the limits of the

state is called Yay. ^ Yay-jin, A clown ; a rustic.

]& Yay ke, A pheasant. 3/K Kaou-yay, The
| '7*~if rV I

country at a distance from a town.

FEI. Dust

TEEN. To put down ; to place or pay. Other-

wise written |g Tfcn. Read Ne'S, To benefit; advantageous ;

to bring down or involve.

The same as $| Te, A bank or dike.

YIH.

A limit; a boundary ; a state; a nation; a region; the world;

the universe. }?t Mun yih, The threshold of a door.
^^ i i

rryc

3^ J)pJ p^ Moo been yug yih, The limit or ridg

around a grave is called YTh. J|L
|
>&

~jj
E yih, shoo

fang, Different regions and divers states. BE" I Se yih,
r \ '

The western regions; central Asia is so denominated by th

Chinese and Manchow Tartars. ^ I Tsze jib, To limit

one's self. ^ 1 G M Tsze 1 th k 'he kten> To limit

one's self by one's own views; to be narrow minded, bigoted, and

self-sufficient. jg$ $ ft |J $ ]

Yew yew shing she, kung tse jin how die yih, To ramble with

delight in an abundant age; to ascend together the region c.f

benevolence and long life. j^ |
K'heu yih, To dirid;

or draw limits to; to separate. it? -^ ^C> [fl i<& H.
^ _-. ^ .^

/ 1 f9-*c /r*t K\V

M ^t.^ I m P9 W Pan? ke ts
'

h 'en le- wei min so

che ; shao-j yih |>e sze hae,
' A thousand le around the royal

domain is the place where the people dwell; but the limits

(of the empire) extend to the four seas;
1

includes all the world.

(She-king.) ^L 'jf| ^1 ^fj ]

Kew chow die te yih,

The limits of the nine regions expresses in ancient phraseology

the whole world. ^ |^ J | tfj
Yu nuy yug yth

chung, Yu-nuy (in the world; in the universe) is also ex-

pressed by Yih-chung. #[v (^ Q |g j
Wae kwi3 yu,

tseu yih, 'Foreign countries are called Tseug-ylh,' regions cut

off-
|5^- I

Chin yih, A limit or boundary; as in fields or

land. jg j
Moo yih, The boundary or limits of a grave.

The same is expressed by j)^ ] ChaouyTh;^
| Ying

yih;and^^^ |
Yiog moo keae yih. jj jXk

|

Lefh chaou yib, To establish or fix the limits of a tomb. Sha-

muh says, the original form is this which ShwB-wan defines

tsung k'how, tsung ko, e show yih ; yih, te yay, A state or

country, from Mouth and Spear defending onej one denotes

territory. jl HwS, is the vulgar reading, and the word i*

employed to express Doubt or uncertainty.

CH'HUH, or Yuh.

A path trodden by cows or horses.

PEJ, or FOVY. Tht bank of a river; a bar-
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hour for merchant ships; a mart where trading people collect

and transact their mercantile concerns; it is also commonly

called ip j Fow-fhow.
$j ^ J^ ^ | ||

Fiih-than she ta fow t'how, A great mart for goods is Fiih-

han, in the neighbourhood of Canton. Aft M- ~y fjfr

|

Ch'huen heg che o yug fow, A place where ships rest

(or anchor) is called Fow.
] f| $| f|| jgj $|

y/ H/T ''"^ ' un^ k w"'1 tselh fan shang pS che so, Fow, is

a place where goods are accumulated, and where traders settle

for awhile. Sfej
j

Yen-fow, A salt merchant's place oftm J

rendezvous for salt.
#fj- j

Sin-fow, The new mart, is

applied by the Chinese to Penang, as its name.

The same as yft Yu, Mire, mud.

Expressed also by^ Jjjx
Chuh-ne, Thick mire.

Yu-slih, To stop up with mire.

H EA. The name bf a place.

YU. A small bank; a low wall.5
A collection or assemblage in a heath or common. Also written

;ll| Woo. Same ai J3| GS.

KEUEN. The earth of a grave; a winding

or crooked limit; a circular wall; which is also expressed by

Ig Jg Keuen-yuen; and tt
jj| Keug-tseang.

The same as l T'he'en.^^
*

I
^ Earth not adhesive; loose earth.

Read Siih, Earth loosened and fallen apart.

PE, or Pei. i-W s. C.

To be attached to; to deTohe upon ; thick; abundant.

A low wall: alow damp place; marshy land.

o, ching tze

yiih pei ylh wo, On the king's business was I sent ; and the

affairs of government entirely devolved on me. /TT

Chun pei, A bamboo fence or wall. \al Pei jhth, Damp
I /ml

marshy low land. TjV *^ %\ t? Sung pi h puh sang

pei, Firs will not grow in low marshy land. fP ??
jn*/

HH ^ ^ ^en
'''

h mow wei 'le Pe '' * hundred Mow of

land, is called Pei. Head Pe, A certain part ofthe battlements

of a city wall, called
-tjr i}jf Neu-tseang, The woman'* wall.

TS'HING. Compact adhesive earth.

YUEN. The same as ^ Wan.

A vessel to contain rice. Al. icrib. ^ Wan, and ^p Wan

fc

A bank to confine water. By some deemed erroneous.

A dike or bank; a high place in a

field. A ditch ; to fall or sink into.

if
The north gate of the principal city of the itate& Loo.

(B. C. 1105.)

SANG. To form ; to controul ; to manage.

^^^ K'HTTXT/"1

|.
U1XU. A care; a carern; a receptacle,

CH'HUNG.

Ch'hung-yung, Disquieted, disturbed appearance-

TUNG.

Shang-lunj, The name of a place.
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PE. The same as >JR. Pe, see above.

TA. The sound of some'.hing falling \ earth

heaped up, ta appear* when a wall, or other building falls into

ruins.

I

'

. A kind of lock or bar on a river. A

rapid cau ed by water straitened in its course. There is a kind

ofwiudlass on the bank of the river to draw boats or other

vess Is up the lock or rapid. Sometimes
ppj ^i jj^jj jjiji[

jji|j] Leang gan shoo cliueii chuh, On each bank is erected a

turning wheel or wii.dlass.
rjfc \il 4^-

$|jS M\ ^ ^
p^j ^j

-it- J& llwo e new jaou chuh, wan clie, yin ming

ne t hae, Sometimes the wheel is turned by kine to draw the

vessel ; and hence it is named Ncw-thae, A cow-windlass or

lock. One is situated on the left bank of the Hwae-ho, which

runs into the YJlow River from the southward, to draw up

vessels which cross the Yellow Uiver in the course of their

journey from the north.
J\^ [ ^ ^ ffi

Fan

t'hae ching shwuy che so, Wherever there is a T hae, it is a

place for exacting duties.
| 1$f T'hae-kTh, A table or

list of the duties to be levied at those places. !& j^ \

Hwae jen t hue, The lucks or windlasses on the river Hwae,

T'hae is also the name of a place, from its resemblance to what

has been described.

r
'

T'l iAN. Lan-t'han, A long level space

of ground. A kind of earthen vessel. Vulgarly wriltenjpT'han.

jtfjf*
YEN.

To cover any thing with earth. A pit formed.

TS'HAE.
ft ft p # Ts'hae te ,,

tthae, T'hae-tc(or laud granted to officers of gorerument) is

called Ts hae. &&jfi%fc7fj ] ^1 Ko. ch.y

Kiug-ta-foo yew ts'hae-te, Ii ancie.it time* the officers call 'i

King-ta-foo had land -ranted them. ^E |l ^ Q ^
Sze tsang che ying ming, It was employed as :\ placs of inler-

. t _L1 *.M

ment for them when dead, and hence its name. ^ pj/ ^
I (hung, hwo wci che ts'hue, A grave is bj sume called

Tshae.

CHANG. The vulgar form ofM Chang.

An area dedicated to oflFering sacrifice lo the gods. One says,

It denotes ground not ploughed or broken up. Another says,

To level or dress land which has born grain. Sand accu-

mulated into a kind of hillock.

Vapour or effluvia issuing from the earth. One says, To begin.

FUNG. The appearance of dust rising.

Same as K'han. K'han tsing

che wa, A species of frog, said to be found in welts.

cute.

Clayey, adhesire earth. W..rk in clnj is called M
T'hwan-cMh. To poke or feel one's way ns a bl'u.d man, i*

called || |

Chlh chlh. J| ] ^ ^ '^i ft j|q

P i^-
Chlh chlh sS t'hoo, ming hing urh e. Feeling one's way

by poking in the mud is not better than walking in the dark.

1

-f Mang jin e ching ch'ih cliTh urh kew taou, snj

yung p"ih jTh noo e yay hing, A blird man poking in the

ground with a staff, and Irving to fi d his way, although it be

in day-light, it is not different from ualking in Hie dark. (Vang-

lsze
'> M i 3$ ] ift ^L ,/jt j'jff '(4

Keuli t lu.o

chih chlh fun, tsaou uiiih tsveu paou, That earth was caruatioa
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colored clayey and fertile, herbs and trees were gradually ac-

commodated lo it Sjn. with gj; Chih.

TO. Stiff mould or earth.

KWAE. Great; large.

E. Fronffl Ke'e, To seize. Abbreviated thus

To plant; to grasp with the hand and plant.

Tsae-e, The arts which result from human talent. yV

Liih-e, The six arts. See under ;[ E. Read She, in the sense

of^& She, Strength; authority; power, 'hn fa ~jF A -}A

ifiw 'R ^fcE /rJ 2X "' ^ew P"'1 vew y u 'e chay, tsae

she chay k'heu, If there be conduct which does not proceed from

a regard to propriety, put away those in authority. %

J[ j|f- -ft/, -JJJ,
Tsae-she keu tsun wei yay, Tsae-she denotes

being in a place of honor. (Le-king.) -Uh I

^JfU ^|] Te-

she pi-en le, A country by nature affording facilities to defend ;

as was the case with the territory ofTsin, who first reduced all

the nations of China under one Monarchy- It is said, =& J4|J

It IH g A J 't II ^ IT iR A iii
Tsin le hiien koo, urh wan jin tsiih tang Choo-how pih w.ui jin

yay, The territory of Tsin was dangerous to enemies, and

secure tor its own inhabitants; twenty thousand men were

sufficient to oppose successfully a million of men brought by

the Princes of other states.

CHIH.

To take with the hand, to grasp, to lay hold of; to stop or

fill up ; to pursue and apprehend; to persecute. A surname.

Syn. with ^t Chih, To fear. Otherwise written *fe Chih,

also written
|ft

Chih. ^ ^ fpjj ft CMll shovv t
-

hing, To take by the h.md- and walk
together.

] ^
Chih-sh,,w, To seize and hold fast.

;||Jj |

poo .cluh, To

apprehend, as by the officers of the police. ffl 1 Koo-

chih, To be obstinate and inflexible.
|

,

' ^ jfjj

Chih jTh pi:h t'hiing, To seize hold of one \ icw of a su! j. U

VOL. i. 4 P

or sentiment, and be impervious to the reasons assigned for

any change. /jfe g, M. T ho chib ke kiie"' A uselcs*

and absurd adherence to one's own perception of any

opinion or circumstance. ji]
Chih gaou, Obstinate

and perverse; a pertinacious wrangling manner. yz

-i'tl f'^
Ch ' h ^ sea"s 8ninS' To grasP tne law and mea8ure

with a line ; a pertinacious adherence to rule.
f \j^

ifcj
9 Chth che e seang keen, To take presents in one' hand

when going to see a person. ^ ^ ^ Q ^^
Foo che yew, yue

1

chih-yew,
' A father's friend ii called Chih-

yew,' a friend who has been taken by the hand. ^
Foo-chih, A father's friend : It is taught that he should be held

in great reverence. ^ ] $&$$
Keen foo cMh, joo keen foo ylh yang, To see a (departed)

- .-

father's friend, is the same as seeing one's father.

2 1 #a^i;3|'**'

,.
Keen foo che chih, puh wei che tsin, pub kan tsin ; puh wei

che tuy, pbh kan tuy ; puh wan puh kan tuy, tsze heaou tsze

cliehing yay, On seeing a father's friend, unless he tell you to-

advance, you must not advance; unless he tell you to retire,

you must not retire; unless he ask a question, you must

not reply to him ; this is the behaviour of a dutiful son.

\n\iA ^ Foo che chih, foo fhung che che yew yay ; king

che fhung yu foo, A father's grasp, is a father's friend of the

same mind as himself; and who must be respected the same

as a father. (Le-king-. hoo.) ^ ^

ke shwo piih tsae tsze, wo heo-s&ng tsang kan chih yen tsae

tsze, Asyou, venerable teacher affirm that he is not here, how

Ayl\^>
it iio #.%!' li|

:-.*"! n
ill Jin sin wei wei ; taou sin wei wei ; wei tsing wei yTh ; yun

chih keug chung, The heart of man is dangerous (and selfish) ;

the heart (or principles) of reason are minute (and refined,)

they must be analyzed with the utmost care and singleness of

intention ; and an honest grasp be taken of the true medium.

(Shoo-king.) The sixteen words which" compose the above

sentence in the original, are said to have been inculcated by

|=|
Yaou, (B. C. 2250), on his successor ^ Shun, and by
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himd. livereil to S Yu, The remover nf tfio waters of tl.e

^=| Sze-yihyut! Is'hing tsung so wan, woo Tsze tsze chiiKjen,

Sz -yih (a Music master in the state Loo, B. C. 1COO), said (to

-y [ Tsze-kung, who enquired of him what music he ought

to adopt) 1 beg to recite that which I have heard, and iry

(friend) Tsze, may select for himself. (Le-king.) j|ff j^J IjH

I 31 [^ xL P Ylicn e kl;en ch ' h Uan l
'

h 'h che k
'

how ' '

wish to top liis repro- chful mouth. (Tso-chuen.) IS" ~/? Pi

#,wM&Mn&&&.m> r
Kcunchechin pith mei n yu lsuy,tsih tseangs7ecliooshe ch:ou,

urh Ise tie'S chih, If his Majesty's servant (my husband) were

guilty ofa cnme, then it would have been right to execute him,

either in the market place or in the palace, aud also t appre-

hend his wife and concuhires.
j|3

Cbih S7C, To gra p an

affair ; to lie a manager of affairs great or small. H
-tfj

^1- ;" Tseeu yay, chih sze chay, Tiie ignoble or meaner, are

those who manage the affairs. /fat fill P^ O 3. -ft.
f/\o <jUL> \"\ "

i A7SJ

7^ -^- Taou-ying wan yufi, Shun wci Theen-tsze,
'

Taou-ying

(the pupil of Mang-tsze) put this question, f-hun was the son

of Heaven, had his father
%* || $ A IJJ #P $

Koo-saoti sha jin, ts'ihjoo che ho, Koo-saou killed a man,

what should have been done ?
jg^ ~f

~

fE) ^ |(TJ ^
^ Mang-tsze yu6, chTh che urh ee, MSng-tsze replied, take

and punish him according to law. (Mang-tsze.)

YIH. A dike which separates fields from each

otl.er ; a boundary, a limit ; the border or frontier. -^ 53

3 t S]\ ^ El %) Ta keaeyug keang ; seaou keae yue

ylh, A large or extensive boundary is called Keang; a small

one is culled Yih.

f | ll Kenng ,11., ylh ylh,

uj ^ Shoo IseTh ylh y'.h,

The fields ailjusled in the nicest order;

The various species of grain in luxuriant plenty.

(She-kirg.)

AM -p jjW |

fMh yu keing y^h, Planted upon the neper-

ating dike, and so forming a lied^e. ^K ^ ^g. ^' ^V
2w I fhing jin roo keun che krang-y'ih. The penple of the

itatc Ching, wer enraged aK !uil the frontier of Ilis Majesty,

(the sovereign of Tsi ). Tso-chuen. Yih, is lo be dis-

tinguished from )j Ch'hang.

To add earth to ; to add mould or manure to the roots 1.1

planti) To assist; to benefit; to nourish ; to slop up with earth,

as a channel for water. Read Pow.
jj|] I'ow-low, A

small rising ground or hillock. =H ^ ^^ -J^ ffl

flj Ijl !]
Shwo-an, pei-tun, t'hoo, leen, shai,, chuen yay,

5liwi5-wan says, Pei-lun denote', rarlh, fields, hills and rivers.

tffrit^ ^g -

T'hSen che sang wi.h p ih j,,, k'he

tsae urh tiih yen, koo t^ae chay pei che, king chay fuh che.

Heaven in respect to the things which it causes to grow,

must deal with them according to th ir properties; those that

remain planted, nourish them : these that fall to the ground,

destroy them. (Chung-yung.) This is applied to the great

progenitor
|&j*

Shun; his prosperity all arose from his own

virtues. The Commentator exclaims, "S ^r /J3 ^ ~f~

K HH&# toZ i MM- K he i '-" >- j-

k he keen tsae! ke^e wiih che tsze tseu urh, How can it be

thought that Heaven has any will in the occurrence ! all thnt

occurs is what creatures take to themselves. ;j|

t |=r

^ $H $ fffl I ^ Yew $rinS e chay' I
)iie" tsu "S

urh pei yang che, That which has a disposition to grow, it is

accorded with, supplied with earth and nourished. The same

phraseology is applied to the human body ; thus,

y;mg ke jih, peeii tseen tseen haou leaou. Further, add an in-

creased degree of nourishment and care for a few d iys, and

then you will gr 'dually get better.
j /Mj j^ ^ Pei poo

yucn k'he. To strengthen the constitution. j [QJ

^^ -jl
Pei yucn, ko pun wan, Pills to strengthen and con-

firm the original constitution. r3t
Xpj" 3^ Luy ho

tsnc pei, 'Often have I had occasion to be thankful for j(,i:r

plai tin-; and ndding mould;' i. e. for your liberal and e*sent...l

ass'slnnce. This expres-ion occurs often in letters. /-p yj^

1H. (? \fo 1 /fjif
^n szc keu wallR ne PCI c ' '"lt ^ h''th r

''
i

life or death, all depend on your assistance. Tei-

fjuiij, A heavy gale of wind. (Chwang-tsze.) One reads it
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Pin 1$) 1 LnV-pH', A small mom-dor hilloU. Occurs

in t! e sense of 7ft Pel. Farthen ware not burnt, lend Few,

A man s name. Occurs as a local word denoting A liuse.

A mound ofeirlh. Read T'ho, A path or walk appropriated

tdarclierv. Read Taj, Earth or iliy raised up so as to form

a mou;,d. Read Kwij.
'

1

Jjjjj
Ktvu-lwau, TIi^ uama of

country, (;lun-lue-king.)

An ancient form of
/g|

Tae, ee Ra.I. 3? Che, 8 sir

An abbreviated form of Tae, immediately preceding

K'HE. The head of a winding bank or shore.

Otherwise written those several ways,

which are pronounced K'he.

SAOU.

ail of

That on which something rest, or depends; the com-ncc-

ment of a wall ; a foundation ; thai on which a family or
;

depends;
a possession;

a patrimony ; the throne; to V
illt

to commence, to found ; side apartments or piazzas. The ^e

of an instrument of music; the name of a hill. Forms pa,f

the name of an instrument of husbandry Read K Ix , .

with^ Ke. Also written^ Ke. ^ j^ ^ j

jfr ZS ll-Tseang wei kung-shlh, seen wei ke-che, Going

build a place,
must first lay a foundation. (L ih shoo.) jy

Tseang ke. The foundation of a wall. ^ ]
3jk Kewl

che, 'Old foundation ;' the two last words dci.otc the same.

4ljJ ^2 Ke te haou, 'A good foundation ;' and metaphorically, To cjeft or pot away
. to gweep thr.

ground . a bank of d;ke

person of good origin ; or of good conduct heretofore ; a safe made of bamboo reeds and earth blended, such as are used on

person. Ja" 3% ~f~ $f ffi 1

CnaJ kae Uze haou kSn H>e banks of the Yellow River. To rhyme, read Sow. iT

ke,
' Th ; s child has a good root and foundation,' i. e. a strong

\jjk
Ta saou. To sweep; to brush. ^t ^ 1 Wf pun

_ n .-*- i -i^V rj\ i "x < A

constitution. JJfp jfc ^. Tsoo ice, A
Uang, saou te, To light up incense and sweep the ground ;

pntr.mony,
or possession

handed down from ancestors ;' Ke-ne6, fore worshipping. ^ff ^[ ) ^fl
Sze wan saou te, An

denotes also a possession
handed down to post, r'.ty.

Che-ke, The origin; the foundation of.
||j ]

K'hae ke fheeu-tsze, The first Emperor of a Dynasty, successors

are said $1 & ^ ^ Ke te show ching. To continue his

person
and maintain what they have received. ^

Tang ke, To ascend the throne.
j||j |

K'hae ke, and

1 Ph-io" ke. express To commence, to lay the foundation of.

iV I 30 T|9 Chc-kena"le. Having settled here and

the hnd. (She-king.) jfa |
Tse-ke, Certain instruments

of husbandry. (Miingts/.e) ^ ^" |rl ]
Sze fhang tsoo

ke. Wall from the hall to the side piazz is. (She-king.)

ASfe -y &&i \^\ jy* I Fiih-he che yS yufi leih-ke, The

nmsic (or instruments) of Fuh-he (.B. C. 2SOO), was called

Lclh-ke.

1 gentleman sweeping the ground 5' i. e. a man ofre-

rtabilily doing or involving himself in what is disgraceful.

Saou-pa, A broom.
|^ j

Sna saou, To sprinkl*

round and sweep it with water.

V'wa king pith USngyuen kTh saou,

.ing mun kin che wtikcun k'he.

9ower-girt path has not till now been swept onacrount

>f a guest ;

ickcr-madejate is now first opened for the reception

a Prince,

let called

rece
Tuy-tsze, written up on the

CHAN. i( . C.

A mark to be shot at with an arrow. Al.o written^ Chun.
'

a visitor, as a compliment ta him.

Mire ; clay ; miry, clajey.
" Bead Fan, The

"Vn, ai.dM Naou.
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T HANG.

A dig lifted honorable mansion : a palace ; i temple ; a court,

or chamb.T of justice ; a hall, or public room : principal chamber

of a college or school. The person who fills a principal pl::ca

in a palace or court ofjustice. High, dignified, splendid, honor-

able, illusfious. A wide lercl place on a mountain. The

name of a country. .A surname. To rhyme, read T'hung.

jfi 2$^ |
Tsung kc wei t'hang, An eminent and honor-

able foindation constitutes T'hang. _[ ^j j^j J
Ching

tsin ye' t'hang, A middle and principal apartment is called

T'han,'' HJ] I Ming I'aang, A royal or imperial chamber

of au iance. The Chinese represent the ground floor thus :
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'

i
T

heang jnng rhe yu jay. T'hang, denotes an edifice in

the middle place '(not on one side) and towards the light

and day not a retired or secret chamber. 1C -t
jjjfi

^U i^ / r^
Wang cnay chaou choo-how che kung, A

palace whore the king gives audience to the governors or

princes of states. J ^ j g ^ J-j ^ g|

EufcSffiB
fs

ZW xf

audience was in the time of Hwang-te (B. C. 2700) called H8-

kung and also Ming-ting; in the time of Yaou (B. C. 2200) it

was called Keu.shih ; in the time of Shun (B. C. 2150) it was

called Tsung-chang; during the dynasty Hae (B.C. 2000) it

was called She-shih; during the Dynasty Shang (B. C. 17CO) it

was called Chung-uh, and also Yang-kwan, during the Dynasty

Chow (B.C. 11 00) it was called Ming-fhang; Tsin united the

regulations of four dynasties (the three preceding and his own).

The eastern hall he called Yang-kwan; the south, Ming-l'liang;

the centre one Tae-chaou i the western hall TsuHg-chang; the

northern one Yuen-t'hang.
' ^ ^ ] Ming lun fhang,

A hall in the temple of Confucius, where the relations o( social

life are illustrated.
jj j

He5 fhang, A school or college,

the principal chamber is called
j|i| j T'hing-fhang. l-

]
Shang t'hang, To ascend or enter the hall. -Jr

j Tat'haii"-

The great, first or principal hall of justice.
'

] Xan-
fhanz, In open court. J

j
Ching fhang, The principal

officer in a district. fa j

Tso t
.

hang The left ha |, ; an(,

~fa j

Yew fhang, The right hall, express two assistant

officers ; the left-hand-man is the superior, the left side
being

the place of honor.
>jV jfc ^ j

Rwan-foo bo fliang,

The magistrate is in court.
] ^ T -

hang un^ A term ()f

respect used by inferior magistrates to their immediately

superior J ,cal officer. ^ ] ^ g( T'heeu-fhang te-

juh, The palace of heaven, and the prison of earth ,-heaven
and hell. L

jfj?
5C

|
~r"

-j?j- ^t JJJ

fheen fhang; hea yew Soo-chow, Above is the palace of

heaven, and below is (what is nearly as good) the district of

Soo-chovr, in the province ofKeang-nan. 3g
j
K '

h)h

TOL. I.

t'hang, A hall for the reception of visitors.
yjjfc t^

r/ Mwan t'hang jin k'hth, The hall is full of visitors.

;& Mwan t'hang hung, 'The whole hall is red ;' with the

glare of light. /gjS jj yjSj j

Kin yuh mwan t'hang, 'May

gold and gems fill the hall ;' a wish written on a scroll of paper

and hung up at the New year.

j ^T'hang k'hTh, Denotes the female inhabitants of

a house. ^ ffi fa I ^^ Le meen yew t'hang k'hth,

There are females within. fe
/tg

iffi
fjj

I Tsae seang

ching chung-fhang, A minister of state is called Chung-t'hang.

A goveriHir of a Province instead of the Pronoun I, says ^fe.

|jR j
Pun-poo-fhang. Your mother, or your honored mother

i sex pressed by j^ 1 Tsun-fhang, jpj j Kaou-t'haug, and

ft ^ ]
Ling-show-t'hang. f"j A

-

jin puh king Tsze-loo, Tsze yufi, yew yay, shing t'hang e, we

jiihyushih yay, 'The pupils (inconsequence ofwhatConfa-

cius had said) did not respect Tsze-loo. Confucius said, A to

Yew (otherwise called Tsze-loo,) he has ascended the hall (of

knowledge) but not yet entered the inner appartmenti ; h*

should not be despised. ^4-1 y\ ^ P| A.M ^

and enter the inner apartments, is a metaphor representing

the different degrees of progress in stience; and expressing

that Tsze-loo's learning had already attained the limits of what

was correct, great, eminent and splendid; only he had not yet

entered the profound and abstruse recesses of refined discrim-

ination; but he ought not, because of failing in one point, to

be treated slightingly. (Lun-ju.)
|j| jfjj j|

&L

I San ylh urh how shing fhang, 'Makes three bows and then

ascends the hall.' The successful marksman in archery does

so, to those who have missed the mark. They are required

to drink as a forfeit, three cups of wine. ^ ' Yuh fhang,

cr ^ M| 3 I

Kin ma yuh fhang, A golden horse and

a palace of g';ms, is said to be possessed by a person who hai

attained the literary rank called
]|

v
Jd^

fj^; Han-lin-yuen.

'ff 111 )|fr
Ycwtaou > t'hang leen, There is reason and

justice with purity in the palace; expresses a period of good
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and equitable government with purity: in -contradistinction

fora pecuniary corruption. jnf 4fi T'hang heung te<

Sons of uncles by the father's side; cousins generally. ^j$j

^ {j^
TcTh t'hang heung te, First cousins, uncle's son's

by the father's side. As the term Houng-te, Brother, is applied

so generally, those who are *oby the same father are dintiii-

guiihed by the term HQ/^^f) I>ilou heung-te, Brothers of the

same womb; this phraseology is used, although the brother*

were by different mothers. ^ O
jij Tsung t'ha/ng

heung te, Cousin's sons. Cousins by the mother's side being) of

a different surname, are not included in this expression.

Tsang tsze y\i, T'hang-t'hang boo, ch'hang yay, nan yu

ping wei jiu e, Tsang-tsze said, (my pupil) Ch'hang is very

pompous and shewy ; it is difficult to unite with it the virtue

of benevolence. (Xun-yu.) I %

'fj yX $lfiI A xl f ifai T-hang-t'hang, denotes an af-

fluence (porapousness) of external appearance, and expresses

that he made a business of what was external for the exaltation

of himself ; which could not be ofany assistance to his improve-

ment in virtue; nor yet aid the virtues of other men.

yu-choo.) Another Commentator adds,

.

j

(,Lnn-

'f) 'fft

Ch'hang, of external accomplishment had an

excess; but of internal furniture, a deficiency, better have a

deficiency of external accomplishments, and an .overplus of

internal attainments^ then there is a great probability
of being

Virtuous. ^ /|A Q. ] JJJ3 jjjt ~Jj
JIBE^ Nan woo,

tung thaog, tsang woo fang, woo swan, The male sorcerers, or

wizzards, in the winter offer sacrifices or oblations, which

begin at the temple, and are directed to different q-jarters of

the heavens and different distances, without any fixed rule.

These were to expell diseases or pestilence. (Chow-le.)

] Hfl Hal
SnanS y"'1 che ming t'hang, wei heaou

k'he che t'hoo ; yewjin tae shang hwang-te she idling t'liang

t'hoo. The Emperor (Woo-le) wished to eri-ct a ,Vliiii; t'hang

hall of audience, but did not know ils construct

brought up a drawing of the HaJI of audicnre wl

a person

i existed in

the time of Hwang-te. (Teen-han.) 00 ]

=S j^ /^ CT w.
-jW Ming t'hang yay chay ; ming choo

how che tsun pei yay, Miug-t'hang (the hall of illumination)

was for discriminating clearly the different rauksf governors

or Princes. (Le-king.) {lit 1 Hung t'hang, General

laughter. &|#^. jfrjE^ 1

Chu ^an

ho yew ? yew ke yew fining, Wkat does the hill chung-nan

possess.' it has abrupt precipices and level plats of ground.

(She-king.) ^ 3$ $L
jj

Wang tsoo yu t'hang, (As-

cended the city wall) to tak a survey of the hill Tsoo, and the

city T'tiang (built on its side.)

TSEU. 1 s. c.

An accumulation of earth; a mound or hillock. One says.

To beat down earth, as when building a mud wall. From J$

T<eu, To collect together, abbreviated.

K'HWDH, orK'hiih.

A hollow cavern; a4en; >av. A biflock or mound of

earth. Fromj^ T'hoo,arth and S Ke6, To dig or hollow

out; a muHiid being raised by <di^ging a pit. (Shwii-wan.)

ffiVp ^ ^| ^ jfrj ^ ^ Fiih keS yu k'hwuh shik

u.rh heaog -wang,
' Secreted soldiers in caverns, and gave an

entertainment to the king' his father, with an intention to kiU

him at the banquet. (Tso-chuen.) /^ ^ >^C M ^
^ tfa Fiih sze k'hwuh heug yen sow che chung, Hiding

themselves, died in dens and caves, in rocky caverns of the

mountains, and in thick jungles.
| JtjjJ fjL Bg K'hwuh

k'ho, yangchin, To raise particles of earth and spread dust.

The propriety of using K'hwuh in this sense, is disputed.

K'HO, OF Kwae. Dust; the appearance of

dust rising. One says, A utensil made of grass.

P'he e, A turret; parapet on a city

wall, with a hole through which to shoot arrows and observe

what is done below. Otherwise called -fr & Neu-tseaiig, A
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woman'., irall. Al.o written

Thus expressed in Chinese

Pe-e, and Pe-e.

fllf

tsccn yen, c Itwei wang ching hea; yin e wei ming, A woman's

wall on the top of a city wall, and in which is opened an arrow'*

eye, through which to peep, and olwerve what is<k>ne below ;

and hence the name (woman's wall) which it given to it.

The same M #P Kwan, see above.

KEEN.

To establish; to confirm; to strengthen 5 to be confirmed

in a purpose or opinion. Solid, hard, sound, firm, stout,

stroll"
1

, robust. Determined ; constant ; durable. A surname.

fj? IS Keen-koo, and E Ki;en loo, Strong, firm,

durable, are applied to any production of human labour.

tih.keen-koo, This table is made strong and durable
y;||

/TV [1 ^n Pun 'teen ^00, '^nc ro0 ' firmly established;

is understood either literally of a tree, or of a person's bodily

constitution ; or of his family circumstances and conduct 4 of

all which the expression affirms that they are Good and dur-

able. I W Keen-shih, Hard, solid; applied to things: strong

and well made, applied to work: correct, safe, and proper;

applied to conduct; not easily assailable, or thwarted.
j

y+ Keen-chwang,
'

Slrong and robust,' applied to a person;

commonly to hale old men.
jjj^ -j|j ^ jjjf -f" 1 $t

Chay ko laou t'how-tsze keen chwaiig, This old headed boy is

hale and strong.' This is a free manner of speaking about a

man ; addressing an old person it would be said, ^ J{ jj J

l| felaou j'" kea keen chwang keih, Old gentleman, you are

extremely hale ;j>d stout. ]$ |j? ^|j ^(j 'j^
Haou keon

gang teih ing, A fine firm unbending disposition; taken in

a guod sene, in opposition to being weak and timorous. j|\

Bi 1 ^ l-l-J ^ ^^ sin chang kten ts8 8han> ' huilg

tseuen hae, With the heart and bowels (the mind) firm in it*

purpose, a passage may be cut through a mountain to obtain a

of water from the sea.

~rij'

_fc ij

A

|

Tstt shan t'hung ta hae,

teen shTh poo tsing t'Keen.

She shang woo nan sze,

Jin in tsze puh keen.

Mountains have been cut through t-> make a passage t

the ocean,

Stones have been melted to repair the pure heavrni :

In the world there is nothing impossible;

Man's hearts are themselves wanting in firmness.

Alt 1 .iV. ,- ^1-.

iVu I /& /p H keen e puh king, He with a

firm intention will not assent. -fe- 4 "V ^fy- ^
j

Kaou laou che neen y ih keen, His thoughts of reporting himself

superannuated were more confirmed.
"jt" Keen che.

Fixed purpose. ^* JE[ ^' ] ^^ =**^ -*f -^
Keung, U'heaj yih keen, puh chuy tsing yun che che, Failure

(in obtaining a literary degree) should make you more deter-

mined not to let fall the purpose, of passing the azure-cloud

bridge to the temple of learning and fame. D rfrl .X
s l^uj J ^Q\

2j& JRr
Chih meen keen sin tang how, Only for the present

time, strengthen your heart and wait.
J//

E keen k'he sin tlh, To confirm the virtue of faith.

rb 1lJ tn tfa 1 Tseang tsaeChung-keun yud Chung-keen,

A general
in the centre of the army is called Chung-keen.

^- lj?r ^t* JiX $L |5
T>u^ tsu" keu cnun

fft

e keen yuy tsze too, The highest honor is given to him who

is stationed in the centre, to confirm his purpose to pren

forward, and to support him. The Chung-keen, or General ii

the centre, is also called
I-JJ jl[ Cbung-keun.

In Epitaphs, j| ^ J(g j^ flj j
Change, yen kwoyue

1

keen, To publish virtues and screen faults is expressed hy Keen.

ff
t

]K $ ^k k^en *'1 '"1 'laou' T'10 grain was sound,

the irrain was good. (She-king.) yft! ~Jf $&. ~n(. V^
/J^ sJ -DH* ' J^ \ I

'

B0 MU Bt '^j'C (/l^ yji fl^.
P 'nS f"111? shing, shwuy

tslh fiih keen; ming tseu ping, pingejuii, When the ice was

abundant, and the bosom of the fluent water was hard, an order

was given to take the ice and put it into
MjF 3i Ling-shlh,

An ice house. (Le-king.) 7J^Keen-shwuy, A lixivium or

|je ; /Uj!
Keen is used on sonic sign boards in this sense.

To rhyme, read Kin.
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TUY.

A heap of earth; a pile; to heap up ; to accumulate ; to

crowd together ; a multitude promiscuously pressed together ;

to iocumber by multitudes. To push from one. The name of

a place. The name of a bird. ^ ^J Tuy shin, To heap

up stones.
Tfi I

Snl '1 tuv > ^ heaP ^ stoncs -

] T$

Tuy tse, To heap or pile up. ] d^ flf 3E Tuy kin>

tseih yuh, To heap up gold and accumulate gems. Shopmen

write these word on the doors of their shelves at the new year.

_. ^Ylh tnyjin, A crowd of people. A. ^fc |
T&

~P Jin to tuy sih Icaou, A great many people crowded together

so as to stop the passage of a street. -p ^^ jgg ^p \

_t 'jj> 5J5
Ts

'

ni-;en tsow wan seu >
tuy shangsinlae.A thousand

sorrows and ten thousand minute cares.all crowded upon the

"faS 1 til "S B|[j Ta kea tsac leaou seay hwa tsaou lae tow
*r

-;
~r~" I

'

^r~ I^H

chs, tso tsae hwa tsaou tuy chung tsaou tow,
' The whole party

(ofchildren) having plucked flowers and grass,came and squatted

themselves down in the midst of the pile of flowers and grass,

to fight grasses.' Each child doubles the grass or stem of the

flower, and taking Ihe two ends in his fingers, forms a hook

which is linked to the grass of his opponent, hooked in the same

manner. They both pull, and the child whose grass breaks

first, lows r sometimes it is mere play, at other times they stake

a cash, about one fonrth of a halfpenny on each chance.

This early gambling is discountenanced by correct parents.

-t^- Tuj-'sa, or
'gf

I Kwan tuy, A kind of guard house

at the emds of s'reets or other passes, where a watch is kept.

j| Tuy sih, To put aside the s5h ; a certain musical in-

strument, ^J J/J^ j

Ta hwuy tuy,
' To beat the heap of

ashes or rubbish,- swept together by servants on the evening

of the 24th of the 12th moon, which is called
lf ^ Ch'hoo-

yay, and is observed by the Chinese as the close of the year;

or the
/JN

4 ^ Seaou ne'en yay, The evening of the lesser

year. On this ceremony they |^ TjFr %\] ]|j
Sze ke le she,

Pray audibly (but indistinctly) for a profitable market, which

last expression denotes general prosperity. jjpT
VS?

0-lau-tuy, The name of a bird. Shc-ke writes the above cha-

racter Mr Tuy. The Books of Han ffi Tuy. It is vulgarly

written^ Tuy.

K'HIN.

From K!h, Untanned leather, and ^ T'hoo, Earth.

Tenacious, adhesive earth ; loam; yellow clay; mud. To daub or

smear. The name of a plant. Time. The name of a nation. Syn.

with
f|! Kin, and ^j Kin, A small quantity, ^j ^^Q {t|J

'i^ jfl tyfc 4*^1 ^ iff $8.
Lew-show-kwanS wei ts'l>ang-

chow, ch'hing chung tsa shm k'hin kwae, During the fiv

dynasties (A. D. 900)
'

Lew-show-kwang beseiged Ts'hang-

chow; in the city the people indiscriminately ate lumps of loam.'

(Woo-tae-she.) ^ ^- ^ |
Tae hoo t'heen k'hin, Wait for

the times of Heaven (Kwan-tsze). He is a very obscure Writer,

and this sense is disputed. ^ Jpf Jj-j ^ | jl^

c.h huh hwang k'hin, Jen k'hin k'hin wiih clic so yew, tseu che

puh tsiih e kang fei, Yu-chang (in the Province ofKeang-se)

produces yellow gold, but in such small quantities as to be in-

sufficient to pay for the expence of procuring it. ^p

kwo tsae ningpotung king, niiy yew chih-k'hin shan,K'hiii-tsze

nation was situated on the east of Ning-po (in the Province of

Chg-keang) it included the hill called Chih-k'hin; which
Ljj

M1

Clrhuh seih, Produces tin: It is the modern
| J^jj

K'hin te. jef K'hin tsaou, A certain plant, o

called I, fl|j
Woo t'how, Crow's head; because

/l
v
| til ill "V 55 Kan hing sze woo neaou che t'how, The

!/ ti^J 4t^l r** ^>^

figure of the root is similar to a crow's head. It is said there

are two species,
one edible and the other poisonous; the latter

is used to cure poisonous stings; according to a received prin-

ciple
with the Chinese, of

J|/J[ ^. jfr |j
E tub. kung tub,

Attacking one poison by another. The plant is otherwise

called IJA ~7- Foo-tsze. It is considered that the character is

improperly inserted here; it should be written
||| Kin, and

inserted under the Rad.
ijlll)

Tsaou. The printed copies of the

Classics, however retain this form, as Wx Xs
T/p jffi

K'hin

t'hoojooe, The plants K'hin and T'hoo, (although naturally

ilter,when produced in that fertile land arc sweet) as the
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preparation -E. (She-king.) Yet,
ffi^ Q f^ $ jfl

$ $ $ 1 '&&$P& sha-milb yug> s"h cjo

e che k'hin, yu k'hin, ken hO, fei she, Sha-miih says, that as is

vulgarly done, to drag the K'hin of Joo-e (in the preceding

quotation)
into a union with the K'hin (now under definition),

is not right. (E-wan-pe-lan.) This n given as a specimen of

Chinese criticism.

KANG. An earthen vessel to contain water.

The name of a place. ^ Jj|J ^Takang loo, The

great Rang road ; travelled hy the Emperor Tsin-che Hwang-te,

(B. C. 200) when on his eastern tour. There is a Poem entitled

Ta-kang-loo, by^J *JZ x0 Wang-gaii-sWh, A famous scholar

and minister of state, during the
j^ Sung Dynasty.

YUH. Fat fertile earth.

/A
nang s&ng ch'hang wan wuh, koo tsung yuh, tsung t'hoo, Which

from its capability to produce and hring to maturity every

species of plant and creature, is composed of Yuh, To nourish,

and T'hoo, The earth. The Chinese speak of the earth pro-

ducing animated creatures, as well as, plants and minerals.

GO, or Ngo. S. C.

Earth of various colours; white earth filled, it is said, to

make porcelain of; whitewash or plaster for walls ; a wall, a

house; an unplastered house. To whitewash ; to plaster or

smear. ^ -^: ^ ^ K 1
Pihg ' hlh tsin hwan

g5, White earth; black, blue and yellow earth.
3j: tji_

ts'hze yay, seen ne che, e hwuy shih che, Gii denotes, next, in

the second place, first mud it (or plaster the wall) and then

beautify it with a whitewash.
j^, j- ^|J

45-^ &
|

K'he t'hoo tsth tan, tsing, chay g8. That earth is of red,

blue, and carnation colouring matter.
7?$? | | ~^

Tteangwei che go, A wall is called Go.
J^jf ^ -J- $&.

t
'

ll tscans iih

chay, yin wei che g, The wall or house being plastered with

4 R

white earth, they are therefore called GB. (Luh-shoo.) *$

WL WJ! ~t^ Show t'hcaou yew gl che, The keeper of th

temple or mausoleum, colours it black and white. (Chow-le.)

A/ lfN 75K 65t 7/K P| I Yew nuh t'hoo ke yihyui! gtt,Xs* I I- -=t- 'J\ \ I I

Further, (a wall or house) not plastered with any colours is

also called GS. ^E ^ ^ j^
'

] ^ 41

San tieen che sang leu g8 shfh che chung, In a triennial mourn-

ing 'for one's parents, it is required) to live in an unplastered

uncoloured cottage. (Le-king.) r^i ?}? ^E^ /2l

G8-shlh, luy kelh wei che, A cottage called G8-shih, is made of

unburnt bricks piled on each other; and is not plastered.

H ^ ifa "r
^

1

Fan l llo shlh keae ye" gis>
whatevet

is ornamented by smearing, or plastering is expressed by G8.

SK A I itt . Ying jin g8 k'he pe,
' The people of Ying

smear their nose,' with A\ flfe |^ Seaou fei ne, A mi-

nute volatile mud, which enables them to bear without injnry,

or even changing countenance, the reiterated blows of a Mason

with his chissel and mallet, &c. This ridiculous story occurs in

Chwang-tsre,

P'HING, or P'hang.

To put the earth into, or cover over a grave"; to inter. A path

or walk, for the purposes ofarchery. To stop a stream of water

for the purposes of irrigation. To shake, to tremble ; the noise

of earth rushing down from a wall from which it is loosened.

Tsang hea kwan wei che p'he'en ; sang tsang hea t'hoo wei che

p'hang, To put down the coffin into the grave is called P'heen ;

to put the earth down into the grave (upon the coffin) ii

expressed by F*g. g fl* $ fljj | ft g glj

pfa
ifjj

I Hwuy che, tslhchaou urh p'hang; fuhhwiiy

Uth jlh chung urh p'hang, If a (temple) be thrown down

(the -road being straight) the interment may take place in the

morning; if it be not thrown down, it will be noon ere the

interment can take place. (Tso-chuen.) |t| ^ ty]^
tfi. irfj- jEl Jjf- S| I Chiien ts'heen ch'hoo teaou ko

hangkung seen wang p'hang, Having brought round the arrow,

first adjust it to the string, then laying it across, direct the eye

along the path (to where the target is placed.) Otherwise

written
*

P'hang, and Phang.

'
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KOO. The name of a place, which gaveanameto

a canal opened by the Tartars of the Dynasty j Yuen.
ftft

ill M ffi $ ^ *jl '/PJ 7X
Ml"S Wan 'lellh Ping-*"".

Hwang koo ho muh, In the year of the cycle Ping-shin, under

the reign of Waii-leih of (he Dynasty Ming, the canal Hwang-

koo dried p. jlj IJJ^ /fa fy ]
Shan-tung yew Yen

koo, In Shan-tung there is a grave of Yen ; which some

moderns consider the grave of m. S
jrj) Yen-kung-chung,

one of the most eminent disciples of Confucius; others think

this a mistake.

PUH. The name of a person.

Original form of^ Pei, see above.

YAY. Soft deep mud ; mire.

Vulgar form of^ Ne.

IAa
An ancient form of ?f Gaou

oJ KE. To split, rend or rive asunder.

Same as J Yih, see above.

Same as Jj| Chih, The name ofa person.

chTh 8how' A nephew of

Ho-tae how, Queen Ho-tae, of the Dynasty Sung.

]^ j^Fung Tsef-too-sze, He ' wai appointed (Conxnander-

m-Chief, which wai then eiprened by) TseS-too-sze.

NINE STROKES.

u

TUH. The door; or as the Chinese express it,

the window of a utore or furnace. The books of the Han

Dynasty, write it E Tub.

Same as ^ Nee, see aboye.

SHING, OrChing. The dike or raised foot.

path which divides fields of grain. These three character*

Hjjg jffi mg are pronounced, and denote, the same at the

word under definition.

C1JAE. A fence encircling a piece of ground.

The original form of 3^ Chae, An encampment or station,.

either of regular troops, or of banditti,

YIN. R. KL

Same as J^f Yin. To stop, close, or fill up ; to raise a

mound. An earthen mound or hill. To rhyme, read Yen.

~"
JjL 2Pf ^H fffl ^1 $F- $( Tsze fanascended a 'U"und

of earth to obtain a clandestine view of t!ie state sung. jjjji

^^ ~t, & -(ft, Keu-yin.tangch'hingchekeBy-ay,

Keu-yin, is an engine for mounting the walls of towns. Syn.

with^ Yen
j||(^ ^t^ Kwan dammed up the waters

of the Deluge, instead of carrying them off to sea.

Same as the following.

HWAN, or Hwan.

Earth, loam; the name of a lane; it wa called

Ta-hwan-le.
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P'HElH. A clod of earth.

Same as Po, see above.

To stop; to close; to fill up. Otherwise written S$ Too.

LEEN. JJfjtft
Leentang, The name of a

market place ; where situated, is not certainly known.

Same as % Chih, or Tsth.

KO. A crucible.

So e in ' Thal '

which gold and silver are boiled and purified.

THEE.

A parapet; to fortify with a parapet; the parapet with its

aperture. The Chinese denominated it a woman's wall, ft!

El M Py ^ [
Loo-poo-p'heg kung Tsuy-she ; Tuy-

he t'he'6 k'he kung urh show che t'he'6 e plh gO, koo yug fun

t'hi-6, Loo-poo-p'hee, attacked Tsuy-she ; Tsuy-she fortified his

palace and defended it. He whitewashed the parapet, and hence

it wag called, the coloured parapet tfj Jto. 4fn

ffiR Ke t'he'g fun joo yin, The parapet was coloured like ilver.

WEI. To break down the bank ef a pond.

canto.

Ch'hlh chib, Earth heaped or piled up.

||
CH'HIH.

'J

TK screen or s'ia !e off; to stop (>r close up.

CHUEN. The earth which is turned over by

the plough j to mix or blend by ploughing.

HOW.

Earth piled up, so as to form a Tillage tower or altar ; or &

altar for the lane or district, and on which the name of the

village or district is inscribed. -4- |8 'Mft -MSt ~f~ ffl
.. .

' ^* ^v *I7C -H .i.
Shin le shwang how; woo le chTh how, Ten le's <ii.

tance has a double altar ; the distance of five le, a single altar-

Otherwise written i& How and flap
How. How also denotes

To look for or watch. A mound to stand on and look for the

signals made by ascending smoke on the approach of an enemy.

Ijl iffi yf ~7_^Wang fung boche tae,A tower or eminence,

to look out for the ascending smoke or fires used as signals.

PAOU. A station for defence ; a small citidal,

or post defended by military. The same is expressed by i|g

Paou-chang, Otherwise written $ Paon, YBL Paou, and

Paou. Village districts or lanes are differently denominated

Too, 1 Paou, EB Kea. and -M Pe.

Same as the preceding,

A den or cay r.rn that is habitable ; a de

prepared to retire to in times of anarchy and confusion.

YU. Name of a foreign place on the eatk

'JiJ>|
Yu e tsae ke chow, ' The Yu foreigners

resided in Ke-chaw }' said to correspond to the modern pro-

vince of Chih-le.
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Miih.Ancient form of H* Miih, See Had.

TE, or She.

To stop or fill up w illi earth ; a bnnk or dike raised against

water, to guard or raise a barrier against. To divide land by

dikes. A thing fixed or placed steadily on its base. The name

of a place. Syn. with
(J^ Tc, which is more frequently used.

J|| ff
Te gan, The bank ofa stream, river or canal. ^|-

|
Ch'hang te, A long bank.

|fe
Te te, The bottom

of a dike or bank. j&
jjtfft

1 Yang lew te, A willow

bank; i. e. n bank with willows growing on it. TT

Ta te, The name of a place. Read Kwei. '/^ |

Muh-

kwei, The name of a state. |j&
|

Kwan te, The name

ofplace in the Province of Tff S& Chih-le, where it is said a
I*-*- /F;J\

beginning was made to draw off the waters of the Deluge.

"T B J5.
|J fjj jSj

Hoo keen fow poo techoo, Compare

with this the definition of Te, under the Radical Fow.

MOW, or WOO. An earthen vessel to .

tain grain. A boiler with a cover to decoct medicines. ]gg

jjjg Hwang mow, An earthen boiler made of Yellow clay, used

for decocting certain medicines, employed to heal ulcers.

e choo chwang, gO jow, po kwuh tslh tsin ch'hiih, Taking (this

medicine) and applying it to the ulcer, vicious flesh and shat-

tered bones forthwith came out entirely. (Chow-le.)

1 O. To move. One says, The appearance of

hanging down, suspended. This latter sense is disputed. In

Yih-kin Zfc T<i, is used instead of this character. TjftB
/\\. I-'

Jflrt Teen to, A kind of a stand in the corner of a hall.

J L L(I\. Land by the side of a river ;ihe ground

withoutside a city wall i an open space fur-walking between

two walls, within the principal and external wall, but without-

side a low inner wall. Read No. Sandy ground. Also read

Nwan, The land adjacent to a bank or river. Otherwise

written
;|8|

Juen, and
Jj^

Juen.
Jj^j JJJ5 jjj Meaoujucu

yuen, The space between the outer and inner walls of the

temple.

Same as
j Keae, A step ; steps ; btairs.

u

O, or Go. An aperture or slit in a wall.

Read Yae, Blue earth. Read K'heg. JJi tfi K'heu k'he.
5fa. *\P}

To make a great breach upon an enemy, or a set of banditti.

HP Yung 6, To oppose water by a earthen mound or

dike. ^p j
ShTh 6, The name of a place.

KAJN (j. A road or path leading to a grave.

Also written
Jj'Tjf

Kang. ^ ^j ig ^p Mg Tsang yin

cheyukang, Is the furneral yet led out to the road. (Le-ke.)

it. J^ ^P
J

Che kew yu kang, To stop the coffin on the

road.

.

K'HAN.

To sustajn, to bear, to be able for, or adequate to; to be

worthy of. Tolerable. A bill exhibiting a romantic odd

appearance. A surname. A protuberance or jutting out of th

earth, extending over a cavity below. Read Tsin, Earth, earthy.

One says, not clear or pure. Otherwise written
JHj K'han, and

tt|
K'han. ^g ^ J-jJl

Shinyiih k'han, Extremely Unworthy.

^ ]|j ffij
Pll k'han tung se, A worthless good-for

nothing thing, used when uttering personal abuse. A^\

Piih k'han ling jinkecn, Not worth looking at.

1

Wo<> wei puil k han> Ialolerab|y filtn - 1

^|
/

2_- WC K'han e jin tsae, Adequate to sustain ; pr to con-

tain and bear the burden of. ^" j ^~ ^ Puh k'han kaou

jin, Not worthy to bring any accusation against a person.

]j
I K hlh k'han, Adequate to, able or competent for.

^ itf
Wo ho k han> How am 1 able for 't-

~

I Piih nang k'han, Inadequate for. . :fc
if-
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ffl ?3 M Hi Yih foo che k'han show teen plh mow yay, One

wan if competent to receive only one hundred Mow of land.

A man's capabilities
are limited.

5j| |
jg jjjgj "p5" j32

Nan k'han chay mo koo tsoo, It is hard to bear such distress.

jjj| ]
Shwuy k'han, Who is fit for, or able to bear ?

jpj

I m| ffl Shang k'hau keen yung, Still seems worthy of

being selected and employed; a qualified degree of recom-

mendation. ^ ^fe Jjfr |
Wo fei so k'han, It is not a

thing that I am fit for, or worthy of. ^ j

Yih seaou

k'han, Worthy of a laugh; laughable. ~^ "^ jfjjl
Puh

k'han che k'hih, Extremely unworthy. xf ] fill $]
Puh k'han t'hayuug, Not fit for any thing else.

K'lian yu, is ^r j$] zj3 ^ T'heente tsung ming, A general

term for the heavens and earth; it is also
jjBI-rj

Shin ming,

The name of a god, to whom a work on the sites of tombs is

attributed. The phrase is also applied to the superstitious

observances of the Chinese respecting tombs. (MS. Dictionary.)

j|| 3f' K'han yu k'han, A person skilled in surveying

the ground for graves; is otherwise called J^ yj^ ^ Afr

Fung-shwiiy seen-sang, Wind and water master. This is one

of the most idle and useless superstitions
of the Chinese. They

themselves say, that if ten Fung-shwuy Seen-ang be called

in to give their opinions respecting
the site of a grave, or a

house, they have ten different tales to tell; no two of them agree.

Jin mSng paou keun chin puh k'han, The king ofWoo was

a violent and cruel man, all the ministers found it an into-

lerable service. g ^ ff J# B]~ RJ, [

"

CM"

yew ho kung k'ho e k'han che, What merit have I that 1

ihould be deemed worthy of this.

TSUNG. To sow or plant.

One says, To sow or plant without being ploughed.

PJ ffa
it rtl -^ Yih yu6 nuy k'he chung yay, One says, To

put into the midst of. Otherwise written *3 Tsung.

The original form of |3| K'han.

F.zertion in forming a thing, or dressing land.

TOL. j. 4s

^ YU. A grave.

Fan fun, yu, pei, low, lcu, yin, ying, lung, keae chungpe

ming, All these words, Fun, yu, pei, low, leuC, yin, ying, lung,

are different terms for graves or tombs.

HWANG.

Jg. -^E O ff$ & T 'hang-hwang, h8 teen yay, T'hang-

hwang denotes, A united palace ; two joined in one. The

ditch or moat outside a city wall, without water in it, is

also called Hwang. In the books of Han Dynasty, it is written

g Hwang. It is further defined, a house or apartment

without the surrounding four walls. The open space before a

house or grave, ^ ^f-
j

or
j=| Tsang yu t'he

hwaii", Interred in the open space before the tomb. fcL ^jS

^J- j
Ch'hing fuh yu hwang, The city wall fell in ruins into

the ditch. Al. Scrib. $j} Hwang.

GO, or O.

K'he g, The bank ofa stream or river ; an earthen

bank having steps. Also written these different ways, JS5

GO, ]M Go, and |S| GS.

YAOU. I

High; eminent. From j^Yaou, Earth heaped up, and
"TjT

Wuh, A high and level base. High and remotely seen, as a

mountain. The famous Chinese Sovereign Yaou, wh began

his reign. B. C. 2330. A surname; a name. In epitaphs, Yaou

expresses Great eminence in justice and virtue. The name of

a hill. Some write the character thus SS
Originally written

without the lower part: in the Seal Character, was added to

heighten the idea by association. Fl IJl -f
1 ^

A- '' * ^^

:H nn Jt ^ iW ^ YJh yue Uun? san i
'

h tscTh luy'

urh sliang, seang kaou hing, One says, it is derived from

three earth-characters, piled on each other and placed high, to
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represent the figure of height or eminence. I %t

-jjf
XV Ttj'

IS iff? Ya<>u, yew yaou \ay;

yaou-yaou, che kaon maon, koo T'hang le, Yaou is similar

in meaning to Y ami i a lolly mountain^, the appearance of the

highest possible towering mountain; (hence the name of) the

ancient emperor of (the first) T'hang Dynasty. |^j
^t T.^_

Q"
/

TU Yii8, jo kekoote Yaou, On examining (into the

character of) the ancient emperor Yaou. ~/ tjl -jr

j^j ffl; Wf /? j? -HI Yaou che kung ta, urh woo so pub.

che jay, The meritorious deeds of Yaou were great; there was

nothing, (either affair, place or time) to which they did not

extend. ^ ^ j f$ ?C %} ^ T$ ] UJ

Kung-tsze yug, wei t'heen wei ta
; wei Yaou tsih che, Confucius

said, only Heaven is great ; and only Yaou imitated it. In

reference to this expression, it is said, 3

l|y Shoo seu te wang che tlh, raO shing yu Yaou ; urh k'he

tsan yaou che tlh ; mS pe yu tsze, Of emperors and kings

mentioned in books, there never was any whose virtues were

more abundant than those of Yaou ; and of all the praises

bestowed on the virtues of Yaou, there never was any more

complete than this. (Shoo-king-te-choo.) ^ |^ |
shun

ke Yaou, Shun succeeded Yaou. Jp 3JJI ^ Che lsin

Yaou Shun, The art of government was carried to its highest

perfection by Yaou and Shun. This person is distinguished

by the term )=& I T'hang-yaou, ^^ Te-yaou, and
jjjjl|j

j
Shin-yaou, The divine Yaou. ^ t

j^ JJ?

Sung she Chin, Yaou-sow ; Yaou-tsze ; Yaou-tso heung-te,

koae yew shing; she wei Chin she san Yaou, The historians

of Sung dynasty, mention a family of the name of Chin, in

Tthich there were three brothers, .-ill famous ; they were

denominated in that age, the three Yaout of the family Chin.

Tsung Yaou, To meditate on Yaou, and to recite to

one's self his sayings.
|j!*J |

Te-yaou, To imitate Yaou. He

ascended the throne before the first Emperor of the HanDynasty.

Mi iM Kwac- l
'

llu S. advised his masterH j== Han-sin, to

oppose the aspiring monarch, lorseeing that when lie obtained

the entire dominion, he would destroy Han-sin, who had been

the instrument of railing him to the sovereignty. The monarch

obtained universal empire, and exterminated Han-sin, and all

his kindred. Kwac-t'hung was ncxl called for, charged with the

advice which he had given; he acknowleged it, but added,

$1 ^ !IK U ^ rt % ;lShuhkeue,, fei Yaou.fei

fei k'he choo,'When a dog of the state ?huh harked at the divine

Yaou, he diil not Imrk at his own Master,
1 and consequently was

innocent. The successful monarch was so pleased by the

concealed flattery of lieing compared to the famous Yaou,

whilst Kwae-t'hung took to himself the epithet of dog, that

he dismissed him unhurt. This anecdote is much admired liy

the Chinese.
pj^ !pj

K'ho t'hun' Yaou, May be deomed

the same as Yaou. 'ML 1 Seuen yaou, To narrate the act

of Yaou.
|1| Yaou shan, A hill in the Province of

Chlh-le, whic i first obtained its name in the time of Yaou.

An ancient form of aft Chuy, see under 6 strokes.

YEN, Or Yen. To stop or dam up water.

Ts'heen kin yen, A certain place
Adikeordam.

in Ho-nan Province.

PAOU.

To make a return according to what has been received or

done; to recompense; to repay; to requite. Recompense;

requital. To announce to ; to give information of, either

verbally or by letter; to report or state to.
it| Q Paon

gaii, To make a return for some favor or benefit received ;

an act of gratitude.
j j^ paou .c ]viu,,v, To revenge, fc

<U 1 -
Yew SS " Paou gan, Ht who has received a favour

must make a recompense for it. |H' ^-.
M>

f-;J
~JT A{1

1^1 ^1 ^J TszetTh, tszegan, puh cheho ncen k'hopaou,

This virtue, this kindness, I know not what year it can be

recompensed.
j^jjj ,j\ ^ J

She-piih wang paou, To
confer without hope of recompense ; or thus, ijfa

& j^f

^ j
She gan mO wang paou, To do an act of kindness not

hoping for any recompense.
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hop -|
-

JS * 1 #
. ft II * 1 S A

Che gan piih paou fei keun-tszc;

Yew ch'how |)iih paou wangweijin.

He who is sensible of an act of kindness, and does not

recompense it, is not a good man;

He wlio feel* resentment, and does not take revenge, has

erroneously been raude a man, he does not deserve

the name of man.

g ' h paou

yuen ho joo, A certain person said to Confucius, to recom-

pense ill-will by kind acts, How do you deem respecting it ?

? 'fnf J^j[ | |^Tszeyud,
ho e paou tih, Confucius

said (in reply) How will you recompense kindness done to you

ifyou recompense ill-will by benevolent acts ? He further added,

W lit 1 ^ H fi Ml E cMh paou yuen ' e tth

paou tVh, Recompense ill-will by straight forward (upright,

equitable,) conduct; recompense kind actions, by kind actions.

(Lun-yu.) The dilemma which Commentators represent Con-

fucius as avoiding, was that of behaving the same, whether

to friends or enemies ; but there are different decrees of good-

will and beneficence; to do good to those who hate us, agreeably

to the precepts of a Greater than Confucius, does not necessarily

imply the same degree of kindness towards all indiscriminately.

ill uL nf I

Kw8 cn
'how tih Paou > The enemy of the

country was revenged.

Shengfl taou t'how, chung yew paou ;

Chih tsang lae tsaou yu lae che.

Virtue and vice when they arrive at a head will
finally

receive retribution.

The only difference is in its coming sooner or later.

(Ming-sin-paou-keen.)

Tow w

Paou che e keuDS

A] Fci paou yay,

e wei

He threw to me a melon ;

I returned him a precious stone,

It was not designed as a cccompciuc ;

But to make him forever love me. (She-king.)

Yen, jin yew tsang wo e wei wuh, wo tang paou che

e chung paou, This expresses, that if a person confer upon me

a trifling thing, I ought to recompense him by what is im-

portant and valuable. rjfj %mt -ir- Frl M /S 1 JJ/
J *f=t '^ Al A'A /tn*J 1"^

tsiih e wei paou yay, tan yiih k'he ch'hang e wei haou urh

piih wang urh, Still not deeming it a sufficient recompense, but

desiring that he should long be induced to love, and not forget.

(She-king-choo.)

;^|Ef it
.{{

Wan wuh pun hoo T'he'en, jin pun hoo tsoo, tsze so e pei

shang-te yay, Keaou che tsc ta paou pun, fan che yay, All

creatures originate from heaven; man originates with hit

first progenitor; this is the reason why in offering sacrifices,

the ancestor is coupled with the most High Ruler (Shang-te.)

The sacrifices, to heaven and ancestors, arc a thank-offering

to the source (of all things), and a reverting again to the begin-

ning (of human existence). (Le-king.) In these great sacrifices,

they used, in ancient times, and still use, cows, calves, and the

blood of the victim. How the killing innocent victims could be

an expression of gratitude, must ever be a difficulty, with those

who do not admit that sacrifices originated, in a recognition of

guilt, and substitution of the innocent for the guilty. And

how man should ever think that killing the innocent brute

creature in room of guilty man, would be acceptable to the

Deity, is not conceivable, had it not been commanded from

heaven, as pointing to the Divine Saviour, who " Once in the

end of the world, appeared to put away sin by the sacrifice of

himself." (Heb. ix. 26.)

.
Fan tseu yih fan che tih peih chang, yae tze che yuen
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peih paou, Fan-lseu (a general of Ts'm) made a point of re-

turning (the slightest favor, even) a dinner ; and of revenging

the offence given by a side glance. (She-ke.)

Paou yae tsze yuen, To revenge a wrong look. I

Paou ta, and
] fi|b Paou ying, To make a return, or to

recompense. Jg Wang paou, Is to hope for a recom-

pense from others.
H|J

I T'hoo paou, Is to hope to be able,

and to be desirous of making a return to others. tl? El

How gan t'hoo paou, I hope to make a return for

your great kindness. ^^ ||j j

How lae t'hoo paou,

I hope to make some return hereafter. >& f&j] fR-| 1
PI /lei IMj I

Fun raeen t'hoo paou, To use great effort in the hope of

making some return.
|ji j^?

]

Keg tsaou paou, The

recompense of binding together straw; and
Pfjj Jp 1 Han

hwan paou, The recompense of taking in the mouth precious

itone rings. These two expressions refer ta ancient Chinese

tales. A son agreeably to the commands of a dying father, gave

out in marriage, the beloved concubine of his deceased parent,

instead of retaining her to serve at home. The concubine's

father returned from hades to assist this son in the day of battle,

by binding straw together to oppose the passage of the enemy,

as a recompense for the son's kindness to his daughter. The

other story refers to a boy who saved a young bird from a

vulture, and fed it for a hundred days. It became domesticated,

and finally brought him in its bill four precious stone rings as

a recompense. The four following are established phrases for

expressing gratitude.

P ^

Ming sin low kwuh.

Kan tih nan wang.

I||
Kef. tsaou, han hwan.

I
Che gan peih paou.

Jt is engraved on my heart, and embos.ed on my bones.

I am impressed with kindness which it is impossible to
forget-

I will bind together straw for you, and bring you precious

rings in my mouth.

One who
is.ensibleofkindnessa.Iam, must recompense it.

[IB ] v
\M I

anK P30 "1 ' An "Pen or manifest recompense.

]
Yin paou, A secret or hidden recompense.

jjft ]
Fufc paou, A happy or blessed recompense. JSi 1 Ga

>e,> J

paou, A recompense of evil.
]gi JJ& ^j" 3j? |

Go peih

yew g8 paou, Vice or the vicious shall be recompensed with

evil. j3>
I SO paou, A sudden recompense, or a quick

notification. I f= Paou sin, Information or intelligence

given; to report or state to. ^ Tseg paou, To an-

nounce to with haste.
4jK JXL lif P I

Wo wSn sh

k'how paou, Having no written document, to announce to, or

repor., orally. &' [ % & $S M * kinS

ching paou wan woo ya-mun, Already announced by writing

to the civil and military offices.
^jj| |

T'hung paou, To

notify every where; or a general information given to all the

officers of a city or province. %,* King paou, The

Peking Gazette. In the Provinces it is in manuscript, and

hence is called
jj^ ^ King-chaou. ^ Q Q ^ ]

Fung che, e lo paou, His Majesty's will has been leverently

received; 'announced to all concerned.' This kind of reply-

indicates the approbation of statement sent. -to Paou-

chuen, To report a ship's arrival at the appointed office.

This is dene at Canton hy the persons call d Linguists; n.-itives

who are the medium of ordinary custom-house transactions

between the government and European foreigners. ,iij

Ta paou, To add to and announce, ex presses a local transaction

respecting duties at Canton. Shopmen, not included in the

Chinese Company of Merchants, sell small articles to foreigners,

and pay the export duties to a member of the said Company or

Hong. This person adds these sums to his own duties and

pays the whole to government. jf\f JJE -jf^** ffl

13

it Sin Tsin-tsze-keih-te e ne-kin shoo te6 tsze, foo kea

shoo chnng. yung tang-ko che he, A new made graduate of the

Tsin-tsze-kelh-te class, puts a card of a deep gold colour ito

the letter he was sending home, to announce the joyful tidings

of his promotion.

Paou, occurs in the sense of A. H8, To unite. Sjnj |J]
.

Lun tsew yug paou, To discuss, or try the case of

prioner is called Paou.
"]N ^ J^ Q 1 Heayinshang

yuC paou, For inferiors in natural rank to debauch superiors,

is called Paou. Occurs Syn. with fa Foo, To hasten. Origi-

niilly written^ Paou.
]; J^f j ^ Fan c paou cbe,

Turned it back to unite it.
Tjjr

/\
|

M ^ -*f in

Wan-kung paou ching tize che fei, Wan-kuDg debauched
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the wife of hii uncle, the prince of the state Ching. (Tso-chuen.)

I ^ %\ ffi
Paou tsang chay, paou yu, Poor

people
' who are obliged to inter soon ; must hasten to perform

the' rites expressed by Yu. (Le-kiug.)

An ancient form of^ Tsze.

Also read Tseih. To form bricks of earth; the snuff of

a candle; what is left when tlie fire has consumed the combus-

tible p;Tt; to snuff at, or dislike ; to hate.
Jj Fj g

U! fl 'Ifc fc Tc ye.

tselh tsau sliwo, teen hing, shin king chin sze. Ming yu t*8 na

yen, s8 jay ch'htih nii chin ming wei yun, The Emperor

(Shun, B. C. 2236) said to Lung (one of his ministers) I hate

slander, and a perverse ingenuity, which misrepresents the con-

duct of good men, and which striken terror into my people-

I command you, who are the receiver of my words, morning

and evening to issue my orders and receive an account of how

they are executed; let all be conformable to truth. (Shoo-*#. & \ Jt|.$

. ^ A iHj H IP Yew ju she wa-kwan
.
Hea

how she tseih chow ; Yin jin kwan kO; Chow jin tseang che s3,

In the time of Yu
, (B. C. 2200) they had earthen ware coffins ;

in the time of Hea, (B. C. 1800) they surrounded the coffin

with burnt bricks; in the time of Yin, (B. C. 1200) they had

wooden coffins and shells; in the time of Chow, (B.C. 800)

they surrounded the coffin with curtains like a wall, and

adorned the wood with cloth. (Le-king.) ~pZ "3c, ^- 'jjilj

<p ^- ifff
Tso show ping chO; yew show chS tselli,

With the left hand hold the candle ; and with the right hand

break off the snuft. >k ~j? jb| Cl
]
Hoo che yu tsinS ^ ft* ^V| / "u 9 I

yug tselihjThe remnant ofwhat fire has consumed is called Tseih

CH'HANG.

Ground dedicated to offering sacrifice to the gods; ground

appropriated to the ingathering of grain. An arena for literary

or military contests, or exercises. An arena, or appropriated

space of ground fir any special purpose; as a place of public

execution; the place of consecrating the priests and priestcues

of Buddah ; the place where insects or reptiles collect together ;

a place for gaming, and so on. Ch'hang is further used as a

numeral of .affairs, circumstances, or particular concerns. A

particular period of life; time, state, or class of persons.

%& ^ *S E& Mi 'Hi J^ Cha t-ho0 wei tan < ch>h
XJV *-" A'V -tJ. I/J> JTi* /*> "J

te wei ch'hang, Raised earth makes (the kind of altar called)

Tan
;
earth removed (to level or excavate the place) makes

Ch'hang.
jj ^ j^j] Q |

Show bo poo yug ch'hang,

An enclosure to receive grain is called Ch'hang.
|

HI

Ch'bang poo, Expresses the same generally. ^g j=L 'jjfa

[^ ^|( ^i ^ ]
-|^ Chun, Hea, wei poo ; tsew tung wei

ch'hang yay, The place designed for Spring and Summer is

called Poo; that for Autumn and Winter is called Ch'hang.

4l B fa
njjl

Kew yuS, ch8 ch'hang poo, In the ninth

moon an enclosure for grain is made. The word Ch6 expresses

the beating down of mud as in forming a mud wall. T 1

Ho ch'hang, A place for the reception of grain. J^

^ IM ~*/ Hfl Ch'hang jin, ch'hang kwS che ch'hang-

poo, The Ch'hang-jiu controul the national receptacles for grain.

3oj-
1 K'ho ch'hang, The arena, or place of assemblage for

literary and military exercises; the exercise it self.
fjjij^

/f jfcj.
I Ming ne'en yew k'ho ch'hang, There is a general

probational exercUe next year. ^ ffi
Kaou k'ho

ch'hang, To examine, or to be examined, at the arena or place

of general assemblage. These examinations are generally trien-

nial. The present reigniug family on the occurrence of every

decade of the monarch's age, have what they call a
J ^J-

Gin k'ho, An examination of special favor; when various

extraordinary rewards are distributed. %. \

Whn ch
'

hang'

The literary arena. ^] Woo ch'tang, The place for mi-

litary exercises. $j \
ch'hang, The place of public

execution. |$f j
Too ch'hang, A place appropriated to

gaming. J| |
He ch'hang, A place for theatrical repre-

sentations. ^ y^ ?^E ] f Lun l5 tsae tO ch
'

ha"g

chung, To sink down into the midst of a gaming house,

expresses a low degree of moral degradation. ^ y^ p

^ H^^ ^ ^ 1
SMh she k<hae tlha"S >h6 kae *U*

-* IV"* /P^M ""* -

l-~_i. }/}' *

seuenfuh ch'hang, Where the sect of Buddah opens a temple,

and establish prohibitive rules, it is called A select arena of Fnb.

Read Shang. Iff
|

Ch'he shang, Place of assemblage,
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k'hen, .As the door is now stint, it is necessary to advance and

po round.
ifejj Jjffl

Kwan jo too. Thr lookers on

were like a wall thickly crowded together, when Confucius

practised the bow and nrrow.
JjJ \- ^J ^ j

^fj| j^
Le min krae pan too j( o koo. The officers anil people were nil

tranquilly settled :. before. ^ fljj (Jj ^ ^ jf| |J|J

Inl
'

I
^ *" ns snc ze ^ae kcw i

'

n<)W 'eu yrn cnn lc> '

Kcallv set the wliol.-wi.rld at r.-st. j, ';

j','',| l/jfftj |

Chay-ko yuf o-too, Ch:iy-ko(this or than is express-.! l>y
(Moo.

This expression refers t" a trillii'g
talc of ^ i^jj ||J Wiui^-i--

poo, a prrion in the fourth ccnlnry, who nflVcl.-d so niucli

version to cx)vctoitsiic!(i, that he would never pronounce tin-

word J:S I'-i'i'ii, Motiey. Hi* wife in order to put a trick on

him, surrounded !IH |.c,l with it, but when he aro;', instead of

n^l.t unawart-i, and induced to utter tin- hatred word,

H '^ Ifi'l 1 Yft J; MinR pri> "IM1

wiih k'heti. Ordered the female w-rvant in thre wordj Take

away thatatiiflf. (Chin-yu-kaou.) 'Jffi

'

Chuns and rVi K'liin^,

Bells and sonoroiii tono wcrpinp.-ii.led, sixteen together t the

whole numlur w;i called
^j*

S'ze; half the numlirr was culled

j

Too. (Chow-le.) Occ urj in the icnie of
H|| Too, The

tcrrnc.- OTcr a city gate.

T'MO. A certain child's play, otherwise railed

Pei wa lelh he, The play of
flying I lies and

brick-hats, which is :ilso expressed by ^jfjg
j iV I'ei l<>. Then-

is a game of this kind, which consists in throwing from one

forcibly .heavy substances attached by a string, and drawing llir,n

suddenly back again. The obsolete play referred In, Cdinislcd

probal.ly only in pc-lling each oilier, herce the phrase J-W; 1

P'haou-to, To throw or pelt. ^f ^N \\ h} Jn kin

chc la wa, Like I ho present la wa, striking with hrick-b.ils.

Tin- Seal Charnrter form ol ^ Yin, The ancient form

of CT| Yon, Fmoke, which it is said to represent, curling out of

a window.

The snmc as^ Yu, Thf side of a house

GAN, A burying plact in a moor or common.

w

To bury or inter i it is also exj-ressrd by ^jv J (
", I'.-gan, it

was pointed out to the poor to induce them to attend to the

interment of their relatives. (Kwan-tsze.)

The ame a^ J^ I'a, To ttick in the pround, to tiB.

One turn of ploughing. ^E /

jyf
"~" $ w -lnC

pa, The king ploughed a turn.

To contain, or receive in store. From
|

T'hoo, The earth,

as the earth contains all creatures, and as the bowels receive

and contain. |U)TMU, (Jnssor herbage, wus
s;itn.-qut-nlly

added, from the idea of its covering and Concealing what Uy

amongst it; hence the modern phrase Ai^ :)|;[
I', tsanf, To

secret or conceal.

FUNG. The neil or dwelling of an insect it

e.illed Fung. The Chinese express it by
j',|, j? Chung-shin,

The house of an insect. JH 'I K-fiinj, An ant's net.

CHUNG. The sid.-sofa pou.l. asfi!ipo,,J

01 older eavity which contains water.

TA, or T8. The spot where divisionof

land l.ikes place i hoiindary or limit.

'riu-sium- as j^l Rear. MC Rad. tI]Ti->.iABB '

The ,nme is 1^ Yay, A moor, or common.

An ancient form of ^ Ke, sec 1 1 itr.
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TSIN. Damp, wet, marshy.

IAn

lucient form of lit Chung, see Rad. IB Le.
-^ j i. >

H1NG, or Fung. The name of a place.

SEUN, or Tseun. High, perilous.

These three character* |& are ill the same.

CHE.

To put or add to ; to make op a certain amount.

Same
asj^JKang,

A small hill ; or the ridge of a hill.

TEN STROKES.

u

FSEIH. Poor ground; the ridge of a hill.

Shan tseih kang, The back of a hill is called Rang

^TE )),

^/^ LUNG. To smear, or daub. ill

K'HWAE.

A clod of earth; a segment, fragment, or portion of ; a

piece. Doltish, unintelligent as a clod. Occurs used for the

pronoun I. Syn. with fir Kwci. j^f 3M ~^ jfa
1 ~TT

jjj!
Tsaou wuh che ming yu Ta-kwae, The name of that

which creates (namely heaven and earth, nature) is called Ta-

k'hwae. ^ $fo ffl f$ ']|i %k iE
tyft $ fa

\ T'be'en te ch'boo k'bae, kwan jen woo wub, koo ming

Ta-k'hwae, When the heaven and earth were first opened, they

were in a chaotic state ; there were no creatures, hence the

whole was called Ta-k'hwae, a great clod. I T hoc

k'hwae, A clod of earth.

rffl. 3 77 4t

Yang chun chaou wo e yen king;

Ta k'hwae kea wo e wn chang.

The opening spring invites me by its appropriate clouds

and mists; [traits.

The great material system lends me its various beauteous

4{K fflt Ap K'hwae yen woo che, Doltish and igno

rant.
J ^ 4^J

K'hwae yen ) ih wuh, A doltish stupid

lh '"*- i" JL & & 7 -
1

K- Keen

chwang shang, che shih leaou yih k'hwae, Observed the paper

of the window damped in a place. -W <

1 fj
1

Yang tseen yih plh k'hwae, A hundred pieces of foreign money.
~~"

Pn I
Y ' h k hwae - lean& k'hwae, One piece, two

pkces.&c. -
| ^ Yih k'hwae te, A portion of land.

^ i ^ ^ 1
Chinfhoo wei pung k'hwae, Dusty, or

loose earth is (called) Pung k hwae.
|pi JT

r ^ jfc^

|| A. Sf A^.^. ]
Chung urh keth shih ju yay

jin; yay jin yu che k'hwae, Chung-urn bagged of the country

people something to eat; the country people gave him a clod

of earth. Chung-urh deemed it an insult and was about to

chastise the people, when his father suggested, that is was

^ 0ft ^ T'heen tsze yay, The gift of heaven; as an omen

of his obtaining territory and a kingdom, which was afterwards

realized. (Tso-chuen.) ^ -flf- jj| ^^g ^
T/jz$J^ii$l I

Fo mo che sang, keu e leu piih I'lioo,

tsin chen, chin k'hwae, On the death of father and mother,

children must live in an uplastered thatched hut; sleep upon

straw, and have a clod for their pillow. g^a | ^ Eft

/?N ^P1

ifej
^u ^ '4''lwac heung chung puh p'hing yay, Luy

k'hwae, expresses matters' heaped up (disquietuilr) in the

breast. fl. ^ ft] '& *H ff'jRj ^ Heung

chung luy k'hwae, koo seu tsew jaou che, There is an ac-

cumulation of clods in my breast, it is necessary to molify

them with wine poured around.
/jjjjj

F'ho k'bwae,
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To break the clod ; as plants sprout up through it.

P ^ffii
ffyj'

At* Yang kwei fei han k'hwae, ts'hing sze,

Yang-kwei-fei (an Imperial concubine famous in history) put

clod of earth in her mouth and begged to die. (T'hang-t'hoo.)

JM 1 TseTh-k'hwae, and
Jfi I.uy-k'hwae, Clods of

earth heaped up.

s. c.YING.

A grare or tomb. j^ ^p j^J ^ Yin- yth tsang

te yay, Ying-yth, the limits or place of interment. I

^fr

Ying heug, The pit or grave into which the coffin is put. -jt-

A ^ I

S*en J'n fun y ta
> The tomb of parents.

SING. Red stiff
clay.

or T'ha. Below the surface ofthe ground.

To fall dowo. ^ Hj j^ ^ Chuy fhow ta jih, To

hang down the head and let fall the wings. From^I? Maou,

and not from B Jih,
] jft ^ ^ jfjj ^ '^ Ta,

chwang chb te, urh gan yay, Setting a couch dow on the

ground and settling it. /S J^ /tej
I Fangiihtaou IS,

The house was completely subverted, or thrown down. :fS

j

Tsaou t5, To knock or throw about; to annoy or distress;

is sometimes written thus.
^

$. itL vie *f E ^*^ fJ> iil J

suy jen ne kern tih, yay miih yew chay to ch'ha keiih ne tsaou

ta, Although you may drink this tea, still there is not so much

tea as to give it to you to throw about.
RcJ tijj IS? $\\

] ffi $. 'T
~~"WH f !

Yin te chin taou tafan&

h yTh tn'hcen yth plh yu keen, By an earthquake there were

thrown down, one thousand, one hundred (eleven hundred)

and more houses, (on the borders of .' ze-rhuen, April, 1817).

SUING. A bank or dike which divides fields.

SEE, or Siih. Small dust.

4 v

K'HAE.

High and dry land,
gjjj- |[T ^ 3/| j;j| jjjf

Ts'hing kSnj

choo shwang k'hae chay, I request you to move (your dwell-

ing) to a more elevated and chearful situation. Otherwyi

expressed thus, ^ Jg- ^^flJJ ^ ^ %. ^ Kae

keu yu shwang mingkaou tsaou che te, Hemoveand dwell \m

a chearful lightsome elevated dry place. (Tso-chuen.)

JL U" 7& ~^ 7$. I

Ch'hoo kan tseuen che shwaog k'hae.

To reside in chearful elevated place with a -sweet spring of water.

^f^/^* SOO. To mould earth or clay into the form of

J'Jf*
^f\>

something ; to make an image ; an idol. ^ f^ $t j."
'

Kin sun ne'g Ohoo seaOu kwc

seang maou yue soo, The present Tulgar mode of forming with

the fingers clay into the resemblance of a demon orj

called Soo. 4f Soo is iwsd in the same sense.

SHE.

A kind of hen roost formed in a wall. ^ jtg.

ffe ^Hfflf Ts8 yuen wei ke ts t e yu8ihe '

hole in the wall for fowls to reit in, is called She.

Kfun-tsze yu yTh.

P"h che k'he ke.

H3 che tsae ?

T" I Ketseyushe,
J I

^fe it- ~FC& Yang new hea lae,

fa -2i -T' ^v Keun-tsze yu yIh,

ho wh nc.

The princely man is gone on public service,

The period of his return is unknown.

Whither has he gone !

The fowls have their times to perch upon the reot*
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And in Ihe evening of the day,

" The sheep and the kine come down from the mountain*.

The princely man is gone on service,

How refrain from thinking on him !.

YUNG.

(Slit-king.)

Chung yung, A dlquieted appearance.

MEIH. To plaster, at a wall; to smear; to

daub.
~{g? j

T'hoo poo tseang pelh jay, To

plaster and repair a wall.

fi An ancient form of Hf Hwafe.

The sound ofsomething falling ; earth piled up ; a tall spire,

consisting of three, five, seven, nine and even thirteen stories,

commonly called a pagoda; a temple ofBuddah. A surname. To

rliyme, read Fa. The T'ha, or Pagodas, are very common in the

interior of China, they are generally placed on some eminence,

and often on the tops of high hill*, Withinside, they are hollow
,

have windows in each story, and often a winding staircase lead-

ing to the top contained in the wall of the building, like the

monument at London Bridge, which is indeed a kind of T'ha.

They were introduced with the religion ofBuddah, and were

monuments dedicated to him. There are sometimes idols placed

in the several* lories. The modern ones are generally low, and

hare a reference to the Chinese superstition, called the
Ijfif 7]^

Fung-shwiiy, which also entered into the idea of the former

oms. They are supposed to expel evil spirits, pestilence, and

other misfortunes; and at the same time to have an influence in

inducing prosperity in one form or other. They are commonly

called ^S?;jf}& Paou -t'ha, A precious Pagoda. /^^lj ]

Shay-lc-t'ha, A pagoda raised over certain relics or pearly ashes

of Buddah. These, it is said, are contained in a gold box, if on

being opened they exhibits dingy appearance, it i* deemed a bad

omen, if a red appearance, a good omen.
"^f~

I Wan-t'ha,

expresses tie modern low pagoda. Jtjg -g|
1 Shaou fan t'ha,

To burn the foreign pagodas, refers to a ceremony observed on

the fifteenth of the eighth moon. A hollow pagoda made of tile*

or bricks is reared and filled with fuel ; it is then set fire to,

and amidst the blaze, salt is thrown in, which is done for th

amusement of old men and children.
jjj% ^ ? ^~

Tan ta t'hun fan ta, Bold enough to swallow the buruingpngoda.

] ^ T ha tang, The Pagoda'* lamps. In, J|| |g ffi

Shaou-king Foo, in the province of Canton, there is a pagoda.

situated on
UJj jijj [I | Ting-hoo hill, to this, many peoul*

repair and give a sum of money from six to a hundred dollars it)

order to illuminate it. In doing this, there is said to be great

JjJ /HJ Kung-Uh, Meritorious virtue. There is, they add,

IP? j^Shing tseih, The footsteps or traces of what is holy

or sacred about the pagoda and temple, at its foot ; by which

they mean, that there is a supernatural blessing attends it. Th

priest* are always supplied without going forth to beg. At

the temple called ^ Ji ffe Kaou-ming-sze, not far from

the Yang-tsze-keang, where the British Embassy in 1 8 1 6 changed

boats, there is a very elegant and lofty pagoda, which was a

residence of the late Emperoron his tour to the South of China.

The Chinese define the word by tfti ;)$ ^ ^ ^ Se-

ylh Fow-too yay, The Fow-too, (Bikldah) of the western regions.

Moo keen kung-yu jug t'ha, kin chingch'ha yu, wei che t'ha-

yuen, Temples built by solicited subscriptions are called T'ha ;

recently the abodes of the Buddah priests
are called T ha-

keTb>

kew keTh, chesMh s;m keih urh che; k'he woo keth chay suh wei

che chung-tsze, Pagodas are either seven, nine, or a* far a*

thirteen stories, where they stop j those of five storie* ar

vulgarly called Awls; denoting like the word spire, some-

thing which ends in a sharp point. Ihe porcelain tower

situated in Keang-nan, and which is. mentioned in accounts of

China, is called fife
[}|j

I Lew-le t'h&. Lew-le, is a kind of

glaze, such as is put on earthen ware. This pagoda is als

called iBl^ -ii Paou-gHn-sze, The temple of gratitude.

The lime and money spent in building it were very considerable.
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VI piece of solid gold many pounds weight surmounted Hie k>|>

of the spire. In tlic suburbs.of Nanking, there arc to this day

folio sheet prints of it, wilha minute description; the builder's

name, and so on; to, satisfy the curiosity of travellers. In the

third year of \ i'frd Ching-kwan, (A. D. 1 637.) a celebrated

priest of Budd..h,
whose name was ~g jjJH. fjjjj Heuen-chwang-

ize. (the latter word is his litle of master or doctor) wcul to

India and procured various of the books of Buddah. He

returned sixtem year* afterwards, and was three years more

occupied in translating them. There was built for him a

temple called fc ^ Jj, E^ Ta-tsze-gan-sze, The temple

of great mercy and kindness. And three years afterwards, the

succeeding Emperor built a pagoda, called
Jj|| j

Yen-t'ha, The

Wild-goose Pagoda, in order to lay up the above mentioned

books. The Wild-goose pagoda took its name from the

following legend. At this place, in fomer times, were priests, who

fed on geese, calve* and deer. One day a wild goose flew

over the place where they were sitting, and with an audible

^oicesaid,$$JD,$4f| 4P{ |f| Ji Chung sangkeu*

kung roo-o-sa-chuy, All you priests omit to serve the cause of

charity and benevolence. The four last words in the language

f Buddah denotes $Mj Haou-she, Delighting to impart The

oo4 having uttered these words, fell dead amongst the priests.

They were greatly alarmed, ceased to eat animal food, and hnill

a T'ha over the place where they interred the goose. It occurred

during the dynasty T'hang, that a person who had attained the

literary rank of ^ j~ 7 | Tsin sze kelh te, was at this

pagodi, when be first put up a tablet with hij name, as i< still

the custom, and from this circumstance, persons of the rank

just mentioned, are in the present day, called
jffji

4S ;j
Yen t'ha te miug, Men whose names are inscribed on the Wild

goose pagoda. Many phrases in the Chinese language are of

a similar derivation to that just given, which is tedious to

narrate, and omited, leave the sense obscure.

There were no T'ha in China before the time of the Han

Dynasty, and therefore ShS-wan does not contain the word.

In the town of Canton there is a Mahoramodan mosque, with

a plain spire, which is called
T^Q Kwang t'ha, The unor-

namented pagoda. There is another, which in contradistinc-

tion is called ^ |

Hwa t'ha, T^he flowered pagoda. The

pagoda half way to Hwang-poo, where European ships moor,

is called ;M
(Jijj |

Chih-kang-l'ha. The Second-bar pagoda

(a spire known to all who have visited Canton) is called
JH[n

3- #& 1 Sze-tsze-yang t'ha, or
~fc /^| j

ShTh-le t'hi.

uo '/HI I

Pa-chow ta, is a famous pagoda in the province
l~_* '/ II

of Canton, built about A. D. 1600. Occurs written^ T'na.

PA-CHOW-TK-C'HOO PAGODA.
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Same as j^ Soo, see above.

Poo shin seang, An earthen or clay image of a

god ; a clay idol.
j/{J | 7JV )$ i\'}

Ne ' intlh te: 'ou

t1h, Formed of clay or carved in wood. ^ ij^(( ^ |

Ne teaou muh soo, Formed of clay or wood. These two

txpressions ire applied to persons as terms of abuse for their

stupidity. $ j| ftj y 1 A # $ AS &
_.

JJH ip fa? Ming taou joo ne soo jin, keih tse'8 jin kwan

she yih twan ho k'h, Ming-taou was (as inanimate) as a clay

figure, till he received another person, and then he was all

cordiality. ^J6 -^Q
I Tio joo soo, To tit like a clay

figure. Jjfj'
-hn

|

Maou joo *oo, A countenance like

a clay image. 4 f Hwuy soo, To draw a likeness with

the pencil.

LJNG. The appearance of dust ruing.

Sound of wind, or
metaphorically, the fame ofusages or customs.

Che, see below.

A man's name, To b distinguished from JB T'hwam.

7^- T'HOO >fifc ;

Clay, mud, mire. To plaster, to ornament as the colouring

of a wall ; to smear, to daub ; to blot out or efface ; to defile ;

to fill up an interstice. Tliick. A surname; the name of a hill.

^ AN ^B MC T* J u l ''100 tan> To *' 1 amonS* 1 m 're a"d

tshesj it applied to sitting down, or associating with vicious

p-p'- i ft m A ;^ H EAt
$1 ;fc iS 1 $ 1 ^ LeTh y R" J in che

yu g8 ji ye >, jj e chaou -, chaou kwan tso yu t'hoo tan, To

stand in the court of a yicious man ( prince) or to ipeak to a

vicious man, is like being clothed in a court dress, and court

cap, and then sitting down amongst the mire and ashes. (Mang-

tsze.)
| ^ Thoo-ne, Soft mire. ^ 1

H" ' 1'"00 '

Dull, stupid, muddy intellect ; to manage affairs without order

andsystem. -^^ ] ^# ^ ^ ffi A Yik

ko hoo-fhoo ta piih ming plh telh jin, A very dull stupid fellow.

4jj| T $ Ho l>no >eat)U sze'
To fini '"' or Put

off one's hand in a confused indistinct manner.

ffl 1 $ |? ffc fi ]E $fc 15
Ne p&h yaou ho t

'

h0'

wo yu ne shwtf ching-king hwa, Don't you be confiist-d and

carelessly misapprehend, I am speaking to you seriously.

atS&A* 1 -B*(K*i I

-4r ^ T^ /Kfl
1 Hw8 yen Twan wei jin hoo-fhoo ; Te yui<,

Twan seaou sze hoo-t'hoo, ta sze puh hoo-t'hoo, One sid,

that Twan was a stupid man ; the Emperor replied, Twan

dull in petty matters, but not dull in great affairs. (Sung-she.)

jfc*?
T'hoo tseang, To plaster a wall ; or a plastered wall .

effi T'hoo shih, To apply any coloured wash to walls.

^ T'hoo yih, or
j ^t T'hoo mo, To blot out and alter

a written document. >flS yj[ 2^ Teen choo, t'ho*

kae, To add illustrations or comments ; to blot out and alter.

I&.
1 ^ jt Tung t'hoo, se m, 'On the east blot out, on

the west efface ;' i. e. to make many alterations.
j/&

Leu-t'hoo, The path trodden by travellers. I |?E ffi fefa
f :L* if (J S\\

^ T'hoo-ke, ne shih yay, T'hoo-ke is to plaster with mud; te

fill up the interstices of the wall. ^ j

G8-f hoc, Denotes

the same. (Shoo-king.)
-fljfr fa | ff^ j$ ] ]

UTT Woo keaou jow shing muh ; joo t'hoo t'hoo foo, Do not

teach a monkey to climb a tree; it is plastering above plaster

unnecessarily. ff /J- ^ % $1 jg>

Yen seaou jin kwiih jow che gan pun p3, wang yew haou tsa

ning e lae che, she yew keaou jow shing mnh, yew joo yu ne

t'hoo che shang kea e ne t'hoo foo che yay, It (the above

sentence) expresses, that the natural affection for their kindred

of mean lime serving men, is originally very slight; if the king

likes lo hear specious slanders and thereby encourages (tale

bearers) to come, it is like teaching a monkey to ascend a tree,
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nd as adding miry plaster above miry plaster.-The figures being

low, monkey and mire, seem well chosen for the subject.

fF0***1B5fca;f
AA ~& Vfi -?? 1 1 1

* & tt 79; TE ,

/nr H Ew/C-W^fRlTOTliAri In ancient times

when the age was in a well governed state, the learned did not

decline offices, and when confusion (from the tyranny of the

reigning prince) prevailed, they did not aim at any rate to keep

their places. The two eminent men
(king's sons) PTh-e and

Shiih-tse, said respecting Chow, contact with him would defile

our pure conduct. They forthwith travailed north to the

Show-yang mountain, where they died of hunger. (Chwang-

**)
-fly |

Woo-t'hoo, To defile. |5 J
Chin-t'hoo,

Dust and mire, expresses the age, the world, the present state

ofhuman beings. ^ ]

Tseaou t'hoo, Pepper-plaster, refers

to the Empress's private rooms, which it is said, were in the

time of Han thu plastered, to give them warmth and fra-

grance,
j ]

T'hoo-fhoo, occurs applied to
gWloo,

The dew, expressing its being thick.
j|[ T'hoo-chay,

or, as some read it, Kcu, An earthen chariot.
j jfe"

/jfjf iff PE| pf ^| Z. T'hoo chay ch'hoo ling tsze koo yew
che, Clay carriages and straw men (to inter with the dead)
have existed from ancient times, and the usngeis still attend-

ed to. The usage is at present to make a number of utensils of

paper, and by consuming them in fire, pass them into the invi-

ible state for the use of the departed penon. The general
term for them is,

flfj ffi Ming-k'he. A house, sedan-chairs,

a boat, boalmen, attendants, clothes, and so on, are made and

burnt. They burn the actual clothes which the person wore,

which of course, in the rase of poor people are not worth

much, but expensive wardrobes of the rich are thus consumed.

They denominate the practice, /fe| jfij JnT
~k? S |laou kwo

hoe, To burn clothes for the passnge of the river. The river

to be passed, is called -

Hwang-ho, The Yellow river.

I lli T'hoo-shan, The name of an ancient state. ^.' 1 <san

t'hoo, Three places are so denominated when spoken of
generally.

An ancient form of ^ Yen.

32nd Radical. X. T'hoo

An ancient form of^ Tae.

Chow', mode of writing^ T'h.ng. The first part of the

definition it disputed.

T'HAXG.

An artificial pond ; a pool of water ; a fish pond. It is the

usage in China to have a pond of stagnant water attached to

the bouse of every gentleman. ^ || Ch'he fhang, or

I ^ T'hang ch'he, or fa ]

Yu fhang, All express a

fish pond, n j
Leen t;ang) A pond for the growth of

the water-lily. 4fr -J- JB ~,\f \-\ \ r ,

^Ti I 3gj /Jv tj Ch8 t hoo g8

shwuy yu6 t'hang, Earth diked up, and stopping water, i.

called T'hang. ^ $fc ] King yin t'hang, The gojd and

silver pond a pond mentioned in
history. ^fe j Tseen-

t'hang, The Tseen (Chinese copper cash or money) pool; to

called from a fraud praticed at the building of it. A notice

was issued inviting persons to bring clay and stones, promi.ing
a thousand^ Tseen, for half the quantity which one man
could carry. The poor people came^ ^Jooyun, Like

clouds for number, with loads of clay and stone. The builder

then affirmed that they had brought much more than he wanted i

and the people had no resouce but to throw down their bur-

dens and go away, leaving the materials for building in the

possession of tha man who had imposed on them. 7J| I Ken

1-fat
THT T'hang-IPJ

haou, Celery. IB- T'hang, is used in the same sense.

There are a great many epithets applied to ponds, as
jjfc lyt ]

Ch'hun tsaou t'hang, The vernal grass pond. Ho 7^ ]
Cne-

fun t'hang, The pool of female cosmetics flowing from the

apartments of the royal palace, and so on. !|i?
1 Yay t'hanj,

A pool in a wilderness.

K'HEO. s. c.

High earth. One says, Hard adhesive earth or clay, whick

cannot be separated. Read Keaou, Poor stony land. Thes*

three characters j$& fjs J|E re the same.

TO!.. I. 4 x
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The vulgar form of^ Chung.

A grave or sepulchre. ^? J Hwang-chung, A deserted

grave; a tomb at which no dricendaiiU worihip.

LEIH. To stop ar fill up.

NElH. Earth and water mixed.

Same as jj| Pung, see below.

Dust blown bj the wind. To be distinguished from
IJJ2 Chung.

KUNG.

The name of a place. Some write it ^ Kung.

PANG. The boundary of a piece of ground ;

the dike which forms the limit of a field. In ome of the

ancient Chinese states, a level topped eminence wa called Pang;

and also the banks or tides of a ditch.

The vulgar form of Chae.

SIH.

To fill ; to fill up; to close; tostop an aperture; to obstruct;

to hinder or prevent. A solid, sincere character. An important

and dangerous pass to a country. Epithet, implied to the moon

under certain circumstances. 1 ^ STh-sTh, A disquieted;

untranquil appearance. Read Sae, A boundary ; a limit on the

border. A surname.
j||^ Tuy sih, To stop up, a* by

piling earth over.
fjjlj

Pe-sTh, To close or shut.

J|L -J- ] /^\ {1 Pe tsze sih piili choo, The noie not com-

pletely stopped ; or unable lo clop the uose.
-j}- JuJ lijj

JHJ- 93? p] TlHl PI I<ilou'*hoo lo thing chtiytize s'ih

lung mun, The rat pulled down the weight, aud itself filled up

the entrance to the cavern, figu ratively, a man's bringing som

calamity on himself. A ^^^ ] $} ]\$
~ &*

4^ itlJ
J 'n to tse J ung tfh teih, woo yih seay Rung te, Agreat

many people crowded together and choked up the space, so that

there was not the least unoccupied ground. PJ Sih

k'how, To stop a person's mouth ; either by not affoiding him

any reason to talk, or reasoning so that he is unable to reply ;

it may also denote the stoppage of any aperture, which word i

generally expressed by mouth.
Jpj{

1 T'heen-sih, or 1

ffi Sin mwan, To fill up. JEJ[
Sih tsih, To stop or pre-

vent censure; to endeavour to slur over an aflair, or perform

any work in a careless manner, djs'gncd merely to preserve

appearance,. ^ J& ^ jj| Ul ] / ^L
Theen U

piih t'hung pe sih ching lung, Heaven and earth's reciprocal

communication obstructed, forms or causes winter.
j j$

P Sih loo k'how. To stop up a road.
|f$ Ti JiH $ $1

^ PM
j

K'haefhung taou loo, woo yew chang sih, Opened

a road which was perfectly free without any barrier to intercept

or slop passengers. ^ yjj^ ^ -^ |

Shun wan, kung,

yun, sih. Shun (B. C. 2100) was a cordial, reipectful, sincere,

and solid plain character. (Shoo-king.) ^ ^ ^ ^
Keih k'he sih shih, To carry solidity of character to its highest

deSrpe - ffif&^fc 1 't^ Seay shwo chung sihji.

e Vicious discourse is an obstruction to benevolence and justice.

(MSing-tsze.) ^ /ft ] jjJH
Pi"g iin sih yucn, To grasp the

mind, be solid and deep, expresses great care and attention,

with solidity and profoundness of character. (She-king.)

^. 1 IL iU S J* ^S ii
Tsin sze *Th che kwSi

pei shan tae wei, Tsin (who first united China under on*

monarchy) possessed a kingdom defended by dangerous passes

on every side. It was surrounded by hills, and by the river

Wei, as with ag'irdle. (She-ke.) Tsin was hence called ^
iff. T'he'en foo, The district of Heaven, especially favored of

heaven. $ }feUK #2 1 HI Ch'hing chepei ch'hih,

?ih sih yaousae, A ditch and wall a hundred cubits high to

obstruct the approach of serious injuries. J^)
K'he, sih,

K'he expresses gates, roads and bridges; Sih, walls and other

means f obstructing the approach of an enemy. ^j ^J?

]
K'hae wo maou sih, Open or expand my jungle-

choked mind > instruct me.
_^ ^i

"J Irtl

"~^ i
_t

T" H
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T'hooJ-

i

tize, wei kaou-tsze yu6 sbau king che ke keen, keajenyung

etc urh ching loo; wei keen piih yung, tslh maou sih che e;

kin maou iTh tsze che sin e, Mencius said to Kaou-tsze,

when the paths amongst the hills are used, a road is formed

by the constant footsteps of passengers, but as soon as they

are not frequented, the weeds choke them up ; the weeds have

now choked up your heart, remove them by daily study.

ffi H j
E-poo-sih, and

|||^ | Yew-po-sih, are two

phrases applied by the Buddists to eminent persons, who in

Chinese are called itH: -f Shen-s/e, Virtuous scholars. "5&
r= -*-; Jill.

^- ffi il? $ ^:H 1
MSng tung pe PSen ki"S' wa :

ytou ae, In the first month of winter make preparations for

defence on the border ; and strengthen the important passes.

(Le-king.) j]^ Kew-sae, Nine important passes men-

tioned in history. ^ Tsze-sae, The red limit. A name

of the well know great wall of China. ^& J- -jri/ -4-
>> 7K *-^ yy *-*

IS W 5Ji @ T3 Tilncn8 changch'hingfhoosihkeae tsze

yiu ming, When Tsin (B. C. 200) built the long city wall, the

earth of which it was made, was all of a red colour, and hence

its name, asgiven above. Its usual name is
'3JI j|l

J=L
Ifjb

Wan-le-chang-ch'hing, The city wall ten thousand le long. Wi

I Pii-iae, Certain utensils for gaming. Occur* in the sense

*fzH Sae ' %* i iw )Hf Tung >ae taou kc> T ffer

up the winter prayers and sacrifices. &. sS
i||

I Jf/

Tse wei paou lae yay, To sacrifice is called Paou-sae.

A vulgar form of ^fe Tsanj, To inter or bury.

K 'H \?VIV n Lia. ^ bank ordam raised to obstruct water.

i

^rvt
The same as,^ E, To inter, to bury.

JD
r^^^r

- T fa"j a* from a higher place.

Head Ts'hny, T reprehend; to censure.

E t>ho<)

YfH, or Neth. A imall hill.

T'HEEN.

From -{-" T'hoo, Earth, and 'WL Chin, giving sound.

Also written ^jf^ thus, from n Heug, A cavern or hollow

place; pit. T'heen denote* fy ~t ^^ -\

sib kungyay, To fill up a vacant place with earth.

tfj ^ Kl
|
1 ilH. Fan shih chung chay yin jug t'he'en,

All filling up, or making solid an empty place in the middle,

is in consequence expressed by T'heen.

To fill up a vacant place ; to make up a deficiency ; to add

to ; to pay a debt i to give a life forfeited to the laws ; to yield

or flow onward ; the sound of a drum ; a man's name. Also

read Teen. Read T'heen, Entirely, completely, fully, a-

bundantly. Severe disease. Read Chin, Fixed; fettled;

soothed ; repressed ; a long time.
j ^ Theen-slh, To close

or shut up. jnfe
T'heen-mwan.To fill up; to fill entirely.

ill lf 'i T'heen hwan kwei k'hung, To make up a
I -V& /&./ - I .

loss or deficiency. f||
T'heen-chae, To pay a debt

j ^ T'heen ming, To pay with one's life, the violation ofthe

laws. |k$| 1 $ Teaouchuen t'hien Uing, To carry

bricks and fill up a well.

A
K'he-hSefheen;

Jin tin nan mwan.

Lakes and ditches are easily filled;

But the heart of man, it is impossible to satisfy.

It is said, that^ ^ Yen-te's daughter (B. C. S200) wa*

drowned in the eastern sea, and that she was afterwards tram.

formed into a bird called fejr -fur Tsing-wei, and which

gradually has ever si nee been carrying away in its bill, the

|V t 1 ttf*

wood and stones of the western mountains.
yj^

I9t

)jfl.
E t'he'en tung hae, To fill up the eastern sea. IB

allusion to this tale, it is said, ^ ^ yfC jffl

'

Vj|?

Neaou ban muh urh t'he'en hae, The birds c,irry in their bill*

wood, and fill up thfc ocean.
jjijij ^j |J^i fa ^ /\^Z

g-wei ban shih, pcjin cht fhoo Uou, Th \>ui
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Tsing-wei carrying stones in its bill, is a comparison to represent

the useless and ineffectual labours of man.
y/fi*

LI

T'heen lew tseuen, Confluent streams, or springs.
| ^

fc -V T'heen-jen koo che, To excite by the sound of drums.
jr/^ t^^

^fjj

'

&. rg ^? ^ Luj I'heen t'heen he; yu ming

ming, The thunder resounds, and the rain obscures.
PJ^-

Bf Chen jsn^ haou t'heen tslh pub wo hwuy, kung chin

pjh ning, k^-ang tsze ta le, (There must be a cause for human

calamity) we look up to the splendid heavens which refuse

to us their favors ; which hate long taken from us tranquility ;

and tent down this great confusion which prevails in the

King's court. (She-king.) ^ ^0 & Tsang hwang

t'heen hr, Longgrieved dejected. (She-king.) In this quotation

the senje of T'heen is doubted. M ^> xl "ft ^ ff
I Che, tih che he, k'he bing t'heen t been, In an age of

iiprcme virtue, is a perfect satisfaction within and nothing

sought from withoutsidr. (Chwang-tsze.) J^ ^fJ \ JjL

Gae wo I'heen kwa, Alas for my diseased and desolate stale

nfering to the troubles of the age. (She-king.)
| j^jl

T'heen che, occur in Le-king for
J||^ Teeu-chg, To remove

the utensils or offerings used in sacrifice.
f|| ^^

T'heen kwo kea, Occurs for Settling the state of the country.

In the sentence, ^ $ ft -fc ^ }
. '& <g

To tseu haou neu, e t'heen how kung. Took a great many

beautiful women to place in the back apartments of the palace.

T'heen i considered the same a ja. Che, To place. ^ jjp:

2 1& Pilh keTh *' hi;en t>hSen che ke> Do notattack

those whose standards are in regular order; but those who are

in a state of confusion.

K'HUH Unburnt bricks or earthen ware.

WOO. A small bank or dike, or as one affirms,

low wall; a place where a detachment of troops reside;

barracks, cantonments; bills, or windings amongst hills, which

are habitable; a village; a collection of people on a moor or

fommon. M H rf| fjJ.Woo peih, keun tun yav,

Wno-peih, an encampment, or itation where troops settle down.

& P^ I Kin mun woo, The name of certain barracks.
.*y* I J |

^
1 Ch8 woo. To build barracks.

P ft m
Ts'heen yew tuh shay how mang hoo;

Ke hing tsin jth woo tsun woo

Before were poisonous snakes, behind were ravening tigers ;

Amongst lakes, travelled the whole day, where a village

did not exist.

Originally written ^| Woo j also
jj||

Woo, and
Jjjji

Woo.

CHING. Pervious ; passable.

Same as JH Kin, The name of a plant.

HEUEN.

Same as jw Heuen, An instrument ofmusic, made of earth.

The original form of>% Tsin.

KIH.

Woo-kln, Strata of sand heaped upon each other.

TSOll. To stop or fill up, to close.

CHEN. cliei1 muntseu ' The naj**

of a place of concourse; probably for the purposes of trade, in

ancient times situated about the centre of the empire.

Same as PP Chin, see Rad. JfL Fow.
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SarneasjlKae,seeRad.JilFoW .

An ancient form of f$ Foo, Suburbs.

PANG. A local word for a pool or pond.

NE. A hollow place on the top of a hill, which

recthes and retains water.

Cl II M. To add to ; to increase. One says, The

appearance of descending and entering.

HWUY.

A landscape in which are windings and turnings.

Same as J| Chen, see Rad
)** Yen.

In ancient times the ground allotted to one person.

Same as^ E, Obscured, as if with dust.

ELEVEN STROKES.

The same as
j|| Ch'hang, An arena. See under

nine strokes. This i| more frequently used than the other

referred lo, but Kai.g-t.e gives the definition under ||| Ch'h.m ,

r/n

Dust. One says, Dust raised by the wind.

One considers it the vulgar form of $$& Pung.

VOL. I. 4 y

PANG.

To put into a grave. Same at
jjjlj

Piing, The name ofa place.

CH'HIN.

Form j^ Luh, A t , and j^ T'hoo, Earth, ra'sed '

y the

stag when running. Dust; small particles of e.irth or sand ;

Effluvia. Trnces of a person. A surname. To rhyme, read

Ch'hen. Occurs in the sense of y^ Kew, A longtime. \Pf jff*

Ch'hin she, The world; the present state if existei.cr.
j'j

[

Suh-ch'liin, expresses the same.
||j' Tg: y\ ift

Ch'hin k.w ke kew yay, Dust and dirt remain! g long. TV

1 ^E fit ^ tfj Jin jth tsae ch'h'm she chn chung,

Man daily lives amidst the contnminatbg affairs of this world.

^ ^tF
K he ch'hin she, To cast off. he world hy retirii g

to som.' monastery, or by departing this life at death. 1 ^&
Ch'hin yae, Dust. ^ j

Yow chin, Dusty. ;^ ! tlf

^^"Fung ch hin chiing I iou k'hoo, To labour and toil

amidst wind and dust ; :m expression applied to tliemselvel,

by those who have to e,.ga^e actively in the affairs of life.

Y'J' i 1^.^/M.
ha ch hin kwS " kwSn> Sand and dust

boiling np ; s:i;id and dust in mo! ion. ^1%^*
P9 fe ^^ $JL^ Shi tih s! acn

'

h'n szt- k'h-, chen koo

heuen t'heen, Slaughtered and raised the sand and dust all

around, whilst the battle and drums resounded to h.nven.

Fft 1 Hwuy ch'hin. The dust of ashes. IBS \
>3T! I

YTh teen ch'hin, A particle of dust; an atom. 4

Woo yih ch'hin. Not a particle of dust; not an atom.

xf\ ^ Yin ch'hin piih yen, Not soiled by a p:rt tie of

dust. 1^ |
Yen ch'hin, Smoke and dust. ^ ,, (^

^ SJL jjj^; J j ^ Woo tseang ta keu, cho tsze ch'hia

he, Do not attempt to move a large carriage, you will

only defile yourself with dust, and be unable to effect jfour

purpose. (She-king.) ji Ch'hin woo. To defile with

du8t
^|5 i

F01 ' ch>nin > To wiPe or or"* 11 away the dust.

I Tsnmg ch'hin, To cleanse from dust.
'Tfl' I

Heaou-cli'hin, Noise and dust, ffi
j
Yang ch'hin, To raise

'

dust. ^S |

?;>0;i ch'hin. To sweep aw.iy the d.ist. J^
j

Sin ch'hin, The dust of the heart*; usoi iu a bad sense for
I
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ru-iouj propensities. 5&
\
How ch'hin, The straces uf ::

i

person, left to posterity. /jj, ^ Poo how clrhin,

To walk in the footitcp* <>!' n" eminent person j;onc before.

W{ 1 Ylh how ch'hin. To v cw with reverence the
f*f~^ l_^- |

dust (the virtues or works) of ancestors. $. U

Yew ch'hin keen, A wandering ntom glance; expresses

lascivious looks; ogling, side glances. ||JJ
"ffi I Ming

chwang ch'hin, Naroeofa certain medicine. J^
'

~f&
~fe

Kan ch'hin lieu wang, The root of dul (the senses and

thoughts of the heart) are vain and fallacious; is the phrase-

ology of the Buddhist,. ^ $ j |fl f|
J

tf=l -^ V "f^t

Jj& jj" ;Q\ ^3,
Luh kan che ch'hin, wei yen urhpe, sh? sin

e, The six roots of dust ; expresses, the eyes, ears, nose, tongue,

heart, and intentions.
ij>D

JL. 7^ P] ^ I Ho k'he

kwangfhung k'he ch hin, Exprese, in the hngnage of the sect

Taou, Conformity with the world in its vicious manners.

^ T" t^M S '~M \

'

r
'
liten -tsze p lst;en Jue muiis

ch'hin, The removal or flight of an Emperor, is called Mung-

ch'hin.
f$l?

I Yung-ch'hin, Whirling-dust, the name of a

^ ^C f S $S Wo lleu te shin kin^ Dancing girl

(who exhibited for the amusement of an ancient king, and)

whose person wa extremely light. j^ j Hung-ch'hin,

Is a name applied to the w.'H known fruit called IS JI*Le-che.
'

Yen-yuen yug, Foo-tze poo yllh poo, tseu y!h tseu, pun

y1h Ueu6 ch'hin, Yen-yuen (a disciple of Confucius' said,

when Confucius moves a step \in learning or science) I also

move s step ; when he quickens his pace, I also quicken my

pace; when he run,l suddenly lose sight of the dust raised by

his tread. |g | fj^j ^ Tseng ch hin nrh pun. You

run away from me, so that I cannot even see the dust ofyour

footsteps, said when complimenting a person on bis rapid

progress.

LIJH.

of a place mentioned in History.

Luh k'howch'hiag. The name

KEAOU . To work earth up iato the form ofeggs.

LOO. A salt land, in the west.

E. Dirt ; particles of earth or dirt.

An accumulation, or hillock of sand. One says, A tomb.

TS'MEEN. s. c.

A ditch; to form a ditch by excavating the earth; the

ditch around a city. ft & ^ ^ A "ff '=&

Ts'heen shan yin kiih fci'heen pa pth le, (T*in the builder of

the great wall on another occasion) cut away the hills and filled

up the vallies (to make a passage for water) to the extent of

one thousand eight hundred le. (She-ke.) Otherwise written

y'W Tseen. ifft ^jj
Tseen ho pang, To deepen the si<!

of a river. Also written
$ft

Tseen.
typ jj^-, ^ ]

T'huy

tseang t'heen tseen, To throw down a wall and fill up a ditch.

TSUNG. A kind of miuhroom. Properlj

T'hoo-k'hwan. Vulgarly called

MEL

Ke-tsung.

s. c.

-

Se-t'hoo, Minute particles of earth. Dust; weak s

unstable; wanting hardihood and intellectual courage to advance.

l|| -j--
Mei-t hoo, Dust; or

'| j^i^ Yen ch'hin ch

mei, Smoke and dust; seem to express stupidity and weakness.

T^pr MO. Dust, mud. To dust.

MWAN. To cover, or be covered with eartb.

One says, The ruling of iron, rust. Also written jM M wan,
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T'HWAN.

Round, conglomerated.
Read Chuen, To burn bricks. A brick.

SIIWANG. Elevated ground, and lightsome.

SMIJII, or Chuh.

A kind of lodge or hall by the door; in ancient times the

room appropriated to the education of children in a family,

A domestic school. An outer apartment fn the palace where

Miiuislers meet to arrange and make each other acquainted

with the business wilh which they are about to advise the

Sovereign; hence jjyl Sbiih has always been said t<> imply t

Shiih, Being matured, or fully acquainted with. These ante-

chambers, lodges, or halls, are on each side of the gate, and are

referred to by the terms east or west, right or left. Occurs

once in the sense of^ Tseih, Disease. ~^ T/jJf ^
j"W ^3' liE ^jt 'tf Koo che keaou chay ; t'hang jew

tseang; kea yew shiih, To communicate education in ancient

times, large collections of people (in villages or country towns)

had schools called Tseang; families had apartments called Shiih.

T'hang shiih, A public school, also occurs. =*&
"^fr

p dji
She" kea shiih e ko tsze te, To establish

a family school in order to instruct the sons and brothers (the

children of the family.) It seems also applied to a village school.

liili Is'hih suy, peen sung tsae heang shuh tiih shoo, When

(children) reach six or seven years of age, they are then sent

to the village school to read. J&
j

Shoo shuh, A school or

academy. Places intented to be let out at the public exam-

ination times, fur the convenience of strangers^ are so de-

nominated. JL j|f ^p [jtj
Keu chan ju te shiih,

Prepared a repast at the western lodge. J di
jr[

tso y u yew shih; lin ch'hang tso yu tso shiih, The Le-seu

officer, early in the morning sits in the lodge on the ri^ht side

of the gate, and the head of the village or neighbourhood sits

on the left side lodge. (Tscen-han-che.)

LOW.

Head either Low or L6w. Du.it; an accumulation of

dust; n little grave; a hillock without stones.

CUE.

A raised path leading to the hall or principal apartment;

the vestibule, or open landing place in front of a hall, (o which

there ii an ascent by one flight of steps ; the name of a country.

tseili te koo cliing lan-che, The Emperor varnishes the ground

with-ared colour, and hence the palh or vrttiimle is called

Tan-che. The landing place is commonly called ^ Jjjfc

T'he'en keae. That of the Emperor is otherwise denominated

|
CMh-che, and ^ j

Yiih che. The first of which

term denotes that the vestibule is of carnation colour ; and the

last, that it is-of gems. A^great variety of epithets are applied

to this vestibule open to Ihe heavens, as^ ]
fhten-che t

1 Keae-che;-^ ]
Kin-che, The golden vestibule or

porch.
: H ]

Yuh lung che, The precious stone dragon

vestibule, and so on. ^ ^ j

pae , u g che, The vet.

tibule on which the moon is worshipped, /r/\
jjjj:

1 Chuh

saou che, The bamboos brush the vestibule. |k /?/ t

Loo ying che, The vestibule covered with dew. Though the

word Vestibule is nt strictly applicable to an uncovered

porch, it is here used to avoid circumlocution. Same ai JS Che.

55 The same as Jj Mvvan.

The covering f a wall. 051

j jft jjja Hwuy wa

hwa mwan, To break bricks, daub and scratch a wall j to injure

inslend of to repair and adorn. (MSng-tsze.)

CHAOU.

Chaou-yang, The name of a place.

PAE. A small dike or bank.
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@ PEAOU.

A hillock raised as a mark. It ought to be written; Peaou.

KING.

A boundary or limit ; the frontier; the utmost verge of

any territory ; the border ; the place where one li ves ; the state

or condition oflife in whichone is. From j^T'hoo,
The ground,

and
-j=^

King, The final or extreme part. |g j^,

2* lit fin a & Keans t
'

h ' che ts7e urb king >ay ' The

border ground ; arriving at this a person finds his utmost bound.

JjBf
5? King-keae, is the common phrase for bom d .ry. ^
^ ^j

Jiih king wan kin, Entering the limits (of another

itate or province) ask what its prohibitions are; that you

may avoid them. =? Kwei-king, Your honorable

boundary, or place of residence. My place, or province is

expressed by fljjf
I Pe-king, Vile borders.

jjJ&King

ju, The borders fallen in with; the state or condition in

which one's lot is cast.
j ^ F

fjgj
King yu puh thing,

The lot (or condition of men by birth) is different. t/Ju

JH Haou king yu, or
J yf% jf- King yu h;iou, Placed in

good circumstances. f jg ffi ^ fy j |
Wo

ch'hoo till puh haou king yu, 1 am plac. d in an unfavorable

or bad condition. ^ g ^ -JJ ^ ^ j
Waechin

che yen puh yu king, The words of statesmen, away from

court, do not pass over the borders, of the district or pro-

vince in which they are placed; i. e. there authority does not

extend to other districts. J;^
|

Pe-king, or
jfeR

j

Liu-king, Boundaries which are adjacent to each other.

^jl ^r |
K'hae te, ch'hlh king, To divide territory and

arrange or fix limits.

The ste|$ of an ascent; each step

of a stair ii expressed by \\>f- -& Kcae che, The teeth of the
. I pSaj

stair. ^ ^ ^f 3f.
Tso ts'h:h yew p'hing. The left

side (of the ascent) had steps^lbe right side was plain. fit#

~fc
BlJ

2IS ^ T'heen keae krw keTh, chung fun tsoyewj

tso yew che jin hing che ; jew tslh p'hing che, The ascent to the

Imperial palace had nine steps; they were divided in the mid-

dle into left and right, the left side had the teeth of the steps,

the riglit side was made a plain surface.

<T CHANG.
'V

The rising appearance of a hillock or bank of smd.

SHOO, orClioo.

A cottage in a field ; a garden, or house in a garden ; a villa ;

a village; a separate apartment. Read Yay, in the sense

of
JJ.T Yay, The country beyond the limits of a town. '=lC

Heu-shoo, The name ofaulace on the west side of.'A* ;kkl
1 ,t\/y- / I i

heung tsze yueu, wei ke too pee shoo, With Vuon his urilv r's

son, played at chess in a separate cottage. JmJ. 5lT 'A; i

l
rf'

^t^. fm- $C ^t irt
^ a neun 'e 5 ea ^ea *noo keang

king chO shoo, With Hie brothers in a retired apartment

(or cottage belonging to the house) discoursed on the Classics

and illustrated books.

J^|-

-K^ FUN. To sweep or brush away.

* T'HEIH. To store up ; to stop, or place per-

manantly in. Read Te, Obscure. A high or lofty appearance.

W> [H- T'heih-tsac, To lay up wealth ; to store up

property. ^ ,gj ^ ] flj^ ^ Foo shang koo

t'hc'ih tsac yiilipin, The rich merchant by his trading, lays

up wealth by which he employs the poor in his service.

i.'lij
T'heihchiih, To liy up for the purpose of selling. J&

^'i' M %. 1 ^f Keu "c ts '"s clie l
'

he 'h e> Raisc lhe

rain-bow variegated banners, which form an obscuring canopy.

T'heih-ne, The lofty variegated clouds.

Same as pjf Hea, and
|y Hea.
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CHANG. j:{~ S. C.

T<> step up; tn sc|;:ritc by somrihin,"; intervening; to cloie.

LO. .A kind of basket or other utensil for con-

taiiiing oaith or plants; expressed in Chinese by /i ^" ISl

[ Miii t boo tsaou k'he ; or M, j i'; Shing t'hoo lung.

K.'L1AN. A dangerous shore or bank ofa river,

or other stream; a sudden, brtipt or precipitous rising of

oii' d, is vulgarly expressed 1))
K'han.

YUNG.

A wall for defence or shelter; a little city; a Lw wall;

the norther* wall ofa hull. To form a mud wall hy l^ing planks

together a.id beating down the earth between them. A palace

of the Genii called Mi Seen. To rhyme, read Yang. /K

$j jllj Jj|f
Sea<"' *"'lling >" c y ung. A little city or will for

defence, is c.illed Yung. ^JK pT I Shing k'he yun<r, To

ascend the city wall. (Yin-king.) J/( ft? ^r I E fa

tiling yung, To attack the city Tsung. (She-king.) ^- -J-

I
/Pg J J

ChiS t'hoo luy peih yuS yung, To beat down

eartli, and raise a wall is expressed by Yung. *5S*
JJJ

W\ M lil-, ^ B ^ -tk
Yu s- y'lns yay. *, pe

hingyungyny, Yung expresses I o contain; that which shelters,

hades, or conceals the external appearance.

TEEN.

To put down ; to sink. To pay down, or make up a sum of

money. Read T'liee', The name of a river ; and of a HeVn dis-

trict iu the Province of Szc-chuen. ~K
JE^'

Jft ^j/(. ]; e;l

nun hwan teen, The people sunk in cor.fusion amidst tl.c waters

of the Deluge. (Shoo-king.)
jjjf/j |

E-lfen, A cushion

or kind of portable m.ttress for sittii.p on, which the Chinese

carry about with them.
| ^ Teeu-tsccn, To pay money.

TOL. I. 4 Z

,i, i - rftj

-]\^
^'ae Men, To pay for another person

Ti'en chang, To pny a bill for goods pun based. .1
(tj-

Teen cine, To p 15 aiun^of money formerly borrowed. Read

Tee, Bdow, upon the gr< in.d.
|j/j ^j fy

:

| $f| j^

^ '};K ^ j'ill ^J"
""

-
vt;w l '"aj lte )in ll

'a"5 tH'"e" kwan

we kwti cb:i>, VVh.itrver monies thfre be which hare bee

put or lent out, and which yet remain uuicttlcd.

Ci l'I : IN. Sandy soil ; muddy, perturbed, ob-

scure, foul, dirty. W 1 fh'hin tub, slim Id always be

written j^ 1|>
Ch'hin-tiih, Dull, foul, muddy. Applied to the

manner* of the age. ~K 9faf Sha. g ch'hin, hea

tiih, 5u| eriors corrupt, and inferiors foul.

CHlH. A foundation. The name of a place.

Head Ch, To beat down earth in order to form a foun-

d ition, is expressed by Ch8.

KTIE.

To plaster a wall. To receive, lake, or collect. To pest; to

d 'pend upon. Read He, in fhe same sense. J/J J/j j|ftj

S^ -1 EA E ne shlh iih yuS k'he, To adorn a house with

; that is, to plattf r a house, is expressed by K'he. The

is expressed by |& I T'hoo-k'he.
^'S ^" ^ ^3

^ | ^ Peaou yew mei, king kwTiig k he che, Fallen from

the tree is the Mei fruit, the little basket has received them.

|ll-
/Q ^ ]

E yu lae k'he, The rest or happiness I enjoyed

when 1 went to you. (She-king ) Uttered by a repudiated

wife. I? -~/' jj^T
I Min che yew k'he, That which, the

people rest or depend upon.

Same as the preceding
1

.

To measure or mark out a place to dwell

I in ; at is done by the people iu newly occupied territory.
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'I1EANG. A foundation; to level ground

in order to form or lay a foundation.

K-HIN.

Argillaceous earth ; clay. To plaster,
to stop up with mud

or mortar; to inter? to bury ; to cover orer with clay. A

passage above a drain ur sewer. ^ |p] jj| JP
Sih heang

k'hin hoc, To stop up (the crevices of the northern aspect)

and plaster up the door. (She-king.)
5j*r^ ^= ,g^ ^^

f& fa [fa *& I Jt P Ke lscw cl" h chunS han fo tsae

uuy keae, k'hia k'he hoc, The insects all in Autumn crouch

in holes and plaster up the door hy which they enter. ft

W ^E A IP] !$ 1
Hing yew sze jin> shans hw

k'hin che, Those who die upon the road, still have some who

(pity and) bury them. (Shaking.) Occurs in the same sense as

the following.

**
The original form ofM Km.

TEIH. Steps by which to ascend. Syn. with

Tcih, A mark to shoot la.

SHANG. Newly ploughed groand. One says,

An erroneous form of the preceding.

MOO.

A hillock ; a grave; a tomb. J& |g Fun-moo, Is the

< , t 'toK *y
common term for a tomb or grave.

j ^ p> ^/^

>t!i 5if j rJ\ /n %j * /Kt
"" '

te, he:iou tsze so sze nx,o che rh'hoo, Moo is the ground

where the grave (of a parent) is, the place which a dutiful

child reflects on willi aflettion.ite regard. ~Jj ~jT

_f uL ^
I''

1 '1 scw lno0 ' ^
ew I'*1

moo fei koo yay, In ancient times they did not repair graves ;

and a^aiu the removal of graves (removing the coffin from one

grave to another) was not an ancient usage. (Le-king.) ^U-

Wl Tsang moo te. To contend about the place of in-

terment. The great preference given to certain situations

leads to frequent litigations about graves. l|a Moo-le,

The limits of a grave. The present law is that the limits

shall extend -\^ F^ Ts'hih rJi'hlh. Seven cubits, wilhiti which

space no other person has a right to bury. jf- tj\ jfej"

}J ^ |^ Q ^ P'hing yud moo; fung yue chung; kaoa

yug fun, A level grave is called Moo ; the cavity in which

the coffin is enclosed is called Chung; and a high hillock or

mound is called Fun. A northern valley is said to be called

Moo. ?Q Ja*
raj

I Xse saou fun moo, To sacrifice at,

and sweep the tombs. V//J ll t Mt -^ %r* ~jf\ "till
s^: ^*\ 1 pi I xj> I

i s^*1

J$& rfflC/ iH^^w^Yu k'he ch'huy new tse moo ; puh jooxv1 /4J* r*^r s\t* IJ

ke rhuu che tae tsun, To sacrifice at the tombs with a

slaughtered ox, is not so good, as to give a fowl or a pig to pre-

serve a parent alive.

An ancient form of j^ Yin.

LEE. Hard stiff earth.

TSUY. A hill with a cavity at top; the

appearance of an accumulation of earth.

An ancient form of JR Fun, A grave.

TS1N. The name ofa place.

An ancient form of 'figf Che, see Rad /[ASin, 15 tr

KWAN. An earthy appearance.
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TWELVE STROKES.

PEE.

"the name of * great _f3 Fow, or mart in China.

CH'UUY.

To slide down; to fall down ; to fall over ; to fall down as

a heap of rubbish.
\jj^ ~fi Ch'huy-hea, To fall down.

Hji Ch'huy t'hae, Falling womb; an abortion.
/l

^M ^ I ^ % W5n wo che laou
' we ch'huy yu te,

The doctrines of (the ancient kings) Win and Woo, have not

yet fallen lo the ground. (Lun-ju.) ^ 1 ^fa Pl^ fi|/j

A. f^ Ai
S '"K ch>nu y mutl lllin S- kwtt j'mkeaekung, The

stars fell, the trees spoke, and all the people of the country

were affrighted. Lny ch'huy, Fallen in confusion;

i. e. an affair difficult to arrange or to manage.

hwa Iwan ch'huy, puh yew tih fha piih kang, My speech has

been like celestial flowers showering down in confusion, it will

compel him to assent.

^ m a i fa &

kaou yae, ho e che teen-ch'huy che hwan ; piih I'm shin yuen

ho e che muh neih die hwan, If a person never looks at a

lofty precipice, how is the evil of falling headlong to be known ;

if a person never approaches deep waters, how is the evil of

sinking under water to be known ? (Kea-yu.) yjvQ^ /Ej 'j^

y^ Ke jin yew yew t'he'en ch'huy, There was a man of

the stale Ke uuder an apprehension that the heavens would fall

down. These four /fa
Wjfc ^ B% characters were formerly

all used for each other. B^. Ch'huy ma, To fall from
I t>"l

a horse. Head Shiih or Ghuh, in the same sense.

K'HEAOU. Irregular, uneven, poor ground.

pj ffi. PO teeny ugk'heaou, Thin (that is poor bad)

hnd is called K'hetou. ^ f^ j^ |lj jij

Il
Shun kiinS Leth.,han, teen

chiy tsang ch'hoo K heaou-k'heo efei jaou seangjang, (Such

were the virtues of the great Chinese progenitor) Shun, whea

he cultivated the Leih hills, the husbandmen strove to ohtaia

the poor stony land, and resigned the rich and fertile to their

neighbours. These three characters ftft ia ]$l are the tame.

LOW. An earthen vessel to contain rice.

Same as }Jf K'he. One writes it^ K'lie.

TSANG.

To add earth to. (Luh-shoo.) To add to ; to increase ; to

double ; many. #p J Kea-tsang, To increase the quantity

or number of. Read Tsang, or Tsang, To add abundance.

Residue, having some remaining.
yjjjjj f^ /^ ^f

TsSng keen y ih tsze puh tih, Cannot add lo or deduct from, a

single letter; said of the Classical books, or in praise of a friend'i

composition. /fg | j|B ^ Kea tsang k'he lae, Th

price has risen j or |^[ ^jj- JjH |
Kea tseen kea tsang, The

price is increased. 1
jjl TsSng mae, To add to, or throw

into the bargain ; to give to another one's own share. -g-

a*is^ Tt# i Tt^ifi^
kea keang lin, kin jih shay hea, shin fun tsang kwang tih kan,

You, honorable Sir, in descending this day to ray cottage, have

in the highest possible degree increased my glory;
have done

me infinite honor.

jin yu she jin yay, peihseen k'hoo k'he sin che; laou k'he kin

kwiih ; go k'he te foo, k'hung fa k'he shin hing ; fiih Iwan

k'he so we, so e tung sin, jiu sing, tsiiug yih k'he so piih nSng,

When Heaven is about lo confer great duties on such men, it

is necessary first to embitter their hearts and minds; to subject

their sinews and bones to severe toil, to subject their bodies lo

hunger and to poverty, and to throw, whatever ihey do into

confusion. it is by these means their hearts are roused, al
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UiL'ir natural passion* arc taught forbearance, and ability 'ut'i.i;

added, to perform works for which Uiey would otherwise he

inadequate. iMimg-tsze.) Occurs in Hie seme of tfaf Tsang,

Same as ^ Gaou, see 13 strokei.

A surrounding wall; to surround with a wall. j LJ

J,J3_
Leaou e chjw yueu, To surround with an enclosure.

K'HEU, or Heu.

A great hill or mountain ; a moor or common ; a [ilace of

resort; an old town or city ; a place of resort for the purposes

of commercial traffic. A deep valley. To rhyme, read Yu.

lla fyalL
Kew-k'heu, An old place of resort ; a place formerly

frequented but now deserted. JM. K'heu ch'hang, An
I *??!/

arena; a market place. 3 13
*

1
Woo jih yih k'heu,

A market held every fifth day. ffi
] ^

mae ho, To go to market to buy goods. j5(i

% 1 ft f % 1 # & ft ft KO.-.OW "e

uh-tang sang Shun yu jaou-k'heu, koo tih sing jaou she, Uh-

tang, the wife of Koo-sow, bore (the famous) Shun, at Yaou-

k'heu, from which circumstance his family name was Yaon.

i ^mzn i

k'heu ; she wei che taou-k'heu, seang chucn Shun so t'haou

ch'hoo, On the south east side of the d :

slrict Pcen, in the state

Loo (Shan-tungV there is a spot called Thaou-k'heu ; the pre-

sent generation call it 'I'haon-k'heu, and tradition says, it is the

place where (the ancient king) Shun, worked at a pottery,

previously to hi* obtaining the Sovereignty. It is affirmed of

him, that he 1$ # BJj;] ffi Rang, kea, t'haou yu, Ploughed
I * -TV | ny ijin

and sowed ; made pots and fished; and by undergoing the toil

attendant on each of these professions, was fitted for the throne.

&y
'

Yin k'heu, The name of a place where fflS fa. Pwan-

king, held his court, (B. C. 1303.)
jj>|>

1 Kwei-k'hen, The

name of a deep yalley or pit, which is tuid to be 3til \^ Woo-

te, Bottomless, in the islands between Formosa and the con-

tinent, which are called PO-hae. Tiie same term is

j

T'heen-k'heu, Seems also

K'heu-moo, A grave or se-

applied to the Milky-way.

the name of a place,

pulchre. /^ j2j> rAj Ijj

wiih fiih tsow ch'hoo, wei che k'heu ; y ill wei che tseth; koe

wei che woo, The place to which carts and men resort for

trafficking in various commodities, is now vulgarly called

K'heu; it if also called TscHh; iu ancient times it was called

Woo.

SHEN, or Shen.

A level place at the foot of an altar ; a place for sacrifice j

where the earth is removed to level it or excavate it slightly;

grftund which is wild or common. Read T'lian, Broad, wide.

To rhyme, read Yuen. %L j| gJ | ^ fa^
Chd t'hoo wei t'han ; ch'i.oo tc wei ben, To build up earth

makes (an altar called) T'han ; to remove the earth makes Shen.

1 (^ $L ^ fjHi
S1 ' e " > ch'

ho te lse th
'

ho ' Shen is

place for sacrifice, where the earth is removed. j& 4^

fpl |

Wei san t'han t'hung shen, Made three altars in the saint

plain. (Shoo-king.) ^ fa H M ^^ fljj pj

S- 1 w^T$ii'2^ib jEgirpjch
t'hoo wei san t'han; ch'iioo te urh t'hung wei yTh shen, e wei

tsc shin che so ; keae ching nan heang, Raised the earth and

formed three altars; removed the earth and made one plain

(around them), to bj a place for fixing (the tablets) of the

(departed) spirits; they all f,.ced due south. The above T'ha

and Shen, are sometimes used for each other.

^ E.

An obscure atmosphere; expressed in Chinese by ^ [^

jg {]
T'heen yin chin yaj. The heavens opaque anddutj.

She-king writes it fftr E.

VJL

SHEN. Awhile kind of earth; white cUf
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K'HWEI.

The part of a ihield which is grasped by the hand.

Vulgar form of^ Tae, see under 8 sir.

Same as Fa, To till.

p-no. iM s. c.

Same a, fy
VM, A clod of earth. 3^ |}j t |f

A M> ~X LM
|J^ Wang ch'hiih wang yay Jin chin che e

p'liO,
The king went forth a fugitive, and the country peopJe

gave him a clod for a pillow.

Same as ^ K'lnvae, A clod of earth.

Read T'huy, To fall; to fall in ruins. (Tze-hwuy.)

TUNG, or T'hung.

I Ting tung, A hillock or mound of earth; an ant

hill. Read Twan, A place trodden by animals. These three

characters MM} ffli' Jg ar synonimous.

FAN, or Pan. A grave; a sepulchre.

,Fan-.ang,Agrav,

^" Tung k5 fan keen che tse chay, Those who were sacrificing

amongst the tombs on the eastern suburb of the city. (Mang-

c.) Otherwise written ^f thus.

I")

K'heo, Hi-h land.Same

ivnii.

From Earth and Black. Black, is from two fires and an

vol.. i. * *

opening where the black smoke issues forth. Black ink; a dark

colour; Mark an ink. Oneof the five Chinese punishment* con-

sisting in marking the face of a criminal. A measure of five

cubits. Darkness of countenance. A dark visage.
Obscure.

The name of place. A surname. Read Mci, A weak frail ap-

pcarnnre. |g fi/^Mih hwuy, An ink-like or black kind ofashes

or dust. In the belly of old horses a substance is found which

is called Mill, -like asubstancc called
ffi] 'j

Kow-paoj, dog-

gem; which fable says, is extracted from the moon by dogs which

sleep under moon light. fj^ ffi \ fa j^ YH sze, mth-

joo-keen, The tutor of (the famous) Yu, was caHcd MTh-joo-

kt'en.
| ^ Mih-teTh, A certain leader of a sect in the

time of Mencius. PS Mih-lTn, A person of note during

the Dynasty Ming. $ j
. g f ] fc $ 'f

Yang-she wei wo, Mill-she keen gae, (The leader Yaou-she,

(or Yang-choo) was only for self; Mill-she for including all

(equally) in his affections. Mencius Considered these as two

extremes. The first he said was,M ^ Woo kcun, without
<ii 'H

a lord or master; the latter,
jttl|

" Woo foo, without a

father ; and hence, he affirmed, their opposite systems put thorn

equally on a level with the brutes. (Mang-tsze.) ^
-y ^ Wan-mihchejin, A man of letters and ink; a literary

man ftfo I Han rath, Pencils and ink. Han is a poetical

word for pencil, ffi
Mo mlh, To rub (Chinese) ink.

$*##&! t MKmchoo chay, chin; kin

raih chay hlh, That which approaches rouge is made red ;

that which approaches ink, ts made black this expresses that

men's characters and sentiments are affected by the company

they keep. ^^ ] f| Pdh ko, mill woo, The pencil

sings, and the ink dances: express the facility with which a

person writes. (^ |

Shun rnlh, To suck ink; i. c. to wet

the point of the pencil with the tongue. $ ]

Ld-mih,

To drop ink, i.e. to write. %fc $ ]

Linlem:h ' To

shed forth ink as in watering plants;
to write with great

freedom; a flow of words. $ |
PO mill, Scattering ink,

and j& \

Yew mih ; Rambling ink; are poetical terms for

sketching pictures
more than for writing. ^ Jfl) ] f||J jjjj

'j? -kfi& Woo hing, mih, c, fc, kung, ta peth, The five

punishments, To brand with ink ; cut off the uosc; to cutoff
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the knee pan or feet ; to castrate ; to put to death. !' ^

^j {{j MTh, k'hing gth yny, Mih denotes, to hrand the

fun-head with ii.k. ^ |

Than mih, To covet ii.k;

denotes a magistrate's being corrupted by bribes.

U* 7 /^ i & rhan ' tsth w an
'
iiih kt

who roveIs is defiled and blackened ; he is not pure and white.

an *I**P*-#*-K**
xfj ^ |5^ Shing-mTh, Miih-kungso yunge tan hwachay tsze

c yu chang tiling fa-fhoo. String-ink (marking line) tliat which

a worker in wood uses to strike lines, this is by allusion used to

express regulations or laws.
ijjVj |

%& Tan mih seen,

To strike a line with a string. Pi
[

Hih mih, Black ink,

may be used, but the word Mih alone denotes black ink. Red

ink is called 'fc Choo, not Mih. (Tsze-hwuy.) j^S CC

^ Kin show shing mih, To adhere with respectful

assiduity to the marking line; is to observe scrupulously rules

which are laid down. b A >E ^ll oH All 1

P "h

jin ting kwei ; she ting mih, The diviner determines what

tortoise (is to be used in divination), the attending officer

determines the lines drawn upon it with ink. (Le-king.)

They mark the shell with ink
(J/J ^ ^^ E kew keih

chaou,) to supplicate felicitous omens. If the rent afterwards

made in the shell was wide, and followed the line drawn upon

it, the omen was deemed favorable; if it split in diverging

angles from the line, it was infelicitous; there were five sorts

of omens indicated in this way. The application of the word

Mill to ink, is fixed by the phrase 3%
]

Shoo mih, Book mih,

i. e. ink. 11^. itg fQ. ~/? Keaou mei wei che. Glue and
n'' i>T*' "*v ***

charcoal soot make it. (Tsze-hwuy.) Hence ink is called

'Ay.
Mill mci. In the time of the Han Dynasty, (B. C. I)

|Jj]X ^ ]

Yu-me mih, i. e. the ink of Yu-mc, (the name

of Ihc place where it was made) was supplied to the court

monthly. About A. D. 400, it was made of the soot obtained

from the
~jfe

Shoo, Grain and fir. In. the commencement

of the T'hang Dynasty, (A. D. 650,) ink was annually brought

from Corea as an article of tribute, and was called jtf\ /HM

Sung yen mih, The pine or fir smoke-ink. In the reign of He-

ning; of the Dynasty Sung (A. D. 1085), one ^ jjj Ch'hang-

yew yen, jiih shay wei che lung tse, Began to use oil smoke,

and put musk into it, which he denominated the dragon com-

position. It was otherwise called
|BJ Yu-mlh, Imperial

ink. In old times. -4>r !f^
i Le-ling-qwei'sink was th

best. The person just now mentioned, Ch'hang-yu' ink,wa

the next in quality; and inferior to that again, was the ink of

|fjjj Jj<j]
Chin-lang.

a i i flfi
;

^ /& * * z fi t
KwO yew mih-mlh urh piih wei chay, we che yew yay, It \i

never the case, that the ^Sovereign of) a nation is immersed

in the darkness and stpidity (of sensual indulgence) without

danger. Occurs in the sense of
't^ Mih, Silent. ^f- A

W J^l PI.^ ] } W "t Ts'heenjincheniJnJ.puh

joo ylh szechegflgo, woo wang go g<i e hing. Chow, mih

mill e wang, A thousand men's obsequious tones of assent,

are not equal to one good man's straight forward declaration

of the truth. The king Woo (B.C. 1100) by plain speaking

rose to dominion, whilst Chow by the obsequious silence (of

those about him) perished. (She-ke.) ^K ffi. ^
Mih mih pub. tih che, Moping silently, unable to obtain one's

will. fi| Mih yu, Name of a certain fish. In its vis-

cera is a substance of which ink may be made, which at first

(it is said) has the appearance 'if common ink; but which in

two or three months becomes illegible- To prevent imposition

from this cause, when framing contracts, each man occasionally

provides his own ink. I II Mih shan, The name of a

hill. UK Koo-mlh, The name of a country. On epitaphs,

the use of the word Mih, implies the censure of corruption

in a magistrate ; and of slander, injurious to virtue and the

virtuous.

1 LI IN. A hillock in the midst of a level space.

* tV X~*"^-

7j ** Haon-tan, The place, on the river of Canton, de-

nominated by Europeans, The Second-bar. IPp. Ya tnn.
I. .7 I

Duck-hillock, is the nameofa place in the s:ime neighbourhood,

at which S'llt is made.
ijjj^j

Yen tun, Smoke hillocks;

are hollow brick pyramids, about three or four feet high, placed

all over China at military station*, intended to in;ikr .si^ :ils by

au ascent of smoke. *0! I Sew tun, The embroidered
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hillock, it a cusliion, a few inches thick, placed on the ground,

on which persons are allowed occasionally to sit in the Imperial

presence.

Same as the preceding.

TSUN. A vessel for wine ; a bottle.

Po Ie tsun > A Slass l)oUle - JH \

A winehottle. Conjidercd the san.e as these three characters
||pj

|j Tsze-bwuy distinguishes between having -j-T'hoo
or

v
Sze by the side, but the other Dictionaries disapprove of

tht remark.

*<? Occurs for the character
J4J1

Te, The earth.

SHING.

A vessel to contain something. The same as $fr Sliing.

The same as 3): Fun, Excrementitious matter.

r U I] . A den or cave in the earth for the habi-

tation of man. Occurs variously written. Some define it an

interior cavern; a second den formed with bricks; expressed in

Chinese by |J| |)|jjj 'J^
Fuh t'haou heue" ; and by |& .;

Chung yaou.

K'HEE. A boundary or limit.

^^S. SO, or SS.

]j&
1 SS i, Th noise of something fulling.

T'HO. '[<fi R. H.

i_;ii to fall in ruins; uiedeilUi l>Uraily,or figuratively of

tlie ruin of a family; to destroy, a city. To rhyme, read Ch'hoo.

Occurs in the sense of )> To. Lazy; idle. Read Tsfl. |

fff Pih t'ho, A certain kind of wine or spirituous liquor.

f-fe I Wei-t'ho, A female's hair bound up, not on the top of

the head, but falling down on the neck; that mode of head-

dress is otherwise call -d
]

EG |=* T ho- raa-kelh. fti]

Twan-t'ho, expresses Tlie priests of Buddah receiving or

putting their food into a platter or dish peculiar to the sect;

the dish is called ^ I'o. They generally beg with it in their

hands.
|

:fe
T'ho 18, To full down. $&. H T'ho

lo hoo, A fallen gale; i. e. a family reduced from affluence to

poverty. /p] jM ^ if J^E 1
ClloW taou shwae fa

t hoo t'ho, When the cause of Chow dynasty declined, the laws

fell into disuse.
| Jj

T'ho tae, An abortion.
J
&

T'ho ming ch'hing, To ruin a famous city. jM ;j1 if|B

^ Han kaou-tsoo tsze wang kelh che, hwuy t'heen ban sze

tsiih t'ho che chay, she
1

urh san, The first ancestor of the Han

dynasty (B. C. 189), went in person to attack those (who had

risen in rebellion in (he north) where he was overtaken by the

cold weather; which caused the fingers to fall off from two or

three-tenths of his men. (She-ke ) ^ jfrj ^ ^
Cl:z urh t'ho chay pin, The extravagant and idle will be poor.

'"'' ** 'lan tae l 'k' ^ c'are not ^ rera ' ss an(i
"\~*'

Ch'hun ling, tsih nwan fung lae che, niin k he keae t'ho, In

spring the warm winds arise, and the people feel remiss and

idle. Modern co|ii s use P& To. ^H ]
Tuy t ho, Stupid

and idle; weuk, feeble. i^ 1 Tuy t'ho, To push down.

JjjA Tecu-t'ho, To fall over, to push over, to subvert.

^ Luy keaou t'ho, Tears intermixed fell down.

Tsuy t'ho, To be drinik and fall down. ^ |

Yuii t'ho, The clouds descending, ^tt" 1 Hwa t'ho, Mowers

falling.
|]|^ ]

Tsih fho, The cap foil off.
|:J j

Vu

t'ho, The moon descending to the horizon.
'jj^j J

TsTh

fho, To let fall reprehension. ^ ]

Su;i fho, To break

and let fall, or to break by falling.
j |^ T'ho m.i, To

fall from a horse. ^ ^ j

T'heen hw.i t ho. Celestial

flowers fall ,114 : is 5:iid to deuotea persuasive eloquence. ^
'/^ 1 Lew jinj; t'ho, The floalini; jjlow worms fall.
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Same as the preceding.

The same as the two preceding.

^^- Han wails kdh |UJ l
'

ho "rh

*sze, The king of Han precipitately pushed over, or knocked

down, his two sons.
i^i' ~f J5L Leans; wang l'Jvo ma,

The king of Leang fell from his horse.

TSEiIH. A spring issuing from the crih.

T'HAN.

The name of a place. Alto a kind of earthen ressd.

FAN Or. A step; steps by which to ascend.

A small channel by -which waters branch-off. ffl
J5g|r p

j^ Fei pe wei che tang, Flying step* are called Tang: It is

j^ Tang-taou, An ascending path ; a pair of stairs.
jFfl

~j
-
JH

jjij JF[ ffi n Tang lew shrh wh ; tung yuen, e

k'how, Twelve streams all issuing from the same source, but

having different mouths, by which they disembogue themselves.

-}-^ ]

Shir, urh tang, Twelve streams. Tang, denotes the

noise made in beatingdown a mud wall. Syn. with
pffi Tang.

r
MOO. To measure or lay out ground for a

tomb. Read Woo, A tomb or grave. Read Poo, The limits

of a grave.

An ancient form of j Yin, sec tinder strokes.

FUN

A tob ;
: grave ; a hillock ; the bank of a stream. A great

bank; to fend off water. Great; vnst. Re d Fun, Fat loamy

soil. i. ^. ^ ^ ^J |

T '

no rhe k!>0 rh*J J"

fun, High spots of earth are called fun. W
p4
+

-jSrf-

P |Ej
I

Fan kaou ta chay keae yug fun, Whatever is lofty

and great is called fun.
J jj[S

Fun ch8, A great light.

^ ^ El^ ^'ti ^ 11 i^I 1
Ying yTh yu moo;

fung t'hoo wei lung yuS fun, The mark or boundary thrown

round a grave is called Moo; earth reared to form a ridge, is

called Fun. ^ ft $
fft) ~/{\ |

Koo chay moo urk

pill) fun, In ancieut times there were Moo, but not Fun.
-**

J^ run-moo, A grave, a torab, a sepulchre. ^ J
pae

fun, To worship at tombs, in the Chinese manner \~\ 1

Til' J

Saou fun, To sweep or repair .them. ^ Hwang fun.

A deserted grave. The same it expressed by Jffll

'

Koo-fun,

An orphan grave; j^^ j

Soo chTh fun, A grave or

mound raised several cubits high ;

J=| |

Hwang fun, An

Imperial gra^e; ^ Koo-fun, An ancient grave. H
4L

|

Pih ne'en fan, A grave a hundred years old. Read

Pun, The starting forth or rending of the earth ; the rising like

ablistcc. Q | ^ j^jj j;^ j
Kung tse che te, te fun,

Kung, poured out as an oblation (the poison) on the ground,

and the ground was rent.

San fun, denoting To divide, to separate, or discri-

fflinatc, is applied * E ^ ^ ?C J& A #J
San tsae che fun; t'hcen, tr, jin che che, The separation of

the three powers, the commencement of heaven, earth, and

mam which are the three Tsae jumers or energies.

San fun, Also denotes the books of the three Antedcluria*

Ftih-he, [Shin-nung, and

Hwang-te; iii this connection, the two words are said to denote,

4r If! Ta taou, Great principles or doctrines.
jS" ^p ^

gk rS I 1 nft* Jill A. '%? -fl fV E-seang slie nnnj
L-iV' tj^i L

i-i^ / \ r j^ / L_ * - -

tiih san-fun; woo-te'en ; pa so; kew k'hew, The Historio-

grapher) E-seang i H. C. 600) could read the three great works

of Fun-he, Shin-nung, Hwang-te, the five records (of the

succeeding Sovereign!), the ei-ht illustrations of the KWLI or

Digrams, anil the accounts of the nine regions of the globe.

(Tso cluu n.) iffl
]

Teen-fun, Expresses those books c.,1-

Utiveir. (Sjie-kiag.) 1 4^ Fun-yang, U a sprite
or
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fairy of the earth, like a slurp; in which sense it is the same as

?T Fun. | Pill-fun. While loamy soil.

TJn. < I

Hih fun, Black loamy soil.
TJJJ"; j||'|" j

Chlh chili fun, Red

clayey soil.
y|f

I Joo fun, The bank of a certain stream.

An ancient form of Mf Yay.

anc 'en * f rm of Shun.

Same as FgHwang, A palace, a foundation

An ancient form of j& Chin, Dust.

An ancient form of f- Tsze, A child.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

GAOU.

Land near to a shore or coast; land habitable on all sides,

rasquare piece ofland which is habitable. A bay. Read Yuh,

in the same sense.

A common form of the preceding.

Some write the Chinese name of Macao, \\z.
^|

Gaou-mun, with this letter.
^lt J^j. Ke-gaou, Kee-ow Point.

(Ross's Char!.) ^ j
Ta-gaou, The island of Lan-tao, or

Tjbo. (Ross's chart.) \l$ Gaou, and JpL Gaou, occurs in

the sense of the preceding.

A vulgar form off| Tseang, A wall.

JA/ Same as H Sny, The path to a tomb.

VL. I. 5 m

Anancient formof TO^Lelh. Read Kclh, Bricks or

earthen ware not burnt, -fc *2 T'hookelh, Express the sam.

The name of a particular vessel with handles, or as the Chinese

express it, /f
Jf.

Yew urh, Having ears.
jra? j

T'han-

kelh, A vessel into which burning charcoal and ashes are closely

crammed, and which the Chinese carry in their hands or place

at their feet to obtain warmth in cold weather. A similar vessel,

with basket work round it, is in Canton, called 3L Wfj Show-

heun, Hand-warmer.

K'HEAOU. s. c.

Poor land. Sam* % K'heaou. ^ f$ || ^Cj? jjfi

1 Ipi T* ^ 3IC Cha lillg
1<5 8liw"y tslh fei> k'heaou, kaoa

hea. che e, To examine into the suitabilities of dry land and of

marshes; tracts, rich or poor, high or low. ^^
FT1

. [^ XV Jl
-^r- ^ ^ j|3

^an te k'heaou ; min been

keae yu ta kwS che keen, The territory of the state Han, was

unfertile; the people exposed to imminent danger, being

situated in the midst of larger states.

K'HAN.

To use effort in making or doing any thing, as is required,

in first ploughing or turning up hitherto uncultiyated land.

To wound, injure, or damage a thing, as the plough breaks the

ground. To rhyme, read K'heuen. ^Hi^ K hae

k'han fhoo te, To break up fallow ground; to commence culttTa-

tion.
[
^^ K'h&n te shwuy, The tax on newly culti-

vated land is much lower than that on other land.
^jj ^jfj

^ S) tl 1 ^ B$
Ch 'hah to cha k hiin kh*e k Mn le

mow, Went out of the city to examine carefully newly cul-

tivated land in order to determine the amount of taxes to be

levied.
j ~J^

{A
-JJJ

K'han, Icih che jay, K'lian denotes

Strength exerted in making or putting right. J\-_ JJ*J fe^

Z.jftH\ P^^A Tff
Fa" fhaou-fang che sze,

kwa, k'han, peTh, pnou, j.uli jiih slie, In all pottery or earthen

ware work, whatever vessel is too thin, .distorted, damaged,

rent, or blistered, does not enter the market. (Chow-le.)
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Same a EL Wo, A ne*t or lurking place for banditti.

YIH. A road with ruti, or a carriage road.

Read T'hoo, A road ; a public road for travellers.

Same as $$ Pe, see under 8 strokes.

HEAE. The name of place.

Same as JjfjiChih, see under 8 strokes.

HAOU. An earthen vesfel for dressing food.

PEIH.

A wall ; a mud wall ; or other military erection for the

purposes of defence ; a rocky precipice. The name of a con-

stellation. The name of a country. a
fig Tseang peih,

A wall generally. S I uh-pelh, The wall of a house.

RB
]

Chaou-pelh, A wall placed opposite the gate of

government offices. &
|TJT j ]ff

Kea t'hoo peth leth,

A family which possesses nothing but the bare walls of a house ;

a poor family. I Keen-pelh, or j^ J
Kih-pelh,

A partition wall.
[GS

1 ^K -^Klh peih I'm shay, A

next door neighbour. 6^1 Keen peih teih, or

j(j
Kin peih teTh, Neighbours between whom there is

only a partition wall.
lj^

I X\ ian Keen peih puh chen,

Strengthened the entrenchments, and declined to Gght. pf!

jib $i Sze peih seaou jen, The four 'walls silent] and
i /rn\ '***

fading ; i. c. a poor deserted house. Tp
j

Kwa peih, To

hang against the wall.
]Ij I J/J ^ Mte" |)eih ku "s

shun, Face to the wall attainments profound expresses the

benefit of undivided attention to literary pursuits, shutting out

the world and attending only to study, [iff]
~T~ 4t

' C '1C Jcw tlze 'hi'i

woo, It rouit have required ten years abstraction from the

world to originate such high intellectual discernment, ai

appears in this composition. V/J>
1 Ne peih, or

-j

T'hoo peth, A mud wall. \^ }
Chub peih, A wall or

fence made of bamboos. ^ Chih peih, The name of

a place in Keang-nan, where ^ ^jjl
Tsaou-tsaou, a famous

general in the third century was defeated. J^ ^j J^^ jljj^

^jl ^ {E(
Fa" sll ' n vae clie <*'hca" seO keae yue peih,

All rocky banks which are abrupt and precipitous, are called

PeTh. |0 ]
Fuh pe'ih, A double wall. M

['
-.-geug

peih, and^ 1 Yun peih, A lofty wall. ^ ] jf$ |l
Po peih fei t^ng, The wall rent and flew up into the air, reiors

to a tale of
i?J|^ |j|ji

Ch'hang-sang-yaou, who painted four

dragoni on the walls of a temple, but did not /^ B TeenVm Hri

tsing)add the life-giving dot to the eyes, affirming, ttiat if he

were to do so, they would instantly fly away. People thought it

nonsense, he therefore did dot the eye of one, and in a moment

thunder and lightning burst forth, in the midst of which the

wall and dragon ascended to heaven. ilj 1 Tseaou-pelh,

A pepper wall, refering to a room said to have been made by a

certain queen. fe-V
j

Fun ptih, A white-washed wall.

Ji|j ^
Ts'heaou peih, and ffi 1 Yae.peih, A lofty precipitous

wall, or a wall-like precipice. t 'I

Se'en-peih,A moss

grown wall. l|f 1 Chin-peih, A dusty wall. 4ffU^, I F?J ]^3

Sun chliuen peih, A wall pierced through with the

speading roots of the young bamboo. j^
1-

Hj|t
1 Tang

yang peih, A lamp-illumined wall.
\ 4j\ ]

Ts'heenjia

peih, A wall a thousand times seven cubits high. "^"

Tung-pelh, The name ofone of the Chinese 28 Constellations,

T'HEEN. A hall or palace. The foundation

of a place. Sediment; that which settles at the bottom of a

liquid. From
"j~| T'hoo, Earth, and

ju^;
Teen, in the sense

of Afterwards; or that which is behind.

HWAN. The same as Hwan.

^ j^ Hwan-too, A wall before one's face; a surrounding

or enclosing wall. tt
g| jtk

Hwan too seaou jin.

Hare walls all around, a slate of poverty.
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3^tgT Same as
$jfe T'hee, see above.

The same as
ijj|j Keang,

A limit or boundary.

Saraea' K '

lleug > K'heue-, A den or cavern.

tain An ancient form of $| Lo, Naked.

The propriety of the character is disputed.

An erroneous form ofW Yay, Ground that is waste-

YUNG, or Yung. R. H.

To stop or close up, as the channel in which water runs;

to prevent information reaching person. To add to, as mould

and water to plants. The name of a medicinal plant or fruit.

^ *p^
Tsze shih, The fruit of the Tsze, otherwise ailed

|j|{: |H Ke-yung, and
Sj| pg Ke-t'how, Fowl's-head. "K

fflE I 1H ^ea 'ew yun "'''' T 'le CQannel by which the

water flows up is stopped, ^T/JC 1
Ho shwiiy yung,

The waters of the river are stopped, 4^ wf I Taou loo

yung, The road stopped up by the crowd of passengers, or

other cause.
J^ jj^ j

Been loo yung, The road (to

court) is stopped against virtuous men. I E-yun",

a"d
j|j

Pe-yung, express To screen from s to obscure or

put between, to prevent a person seeing. jft-
Pf 1 Keen

chin yung, A bad minister conceals occurrences from his sove-

reign; which if also expressed by 1
flfi J^ ^ Yung yu

thang wan, To prevent the person above hearing. ~ff. "jtj

1

1

Tso yew yung, Concealed by those on the right and left by

attendants. A "t A3 "-ft I Jin keun yew woo

A sovereign is liable to five species of concealment.

Zjt J^ Q ]

Chin pe k'he choo yug yung, When a minister

shuts the door of information against his master, when he

frames laws for his private emolument ; when he assumes the

right to give orders without referring ; when he acU by him-

self even in what is right; when he plants his own people in

office. J I P'hei-yung, or
[

Yung, alone, is a local

term in Keang-nan for applying mould to the roots, or watering

plants and flowers. Some affirm that it is used metaphorically

for acts of kindness to a person. jpf >ff(^ ^ pj -fj} ]

$. #IH^ ^T $. & H keU *' pilh k '

h f"h yu "g; y

Ian, piih k'ho fiili tseuen, A river which hai burst its banks

cannot again be stopped in its career; fish which is rctten and

broken, cannot be again lifted as a whole ; some evil are

irremediable.

Same as the preceding.

P\/ ThesameasMK'han. Originally written J^K'ham.
m\V^

-wo

Klian-k'ho, Very irregular, ill-managed, unprosperouj.

u

KEO. Mark of a rent in any vessel. Read HeO,

Still hard soil. One iayi, Hilli abounding in great rocks.

T'HAN.

An altar at which to offer up sacrifice, pronounce oaths, or

perform other religious services; a temporary erection, or

appropriation of a place for a sovereign to meet the princes

of other states; for priests to perform religious services; an

arena or place appropriated to some special purpose. Occur*

in history denoting a centre hall. Read Shen, To put aside

earth, or level the ground. Common or waste land. To rhyme,

read Ch'hang. Occurs read Teen. T'hau denotes^ jtjij
Tse

chang, An arena or level space on which to sacrifice. (ShwS-

*> a Zf *Hfc--Bft 3 I

T'han che yen t'han yay ; yih yu6 fung t'liuo wci t'han, T'ham

expresses a level space; one says, Earth piled up makis Than.

te yuS shen, Earth raised makes t'han; the earth r. moved or

levelled is called Shen. yF)
[

SMh fhan, A stone altar.

an chae y Ue tfhan> Ue
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t'lii'en yay, Lit up Ibc wood upon the great altar to sacrifice

"Heaven.

4J1
Tseih cbae yu t'han shang; kea sang yuh yu chae shang;

aeleaouche, ze k'he ta yn t'heen ; tszetse t'heen die !e

yay, Pile wood upon the altar, on the wood lay victims and

precious stones, then put fire thereto, and cause the

smoke to ascend to heaven ; this constitutes the rite of sacri-

ficine to Heaven. iK I Tae-tan, is a round hillock or
''ft' \

altar; the word Tae, Great, is applied to shew respect toil.

(Le-king.) The altar on which they sacrificed to the earth

was square. jj? ]
K'han.t'han, Was an altar on which

they sacrificed to the four points of the compass; the sun and

moon, heat and cold; the stars, clouds, hills, groves; all spirits

and princes ; those who had lost their territory had no sacri-

fices offered to them.
JJJ IjJ

I Shan chuen t'han, The

altars of the hills and rivers.
JjjJl^ I Shay tselb t'han,

Altars to the gods of the land and of the grain. -Jj |j|[. ^
*
1 K'heu t'heaou wei t'han, When ancestors are remote, they

are not worshipped at their appropriate hall or temple, but an

altar ii erected to them.
} $ft A "jfr p. }jlj |f

- 1 T& W^ Bll ^Yuen meaou \& she tsoo, tsihtseen
I i Ti /I"

1? X" 7H

jut'hao, yew taou tslh tse, The service at the temples of

ancestors so remote as eight generations, are removed to an

altar ;
when prayers are to be made, sacrifices also are offered.

(Le-king.) ;&$ Jf f8JC I 8* K '

hC kW3nS tsS "S

choo sze t'han chang, He increased the size of all the altars

for sacrifice. jH. ifF |lj jfe 1
'Ming she tsih Iilh t'han,

When oaths or vows are taken, an altar is erected, 5$i \

sr^ \

Chuh-t ban, To erect an altar. g ^ ^ 4j[ jjfi |
I KwB knn chaou hwuy yih sh8 t'han, The sovereign of

a country assembling with other princes at his court, also

appoints, or erects an arena or appropriate place. When

the more powerful goes te the inferior prince, a I'han was

prepared ; when the inferior went to the greater, he was receiv-

ed. Sp\
/W- Kow shay, In any sort of ordinary apartment.

When great commanders of armies and ministers of state were

appointed, and made their prostrations, a T'ban was erected ;

hence, Hg> ^j- ^Q Tang t'han pne seang, A minister

who has ascended the arena \ been fully installed. ^

Wan t'hio, A place of meeting for literary men. *

She t'han, A place to meet and compose verses.
*J^

Yin I'han, A place for reciting verses. /f> J
Hang Chan.

The place where Confucius taught.
j

Yaou-t'han,

or 'Mj I Seen- t'han, The region of those genii called Seen.

Jjjjjj |

Saou t'han, A place of concourse for music and

amusement, WT^ T'han man, Wide extensive appesr-

* CIJ EN. To shade or skreen ; to hide from view.

The original form of 4^ K'heug, A cave, a burrow-

LAN. W Iji K'lian-lan, Expresses the state

;iud tiding arising from being unable to obtain one's wish ; an

expression of disappointment. JJl ny ng -j^ -fl?* jKt

iTO >i^ /fc ^P K'han-lan he ! pin sze shih chih urh che piih

p'liing, Alai how disappointed ! a poor scholar who has missed

the obtaining an oQicial appointment, and whose mind it

rendered untranquil. One writes the characters thus
je^

Same as^ Mwan, Mire, plaster; to daub or plaster.

KWA.

The escape of a prisoner; a prisoner's making his escape.

K'HEU. The name ofa place.

-.H* An ancient form of^ Tae, see Rad. g? Ch.

An ancient form of ^* T'hanj,see under a strokes.
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FOURTEEN STROKES.

Same as %j$ Ts'heen, see under 1 1 str.

CHIH. s. c.

To descend into; to sink down. One says, To add to ; to

pile up earth. Also read Che, in the first sense.

The mode in which Chow wrote iljjjt Tsang.

HEUEN, or Heun.

An ancient instrument of music, made of burnt earth. There

is a more modern one which is similar to that in former use.

Also written thus
;tj|

and thus^ ^

f[p jf|i -f" Heuen, t'hoo wei che,ta joo go tsze, Thcheuen

was made of earth, and was as large as a goose's egg. It had

six holes, according to some. /$>
~j^ /\ 3| ~^ "off

2 ^ "

jfi; jjjfi
J _t Kin ta neuen Pa ku "g urh tse'en

woo how, yih hew shih k'he shang, Now the great hciien has

eight holes, two before and five behind, one lackered adorns

the top. They are thus differently represenicd by the Chinese.

The first represents the large Heuen on a stand. No 2, is the

hack of the modern one. N" 3, is the front of the same; and No.

4, is a form which compares them to
Jtfr $$ C liing chuy, A

suspended weight, used in weighing.

VOL. r. 5 HI

JU I iff -V PjlPA I nH <<- P]P

Ta heucn wei die keaou, The large heucn is (also) called

Kcaou. When as large as a goose's egg, they are called
5||;

I

Ya-heuen; when the size of alien's egg, they arc called Mi

Sung-heuen. 1 ~^ "={ 3jl -|^
Heuen die yen heuen

yay, Heuen's import is the ascending of vapour or smoke.

j'L-
I Che, heuen, The names of two instruments which arc

played together, the first is made ofbamboo, the other has been,

described above.
j ft P

] fll j P f
Wh-

she ch'huy heucn; Chung-she ch'liuy clu-, The elder brotlter

sounds the heucn, and the younger brother sounds the Che to

accord with it. (She-king.) This is said in allusion to

statesmen seconding the intentions of their Prince.
~fjf

l^ 1 Can heuen nae t'hoo k'he, puh kcet\
* / | I

che wiih, koo she suh che jin kwan lung heu keaou chay, yu2

lung heuen, As the heuen is an earthen utensil, and not a strong

material; hence in familiar language, when pointing to a man

who is in the habit of playing hollow brittle tricks, it is said, he

plays the Heuen. Read Heun, A certain vessel for containing

* U A high and level space. An erroneous character.

A vulgar form of JJ| P'ho, A clod ofearth.

Same as j|$ K'heaou, see under 13 str.

MAN. Stiff hard soil.

-jj jjj-
Woo-han, Yellow clayey soil. ^Han-

tan, A long level space of ground. Syn. with Pffi. Lan.

|x|xj
*41iii. A royal or imperial seal ; the great seal of

a nation; commonly written thus tJS See under -f Yiili.

3E $ p
Wa "S cllay J in > Tne eal of him who rules.
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cho flioo, koo tsung t'hoo; Chow wan tsung yuh, The signet

is that which gives sovereignty over territory, and hence com-

pounded of the character Earth; in Chow's mode of writing, it

was derived from Yiih, A precious stone. ^ Tac-se,

A man's name.

K'HEEN. A small mound or heap of earth.

116.

The bed of a torrent from the mountains ; a valley ; a small

creek from a river; a ditch; afosse; a pit.

The streams that run in valleys amongst hills.

h<$, or
J ]3 K'heu-ho, The sea, the ocean.

hS, A ditch or moat ; as around a city wall.

shan, The name of a hill.
^]/ ^ j

t'heen kow-ho, Dead corpses filled the moats.
| JJ

|
Shlh y ung, shih ho, Build higher the walls of the city, and

deepen the ditches. (She-king.) Vulgarly and erroneously

written 5g thus.

K'he-hS,

j

Ta-

Kow

[1^
H5-

Sze she

YAE, or Gae. S. C.

oust. p^ jjt 2 /ft jag
Y ' h sae-sae che hwSn

chiih, The foul obscurity occasioned by the dust ofcarriages

rushing forth. |^J $ 'ft $S ]
Yew ne hwa ki"S Sae '

The dark mud was converted into light dust. ^ jfc

Puh gae shwiiy, Pure water. Also read K'hae, abbreviated

thus fc&. Vulgarly written thus
jgji

Same as^ Tseu, see under 8 strokes.

YA.

To throw down, as a wall ; to crush ; to suppress; to keep

steady and settled ; to oppress j to goad ; to depress; to humble;

to keep down; to subject. To slop or fill up by supplying

what is deficient. Read Y6, To subject; to cause to unite.

Read Nee, To feel with one finger, as when feeling the pulse.

Read Yen. To be satiated and disgusted with. By some

written thus
'.$

and thus
Ji& ||| J|| Fiih-ya. or

j

/pj YS-taou, To overthrow.
[ ^ Ya-hwae, To crush to

ruin.
| ^, A Yii sze J'"' To cr sn a man to death.

] /$!
Ya '0. To fall and crush. ^ J

King ya, To

subvert.
j /fJC

Ya fuh, To subject.
| i^j".

ya show,

To maintain possession of, to prevent passing from one.
/jfj[

4"j
Chin-ya; ^ | Than-ya;

| j-
Ya choo, all

express, Keeping down; suppressing any evil, such as insur-

rection of the people, or any other calamity. ^=fe". fl*

^ Ya hae plh si.ig, To oppress and injure the people.

^ Yii king, To keep down alarm. ffc I Chin ya, To

keep down by fear, as if terrified by thunder. fi 1 Tsze

ya, To subject or humble one's self.
Jfe -fa -fc j^ |g

m ^.* H ft ;i W I ^ T Laou^ te?h

fiih k'he ta ; puh lun shC-mo too ya choo leaou, The old Lady's

blissful influences are great ; no matter what (evils) they be, she

keeps them all down prevents their rising to serious conse-

^' Sm> ^e ' 'e ' n !

wae t'how telb sze y& choo, tsae haou, Still want you to

expend your heart and expend your strength, in order to

suppress
the affair without side, and then it will be well.

r AH t ^ P Ym te

chin laou t& fang iih, ya pe Han Fan, ta seaou, nan foo, kelh

La-ma tang, urh ts'heen pa pih yu mi.-g k'how, In conse-

quence of an earthquake, houses were overthrown, and crushed

to death, of Chinese and Foreigners, great and small, men and

women, also the priests of L;una, two thousand eight hundred

persoiis and upwards. (Peking Gazette, A. D. 1816.) %&

Pin-ya, To throw down or reject. JtM Yang-ya, By

superstitious rites to suppress any rising pestilence or other

calamity in a neighbourhood, $| j

Tsuy-va, To push

down. ft
|

Chin-ya, To sink down. i^J I Ku:ig-

I Shan-ya, Pressed

Cllin slli"

j-i.
To hold down, or repress. j

down by a mountain.
Jj/f |

khoo che, I the Emperor exceedingly dislike, and am

imbittered against it.
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TAOU. S. C.

A high mound of earth; earth raised up as a defence.

Syronimous with these three characters
Ipjt

O.
j|j

,'i

*

5= HAOU. The ditch outside a city wall. The

name of a place. J$ ^7^ Hoo ch'bing haou, To

defend the di Iches of a city. )f. R&^ fl! fT^ f

Yenraing hanyu hea k'liiin^ haou, The wild geese cackled on

the cold rain
falling into the vacant ditch. /Fj

1
||L

T^E *l K iH'l
Sh ' h-haou ch >n tsae kin Shen-chow, Stone-

ditch station, was situated at the modern Shen-chow, on the

western border of the Province ot'llo-iian.

JUEN. Same as
;{flB Juen. land by the side

of a river 5 the grornd outs'-de a city wall. Ground between

two wal.s. A lower well bcyoi.d the principal one. fR "H.
f-*-' JflS J.L!

*"**

^ Tjfij J^Teonk'he kungjuen te, Cultivated the ground

between the two walls of the palace. ikf ^ yg[ |

Koo tsin ho juen, Pirjos ly occupied the whole of the land

by the side of the river. j^ Jjpj ^ g Tsin mcauu

juen wei kung, Usurped the outer wall of the temple to make

a house.

ame as j^ T'hoo, A road.
Jh
ihh

T'hoo loo shih nan, The road or path was rough and difficult.

JNG. Marshy ; swampy. A bog ; a fen.

WEI. Nine or many, thoroughfares.

Kwei, A basket
Read Kwei, Earth piled up. Same as

for carrying earth. $ ,
1

, jflj ^ tjfa ^ _ |

Wei shan urh piih chung ju hoo yih wei, To make a hill

and not finish it for lack of one basket of earth.

LEE. Earthy ; resembling earth.

An ancient form of
iVJ! Che, see Rad. rfjk Sin, 15 str-

A surname. The pronunciation of which is not known.

An old form of^ Shuh, Ripe, mature.

The carcase of a domestic animal.

HAN. Stiff, hard earth,

FIFTEEN STROKES.

A vulgar form of J|| Chen.

Same as || Te, The earth.

v

*

A military wall; a rampart or fence; piled or heaped up.

The name of a star. The name of a public officer. A surname.

A hilly appearance ; the name of a hill. Reiterated, External

form, figure or shape, strong and robust. Graves near to each

other, and in a certain order. Occurs in the sense of .! Luy,

To involve. The same as $|[ Luy, A pile of stones ; a pile of

stones rushing down. Head Leiih, The name of a demon

^ )H j^ 5y|
Shun kow kaon luy, Deep ditches and

high ramparts.
j ^ Luy shih, Stones piled up to form

a wall or hill.
J ^ ^[| Lu)

, ghjh shall) A hil , form d

by artificial rocks piled up, in the Chinese mode of mimicking

the wild scenes of nature, the rocks ar sometimes fastened

together with lead.
fi jf^ j J^J

We i joo luy Iwan, Dan-
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gerous asa pile ofeggs, i. e. in the same imminent danger of

falling and breaking, jfi I Keun-luy; and |JJ /Hj?
Keun-

r t ""I *

p'heTh, orjijg |
P'hcm.luy, A military wall ; abreast work.

t& ^t if? i f I.ny yay, tun keun che p'heTh, Luy,

is a wall within which to intrench an army. p| j

Wei-

lujs 3 Yiih-luy, The names of hills. -^ ^f

-^ ^ ] ^ Puh yew k'he he luy jay, Be not grieved at

the consequences which it involves.!
"~J\ |

^] H C" 'uv

shth, Caused a pile of stones or rocks to descend.
J[n(] ^

Shin-too, or Shoo,
(|| j

Leuh-yiih, The names of bvo

brothers, said to have lived in high antiquity. They resided at

the Jir #fl I-U Too-su-shan, The mountain Too-sa, in the

L^ TvJ -

/4-ll/ I3:i
eastern ocean. There they lived beneath a peach tree (^^
~T>)

and exercised a .superintendance over all spirits.
Those

which deviated from reason and propriety, were seized by them,

bound and given to feed the tigers. The peach tree extended

its shady branches several thousand miles. The lower branches

were towards the .north, by which was formed an entrance called

J3^ j
R Kwei-mun, The gate of spirits. Here the two brothers

at and kept watch.
)j$ g H^ PI ife^.

jjjjh
in 4&

|X| H? Hwan-te yinlelh t'haou pan mun, hwa

urh shin, e yu heung kwei, The ancient king Hwang-te, (B. C.

SfiOO) in consequence of this, erected a gate made of peach-

tree boards; on the gate he drew (the above mentioned) two

gods or demons, in order to ward off evil spirits. This

usage continues in China to the present time. .The figures,

or the characters Shin-too and Yiih-leiih, are annually pasted

up, or written a fresh on people's doors at the new year.

Hence also the peach tree is affirmed to have the property of

expelling demons. And a peach tree stick is employed to

teat those, who under disease rave about ghosts and spectres-

In some of the Provinces, branches of the peach tree are stuck

up at the door in allusion to the same legend. Dei jQa ^
/Jitv si\ s

J.a tse sclh, In the close of the year, sacrifices are offered in

the evening to these two demons. And
jjij^^ "jX $j|]

jit) Jf(^
T'liaou foo che che yew tszc, The rules respecting

peach-tree spclli are derived from this.

TEill. A rampart; a parapet.

K'HWANG. S. C.

A cave; a cavern. The grave or pit in which the dead are

deposited. A desolate wilderness; an extensive region. llj

Tcaou yu ls;ing c!my peih chTh yin-, j<5 tsung kcw ke'ih kwang,

keae chih full, The mourners going to the interment, must take

hold of the cords of Hie hearse, (some go only half way, but) if

they accompany the coffin to the grave, they must all lay hold of

the cords by which it is drawn. 1
Jrft Ij? iff? '^ /ill ^

I '^C i^J^ -*-'> L l-ff* '&/**

K'hwang-lang, yuen yay, kung k'ho maou ; K'hwan-lang, a

wide waste, tlie appearance ofan extensive, unoccupied region.

7^ ~f j ] J\^
/fa "/ T'hiien hea k'hwang k hwang,

yTh jin yew che, Wide and extensive is the region over which

the heavens are spread, and One Man (the Emperor of China)

possesses it.

^gj [
Yew k'hwang, A dack wide region or .

cavern.
jfc f| ^ | fy ^ ^ Tsze ch'hoo he

k'hwang yay te fang, This is a desert place. f^ ^ ^
Show che tsow k'hwang, The beasts roam in the desert.

Same as fe Chin, Dust.

MEEN. That by which ground is levelled.

SIXTEEN STROKES.

Black stiff earth ; earth not yet broken up by cultivation.

ifi Itii PJJ ^ T fife I'J M Kaou te tsth J ans ; hea tc

tsih loo, High land is of course soft; land being low is therefore

Fan Rang che taou peih che yu loo; wei kwa tslh, urli

how k'hoo, According to every principle of agriculture, it is

requisite to commence with the low stiff land, and make it a

little marshy, alter which it will rot. '7S I Tsew loo, A

place in which to sell wine or spiritous liquors.
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YEN. The same as 03 Yen, The inner door of

a lane or passage. ^ jjgj Poo-yen, Long flight of steps.

fttj JH ^ 1
Keuhiih poo yen, Winding or intricate rooms

and a long flight of steps,

iH> T'llAN.

A vessel to contain wine. The same as ffiW T'han.

WEI. A low earthen wall or dike; a low earthen

dike surrounding an elevated altar.
yjj ~f Xjff>

n5l ZE

Tan che wae meen p'hing te wei tan, tselh ch'hang yay;

tan peen te juen wei jau chay, wei wei, The level ground

outside the altar, is the. shen (that is a level area); by the side

of the altar, a low wall or dike surrounding it, is the Wc'u

3l /Z )Pt Wang che shay wei, The wall surrounding

the king's altars, to the gods of the land. & Wei kung,

A house or mansion made of such an earthen wall as has been

described.

3g HWAE.

To spoil; to injure; to go.to ruin of its own accord, as a

Verb Intransitive. Read K wae, To spoil; to injure; to break;

to ruin ; to destroy, as a Verb Active. The name of a hill.

Faded, as a diseased tree, or to cast off, as it drops its branches.

To rhyme, read Hwuy. The first sense, the Chinese express by

UJr jj
P'ho pae, Broken and ruined ; or by ft gg Tsze

hwuy, Self ruined. The Transitive or Active sense, they express

fcy f Hwuy che, To ruin it.

fa '% ^ g $ (ft

& 2. M'J l^f %$ ty Fa" w; ' h P ulrtsze P urh hwuy che

tsih koo hwae tsee, Every thing which is not self spoiled, and

another thing destroys it, then the syllablic spelling is K-oo

H-wae, i. e. Kwae. ^ g J fljj $J ,j ^J Wilh (sze

pae, tsih hoo-kwae tscf, If the thing is self spoiled, then it is

Hoo-kwac in the syllablic spelling, i.e. Hwae This distinction

ii not always adhered to, Ching-tize-t'hung rejects it.

TOL. i. s

Sun hwae, and
TjTjjr |

P'ho hwae, Express Injured, torn,

rent, broken, spoiled in any way. The latter is the stronger ex-

pression. ^* ^ Pj" jh|
Ne piih k'ho sun hwne. You

must not injure, or spoil it. /? ~jfe
fa 1 Yew k'lie wuh

hnac, That which has a foundation must not be destroyed;

applied to persons or to things; probably in allusion to a tree or

plant which still lives at the root; it must be manured and

watered, not destroyed. /K Hew hwae, A rotten tree ;

a thing entirely spoiled.
jj||-

~f 1% /]> ~j& -^
Hwae t'how leaou telh seaou hae tsze, An entirely spoiled

child. "7 ^ /\} 't? Hwae loaoii to shaou kwan,

Huined (I know not) how many officers, by causing their

degradation or dismissal. j|5 l ~7* Yen sth hwae
//>{ i I J

leaou, The colour is spoiled; JJ^ ^ $ Pae hwae

fung suh, To injure or corrupt the public manners.
Jij?
ttj

Tsuy hwae, To push, or persecute and destroy. Hlj

Pang hwae, To rush down as a mountain and destroy.

^ iJ^Hwae jin sin, To injure men's minds, as by vicious

books.
Hj ;& 3p I T| 5p.

ft Loo kung wang kwae

Kung-tsze tslh, Kung, the king of Loo, destroyed the house of

Confucius.
4||

ttt 0H I Loo ch'hing mun hwae, The

city gate of Loo, went to ruin.
j |Ij|

Hwae-t'huy, The

name of a hill.-1 cast off by my royal father,

1 ^VPepehwaemuh,

M ^TseShyungwooche;
~^f J^ a-

fijg -^ Sin che yew e,

mo che che.

(She-king.)

And like that faded tree,

Diseased and branchless;

The griefs of my heart,

No man knows them.

LUNG,

A grave ; a high place in the midst of a field, la

some ofthe Provinces, the husbandmen inter in their own fields.

Read also Lung. ^{l "~p X^ t^ Pe ka" chc k
'

hew

lung, The grave (or hillock over the grave) of Pe-kan, a

perion fumoui in Clrnese hiitort. (See View ofChina : page 54.)
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The use of this word for ? Chung, A grave, prevailed in the

ancient Chinese nations fe Tiin, and M- Tiin.

The original form of the preceding.

i Same as $f Go, see under 10 strokes.

Oriinal form of Chan, see 8 str.

Read Kwii. Jfi $jfc
Kwo-twan, and^^ Lew-sha,

(ph [s|j
fa Chung-fcwS-ming,) were name* of China; the

last one in the time of the Chinese Deluge.

X\f An ancient form of Jg( Juy, see Rad. ^ Yew.
*^^B^^fc. **/"

LAE. To add 'to, or increase.

u

KiitiO. Numerous hills with great rocks.

An ancient form of^ Yin, see above.

ff LEIH. A pit; a deep trench.

The same as i^ Lan, see above.

SEVENTEEN to THIRTY-SIX STROKES

HE, or Kvrei. To spoil; to ruin ; to destroy.

One affirms it is an erroneous form pf ffirulle.

LIN. Tilled ground ; garden ground.

JA\G,

Soft, fat, loamy soil ; not in clods. Earth; a mound ; a boun-

dary ; a place; that which is reared by culture, in contradistinc-

tion from what is spontaneous. Good and amiable, applied

to children. Abundant; rich, applied to the year. Confused,

in a state of disorder. The name of an ancient plaything for

children. The name of a place. A surname. ft

- # nfa& Rij f . ttt

A 0f ft^C BO 01 1 IS
Jang, chTh t'hoo, e wan wiih tsze sang, tsih yen t'hoo, t'hoo

t'hoo yay, ejin so-kangchung e, tsih.yuB jang, jang ho hwan

niaon, Jang denotes a redish earth : In cases where all things

grow spontaneously-; it is expressed by T'hoo. T'hoo

denotes vomiting forth. In cases where there is ploughing

planting, and human art, it is expressed by Jang; jang denotes

the appearance of concord and slow progression.

San jang, refers to three classes of soil, by which the govern-

ment fixed the land tax, or ground rent, to the people, ^fj

Seih jang, The name of a place, a hillock of dost; a bank to

obstruct water.
|

I Pin jang, White soil.
jl^

Hwang jang, Yellow earth. ^ |

Keih jang, An ancient

play. The Jang was a piece of wood like a shoe, a cubit and

four tenths long, and three tenths wide. One end was wide

and the other pointed. The boys who played at it in the close

oftheyear, divided themselves into two parties, and
bj'iiijj

one Jang on the ground, walked with another in the hand to

the distance of thirty or forty paces, from whence throwing

the one Jang at that lying on the ground, he who inserted the

one within the other, won the game. This is brought in 1o

explain the following sentence in Woo-te-ke, an ancient book.

watt***AW is*,?
1****-

kang keu,laou jin keihjang urliko yu loo, The Emperor (Yaou

B. C. 2200) rambled on the high ways, and the old men played

at the Jang, and sung upon the road. This shews, J[E /S?

Yaou te le mia chc tsze nh> The st;lf
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snjovment of the black haired people, under the Emperor

Taou. Their song is said to hare been,

JIh ch htih urh tso>

Aiffi& Jlh J"hurhsc ' h '

H $ ifii ${ TsC tsins urh J in '

ffl ffij jKang teen urh shih;

Te Ielh ho yew yu wo Uae !

The sun comes forth, and we work,

The sun goes down, and we rest;

"VVe dig a well and can drink,

We plough a field and can eat,

What's the emperor's power to us !

They felt the benefits of good government, without seemnr-

lo know that a power ruled over them. Hence, AS
'

rfrj

3$^
Kelh jang urh ko, To play at jang and sing, denotes a

period of general national prosperity ; it cannot be used on any

family or individual occasion of joy. Ip /pj ^SB"
-

Jang tsze, yew gae tsze, Jang-tsze, is equivalent to Gae-tsze,

A beloved child. Kae jang, denotes Heaven and
'ITH. |

earth. ifM I Fan jang, What remains after filth or ex-

crements are imperfectly swept away. gf Fun jang,

Filth or excrementitious matter.
ire|

| Ejang, An ant

hi".
| j|^Jang t'hiien, A present of the produce of any

particular place. ^j j
Wae jang, and

j^J '|
Nuyjang,

The first denotes, an obscuration of the edge of the sun 'man

eclipse; the last a central eclipse. The sense is obscure, being

an allusion to their ridiculous jargon, about
jjjT T'hoo, Vomit-

ing; and 'E? Shtb, Eating, applied to eclipses,

A T" I I
T'heenhea jang jang,

Keae wei le

The world was all in confusion,

Every one runing after gain.

As a local word, Earth that is thrown up by digging, or by

rats and other animals that burrow in the ground, is expressed

l)> Jang. jpg j Kinj jang, A boundary or territory.

^ | P'hing jang, Level ground.
JJJ- j

Piien jang, Ter-

ritory on the borders. |^ j

Tse jang, Adjoining boun-

daries. ^ j

Lin jang, Neighbouring boundaries

JS- j

E JanS. Different or separate places. Rjj ] T'hung

jang, Of the.same place or country.

TSAN. The name of a dike, or whatever forms

I

a limit or boundary, ai around a tomb, or elsewhere.

Same a>
||E Yung, To top or fill up. See IJ sir.

y

T'HA. To descend or rush down.

One says, Low down on the ground. Some comider it

the same as T'hS.

, or S'he.

A certain earthen-ware Tessel to contain wine or water.

An ancient form of^ Heuen, see 14 str.

Same as^ Fun, To put away filth.

An ancient form of$f Yin. See Rad. *** Meem.

An ancient form of M Yin.

Original form of^ Sih, To stop up.

YEN. A den or cave in the earth.

H Yea cb-hoo king ting, To bend the head

ami listen at a cave.
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Original form of g Shuh, see 11 str.

Original form of^ Tun, see 13 str.

LUY. Thunder issuing from the earth.

One says, An old form of roa Luy.

K'HEAOU. High, eminent.

YUNG. To stop, or fill up.

These three
5|j

feft
fe|

are synonimoui. J||

Taou yung, The road stopped up

a

ft ti
Shing gae gae, urh hwae kaou k'hew ht !

Tiow tsow urh sze kew lung;

n

Yuen shingkeen, urh tsze she he,

King yin e, urh taou yung.

Far from home ' mournful are the tones which I uller, whilt

musing or my elevated mountains.

Witk accumulated sorrows, 1 think on my former ahode ;

My desire is to seize an opportunity, and once more assert self-

controul.

But the road is enveloped in darkness, and entirely stopped

up is the path.'

"A. An artificial embankment raised on opposite

shores of a river, and extending considerably into the stream,

so as to narrow the passage for the water, and to impede ill

course. In the course of the Great Canal, on the southern

bank of the Yellow River, there is a remarkable abutment of

this kind, formed of ropes, reeds, and the alluvial soil of that

neighbourhood. Otherwise written -H3 Pa.

NANG.

Yang naag, Dust. One sajs, A cave in the earth.

CHIN. Dust. The same as Jl Chin.

END OP THE THIRTY-SECOND RADICAL.
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THIRTY-THIRD RADICAL.

SZE, or She.

From Yih, one, the commencement of numbers, and Shih

li, a perfect number. A learned man ;
a scholar, one who

devotes his mind to the study of moral duties chiefly; one

who is complete ; an appellative
of men generally, and of

soldiers ; a general term for officers of the government.

Name of a district. Ching sze^ \ a scholar or man of

talent, had in request by the Sovereign; the epitaph of Taou

t,ing tse'e Kl $i? |jft
fan accomplished and independant

scholar of the fifth century. HeSszeJp. ]
a learned man,

a title of office at court. Hee
1

pan ta he5 s^e TMt
j|: ~fc

IJJL
title of tlie fifth and sixth ministers of state : the

four first are called Ta-hea-sze. Ke'e sze^ ]
or Tseun sze

ft?' eminent and virtuous scholars. Tsae sze
^J~" J

a man of genius and learning, commonly without virtue.

Tsaou szt
jjpT |

or Seucn sze jag
I or Tseu sze

JJ7

to make or telect a scholar, expresses the act of confer-

ing degrees by the Emperor. Shoo keih sze ffE
'g'

a graduate of the Han-lin rank, but without office. Sew sze

SIX 1 same as Sew tsae^ ~^T lowest title of literary gra-

duates. Shen sze ^K 1 a good man.
*""* "9

They divide the occupations of mankind into four classes;

Tiz. Sze, nung, kung, shang,
j j^ ~C j^j

the learned,

husbandmen, mechanics, and merchants ; and hence the say-

ing, Sze, wei sze min che show
| ^ JJ[j j^ ^ "^

the learned profession is the head-most (or the first) of the

foter occupations of men. Taou sze J^ j

a priest ofthe sect

I
Taou. Joo sze j^B I or Sze tsze

|

-T' men of the learned

professions generally. Sze liu
J

/KK a forest of scholars,

VOJ.. 1. S D

the learned generally. Sze foo 1 ^ an able cleter man

in private life. Yih tsze
j^ -fc a retired icholar. (For

further illustration, see under Szc, Part II.)

A ^j l

Seaou tsze yew tsaou.

-f*-*"
Yu raaou sze sze.

Wan-wang, by his example)

Thus perfected the virtues of men,

And formed the manners of the young ;

The ancient (monarch) was indefatigable,

And hence that Sage's name became illustrious. (She-king.)

JIN.

An astronomical character used in divination. That influence

in nature which nourishes or sustains. To sustain; to bearj

to be pregnant with ; adulatory ! great. Shih teen kan che yih

_L 3C ^p -> _. one of the ten astronomical characters.

CHWANG.

Large; great; strong ;
robust ; to strengthen. Affluent;

abundmt. An epithet of the eighth moon. The age of

thirty ; manhood ; strong hairs upon the forehead. To wound.

To cauterize a place, is, in medical language, called Chwang.

A surname. Min chwang ^ ]
a kind of armed police

or militia. Ke chwang ^ |
boldness, fortitude, firm,

undaunted. Kih chwang fc ]
over-powering force.

Chwaug fe
\ ^ fat and strong. Chwang che

] ^
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or Chwangsin 1
yQ\ firmness and strength of mind. Chwang

keen
|

strong, robust. Chwang neen
j

^t*. the jean

of manhood. Chwarg pei
|

1 one of five sorU of pearl

hell. Chwang sze 1
-jfc strong able bodied torn or sol-

diers. Chwang shing
] ^ the exuberance of strength ,

high health ; vigorous strength. Chwang ting
j ~y younj

men above sixteen years of age.

Vulgar form of 3 Shing.

Ancient form of ^ King.

SIX STROKES.

JL
C11OO.

From W Clip, to budforth, and a censer, or other sacred

vessel ; implying that the thing contained in the vessel reaches

above its lop, and is apparent ; hence the sense of this charac-

ter ; a band of music standing up and shewing themselves.

This definition is denied by Ching-tsze-tnng, which affirms

that
j

Choo, is an erroneous form of ff Ke, How.

SEVEN to SEVENTEEN STROKES.

KEE.

The head leaning on one side ; or the head inverted.

This sense is controverted y Ching-tsze-tung.

HOO.

Designed to represent the form of the vess,-l intended with

its lid or cover. A h< tile, or pot, as for wine, ten, and so on.

Name of au office, nume of a place ; and of a hill. A surname.

Ping yih boo cha
^yf

1
Jfe.

boil a pot of tea make-

a lea pot full of tea. Tea pots are now in China much disused,

and the infusion mads merely by pouring
the boiling water

on the leaves in a tea-cup, which is covered over with its lid.

Shin yen teth shwiiy hoo <

jj^ j!jfr 7^ |
a vessel to

contain water, through which smoke is inhaled; a hooka

bottom- This mode of smoking is now much the fashion

on the western side of China. Pecn hoo
jjjjj

a chamber

pot. Yih hoo shwang leaou tsew *

j ^ ^i Wj|j
a pot

of double distilled spirits. To rhyme, read Yu.

From the preceding character, A bottle or close covered

vessel; that which is i-lose shut up, and not suffered to dis-

perse or be dissipated. One; iit once; when once; us soon

as; the whole. Used as a verb. To unite in one. Sometimes

answers to the article A. Used with words denoting fashion

or manner, it denotes The same as ; all one. Te yih 3$

order one; the first. Hwi yTh '^jf
to draw one line, to

act by one rule, to treat all in the same manner. Che jTh, tsih

tung ke, ke )?n, tsih tung che jay \ ^|J f//^^
1 @!l HJ] i^ "tfi

W ''en t'le wl" ' s directed to one object,

the animal spirits are influenced to follow it ; when the animal

spirits are addicted to one course they influence the will and draw

it after them. (Ma: g-tze.) This character is lynonimoui

with Yih which see.

Ancient form of
-ja- So, A garment made of leaves.

Same asS Hoo, re above, and to be distinguished

from ^r? KwSn.

YUN.

From bottle, and
|XJ Heung, something filling i:;to the

n>id.st of a pit. Confined vapour ; steam not permitted

to expand.
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From a <-hof*r and a man of talent. A superior; the

person who is one's daughter's superior; daughter's husband

is called Se by her fither ; a wife also uses the same appellation

for her husband. In reference to tJiis and similar appellations,

different usages prevail in different parts of Chins. Neu se sail

chnou hwtiy mun
-J *|

^ ffl |P) ("J
a daughter with

her newly married husband on the third morning after mar-

riagr, return (from her hns'iand's house) to visit her parents.

Ne teih neu sc han haon
ifa$j~fc ] $|(~F >'

ourd '"" h "

ter's husband is :i very excellfiit person. Vng se 4jm

* father and his son-in-law. Ko eu' n tsth la wei tung-

chwan? se pf ) g| fl fS| ^ jflf ]
he is worthy to

be selected as a son-in law. Fan shflh tung chwang, kcu

wei pwan tsze /[ J| !^f ^ jjj. ^ ^1 _J.
all who are

good sons-in-law, are considered half sans. Heen se yue
kw ' e se

jlf 1 'j^ 1
a ^'rtuous son-in-law is called

a pleasant son.

KWAN.

A path in the ladies apartments of the palace. Kwei kwin

I a virtuous accomplished woman.

?ame as the preceding
1

.

M\NG.

A person's name mentioned in the San-kw8 -*
f^J narrative.

SHOW.

Longevity; great asre; long lifej used as a d licate term

where death is re.illy meant. Name of a st ir , and of a place ;

of a hill
, and of a woc('. A SMrname. Fbowihing

' B
district in ChS-ktang proviucc. Show chang 1 BE a dis-

trict in Shan-lung. Show chun hwa 1

^K. /^ name of a

flower. Show chow 1
jji|>|

a district in Keang nan province.

Show kwaiig 1 T- a district in Shan-tung. Show miih
J ^

wood of which coffins are made i
a coffin- Show ning ^ 3p

a district in Fdh-keen Province. Show shan shth
J jX| ~fli

a species of marble with flesh coloured veins, on which seals

and stamps are cut by the Chinese. Show yu
' ^ name of

a fi>h. Show yun;; ts 1011
|

fi& jrt name of a. herb. Show

she leang e 1
ff^ E| %jg is an appellation applied to eminent

physicians. Wan show ting m Mj tort of vine

stem, of which old men's staves are made.

Full Idh show, san sing kung chaou
jjjg JTJ& Sgp ^ Jg

idt E a may (he three stars, happiness, affluence, and lon-

gevity, shed down their united influence. Wan show woo

keang & '| 4ffi ?M an unlimited long life. Pae show

?& '

to visit a person on his birth day. Pae wan show

:&.
~jjf

to perform homago on the Emperor's birth

day. Wan show kung gfj.
1 'fid a hall dedicated to the

Emperor in every Province, in which annually the officers

of government and principal inhabitants do homage

three days before, and three days after the Emperor's birth,

day. The walls and all appendages are yellow. There are no

seats. Every person who repairs thither, takes with him

a cushion on which he sets cross-legged on the ground.

Chuh show
jjH7 J

and Ho show
''{'i

1 express congratulat-

ing persons on their birth daj anniversaries. Shang show

I to ofler birth day presents. Wang kung ta chin
_ , , i

tsing tsaou show fuh wan him ~fj Q ~fc ^1 ^W JcT

jnjj
m 1^1 the kings, nobles, and ^reat officers, requested

(the Emperor's) permission to make (of the willow tree) birth

d:>y Budli idols, ten thoi sand. Heang show pashih jew tseih

suy ^3 /\ ~P /M "i PC enjoyed the long life of 87
~~f \

'
I rJ I Mn

years. Suvg keaou che show
jflj^ |& ~~f I a life a

long as the pine. Laou ho che show (seen ne'en ^ E ^

, -r 5& long lived as the stork, one thousand \ears; the

stork and the pine are considered emblems of long life.

Tsing k!h shih show Isew
=j ^ ^ I yQ to invite

guests to a birth day entertainment. KaoushoW
jEfj |

lofty age ? is a j'hrase by which old persons are asked their

age. Also read Show.
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Ancient form ofW Hea, Summer.

Same as l? Tae.

Ancient form of 5 Yih.

TSUN, or Ts'hun.

Joy; the expression of joy by -external gestures.

Ancient form of 'o Yih.

1IWAN.

Ancient name of a city near the Yellow rivei.

Ancient form of^ Yih.

Ancient form of^ Yih.

THIRTY-FOURTH RADICAL.

CUE.

The lower part of the character is intended to represent a

man's legs pacing along with a slow step. To drag one's

legs after one sluggishly ,- to walk hi a composed steady manner.

To approach from behind ; supposed to resenWe the two

legs of a man, with something pushing onward from behind;

to walk slowly. Distinguished from the following Radical by

the transvtrse line commencing outside -on the loft hand.

K'llWA.

Formed from the rerersed side of the preceding. To

pace j to straddle; Ihe pace between the legs. Ko K? an ear-

then vessel ii derived from this.

KOO.

From
~~j Nae, To ira< <i//, and ScTh Af We evening -,

at

according to others, from Che^to come to market to buy and

lell ; now, though improperly written *& Koo, which if the

name of a piece of water. Y
ir.g^ full, \ derived from thii

character, which cipresses, that as the approach of many per-

sons fills a market, so by numerous addition!, a vend is filled-

11BANG, or Keang.

Ancient form of Heanglfife to descend to a lower place,

said of superiors ;
to submit, said of enemies. From ^^

Che, To approach to f.om behind, and <T1 Kwa, To stand

apart: not daring to claim equality.'
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Same as q He5, To learn.

PLJNG. From Che, to approach to, and^J^ to

sltoot/orJft tranches and roots. To oppose; to push against,

as horned cattle; also to draw; to drag along. Used in the

sense of o^ Fung, To occur or meet with. Read locally

Mung, denoting Thick.; abundant ;. and also a surname,

1IAE
3 or Kce.

From herbs groining in tonfusinn, and to approach to. To

screen; to cover or conceal from with an intent to injure.

Name of a pi vilion.

Fung, hae, heang, &&^ although distinguished a*

ibove, arc ofteu confounded in common writing.

LUNG. Abundant; plenty.

Same as j KeB, To notice, or advert to.

Ancient form of jff Hwang
1

, Yellow.

Ancient form of fig Keuh, To crouch under.

Ancient form of i>t_ Se.

To remoTe to another place.

THIRTY-FIFTH RADICAL.

*? SUY, Shuy, or Shwae.

f
VA-

The lower part is intended to represents nrm't legs pacing

alonj with a slow step. To drag one's legs after one sluggishly ;

to walk in a composed steady manner. Ancient form of
4|

Su/.

Anct. form of IfSpdh, The appearance of walking.

STROKES.

TSEUN, or Tsun.

Frum ^ Yun, To trust or rely on, and ^tf Sny, 7> drag

TOi. I. 5 B

one'i legs after tne tfaggithly. To walk in a slow easy manners

appearing to make little progress, a proud gait. A name of

an ancient Emperor.

PUH.

Reiterated Puh Pull, The appearance of walking.

Zj**-
Ancient form ofj^ Ling, H igh ;

eminent

From /^ Che, To walk and 4R Lflh, High. To aicend

and pass over.

ME EN.

The calraria, or superior portion of the. cranium.
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Ancient form of j% Chang, Long.

SIX and SEVEN STROKES.

FUM.

To walk in the old road; lo pursne the former path.

TSUNG, orTsung.

To draw up the feet as a bird in flying ; certain ornamental

trapping for a burse'* head. The name of an ancient state.

TSO.

To kneel awkwardly when performing obeisnnee. One

ays, To kneel, but not lo the ground. A person's clothes

spread out in an awkward manner.

Summer ; the second of the four seasons; the lime when

nature exp-inds freely. Name of an ancient Chinese dynasty.

Name of a lake. The nine Hea, are nine tunes played at

court on great rejoicings. A large house. A large vessel

Hied in temples, variegated with the fbe colours. Read Kea,

The name of a place, and ofa wood. Also read Ho. Leih hea

"$T ]
a term, May 7th, or when the sun enters the lfi of y

Taurus. Hwa hea
|jpt j

a name of China. Heache
] ^?

the summer solstice. Hea chaou 1 l!tH the dynasty Hea.

Hea teen
j ^ summer season. Hea jth ko wei

j Fj

pi S 'asummer'sday istobedreaded'onaccountof its heat.

Wo gae hea jlh chang ffi^ ] (3 J^
'

' lo*e a lollg sum-

mer's day
' These two sentences are applied to holding offices

in the state, they are at once desirable aud to be dreaded.

Hea 1 and Tsoo 3& were two instruments ofcorrce.
At,

tion used in schools in ancient times; the firit "f a round, and

the other of a square figure. Hea e k1h 1
y.\

IS ocrurl

in tl e ?hc-king, the sense is not clear to the Chine-, they

su|'p(* it means not to yield to (elfish feelings. Hea fin

| J-j{
n large caling vessel (Shoo-king.) Luy hea ^ |

the name of a place. (Phoo-king.) Hea tiTh
] ^p namo of

a variegated species of pheasant. Wo keu hea fp ^"

my litlle China. (Shuo-king )

11e:i koo ts'iou
ij^

"S ' summer rotten grass,' a

sm.ill h.'rbiceous plant, with a cliafft h;iry spike of la' iate

(loners. Hea tsaou lung chiing
'

tt ^ |Jj
'in sun-

nier a plant, in winter a worm.' Also railed I'uiig chung

liea Isaou %. J3^ S ' a R i |lt( 'r wurm :n,d summer plant;'

a caterpillar ith an elongation at the luail, altogether

about two inches loi g. (ViJe Rees' Cyclopedia, under

Iliastaolomtehom ai.d Planle Ver.) Hea poo I

/flj

' rummer clotli a species of white linrn cloth nurnby the

Chinese in summer. H keiih
j Jjfe

n'ime of a plant.

Hea he'cn
j jM a di^'rict in Shau-se, N. I.at. 45* 7'.

Hea yih heen S
4|

a district in Ho-uuu Province, N.

Lat. 34'

Hea tsin hcen
'

J* ^ a district in Shan-tung, N. Lat.

3"'. 51. Hea-how-lun
|

fa 'fe a person who lived during

theSan-/r3 1^-
Wh-.-n a b< y of fourteen, someone ii-

sulted his preceptir, for wh'uh he killed Ihe olTend.T. He

became a general i.i Ihe army, and was remarkable for hi<

munificence. Hea-how-yinj 1 '{jte tyk name of a person

who lived during the Han Dyu.isty.

EIGHT STROKES.

To carry the head erect in a proud haughty manner

Same as Keen.
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FUIT.

To walk in the old path or road ; to go the same way

Fiih. Syno-
- f-r"

miiimis with U Fiih, and J I Fah.2C 3C

CHOW.

N niic of an instrument used in husbandry.

LING.

1v walk anav; to go off.

I1EUEN.

To endeavour, or to seek to o! tain. Also read Hing,

To srheme, to plot. Distant; remote. A surname.

Same as
J(t5 H5n, Relating to marriage.

Same as the preceding.

Ancient form of $ Shing.

To overcome; to lurpui.

TSEUN.

Leather breeches fur hunting in ; soft leather.

Ancient form of If He, Summer.

Original form of ^ Naou.

A species
of monkey, culled an avaricious brute; also

called a female moiikej , having some resemblance to a

human being.

KVVEI.

The appearance of respect and awe ; strange demo-

niacal appearances, said to resemble a dragon with one

foot ; monstrosities from wood or stone ; name of an

ancient nation, of a plant, and of a statesman. In the Se-

cond part of this Dictionary, the character 1 Kwei is incor-

rectly formed.
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& SEIH.

Half of the moon appearing at sunset ; the evening. Tht

evening of the day \ of the inontlv or of the year, ID e.uh

there is a peculiar epithtt. The name of an office , of a place,

and of a hill. A surname. Inclined, at right angles. Seili

sMh 1 ^ a house not at right angles. Chaou seih ^
I morning and evening.

Ting kcun jih icTh hwa, shing tiih shih neen shoo |g ~%*

1 ^i B& = -f" ^E f% to listen to Hie con-
I nn im m. I rw

Tersation of a wise and good man for line evening, is belli r

tlnn read :

ng books for ten years. Tanseihj^ ]
'morning

evening' denotes bein;: near at hand; imminent ; impendent,

s - $ ^GH 1
Mi "s tsae lan >dh '

ufe '" in;mincnt(!anger'

Tsclb selh -|^ j
the seventh evening of the seventh

moon, a Chinese holiday. It is said that Chih-neu ^ -T

the serast ess (a Lyra;, fTcga) was the grandchild of Ken-te

^C Sf the Emperor ofheaven.and he promised herin marriage

to New-lang -^r- 6|t
a s*ar '" tlle constellation of Capri-

corn. After (he marriage of these two divine stars, New-

Jang repudiated Ch'iJt-neu, and the Ruler of heaven in anger

recalled his grandchild to her former place on the east side

of the river of heaven (the milky way), forever after permit-

jng them to meet only ou the 7th evening of the 7th moon.

About A. D. 745, the kdies of the palace in China, introduced

the worship of the semstress, ind Iriel to thread a needle

behind their backs; she who was successful, obtained the

happy influences of the star, and increased in skill in needle

work. Now, on the 7th evening, Kea kea chueu keTh kcaou

ehe chi. %% % ^ t ll>C female" f eVer)
'

boose (in China
1

) thus thread the needle, and pray for skill in

tewing.

WAE.

From evening and to divine. To ascertain what is lie,ynnd one'*

knowledge. Outside; to put outside ; to exclude ; foreign;

beyond ;
not included in. Choo

JW^
in the brginning of a

sentence, and Wae 1 at the close of it, denote Exclu-

sive uf ; beside. Fang wae
~jj j

dispersed people. Ling wae

-V 1 som 'thing besides; something e!s.\
Tszewae| ;

J j

to exdude one's srlf. Nuy wae
|AJ j

ins'ulr,outside ; within,

without, natives and foreigners. E wae ^ J
beyond what

one thought of. Too wae^ j

to put out of otie's estimate,

to lay aside. Wae kw5 1

[^3
a foreign nation. Wae meen

1 tfn or W.ie tow \\ti the outer surface; out side..

I W ' -**

Wae tsae ~/f
external talents, expresses a general know-

ledge of letters, and mankind, more extensive than the routine

of school learning. Wae wei
|

33 an inferior military of-

ficer about the rank of a corporal or sergeant. Wae yang

Oq||
abroad ; far off. K5 fun nuy wae

4^- ^n> ffa

in every place a division made between the inner and outer.

Choo jin sung yu urh rnun wae^ J\^ ijjfe Jjk k H^

the host accompanies (his guest) to the ouiide of the second door.

Tsae wae ^ | (he, she or) it is outside. PQh wae y u she e

^P 1 jfi 7^^ not a"^ ^'"S Beyond (or more than)

this.

From evening and a knot. A knot making a person

uneasy on his couch, and causing him to turn j to turn one's

self over when Ijing down ; to turn round; to yield or give

way.
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Same as the preceding.

Same as Xj> Wae, see above.

THREE to FIVE STROKES.

SUH.

^p

Early in the morning;: respect and diligence shown in

Uie morning. A surname. SHh tsaou
jjj.

the morning.

Suh yay I /fo morning and night.

TO. w
The character evening repealed. Evening after evening,

hence the idea, Many ; much. Used alo in a comparative sense.

More; to crave for more; to add more. A term of commen-

dation. A surname. Ke to i|B j

how much ? how many ?

to
fjjij

I a familiar term for father. Tae to^ or

Kwo to
j^i ^ an excessive quantity cr number. To che

~^ to much him; i. e. to praise and flatter him. To

chung j|l heavier. To keen
Jj|

to have seen

much. To ta ije'en ke 1 ^ 4E.JW&
what is your age?

To sze 1 S. busy, officious, meddlesome. To shaou
j ^/

or To kwa i ^L many or few ; i.e. how many? To ye.i

'=' much talk; loquacity, one of the seven reasons

which justify divorce. Hen to ?t(- \ a grent many j
or a

great deal. To sang sze twan
j ^ ||J jJ[S

productive of

a great many troublesome circumstances. Haou sze to nei

"fa ^1 1 ^| fo" d of
interfering and being busy. To t >

ylh shen
| -j^ =^ very advantngeous to virtue. Yew

tota pnn t>cen /U j 7^ ~J*^ 'frj$
what quintity of capital.?

Pnn shaou le to
xj '\j/ ft]

a small capital and lirge

profit. Pilh che teen yew tokaou, teyew to how ~fc ^Q J^

^ \^\ M* ^] | J^ know not the height of heaven

nor the widlh of the earth; ignorant, inexperienced.

TART I. 6 *

^W>

Original form of
Jj(,

Siih.

By some said to be the ancient form of
JJJ\

Ylh,

Also ; and by others said to be the obsolete form of Jfrt Yili,

To support the arms.

The tun gone rfomn below the horizon. Night. Name of

a kingdom. A surname. Kin yay&
|

to night. Ts8 yay

fjfe
last night. Ming jay fljj

to-morrow night.

Pwan yay ^ *

midnight.

Woo fun jih yay tsin $fc fa -f| j||

proceeded on the journey whether by night or day. Yay keu

ming lae 1 ^ RJ3 ^ as night goes day comes. Hth yay

M 1 dark night. Yay tsing
j ||jj

the stillness of night

Yin keun sing jay lae
HJ jjj_ fjl j ^ led the army by

the stars of night; i, e. by starlight; during the night. Yay

bing too chueu 1 4=( $ fife
a passage buat_ that keeps on

I I J //-JC. / Jr* ^^

her course during the night. Chang yay shwtiy pQh cliO -p^

ISI ^ ^=f
unable to sleep all the lifelong night

Show yay ^ j
to watch at night. Yay how yaon fang tsfh

1 ^L. -^ tf] iljC
^'er n 'Snt comes on, it i necessary to

guard against thieves. Yay liing pa fan yay ^J i]>Q ^[J

I in walking about at night, there is danger of violating

the patrol regulations. Kung tsS che jin tso yay kung

J^ (1H ^ A. ^ 1 ^L raechan ' cs ^0 night work. Mei

yay joo Ize^ | ^p. ^ every night Ihns. Yay tan suy

18li 1 ^@ [{^ 'tj&
'

evening conversations, recorded at dif-

f.'rent times;' th;; litleof a story book, sometimes in six, also

in ei^ht, a ,d in twelve volumes. The second ch-.iracter occuri

written ^ Tan. Yay IS lung ^ ][?J
the grotto of noc-

ttirnil delight i the name of a place on the Lo-fow-ihan

"le ProT ' uce f Cauton.

,

) Pun-tstou.

ihininS Ue

Natural productions mentioned in the

Yay kwang mfih
| ^ v

'
l
-be n '
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nmraeoftree. Yay ming sha
| 0jj $ the night shining

pebbles, a drug naid to be the dung of bat. Yay lae heang

I

^fr ;3f the nijjht coming fragrance, name of a drug. Yay

ehaou
| ^ the night shiner. Yay h

\ fe closing at

night Yay hoo
] \fy

(hj nis ht caller. Yay .kwang
] 7^

nighl shining. Yay yen 1 $ the night swallow. Yay keen

new
[

jjl? f^-
the night dragging cow. Yay yew tseang

keim
'

>flf. $f- &j the night roving general,
i '~~J~ '\ } -^i-*

Seuenyay'g ]
an instrument for obserting the heavens.

Chang jay /^ or Yay tae
^ ^ the grare. Yay

hc 1 ^| a sort of nighl school. Yay heang Ian
| ^

^ Polyantlms Ttiberoius, or Tuberose. Yay hing e ho

'f1 iU >^C
to go al night wilh a light- Ya) kwa"s

1 4A or Yay iiiing choo \ (^ ^ the Carbuncle. Yay

Ian bean"
'

Bfj ^S Pirgularia Odoratissima. Yay sliin
'

' \W.\ Ft

^ late at night

TSING.

From evening and fo produce ; also written evening and

Jor, thus ^ Tsing. A cle. r stnrlight evening; clear

unclouded sky. The original form of
H|fe- Tsirg.

An erroneous form of f Koo.

YUN. To extend to every part equally.

^^J^
/!& Ancient form of$ Yay, Night.

NO. Many, numerous, much.

fatigably diligent during the erening and nigbt The

original form of Stih.

TAN. Many, much.

EIGHT to ELEVEN STROKES.

C*ommon form of^ No, see above.

K'MOW.

Much collected together; the desire satisfied ; enough ;

sufficient. Kow gS* is commonly used.

Same as the preceding.

*

SLJH.

HEN. Much, abundant.

Same as Le.

K'HE, Much, or many.

KAE. Muc'i, or many.

v

SUH. Much, or many.

MUNG.
^flil, II *5&* f;Bj

from evening and to gratp hold tf; to continue inde- I The moon amongst clouds, obscure; to see obscurely,
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to tee appearances in one's sleep; to dream ; a dream.

Dreams, by diviners of their import, arc divided into six

sorti. The name of a marsh. Mung y'ih chang 1 *. jj&

n dn',- in; any thii.g that is like a dream; the present world.

Miing rhaou
I ,J/j{

some inlimntion or prognostic in a

dream. Mung Keen
j ^ to 9Ce in a dream. Mung keen

H in a dream. Ailing mei ftt dreaming in one's

ileep. Ming- seang /{JJ dreaming tlionglils ; reveries.

Mung jrn 1
jig

'

unpleasant dreams,' occasioned they say

by laying one's hand upon one's heart; the nightmare.
LH -4-- 4

Yih chang chun miing jS Jj
j

' a vernal dream,' a

visionary state or representation. Che jin shwii mnng ifi||

A^ 1^
' a foolish man telling his dreams,' expresses the

highest contempt for what a person s.iys, implying that

his discourse is not only the language of a fool, but of a

fool dreaming. Shw8 teth she mung hna
j|G' 6^1 J^

pj what he says, is the raving of a dream. Yay keen f$

miing ^ [J|^ ^* |

to dream during night. Tseang mung

Srfc I a felicitous dream. Le-|nh mung peth sang hwa

^ j 1 ^ 'I 'ffc
Lf-&h (a f'fnuus poet) dreamt that

his pencil produced flowers. Jfh yew so sze, yay yew so

mung fy ffi
W $ /fj jft ]

that which is

thought of Iry day, is dreamt i,f by night. Mnng mei

fhe sze |,nh I o s n ^ ^ j ^ pj J=|

a visionary

ifl'air that sl.onld .nut be belie\ed.

! ^ Chu"S fei hunS

"^j' u| -J*- f^J
Kan yu Isze lung mung.

(As tie stui ri-cs in the east)

The insects fly and buzz about;

Shull I loDger willingly dream with you ? (She-king.)

^ ae cnen wo m |ingi

Ke ' h mu "s wei ho -

Divir.e then my dream;

What dream is felicitous? (She-king.)

It is replied that to dream of the tjfe Heungand fj ! Pei,
' *

tn
"

-*-

(animals ofthesus tribe) is Nan tsze die tsearg Jfl - f* ^
Tpfc

a prognostic of a male ch'ld. To dream of the 7Wt

Hwuy, and the ^V Shay, (animals of the serpent species)

U Neu tsze che tscang ~y~
-f- ~jf WR a prognostic of a

female child. Yun too mung ts5 gac 5
-ft-
V

drained oflf the waters of Yiin-mung lake. (Sboo-king.)

To ipcak of dreams before breakfast is thought unlucky.

Dreams are divided into these six kinds; 1st, Cliing mung

"if- a regular, correct, perhaps, quiet dream ; Sd, GS

mu "S
Uri |

an alarming frightful dream. Sze mung^
I 'a thinking dream,' one that rescmMes rational thoughts.

t
' * \

4lh, Woo mung J|g j

' a waking dream,' a dream in which

conversation is represented. Slh, He mung 3|l. 1 a happy

chearful dream. 6th, Kcu muii';
JSj|

i a fearful dream.

To these six divisions of dreams this expression applies.

E jih yue sing shin, chen Iflh mung che ktth heung W
H^JMM^^l^^W^ lhesun

' raoon '

stars, and hours, divine the felicitous, or infelicitous import

of the tix dreams.

They also speak of Ta ptih chang san mung che fi

~fc. h J=ja .~*. j^ yj*
lhe cnlt>f diviner, directing

the usages respecting the three (sorti) of dreams j
which

three are denominated; 1st, Che mung Sf dreams that

arise from some apparent cause. 3d, Ke
rmingjlKj or

Ke kwae che mung pT' <|^ ^ strange, odd, monstrous

dreams. 3d, Han mung KU dre:irns that rise supciior

to any thing previously thought of.

There is a play in Chinese, formed on a tale of

Chwang-chow mung wei hoo leg if ^ 1&
|j ^

Chwang-chow having dreamt that he was a
butterfly.

According to an ancient Ctiinese writer, in dreams, the

parts of a human being which have fgvre, are closed,

and tie inviiible anima circulates; and he adds, they refer

to what the mind is acccstomed to Ih'uk of; aid further,

Ke rniing tseu paou mung yu^ | Jf ^tl 91 he

who is hungry dreams of taking; he who is full dreams

of giving.

In the Shoe-king, the ancient monarch fFSn-tcang is

represented saying, Kung mih sze laou, mung te lae jn

'-* p- h & jg n i * * T m m
whilst reverently and silently meditating on ^irtue, I dreamt

that the Supreme Ruler conferred upon me good miuisters

to assist me.
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Common form of the preceding
1

.

Still ; quiet; silent.

YIN.

Respect; reverence ; veneration. To advance ; continued

succession; remote; distant. Name of a stream. Ta kan sze

^f jji |f
or Yin J ucn

1 $|c
to aim at promotion by

every possible means; to intrigue. Yin yuen \ ilifc the
1 >vfr

influence produced by bribery. Tseang tseen chHh t5 yuS

Yin-yuen ^ $| P||^ f=J j ^ to bribe peop,e to do

what one directs them, is expressed by Yin-yuen. In the Royal

Society'* Manuscript Dictionary, Yin-yuen is defined thus, Per

fas, et nefus, sibi superiors gradus procurare. Tung yin [g]

|

or Yin te
] ^ fellow officers.

In the Yih-king, occurs
denoting the loins or back.

Same as the preceding.

TEAOU. Many, much.

any thin?. Many persons forming a g\p ; a party; a banditti,

persons of the same origin and of the saiptirsuits; partner*

in Ihe same mercantile concern. Ke ho 4y how many ?

/SS
Ho ke I =4- a partner; a comrade; acompanio a person,

who enters into the same schemes or plans. Ilo tantl i/S
f> jhk

a junta ;
a cabal ; men combined for some secret design.^

taou 1 >^ banditti of robbers or pirates. HS ho tso sand

>* I \w(. ^fe J\B\
to '>ccorae partners in trade. Rung

chdh show ho sing ming |ifc j^j ^ j jjfe ^ to tell in

evidence the name and surname of the head, accomplice, or

ringleader. Ta ho iT I to join in some partnership ; to

form into a society, to form a party. Ho pwun ^

|?fe

a partner ; a comrade. Ho chang
] ^ the head partner ,-

the leading associate, applied to the mates of merchant vessels.

Tso sing e teih ho ke ^ ^T ffi | g+-
a trading

partner; a fellow workman. Tung kae teen teih ho ke fpl

5fi )n $J ] ^j*
a partner with whom one opens shop.

Tso tsih teih ho ke
($ j|j( ffij ]

=4- to be a partner with,

thieves.

Same as the preceding.

Same as the preceding.

LOW. Many, much.

KWE1. Many; numerous appearance.
Many ; numerous

; a band ; a company j a crew. Many of
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lirge; great; to enlarge; to greaten;tnoch ; very. Plump;

fat; extensive ; long. Also read Tae. Forms a part of several

proper names. Ta leaou tan 1 ~T 8f[ or Ta chS tan tsze

7& jjli ~3F"
en 'arn'1( ' his liver; i. e. assumed courage. Ta

chang foo 1
~/jh -^ a great man; a man of eminent talents

and disinlcre<led mind. Tae ] la '

great id:'a' of one's self,
I S> "

denotes the cold ungrateful indifference with whch some per-

son's receive benefits. Tahe'en 1

Rjjjl
the great limit

, death.

'Mors u/d'rati ///lea reunn tst.' Horace. Ta hefl sze 1 & -4-
I --y-*

J

ministers of state. Ta jin ^ Magnates, a title applicable

to persons of the Island 2nd de^-e>s of rank: Used by

c< urtesy to inferior persons, ai.d amorgst the people' to each

other in private letters Ta kea 1 *%5 'a
gre;,t family,'

according to its connexion denotes either an OjiufeatJ'amify ;

the same as Ta mun hoo
|ltj

Ej or the whole number

ofpersona concerned: Thus, Wo mini ti kea
jJ; jJ>M

^' we all of us. Ta laou yajr
"j ^-^ a tit,e applicable

to person* of the fourth and third degrees of rank. Ta

leo seang kin
j jjj^ ^ j/f -ener.illy speaking, nearly the

same. T.i seami
j /j N gr.at. and small; old and young.

Puh ta puh se;ou ^\ | ')>/)'
-"'either veiy lur^e nor

vcrj small. Ta ting ^ $fc
;1 d''P b>at. Ta tsmg

| ^
1

"
I A'*i

smalls Ta Uing kw6 I 'MIJ IM China, under the Manchow
I * I t I=*J^

dvn-'sly. Ta Isiiif; | iug
j -^fj

.ff. the army of the Muncliuw

Tjrt.rs, if so denom:u;Ucd liy Hie historian of Ming.

Ta ami
j p a largu \;c:im for sacrif.ce; a bullock. Ta

tc 1
[jj

a 1 1 .

ry; an extensive region; or in the

J.i g -iiffo of I liii es g.'om u:cy, ii lucky site for a grave. Ta

fung sh-.v8y ^^ a spot of ground, and an adjoining

I. So

landscape, which the geormncer pronounces indicative of pros-

perity. Ta t<ze
| it a reat scholar; an eminent man.

Ta hwang te
| Jp JSjp

the great Emperor ; viz. the Em-

peror of China. Hwang te ting ta f? t3? ~[P|
I the Era-

:fc - n* '>ts i

peror is the greatest personage on earth. Kefh ta jtjjto

and Che ta 35 I the grealeit. Ta sze 1 ^ a great

affair, generally used as an expression of admiration or alarm.

Ta fung jin wuh
"

~Jj ^ %l a man ofenla ged and liberal

principles i the opposite of
^ Jj

Ta fang, applied to persons

is A\ =S Seaon ke, a small vessel; a narrow minded petulant

man Ta wei jin cbing ta /(A
|^ /^ IF 1

he is a truly

correct and a^ood man. Mae Ul!i heae tsze, m;iou tsze too

tTh i, g fflj ^| f. [j|[ _jl -^ ^ ]

the shoes and

cap -which were- liought are all too large. Tsae miih la kwo

ta teih
JJJ. y^ ^V ||^ ^J there is no other greater

than it, or h.s.

Ta tseen jih J<
nn II the day preceding that before ye-

terday.or three d js;i^o. Tah;.wjih 1 {& tj
l ''ree days

he,ice. Ta pap chnpg
|
M= ^ or Ta pae ta chang

j ^h
ffit very spl-ndi.l; showy or pompous. Haou ta le'en

meeii fjf jjw -^
a very gre:t fice, very respectable;

somelin.fs used ironical'y, meaiiing its opposite. Leai>g ta

seaon JOT
[ /f\

'

two, a gre..t and a sma I ,' i. e. a wife and a

concubine. Ta ne'en
j 'tj:.

grejt years,' i. e far advaiced in

life, aged. Ta
j)

.h seang tti: g /f^ /^ jpij very dissimi-

lar : v. ry difF.Tontj very unlike ;lliis expression often implies

in comparison u'Orse ; a", Kiii,eVu sing e pe wang ne'en ta

puh se.mg lung /^ & / U' l
ri fV f^ 4tL : 7^ Ifl

this year trade is much worse than in former years,

kao'i chang tii
'M^ ,'g. |i ;

' make haste and grow

tall and become a maV, s.iil to children, as a wish from parents.

Ta taou
j U^ a great road, a hijjh nay j

a wide paih, or, in
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the moral sense of Taou, Grand principles; important doc-

trine. Ta hsa 1 JS3
a laige mansion; used in complimenting

a person respecting his house. Kcaou the tse yay, )ing chang

jth che che yay, la paou teciiiiih choo jlh jay

the K.icrilice ull'i-red in the wilderness, occurs on the longest

day in (he siimnuT solslice ; in the great recompence (or thanks-

giving) oft'ered up to Heaven, the chief regard is had to the

IUD. (Le-ke.)

Ta tae keen yuen, wan wuh tsze che, nae tung teen

great the oiinintiling j.rinci^ie (<>r power; ol heaven ! il gave

beginning to all creatures (animate and inanimate) and pervades

all the operations of heaven ! (Yih-kiug.) Ou this passage one

commentator says,^ fll g] ft

whatever it grtat on earth and under iieaven, '. that which is al

the beginning (or first c,flhe series); hence the first of all must

of course be great by self necessity ;
thus il is with the origin of

whatever is born (or produced) the self-existent principle;
ai.d

creatures are produced, the proper order is also thus; viz. that

the first should be considered the greatest. (Yih-king.)

m -M

f-

1

Peen lung ma ta hoo *ze she ;

Heueu seaug choo miiig m8 ta hoo jth yue.

There are no greater changes than those of the four seasons ;

Amongst the pendant signs of heaven, there are none brighter

than the sun and moon. (Yih-king.)

T fun pin lang
] |J|^ ^' ^|J

the large bellied betel

nut Ta fuh pe
| J]J j

the husk of the nut. Ta fuug
**ze

I flj ~jp-
seeds somewhat similar to those of the large

fir. Ta hwang
] ^rhubarb.

Ta hwuy
j ^ slar ani-

seed ; otherwiK: called Pi ke5 J\ ffi eight angled seed. To

kelh
J j^ an ar , it.| c in lh( . chmcge Matcr ia Medica, that

looks like
raspings of wood; also cut in slices; used in

swellings of the abdomen. Ta tsaou
j

tn a name of li-

quorice root. Tatsaou
| |S fruit ofaRhamnus; looks like

a prune or french plum ; well tasted. Ta yuen
J

ftH

black root of a tree ; a drug.

Ta tung jpjj
a trumpet, with a cylindrical end. about

ISinches long; and a sliding tube at the small end, applied

to the month. Ta pS yjjf large cymbals. Ta tow tsae

I iJ.fi. fc OT ^'" lsae ^lP 3^ a s
l
)ecics "f turnip with

the stem and leaves preserved in salt. Ta tsing tung

"Ty" l!J
a sPecieii

"f lil)ei ' ula of a IarSe size - Ta tsing Inh

n ^& a ''lrS c g rc '"" an<^ Pcar ')
s:la 'I shell.

Plants described in the Kwan kcvnfting poo .

a Chinese Botanical tcork.

Ta ma
jj|J|;

hemp. Ta ma jin
] ^ f^-

hcmP

seed. Ta fTih tsze
^ D^ -^ the large bellied seed. Ta ling

Vow nn'p C3 (he large efficacious pea. Tasluh kw5 shoo

4 ]$ MM the Indian tree.

The following are names of articles in Die Materia Medico,

takenfrom the /t tV 'JS1 P ^ n 'saou A
'anff

"'"''

Ta cluing chang 1

jjJL
id" large insect staff. Ta hoo tSnjr

^ )(fe large gourd tendrils. Ta hwang fung J^

tjl^ large wa-ps. Ta i>c
$jfi

the large ke plant. Ta

keiih 3k[ the large chrysanthemum indicnm. Ta koo 1

4tj
the large bitter. Ta kung

j ^j?
the large hollow.

*
"-l-*~ 117

Ta l..n \m a species of Ependendrum. Ta le .ou
j

the large acrid plant. Ta lelli tsze
"fj ^- Ih 1 .rge

strong seed. Ta iQh
' ^ tbe deep green. Ta mill

/$ large wheat (barley.) Ta mill mei i Jz^ i'jrrl
the

large barley moss. Ta ne m^ great mud. T.i
jie'en

XS the great convenience; to ease nature 1 y stool ; excre-

ments. Ta shih r^ a large mansion. Ta slnh J^
the great occurrence. Va swan

| ^^ large leeks. Ta tow

L ' ;lrSc P" lse - Ta tow hwang keuen Q ^jV ^^
lirge pu's3 yellow curl. Ta tow shj 1,7 J?i

the Lirge

pulse condiment. Ta tseTh
]

flv the large spear plant. Ta

tsew I

tffT
the great approach. Ta. tscaou

< *W large

pepper. Ta tsth
y^i large marsh. Ta tse I ^ the

large tse plant. Ta tsze woo
pf?

t

headed crow. Ta y leth 1 ^
the large rough

the large leaved leih
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wood. Ta yen lung !

|j{ ilfj]
the large eyed Jatropha-

curcas.

JVames ofplaces.

Ta ching hecn
jtjl

JM in the province of (Tiih-le

N. Lat. 36. 44. Ta chub heen 1 M
\$&

in the province

of Sze-chuen, N. Lat. 30. 44. westof Peking 9. Ta \hher-n
]

S JR& near Uic last mentioned place. Ta hing been
j

yfl.

]B& one of the districts in which Peking is situated. Ta

le heen ]
~^i

Iflfj
districts in ?e-gan province. Ta le foo

JB KF in Yun-nm province, N. L t. 25. 44. W. of

Peking, 11. 13. Ta ming foo ] ^ Jffl
in Chih-le province.

N. Lai. S6, 21
;
W. 1. 7. Ta ming been

| ^ ^ in

the last mentioned Foo district. Ta-ning-heen jjtf.

y$& in Shim-so province, N. Lat. 36. 30. There is

another place of the same name in Sze-chuen province, N.

lat 31. 40 W. of Peking 7. Ta poo heen
| jfa jj||

in

the province of Kwang-tung, N. 24. 40. Ta yay heen

1 )n ty& '" Hoo-plh province, N. Lat. 30. 5; W. of

Peking, 1. 30. Ta teen hecn
| RJ )j!|>

'" Fah k"n

province, N. Lat. 25. 38. Ta yu heen
| Jj|f |^

near the

Mei-ling mountain (which is otherwise called Ta-yu) on

the side of Keang-se province, in the district Nan-gan foo.

Ta ting chow 1
"

))j|
in Kwei-chow province, N. L:it

27. 4. W. of Peking, 10. 56. Ta tsuh I een
'

^ 1||

in Sze-chnen province, N. Lat. 29. 51. Ta tung heen
^

ll^ jPI*
'" Kan-sub province. Ta-fung-foo 1

Jpj
W} in

Shin-se province, N. Lnt. 40. 6. W. 3. 12. Included in

this district is a He. MI of the same name ; i. e. Ta-lung-heen.

Ta yaou heen -Mb && in Yun-nan province, N. Lat. 25

48.

The following are names nf p'acfs in B
TJJ Kwang-tung

(Canton) province.

Ta teen
|

IKJ the grand palace. Ta shih low 1 fa

M; the large, rock-made upper room. T.iszefung 1
ijjjlj |lj4t

the great lion peak. These four are all on the Lo-fow

mountain.

Ta ling yih
J^t^ tne great moun ta in post house.

Ta leih shan
j J] jjj

the powerful hill. Ta kwan kcang

I fvi "Hi
tl>e slream f extensive prospect. Ta ching so

J^ \\\r the place of great doings. Ta chow keang |

yW ^3S the large island stream. Ta Jae gsiou han 1

\f|! |j|
the great tar plant, and ravine mountain. Takingshan

ra^ m the hill of congratulation.

of Emferors and dynasties.

Ta shun
| IjfS

the KwS-haou. or Imperial title, A. D. 879.

Tahing 1 ff>R title of Yuen-te
^'ftf

A. D. 313. Ta chung

|
rfl title in A. D. 837. Ta leih

| ^ title of Tae-tsung

]? ; A. D. 752. Ta ming BH the dynasty which

reigned from A. D. 1397, to 1643. Ta ne
| ^ title

in A. D. 608. Ta paou |
%r title in A. D. 548. Ta tang

| JU the dynasty which reigned from A. D. 631, to 897.

Ta tung 1
|pj

title in 496. Ta tung j ^||
title in 496.

Ta chung tseang foo
j tJ3 JIHp

M- title in 989. Ta sung

^fclhe dynasty which reigned over China from A. D.

950, to the year 1281. Ta ting ^ <jj? imperial title, A D.

1157. Ta kwan
'

^
title in 1100. Ta till

ijjS

title in 1296. Ta sung -^P
the dynasty which reigned

from A D. 967 to 1881.

Anatomy.

Taling
*

P| the region of the wrist on the inside above

the palm of the hand. Ta hih ;O: the region on each
1 ')m

side, at the lower part of the abdomen. Ta yuen ^ ^|
the top of the thumb inside. Ta paou 15

'j "gl ^ the

region in front near the armpit. Ta chang 1
Jj|^

the re-

^ion abnut the loins, by the side of the 10th vertebra?. Ta

shoo 1 ffi the lower part of the neck near the clavicle.

Ta koo kuh hwny 1 E0 /H* "@" at the top of the vertebra.

Ta chuy \
igj

the highest vertebrae of the back bone. Ta

loo heuS
|

3tt ^ at the root of the great toe. Ta jing

urh heu6 1 $1
'

*/C near the joinU of the lower jaw
\ /*il

* '

on each side.

Bookt.

Ta heS
'

^S instruction for adult persons; or gfat

men in power. Ta heii yen e poo
| /^ /|jy ^; fljj

suplemental notes to the paraphrase on the Ta-heS, by Kew-

seun f ^^ of the present dyniisty. Ta pei chow
|

*{J

^T mosl merciful praters; I. Tol. contains promises of

mercy and unconnected prayers published by Imperial autho-

rity ; and referring to the goddess Kwan-yin. Ta pei tsan
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fa
ijk '(^

"/ rules of prayer to the most merciful

goddess K win-) in. I vol Ta pei shin chow sin kin-;

^B $? ^L^ ^ a sacret' '""*'' *" r l 'le nearl > containing

divine pravirs to Ihe most merciful. 1 vol. Ta fall ling

ling yen chow
] $Tj(,$ ffiyt

v l a rcl'git)u8

book of the Budh sect. Ta o me lo king
|Jpj" f|f||

R' $P a p-nver book of the great .Amida Buddha. Ta
I L, ;|>-L

kin che & j; memoirs of the (Tartar) dynasty. Kin,

which reigned over the northern parl of China during the

13lh century. Ta tsing leHh le
] yj|-^ ffl

laws of the 7a-

/;' dynnslv, or I'cnal Code of China, 'translated by Sir George

Thorn-is Staunton), 40 vols. Ta Ising hwny leen

^ ift. the statutes or ordinances of the Ta-lsin-; dvnasly,
,B s >

J -

not exclusively of a penal nature like the preceding. Ta tsing

yih tung che
j ^ ffi Jjt

S40 vols. a complete statis-

ticcil recount of tie whole empire of the Ta-tsing dynasty,

or Manchow Tartar sovereigns of Chiia. Ta lQh jiii

% _j

~f~^ -f-_ 13 Tols. a book on fortune telling.

great as heaven and bulky as the earth ; den ites, V ist as the

universe. Sh ng chp san sMh sin Ic'en : hea cht; slnh pi t-Sng

N lit]. The head hanging down inverted.

T'HEEN.

From a line placed above great; that which is above and

ttgrrat. The highest; lhat which is resident above to rule

and keep in subjection the creatures below. HEAVEX is used

for THE MATERIAL HELENS, the il;y. and for A SUPREME and

inlelitftnt POWER h : ch views human arlions and thoughts,

and which rewards or punishes individuals or n ;timis: for NA-

TfRn, as that word is often used in Europe, and seemingly to

the exclusion of nature's Cod. N.itnial. None of a star; of a

particular divinity > of a public court (of certain music , and of

a plant A surname. Tern is used as a Verb, To consider or

lepird as Heaven. Min nae wai go tren
JV- ~f*J ~^-

Wr *

the people are considered as heaven ly Ihc king. '1 een tu

^ as great as heaven. They siy, Te.ntisze, wo pan

tth lae
] ft ijj ^ jfi ffi ^ I c.iu manage the affair

if it were great as heaven. TetQ ta, te how
j

.

up as high as tl.e thirty-third heavens, ai.d dowu as low as

the eighteenth h, II.

Yew htiy teen che Icih 7& fnj \ '/ Jj hR" V^et

cnpilile of reverting the ciMirsu of th heavens, said of

penon whu by his t,l.-nts re-covers some apparently desperate

concern. K < 8 e min wei pun, min e sh.h ei teen jU^i y I

K ^ ?K '\'" ^1 ^ J

"J \
f a

fC
l>V( ' r "n 'ntorn 'llion '

tlie peop'e arc fundamentally import nit, and lo Ihc people/oorf

is their heaven. Te.;n fow te ts^e
j |^^^ heaven

overspr.ads, and ejrth co., tains.

Tctfn often answers to Ihe word day, as Kin teen Q-
to day. TsS teen

!|fe ]
yesterday. Mi ig leen B^ ]

to-

morrow. Teen leen
| } d.iily.

Te! U- -n ISIR he8 Ung

le tiih shoo
] ] ^ ^ <j ^MfK ^ was da 'l

>
'" th*

school or college studying.

Mw-.m teen sing tow
j^| | ^ 5^ Ihe whole heavens

shining with stars. Tee.i ne lew loo
| |^ ^1^ W a l*cve"

loprmeot of natural principles or dispositions ; referring.

to those sentiments iu favor of virtue which are inipiaiilud

by H.-avea in ths hum in brenst ; hence, a sense of shame

discovered by some persons when detected in vicv, is called

"IZen ne leva loo; the workings of natural conscience in favor

of wh..t is good.

Teen yac j^ the horizon, thing teen Veang^
gS or Kang teen hwa

,J| g tu talk Kg; vain empty

boasting; lofty but lying pretensions. Teen-tsze che tsun

woo urn 1
- ^ ''^ jffi ^ heaven's Son (the Emperor)

is supremely honorable and has no second or equal.

1 T & $<&.# it 1 #^^
/^ S-

j

Beaten makes the m'md of inVmkiiid it; mind ; hi

most ancient discussions respecting heaven, its mind or will was

div icied from what was the ill of mankind ; vox populi ; rox

Dei.

Teen wan 1 Hw Ihe day drawing low ird< a elos;- ; loir '.rds

evening. Teen leang 1 ^ break of day ; day* light , Teen 1

>ypT
the river of heaven ; lh^ milky way. Tsing teen p h
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FJ
clear heavens and bright day ; is

often used to denote, a well regulated government ; a period

in which justice is purely administered; and hence, a good

local magistrate is called
j^- ^ ^f Tsmg teen tae

yay. Tsang tc'en me le-iou wo ^ J ^ ~j" ^ may

heaven annihilate me ! a Chinese imprecation; used by

ptoplc asserting their innocence of an alleged crime.

Teen sSng tcTh
] /-]'.

\'/J produced by heaven,' a na.

tur i! pi-o 'iir i.m. Ts :mg leen ^* ] spring. Haou teen

j

summer. Min teVii -S.
|

autumn. Shang teen

winter. Tern Inva 1 'If the small pox-. Teen

paou clwang
|

yj^ )/}-
a disease of children resembling jfo

yk Shwny pnou, the watery pustule, or blister ; perhaps a sort of

chicken pox, the ski:i of the pimple is very thin and unctuous.

Teen ping ^ ji
a balance ; the scales are called $jil^

copper dishes. Teen win 1
~yT astronomy. Teen win sang

A /-^ an astronomer. Kin teen keen $p ' &

n astronomer appointed hy the Emperor of China. Teen

wan too ^_ HU a map of the stars.

Teen taou
j j^

'
the ways of heaven ;' denote the frin-

ciple of order in its operation on nature. Teen min-g '! ^
its operation on man and other creatures, according to the

properties given by nature. Teen le, leang sin
' ?W Eg

;>>
'

heivenly principles and a good heart,' is an expression

much used by persons protesting the purity of their motives

or calling on others to act conscientiously.

>^ Yew yew tsang teen,

J^ ^ Tsze bo jiu tsae?

ye azure distant heavens;

Who is this man ! (who has caused the house of Chow's ruin.)

(She-king.)

Teen yew san shih san teen, yfih hwang ta te choo tsae

tsing teen
\ /^ 2 3i ^ ~fc *Hr ffi

/P pj
there are thirty-three heavens ; the perfect Im-

perial great ruler, dwells in the azure heavens.

Thefollowing are afew of the moral and metaphysical ideas

of the Chinese respecting Heaven.

E-chuen shwS, teen e choo Isae vei che te^ III & 1
JX / 1 1 1 '/ L. I

*3f E-chuen s.,id, heaven is styled

MRT I, 5 31

or sovereign from the idea of supreme conlroul. A Chinese

writer thus argues against ch.nnce, and in favor of an intelligent

and denning First fa,,*.
] ^ -ll> glj ^ -^ ^. |lj )^

$t Ml' Jl ft. ^^ jk.
lia(1 IIeaTen " designing mind,

then it must happen U at the cow might bring forth a horse;

and on the peach tree be produced the blossoms of the pear.

Another Chinese author thus describes the Mahomedan

region %

although the country of the Mahomedjns borders upon India,

their customs are different) they do not worship Budh ; they

do not sacrifice to the god *; they do not worship the manes

of their ancestors s that which they honor and reverence, is only

the one word Heaven, besides Heaven they respect only the

ancient teacher Confucius.

The Mahomedans in China themselves however use tho

word Choo^ Lord, to express the Deity, and not the word

Teen. According to the Sing le ta tsuen ^ Jj| ^ JS

1 vol 5 <pa"e, Heaven does not appear the supreme intelligence.

.

ji g. Sf ifn ^ 1^* K t S rfl"Ae?*' is the

Principle of order pervading heaven, earth, and all creatures j

before heaven and earth were in existence, this principle of

order must have previously existed; by motion it produced

the Yang principle;
and by rest,it produced the Yin principle.

In this quotation, the Tae-Mk is represented as antecedent

to Heaven ;
and heaven and earth, or nature, as having had a be-

ginning. The word Tet-kelh denotes the extreme bound or limit;

the highest point of analysis; the first link of the chain ; and

in rcftirence to the afore-mentioned Principle uf order, they

use the term Woo-ke"th jffiF fe without an extreme, or utmost
/iu I-C

limit; i. e. infinite; eternal. Thus in the same page of the

above

.ft S rfij6
l"eterm

Woo-kAh, expresses that this reason or principle of order, was

at the beginning, when nothing else existed. There was only

this principle of order alone, and nothing else. That by Le

jffi:
or a principle oforder, they mean something different from.
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an intelligent being, appears from
^fc- J- JyS ijfc

the corr-

plete works of the Philosopher Choo-foa-tsse, vol. 20, page 4.

It is there asked what is to be understood by such expressions

as this^ TJijk ^ heaven helps the people; 'j'p zjp ]

5 )fi tffc 'f* ^ PS l=f $& on lhe rig'

sends down all blessings ; on the unrighteous it sends down

every infelicity. Is it, says the enquirer, -^ ?

iff JjjJ
it 35 $D iHi

tnat the azure neavens above in

truth exercise a supreme intelligent controul ? or that heaven

has no designing mind, only when the subject is pushed up

to its origin, it is inferred that the prinriple of order, or course

f Ihingt, is thus.

Choo-foo-tsze elsewhere says very oddly, that to affirm 7^

heaven has a man there to judge and determine crimes, should

not by any means be said ; nor on the other hand, must it

be affirmed BE that there is nothing at all

to exercise a supreme conlroul over these tilings.

> Iff SI
the heart of Heaven and earth (the mind of nature) intellectual

(and intelligent) or not ? Slf O -& $ 2R 4ffi ^xi :

. /^ "^ Ar* (vv >>* Jllfc rn*'f

or is it merely a vast inert inactive expanse )

J^J;

~*- 'la
1

* /f Pi lf| J^ -^ Answer, It must not be

laid, that the mind of nature is unintelligent. ^|J^ -M\ J^

^3 Wj ^J IgT but it does notresemble the cogitations ofman.

No Chinese definition
of Teen ^^ raises the idea of it superior

to mere matter.; their definitions commonly run thus
jfjj

~T^ Jif ffil ^1 $j ^ *^e TaPours f Chaos, the lighter

and purer ascended and became heaven ; the heavier and

grosser descended, and forming a concrete mass became earth.

A certain Asiatic writer, when addressing by letter the

Greeks and Romans of Europe, expresses himself to this

Affect," Tliat the invisible things of God may be clearly

discerned from the things which are made ; but man, not

liking to retain God in his knowledge, has lost a sure know-

ledge of the sublime subject ; and by his own wisdom comes to

no iatisfaclory conclusions respecting Him, whose greatness

is unsearchable, and whose nature is incomprehensible."

tcr remarked elsewhere, when
However, as the same WI1U

cd, but idolatrous Greeks,

addressing orally the same leariK c

, . , f - u -^ witness amongst the
" God has not left himself without?*

, ,
s
.

'

ven them rain from
nations ;

hut ha done them good, and gi

, , ', 'hey should seek

heaven and fruitful seasons to theend thnt f.
-

, . \ a nnd rim
the Lord, if haply they might f.-el after hun at-

, ,.,\<sophers of

The above quotations shew how the pnita
, .

**uisonings

China have groped as men in the dark, in t re.

^
respecting the Deity; but they can scarcely be

"\?
have found Him. They have come to this conclusion, 1

every chain must have a JZruMink ; every consecutive ser\

>iel

must have a beginning: every produced being, seems t

imply one original and unproiuccd ; but of that
Self-existent^

Cause or Being, they have attained to a very imperfect

knowledge.

The Teen ^? of China, is used nearly as the Heaven

of the western nations; and denotes "The regions above;

the expanse of the sky ; the habitation of God, good

angels, and pure souls departed ; it is also used for the suprema

power; the sovereign of heaven." (Johnson.) Such is the

popular use of the word j although several of the Chinese

phi'osopttert evidently sink into a sort of Atheistical mate-

rialism.

I shall close these quotationi from the Chinese, respecting

Nature, or the System of the Universe, with the following

paragraphs from Choo-feo-tsze.
fgj^ j ||j ^ J^ ?J T|>

4 %H ^.^$ E. fi iP ^ auestion - since

the opening out of the present system of nature up to this

time does not extend to ten thousand years what was the

state ofthings antecedent to that period ?

pj ^ ^j|j ^
^|| p Jtj/

-.

^j. PJ ^ ? Answer, It 'appears plain

that the antecedent system must have been the same as this.

*9? P^ i j;!^ 'tj^ J2S -S Another question, Is heaven

and earth susceptible of being destroyed ?

ift. -^
- f. A *^& X 1 fr^

They are indestructible ;
but when man arrives at the highest

pilch of wickedness, the whole will be struck into a chaotic

mass ; and men and things be all annihilated ; after which they

will again be raised up anew. From these passages, it -would
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appear, that Choo-foo-tsze had imbibed the Buddha idea of

a Kulpa.

The Chinese also theorize concerning the formation of the

world, their COSMOGONY rum thus;

'I think that when

Heaven and Earth were yet in a choatic state, previously to

their being separated, there existed only two elements, the

matter of heat or fire, and water; and that the sediment at the

bottom of 'the water, became the earth. Even now, when one

ascends an eminence, and looks round to a distance, the groups

of hills have all the appearance of wave?, which arose from

the water being agitated thus; only at what time the concre-

tion took place, is not known. At first the mass Was soft, and

afterwards by cohesion it became hard. Query. I suppose

there was some resemblance to the way in which the tides drive

up the sand. Answer. No doubt. The more impure parts of

water became earth; and the most pure parts of the matter

of heat became the wind, and fleet halo, and thunder, and light-

ning-, and the sun, and stars, and such like.
'

(Choo-foo-ts/e.)

They imagine that the earth is kept in its place by the con-

stant rotary motion of the Heavens, and hence the saying.

She teen che yun yew yih seih ting, tsih te seu been

suppose the revolving heavens were to stop for a moment,

the earth, would inevitably sink down.

Another idea of the same writer is this, which refers to a

subsequent step in the creation, 1
j;-j{j )& /fj^ ^ jjg ^n

The "eative rotary motion of

heaven and earth, resembles the upper stone of a mill, which

incessantly revolves without intermission; and the production

fcrealures resembles the middle part of the mill, from whence

are thrown out both coarser and finer materials.

There is in China, a popular idea of a successive creation

in days, or periods, which they express thus, 1
^JJJ

Jnl
fj

B H.-b A.A ift-tt^AR
IE ft |SJJ-tB HAS '"t the creation of heaven and

earth, on the first day fowls were produced; on the second,

dogs; on the third, swine; on the fourth, sheep; on the

fifth, cows; on the sixth, horses; on the teventh, man; and

on the eighth, grain ;' hence people now consider the seventh

day of the first month of the year man's day. And on that

day; as well as the following, no Chinese will iweep the

house; being desirous to avoid the allusion of weeping

man and his food to destruction.

Mythology.

Teen wjng
'

t <
celestial king / or a king in heaven, is a

title given to many deified persons of the Budh sect. Sha-mun

was worshipped by the emperor

This Sha-mun Teen-

wang, was represented with the head of a swine, and the nose

of an elephant. The Emperor Tae-tsing attributed success in

his wurs to this god, and issued edicts commanding him to be

worshipped by sacrifices. The idol is often placed at the gates

of Budh temples.

Teen mo 1

Bjy
' bad heavenly spirits,' wicked angels

are often spoken of; they are said IJ& ^r to have been

subjugated when Slrth-kea, Buddha, attained divinity. Teen-

tsun-woo-shang
j
W ^ ^ the honorable in heaven who

has no superior, is a phrase used by the Taou-sect.

Teen how
'

Jp~
the -queen of heaven; or Teen-how

neang ^p ^ (f|

' her ladyship the queen of

Teen-wang
_ .

Tae-tsung ^ ^ about A. D. 650.

neang

heaven,' was a young woman who lived in the province of

Fuhkeen, about the year, A. D. 811. Her name was Lin^
at five years of age she learnt to recite the prayers addressed

to the goddess Kwan-yin, and she early made a vow never

to marry. She belonged to a seafaring family, and is said to

hnve fallen into a sort of trance, or to have left the body

during a gale of wind, for the purpose of saving liertno bro-

thers; but her parents hastily called her back and awoke her,

from which cause she failed in saving her elder brother, who
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wa drowned. She died, or as they express it K. 6V ascended

and was translated in A. D. 871. She afterwards often ap-

peared to deliver people, and became the patroness of pregnant

women. The Imperial family, during the Sung Dynast;, con-

ferred the posthumous title ^ [g jfe J^ ] ffjjjjjj$

her ladyship, the queen of heaven, defender of the country

mod protector of the people.

Such are the gods whom the wise Chinese worship, men

mi women whom tlu-y
themselves have affected to deify, and

the more magnificent and striking parts of the material worlds

' but to The Great First Cause; the Omimpolent and ,411-wise

Cod, they offer no worship.

Books.

Teen chnng pth tow koo ffih seaou tsae yen show meaou

A super-excellent sacred book to melt away calamities and

lengthen life by an ancient Budh, causing life durable as Ursa

Major, heaven's centre. 1 vol. Teen yen shun leS
J Wj

H |5
1 vol. containing rules for the priests of Budh. Teen

wang king 1 ^P |g?
one thin vol. of the Buddha sect.

Teen how chuen
4 E-

jffi
1 vol. with cuts containing

memoirs of the queen of Heaven. Teen hwa tsing yen

7&L Wi it a Per'P'cuo"9 accoi>nt of tne sra:l" Pox> 4 vo '*'

Medical book. Teen wan ta ching \ ^^ ^ a complete

system of Chinese Astronomy, or rather astrology, 40. vol.

Title of Emperors and dynasties.

Teen ching
J ^ Imperial title, about A. D. 916. Teen

fth 1 iH title, A. D. 926. Teen fHh I tfj title, A. D.
1 'MU/ I K*C

879. Teen fung ]f[ Imperial title, about A. D. 88.

TeVn haa 1 ^ title, B. C. 135. Teen he
] |j|

title,

A. D. 989. Teen hing
] ffil

title, A. D. 1224. Teen-

hwang-she J=L ft title of twelve brothers, whose reigns

amounted to 45,000 years, which closed about 45,000 years

B. C. (Fabulous age of China.) Teen hwuy
J

W" title, A.

D. 1125. Teen kang
'

6t title, A. D. 555. Teen ke

I

fjfc
title, A. D. I6i4. Teen kea

^ ^ tltle ' A - D

555 Teen keen
|

title, A. D. 496. Teen keuen
j

^ title, A. D. 1131. Te;-n leih
\ jg title, A. D. 1332.

Teen ming 1 fk title, A D. 1614. Teen paou ^
Imperial title, A. D. 70*. Teen shua

\ j||j|
title, A. D.

1455. Teen thing 1 ^' title, A. I). 1014. Teen Uh
^

|, title, A. D. 1145. Teen tsimg
| ]||j

title, A. D. 1630.

Teen yew
j /ij Imperial title, A. D. 196.

la Anatomy.

Teen-choo 1 VMI 'the hinge of heaven,' denotes the

region about the navel. Teen-choo 1 7^
' the pillars of

heaven,
'

refers to each ide of the back part of the neck

near the mastoid process of the temporal bone. Teen chung

I

||j
the p:irt behind the top part of the ears. Teen

chung I ^B1 the region about the ossa pnriel;ilia.
Teen

chwang '(|t region at the lower part
of the neck

behind. Teen ke 1 S^ region on each side, upon the

scapula. Teen keaou
j^jf

near the preceding; more

inward. Teen foo I \& the front of the head of the

os humeri. Teen ting
| ffi(

the lower part of the neck

in front near the clavicle. Teen tseuen
| ^ the front

just above the arm pit.
Teen tsing

hS
J ^ about

the internal condyle. Teen tsung
| ^*-

at the external

part of the scapula.
Teen tBh

| ^ the upper ,,art of

the thorax in the middle. Teen yew
] |J|

the lower

part
of the neck on each side. Teen yimg | ^ imme-

diately below the ear on each side.

These terms refer to the blood vessels in the several parU

above mentioned ;
and are of use chiefly in case of the acu-

pauctutai and burning.

Natural prtductions.

Teen chah hwasg | ^ JET
' natural bamboo yellow,'

a white substance in small bits, procured from the inside

of bamboos Qu. Tabasheer } See Dr Russel's account, under

the word Tabasheer. (Ency. Brit.) The old books called it

Teen chuh hwang ^
4 ^f the Indian yellow, which

seems to confirm the idea that it is Tabasheer. lu prescrip-

tions i is called simply Chuh hwaug ff jjjj-
the bamboo

yellow substance. Described in the Puntsatu as
"j~ |g

4ffi i. sweet, refrigerating, and not deleterious. Used
<> ~tif
chi fl-y

in diseases of children to allay the effect of frights,

convulsions, and k> s of utterance. Found in the larger class

of bamboos in the southern parts of China, and supposed

to be a modified concretion of dust and sand in the centre

of the bamboo. (See Pun-tsaou kang-muh, 29 vol. 37 ^,
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25.) Teen tuns; '[ >fv or Tcon mini tung

%. srem* to denote a winter plant ; it is 'a plant wilh a large

root which is preserved ni a swrat-mivit, and its tubers

tisrd in mfdicine. Teen kwei
| SJ

name of a plant,

the leaves of which are used in medicine ; they are of a

crimson or purple colour, and produce a beautifully coloured

infusion. Teen ma
| j^C

a drug which appears to be

the dried fleshy part of a large fruit. In the Pun-tsaou,

Teen-ma is given as a synonyme of ChTh tseon
jife

$& ' the

flesh coloured arrow,' from all the stalks resembling arrows,

and being of a flesh colour; of a pungent and warming

property ; removes a sensation of heat and pains in the

head; and relieves the pains and convulsive fits of

children. Teen heung
| Mj: a plant used in the Materia

Medica; of a pungent heating taste, and highly deleterious ;

to its name Tsaou Jjf herbaceous plant, is sometimes added.

Teen hwa fun
| ^ *^ a synonyme of HwS low yK' H

a creeping plant that bears its fruit on the ground like the

melon tribe ; described as bitter, and cooling.; not deleterious ;

refrigerating. Teen hwa sin 1 Tp" Jg[ called also
j

~}lf

Jjfc Teen hwa tsae, A medicinal plant, said to destroy iusects.

Teen ling tsaou
j Jfi

E9 a medicinal plant. Teen nan

sing "B5 J3 the southern star of heaven, a synonyme
tti j"''

of the plant Hoo-chang Jfa
JS ' the tiger's paw,' named

from having on the root prominences like a tiger's claws.

Described as bitter and warm
,- highly deleterious. Teen se'tn

kwo
J |j|| J^

'

angel's fruit,' a species of ficus, described in

the Pun tsaou, under Woo hwa kwo 4ffi xu W- the
fig. The

angel's fruit grows on a tree eight or nine cubits high, and

whose leaf resembles the Dimocarpus j&| Jd; Le-che, but
~JJJ* V**

smaller ; bears fruit without any apparent blossom. It resem-

bles the cherry, and grows in clusters. Teen show kin I

irt ' tnf

JJJ^the
natural root of life, a medicinal pLmt of a cooling

property. Teen sze leih
j jjjjj Jjj*.

(Chang) the divine tcarh-

er's chesnut, named after a renowned Chinese philosopher.

Teen seen ling 1
/jlj |J|* angel's creeper ; a plant that

grows in Keang-nan.

Teen tsaou 1 >S the divine date. A particular species

of cannarium referred to in poetry. Teen ju shwiiy pfij

pure rain water. Teeu ming tsing j cal |ed

TJLK.T I.

also Teen woo tsing |
$]'

/tjj-
Teen n an Ising |

3^ and Teen mun tjing
ptj

M- a plant that grow*

on |il;iins and marshy places; in Canton province is planted

on poor land, which it err'ches, and from its seed an inferior

oil is expressed and used with food. Teen chfih kwei
'

=r T-E
' In ^'" n Ca's'a.' an aromatic, called by the Budha

priests, Yu5 kwei j& the moon cassia,

Kamet of places.

Teen-chang-heen
^ J= J|

a district in Keang-se

province, N. Lat. 32. 44. Teen-chin-heen 1
|jf|

)B& >

district in han-se. Teen-choo-heen
] /jv jM in Kwei-

chow province, N. Lat. 87. Teen-ho-heen 1 S0T !&& in

1 nn ,

Kwang-se province. Teen-mun-heen
] pH 1&& in

Hoo-pih,

N. Lat. 30. 40. Teen-paou-heen \
j 0^ in Kwang-e.

Teen-tae--heen
| ^ J|>

in Chg-keang province, N. Lat.

25. 7. Teen-lseuen-heen
J Q*. ^ in Sze-chuen province,

N. Lat. 30. 7. W. 13. 46. Teen-tsin-foo 1 V$ ttt or
X^L-

HJWei,
on the river leading to Peking from the gulph of

Chth-le, commonly spelled by the English Teen-sing. N. Lat.

39. 10. E. 46.

Thrfollowing are names ofplaces in Canton province.

Teen-han-keaou
J y-|| |||

'
the Galaxy bridge,

' on the Lo-

fow-shan hill. Teen-ying-fung 1 Iffi ^ t|,e eagle's peak.
i ffnn i

Teen-cho fung
j
*J ^^-

the pillar of heaven peak. Teen

ma shan
^ J ^1)

heavea horse hill. Teen yin shan
]

frj jl]
heaven seal hill .

T'HAE.

Large; great. Very great; excessive; broad and extensive.

Used as a term of respect and honor. Forms a part of several

proper names of hills, winds, districts, divinities, and to on.

Slippery. A si rnarae. Tae yaig^ fS the sun. Tae yin

|}j|
the moon. Tae kwo

~fij in a very excessive

degree. T;:e tsze i -p the prince or heir apparent, Shlh-

kea Budh, whilst at his father's court is so called. (For

further illustration, see Part II. under Tae.)

Tae-keih
| ;E|j

'
inter entia supreraum, immateriale, et

eternum; coelura ; est idem atque Le.' (M. S. Diet, and De-
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G uignes.) The Tae-kelh of (he Chinese is a Metaphysical term,

iin|iroiicrly defined in the above quotation, as Inter entia sii-

prenium.' It is a Firsl cause or Principle universally diffused

through matter; and operating necessarily, not a distinct sepa-

rate being, endued with either will, liberty, or choice, nor

clothed, according to the conceptions of the Chinese, wilh any

natural or moral perfections. Choo-foo-tsze opens his re-

marks on the Tie-ktih thus,
j ^ ^ ^ - j^j JJ|

?fe '
Tae-keTh, is merely the word Ze,' which word seems to

rne-n. Principle tf Order. And on the next page, he says,

1 ^ -JB? ))'] $r $?
ra<- Af5A ' is ""' a seParale

thing, existence, or being but ns he goes on tosny, is diffus-

ed through the various forms of matter ; hence ^^^
13 _. I

-ijb every separate existence is individually

possessed of a Tae-keth.

It is objected, that according to this way of talking

Ell 1 fe ~ft fo M it must be the. case, that the Tae-

keih is divit'ed and torn asunder. The reply to which

^
.-

'

^5 pjf originally it is

one Tat keVi, from which every existence is a recipient ;

mnd every exigence is possessed of a complete entire Tae-ke'th.

These extracts will show the reader that the term Supreme

Being, cannot with any justice be applied lo the Metaphysical

fr<t eaute of fhe Chinese. They, as Dryden expresses it,

"have certainly been ltd from cause to cause, to nature's

lecret head; and found that one first principle must be."

But that First Principle has not the most distant resem-

blance to what the Almighty and ever-blessed God revealed,

concerning himself to mankind, through the medium of

the Jewish nation. Nor is Hooker's remark respecting the

wise and learned heathen, who acknowledged a Supreme

Cause, true of the Chinese heathen ; he says,
"
They never

otherwise spoke of that cause, than as an agent knowing

what ai.d why it worketh." The Chinese often speak of it

as a sort of necessary order, destitute of any intelligent or

designing mind. The philosopher Chow-tsze ,ISI
^jp

expressed by jjjj fe Woo kcih the same notions, as the

other writer, did, by Tae-kelh.

;jj jHj"
' the supreme vene-Tae-shang-laou-keun i

rable prince,' a title given to Laou-tan-le-urh j

a teacher who lived in-China at the same time as Confucius;

usually called Laou-lsze ^ -J-
and his followers Taou-kca

z $& the Taou sect. Choo-foo-tsze describes him as
IS ^
rather an ascelic, and sums up his doctrines in these four

words,
=|j *ytJ3 ^ ^j- humility, uprightness, economy, and

a sparing use both of mind and properly. He taught and

practised a weak inactivity and neglect of the world and its

concerns, expecting to reform men simply by example. The

siime writer aflinns of him, that he went beyond the principles

which govern mankind, and
xfi j(jp ^ j\ ^ '(& _^C

"f^ $fa 'tjT
neither loved fame, nor pleasure, nor entered the

public service; and he sums up the paragraph by calling him,

M M fi 1& ft A an
'

>saarmi s od "iau -

In popular books, the account given of him is that he was

an incarnation ofsome superior being, and adds Jol W- ~7^ jji

there is no age in which he does not come forth amongst

men in a human shape ; and they tell the various names under

which he appeared from the highest period of fabulcus anti-

quity, down as late as the s ixlh century, making in all se\en

periods.

The language of this sect is very peculiar, as well as are

the titles they give to their founder ;
besides that mentioned

above, he is called :

J^_ ~-^ j Tae-shan^-san-yiien,' The

supreme trifold source.' Tae shang-yuen-che Teen-tsun

_t 7C i& ^ -^-
lhe Sll

l'
reme ' the source or begin-

ning; the most honored in heaven. Wei san shing jin nae

y^h tae kefh [^ ^ |^ A T\
~~*

1 ^ but the three

holy men are one Tae-lu\h.

ThejjELTC l 'lree S01lrces ' or o r' inators > ibej explain

to be, three presiding per-ons; J^ jfc
the highest,

\\}fy

?P ^ 'P* the ruler in heaven conferring happiness.

l|lrB
'* rJ T ^

The next ^ 7^ 'he ruler on earth pardoning sin ;
|^ ^

the third; the ruler of the seas, or waters; delivering

from natural calamities. This H T 3:.^ lr 'f ld

source and Supreme Ru'er, is represented as presiding

in heaven amongst lhe assembled gods and kings, the sun, the

moon, stars, and ronsti Nations ; and at the request of
~ffi jp[J

fc -f|l|
the barefooted gre.it ai gel, delivering his^ ^K

precious name, accompanied by many epithets ot
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nd mercy, to be, by the laid angel ~J>
'Hh ^5 $) prornulged

in the lower world, that amongst men, all who ice and recite

that name may attain infinite happiness and complete deliver-

I

'ance from all evil.

Imperial Title*.

Tae-he
'

JPE imperiml title, A. D. 960. Tae-cbe

. D. 260, and B. C. 135. Tae-haou fiih-he-she

^ ^ B. C. 3369. Tae-ho
} jfft

A. D. 369,

and in 811. Tae-kang ] ^ A. D. 260, and B. C. 2133.

Tae king ] fc
B. C. 1681. Tae-kea,

] fp
B. C.

J743. Tae keen
\ jjji

A. D. 564. Tae-kelh
j jjfc

A. D. 699. Tae.ming
| (1J^

A. D. 450. Tae-ning
j

|
A. D. 319. Tae-ping | ^ A. D. 549. Tae-ping

hing.knO 1 ^ $L jl A. D. 9fi7. Tae-ting ^ ~f
i vt* <

B. C. 1184. Tae-tsing yjg
A. D. 496. Tae-tsoo

%rt B. C. 135. Tae-tsoo
j j|.

B. C. 200 ; tliii title Tae-

tsoo, is often j;iven to the founder of a dyua.ty ; see again in

A D. 9iO,and 1836. Tae-tsung 1

~f^
A. D. 631, and 967.

Tae-oo
j )\ B C. 1627 ; lUe-juen

j 7^ title, A.

D. 367.

Bool.-s.

Tae-hang^u ying peen \ $ }j| gj
the infla-

ence ol human conduct on the ruling powers of nature; by

Tae-ihtuig,' The supreme; 'a title of the founder of the Taou

sect, 1. vol. Contains many excellent precepts. Though

attributed to the founder of the sect, it was not known in

the world till A. D. 1265, which was seventeen hundred

years aft-r his time. The emperor Le-tsung JJjl.^
lent it forth, and ga>e a million pieces of brass coin to pay

for the first edition.

Tae shang san yuen king
j _ ^ jr ^ a form of

prayer to the god of the Taou sett, described above. Tae ping

kwang Ke 1 -^- j^ SP the general peute extensive mis-

cellany, 52. vol. Duuil. First published about A. D. 970.

Anatomy.

Tae chung ~j(^
Ml pulse al the instep. Tae cluing 18

^m %&. pulse at the side of the heel. Tae kejuenyulS

1 ^J^Hfil^' |
'" lse at the lieel ' ne;ir lhe leudon

Achillei. Tae plb 1 ^j at the great toe. Tae tun
] ^

about the root of the great toe. Tae-yTh \ 7 about the

region of the diaphram on each side. Tae yang king piny

IP/I wJ* '^j
a medical I>he to denote pain in the head ;

stiffness of the loins j fever; a dread of cold ; a general sensa-

tion of pain, without perspiration and a large hard pulse. Tae

yin king ping 1^ &Iji
Sjjfi

a medical phrase to denote a

sensation of fulness in the abdomen ; vomiting , loss of

appetite ; dryness of the throat , warmth in the bands and feet;

no thirst, with a still small pulse.

Natural production!.

Tae-chin jp. the great true metal : a synonyme of

Kin ft?" B"|'| > it i* described as poisonous when taken into

the stomach in its native state , anciently, in the form of

gold leaf, it was blended with other medicines. Tae plh sMh

I

ffjl
15 the very white stone : a synonyme of Yu thih

$j^ ~fn a white calcireous stone: very poisonous; applied

to ulcers. Tae ping suy shing hw:i ^ ~$jft ^ ^
name of a plant that blossoms like the peach. Tae yang

t,, I

R$J
Hr an article of the Miteria Medica, composed

of earth or mud, much exposed to the sun. Tae yth yu

lean- \ &
))>&

considered the ancient name of Yu

ju leang p?j ^ |j^
which lookl like a" iro" re; de"

scribed as styptic ; found in the province of Chg-keang, and

in the lakes and islands of the eastern ocean; said to

resemble
-tj^^ New-hwang, or Bazear. Tae yin heuen

tsing sink
| (^

-

|^ ^ or Tae ylh heuen tsing shTh

1 -f -* ML ~fa a lso called simply Heuen tsing shih ~l

&k TtJ Small regularly
formed flattened pieces, apparently

TP! ^"^

like fragments of flint, but breaking lengthways ; with a

smooth glossy
fracture: this medicine is not found in

the ancient pharmacopeia,
but recently has been much

employed as a strengthening medicine. Tae keth tsing
| ^

^- the azure Tae-kelh, (referring to the figure by which

the Chinese represent their metaphysical First Cause Tae-

kelh :) the name of a papilionaceous insect, of beautiful

appearance,
with a spot on its wing rcsemMing the Tac-keih

figure, under the wings the colour is azur^ blue.

JVamei of Places.

Tae ping shTh shan 1 25 fa jlj
'the rocky hill ol

peace,' uame of a place in Canton. Tae ping foo
| ZJi^
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name of a district in Krang-nan. N. I.at. 31. 4; east c;f Pe-

king, 1. 4. There is another district of the same name in

Kwang-sc province. Tae-ping-chow
'

2j^ jjj
in Kwans-

se province, N. Lnt. ??. 39. Tae-ping-he'en ^ ^p (^
a

district in Keang-nan ; there are two other districts of the same

name, one in ChS-keang province, and the other in Shan-se.

FOO.

A general designation of men; porters or chair bearers are

called Foo. A man of eminent virtue and talent, on whom

others may depend for support is called ^ |
Chftng-foo.

When men and women are married, they are called Foo foo

tep husband and wife. Eminent teachers are called
]

3f-
Foo tsze : A wife calls her husband by this term. Name of

an office, of a hill, and of a city . A man's name. Pelh-foo

~\jt |
a poor person of mean talent. Yih peih tsun foo

J7C^ 1 a villiger; a rustic. Rang fooj|f |

a watch man who strikes the hours at night. Foo ma
j jj*jj

or Foo y ih 1 Hj^acarrier
of burdens; a portew. Ma foo fj

\
a groom.

Tsow te foo
-jjr 'jjJL ^

a courier ; a carrier of

despatches.
Tseaou foo

|jji \
a wood cutter for fuel.

Chae me foo tse ; tsew jow heung te ^ ^ \ ^, */Q

tfa D 3fe fuel and rice, husband and wife, wine and
IvM /Li A*
flesh brothe.- , a saying designed to ridicule those whose

friendship rests solely on personal gratification and convenience.

Foo cbang foo suy 1
JlM tyjjj ^ the husband sings and

wife follows, expresses domestic harmony- Foo peen tsze

4S ~?" name of a plant originally from Cochinchina ; used
1 Jo^nii J

in fowl and other soups. As an interjection, it is said
5y^ j

Pei foo! how afflictive! how much to be commiserated.

Tseay foo D^ I Galas! Yih foo pdh kang hwS show che

ke .

/?\ 4Ht P\T fj? ~^ wfl if one man omits agri.

culture, it is possible that he may suffer hunger, is an ex-

pression used when inculcating the importance of husbandry.

The follow ing quotation shews the Chinese ideas of (he

date of women ; and illustrates the word husband.

A ffi A #. % f *.

.A 'ff" ijl.
Woman h;is ever to follow the will of man; in

childhood, she must .submit to the will of her father and

elder brother!
;
when married, she must submit to her husband ;

when her husband is dead, she must submit to her eldest son.

Husband denotes eminent man ; eminent man menns, one

who by his knowledge can lead and direct other men. (Lc-

king.)

From this passage is derived the common saying ^jS
A

/T .
f/j-

a woman has three periods of submission, viz.

at home to her father and elder brothers ; afterwards to her

husband ; and in case of widow-hood, to her eldest son.

The following example from the lift king is a striking

instance of the same word being verb and noun, ^/* -V . C

^C JflJ ^^ / xC wnen a father performs a father's

duty j a son, a son's; older and younger brother's perform

their duty to each other j a husband does his duty, and a

wife her's, family principles will be correct, and when family

principles are correct, the whole world will be in a settled

state. Tsang-tsze jue, wo kwo e, wo kwo e, /oe/ooshe

i*t^B ****** i 1 &&
Tsang-tsze said, lam nrong; lam wrong} the gentleman

is right. (Le-king.)

K'HWAE.

To pull or stretch out different ways; that with which

the strings of an instrument or bow are stretched. Diffluent

streams; soft; flowing; parting; dividing; to divide. Also

read Keue. Kwae
\

in the Yth-king, denotes Unbending;

stiff; decisive ; determined ; ytt united with the mild and

cordial.

Same as the preceding.

YAOLT, Yaou, or Gaou.

Feeble as a new born infant, or to die as soon as born.

Bent or crushed down; deflected
j broken; calamitous. A
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tender, exuberant foliage. A man's name. Yaou, show

-
:f

untimely de;ith, and long life. Seaou urh szo

wei show yaou //j\ Q Tfo Jjj^ |!p

'

a little child's

dying is called Shote-yaou.

Keu tsaou wei yaou ^ 1^^ ^
their plants are

chiefly low. (Shoo-king.)

Taou che yatu it" * ;

j |p ChO chS ke hwa.

The peach tree how delicate and tender;

How luxuriant and splendid its blossom ! (She-king )

Woo fuhchaou; woo sh$ haechung; tae yaou fe neaou
;

woo me, woo Iwan
flj ff jj^ -^ ^|^ | |

^IJlr* "f^ $$ "^ IP
d not OTertl"-ow a bird's'nest ; do

not kill an embryo insect ; nor a pregnant, nor an unfledged

bird; nor a young deer; nor egs. (Le-king.) "Ye shall

not kill an ewe and her young in one day." (LeT. xiii. 28.)

" If a bird's nest chance to be before thee, thou shall not

take the dam with the young." (Deut. xxii. 6.)

The original form of jjjT Leih.

II STROKES.

YANG.

From^ Ta, great, in the midst of
|~~| Keung, A wide

tpace. In the midst of ; separated in the midst ; the half of;

to terminate ; to finish. Wide j extensive ; fine fresh appear-

ance. Commonly used to express making a request. Chung-

yang ttl 1 in the middle of; in the centre. Yang mei

vw to requeit ; to solicit. The half of, as the niglit.

Extensive, entirely, is expressed by Yang-yang. We

7ang 5jC I

^e name of a palace under the dynasty Han.

Read Ying and Yang, The appearance of standards, and of

while banners spread out and producing a glittering effect.

Yay we yang ^ ^ ]
not yet mid-night, or the nighl

it not yet spent. (She-king.)

rT i. 5 K

kea tsang tsang,

wei shwaog -

# ?k ~}j
T>ae

Soo hwuy tsung che,

: Taou tsoo tseay chang ;

Soo yew tsung che,

I Wan tsae shwfly ohung yng-
The reeds and rushes are yet green ;

Though the white dews descend in hoar frost ;

The man of whom I speak,

Is on the water's farther shore ;

Up the stream have I followed him ;

The Toyag* was long and impeded;

Down the stream have I sought him ;

And seemed to see him in the water's midst. (She-king.)

TCT G> tm
'jut Wang ming nan chung,

'I] I|L $ 5$ chish chay Pans PSn ?>

aft 1$Ji

'

Ke cnaouye yans-

To tfan-ctumg is issued the royal mandate.

Forthwith to proceed to the northern city ;

Oat go the chariots rumbling along ;

The colours and standards are bright and iplendid.

HANG, or Heang.

From great and strength. Using great effort to raise any

thing; or the cry made when exerting great effort. Ta

yew Ian, yew hang sing tsze, yew pfib haou, yew mflh yung

fifcXii.Xl g ;

fi$ff.'*ftJB
he

is both idle, and of an obtlinatc disposition ; and vicious and

useless. Hoo too hang tsze ^ ^ | ~f"
sluP id

obstinate blockhead.

Original form of Yih.

Frcrn great, with the appedraoce of two wfporti.
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From great, and two linei intimating putting tsunder.

To lay or put down. Occurs rend as
-5^

Haoii, and in the

fence of that character: luroinoui.

SH1H.

Without controul
; remiss ; to err ; to leave behind one.

To lose; to fall. Failure; to slip; to miss i to neglect.

Teen king ju min ; rain che so yo, teen peTh tsung die;

nrh shang peTh yu yth jin yung tsing sze hae she tsae fiih

' heaven compassionates the people, and what the people

desire, heaven will assuredly grant ; you must assist me,

the chief man, to bring the world to a state of pure tran-

quility. This is the time! and it must not be lost;' said by

tToo-wang, when about to subjugate &J" Chow, B. C. 1100.

(Shoo.king.) The doctrine taught by the commentators

on this passage is, that princes are appointed by heaven for

the sake of the people; and what the people generally wish,

must be regarded as at, intimation of the will of heaven.

Shih heug
j jfo in medical language, a lots of blood,

from the lungs or otherwise. Shih tsze sun
^ j^lj ^ the

name of a plant. Ko keen le Jang chejew ah urh woo

w ^R^mZfift^n } ti'
be seen that CMBpiaJMat politeness, is a gainer and not a

loicr. Tin ^ to obtain, to succeed ; is often used thus

ID contradistinction from Shih
Jfc.

to lose, to fail. Na

poo shoo ph che dA keS ho fang
jfjjj ffi ^ ~fi 1$

\ *$ rf fj know Dot wllere that book is miilai<i,vr

lott. SWA keu e *uh ^ -jfc jlfa it,t some clothes

and things. Shih tze I S. to err in some transaction.

T8 shTh fj ]
to mistake or err. Kwo shih ^

error; fault. Piih Lo ihih Itaou jin tsing ^K
jjj

J \. TW mUSt not /"' '" relurn an ac ' f kindness,

must not be ungrateful. E slnh ^ to mislay.

JU
>^>V^ TAOkL J From ten and man. Advancing,

or entering with celery i the appearance of going and

coining.

liwTAE.

From two and great : alluding to the twl greatest power.,

Heaven and earth. Ancient form of |R Tae,

An erroneous form of Kaon, see aboe.

YEN.

From great at top, and tmall at bottom ; which is said t?

be the meanir.g of the character. Also to advance or enter i.

Ancient form of H! Pe, To compare.

To wound i
to hurt: to destroy; to exterminate; t

eradicate. To change ; to level ; to equalize ; to class ; to

arrange. Arranged or classed in order. Great; good and

long lived; easy ; comfortable ; pleased. The name of a place ;

the name of a lull ;
and of a river. A surname. A man's name.

Foreigners on the east ; foreigners generally. Employed as a

syllable in some of the translations of the Buddha sect. E jew

] j||r
or Yew

jjj
the same as Woo shoo

^j| Jj^ flying

squarrel, found on Lofotv-than hill. E-ttze
-jp

a pre-

paration used as a soup in Keaiig-nan province ;
it is also used

as a Cosmetic to cause a "loss on the ski:', which is admired

by the Chinese. Ming-e le keen ching flP I

i|J ^ ^
in the time of evident danger, the most advantageous course

is to be;ir difficulties with unyielding rectitude. (Yih-king).

In this sentence, which refers to the
j|r

Kwa, B
|

has the

sense of Wound, injury, danger. Yu-e
(IjJJj |

ancieul name
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:>C A

of Corea. He-e "yf* minute ; nubile ; obscure. In the

iun-yn ^p j||(
the word E occurs in the ene of titling

tquatted cross-legged. YUEH-YANG * sze, tsze yue", yew urh

ptih sun te; chang urh WHO sliiih yen ; laou nrli pfih sze; she

wei tsib, e chang kow ke king J[ ^ |
'

down waiting for Coi)fuciu (and did not rise as he approach-

ed) which caused Confucius to say, 'In youth you were a

disobedient brother; in manhood you did nothing worth

recording; and now yon are old and won't die; you are a

nuisance to mankind! and with that he thumped him on

his legs with his stick.'
'

(Lun-yu.)

Heang fQh kung e ^ Jfg^ |

send down abundant

happiness. Fan wei jin tsz-' che IP, tung wan, urh hea tsing j

hwin tin', urh shin 'inj; tsae Chow-e piih tsino-

| xj\ -SJ- the rules of propriety for all children require that

in winter they should render Iheir
p;i

rents warm, and in summer,

cool; that in the evening they should compose their minds;

and in the morning a<,k kind questions; and that when clotted

together they should not wrangle. (Lc-king.)

E cha 1
;Mj Bohea tea; E being an abbreviated expres-

ion for JFoo-e-than, the hill where the black tea comes from.

KWA.

From great and a bow. Originally denoted the men of the

ast; foreigners to the Chinese, hence the original form of

E, A foreigner.

<A, and K'hoo. !^

Striding and strutting; big ; self conceited ; extravagant.

A surname. Also r ad Kew and Ko. Hwa yen woo shTh yu5

kwa
3jk

=:
Ijii. ^ ^| |

language all flowers and no

fruit is expressed by K'hwa.

The same as Keae, To assist.

HE.

The print of a beast's foot. The name of a city.

i^rj Ancient form of J^J Nuy, Inside.

*
Ancient form of^ Tsing, Azure.

Same as Kwa, see above.

YUN.

From great and cloud. Large ; lofty ; high.

SHUN. Great.

To take under each arm; double, or laid one on another.

To carry secretly; to hold fast as with nippers or pincers. Near

to; connected or joined. Read Kee, By the side, to grasp

A certain kind of sword. Keen kei
^{f"

I to grasp with nip

pers; a specious artful statement, which leaves no room for

suspicion or escape. Kea tae 1 ^ to carry secretly about

one's person; to smuggle.

KeS pan 1 Jj
and Kei chin

|

3^ are red spots that

sometimes suddenly appear after the second or third day's

fever, with the small pox; probably the red spots in malignant

fevers, called in Euro| e Petechia:, from the Italian Petrchio ;

A fltn bite, to wh : ch indeed the Chinese also compare them.

tht re .break out on the hody red spots, close and small,

like the spots bit by a flea or
SJJC g,|,

the leaping insect;

which thews the allusion to be the same at the Swedish
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or English Lop. Kcl che i

.j ,y
to take hold on and sup-

port on each title. Kel knng
j JJf * alack on froiA iV<rs.

Used both as a military and a medical phrase; in the latter

sense, it means to apply both internal and external remedies.

Kei Too 1 fflffl is an epithet applied to minsters of state.

Ho keen ken tan iff
^Jr ^ to take hold of charcoal with

the fire tongs. Ken tsJ puh tsing ^ 2^j- ^ yjj|
m/jfrf

blended and impure. Koo jin ching keen wei kea pT 7^

T| .'1 ^;
*

t 'ie anc 'pnts falled a sword A>. KeS

kwSn 1 ifi/ an instrument of torture for compressing- the

ancles; it is made of three pieces of wood, and hence the

"y>?, .n ^C "^ "F fi"J $ ^ $ under the 'Are<r

6jr-tortnre, what evidence may you not procure? Urh

h5 piih keS, ke.ie, g'ie wo chow wan<r, heang leen che

why do you not aid, assist, and support me the king of Chow,

who enjoy the command of heaven to rule the world ? (Shoc-

king.) Pa show ken chs seay Jp ~T- 1
5J $j*

w>th

the hand prest it a little clcser. Tan ken che keH jjS
'

^ I

the ken which is the opposite of single. Tan kca e

I 'fa. J)K
*' no'e and double garments.

A man's name.

FIVE STROKES.

WA. Large; great.

Cll A, Large; big; ostentatious ; boastful.

V

PWAN.

Large; great. One says, Pwaa denotes one night's

liquor; the meaning of which is probably liquor distilled

over night.

TE. Large ; great.

YEN, or Can.

From T( Ta, Large, and
fft

Shin, To extend. An

overplus; an excess ; something due. Something spread out

as a covering. To cover over or shelter. Ouc says, With

haste; precipitately. A man's name. To detain fora long

time ; name of a state ; the name of a vill.ige. Wang ae

tsze yen che yu tsung chow 2 3| |]_j
i T^T ^J- _^-

j,ij
the king (fPoo-wang) canva from yen to Tsung-chow,

(Shoo-king) Yen yew sze fang | ^ ^ 'Jj
extend to

every point of the compass, said of the illustiiou* virtues

of certain ancient kings. (She-king.) fen kwan chih gae

I $|!^ 3v "" come to see t *le 'ckle thrust into the

grain. (She-king.) Ten lew ^ to detain a long

time. Ke seih yen yen ^ ^ j ]

'
still ha> ing a little

breath,'- said of a person approaching death.

Ancient form of
jf? Keun, An army.

P'HAOU.

From ?rcaf and a period of time ; the approach of the

important period ; viz. harvest. To offend or insult person*

by talking in a pompous or domineering manner.

NEE.

That by which people are alarmed or frightened ; unin.

terrupted acts of robbery.

PEIH.

; great. To contradict
,-
to oppose ;

to remonstrate,
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Same as the preceding.

KEUEN.

Very large; exceedingly great. A man's name.

KAOU.

From white and large; very white; glossy; sliinin"; a

smooth rich lustre. Read Chfh, in the same sense.

TSEAY.

Appearance of a large mouth; wide; great.

PWAN.

To go ; to progress : a fellow or companion.

K'HE.

Different from the common state of things; unusual;

extraordinary; strange; wonderful; surprizing; mysterious;

marvellous. Name of a divinity. When applied to num-

bers, it denotes Single ; odd, as San shlh yew ke
_ -j-& I thirty and odd. Yih, san, woo, tseih, kew kae ke

?ay H 3t -t /L H" 1 "Hi
ne> three> five>

seven, nine, are all add numbers. Shwuy kea yew ke ho

IHfe ^It W ^ w *>0 'las an
'
r rare commo(' lt 'es ' ^cw

chuh ke ke ^^ HJ =-|-
six times produced extraor-

dinary stratagems. Sze pi5h ke puh chuen ^f ~^T

~/f\ 'IS lln'ess an affa ' r De extraordinary it is not trans-

mitted to posterity. Ke kwae sing tsing woo so pSh ke 1

b&
;Wj: JJ^ ^ffi

|5)fr
^K

]
strange odd disposition ; there

is nothing that he does which is not strange. Chay yang

chnh ke^a >fd I I
so very extraordinary. Le ke kwang

kwae^ ' ^ f

|^
an extraordinary brightness and singular

PART I.

splendor, applied to the fine appearance of landscapes . Ke tae

been 1 ^ijl^ a district in Kan-sfih province. KecMh
J

^ single; one only. Ke gow 1 fljL single and double, or

an even number. Ke ling I 2^ a remainder; an odd num-

ber. Ke seay ^ ^jj strange, out of the way ; in a bad sense,

applied either to conduct or to garments. KwS keun puh

shing ke chay ^ ^^^ j jj|
the sovereign of the

country must not ride in a distorted carriage ;
rectitude

must appear in every things connected with him. (Le-king.)

NAE. Fame as ^ Nae.

Under the Radical Muh ~fc a certain frnit; also denoting

To do something to ; commonly used with /frlT Ho. MCh

nae ho VT I 4pf not any thing can be done ; the case is des-

perate. Nae ho tsaou 1 /pTS ' the doing for him plant.'

(Pun-tsaou.) Sze yew nae ho ; yew woo nae ho 5jt ^A
j ^Pj

/H 3BE 1 'fwT there are affairs which are remediable ; and there
rJ TIu I r*
are affairs which are irremediable. Joo p8h n$ng nae ta ho;

fpf you can rfo nothing to him ; but I can do for him.

FUNG.

To receive or offer with both hands in a formal respectful

manner; to receive or ,to present to with profound respect;

to give or offer up to. A surname. Read Fung, Emoluments

received by the officers of government, for their support.

Fung been
| Jilt

to offer up ; to present to a superior, or to

the gods. Shefung^jp
1 to stand and wait upon.

Fung shin keaou 1 ^ <S the bridge of retirement ; or
1 /*** ' l*v

that receives the rising sun ; name of a place on Lo-fow-sJian.

Fung yang 1 ^ to support and comfort one's parents. Fung

sze 1 S or Sze fungal 1 to serve or wait on a superior;

Fun been 1 ^M<> receive the orders of the higher officeri

of government. Fung kcaou
^ ^ to receive instruction ;

to adopt certain doctrines. Fung teen ming
' ^ ^

to receive with reverence the command of heaven ; used by

Chinese Emperors to declare their divine right; and since the

officers of government deem the Emperor their god, (as
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Virgil did the Roman Emperor, Dens nolris heec otfn fecit) they

by a blasphemous adulation, apply this phrase to the Imperial

commands.

Nonet of Places.

Fung e chow 1 =3 JW a district in Kwang-se Fung

IfK^f

^^

^ a hern district in Keang-nan province. Fung

hwa
1 $i a *<* district in ChS-keang province. Fung sin

^gjf'
a been district in Keang-se province. Fung tse'S

fif']
a keen district in Sze-chuen province.

-

IU
Spread out large and wide ; to open the eye and stare.

^
To lean the head on one side in an affected manner;

bashful ; wanting in resolution.

An ancient form of It Keun, An army.

An ancient form of J Woo

Same as the preceding.

SIX STROKES,

HWAN, and Han.

JCI,

Large ; extravagant ; wide mouthed.

K'HWEI.

The space enclosed by a person's striding; between the legs.

The name of a star ; one of the twenty-eight constellations which

consists of sixteen stars, and looks like a person striding.

Kwei keu
Ij-fE

the appearance of raising the feet and.

walking. Rung chung kwei peth hwuy kwang ^ ^ ]

/jj^^ /J^S
in the midst of the palace, the stars of Andro-

meda and Pegasus shed their lustre. Se fang shth lew

sing, seang leang pe, koo ylh yu kuiei ^ /J ~\ S\ JE

^ $\ i& $1 Jffi 5 1
in the west are !lxteen starr

resembling the two le-i of a human body, and therefore they

also are called Kwei; or Kwei sing J|l
in the neigh-

bourhood of Andromeda.

KOO. A large great appearance.

NAOU.

From grett and good. A soft, delicate, and elegant appear-.

L'HWANG.

From great and name. Large, great.

TSOW.

To introduce and fl^sr up tf. To cause the Emperor to

hear or to know ; any representation made to the Emperor,

either verbally or by writing, is expressed by Tsow ; music

striking up in his hearing, is also expressed by Tsow. YS

ken joh tsow^ JJL ^ the music entered and tlruck

up iu the retired apartments of the temple. (;he-king.) The

riles of sacrifice were performed in the Tscen ineaou
j^j ^U

or front part of the temple, which was. chosen out of respect

for the gods ; the feast upon the sacrifice was in the How

tjiu #3;? or back parts of the building; where also the

sacred vestments were placed. In the ode from which the

quotation is taken, the whole parly |^-^^^ after

being drunk and satiated; are represented a congratulating

the host on Jj tf- the gods having relished his

meat and his driuk, and anticipating that they would in
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consequence confer long life and happiness. The poet even

affirms that
|||| J|. ^f |f-

the gods had all retired drunk ;

which language the Commentators say intimated the highest

veneration for the invisible gods ; in as much as it speaks of

them as if they had been actually seen present at the lacri-

ficial feast.

E tsow foo lain.; J^ j J^ ^ to effeft and ,tate

(to the throne) great military exploits. (She-king.) Foo

tsow e yen^ j ft Jj?
9t, te ;n oro

-

er to tne monarch

whatever l,ad been done. (Shoe-king.) Tsow teih le
|

<lA ^ the P'esented Tart.ir plant, name of a plant in the

Pun-lsaou,

Tsow chang ^ j= and Tsow chg
^

J or Tsow pun

I /K denote an official document to be laid before the Em-

peror. Tsze S7c chnng ta,) ing tang pae pun tsow ming hwang

*.oij|tf g Alt^^^ 1 IjHMjb
'this is a weighty and important affair; it is requisite

to do obeisance t& a dtciunent, and st.ite the matter

clearly to His Mnjesty.' When an officer of stale

writes to the Emperor from any of the provinces, the

document is laid in state in the great hall of the court ;

a salute of three guns is fired
-,
the gates are thrown open}

and the courier stand* in wilting, till the person address-

ing the Emperor, kneels thrice and puls his forehead

to the ground nine times ; which act of homage being

finished, the document is immediately despatched. This

ceremony is what, in the preceding phrase, is.denornina.ted

Pat-pun.

Ke tsow
|j |

t begin to speak to the Emperor.

Me'en tsow
T|] j

to spe^k face to face, or verbally, to
r I I

the Emperor. Some say Kow-tsow H may be used in

this sense. Tsow yS j g to strike up music. Tsee tsow

'nrt
j

to tune instruments, or tune and modulate the

neveral parts. Chang tsow j=L
*|

an(* Te tsow
jju

and Tsow wan shoo
'

Emperor by a written document.

ife all denote Addressing the

=H5

jffj

Large; an easy slow deportment; variegated ;
coloured ;

bright gay. A surname.

Pwan hwan urh

vew urn new e -

pe url) me urh siiig^

t Ht fc Sze 9een kims tsew e -

O thou who enjoyest a chearful mind ;

O thou who art prosperous in all thy ways ;

Happy and indulgent Prince, may long life be given thee,

And as with thy (royal) predecessors, may it close in peace !

(She-king.)

K'ME.

A bond
i
that form of bond which succeeded knotted cords ;

in ancient times, consisting of two parts, corresponding to the

modern check of Europe; it was used also in the government;

one half being retained by the prince, and the other half given

to the person serving; close union of friends. An utensil for

scorching tortoise shells, in reference to divination. Timid.

Head Se'S, A surname. liead Ke'5, Enduring suffering; se-

parated from friends; wide open pi ice. To carve ; to cut off;

to terminate. Re id Keth, Name of a northern tribe. To play.

Bhang kx>o keg shing urh die, how she shing jin y ih die e

^Ij-
I in high antiquity knotted cords were employed by

government ; but in r^sequent ages the Sages exchanged them

for writen documents, or books. (YTh-king.) Teen ke |T}

a deed conveying a piece of land. Fang ke 1 the deed

of a house. Ke v5 j 4fy and Ke shoo 1 St denote a writ-
I ">J I I I

ten agreement between two parties. Leth win ke jV ^T
to draw up a written agreement r bond. Yin ke

joj

and Hung ke zt
j

a deed or bond stamped or sealed by

government, which requires a stamp duly on all deeds of houses

and lands, not only when sold, but also when mortgaged for a

certain number of years. Paying the stsmp duty is called

ffi j
Shwny-ke. The law runs thus, J^ jtll^ Jfl ^
*

K* whoever mortgages any land or houses, without
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paying the tax on the deed shall receive fifty blows, and forfeit

to government half the value of the lands or houses so mort-

gaged. (Ta-tsing-ledh-Ie) Ke foo 1 ^a bond father;

Ke moo
|

-fit
a bond mother ; Ke tsze 1

j-
a bond son,

and Ke neu 1 ~J
A bond daughter, are terms applied to

adopted parent*
and children : and parents thus designate the

children they would have adapted or taken under the speciiil pro-

tection of some divinity. The act of adopting is called ^S:
|

Pat ke, and is accompanied by various presents, and feasting

between the parties, and their friends. The adopted parents

are called ~ffi & Kan-teay, and the adopted child
j| fy

Kan urh. When parents cast their children on the care

of some idol, or some old tree (which is also done), they

write on a slip of red paper the child's name with the word*

S Ke nan or '

-j]r
Ke neu, as it happens to be male

or female, and paste the paper on the idol's body, or the tree's

trunk ; and priests or diviners attend to perform certain rites,

ChTh yew ke
|JJT^ j

took hold of the right hand part

of the bond, to give to another person. The bond consists >f

two parts, like the checks of Europe, and contrary to modern

usage in China, the right hand was the place of honor, ^J

1 in ancient times the ke was to induce mutual trust between

two parties ; he who remained at home took the left side ke,

and he who went from home took the right hand ke. (Le-king.)

Tsuy seang ke teih ping yew || ^Q ] ^ Jfj ^ friends

bound by the closest ties of congenial dispositions
and senti-

ments. Read Ke?, in the
phr^Kee

kw8
] ||j

far

removed from ; widely separated ; diligent and painful con-

cerns of life. Sze sang keg kw ^ ^ ] ^J
dy'"g' r

living, or far removed from each other, we shall still cherish

mutual remembrance. (She-king.)

Read See, The name of an ancient statesman. W PI

lhe king Shun 8ai(l to his mini -

ster See, when the people are wanting in natural affection to

their kindred ; and submit not to the duties of the five soci it

relations (subsisting between father and son, prince and minister,

husband and wife, brothers, and friends), and you act as Iheir

guide and teacher ; to be able to make yourself respected; and

to diffuse the five precepts, (applicable to the above-named

five relations) depends on kindness and clemency, (Shoo.king.)

K'HAE. A big
1

, large appearance.

SHE, andllee. Full, gross, fat, large.

<3!S

From three cows in a fright. To walk or ran on the high

way, to run about in haste : precipitation; hurry. To run

away wilh fear of what is coming after. To contract a mar-

riage in an irregular hurried manner, without the necessary

pros nts. Pun, signifying locomotion, may be affirmed of

any creature; birds, brutes, or human beings. Pun tsan

Jw run-away and dispersed; said of banditti, &c. Sung

kcun tXng she ta Iwan ; tuy woo pull thing; sze hea pun

the army of Sung was immediately thrown into

great confusion ; the ranks were broken, and (the soldiers)

fled in all directions. Kevr yew tsih keih ke tso; kew tso,

tsth keih ke yew ; she teiili pe yu pun JKV ^J

enemy endeavours to save his right wing, then attack the

left; when he endeavours to save the left, then attack the

right; and so weary him by running backwards and forwards.

Jin die seang pun A^ /^ 7CJJ people running amongtt

each otber, often applied to illicit intercourse of men and

women. Sze pun ^^ 1 illicit intrigues between the sexes.

JIh yay pun tsow woo hew -fj ^ ^ ^ |jtt^ running

about incessantly day and night. Pun lae pun keu
j /)J

^t running hither and thither. Pun chfih wae kwS

^1 1^1
runolnB abroad to a foreign country. Pun chub k3

s* nS
j
QJ 'Q* fl running from home to every province.

Wei kow pun she
1tj|j
Q \ftt\

'

ruuning about for the

sake of the mouth ;' i. e. for food to eat. Chung jih pun

mang ^K, Q j ^ running bustling about the whole
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day. Pun ir.a twou
| Bfj ^ the run away-horse plant,

a synonym of Tan sun j^ gj^
a medicinal plant said to

produce its effect on the heart
; and to strengthen the mus-

cles of the legs, so as to enable a man to overtake a run-away

horse ; from which circumstance it derives one of its names.

Made into a powder, it is employed in complaints of the

uterus, and of pregnant women. The roots sliced are used

at a substitute for Ginseng.

Sun che pun pun,

pj^ 21 5S M Tse5 che kean

A itj| Jinche wooleang

Wo e wei heuaS-

The quails fly together,

The magpies sort in purs;

When man is dissolute,

Shall I yet call him brother ? (She-king.)

The poet pointed at a man who cohabited with his mother ;

and whom he represented as worse than irrational creatures.

Tseun pun tsow tsae meaou B$
:

T^ ^ |?iM with the

utmost speed repair to the temple, to sacrifice. (She-king.)

Mei tsae hwan yen
=

-j*k ^L $=; elegant and splendid;

(Le-king )

/*~~ i

sze che pan,

The deer run together,

With their feet wide expanded. (She-king)

The commentators remark that deer are by Jf Mi

'natural instinct' attached much to their own species; and

when about to feed, have a cry to invite the companions of

their herd.

CHA. To stretch outj to extend; to open or

spread out. Cha-hoo 1 jp to open a door. Cha-yen 1

g stretched out words ; ostentatious speech.

IART I. 5 M

YIH.
-fr

From great and the sound ,y1h. Large ; extensive ; of long

continuance, applied to families! following in consecutive

order. Elegant; beautiful; used in the sense of 35 Ylh,

Chess. Part oflhe name of a divinity, denoting To ramble

from place to place. Mournful ; sorry.

The following quotation from the works of Ming-

tsze, who lived about 300 years, B. C. illustrates one use

of the word Yth, and proves the existence of a chess game

at that period in China. /^ ^fj^ j ^

ra^*Mja.*iWs;a;:

now chess in an

art, but only a petty art ; yet, unless a man's attention be

solely directed to it, and the will be brought to dwell upon it,

none can succeed; (the man named) cAcss-auturan, is the

best chess player in all the country: suppose cAess-autumn

were to teach two men chess, and one man devoted his

attention, and brought his will to it, and listened to nothing j

but c*<?*s-autumn : whereas the other man, although he

heard him also, suffered his attention to be drawn off by a

bird that approached, and his thoughts run upon stringing

his bow to shoot it; although both these people, learnt, yet

not in an equal degree ;
was it because their capacity to

acquire knowledge was different? by no means so; (but

arose from different degrees of attention.) Ming-tsze (or

Mencius) was in this passage preaching to a kin^, the impor-

tance of close and unremitted application.

The Chinese have two games of chess, the Wei
kejgj ^|L

the enclosed chess, invented (they sny) by Yaou
T=|

B. C. 2200

years, with a view of fixing the attention of his dissipated son

Tan-choo W- -^t the other game (which is that referred to in

the Ency. Britannica, under the word CAm,) is called Seang ke

JjS TfL 'he ivory chess, invented by Woo-wang jjj^ JQ
the martial king, B. C. 1110 years. It was called the ivory
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chess, from the pieces being made of that material, and was

intended to teach his army the military art, or as they express
-. ^^ a 1 . \t t_

it Mfe "H TAT tii "7 YT* the rules by which to advance,

to retire, to attack, and to defend. (Koo-sze-keung-lin.)

The San-tsae-too-hwuy (or Chinese Encyclopedia) states that

the ancient chess and the modern, though called by the

same name, are really different : the chess invented by

Woowang, employed the sun, moon, and stars, as names

of the pieces; whereas that in modern use, and which

employs military terms, was suggested in a dream to Tsin-

sbun &
j||f

about A. D. 745.

Leang Jin hea ke wei PS yih ^ ^ ft Jg^ jf| J

two persons playing at chess, is expressed by PS-yih. Shin

ming yew yew yih shin
jjjljl fa /pj~ ^| J jjj^ amongst

the names of divinities there is one called the rambling god.

Ching jin kea she, wei yih she yun heang f A ^ IE ^(

jjf; ^ 3$. when complimenting a person's family, it

is said It has extended through distant and tuccessive ages, with

the odour of frankincense.

Eift
[j||j [

Sin menon yth yih.

35 Qfc flfr- /fp He sze so ts5.

The new temple, how magnificent,

Which He-sze(the master builder) hath reared! (She-king)

Yung koo yew yih ;

Wo yew kea k 'h '

Tfijl
Ytn Pfib J' h :

Pervade every part, does the drums full sound,

Ten thousand varied sports in due order pass ;

I have worthy guests ;

Should I not rejoice ! (She-king.)

This language does not refer to common convivial en-

tertainments, but to feasts and various amusements, both

martial and civil, which succeeded to sacrifices offered to the

manes of deceased monarchs, 'they supposed that
jfijlj Kip

ml

JO
fh & the spirit descended and ate' of the victim sacri-

ficed. In ancient times a living person represented the deceas-

ed ; a tablet, with the name engraved on it, is now substituted

for the living representation; the feast is yet laid out, and sup-

plications offered to the manes to come and partake of it. Yih

yih leang-shan j |

&
j|j great and lofty it the Leang

mountain. (She-king.)

SEVEN STROKES.

T'HAOU.

From great and long. Large and wide; that which is

put outside over something eUe, as a case or external cover-

ing ; any thing superadded. A snare; particles
or phrases

of general application. Name of a place. Hw8 taou
^t* J

or Tung taou
Jjj|

'

of general application ; what will fit

anything. TStaoujjj^ ]
to throw off the trappings of cus-

tom, and the general usage of worldly people, to regulate

one's conduct more by reason than the usage of the day or

the fashion. Taou e
\ ^ or Wae taou ^ ] large gar-

ments that are put on over others.

11WAN.

From ; large and bound together. A large bundle of things

tied together.

{

CHWANG. TT
Full? large; strong; robust; itout; an able bodied rain.

An erroneous form of ^t Pun, ee below.

HE.

A waiter, servant, or attendant. The name of a place .

Name of a hill. A piirticle
of interrogation implying uncer-

tainty or doubt. How? why ? A surname. A large belly. HwS

wei Kung tsze yug ; tsze he pub. wei ching j5J pj| ^ ^-

pj ~f- 1 ~fc 'SL
j^S[

some body said to Confucius,

Confucius, why are you not in the government ? The
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Philosopher, deemed it inexpedient to give a direct answer)

and having argued that the fulfilment of relative duties in

a family was a species of government ; asked in his turn,

He ke wei wci ching jj &. '18. Tra" why should a

person act in the public government, ere it can be said of

him that he rules. (Lun-yu.)

PUN. A kind of basket used by bricklayers

and builders of mud walls; a basket for carrying earth or

Original form of^ Hwan, see above.

An ancient form of Laou.

From a eoie enclosed, and gre*t, placed before. Closely and

securely confined.

EIGHT STROKES.

HEEN. From great and bright. Splendid.

PEE. Large, great.

Ancient form of jF Yih, One.

This character was introduced during the dynasty Han.

Same as
Ijj* Tsow, see above.

FE. Large; great. A surname.

Applied also to a sort of leopard; vulgar form of 3p Fe.

TAOU.

Large ; great ; much ; many. A man'* name.

SUN, and Suy.

From large and the tail of a bird ; to spread the wings and

fly away.

YIH. The appearance of great strength.

Read Heu*, Square, large.

Same as
3|: Taou. They are both Tulgar characters.

KEEN. A small bundle; a faggot or sheaf.

-

Original form of ?{? Yen.

Same as St Chili, To take and keep hold oft

KANG.

From large and a pair of nine cups. The appearance

of great strength.

An ancient form of% Hang, A balance.

*
in the region of Andromeda; now

written,'5|
Kwei.

K'HWEI. Name of a star and constellation
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An ancient form of 3* Slih, <V stringed instrument.

NINE STROKES.

1 TEEN.

From wine placed on a stand. Fixed ; settled ; lofty moun-

tains and large rivers , to separate and discriminate ; to present

1-efore, to offer up to, said in reference to sacrifices and the

gods j to pour out a libation ; to place in a certain position.

Read Ting, A petty writer of annals. Fan heS chun hea

slrih teen yu ke seen sze, tsew tung y"\b joo she 1*1 JE 7gl

EP f ********:411

colleges, olilations ot food and libations of wine, are offered to

ancient masters at the spring and summer terms, inthesame

manner also at the autumnal and winter terms. (Le-king.) In

modern use, fonls, geese, and pigs are sacrificed to Confucius;

and the students who attend, after the ceremony is over, feast

upon the sacrifice.

Beside these regular periods, the rule is Kf #[? j /li

% ijk jff 1 j& 3? ; Ifi
Fan che le 'h he8 ch y

pelh shth tern yu seen shing, seen sze, 'Whenever acollege is

newly established, oblations and libations must be offered to

the ancient sages and masters.' (Le.king.) These sages and

mailers have been different persons at different periods of Chinese

history. One commentator says, that these sacrifices, -

"ifi fT lit $ ^ tfl "tli
are ch'e"y ceremoD 'al and not

euchnristic.

Pwan kSng ke tseen, teen keue yew keu
ffij:

HI gjf jg

jj& <jMjf jjzj
when Pwank&ng removed (his royal seat)

and fixed the place of his abode. Yu foo too, suy slian kan

rniih, teen kaou than ta cbuen Si Bra ~-p [^ Ml
J\\

~fc ] j^ Uj AJII r" (after the delude) divided the land i

and accordingly as the hills required it, cut down the forests

and fixed the lofty mountains and deep rive, s as boundaries.

Teen che, uih how Ueu clie I ^ ffij /^ JR ^
(the man) (hall put it down on the ground, and afterwards

(the wou;an) shall take it up; said in reference to certain

vessels in the temple during sacrificial rites. (Le-king.) Tse

tent /^i
to sacrifice and to psur out tibationt. Teen

e
'

jH the ceremonial of libatioat.

CH'HO. Name of an animal resembling a

rabbit, but larger of a green color ; also a man'* narre.

GAOU.

Lofty; high headed ; assuming; remiss; negligent; inatten

live-; proud; haughty. A man's name.

KEUE. Same as Keue

Chipped off; broken; injured ; dishonored.

CHAY, or Shay.

Affluent; widespread; extravagant; prodigal ; wasteful;

Name of an ancient beauty. A surname ;
the name of a divi-

nity. Following TJpT it denotes a person who marries an old

woman. Following Lan
j||j

to praise ; to flatter. Wfih char

urh fei haou ke tsze tsae ^J \ ffjj M ^ ^ W -It

be not extravagant, and waste the property. Chay che fan

hwa 1 {^ ^ 2p extravagant and prodigal expenditure,

for mere pomp and show. Chay hwa tsae choo new, tso tsew

seth yay
| ^P$ $' 4" $fc fl! $f & a" exlr^ant

sacrifice of pigs and cows, for an entertainment. Jin tsing yew

keen, jih ehay, e ; yew chay yih keen nan ^ 'j^ ^ f^

Jtf 1 ^ & 1 $ iSt ^ the human disP sition "

such, that man easily changes from economy to extravagance j

but it is difficult for him to change from extravagance to

economy.

B PAOU.

Original form of Paou 2$ to announce or render to.
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HEUNG, OF Kwang. From heaven and

bright. A clear bright sky; shining, luminous. Name of a

bridge at Soa-chow ; name of a divinity of the Taou sect.

An ancient form of
fjjft Hang, A balance.

An ancient form of JpL Chin, True.

HE1H. Fat; lusty.

P' 11WAN. From large and/ae. A large

face. Read Tae, Big jaws, a term of abuse applied by the

people of the south of China to those born in the north.

TEN STROKES.

KEAOU.

Irimi large and iheep. Fatj strong-smelling; large.

?ZE. Large ; great.

\VOO. Big i large; an affair or business.

SI JPLGAOU, and Yaou.

From a raid ipoce and vrgflatlei. Dwelling in a retired

corner, the south west corner ;
n corner, nr deeji bay. Re-

condite; ab<lnise.. The name of an ortke, accumulated to"c-B

ther. Five sacrifices to four points of the compass and to)

the centre place. Name of a hill. To blend together bj

boiling. Head Yflh, A bank under water. Read T\wan,

The spirit which preside! over the furnance where food ii

prepared ; also the sacrifice offered, which is called the alt

woman's sacrifice.

Taou le shin gaou )| f Jffi yj? I vet] profound reasoning,

or doctrine. Win tszd shin gaou ^ gj5J $j |

a style of

writing rery abstruse or erudite. E le gaou meaou ggL ^J^_

-Mr a wonderfully profound tense or meaning : a subject

of thought remarkably recondite.

Jin tsing e wei teen, koo jin e wei gaau yay, J\ ^ y^

S ffl & A & % ] & lhc huraan miDd may be

considered a field ; and hence it must be cultivated by other

men,' viz. the Sages who are its lords or proprietors.

Wei jin Isze chay, ke i pflh choc gaou
jjjq J{

~

~7^ d I those who are the sons of men, must not sit it

Ote $outh veil comer of the house in which they dwell, because

it is the retired and most honorable part of the house.

Seth wo wang e }

B ft Jf 1
Jih y u2fansgaoUi

A long time ago I weut fortn i

The sun and moon having just become wtrm,

the spring of the year. (She-king.)

Original form of^T'hS, see below.

An ancient form of lp Wei, Leather.

ELEVEN STROKES.

LAN.

A I/ox to contain perfumes, a ladj's toilet. Chwan? Ire

JJ^C I

n bride's portion ; a toilet a* d halever else her parents

may give her. King leen /a 1 or King kri ^fr Rp A
Jr/U I *7** fc-* *

dressing case, used by females. KealeenjSj
'

marriage
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presents, given by parents wilh thrir daughters. Kea neu

yaou pe chwang leen
$J? -J 2J ]$ T^C 1

whfn S"'"? a

daughter in marriage it if necessary to add a toilet n other

presents.

TOW. To grasp, to seize, to take.

TSUY. Large; great.

T'110

^
To take by violence; to grap, to sc-ize; to erilicise,1bp off,

'

and decide upon; to deprive of rank o- emolument ; a narrow

path. Also read KeuP, Peth, or TeTh. H8 wSn Kwnng-

ehung; ju8, jin yay 18 Plh ihe ping jth san |>1h, fan S'io slub,

mHh che woo yuen yen gfr ^ -gj* j(p. | ] /^ iil.

somebody aiked about Kwan-cliung (Cirnfucjuk) said, //mi is a

man indeed he deprived /'JA-tAe of the revenue of thre.;

hundred familif, and r duced him lliereliy to live on the

coarsest foori, jet to the close of his life Fih-she never uttered

the l.m.;iia;e "f resenlment being convinced of thejustice

ofwh t Kwan-clicin^ h d ilo-ip. (Lun-yu.)

TSjin sogae 1
J\^ ftjr 'y

lo lake awoy violently any

thing on which peoflc'* aft'eclions are set. Keun-tsze VPOO

1>S s woo IU & -T- iJllF ^- 4jff \ a good man dors not
/v-i J *i ~r 'TTi i

wrangle, nor usurp wh.it belongs toothers TS Is jin wuh

pttb haou ji.i yay
1 J|)C A ^j 7^ #? A ill

he who

roll another person of his property is a bad man.

TSEANG.

From lo take anil /ar^. to take a liberal view of a person's

conduct. To assist , to praise ; to encourage ;
lo laud ; to

commend. Tie ing keuen
] ||Jj

to encourae by coinmen-

datioiu. Tieang le 1
jjfe

lo encourage and slimulale CXIT.

tion by rewards or prouii-ei. Teang bang ^ '^
to eucour-

age by rewards. Paou
tseang^S j

to praise ; it sometimes

means in an excessive degree. Kwa Ueang j=$ ^
to boast

and praise one's self ; or to praise others too much. Jin yew

paou tseang wo ; wo woo paou tseang jin /^ /j ^ | fp

"ft fe ^iHi. A im'n '1:ive over P ril '!e^ mc ' ^u ' ' ^ no'

'fX TiK S&, 1 <

over prai.se any man only speak the real sentiments of mind.

CHIH. Large, full, abundant.

YUN. Yun wan 1
^fiadeep

wide sheet cf

water , the appearance which it presents

TWELVE STROKES.

sum.

Full ; plentiful ;
carnation colour ; anger. Name of an

ancient statesman. A surname. Loo k*u yew Mh
jjjjj- j|L

/jf ]
or Helh, The military carriages are of a red colour.

YEN.
ornj
f^S

Big ; large, ugly ; a good fist ; valiant with the fist.

An ancient form of^ To, see above.

An ancient form of^ Tsow, see above.

Ancient form of j| Tsae, To contain.

Has the sense of $ Woo, A negation.
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From to extend the wings, and fly cff a field : alluding

to a bi.d rising from the ground. Inipetuous vehement

motion or action; to excite; to rouse, as by an earthquake,

or liy thunder; lo extend ;
lo prrss forward lo. To dash or

brush away dust. A surname. Fun e jew yew shang, tseu

urh ...y kwei shin* } ft & fa JR ^ g> jj| |j|

(the charioteer) hsivirg ghnl.en the dutt from his clothes ascends

on the riglit
hand side taking hold of the second strap to mount

and kneels in the carriage, waiting for the Prince. (Le-king)

P 7n /I wn J^'' *"'"
>
u

fflj

clu<

SI

> cn

we ,

che>

Pflh

The sun dwells constant, whilst the moon

Alternate wanes and waxes.

My heart, alas, how dejected,

li'-i- one amidst sackcloth and ashe,

I mutter in solitude and muse;

O that I could skake myself from the dust and fly away.

. (She-king )

Han n8h n5nj fun ke, urh fci kfn yny
'['jj /^v p

^ ,7jj
-3& -

[[/ angry ln-canse :ina';le to mount up ar.d

flyaway. Joo n'.aoii fun yfh urh fci ken yay -^f] ^ |

51 ifii W i $L as * hirj jfta/'" '" Wlllg' a"d flies away '

(She-kin-r-. hon.)

Jin sa ke wri fnn ke \ <?]'. ^ ^ | ^ a manN

becom ;

ng ansry U expressed by Fun-kc, cx'rndiiif; biealh.

Fun yung S rotisinir coura*e. Fun leth /]
exc (.

ing strength. Fun rne'uri
' ^ energizing. Fii fun ^*

sending forth <ffort are all phrase's which apply either

to active bodily puh'ic service; or to the studies of Ihe closet.

Fun meen kcTh km g pan le to sC &h ^; /^- ^ jf

~^K J&L
w ' 1 '1 eDer T au<^ ar('uur apply>g to public business,

and effecting it well and expeditiously. Fnn fi
4 ?&

to rush or hurst forth. Fun chin
| ^ to quaVe ; to shake f

to bound with a subsultory motion ; to ikip or dance. Luy

chfih te fun, yu seen wan* e tsS 8, tsung tth, yin tseen che

e , e pei tsoo kaou ^ jj Jtfj ]

the thunder's voice issues forth, the earth bounds in respon-

sive dancei, vh>ch sugge-kted to ai.cicnt kings, the invention

of music, for the honor of virtue ; to offer up the full

chorus to the most Hi^h Ruler, joining in concert with

the mar.es of ancestors. (Yih-king,1 The thunder's roar,

and Ihe tremulous motion of the earth, by mankind deemed

so awful, is in this passage represented as the sing'n g and

dancing of nature s intimating (as they say) the most complete

hirrony pervading every part of the gr.md system; as ^
& tyj -f$MZ fcl$'" heu raanfee"

the highest joy, his hands desire to drum to it, and his feet

to dance to it / so the thunder's voice and the accompanying

sulisnltiTC motion shew ^? jijl ~j/
in the harmony of

heaven and earth. (Yih-king-choo )

no.

Vac.mt and large; the motion or rolling of the ejes.

The same as fjj& Kete, see ahove.

YEN. Large and ugly. Same as 1^ Yen.

An ancient form of 1ft Wei, Leather

SHI.

An ancient form of & Sth, A siringed instroraent,
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HWAN.

The beginning; commencement of change.

An ancient form of y& Sang, Funeral mourning

LUY.

Grett placed about earth, thrice repeated. Large, great.

An ancient form ofIp Slilh. See under 13 strokes.

PE.

Formerly written thus
|g|

three eyet and thrice tig. Large

and robust , to urge and tyrannize over ; to be angry without

the influence of liquor.

An erroneous form of j| KS.

To flutter as a bird escaping.

CH'HAY, or Ch'hen.

Wide ; large ( extensive; an epithet of an ancient king.

Read To, Thick.

THIRTY-EIGHTH RADICAL.

Pf
Name of a star; of a river; and ofa stale. The female of the

human specie*; a woman ; a dmghter. Read N6u, To give a

daughter in marriage. A married woman is called Jjjjrr Foo, an
S"l'

unmarried woman, Ncu. Foo-neu
{fi|r

1 wives and daughters

Choo-neu ^ j

a young lady not introduced to society.

Ching neu
J3J

1 Or Tung neu
fjj

I a virgin. Neu club

jjfc
a niece. Neil kung 1 JT women's work. Neu

ing
| |U>

a priestess or nun. Neil se
]

;J*E a daughter's

husband
;
a son-in-law. Neuts-/e 1 l. a woman ;

a girl.

Neu urh
| ^ or Hae neu ^ ^

a female child ; a girl;

Neu Iseang [ ^| an embrasure, on the top ofa wall.

^ ]
or

(fj
TseiS lieu, a woman who maintains

perpetual virginity; these same terms, Le'6 and Tse, joined

^tl> ffiH denote a -woman who refuses ever to marry after the

death of her husband. Heuen neu j j
a queen in the

ninth heaven. Kin nen^ j
a royal mother in the west.

Tsing neu Kf'
j

the goddess of honr front. T8 ueu
"jffc

a red oxide of mercury. E neu
Jffo |

name of a shell ftih

of the cardium species. Seuh e neu ^^ ^J^ J
the mow

clad girl, a name of the parrot tribe Jung neu 3J5

name ofa small insect, otherwise called
jjj^ |

Ming ling; of

which the popular belief is, that it has not the power i/f pro-

pagating its own species, but having enclosed iu clay a some-

thing that it finds in the fields, or other places, it remains by the

cell seven dajs, crjing^ Jj^ Luy wo, ' ve ir.e of mj own

species, finally an insect conies forth of its own ki,.d.

. __. - i^j

N-JU sing I /fl a star in Aquarius , a general nnmcd -&

-P] King Ian, who lived in der the Han <!yn;isly ; :-t tli^l period

Ihcre wire twenty ei^ht persons who niateri. lly aiilid the

d\i;isiv, iind who wore hence cal.ed au iuvarualiou of I he

twcnly eight constellations.

Tsze siug nan tsze, sh8 hoo yu mun tso, neu tszc, ihK
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shwBy yu mun yew; san jth che foo tsze, nan shay, neu fow

a child is lioru, if a son, a how is set at the left side of the

door; if a girl, a napkin is placed on the right side of the

door; after three days, the child is carried about; the boy

shoots the bow, the girl not. (Le-king.t This usage, the

Chinese say, does not exist at present, for, notwithstanding

the pertinacity of European writers, in affirming that Chinese

customs never -change, the modern manners in this case

ffi ^T Hi $ ^ jfij
are ! tl"?elher different from

ancient usage. The Commentators add, that
j^j" ^ A ]?

9j '_ h\\
the ancients laid much -tress on distinguishing

the men from the women, or boys from girl., by |>
s t'\e

marks of superiority ai,d ii.trriori'y. as m the above cue ;

nd also by ciusing the bo;, s fe //. }it
*'

<Q to have Hi
J\J*^

'
fc ft I f~>^ If

honor of sleeping on a b-d ; but th giiN flS ^ jjff
~V ft(.

to be dcgrad.d l;j sicoping on the .n.ui.d. The dignity of the

one, and the abject state of the other, Ibcj ci-d.avoiired to

mark also by the dressand the to.s .ft e e-hiidr ti.

The same doclrine is taught in the following quotation

from the Sheking, by which woman is scarcely allowed the r.nk

f a moral agent j it begins by stating the digmty of man.

J
7
] ^fe. 9} -f-

Nae ll"S n^ tsze,

Tsae tsin clie

'/JJL

Ts 'ie e h

.

Tsae lung che chaog,

Ke keii. hvang- hwang,

Choo fdh sze hwang,

i ShTh'kea keua wang.

When a ion is born,

Be sleeps on a bed ,

He is clothed in robes;

lie
j)l .ys with ^ems;

His cry is princely Io:id ;

This Emperor's k.iees are clad with purple,

For he is to be the domestic prince and king.

Then follows in the next Terse a description of the abject

stale of woman.

VAKT I. 5 O

Nae *lng neu tsze,

Tsae tsin chc te

Twee che le ;

Woofeiwooe,

^ Wei tsew ihth she e .

Jll^ .gj-j|| P Woo foo moo e le.

But when a daughter is bora,

She sleeps on the ground,

She is clothed with a wrapper,

She plays nilh a tile,

Fhr is incapable either of eril or good;

It is hers only to thi:,k of preparing wine and food,

And not giviig any occasion of grief to her parent*.

The strange assertion in ths fifth line is explained in a

, # #. # jf A ili. %
7T W /V til

"" *'le (' l 'e> '"'' s 'le '" not a wolua" ! if she

does well, she is not a w;ma;i, a slavish submission is hcrduty

and he, highest praise. ^ ! ^ JgA 2 #f # ^
virtue or vice cannot belong to woniiin, though her actionl

may be virtuous or vicious, she is not allowed by theic aucient

sages, the rank of a mor.l agrnt.

Xan cliir, vei boo wae; neu ching wei hoo nuy; nan

neu chin- tevn te che ta e
JJJ j ffi ^- //\^

proper place is abroad in the affairs of t!\e world ; women'*

proper place is at home ; that men and women should keep

their proper places, is nature's great principle of righteousness.

Yth neu piili chili, hwS show che ban > 1 ^(C &S pi/
^ I

'

I <Ifl< ^^i

X ~/E~ /^ ^ ne WOIIlal1 neglects to weave, she may

happen to suffer cold for want of raiment. Koo she neu

fsze urh shih, urh kea
"jt fji ~f"

jj^
in ancient times a women married at the age of

twenty.

is born to serve man witb her person, and therefore she
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ought either ID live or to die with him; hence when a

huj'iar.d dies, she ca'li herself A person not yet dead

expressing that she waits only for death; and ought not

to hive t!ic purpose of re-marrying.

The a' ject condition of woman in China i supported by

the doctrines of materialism maintained by her Philosophers.

In the Ylhking it i, taught, that jg ^ $ J$ ty -j|

Jjj^
I the celestial principle becomes the male, and the ter-

restrial principle, the female. Choo-foo-tsze, a much later

philosopher expresses his fullest conviction, that heaven is

male and earth female; and that the existence of male and

female pervades not only all animated creatures; but every

material existence in the universe. He says, ^ J-j ^/

"fir si VJ XE:
* 31 ll '* mos' raan 'fest, that heaven and

earth, father and mother, are one and the same principle.

From these premises it is inferred that man is as much more

honorable than woman, has heaven is higher than the earth.

The following quotation exhibits an instance of a departure

from the opinion of Confucius ; and a change of ancient usage,

for all marriages in China are now accompanied by music

and fating. ft^ Q. ] ^. H
fijRJ&tt I*SJ8*H X
^ ^ J& $*j H & Confucius said, the family which

gives a daughter in marriage, mutt not extinguish the can-

dles for three nights, in token of their thinking on the se-

paration from their child ; and the family which receives a

son'* wife into the house, must not strike up music for the

pace of three days, in token of thinking of the implied de-

cease of parents, when they would raise up posterity.

The following passage from the Few Boohi, shews the use

of JV"<?u, as a verb. To give a daughter in marriage. Mencius

intends to shew the respect kings in former times had for emi-

nently good men. See, says Mencius, afe ~V ~}A ;& Jft
Tfi t f'\ ^T" u_*.

H ^#JI'*22;jfcJ^<a king)

Yaou' behaviour to Shun (whilst yet a husbandman) he gave

his nine sons to wait upon him, and his two daughters in

marriage to him,' and finally he resigned to him the empire,

entirely from a veneration for his character. Modern Chinese

ay, they would not believe this case ever occurred, but for

the authority of the book in which it it narrated.

The abject condition of women in China, and the con-

tempt thrown on them by the doctrines of her atheistical

philosophers, probably lend to harden the hearts of wives

and mothers, so as to induce them to acquiesce in the murder

ofthfir female infants; against which practice some of the

more benevolent religionists thus argue, in an essiy called

ajK
-J2H j

s(} a discourse against drowning female children.

523 1 _t l|f 9S ~& it -fr the drowning of daughter*
I *5--y

' j ^ |^ J
"* Li? / ^

is a most wicked thing. ^ /^. -f^ ^ A^ [ "tfL

j$ H * A 1 ife $U J1$
/fcj"

-W you mothers, are the daughters of men; jou wives

are also the daughtert of men ; were there no daughter!, there

could be no mothers.

thc provcrb *aJ
-Tlie

tiger does not eat its whelp ; the cruel brute yet knows to

love its own offspring; but men who murder their daughter*,

are truly worse than wolves or tigers ; and ^^ ^ j*j

'If ~P y J/T ~% /If ^ l 'ie 'aw 9lys ' to (*rown daughter*

is what the royal law will not excuse ; &c. (Vide, t> J^

4T-J3
ctft the whole duty of man, 4 vols.)

Neu wo she 1
mJL

tf- a fabled persan placed in the

Chinese annals, B. C. 3254 years; who is said to have repair-

ed the heavens ; the name NCU-KO is not intended to express

the sex of the person, but the sound ofthe name which tradition

as handed down. Qu.

Name* of plant* in the Pun-ttaau.

Neu ching j=|
the virgin.

the returning female,

the female wine-making plant,

the female mechanic,

the female stem,

the female Epindendium.

the female net.

the female drooping plant

|ft the chaste female.

the female azure,

the female luxuriance,

the female flower.
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Namet of Bookt,

Neu he5 yen hing tswan
'

t^
'==' ^ 3gr a com.

pendium of anecdote*, CSSLI\S on female studies, and duties,

2 vols. large print.

Neu seen wae she
[ /|)| ty\\ |p the external historians

of female angels, a novel with a double meaning; colloquial

st\le, in 20 and in 13 vols. price 9 mace.

Neu tsae tsze chuen
~^T

-31
tjjjt

narrative of a female

genius, 4 vols. price 1 mace. A novel, rather colloquial,

middling print.

Neu ko king lun ;?J. &M &jnf 4 vols, a medical workill ji ijflin

on female complaints. Price 2 mace, 5 cund.

Neu ko tse'8 yaou 1 J3- T/J 5& 2 vols, the most impor-

tant parts of medical practice iu female complaints. Price 1

mace, 6 cand.

Neu sze she ehaou ^ -j^ j^fe M/ odes transcribed from

lady poets ; 4 vols. Price 1 mace, 5 cand.

Neu heun e kwei 1
=)|| jjJL $J

3 le!>CJf f r" le* a"d

advices to females, 2 vols. Price, I mace.

Neu sze shoo 1 DTI iffc the female's four-books, 3 vols.
I f-=t H

Price, I mace, 8 cand.

Neu heaou king ^ ^ the classic on dial dulie ,

for females ; 1 vol. Price 2 cand.

A. form of Pe, A deceased mother.

CH'HIII. A woman inattentive to female

duties. To be distinguished from the preceding character.

NOO.

A s live; anciently persons who had committed some crime ;

it now denotes person* bought with money. The reigning

family sentences
itiiiny li.;ht offenders to slavery. Applying the

the word tlave to Ihoie bought is not now sanctioned by law.

Noop* ] |;j||
a slave man. Noopei

] ^ a slave woman.

Noo-tsae
] /^* slie or one posiessing abilities not iupe-

rior to a slave. U*ed by Tartar lUtesmon for / or me, when

addressing the Emperor.

NBen noo ^J 1 name of an officer appointed to controul

prostitutes. Yung noo &|
|

name of a place. Fei noo

4{S the flying slave, a name of a species offolumba,
-aw <

said to carry letters through the air. Li noo Rft
1

the

cream slave a name given to cream, because
jjSi?

X" ^S
I 4|/ it is subsidiary to lei; or attends upon it ai a slave.

Muh noo ^ i an epithet given to a certain species of

orange.

Noo hwuy
'

<@" and Noo hwuy tse /w' 3F-

or Noo chay
] ^ and Noo ko a urh

j ^f ^ |
are names of natural productions mentioned in the Pun-ttaou

and Kvianp-kcun-fangpoo. The tfoo.chay is a plant said to

resemble the mulberry j to have thorns, and to be au ever-

green ;
on its leaves the silkworm can feed ; produced in Keang-

nan province. The JVoo-ko-i2-urh is a plant brought from

the western territories of China; said to resemble a Mandarin

orange ; it is chewed and applied to certain ulcers, and rup-

tures of the tendons, in healing which, it is very efficacious.

Chiih noo /fk or Tsing noo^ |
a sort of bamboo

pillow, used by Chinese to lounge upon in the hot weather,

otherwise culled
/j?V ^ ^ Chah-f.o-jin. SeTh noo^ |

a sort of warming pan for the. feet; heated by enclosing in

it boiling water. Le clie noo /$>, TOr a name of the Di-

mocarpus Lung-an. Le noo
jfHJ.

I
name given to the otter.

1 Ma -V- VBNoo JH-I chay, nan wei noo, neu wei pei -mi / yj

^jr*

'

-fr-
|5^

-to amongst slaves, the men are called Noo,

the women Pei.

She yung rhe jin wei nuo. ching kea n

^ I ^ ^ I
lhe Pe PIe who stnt and employed (about

personal and household aft'iirs) are slaves, they are called

dnneslic slaves. Neu tsze tsze ching wei in o kea -3_
J

I

1 ^. a w"man ca" s nt'r8t'lf Jioo-kra, A slave.

Pile pn tszc too she noo tsae, pa la 3LE jP^ -r
jK|5

-EL

A (^ Pj'lj
sworn comrades are all slaves, be it so.

The last word La, is a mere tone, which is intimated by the

addition of kow, or mouth to it.
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Noo r taechekwan ihoo
'

and servants, treat ihem with a liberal indulgence. Wives

are exhorted W $P 1
jfa

to treat with clemency slaves,

both men and women ; and in the Chinese irale of virtues and

, $f | $ !# $[l if f|
t ke the slave, and

on every turn to scold them vehemently, is rated at one fault

for every scolding fit, and
'jjj| fc^ | ^$ #p 'fft

to see them ill, and not rescue them, but require severe labour

as usual is rated at ten faults,
$|5j ] ^ ^ ^ ^

to disallow slaves marrying is rated at one hundred faults.

T sfc A |g
TO 1 to refuse assent lo men and women

(laves being ransomed is rated al fifty faults.

Chinese writers consider crime as the origin of slavery, it

being both in ancient and modern times inflicted as a punish-

ment. The existing government in China frequently sentences

offenders against the laws to be given as tlaves to the soldiery.

The poor often sell themselves, or their children to be slaves.

In times of scarcity a l.d m >y be bought for the value of half

*. ^ z H 1 W Z P A the ""<

of the present day were the rriminals of antiquity. (Chow.

k
-) * f '15 * # * A 1*& 1

in anrient

times, men ar:d women who committed crimes became the

property of government, and were made slaves. Ketsze wei

the noo j -J- ^ ^ j

K-T*ZE was made a slave.

JAJ 'f-y- | |f]| ^ j^ 'le having affected madness

(as Israel's king did, about the same period, and for the same

purpose; viz. to save his life) was therefore thus degraded.

The laws against salves are severe ; they run thus, PI

>\L ^H 'f^C
"" "lr'' e or fema'e s'ave who use abu-

sive langunge to the head of the f.imilv, shull he strangled.

fiftXtt^ M ~*fr
;l u slaves who strike the head of the f.imilj,

(whether the slaves who do so are the principals or accomplires)

sh 11 every one be decapitated. J\^ }

& % -k $ % %&% ft
a"

labourers who debauch their master's wife or daughters shall

evtrjr one be decapitated without respite. (Ta-lsing-leuh-le.)

Chiih noo 'Kfi candle slave, a sort of candlestick

f wood, with carved figures on it

To express the condition of the society in times of public

commotion the Chinese say,

tfc Sfc 1 )!
she pae> no ke clio '

1^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Sl"n shwae '
kwei liins t&"s'

When tlie world is rcto'ulionizcd, klavi s insult their lord*!

The goiln derlir.e, and devils pi iy
with the lamp before de-

dicated to sacred usei.

N7EW.

An ancient form of the preceding.

TING. A woman's nam.

THREE STROKES.

TSELN. A female name; some think it

erroneous form of the following character.

Read Kan and Keen. A violation of decorum and moral

propriety ;
to introduce confusion and anarchy into the

moral or civil relations of life, applied both to the adulterer

and to the corrupt statesman; clandestine; fraudulent;

vicious; villainous; traitorous.

Keen cha 1
gfc

false ; deceitful. Kc-n keaou
] ~Pj

crafty; cunning. Keen nin^
|
tea specious fradulent

loquacity. Keen tslh 1
|1jJ/

a, fraudulent thief; a villain.

Keenhaejin
'

gj J{ to injure people by fraudul-nl prac-

tices. Tso kwan keaou tS teih wei keen chin Vff 'rjf Ji l3t
IH^ O JtZ yU>

i\t-t .

' K a high de'-rec of wickedness in a staleiinan,
p'J Any \

*-

constitutes him leen chin, a corrupt bad public servant; or a

traitor to his sovereign.
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|5 ift
'" former times Tianulsaou,

Tiinkwne, yentung, fPang/cinjS, and Lelinpoa, were all

torruptbad statesmen.

Keen kwae jin che tse neu, he Uny hwae che jin !jS

A^^^C"1^^^^A hei ' a mo l abandon-

ed man, who deceives nnd kidnaps men's wives and daughters.

Shwfiy kan ts keen, fan ko^ ]W /fc 1 Xp *5l

who dares act the villain and violate the laws, this implies

thnt the higher departments of the government are filled by

able and good men.

Kan tseiiS wo hnou
[

&jj
^j& -fri thrown into entire

confusion, those wilh whom I was on good terms, "fife
jjjjh

A # ffl ft $t iffi ^ 10 1
lhat g (ls and mcn

may all altain their proper pl.ices, and there he no confusion.

Occurs in the sense of Kan
p*

to rescue or save. E

kan ch >y, tseth sluh urh keun
j^| j ^f "tl ""["

Zl ^
by taviuurs seventy two princes. (Chwang-tszc.) ffe pjf

\{f) b '

jll
Shun* by fishing rescued Chow. (She ke.)

5ftir- was ;iii eminent person in ancient story, who in

troublous times betook 'himself 1o fishing; but was uscf.il

in establishing (he Chitw dynasty. Chinese self constituted

itt'irnics (for none .ire prrmilted'by law) are described as,
[

=p viflainom and perverse vagabonds, vho are fond of making

a slir, and wtio either by fraudulent crafly schemes excite

discord
; or by disorderly illegal proceedings intimidate and

upon people.

A
IS 71

Keen been che jin, tse'S mS keaou j

Vu chnng chin tsze scaon chung ttou ;

M8 yen e ke, tse'en joo meth,

Shaou yew tsan tszc, e kae -tsaon.

With crafty dangerous men, resolve to have no intercourse.

In their words there is anharp spear, and in-thcir iniles a sword.

Say not their tempers and disposition are sweet as honey,

Ou the slighted difference they are easily changed to cucmici,

and will grasp hold of you.

Aii ancient form of Tseay .
an elder sister. In the^

stale Shah i|n a mother was called TVay ; in Hwae-nao

'}f ftl
called

jjji Shay. Also written Tseay 1 or Shay,

and otherwise
JJJ& Chay. Read To, A mother. Read Che,

A woman's name.

KKAOU. From one woman placed superior

to another. An ancient form of Keaou beautiful.

KEW.

From lung endurance and woman. A female name ; one

says, A worn.m who maintains modesty and propriety of

conduit in a stale of vir 'inily or widowhood. Alo written

Kew.

NAN, or Nvvan.

From two women placed on an equality. To altercate;

to wrangle; to bicker , to brawl; to quarrel clamorouily;
to scold.

CLI'HA, and Too.

From woman and tending down the head like aa ear of

grain. A young unmarried woman; a beauty.

A female officer appointed by goTernmenti referring to

an ancient Empress who took in her train certain ladies of

the palace, to perform the rites of sacrifice to the silk-worm

spirit.
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I1AOU.

Good; general term applicable to whatever is good of

its kind. Read Ha6u, To esteem good) to like; to take

pleasure in; to answer the purpose well ; to enable one to

do ; that one may have it in one's power. Kind ; salutary ;

uieful ; valuable. Well ; right ; very ;
in a good or consider,

able degree. As an interjection, Well ! right ! having moral

qualities, virtuous. Proper , fit ; convenient, skilful Haou

wooe
] ]tf %jfc to befond of martial pursuits.

Haou win

chang
* ^ ]=|j attached to literature. Keen paou yiih

yfh jth, haou yth jlh Jf jj 3i 1^0
a precious gem seen a day, is loved a day ; i. e. it is admired as

long as it is seen. H aou heS 1 ffi
to be devoted to learning.

Tow ke to haou $ It fifr 1 throw in what he likes ;
hit

his liking or his wishes. Haou tsew 1 ypS addicted to wine.
I * \ -I

Haou sth "ffi dissolute ; debauched ; a slave to sexual

gratification!!. Haou le i|l fond of gain ; covetous.

Haou ming 1 & a lover of fame : ambitious. Haou tsew

!h che too 1 Wl 35 ~~/ A-fc a drunkard and a debauchee,
(i 3 I. A_ JAC

Haou seay 1 JPC a good many, rather much. Haou ke tsze

'

1 $! !$
a 00<1 manJ tlraes - Haou sMh fan

I ^ fS

good or fit to cat rice ; i. e. either so well as to be able to

eat; or it is the proper time to eat; or when ridiculing a person,

it implies that he is good for nothing else but to eat. Tso

haou j'm, hing haou sze ttfr ^ fa-
[ lp

^ a gOO(j

man and do what is right. Haou haou seen sing 1
| -^p

/|:
a ery good tutor. Haou pBh j6 naou

'

~T^ 2$^, B|
a very warm bustle ; a great concourse ; heat and clamour ;

a ffite that goes off well. Pflh Hit seang hwuy haou sSng

mun mun
^f> flf ^ffj fjj" ^ ^fc Eyj P3 be'"S U "able l

have a meeting (with the person alluded to) I have become

very sorrowful and melancholy. Ptlh che haou tae ^K 4jQ

I ~) does not know good and evil is ignorant of what is

proper and fitting. Haou till lian I

^M-, ^W very good.

Haou ihwang kwae
j

W ^* very well in lualth and chear-

ful j very pleasant. Ping haou leaou Jfi
^

"f
recovered

from sickness. Haou joo mei j fib
J "hj\ ^& ^j^ as good

ai(or very like) a beautiful gem. Hcaou seang yu 1

easy of access ; agreeable; amiable. Hnou pe ke

' a good spleen aura,' good tempered. Huou sing tsing
j

tut a good natural disposition. Haou san tsun
j

-
in ^"

the aperture three inches.

Yung ewei haou e.

Nr.t as a recompense,

But that we may ftmver love. (She-king.)

The simplicity of ancient manners is shewnhy.the following

verse, in which a wife awakes her husband to proceed at

dawn of day and procure game, whilst he prepares the fea

at home.

Yth yen kca che>

Yu tsze e che.

fc
yu tsze keae laou.

J|5
Kin slh tsae J".

i

Ms pQb tslBS *"OI<'

To bend the bow and shoot it,

Is may husband's proper duty ;

"Tis mine to prepare the banquet ;

Till we grow old together.

The harp and viol stnll ever be before us;

And never shall we cease to cherish tranquility and /ot.

The people address a favorite prince thus,

A Ke W(>0 ta J' n '

/^ \

V Wei tsze che gae,

There are others we could serve,

But for our love of you. (She-king.)

~X 4W our not departing, and going over to some

other person, arises from our consideration of you, and affection

for you.

The T Hnou been, or ' love of virtuous and eminent

men,' much referred to by all Chinese moral writers, is ex-

emplified in the following verse ; in which the Poet laments his

own defects in being unable to draw good men about him ; and
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compares himself to a solitary tree by the way side, that is in-

adequate to afford either shelter or shade to the passing

traveller.

SSnS J u taou ts .

Pe keun tsze he'

tfa ^ j

Chung sin haou che,

Hs y iQ!zeche-

There's a solitary too tree,

Grows on the road' left side ;

Ah ! yonder worthy good man ;

How deign to come to me.

I love him in my heart ;

Would that I could entertain him ! (She-king.)

!iij
the Poet, by using the solitary too tree, represented his

own loneliness and weakness, and humbly expressed his being

unworthy of the friendship of good and eminent men, whom

he loved.

SEEN. A woman's name.

FAN. From woman and a round ball. .Various

knowledge and talent, capable of being turned or applied,to

many purposes ; a clever woman.

KE. A woman's name.

A go-between in making marriage alliances; to consult-

about uniting two families. ChS, chS urh sing che hS chay

ch* deDOtes a con~

lulling about the union of two persons of different surname).

Mei chS tung yen foo moo ting ming, jcn how nan neu ko

tse'o hwSn yin che le yay ML 5& "==
^/* -jj

communicates with the parents of each party, and they deter-

mine; after which the marriage presents from the man, may.

be accepted by the woman.

Same as
jjf. Hoo, Good and beautiful.

YU. Decorous intercourse between different

persons. This character is dubious.

JOO.

As; according to; like, seeming as if; manner, in these senses

it sometimes follows two or more Adjectives. To go towards;

the second lunar month. Used for tfn Urh, in Joo kin 1

/* now. Forms a part of several proper names. Joo tsze

Jt(^a
this thus. Joo ho I

/feT aswna' now- J

e sze
je^ |p what is agreeable to one's wishes. Wan

sze joo e
J|fj

JR
;g[

all affairs, and every occurrence

agreeable to one's wishes.

1 ft f * 1 t f - '7)

^n amongst men there are both agreeable and disagreeable;

and amongst affairs or things, there are also agreeable and

disagreeable ; by agreeable is meant things th.it go according

to one's wishes. Puh.joo^K 1 not as ; andMdh joo V^
1

not so, not as, answer to the word better, referring to two ways

of acting, the first mentioned is not so good as the last, or the

last named it belter than the other. ^ ffij xf
'

/^L

once seeing for one's self, is better than a hundred hearsays.

Joo tsze fang haou
'

[J^
~fc lit. it must be thia, and

then it ill be well. Sze tsing joo ho pan le 1ft 'K
|

Ipl

how is the affair to be managed? Neyaoujoobo
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W* "^ I rF
*"" ^ *"u WIS '1 '' ? ^ew P*5 *1 k J ^

the sze "Xl /<\ lij" ffi ^ 3|. there is an affair in

which not any thing can be done. Sang piSh joo sze che wei

g.m / yK ^^ y^ ^j ^?jr there is more repose in

death than in life ; this is either the language of personal

discontent or, abuse (if other people; meaning that they are

troublesoire and useless, and h:iJ better be dead. . an yne te

joo shang too
_ _ <Jjj*

\ wi I0 lne tl'ird moon the

Emperor repairs to the higher Imperial residence.

Joo yay
|

jnj as if; appearing as if; seemingly. Oc-

curs sometimes, placed after the circumstance of which it

speaks; for example, Tl
^V> jj& ^JHR

tgb /ml 'hpl

^.JW xf> Hb g^ "^ Confucius amongst the village as-

semblies of his kiudred, appeared at a plain honest person,

and seemed as one unable to speak ,' but it is added, that in

the legislative assemblies, he /m?
|

S debated and argued

questions, yet in a respectful manner, (tun-yu.)

U\ Mencius said, under an active

despot, the people have seeming rejoicings and gladness ; but

under a legitimate king, they svem to have a more free, and

quieter enjoyment of themselves. (MSng-tsze)

abruptly so is its coming; like a flame buFsting forth; like

death, like complete rejection. (Yih-king.)

Joo yu Cbang she 1 rkj jp[ J^ and Joo 'k wei Le she

J7 ^& flf two eminent scholars of the Sung Dynasty,

and commentators on the five ancient books, called Wooking.

Joo.he fail I

^j
/Bn the As-if-coming Budh; which

phrase the Chinese consider a translation of the Indian word,

or words, which they express by the sounds
| [JuT Wft JMi

To-o-kea-too. Joo-tae Bndh, is that divinity whose rule

over the world is represented as past.

) ~T ~"
^.i\f

Joo meen tan ml
riijj

a if conversing face to face ;

name of a novel, 5 vol. Price, 1 mace. 8 cand.

Joo she wo wan -S- ^U |
rl thus 1 have heard. A

novel, 4 vol. Price I .mace, 4 cand.

Joo Isaou 1 i
. i the name of a plant.

Joo knon been
|

M, U& A keen district in Keang-nan

Province.

FE, or Fei.

Hoyal or Imperial concubines. The
j|? Tse, Wife or

Queen, is called | How; those next in rank, viz. the fe

Tse'g or Concubines, are called Fei. The term ii also applied

to the wife of the heir apparent.

Hwang te yew san shlh Ifih knng- fei neu |p RS 'S"

/\ 'jjj*
~u~ Ibe Emperor has thirty .six apart-

ments, containing concubines. Tung kui'g fei
TJS

'e

the concubines in the eastern apartments. Hh
^gf

i the

concuiiines in the western apartments; according to Chinese

usa^e, those on the vest side, are inferior to those on the east;

the middle space is the most honorable, hence Ching-kung Jfc
. f ,

^? the middle apartment or palace, denotes Ihe person who re.

s'ules in it, via. the Emperor's Tse ^fe wife, the Queen. Teen

tsie che tse yue how , yew yne kwS moo ~fc -r ~/ "^
-

^pf^ F
| j^ /^;ll!''

so" of he.Vi'ii'< wife is called lime,

and also called the nation's mother. Tsce yn8 fei 5?. p
the concubines are called Fe, (rr F<'i. Tae tsze che fei

~k -4- 77 I the wife of the heir apparent. Kwei fei

gT I hoitorahle lady is now thetit!e given to the Imperial

Concubines. Te'en fei neang neang kin kea fung teen shang

.hin5 n,o. ^ 1 toW&lN''#Jiyjl-ft
her ladtship the Queen of heaven, .has been promoted liy

an act of the Imperial government, to the title, In beavfn

above, the holy molher. Ching fe J ]

is used in the

Le-King to denote the first in rank of the two wives of the

ancient monarch & Shun, and Chang fei -J^ is used in

the same sense. Sang ke fei gow^ j
] ^ lost his (or

her) partner in this expression Fei
j

lias the sense of Pel

jHjl] a fellow; a comrade; a partner.
1-1
^

The ancient distinction of titles or terms for wives of

different ranks, as j;iveii in the Le-king, is this

^ A K^ A Ei ^ llle Emperoi'g wile is called
yv /v'/jii\ s v i i^

Ilnw} princes i.f stated wives are called Foo-jin ; governoi'j

wives, Joo-jin ; schulat's wives, iirc called Foo-jiiit and the

common people's wives are called Tse, bj this, it appears that

the terms Fe and Htw, were anciently applUd to the auie



person. The reigning Tartnr dynasty in China will not now

admit the word How being applied to European Queer;, hut em-

ploys the word Fei, which is the subject of the above example.

WANG.

From fugitive or abmfanrd and woman. Confused ;

incoherent; irregular; disorderly, untrue: immoral; wild;

extraragant. A negative; not
existing; to cease to exist.

Occurs in the stwe of
Ji^ Fan, All.

The expression Woo wang^ j

not disorderly, in the

YTIiking, is differently understood I y commentators ; instead

of the sense above given, some lliink it mean* notjaltetj/ ; and

th.t it corresponds to the term Che ehing :>
^jltt

ulm st

lincerity; iu the second of the four books, viz. tfa /I*
r*> 'FH
Ciiung-yung.

^f n ril ^ wlle" u '"1(
' r lhe he ve 'he thunders ac',

11 things are kept in ortier , the ancient kings imitated this,

and in proper s:-asn afforded nourishment to every creature.

They consider thunder, not as symptom of disorder, but the

contrary, a,.d snv ^ ft % ^ ^ f^ ^ ft jfo^ iflj HX. %$ wlu'" il ""'"ders, the negative and positive

powers (Yin and Yang) harmonise, and their coming in contact

makes the sound.
J/ ] ^ ffi ^ pr,

)Ce(|ing

without confusion, obtains the accomplishment of its wishes

or success. (Yth-king.) -^ | ^ jf lhe principles of

order or of perfect sincerity ; tlie natural, and true course of

nature whilh is imitated by every good m:m.

Kwang wan" c'ie j.n, pfih ko seai-g keaou fa- 1 ~V A

"T ~ T W\ j*~~
f^

A^ RJ Tfl .X.
wil '' a Craz

3
r disorderly person it is improper

to have any iultrcourse. Wang tS wang wei che too 1 4t

115!
-*/ "tA"

fmj /^VL "
"'""rderly ill-behaved blackguard. Woo

che wang ts6 Wt ^J | ft ignorant and irregular conduct.

Che sin wang ,<*,.*
|| fo j ^| f()o|ish hear , W|d dis()r

dcrly thoughts, ^hfh shiih tan ta wane wei ^ IS BB -*-
, .. K 'fin /Jil /^.

^ really >hows great audacity, and disorderly behavinur.

whenever
disorderly thoughts arise in the mind, correct

them by the saying* of the sages and worthies contained in

YOI,. I. 5 q

acknowledging an incoherent tale to be true; nhoiild it r- T n

prove to be true, such conduct is irregular. Wang ehing 1

HlH to give false evidence. Wang tseu
[ Jfo to take what

dors not belong to one. Kin ch.mg Jin chc wing joo yay
wanS

j /(^ J\^ ~_ ^f jjS -Q/ now-a-days to lhe

multitude called literati, the term is mitapptlrd. (Le king.)

The Joo, or learned of ancient times, ere student* of moral

propriety, as well as of letters: and the app.llation wai

nearer the western designation of a stoic philosopher, than

merely a learned man ; the Lc-king thus describe* the

feeling of a joo, & fo *' KS I* 1A

'fj P] nX Iffn
lhc

l
ln 'l sophe'

i

is not broken spirited

under poverty, and a mean condition ; he is not elated by

riches and honors
j kings and princes cannot by any tyranny

make him disgrace himself; nor can the oppression tof

inferior ruler* cause him to abandon his priciples. They go

on to say, that the Joo, or philosophers, falsely so Called

^ A flB J^ jfjj ifr -fj
slu 'y for merefame r interest;

and ii> pursuit of these ends, they ^ fa ^ ^ |jg ||

jUjJ
35 point out awhile colour, and call it bl.ick as ink;

they calumniate virtue, and call it vice.

The phrase J\^ Wang jin, occurs in the vvriliiigs of

Mencius, denoting 4 brutish person, who is lot to all fedingt

of moral propriety; and whom the k'udest, most menk.and

reasonable behaviour, fails to influence. The passage is known

by the appellation ^
T

fr| |^ the three self examinations:

because Menciu* recommends the ^ ^L good man, when he

meets with^^ Hun.; neih, U.ire snnahli; opposition from

other persons, to ^ ^ turn back his thoughts on hinifelf,

and examine whether or not he has been ^f-. jTjS ^ /t/nrfand
'I'-^A jliiV

civ>l, and faithful, whith are the three things referred to

ahove: if he can answer to himself in the affirmative, he theo

determines to consider lhe other man a beast, and not vex

himself further about him. (MXn^tsze.) Jj ;J^ ] ^
^ j^ -^

H"9 is a
d.sordorly brutish person witb whom

nothi.ig ca.i be done.

HUNG. A woman's name.
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An ancient form of
J|j5 Ke, A concubine.

YEN. A wife with her dresi adjusted, and all

tiling! placed in order. Smart, active.

FOUR STROKES.

TAN. Delight, joy.

JIN.

From traman and to tusttin. Pregnant wi:h young ; to be

with child.

FOO. To covet. One says, The appearance of

a woman. Read Yew, To look with indignation or resentment.

Same ai fffT Yen, Flattering; pleating.

TSING. Still; retired , quiet; the disposition

which constitutes the chief excellence in woman.

HEAE.

Dislikes; jealousies; envy. Hoheae^ J
petty jealousies.

J EN. Tall elegant figure; slender and flexible.

Jen-jo I $$ tall and delicate.
f^f J

WAN. A woman'! name; to bear % to lite.

HAOU. Open ; vacant ; coarse.

CHUNG. In torn* placet ii applied ai

designation of a huiband'i cl.ler brother; and in the northwest

part of Chin', is applied to A hutbaud's father.

"A. A womsn's name
; or according to others,

Pa tow J/fj
denote* the single tuft of hair braided up

to form a woman's head-dress.

TOO.

From woman and additional apartment ; or f om >t"ne,

implying barren. A wife who envies or is j.'alous of her

husband. Envy; envious; jealousy and ill-will appearing

in the countenance ( when by actions, it is expressed c y Ke

Ir" a selfish mind. Sang to.i sin^ ij to become

jealous. Tiff h too A&
j

envy ; jealousy and ill-will

generally. Too foo
"] jjjjtt

an envious woman, peculiarly

applicable to families in witich polygamy exists, where envy

and ill-will prevail much. Too foo 1 * the envious
I /*r

wife; name of a plant in the Pun-tsaou.

Foo jin been Ifh, pdh sang too sin Ttor? /^ yy /m ,Jf\

/k ii* ^ or Foo been woo too ke -flm E? 4Ht 1 S>
-1- I ** 7*'l< f% i\v I tVSi

if a wife possess th virtues proper lo her sex, siu: dors not

cherish envy nor ill-will (against the other females of the

family). Foo jin keVn foo tsen tse'S, tscKh sSng too sin

her husband marry a concubine, she immediately becomes

envious Tlwac neu jin ching wei too foo
jjfj

-W- A
i||

/mj jSMf
a spoiled bad woman, ii called Too-J'ot, an

envious wife.
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The tj rants of the female lex in China are induced

by their system of polygamy, to write and talk much against

the vice of envy in wives, who see concubines preferred

to themselves, liy Ih ir husbands. Grave moral writers

adopt the sune striiin ; thus a wife who sees ^H ~fc
t

>jj
f

j$ t ^T I ^ fjl -
]|f X/l

her husband's affeotions

set upon a thve girl, or a couci.hine, without envy or ill.

treating the parties, has merit to be n.ted at lieo hundred, in

the scale of virtues and vices. Howt'Ycr, on the other hand,

to avoid giving ui;necess:ry cause for envy, they S'y to the

husband,, that he who fj ^ ffi ^ Jfc ^ |S ^
$ $M 'IF $

~"
$C H Al

* improper seasons

admits the presence of the servant maids, and talks and

la-.ighs with them, so as to cause h's wile to become suspicious

and envious, and t<> disagree with the servants, commits a

fiult to be rated at three, every time such conduct is repeated.

(Tseuen-jiii-keu-hM3.)

That the prosperous man ii often envied, is thus taught hy

ancient writ,,, =
,

g| jg ^
there are tl ree circumstance, lor which a mar, is haled of Ins

neighbour,-He yho attains high rank amongst the rubles is

.nvied by others; he who hoL's a place of high authority in

the state, is hated by his prince ; and he whose emoluments

are great, has the dislike of every I'ody who come with it. fun-

hiih-gaou |^ jj$ ^ 10 whom this was addressed, said in

wply, that he hoped to avoid these resentments hy th * means,

I he higher I rise

amongst the nobles, I try to shew a more louly temper; the

greater my authority in the state, I stud* to be tew ambitions ;

the richer my emoluments bectin , 1 extend more widely in)

thariiiet. (Leg-laze.)

An ancient historian says, that envy is a constant attendant

in the hnrums of despots, and in the courts of princes His

Tf ^ T/j Q i$A
a woman

> whether fair or ugly, whes she

enters the harem is sure to be envied; and a s holar whether

virtuous or vicious, when he enters the court, is equally liable

to the sitne bad passion. lUrh-shTh-yifh.she.)

From teaman and branch; a base woman. Women of

pleasure; singing girls ; players on musical instruments;

whores; prostitute*. Profissed prostitutes were first intro-

duced in the armies of the Han dynasty.

Since no one can innocently hire another person to com-

mit a crime, the Chinese moralists reject the absurd pretext

made by dissolute men, that as
-jif-
M &

%ft- ^ fj ^
B^ / & ^flffi ^- prostitutes receive a pecuniary eorn-
HTJ <3- <CJ /i> PJ

pensation there is no harm in a lewd intercourse with them.

And the penalty they threaten consists in a sort of retribution,

which falls on those connected with the offender. They call

upon abandoned husbands and fathers to reflect that if iy ^

A '$-\ tonight debiuch the daughters of other parents ;

it is likely that other men may this night debauch my daugh-

ters; but should this immediate retribution not take place,

they then teach, that Such men 7^ jlj& ^>f $J
" treasure up

the wrath (of heaven) against the day of wrath,
" and it will

fall upon them more heavily at a futur period ; and .M
-pr

ffj 3p- -+ -f yK j yj^u TJQ
in succeeding generations

their wives, concubines, or daughters will becon.e whores and

pro tit ites. (Tseuon-jin keu-hwS.)

Ke yth yu chang foo ; neu y5 ; yJn'foo l.iou keu
|
ym

called a si .^ie.g woman ; female musician ; lewd woman, and an

old go astray. The last word Iceu isan exampleof severing

the p irts of a character and giving the whole a meaim R wh ch

it doL's not in its usual acceptation possess,
thus they si*, Keu

is made of ^Chmn, To err or go astray, and |^
Yu, Wil*.

and so make Keu mean, a woman who goes astray with a ma. .

Ke neu tse'S kih tso sSng le yay -j %j ^ jpjC
il

TIP
|(f

a whore receives visitors for a livelihood. Jin *" ke

neu wei peaou kih
J\^

5S
| ^T ^ $fc^ men who pass

the night with whores are called Peaou-Mh, whoremongers.

Kekea yew kwan yug hwa-lin ; kea choo cliuen, yiie hwa

ting ; ke kea choo shwfiy peen, yu shwBy leaou
| ^ 7ft
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prostitutes have house? Ihey arecalJed

forests of flowers; when they liveiii vessels on Hie water, they arc

called flower beats; when they live by the water side, these pros-

tituks habitations are called water tenU.

It ill fit
wlu>r ' s " f >. are

otherwise c.illed T-een-shoo tsze, (he money-making tie' s ;

'i ili.lci-n hnn^', specks of red; Yew-shwuy-soo, the perfume

comb, and persons devoid of shame. These name* with the

exception of the last, were assumed hy notorious courtezans

of former times The Tung-tow, blue or azure lof , is a

term applied to bandy homes: Hung low # Ifc a rett

loft, in contradistinction from hlue or azure loft, denotes the

ap-irtmcnts of virtuous wonun.

Sin yan;: ke ^ $j ]
a famed prostitute and player

on the
j|Jr ^r Pe pa (a sort of S uilar) who lived about

1SOO years ago, on the bmks of the great river Yang-lsze-

keang. Ke neu
| -J

name of a plaut, Quasdara species lilii

rubri. (MS. Dictiomry.)

KANG. A beautiful woman.

Read Hang, A woman's name ; a perverse disposition.

CHUNG. A woman's name.

YAOU. A teaman laughing or tmiling.

A strange, unaccountable, superhuman appearance or

sound; faries; elfs, &c. Unusual, strange dress.

Yaou tsing
j ^jjf-

a supernatural essence ; a spirit, elf,

or fairy; an imaginary genius, conversant on the earlh, and

distinguished by a variety of fantastical actions, either good

or bad; often appearing among mountains, caverns, and

grottos; sometimes imagined to be women, who. (as Jervaise

Tilleberry, Marshal of Aries, said of fairies in the 13th

tentury) choose themselves gallants from among men, who

ire generally made to smart evcrely for such unnatural

intercourse ; a i*rt of yellow jaundice and extreme emacia-

tion being the result.

Yaou-tsing, of the Chinese, like the Nymphs and demons

of Theocritus, often appear on the mountains and in caves,

In v
ing tlie resembl mce of beautiful women. He Tm^ jjlg

Tf,M the fox sprite, or fairv, sometimes appenrs a a most

beautiful nymph; and snmet', nvs as a ve-ier-blc old man.

There is a nvai'te in 16 d oil. vols. called I,eaou chae

ch"! e JO 7

jjft -v^ -vfc the f irliiitoui nnrr'tion of strango

occnrences, whii-h 's the Faery Cnernr of C! im. The writer's

object is snij to he an exh.biiion <>f the v'nionarj- fleeting

nature of all terrestrial things. There is another small

romance of a similar kii.d, in 5 thin vok c.lled Luy fung ti

Pa ne ta pan fill sze y ih ko laou yaou Is'mg teih yang tszo

take you and dress you up in the fashion of an old demon

fairy. Ta pin lib yaou teaou fe chang iy ifr
ffl | ^S(

3fe
'jK

dressed like a most extraordinary and fascinating

sprite.

Yaou kwae I

'j^ strange unnatural appearances, ref.-ri

to portents, omens, and prodigies ; amongst the Yaou e
]

jjt

ominous, portents are mentioned
jjjfe

'4$. ^j
iS iffS jrfc

^ a cock biting off its own tail, and
||jjj| J|j

X>
^.V jjjfe

a hen being changed into a cock. (Urh-shm-yTh-slie.) '1'lieie

are fltJ 1 Fuh yaou, Monstrosities in dress, cither of (brm
' lr\ 1

or colour, which portend something had, such as the conceit

of the dandies in England, which as the Chinese s-iy of similar

fancies, indicates an innov.ling revolutionizing spirit. The

present fashion of wearing yellow in China is thought very omi-

nous of a change of Dynasty. She yaou g$ |

poetical

monstrosities: such as Lord Byron's Poetry. Tsuou yaou

~%i* 1 vegetable monstrosities, which arise from en ting down

trees in an improper season. Koo yaou
^jjjr

strange

drumming sounds, which are he id without being atle to

account from whence they come. Yay yaou ,M^
I night

omen*, such as of the clouds and winds.

A brief enumeration of yaou kieae prodigies may be seen

in the 101st vol. ^ ^|| $0 ivS Yuen-keen-luy-han, Tut

ocean mirror classified.
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In the account called Tso-chuen, of the wars amongst the

Chinese states (B. C. 250\ there is mentioned
Ij^g

TO
~j/

or as it is otherwise called
jji'pT

1 a portentous omen of

snake* fighting. They teach in the same work, that
| ^

1=1
/ffe these portentous omens do not make themselves and

that heaven does not send them without cause, but thit

}Jj /^ JuS -Hi portentous omens arise from man, he draws

them upon himself bt his extravagant crimes. J^ JK ij

H|| JSL vhen man abandons the ordinary course of moral
y^t I > \

propriety, these portentous omens arise. (Tso-chuen.)

Heuen-tih ~t? %& a famous general during the ct\\\ wars

of Chinn, in the 3rd century, said of his opponent, that ns

w? E /fflhf hr used m.mc spells, he pnriiosad to fs^ fJv
1/X. ni I TTI i I"

.^ ffi] ilH. t ke the b'ood of slain pigs sheep and dogs, and

having cuustd his men to^^ (1| 5^ lie '" "'"bu* 11 al lhe

top of a hill, till the enemy came up, he woulJ- then spurt down

the hlo"d upon them, and so loosen the spell.' Yew kin show

yaoii, yew hwa mftii ia:>u /H~ ffi BT ^H" Ay ~fa

there are iprilet of birds and lieasts , and there are sprite* of

flowers and trees. lling yaou ts5 kwae
JJJL

1 ^ 'j^

raise the fariet and do strange things. Yaou Uing me jin

TTO V^ A. sprites and faries stupify man.

'A

f

Chen keen "^^ a pleasing Inugh. Read Been or Hin f

Bflaulif.il; some say, A woman of a light and flippant deport-

ment. Read Kin, Applied to an ancle'* wife.

YUN. A surname.

MEAOU.

From woman and small ; woman ii the most fascinating- and

divinepart of the creation. Spiritual, and incomprehensible

transmutations, d.licntc, minute i fine ; subtile. Spiritual; ab-

trusc; wonderful; good in a high decree; excellent. A doli-

cate aud attractive smile ; a
flatUriiig winning manner

i. 5 R

CHEN, or Keen.

Chung jin kan leaou, too thing ke meaou fl? A

n" >aw

nounced it
extraordinarily admir ible. Tsing we gaou meaou

WJlMvv I
'"btile, minute, profound, and admirable.

Meaou show
j j|ii

a most admirably skilful hand in

any department; whether as a writer, or in the medical

profession, &c.

Sze e wang, pfih chuy tseu meaon ^
^ when an affair is past and gone, to relinguish the

pursuit of it, is the very best thing that cm be done.

Shaou yen chin nnh tsny meaou /)/
"" Mf !?jl -fit

1

Jf fJ (/V. .mA -TX I

to say litt'e, and to think deeply, is the vtry best line of

conduct. We we, me ion meaou & $b I I subtile and
l/Vt vy* I I

t>truse in the hi. best deree. Joo wei jin kelh meaou
.^f

^ A -^ 1
y J are a most admirable person. Ke jin

shin niraou ^ \ ^ ^

that man is very extraordinary.

M'in chang keTh meaou ^ ^ ^ ] a m,,st admirable

pie<-e of wrling. ?hc tso tih mraou |^ ^ M
|

the

poetry is adminljy composed. Keaou yen meaou yu ~ffi_^. 4 T^ w

P I TO'
clever la"guage and admirable conversation, w

itty.

Kimg ting yew ho meaou ke ko to che

1^T ST ^T u3 /2 8entlemen "hat good plan

you, that may induce the hope of success.
^ifl

.

ft HE ]
^"""y"" l"ughig snid, although on the hill

the moon hine is good, it is not at all to be compared to

the moon shi,ie by the side of water, that is more admirable.

They say, on the hill there i< but one moon; near the water,

many moons appear reflected.

The Yih-king thus speaks of Spirit, jf$ ^ ^ ] |g

$fy ifij TO) "W ^" iii
S
''
irit is so callld from its l)ciQS

the most inscrutable of all things; tl.ey explain spirit so as

to denote, not an independent, intelligent being, but an

invisible intangible essence, that pervades every thing, and

is always ure.>eiit with material forms. Jg n'/H /i
j

in.il'j K^v 1 1 mi i

iPl' ifii l^C 13 a" malt'

r ' a ' existencies have .traces

which may be seen; but tlie spiritual, essence whiih is in

them, has no traces that cau be seen; yet spirit is
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-.absent from matter; thus that admirable (or suhlile,) and

inscrutable something which is in all material existencies is

spirit ;w hi h it from this circumstance called tubli/r, (inscru

itble or admirable.) They add, it is spirit which in the

thunder shakes ; in the wind agitates, in the fire scorches,

in the water, mollifies; which terminates and recommences

the existence of things, and works all the varied changes

which take place in nature. Some affirm that
jjjjfe ^ jj{

ySv spirit is to be considered its heaven and earth, or nature,

others speak of it as something different from, but pervading

and animating nature.

In the stoical philosophy of^ -f- Laou-tsze, it is s id

that ^ jffi ^ ( $$ it
]

he who constantly divests

himself of all desires will b.r a L- to s'e the admir hie mature;

or as they explain it ; the unity of the :"f-i etei n .1 reason.
*=4

Yen ching tsze yew 5 )$ ^f- Wi is introduced in the

writings of the philosopher Chwang-lsze
^jf

-
saying, that

from the time he heard Tung-k8 tsza-kc'
jj^ JJjfi -J-^

doc.rine,, /V *f jffi ^ *P ft ^ *P 4' A.
*f

Ifff /C '" e '8'lt years he knew not death nor life, and in

nine years he attained a great and admirable degree of perfec-

tion in virtue. 6} his not knowing death nor life, it is said

he meant, that he had attained a happy stoical indifiVrcnce or

apathy, which rendered him equally easy under every possible

occurence. Meaou yfih \ -f- the admirable gem, name

of oi.e of the female characters iii the uovel called &
Jkfc

5L the dreams of the red chamber.

SA, OF Seo. A womau'a name ; the countenance.

Same as BJ Pel, One month's pregnancy.

Same as % She or Che, An epithet applied to do-

ceased parents.

Same as
flj| Che, Ugly, foolish, dissolute.

Kt>Ut/. A handsome appearance; beautiful.

Read Yui, Be.utiful eye brows. One lays, A vexed and

envious appearance.

CHWANG.

From a couch, or the petal of flowers and woman. Dressed ;

ornamented ; the face painted or danbid in the manner of

Chinese females. CliwangshTh
jjjj-

Mj dressed > ornamented;

adorned ; painted; glossed over. Chwan<c pan
j d^ dress,

generally ; dressed, ei'.her well or ill. Chwarg leen
'

-^
or

|gfc
1 Kea chwanf, A lady's toilet, et cetera ; the portion

of furniture and household necessaries given -with a daughter

as a marriage p<e<ent,

Ta fan soo chwang ^J 'M- Jsfc to dress and comb.

Nan tsze pan neu chwang fit -f- ^V -n~
j

a man drested

in worn MI'S cluthes. Jin kea neu pe pan chwang lecn A MX?

~yT JTO j5f 1 'K a nia" w '10 arr 'es '''s daughter, (iruvidel

lor her a toilet. Chang ke chwang pan teaou tan \& fjf^

J^ /]> J'_ in a play drtisrd a female , persons so dressed

are said to he icrally employed by some of their auditor!

fur unnatural purposes, and, when personable, to receive from

the managers a large income ; or a sum equal to a thousand

Spanish dollars annually.

Soo tow cha fun wei chwang pan ^ 0H M.
%& f?

|

comb the hcd and paint the f ice constitutes drcfsing.

Tsiiy chwang ke ^ ] ^ a le'ter to urge to dr-ss, derotei

a note sent by the bridegroom on the morning of the marriage

day, requesting the bride to hasten and come to lii parent'*

house : the expression is framed
!-y the Tartars : the Chinese call

the same thing Ying shoo
jfjj

-V-. a letter lo meet the hr'de.

I ' the
-p* ^|J twenty one histor'nns, 44'.h vol.

Snow ^ the wife of gen nl Ke ^ who livid about (A. D.

250,) is thus describ, d ^ ^ fflj

If i KBf
beautiful, and cxcelle.l in adapting a fascinating fiiry-like

manner i she ma.le melancholy eye-brows, and affected to

shed tears i her hair was braided ou one side, like a nuo
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falling off a horse; and she walked with mincing steps, as

if her waist were broken ; hi r simpering smile seemed to

indicate that her teetl) ached. The commentary aays, her

aff.-cling to weep was shewn bj her
ijf Ej

~T\ wiping (her

cheeks) below the eyes. The account of her manners and

dress, clones by observing
Ijfa

ft m, ~fc the train of her

single garment trailed on tbe ground like a tcx's tail. She

and her husband after varied scenes of dissipation, extra-

v.igauce, and cruelty, both committed suicide on the s une day.

"JFff*

J*IL
TL[ J|*

An ancient form of$ llaou, Good.

Same as tne preceding. Read Ncu, A Corcan name.

YEN. Rest; repose, quiet.

KS-6 to take or collect together.

Wa-naJfJ? |
the appearance of a fat little child; a handsome

appearance.

II IN. A woman's name.

FUN. Funhoo the name ofan ancient

flt.te in Chira Yen chekeS; Krg clip kan; Fun boo rhe

ko ; Woo yn rhe kin selli ; t<7c tsne che nici r h ly yny

f^.itfclt XlH % |li
'he horns of Yen, (he mulberry

timber of Kinj j the :irrow-l:amboos (Funhor>; the metals

of Woo-yue
1

,
these are all excellent commodities. (.Chow-le.)

YU. An appellation of what is excellent and

good. TscJSjugjg
I a certain female officer.

The epithet of a deceased mother. Ttoo pe jffi

a female ancestor. Kaon pe ^ ]
Kaou, denotes A deceas-

ed father; and Pe, A deceased mother, deceased parents.

Sang yu f..o
; yug moo; yne tse: sze yug kaoii; yu pe ;

yug pin ; show yug tsBh, twan ch<5 yu puh Iflh /fc Cj

B T> jf^
dlirinS lheir lives tf>e terms for father,

mother, and wife, are Foo, Moo, and Tse ; after death they

are called Kaou, Pe, and Pin. When a father did in a good
old age, the term Tiiih ia nsed ; when his life is cut ihort,

the phr ISH P&h-luh is employed lo express hia dying. By the

term Pin, a| Plud to a wife after her decease, it ia intended

to praise her for the correctnesa of her cooJuct. The termi

Tsiih and rsh Kh, expresa that the deceased had Tirtue and

talents to fit him for high officea in the service of his country,

Although he did not actually fill them. (Le-kiag.)

1 KEUN.
1 V
From woman and to adjutt. A female beginning to drew.

T'HO.

From a daw
)il

iced above woman. Kept down ; tranquil ;

steady ; safe; s-cure. Occurs denoting To fill. Can to

~fc composed s steady. Tii.g to ^ fixed aafdy.

Keth to
Tfvjt. ^ extremely well settled and safe.

To
|

occurs in the She king in reference to placing ia

a slrarfy quiet posture the effigy ofadeceas d pireit, which

it was u<n.il to worship, and oflfer lil>ations to, in ancient times.

TaeyBh tsami e se.ing llh ti.ig ting to to *@ ^ 1 P
oB- I"!W ft* 1 ]

Tlle> ah had alreadJ contrived it

in a manner that was perfectly safe. Fun foo pae lo tang

jin kan show heang ho, pub she ta e tin te.h ^ P^J
1^

SAm % ^X-^F JiA! it
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safe person to take care of the insense and the fire ; it must

not be done in a loose inattentive manner.

^rfj* FUNG. Every sort of intrigue and levity of

conduct, is expressed by Fung. An ancient local word.

^

WAN. A good appearance.

CHOO. Beautiful and exellent.*
To impede ; to injure ; an impediment , hindrance ; objec-

tion j injury. Yew ho fang gae^ ^ 1 W& what objec-

tion is there ? what is there to be apprehended. Chay ho ko

mae. pfih fang shlh pun jg j^ pj" ^ ~fi

'

ifc /fc.

these goods may be bought, there in no danger of losing the

prime cost. Chay sze tsing pnh fang, tae wo m'ug jih yu ne

pan to tsew she leaou jg ||$ ^ J $ ^C $ 3

^ j/T\ ^ $c ft ~&. T lhere ! * n"thin to be appre
~

bended fro this business ; stop till to-morrow and I'll settle

it all for you let it be so j or let it rest there.

FIVE STROKES.

ame as Jjl Pei, A pregnant woman.

TOO. From treman and itone, implying barren.

A wife who envies or is jealous of her husband. Envy ; envious,

jeiloi sy and ill-will appearing in the countenance. A vulgar

form of iffj Too. (Sha-uiuh.) Ste above, p;ige 610.

; or Pa.

A beautiful woman. In local use, denotes simp the

word Woman. Occurs in the sense of ftft PS, The demoof

drought ; in reference to which it is said, that wherever .

bald. herded woman lives, it is sure not to rain.

NE. A slave girl in a family is called Ne, or

Ne-tsze. Some use th'w word for Ne koo 1
-Ajfc

a

priestrss of the Bndh sect, or r;ither, a Nun. Neu jin chiih

ken, s-ci fa nei ne koo -& ^ Mj j 1?f|j
M&. ^. \

-hh

a female wlio li-a*es home (and rep irs to some temple) having

shaved the h .ir off her head, hrci>-ue< a Nekofot Nun.

Rang hj sections F3 Ne, in this sense.

YAOU. Yaou neaou
j |j|

a beautiful ap-

pear.ii.ce; or according to others, Yaou laou 1 i^| disobe-

dient ; perverse.

CH'HUH, orCh'how.

Chow k '

jjjj[
t!;e wives of the eldest and second son,,

are denominated by these two words; they address each olh.-r

by them; the junior calls the senior Chow, and the senior call*

the junior Le. Read Ldh, and T'lieTh, Agitated. The heart

moved or affected by grief; di quietude of mii.d.

CHO. Quiet ; still ; effeminate.

CHAOU. A female name.

TA, or To, and Tan.

a vicious queen, famou* in history, B.C. 1109.
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NAE. The vulgar form ofm Nae.

The female breast ; milk ; to suckle. Tang jin hoo chow

shwiiy wei hwang nae
J^f ^ P^P if $6 J IP? 1

the men of Tang call sleeping in the day time, the yellow milk.

YUEN, or Wan.

Supple; yielding. The name of an animal having a deer's

figure and fishes eyes.

Same as MB Hoo, A woman's name.

1 HOW. From woman and a ihining taper.

An elegant figure ; beautiful. A man's name.

HEUEN. A woman's name. Same as
Jjj^

Keen, a woman and a cord. A woman who restrains herself

by the rules of propriety.

CHIH, and Yih.

From woman and to lose. Used for ClubWi a cousin.

Read Yih, Licentious ; lascivious j lewd.

K'HEW. A woman's name.

The original form of5U 0, Undecided.

of sisters ; the senior is called Tieay *Q. and mfi Tsae , hence

T.ize-mei Wt 1 sisters, generally. Mei, is a very general
5VW I

epithet applied to women, with considerable latitude of mean-

ing. Name of a flower. Kwei mei 3: 1 denotes the set-

tling or marriage of a woman. Wae
raeiyp

1 sisteri by the

tame mother, but a different father.

Seaou mei /^ ]
my sister, or my youngest sister. Ling

me;A. \ your sister. HeungmeiP
j

an elder brother

and younger sister. The following verse refers to the roar-

riage of <)f ^H Wan-wang with a princess of
JJtj

Sin.

Ta pang yew tSZC>

XS ^ -V Keen teen che raei ;

W5n ting keuS tseanS'

Tsin y's y u wci)

Tsaou chow wei leang ;

Pub heen ke kwang.

Of a great nation, there is a daughter,

Comparable to the angelic sisters of heaven:

The elegant presents have determined his bliss ;

In person he meets her, on the banks of the Wei,

Build the boats , make a bridge ;

Spare nought to illustrate his glory I (She-king.)

Of Chwangkeang3j;_j& a beautiful and virtuous Princess,

it is said, Tung kung che mei
Jij *5j ^/

[

a sister of

the eastern harem where the htir apparent resided. (Shi-

king)

Urh kea ke wae mei yu SheheaoushMt j^ j^ i^ #|

~f /M ? d>?
anc' m!irried his ister by the am

mother to Shehfiaoushfih. (Tso-chuen.)

As the name of a place, once the residence of the wicked

king ^ Chow, the Shoo-king thus speaks, ^^ Q
flfl A ^""f* 1 ^P Wil"S J 8 y ug . miiigtaniing.>u roei

pang. The king (Wonwang) thus spoke, make known the

great decree to Mei pang.

MO. The name of a female, famous in ancient

The mime --fast lie i the -tame of a territory; the younger !
times. Ke m ^ j

to reject or despise mechanical art* 5

6 S
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according to some, To reject or throw away fragments of food.

M8 he
I fjjjL

the mechanical arts.

Trh ke ,n, pfih Jin yay jfjj || ] ^ ^ ^ and

reject the backward students which shews a want of benevo-

lence. (Chwang-tsze.)

TS'HE.

A person equal to one's self; a wife. Read Ts'h6, To

give cue's daughter at a wife to a man. The leading distinc-

tion between a w'.fe and a concubine, is the acknowledged

equality of the one, and the complete subordination of the

other. Tse tsze
-j^-

semi-times means a wife and a son,

sometimes oily a wife. Foo Ise
-4^ husband and wife.

Tse neu
-j]r

a wife and and a daughter. Tse tse6 f ^
a wife and a concubine.

Foo Ise leang kow ho haou kwo jih 3? I .03 Q Ifl
"^trt -'

3S FJ
husband and wife, two persons, in harmony

and love passing their days. Been tse
j|?

Yirtuous

wife a term applied by Chinese husbands to their wives ;

there are in the language few or no expressions of endearment.

Jin woo tse yue kwan ^ $F
] j $fa

, man wjthout

a wife is called Kuan : whether an old" bachelor or a widower.

Teen hea tae ping, p,l, sing gSn ke tse shih ^ ~T ^ 4
"6" % 3f jt 1 tg when the world is at peace, -the

people erjoy in repose the
society of -their wives.-said in

contradiction to times of anarchy and civil discord, .

families are scattered and everyone compelled to setk their

individual
fet, . Tse tsae tsze IBh, keae Ueen ting 1 BT

T* ~~tf ht* '* J * *" ht*

ft |Jl{ / whether a wife shall be a treasure, d

cbiUren a S(,urce ,.f emolument, is all
previously settled-by

fate. (A .proverb.)

Chaou chung ta chin tan ting Uh heu woo shang we hwan
Ueu, to ,8 e neu tse che lj g ^ |fc

gre.t officers of state having heard Uiat Hen-woo had not

yet married, many of them wished to wife him by one of their

daughters.

A pupil of Confucius who was unjustly imprisoned, is

thus mentioned in the Lun-yu. Tsze wei Kunsyaychang ;

ko tse yay , suy tsae Luy .eg che chung, fe ke tsny yay, e ke

tsze tse che ^- S'K /& }A M. gi

/P-JC >C. 7p ^N jJp 01 Jyj ^Jr ~jp ] ~f_
Confucius

said concerning Kunfyaychang, it is proper to give a wife

to him, although he be in bonds and imprisonment; it is

not his crime, and he gave his daughter to him to wife.

In this example it is observable that Tsze -3^ is used to

denote Confucius, and also his daughter in the compass of

one sentence. The commentators remark that the man's

being hound with black cord, (which was the ancient usage,

fjg
fflE 3j- ffi BT" I -Hi was assuredly no impediment

to wiling him for nothing t vK 3j -5?- 'S /^ fili that
1^1 ' I C. 1=1 A^y ^N. 7^-

comes upon a person (indcpendantly of his own merits or

demerits) can either b to him an honor or a disgrace.

Mem-ius said, there were in his days five ways in which

children shewed a want of diit) to their parents; first, by

slothfulness ; second, by gaming and drinking; third, Haou

ho tsae, sze tse tsze
jff- ^ Hi*

^C^
1

-jp
1

by a selfish

love of gain, and an appropriation of it to their own wives

and children whilst they neglected th ir parents; fourth,

by /I/I" T31 @ ~^ ^C rat 'fy'
n their ears and eyes; and

fifth, by wrangling and fighting. (Mang-tsze.)

There is a clause in the laws of China to provide against

what, under such a despotism, one would scarcely suppose

possible ever to occur ; viz. 3^ ^ ^ wives or

concubines beating their husbands. It is enacted that Fan

tse gow foo chay, chang jih pih J^
S |^ ^^ ^ ,j^

5 nil wives who beat their husbands shall receive

one hundred blows; and lflhe

wish to separate from her, he shull bi^ |iei-iiiilted to do so.

Only, as in many other cases, the persons aggrieved must

themselves apply to government ; so in this case -^ g -gp

fh Sfc tliehiisb.md himself must accuse, ere conviction can take

place. If the husb;ind receive any severe and permanent hurt

in consequence of his wife's beating h'm, she is to Le strangled.

The inequality of condition is strongly marked by the

case being reversed, for Ke foo gow tse, fei che sbang, wfih

beat .the wife, but does not break her limbs or maim her,

the law shall not take any notice of it.
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There ii * clause to provide against T.ie tsee yu fuo

tsia shut) scang gow
] ^ $&< =^ |j| J|| ^g ]^

wives

anil concubines fighting with the relations of their husband,

and against
j ^ j^ $( ^ ^ $ wires and

concubines beating- the parents of their deceased husband.

(Ta-tsing-Ieiih-le.) From these provisions one would Le led

to mppose that domestic broils frequently came to blows

in China.

Wild geese have in every age, been in China, an emblem

of conjugal fidelity j thus in the She king.

lip M. HcSh jlh che tan -

Tae ping we pwan.

Cackle in reponse do the wild geese;

Diy break', and mor*;ing commences;

The bride has gone to bring home his wife;

Ere approaching spring shall have melted the ice.

The Roman goose carried in state was of silver; that of

the Chinese, which precedes their marriage processions, is

made of wo< d or tin. The comrrentator* say the allusion is

twofold, flX^tlf JPC^^H Y ' h ' UrU kC Si "
''

urh, tseu ke ho, The first, is to ihe fidelity of geese which

pair ; and the second is, the circumstance of wild g< ese in

winter passing south, and in summer going north; then by

shewing a spirit of harmony, and accordance with what nature

dictates.

By detailing the various ceremonies observed in marriages,

the Poet, in the ode from which this is taken Ttzejinirwan

jfelj V^ JJJJL
satirized the lewd disorder, and precipitancy of

the then monarch. Ling tse show moo &
| -^Z ^U:

a virtuous wife and an aged mother. (She-king ) Kea pin

mae tse. e p"ih yiu^ chung, foo jin ying kwei now foo

1

he who t oin poverty sells his wife, should not be heavily

punished ;
let the woman revert to the last husbai.d. (Ta-

Uing-luh-le.)

The scale of vices in the married state is called Foo-tse-

kwo-kih -^ ^Sj ffi
husband and wifc' error icale, or

rule. The first named i, for the husband, Wei tse o che,

meijthythkwo^ | $ft |)J^ _g to be ruled

by his wife for every day, rated at one fault. The wife's

disagreeing with her husband, is rated at one
; not rejecting

food and drink, in order to remonstrate with her husband,

is one fault. The husband's, Yung tse kwo kea, keih jdh sze

sliaon hcang, keaou tseg ne koo
;fcj 'j ijjjji

5? )(f jX

TiF /^ ^* 5^ rw: It- Wi su êT
'mS ^'s w 'fe to S ou ' ^

the house ;
and enter templei to burn incense and have inter-

course with nuns is for each a fault rated at one. Tse'5 s5

kcih luy ming hing; fang foo tse ruei tsze shlh kwo M] $a

% H ?& ft ^ fc 1 ^t ^ + ii on holiday''

and on the new moon, or in the time of thunder, to have

conjugal intercourse, is for each time, in the case of both

husband and wife, a fault rated at ten. And for the wife

He'en foo maou chow, tseen kwo M& ~K- -yd
|f|Jg

"T"
jjpfl

to dislike her husband on account of his ugly face, is a fault,

rated at one thousand! (KeS she peen 4|
Z ft ^,jjm

a collec-Kt I. /|/nti

tion of Awakening lessons to the world. 1 vol.)

Peaou-tse-yang-she $
'

^ Pf- fang-she, the wife of

Peaou: a person who lived about A. D. 608, famous for her

attachment to her husband ; a bandit, who saved her, in times

of civil commotion, which obliged her to forsake her first hus-

b.ind. Peaou, and his brother, were both murdered by those

who wished to obtain Yangshe: but she and Peaou's dog called

^j jjr- fyang tsang, were equally faithful to him; the dog

seized one of his murderers by the throat and tore him to

pieces, then rolled himself in the dust, shewing marks of the

utmost anguish, and never left his dead body. The wife first

cut off her hiir; and mangled her face by cutting in it deep

gar hes with a knife, after which she was made a nun by the king,

who desired to possess her ; she next threw herself into a well

to drown herself, from which being rescued, and recovered by

the heat of a fire, she finally cast herself into it, and was burnt

to death. (Nan-she.) Pflh tingf<.o jin yen^ ||; fyjff A.

"3" never listen to what a wife says, is a proverbial saying ;

to which it is replied, JAJ \ ^ fffl $ it

^yJ^Yin tse yen urh ching ke mei chay jih p&h

There are not a few instances of affairs having been brought
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to an CTcellent courlusion from having attended to what a

person's wife said.

PE and Peth. From woman and necessary.

A woman who preserves what is indispensable to her sex,

a decorous behaviour.

Same as J|j Naou, Vexed and angry.

SHIN. A woman's name.

TE. A woman's name.

Same as $ Tsan, Beautiful ; excellent.

CH'HE, and Ch'hen.

Small and weak or delicate. A woman of genteel gait ; who

trips light); along; clever, well educated and accomplished.

TS'HEE.

From a crime and a woman, A woman who has committed

tome crime. A woman placed in a
family above the rank of

an ordinary servant, but inferior lo the mistress of the house;

a kind of handmaid ; a wife inferior to the first; a concubine.

Chinese moraHsts do not allow a concubine to be taken till

the a^e of forty, and when there i& no hope of having male

issue by the wife. The name of a nation. A surname.

Yih tse j ih tse *^ - 1 One wife and 01 e con-

euhine. Jin ching tseu wri tse; mac teth wei tseg A j

5? ^i)$ M tft ^ 1
she whom a man correclly

names, is a wile, she who is bought is a concubine. Foojin

wci ta chay wei Ue , tso scaca chay wei tseC
jjjjt^ & ^

X
)"* ^ ^ 1

awotnan who " tne greater

(in a f.imily) is wife ; she who is the less, is concubine. Foo

che ching sMh yiie tse; Wh shih yuC tseS ^ "%_ j &
^ Tall 3i H I

she who occtinie* a hnsl and's middle
I 9 _i3X*'^* J ^r^ i - |

chamber (in his house) is called Tse'2. She who occupies a side

chamber is railed Ts'ee.

Chang tse. tse'e cheycw tsze yay ^ '

^.^3*

j uL
*'IC sen 'or concUD'ne

,
> the concubine who has born

a son.

Tseu tse pub tseu lung sing : koo me bee piih che ke sing

P

^- j{ K'J |

s ^ when ra;!I rying a wife, on of the same

surname is not taken , when buying a concubine, not knowing

her surname; a divination takes place respecting her not to

know her surname, but whether tlie connexion nill be lucky

or not. (Le-king.) Those who had M: Sing, or surnames,

in ancient times were persons of family; the mean taken as

concubines were people whom nototly knew. The same sur-

name was avoided because such alliances
JJ j|j- jp^^

approximated the state of brutes. Tsee, tseen yay J|^

-{h
the Tse? were mean low persons. (Le-ke-choo.)

Although concubinage i* allowed by the laws of China;

bigamy is condemned ; Thus, under the clause Tse tse'e shTh

seu iSt 1 Jfc ff w'fe an^ concubine losing the order
-^^ u ly. J-.

which, by law belongs to them
;

it is said that, ^ yj^^
iS 1 ^ JJ- "S Fan e tse wei IsiiS chay chang yih

pih, In every case in which a man makes his wife take the

placeofa concubine; he shall be punished with one hundred

blows. And Tse tsae, e tse<5 wei fcie chay, chang kew shin ;

] 2|$^$ A "f~ life

he who, whilst his wife is alive, puts his concubine

in the place of his wife, shall receive ninety blows, and both

parties
be again put into the rank which belongs to them.

Then follows the passage here referred to, JS yew tse, king

tseu tse chay, )Th chang kew shih, le e jk fa 3i SP^ 3^

^ ^ $*^ If-* "f" r^ Hr If he who bas a Wlfc raur-

ries another wife, he also shall receive ninety blows; and the

last wife be separated from him. (Ta tsing Lenh-le, 6 vol.)

In the notes on this law, it is said, that the meaning of

the word Tse, or wife, is being on an equality with her hus-

band. Tie nae ju foo, tse te cbe jin ^/
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fig "^ /^ til a wife is one whose person is equal in rank to

that of her husband ; but, Tsi-g chay ju foo tse'S keen urh e

3^ ^f JfzL^ j| J-^ fjjj
P a concubine is one who is

merely admitted to a sight of the husband ; hence to invert

the place of each, is Yi kwei wei tseen urh sbing tseen wei

kwci g ~fjJ J^ Bs
j^jj

4i H$? |5 j|r to degrade the

honorable to a mean place ; and to raise the mean to a place

of honor, which it is added, overthrows all the laws ofmoral

propriety and decorum.

Other cases are provided against, which shew the depravity

of human nature; as, all who
i||?

-=& 1 <& 04- jlfi IS

tS. J\ ftfa ^jjjfc ]
rent out for a sum of mouey, their wives

and concubines, to other men, as wives and concubines shall

be punished with eighty blows ; and all who 'IS.
^P?

I

^aS.

^JS jjfo $^$^ J{ ^fe-
falsely call their wives and concu-

bines sisters and marry them toother men, shall receive eighty

blows.

Against Neen laou tseu tse'e 5. jfc ~S&. 1 old men

marrying concubines, the moral writers are very decided.

:>r old men to

only destructive of persona! virtue, but is detailing a curse

on posterity, most decidedly it ought not to be done, the

curse arises from the bad example to the whole family which

uch folly exhibits. (Tseuen-jin-keu-hw8.)

Pflh king che tse'e san shih kung ~fc ffi?2 {g
I-- jfl to refrain from lightly taking concubines, is merit

rated at thirty. Tse c sang tsze fiih che chung tse'C yih

-4j
-4- SS a man's wife having already born to him a son,

if he afterwards take beloved concubines, for every one such

persou, he commits a fault rated at fifty. (Kung-kwo-kih.)

O, and Ko.

From to add and woman. To give additional knowledge

to females. A female teacher ; scbool-miitresg or governess.

Same as the preceding.

5 T

HO. A woman's name ; a fine countenance.

HEU.

Handsome ; pretty ; pleasing } aBording pleasure ; joy.

Read Keu, A common epithet for a woman in Hu-nan province.

An old woman.

ffi-u *\
occurs syn. with these four

all of which are pronounced Heu. A case occurs in

the llth vol. of the history She-ke ^ g^ where it is said

of a famous person, at the commencement of the Han dynasty,

Heang wang keen jin kung king, tsze gae, yen yu heu heu

when he saw any person behaved with reverence and respect,

with kindness and love; his speech was mild and soothing.

Other copies for the last two characters write
j

I Heu hen.

FA

An effeminate appearance ;
woman-like j good or well-looking.

CHING.

A woman's name. One says, A correct decorous behaviour.

MIN. A woman's name.

POO. A beautiful woman.

PWAN. From woman and half. A woman

during Viie" <ze tfe, the period of her monthly courses ;

under such circumstances, it was anciently the usage, E tan

choo meen W
-Pf- yjJ

fffi to mark the face with a red

pigment.
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TUNG. A woman's name.

MOO, and M6\v.

From woman and mother. A mistress or governess in

a family ; an old lady of fifty who teaches young women.

A term by which the wife of a younger brother addresses

her husband's sister-in-law. The name of a hill. A widow

of the age of fifty, who becomes a kind of school-mistress.

The wife of a younger brother culls her husband'* sister Moo.

Used to denote a midwife, vulgarly called I

/JJ
Show sing,

and ^ / Ts 6 si S-

Tse tseang sang tsze, foo she moo e fish urh tuy :St
jig.

/t -
-yc 'jjK ~/& fjw [JJJ 3Sf wnen the wife is about

to bear a child (she is removed to a side apartment) and the

husband sends the midwife (or elderly governess) to adjust

her raiment and withdraw. (Le-king.)

Moo tung moo
Ipl jfifc

moo (from woman and

mother) is the same as Moo, from woman and old, An old

woman; an aged motherly woman. Moo, neu sze yay ^

-h-
fjjjj Jh moo, is a female teacher. Moo, foo jin woo shih

woo tsze chflh, pQh fflh kea, e foo taou keaou jin rhny

moo denotes a woman of fifty years of age, who

ha had no children, and leaving her home does not again

marry, but teaches others the duties of women.

FOO.

Beautiful, pleasing, pleased. A gem with variegated veins.

Same as j The breast ; milk.

LING. From woman and commanding. A wo-

name. One says, Aa ingenious clever woman.

An ancient form of %\ E.

TSZE. From voman and a sort of apron.

or dress covering for the knees, worn by the kings in ancient

times. Tsze tst-th jay, yew jth che chilh tseth she to urh ming

1 a&te H & ft g$ no funk
7>se, denotes accumulation, as the sun after its going forth

by an accession of time becomes brighter.

TSZE.

The usual form of the preceding, under which Kang-he

gives the definition. A bride reflecting on her deceased

parents, and her former home, says, in the She-king, /,

chilh sfih y Tsze '

- /& ^J
Neu tsze yew hing,

"S" 5i!. ^ Yuen foo moo heung te,.

'

Suy keth pth tsze.

_ Went forth and passed a night on the Tse,

And ate of the road-sacrifice at the ye i

Then I a female proceeded forlorn,

Far removed from my parents and brothers:

O to make kind enquiries of my sisters;

And to obtain the society of my aunts.

According to ancient usage, in China, princesess married

to the kings of neighbouring slates, could uever return to their

parent's house i and the late Emperor Keen-lung made it a

law, that those females who were received into the palace at

imperial concubines, should never return to their parent*'

home.

Feaou heung te, yu peaou tsze mei chang ching pdh pe

^x^n^ i ^^^^j first '

with their otices, even, when grown up, do not retire from
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each other's company, hut continue to associate in some

families which ends in illicit connexions and scandals.

(Tseuen-jin-keu-hwo.)

CHE, or She. n
From women and eminent; the beginning of woman.

(ShwO-win.) The beginning; the commencement; the origin.

Read (
> ), To begin , to originate. Answers to then, when

introducing the second meiuLer of a sentence, which expresses

a ciicumstanee that must be preceded by something else. En-

ters into several proper names. Name of a hill, and of a

district. Puche7_k 1 the origin. Fang che wei jj \

jjlj
and then it may be done, something else having preceded.

Sze che
PL| jfy

the four beginnings, refers to the origin of

material existence's. San che *_ the three beginnings,

refers to the year, the sun, and the moon. Tsihche^
the seven beginnings. The name of a medicine; applied also

to Heaven, earth, man, and the four seasons. An eclipse,

that was deemed very ominous during the Han dynasty, is

mentioned thus, JTh shih yu san che
[J 15JI ^AzT

1

* I
a e~

clipse of the sun on the first day of the first moon in the morn-

ing. These three coincidencies are here called the three begin-

nings, viz., Sny che chaou, yue che chaou, jth che chaou ;

che yew chaou yay HZ W jT^lW B 23B
I 'iSk

jjjj.l -tfj the ir.orning of the year; the morning of the

month ; the morning of the day ; Che, Beginning, is the same

as Chaou, Morning. (Tse'en-han.)

One of his statesmen, Paou seuen
f^l J|f

thus addressed

Gae te JS? *]&
the mournful monarch, on the occasion. Pe

hea foo sze teen ; moo sze te ; tsze, yang le inin

4jr ?t fl-^ Mi -f It ^ K u i

duty to serve heaven as your father; the earth as your mother,

and to nourish, as jour chilJren, the black-haired people;

but he adds, since you came to the throne, your father heaven

his been eclipsed of his brightness; your moiher earth has

trembled wilh convulsions (referring to an earthquake), and

your children Ihc people spr/ad a general pinic, by st ange

reports circnLle;! amongst tl em. The writer, who had

made up his mini!, to meet death lather than, hold hit peace,

i

then calls on the Emperor to reform himself anil liii govern-

ment.

Confucius thus expresses himself respecting the order

which ought to he presorted in whit concern! virtue and

knowledge. Wdh yew pun mS, szc jew chung chej che so

se n how, trfh kin .aou e

have a root and a

top ;
affairs have an end and a beginning ; to know what comes

first, and what should follow after, is a near approach to

wisdom. It is added in the commentary that a clear under-

standing of what is goodness and personal virtue, must precede

renovating a people; and that Che che weiche; ning tin

wei chung p jj- @ \ | | fa %& *^*
of one's duty must precede an ability to perform it. Che

ynen been T ^ a aSen district '" lhe Province of

Canton. Che yuen T an Imperial title during the

Han Dynasty, B. C. 81. Che hwang te
] ^ ^ tticfint

Emperor ; a title assumed by the founder of the J^ Tsin

dynasty, the infamous monarch who burnt the books and :

built the great wall in China, B. C. 220.

JEN. S. C.

Same as
OTJ Jen, A tall elegant figure.

PJN. A concubine.

SHAN, or San.

From woman and a record, or an abbreviation of
Bjfl|

Shan,

To pare < r nrrnpe off. Good or beautiful , to sprak against and

ridicule. Read Pwan, U^ly. Read Seen, A person's gait

or manner of wa'king. Read FS, The appearance of a lady's

garments trailing on the groui.d as she walks. Shan seaou

3^ to speak against and laugh at.

This word occurs in some verses composed by Woo Te

jj^
/S* the martial rmperor, B. C. 81, on his seeing an

apparition of Lcfoojin 4 ^ his deceased and beloved
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queen. During the Emperor's mourning, a Fang sze
~ft -J^

or magician, named Shaouung ty 4jVi professed to he

able to Che ke shin ^ ^. f$ bring back Ihe spirit of

the queen. Accordingly a tent was fitted up, and at night

illuminated with lamps; wine and a repast was spread out

where the shade of the deceased was to come; and the

Emperor pUced in an adjoining tent, that he might have

a distant view of the ghost of the queen, which actually

(it is said) made its appearance, sat down in the tent, and

walked about in it. The likeness of Ihe apparition, to the

queen was striking; yet the Emperor seemed to doubt the

reality, and says, She yay .' fei yay > leih urh waug chc, peon

ho shan han ke lue che j| ^# jf jfi fg^
HipJ I \ :J^H was it she? or was it not?-

as 1 stood and gazed upon her, bow she walked about and

slowly advanced! (Tseen-han.)

Of the great Captain Ying |j^.
who subjected all the

Chinese states to his owu way, and called himself The .First

Emperor, (B. C. 245,) it is said, that in consequence of his

success Via king ke so seih; tsze jin sze che, shan seaou

HIHtJftflit#ai 1 ^H
'fV he boasted of the course be had run) presumed on his

individual knowledge; and vilified and laughed at the three

ages which preceded him, viz. the dynasties, Hea, Shang, and

Chow. (Tseen-han.)

YANG, or Yang.

A term by which a woman designates herself instead of

using the pronouns I and Me.

TSEAY.

An elder sister. The term wa formerly-applied to mothers.

Read Tsze, Name of a place. Used to denote Proud and

disrespectful.
Tsze and Tsoay -ffllj

1 are both epithets of

senior sisters. Seaou ts ay /J\
1 an appellation of the

daughters of rich people; Miss. Tseay tseay I a- gene-

ra) appellation of women. Foo kwei jin It-ID, ueu, ching

seaou tseay g| ^ A 6^ ife" ^| /
J
N

1

rlch men '
s

daughters are called Setou-tscay. little, or delicate elder

sisler. Ta fan ching neu tsze wei tseay-tseay ~fc Kf fBi

~yC i" Jrol
8 comraon appellation of females, is,

Tseay-tseay, elder mister. Wo tseay ^ or Kea tseay

^ my elder sister. Ling tseay fa
'

your sister.

Ta seaou tseay ^ /J\

'

the senior young lady. Urh

seaou tseay _"~^. /J\ |
the second young lady. The name

sometimes precedes, as Yew san tseay -fa ^
j

yew the

third sister and sometimes an epithet is prefixed, as Keaon

the clever young lady. Chung tseay |j|Ftsi-ay

~

I beloved sisler, appellation of a notorious royal cour-

tezan under the Tang dynasty, 'A. D. 708. A renowned Poet

in China, Le-pih (5j H when intoxicated (to which vice he

was addicted) rallied the king for not bringing forward Chung.

tseay to entertain the company. Ning wang
jijp. ^ Ihe king

therefore ordere' her-to-':ig teliind the screens; on which

the drunken poet rose and returning thanks said, Suy puh heu

keen meen, -win .s'ling j
ih hing e

J*j| xf\ f^ ^ ^J ^
^t M* 5f? -^^ although we are not allowed to see her face;

still it is a happiness to hear her voice. (Pih-raei-sin-yung.)

Head Tsze. Shan tsze ^ I .the name of a place on

the N. W. of China, B.C. 200.

KAN, or Man, and Tan.

From -woman and a sweet. An epithet by which an old woman

designates herself. Thus defined in Kang-he ^tf
~ ^ ^jf

Ht $ ~tt" W '1^A F" che lao" chay> n*ng e kan yen

yuS jin, A woman who is old and who is able by sweet words

to please people.

YU E. Light ; opposite of heavy and of grave.

KOO.

An epithet of respect, used by a wife to her husband's

mother. A father's sisters are also called Koo ; a wife calls

her husband sister* Seaou koo /K 1 the sisters of a grand
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father are called J^
|

Wang koo. Used as a Particle imply-

ing Temporary indulgence. The name of a star, of a state,

and of a hill. TsS too TT I across or diverging road.

The section called Tsew-kaoti
yfg 59j- royal commands

forbidding wine or drunken ness, continued in the Shocking,

has these words respecting those who assembled to drink and

carouse at night", Will] yung aha che
; koo wei keaou che

fa Jf $6 1 'i$ |#
il is not ''^essary to kill

them, bear with and teach them better. The vice of drunk-

enness is represented as prevailing to an extreme degree

amongst both the ruU-ri and people, about 1 100 years, B. C.

and admonitions, against it, are the subject of i whole book

in the Shoo. king. Commentators are at a loss to conceive

why death as a punishm 'lit for drunkenness should have

been thought of ; they imagine that those niiduight carousals

were of a se litious and traitorous tendency; and resembled

the severity of an existing law, which declares, Yay tseu heaou

san chay, kae sze tsuy fo || ft& *fc %$.ft:%
those who hold midnight assemblies which disperse in the

day time, are all guilty of a capital offence.

In the Le king, the death of Tsang Isze @" J31 a disciple

of Confucius, is mentioned with a circumstance which

attended his death ; the whole is related. by Tankung ]$j F<

thus, The mat on which the philosopher lay had been given

to him by a person of superior rank ; and when he adverted

to it from overhearing the conversation of his servant boy

and his son, who sat at his bed side, he insisted on having

it changed immediately, that he might not die under the

charge of assuming rank, not his due. His son remonstrated

in vain, and the mat was changed ;
but ere he was put to

rights on another mat, he expired ; the words he used on

the occasion, are a favorite Chinese quotation, Keun tsze die

gae jin yay e Uh ; se jin che g::e jin yay e koo telh
JJ -^jp

2* A-tfUmfBAA-ffi,# 1

tsl a good man loves others in conformity with strict virtue

and propriety ; petty men love others with a weak indul-

gence and from tender feeling violate the strict rules of

etiquette and of virtue. This latter feeling the Chinese call

Foo jin che jin iS A ^ f^
1 an effeminate benevolence ;

and they admire the stoicism of the ancients, which PQh e

. 5 u

sze sang che peen ylh ke so ihow ^ J/J ^> ^7
~*f ijt

Mj Jt j?T T+1 u e not alter the principle* it hat main-

tained, for such a change of circumstance* as life or death-

can make.

Ul SZE. A woman's name.

KEA. A woman's name.

TSZE, or Sze.

A term by which brothers' wives designate each other;

the senior sister is commonly called Sze; and the junior -/[jjj

Te. Tae tze ^ is the name of the wife of A ^

WSn-wang. Id oneof the passages of the She-king, where her

name occurs, the change of style is observable j the raodera

word Sze ,P to think is there considered an expletive.

ffl 7^-tr Sze tse tae jin,

WSn wang che moo,

Sze mei Chow keang,

King shTh che foo;

-8? Tae tsze tsze meyin, .

|||J |=| Ij| ^ TaTh pih sze nan.

Think on the accomplished Tae jin,

The mother of the king /fan-irang-,

Think on the beiuliful fAote keang ;

A lady of Chow's royal house ;

Tae-tsze perpetuated the fame of the family,

And bore a hundred sons.

Pih nan, ken clung soo urbycn ke tyay

S Ht, fa* -\\J
a hundred sons suggests a whole

number, to-expreia that they were many. (She-king.)

Paou tsze yew wang che |>e
tsce^ 1

ffl 5. >^ ^T
:& Paoulsze, the favorite coucubine of Yew-vang, (B- C, T60.
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..NO.

From woman and to be burn. The family name or

surname. The Chinese express the whole of their surnames

by Plh sing 15T
jfl^

the hundred Sing, which is a general

term for the people or subjects.

Lin, is an imaginary animal of the deer species,

that is, having the hody of a deer, the tail of a cow. and tl.e

hoof of ahorse; it is in Chinese poetry the emblem of the

most innoxious and benevolent qualities; it Ptih tseen sang

Uaou ; pfih le .Sag cbung ^ jg
/

J^^ jj jjj,

treads not on the living plant ; it steps not on living insects.

Sing
j

in the following quotation means grandchildren who

continue the surname.

Lin che ting,

|

Chin chin kung sing,

The forehead of the Lin (how inoffensive) !

How substantially virtuous, Sir, are your grandsons.

Ah! see in them the Lin itself.
(She-king.)

The
following pompous phraseology is in China merely civil;

Tsing win tsun sing ta ming =f{? BB 'f?^
1

-J^-
/

|,e<r
.

ask your honorable surname, and great name ;-lhis is the

language of all ranks
; the poorest and most obscure. Answer ;

fTseen sing hwang my mean surname is Hwang.
Without ceremony it may be said, Sing chang, ming king

'

M & i$
>urname Chang, and name King.

Of another person it may fee aid, Hosing
jjjT j

what

urname?or
| ^^ |^|

turname what ? name who ? i. e.

what is his name and surname; or in direct address from a

superior to an inferior; or amougft equals in unceremonious

phrase, it means what is your irimt and surname. Joo sing

thin mo
.:( ^ JJ

what is your turname? Thiyask

the same question, with prefixing any pronoun, thus, jt

^ *fj
Kaou sing ta ming, Lofty surname, and great name ?

Win jew tan sing, fflh sing , ^ ^ ] ^ ]
i"

writings there are single surnames, and reiterated surnames;

i. e. consiting of a single character, or of too characters; in

which case, they are also called
i|P

1 Ehwang sing, double

surnames. Tung sing IjiJ
I of the same surname.

PTh kea sing "g" jj^ '|

the hundred family names or

surnames. This is the title of a small tract which "contains

the most of Chinese surnames. It is one of the first

books committed to memory by children, when learning the

sounds of the characters. There ii an edition called

%& ~^ii Kp
^ kca sm kaou 'e8

' An

inquiry into the hundred family names; it contains a

short account of the origin of each family. The first name

inserted is^ Chaou
or^ Chaou, who being promoted by

the King 415h-wang jp. J^ to the <;oveurment of the town

^^ Chaou, (B. C. 930,) liis descendants took the name of the

town as their family distinction. This little tract was compiled

by an aged scholar,* about the commencement of the Sung

dynasty (the era of William the Conqueror) and had the

surname Chaou placed first in compliment to the Sung

family, whose surname was Chaou.

The Chinese
J^j: Sing, corresponds to the Komen of the

Romans, and to the clan of the Scotch. If surnumes did not

exist in England till the time of William the Conqueror, it

would appear that they prevailed in China at least 2000 years

before they were introduced into Britain. In some parts of

Which, viz. Wales and Ireland, they are yet but partially used.

The etymology of Chinese surnames is in many instances

borrowed from the names of placet ; some from incidents in

the lives of the founder* of the family ; and some from the

character of ihe person. The surname Ottiou, given above,

is an example of the first. The surname Le
~&f_

a pear, is

taken from the founder of the family h iving dwelt heneath

a pear tree, when a-voiding the malice of king Chow jfcf ^. C.

1 1 12). The surname Ma
JB^

a horse, is tuken from a title

of distinction given to the founder of the family, in allusion

to the martial .qualities of the war-horse.

In the Chinese laws, under the clause Tung sing wei hwjn

FfiJ fi?*j
fflB person of the sair.e surname marrying, it is

decreed that Fan tuiig sing wei han chay, kS chang lew shih

""Jlffi 1 ^^t^&^+^S".
all cases, when those of tlie same surname intermarry, e < h

person shall he punished with sixty blows, and the purlin

be separated. The Foo neu kwei tsung, tsae Jc juh kwar
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RX RAA9 the feinales >'a'l be returned

to their kindred* and the property and presents be confiscated

to govenment.

If it be a mark of the savage, state to he, (as Pliny says,

of the savages of mount Atlas) Ananymi, nameless
j and

civilization be in proportion to the number of names, the

Chinese are the most civilized nation on earth. Originally

every person had but one name, as Adam ; Romulus ;

Hengist; and so on. The Romans had three names, viz.

a Prienomen ; Nomen, and Cognomen. The Chinese have

.generally four, sometimes six names.

I .

1. m: Sing, The family name; the name of the

clun, or surname; the nomen of the Romans.

2. jQ Ming, The name, or Roman Pra^nomen, or She

Europeans' Christian name ; of these the Chinese

have three; viz. the

3. ^L, -Q J00 m '"?> Tne breast name the name

given to a child as goon as it sucks its mother's

breast.

_^J ,f-y

*'
,-y

T^
^" ra '"S' Booli narae ' the name given

to a hoy when he goes to school ; and lastly, the

* p 'Q Kwan ming, Offichl name, a name given

in to government by literary graduates ;

members of mercantile companies (Hong mer-

chants) ; or other persons who have concerns

with government.

6. J2^ Tsze, is the character, or name taken by men

when they marry.

7. ^ Haou, Titles taken by old men of fifty.

The Chinese do not like that the Pranomen, or Ming ^
to be mentioned or written without some qualified epithet of

respect attached to it. Hence the Ming ^ name is called

the Hwuy MS meaning that which is to be mentioned with

reverence, or avoided altogether; on this account, even in

Dictionaries of the Language, Ihe Prtenoraen of an Emperor

is not inserted, but with some line or lines omitted to make

it appear different from his name ; and from .this piece of

superstitions etiquette, of avoiding the common use, or

profanation of mi Imperial name, some characters hare been

permanently altered in the manner of writing them.

The names imposed by Chinese parents and friends, ai

well as those they take themselves, are always intended to

be Kelh tseang "jE^ jj^p

" fausla nomina, or noniina bona ;

"

hoping that the Latin proverb will prove true," bonum nomen

bonum omen." It does not however appear, that they

practice onamanlia, or fortel a man's good or bad fortune

from the letters in his name ; although they do it from his

natal hour, his hands, his face, and the structure of

his bones; and hence say, there are Kwei kuh
J= ^" noble

bones; and Tseen ktih
ffi| /tj' igoble bones ; which explains

the abusive saying ,D B?&
fp your vhole body is

composed of mean tionei.

The word 1 Sing is, in the following quotation a proper

name. Hea, Tsae shi ke ta foo, Kung sun sing, Kung sun hS

mer, the people of the state Ts:ie killed their governors Kung.

sun-sing, and Kung sun-hS. (Chun-tsew.)

In the Shoo-king, the virtuous example of the ancient

King fe Yaoii, (B. C. 2230) is thus stated, ^f fJH $? 1&

able by the influence of his great and illustrious virtues, to

unite all his numerous kindred within the nine degrees

of consanguinity; these being all united in mutual harmony,

he tramjuilized and promoted the lusture of the people's vir-

tues ; and his own people being rendered illustrious by their

virtues; he joined in the bands of amity all nations. how

great then, the change to goodness ; and how peaceful the

slate of the black-haired people \

Full e sing che tsin
j]|j ^f; j ^ $^ subjected (to a

willing union) relations of a different surname.

Ffh sing kenuymin shoo yay^ \ || (^ j^ j^t ^
Pth-sing denotes the common people within the royal domain.

The disconsolate state of a person deprived of the aid of

his own kindred, is thus lamented by au ancient poet, in the

She-king.

fa ^k Z, ^i Ycw te che Tu ''

S^ W ff Ke )g tsing tsing;

^fj] -|'j" "^ Tjf Tiih hing
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fj

Pdh joo wo lung sing,

Tseay hing che jin,

Hoo ptih pe yen ;

Jin woo heung tc,

:FF5 n<io piih tsze yen!

Even the solitary Tootree,

Has leaves lo form an umbrageous shade :

But alone must I wander forlorn and disconsolate;

I say not beside me there arc no human beings,

But none are to me as my kindred,

Ah ! ye men who pass by,

Will none of you to me be attached;

A mm bereft of his brothers;

How is it, that uone will assist him !

The solitary Too tree, is thrice introduced in the
She-king,

and it is always a metaphor of being alone, destitute, forsaken,
and comfortless. (Commentary on the

She-king.)

Sing poo
] I* or Sing che tsifh poo

j

ff- Ik t*
A biography of eminent men and women. 120 vol. arranged

according to the surnames under the different dynasties; the

tyle is not good; the book altogether is deficient in anima-

tion
; it is a dull compilation. Sing she to win 1 Of -fi?

y^ a smill work on the surnames. 5 vols.

PE. A woman's name.

MAOU. Good; excellent.

WEI, and Wei.

From grain placed above woman. The ears of grain

hanging down. To bend down as with a heavy burden. To

sustain a burden, or office; to belong to; to put down; to

reject; to send away ; to send ; to depute a person to perform

some official duty; to collect together.

Pun yue" yuen, ro yuK wei
7^v El j^ 7^ El 1

the

origin is called Yuen ; the end is called Wei. Yuen wei
JljJ

|

or reiterated, Yuen yuen, wei wei, From first to last ;

all the circumstances from beginning to end. Wei yuen

keiih die
| J$jl |8j ^ turning; ;md winding, crooked and

broken ; applied to landscapes, it denotes romantic and

diversified scenery ; applied to style and speech, it denotes

A varied and soothing manner, in contradistinction from,

Abruptness and harshness.

Wei is used as a strong affirmation, thus, Wei woo

peg koo
| |K ^|J j^jT

Meed there is no- other cause.

Wei shih mfih .yew Iszesze
] ^ /# ^ jjfc jj| indeed.

really there is no such occurrence as this vou refer to. Tsze

wBh wei he wo tell,
jj fy j ^^ rj<|

, bis , hing doej

indeed belong to me, Wei ta keu
| ^ ^~ send him

away. Wei yuen
'

||
an official messenger; an officer

deputed to any particular service for the time being; hence

Wei yuen H not a permanent title of office. Al Chinese

custom houses, there is generally an officer deputed to take

cognizance of any affair or occurrence that may require

that authority over the people which is not in China entrusted

to the revenue officers.

Ming tsze ^ -^-
in the Four Books, inculcates the neces-

sity of governors preserving the good will and attachment

of the people, by stating the absolute inutility of abundant

resources, where this is wanting-; his words are jffc 4t ^

1

j(H A ^P ifL
lc>t the * a!ls of the city be ever so high ;

the ditches around ever so deep ; weapons and armour ever so

strong, and in the best order; the supplies ofgrain ever so abun-

dant. If the men of the rily desert it and go away, it shews- that

all these earthly advantages are not so good as an union of

the people. For, it is added, by the Commentator, Pfih tin

min sin ; min pfih ei show yay ~JT Vji EL
,|\\
H ~1T

/^ TJ 4H "?tnr hearts of the people be not obtained; the

people will not defend the city. This obvious truth has been

much insisted on in every period of Chinese history ; and

being more or less acted on, has ameliorated the condition

of the people, who though cot formally represented iu any
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legislative assembly, have always found other means to

cause their voice to be heard. Wei yang 1 ftS in ana-

tomy, refers to the parts about the bend of the knee.

If ri-Keith in the sense of Hardship ; grievance ; oppression

and ill-tisane, are used thus, Nuy chung ypw wan tsiien irei

ktSli. MM- luy niin se shfih
[7v]

tl ^ ^ ^f- ] }]!}

^ 5? |? &[H i^C
inside there are ten thousand thousands

ofgrievanfet suffer an offending subject to state them parti-

Cdlarly. Ne yew shin mo wei kedh, fan nan, chih kwan

kiiou soo wo, wo nang keae tefh -rfc 7R"
^|JL lj*

grievencti, vexations, and troubles you may have; freely

state them to me ; I shall be able to redress them.

A sort of forced marriage is thus noticed in the Tso-chuen,

Kungsun Hth yew she kang wei kin yen
^-j*

E@ ^ ^j^i

gj i= Kung-sun, whose name was Hih, ng;iii\

seut and
|.y

force imposed u|ion the spouse a bird; i. e. a

goose, in ancient times the token of espousal. Woo yu'tsze

peenmeeutwan wei Hi j^ -J- ^- ^ j/J^j ]
I ai-.d you,

will put oil' our caps and robes of ceremony. (Tso-cliuen )

Wei e, wei e
| ^'^ } ^'fr

or otherwise read Wei to,

wei to; occurs in the Sue-king denoting Tze ttli che niaoii

fe ffi. -? %fo an appeurancc ol self complacency and satis-

faction. (She-king.) The same idea, in the s:ime ancient

work is expressed by ^ \ $L f
Wci Wt ' l l<> '

| ^ V e i Im.g, ] ^fl
Wci ho,

] P(|
Wei shun,

i

tjjB"
Wui tuy, A conferred figure, harmony, obedience,

and relinquishment alluding to the birth, life, and death of

man, are expressions which occurs in the writings of the an-

cient philosopher ij
^J- Chtfang-tsze. 10th vol page 28.

Wei niaou 1 '$$ or ~? ^$ Heuen kwan, A high cap,

tied with ribbons under the chin, worn by graduates and men

of rank in ancient times.

Hw? yuen yay hw wei jay ^ ^j
both the beginning and the end. (Le-king.)

A vulgar form of
7j? Ying. Pregnant.

TSZE. .

Ft
From this and woman. A low immoral woman ; one who

dances and plays to gain her livelihood. Tszeke I ^ a

pliin ill-looking woman

YUH. Collected together in regular order;

regular features ; a handsome countenance.

K'HIliU. Forms part of a man's name; and

also of the name of a hill.

KE. From the word man altered by adding

n. Tbe unnatural crime of Sodom. Lefih yew ke keen

tsuy te-iou ; tseang nan U3 neu ^^ | ~^^=^T^\
-S ifc -fa~ the laws contain a section on the Ke fornica-

tion, which consists in turnin<r man into woman.
' O

SIX STROKES.

PIN . An ancient form of -Ufi Pin.

A woman ; a bride; a deceased wife.

JIN. Pregnant.

YAOU.

One of the posterity of the famous ancient king $3 Shun.

Beautiful
; elegant. Read Yaou, Name of an official situation.

Read Teaou, Light; lightsome: read Keaou, in a similar

SL'nse. Recovering from disease.
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Yusze yu she, tse die e urh yaou

[/"f

~
under these circumstances, Tusze gave him two

beautiful daug!>!ris in marriage (Tso chucn.')

TsS peen ping hwuy ya shingyuen yaou 2^_
fe|

jj;([
W

<if{ S? ill I

^e mu *'lc ) was nli * ('<I and changed and

thrown together, so that sweet sound fled far away. (Tseen-

Han)

M5 puh mei le yaou yay J^L Ufa Jf| j|j| [ J^J
there

are none who do not dress in the most guy and fairy. like man-

ner. (Seun.lsze.) Yaou yue
| 'p^ elc-gant and pleasing.

Kwang woo urh shth pi tseang yaou ke -fa -jjp

'

-4*

A H& \ Mfl the Emperor Kvengvoo, (A. D. 30 ) had

twenty-eight generals, one of whom was named 1'acu kt.

This general is tbe subject of a Chinese play.

TUNG. A straight well formed neck.

KEANG.

From sheep and woman. Name of a rirer at which the

ancient
jjjffl

EH Shin nung lived, from which circumstance

Keang became his surname. Puh keang /(\ 1 the name

of a river. Keang how
'

)g the Queen of
JJT ^p Wan-

wang. Keang tae kung
'

H^ Q a famous general of

tntiquity, who was eighty years of age before he was in oflice.

Keang-she tse f3f^ the wife of Keang.she; this

person lived during the Hang dynasty, and is one of those

extraordinary instances of filial piety and devotion to the

will of parents, held up as examples by the Chinese. Keang

ihe'i wife, shewed the utmost duly to her own mother,

afterwards to her husband's mother, who in her old age- would

eat only the carp, and drink of the water which was brought from

the Yang-tsze-keang : thither the obedient daughter-in-law will-

ing repaired daily to bring asupply. On her failing once to do

to, her husband, influenced by that extravagant devotedness

to his mother's wishes, which the Chinese admire, divorced

his wife. Thus driven from her home, she worked night

and d.iy at weaving, and not only supported her self, but

bought delicacies for her husband's mother, and sent them

by the hand of an unknown person) which circumstance

being discovered, the husband relented, and took her again

to his own house i and from that time, a son she bore,

1 f. line Ihe hearer of water from the river for the mother's

use. When performing this duty, the hoy fell iu and was

drowned, and Keang-shi's wife, instead of upbraiding her

husband and his mother, concealed the occurrence from

the aged parent, that hi r Uelinp niighl not be wounded. Finally

heaven, moved by such heroic sell-contronl, and respect for

an aged moiher, causid a spring to break forth by the side

of Keang sh.-'s collage, which s,|plied b. ih the water and

the carp of the river, without any effort to procure them.

(Wan seaou tang hwa chuen
Jjjg ^ 'jjr |& \$$.

P""t

with notes to afford an evening's amusement, 3 vols.)

Kearg lae kung ^ ^ a person, whose ame wa

Shang jpj
celebrated in ancient history, for being a principal

means of overthrowing the wicked prince Chow wang
fijft

"X (B. C. 1103). He is said to have possessed some super-

natural arts called Woo luj chang keug ^ e

jjj
f

jj? |^-
the

five Ihunder hand-palm secrets, by which he kept off all

noxious influences; hence, Ihe prevailing custom of wriling

on a wall to drive away demons, these five words, Keang tae

kung tsae tsze 1 ^ $ /^ jf Keang tae kung is here.

Keang yue kwang
j p~| Jjjt

a minister of state during

the reign of |j ff|?
Wan-leih, (A. D. 1619.) Keang-yug-

kwang perished amidst the distresses of the house of Ming.

He was one of a large number who preferred death to submis-

sion to the Man-chow Tartars, he drowned himself in a pool

of water; in opposition to him is placed Hwang sze tsin ~p3

it l!u
wn<) wa* a 'so a minister of the Ming dynasty; and

who at the age of 80 years submitted to the tonsure, in

consequence of which, he is the scorn of his countrymen to

this day. Keang wei 1 jff whose marriage name was Pih-yS

/A h
, one of the leading characters during the civil wars of

I r~ Hi *

the *
|jS

three kingdoms, (A- D. 220.)

Keang kwing 1 B^ *he name he assumed on marrying

was'jfi -jft
Pth kwae, he lived B. C. 152 jenrs. Hewas re-

remarkable for his classic;:! learning and a-tionomical science.

He had 3000 pupils, many of whom came from a great distance

to atteud his lectures and instruction*. According to the
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custom of those times, he was repeatedly invited to court, but

would never accept of an appointment; nnd finally to avoid the

importunity of the reigning monarch, he left his own house

and lived in obscurity as a fortune-teller. He returned however

before his death, which took place in the 77th year of his age.

He and his brother were remarkably attached to each

other, which proved an occasion of saving both their lives

on an occasion of being attacked by highway rohbers, who

threatened to murder them both. Each pleaded the other

should be sp, .red, and himself put to death, which so affected

the banditti that they spared them both, robbing them only

of their property and clothes.

Keangkwing in return, when required to inform who

had robbed him, refused to tell, and indeed made some excuse

to save the robliers; which being told to them, they restored

him his property, and knelt down to return him thanks for

his generosity .and clemency. (Lelh-tae-ming-chin.)

Keang tsae
J ~/T a general who fought bravely, but

ineffectually against the Tartars, during the falling fortunes

of the house of Sung, (A. D. 1277.) After much obstinate

resistance, and performing many exploits, he was taken by the

Tartars, and as their manner was, put to death afler the battle.

Keaug kung yu 1 A> EB Kcangkung's fish, a sort of
I "^ / 1 V*

syngnathus or pipe fish; popular tradition sayn, that Keanglae-

kung, mentioned above, who, in retirement, spent his time

in fishing, having dropped his hook, it became the pointed

protuberance if the pipe fish, the proper name of which is

Chin yu jjSr vfy or Chin yu f* [

needle fish.
w*"t m\ Jr\ \

Keang hwang 1 &{ Curcuma or Turmeric, the first

character is otherwise written y^ and
^jji.

and in every case

the pronunciation is the same.

CIl'HOO.

From woman and munition. Hand.some features; beautiful

countenance; delicate. Choo sih jA pi A pretty woman.

Neu tsze mei chay rhing choo slh -Hr -? 3~L ^g" ^J
ifi beautiful women are complimrnted by th expression

Cha o-tfth. Choo is alsn applied to eminently <;ood men, thus

Pe ch oo chay tsze, ho e |e che^ ]
j& ^*

Xjff
j/J[

/^
that good in in ; what shall be given him? (.She-king.)

The following verse from the She king is thought to refer

to a licentious assignation.

IHl Tsing neu ke choo,

J| Gae urh

fgjj
Saou show, che choo.

The retired damsel how beautiful,

She awaited me at the corner.

But not seeing her, whom I loved,

I scratched may head, and embarrassed went, I know not

whither.

It is curious to observe the similarity which exists amongst
men of every clime and every age ; how, Jin fan keih tsih

show pa ke show yay ^ ,J|{ f; j||J ^ Jjg g ^ .&
man when vexed and embarrassed scratches his head with his

hand, in China as in Europe, both in ancient and modern times.

So wei nwan choo chay, he5 yih seen sing che yen, Ulh

nwan nwan, cboo choo, urh sze tsze yug yay, tsze e wei tsdh e

i

P

I

called warm soft sprites, are people who getting hold of the

words of a master, feel their imaginations heated, and give

themselves fairy airs, being full of self complacency, and

judging themselves fully accomplished. (Chwang-tsze.)

:-HEIH.

A surname; a personal appellation. Occurs as the name

of an ancient royal concubine and queen, and, also as the

name of a prince.

JR 5C Jt jft
Kwei fo kuns W00 '

^ Mekw5pfihtaou;

Wei han kt'th seans yew !

MS joo han 18.

Kwei-foo the martial hero.

Viited> every nation;
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^_ To obtain a match worthy his daughter Kcth.

And found no place thai delighted him like Han.

Too, Ching-^Xn.kunj yew tse'en Isc? juS JVnfrrlfc, mnrg

tern .^.yuke Ian^$& $ ^ Q $j ]

^ 7^ 1$ ^ Cl fnK
al fint Cn

'

lnSwSl kun" k'"1 an
'

in '

ferior concubine named Yen-ItAh, who dreimt thnt heaven

sent an angel and gate her a fragrant Lan flower. (Tso-chuej>.)

KAE. Ten Chaou Jk i. e. ten millions

arc called King &^ ten of these, or a hundred millions,

are called tUt Kae. (Kang-he.)

HEANG, Or Sheatlg. A woman's name.

Delicate; slender; handsome. Woo go jffi -rag
beautiful ;

shining accomplishments.

WO. An ugly face ; false, deceitful.

Same as -fl Yuen, A fascinating woman.

KEAOU.

Beautiful woman : handsome ; pretty ; clever ;
artful ;

crafty; intriguing. Read Heaou, Lewd, lascivious.

Pub ko ke wei urh keaou /^ Pj" i|| { fffj |
must

not reject the dignity of man, and sink into effeminate disso-

luteness. (Tso-chuen.) Nan tsze mci maon wei kei'ou tung

W. -^ --. %tf >i 70' a male with a beautiful face is

Z/J J TV xX/ti '"
I ^il

called a handsome lad. Neu tsze mei maou wei keaou meaou

^C
1?";!!^^ 1 ^' a female wilh * beautiful fare

is called admirably handsome.

ROW.

Meeting together ; occurring or coming in contact ;

junction of the productive dementi in nature. Keaou kon

-

junction of the material. lie;ivens and the earth in

order to the generation of creatures , union of sexes. Name

of one of the Kiva diagrams.

In reference to the Pi kwa diagrams, it is said Kow, yu

yay, jow yu kang yay
] ^ j|| j^ 4 jj^ ^ pj|J fy Kow, to

meet or occur , the soft meeting with Ihe hard. (Yih-king.)

Nan ncii sean<; ha wti Ucaim kow ; teen te y lih yew keaou

the union of male and female is called Keaau-how-, betwixt

heaven and earth there is also a similar union.

MOO. From woman and old ; an old

woman; a matron; a school- mistress ; a governcM. Teen

moo a certain lull.

KL.EN.

From three or many woman. Illicit amours and intrigues

wilh o>neu. Fornication ; adultery ; unprincipled intrigues

i-r plots of any kind; cub.ils, | lots, and court intrigues. In

Corea the senses of Keen
j

and Haou i? gaod, are re-

veifed.

Tu . g keen
jjj^

illicit intercourse; criminal conversa-

li'in. Ho keen
j| j adultery or fornication by the con-

sent of both parlies. Keang keen ^ j
fornication or

adultery committed by violence
-,
a rape. Keen tan che pei

I ^ i^ ^ a "
intriguing sordid avaricious set ofpeople.

Keen kin .sha
| ^^ adultery or lewtlness is allied to

murder. Keen seay
] jj-jj intriguing and unprincipled.

Yin jin foo neu wei keen
y4i

A
^5j

-/*- ^ 1 to

debauch men's wives and daughters is expressed by Keen.

Keang keen yew timg yew neu he la iun yin tih yay tftti 1

$J w A/) ~jf \& /A^ n9 fSk iiS "ul
' coin '"' t a rape

on young boys or young girls is highly ruinous to se-ivl
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virtue. Ming, laon, keen kwae, sze la gan fe ffi iK

PC] ^ 5j?
murder, rubbery, a rape or adultery, and stealing

children or women, are four great law cages.

Keen tsing gan keen tefe & /fefc a law case of

adultery. Fan chHh keen tsing ^Q Ml '!

*jjf
committed

a crime of adultery or fornication. Keen jin tse tse'B A

"JJJ*
3 to debauch men's wives and concubines. Fan keen

thow hing 3j[f j *j^ |J-|J

(o commit adultery and receive

the punishment.
4 *****

Keen tang
'

>jjfr a political rabal ; a corrupt treasonable
i *rv

party : a herd of men in power who intrigue to promote.

their party interests at the expense of their prince and their

country. Chinese history abounds with complaints of such

parties in the state.

Ke ' h in

A jrj

1
Tsae wae yug keen,

9L Tsae ni|y >'
ug kwci -

To rob or plunder in bands is expressed by Kow ;

To murder as well as rob is expressed by TTh
j

Traitorous parties outside the palace are culled Keen;

When inside the palace they are called Kwei. (Shoo-kin".1

The ancient Chinese thus sneak ofthc/nur means of legisla-

tior, \iz. Etiquette, Music, Laws, ;md Penalties, jjj*
M ?

"

1
theriilesofderoruiiiaiidet quetle are to ra/;ona-

fee the people's minds; n-u-ic is to hiniKinize their voices j

laws to give uniformity to Iheir conduct
; pen Jties are to guard

against their cruel and vicious excenes. The commentary
defines the last word by Hcini- ke'on

jXj
1 cruel excesses,'

for the vicious indulgenie of'the mere lender passions general-

ly ei.d i Ihe most hard-heaitett cruelty to some one or other

oflhe parties concerned. (Le-kii'g.)

The Chinese not only differ fioni some European leisl tors

who would permit the adulterer and adulteress to marry, but

they also difi'er from what, it is siid, St Austin allowed, viz.

for a woman to commit adultery with the consent of her hu<-

land, for they enact, that

PART I. 5 f

.

when a man shall allow his wife or concubines to hare an

adulterous intercourse with another man, the husband, adul-

terer, and adulteress shall each receire ninety blows. When a

hu^and or father ffl j|/J ^ ^ ^ ^ -ft fjS^ \
jg forces a wife, concubine, or adopted daughter, to

yield their persons to another man, the husband is beaten with

a hundred l.lows, and the adulterer or fornicator with eighty-

blows.

And if to evade this law, a man
^f] ftj"

??
/Jf e| /jrj

^] 3| y\ ^ employ money and buy a divorce, which

divorce another man sells him, and he with the consent of

all parties, marries this other man's wife, each parly is to be

punished with a hundred blows , the wife lo be forced to separate

from both the men ; and the property be confiscated.

The argument used to justify these laws is, that though

all Ihe parties net voluntary, their conduct, Pae hwae fung hwa

jy ii JK, 'IK ten<'" lo ru 'n t 'ie PU ^' IC morals, and their

individual censent does not extenuate the offence against

society.

To preserve the super'or character of Ihe government, the

same crime is punished more severe'y in Ihem, and P| ffijfe

n* i ir^f i jfc i 3ti#c*'Mb
K wan Keen chth kwan tse-chay ; keen foo, keen foo ping

keaou, In every case when an officer of government shall

commit adultery with another oflicei's w.fe, both adulterer

and adulteress shall be strangled.

Unnatural crimes are called
|||?

1 Ke keen, in the law

hooks, and are thus spoken of. Ho lung ke keen chay, kea

h;,ou yth ko yug chang ,ih pth $ jp] |fj j ^ ||jjj^
'

'dl'3 F\ t)t
* 9 lnen w '10 mutuil") agree to com-

mit an ui natural crime shall vu-.r the wooden collar one

month and icceive a hundred blows.

Violence offered to the person of a boy belonging to repu-

ta' le pare its, or um'er the age of 12 years, is a capital crime.

Lun keen trow
'

is an expression which denotes a party

of m;n all forcing one woman i which seems to have been a

practice with banditti in Sze-chuen province, as there is a

srecial clause against it.

With respect (o the illegitimate offsping of fornication or

adultery, it is declared by law, that
] ^ |^ -fa j|
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^ $C & K^" *'"'" "an IUMI ' Ul '1 * keen

yang, Buys or girls born of rurnic.itiun, shall he delivered to

tho fallicr, who shall be required lo support them.

Of the adulteress il is said. Keen foo tsung foo kea mae

| jj[! % fc ffi 3J[
that the I'usband may sell her to

another in in, or ret .i:i her if he I kes. If however he $&
TWr

W ife 1 7^ H& s*' 11 ller lo t!le adulterer
; then

'

^
-fa i At J4-

f\^ -J-
l,olh lliuail.ire.cr and the husband

gh;.ll be beaten with eighty blows , the wife lie forced to sepa-

rate from both husband and adulterer; then return to her rela-

tions, and the property be confiscated.

It is enacted, that W ip 1 jifc A. -p Fan ho keen

chaiig pislnli, lu every rase of fornication by mutual coi s -nt

the parties shall be punished with eighty blow*. Yew foo ch;ty

chang kew shih
/fa ^ ^ fy y[^ -j~

if the woman have a

husband, ninety blows shall be inflicted, and x7 I ^" Teaou

keen chay; it the woman be seduced by artifice, to yield herself

to illicit intercourse (whether she be marred or unmarried)

the punishment shall be one hundred blows. He who
Hjfj

^g- K Keang keen chay keaou, by violence forces a woman,

shall be strangled; if he attempts to do so, but ^
$ H iffe 5: T" ffi

We chi"s clw y' chans

lew san (seen le, does not effect his purpose, he shall he punish-

ed with one hundred blows, and be transported to 3000 le's

distance. To, Keen yew neu, shih urh suy ehea 1 fyj] -th

"| J% \^ ~\^
deflower a girl of twelve years of age, or

under, altl.ough by her own consent, shall
Jjpfj

Bjfe ^
Tung keang lun, be considered the same as committing a rape,

and punished with death.

In the penal code of China, it is said, that Tsf>en tae'fan keen

sze, keae tsae t-a leflh chung |ij ^ ^Q, ] $-^ ^E
f| 'Hp! 4* during former dyi.asties the laws rcspectint; for-

nication and adultery, were amongst the miscellaneous laws

of the land ; and that the Ming dynasty first formed them

into a regular series; which the present dynasty has continued.

The section under which these laws are contained in the 19th

vol. of the Lcuh-le, is entitled Fan keV'n ^P I illicit inter-

course of the sexes. Under this general head are included

fornication and
adultery.

1, Tiung yung Ue tsee fan keen

conniving at a nife or concubine committing adultery with

o'h r in !!.

?, Tsin shdh scarp keen^ $j%
ffl

|
persons related

having incestuous commerce.

3, Woo cliih ung keen
jgg^^ ] falsely charging

a husband's father wilh the crime of incest.

4, Noo keih koo kung jin keen kea chang tse^ T ^
~T. /\ _^ ^ "^ slaves and hired servants commit-

ting adultery with the master's wife.

5, Keen poo min tse neu
^

^SR f& ^; -fr- debnuching

the wives or daughters of those under one'* government

6, Keu sang ktlh sS.ig laou fan keen
J ^ ^^

7a ^H. people in mourning, and priests or priestesses

of the Budh and Taou sects, having illicit intercourse.

7, Leang tseen seang keen ^3 ? iH the superior

and respectable classes of society, and t :e mean, immoral and

degraded classes, having illic.t intercourse with each other.

8, Kwan le siih chang *(? W ^B flS officers of govern-

ment passing the night with whu.et.

9, Mae leang wei ching buying the

daughters of virtuous pireuts lo employ them as whores.

To encourage resistance on the part of poor women,, it

is enacted, that besides punishing wilh death those who

attempt to violate their persons, th:'re shall be in honor of

S ifri $(.% t siirva" l>s wives '

girls and nuns, who sh.ill resist violence offered lo their

persons, and preserve tlienis Ives in. defiled, even till death

tablets and arches er.cled to their memory at the expense of

the local government.
i ^"*

Under the law entilled Kee:i tang I jfjg_ it is enacted

tint, any statesman who under the influence of Keen seay

ftK party and wicked principles, shall Tsin tsan yen jjg

PTO ES '"tro(l uce '" his Majesty's hearing calumnies against

any one, so as to provoke the Emperor to put the individual

to death sh .11 be decapitated ; and those who Ke'e pung tang

&fe
fj|J V^l? combine in parl:es of friends, and disorder the

nff.irs of government, shall suffer decollation ; have their

property Confiscated ; and their wives and children doomed

to slavery. Further, guilt shall not only be attributed to
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the Keen chin 1 E5 wicked minister, who enters into such

eaba !

s, but also to thoss who submit to his powerful influence,

instead of doing their duty in opposing him and informing

against hiir.

The notes say that, Keen jin
^ ^\.

wicked intriguing

men, who disturb the aff.irs of government, E pcen ke ze

P7 '{iP t~* 3^ to acc "mm date their own selfish views;

begin by forming parties of friends. Those whom Keen

seay yS shi 1
^JjJ ^ i$

wicked ar'd intriguing statesmen

wish to kill ; are either persons on whom they desire to

gratify revenge, or whose worth or favorable reception at

court they envy ; or whose strict principles and just dis-

pleasure they dread. (.Ta-lsing Leuh-le, 4 vols.)

On the subject of lewdness, in all its forms, the Chinese

moral writers are copious to excess, ai.d endeavour to point

out in the strongest possible language, the evils resulting

from it. The title of their essays are expressed in this way,

Keae kea ke keen pei sh 6^ ffi^ ] ^ j^
warnings

against going with prostitutes, and debauching female slaves.

(Tseuen-jin-keu-kviS.) This essay opens by affirming lhat

Woo keih kwa foo, choo tsze chay, tsuy yu shajin tang
*jlj

a widow, or a virgin, commits a crime as great as murder.

And notwithstanding the distinctions which the laws of

man make, it is affirmed, Keen che, urh tsze, yin letih woo

fun kwei tseen
] ^2 HI ^ $t^ $& ^ FT f$t

that the two words, tn fornicate, are not, by the laws of t e

invisible state, varied in their criminality, according to the

respectability of the persons.

A Chinese books on Ethics, called King sin lull fflfr /fe ^*
a record of things respected and believed; or a confession

of faith; contiins a decalogue, in which the first command-

n.ent is, Keae yin hing ^ Jj ^ against lewdness.

In tin.- absT.ce of the awful sanctions of Christianity,

the Chinese have recourse to various legendary tali s, shewing"

the interposition of Superior Powers, in favor of Virtue, and

against vice.

The afore nanird works, contain many examples, briefly

r I 'teil. One is the case of a literary candidate who having

attained the age of 54 years, without succes* in obtaining

degrees, applied to the aiig^ HS-e-tung-tsze

desiring from him a reponse, to explain the cause of his want

of success. His mode of application was by the
Ji[,.Kc (See

under that word, pae 40, Part I ) The answer was in these

words, Tsze ping sing haou Ke-keen; kin Shang-te ke 15

joo pih e
-J- ^p-

/

g-. ffi fy| 1 . 7 JL ^ 3V^
'Hf $fe fe J""< throughout life, have been addicted to foal

(unnatural) lewdness , now the Most High, will takeaway your

life. The man, whose name was Le ^E
felt a temporary shame,

but did not believe; and afterwards, though he published a

tract
5JJF

'It
[JS *\}. against unnatural pleasures; did not

entirely reform his lewd practices and the same year, during

the eight moon, % j || f)| fljj ^ ffi ^ at last a

fowl crowed, and he died suddenly, w.thout leaving a son to

weep at his grave, or to continue his name to posterity.

(ifl~ Jii 'ifl lit $M Tsil"; kwang keS she peen, page 48).

Under the Ping leuh -f^^ or m"l\n\ Uws of China,

there is a clause concerning Pwan keS keen te jfy ^

%M the seizure and interrogation of spies. It is enacted that

Kiug nuy keen se, tiow tow seaou sefh yu wae jin M^f j/lj

1 iH^ $$i if^ & ~fy ^h A 'P!e> wiinin the fron"

tier ho sliall go over and reveal secrets to people outside ; as

well as Keen se jtih nuy tan ting sze tsing chay, keae tsan

/iffl ^A. ^3 "ffi S^> ^ '("a /is* "^ ^Jr 'p*et wno

come inside the frontier, to listen, and find out affairs, shall

all be decapitated. In the notes, the word spy is expressed

by Keen se ^F
ffl the character Keen, in e ich case having

. . ||
the same sense. The person who Tse? yin j

fj
I receive!

and conducts the spy that comes from outside ;
and he who

Ke mow jt 3S orginates the scheme of a spy going over

the frontier, are both implicated in the capital offence.

These laws although originally applicable only in cases

of actual hostilities; have several clauses under them which

enable the government to bring the charge of being a spy

against any person, who may enter within or go beyond the

frontiers ; and they are applicable also to the frontier between

China proper and the Tartar dominions of the present Tartar-

Chinese dynasty. These laws apply also to the mountaineers

called Meaou tsze W -f- and to the people in Canton, who

reside amongst the hills to cut fuel. They are all registered

by government, aud must report themselves when they go

and come,
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The clause containing the tylhing act, is under the same

law. It reqiiirei that every -J-
R ten houses shall have

urerior called
|j^ jjjj

Pac-tow ;
and CTery ten of these

shall h:ive a stiprrior called Ep JM KcS tow ;
and again,

every ten of these shall have a Paou chang ^ J^ or

countable of a hundred. .Any man not properly accounted

fur by these, romes under the law concerning tp-et ; and to the

same rcgul lions and penalties the priests ai d their temples

are subject The tpies who have unauthorized intercourse

with the mountaineers in China, or with foreigners on the

frontier, are by the reigning family called
yj

I Han keen,

or ^p Chinese traitors: and this is the charge which the

Canton government always brings against any natives (ex-

clusive of the authorized Hong merchants and linguists)

who may have intercourse with foreigners ; and this indictment

being |iroted, subjects a native either ti> capital punishment,

or to transportation t > remote parts of the empire, as the

case may require: the capital offences are going over a

barrier , or beyond the frontier; taking people or arms abroad,

or selling nitre and sulphur, and such like offences. (Ta-

tsirg Leiih le, llth vols page 0.

The two last clauses u .der Ill's spy law enact, that any

foreigner going clandestinely over the frontier, Woo lun she

fow Uih fi-i $ffi f& -S- 35 fcfr 36 without any regard to
Tivv Hrnl .At tl ?\\ *-l*

whether he may be a bandit or not, he shall be immediately

seiztfd and his case reported to the heads of government ; if it

appear that the guards have accepted money to let him pass,

they shall be instantly put to death. Natives shall not be

allowed to build huts on any islands on the co.ist ,
if they do so,

the naval officers who go to ea to cruize are commanded tc

burn them all to the ground.

From itro women and to offend. Used

in the same sense at the preceding.

The liiten of a wife ; the elder sister* are designated Ta e

^ great; the younger are called
/j\ ^

Seaou e; A

molhei's .sisters are also called E. Tang-e fa*
|

a mother'*

sisters. ?hth pS e
~j"~ /\ J

spirit or god of the wind.

E ma tsze mei 1 ^ Tflfo ^fc
mother's siitrri; aunts of

a different surname; i. e. not of the father's side, from whom

of course the children' receive their name. E po
]

a grandinolhei'j sisters by the mother's side. E neang

a mother's sister ; an aunt by the mother's tide.

*2 Gae clean.

MOO. From woman and
filthy.

Hoo loo ^? f|| sordidly avaricious.

E. A woman's name.

JOO. Spoiled or rotten fish.

N EEN. From woman and a year. A beauti-

ful woman; a woman's name.

CHIH, or Tee.

From unman and to go. The sons or daughters of brothers,

these accompanied Ihe daughters of the rich when married.

A husband also calls h's wife's nephews and neices Chih, or

Wae cbTIi
#j- ^

external
;

Irs own are called Nny chih
jfa

j
internal. Clnh foo

j -uj a nephew's wife. Chili neu
j

~n" a neice. Chili se
| f9j a in ice's husband. Chih sun

#R a nePncw
'
J children. Chili tsze

j J- a nephew.

Under this word Kang-hc quotes part of a speech made
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by a furious and bold statesman Ti-1-jin-kn ^ 4-_: ^ to

the no less f; raous queen Woohow
-j^^ (A. P. 700.')

The queen had an illicit amour with her nephew Woo-san-sze

P{J tr" PI and proposed to the minisl'Ts to nnke him heir
it\ - - i\\

to the throne i to the exclusion of her own son Jjp !'^ _J

Loo-ling-wang. In this project she was opposed strenuously

by Te-jin-kee ; who for his opposition was dismissed in

anger from the Queen's presence. After a considerable lapse

of time, the ministers were ag:iin called for by the queen,

who s.iid, she had often dreamt that she, Shwang luh pilh

ihing ltf.
(f^c ^ B$j; had made the Swang-l&h move in

che^s, and had lost ;
she therefore called them to interpret

to her this dream, linkef, as the above name is abbreviated,

replied, that h- r losing the game was from fflE + fjl
having

no inns or pieces to support the move ; and that, Teen ke

e chay e king p* hea ^ ^ g ft $$ g* ^ it

was an intimation of the will of Heaven, and a warning to

her majesty respecting her project of setting aside her own

son, to put her nephew on the throne : he then rehearsed

the toils and dmgers gone through by the founder of the

dynasty, with the design of handing down fhe throne to his

own posterity; and exclaimed, Koo chih yu moo tsze shun

tsin
fy- ] $| -Q;^ 3|| HJ >s y"r nephew or your

own son the nearer relation ! If your nephew be placed on

the throne, the temples he erects will not be dedicated to

you, but to another name. The desire of immortality on

earth, and the rites of sacrifice to her manes, prevailed with

the queen, and she immediately fijud the succession iu favor

of her son. (Urh-sMh-yth-she, 22fi vol.)

ChTh urh
J

? a nephew. Shun chfh jftf I an uncle

and a nephew. Laou been chili^ ^ 1 venerahle worthy

nephew, a complimentary addre.s. Telh chth -Mi 1 an elder

brother's son or daughter Tai g chTh ^o*
'

a maternal

nephew or neice. Chih ma chiih kea koo tsze e ta kung tsnn

,hh lun ; chang tseih st.Ih
| g ^j ft ^ g ^

A $1 H M nm ^b -fc "t"
a "c|)hcw who sha" llse

abusive language to his elder brother's sister, who is already

married out, should no doubt be judged of according to the

law respecting superiors of nearly related kindred, and punished

irilh seventy blows. (Ta-ising Lcuh-le.)

rot., i. 5 z

Same as ;% See, Excessive familiarity.

yi 1^
^ame as iS Leu, Ugly.

^HLJ CHIN. Careful; attentive.

KE.

A famous surname of antiquity. Read E, An epithet of
'

handsome women; a king's wife; a general term for concu-

bines. Ke sing che kw3
'|
^ ^ ^ nations possessed by

the family Ke, there were forty brothers. (B. C. 1110)

Ke 1 the surname of Hwang-te Jjr & was assumed in
I !** 'M

reference to Ke-shwiiy 1
7]^

the stream Ke where he resided.

Jin che tseg ching ke tsee ^ ^ ^ |{| | ^ men's

concubines are complimented by the appellation Ke.lset. la

this use of the character Kan^ke requires it to be read E.

Ke pun Chow sing ke neu kwei yu lee kw8 che neu, so e foo

Jin mei haou, ke:.e ching e
\ ^ J^J ^j:^ -fa ^^

wmz* ft u ^ A n 1 1 % 1

Ke, was originally the surname of the CAom family who Adopted

it from Hwang-te (B C. II 10.) 1 hi princesses of this

family were more honor bio than those of the other princi-

palities; and hence, women who have complimentary appella-

tions given them are all called Ke.

About 500 years B. C. it is siiJ, in the Tto-chucn, that

Ke sing che kw5 chay, sze sliih jin 1 -Mr ^, ^1 ^ P9

-p fi there wi-re forty princes of the surname Ke, who

ruled separate principalities, which number Yih yi5 yen che

puh puh keang shw ^ ^ lH fi <$ '& ?% h W'

eier was only an average amount, and must not be strictlf

interpreted: there might be more or fewer.

HEEN. A good appearance.
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HANG. A woman's name.

KWANG. From woman and iplendid, A.

female name; a shining handsome woman.

Mad; a period often days; a bride's first arriving. Read

Keun, The marriage of man and woman. Read Sin, The name

of a district.

KWA. From woman and to ttrut. Good;

elegant; vain; conceited; boastful. Read lieu, An elegant

appearance. Read Keu, Extravagant. Also read Hoo, and Ko.

YEN. A woman's name.

MING. Good.

Same as SJ Keun.

LEE.

from well arranged and woman. Excellent; goodly.

From woiran and tar. An appellation of woman. One

says, A female ; a woman.

PAE, and Pei. A woman's name.

GO, or .

Good ; excellent ; a clerer woman ; a woman'* name. A

surname.

YEW.

From woman and to have. A couple ; a pair.

IIING. Appearance of a tall woman.

An ancient form of^Tse, A wife.

I OO. From woman and to tmear or paint.

Same as
jfa Too, To speak about, or against.

YEN.

Elegant; handsome, pretty ; well \ersed or skilled in. Used

locally for the common word Good. Yen 1 and Che j&
are opposite', Beautiful and ugly ; to like and to dislike. Yen

sih haou teth wci seen yen j||j
-tiL Ml tt firtf 1 a

good colour is expressed by Seenyen.

Same as
yfc Cha, A young girl; and as ^ and

=f
jfi.

both of which are pronounced Cha, To fume and iputter

in anger.

SIN.

The name of an ancient state : ia the same sense, it is read

Se, Sun, and Seen ; and under the last pronunciation it ; Iso

denotes, The appearance of walking. Shang yew sin pc ^j

/^ J[J
under the dynasty Shaug, were the states Sin and

Pe. (Tso-chuen.)
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YIN.

From woman and because of. The person made for man ;

a bride ; the bridegroom is culled j& H wan, from teaman and

duxk : because he came, according to ancient usage, in the

evening of the day to receive his bride. The families of bride

and bridegroom. Hwan jiu -tfEs I marriage ; a wedding;

matrimony ; nuptial rites and ceremonies.

Hwin yin ta sze
jjijf j ^ Jpji

the great concerns of

matrimony. Hwan yin kcih
>bej(E| ]

W
fli to be mar-

ried at the proper age.

In the Leking, the simple word ^i flwSn, the evening is

employed for the first character in the above phrase ; and its

use is accounted for thus; Q A j| .""" ^!J 3r $> *$

^ 1^ Jc fl 1
J ' h J"h how urh kth

l*
wan wei hwin >

se yuc hwaii, tse yue j in, 'Two quarters of an hour and a half

after sun-set is called hwan
; i. e. dusk or twilight ; the bride-

groom is called hwin, and bride Km,' which is composed of

woman and cause, intimating that the bridegroom's coining in

the evening is the cause of the bride's going with him to

become his wife. In choosing the evening, tlic Chinese usage,

corresponds with that of the Greeks. According to the ancient

authority above referred to, the words fjwan yin (given above)

are also applied to the relations of the wife. The word Huiiin

is applied to the wife's father, and the word 1 fin to the

husband's father. The husband's kindred are called O

^ Yin heung te ; and the wife's kindred
Jp t? t& Hwan

heung te. (Leking, 74 k entitled -IS ^"(i Hwin-e.)*r V-^C

Yin ya
'[ Jjjjjj

females who become related by the mar-

ri:ige of sisters, and so on.

Yin Uin
j ^ Yin tseTh

] ^ and Yin kea
]

?

all denote being related by marriage j the last phrase refers

ch ;

eflv to the heads of the two families. Yin kea wan sang

rjC flit '"r
a j'i"'" r pup"' related by marriage, is a

mode of signature proper on some occasions when writing to a

fallier-in-law: under different circumstance to slyle himself

Wan-sanjj, would be tlioiight ridiculous. The Chinese distinc-

tions in many of t rse cases are exceedingly minute, and

uninteresting to people of other countries and different usages.

The Chinese teach that there is a Providence of Superior

Powers which predetermines what two persons shall be united

in marriage; and this predetermination they rail Yin yuen

1 &j the cause of marriage; hence the standard maxim,
i /|v|^ . . *

Leang yuen yew sdh te; kca gow tsze teen ching Mr
|JJ

M $$f ^ iPJ 1=3 ^ /j)t
felicitous predeterminations

are fixed in the morning ; happy unions are made in

heaven. (Koo-sze-keung-lin.)

In allusion to the same idea is the proverb, Tsze koo

tnou i tse'en le yin yuen ; yih seen keen kwan
pj "jj" )j|f

~f~ JP. %ji
'

jwjJ *n^ '>r fr m f "'d '' nas ')een

said, marriage destiny unites those a thousand miles apart ;

and a thread will draw, and keep them together. The last

part of the proverb refers to the thread by which the wine

cups of the bride and bridegroom are united at the marriage

ceremony.

In China a marriage that would not be considered informal

must observe the 7*r ifl!? Luh le, Six ceremonies; which are
f \ nvtx.

these.

1, When the f .ther, and (if he have any) the elder brother

of a young man, have determined to espouse a wife for him,

they must
senda^jjt ^ Mei yin, or go-between, to the father

and brother of the young woman whom they desire to espouse,

and enquire of them, her name, and the day and hour of her

birth. These are submitted to (a h
^jf

Pfih chay,) a divin-

er, who, by bis art ascertains "g. "i ^R "g
1

Ke keib pub.

kelh, Whether the union of the parties will be felicitous or not;

if it be determined in the affirmative, g|j plT |jD w/ jj?

Ts'ih ko ching tsze sze, then the affair may be carried into

effect ; if in the negative, the intended alliance is broken off

2, The young man's friends, f^ K 4H
[H/ -/r- Z2. "t

^ Ke puh lib tsze neu tsze shin kelh, having divined that

an alliance with this young woman will be felicitous, the

go-between is sent to announce it to the parents of the young

woman, and to request a promise of marriage, this form is

called Ml ~^j Na kelh, delivering the happy tidings.

3, The next step is for the friends of the intended bride-

groom to send and request from the young woman's parents

a written promise of marriage, this is called
ijAj ;^

Na tsae. Next,
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4, On the man's side, are sent pieces of silk, silver, or

fold; sheep, wine. f. nil, and so on, to the espoused wile's

friends; which ccremoii) is called
jjJM

Hi* M pe. Then,

5, From the man's friend* a messenger is sent to request

that the woman's parents will fix a day for the marriage ;

which form is called Tsing ke p^ J[fj
requesting to appoint

a time; and,

6, Finally the bridegroom goes in person to receive his

bride, and bring her home to be his wife; which is called

Tsiii ying ty]
jfrj

or Ying tseu
jjQ}

3?: to go and meet

the bride.

These fix forms are commonly reduced to three, called

Win ting yF *if^
a written nvirriage settlement; Kwo !e

^S 'ijffl
sending marriage presents ; and Tseu -y actually

marrying.

The Tartar usage in China is different from the above

named rules, the ceremony of fixing the espousal with them,

consists in a matron from the bridegroom, Chi tsan i3j
ijifc

braiding with a pin the young lady's head-dress.

With the Chinese, preparatory to the marriage day, the

young man is Kwan tsze
T^?

SL formally capped with a

dressed bonnet, and takes another name, called 32 Tsze; the

young woman changes the manner of braiding up her h;iir,

at which her young friends assist, and shave her face; which

ceremony is called ^ ^ KeTh-ke.

Che tseu tse che jih jg $fc^ Q on the day of

marriage, n lations and friends send congratulations and

presents; tablets; geese, (see page 619) wine; and so forth

to the bridegroom's house; they stick flowers in hishiir;

and bind scarlet about him in token of joy. The bride's

relations aiid file ids send her pins, bracelets, garments,

eosmeti.s, rouge, and other things suitable to her circum-

stances. All her young female friends come and weep
f

with her night and day, till she euters the chair hich lAes

her from her parent's home, which usage is called
$j; tyS

Sung kea, and is explained on the ground of her leaving

their society to go and serve a husband. On this day, the

bridegroom's friends send an ornamented chair ; lanterns,

music, an artificial pavilion, &c. forming a procession accom-

pauied by the young man, and his young friends., who go

to the bride's and bring her home. When she arrives at the

gate, the mnsic strikes itp ; and the promtb<e take the bride

on their shoulders, Ke kwe ho pun (Eft ^ ^ ^ to carry

her over the dish of fire, which is placed inside the

door; having entered, they immediately carry her into the bride's

chamber and require her to sit down.

The bride has next to acomp'iny the prtmutiat, bearing

areca, or Belle nut, out to the hall, requesting the guests .o

partake of it rand having with the bridegroom wors Slipped

the goose, she again enters her chamber.

The pronula; then request the bridegroom to enter, Taou

ken sin neang che tow shang bung pa 2Jk jr M'
yjjl

~S"

Off
|"_

zl
||)H

to pluck off from the bride's head her red

vail, and to Sung lung ffc ^M open the trunk which contains

her raiment, at the top of which is placed some moue) for

Le she t\\ jn gl>oa luck.

After thtse ceremonies have been gone through, a table

with wine, is spread in the bedroom, at which the bride and

bridegroom alone sit down ; and which is called Tso ko tang

A Wi! ^5j sitting in the hall of songs ; and here the H5 kin le
I . *wv ~t-

^"rff fljfi ceremony of joining cups is gone through ; which

is otherwise c.illed Hwachfih tsew xV
yffi]

fflfc the flower

candle wine; the bridegroom drinks a little; and the bride

screens her face with her bauds, and goes through the form

of drinking.

The Kea po jj^^ or pronubz next send in a matron,

of many childre.,, the wife of one husband, and one who has

been successful through/ life, to pronounce a benediction, and

to
Poochwang^fe ^ make the bed. The party outside

drink and mike merry till the hoi r of retirement arriv/j,

when they accompany thg bridgroom to the chambc r door

and disperse. On the next morning, the husbmd and wife

come ont to the hall, Pac kea shin K ^? jfifo
to worship the

household gods ; and to pay their respects to their parents,

uncles and aunts. They then return to tteir chamber, ana!

recei\e the visits of their young friends who are pennited

to lan^h and joke at their expense; which usage is called

Fan sin lang R^ if jM and Ta fang JT ^j&
an attack on

the bridegroom.

The bride [T PB IJwuy mun, visits her parents on the
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jJjH San chaou, third morning after the marriage ; in an
~\ff

ornamented chair prepared by her husband, who gives the Pjl

til PTh jow, White fleshfeasl, on the occasion. After the

expiration of one month, the wife's friends send a head-dress

to their daughter : which is called Tw_ M^: Hwan ke, exchng-

ing head-dress, iind on this occurrence a feast is given to the

relations <if the new married pair, which entertainment closes

the ntiptuul ceremonies.

In the Ta-tsing Leiih-le, under the law entitled, Nan neii

hwin jin ^ -J jjljf j

i. e The marriage of men and

women, are inserted several enactments respecting the dis-

putes which occur between the contracting parties; breach

of a promise of marriage, or as they express it, Hwuy hwan

che ts?e
'pjj jjfjlf

~

J{. repenting of the intended marriage;

the being prosecuted for fornication, adultery, or robbery,

after the contract of marriage has been arranged ; some imposi-

tion on the part of the go-between, and such like cases.

It was the dynasty Ming, which reigned during the Uih,

and 15th centures, that Lefh linan yin \Th pecn ^T ffij:

*

jj-jj
established the section concerning marriage, as

it now stands, with some slight alterations.

The fundamental principle is, that as Hwin yin sluh leang

kea che hanu
-j(j '[ -Ifi} phi tjfr

/
Tjpl- marriage is for

the mutual advantage of both families ; it PeTh tsung so yuen

jjj/j\
/

fjjr ijjijj

must proceed from voluntary consent, or

whut is desirable for bth parlies; and therefore, Woo yaou

leang kea ming pll, turg chef | ^ fc ^ ^ j| ^p
insists upon both parties clearly and explicitly iiiforiiiing eaeli

other, whether the man or woman have any bodily defect or

notj what their age is, and whether born of wives or con-

cubines; of the first wife, or some subsequent connexion j

or be one's own, or an adopted child.

If these things have all been previously explained and

understood, Urh che hwuy chay, cLe woo shih
jfij jjjjj?/ '[>t

^ TL
|

alUt eit!lcr
'
larty sudde'ily repent of the

arraiigeineiil (or violate the promise of marriage) the person

with whom the controul is, shall be punished with filly blows.

If in the mean time, Tsae heu tajiii we chitig hwin chay

$- P^P ft!l A ?fc /$ $$ ft another promise of mar-

riage has been made to some other person, and \\jcliingtsin

^ /9C ')li
l 'le ln;lrr ' ;lSc not navc been consummated , the

PART. I. 6 A

offender shall receive seventy blows; if F, ching hwin chay

2. /$ $$ $ "le marriaKc 'la" have 'ecn consummated

the offender shall be beaten with eighty blows.

If there be any Wang maouS; H deception practiced

on the woman's side, and it he found that she has, Tsan tselh

5'c ^' solne '""lily defect; and that a sister has been shewn
/ -^C ' ^ _

instead of the real person, the Choo hwan jin ^ j^f J\^

the conductor of the marriage contract, shall be beaten with

eighty blows ; if Nan kea wang maou
"/j ^ -^ J

tne

man's family pruct'ne any deception; such as the real person

having some bodily defect, and a brother having been shewn

to the go between; or the young man's being an adopted son,

instead of one's own son, the crime shall Kea yth tSng jjTJ

*

*. be one degree greater, than in the woman's case.

The Chinese subjects on the southwest frontier are not

allowed to intermarry with the foreigners on the border ; nor

may Chinese of the plains djjt ^| Kee tsin, bind themselves

in marriage alliances with the rfe ~. Meaou tsze moun-

taineers in the interior of China. The holders of domestic

slaves, who do not procure husbands for their female slaves,

but leave them f|j^^t
K()0 kwn, in a lonely celibacy, are to

be prosecuted ~fc
Jjfe j|ji

& Puh ying chung leuh, for one

of the strongest cases of misdemeanour.

At the same time that the laws forbid a forced celibacy on

the part of slaves, it provides the honorary tablet or banner

called
~fjf ;at Tsing peaou, for | -k- Heaou neu, dutiful

daughters, who voluntarily %& fy ^^ ^^ Chung

s'.i i fiing tsin pdh kea, Spend their whole lives in attendance

on their, parent", and never choose to marry. The same honor

is awarded for ^- 1K& |r1
-far We hwin ching neu, females

who maintain a perpetual virL'inity. But to those who are

espoused to caeh other, and
^J^

W'
^|ig ptj

We t'-aiig kwo

miir, have not yet passed over the threshhold ; Ihit i<, not been

actually married ;
if they have illicit intercourse, the law

applies to them the strong term of ^ ^t Tu:ig keen, fornica-

tion or adultery, and punishes them nccordingJy.

The lasting fidelity of some Chines- espoused in childhood

by their parents, was exemplified in the 42nd year of the late

Emperor Keenlung, Ching yun yucn Jjg j? ~J^
at two

years of age, was, by liis fitt.i.r, K, ' tm ^ vQ espoused

to a friend's daughter, named
y

|| ^P Lew. she. The one
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lived in the south of China, and the other family in the north,

at the f.ir famed ^^ "if Teen tsin, or heavenly spot, as some

call it; but more correctly, the Celestial Stream. The boy's

father die!; and his fairly is dispersed j and neither the

intrude:! b. i K'romn ir>r his espoused wife ever heard of each

other for upwards t,f fifty years. Yet bolh parlies gg tfc

jV;
flfl

Lfc ; |\ ,|lj
K, ;

-ii i-how tse.-n ining; she die

puh IIAUY, i r . \ in >i' t i e 1 Ih ir 'ornier oath ; unropentingly

steady to lh ir purpose, as an arr.> flies ft in the b.iw to the

taigel, ami rrl'inis . ol. Tlu once .vo::igmiu finally was re-

duced to t.ic siiu .ti..n of a je.lagogue in a Peking gr-ii.i boat;

anil accidentally he..nl, as lie passed Teeutsin, lliat a maiden

lady, Lew she, h d srcludcd herself from the world, in a
jj^

^ Xe g n. or nunn.ry. Oa enquiry, he found th t the nun,

was his betrothed wife. The circumstance was noised abroad
i

the local officer invited them to his public hall; had the

marriage there celebrated ; obtained for them a
TjtfJ: ^& Tsing

pejon, an imperial banuer in honor of their fidelity ; and

furnished them with money to carry Ching yunyuen, with his

briJe to the village of his father. (Ta-tsing Leuh-le, 6 vol.

$ 10, page 4.)

The word JO Yin, is in some books written Yin,

without any variation of the sense. In Kuo-sze keung-lin

P& ^i- JJ| ^ft
llu' coral forest of ancient lore, 2 vols.

S 2, page 18, this word is used at the head of a chapter in

which are contained a number of classical phrases applicable

to marriage; and a brief explanation subjoined in a smaller

character, shewing the origin of the classical term, and the

allusion to some eminent person, or extraordinary occurrence

in ancient story. It i, there s,t down as a maxim that

Hwanyin lun ,s,e, e loo che tao,, #} ] fft |f^ $jf
; i|j

in m -image, to have regard to gain, is (he usage

only of foreign and rapicious barbarians, and add, that

* t 8#Z m &3 & 1 Koo chay n , neu

ttfih, k5 t.Th Hh yen, in ancient fmes the friends of
a young ,.-, ,,r woman all selected a virtuous person, as a

match for a son or daughter. Put, e tsae wei le ^ H Sf
>Eb Jl'tt

a " d <ll(l ""' Consider property a necessary present.

feme of the phrase are these, Yu kwei ^=f-$ denotes Ncn
i_ I n ' tf IP

3
'& V& lhe marriage of a daughter. Taken from an ancieut

ode in the She-king.

Wan tseu -n- 2E expresses Nan liwin JH TfW the marriasey L^ _y^ /j r*v\

of a sou. Taken from the same authority as the preceding.

Hen ying =?F*xl' promise to put on the sash ; expresses

a young lady's accepting of the espousal presents. The s:ish

intimates that she is now bound to another.

Meaou keen
EjH

@ to see the temple of her ancestor's

manes.

Leaou tsze ping che yuen I - ZE ^7 ^ifj
to complete

Ttsr-p'ng's desire; is a phrase which denotes, the marryi.g

all one's sons and daughters. This has matlusi .<n to Heang ching

ml -fe- wliose nuptial name was Tsze ping . and who lived

during the Han dynasty. TI.e story is thus relat -,l,

In the Yih-king, under the diagram called jf] ^jjj> ip
Sun vih kwa. The hurtful ai.d beneficial A'u-n, this sentence

occurs, Ylh le yew yew wang ; le .she ta chucn s^ 3;|l

'fa $L tfk ^P'j W ~fc )\\
l 'le advantageous l.xa gives

success wherever one goes; it is beneficial in passing

great rivers j
its adiantages, as the commentators say, is

present chiefly in distress and difficulties.

On reading this passage, the enthusiast laid down the

book, and fetching a deep sight sail', Woo e che, foopiihjoo

pin; kwei puh joo tseen -g- F H
"ft, y, ^jj| ~^ -jlr

-^ "^[f Bv ' "ovr ^oow '*iat '* '* hetter to be poor than rich ;

to be in mean, than in respectable condition. Having taken

this view of life, he forthwith married out hissonsand dau^h-

ter ; broke up his house, and saying Woo yuen peih e ?t )6|j

jf* My desires are now finished, he forthwith set off to

travel amongst the mountains of China, and was never heard

of more.

te
ifia

*'le farms or ceremonies, when marriage is the

subject spoken of, implies the sijc le or ceremoi.ies mentioned

above; and which, according to the authority before us,

are thus named;
lt,|^j^:

N:i tae, 2nd,
ptj ^ Wan ming ,

"''
lift^ m kctl1 : 4lh '

%fo ||c
N5 ching, or

$jJj ^ XS

plh; 5lh,
=|| ||^

Tsing ke ; and 6th, if| jfij Tain} ing,

^ JJ2.
Win 'ing; or

<^JM ^ Xi tsae, are both expressions,

denoting ^y Jtfjl. Hing ping, The act of espousing: these

phrases are taken from the She-king ; and Yen pe

conveys the same idea.

Fung chcn denotes
|i

. Puh tse, To divine
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for a wife , i. e. to divine whether marriage with such a person

will be felicitous or not : this phrase has an allusion to a

person named King cluing |jfer

/

jm mentioned in ancient

story, who divined respecting a wife by the flight and the

voice of the /f'l la Fung Ineang birds.

Sing ke
/j? JIM the star-light meeting, this expression is

takgn from a verse in the She-Icing, part of an epithalamium ;

written in limes of civalwar: it reads thus,

3 Y& y? i fr Chow nieaou shuh sin
/WrJ /(* >K. /jy|

Ki '' scTI' ho se ' h }

M A. Ki"en tszo leans jin
~

-? ^ 3- ^ Tsze he ! Tsze he !

j(P Jt M A M Jim lsze leans j'm ho '

Bind together the bundles of sticks

.Antares and Scorpio appear in the heavens

Whiit evening is th$i evening ?

Who is this worthy nrm that I suddenly see?

Oh. my h'.isbai.d ! my h'isbaiid !

What shall I do- for this good man ? (She king.)

Yue laou 13 ;J the moon-light old man, denote* the

person who carries messages in funning marri ige contracts :

it alludes to a person named Wei koo s|~ ffij during the

Tang dynasty, who being in search of a wife, saw an old man

leaning on a bag and reading a book by moon-light. On

enquiring what the hook was, he was told in reply that it

was Hwan tiih
-^ji jjfi

the book of fate ronccn.ing nvir-

riages. When asked what was in the b;ig, the old mm
replied, Chili shing ts/e

T^i $$ ~f~
red

stri,.j-s to hind the

feet of man and wife together; when bound with this string

added he, even though their respective families cherish a

mortal enmity to each other; and though they live in regions

widely sep:iraled, still they never can escape the connubial

tie. It is from a desire in parents that this LbL-d conjugal

fid; lily may he verified in their children ; they have named

the Go-between, from the circumstances of the old man

to whom the tale is attributed.

It is the frequent occurrence of flight allusions t.) the tales

of other times, that makes the Chin.'sc language so difficult to

foreigners;
and this difficulty can b removed only by a

rather copious account, not only of words, but also of person*,

places, and things.

ifc
FOW. A beautiful woman; a woman of

correct and elegant manners. Also read Pae and Paou.

SHE, orCh'he.

A pretty woman. Read Che and Ke, A worthless woman; a

prostitute. Elegant; good. Occurs as A local word applied to

deceased parents.

Foo she
^j/

1 a deceased father. Moo she -^ J

a

deceased mother. Koo che
# } light and dissipated.

Che che kung choo
| ]

/ j
a beautiful princess.

Read Te, Repose; quiet.

KWEI.

A good-looliing appearance; handsome; a genteel gait.

TSEUEN. A female name.

MANG, or Hwang. A woman's name.

TPZE.

From sorted and woman. Manner ; gait ; gesture ; car-

riage ; flattering; adul lory ; elegant. Sing tsze /M^ ^
disposition t cast of temper. Teen tsze ~J^ I disposition

conferred hy nature. Fucrg tsze 4.
j

a fine full figure.

Nen tsze mci iiuon ching t<ze sih
-ty J- jfe i| JjS

1

^ a woman with a handsome countenance is said to have

Tsze sih, a biautif.it colour. Teen tsze kw5 sth j^ [^
"fi

a he.ivcnly f.ir one ; a nation's beauty. Fung tsze tseun

sew
3jL j ^ Jj

a plump, handsome, and supremely
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elegant person, said either of men or woman. Tseug she

che tsze
*jni ftt- ~/^ I beauty unequalled in the world.

Teen tsze ke kaou, heB win yew clifili jin tow te ntr"
|

\\\ A
superior comeliness; and his learning surpassing that of other

^i ^\ ^Y* ML - \ iffi f^,
even as for me, who am a

a poor slave ; my countenance, although 1 would not venture

lo call it pretty, yet it is not an ugly countenance.

Of Sung-pSen-e-ho 4^:^. Jj 5f;j|
a political character

of considerable notoriety during the seventh century, it is

said, that when Keen shaou kwan we, tsze hea iirh tuy oE.

ty $ lt$ 1=1 ~F jfij 3'f
lle was y<>""g ail filled a pretty

office; in addressing his superiors, his Shing tsze Ising Icang

ffiy ViT */C
vo 'ce was pleasing, and his articulation dis-

tinct and clear.

Of Taetsung ^^ the second Emperor of the Tang

dynasty, (A. D. 654,1 it is said, that at Sze suy yew lung fung

die Isze
JJE) j^ ^ j|| J|

~

j
fonr vc;irs o f age he

had the visage of (those emblems of greatness and glory)

the dragon and the fung bird.

The Shoo sSng s^ ^J: scholar, who gave this character

of the young prince lo his father Kaoii-tsoo 4=U
jjffj

added

other expressions foretelling Tactsung's greatness, and then

retired from the Emperor* presence. He, Keu ke yu see

111 ;Hj }1&
fearin

?: "hat had been said should tsanspirc

f^t A ^E. ^X 3~ senl a man lo
l'
u c the scholar and

kill him j but he could not he found, RC! 1*1 f?, fi
K-V />o AtHJ /)l>p

for it was thought he was a god. (Urh-sliih-y ih-she, 05 vol.)

SUNG.

The ancient Ruler
i^ .^ Tc-kiSh's second concubine;

the mother of 3%L See
; the minister of 3J Yaou, (B. C.

2830,) and the ancestor of the subsequent r&j Shang dynasty.

A surname.

It is said, that Sung tun >en Iwan urh sang see 1 ?& ^uf.

$fj rf|j ^ ^L Sung swallowed Hie egg of a species of

hirundo, and became prtgnant of SHi: (Tsze-hwuy.)

In the ode entitled Chang fSt fe ^ i,, the Shcking, Sung

is mentioned (him, Sung fang tseang, te leih tsze sang shang

1 58T
i;(HP 4 ^'ife-(t ** thcn bec:mie great

and the Emperor Yaou established her son who produce the

Shang dynasty. (She-king.)

WEI.

Filling a place of honor with solemn sternness. Dignity;

majesty ; graceful pomp; intimidating power. A term of

r.spect in families. Name of a famous beauty. E wei

flB" 1 the name of an insect.

Wei tsung yen y:iy, mang jay
'

fjjl J^ }Q /fjfi tlL

Wei, denotes a sternness or severity commanding respect;

and also a ferocious fierceness. H.iou piih wei fung ^-jp ^\

Jiff very majestic and pompous ; stately and showy,

said even of birds. Wei fung lin lin
^ |J[ /Pf Wjl

stern,

pompous and forbidding frigidness, inspiring awe and

distance.
' Yaou woo y;mg wei

T|| jj-L
tin splendid

military exploits, diffusing grandeur and inspiring awe. Jin

yew wei yen ko wei /^ ~A1
Ijifr Pj *Q a. man of stately

severity, to he le,.red or dreaded. Wei woo tseang keun

5\ Jlvf- 5i a gcncru ' ^ strict discipline, and grand

martial exploits.

In epitaphs or eulogies on deceased statesmen or heroes,

astern adherence to rectitude of conduct, and an unyielding

fortitude are expressed by Wei
;

a violence of temper and

conduct compelling others, is expressed by I Sly Wei keang.
>. -J-L - j f 4 V / -

K clrih ching yue wei e ^. ^ j y S'K righteousness

grasped and held fast, in the true medium, is expressed by

Wei-e. Wei
j

to inspire awe, and Wei J*f a f.cling of awe,

were formerly used for each other, hence Teen wt i ^r
occurs meaning The majesty of heaven which inspires awe;

now written ^ ^Ji
Teen icci. Wei keuen 1 JM^

authority ;

or the respect and awe inspired by authority. Tso wei tsS

full
[

/

j; j ^p Kg to be severe to the had, and kind to

the good j
to i;. spired dread in the one, and love in the

other.

* Tae-isu"S succeeded to the

dominion, and reigned tweiitj-two autumiisj the grandeur
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of his military exploits, his bencvol ,-nc , and his wisdom

were not inferior to his great ancestors.

E wei M*
|

a many-footed insect found in unswept

earthen floors, in damp places, and under stones and pots, pro-

bably the Onincus Asellus, or Millepedae : used by the Chinese

in their Materia Medica to remove a stoppage of urine, of the

menses, and other obstructions : it is liable to cause abortion,

said also to possess aphrodisiac properties. Its more usual

name is Shoo foo
|^ Jjjfi

called also Te sth
^{f j|L an earth

louse, with several other synonyms.

On of their prescriptions runs thus
, for, Tsan foo ncaou

Pe /*% i/K |ilt
a stoppage of urine in

lying.;,, women,
take E wei Iseih mei gaou yen mS tsew ftfh /B- 1 4" ifr

!- 1 u. > i.-> tti ,,F *!, .. Tf$f ^ ]@ /IK
scven " f the E-wei insects, boil them,

and reduce them to powder , then drink the powder iu a

little wine. (Pun-tsaoii, 31 vol. 41, page.)

In the Yth-king it is said of a prince or monarch, Kue* fow
keaou joo wei joo k,Th %^ ft j fo ^ ._
tercour.se with the people is in sincerity and truth ,.ndi n

proportion as it is dignified, it is happy.

Keun tao,, kwei kang, tae jow tseih fei , lang e wei tse che

1

' 'he conduct of a prince firmness is estimable ;

too much softness will cause failure; it is therefore proper
to aid clemency with the addition ofsevere dignity, and then

happiness will be the result.

In the Shoo-king, the impropriety in absolute monarchies

of transferring the prince's power to ministers, is pointed

out in the following quotation, Wei peih ts6 fdh ;wei peih tsS

ei; wei peth yiih shth ; chin woo yew U5 fall, ts5 wei yuh sin!)''
S ffc 1 31 ^ the sovereign alone should

make others happy (by rewarding them ; the sovereign alone

should exercise august severity ; tire sovereign alone should

have precious food sent him as tribute : the ministers should

not hive the power (jf blessing with rewards! of awing by

punishment; nor of inducing precious food to he sent them.

H i added, thai the Jin choo ^ ~fr lord or sovereign of

men; ,,,ust Tsung ming kang .wan
jg [j^j ^|j^ ^^

minate cle.rly , and decide
firmly , aud theu he will be

FART I. 6

able, Show wei full che ping
jj^ [ jj^ ^ ^ to receive

the homage given to authority that awes bj- severity, and

blesses by clemency. They insist, that Wei fSh tuae ke

Zji /fc J the power to make miserable or happy must

b; k-ptto himself; and Wei f8h piih hea e
flR ^f T*

f&r this august power to curse or bles, not be sent down

to any inferior.

Wei occurs used as a Verb, thus, Wei che "jf

intimidate him; awe him.

Wei ling seen
||| ||||

the powerful spiritual angel ;

name of a medicinal plant, found on the N. W. corner of China.

The first word of the name is intended to express the vehe-

mence of its action; the two last syllables of the name convey

an idea of its efficacy : it flowers in the seventh moon ; other-

wise called the Sp Jlfl)
IsT

"fjlj
the iron footed power-

ful spiritual angel. (Kwang-keun-fang-poo, 35 vols. and the

Pun-tsaou-kang-mBh, 20 vols. \ 86, page 17.)

Wei lefi wang ~P\\ ^j the august splendid monarch,

one of the kings under the Chow dynasty; (B. C. 425.) Hing

shang e yu ke wei
"Ifij '|S* pi fe( it 1 punishments and

rewards exhibit his august severity. (^H ffi^^ JS^
Chc.w-

le-choo-shoo, 78 vol )

In the 5th vol. of Chwang-tsze l|^ 3- there is a most in-

teresting chapter, narrating a conversation between, Rung tsze

^ ^jf-
Confucius, and Yu-foo

j(?J ^"a fatherly fisherman.

In the close of the conversation, Rung tsze tsew yen yu8 tsing

wan ho wei ching ft =f ^ & ft || ^ ft $$
Confucius said, with a troubled anxiety 1 beg to ask, what

is Inilli ? The fisherman replied, Tsing ching che che jay

tn JPlX ^- ^- uL lhe most Pure si <:erity, a something
which cannot be feigned ; and which he goes on to exemplify

in grief, anger, joy, and so on ; Reang noo chav, suy yen puh wei

jffli ^ -"fl $K m. ^ forced anSer though severe is

undignified, and inspires no awe; whereas Chin noo we fa.

urh wei jL^^ ^ ffj] ]
true anger, without break-

ing forth, inspires dread.

The old fisherman found Confucius playing on the harp ;

and the Philosopher having overheard some of his remarks

made to his pupils was struck with his wisdom, hid aside his

music, and followed him down to the bout, where the conver-

sation recorded took place. When the fisherman pushed
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off his boat, rnd left the Enquirer after truth , Confucius would

not ascend his carriage till the sound of the oar was no longer

heard. Ili disciples were astonished at the behaviour of

their master j and said, that they had never seen him, Joo tsze

ke wei yay -hn
jU' j

'

[^ filled with such awe and

reneratiim, for eTen in the presence of chief and princes, Foo

tsze yew yew keu gaou che yung -^ -J- jjH^ |J^ jjff

^ $gt
Confucius still preserved an air of pride and haugh-

tiness. Confucius in explanation of his conduct, expressed

great admiration for the Yu foo r^ ^ patriarchal fisherman,

and said to his pupils, I have always told you, Keen hesn pdh

bun. pBh Jin yay J| g^ 1J^ fc -(jj,
that he who

meets with a wise and virtuous man, and does not venerate

him, is himself vicious.

In the Lunyu, Confucius seems to use, Wei
'

in the

sense ofA grave, and serious deportment : his words are jT .,'7.

'f* ^ M'J ^f* 1 ^P" M'J 7* tl a P"'l s"Pner without

gravity cannot command respect ; nor can his learning be

firm and durable. They affirm that King hoo wae cliay peih

pBh ning keen hoo nuy
jjlf ^- #| ^ $> ^ -fife fg

3p- pfo
he who shews external levity, cannot possibly be

inwardly stable : nor can he who is Woo wei yen 4te EJ&
oft I )"(*

destitute of a sedate gravity, in bis external demeanour, have

much fixedness, or stability in learning. (Shan-lun, ^ 1st,

page 4.)

In the She-king, the desolate state of a mansion, unin-

habited and unswept, is thus expressed,

\ i E wei tsae

Seaou scaou tsae ho -

The millepeda is in the rooms ;

The spiders climb on the doors.

TO.

From woman and aflower or poty. A woman who appears

like a pendant flower; a beauty.

Same as Hung, A woman's name.

HWAE, and Wa.

A handsome beautiful woman. Name of a palace. Name a

of bird.

FS kew shan yew nenou yu? new ira ,& TIK [I /H* IV% / f| 't t~i tt ^nj

Q -t^
1 at Fa Iccto hill, there is a bird called A'cu wa,

the beauty. This name is said to be taken from a fabled

metamorphosis of a princess into this bird. (|
I

[
wjj ^g

Shan-liae-king.)

Wa i was used in some ancient Chinese states, in the

sense of m. good; and according to ShwS-wan, also denoted

round deep sunken eyes. Chi ng-tsze-tung contradicts this,

and says, the last idea belongs to the word B4? Hwuy or He,

An ancient form of Tse HJ? a wife.

TSZE.

From women and se'f. A selfish envious feeling.

An ancient form of^ To1

.

To seize
j to deprive of by force j to decide.

SEVEN STROKES.

A common form of yj Go, Beautiful.

Jft4\ K'LIEE.

When reiterated it expresses Salif,:ction
; being pleased

wilh success. Read Hee, To breathe; a defect of breath.

An ugly appearance i
a bad countenance.
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P'HING.

To ask; to enquire of j the same as
Jjl't Ping. Ping ting

| TOJ* elegant greaceful carriage.

Ping win
f^ civil enquiries accompanied with

presents. Tse^i te yaou ping le
~gt ~|Bb *ffi. \ "d-ijfj on

marrying a wif?, esponsil presents are required. The word

Ping JJ&!
is moie generally used in this sense, and is sanc-

tioned by Kang-he. Ping kin
j ^ a salary given to

tutor.

HEEN. A woman's name.

SEAOU, and Seo, or Tseo.

From unman and E ipecious resemblance. A slight invasion

or encroachment on ; to steal, or by stealth
; to impose on.

K HEW. From woman and to search. To

search for a wife. A nuptial name.

CHE. Che-cha the appearance of a

a vicious woman, or an ill-looking woman.

,
Chfih le

-/fljj
1 an expression by which

brother's wives designate each other. Compare with Chfih,

the first character in the phrase.

HEE.
.ffl

From to break or bend and woman. Self satisfaction occa-

sioned by success in one's wishes. Pleased ; gratified. Other-

wise written tff/f He'S.

CHING, orShing.

From woman and accomplished. An accomph'ued beautiful

woman. A woman's name.

MANG. Shin neu raing name of

a divine woman, or goddess.

FOO, and Fow. A woman's name.

SHOW.

Same as jfiS Saou, An elder brother's wife.

so.

To dance to music; appearance of the garments tucked

up; to sit at rest. Name of an ancient palace. Po so
Vjgs

to dance ; in the language of the Budh sect, To bear j

to endure Lo so ilffi 1 name of a chief city on the western

frontier of China. Keih so KB 'i a fleet horse. So po

she keae V^ JH. ^ an idle, dissipated, negligent world.

Fuh che so so
Jjj| ^ I garments properly adjusted.

|
expresses the varied tones ofHeu yu po so

the kin harp.

TunS raun cne f""'

Wan kew che hcv> '

Tsze cnuns che uze<

/>o so ke hea.'M 1 It

On the east of the gate stands the fun tree,

At Wan-kew is the tree heu
;

The daughters of the chief Tsze-chung,

Thither repaired and danced beneath their shade.

(She-king.)

The commentary says, there were Nan neu tseu bwuy ko woo
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IT
assemblies of men and women to

sing and dance, and ilwS po .so yu fun die hea ply "<J4 1 ~W*

iA ~^f TS sometimes they danced under Ihe/u/i tree, and some-

times un lor the tree heu, which Ming ke fei yih she, fei ylh

choo ,ay 0fl ^E ||.J: $ jg $ clearly shews

it was nol confined to one time or place; but for Ta foo clie

neu
/^C ^ > IxC"

''l2 tIa"Snters of chieftains, to assemble

to d.mce, Fei so e
5fp Jyj' _@L was an impropriety; and for

$ ~k rfl^ Na" neu 8ean " Ju ' men a"d w mea i meet

promiscuously
was much more indecorous.

An ancient form of jg Loo, or Low, The

connexion between material forms and invisible spirits.

MOO.

Same as flS Moo, A governess. Man moo {tSi \
occur

7*1 7-X I

in the sense of imposing on, by concealment from a superior.

From woman and fail. To follow at the tail of a woman
;

obsequious. Beautiful ; that which draws obsequious admirers ;

effort ; endeavour.

Same as
jjjQ

Rib. From woman and to overcome.

A woman depressed by old age, and a mean condition.

/

'HAN. Beautiful
; or

according to some,

three women. In modern copies of the She king, Tsan and

^|Tsan, are used for each other, according to some, 1

Tsan, mean. Yih tse urh
tse'c>iy ^ ZI^ "^ "e

Wife and two concubines; according to others, il meai.s Mei

wuh yay |^^ ^ any thing beautiful. Kin selh ho seih,

keen te tsan chay ^ /? ffi ^ Q ^ J ^ lhi

evening is what evening ? that I see Ibis beautiful person !

TOW. A surname.

Yu tow Mjl 1 n muttering inability to speak.

sun.

From woman and to restrict. Original form of the following

character.

, or CllO. From woman and/oo/. A

cautious, careful step; heedful; attentive. Repeated ChS-

chS, Di creet, respectful, correct manner. Ching tsS JJS

|

and Show tsS ^ '|

aren
ilitary terms del oting a watch-

ful attention. Ts8 tsS leen king \
1 HJM'tA a verJ cau-

tious and attentive manner.

PTh jin ching tuo tseen hing "JET ^ |g 1
-AJT ^

a hundred men in regular order advance forward. (How Han.)

T'LIJNG.

From woman and a ccurt. Repeated Ting ting, denotes

A good-looking courtly countenance. Tall and elegant;

negligent and disdainful. Read T'bcen, A rude negligence of

speech. Te teen
jj[^

1 impervious; inexplicable.

NEANG.

A designation of young females, Also a vulgarterm for

mother. Yay neapg
-fjjjf |

or Yay neang JJj|

'

father

and mother. Neang tsze 1 -X or Koo nean<r M: \
\

*
x>|

respectful epithet for a young female, eil her married or not.

Ma tow neang JB^ ^^
'

the horse head lady ; name of

a female of whom it is fabled that she was metamorphosed

into a silk worm. Sefih e neang IE?^ t|le snow c iaj

lady ;
a name of a parrot. SeHh nie'en ntaiig ^ rfn

*

a name of a horse. Foo mei neang -/ffo Wj the soothing
/Mj*I ITM 1

ejc-browcd lady ; name of an ancient song.
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The common layings of. the Chinese always imply the

existence of separate spirits; thus Ne sze leaou teth ncang

yin ling urh, yay p8h yungne ffi$fc~J $/ ] (^ f|
^ "t(L ^* ^^ nor Wl" your dead motner

'

s so "l >n

hades, suffer or bear with, you.

Neang
'

is a cant word, without any definite meaning

amongst the Tartar troops; thus they say, Tsow ta ncang

nt
{j go that way I am going, or be off with you ;

and again, they say of their allowances, Slnli ta neang ; yin

ta neang; tsoo urh shth Itih, yew kwan leang jb (Aft

and ne drink of that; on the 2nd and Kith, again comes

our regular allowance!.

Neang, shaou neu che ching, kin stih wei moo thing

^^iif^f^Jl^lf Neang> is a resPectful

term for a young lady ; the present custom is to make it the

complimentary term for mother. Teay neang ^sg-
1 father

and mother. Hwang te neang ijL
i3? , the empress.

Neu tseang hing ping, wei neang tsze keun -h~
Ij^l

fcr

j. ^ J
-+* ^^ female generals who conduct troops

are called JVeang-tsze-keun, lady army leaders. Ching jin

*he neu yu^ koo neang, ke neu yth ching koo neaiig

ters are complimented by the term Koo-neang, Miss or lady;

whores also are complimented by the term Miss or lady.

HING, or .

A tall elegant female figure. Name of a female officer under

the Han d) nasty. Hing go y^ -t^p
name of a lady connected

with the Emperor =j /5J>
Woo-te, (B. C. 81.)

From woman and man. The humming

sound of conversation between two persons. By some written

fljS Nan, from mouth and south.

CH'HOW, or He. A woman's name.

YU, and Woo.

Joy; delight; extacy ; to exult. Hwan yu j&fr
|
joy

and delight. Keung hwan kelh yu fjj^
wf &

j
inexhaus-

tible joy and extreme delight.

K'HE. From woman and envy. To be angry

with, or enraged against ; anger; displeasure.

Same as j$ Fung. Gay, lightsome.

NO.

Easy, leisurely deportment of an elegant female ;
beautiful ;

I Neaou no, Long and flexible, like reeds bound together

to cross a stream ; slender and tall.

NPU tsze mei baou hing loo wei neaou go -j -p^ $f

fi $& HI*! ^- 1
a W0lnen Preerving a beautiful genteel

gait in walking, is expressed by Neaou-go.

& Ancient form of^ G5, Good-looking.

*
SO. A woman's name.

KAOU. A woman's name.

PEI, or Pe.

A surname. Read Foo, Degenerate.

SO.

From woman and to tit. A woman's name. Read Cha and

TART I. 6 C
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Tso, Vehement altercation. Head Ts'ho, Delicate, beautiful,

lightsome. The composition of the character, it is said, is

intended to convey a caution, that woman should not sit in

mixed company.

From woman and steady, or sale.

Beautiful j pleasing. Read Sny, Repose, quiet.

PUII. An appellation of a wet nurse.

Joo puhfft'I fl4j appearance of a fat woman.

SIN. A woman's name.

T'HUNG. A woman's name.

Read Yung, The name of a woman, or according to one

authority, A regul r even appearance.

YUEN, and Keuen.

From woman and to excite. One who excites admiration ;

beautiful ;< legant ; delicate ; slender* pleasing ; excellent ; hand-

some; sprightly ; delicately bent. A woman's name.

Peen yuen jig
a light airy appearance. Leen yuen

Jjfjfa ]

a delicate curve, like the new moon. Leenyuenj^

|
delicate, slender. Shen yuen

jjlp ]
a beautiful female.

Yuen yuen
J j

sombre, deep, remote.

le yuen ^g [

a f.imous beauty and charming singer

in the palace of
ji|| j^ iffi

Han-woo-te (B. C. 81). At the

age of 14 she attracted particular notice by her naturally

delicate and beautiful person, and pleasing voice, as well as

by her studied arts
; for it is said, she wore below her dress,

Hoo |.Th pei jj J^j
A3

girdle of amber, and pretended

that its electric cracking noise was, KBh tseg tsze ming /S*
ft?? f ^.

PP f,^
*ne natural and spontaneous cracking of her

jointi, E wei thin kwae W jjb fjffe 'fcg to be esteemed

thedivinely wonderful. (Pih mei sin yung

hundred beauties, new verses.)

SHIN, or Chin.

From woman and motion. To be pregnant. The motion

of a child in the womb of it's mother.

Same as the preceding-.

YEW. A woman's name.

CHE.

From teaman and vcill. Neu che
-jj- fejt a woman's name.

YEW. From teaman and new-wine. Ugty

deformed ; offensive to the si" htO

HAN. A woman's name.

Sameas Ml NS, From teaman and to take imide.

To marry a woman.

a younger brother'sThe younger of sister*. Te foo

wife.

GO.

Goo I. Used under the Tsin dynasty for the word Haou

good. Names of several females. A surname.
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Ta pan yucn joo Chang-so hea keac

~K 3 dressed curvcdly like llie moon l,idy Chang-go

descended to the world. Yug le Chaiig-O gae shaou neu

J3 $1 J$ 1 ^. 'J? ~fc
the 1<>Vely y U"S 'ady a""ff

"

gv>, resident in the moon. Kwa go & a celestial female.

Han go j*jj| ^
a certain notorious Ko ke ^ j^ singing

courtezan.

Go hwang
' ^ and Neu ying -J

St the two queens

of the Emperor Shun $1 (B. C. 2169). These two ladies

were with him when on a hunting tour to the south of his

dominions, he died in T*ang-woo-che-)ay 4|r- %& ^* ?&[>

the wilderness of Tsiing-wnc. They wept lor their deceased

lord till their tears became imprinted on the Pan chuh J*f <TT

spotted and streaked bamboo, which to this day is called in

in allusion to them, Seang fei chuh ^*fl V/P fth the lady bam-

boo of the hill Seang. (Pth mei-sin-yung.)

Chang-go M
|

the wife or concubine of E
3|L

an

ancient chieftain ; he requested Yu se war>g moo ~hk
pLl --f-

-CJ-
the royil western mother, to give him Puh sze die j8

/T ^L /* ->l
'^e rnet'' c '"e f immortality. Chang-go,

Tseg urh shih che *K
[j'fj ^ ^ s!o'e il anc' ate '' an(*

forthwith, Pun yuS kung^^ El *Q was hurried to the

palace of the moon, where she was Suy hwa wei chen choo

immediately changed into a toad.

Same as
jWj-Chwang, Dressed, ornamented.

Same as jjl Pin, Beautiful woman.

From woman and change, or abundance. A relaxed easy

manner; chearful.

MAN, and Han.

From woman and drought. Proud and contemptuous manner.

Foo jin heung g8 yay ching himfHO ifaf

I

Jj^jj
a cruel viciom woman is also called lUnfoo

_1>
POO. A woman's name.

WAN, or Meen.

From woman and to void- To bring forth offspring; to

bear a child. Slow; sauntering; flattering female deport-

ment; effeminate ; uied in a good sense. Fun me'en
tj^>

'

the act of parturition.

In the Le-king under the hook entitled, Nuy tsTh pfy f|lj

internal or domestic rules, is contained the following ancient

precept respecting females, N'eu tsze shili neen pub chQh; moo

keaou hwan wan, tin; (sung ; chili ma sze ; che sze keen

|
at ten years of age, a female child should

not go out; she should then be taught by her governess

si i ft sp<eeh; to wear a pleasing countenance; and to listen,

and obey : to work fl.ix and to dress the silk cocoon.

V OO. From wtmanandlmysflf. An appel-

lation of woman, denoting beautiful on some occasions, probably

when used by themselves ; but dislike when used by others,

as if it were said, 'A hated thing' because the birth of a daugh-

t -r when a sou is expected, causes displeasure.

YEN.

A woman's name. A good-looking appearance.

WOO. From woman and martial. A woman

who conquers by her flattering arts. Woo M| is used in the

same sense.

Same as&Hw&, from icoman and tongue. Deceitful.
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HE, and Gae.

A .-lave woman ;
a female scrTant. A mean epithet applied

to women. Play or amusement as in comedy; licentious

dulling. To trifle or play with.

=2 YEN.

From uioman and words. A woman's name.

PEL From woman and pearl. A woman's name.

An ancient form ofM Pin.

A beautiful woman ;
a lady of rank.

An ancient form ofH Leu, Repeatedly.

EIGHT STROKES.

Same as P Fei, An imperial concubine j the wife

of a king or prince.

Same as |Sp Ne'en, A beautiful woman.

TSEU. The name of a beautiful woman.

rip! 4

Leu tseu
IjrjJ

I an eminent beauty in Chinese history.

Tieu wa j^ a handsome woman ; tseu tsze ^
certain stars in the neighbourhood of Andromeda : the queen

of Te-kiih ^ (B. C. 2330,) and mother of
|j|

Che.

Tseu yu 1

p-i.
a name for fish, amongst certain barbarians.

T'HA, or Ta.

From women and the sound TU. Thrown down ; prostrate.

TS'HEU.

From to take and woman. To marry a woman. Tseu

1 is
" exorem ducere." Kca fl is, "Viro nubere." Tseu Ise

I /vQ

I ^^ or Tseu foo
j J[|jy

or Tseu neu 1 -h~ or Tseu tsin

^ffjare all expressions which denote To marry a wife.

Tseu tsin kwo mun S|
j[jpj pfl

or Ying tseu sin neang

\2l ^Sslf $k
to br> "s home the bride to her nusban '1

'
8

house.

The laws of China, as is well known, are divided into six de-

partments, ( xpressed in the language of the country by six words

I/iws respecting the officers of the state ; domestic aflFairs, (as the

word domestic is understood in a national sense) including

the laws respecting service, landed property, marriage,

public granaries; tixes, or revenue, debts and so forth : the

remainin" four classes are these Oremon/cs.-civil and religious;

martial laws ; penal code, and public uorki.

Under the second head, the law provides against

HP ^r ~* Tseu tin shuh tse tsee, marrying one's own

kindred, either to be a wife or concubine.

"it next forbids,
] *f{ j^ jj| -fc fa^^ Tseu

poo min fo neu wei tse tsee, Magistrates to marry the

widows or daughters of the people under their government,

whether to be wives or concubines.

In the third place, it prohibits any person's
| Jfti ^^ yijfi

-W" Tseu taou tsow foo neu, marrying wi^es or daughters who

have run away, meaning people who stand charged with

some crime, and who have made their escape; in such a case, he

who marries the woman is chargeable with the crime laid

against her.

The laws forbid any officer of the Imperial government ;

or his ion or grandson, who by law inherits the rank pos-

sessed, Tseu yS jin wei tse tse'8 I aff A ir 3*; 3 to

marry an opera courtezan, cither as wife or conCubiue: the

penalty is sixty blows, and separating the parties.
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Celibacy is required of the Buddha bonzes, and teachers

of the Taou sect ; her.ce it is enacted, that Fan sSng taou

tseu tse (see chay chang pi shih, hwan still HI f"
j|j"

;=& =fe
-4?j-

ka~ f\ -I
jfjg @f all priests of the Budh and

Taou sects, who marry wives or concubines, shall receive

eighty blows, and be compelled to return to the vulgar

concerns of life ; i. e. to relinquish the priesthood.

If to evade the law any priest shall induce a relation or

servant lad, Wei ming kew tseu J j ;J< \
to give forth

their names and solicit a marriage, with the ultimate intention

ofTszechen
j|j |tl

himsrlf usurping a right to the woman

his case shall, E keen lun
j[^{

5
jjjjjj

be considered as one

of fornicUion or adultery ;
and a priest, Fail keen

i^jj ^
committing adultery, Kea fan jin ho keen tsuy, urh ring lun

ilD /"L A ^>|l -Be ^? n Iffl
'le col 's 'd ert'

(l 'wo

degrees grc-aUr th n the crime of turn c.iliou or adultery,

by mutual consent between common persons. (Ta-tsing

Leuh-le, 6lh vol.)

The (Tscuen jin keu hw5) Whole Duty of Man, contains

a chapter inculcating Tsaou kea tseu _3. JJJ&
\ early

marriages, as most conducive to the good order and happiness

of mankind. They say, Koo le.nan tsze san shth urh tstu ; neu

tsze urh shih urh kea "i"
jjjS

-fR jL ^ -
1-

j|rj

*

-4f

-+ ^_~2,
"T" tfn 1^ the ancient usage w.is for men to marry

at the age of thirty ; and the women to be married at twenty

years of age; l;ut eminent writers, Sze ma wan kung fjj
3i

ili>\ i
aud "'ers affirm, that Kin jih fung ke fow |)6

X:^

I

Jjj^ M_ -LJi
yHf the spirit of the present day is light a>,d

superficial ; ;iml I'iib tih keu koo le A^ $& ~Wp\ T^J" j[j|lf
au-

cienl usage cannot be strictly adnered to. He recotiimends

that, young lads at sixteen years of age, Heu tseu ^h J^<

give a promise of marriage, and females lieu kea 3?P -Mo

promise marriage at fourteen. The rich in China pr.iflu.tj

what is here taught : the poor defer murriage to a later period.

It is illegal for Keu sang kea tseu fe jfe
]r^

1 thosj

in mourning (lor ujarentor husband; to marry during the

appointed period of mourning. The penalty is one hundred

blows. Foo moo keih foo che sang keu san neen fuh die

mourning for a father, mother, or husband, is three years ;
or

PART. I. 60

Urh shih tsefh ko yu
--

-^ f^j ^ twenty teven

months, during which the mourning dress must be worn. And

it is contrary to law, Foo moo tsew kin kea tseu ty*
-W-

|7^|

*& -te to marry whilst a parent is imprisoned (for a

capital offence or for transportation) the penalty is eight} blows.

Ming neen ta tseu leaou tse, pelh jen sMh tih she woo

m ^ % \ 7 f- $^ i$ it
^ '*-

when he marries he will necessarily know the affiirs of the

world. Keaou kea tseu nae she FBh-he ^^ ] /jf ^
^ ^ it was Pah-he who taught the usage of marriage.

Tsae Iseu
|fi.

31* a second marriage after the death of the

first wife

For some account of the usages observed in marriage, or

marriage ceremonies, see under the word -M Yin.

IANG, or Phing.

From woman and together with. To exclude or put

away (ShwSwSn.) Illicit intercourse with women, as with

the slivesor female servants in the house. A fine of four

tills imposed for indulging in sexual intercourse during a fast.

Nan neu sze hS yue pang JE -/f- ^ ^ P
|

men and

women having illicit connexion if expressed by Pang.

K'HE. *
"ITT

A surname; ugly; deformed ;
a disagreeable vicious look.

As a Verb, To represent a person or thing as bad. Te ke
~jjp

to vilify.

I1EEN.

From woman and a string. To be under restraint ; to hold

or in inlain propriety of conduct ; a woman who swerves not

from virtue.

TA, or Chuy.

Vehemently cruel and vicious. One says, Kwan ta

denotes A good appearance.
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CI1UY.

From woman and hanging pendant down. To implicate

othen ; to involve ; to connect by implication.

Same at 9|H We, A local term for Mother.

Same as the preceding,

An erroneous form of |jf Teg, Gluttonous.

TUNG.

The name of an ancient state; a woman's name.

CH'HANG.

From woman and shining. A (trumpet; a prostitute ; a

whore. In Kanghe, called the vulgar form of^ Chang.

Chay she wei taou, wei chang teih tsae leaou leaou ^g^

^i^^^ 1 (ft^W*7 this is a terial fitu'd

to make a robber or a prostitute. Ke neu yay wei chang ke

I$C ~fc iiL^ M a Proslitute l* cMeA Ke-neu and

also Chang-he. Peaou tsze tseih keaou chang foo fl* ^>

|1|J p.'j-
{fa? a whore is the same as what is called

Chang-foo.

LAN.

From woman and a foreit, A good appearance.

MAN.

Name of a village in Shan-ie
^lj pa province.

LUH.

To follow in compliance with ; name of an ancient queen.

An erroneous form of^ Tse, A wife.

YAE.

From woman and precipice. Pleased; gratified ; ugly.

O. From woman and the exclamation ! O no

|
Ma weak, delicate, handsome appearance. Can or An a

*v V 1 1* "

]

undetermined ; indecision.

Same as the preceding.

LOO, Leu, and Low.

The exertion of effort or of strength ; to lead a cow or to

fasten it to something. A number that is troublesome; annoy,

ing from the number. The name of a place, and of a river;

a man's name; the name of an animal ; to trail as Ion" gar-

ments ;
a curved appearance; dull; stupid.

In the Urh shih ylh she ^ -f-
* ^ (twenty one

historians), 30th vol. 58 ^ page 5, Loo occurs in the

sense of Leu ftu repeated to a troublesome and

degree ; often ; the words are, Leu keu been leang

1=3 often raised the worthy and virtuous.

This sentence occurs in the memoirs of
Kung-sun-bung

$t H\ *jh
who

' in earlv ILfe acted as a jailer, but on com-

mitting some offence, was dismissed, and Kea pin mub she

^ fl $ ^ his filmily hemS po"r k* becarnc a swine-herd.

Ne'en sre shih yii nae he chun tsew i*E f/H -f- |ft. Jtj &,

^; ^ he was more than forty years of age, before he learned

the (standard Chinese book) Chun-lsete.

It has, in various periods of Chinese history, been a usage
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to summon] around the throne, from every part of the

empire, men esteemed in their own districts, eminently

virtuous. On one of these occasions, under Woo-te rd" itf

(B. C. 81), the swine-herd of Tsze-chnen
j'<t

III was called

to court, at the age of sixty, and' E heen leang ching wei

1>
"e

|5 ff I| |j$ ;f| jl| it was employed by the

tovereign on account of bis virtues, and made a P5-sze, a

universal scholar, as the title ran in those dajs.

Kung-sun-hung gave umbrage to the monarch by a

statement respecting the Hcung-noo ^j -WTartars, who were

then the enemies, though now the rulers of China ; and

because of this statement lie was dismissed for a times but on

being a second time called to court, was raised to the hio-hest

place but one, amongst the nobles of the laud. Some of his

official opinions given in writing, as has long been the custom

in China, remain on record, and abound with the old-fashioned

notion, that virtue and clemency are the best supports of the

throne. His words to the Emperor were, Chin win shang koo

Yaou Shun che she, piih kwei tsefl urh min keuen shen ; pBh

chung hing fa urh min pOh fan ; kung seuh e ching, urh yu

w E m ^ &

^ IE M il R/ft -til
' y ur servant have heard -

that in high antiquity, during the reigns of Yaou and Skun,

great value was not set on the reward of noble rank, and

the people were persuaded to be virtuous; stress was not

laid on punishments, and the people never offended; the

prince was correct in his own person, and met with the

confidence of the people. But he added, the reverse of each

of these 'u now the fact.

The Emperor affected the same regard to ancient principles,

and professed to make worth and talent his only reasons for

conferring office; the original expresses it thus,

1 ft ffc

A .

Jia heen urh seu wei,

Leang ning e show kwan ;

Laou ta chav, keub, liih how,

Tth shing elm). hwS tsrS Isnn.

According to moral worth, arrange the seat of honor,

Measure a man's talents, to confer on him office.

Let him who labours much, have large emolument*,

Let the man eminently virtuous, obtain the dignities of rank.

The old swine-herd, in one of his last letters to the Em-

peror, gave it a- hi opinion, that We yew pdh nSng tsze chc

urh nSngchejin chay yay ^ ^ ^ fl{? |=) '/ ffjj fjf

/p f\ ^S ul " man wno ** unable to govern himself)

will ever be able to govern well the conduct of others.

(Tseen han ^ ^j
58 ^, page 5.)

Low
]

in the She-king, occurs denoting to trail or pull

about one's garments; the verse in which it occurs expresses

the grief of the writer at being unable to enjoy what he pos-

sessed,

Shan yew choo,

Sett, yew yu ,

^ Tsze yew e shang>

I Fuh e fuh leu,

^ JljL filj
Tsze yew chay ma;

Ftih she> ffih keu>

The hill enjoys its Choo tree,

The marsh has its Yu;

I possess robes and dresses,

Never worn, never trailed ;

I have carriages and horses,

Never propelled, never run ;

Ah ! when finished this state has death,

Of other men these well be the joy. (She-king.)

The rhyming syllables Choo, Leu, &c. are by some read

Chow, and Low.

In the writings of4 ? Chwang-tsze, Keuen loo ^, 1

curved decrepitude or some such sense, is applied to the an-

ciant Shun M in Ms old age, when his Tsung mingshwaee

clear intellectual discernment faded.
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Low sMi
| /fpj

certain stnrs in the head of Aries. Jlh tsae

woo neii ; hwin low cliung
j-j ^^ fa ^ j tj}

the su n

wa* in iroo-neii (the virgin or chaste widow) and in //van /oir.

The commentary .iy<. that at the term called A\^ Fj

(rather cold) tlie un is in the 8lh deree of /Poti-neu, and the

llth degree of Htf&H-low. (She-king.) The Seaou-han term

now commences, when the sun enters the 13lh degree of Capri-

corn.

In the Jth year of the period -called Yung kwang ^ jfc

'Eternal glory,' the Emperor Yuen-le -^^ (B. C. 27 \

expressed himself thus, Chin ching che IMIII che chung, pull

nan chfih le pih sing, leu tsaou heung kew ; shang sluh ke

taou urh shing hea, e shin hing, chiu shin lung the

1

1 have received the weighty trust connected w th supreme

honors, and have teen unable lo ru!e luminous!} the people.

I have often mjt with cruel errors Superiois have deserted

right principles ; ard plummet inferiors with the line of

severe punishments I am grievously pained thereby, (Tseen

Han, 16th vol.)

Vulgar form of the preceding.

M EEN. From woman and silk. A woman name.

TSUNG. A woman's name.

P'HOW. From woman and to tpit or sputter.

Pow-joo fl* #3 a fat milk sop of a woman, dollish outsit- .

KEUH.

From tromax and a handful of grain. A woman's name.

P'HO.

An appellative of woman, particularly of old mothers, much

used in the bookj of the Budh sect, in various senses. The

name of a state. The name of a city. Used also in the names

of some divinities.

Po is from the rippled surface of water and woman ; an

old woman whoss face is wrinkled with age; or Laou moo

cliing -^y -jS; A|||
the epithet given to an old mother.

Kunj po y^V |
or repeated Kung-kung, po-po, commonly

means, husband and wife; i.i Kwang.s-; province, there is a

tribe of the Og Yaou mountaineers, nho invert the use of the

words, and call an old woman Kung, and an old man, Po.

Foo jin ching foo che moo
5

e pn ^| A fjfj ^ y
"

Q
|

a wife aJressing her husband's mother, says Po. Keaou

Jin che Me ching, ne teth po neang |Uj. A / jJC $i 1^>

llv 1 J(jjJ
speaking of a in m's wife it is said, your Po-ne.mg.

Mae hwa teih hwa po ^ ^i'
Ml X* a flower wife or

wench, who sells flowers. Po so
] 2J

t" dance and sing.

See under So. Hwang poo gj j

the spirit supposed to pre-

side over the spleen. Mang po jjjj
I a spirit of the wind.

He po Isze
j|i| | -^-

,in actress. Pin po 36
]

a name

of the
-jrfe

fe> P-pa> stringed instrument.

The Budh sect use the word Po
]

to express Eternallifc,

possessed by. the gods in heaven. ^ j
Pi,, po> A forcst of

trees
; j^ ^ Yew po sih, a virtuous prie*t. Tfo po so

1^ t- sit in silence. Too po kwo BH ^ is an-

other name for KwawakwS ffi
[}^ 1^1 probably Ava, the

Yuen dynasty s^'iit a person to conquer it, and gave him the

title K-wa-wa Wang, or king of Ava.

Fung po ching j^ Ifitf name of a city among the Too-

fan
|J- ^g;

on the western frontier of China.

San koo lew po j- -_ jffa ^ |

the three nuns, and

the six old wives j the nuns are these, Is', Ne koo -kfi
jrt

nuns of the Budh s.'ct 2nJ, Taou kon J^ Jjr/j
nuns of the

Taou sect. 3d, Heth koo
ijijj -j^ sorcerenses, who pretend

Sung .hin tuy kwei
j=[]j -jflfy j^ fy

to sing hymns to the

gods, and drive away demons. The tiVr old wives are,

1st, Sze po
j^jjj j

a sort of witches, who Tsiih kwe!
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teaou ,hin Che Iny yay #
calrh devils, dance to god>, and so on.

Snd, Mi-i po -Mt the pronubie, or go-betweens, who

Mae mae jin kovr, ping sh8 1)8 hwin yin yny V]

K A D jfist $* &**
lium.in beings, and explain matters to bring about

marriages.

3d, Yew po $>
*

actresses, Neu he tsze che luy yay

-fc j||^ c|| {{/
female players, and such like.

4th, Mae hwa po "ij
T 1 women who sell flowers.

5th, E yS po "ye I female doctors.

6th, Show sing po U^T
/

j

inidwives.

Same as -WE See, To treat with indecent familiarity.

TSAE. A female name.

K'HEANG. A confused disordered appearance.

YEW. The sarae a*m Yew, a term by which

the wives of brothers address each other.

^ LING. A woman's name.

WAN, and Yuen.

From woman and to bend. A yielding complaisant woman.

Wan wati ^g or re id Yuen wan, Trying to pl-ase and

gratify ; yielding ; submissive^ flattering.

The Tso-chucn ^ |^ in the 9lh volume, praises the style

of tlie annals of Confucius' own Umes, which he called
jbji %&

Chun tsew. The Ching we, urh heeuj Uze yueu, urh petn

PART I. 6 E

IB ft if if IP 1 ffo W decUion (of ceniure or

praise) are delicate, but manifest ; the language is soft, but

discriminating. By the perusal of it, ^hcn jin kcucn yen

gS. A 3KJ] "Bf virtuous men are admonished; Yinjinkeu
t_J fXyr-J

'
if

yen J;f! J{ 'l|t
"IM vicious men are alarmed, and She e

kcun tszc kwci clre -^ |^( 'jft -jp
W ^^ therefore the

monil philowphcr highly values it.

Yen tsze wei yuen
~

'gsj ^5 I language that is soft

and insinuating. Wei yuen keuen jin tiling sze Jj&

A fif JPlf with soft and vfinning speech advise people, and

the work will be accomplished.

The ancient ballad beginning with the words, Sin tae^ J?
the new terrace, and from which words the ballad is named,

contains in each verse this expression, Yen yuen die kew

;|pb

' ~~

l
/

7j^
the blissful desire of being married to Kefh

Wl the son of the chieftain Seuen kung j| /^ whic h wag

defeated, b) the father himself usurping the beautiful princess.

KwS jin woo che j urh ts tsze she e tsze che
J^j ^ ^^ ^

jtlj i^ lit IlfW jfi'J /Z
the people of his state baU'd '"'"'

and wrote this ballad to satirize him. They represent him as

ii;, ly and incurably afflicted with a disease they call Kcu choo

Jic ^^ a '"gh protuberant breasl, which prevented bis bend-

ing his head downwards ; and with TseTh she J^ T^fc
a hunch

back, which disabled him from looking upwards. The com-

menl tor, ,,, that /LA^)7^^^ 7̂

<2 'L*
a'"lost evwy ma" w ''o comiiiit!i a vicious act, Ita* still

a sense of shame about him, nd tries to conceal il, but

5( Mew-Aung- was an exception, for he built a
lofty terrace liy the

side of an extensive piece of water, to usurp the princeis in-

tendi-d for his own son. (She-king.)

Lung che yuen yi.eu HH ~/ I the tortuous flight

of a dragon.

PEAOU, A woman's name.

HEAOU. From tremfii nd tiger. A

artful woman ; a woman of an iate'.iigeut mind.
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N O W. From woman and milk, or the breatlt.

A fit, large looking woman, or according to one authority,

Milk.

SIlLJIi. From ttoman and uncle. A female

officer for the controul of the Imperial household.

K'HE. From woman and extraordinary- Good.

MWUY.

Tgly ; deformed. Read Hwae, Dissolute appearance i

want of self-controul.

FAN.

An animal of the rabbit or bare specie*.

Vu ancient form of Loo.

YAOU.

An o. initial form of ^ Yaon, A sprite or fairy.

FE 3 or Fei. ?i

WO.
fii

From woman and/ruif. Wo go jfj}
flfi or Wo to .JTO

a iluder delicate vtoiuan ; bi'autiLl. A wailing woman.

JUY, and Wo.

From woman and lending dcvn. Delicate ; elegant -,
beautiful .

THAN. A woman's name.

HE.

From irm"g
p a'-H irnmir*. A worn in who winders about.

Repe.led Fe fe. The a|ipearnee*of jjoing backwards a d for-

wards saii'>t ring, roving Ke ng-fe V ]' at. :i certain diviiia

fim Ic-, laid to ro\e about the bauk < f the V'ang.lse kcang.

wn.

U.'iierslood in the same tense as (he preceding.

TS'ilLiS.

Tee yu M[ ^T* a female officer of gonemtnoutj

eli'gaul appearance.

THEEN.

From woman and It aid. A bashful countenance

E.

I rum teoman and a ehiU ; the scull of which i not yet

con plelely
ossified. A new born infant; the cry of an infaut.

One says, An ugly woman. E-woo I Ml the appearance

of the eye browi. One iay. Doubt; undecided.

K'HELJEN. From waman and to conolvf.

From to rule or opprett, placed oter momen, Cruel ; dissolute. Good} well affected to; hating regard for relations.
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VEX.

From tenmnn aid /- thrHtr. O .R sheltered in the home;

a servant or shvu woman: tffjmia ite ;
to IMZO fals.:ly.

, A pure virgin.A vulgar form of

I'.WAN.

From u-ffmnn :<nil evening. A bride's repairing to Ih- house of

her hubaiid in the evening ; Marriage. A briiL'i connexions

re expressed by Hau; a sou in-law'n connexions are

expressed by vW Yi.i.

Nan lieu kei (sin, ching hwSn le ^ -^- '$ j^ J$ ^

j|j|K|
when men and women bir.d themselves I" a relationship,

it .s co ipleted by marriage. fi>rms or ceremonies;

l,i the Yih-kirg. thi< express' <m- occurs, Ktw hSn kow,

wan? k,l!i w.,o |,i,h
le^ | ^ Q fc ^ ||j

in soliciting i mi ria^c alliance, o i.e-ic. ml to i v.iluou.* iii-

feri(rr will be felicitous a .d alwaxs prosp'Totis.

The 34th vol. <if tlie twenty one historians, contain* the life

of Wanj s!ian-tze-wei ^ j^j ^-^ a gener..! and slati>.<-

man (.A D '.27 . I.. Ili^it im-moir this s.-nU-nre occurs, Lean hwl:i

ch:iy hnSn ki-a che hwin tsin yay j^fe
JEs

')jr
\ ^ /

Tfl
|J|

/^tjfrt Awrf/i denotes, rel linns by m.rria^e o;i die

vifc'it tide. O ,e of tlii'.ie relations van the innoce>t c use

of a quarrel between Wang-Aung, nndanotlxr gei.eral Fung

Jf^
whicli bru-.ight both parties eventually, after much malici-

ous i trigue, to ;:n u. tiim-ly end.

The laws concerning marriage, in the Ta tiing Le&h It, are

placed u: der a general he d ( x.ire^s.-d by the two words, HwSii

y
;
-i ^ '^ marriage, li is rnac'ed lh,it \oo pO tsze neu yew

kea choo hwin pei fr /f f. -fc ^ ^ -j ] Qg
the ions a, d duughten otslaTC* stiall be in, rricd according

to llie ill of tlieir master.

It was in foriiier times the practice (hit when, Nan npn ting

h an. how Iseih Mb hwin s'.oo^ -^ / | '$ j||} JA
!

"

t

j
ftcr a man and woaiau had determined ou man-lag,-,

they inr 1 dial, ly malic out a in :rringe ronlract ; nd I'.iru j u

> s?e pJK y- (tyj- f|J r<;p.orled it to tl.e mag'utrac undrr

whose conlronl they were. Without t',.is fnrm, the allirce

was deemed S/e j8 ^k h)
a clan lestine agrcemenl.

That for'ii is now ;iliolihed, and a written agre rni-nt drawn

out by the G:>-hetween is reckoned sufficiently in form. Al.

though tin: II wim shoo
'

|& marriige contract be omitted,

th 3 acc-ntance <>f presents is equally binding. If, after doing

so, the
-If* '^jf

'.

] ^ the coiitrotiliug pers.m on the

woman's sidf, m rry her to some ol! er man, then We

chintf hwS-i
jjsj Jj^

if the marri gf be not consummated

he shall he bcatrn with severty Wows; but if Ecliiig hwi

Q '!:
[

t!:e marri ie be already consummated, he shill

be beaten wi'h eighty blows.

The Choo hwSi ^ po^ir of rnnlrouling or directing

a m irriige, re;ts fir,I ith the granilfather and grandmother ;

next with the falherand mother ; and incase of their death,

it rests with the nearest kindred, or wi h the mother alone.

Fai lung sing wri hwiu chay ^ [gj ty\: ^ ] ^
all wh.i being of tbe time surname i..t>:rmirry, shall be bealea

with sixty blows, and be se|>;.r.ljd.

I.i case of second marriages, if Tsc'en foo tsze neu, yr.how

fco tsze re -. kow h.8 chii.g l,iu f|i
i JL -U- tfd j

. .
t ^

.. ni /\. t j*\ y*; PX

7^
-

f- j sty fa JJ^
[

the suns and daughters of llie

forn er hi.sb.md *b..ll uol have cl ndestiue ii.ti rcoiirse, i.or

contract mirri:i<;es with the sons and daughters of the last

husbands; it is |iui.i>h, b!e by law.

T here is a l.iw forbidding, Leang tscen wei hwSn yin

E^ B 0j I/KI 'he reputable and disreputable classes of
f~\ fv4 '"'

I ^fl

sociel) iiiurrying ; for example Noo Iseu- leang jin neu -my *y

El y^
-h- a shve marrjing a free mm's diughtiri for

Hwin u . pei gow, e Iseu leih te
] JI0 ^E fp|^ 5?

jfe'V
S in ni.irriages and connubidl m.itchj,, the li^lit prin-

tijile requires person.il equality.

The last section in the laws declares, Kea Iseu wei K-uh,

choo hwan n,ei jiu tsuy$ Jj*

:

fe % ^ | j^ A p
when marriages are contracted coulraiy to liw, the crime shall

be charged on the relation who has the cor.lroul, and nil the

go-letween. See furtl.er rcuia.ki on marriage uuder the

words -//M Yin.
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Same as the preceding.

KING. A woman's name.

K'HEEN.

Beautiful and excellent of it's kind. Read Kin, A woman's

name.

T'HEEN. A woman's name.

MING.

Anger; yexation ; rage discovered in the countenance;

fiolent displeasure. An^rr destructive to one's self ; very j

exceedingly. Somesiy, Near to.

Koo, or Hoo. Excessive attachment to. Nameofabird.

WAN.

From woman and an officer. A genteel, elegant person and

manner. Read Kwan, Guod-looking ; in the SMine seuse, read

Wi, and H5.

\

CH'HEN.

A chearful laughing appearance ; following Chen Tf^
1

they

both together deuote the same. Also lead Slicu aud

From woman and foto or mean. A sla\e woman, either

one who has been bought wilh money, or one who has been

made such, as a punishment. Applied to Ihe narr.e of a fish, and

of a bird. Kwan pe '0 Ml. slave womer, who are made so

by the government.

She hwan rhe neu wei pe
|lj |J$ ^ -

0, ]
servant

women are called Pe. Noo pe -y J

a slave woman. Pe

ju UeiS lung leg
'

ra ^ [pj ^ servant women rank

with concubines. Jin fan li Ise etijBlikwan, wei krtJn p

A % * * A # S W 1

wl;en mfn cora-

mil crimes for which their wives :n d daughters are forfeited

to government, they become Ihe officer's glavr women. Jin

yew show pe tsS tste rlviy ^ /Q }[$ 'jjj ^ ^Q

tlicre are some men who take their servant women to be

concubines.

Theancienlbookssny.tbat ft }\\ ](f 0. TW^ H
I -p- Tsze she fiio e hea keae ch'.ii" \ ue pe tsze ; all below

noblemen's second wives, are called Pe-lsze. 1 'I.e t< rm Pe Isze

is also used hy w'ne-, who have roinmiltcil seme offence, to

express themselves by. TI'C Tso-.huen s.iys _-^^
"*f $&. f-ift ~{\] Pe-lsze foo jin che pe ching ya> , is an epithet

to women in a n'e;m condition.

The expression She-foo
jjr jjJR

is thus ex] I lined in the

Le-king. Knng how yew foo jin, >ew she foo, yew Ise yt-w

^ ^ W ^ A % ft ^f W $ f S
noblemen have wives and con ubines denominated l<<ij:ii;

She-loo; Tse ; and 'I'sec, all below the second of these terms

alled
] ^ Pe <z.are ca

LAE.

I'roiu women and come. A woman's name; a jood appearance.

tn YIN.

Sume as flljJ Yin, relating to marriage. Marriage.
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CH'HOW.

A woman's name. A surname.

CM'HO. m
ChS-y5 uw. Vf\ * handsome and delicate appearance.

Read Teih and Neaou, Female disease.

FOO.

From woman and a broom. A housewife. To submit ; a

married woman s a wife; one whose duty it is to submit to

her husband ; the female in nature ;
a. son's wife. Beautiful.

Used in connection with a great many words.

Neu tsze e kea ching foo
-fc ^ g, $J fj| |

a '""-

ried woman is called Foo. Tseg foo
|fj" |

a chaste wife.

Lee foo ^'J 1
a woman who resists to death a second mar-

m I

riage, or any force offered to her person.

Heaou foo^ 1 a wife dutiful to her parents. Keen foo

I? 1 an eminently virtuous wife general expression of re-

spect and affection used by husbands to their wives. Keajin

foo tszeSi? A -J-
a " tllc

l
)ersons of tne family; wife

and children. Keaou foo pBh- n$ng wei woo me che rhuy

FJ 1 :$|B S.* $ ft however clever the

wife many be, she cannot boil the pot without rice: a pro-

verbial saying to express the duty of the husband to procure

the means of support for his family, and not to blame his wife

because she does not perform impossibilities.

In the Le-kinj, under the section Hwan-e JK* ifs the pro-

prieties
of marriage, there are numerous rules concerning

Ching foo le yay ffi '| |M^ the observances requisite

on becoming a wife. Koo cbay foo jin seen kea san yuS

keaou e foo till j
foo yen ; foo yung ; foo knng ~& ;& 1

AftHJ=ltfc 11. 1 f. 1. 1

JOT the wives of ancient times, three months before they were

married, (were conducted to a temple or altar dedicated to

deceased ancestors) and taught the virtues of a wife , the mode

[of speaking becoming a wife; the cast of countenance proper

TAUT i. 6 w

for a wife ;
and the u>rk a wife should do , after which she

offered sacrifices of full, with water plants, intended to imply

obedience.

Foo ('Hi, ching shun yay i foo yen tsze ling yay ; foo yung

yuen wan yay ; foo kung ize ma yay
j

fil
l^j lj|fi -{fj,

a wife's virtue is chastity and obedience ; a wife's speech, should

be soothing; a wile's look should be mild and winning; a wife's

work, should consist in dressing silk and flax.

As in China, it is not the usage for a son who marries to

set up a separate establishment, and live apart from hit

parents i
but to bring home his bride to his father's house;

Chinese moral writers dwell much on the duties of wires to

their husband's parents; and amongst the poor, it seems

sometimes an object with the parents to obtain the domestic

services of a son's wife ; their own daughters having been

married out. For a wife, Heaou shun kew koo, king sze

foo tsze^ |||^ |p fyfe $jjr jft
di TL to be dutiful and

obedient to her husband's father and mother, and respectfully

serve her husband is rated at one degree of merit for every

day she behaves so.

It is enjoined, Fan sze peth tsing n.ing }[ 1J ifa |^ fjjfr

that in every concern, she must request the commands of

her father and mother-in-law, and of her husband. If she can

Keuen foo tsze tseen shen kae kwo
ijj) 4^^ ^^ [j

^[nj persuade her husband to correct any error or Vice for

every such case, her merit is rated at one degree.

One degree of merit is attributed to a wife for every day

she waits on her husband or his parents in their sickness,

4iffi
|[|^

ffi <Q Woo yen keuen sin, without feeling

weariness or dislike. She is commended at the same rate, if

when her father and mother-in-law /tf J=3j J

03 Yew keih, chflh leen ying yung, are pressed for want of

money, she parts with her toilet t* meet the exigence.

Three decrees of merit are assigned her when her father and

mother-in-law^^ Jfet -p*r ^aT Paou noo ho kew, with fierce

violence and anger make vexatious requirements f her ; She

$r III! *3^ $&& %& 1" N$"S *hun 'how>
wo fun

flu /'IX *S<* " W* l ' "tj> E3

sih yuen yen, is able to suffer it obediently, without an angry

look or a resentful word.

If 4^ - /to ^ Foo thoo tsoo paou, Her husband and
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lord, be a coarse violent man, and she
Tjj^

3
jjjj -\\f

NJn wei kedh shea clioo, is able to sloop and bend things so

a to manage all well for every surh occurence, she has three

decrees of merit. And henre the ancient wing 'jfr /^Zj ^
i|*^ 4jffi ^N jjj|p\

Kea jew been Ise
;
foo woo wae ho,

When a house possesses a wise and virtuous wife, the husband

meets with no external calamity.

lung sin, IsO kea kTh kin, kill keen, Husband and wife with one

heart, raise the family by fortitude in diligence and economy
lor every d.ij so spcut, they have one degree of merit.

The rime praise is awarded them, when they assist each

Mhcr in virtue, and bear their lot when it is hard, the husband

desire, not
il|.golt..n g.,in , and

| ^ jgjj^ j
Foo ptih

yen tsing kew, and the wife does not refuse to draw water or

to pound rice rather than ^J ^ Row tth, obtain any thing

by immoral means.

The catalogue of merits closes by awarding them one degree

of praise for every ten days that they live in
harmoBj,>j\^

fif ffi flf ^ |fc J-l
1

ffjj $) PSh neTh tsing urh hea,

puh chih le urh guou, without sinking into the extreme famili.

aritiea of mere p ,ssion ; and without a contumacious adherence

even to right principles.

The above named are a few of the
J^ff Rung, or Merits ;

thej^i Kwo, or demerits are, of course the opposite,, with

some var d circumstances and cases. If Ihe husband desire

to retain a reputable friend to dinner, and the wife ^ -&
.||.|ppah king keu chan, will not provide the food and

lay. the table, for every such case her demerit is rated at

three degrees.

For ever, word she utters,
|J| ^ j^ || Tsoo foo wei

hen, to impede her husband in what is virtuous : or t1& 4^& H&" c
' *

;K3 T& ' fo wei &8 ' to excite him to what is vicious her

demerit is one degree.

If she has born a son, who is worthless; and she will not

suffer her husband to espouse a concubine, in order to have
t'i / | J~t

jH. fflPJ
H<ien tsze - a v 'rtuous

posterity her demerit is rattd

t one huw'rad degrees; if she cause him to fail of posterity

entirely, her demerit is rated at one thousand.

H u a tirlue iu wive., Kwa yen teaou to talk

and laugh but little She who, Chung shin pSh jiih meaou

shaou heang 2$- Of X> T^ JifiH JJHg ~Jjji
never in all her

life (exposes herself) by going to the temples to burn incense

has merit equal to one hundred degrees , and if she Puh kan.

he ^t\ jpr tSL never looked at a play, Kung kea pei T/J

/Jfl ipT
her merit is double.

Only three degrees of demerit are attributed to her, if she

Haou tsew che tsuy faL
\j|fi

~^j j^jY>
love wine even to

drunkenness, hut Jive degrees for every time that Yujiatow

pae J|[l J\^ 1^} jji^L
she plays at cards with any body.

A want of cleanliness, and going to see sights on Chinese

holidays, are reckoned at, from three to ten degrees of demerit;

rising lute and going to bed early ; and a want of skill iu needle

work are censured.

Fora Pin foo gan ming J^ I j^C ifjt
Poor woraaQ to

be, satisfied with her lot, instead of complaining to her

husband, for a whole year, is a meritorious course rated at

fifty degrees.

In the last volume of Tseuen jin keu hwS, are some verses

entitled TsTh pei chin yen jjjt:
MJ Jfo "jg

valuable remarks

on selecting a husband or wife. It is advised that iu such a

case, M5 wan loo yu pin ^ pp̂ ^jjj
jd

"jj
r icn or poor

should not be the question asked ; Mei keen tih mun, foo to-

chfih tsze han tsin
<fjj-

H
vJ^

till \ ^ fll
^j 5fe v^

it is always observed, that of virtuous wives, very many hare

come forth from the streams of poverty ; whereas the dau^h-

ters of the rich are often light, dissipated, and proud.

It is said, that Foo puh heaou shun, keae tsze so che

X\ j& IIS VJT f'
Jiff TV "hen the wives of sons are

disobedient and undutiful, it is ull induced by the conduct of

the son ;
for the daughter-in-law imitates the example which

her husband sets her. And it is added, there are some sons and

their wives, who indulge themselves in every comfort and

luxury, whilst their poor aged parents are suffering hunger

and cold.

Many of the moral writers in China, wind up their works

with a book or two on domestic medicine, and the cases of

FOD jin hwae tae
| ^ I'M

Hj^ pregnant women and lying-

in-women, are much attended to by them.

The terms, Foo jin yug shwiSy J{ Ej /J(
woman's

monthly water. Yug king EJ
&S the monthly course ; Teen kwei
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"^ the natural flow; and In the language of quacks and

Alchyraists, Hung yuen j^ $fc
the red metal, are all applied

to the Cataineniu, and forms an article in the Chinese Materia

Mcdica, deprecated, but jet retained in their books.

At the age of Urh tscTli
'

-r* two sevens, or fourteen,

the Catamenia appears; at the age ofTseth tseth ^- JL-" seven-

times seven, or forty nine, it disappears. Its continuin to

flow during pri'gnancy without injury, is a case which occurs

but seldom. Cases of pregnancy at the age of twelve years,

and at sixty have occurred, but they are extraordinary.

Contact with Catamenia is deemed noxious; and a sword

smeared with it, is positively affirmed to give a deadly wound;

and various diseases have been induced by a set of impostors

who pretended to produce wonderful effects by imbibing, com-

pounded with various drugs, the virgin citamenia. The Pun-

tsaou-kang-miih omits, Hwang yuen fang # fa ~k the red

melal prescriptions, but he retains many of the others. One

directs that clothes saturated with virgin Catamenia should

be burnt, and the ashes mixed with wine taken as a cure for

Cholera morhus.

The Chinese supposed that a relation exists between the

moon, the tides, and the menses.

Tsan foo
j|| |

a lying-in-woman. Che foo Jin chili pih

VpJ 1 A jfa Q to Cllre Menorrhagia and Leucorrha>a.

Foo Jin leang f,ng
| \ J| ^ efficacious receipts for

female complaints. 6 vols. price 3 mace, 4 candareens.

In the laws of China, there is a section
containing peculiar

regulations for Foo Jin fan tsuy
| A ^d|p women who

commit crimes. Except in cases f adultery and capital crimes,

which require detention and imprisonment, they are liberated

on a sort of bail, and committed to the care of their husbands,

parents, or respectable neighbours. Foo j in yu pe jew tung

I A J$! ^T1 $/ ip]
woraen or wives are in the same

predicament a* inferiors and children ; their superiors are

responsible for them.

Ja foo jin hwae jin fan tsuy 4*1
JV 1 Mf

TJj
in SB

ifa woman who is pregnant commit a crime, which requires
blows or torture to be inBicted, she is to be delivered to

Paou-kwan^^ sureties, and brought forward a hun-

dred days after lying-in. If she be immediately subjected to

torture, and miscarry or die under it, the magistrates are

punishable ; in the last case with a hundred blows, and three

years transportation.

If a woman commits a crime which requires decapitation,

and the public exposure of the criminals head, the last part

of the seutence is iu her case to be dispensed with.

TS'HING.

From woman and azure. A chaste woman; delicate;

slender; upright; possessed of talent; firm.

LUN. A woman's name.

CiAJN. From teaman and a bank or shore.

Goods amiable; even* regular.

LAN.

Covetous; fraud, practiced in divination ; greedy extortion.

T..n Ian '@f avaricious and greedy. Lin tsang

' ^
the hoards arising from greedy extortion ; to lay np hoards

by those means. Lan s5 ^' to extort with avaricious

greediness.

KWAN. A woman's name.

As a local word, denotes A sort ofwreath rolled about the head.

SE1H. A woman's name.

YIN.

From teaman and familiar approaches Luxurious

lounging ; stage amusements j lewd ; obscene.
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/

YA.

as aa expression of courtesy j Ya, impliei the

lecond place,
or being junior.

LUH. A woman's name.

KEU. A woman's name.

Same as If Le, Elegant.

other Ya,

taking of a

>>%

it

TEEN. A woman's name.

SEIII. A woman's name.

NINE STROKES.

T'HING.

Ping ling JS& jjS
beautiful ; elegant, applied to women.

T'HANG. Dissolute; dissipated; a terra by

which some people designate themselves. Jin tsze hoo o tang

/v E J IjM^J I Pe P'e ca" themselves 0-taag, worthless.

Read Yang, A woman's name.

SAOU,

An elder brother's wife. Ktwsaou j

in-law. Kew, means Greater or Senior.

a senior sister-

T'SHUH, or TYhew. Old and ugly.

YAOU. Slender and delicate.

WOO.
I

The name of a star, and of a district. Woo foo ^
a widow who docs not njarrj ugain. Woo neu ?!& -//- a star

%+ Jr\

about the 15 of Capricorn. Foo jin show kwa, wei che woo

fo
Jt^ A T? | lj 1 #i a woman who raai ta'Q

her widow state, is called Woo-foo.

Shth urh )u5 jth shih woo neu che fun -I-* ""^ E? O

^ -J "^ fy on the first day of the twelfth moon

thesnn was eclipsed, in the region of Woo neu. (Tseen-han.)

Thi eclipse took place Keen che san neen ?&
jtfi

-

tl- the 3d year of Keen-che (about '30 years B. C.) An

earthquake occurred on the same day.

N A JV. From woman and lottlh. Elegant, rather fat.

CH'HO.

Disobedient ; uncomplyirg. A man's name. Chg-keang

^g name or title of a king in the weft, under the Han

dynasty.

CHAN. From woman and r/ort. To plough

in pairs. Head Meen, The act of parturition.

Same as -ffiV Hwan.

Marriage ;
ceremonies pertaining to marriage.
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KEA. Good.

WEI.

From woman and awe. A woman's name. Delicate ;

elegant.

YU.

IS
From woman or heart and to assent. Born of rich parents;

delicately brought up ; effeminate ; luxurious ,- .addicted to-

pleasure; specious and artful; irrational; illicit behaviour;

artful , pleasing. Read Tow, To steal repose ; to act -carelessly.

Yu slh
j j^ a happy, pleasing countenance. To rhyme,

read Yaou.

Tsin we ko ju yay ^ ^ pjp
I ^ Tfin j, not to ba

dispised. (Tso-chuen.)

Same as i Se, A son-in-law.

From tcJtelar and a man nflalenti. A superior; the person

who is one's daughter's superior; a daughter's husband is

called Se by her father ; a wife also uses the same appellation

for her husband. In reference to this and similar appellations,

different usages prevail in different parts of China,

X U. A woman's name. Envious, said of

women in reference to men. Alio read Gow and Yung.

FA.

An erroneou* form of M? FS, The hair of the head.

WEI.

FART. I.

Richly elegant ; abundant ; displeased.

FA. From ujma and head. The hair

of the head. Some fay it i* an erroneous character.

TE. From woman placed liy the tide of a ruler.

A woman's name. Name of a divinity ; effeminate. Te, denote*

Tsing shth shin ming ] ^ ffl fa cloacina, or the pirit

that presides over the cloaca.

8

From to rule placed abore woman. A disease of tho utenn.

JOW.

A woman's name. A toft fascinating woman.

ME I.

From woman and beautiful. A woman of elegant figure

and pleasing countenance.

TAN.

From woman and excess. Pleasure. Same asW Tan.

NAOU. From woman, the irajn, and the heir

bristling up. Intense resentment and indignation.

CHING. A woman's name.

MUN.

Weak; delicate
j

leader i young; small, Read Juen,
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Good appearance. Shin tsze juen js

constitution.

TSIN: Same as ^ Tsin.

Related to ; a relatioo in one's own person.

rHWAN, or Hwuy. A woman's name.

UII. From woman and a house. Good; elegant.

fihiihjlg |
costume; manner ; general appearance.

T'SHEEN.

The name of a star. Tae plh sliang kung tse yue neu tseen

yfc 3 Jt. $> =|c El ~r 1 the wife of Tae-pih shang

kimg is called Neu-tseen, she Keu Nan-tow
lgj jv3

31* dwells

amongst the Nan-tow stars ; and to her sacrifices are offered

throughout the whole empire, it is said, in times of pestilence.

CHUN . A woman's name. A beautiful woman.

MEAOU, or Maou.

From woman and a plant budding forth. Pretty eyes ,

having vivacity; sprightly. In different parts of the empire

the use of this word varies : in FQh-keen province, it denotes

A prostitute.

SING. To lessen; to diminish.

FOO. Same as Foo Wa a wife.

From woman and to bear. A married women.

TSEAY.

An epithet applied to a mother. The same as -Ml Tseiy.

TWAN. A woman's name.

'HAN. From woman and coals.

To be in a disordered dirty state, without the decorum of

genteel etiquette, is expressed by -oIF ap Tan-pwan.

PWAN. from reMUout and woman.

A state of confusion. Used only with the preceding character.

E, and He.

From delight and woman. Joy and delight. Used also for

Fei, A royal wife or concubine.

HOO. Avaricious.

An erroneous form of VS Hoo. from filth and woman.

CHUNG. A woman's name.

MEL

'From woman and a certain person. One who goes between

certain persons not yet fully known to each other, in order

to arrange marriages or family alliances j a go-between.

Nan neu fei yew hing mei, pBh seangcheming JJJ -fc

f I ^ TO -jfP ^ without the assistance of a

go-between, men and women would not know each other's

names. (Lcking)

Tseu tse yaou meijin; mae tse'S ylh yaou mei jin 3$^
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3
j \ Ifj T^ 7JF ^ A '

requires a go-between ; in buying a concubine, one also re-

a go-between.

KEE, OF Hee. Tickled apd pleased by success.

H W AJM u. From woman and emperor. Name

of an ancient queen. Neu hwang Yaou fei -H"
>S

Keu-hwang, was the wife or concubine of JKaou.

From woman and face. A beautiful

woman wilh fine eyes t envious.

K'HIH. From "woman and carved with the

rrinkles of age. An old woman of a mean condition.

KE. A woman's name.

An erroneous form of 1(U Shoo, A woman's name.

rtr/SmYEN.

From woman and to hide. Yen yen, A woman cherishing a

concealed attachment. Read Gan, Can o fM. I undeter-
7V\ -Sr^

mined; undecided. Read HS, A woman's name.

From woman and a flourishing plant.

A complimentary term applied to woman.

KEAE. From woman and all. A woman's name.

HEUEN.

From woman and to proclaim. A woman's namr.

HAN.

From complete and woman. A strong healthy appearance

WEI. From woman and majeity. A dignified

lady ;
a handsome woman. One says, A vulgar character.

Same as TJJft Chuen. From woman and the mind

directed to one object A pretty woman who attracts attention.

MEI.

From woman and eyebrowi. To speak to ; to accord with ;

smirking; smiling; wheedling ; flattering j adulation ; looks of

lovei and seduction ; adulation from men. Name of a place.

Hoo raei^ ]

artful and seducing. Chen mei |? 1

flattery ; flattering. Foo mei -Mj soothing ; flattering.

Keaou mei
jjjj- elegant 5 fascinating appearance. Mei

keuen
j i^|

to flatter power. Mei tae
] ^ the mincing

gait of a Chinese woman. Mei tsze yih jin ^fj ^ A
love this man said of WJn-wang. (She-king.)

Hwang kin jth tso yew che jin, keu she chen mei keen

chin woo ning che pei

and 8li" raore ' of late lhese

in attendance are all
flattering villainous statesmen, a set of

people without talent.

Mei jin neih gae, wt-i boo mei 1 A J23 ^? <St
Yl[t

to flatter people into a passionate fondness, is what is called

fox-like flattery. Mei tae
|

HP a
flattering seductive man-

ner.

HOW. A woman's name.
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KEUNG. Solitary; orphan-likes alone ! no

brother! ; desolate , none to tell one's tale to. Keung or

Keung keung tf'J \fifl mournful, sorry, melancholy.

YUEN.

From woman at>d to lead. A beautiful woman who draws

admirers after her. Tseaug ynen j^ $^ the appearance of

standing and wailing upon. Sheu yuen |S| -jjj?
the appearance

of drawing or pulling towards; to draw the affections after.

PEEN. From teaman and convenient. Pe'en

beautiful; handsome.

TSUNG. A woman's name.

CHING.

From teaman and cfinitf. A woman's name.

GAN. From woman and *ound. A woman

dirty, filthy, impure,of an impure mind. Gan tiang

said of any thing.

TSEW.

From autumn and woman. A woman's name.

T'HE, and Te.

From woman and right. Te te ^S repose; quiet;

elegant or good-looking. Also read Che and She, As a local

word, utcd for Mothe r. The name of a plant.

KWA. From woman and the stirs about

Andromeda, which form a Chinese constellation. A beautiful

appearance.

SEE.
fi

See" woo to treat with indecent famTItaritj.

T'HO.
?l

g
?

From woman and to fall Beumiful; pretty ; remiss; idle;

disrespectful. Same as the following. To man m| ^te|

careless ; negligent j lazy ; rude.

Kfth yuug tsze yim ^jv yK -P> ^^ a statesman of

eminence during the reign of Keen-die Mi
jjfa

(B. C. 27.)

on occasion of an eclipse and an earthquake occurring on

the same day, he wrote a long remonstrance to the sovereign,

which it preserved in the 31th vol. of Ihe Twenty-one

historians. He advises Hie monarch, Chuen sin fan taou
Jjj;

j|\
R7

jH"
to study only a return to right principles; and

"19 n~p [^ 1 1^ 4 tip
Seth pa chay ma to chHh che keu

sg^ gg f|L j^ j f[|

~y . to lay aside entirely his carriage! and horses, and
^ s ~*

every implement of idle touri.

CH'HA, and Ch'he.

From woman and to pound. Precipitate and confused

enunciation. Read Sha, An effeminate appearance.

MAOU.

Envious; ill-will, occasioned by the happiness or eminence

of others i to look at with hatred and dislike.

Too foo maou foo
jtfi ^ [ ^j3

a jealous huiband, and

an envious wife. Pun seang tsin yay ^ Jfl jfl |H who

cannot look on each other with complacency. Mauu tselh.

| ^ envy and dislike.
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\M&

LEE. A woman's name.

SZE.

From woman and thought. A woman's name.

JEN. ffife

From woman and to ttain. Beautiful ; elegant ; stated

reasonably and right; or perhaps, to give a colour to; to

slander.

PEEN.

From woman and a board or tablet. Lightness of manner.

From woman and stomach. A yonnger sister.

'KWA, and Ko.

The Canton people read Wa. An ancient divine person

who (-perilled at the creation of all creatures. Commonly

called -n~" Neu kwa. The character woman is for sound

only, and docs not denote that the person was a woman. JVeu

kwa, also invent' d a music..! instrument of the reed kind.

The name of a hill ; a surname.

The Shvo-wSn affirms the person was a female, thus, Koo

sTiin shing neu hwa wan wiih chay yay -J?
jwb

5P -//- ./

a 1 1 i
. . |

*" ' -^t:- ^\ rv*

yfy /ft \\ an ancient goddess, a sacred female, who

formed all things.

Ne u kwa she, leen shth poo teen -& 4

J^ tjl /fj Ml

7^.
JVeu- kwa melted rocks and repaired the heavens.

Neu kwa IsO sing chung the hwang -//" tfp ^ tfa

J2. 3pl Neu-kwa, made the reed of the Sing instrument.

(Le-king )

PAKT I. 6 B

tfeu-kita-ihe -h~
'

Pf* according to the Satt-tiae-lon-

hwny, 30th vol. page 11, Yu tac haou lung mo ffiL^ -^
Ipl -{& was born of the same mother as Tae-haeu or Ffih-he.

He, or she, (for it is uncertain whether this personage was male

or female,) &Sng nrh shin ling /
|||j ^ftj} ^ was born in

possession of divine intelligence. When Fiih-he arranged the

rites of marriage, she, Wei shin inei ^ jfifjj

M acted as a

divine pronubae, or go-between.

On the death of Fiih-he, Kung-Icung-she dt ^ ^
or TsS lw:m 'fp^L *Prea^ anarchy or revolutionized the

world; and Chin taou hung shwiiy^^ ^Jt 7J^
raised the

deluge, E ho teen hea
J^( j^ ^ ~p to cause misery over

the earth; in consequence of which, Neu-kwa-she destroyed

Kun<;-kung-she, and reigned and kept her court at Chung-

hwang-che-shan t|j ^ . & the central imPerial hi" U

was then she made the reeds and the stringed instruments

to harmonize the winds; to assist the gods at solemn rites,

and to soften the di-positrons of men. Neu-kwa.she, died

after a rei^n of an hundred and thirty years.

Some European writers have ventured to call F&h-he, th

same person as Noah, of the west; but as the tradition is,

that he had no father ; that he, Ke teen urh wang ^ ^
jjrt ^succeeded heaven and reigned; i. e. that he was the

first to whom mortal reign was given ; that his name was

BI Fung HI"! R" all
> H'md, spirit, or breath ; perhaps im-

plying that he derived his life from the breath of the Almighty ;

that Yew shing fih seangjih jug che raing
^=j"^[{{& jfc

H 13 ~*f 00 he possessed perfect holiness and rirtue,

resplendant as the glorious lights of th sun and moon, from

which his name Tae-haou ^ ^ the great heavenly light,

is taken
;

that he taught the various useful arts, and the

rites of sacrifice, from which circumstance is taken his name

Panu-he J1 J^ Hie sacripcer, afterwards corrupted to F&h-

j,e ^7^ o3| and that his posterity reigned fifteen genera-

tions, during a period which amounted to 17,787 years ;

according to this tradition, FHh-he may probably be consi-

dered the first of human kind; the Adam of the west, rather

than Noah.

An ancient form o Sung.
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An ancient form of ifflfl Shan.

Same as $5 Yun, see above.

FUH. A woman's name.

NAE. A woman's name.

TEE.

From woman and perverse. To gormandize; gluttonous.

TSUH. Good. Read Yew, Ugly.

E. An old woman.

TEN STROKES.

TSOW.

Tsoo or Tsow. A widow woman ; a fine looking person ;

> pregnant woman. A woman's name. A surname.

HELJH, and Chuh.

Female gracefulness and elegant.

YAOU

To walk with drooping shoulders : to play seductively j

elegant and good appearance. The name of a bill.

ME. From woman and stupid. The stupid

old woman. A local vulgar word for Mother.

3, Shwuy, and Ya.

Displeased: looking out of temper.

LI _
^^TK^^

P'HE. I

To pair ; to couple with ; to eqial. A woman's name. E

pe j|& j

a small appearance. Pe raci 3=i equally

beautiful or excellent.

MUH.

From the mind intent on, and woman. A handsome appearance.

SEIH.

From woman and to produce. A woman taken into the

family for the purpose of producing posterity. Urh selk

E3
|

a son and his wife; a daiighter.in-law. Seih foo

heaou shun ung koo ZWf Ztl
Ipj

wi "be a son's wife

who is dutiful and obedient to her father and mother-in-law.

Shih foo 1 fcfea daugher-in-law, by the marriage of a son.

To express that a person who has been guilty of some

fault must yet shew themselves, they say, Chow seih foo

jay yacu keen kung po meen
j|j| j ^ -^ _> &

/A. '0K. FS an ugly daughter-in-law must yet see (he lace of

her husband's father and mother, or thus, Chow foo shaou

pah Hh keen kea ung g| j A? ^ '$ ^^ a

wife cannot avoid seeing her husband's father. Po seib

leang jin i& ]
Bi A the two folks mother and daughter.

in-law.

YUEN. A woman's name.
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YING.

From jli'sh and contorted or wound about woman. To

accompli} for the purpose of honouring, or of guarding; as

in case of a bride's being conducted to the house of her husband.

In ancient times the chieftain's daughters were escorted by

the whole clan. To accompany or escort on any occasion, is

expressed by the same word ; to send any thing. To drink of

a cup on festive or ritual occasions. Originally written with

a boat by the side, thus
j|S Ying; sometimes with man by the

ide, thus A& Ying, and vulgarly with moon by the side, thus

jl| Ying.

Ying tseo chay \ |3 ^- he who drinks of the cup.

Shin-ke, ta-paou, keae yen teweijfei pin ying-tseang tsung

- *" ft $ >fc Jf ff f ffffMEl 1

fob f^fe JjL
**? Mt the terms divine utensil and great gem,

both denote the Imperial throne; the attending pronubae of

the Imperial ladies, are all damsels of the palace. (Koo-sze-

keung-lin.)

Koo chny lung sing tseu foojin, tsih lung sing urh kwS

[

~jf in ancient times when a name-sake chieftain married

a wife (from another state), the females of the fifth degree of

rank, of the same name, from both states, accompanied the

bride.

In the She-king, a bride and her pronubz, are compared

to the river Ytmg-lsze-keang, and the streams which run

parallel with it, having first parted from its own stream, and

at a distance again joining their currents. Keang shwuy ta

sze tefh; sze shwuy seaou sze ying ^Q ^ ^ JW jjft yP

?K ^I
N $i I

^ waters f tne Yang-sze-keang are great,

and represent the bride; the branching off and returning

streams are small, and represent the attending pronube.

The British Embassy in 1816, when passing up the Yang-

tsze-keang, several times mistook these branches of that magni-

ficent river, for the principal stream; as the boatmen naviga-

ted these in preference to encountering the more powerful cur-

rent which runs perpetually down the main channel of the

river.

JUNG. Fungjung -JA -MJ handsome, beautiful

SHEN . Not flattering ; not using arts to pleate.

JUH.

From woman and disgraceful. Lazy ; indolent.

CHE. Worthless woman ; ugly and lewd ; foolish.

By Kang-he. Che 1 and Che
JJJ"

are considered syno-

nimous, and M5ng che che che ~f&- ~jf & -^ an ignorant

looking plebeian is quoted from the She-king, as a proof.

LEW.

From woman and to detain. A woman's name.

YUNG. An effeminate appearance or manner.

ff MEI. From teaman and small. A young girl

IX
or young woman. A small delicate woman; elegant ; hand-

some; good, said of palaces;
and also used in a moral

sense, Mei kung shfh
] ^ ^j?

beautiful palaces. E mei

chaou wang \ |3 ^j
to inculcate virtuous principles

on the king or prince.

The Mei \ or virtues taught to the sons of ancient kings,

were included in the phrase, San tih, san hing _ /fist

--
jjrj

the three virtuous principles, and the three practical virtues ;

of the principles or mental virtues, the first was called Che.tih

& *> which denoted something like a notion of perfect
* l'Ui> - - .,

virtue in the abstract. Urh yue min tth
t ^J Tgfc ^

the second was called Min-tth ; which implied an exteniirc
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moral discernment of practical virtue ;

the third was called Heaou-tlh, which included the theory of

obedience in social life ; chiefly to parents. The three practical

virtues were, active duties to parents, friendly and respectful

behaviour to worthy persons, generally ; dutiful obedience to

teachers and inferiors. (Chow-le Choo-ioo J1 jjjf

76lh vol.)

"VVAJV. From manner and woman. Pwan

pwan 75*. 5gt the appearance of going backwards and 'for-

wards, extravagant; an old woman.

SEE.

From woman and crumbs. Small ; petty ; minute.

SZE.

From teaman and a teacher. A sort of sorceress.

RUNG.

From woman and tribute. A woman's name.

GAOU, and Wan.

From woman and benevolent. An old woman ; a mother ;

mother-earth ; a
divinity. W$n te ^S the man who

marries an old woman. Wuh na 1 -Ml a fat child. Win p<S

v|i
Win neang

j

uH an old woman.

In the Koo-sze-keung-lin, 2nd vol. is the following sentence,

Han moo tse'S fa e yen pin ; tsun wan sha ke nrh scay kih
-,
tsze

neu che been ch.y^ ^ ffi ^ # M% W 1

8& 1 it* ft % Z M Han '
8 mother cirt

off her hair to entertain a guest; the'vill.ige old woman killed

a fowl to make acknowledgements to a visitor, these were wise

and virtuous women. The story 'u thus; Han or Taou-han

Btl
jjjf

was the ton of a general who died when Han was

vouug, about A. D. 350. Han lived in poverty with his mo-

ther near the FS-yang lake, where a man ofsome rank frequent-

ly passed ; and to entertain this person, and bring her son to

his notice, the mother cut off her hair and sold it to procure

the necessary provisions and wine for the repast. This cir-

cumstance brought Han, into notice, and he rose to eminence

in the state,

The village d.ime is commended for her discrimination,

and hospitality. When Han Woo-te :
M'? ^P ^ the Emperor

(B. C. 61,) strolled alone in the country, and was about to be

seized by the villagers as a bandit ; she saved the Emperor,

and the villagers also from his vengeance", by interfering, and

saying, Kih fei changjin
(g $ 'jft J( the visitor is no

common person, and instead of permitting him to be seized she

killed her own scanty supply of poultry and entertained him.

Wan che gae
] ^'^tl'e love or affection of an old

mother. This expression occurs in the history of the civil

wars of China, B. C. 600, when TRT
^f- Chaou-wang, a minor

kii g, was hard pressed by the conqueror j& Tsin. The young

monarch's mother presided during his minority, and the

ministers advised that Chang-gan keun
'jJ'TtriS'

lne P r 'nce

of Chang-gan should be given as a hostage to the state Tse
tjj?

for the purpose ofprocuriig auxiliary troops; the old lady

however vehrmently <>pg>osed the measure, and said publicly,

if any body F,uh yen Cliang-gati keun ei chih chay, laou foo

pell, to ke meen ^~='- ^ ^ $ Jj % % j^
ifo iflf Ji ffr] speaks again about giving the prince of Chang-
^X-* rT3^ ,*** t**4

gan as an hostage; (I) the old woman will certainly spit in bis

face. (She-ke, 8Ih vol.)

Win, moo clie peg ching
| -fjj: ^ yjl] ^f win is an-

other term for mother. Wang win J I a royal mother

who suffered much distress. (B. C. 43.) Also read Wuh.

MEE.

Orcurs nsed for jB? Mce, To consume; to destroy i and

for^ Mee, To rulr-mtlr the hand ; as when rubbing the

eyes, wh-cli is much recommended by the ancient writer

4^ -f- Lhwnng-tsze. HJ says, Tsze meg ko e hew laoc

^ 1 ^"J J^^^ ruLb.ng the eyes will soothe old age.

And he adtli, Gan mec chow via ko e uifih ju laou jung
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wrinkles, will smooth like a balh an old man's face.

MA, and Moo.

From female and horse. A mare, the epithet by which

children designate their mothers ; mamma. Servant women

and nurses are also called Laou-ma ;! and
ppf

1 O-ma.

Wei jin moo yue" ma; tsze keaou yue
1 ma

^*j j^ -fit p

1 3L
|ljt pi 1 a mother is called Ma ; a child railing

out Ito its mother) saj 9 Ma. Wo pdb. to heaou shun Ma-ma,

tsew leen ko chiih sang yay puh joo leaou 3J y?T <( ff- )|[S

1 1 $L i lU S & ^ #P T if ' be "ot

very dutiful and obedient to my mother, I shall evn be worse

than a brute.

CHAE. From woman and riow. Wa-chae

a soothins flattering manner.

A vulgar form.of^ He, Joy ; delight.

CHEN. Chen tingijB: frj" beautiful; handsome.

Same as MJ Cha, or Ch?, In disorder.

YUEN.

I- r.'in woman and a rabbit crouching under shelter*. Ease ;

self enjoymei.t. Yuen pe -fl
-( elogint ; beautiful.

KOW.

From U'nman and to connect together, as the beams of a

house. A marriage ; a second marriage; love to; affection for;

6 j

harmony ; conjugal union ; sexual intercourse. Kow b<

A or Keaou kow ^ I

1

the union of the sexet.
S** i

Na le yew nan ncn tsin tsze tuy yen hwJn kow die le SIJ

there any reason in a man and woman speaking to each other

personally about marrying.

In the work Tso-chuen, Chwang-kung^ /fc the chieftain

of the ancient state Ching JK addresses another person whom

he wished to attack the state Heu fc in these words, Teen

ho heu kw8 y^ jjj^j ^ J|jjjj
heaven is sending judgement*

on the state Heu ; Kwci shin shih punching yu heu keun

7&i 'IT "T /^ ) ff^ B |

a" tne f,fa arc m wrath

opposed to the prince of Heu's success ; Urh kea show yu

wo kwa jin
rfij /|H ^L ~jj^. Jfe "KL. A and they borrow

my arm to inflict their vengeance. J5 kwa jin lib mfih yu

te ^^ ^ |^j y^ if^ j^ if I come to a timely end

and am buried ; Teen ke e le hwuy ho yu Heu ^^ Jt VI

jjl^ '1^: j|[flj -J* ~jff-
and heaven repeats of the evil it wa

about to bring on Heu, and does it good ; then We wo

Ching kw5 che yew tsing j5 yen J)|| ^7 BK ^ ~_ ^& MH

I't4 jW should my country Ching, have any request to

make of you; Joo kew hwan kow
7(jj -^ |

let us be

as an old married pair j let there be nothing of distance or

of an unkind fooling between us.

In the She-king, this sentence occurs, Pe ke che tsze pfih

suy ke kow 3$ 1= -V -?-
^j\

Y& t the worthless

man, does not deserve his love. Kow heun chung
'

fJJJ

Kow, is explained to mean love or affection.

An erroneous form of $pj Seun, Mad.

i 1 1 1 . From woman & advantage. A woman's name.

KWEI.

From woman and devil. Bashful; ashamed, the passion

fit when reputation is supposed to be lost; an internal sense

of disgrace or confusion : sometimes expressed by a suffusion of
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colour on the cheek, to which iromcn are most liable. Com-

monly written with heart and devil or demon, thus fi Kwei.

GAN. A woman's name.

TSIN, and Shin. A woman's name.

KEA.

From woman and house, or home. To go from home to

the house of a husband. To marry, or to be married, applied

to the woman ; to send a bride to the house of her husband ;

to take a wife is expressed by
*

Tseu, with which compare j

and for an account of marriage ceremonies, see under
jjJEJ

Yin.

Kea chwang iWf a marriage portion given with a

daughter, of whatever it may consist ;
a toilet ; furniture j

money ; houses or lands ; it is not the usage to bargaio for it.

Kea leen ^ portion given with the wife. Kea tseu

1 51 giving and receiving in marriage, marriage generally.

Neu kwei foo )ue" kca -f/T j^M? 7C a woman re-

verting, to a husband is called Kea.

Neu urh we chuh kea, she ko woo kea paou choo
-J ^

% $ 1 & II M II K ifc
A zh{er wh <> is *

yet married out, is a pearl of unascertained price. Neu tsze urh

Mb urh kea -/ ^- 2H ~f" (ffj ]
a g' rl should be married

at twenty. Neu tsze heu kea, ke urh tsze -che -U~ -f~
=zk '

3tr Hrt ^L
~

when a girl is promised in marriage, or ex-

posed, she should have her hair braided up, and another name

given her. This should be done at fifteen years of age; hut

We heu ken, urh shih tsih ke^ g^P ]

~
~f" JJl] f'f-

if she be not promised in marriage, let her hair be braided up

at twenty. Neu tie heu kea ying -jjr -jp Jj^f ^ ^ when

a young woman it betrothed, she wears a sash to -intimate

that she is bound to another. (Lc-king.)

Foo jin chung hwin yu<5 kae kea ^5 ^ gj jffi Q
:

g6'
I a woman's marrying again, is expressed by Kae kea,

changing the marriage relation, or Chilli se kae kea^ J^-

E/r
\ eineJling a ou-in-law aud remarrjiug a daughter to

some other person. Parents arc induced to attempt this when

a better match offers than the person to whom the first pro-

mise has been made, this proceeding, however, the law disal-

lows, and punishes with one hundred blows ; and the man who

knowing that a girl is promised to any person, and accepts of

tlie alteration in his own favor, is punished in the same way

as the parents or guardians of the young woman.

Pel foo kae kea "tr -d~
pfA-

to leave or dtsert one's

husband, and be married to another person. Tsaun kca tseu

-hi i 2K to marry early.

Tuy {; >u jin vug kea ho, kea jnen |jj|
3E ^A ,\ Q

Jltfii

'

%" Push' ng ev 'l on others, is called marrying

calamity and marrying resentment ; i. e. fastening or entailing

on them some evil.

\

SAOU. Ffom woman and old. It is said, Saou

shdh piSh tain show J# x/^ 3f) T& a brother's wife and

her-husliand's brother do not give and receive any thing into

each other's hands. An elder brother's wife. Saou shuh piili

tung win JT3 J?\ j(|j
HH brother's wife and her brother-

in-law should not converse 'together. Mow saou Tt

a.certain man's wife.

CIUN.

From woman and true. A woman's name.

HAE, and He.

From woman aud injurious. Discontented; envious.

YUNG.

From woman and countenance. A woman's name.

YUEN.
]UW

From woman and origin or tource. Keangyuen ^

J
a female famous in ancient story, aud whose name is
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mentioned in the She-Icing in connexion with Tc fffi* and

Shang-te Jh 5? as expressive of the Most high God.

mh hlh

Ke Th pilh

r-te she e,

Woo tsae woo hae.

The illustrious Kcang-yuen,

Was of undeflected -virtue,

The Most High was her defence,

And no calamity befel her.

This is said in reference to her miraculous conception,

and child-birth. She is called a descendant of Yen-te .#>

2i? and Kaou sin tsze sun che fei
jijfj

:5 -- J& ~*f
JjP

the wife of a son or grandson of Kaou-sin ; and the mother

of How-tseih Ej J5J
the inventor of agriculture subse-

quently to the Chinese deluge, (B C. 2163). How-tseih

is considered the first ancestor of tl>e Chow dynasty, which

commenced upwards of a thousand years after hit day; viz.

B. C. 1112) soon after the age of Moses.

MING, From woman and silent recess. Clear;

pure; bright appearance. Ying ming /3 -TO a young woman.

Ming ting
J jfj"

to controul one's self; a plain even f;rce.

TSEAY. A woman's name.

Read So, An effeminate appearance.

YING. Careful; attentive manner; good-

looking cleanly appearance. A woman's name ; name of fln

ancient state. Ying ming
j

tS a young woman. Ying

moo 1 /it! the appearance of a poor rustic wench.

Ying \ or as some write her name Yung /3 was the

ister of Nee-ching Wr ^jf
a famous assassin who lived in

the seventh century. He was a country butcher, who had

a great reputation for spirit and courage. By his industry

he supported a mother, and his sitter Ying.

Yen-chung-tszc KB
fljl -f~

courtier of one of thr

then principalities
in China, conceived an enmity against

KeS-luy /fife SJ a minister at the same court. Ycn-chung-

tsze condescended to visit the butcher, flattered him,

and offered him a large sum of money for the lupport

of NeS-ching's mother, before he opened his revengeful

project
: the butcher, however, declined it, ai he would not

leave his mother during her life time. Soon after, death

relieved him from that care, and having interred his parent;

he under a sort of feeling of gratitude,
for the civility and

bounty of the courtier ; went and offered to revenge his

quarrel. Yen-chung-tsze wished him to strengthen himself

by numerous accomplices ; but the butcher shewed that

such a step would cause a disclosure, and defeat the project.

He therefore went alone, and found Kei-luy seated iu a hall

surrounded by guards, through whom he forced his. way,

killed the object of revenge, and many other persons ;
then

mangled bis own face, flayed off the skin, tore out his eyes,

and ripped open his bowels. His design in doing so was to

sa-ve his sister Ying
'

who would have b en implicated

by his being known. His body was afterwards thrown into the

streets, and a large reward offered to any person who would

tell who he was ; however, none knew the secret, hut his

wicked employer; till the sister, from circumstances, was led

to conclude that the assassin was her brother. She went

to tl;e spot, threw herself ou the putrid corpse, wept

bitterly, and acknowledged her relation to Ati-ching, the

butcher of Che shuii-tsing M| ^ dfc village.

When reproached for sacriticing herself by recognising

her brother, she defended his conduct as an act of grateful

friendship; and her own, from its being her duty to preserve

his name from perishing and having said so, she thrice

called out Teen ctuy J^ ^ Heaven! or, O God ! and

in the deepest anguish, immediately died. (Vide, Twenty-

one historians, llth vol. under
rfilj '^. 7f|J

/|I rr.emoir of

assassins.

Leaou ying how Sg |
/ftp a title of nobility, created by

the Han dynasty (B C. 100), to reward one of the general*

of the kingdom of Canton, who when hard pressed by Han's

superior army .conspired agaiust their own king Yu-shen
taj ztjL

and having murdered him, mrrendered to their country's foe.
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The forces of Han came round the const under the con-

duct of Low-chuen Tean^-kcun J-lH Mf ijf^ j|V
an admiral

of itoried ships t i. e. vessels which had rooms built upon

their decks. These Po pwan-yu ^ ^- |^l
"ticked and

took Pwan.yu (the modern YVham-poa.)

The Emperor, who then reigned over the northern parts

of China, said, that Tung iue hoi
jfa jfajf ^C Canton was a

region of narrow passes, and many obstructions to military

operations, aod therefore
Jj|

$L ^^ || y ^ J^
$ ?M }$! i|i $k look llle

l
)t

'

P'e alld transported them

to ths region between the Yang4sze-keang and the river Hwae,

by which measure Canton, was forthwith emptied of inhabitants

(She-ke, IS vol.)

W

I > IIKIII. From woman and disrate. Jealousy -,

envy ; dislike; hatred to a competitor. TseiK life a used in

the same sense. Maou tseih Tfrj 1 dislike ; aversion ; opposi-f*t~+ \

tion to. Tseih too
] -fejR or TseTh too I \& envious ;

n vy ; jealous dislike.

Jin woo been pOh seaou, jiih chaou keen tseth A ^5 ^?
i

"" *^
^J\

"W* J^ wj LI I whether a man be wise and worthy ;

or degenerate, as. soon as be enters a court he is envi <1.

Tung Uou chay seang gae *

[p] ^ y& /|f) ]
Tung e chny seang tseTh-.

Men wl o pursue the same virtuous course, love each other.

Those who follow the same arts, envy and dislike each other.

Yuen jin yew slilh, ke kan yu tseih too I5B A /ft A^

^ > IK. )fc

'

J55
* ^ esire 'he failure of others is rooted

ina spirit ofeiivy. 11 is added, although I may desire the

failure of others, Jin we peih sluh A -^t^ Jfc it does not

necessarily foHow that they will fail ; but if I harbour such a

<le '" ie
3% .H fo $t^^ ' llave already lost a s d

conscience.

The second commandment in the Chinese decalogue, is

Kent g s e ^^ i|r
to guard against wicked thoughts ; and

under the same head i this precept, Wiih keen tsae urh tscih

yj X- ^T ffrj I

wn('n Jou see toe exhibition of superior

talents, do not envy the possestor.

In the Ta-heo
~j^ JM* a go<)d statesman, who will be a

l)le.ssin<; both to tbe royal family and to the people, is repre-

sented as sincere and liberal, and Jin che yew ke jd ke yew che

A ^L^ l&^ S iff .
wue who feel* a* happy on

seeing others possessing superior talents, as if he himself pos-

sessed them ; whereas he who is likely to prove a curse

both to the throne and the country is he, who seeing Jin che

yew ke, maou tseth e woo che
J\^

~*/ ~fa fy ^j j |
\)^

?J? ~? other men, possessing superior talents enviet and hatei

then.

i

MOW, or Kow. To mckle a child. Ignorint

SOO. A woman's name.

/

NEAOU, and JS

From woman and weak, or small: Long and small , slender.

Delicate ; feeble as a woman ; moved by the wind ; reeds

waving in the wind j pleasant vibrations of-sound^ as are made

by trees shaken by the wind. Neaou no
j j|M wriggling

mincing walk, wriggling motion, like a worm.

Same as
J^S. Tow, see above.

T'HANG. A woman's name-.

HE.

A sort of official female attendants. Fearful ; envious,

HEEN.

From woman and a hand holding things Itgethcr. Disdain.

The heart drawn different way*; forming or haying puti ilitie*
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andnntipathies: disquieted : jealousy ; suspicious , to dislike; to

have an aversion to ; something of ill-will; a prejudice against.

Seaou been
/J>

1 a petty dislike. Hee" been
Jjifc |

to

cherish n dislike to; to have an ill-will, this invalidates ac-

rosntioin. He'en e
| /jiff;

dislike and suspicion. Been ke

^- to dislike "lid reject or refuse, applied to presents and

to the person who offers them. He'en shaou
j t\p to reject

a donation because it is too small.

Ile'en piih r.ingyti sin yay ^ 3i ^fA /^\ -Q^
Keen

denotes unevenness disquietude of mind. Puh been
~/fc<,

not to dislike or disdain. Chin been PJH' 1 anger and

dislike. Ken tsze to been e, koo tsung neu -ft- IE 5p

fej wC fk ~lk
wom('" " ften harbour dislikes and suspicious,

and 'therefore lhe character is derived from woman.

J5 sbaou jew been kcih puh tang che choo, t:i piih tan

ah wei full, urh tse;iy hw:m yew hen to han noo

disagreement, or impropriety, he not only does not become

intimidated and submit, but on the other hand, shews a

great deal of indignation and an^er.

HwS she ke e paou sfih been; hvS e ho e seay ke Isuy

&m\n#fa \ *WR:(Brie'|l
either lay plans to revenge some sleeping overnight (old)

dislike; or transferring some calamity to rid one's self of

blame. E tsze keen, i e wei been 1*7 iff* 4fc $t 1%i 1/y> V-Lt x]jx 1/X. tuut
\

when this person is taken or accepted ; that person harbours

jealousy and dislike.

Piih pe he'en e ^ ^g Mjfe
not to shun suspicion ;

i. e. to do what exposes one's self to suspicion : they teach

that in an att'.ir of indifference it is wrong to do >o ; but an

act of justice or mercy must not be omitted, although it may

make one'* character appear suspicious; as for instance, if

* ) ollng woman protect a young man from some calamity,

however pure her intentions and conduct, she is thereby placed

in circumstances that render her suspected of bad motives ;

they allow her to brave the danger of loss of character, and

trust that the truth will appear another day.

The Chinese stae the utility of forms and ceremonies, thus,

Foo Ie chay, so e ting tsin soo ; keui* heencj peg tung e ;

<"*RT. i. 6 K

fci yay

f

the ritual of etiquette) arc the means by which to determine

the nearer and more distant seats ; to decide jealous donbls

and prevent dislikes ; to separate persons and thin^i that rank

the same, from those that are ranked differently ; and to dis-

tinguish clearly, right from wrong. (Le king.)

The right from wrong, refers to extraordinary cases when

it is proper to dispense with ordinary forms. As for example,

the ordinary rules of Chinese decorum think it too familiar

for a man to take hold of his brother's wife's hand, or even to

touch it, when giving or receiving any thing,- but ifSaou oci

tsih yuen the e show Mj |g |J|] ^ ^ 1^ ^ llis sisler -

in-law fall into the w.ilcr, lie must se.ze hold ol her liai.d to

pull her out. (Le-king-choo.)

Le piih wei he'en ming |j|| ~/F^ Sia
| ^j

the ritinl

oeremonies do not admit a suspicious name to be avoided.

(Le-king.) A suspicious name, here means a name however

respectable, the sound of which is the same as some mean or

vicious word, a predicament to which the Chinese language

is very liable: the example given is that of Yu
pPJ Rain,

and Yu J^L an ancient monarch: in performing the service

in the temples, the proper word must be enunciated, although

it calls up mean associations, from the sameness of pro-

nunci ition.

The Emperor Kwang woo ^r jT(tne
illustrious warrior)

who reigned, A. D. 30, when suspicions were excited against

his successful general Fung-e-kung-sun /j
Bf Q J& and

the "eneral expressed some fears, siid to him, Tseang keun

yu kwfl ke:i, e wei keun chin, gjn yew foo tsze, ho been hoe,

1 M^'flfO W 'If H
court you and 1 arc related by the sound principles of

prince and minister ; feelings of kindness subsist between

us, like those of father and son what jealousy, what sui-

picion is there, that you are afraid? (.rrh-shth-jib She,

41 vol.)

Another form of
j(zj Yun, A surname.
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V

SHOO. A woman's name.

TAOU, and Yaou. A woman's name.

Same as % P5, An old woman ; the name of a place.

TUY. A woman's name.

PANG. A woman's name.

LANG. Forms part of the name of the king of

heaven's library, where a certain writer dreamt that he took

alounge.

NEAOU. From t man placed between two

u-omen. Women endeavouring to seduce a man. To pull

about, end play with, in a lascivious manner; lewd gambols ;

light, seductive speech and behaviour. In Canton read Haou,

and is used as a term of abuse when speaking of women ; they

say Haou kow na
]

tfjl
lijjj

lewd bitch !

Chay ko jin foofaneaou^ (13
'/^ ^lj f5 I

this lewd

woman is giving herself lascivious airs.

E. An old dame.

ELEVEN STROKES.

^ijfl HAOU. A woman's name.

E, or
jlfa}

Yuen e. Yielding, complying;

according with ; complaisant.

jjfe
5jg P'M EAOU. Prom woman and flying with the

vatucity of fire. Levity; lightness of character and conduct ;

given up to prostitution ; a whore; to goa whoring; to follow

after loose women. A woman's name.

Haou peaou ^ j

addicted to lewdness, or whoredom.

Peaou chae
] ^ or Peaou shay

] -^-
a bagnio or bawdy-

house. Peaou keaou
j ^ to put away disease. Peaou

tsze
] -^-

a prostitute. Peaou too yin 1

FH|
t whor*

ing, gaming, and drinking.

Sdh chirg kea wei peaou ^j j|| '^ ji 1 to pass the

night with prostitutes is called peaou. Peaou kib 1 $

a whoremonger. Chang foo ying sung peaou kill lljl ta3 jfjj

JSS I ^pr prostitutes meet on
entering, and Accompany to

the door when leaving, their debauched visitors. Peaou lac

teih ping
| 2fE j$ ^j disease occasioned by intercourse

with whores the venereal disease.

Chinese moralists lament that prostitution Kin ken she

seih, wei pub kwae /A- ^ jjf ^ ^
~

,g now,

throughout the whole of their world, from the influence of

h:ibit, is not viewed as a moral deformity ; and though it, Ko.

wei sin tung pj
A

,|^ qJH ought to pain acutely the hu-

man heart Because of its pernicious consequences), there are

those who Wei fung lew ya sze
5pj Jij? jflfj>

ytt
jjff call it

gaiety and an elegant, or gentlemanly pursuit.

The arguments used against this vice are taken from the-

cruclty and injustice of taking advantage of the wants of the

poor to vitiate their morals ; from the disorder which in

Chinese f.imilies is ciuscd when children are born of fornica-

tion ;
the father denies his son ; his daughter is left with her

mother to become a prostitute in her turn; if the mother be

taken into the family, the father treats his own son as a servant

or slave; or if the daughter burn of whoredom be handsome,

the father again subjects her to hi. lust; or as she is not

acknowledged for a daughter , his own sons or nephews

debauch her ; and brother* and sisters thus live in incest ;
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orlike the brutes; fathers, sons, and nephews, Tseu jewseuen )in

H Kfe *pf y^ crowd around the same female and debauch

her by turns. And, Leen che jili sang JJJ tyft
-
^| when

a sense of shame is once lost, the descent in brutality is in-

terminable ; children learn of their fathers, and domestics imi-

tate their masters, and general confusion ensues; Ke piih

shang tsae! ke piih ko pa Q" ^f> 'ffi; ^jj ~^j jfi 15T
'j'jj

is it not an afflictive vice ! should it not he dreaded !

Their next argument is from the loathsome and disgust-

ing diseases which are occasioned by irregular intercourse ;

and finally, Peih showyin keen 'jt
'-

fgi =jjjf
the certainly

of being punished in a future state. (Tseuen-jin keu hwS,

2 vol 28 page.)

A vulgar form of Che ^f^t which is the same as Che

an offering or present. To reach or extend to.

YU, and Heu.

From tt'Oman and a storehouse, where things are classed

and laid npart. A mother ; an old woman
-,

to nourish,

applied to nature, undtr the idea of a mother. A man's

name; th name of a hill. Teen heu fow urh te yu ytih

~?C ^B ffij ^tE pf
heaven overspreads with a genial

influence, and earth nourishes natural productions, lieu yu

the genial fructifying influences of nature. Wan

shih \u BS ^4 T name of an ancient mother of five brothers,

all eminent statesmen.

Heu yu f..w ju wan wuh ^ | ^ ^ ^ i^J
the

genial influences brood over and nourish nil things. Yu

chay ju fuh ^ ^j&

' ^ the spreading wings diffuse

genial warmth and hatch. (Le-king.)

LJ\J Y . From woman and to involve. A surname.

Luy tsoo wei Hang-lc thing fei^ |g j^^^ j

"0^ Luy-lsoo was the principal wife of Hwang-te, ;B. C. 2628).

(She-ke, IstTol.)

SEUEN.

From woman and to circulate. Good-looking; beautiful.

MAN,

From woman and extended like a creeping plant. Remiss ;

inattentive ; disrespectful ; contemptuous ; to insult ; to

disgrace ; to defile , impious-. Woo man
||ft ]

or Se'iS man

|i|E
I disrespectful, contemptuous.

In the 9th vol. \ 29, and 7 page of the Tso-chucn 3^ (fe
fl I/V

Tse how, the Chieftain of Tse is represented as a very impious

man. Ke yen tse'en man yu kwei shin ISI "=* W$ -f*

ffl
I]J(H

h' s langu-ig.e was presumptuous and disrespectful to

the gods; or as the same idea is otherwise expressed, Ke so

kaou }U kwei shin chay, keae man tse'en che yen yay tt C/T

addressed to the gods, was all disrespctful and presumptuous

language. Ke p8h king kwei shin S ~X\ -jjK[ ^g_ |l{l

he venerated not the gods; and he Puh tan kwei shin xf '[WJ

ftj; jgfc
feared not the gods. She e shin noo ^g j^f fjjth

'%&

therefore the gods were angry ; and Kwei shin piih heang ke

k" 8 ^, W^^ ^^ M*. ^ the gods did not accept the

sacrifice of his country.

A woman's name.

T'HUNG, A woman's name.

TSAOU. Good;, well.

From woman and sound Or echn. A new born infant, or

as they express it, Jin che saug yue e ./^ 7>g ^p Q
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a human being when first born is called E ; or E e
jjO

from its first cries.

CHANG. The by which a wife

designate* tin- father or mother of her husband. Ptie koo

chang $E
;frjk Koo-chang denotes a husband's mother.

To make obeisance to the parents of a husband. Heung chang

CP \ a husband's brother.

Seih foi) ching koo chang; wae jin pfih fin chins; koo

a son's wife culls (her mother-in-law) Koo-chang ; a person not

belonging to the family cannot use the term Koo-chang.

CHUNG, or Jung. A woman's name.

K'HANG. A woman's name. Rest; repose.

NE1H. From woman and concealed. A

woman's name, or according to some, lewd familiarities.

Fan seang he$ kin chay yue yin-neih W
ytt] jffl jfr

~J?r

all who approach each other with familiar levities

are called Yin-neih, Lewd or lascivious.

TS'IIAN.

From woman and blended. Greedy appetite; lust ; lascm-

ousness.

A woman without a husband ; a widow. Le denotes Foo

woo (oo yaJ #f fe^ -ffl
a wife without a husband. Kwa

foo yu le ^ jjjfc (=] \
a w jdow woman is called Le.

Under this word, De Gui-nes has improperly placed this

expression
"
Lung ly j|if

1 dracouis saliv," it should couie
J '

l *t*

Milder

J I'.lil. From woman and equal. The wife

strictly so calK-d, expressed by Ching shth |p -ft the correct,

middle, ox principal apartment j i. e. tlic person who inhabit!

it. Teih moo I |H the mother of !he |ieopl; the Queen.

T.th tsze
j

- the children of the principal wife.

Jin die j ucn pel leth yay A
-j/
S

pfijj

\
4jl

a man's

first female piirtner is called Ttth ; hence, Toil) tse 1
||f-

the first wife, and Shoci 1st- FfF ^* wives subsequently married.

Ching tse sang tsze wei teih ts/e; T-e'e sing tsze wei shoo

the children born by the first wife are call Teih-lsze
-,
tbost

born by secondary wives are called Shoo- tsze.

Chang tsze, teih sun ^ ^ j ^ a principal wife's el-

dest son : and his eldest son, the last is called a Teih grandson.

The
necessity of preserving subordinate distinctions ic

courts, is thus expressed in the 2nd vol. of the Tto^huen.

~~f ^fjS ~\{* L ^^

I^V Rrl 3H '0 ^y chung ping how,

yy "pg _^ JK[
VVae chung iirh thing;

T "?" fjB ^ Petszepei teth,

/t W W S3 Ta lo Sow k "
i

txlL X_ ^p tji
Lwan che pun yay.

I-sit'e, if a favorite concubine become a second queen ;

Outside, if a f ivorite minisltr become a secoi d king;

If a concubine's son be put on an equal footing with the wife's,

If a chieftain assumes the rule of two states;

Anarchy will fpring up from these as from a root.

CHA.

A woman's name. Read Tseu, Haughty ; envious.

TSZE, Chuy, or Tsuy.

Head Kwei, A small delicate waist. Read Tsze and Chuy,

in a si nilar sense. Handsome; eJegant figure; slender;

delicate; the appearance of a woman spying or looking and

examining.
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YEN.

Handsome, pretty, smiling, pleasing. A man's name. Yen

jen ) th seaou OR 3^ an arch seducing mile : the

smile or laugh of a fascinating femitle. Neu t ze mei chay,

seaou yen jen, ling jin seaou hwiu
-J -?- =p? '&^

^^ ^\f A 'lf\ ^e when a beautiful woman puts on a

fascinating (mile, it makes a man's soul melt away.

Han-yen Sffi I a person mentioned in tho memoirs of

M^ IPH 'l^f- t^T general Le-kuang, a famous warrior during the

Han dynasty (B. C. 151). Le-kw:inj> fought much agaii st the

Tartars with great merit ; in consequence of which, it is

recorded, that Shang keth yuS, Le-kwang ts.ie ke te'ju hea

woo.hwang JJ tt#Jgj'%t

:R F M 1
the Emperor shedding tears said, Le-kvvang fur talent and

(pirit has no equal in the world. Whatever rewards were

given to Kwang (at L" kwang was called) he Ch(5 fun ke

hwuy hea
Bfflj Jjj*

J=t E|g R immediat ly distributed them

amongst his men ; and Yin shih yu sze kung che
^7T ^ 3.

"T* i^ ~~^
food and drink he partook of in common with

the soldiers. Although during forty years he enjoyed large

emoluments, his family possessed no property.

Kc hen shay yih teen sing yay ^ :g.
f&^^ 'fy

^ his skill in archery was the gift of heaven none of his

own sons or grandsons could ever <qual the old man. Kwan<>-

ni kow shaou yen J|| %jj] P /j/
=" Kwang had an im-

pediment in his mouth, and seldom spoke. Archery was his

business and his amusement. He did not however attain

the same noble rank that some others of his fellow captains

acquired, which was attributed to Heaven thwarting him,

because of his having killed 800 men whom he induced to

surrender i fur it was then believed, Ho m3 la yu shi eheang

f ^ ^C ffi $ P^ nolni "g can induce greater

jud^L-ments tlian killing men who have surrendered. When

Kwang h;d already lived upwards of sixty jears, he was called

upon to go against his old opponents, the Heuug noo
^(j|

J/T7

Tartars , lie was second in command, and the expedition was

unsuccessful. Kwang was broken hearted ; he drew out his

men, told them of his having foughl iiture thau seventy
FART I. 6 I/

battles with the Tartan, but now Heaven had forsaken him ;

and Kwang (said he, mentioning his own name) an old man

of sixty, will not now be able
^.J" Jj ^ ^ to with-

stand the gentlemen who wield the pencil tuiordi at court j

whilst uttering these words, he
fj J J] fa ?lj

drew bis

sword, and cut his own throat. (She-ke, 12 vol.)

HIN.

A woman's name. A good appearance.

PEIH.

From womtitt *nAJlm$hti. A mother.

CH 'HUEN From woman and it>My footed to.

O.ie; uniform i lovely; to accord with. Chuen wan

to accommodate, and endeavour to induce harmony and

concord amongst many persons. Chuen hwan kang joW

1 $c I^'J ^ lo blend harmonious| y lhe ris id mnd the

flexible. (Hwae-nan-tsze
- *3 Tol.)

CH'HANG.

Chang-go -Ifff -Wf a celebrated goddess in the palace of the

moon. Hang ftfj is also used for the first syllable
in the

name. See under Go.

lsS

TSUI, and Tseth.

From nnman and azure. Fresh and good looking. T(Th

regular, orderly and attentive.

II AN. An old-womanish appearance; anger.

Read Jen, Respect; respectful.
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NUN.

The common form of fl N6n : Weak, small, fine, delic ,ile ;

tofti fmall and good; young. Shaou nun /^
*

youn;;.

Keauu nun jfcS 1 delicate and haudsoujc said ofwomen and

of colours.

LUH. from woman and ttag. A woman's name.

LAOU. A hankering, excessive, stupifjing af-

fection for, or IOYC to. A surname. Lwan laou $ 1

/tL.' I

the affections hankering after, or intensely set on an object.

Koo laou MH
I

a hankering regard for; the mind el on pros-

titutes ; a whoremonger Laou boo -fflg to vy. Laou yae

m lewd j profligate ; lascivious.

Chang ke wei yew se yu koo laou
j|| ^ |S y^| |^

] Wl I
Prosl''u 'e* speaking of profligate men, call them

Koo-laou, fond lovers. Sze ma yin yuc? laou yae^ Jt2

-j& pi
]

_m- writers reprobating lewdness use the words

Laou yae. Yih yu laou sing yay Q ij j{3L "(ii

one says lh;it Laou is a surname.

Laou yae ^ pj-
is a name notorious in the history of

China, about 250 years B C. when the principalities of China

were as yd unsubdued by the conqueror Tsin che Huinng-te.

Laou yae was the creature of Letipfihwei H /J\ ^.

who was Yang teih ta koo Jin jaj |^ fl A W A ilL

a great trader in Yang-teth. He Wang Lie fan tseen mae kwei

2j 'gP |g went from place to place buyiqg

cheap and selling dear ,- and thereby Kea luy tseen kin

s1& jK ~f" /9fr at home he amassed a thousand pieces of

gold . In the course of his peregrinations he came lo the state

Chaou
3j!?

where Tsze-tsoo
-^- ZJg

a prince of the kingdom

Tsin =& wei che ^ Jj^was
a hostage. The king of Tsin,

notwithstanding his own son was given to Chaon as a hostage,

till made frequent attacks on the territories of Chaon, which

caused the prince Tsze-tsoo to suffer various deprivations.

The trader on finding this, took a lodging near the prince,

and said to himself, Tszc ke ho ko keu
j}^ ^f & pT Eg

here's a rare commodity, nnd I'll take up my abode here j for

it immediately entered into his speculating mind, that he could

by means of the prince advance his fortune. He accordingly

wailed on the hostage prince, and said to him, ^- FJJ? jfc

"7* 2. PJ ' **"'" kfi ak'e lo e "' :lr-e vmlr gate; which means,

I sliall be able to advance your interests and greatness in the

world; the prince laughing siid to him, you must first enlarge

jour own gate, before you enlarge mine. Leu-pfih-wei replied,

T- >5 fcP & & |

U
J ^T P PI 1 A >- don't un-

derstand , my Bait's enlargement depends on the enlargement of

yours. Tine prince then
/fj> fljj jljr g

1

^. menlully understood

what he said The tracer's plan was to furnish the prince with

money to raise himself to his fathei's throne, in the place of

the heir apparent, and in opposition to twenty other brothers.

In order to iffcct this, he pr -posed that in beh.ilf of the

prince, he should go and attach himself to the houxehold of

the heir apparent, Gan-kwS-krun ^ k|3 ^A uA his favorite

concubine, Hwa yang foci jin J^ fjL -^ ^ who had sup-

planted his wife, and whp I) id no children , by the trader's

c uriosilics, and the arts of insinuation, it was hoped the barren

princess would procure the appointment of Tize-tioa to the

throne. The prince entered fully into the plot, anil promised

the trader half his kingdom, in the event of succeeding.

Pnh wei
>f\

"K whose name implies, Complaisint, ordis-

solute us to principle, gave the prince fee hundred of his

thousand pieces of gold ; and with the other Jive hundred

bought -^-^ ?T J^j".
curiosities and pretty pl.iy tilings,

and set off for the we t, whore Tsi ,'s co.irt was relatively

situated.

He first obtained an introduction to the favorite con-

cubine's sister, and by her, sent his curiosities to the queen

elect, together with some encomiums on the goodness ; nd

wisdom of the hostnge prince, who was, he said on terms of

friendship with all the nobles of the empire ; and who UJ 5n

A
^ju ^r looked on her lad) ship as his god, and H /Iff

$ Hi fc "J" 2^ ^ A day and nishl shed tear

whenever he thought of the prince and princess. This tale

highly gratified Ilua-yang Foo jin. Puh wei, having gaiued
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this footini, ni'il employed the same female advocate to

propose to ihe princes',
to appoint a successor from' amongst

tome of the wise and virtuous princes of her husband's

brothers; intimating:, that if she had no stronger hold of the

prince, but her personal charms, when these failed thehrir

apparent tnij;rit cease to love her, and of all others, ihe hoitage

prince was the fitest person to be her heir.

This suggestion met with her fullest approbation,
and she

waited for an opportunity to propose it to her husband, which

she did by shedding tears, and I imenting on the one hand the

hard fate of Ihe virtuous hostage prince; and on the other,

her own hard fate in being childles. Her arts availed, and

Can kwS-keun, having gives his word, also
^|j jj ^ ffj

engraved a gem signet, in confirmation of his promise. To

convey Ibis news to the hostage fell to the scheming trader'*

lot, who carried with him valuable presents, and raised the

reputation of the captive prince amongst all the nobles. The

trader, aud the hostage (.riuce, were now pot companions.

PHh-tcei collected troops of beautiful women and danc.ng

girls.
The prince became enamoured of one of these, and

desired to posies* her, which enraged the trader very much*

but he had already waited hi* fortune, ai.d rn.islgo through

with his schemes. He therefore yielded his already pregnant

concubine to the prince, and her first son, the offspring of

this trader, was Ching laze
j^( ^- who became the famous

Tsiu-che-hwang qfe -{& 1=1 the first universal monarch of
'/l~* 3*r^ ~fr~.

China; the burner of the books; the burier alive of the

literati ;
and the builder of the great wall 1

This b :st;n il prince named Ching, was born during the first

moon of the jcar, aud from him it is still called [f
t-J

the Ching month.

In consequence of an attack being made by Tsin, on the

state Chaou, the chieftain of Chaou determined to kill tin-

hostage; but Ihe trader and his money again came to i.is aid.

Six hundred callies of gold were given to the prince's keepers,

and they let him escape to the army of his falhei. Vengeance

was next meditated against his wife, but she was a native of

Chaou, and was in consequence spared.

Tsin chaou wang |*| jjf{ ^ tho father of these princes,

and the aged monarch of Tsin, now closed his life in the .

r)6th

year of his reign. The lute heir apparent, Gau-kwo-keun,

mounted the throne; his favorite concubine was marie -J-

Kj queen, and Tsze-tsoo. the late
hostage^ -Jr

12. was

appointed heir, t<> the eiclu*ion of ill his twenty brother!, one

half of whom were older than himself.

The state Chaou was pleased on this occasion to send home

the trader's late concubine, now called Tsoo-foo-jin

h^ fj/
-31 and her (spurious) son

jTjr Ching.

The new king lived but one year in the enjoyment of the

royal dignity, and the late hostage ascended the throne under the

title Chwang icang wang 4j; =jjjfr
T the powerfully assisted

monarch
; perhaps referring to his friend the trader, who pro-

mised to enlarge his gate. His barren patroness, the f.itorite

concubine, he created ~h? & queen dowager; his own mother

also received a higher title ; aud the trader P&h-trfi was made

prime minister i with the title ofWin-sin-how^ j= j.^
the

polished and faithful earl, with an earldom in Ho-nau contain-

ing a hundred thousand families.

But royalty cannot prolong lif.', in three yean after a-

cending the throne, the powerfully assisted monarch, died j

a ,d ~h IS. il-fr priace Ching, the traders real son, was made
/\ J r/<*

-^ ,

king at twelve years of age. I Oil ei was now made^ ^
a partner in the government, with the title of

Jfp ^ teeond

father to the young kmg ; a rather uuwise allus.ou to the real

Circumstances of the case.

Ld.'.M-''. t |lc regent,
with his son on the throne, was now

at tho hi^KSt pitch of greatness;
and during the young king's

minority, commenced a secret adultery with the queen, the

young king's mother. In his household, he had ten thousand

servants; and as it was t'.ie fashion of the times throughout

SH- principalities
of China, to invite men of learning to court,

and all vied with each other in their liberality to the sludious

Ptoh wei felt ashamed that Tin should be inferior to any of

the other stales ; he therefore^ J& J c;lllcd """ of lelters

around him, till there were fed at his table, three thousand

of such guests.

From this it would appear, that the learned in China, at

that remote period, like the learned in Europe, of modern

times, nolwillist.ii.di g- their contempt of trade, were rather

partial lo princely traders dinners. And the 'singular roan,

wi-.o e memoirs we are abridging, not only fed these three

thousand poor authors, but he employed them also. For
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*p -ft

lime the princes of:slates, or chieflians, kepi a great many

wrangling doctors, such as Seun-king, and his disciples, who

3l" B" >^ff ^C ~P l'
u ')li !|hed no l" and spread them over

the world ; accordingly, Lfu'puhteei set thorn to work, to
jjg

^C ^ ^5^ lijf ^ / ^ l'
rePare an account of what-

ever concerned Hie heavens, and universal nature, both in

ancient and modern times, to be culled by his own name: and

in allusion to the great work of Confucius,
|*j ^^ i^gc ty{

Leushe's Spring and Autumn Collectanea.

In reference to this work, he hung up in the market place,

thousand pieces of gold to be given to any of the
flff

-

j t$r worthy travelling scholars, who were guests in hi*

dominions, /fi~
fj{r Mjf ^ *

^who could shew ability

to add or diminish a single letter.

The young king was now coming tothe yearsof manhood j

and the queen's lust was insatiable; PiUi-wei began to dread that

some calamity wonM come home to him, and he therefore

wished to break off his connexion with the queen. He there-

fore$ $ ^ fiH A tfj. iff Privately sought for a

person of large genilaU, whom he found in Laou-yae, the

wretch with whose name this memoir is connected. He

joined Laouyae with some players and mnsici.ns, and took

occasion hy some indecencies, such as the Hi4rtones of every

country are charged with indulging in, during tbeir entertain-

ments, to fix the attention of the queen on Laouyae, and

excited her desire to have him admitted. This was effected by

suborning people to charge him with a crime, which the

laws punished hy making him an eunuch, and then bribing the

executors of the law, to forbear inflicting the sentence. By

this device; and plucking away the hair of his beard and his

eyebrows; he passed for awhile as an eunuch, and in that cha-

racter waited on the queen at all times
;
and by this man the

queen bore two children. He thus became great at court ; aud

had several thousand servants attached to him, but his triumph

was Hhort. He wa< impeached of that which was supposed to be

a secrets and he himself, with all his kindred tothe third degree

of consanguinity were exterminated ; and his whole household

banished. The two children also were murdered. The regent,

the trader of Yang-telh, was implicated, and retired to his

earldom, where he received a letter from the king, his son, in-

terrogating him on the subject of his claims to such a rich earl-

dom, as his services were entirely unknown to the country j and

fur! her, how he was related tothe monarch, in that he had taken

the title of second father? Leu-piSh-wei, instead of answering

these questions, removed his family to another state ; and still

to a violent death, drunk poison and died. (She-ke, 1 1 vol.)

SUM.

From u-nmen and night. A stupid person, ignorant, unenquiring.

i WAN. From woman and calamity . Corn-

ion lorui of Nan -by, two women wrangling.

lt+r&. MOO. From woman and obicurely teen. The

name of an ancient royal concubine. Moo moo ] fif; the

tn I rr
fourth wife of g^

f& Hwang-te.

MOO.

The original form of the preceding. Some say. the name

under the preceding word, meant Very ugly j others say, it

means Pretty and fond of one's self. Read Mih, Still, quiet.

CHAY. A woman's name.

A common form of -flS Nun, Soft and delicate.

An erroneous form of ^Kwei, see abore

FOO. A woman's name.
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HOO. Handsome, elegant, beautiful, good,

excellent, to boast of beauty. Hoo pa ] Tj^ good, a local

phrase.

Same as the preceding.4
Chay ke, keae te so tsze, tsefh e boo jie seaou been

B 1

colours are all conferred by tbe Emperor for the very pur-

pose of illustrating my poor frontier district. (Tseen Han.)

GAOU.

Proud haughty behaviour to
-,
to slight or behave rudely

to; to trifle or take liberties with.

The same as the preceding.

CAN, Han, and Yen.

From woman and sour wine. Suppressed anger ; bard to

know ; a vicious disposition ; a woman , a woman who cherishes

a love or affection for. Larjr'e and abundant.

CHUH. From woman and belonging to. Re-

spect; vei eralion ; the obedient and respectful deportment of

wife ; more. Properly written
fflj Chtib,

Same as jj^ Tang, A woman's name.

TS'HAN. From to decollate and woman. A

woman's name. Yen tsan
|g good lucking; beautiful.

I. 6 M

.1 Original form of
JgiJ

Tseen.

Neu-tseen

shang-kung.

the wife of Tae-pGh-

LUH . From flying atfut and momtn. An :.n

cient form of
yjfr Luh, To kill ; to slay.

to

P'HEIH.
VM.^

From tattered raiment upon woman. Easily made angry ;

irritable; lightness of deportment. A woman's name.

HOO. From wtman and guilty. A person who

becomes surety for a woman guilty of some slight offence,

for which government does not think it necessary to imprison

her, bul Paou jin e lae tsuy XS /

f M A =ffi delivers her

to securities, to wait a decision on her offence. In the mo-

dern practice, government delivers slight female offenders to

the custody of a female police officer, called Kwan mei

or]

WOO.

From teaman and denying. Careless ; inconsiderate. Flat-

tering, trying to win the affections. Woo mei I

Trfy
a

delicate fascinating woman.

SHAOU
3 orSeaou.

From smuHaml teaman. A senior sister.

JEN, Ne'en, and Shen.

From teaman and indeed. A surname. Read SheD, Ao

effcmiuate gait and manner ; also a surname.
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;RN, Shin, Than, and T 'been.

From woman and reaching or extending to. A greedy

hankering for; perverse, obstinate lunging for. A woman's

name; a tall slender no man.

TSEAOU. From Iranian and burning

anrifly- Grief and sorrow visible in Ihe countenance. Tseaou

suy \ ^ Tseaou. yen
''

jjfc
and Tseaon mini; ^p?

are all expressive of grief; sorrow; and an afflicted mind.

TO. From woman and to hang hate. Loitering;

lazy; trifling gaiety, want of seriousness.; unsteadiness. Yen to

I
and Kin"- to jfiS 1 are both expressive of Unsteadi-

ii i> I 'r-t '

ness; levity and neglect of serious pursuits.

CHEN. From woman and goorf or slcillei.

Fond of criticizing people's language ; stingy.

MAOU. From woman aoA yellow. A

handsome, beautiful appearance.

BEEN.

From woman and leisure. Tranquil; easy; genteel;

accustomed to; accomplished. Been ja ^ft elegant,

genteel.

Keen yu tsze ling JjV
8$ & acaustnmed to con-

tersr.tion ; tkilled in discuss ion, or in the use of words generally,

whether in writing or speaking: this expression occurs in the

lllh vol. of the She-ke fa fP and is affirmed of Keiih-vuen-
v^ Hw

ping IS* nS
-^p (B. C. about 250) who after acquiring very

bi^b reputation, drowned himself in a fit of d sgust, on the 5th

day of the 5lh month; a great Chincie holiday, which is till

observed with various usages that have a reference to this

person. He very early in hit career began Tsze yuen sang

tj yfa *tp to hate his own life ; an indulgance in thii

melancholy humour, made him at last say Ning foo chang lew,

11 rh tsang hoci keang yu fiih chung urh ^^ W W ffS

^ -*p" )H ^ ^ ^ B^ l llad belter cast my self into the

eternal stream, and make my grave in the belly of some river

fiih meaning that most noted of all rivers in China, the

Yang-lsze-kcung ; on forming this resolution, he composed

some farcwv-1 verses, and Hwae <,hih suy tsze tow meth lo e

SaC
'ft ^ it g ^ /0 1 J# ^''iS embraced,

or put in his, bosom a stone, he threw himself inlo the

Jlfc'iH-lu stream, and died. KeOh-ping-yuen, was a native

of Tsoo
2^g

which was obliterated from the list of inde.

pendant stales not long after his death. Rung ma shiih been j

oo e chdh chung FfJ^|ife] I^^/ij^ lh -

ronghfy skilled in archer) and horsemanship, in martial exercises,

excelling all.

Same as the preceding.

_ . HIH, or Mth.'>
From woman and Hack. Anger ; rage.

t PUH. The wife of Chang-e ^ |g one of

k.

the sons of Hwang-te^ ^ wa, called g | Chang.pBh,
or otherwise

J| ^ Chang-puh and - ^ Neu choo.

TSANG. A woman's name.

SZE. A woman's name.

MAE.

From woman and to bury. Cunning ; crafty ; wily.
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LEAOU.

From woman anil/rr lit up. Corruscation of pleasantry ;

seductive, wanton play and trifling. Seang leaou wl

playing or toying with each other ; to dally amorously. A

woman's name.

The people in the north call a mother Leaou-leaou; or, as

some read it, Laou-laou. Fung leaou ftE. or <fc ^ yV

a Chinese court servant who became the wifc of Woo-sun

jib Ifj
a Tartar general, who fought against the Chinese about

A. D. 564,. Fiing-le.iou, was wJI versed in history, and was

a skilful political ne^ociator , and Choo kwo king sin die

/" * J

lp X a" tne " at '<)ns respected and confided

LEEN. A woman's name.

IIIII, Hwe, or Hwa.

From woman and a line Marking a limit. Tranquil ; quiet.

Airy, light, pleasing, haughty, self-confident, fleet, swift.

KWEI.

From n'tmnn and to act or to do. Artful ; crafty. A surname.

Name of a rivulet in Shan-se (J I
[ftj which, running south,

eaters the Yellow river. Kwei-chow 1 Wl ancient name of

a district in the north. Kw'ijuy Vtfe two streams which

rise from springs in the ^ [Jl
LeTh hills of Shan-se. It

was formerly said the Kwei run south into the Yellow

river, and the Juy run north ; but it is now .said both streams

run south.

In the province of Shan se, amongst Lelh shan yew Shun

tsing kwei shwuy chuh yen
j |lj ^ ^ ^ ^ 7JC {!{

^ the Leih hills is sitm.ted the well of tthe ancient monarch)

Shun (B. C. 2169) out of which flows the Kwei rivulet.

The rivulets, Kwoi juv e yuen lung kwei hw$ii lew nan jtih

Tuho. \ ^l^/jPl

Kwci and Juy arise from different sources, l>ut afterwards

join their streams, and blended, rolling southward, enter the

river i viz. the yellow river.

It was on the Lc-th hills that Shun, ipi the first part of his

life cultivate.! the land ; whiUt, influenced by his virtues, the

elephants tilled the- ground for him ;
and the birds of heavea

plucked up for him the weeds , and it was on the banks of the

Kwei, that Yaou xe. m the TOth year of his reign, and the

86th of his age, Heang urh neu pin yu Yu
|$j* 2H ~J jjj{

-I-1

fMfT g;>ve h' s two daughters in marriage to Yu, as Sbun
J ' ^t

ig otherwise named.

Shun was, Koo tsze J? -?- the son of a blind man
; his

Foo wan, moo yin ; seang gnou 4f
jjlj -jft {3'

IJH
ffif father

was stupid, his stepmother a scold, and his younger brother

insolent , but, he Kill kcae e keaou ~f
jjW J,

/ gv| w
aj s|,|e

to hmnonize them by his filial piety.

Y.iou, reasoning from small tl LKJS to gr at, was of opinion,

that the principles of government were dcveli ped in families;

and that he wlu> could not rule well a fimily, could not

govern well a nation; and since Shun had, when holdings

lower place in a family, preserved peace amongst the proud,

the stupid, and i<i tractable, he determined te try him how he

wocihl act an a husband and a father, and it was to this end

.Taougave his awn two daughters in marriage to Shun. The

experiment proved that Shun was wise and virtuous ; and

Yaou re-,igne I to him the throne. (Shang shoo yaou teen

fj |fe 3?|
fit last section.)

In the Tso-chuen, Kwei 1 occurs as a proper name; thu

PS neen, Ching-kung tsze hwitti, joo ching neTh foo kwei

A ^ Ip -f & #i !fM tiii \
durins lhe 8lh

year, prince Ching-Uwdh, went to the stite Chin to meet

his wife Kwei, and E kwei she kwei
]?J

& ^ with lady

Kwei returned. The slate Chin sent Keen-lsze
^ffi -^~

a minister with the lady , and he found that Ching-hwOh had

deferred the announcement of his marriage, at the mane* of

his ancestors ti!l it had actually taken place; whereas Le tseu

foo peth seen kaou rsoo mt-acin i Ife titt lM\ *& & JfiBme *, ^iii -'*- yw jj /I"-*

Jjpj propriety requires, that on marrying a wife, the intended

transaction must be first annom ced in the temple of ancestors.

This usage is still attended to in China, and the poor who
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have no temples, dedicate a spot overhead, immediately after

entering the door, where they place a tablet, inscribed with the

name or names of some deceased ancestor. On the occasion

just referred to, Keen-tsze, Ke che juS, tsze pefh pi3h nang

chung wei foo foo
jjife

~*/
\
1 jB' fu^ ~X\ 'yfe J& ^njj 7^

J
satirized them saying, this pair will not eventually become

husband and wife; for Woo ke tsoo e, fei le jay ^ IEL
Jjjj^

jjj*
4fr

jjjft
ti} his deceiving his ancestors is a breach of

moral etiquette.

JANG.

From Iranian and to attend. An eminently beautiful woman.

IV

CHIH. A name of women.

SEU. f?ll

A woman's name. A local word for Sister

Same as the preceding.

TSUY. A woman's name.

Y1H. Y!hyui<1 gjp
a woman like appearance.

YUE. Compounded with the preceding in the

^n7e7here given.
Yue ni

\ $j
fat , corpulent.

TSAN. A woman's name.

HWA. From teaman and flatter. A blooming

countenance ,
a beautiful woman. A woman's name.

SIN. A woman's name.

II GUI. From u-ornan and to withdraw. A

woman of a retired disposition and pure mind.

HWUY, or Kwae. A woman's name.

JAOU. *
If?

From woman and placed on an eminence. Pleasing, flatter-

ing, fascinating, slender, delicate. To play and make fun ;

to jest and laugh. A troubled mind j feeling an aversion to.

Malignant. Rtad Neauu or Yaou, To make an uproar and

disturbance, as hosls are sometimes represented to do ; trou-

blesome, disagreeable.

i-he koo shang sze chay ; ke kwei jaou J^ ^T ^jjL ffi
'

ft] therefore those who are murdered, their
C /ti I

;ho>ls are troublesome.

In reference to sounds, it is said, Yaou yaou e po po |

1 VI
V^C Vjfe soft, delieate and diffused in portions.

Ying ts ^ ifg
of the Han dynasty, (B. C. 15I),after

the ancient elastics had been burnt by Tin-che-hwaug, received

the Shoo-kiig from the lips of blind
T/^ ^ FQhsing, who

had already reached the 90th year ofliisage. At that time

the Ajj jjK[ Heung-noo Tprtars annoyed China from without,

ar.d
^1 Hj ^ ^ j|jj g; ^ '$ ^ Chung k5 pin

koo urh mm puh gan e, China \>tv jioor atid distressed (by her

foreign wars) the people were discontented. Uudor these

circumstances Ying-ts8 addressed Ihe reigning monarch p ^
Wan te, The Literary Emperor; and stated that, for ascending

h.l:, and distending declivities; lor defending dangerous

passes;
now running and anou fighting ; for horsemanship and

enduring wind, rai.i, hunger, and thirst, the Chinese could not

equal the Tartars, but they had the jbetter of them in num-

bers, arms, and discipline, wl.eii they came to fair fighting

on an open plain; b:i advice therefore was to meet them only
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under such circumstances
;

a to the people, his advice was

^ y\ Runs ts'u pun sze; fei kcu jin mS ; Choo ho keae

jaou ; kwan ta gae jin, 'That the Emperor should attend

personally to things of radical importance; that an excessive

attention to the branch tops of the political tree, should be

abandoned
;

that petty circumstantial enquiries should be

excluded ; that vexatious, minute legislation should be abolish-

ed ; and that the love of man should be made wide and gre.it ,'

i. e. benevolence and benefience should he widely diffused ;

and that the aim should be to make all ranks
[pj &g Tung 18,

rejoice together.

The most esteemed men in China have, during every period

of their history, maintained the doctrines of Ying-ts8, and

have reprobated that hard hearted political economy of some

metaphysicians, which recognises no other principles of govern-

ment but those that emanate from the unfeeling deductions

of pecuniary profit and loss.

LWAN.

From woman sad to unravel. Troublesome; confusion;

disorder.

HE, He, and He.

From woman and pleased. To play j to frolic. To ramble;

to take an excursion for pleasure. Handsome; a pretty

face.

ShwHy he ^ ]

a boating party of pleasure. Yew he

^Of
SI an excursion for amusement. Mei he

j)k j

a famous

ancient beauty, who caused the ruin of the Hea Dynasty.

He he
^ j^ childish piny, the play and foolish pranks of

children. He seaou
J ^ to make fun j to giggle ;

to twit-

ter and laugh. He wan
1 T/ to frolic ; to seek amusement

in playing pranks.

Mei-he
iljfc

1 or, as it is sometimes written, Mei-he -Jkfc

||L
was Hea Ke8 fei J| .^jfe Jn^

the queen of Keg, the last

monarch of the Hea djnasly (B. C. 1759.) Mei-he, is classed

with those eminent females who have induced the ruin of

FART. i. C x

their respective dynasties. In the Koo->ze-keunz-lin, it this

sentence, fhow kea moo e ; Tae wang yew Chow-kcang ;

wang Keyew Taejin ; Win wang yewTaesze
Ij^J

<E?
-|jj;

/

j|?.

ill the Chow family, the mothers were patterns of virtue;

(the grandfather of WSn-wang) Tae-wang possessed (the

virtuous queen) Chow-keang ; (his son) Wang-ke possessed,

Tae-jiti, and Win.wang, possessed Tae sze. These three

queens are considered as Hing-kwS Iff}. ^ raising their

country to prosperity ; the three following, Wang kwS ^ feW

ruined their country ; Hea Keg e Mei-he ; Shang Chow e Ta-ke^

chow yew e Peaou sze g % fa H". fPj It $^
f* IS fefel 1 ^ ilW k '"g K g ofthe Hea dynasty, was
w^( /" r-^ i J^jS* ^y^ J^ 1^
ruined by Mei-he ; Chow of the Shang dynasty, by Take;

and king Yew, ofthe Chow dynasty, by Paou-sze.

The f^nn-wang of China was nearly cotemporary with

the kings David and Solomon, of Israel ; and he is regarded

as the wisest and most virtuous of princes, although he never

ascended the Imperial throne; his eminence is attributed to

bis mother Tae-jin, who, King e tae keaou o^ W H^

^? was able to teach him while yet in the womb. For they

believe that the temper and behaviour of a mother, influences

her ofTsping from the period of conception.

Jtfei-he's extravagance and folly is exemplified by her

persuading king Ke'6 to make Tiew-clic
|j5

Ml a lake of

wine, and bringing together three thousand guests at the

sound of a drum; New yin Jt-
[JT

to drink out of it like

oxen ; E wei Is
\j\ ^ |$& considering this (imitation of

the brutes) to be pleasure.

Tli-ke, king Chow's queen, was notorious for her cruel

invention of tortures: and Paou-sze, for refusing to laugh,

till king Yew, Keu fung ho
J^L j)^ ^ lit up the fire signals,

as a mere frolic, and brought all the nobles breathless running,

tinder a false alarm. Not long after, Keuen-yung ~T^ ^^
attacked the king to murder him, and on the fire signals being

made, nobody came to his assistance, the nobles supposing

they were again played with ;
and thus left alone, the king

perished.

Kung tsze wei urh he he, chang chin tsoo tow, she
1

le yung
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Coufucius, when a boy and occupied in child's play, was con-

stantly arranging the Tsoo and Tow vessels, and placing them

in the order which the rites required. (See the life of Confu-

cius in the She-ke * = 8th vol.)

Seaou urh he saou
/j\ $ ^ a little child playing

and laughing.

YEN.

Same as $llt Yen, From woman and a hirundo. Beautiful.

rUU
CHEN, or Shen.

From woman and o tingle garment. Beautiful ; elegant ;

beauty in colours; elegance and gracefulness of manner.

Chen yuen T/S} |lB a handsome elegant appearance; the
/*!* J^t4

pleasing beautiful appearance of trees, or plants, or flowers.

KEAOU.

From woman and bending back with a lofty look. Delicate,

tender, to bring up delicately a the children of the rich;

leg;;r.!
form and manner ; n woraai.'s name, famous in history j

a certain kind of wine. Yaou keaou JtJ- fairies , sprites.
. j^

Keaou klh g3
ter" 1 "f respect to a daughter's husband.

Keaou w neu ts?e \ 2jfe -y~
-4-. a delicate female. Keaou

tsze I IgJ delicate and h;n
d^)ji)e.

Ke.:ou y:>n

to nurse tenderly said also morally of abetting n person's vices.

Jia sing tszc, ching keaou tsze
; ting neu wei keaou neu

is bora the compliment i.t to cull him a fine boy ; if a girl be

born, she is called ;\Jine girl.

Ta Uze jew she, she keaou sing kwan yang teTh -m/

^J fy ^ & 1 ft If n ffy
he fr m a C '" ld

wasdeliralely horn and brought up.

Keaou yang ne teih |,iih she ^ ^ fj<J ^ ^
delicately brought up in your errors, nursed into faults, a

spoiled child.

rf
|

the name ofa Chinese priucesi. Han Woo

tctuy King-lc lun foo y5 tseang kin uh choo keaou v
/

martial Emperor) of the Han duusl\, when conversing with

the Emperor King-te, respecting a wife, expressed a desire

to make a golden house, in which to lod,;e the princess O.

ke on. At this time, Woo-le was a boy, and the old Emperor

Kindle sai.l to him jokingly, Y5 tth foo fow ^' ^ ^jf ^
would you like to have a wife ? > uS yB I

;J ^T he replied, I

should like it.

Then the Emperor's sister pointing to IKT daughter, Yue

O-keaou haou fvw |j KpJ VjfJl -^ said, would 0-keiou be

good enough or not? or, would you like hea^t to which

question the boy made the answer which is given above; viz.

that he would build a golden house for her. (Koo-sze-kcung-

lin, ?. vol. ^ 2 page 19.)

CHE, and Chili.

Occurs in ancient books in the sense of the more modern

words Che iffi and Che
gfr

to tike and convey to ; to offer l.

~(T Same as Mei, Beautiful or excellent

TO.

Same as
Jrejr To, Idle; remiss. Also the name of a bird.

MEI. An ancient form of im Mei.

From woman and eyebrow. To try to please with the ejcs ^

to smirk
-,

to ogle ; a winning glance.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

CllUH. A short-faced appearance.
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AOU. Envious ; envy.

From woman and all united. Prompt ; quick ; clever.

E. A woman's name.

KWAE, Wae, or Wo.

A black-looking woman, who excites disgust. Tdh-kwae

JjfF
I name of an anim.il, said to have streaks on iU skin,

and to laugh prettily.

KEAOU. A man's name.

Tae she kea<iu H^ ^ \ tl'C person with whom, in the

capacity of gaidener, ti.chang >'/ Ef the sou of Miu-wang

wB
_jj-

IliC king Min, found an asylum, after the murder of

his royal father. (3d ceutur), B C.)

The prince concealed hii re..l circumstances, and toiled

hard in watering |l;nls, till Keaou neu leeu che \
.

-jj- kjfc

f7 Keaou's dau^ht T cornp ssioualed him, and tie, ted him

with kindness. The prince then told her h.s real circum-

stance, and they became lovers, which ended in the house

of Keaou being induced to influence Ken jin kung IcTh

Fa chang wei tse wang g \ Jt
ij fa ^ ^ ^ ^

the people of Keu to unite and set Fa-chang on the throne

of Tse, from which he had been driven, at the time of his

father's death. Thus, Tae she she neu suy wei how -Jr &

^ "$C^^ jp the dauSht" f Tae-she forthwith

became queen.

The seat of the kingdom wfe Tse, was the modern &
4jJ

Tsing-chow, in Shan-tung province. The enemy who

contended with it, at that period, was
d|pk Yen, a kingdom

situated on the north side of Tse, about the region of the

province Clah-le.

Oil this occasion the memoirs of General Teen tan

exhibit a specimen of the stratagems employed in those days.

When his country was overrun, and the king murdered, he

escaped wilh his life, by causing his own kindred to take the

wheels off his carriage, and to confine him in an iron cage ;

which moderated the rage of the enemy, and lulled them into

a fallacious security, respecting him. His siratagemi were

chiefly what his memoirs call
&jjt Jj |J|j Tsung fan keen,

Spcading reports the contrary of what he wished ; by which

he made the enemy believe he dreaded, what in fact he desired,

and contrariwise. By a scheme of this kind, he procured the

dismissal of the ablest general opposed to him, and made th

enemy's soldi.TS dissatisfied with their own government: he a-

vailed himself of superstitious (earsand hopes, when beseiged in

ID I? T^1

"1 m ' h - Bci"S clowly shut up, he commanded

his nun at every meal to sacrifice or offer meat to the manes

of their ancestors
-,
and to leave the offi's, which soon drew

numerous flocks of birds to hover over the city, and alight to

pick up Ihefood ;.at Ihesamo timeliesaid,
i|j|[| ^J "p Jp( -iJ^

Shin he hea keaou wu, The gods h-ive co:ne down to teach

mej and to carry on the imposture, he j:ol one of the soldiers

to assume the character of
j|j||j jj)

ehi.i *ze, A d .vine teacher.

By this device he inspirited hi* own people, and dumped the

courige of the beseigers.

To rouse the hatred of his own men against the enemy,

he first spre..d a rumour, that the onls thin^ he dreaded was

that Yen keun che c so lih T.e Unli, che die keen hingyu wo

ie army of Yen would cut off the noses of the sol-

diers they took belonging to Tse ; and then placing them in

the front lin-, attack the city. If Ihvy do this added he, Tseih

mih jiaee
j||J ]S| \Mj &. the cily Tueih-m'ih will certainly

fall!

On hearing this rumour, the enemy actually did so, and

made the beseiged Keae noo keen show
-j^ jgt (fj? ^1

all enraged and invincible, fearing they should be treated in

the same manner if they surrendered.

General Teen-tan, iitterrpted the same sort of stratagem

once more, and pretended lo fear that the enemy would dig

up the graves around the city, and hum the dead The army

of Yen actually did this in sight of the beseiged, (landing upoa
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the .!., when tt % ftX flt ffi

+
-fp-

viewing from the walls of the city (the

remains of their friends thus treated, they all wept aloud, and

desired to be led out to battle, with rage worked up to a

tenfold degree. The General now believed that "j^ 23, ^
"pT Efj

his troops were fit to be employed, he armed him-

self in order to shaie with the common men the dangers of

actual conflict; he brought forward the wives and concubines

into the ranks ; dispersed provisions amongst the peasantry,

and sent the old women and children to the top of the walls.

Having made these arrangements, he caused his men in armour

to hide themselves, whilst he sent a proposal to the enemy to

surrender; accompanied by a sum of money to buy the safety

of the females, when the city should be given up. The enemy

accepted the proposals, and Keae hoo wan tuy 'g' |I^ jjj fjj^

all shouted, live forever !

The day was spent in making these arrangements; the

enemy feared nothing; and that night he purposed to attack

them. A thousand bullocks were provided; and to them he

fastened various coloured silks and garments ; to their .horns

he tied swords and spears ;
and to their tails he fastened

faggots of reeds greased with fat : and having opened passages

for them through the walls, he lit the faggots ; drove them

forth furious with pain, and followed by the bravest of his

men
; Ihe ferocious bullocks surprized the unprepared

bcseigers, five thousand were at once killed by them ; old

and young in the city with drums, and cymbals, and every

founding instrument rais(d a noise, which
^fj^ J-jjl

shook

both heaven and earth; whilst the !?& jktr gagged and silent

troop* full upon Ihc enemy and cut them to pieces.

The be*cigers were completely routed ; Teentan's charac-

ter was raised; many joined his standard ; the invaders were

driven north, and quitted Tse; the seventy towns which had

been taken, again submitted, and the prince was brought

from watering plajits in Kraou't 1 garden, to the throne of his

murdered father: bringing with him, as his queen, the kind

female who had pitied him in adversity. (She-kc, llth vol.)

SHIH. A woman's name.

FAN. A hare or rabbit.

An animal starting forth suddenly from its hiding place.

f

PE.

A mean person, under Ihe influence of success and prosperity;

partiality for; blind affection for; depraved; concupiscence j

lechery ; name of an office. Pe tse? I rfr. a favorite con-

cubine. Pe hing
J j^

or Pe lung
^ jjf

orPejin
|

A person abused for unnatural purposes.

Wae pe #[ ]
and Pe ta foo

| ^^ were names of

inferior officers during the period that China was composed

of separate principalities. Yew yin wae pe, pe shuh */ fff

M*
'

J^ and further gave drink to the Wae-pe, and

the Pe shiih. (Tso-chuen, 8th vol.) $ ^
'

She tsung pe ta foo, made him a secondary Pe-ta-feo.

/

SHEN. (I
From vcuman and In trust to. To resign to another

sovereign; to change the dynasty ; used in this sense in com-

mon with
TJJJH

Shen. Read Tan, Slow ; remiss ;
a female slave.

Shen e teen hea
\ J^l ^C T* res 'SneJ lhe empire.

In stating the rapidity
wilh which the dynasty Han procured

the ascendency over Tsin, it is said, that Woo iieeu che keen

haou ling san shen ^g.^ ^ ^ fr^ ].
that in the

space of five years the title was thrice transferred ; and further,

it i subjoined, Tsze sing min c lae we che yew show ming

j w che keth m. g J
$ $lf ~%i. EJk -lil

^rom the l '

upon the earth, heaven's destiny in favor of a Supreme Ruler

was never conferred with such promptness as in this case.

SUY. A woman's name.

r^J TSEU. A woman's name.
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Another form of &S Kwa, see above.

YING.

From woman and an abundance or overplus. The first

springing forth of ; to expnml ; an ancient imperial surname.

A woman's name. Name of a famous archer. Keen vine _Hv
A

J " BUT

name of a creating or transforming divinity.
1

TSEANG, and Sth.

Certain female officers about the palace, during the dynasty

Han. A woman's name. Maou tseang. koo mei neu ^p I

t -\.*i I

-H~ Maou-tscang, an ancient beauty.

HWUY.

To dislike; to slander; to vilify. A person's countenance.

LEEN. From woman stud pure. A woman's

name; pure and beautiful.

From new and woman. Name of a

woman ; and of an ancient state.

UH
HWAN, Yuen, and King.

From ttoman anil alarmed. Without
prosperity t sorrowful;

mournful. Peen hwan
fig [

light and gay appearance.

KE, er Keae. Difficult; hard to do; distressing.

An ancient form of j Yaou, To want, to require.

UN. To like; to IOTC; to desire; to covet.

Y J N G. From woman and a toad. A big bellied

insect; pregnant; the mind filled with greedy desire* of filthy

lucre.

k-

NEAOU. Long and slender.

Same as
fljjS

\eaou. From woman and weak.

Same as j^ Hoo, see above.

From woman and to ligh. Handsome ; pretty.

MAN. A surname.

LWAN.

An ancient form of Lwan ioK a beautiful appearance

FOURTEEN STROKES.

N1NG. From woman and better, or rather,

A woman's name; an easy, graceful carriage. Ping ning

mf-
a weak delicate woman.

ay erroneous f< rm of Kvei TZ| frum woman and

custum or rule. A regular beauty.

Same as ^ E, Tranquil ; quiet.
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MO. hoo raoo wei mo mo

it is a Yulgar (or commonl usage to call a mother
I I

"\VOO. From woman and la dance. A vulgar

form of -Ml Woo, To flatter and try to please.

T'HEAOU, and T'haou.

From woman and a long-tailed pheasant. A straight good-

looking appearance.
Teaou-teaou 1

|

Going backwards

t ^
and forewards , hither and thither. Teaoujaou

j ^ not

benevolent : malignant or -vicious. Read Teaou, A slender

waist. Read ChS, and Teih, denoting Good.

CHOW.

"*

From woman and long life. A woman's name.

% TSIN.

From woman and the utmost. A woman's name

!*L
TSZE. From woman and affection. A kind

good tempered woman. A woman's name.

YU.

From woman and with or to give. A woman's name.

PIN.

From woman and a guest. A married woman ; to give

a woman in marriage; a handsome or beautiful woman; the

appellation of wives deceased ; a term applied to Imperial

coiicubines ; certain female genii.
Fei pin flP

|
anciently

dcnotf d often royal wives and queens ; subsequently Ihe words

denoted Imperial concubines, for whom a more modern term

''

Ht A K " CI J' n- Pin J cn
1 ^ numerous.

Pin yu yu 1 ^f /^ Save tnem '" marriaSe lo Yu -

(Shoo-king). The expression refers to Yaou's two daughters,

who were given in marriage to Shim. (See under Mj
Tse sze yiig pin ^ ^ a wife after death i

called Pin. (Le-king.) Pin chny, loo jin che mei ching

^ $|j A <^ ^ ^jff
Pin > '* a complimentary appellation

of a woman. Fei pin,
foo kwan yay 7[g

' ^ 'M'
-jj^

the Fei-p'm in ancient times were fenrile rulers ; tljat is, they

contronled the ccncen.s of lie females in king's palaces. Kew

pin chang foo h<-8 clie fa j^ |

'j
fflf ^ j^ the

nine Pin directed the rules of femule education. Yuh-pin

15|| appellation of a certain Seen-neu
"fjl^ -j

angelic

female.

SHOO. A woman's name.

YING.

From iroman and splendid. A woman's name-

SE
;
U. From woman and want. Weak j feeble.

A concubine; an inferior wife, in which sense it is read

Joo. Read Now, A woman's name.

From woman and to oversee. Error ; excess ; greedy ;

gluttonous.

NAE. The female breast; milk; to tuckle.

\ew-nae -^t cow's milk. Nae tsze cha 1 -J- ~^
a preparation of milk , v hich the Tartars drink as tea. N,.e-nae

J

a term of respect addressed to young married nouien.
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Naema
] j^tWltofB 'I ^ a nurse to give suck to a

child ; a wet nurse. N;ie pe 1 /fr the skin of milk
; the

scum or cre.im. The Tartars congeal it and carry it on jour-

nies. Nae tow
'[ |H7

the nipple of the breast.

\VlYl. from bending down and awe : it denotes

Te fung
jg- j^ a low winlli a w ; ll(j tnal b[ows along. the ground.

YEN.

From to subject and woman. Tranquil and still ; mild

ard good-looking.

HAN. An injurious malignant disposition.

I \ Ci. From woman and a stage, or eleoaled

terrace. Slow, dull, stupid, silly, foolish appearance.

YING.

From two pearls and woman. An infant at the breast ; a

tucking child ; a female infant. line 7$ is a male child. To
J'JN

add to j to rush against; to surround as with a cord ; to bind ;

certain ornaments of a woman's head dress ; name of a hill.

A certain pitcher. A surname. Ying hae
|

/r-& or Ying

urh
|

E3 a cliild ; an infant. Ying p;iou
|

J jj
an infant

in its parent's embrace.

Ying \
in the Seun-lsze ^ ^* denotes He yu king jay

$jj$-~jjk $JQ ^ being suspended from the neck. He says,

that to hope to escape being plundered by Sze keang paou

che kwS
lj >j} |I ,

S serving a tyrranical and rapa-

cious government, is Yew she choo neu ying p iou choo ; pei

paou yuh ; foo tae hwang kin, urh yu chung shan che taou yay

fffl Jt
I'ke a young lady, with precious

pearls suspended from her neck, and valuable gems attached

to her girdle, and carrying about her penon quantities of

yellow gold i being scut amongst hills to maet with robbers,

and yet hope that she will escape being plundered.

(Vide, Seun-tsze /fff ^C- 7th vol. under Foo kw5 peen

*?\
jpQ

it i the section on enriching a country;

his argument seems to be, that this is not to be

effected by complying with the tyrannical demands

of more powerful states, but by virtuous conduct.)

In Hwae nan tsze
}j ^ -f-

or Kew ying -^ j
denote*

certain Shwiiy ho che kwae fa ^/^ ^ '(^
water and fire

monsters.

Tsoo chfih she wei ying urh
/CjJ) \\ pr' JwJ y^

when first born into the world a child is called Ying-urh, or

infant. Ying nan JH an infant boy ; Ying neu 1

-jjr

an infant girl.

Ying ban she f 2 J;^ or expressed by the two first

syllables, Han-ying, one of the commentators on the Five Books,

who lived under the reign of King-te -,
- (B. C. 135).

He was a native of Yen ^jpt the northern region, which in now

oiled Chth-le province. In consideration of his skill in explain,

ing the She-king and Yih-king, he received the title of PS-sze

njf. ~f~* universal scholar, from the Emperor Win-te
~Q/F ?&f

His character is thus given, Han sang tsing ban, choo tsze

fun ming jpa ^ ^ -pi' ^^ >jj- ^p- |J|j
the scholar Han

was acute and severe ; and in managing business, discriminated

witb great perspicacity. (Sing-poo ^ ~l3j~
3 1 vol. ^ 48 p. 1 1.)

5H- PEAOU.

A woman's name. Name of a princess of the Han dynasty.

Same as ^ Tsan, A woman's name.

HO, Y5, and 6.

From woman and a tingle plant. A Shan-tung term for

Handsome ; graceful. .To be attached to ; to have affection for.

Head Hoo, To regret.
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NEAOU, or Naou.

From two main with a female between them. Wanton ;

to pull about, and
| by with, in a lascivious manner , lewd

gambols ; light, seductive speech and behaviour.

SFff SIN. Yew-sin /ft I name of an ancieut

elate , and of an ancient monarch.

YING. The first springing forth of; to expand j

an anci-nt imperial surname. Name of a famous archer.

Keen ying ?7
'

name of a creating or transforming di-

yinity.

Che j Paou Tsin e Leu yth yingj she ying wang yu

Chwang-seang che show ^ ^ -jj* ^ j^j[ g -^ J

J^ ] "t $& $ SI l ^- as lo t> ran " ical Tsin - il

bj Leu's house supplanted Ying, for Ying's house perished

in the hands of the king Chuiang-senng. Ying [
was the

name of tlie royal home of Tsin, when it was one of seven

kingdoms, immediately before the co qurst of the other

Chinese states. (Compare with
j^I Laou.)

A similar case of spurious descent is mentioned in connexion

with th
| receding one, JS Tsin e new yih ma,shemame'S

yu hwae min che she ^ ^ J^^ ^ ^ fc ^ $

jfi ||fr JB^fc (|4 feeble Tsin, by the name Com

supplanted horse ; ai d the horse family became extinct in the

reigns of Hwae and Miu. This hapi eued by Fei yu seaou le

new kin seang tung ^ f?l /|\ ^ ^^ ^ j||
the

q;icen having intercourse with a petty officer called New-king,

Cow-gold. The simple word Tung
,'|^j

intercourse, when

speaking of persons nut joined in the conjugal relation, means,

an illicit intercourse.

In allusion to the short continuance of the Tsin dynasty, it

is said,

mis wo nan

Yin lung Chow che j

1 P^ ~V

"/4 H3 Tsin wan" wo J ah su

Ying she che heung tsan.

At the close of the Chow dynasty, there were no cold seasons,

For eastern Chow was feeble and weak.

When Tsin perished the fluids felt not the genial warmth of

the year ;

For the Ying family was cruel and devastating.

(Koo-sze-kenng-lin, 1 vol. article "^ {J* the seasons.)

The notes say, Chow shth che shoo ; tsin shili che keth

dominion gradually ;
Tsin lost it all at once. (Compare with

M Shea.)

3Z Same as $jf Chen, see above.

TSAN. To desire intensely ; greedy.

MEEN.

From woman and/ title. A woman's name.

T'HAOU.

Same as |dk T'haou, A small drum.

H Ei. From u'omtn and splendour. Joy j deligh .

One says, A mean or degrading appellation ofwoman.

IN. From woman, to finiili and a petrl.

An ancient form of
jfa)

Pin, A royal wife or concubine j
to

live in marriage.

Same as Ts5, Careful ;
attentive.
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FIFTEEN STROKES.

u

H . From woman and to meet, or go with.

To go tt'.l.h a husband to his home.

SHIN.

From woman and In judge. An aunt. An appellation of

one'* f tiler's younger brother's wife, and of one's own younger

brothel's wife: a sister-in-law.

II1NG.

Pleased; joyful ; joy. A woman's name.

Same as -flff A>?A. A woman's name. Wanton.

YO.

1 rom woman and delight- Handsome; beautiful.

.
11 IH. From wjinan and ink. Same as -fe Hih.

tywt

YUEN, and Wan.

Frcmi u'oman and ^ Yuen, two eyei giving side glance*.

Tin- original form of
J||j

Yuep, to deu're. Prelly eyes; soft;

flexiMe; bending ; a handsome countenance.

LiKU. From woman and anxious. Leu-leu

\ ]

tlie heart averse to act.

EART. I. 6 r

TSAE. A woman's name.

TSEE. Good.

T'HUH.

From woman and a muddy ditch. Indelicate familiarities;

gross luwdncsi.

CH1H, A woman's name.

LEW.

A widow woman
; a sprite or fa'iry ; handsome.

Same as
j Tseang, A sort ofgoverness.

Original form of Wsj Keung. From teaman and

affrighted. Solitary; orphan-like.

A vulgar farm of
jjjji Ying, To conquer ; to overcome.

YEN. A woman's name.

ig HWAE. Tranquil; peaceful.

LAN.

From woman and to lounge. A woman of an idle lazy
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disposition t sleepy ; remi ; idle, lazy. Lan to
j

n>& i<!le ;

lazy. Lanfoochoo
j tyjjfc^ * certain wild son.

i
SEAOU. A woman's name.

4$XViro
YEN.

From teaman and the bird hirundo. Elegant, beautiful.

Yen ytien
|

-tiffin tranquil; yielding.

Vulgar form of J= Mung, Dullness of sight

An ancient form of ^| Seang.

To disrobe one's self and plough.

An ancient form of j^ Yun, A surname.

An ancient form of JH Pin.

SHWANG.

From ifoman and hnnr-frott. A widow. Koo nhwang T3^

I or Shwang foo
| Ttaj

a widow woman. Shnang keu

to dwell alone as a widow.

MAN. A pair; some ; rabbits.

LING. A -woman's name. HUM

ME. A local word for mother
; otherwise express-

ed by Rp[ ?Pi O me. Read .een, A woman's name.

A vulgar mode of writing flj
Se'S. Disrespect; in-

delicate familiarity.

KEAOU.

An erect haughty posture. Read Kelh, Bound.

Common form of Y?, The children of

concubines : monsters of the brute and insect tribes.

JANG.

From tvowan and to disrobe in orJer to plough. Trouble-

some ai.cl annoying ; fat Mid large. Read Neang, Miss

cr Ma.lam.

Same as
$ig( Lan, Lazy.

jjknrtU VZl2SEEN.

From woman and wild leeks. Small
, pointed ; fine ; minute ;

weak ; delicate. Read Teen, Teen ten iffi specious,

artful, crafty, running. Seen -o
'

ppj"
a famous censor of

ancient times. ScenjS CK fine, delicate, slender.

Sze-ma-ke
J3J S=j^ a famous Pah she

[ ^ or di-

viner of the Han dj nasty (B. C. 150,) upbraided the rulers of

his day, for using Pe tsze urli tse'en; seen tscu urh yen; seang

jin e she ; seang taou e le
J?jl .jjf[ ffi -ffa

f
j ^ j^jj ||t

ffilr) 1 It* A.^ll.3 1'1.
mcan flatteries lo oblain

promotion; making advance by simpering smoolh speeches;

druwing each other by the influence of power; and templing

each oilier by the lure <if ^ain. This speech was extorted fiom

him by two officers who lamented hit low condition, after

they h;id heard him discourse on the origin of ibings ; the sun,

moon, and stars; benevolence and justice-, felicitous and in-
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fclicitnun omens He Fung ffili la seaou ^* |j| ^T ^j lay ing

both hishai dson his stomach, laughed aloud at lliiircuinniisscr-

aticni ;
and havirg defended, in a very piquant style, bis art,

from the aspersions commonly thrown out against it, and

declared that the principle* I'y which he rrgul.ittd his life made

his feelings indepeiidaiit of external circumstances ; he gave

them a brief statement of what he considered a good man in

the following word*. ^ ^f & ^ jf. \*\ jf |

tJt ili
lhc s od man (ii1 my

estimation) is he who pursues tin- strai^l.t road, he rcmonstraUa

in support of correct principles, and having remonstrated

thricr, if not attended to, he retires; when he pr ilsrs, he does

not hope for reward ,
as for bad im-ii, he disregnds tlicir resent-

ment ;
convenience of the government, and the benefit of llie

multitude, are his si ndy (therefore, an office for which he

feels himself incompetent, he will not occupy ; emoluments

which he has not deserved, he will not accept ; a depraved man,

though noble in rank, he will not respect ; and to a polluted man,

though honorable in place or years, he will not submit. The

two officers Sung-chunj; ^t ^ ad Kea-e ^ pj^
who

listened to Szt-ma-ke's Kcturc, probably without rtducing his

doctrine to practice, came both of them, it is said, to an

untimely end. (She-ke, 14lb vol )

EIGHTEEN STROKES.

A vulgar form of tM Nae, The bread j milk.

S 11WANG.

From troman and double. A woman's name.

E, Wei, and Shwuy. fillf

Very simple and foolish-like.

N I'.E. From woman and to liiten. Ne'e-ne'e, A

beautiful appearance.

Same a \\fc Keuen, Good ; well-affected to.

KEU.

From woman and an affrighlei birt. A barbarian ong.

Jj&jL Original form of^ Peaou, To whore.

W<i

CHUEN,

From woman and to turn. A woman's name.

NINETEEN STROKES.

Same as $| Keuen, Well-afiected to.

TSAN.

From women, and to advance with pearls in the hand

White and beautiful ; a good countenance. One says, Careless;

heedless.

LO. From woman and tilk. A woman's name.
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ME. From woman and to scatter. Name of an

ancient queen. Pew me
-J||r jM a female officer of the

Han dynasty.

From woman and luminous. Bountiful ;

elegant. \arnc of an ancient stale. A surname.

Le-ke
j 1j^

otherwise written Le-ke
jjji

I a princess

or royal concubine who lived during the Chow dynasty. She

was Lejung che neu-
| ^t ^ -fr one of the daughters of

Le-jung, a frontier slate in the north of Chinn, and was taken

captive by Keen kung jj^^ oflhe house of 3S Tsin> this

woman bore a son called He-tse J& ^ to He'en-kung, who

was ROW far advanced in life. The old man, in his dotage

proposed lo her, lo put the son of his oW age on Hie throne,

and to Fei tae tsze ^^ -J-
set aside the heir apparent,

by his first wife, who had already paid the debt of nature.

The captive concubine, shedding tears remarked, that the

intended succession of the heir apparent was well known to

all the nobles; and t>~at the prince had both the army and the

people on his side, ^ jpj ft $ ^ $ jf j$
~|^ rfj- why slioukl you, on account of me, (who am a mean

concubine) put aside your wife's son ; and set up a concubines!

if you persist in. this, added Le-kc,^ ^ ^ tH l W '" k'"

myself-

This disinterested speech, was scarcely out of her lips, when

she employed, in an undcilniud manner, various persons to

vilify the prince, and to d<i him an injury ; still preserving fair

appearances. She herself told the prince th:it his. father had

dreamed a dream respecting him, how he had gone to the grave

of his mother, at Keith yuli f}|j ^ lo offVr sacrifice to her

manes t and therefore advisfd him to go. The prince think-

ing the story true, went to the place, performed the rites,,

and brought a part of the sacrifice to his father as a feast.

The father was on a hunting excursion, the feast was laid

up in the h ill till his return. Le-ke introduced poison previously

to the old king's return. When that took place, after the

bpie of a few days, the king was about to partuke of the sacri-

ficial feast, when Le-ke, who waited on him, Interrupted him

saying, Sire, ^ ffi $ ^ ^ g ^ the sacrificial

meat has come from a distance, it sr ms proper lb.it it should

be essayed. Some of it was then placed formally on the "round,

and the very earth palpitated by its contact; it was given,

to a dog, and the dog died
;

it was given to a servant, and

the servant died. Tears now'streaming from the eyes of Le-ke,

she exclaimed^ -^ ^ &^ ^ ffi ^ ft .

i^L ftll A J
^ ! 'low crue' ' s l 'le

l
)rilice! his own fither

he wishes to murder; and what then will he do to others!

Further (said she to the old dotard king) your venerable year

excludes thi; idea of his having long to wait ere he ascends the

throne what he i* now doing must he levelled against me

and my son He-tse ; let me, mother tad child, flee to some

ot!ier slate, that I may find an early grave, and ^ J5 -|jp

- ^ ^C -f- ffi ^ ^1 til
render g' l'"7 the Pla *

of the prince to m..ke- both mother and son, the/h andflah of

hit table.

The king was enrjged, the prince's tutor fell into his hands

and he slew him. The prince meditated self destruction.

Some s:iid to him, why don't you clear yourself? He replied,

My father is an old man, without Le-ke, his sleep is not sound,

his food is not pleasant , to vex him by clearing myself, must

not be done. Others said, pi 35 AHJ juJJ you may flee to

some other state; he replied if 1 flee with such an infniiom

imputation resting on me, who will receive me ? fl? 151 ifSt

31 I'll kill myself and'end it. Accordingly the prince ftj Xlb

Shin-sing ^ ^ ^A 0" j$ killed himself in the new

town. (She-ke, 7lh vol. 3,9 ^ )

The fish and flesh of his table, is a phrase still preserved

to denote any one's being completely sacrificed to the ambition

or avarice of other men.

LEUEN.

From attached to, ar.d teaman. Yieldi g, complying;

attached to ; warm affection for ; longing after. 5ze leuen

/dlt
affectionate remembrance of. Yuen leuen J

elegance and beauty of person.

In the She-king, Sze-leueu-ke-neu |H ^*> -Jf th'u.k.-
/w> ^ j\
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king affectionately on the young daughter denotes, Nan che

neu kea, urh t*in ying yay
jj[J 3g -fc^ |f[j ^|J }j -{J

the man going to the woman's house, and in person meeting

his bride.

The Kin ting maou she fit? f^ ^ ~=f- imperial edition

of the She-king, 7th vol contains, the same words in the text thus,

fy j|| <*$ Hwuy hf, wei he!

I-M J|p] (W ^an 8nan chaou te ;

[ Sfj,
Wan he! Iwan he!

* *L 1-,

Ke neu ize ke.

There, see the reeds! see the forests!

On the southern hillt ice the clouds I

Here, see delicate youth ! see lovely beauty !

There tender females thus starving!

This -verse is metaphorical, and ^

presses that of petty bad men there were great multitudes,

who rose to eminence; whilst the virtuous, who maintained

their integrity, were contrariwise, poor and in a mean

condition. (She-king.)

Same as the preceding.

From woman and medicine. To melt; to fuse.

TWENTY STROKES.

YEN. From wtman and Hern. Stout ; robust)

still ; tranquil. A woman's name.

KEA.

Ya kca^ ' a woman affecting pretty air.

O. A term used in Shan-tungfor Handsome ;

graceful, applied to women. Read Hoo, To feel affection

or regret for.

TWENTY-ONE to TWENTY-THREE
STROKES,

CHO, Tso, and Chuh.

From woman and pertaining to. Careful ; attentive ; obedient

fe Same as
j$f{ Lan, Lazy.

i-H* Original form of J|f Chen.

Same as^ Luy, A surname.

Same as f|$ Lwan, Beautiful; handsome.

Same as
JJ Chih, Nephews or neices.

TAT I.
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A horary character, that denotes Midnight, from 1 1 till

one in the morning. On the eleventh new moun at midnight,

they sai, the powers of nature are agitated, and the material

universe receives an impulse.

Produce; seed; progeny ; children j the people. A child ;

sou; an heir; applied also to females. An appellation of

persons possessing rank and virtue. Sa^cs; worthies. The fourth

degree of nubility. A surname.

Tsze is often added to the names of thing, as a formative

of the Noun, or as an Euphonic particle. Occurs in the sense

of Love or affection, as fora child. Tsze is used for a tpot,

and a die, with which to play at dice. Hih tszeM 1 a black
/m I

spot. Pih tsze Q ]
a white spot. Urn tsze fy \

a hoy ;
a hid. Teen tsze^ 1 the Emperor of China. Yuen

Uze
7C 1

the Eni l>eror'* son. Kw5 tsze
|j||

the na-

tion's sons, means the eldest sons of the Emperor and magnates.

Tae tsze^ j
the heir apparent to the throne. KwS tsze

keen g^ |

E^ a national college at Peking. Chung tsze

j |
or Tsung tsze ^2 J

(,r Peg tsze
| or Che tsze

2/ the Quern's eldest son. Shuo tize |Si 1 t|le sons ofS* I /jiu |

concubines. Pei Isze jni }
slave girl, term by which a lady

calls herself. Niiy Uze
|/|j

1 epithet assumed by a courtier's

wife. Fan.; Uze & \ a house or room.
Footsze-^ |

a age or teacher. Seaou
t-ze/J\

I I, tl.e Emperor, a pupil ,

a b(.y. Seen tsze^ ]

or Seen kciiu
-fa ^ my late fither.

Tso shoo Isze
jff }f

or Yew shoo Isze
/fa JTJaP

1

certain do. tors of the Han-lin college. KungtszeAS
]

a nobleman's son. Nan U/c -34 I a boy ; a youth. Neu

tsze -/
j

a girl j a young woman. Tsze sun
j

J? chil-

dren and grandchildren, posterity. Tsze tsze
jjjjji|

a sou

and heir. Chang tsze -^ j
the eldest son. Tsze tsze 1

^ the second son. Tsze se
|i[{j

or -ft ^|[j
denotes dis-

crimination and care. Ho peih tae tsze se yay 'fpf 'jfr fc

j^ffl W wnilt occasion is there to be so over careful.

Tsze kung 1 ^^ the female vagina.

The following is said of an absent husband, for which Tsze

-f- is used.

2>g
/

|^? |$i;j

Sze s$ng kee kwS,

H 1

^JJT |

]

Chih Isze che show-,

^ Yu tsze keae laou.

In death, in life, nor however distant I will never

forget you,

To you 1 have already sworn ;

I have once grasped your hand,

And will be constant to }ou till we grow old together.

Heaou tsze heen sun ^ If Jc dutiful sons or
J I ** ^ ~i"

children ; and virtuous grand children. Keaou tsze ching

miiig Jjj[ I ^ ^ leach a son that he may become famous.

Ta kea tsze te ^^ ^4 t |le c |,,ldren of great familiej.

Keun chin foo Isze^ FJ -^ a
,,
r i 1K.e aud ,n i n i sler>

a father and son. Neu tsze
-^-

I a woman a colloquial

term. Pwan Isze ib
'

half a son, a son-in-law. A!oot>iu

jay ,rw pwan tsze che kaoa f; ^ ^ %^ J Ife

mother still has a son-in-law lo depend on. thlli tsze
/jj^

1

an infant. Kin jih che tsze te yew wii Iseang lae che foo

1
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those who to day arc sons and younger brothers, will become

the fallters and elder brothers of a future period.

Yen yun, Yen tow lelh sliwiiy tsung kiou hes; nefh tsze

hwan s$ng woo neTh urh |^^^ Jjfr ^j 7J $ fpJ

"F. $ 1 M 4: 'It $ % '"e prover1' s"y' The

evesdro[i descend'! from a higher to a lower place; and a

rebellious son will again heget contumacious and rebellious

children. They otherwise express the same idea thus, Yen

tseen yu teth shwiiy i tclh te'ih fan lae chaou kew hSn ? Hil
>

the evt-s the rain drop fulls ; drop afler drop comes again on

the mark of that which preceded it. Neih yu (sin chay, tsze

yih keaou yen 5^ $~ H, $ 1 rff* $Jt M he wll '"

disobedient to his parents, will have his own children imitate

him. (Tseuen-jin-keu-hwS.)

Jin tsze che t:iou, m5 chung yu sze sang f^ jj|

JL IB ~/A tfe <i of all the duties of the sons of men,7v ^E. /> -J
f J~

thcre are none more important than serving one's parents

during their life-time; the other duties referred to, are those

of sepulture, mourning, sacrificing to the r manes, and so on.

Tsze sun wei fan keaou ling
|:j? J} ^ ? &

sons or grandsons opposing and offending against the instruc-

tions and commands of their parents; is the title of a section

in the laws of China; then follows this law, Fan tsze sun wei

fan tsoj foo moo, foo moo keaou ling ; keth fung yang yew

keue clny; chang yTh pth /{ ] ffi ^ ^ jjjft ^ ^

on or grandson who shall oppose and v'ujlaie a grandfather

or grandmother, a father or a mother'^ instructions and com-

mands; or sha!l be deficient in affording them support, shall

be punished by a hundred blows (Leuh-le, 17th vol.) It is

stipulated that the commands shall be Ian fill and just, and

that ability to afford support is possessed ; audit isrcquind

that the parents themselves prosecute.

Ts?e pin piih nSn<r ying sing yang chen foo moo
-^- ^

/f* Hb 'ht*
f
\- & '^ ^ '^ ifas"n l>e p" r and ""able

to foll.iw any occnp-ition to afford support to his father and

mother, (hj foo moo Isze e sze^ ^ il]: J^J $j| ^
so lhal his f.ilher and mother hang themselves, he shall receive

a hundred blows, auil be transported three thousand Le.

Tsze tsze liiy
(

fjljpj J||
on the subject of >oni, and

begetting posterity, in the head of a section in the medical

work, entitled King y$ tseuen hoo
4jy -ffr

&> rft the

complete works of King yS, an eminent medical writer

of the 15th century. To die without acknowledged

posterity, is deemed by the Chinese, as almost the greatest

possible curse; he who has no children to sacrifice at

his tomb, and to weep over his grave, feels himself a

mo>t disconsolale wretch ; a being to whom death if an

entire culling off of his name from the earth a sort of

annihilation ; hence, their grave medical and moral writers

commonly occupy a few pages of their wo, ks with Chung tsze

leang fang ||| ] || ~ft efficacious receipts for planting

sons, by which they mean
prescriptions to aid the generative

powers of the impotent and the barren. These essays,

notwithstanding the importance they attach to the subject,

sometimes border upon the indecent. King-jS, says, Chung
tsze che fa, koo Jin yen che puh shaou M J -*f S. pfc-

A-==-
-V f !

/^
p ~Z~ A* ^/ f lhe mean" of begelting childrea

(sons are always meant) the ancients have spokan not a little,

but he adds, ^ || || ^ not aUaj , gatisfact(lry . They
maintained that conception took place soon after the period
of menstruation ; and never after the middle of the month :

to ridicule this he brings forward a Ch foo ^ jjjjf
knowing

woman as
alledging, that if this saying were true, then she

might safely indulge in irregular amours after that period.

Ki,,g-y 5 , subjoins^ $ $&;&#j^T ft ?

very well said ! but may this assertion be confidently believed

or not !

In the Yth-king, under the chapter called Sen kwa chuen

^-
"' e succcss ' ve steps from the origin of things up

to the formalities of civilized society, are enumerated thus,

Yew leVn te Jen how yew wan wiih
/j" ^ $} jfc fy ~<fi

^ tyj]
lleave " and earth being in existence, next existed all

creatures; afler these, /j|

JH -A- male a. .d female existed }

after these
/f| -7^ Jffjj

were husband and wife; then
^j"

p
jL were father ad lun , ne\t, xef tj ftcnne master

and servant, or prince and uiini<,ter , then /M p T> fol-

lowed, superior and inferior; ind then, Le e yew so tsoo

fS jl ^J Jl/i f cll(
l
IRJltc aml J'^'ice h-id materials oo

wl,ich to act. (.Kiu-ting Chow-yTb, 40 vol.)
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A great deal of this etiquette is detailed in the same work

under the section, called KeBh-le
|Jf| jjjjffi

the following is a

specimen, the Foo-jin^ J{ or principal wives of nobles

are directed to call themselves, in the presence of the Emperor,

Laou foo
jfc Jjjk

old women ;
before other nobles, they must

call themselyes Kwa seaou kenn^ /]> ^' poor petty ladies,

and to their own husband, they must call themselves Seaou

tung /K g little girls ; the She foo |H. ^ a class of concu-

bines, must call themselves
jfy ]

slave girls; and Tsze yu

foo moo, tsih tsze mingyay ^ ^^ jfy |J| gj J ^
a child before his parents must speak of himself by his specific

name , he is not allowed to use any pronoun, or periphrase for

his name. (Kin-ling Le-ke, 40 \of.)

Again, Che tsze piSh tss ; tse, peth kaou yu tsung tsze

& \ X^.%$$n% 1
the on, of con.

cilbines may not sacrifice ; if they would sacrifice, they must

ask permission of the Tsung tsze, or the son who has descended

in a*: night line of primogeniture.

The monarch Ching-wan j/fc' -p (B. C. 1068) when dying

commended his son to the ministers in, these words, Yung king

paou Yuen tize Chaou, hung tse yu keen nan HI S /fH

7C j'J (/A JW ~J" HHl MF '" a res
l
)ec"u ' manner pro-

tect the prince Chaou, and render him substantial aid in the

midst of difficulties and distress. (Kin-ting Shaug-shoo, S9,vol.)

ChTh Isze j& brothers sons ; uncles and nephewsJQ- I

sometimes cousins. Sang ffih, heung te die tsze, yew tsze

W S HR fl jfi 2 1 ft 1 '& in *****

mourning, t'..e sous of elder and younger brothers are con-

tidered as sons. (Kin-ting Le-ke, 48 vol.)

In the 22nd vol. of the tweuty-one historians, there is an
. m. . ,__

essay on numbers and music entitled LcQh leih chc / jig

jj\
in it is contained a theory of the changes which take place

in twenty-four hours, ..r in the Shin urh .shin -j-
" '

E2-
i /PC

twelve hours of the Ch'u.ese. They set out with a notion that

Tae kcih yuen ke han san wei yih ^^ T^ ^ ^jjj ^

fify
the first principle, the original afflatus, contains

three in fine (the three according to the commentary, are

heaven, earth, and man.) The.e Che lung yu tsze, &} |jjj

^ 1
begin to move, or operalc at miVn/gAI, in Ihc form

of Unity. ?$ JH. at Chow, (which is the

next hour, from 1 to 3 in the morning) the unit becomes

three; ^ & j$J$'$| JL durin? the ** two

hours, being multiplied by the original three, the number

becomes nine; then proceeding onward, and the product

being every successive period mutiplied by three, gives at the

end of the twelve Chinese hours, (or the return of midnight)

177,147 changes: they next go on to theorize about the

dual power*, Yin and Yang, joining their efficacy at the

midnight hour; and that from thence emanates the pro-

ductive powers of nature during the remaining eleven portion*

of the whole diurnal period.

Moo tsze -B- \ mother and son used metaphorically in

several cases ; as for principal and interest ; the term Tsze moo

seaog tang ]
-fit ~tfl 'j&

in courts of law means that if ths

interest due exceeds the principal, the interest must be reduced

to a sum uot exceeding the money first lent. Tsze moo scang

keuen 1
-ff]-

f.B '^ the mutual power of motlier aud son

means Uking compounded interest; by which mems Le shang

tso lej kaou urh ta sze moo urh %\ __^ ^lj ^ ^
4-

ty] gl-^ interest is placed above interest, till the lamb

becomes larger than its mother. (Shing-yu.)

Tsze she
*

fr a surname; name of the ancient king Se'8

=&} the surname arose from his mother, Keen tih fjn M(
~f^ \l IJ fS

when b -.thing having ^ swallowed an
~

Jl ||J
egg of

the bird Hcuen-neaou, by which she became pregnant. Tsze

Jin she
] ^ J^ Tsze full she

^ /J|J ^ and Tszc ke*

she 1 !$? fr- are all what they call

Tsze chun too she
\ ^ /{dl ^\

Woo-king.

In the preface to Keang-ht's Dictionary, it is said, Han j no

sluh wan tsze ; urh puh sluh tsze moo^ tj^ |^ & ^ jSj

/f> ^5
1

-Pjthe
literati of the Han dynasty, understood

the characters, but were unacquainted with thr son and it other;

i. . e. the system ofsjllabic spelling, by wMch the sound ofa

character is derived from the mother ch.ir.'Clers, or the syl-

libic alphabet.

Keun tsze ^S" 1 a prince} is. in Chinese moral philoso-

phy, a technical term, denoting a wise and lirluoiis roan, to

whom every moral perfection is attributed. Nrilh.T honor-

able man, nor wise mart, nor the simple term grod man, render

it fully ; the Kcun-tsze implies all the three honour, and wis-

double surnames.

co'>'ientaUjr on the
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doiti, and gom'iim. The opposite character to Kcun-tsze, \

Seanu jin/J-\
A a petty man, which means a dishonorable

craftyfool, a bad man.

These two expression! occur also meaning by Keun-tsze

those persons who fill the higher |
laces in associated communi-

ties, as rulers or teachers; ar.d hy Seaou-jin, the poor, who

perform the necessary mutual operation! ollife. Thus, JJJ

^- Mang-tsze's commentator says, jff 4lft /K A
0lj

|&. 'I* A $$ %i 1 J!'] iL Keun tsze wo >ea(iu J" 1

tsth ke; se.ion jin woo kcnn tsze, tsth Iwan, Rulers and

scholars without the labouring poor, would famish ; and the

labouring poor without rulers and scholars would fall into

confusion. The text which gave occasion to this remark

observes, that it was an old snyirg in Ming-tec's days, Hw8

laon sin, hw8 laou Ktli ^b t& t(j Jifc Iff ~fj
some must

toil with the mind, and others must toil with bodily strength.

The first class, Che jin yj f\^
rule others

; the second ;ire

Che yu jin J& ~ffe ^ n,| ed by others But, the second

class, ?ze jin ^ J\^
feeds others ; whereas the first and

higher orders must depeiid on Sze yu jin /^ ^fc^
/I

being

fed by others, ai.d so none can Lo ,sl of indefiendtnct. This

mutual dependence between the high and the low, the rich

and the poor, is Teen hca che lung c jay ~1r "~R ~^ Jfij ^t' * I /\._ Aui 4J6
V\ an tmivtrs.:lly applicable principle throughout the world.

(Sze-slioo Choo gy
3* ^ 4 vol. $3,10 ar.d 1 1 pages.) In

the She-king poetry, wives call their husbands Kcun-tsze,

(Compare with Keun 78" under the Radical H Row.

The use of the term Keun-tsze, is very ancient, and is much

employed in the Four Books of the Confucian school. It

denotes tho^e who sincerely adopt and resolutely practice the

principles of personal and social duties, there inculcated and

recognized, as derived from HeaTen by the inspiration of

thiit Power which gave existence to human beingi; hence, called

Te'eu le^ J^}
Heaven's Principles, in opposition to which arc

placed Jin y8 /^ ^ human pissions. VA ere it not for the

got/less character of the Confucian Ethics, the Keun-tsze

might he considered as parallel to the righteous man in Sacred

Scripture ; the Teen Le, to the spiritual mind ; and the

Jin jjf, to the carnal mind. I mean this comparison only

as an illustration of Chiuese modes of thinking. The Teen,

**T. I. 6 R

or Heaven, must be considered the unknown god of Con-

fucius.

Kung tsie yu, h'eun tsze yew gnu wei; Wei teen mingj

wei la jin,- wei hing jin che yen ^ 1^3 ffi
~

S. ^ ~* ft. & A A.g ^ A 2 f c "fu -

cius said, the Keun-ttzc stands in awe of three things, he stands

in awe of heavenly-inx| ired principleti he stands in awe of

dignities; he stands in awe of the words of the innately-wise

sages.

The opposite character is thus given in the same page,

Seaou jin piih che teen ming urh piih wei yay j htS la jin;

woo shing jin che yen /\^ J^ ^ ffl ^^ ^ ^ BJ

^.^ ^ AM S A W the Keaou-Jia " ilher

knows nor stands in awe of Heavenly-inspired principles; he

despises dignities ; and he scoffs at tlie sayings of the innately-

wise sages.

It follows on the next page, in the Lun-yu, that j&

rf /L Ai t 'le Keuen-tsze has nine objects of studious

c:irc: He studies to tee clearly; to hear distincl'y ; lo leak

henignantly ; to he grave in his demeanour ; to speakfaithfully ;

to act rea]>eclfu"y : to enquire in doubtful cases; to remember

the ganger of indulged anger; and when he may acquire

properly, he studies to be perfectly juit. (Sze-hoo Choo,

3 vol. H ^ 14 pige.)

They make the Keun-tsze despise gain, rejoice in po-

\er y, find a complete happiness in virtue, be content in

obscurity but regret being unknown after death. By some

represent .tio.is of the Keun-tsze, or wise and good man, there

is a large portion of ptide j self-iufficiency, and disdain

attached to his character. Keun tsze mow taou, pQh mow slnh

^~ H?: ill Hf* K/K W "1e Keun 'tsze employs hi*

mind about virtue and goodness, and docs not lay scheme!

for 'bodily provision ;!ie, Yew t;.o.i piih yew pin S &j[
~*-|* S&+ ~^^ f*3r

T>^ l\ grie e fur virtue's cause, aud uot on tccount

of poverty.

Krun tsze peth ching ke e T&~ 1 )f/\ 9JB j^ ^
-^ tyy** ^ ^ t^Jk

the Keun tsze must be $icrre in his i. tfntions. Keun lt?.e

prth shin ke tub yay % ] fa $ tt. ^ ^ the Keun-

tsze must be p.rticul.rly heedful in solitude, and in thing!

known only to himself. (Ta-he*.) Chung-ne yu, Keuo tsxt
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Chung yung ; seaou jin fan chung yung j(Jj Jj^ Q Tj"

'"f
3

ffH /J x A J5 4* M? Collfucius "'"' ttle Keun-ltze

deviates not from the standard medium; the Scaou-jin is just

the reverse, he is always in some extreme; hut the Keun-tsze

Woo kwo piih ke'ih ffi
:

^f ~Jfc
77 neither passes over, nor

stops short of the middle line. Keun tsze che szc pBh peen ~lft

3L ^E 'if* &$ Ihe Keun-tze will rather die than change

his principles. (Chung-yung.)

When a Philosopher, Jin pflh che nrli piih wtn
; puh ylh

koun tsze hoo A ^ #1 jffl ^ jfl ^ ^# ] f-
is unknown to the world and yet feels no vexation, is he not

a Keun-tsze ! Yin-she^ ^- said in allusion to this passage,

?# S.*0 * fcpfc A. ft tt '-
ing isonc'- oH-n concern, whether known or oot to the world

depend* on other people, what occ sion is their for anger or

vexation > The Keung.tsze,^ |g g. 7J,^ ^ |^ ^
seeks from himself, the ?eaon-jin seeks from others; this

expression originally had a reference to a good man's seeking

fame from other people hy flattering them ; it is now employed

to express generally that a good man seeks to find every

resource in himself, instead of applying to others,

.Again, the Keun-lsze, King urh piih tsang, keun urh

puh tang^ jfrj ^ ^J- Ipi [ftj /f 3|l
controuls himself

and will not wrangle; he lives in a general harmony with

every body; but he will not join a party, or a cabal. (Lun-yu.)

This last expression is often quoted in the histories of China

by polnical men, who designate those they deem possessed

of talents and virtue, Keun-tsze: and the time-serving, self-

feeking servants of government, they call Seaou jin.

Keun tsze pin,; wo ning yen, j;iih ping jin che piih ke

| ft fa fa % ^ foj^ ^fa fa % ^ fo

4;fl -f|/
lnc Keun-lsze regrets his own inability ; and does not

rrgrt-t hi< being imknown to others. Yet it is added, he,

Tseih mull she, urh ming ptih ching yen A'f- y^ Iff- j?j"i
V.

xf |^ ]^ i pained at the thought of his name not being

mentioned after he leaves tlie world. (Lun-yu.) The poorest

a-id most obscure man in China will quote this, and deprecate

the idea that his name shall perish.

Foo yaou yu "fSj
at -S> an intrepid statesmen of the

nf SLi il<l

Sung dynasty, is called by way of eminence. Kin juh Keun-tsze

j

the wis2 and Tirtuoas nun, valuable as gjld

anil gems ; or the gold Keun. tsze. It is said figuratively.

/ %\ ^ ^
)rL 3i SL X*
Yen IseS ke che hung kwuh che j

Hoo paou ke show keuen yang ke!

How should the petty swallow know the mind of the large

and noble Hnng-kwBh bird
;

How can the tiger and leopard ever receive an insult

from a dog or a sheep !

This expresses, that
/j\ ^ ^T Art

-^f-
1 ^ fa

petly men cannot comprehend the motives and principles of

the wise and virtuous, and that ;3~ ~T^ 42* /k A ~jf

fyjj-
it is impossible for a wise and virtuous man ever to be

affected by the scoffs or insults of a poor petty bad principled

wretch. (Koo-sze-kenng-Iin, 4 vol. SO page )

Chay tseen tsze
l|? j^j ]

seeds of Plantigo Major. (Mr

Livingstone.) This plant is very common in China, and grows

of.en by the way side ; and springs up in the foot-steps of horses

and cattle, and in the rut i of cart wheels, to which the name

Chaytseen, has an allusion. The seeds are used in China as a

diuretic, in various complaints of the urethra; stoppage of

urine; pissing blood ; gr.ivel, and so on; in comphints of

pregnant women; and in diseases of the eyes. (Pun-tsaou, 18th

vol.
<)

1 6, page 51.) One of the synonyms is, Ma-selh
| ^L

a horse shoe, which is not remote from the word Planlago.

M8h peg tsze "^ 7^ft J
seeds of a species of gourd, fl.it

and having a curious wrinkled skin ; emetic.

Kin ying tsze
^g- i|H |

wild rose seed, cooling nd cor-

rugatingai!slrinp;etit ; siven in an involu-itary emission of semen.

Lo piih tsze Sft
-j^'j]

Chinese turnip radish seed. Syn.

wilh ^K JUJ I Lae-fBh-tsze.

Kew isze
J^'-

seeds apparently of the leek or onion,

;.fford warmth to the blood.

Sing che tsze
/|r iEj 1 fresh seeds of Gardenia.

Shan che tsze
{Jj

jhw 1 seeds of wild Gardenia, refriger-

ating.

Mie. keun tsze Ira S" see.ls of the Quisqualis Indica
;

said, Shi chung choo tsvia ^ $k ife Jo to
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mintic, and to remove obstructions. (Mr Reeves, and

i'j 5fC Ja. I'" 11 ls'">" kew cl""- )

Tho eminent writers iind teachers of antiquity, who have

philosophized about Physical, Moral, and Political Science, I

knuw not by what allusion, are called
^Jp-

Tsze, a* Kungfoo-

tsze; L:.OU-/*ZP, &c. ThusSJI
I Choo tsze, all the ions,

denotes all the eminent writers.

Muli
Isze-J-

1 the ten Tszc or eminent writers of anti-

quity, begin with j 1 Laou-tsze, and end with
g|| jQ |

H5 kwan Isze. These writers' works are printed uniform in ;(0

vols. Their style is nry i.bicur^, and their opinions are often

wild and eccentric, they have at some periods been much

esleem'.'d in China, but the use of Ihein now, in literary essays

presented to the national professors, is prohibited by law.

Tsze she tsing hwa 1
jj^ tj|f- ^ elegant essences (ex-

tracted) from eminent writers a. id historians, 50 vols duod.

T:ie extraits are merely sentences and short paragraphs ; it

was compile 1 and print -d by order of the Emperor Kang-he,

but like some other of his literary undertaking*, was not

published till the reign of his succ ^Sior Yung-ching.

Seen Le n Tsze-mei-tsze -tip 1? 1 ~M&
i the ancient

-'- f\ I />5 I

worthy Tsze-mettszc, elder brother of Confucius: he is

spoken of as a lame man. Seen joo Tsze. ku-o tsze -Vf- fit?

[||j
I the ancient Philosopher, Ts/e-kwS-tsze, a des-

cendant cf Confucius, or as they express it, -f- 'jlr
j^K

Shth-yth she-sun, a grandson of the 1 Ith generation : he attained

noble rank. Prints represent him with a book in his right

hand, and a sword by his si.le.

Shuh shing Tsze- sze-Isze ~j ID? ffl
|

Taze-sze-tszc

(th^grandson of Confucius) wlio recorded the doctrines of the

Sage. Tsze-szc-tsze was a native of
fj^j

t
jUf;

Keiih fow

been, in ^_ jt /^f
Yen-cliow-foo

;
of Ml

TJi
'hm tnng

province. He was Ihe son of
"fj
& Pih-yu, and tlu writer

of the second of the Four Books, viz. the
[jd

tif chung yung.

Tsze-sze-ls/e *'&
jtfe

^f- Ifr 'i /d&
j^i

J^- -d&
Ij.

Show ne'S yu t-ang tsze, chiu-n taou yii mang tsze, received

his education from Tsing-tsz:: (the writer of the -/r Mi

Ta-he8) and Ir.insmilled the doctrines of the sict to Mang-tsze.

The author of the two last of the Four Books, and which arc

designated by his name.

The Shin Uze tsung rafih
-j- | ^ fi general Index

of the ten author* called Tsze
^-referred

to above, placet

them in this order, 1st, Laou-tsze.
-;

I a native of the itate

j^ Tsoo, the founder of the Taou kea
j^| |E

or sect of

Taou. There are in,my fabulous stories respecting his birth

and origin, such as, that his mother jtiij ^T jjyF
S- ffn

'fj 7W.
l)L

'
clll"e pregnant from the influence of a large falling

star, which she saw above the house of Le ^ and from thence

took the surname Le. Some say, that Laou-tsze $r_ ^
Mli ^E wa<

l'
r duced befure the heavens and tarth existed ;

some say, that he is^^ te
[jfe the essence or aniina of

heaven; and that he
jjjfl) ^ ^ ^ is allied to divinity;

some s:iy,
that his mother carried him in the womb 72 years,

and that Ajl D]" ^T j|& ]ffi ttl
he Was Cut oul of his mo"

ther left side ; and that ^ jftj Ir] |j
he wa' 1)orn witl1

grey hairs on bis head; from which he w.is named Laou-tsze,

Tlie old boy- H is also said, that he appeared in the world

repeatedly, both before and after the period referred to, and

under different name", which are inserted in accounts of him.

There are writers who consider the whole account as fabulous,

and ori^ii at ng with people who jjS-
&

jjjj
S arc fond of

the marvellous, and value the wonderful. Laou-tsze said to

Confucius, /fri ^-S: -J|| -^ have you found the eternal reason t

Confncius replied, $ ~+ ^ 4jL j^ ^ ffl ^
1 have sought it twenty -seven years, and have not yet found

il -

(A.^ /^ 1C 3rd vo1 ' 3rd
I'
aSe )

Laou-tsze was contemporary with Confucius. 1st vol.

contiins his writings, (which are called "'^ $S. 3$$ Taou-tlh-
JUS I'W 1L1-

king

2nd, Chiang tsz3^ I a |so Of the Taou sect; wri-

tings contained in vrls 2nd to the 5th. He wrote two pieces

which are yrl extant called Yufoo ij ^* the fishing patriarch

and Tao:i chili j^ [f^j
the robber Chth, with the design of

ffS iV^t |L
'

/ f;
rulicllii "g antl vilifying the Confucian

sect, and to given eclat to the notions of Laou-lsze.

3d, Senn ts/e \]\ an eminent writer of the
||B ^S

Joo ke;i, Ilie philosophic sect of Confucius. 'i /fft
jWr

ffl /V V^ MJ;>:; Isze and Si'un-tsze were long mentioned

together , tli List n imed, lived subsequently to the other, dur-

ing the civil wars, or period called Chen-kwS, about
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SSO years, B. C. Pome think thatScun-lsze -

itmndl highest, like a crown or diadem over all the learned

of the Confucian school; next to the four wrilers of the

Four Books
;
both for

<t|0; '^ ffi^ ^p the rich nnctiou and

rorreclnesi of hit knowledge, and for the ^ ~jf TS JJS5

variety and perspicuity of his style. He differed from Mang-

tsze in a material point. The latter always maintained that

man's
'J/j:

&. nature or disposition is virtuous: Seun-tsze

contended that man's /J/x 3 nature is vicious or wicked.
r_L <u,\

Some undertake to moderate between them, and say that

As
|

. L \*-i

Mfing-tsze IK TyA 3p.
considered man's disposition more

virtuous than it is ; and Siun-tszf Am
"Jfi

3rL considered it

more vicious than it is, that it is neither wholly virtuous,

nor wholly vicious. His writings are partly political and partly

moral: He opens the essay on human nature with these words,

roan
'
11 nature i8 wickcd ;

his virluei are rounterfcit. The word $5. Wei counterfeit,
I/111 */

is composed of man and to make; and the original sajs, that

it imports that man's virtues are
^j: ^ 'W^ ncit from natural

disposition; but ^ X'fe ^ ~^_ of ma'.'s making; not

genuine, but counterfeit. He confirms hit doctrine by contend.

ing th it men naturally ^fJ ;&J
are covetous ; and fight

for gain j'-JJrjIJl
are eimous, and cherish ill-will; ^ Jjl j

". $K.
'laTe P""81011* which are inflamed by the ears and

eyes, and which lead to Irwdness and moral anarchy. From

these, ai;d other remarks, he aflimi that the wickedness of

human nature is
Hjt] 7^ very manifest.

4(h, Le'S-tsze
7?j]

I an eminent writer of the THOU sect.

Worki contained in the lOlh vol. lived about the i.;me time

as Laou-tsze, the founder of the sect. (B. C. 5S5.)

5th, Kwan-lsze'jy j

a writer of what is called the Jf.

*j? Ping kea, the military school. There are extant b vols. ol

his work; and from II to 18 in the collection from hich

these notices are taken. He wrote 389 essays, those preserved

are on government and war. He flourished in the state^ Tsc,

whilst the empire wns yet composed of many principalities.

About the 3rd century, B C.

6lh, Han-fci-lsze *| Jl-I 1 or Han-tsze, Jg
}fil ft

'T*|
' ' ' * ^"^ ' ^~^

^ ^ -y j^L was fond of studying penal forms, and the

law*. By Fi kia ^ 'jfe
seems intended those who study

the science of jurisprudence. Han-fei-tsze, lived in the time

of Ts'm
^ji

about 200 jcars, B. C. There are four vols. of

his works. They beiii with this adage,^ $ jfjj "g*
TT

^. ^P ffO ^ H^ >^ he who Peaks of a s"''Jt

which he understands not, is unwise; and he who does not

stale what he knows, is unfaithful.

7th, Hwae-nan-lsze
j j||

is called 25$ *
~ff

-J& ~jt~ 3?\ the most ancient of the miscellaneous writers. He

was the grandson of Kaou-te ^ i^-
the high Emperor, the

first of tlie Han dynasty, B. C. 1S9. He was created king of

Hirae-nan, which is in the region of Gan-htriiy province.

This royal author's works are in four volumes, in which he

philosophizes about the origin of things, &c.

8th, Yang-Tsre iS an ancient writer of the Con-

fucian sect ; hi , works are iu two vols, the E7th and 2Mb. He

li-ed in the reign of
jj^ ^ Ching te, which commenced in

year 1, B C. Yung-tsze w.vs a great reader and thii ker,

but neither wrote nor discoursed much , for he was idle and

P l>" had an impediment in his s|
eech. He never read

witho..t tears the Le seaou ^ ,|^
which was ""'ten by

KeiSh-yuen S lEl immediately before he thr 'W himself in

the r'ver Y.ing-tszc-keang. (See under
j|jjjj

H.:en )

WSng marg --
vjt

an usurper of that period, impelled by

an nbsurd wish to conceal his history from posterity, sought

Yar--lsze
%

s life, in common with that of several other emi-

nent men. To prevent being t iken on one occasion, he threw

himself from an U|>per story, where he w.:s writing, and nearly

kiHed himself. He retired in poverty, and i.-.dul^ed himself

in the use of wine, which brought a spy to him, with a present

ot wine, aid an insulting speech, respecting a book c::l!ed

711 1 which he had written. 1 fear, siid his visitor,

posuriljr will take jour Look ard
EFj | ?M H use ' l to

cover sowin's pitcher, (or in English phrase, send it to the

1'milk-maker -.

ifc(li^ JTO ?* ^S
HeunS (" mtn wai

another nmne of Vang) laughed, and made no rejily. He

died in the 5th yiar of Teen fling _^ j||[
(A. D. S3), aged 71

3
ears. (Sing-poo, 50 vol.)

9th, V\ $n rhung tsze AT ttl
'

one of the best ancient

writers of the Confucian sect. His works are in one vol. the

9lh, of the ten authors.
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10th, HS-kwan-tsze
f|j| 7^ !l wriler f the Taou

icct; his works are contained in the 30lh and last volume of

the Ten ancient authors. He was a native of
-jjj'- Tso<>, and

spent much of his time amongst the mountains and deep ra-

vines; carrying or wearing the bird H8 Mft on his head, as a
ijj

crest, from which circumstance he was called H5rkwan-tsze;

the H8 crcs:ed sage.

The works of these ancient writers, have either in whole or

in p-\rt, exisled ahout two thousand years. There were two

other philosophers of the same period, called )& -^ Yang-

choo, and ^ Mih-tsze, who opposed the Confucian

sect, and whose doctrines are called JjS
jjjtj

E twao, The

heterodox opinions of that duy.

E^ and Keill. The appearance of a

without his right arm. Single; one only ; remnant; short
;

behind or last. A spear or halberd with a transverse pike.

Ke<5 ke'S
^ |

standing or jutting out , alone ^ a great

mosquito. A surname.

Keg jen yih shin
[ ^ J^> quite alone. Kee keg

kan maou
^ j -^p ^g start bristling up do the tisseled

spears, the tassel was m.-idfc of A" M cow', tail. (She-king.)

In one of the odes of the She-king, each verse of which begins

with Han ke ta shin
Jj|^^ ^ the drought having come

to an extreme degree, it is said, Chow yu le min, me yew

k<* e M n % KH W 1 jt of the remnant -f

the black-naiied people of (how, not half an individual is

kfl. H on teen Sim. g te, tsih puh wo e^ ^ J^_ ijjf |[|J

^ -$C 3i5
lh ' rL'fore le* not the olor ious heavens, the most

high ruler, spare me! Show sze.ke'd yen j& (jfjl
1 S

gave lances to the military, these lances were also called Kow

kee
^fij |

hooked spears ; having both a point aud a hook.

(Tso-chuen, 2 vol ^ 3, page I.)

T KEUE, and Keuh. Wanting the left arm.

Keg keug ~^ |
short; these two characters are other-

wise read Kee kung, and defined Using cuuug scaou cliung

tr tp /) ^|.
small insects iu a weil.

6 IFART I.

K'HUNG.

From bird and its young one*. An ancient designation of

excellent; a spacious vacuum. An orifice; an aperture; the

hole of a musical instrument; the passages of an animal body;

the name of a hird. A surname. Pe kung jpjl
1 the nostrils.

Shan kung m j
interstices in the mountains. Kung heuC

I

^jV
an open place ; a hole; a cavern. Kuag-foo-tsze

^ Hp Confucius. Kuug tsze pflh yu kwae
]

^f- ^ 3|
(J&C

Confucius did not speak of the strange or marvellous.

Rung shing I -^ Kung (Confucius) the sage. Kunglaou

:a a throughfare ; a road not stopped at either end ; a
4 / fc^

highway. Kung Is 5
j -^ the peacock.

Kung shwiiy lung ] 7JC jf|pj
^e a<

l
uet'uct cave name

of a romantic spot on the
-fa jj~ ^Jj

Tae fang-shan, the

large chamber mountain. On the N. E. side of it, there is

an overhanging precipice more than a thousand cubits high.

At the foot of this precipice there is, in the rock, a basin 20

cubits wide, from which a spring of water gushes up. The

depth of this spring 7|> FJf ^Ij
' unfathomable. There

are various legends about dngons issuing from the spring,

and being immediately transformed to fish , and sweet musical

sounds being heard to rise up from it. During tbe Tang

rlyn isty (A. D. 745,) people in boats, with lanterns, endea-

voured to ascend to the head of the cavern, but failed after

proceeding up it five or six d~ys. In limes of drought, the

court at that time sent speci.il commissioners to throw a

dragon and stone sceptre into the cavern, as a sort of offering ;

after which, it is affirmed, most beautiful peach blo 9soms flow-

ed out of it. (Sau-tsae Toa-hwuy, 13 vol. j 6th sec-

tion, 18 page.)

Wo yew kea pin, tih yia kung chaou
^fb

^ 1
fj?{

I have a worthy j,uest of virtuous fame most

iUuslrions. ( She-king.)

Kting 1 meaning io a great degree, is exemplified in the

account of Yu-knng j|j >'j'
the works of the ancient Yu, when

draining off (he waters of the deluge. Kew keang kungjin

JL iH 1
l& 'he waters of the i.inerivcrsaremostregular,

(Shoo-king.) There have bten various opinions about the

situation of these ancient Kew-kedng, or niue rivers ; aud dif-
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ferent names in ninet have been supplied by commentators.

They are now supposed to be nine streams running into

Jfp] IS JSH
^"'S-t'iS lake. situated in Pa-ling [^ p^ Been,

in the province of Huo-nan. The modern Kew-keang-foo

'" Keang se province.

The Kung-tse8
|

1& or Peacock, is so called from its

being large; quasi dicit, the large bird ; it is otherwise calltd

YuJ-neaou
jgj| |L and though but rarely used, is inserted

ai an article of the Mnteria Medica, being an antidote for

poisonous drugs and an anthelmiutic. Kung-kea
|

S3 a

king of the Hea W dynasty. (B. C. 1821.)

Ta he5 kung she cbe e shoo ^ fj

' &
] jjJT |f^

the Ta-hcS, is a posthumous work of Confuciui, or Kung foo

ihingjin
'

^^ J ? ^ Confucius tbe sage. Kung t?h che

yung
] /s|

~? g^ an open and liberal feeling and conduct.

Kung-keen fj
an aperture; an interstice. Maou-kung

__. . * %^t.
the pores of the skin. Kung-taou

| jg a thorough-
> *.

fare; an open road. Ta kung taou ^ | jg the prims

vise. Kea yen kung chang i "g" S^ excellent speech ;

highly adorned. Till yin kung chaou ^ -2jf J#{

virtuous fame, eminently illustrious. (She-king.) Kung kimg

ne'8 /^ l|f
and Kung kungshTIi I ^- ^J or Tung-

sluh jg >p a medicinal mineral mentioned in the Pun-tsaou,

12 vol. ^ 9, page 58, said to be Kung keaou kung tung

!l ^ jM. l
)0rous an(1 no| l"w quite through, and to hang

like a stalactite or sprout, in the shape of a sheep's horn.

Said to remove obstructions, to heal sores on the genitals,

to clear the voice, and so on. Kung tsuy

'

-ji the region

about two inches below the bend of the arm, at the elbow, in

the front of the cubitus.

Kung tsze -^ or Kung-foo-tsze ^ ^ Hp which

latinized by Europeans, has become Confucius, was a bastard

son of ShSh-leang-hTh fy ^ jfc
and Yen-she neu || J^

-jjr
a daughter of the family of Yen ; these Yay h5 urh .sang

Kung tsze
Jjjrfr
&

fjjj ^ J

12. cohabited in the wilder-

ness and brought forth Confucius. (Urh-shlh-jih She, 8 vol.)

The fling tan jhing tse'6 jfc
j^j ^ j^ sacred vestiges of

the Confucian school of Jiang-tan, which is entirely laudatory,

affirms that the father of Kung-tsze, Tsow yih ta foo W\

a magistrate of the city Tsow, in the state Loo

/J2&
h;id liy his first wife nine daughters, and no son ,- by a

concubine he had a son named M3ng-pe jjg[
fiT who wa

lame, and unfit to succeed him ; he therefore sought an

alliance with one of the Ihrce daughters of Yen-she, namely

the youngest, rhing-tsar ^ "^
who brcnme the mother of

the philosphcr ; whose bastardy is however in this account

explained away.

The ancient account, first referred to, says, that the mother,

or both the parents, Taou yu ne ki-w (Th kung-tszc j]S yj^

/K JEfc ^T ~f* l
)ra

J ed to the ^e-kew mountain, and

obtained Confucius. When he was born, he had Show shang

yu ling ^ "

i"f TW a hollow indentation on the top of

his head, resembling a lake on the top of a mountain, which

is in Chinese called f Kew, from this formation of his scull,

and in allusion to the mountain to which his mother prayed,

Kung-tsze was ^, named _f_ Kew. (Compare with Yu ;t

page 480). His Tsze iz! or marriage epithet (see p. 627) was

Chung nefrtl )f!
the first wonl meaning "a in .in in the middle,"

was used in reference to his decrepid elder brother, to whom

he ranked second ; the word Ne, being used .still in allusion to

the mountain. Confucius was born on the 21th of the 10th

moon, of the 21st year of Chow-ling-wang^^ ^j king

Ling of the Chow dynasty. The I Oth moon of that period,

answers to the 8th of the present d:iy (B. C. 538.)

Kung tsze chang kew cnih yew lew tsun
| ^- -^ ^

F? ^ -1--
-j4- Confucius was in height 9 cubits 6 tenths,

and whatever may have been the cubit of that day, Jin keae

wei che chang jiuA "^ Prl ^ ^ A CTery """^ Ca"ed

him the tall man. He is said to have had ag ^j|
the forehead

of Yaou, the G^ 'rj' back of Taou, and so on ; as if all the

virtues of ancient sages and monarchs centred in him. Hi

face shewed in miniature j^L^ |Z9 J^ the five mountain*,

and the four great rivers of the Chinese world. He had a

h'S'1forehead, a protruding chin ; two high cheek bones, and

a roman nose, to represent the five mountains. His mouth

stood open and shewed his teeth ; his nose was contorted so as

to exhibit his nostrils; his oye exhibited a protruding pupil,

and his ears were so large as to attract notice
-,
in these, a resem-

blance to the four great rivers of China was imagined. Hit

hands hung down below his knees ; his eyebrows exhibited

twelve shades of colour; and from bit eyes beamed sixty-four
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J|fl intelligences. He stood like the Fung |P[
bird perched 5

and he sat like Lung tsun y|? Spf the couchant dragon Pre-
nti rv

Tions to the birth of this extraordinary person jM p|-^
^fe the tin bird cast up from its stomach precious writing,

containing an incription, thus
/|C $(jf ^ ^- $|f^ /p]

ffrj j[ri ]|f
^ a son the pure essence of water ; a successor

to the filling fortunes of Chow ; a plain robed king, one who

shall rule without ever ascending a throne. On the evening

of his birth, two dragons winded round the house, and heavenly

music sounded in the ears of his mother; and when he was

born an inscription appeared OB bis breast, with these words,

Che tsS ting she foo
jfc|J ^E jj: j^ -f^

the maker of a seal

(or rule) for settling the world. (.Hing-tan-shing-tseTh.)

The pedigree of Confucius is traced back, with rapid strides

to the ancient monarch ^ t& Hwang-te, B. C. 2622: hut

notwithstanding this high descent, the morality of his family

is not deemed reputable; and it is said to their disgrace, that

0H "H.
[J-j

fa* Kung's house in three succeeding genera-
I I J ~H ^3>

tions divorced their wives ;
first Confucius himself, next his

son, PTh-yu YH HI and again his grandson ^J- P, Tsze-sze.

H is ancestor Kung-foo-kea
j ^/ J3L was killed by Hwa-tuh

!8i J& of the state Sung fc and his children fled to Loo
/J?,

where Cor.fucius was born.

The life of Confucius, is a good deal blended with the history

of his own times, and the names of the several states or princi-

palities,
over which tlie kings of the

j^J
Chow dynasty held

a nominal controul ; the Choo-how
pj| j|

or princes appear-

ed occasionally at the
^{. Wang, or king's court, to acknow-

ledge his supremacy.

The Leih tae tung ke peaou j|

is a chronological work with historic il notes, gives the follow-

ing thirteen names as the most powerful nations or states of

that period.

1st, Loo S the stale in which Confucius was born, but

not the country of his ancestors: situated on the

siteof Yen-chow, ^* tfM in the province of Shan-

tung Ml ||^
t'le eastern mountains.

Snd, Wei /far to the S. W. of Loo, in the region of Honan.

3d, Tsin -va~ in the province of Shan-se ill r[Ej
the

western hill.

4th, TsaeisS-near the modern capital of Honan, called

Kae-fung-foo ^S jpj" Jjjj"
this was a

proverbially

small stale>

5th, Tsaou Y" to the south-west of Loo.

6th, Ching $JR was in Honan province.

7th, Woo irt. near the modern Soo-chow & ilJJ i n

Keang-nan.

8th, Yen ^nb near the site of the modern Peking/Ml

9th, Chin
JJ|||

near Ihe borders of Keang-se, on the north

side of the river Yangtze Keang.

lOlh, Sung *^ in Honan, about the site of the modern

Kwei-Uh H ^ N. L. 34. 29.

IHh, Tse ^to the N. E. of Loo, on the coast of the

gulph of Chih-le, near the modern T*ing-chow

j<j>|
N. L. 36 42.

13th, Tsoo 3g in the province of Hoo-kwang Yi

near the Tung-ling
jtjjijj ^ | ake .

14lh, Tsin^in the province of Shen-se
|5^ g at Fung-

tseaD= M, % N ' L 34 ' 28 ' II was this kingdom

which eve.itually conquered all the other states.

There were many other still smaller states which are men-

tioned in the Chun-lsew^ $& such as Kwei 3^ and Pa

and Shfih
-Qsi

in the province of Sze-chuen.

Confucius was but three years old when his faller died,

and in his youth, Kung tszc pin tseay tseen
]

^jfL IfS" H EjS

Kung-lsze was both poor, and in a mean condition. His

first employment was Leaou
leang^Ji jjf

to act as a sort of

clerk, or accountant; and h l

s next occupation was, ChHh fan

seTh ^ ijfc fj^
to breed cattle in the parks belonging to the

government. He held this office in the 21st year of his age.

This was two jears after his marriage to a daughter ofKe-

kwau-she
-jp 'gf Pp who lived in the state Tsoo.

In his twentieth year a son was born to him, on which

occasion Chaou kung FjS
/ the governor of the state Loo,

sent Uih le vu
'

ffiffl ID two carp fish to him ; aud Confu-
"

ii>>3- ' iT*

cius flattered the governor, by calling his son Plh yu /UJ ft

in allusion to the fish, with which he had been complimented.

In the twenty-fourth year of his age, his mother died, and he
.fy-

interred her in the same grave with hit father, at Faog-shan
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hill. Confucius about this time left Loo, and became

an adventurer amongst some of the other states.

He visited Tsie, and Sung, and Wei, and ffl -fc\
Kjjq

%.

it into a scrape on the road between Chin and Tsae.

The state Woo attacked Chin ; Tsoo came forward in defence

of the latter, and sent an invitation to Confucius, which he

was about to comply with, when Chin and Tsae fearing that

he would do them a dis-service, sent people to cut him oft'.

They surround; d him in a wilderness seven dais, and had

neaily st raved him to de..th, which would soon have occurred,

had not Tsoo sent a military force to rescue him. After this

narrow escape, he returned to his native country, where the

governor or prince of Loo gave him a carriage, two horses, and

a servant ; with these, he set off for Chow wang ke
JSj
T |$|

the royal doirain of Chow, which was the Imperial court, and

which was at first in the region of King-yang I? Pfl in Kan-

silh province, N. L. 36 ; 8 degrees W. of Peking.

The object of his visit to Chow, was to gee Laou-tsze

jfc ^ the fou der of the Taou sect, and to
P^j f|| ask his

op|nioni about propriety, decorum, ceremony, and etiquette.

Their conversation is not narrated in the She-ke, but the

speech that Laou tsze made to Confucius on parting, it in-

serted.

4- A ^ ^ A \ f
' have heard lhat the rich seud

away their frieu..s with valuable presents; and the virtuous

fend away ptx pie with a word of advice. I am not rich, added

he, but I l.urobly deem my self, entitled to the character, vir-

ti cms His advice seemed directed against a too i,.quisitive

phlostphy; and against making too free in discussing the

characters of mer, chiefly from the danger brought upon a

man's self by so doing; but in ser\in^ one's parents or one's

prince, he commended fi 1^ ~fa P the not at all consi-

dering one's self.

After the visit, Kung-tsze returned again to Loo, and Te

t-ze shaou y ih Isin yen
j ^ |j|g ^| ^ disciples or

scholars gradually began to come in to him in greater numbers.

These things took place hefore Kun-tsze's thirtieth year;
after he had, according to his ,,wn account, directed his mind

closely to study during the spare of fifteen years, he says
in the Lun vu 3

resol vcd on apply ing to philosophy, ^ -j- jfrj j all() at

thirty my resolution, was iimnoveubly fixed. The year hefore

this, at I'rli sliih kew suy win Sze-scang shen kin sny shin

tsin heo che
~
f ^ j% |V,| ffi ^ g ^ * ^

^ ^ ^ 'he age of twenty-nine he heard that Sze-seang

played skilfully- on the kin harp, and hu forthwith, set off

to Tsin to learn it.

The remaining part of the life of Confucius was very far

from trdnquil j he was either employed or implicated during

the quarrels of the petty states of his djy. How-chaou-pth

j^|i 11$ |Q
e tow ke koo t'h tsuy Loo chaou kung J,^ jp|

Wi $. fU IP ^ ||0 & b! sorae trivial cockfighting

squahble offended the prince of Loo, Chaou-kung, who had

recourse to arms, and was defeated, which obliged Confucius

to flee to Tse. Between his fiftieth and seventieth year, he wag

absent from Loo fourteen years at once. In his sixty-six year,.

his wife died, and for her, his only son Fih-yu wept a whole

year, till he overheard his father say. E ke shin e
(0^. j^l ^

.^ah! it is carried too far, when he immediately dried up

his tears. Shing-tsze Pih yu tsuh SP (gut {t\ $f 2& Pih-ya* IH'^I III Mit I

the sage's son died in bis father'* sixty-ninth year.

At the age of seventy, the prince of Loo j&J ^ Gae-kung,

and others, allowed Confucius to sit in their presence, whil.t

they ^ jjjjj
asked his opinions about government.

In the simeyear, a favorite pupil j|jf
fidl ^& Yen-hwuv

died. Kunp-tsze was now much concerned for the propagation

and continuance of his doctrine--, and had great hopes from

Yen-hwuy,and therefore on this occasion, the aged philosopher

5 /^ f|!i
we

l
)l for '''"I "lost

bitterly, and siid, ^r ^ Hp-

^ W "f*
Heaveu ha destroyed (orsliys) me! Heaven hat

destroyed me I In his 73rd year, about seven days before hi

death, leining on h :

s staff. Confucius lettered about the

door, aiid s
'Sh 'ng ung.

\1\ jjfe ^- Ta shan hwae hoo !

ft $1 f- Leang mfih tsuy hoo !

^ A ^ ^-Chgjinweihoo!

The ^reat mountain is broken !

The strong beams are thrown down !

The wise man, is a dying plant !
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He then with tears running down his aged cheeks, address-

ed himself to Tsze-kung J31 g saying, ^P "T\ fflH jjj

/yl jE. the world has long been in a state of anarchy, and so

went on to mention a dream the had dreamt the preceding

evening; and which he considered
^fj> }jk -jj^

a presige of

his, death. And
-j| <j|j ^ -J^ g jflj ^ indeed so it

came to pass ; that after being seven days confined to bed by

sickness, he died. The 18th day of the 2nd moon is considered

the anniversary of Kung-tsze's death. He was interred on

the 9th of the 6th moon of the same year ;
and put in the

same grave as his wife. His disciple ? N~
jj|| Jjf^ |j?

__ Kf ~/^ 4E. Tsze-kung mourned, in a shed reared by the

side of his master's grave, three years twice over, in all six

years, -|& ^ jg|j
and then returned to his home.

As Confucius taught nothing about the existence of the soul

after death, during hi life time, he does not appear at the

approach of death to have expressed either hope or apprehen-

sion. To his mind "life and immortality" do not seem to have

been revealed. Nor does it appear thai he prayed to Heaven or to

any God, when death drew near. On a former occasion whi n

he was sick, Tsze-loo -f- JJ&.
one of his pupils, proposed to

pray for him; but he declined it, saying py ^ j|jj?f /Y -y^.

Kcw, (or as they now read it Move, meaning himself) has long

prayed.

Posthumous honors and titles in great variety have been

conferred on the rather uninteresting character, whose life has

been slightly reviewed. Soon after his death, the prince of

Loo, entitled him jg
* father Ne. In the Han dynasty, he

was made
Jj? //^

duke Ne ; the Tang dynasty first sljled

him 4r 1^ the ancient sage. He was next styled ^ J|^ ^E

the royal preacher, and his effigy was clad in king's robes, and

a crown pat on it's head. The Ming dynasty called him

3? Ir? ~$r fiifi 1 -J~
tne mosl k'y w'se a'"' v ' rtuous an~

cient teacher, Kung-tsae; which title, the Tartar family now

on the Imperial throne, has continued.

Conficius dabbled in politics all his life, and his ethics

dwell chiefly on those social duties which are of a political

kind. A family is the prototype of his nation, or empire, and

he lays at the foundation of his system, not the visionary

notions which have no existence in nature, of independance and

PART 1. 6 T

equality, but, the principles
of dfpendancc and subordination,

as of children to parents ; the younger to the elder, and o on.

These principles are perpetually
inculcated in the Confjcian

writings, and are embodied in solemn ceremonial*, and in ap-

parently trivial forms of mere etiquette. And probably it if

this feature of Kung-tsze's ethics which has made him such a

favorite with all the governments of China for many centuries

past, and at this day. These principles and these forms, arc

early instiled into young minds, and form their conscience ;

the elucidation and enforcement of these principles and forms,

is the business of students who aspire to be magistrates, or

statesmen ; and of the wealthy who desire nominal rank in

the stale ; and it is in all likelihood owing in great part to

the force of these principles,
on the national mind and con-

science, thit China holds together the largest associated popu-

lation in the world.

At his death he left only one grandson Tze-ize keik^
H? {& and from him the succession has been continued to

the present day, through sixty-seven generations, with various

honors and privileges, in the very district where Kung-tsze

wis born. The heads of the family have enjoyed the rank of

nobility, and are now called Yen-shing-kung -jjj ^j? ^
at the time of the fiftieth generation, there were twenty Kung

M. or Dukes, and in the reign of Kang-he, their descendants

amounted to 11,000 males.

In every Keen district of the empire, there is a temple

dedicated to Kung-tsze. The Emperor, kings, nobles, and

the learned of the land do him service,-pay a sort of athe-

istical whorship, for as the sect believes in no future state,

neither in any God, angel, or spirit,
their service can scarcely

be called religion* worship. The life of Confucius has in it

no very striking incidents; and his doctrines are what Euro-

pean, call common-place truisms ; justice, benevolence, and

social-order, are three terms which nearly comprehend the

whole of what he taught. They contain two of the three

duties inculcated by a Heaven-taught writer of the west :

" Do

justly, love mercy, and walk humbly with thy God."

(Micah, vi. 8.)

Confucius sometimes spoke in a manner that shewed his

own impression to be, that Heaven had conferred on him a
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special commission to instruct the world. \Vhen .in attempt

was made on his life; he semi, Teen sing lib yu yu, hwnn lny

as Heaven has produced such a degree of virtue in me ;
what

can Hwan luy do to me? On conceiving himself a successor

to WSn-wang, as a preacher of righteousness in the world, he

id in time of danger ft^^^ffi^fyfA
;Bc iffi ~T i^T

' f neaven meas not to obliterate this doc-

trine from the earth, the men ofKwang can do nothing to

me.

The disciples of Confucius suspected his private chancier

on two occasions; once when he paid his respects to a woman

of doubtful character, on which occurrence he imprecated

tl.e vengeance of heaven, if any guilt attached to him.

The other was, when in a vicious neighbourhood, where the

men would not listen to his leaching
=m J- BH /V IfSj

he admitted ahoy to see him, which made his pupils suspect

him of thai vice, which was so common amongst the poeti and

laget of Greece and Rome.

The hooks referred to on t'lis brief memoir say nothing of

the celnur of Confucius, but the effigies of him, seen by the

writer of this in the nothcrn parts of China, represent him as

of a dark swarthy colour.

Kimc-niKc
J Hjj

or Choo-kS-leang |^ J=T ^ lived

in Ihe close of the reign of Heen-te jfffr iifo ( A. D. 226), the
*nV+ M-*

lait Emperor of the Han dynasty ; and he took a conspicuous

part in the civil w.irs of the San-kwS
l^j

which succeeded the

overthrow of that family, after swaying the sceptre of China

400 years. Kung-ming was a native of the lang-yay JftK W,(

mountains, on the sea coast of Shan-lung province. The -$M

\ ^ H/3 Kang-mflh fS ming asserts, that, from the period

ofthe original three dynasties called San tae
_

4 Wei han tin

teen hea wei chi< g
fff; '/H 'fff 7C T* ^ lE the Ha "

dynasty alone obtained the empire in a correct m nner, and

held it^ J7CJ j" ^ more than four hiinderd years. Chili te

jib win, mS fei Han yew |y j^ Jj? j^f ^ yj ^
not a cubit of ground, nor a single plebeian but was possessed

by the Han family.

The Emperor Hwan
^|f

ai d Ling {p*
first ^\ ^ failed in

Ihe duties, and maintaining the authority of, great monarch?,

by which conduct they brought on the ruin of their family.

A person named Tnng-ch5 Tg y.
who possessed ~JT r$^

Jj 'J? ^h Hlilit
'

lr
-
v ulents and personal strength seldom

equalled, and
/|^* ~fyj-

'W rather fond of knight errantry, was

one ->f Ihe first who
<J|| ^ ^L^ ^ ^ fanned Ihe flame

and r.iised in a flock all the heroes of the day. The eunuchs

obtained and trifled with the Imperial authority; and it is

said, that about thii lime 9 eclipses of the sun are recorded ;

7 overthrows or rending of mo. mtains
; II earthquakes; 4

extentsive inundations, 2 famines in which the people ate

each other ;
and 20 disturbances or wars on Ihe fronlier ; the

court remained dissip.ited, and taxes were increased. (Leth-tae-

tung-ke-peaou, 3 vol. ^ 4, page 5.V)

Tnng-chS attained a high office in which he abused his

authority most cruelly, and at an early period of the Ihtn com-

motions, lost his life. Of his conduct, this is a specimen.

Having ^ =06
tt& by a feast inveigled a few hundred insur-

gents to surrender, he h d Ihem overpowered whilst seated

at the table, and of some
$j& ^ ^zj" he cut out their tonues,-

of some
I^(T

rJL J^he cut off the hands and feet of others

he fiS Hli chissellcd out their eyes ; and some {W -^B ~/s5K ' '*x JrX. >H i r~*

he Ixiiled in chaldrons; and the poor victims ^# yl/
half dead

ffi ff^^ IP) lay or rollei1 ah"ut amoiis st lhe disbes

on the table. The affrighted guests dropt the spoons and chop-

slicks from their hands ; but ^ ^ ^ ^J ^ Mr Ch5

drank and ate with perfect self composure. The poor wretch

met his fate in an early stage of the business. Leu-poo S /nj

murdered him in agate-way of Ihe palace, ami, as was the

horrid custom of the times
rfa ^E jjfc

exterminated all hia

kindred wilhin three degrees of consanguinity. (Urh-shih-

yth She, 38 vol. -
-_
fe ^r 5 page.)

About this lime fa |J7 J$ ^ ^ ^^ the yellow

capped rebels, Chang ke3 and his associates arose. This man

pretended to cure diseases by PQ
.

fa imprecations and

water charms; and under this pretext, associated with him-

self several hundred thousands of follower*, whom be organ-

ised, and placed generals over them. The tronb'es of this

period brought forward Tsaou-tsaou p/ ire. who r, a Spanish

priest, who had read his exploits in the original, has called

the Bonaparte of China.
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On the side of the Imperial family, were, 1st I.ew-pe ^(j <ffiij

descended from royal ancestors, but reduced to lie
f-'{ JJA~

a seller of mats or of straw sandals. 2nd, Kw;m-)u p|j
/ffl

who rose from being |y _Q_ W|
a 8c"er of sowins, to such

eminence at that lime, as to be now worshipped as the M;iri

of China, under the name of Kwan-foo-tsze. 3rd, Chnng-

fei SJP- ^ who was originally *y? tfo a seller of flesh, or a
ji\. /IN* *** *

"

butcher.

These three men united themselves by a solemn oath to

retrieve the fortunes of Han : and they had attiched to them,

the person whose name isat the head of this article. Kung-ming

] 0Jj
the II

or ^ frjj^ ^ s cr,t,ry

at^r,

who

accompanied the armies. They had also Yuen shaou &
||

Leu poo E /m and other?. This party finally formed

3 P3 tne kingdom ShiJh.

Tsaoa tsaou W -}B headed the party who established

A i^.
Sft

Jjj|5
the kingdom Wei; and Sun-keuen ^ |||

was he

who raised himself lo the throne of Sf. l||j
the kingdom

Woo. The secretary, Kitng-ming, was eight cubits in stature;

and deemed very highly of himself; always comparing himself

to Kwang.chung j |jl
and^^ Y8-e, persons famous in

their day.

Kung-ming was sincerely devoted to
|||J f|| Lew-pe, who

became the Chaou IcS te
f}^ ^|)% ^f

ol the ^ yj|
latter

Han. He excelled greatly in what was much valued at that

time, and has been much admired in China ever since, strata-

gems in war. He was an astrologer and versed in th doc-

trines of Ihe J\ ^K fight diagrams of FUh-ke; to correspond

to these, he invented a form of encamping an army in a sort

of battle array, called PS chin too /\ [frfi [!
the eight regi-

ment figure. (San-tsae Too-hwuy, 97th vol.) He began <wilh

five men wliora he called fc_Woo; he formed ten woo into a

company, which he called
|5j

Tuy ; eight tuy he formed ina

Glfe Chin, or regiment, consisting of 440 men. Eight Chin
[5p

constituted a Poo iK
cmi'isling of 3,.

r>20 men. These he caH-

ed a
/j\ R^ small division ; eight of these Poo, or 28,160 men

had a Tseai "g it^-
or general ; eight of these divisions formed a

KeunM or arm> 2 * 5 .280 raen - whlcn he called ^ ffc

a large division. (For a fir I ilet .il accompanied by a print, tee

the above reference to the Chinese Encyclopedia.)

In allusion to the far famed Pa-chin-ljo of Kimg-ming,

some meilit.il writers in China, arrange their remedies by the

same phraseology, when they profess to attack disease.

The San-kw8-chc, an historical novel of that period, at-

tributes to Kung-mingan ability to procure the aid of spiri-

tual beings, and always sends him into battle with a f.m in one

hand, and an hankerchief in the other. The grave histories

do not notice this circumstance. Some of his letters, essays,

on different subjects -,
orders to the army, and so forth, are

preserved ; and are thought to add greatly to his reputation ;

they are in twenty-four pieces of composition, containing

140,112 characters.

The serious accounts of Kung-tning, several times repre-

sent him as deeply affected, even to tears, with the state of

the country and the fortunes of that party which he espoused.

A' little before his death, he was much irritated that his op-

ponent Sze-ma-e
'pj JE &fc would not bring his army out

of their strong holds to fight ; and, with1 a view of provoking

him to do it, he sent a su'rt of woman's apparel to him as a

present, and desired him either to accept the woman's atlire

wilh shame, or to come forth like a mm. Sze-ma.e. however,

persisted in acting on the defensive. In his 54th year he

anticipated, from existing indisposition,
and an astrological

prognostic, that he was about to die. But for the sike of Han's

house, he still wished to live; and he was induced to
Jf] jjjff

H ^L y $ ^ ^ employ form* of prayer and

supplication, to bring back his life, that is, lo have the term

of his life protracted. His prajer was addressed to Heaven,

and the stars ;
to correspond to which, be lit up lamps in a

certain number, and order, within his tent; and prostrating

himself, nnmd thus, .'$^ 'j tf4ft.ft
(I) teang, being born into the world in times of anarchy,

would glady have remained till old age, secluded amongst'

forests and fountains of water ; but having been called forth by

the reiterated visits of the Emperor ; having been entrusted with

the care of hi, son,^$ If '^ } || #"**
not to- decline my utmost exertions, and to labour as a dog or

horse in his service I now appnhend my life is drawing to a

close, and therefore |g ^
tt J\^^ I have reverently written

a short prayer J^ A fgi* to announce these things to
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heaven'* azure canopy ; and prostrate hope that Heaven will

graciously bow down, look and listen^ ^ Aft^ iS ^M
and (ffl 3fl~. FP _j=L bend circumstances to lengthen the

r^4 ^- >-*- j I

number of my da>s; that I may recompense my sovereign,

and rescue hi< people, and render the house of Han perpetual :

^^ ^C ff If ft^ 12)
' P res"me not to offer

irreverent unreasonable prayers I am impelled by the most

acute and sincere feelings.

Having finished his prayer
jjpj ^|t

he remained prostrate

OH the earth till morning ; when
|f

[fa ^\ J^ a constant

spitting of blood came on, of which he died in the 54th year

of his age. Notwithstanding Kung-ming's ill success in

praying to have his days protracted ; and its being the popular

belief of Chinese, that W ft / jNjr
the number of days

/ (_, *3F /^^ J\r*

which shall precede death, is a fixed number ; the arrangement of

lamps corresponding to the stars of heaven, and spells, and

incantations, in imitation of Kung-ming, ar still practiced

in China.

Kung-ming is famous for having invented
~ft^ -*p flfc

Hi wooden bullocks and go-horses which were asertof ve-
in*|

bicle iWB ^|B *g "\S for transporting provisions, and for-

age; with these two advantages J{ 7fi~fcJjn
A ^ fjj) ~^>

& that the men were not much fatigued ; and such bullocks

and horses did not eat.

The son ofLcw-pe who was committed to Kung-ming's care,

and who succeeded his father on the throne of the How han,

which ended with his life was, as a child, called
Kpf 5J-

-low

the general ^^ ^f- ^0 Chaou-tsre-lung, ~S 'jjf *jK |4j

fflfc KpJ 3^ when millions of men were fighting, still carried

in bis botom the boy 0-low, who often slept amidst the crash

of arms, and all the din of battle: hence the saying IJpT jL
'

^J- $ ^ ISi ^ jrj!
il was tow '

fa'e never to

awake all his life; he proved a besotted debauchee; and the

name 0-low applied in raillery or anger to any boy, is still

equivalent, to "
stupid blockhead."

KuNc-cAH.xwS
?Li3*r!li]

a COBlraealato*' on the Woo-

king.

RUNG-HI
J

/te named Chung-ho All
^j-n

a descendant

of Confucius, of the I9lh generation, who lived in the time

of
Chang-te^;

/55 (B.C. 100.) Kung-he having given his

opinions freely respecting Woo-te ^^ i& a former emperor

of the Han dynasty, was accused by an informer, of having

Fei pang seen te, tsze ke tang she =3
jj?S
& *&

rfi|J J^$

7i" 'Ht libelled a former Emperor ; and satirized the present

times. Kung-te H 5$i Tsze-lsung, defended himself, by

arguing, that truth is no libel ; his words are
J*|

ever any one is libelled, it is meant that no such thing (as

is affirmed) really exists ;
and that without foundation a person

is falsely accused j but as to the misrule of Woo-te, history has

recorded it, and T^ ~T> SJ Jf* ^-fl
there is nobody in the

world who is unacquainted with it; and therefore, lie went

on and denied the existence of libel. When his defence was

laid before the Emperor Chang-te|j3 fa] SS the Imperial re-

ply wa, do not enquire into it. (ftfc fV" ^o [5 FJ* /(T

A^ Leih tae ming chin yen hing lull, 6 vol.)

KuNB-TAOc-FOO
j Jg^ fflgj

named Yuen-loo
/jp Jg,

was

a descent of Confucius of the 45th generation.

KUNG-CHE-KWEI 1 $- 1^ named Tih-chang ^fe Js
I J r^ J*~ * ' iji>j **^r

-

lived under the ^^ '!*H Tse dynasty, in the time of/K Bfl

Yung.roing, A. D. 477. He began his career by a spirited

paper against the judges of his time, and the numerous false

imprisonments which prevailed. He quoted Laou-tsze -jjr ^i-

who had expressed himself thut,

in ancient times, judges sought to find a reason to save the

lives of those theytried ; now judges seek to find a reason for

taking the lives of people. And in support of clemency, he

quoted from the Shoo-king these words, .fiB iBl $ ^ ^
^

- _ . ** S s ** '-^ I "^f^

^ JJ^ ^^ rather than put to death au.iunoceut person,

better fail in punishing the guilty.

Kimg-che-kwei Jfjr ^ "^^ Jij& J^ W was fond of let-

ters and poetry, but bad no pleasure in. public business. Belov-

ed the wildness of nature, and would not cut down the weeds

which harboured the frogs before his gala ; and when asked by

a friend why he let the
Jgrjr |]^ frogs croack there, he replied,

mandarin's two bunds of music placed at the gate

(Lefh-tae-ming-fhin, 1 1 vol. ^ 9, page 89 )

For a collection of Biographies of eminent persons of the

surname 1 Kung.iee Siug poo Ji s^fe 7sth ^ol.)
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Kung-yiinp 1
Uuj

also named Sh:iou-wln IM ^ a

native of Chang-chow ^r M in Ke ing-nan province. He

distinguished himself much as a magistrate in Kwang se by his

benevolence to the people, and his intrepidity in opposing or

winning over the banditti, who, about A. D. 1504, infested that

part of China. lie w is called to court to be promoted after 30

years service in unhealthy situations, but Taou tsflh Jg 22,

he died on the road. (Lelh-tae-ming chin, 89 vol. p. 81.)

*^^^Ti SUN. From ion and <ic. A son's son. An

ancient form of^ ?uri) A grandson, a descendant.

From a child standing lupporled in its dress. An

or rather Paou Zfjt- a child's dressancient form of Pa^u

or sw..ddling clothes.

YING.

Pregnant; with child; applied also to brute animals. 'Sug

ying q ]

a pregnant victim is not eaten. Y'n.g foo
j l[m

a pregnant woman.

Tae ying che ying 8^
A '*/

j

the Ying character which

denotes a pr guant woii.b Foo jin hwue Iszejue y'"g$oy

A Ijfa Ij. pj a woman being with child is called Ying.

Foo ying pfih \t>fyjtf } ^fs laf
a W"">=n conceiving, but not

bringing f.irth. O'!h-kiug) Fo J in P 01> )'"g^ A /f> ]

a woman's nut conceiving the causes of are detailed at consi-

derable length ill the 1st vol. of a Medical work called Neu ko

king lull -fa -fc-L j^ ijrf
discourses on female medical praclice.

The medical writers use Ying
j

for the first period of concep-

tion; and Jin shin Jt(Kf r the subsequent stages ofpregn incy,

under which they place all the diseases peculiar to that stale.

What may be called miraculous conceptions are frequent

in Chinese >.tory. The mother of Fiih-lie Mr iffe is said

Le keu jin twnh urh che shin ^ ^_ J^ gjjjj; ffi) ^p ^
to have trod in a large footstep, and in to..sequence, became

pregnant. (San-lsae-too-hwuy, 30 TO|.) The mother ot
ffi fe

^ Chow how tseih, viz. Keang-yuen ^: jjjQ
is said to have

I ART 1. 6 U

conceived in a similar manner : She, Chilh yay keen keu jin

tsetb, tse'en che urli shin tung joo ying
*

Jf> H p J\^

and saw a large human footstep, and trod in it, lien instantly

she felt a motion in her body like that of pregnancy. (Urh-

ihlh-ylh she, 1 vol.) The son born was deemed, from the

aliove circumstance, t'uh tscang ^ )|
unlucky, and as

&; Ke, cast out upon the ice by his mother; but the birds

sheltered him and brooded over him with their wings, in allu-

sion lo this, he took the name Ke
3||

eaif-ou/.

Another instance recorded is that of Keen-teth
Jpj ^

who 75
|||7 fifJ ifn

At S^ swallowed the Yin bird's egg,

and bore a son named SeS.

The Chinese believe the influence of the mother's im-gina-

tion on the child, if disagreeable or frightful objects are

I

res: uted to her view ; and within a certain distarce, included

in a supposed sphere of influence on all sides of the pregnant

womb ; if in Ihe presence of the mother, in her chamber, a

nail he driven into the wall, the child will have the mark of

a mil on its head; if inadverlaully her g'rment be stitched

to (lie window curtain, the c'.iild will be born with ils mouth

grown together, &c. O.i account of this belief, they will not

permit women during pregnancy to be present at plays,

puppet shews, and such like sights. They do not seem lo

have a term corresponding t.i the longing of a pregnant woman,

hut remark, that she has generally a voracious appetite.

An ancient form of Tsze ^ a child or son.

JK_|-n TSZE. TWO children born at the same time.

Twins; to grow and increase. Canton people read it Ma.

From a child under a cover or ihellcr. A female, able to

bear; to bear. To produce; to cherish; to love; lo promise

a wunuu in marriage. Tl.e signs of uleai produced ad iufinl-
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turn. Letters; a letter or writ'en character of any kiiid, origi-

nally called ;Jj Ming. A surname, or designation. The name

conferred on youths at twenty, and on females when presented

in marriage. Ming t<ze fa ]
a name. Pin tsze

{J ]

a female. Tsze tsze paou han e le
j ] Q ^ ijJL Jg!

every word contains important principles of equity. Tsze kin

\ %Sf bla k letters put below the paper, as a pattern to be

copied. Tsze che
| ^ deal tenderly with them. fsze

haou 1 Wl a mark or denomination given to a thing. Ylh

* nn
ko tsze haou '

j[j ^| a number of chests of tea,

varying from two to six hundred, marked in the s:ime manner;

in thf jargon of Canton called a chop of tea.

Tilh shoo seay tsze
|j| S^T ^ ]

to read and write.

Yin tsze cMh tseen kin
] jjl ^P^ "e letter '

or

character, * worth a thoiwmd pieces of gold. Ta haou tsze

hwa -Ab "tit-
\ ^ he writes and draws well. YTh fuh

tsze
rf]B \ a scroll of characters. Haou wan tsze

fyfr ^
[ good composition. Lin tze leg^ '

|j}^
to imitate

a good copy he.id; or t'.ie hand of some eminent master.

Tsze le twan ching
] ^jj l^ Jp the body of the

character square and regular. Seang leen tsze
"^j ^

connected characters those that are used together, to make

one idea. Jin tth haou to ko tze, pflh hwuy seay tsze =3$

^ JQF ^IR 1 ^ WW 1
kiiows a sreat niany

eharacter- but does not know how to write characters.

Tze nnh che j in
j H ^ A a man of letters and

ink ; a literary man.

For the sense of Tsze, as denoting a name given at ths

time of Marriage, see under W. Sing. (Page 627.)

Ts/e heu kea yay
J ^ jfe( ^Jj

Tsze means a woman's

promising marriage. Neu tsze rbing pBh tsze; shlh neen nae

tsze fc ^- ^ ^ ] -j-dp|^ ]
a correct female will

not (hastily) promise marriage ; ten years will elapse before she

promise marriage. (YTh-king.) Neu tsze heu kea, ke urh tsze

-\ -y" ^j* ^ ^tp j^ when a woman promises mar-

riage, she braids up her hair and receives a new name. Tsze

t tsun ming 1

J^{ ^ ^ she is named with an honorable

epithet. Nan fcwan, neu ke, keae ching jin urh tsze SiL J

>C -ff W W /V ifjj I

l 'lc m 'Jn '* ^PP^ a "d the woman's

head dressed aud braided , and are both named ou account of

coming to years of maturity. (Le-ke.) Wae-she chang ti shoo

tsze yu sze fang ^ ^ ^^^ \ -^ ^Cj ~}j
the

ff'af-she manage despatches which are sent with information

i.i every direction. ( Bjj ]jj^
Chow-le, bOth vol.)

Keun foo che tseen ching ming; la jin tslh ching tsze

^ Z m ffi % . t. A I'J m }
bt fore a prince

or magistrate, and before one's father, a man calls himself

by his Ming name ; other people address him by his Tsze name.

Clidh che pin chny ni.ig ying tsze; koo wei pin yue tsze

mule of domestic animals, possess the power of conceiving

and reiring offspring; and hence the female is called Tsze.

Tsze pin J
&V a female animal. Yew ma ching keun, urh

shing ts?e pin chay 7Ff ,B=i IjV 5?= Pm =35 /FK 5S
horses collect in herds and mount the mares. (She-ke. ) Ke

king tsze wo hoo^ ~tf TV
-Jp-

how will he he willing

to cherish kind feelings to me ;
his

t^ j^jj ;fp -S -fv ~pp

I

bj&t 3v ^P" heart does not accord with mine how witl

he consent to cherish and love me. (TsS chuen, 5 vol. 22 page.)

Foo pun nang tsze keue" tsze ^ ~}fc of? |$f -f-
S+- "*

fju | IFA -j

a father is unable to nurture his child. Seaou kwS kung king,

tsze che yay- /!> ^ ^ $^ ^ -^ when a small

stale sends tribute of little value, deal tenderly with it. Tsze

tsze keih jin ; tsze yew keih chwang EJ fy Ifff 1^

%T\ Jh MJ^ from conception till the formation ot the foetus ;

from childhood till mature years. ( |0 /j^ ^ Sin-sin-Iuh,

4 vo'.)

4 tttl
Tsze teen I JHL the name of the Chinese Dictionary,

which is the foundation of the present work, in 32 vols. (See

the Introduction, page 8.) Tsze-hwuy ^^ a Chinese Dic-

tionary, in 14 vols. published during the Ming fj^ djnasty.

Tsze lin e lung lung kaou tAt
jJ? Ejj ^j| "J^r

a forest

of letters, containing a thorough examination of their differences

and sameness s, vo!s.

If a letter, Lat. Litnra,be from LegO'SttA ilert\\\ ;tegitera ; c6

quod legentibus iter prsehent ; or from Hnealura, ut yOdU/Wt
and y p ((.(JLJ^TJ

,
a line drawo s the allusi<in are different

from the Chinese 3- Tsze. The Hebrew ""^D to tell, count,

or number ; which the I,XX translate by yOOtU'M'OI;')'? and the

vulgiite by /Herns, is dso different from the Chinese allusion;

nor does the Greek XftP<XXl'*)9 mark, come nearer to it.
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The Chinese ^2 Tzc, composed of a child sheltered by a

covering, is, when applied to letters, intended to convey the

idea of offspring, which (hey express thur, Tsze chay nee
1

yny

I 'n ^f- "vL
TSZC denotes springing from, or being pro-

duced in uninterrupted succession, as with' plants audaninralsi

for TjX letters or characters are by the LQh-e seang

sing woo keung ey^ jjji ^Q ^ fflE
^J|? ^ six principles

of composition, rcc-iprocally produced to an inexhaustible

extent. (See thesis principles of composition, in the 2nd page

of the introduction to thi* work.)

Some European writers seem to think that each Chinese

character is an arbitrary mark for an idea, instead of'its being,

as is really the case, a written medium founded on principles

of combination or the competition of the few simple arbitrary

characters, which, to express ideas, though not to convey

sound, are like the letters of an Alphabet, capable of infinite

combimtion. The word^ Tsze, introduced above, is not a

bad example of composition, it is formed of 'uxurianl herbage

undayoung animated creature
; thus leading Jhe mind to the

productiveness of bo;h the vegetable and animal kingdom;
as an illustration of the

never-ending compound characters

which may be produced from a few Ridieals, under the

guidance of the six principles of combination.

The
origiivj>f

the characters is stit.-d in the following

sentence. ' 1

Tseu-sung, Tsang-hee, te kwa hwa, moo neae.i tselb, yin shin

chfih luy tsze che hiug the lelh, Hwa,,g te's (.B C. 26.'2 )

historiographers, Tseu-sung and Tsjng-he'5, imitated the

lines of the Kwa diagrams, and copied the imprinted footsteps

of birds, then introduced explanations, and divided th<;m into

classes, and from this tiim; the forms of characters originated.

Tsze moo
{{J-

character mother, or moth r charac-

ters, is an expression introduced by those who fir>t adopt d

t'e syllabic spelling' imported from the west ; it means those

characters by the union of which the sound of any given

character is produced. E san sl.lh lilli tsze wc-i moo yi
'

"T" ?N /wT & thirty six characters were constituted

mothers.

Fan Mung-koo, se j^h, yang wae, choo kflS, to tsung tsze

.-ill the Mogul tribes ; the occidental regions ; and rnont of the

countries beyond sen, follow the alphabetic system. Ilia

joo pub shth tsze moo ^ |5? /j^ |$|

'

^T the literati

of the Han dynasty, (which continued till A. D. 229,) were

un icqiiai; ted with the syllabic alphabet. Their system was

that of
'

-S1 Tsze yin, the character's sound, being as-

certained by giving the sound of a weD known character, for

that which was not known. (Sec the Introduction to this

Dictionary, for more on the same subject, aud for the different

forms of the characters.)

TheTsze-haou 1 ^ or marks on goods of various sorts, as

silks, teas, &c. are all intended to be significant, and to convey

some agreeable ide:i to the imagination. The following are a

few examples of Tea chopt, as they are called; Ho yuen,
. - |^ I 1 II

*n
jlQ springs of concord. King hing -fir }8L chearing

prospects. Kwang shing JflS
/? extensive abundance. Yuen

ke
-jS 5,P memorial of the fountain. King chaug

'jig ^
perpetual splendour. Tung chang

IjjiJ rM|
together illus-

trious.

In Chinese, as in the Hebrew language, where proper names

of persons and things are significant, the spirit and beauty of

the composition is lost when the sound only of the name is

given, and its meaning I. ft untranslated-

The Chinese, as the Jews did, count the numb, r of letters

or characters in esteemed writings; hence it is said, ^-fj i$t

^ y{ pT. HI \~ f^. I
th.it in the five (ancient books)

called King, there are ^-00,000 characters ; aud it is added, that

Choo e keen yu sze shoo chay, chung c!\uli cbay fill urh t.seea

sze pill t ze l$> P tJ ^ j/fj :^ $r ^ Mj -^-
1&

. "-p 2Q Q" ]
exclusive of what buve appeared in the

Four Books, and those which are reiterated, an amount is

obtained of 2,400 characters.

la a manner sin I r to this, the number of chancters or

words contained in the Shing-yu 3D? Sah are enumerat-d ; and
' Mn .'

in sjver.il olh. r standard moral css:\s, the sum total of the

characters are inserted, at the beginning, or the end of the paper.

T'SHUN.

From a chiU and hand, or talent. To watch orcr j to t-ke
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M*

care of; to preserve ; to examine nnd enquire about; heedful

attention to. E tsu with I In: intention or purp >se
/ILti I

of. Keaou tsun
-9j-

I to mak? kind enquiries about. Tsun

choo BM* to lay or store up. Tsun lew 1 g? to detain
I ?** ^ |^

I * '

or keep in diarge. Tfiin wang
| T_^ are opposites to pre-

6f rvc and to perish ; to continue the dominion and to lose it.

Tsun <iu fa to preserve the heart ; to keep the mind

from evil or vice.

Le.h tsze tseay y5 , ih elie tsun keu

jjfe make out this paper containing a borrowing boud,

in order to preserve
a proof of the transaction. Tsun lew tsae

tsze 1 3 if itk preserved here. Tsun gan |

preserved on the records of some public office. Shin tsun

BliQ 1
-smile and rtt.iin it, said to persons to whom some

presi
nl is rnide.

Pih chung wan tsun "g ff yjjj. |
i hundred ways

warm and altenlive, kind, mild, lender. J5 lun ta Jin pin

sew mei, siag kT.h tsew keae wan tsun ^ fjflj flfe, A PP ^f"

Jfc .Mi )& tJ?^ }. I

Sluce it is contended that that

mm's personal appearai.ce was elegant and be.iulif.il, his dispo-

sition then ought to have been mild and gentle. Fei hing, tsun

nang, hing te che yew )g 1$ } t jl jlfc 'ft

decline and rise, preservation
or ruin (.of (.tales) have always

accrued from these causes. KwO che tsun wan;; he yen ^
-^ 1 "t (4* ^t I 1 '1'") 1S wh:lt llie P reservalio"> or

ruin of the country depends on. Heaou tsze keih ke tsin gae

che sin, ny Hin sze urh jo tsun
jay.^1 -^^ ^ ||| Jg

:

^'/&HH^ ifii "^ 1 lit
" dutiful so " who carries

bis love for his p.irenli to the utmost degree, although bis

pirenls be dead, he yel regards them as alive.

Teen te she wei urh yfh hing hoo ke cl.unge; clingshinr

tnn tsun, tiou e che mun ^ ^. it^ ffe j^TJ^ ^ f ^"

earth beins fixed in their places, all the varied transmutations

in n iturc <;o on in their midst. Thus man's preserving ur.

interruptedly the dispositum with which he is formed, is the

gate from which emanat'f re:ison and justice. (Ylh-king.)

Tsun tsun wri tsun urh yew tsun |ifih e che e yay

18 1 HP X 1 iSG2**i*J*- -

presses* the idea of preserving and again preserving in ceaseless

succession.

Wang-tsze ^[ -f-
iu endeavouring to prove that human

nature is virtuous brings in the simile of a beautiful forest

on the brow of the New-shan Jp jjj hill, situated near a po-

pulous town. The ariginal beauty of the forest he ays, none

can deny, hut when Foo kin fS cite ko e wei mei hoo
4-p; ff

i^ *L. **T ^ ^) ^H "?"
t"eaxcsnt'w 't down, how can

it be cilleil beautiful? The forest would however, impellid

by the powers of nature, sprout forth, and clothe again the

ver^e of the mount lin, but the beasts are let in, and devour

the young shoots, and keep. it bare. Human nature, he adds,

may be compared to this mountain forest in its glory. Suy tsun

boo jin chiy ke woojin e che sin tsae
^tt j -^- J^ ^

~trf
Jolt

pi 3g j^ /Q\ jjj^ amongst llie principles, resident

in man (bj naturcj ho.w can there be a jL-slilution nf a heart

of berevolence and justice! But tt Wj W tt it W
;Q\ tt his letting

o bis couscie.itious virtuous scurples, if

distructive to natur..! virtue as the axes are to the forest.

Mang-tsze pursues the allusion, and.supposes that
-<p- H

Ping-tan, every morning natural virtue endeavours to bud

forth j but bad associates, &c. are like the lie.^ti let in to nip

tlie Luds. Ho supposes night affords a si'it of respite from the

influence of the world, when a man may recover his virtuous

principle^ but if, $ ^ J # | fllj ft t ft

$k xt\ i^ ^ Yay ^e |)ilh ufl1' e lsun> ls ' h ke wei kil1

show pfih yuen e, the bre.ilh of night, the spirit ofd.rkness,

solitude ami reflexion be insuflicienl to maintain virtue'*

ground, that man is not far removed from the state of brutes:

still the IIMII'S milura/ disposition must uol-be blamed he hai

brut lised himself.

Ming-t-ze to confirm his own opinion, quotes Confucius,

as saying of the
,fc, heart, or mind, Ts.ou ts'ih tiun, shay

tsTh wnng |- |||j ] fe |lj
f held fast it will be

present and he preserved;
if let go, it will wander and be

lost. (Compare with Seun-tszr, page TOd.)

One of the book* of the Le-king, is entitled ^T -^J
Wang-

ibe, Royal Regulations ; the fourth section directs how the

prince shall treat an aged statesman. Tse'ih shin, pfih sze

ch; (oM, pashth, yu kaoti t.tun , Uew shih jih yew chili

t*tA-M ] /Lt
at seventy years of age he shall not be required to wait at the

levee; at eighty, the prince shall monthly send to enquire if
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he be jet preserved; at ninety he shall daily have a constant

supply of provisions sent him from the prince.

Same as $f Haou, Good ;
to like.

An ancient form of $f Haou, Good.

FOO.

From a bird's claw placed over a child. To hatch eggs ;

in a'lusion to the faithfulness and the regularity of the bird,

it denotes Belief, trust, confidence, mutual affiance. Read

Foo, To hatch, to nourish, to breed up. The colours of a

stone. Chung foo W one of the
qrp Kwa. Foo kea

ffl the outer coat of a bud, which it bursts at the time

of blossoming. Sin foo /VS
|

trust, dependence or reliance on.

Neaou che foo Iwan, keae joo ke ke ; pu'h stub sin yay P

ing eggs, all observe the appointed time, and do not break

faith.

Sze shang, sze hea chay, keae peih ching e keaou foo ffl.

superiors, and those who send inferiors, ought all to be sincere

and observe mutual fidelity.

Ching-wang che foo
fiJJ

l ^ the truth or faith-

fulness of Ching-wang, the 2nd king of the fifl Chow dynasty,

(B. C. 1068.) This expression occurs in one of those plp.in

unmetaphorical verses of the She-king, which are called ffcl

Foo. In the next verse it is said in praise of the same monarch,

Ching-wang che foo, hea too che shih
JjV

- - ~Y ~T\
-jr*

~f jT the truth of Ching-wang was a pattern to inferior

places meaning that he who filled the throne set an example

to the people ; and adds, that She Uh tsS kew "HI' /tsL 4fc >fa

he sought to imitate the virtues of his ancestors, viz. j> ^p

Tae-wang, ITT ;z& \Vang-ke, and^Q
- -

Wan-wang, these are

called ^ Ej San how, three princes; and of them it is affirmed

in the text of the She-king, that they Tsae teen
^fj J? are in

PART I. (j X

heaven. To an European reader, to say that persons dead were

in heaven, would convey the idea of the soul's separate ex-

istence, and immortality ;
but the Chinese commentators

endeavour to explain it as meaning something different,

although they do not perceive clearly what it can mean.

The older explanations say, that these three persons J?J

spiritual essence ascended and united with heaven, which seems

to imply something like the Indian idea of absorption. The

philosopher Choo-tsze^fc
-* is quite in doubt about the

meaning of the pasae ; but determines not to admit the in-

dividuality of these person'ssouls in a separate state. He thinks

that it is Ihe
JJ! J^ ^^ ^ 3f.

Le principle ascends

and unites with heaven; and he allows again, that it is the

4pf
!- /&* "fcA. T Ke aura that ascends and unites with hea-

ven. (Compare with ieand Ke.) But a\\ personality hedenies,

for $0 ^ ^C iE $k 1%^ 'Sf >&" ^ whcn il is *aid

th:it Wan-wang ascends and descends, and that he attends or

waits upon the king or ruler of heaven ; he adds, -^

u bewid that

or in reality wails upon the most high ruler ;
or that there is

in reality any most high ruler, such as the figure, which Is

moulded in the world (amongst men, to represent the most

high.1 [jSj X\ PJ assuredly it ought not to be so. (King.ting-

woo-king, r.'th vol.) That it is not the idol alone which he

objects to, bat also the idea of individuality which is implied

by an idol, will I think appear to those who read Choo-tsze's

writings.

In the Shoo king, there is a section called Leu-hing H }jij

on the ancient penal code, where this expression occurs,

jjK ifn I spffli rfii 1
wne" se|itence ' s P

parties, or the criminal submits, believing its justice; when

reported to the prince, he believes its j ustice and acquiesces

such will be the case, when magistrates or judges acquire

the confidence which they ought.

In the Le-king, Foo 1 occurs read Foui, when speaking

figuratively of stones; Fow y in pang ta, sin yay
j

3t ^^

X^ 4^" ~$L
tne varied co 'ours of the stone, exhibited on its

sides, denotes truth -or fidelity. ( Kin-ting-le-ke, 80 vol.)
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PI1EI, and P'huh.

Plants shooting up luxuriant! y and widely ;
a sudden change

of countenance ; disobedient , opposed to just coutroul. A

surname. SIh peijooyay fj(5 -}n\ -fl/ assumed a respect-

ful demeanour ; full of veneration and respect. Pei sing

j[p
a comet, in allusion to the new changes in the affairs

of mankind, which it is supposed to introduce.

Tung yew sing, pBhyuta shin ^.^ J|| ^ ^F* A M
in winter a star brushed as a comet through Ta shin. (Chun-

tsew.) To the question, Ta-shin chay ho -Jc
J|S ^jf fpT

what it Ta-ihin ? it is replied, Ta he yay 4^ ^ jtt great

fire; and it is added,
;}(> fj ^ ^ -^ || the northern

shin, is also called the great shin. The place of the comet is

by no means clear. But the comet itself, being ominous of

revolutions, is, they say, implied in its name Hwuy-sing^^M
a broom star, it sweeps away the old and makes alt things new.

(Kin-tin.;-chun-tsew, 97th yol.)

The original form of the preceding.

L o Li L. From to jut ou, or from a child and la

ttrike. Strenuous; sincere attachment to; diligent; unwea-

ried effort. Syn. with the two preceding. Tsze tsze 1

indefatigable attention to ; completely denied to ease and

indulgence.

The Shang-shoo fm ||
contains a section or Eg Pe'en, as

such divisions of books are there called, which is named /

^Yih-tselh,
after^ \ fa ^ ^ jfi

Urh jin tso yu

yew kung, Two men who assisted meritoriously (the Chinese

Noah) Yu. This section is disjoined from the preceding I y a

circumstance which was not intended to mark any division of

a subject, but only for convenience, for
T^jf^ |}|j jf|] J,^

(T ^**f
in ancient times records were made of bamboos

but as not much matter could be written on a bundle of them

tied together jw ~_

'

^^ they hence came to be divided in

places where no division of subject was intended. In the first

paragraph of the Ylh-Ue'ih section, Yu J. in. reyly to

the emperor i$ Shun, says, -T W f Yu szejth

ts7.c tsze, I think to exert daily more strenuous and unwearied

effort.

J m J-A
Tsze tsze chay. me.en leth p8h tae che wei

"tftf it 7f\ =? / 1 3 Tsze-l$ze expresses strenuous and
Aa /7 1^ >il'> /( fri

indefatigable exertion.

Urh shang shih she Chow-kung che yew heun, wei jih tsze

tsze woo kan yth yu ffi fj ft$ )^j

P I 1 3BtfcJ&f y u must > et

imitate the virtuous instructions nfChow-kungi and daily be

most ttrenuously diligent, never daring to indulge your own

ease. (Kin-ting-shin-shoo, 29 vol )

HEAOU.

From -

Laou, aged, abbreviated, and -
Tsze, a child

placed below. A child receiving instruction and submitting

to the commands of its aged parent. Duty and obedience to

one's parents ; filial piety; duty to superiors. Heaou hing i

/far dutiful conduct. Heaou king
j

3gf dutiful and respect-

ful. Heaou king
^

&jj
name of a book, well known in

China. Heaou foo moo 1 ^ -RJ- to perform one's duty to

father and mother. Heaou shun
'

IliM dutiful and sub-
I I'W.

missive. Heaou tu ji duty to one's parents and to one's

elder brother. Heaou tsze + a dutiful son. Heaou sin

[ fo a dutiful mind.

Heaou yang 1
i||y

to procure food and the comforts of

lil".' for parents in a dutiful manner. Keen jin lae heaou king

ta tung se J| \^ ] $fr fjjj JJ;J ^ saw a person

come and present something respectfully to him ; this has no

allusion to parents. Shen sze foo moo wei heaou
=|F _Efj! ^

-|ft ^5u
1 to serve well one's father and mother constitutes

4 , _ *^f "^.1.

heaou. Heaou yu kwei shin
| -J- ^ jjj]||

piety to the gods.

Koo-tsze, foi) wan moo yin, seaug gaou kih keae e heaou

^.9i il-t B.* % 1 & I
the

lilind man's son (viz. y&{ hhun, the ancient monarch; although

his father was perverse, his step-motlicr a termagant scold, and

his younger brother proud and insolent, he still w.;s able to

ham onisc them :i':l by his filial pit ty. (Shoo-king .)

Hwang kaou yung she kill heaou
Jj^^f ^ jt^^
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the late kino; (Woo-wang^ 3E )
was enabled to practice the

utmost filial piety all kis life-, thus some define Yung she

7X fft
wllictl 1'terally rtienns, eternal ages; hut others, in-

stead of understanding the expression ns merely implying that

Woo-wang ^ J^ ^ j
wnj able to exercise filial piety

all tiistife; they conceive it denotes that the virtue of filial

piety, which was in his predecessor Wan-wang AT* -f*
was also

in him, and would be continued in their posterity forever.

(She-king.)

heaou; Tsze yug, woo wei, MSng-e-tsze asked tie import of

^!/iW rf/y, or the word Aeaou ; Confucius answered, it means

an absence nf all opposition. This however they explain by

these words^ 4v ^\ -fjj
no opposition to (or turning the

back on) right principles. And Confucius told Pan-che ^&

that, he meant that, in reference to parents /t

should be served with the decorum which good principles

prescribe; when dead they should be interred with decorum
-,

and sacrifices should afterwards be offered to their manes with

decorum. (Lun-yu.)

Confucius gave different answers to the same question,

when put by different people, according to what he conceived

to be the moral defects of the enquirers, thus when ^^
1JJ Mang woo plh asked the meaning of

|

Heaou. Coi.fucius

expressed himself in these words
;

Foo moo, we ke tseth che yew ^ -ffl- p^ lit & ^
ftUjasto father and mother make a return for their anxiety

in time of sickness. This sentence, the more recent commen-

tators say, means that a person oiiht to t;ike much care of

that body which cost his parents so much anxiety. The

older commentators thought P[ We, meant only, and that

the whole sentence implied, that a son should be careful not

to grieve his parents by hi< vicious conduct; and that his sick-

ness alone should evir cause them grief; and consequently, as

health or sickness ere not in his power, he would not have to

reproach himself for undutifulness, if his sickness should grieve

his
p-

rei.ts.

\Vh n
^- yjj|

R3 Tsze-yew enquired about fleaou,

Conludus replied, ^ |

^ m, t**** ft JM
the filial piety of the present day, is defined at an ability to

nurture; but even dogs and horses posses* this ability; and

if reverence and respect be wanting, in what does man differ

from the brutes ?

When -? W R3 I Tsze-hea asked about filial duty,

Co-mcius replied, g |f. ^ ^ ^ Jj ^ ^
^^afc'f'ijlB!^ If thecoun-

tenance is difficult when any thing is to be done, and the

younger brothers and sons submit to the labour; when win

or food nre taken, and the fathers and brothers are first served;

is thin enough to constitute filial duty ! No; unless these ser-

vices be accompanied with a chearful countenance. Such is

the modern acceptation of the passage ; Ipi |HJ the old explan-

ation of the text was, that^ )||f| ^ -fJJ-^ gj ^, ^
to receive obediently the expression of a parent's (will from

his) countenance was difficult ; which idea of it, Choo-foo-tsze

says ^^ is also intelligible. (0 ^ fj 2 To1 - ' 4

page 11.)

On a saying of Tsang-tsze t^ -31 that Shin yay chay, foo

moo che e te jay % % * ^ ^ ^ ^<fa
a maii'.i body is the body of his parents descended to him

much of the Chinese reasoning on filial duty is built ; and not

only disobedience to his parents is called a breach of filial duty,

but every failure in attention to his own person; every failure

in social and relative life; whatever may bring upon himself

any blame or any disgrace, is JL I a want of filial duty,

although these things may occur long after his parents are

dead because in disgracing himself, he disgraces
that body

which his p-.rents transmitted to him; and on that account

chiefly he ought to act so, as to reflect honor on his parents.

In Uhisuii nilh tliis idea it is said, & ^ |i
JjfJ ^_^

# -fij- -'ft $ !$ flH 2 $ tit
a """'' body '

hair

and ski:i, he derives from his parents; ,:iul not to dare to de-

stroy or ii'jure these, is the beginning of filial duly. This idea

jj r-*y Ml -Sfl
is very fully amplified in the Kin-tiiig-le-ke |M J]^ jj^ pjj

72 vol, 1 1 ^ page 29.

K. uen lieiou tseth shwS
Jjjj)

1 $| |^ a collection of

essays exhorting to the practice of filial duly. This is the

head-line of a verj copious collection of extracts in the
<JJfS
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]P
Tjeiien jin kcu hw, detailing at great length,

how parents are to be served during their life time, at their

interment; during the period of mourning and subsequently

by annual sacrifices at their tombs; or to a tablet dedicated to

their memory , for^ ? 7C | ^ $j Moo tsc piih keen

yu king, Tomb-sacrifices do not appear in the ancient classics.

Keun heaou vian
i||f[ ^ffl X^ admonitions to the practice

of filial piety ; is the title of a tract given away at the temples

of Buddha in China. The head line isH
!j|L

1 ^ jt
PTh

shen heaou wei seen, of all virtues filial piety is the first. A (1

the essay begins with this sentence, Keaou wei pih hingchekin

1 iii W ff > $<.
filial dut^ is the root of a" good

actions. It winds up by urging children to beware of procras-

tination in performing their duty to their parents, for /6 phi

yfc ftp the light and shade is but for a limited term, i. e.

'me is short.

Heaou-king 1 jSR the classic on filial duty is a small

essay attributed to Confucius; it begins thus
;

/oJ
FpJ Ijy

-+ -fit: ZZ.
j when father Chung-ne (see under jfl

Kung) was sitting at leisure, and Tsang-tsze sitting by him,

Confucius said, # $ jg J| |fc MJ^ Ifi 7*

the former kiugs possessed supreme virtue, and import ml

principles
of righteousness, by the use of which they made

obedient the people of the world, and kept in peace and

harmony superiors and inferiors, without resentments Do

you know these thing.} ^^j{!/$f|p|j^llJt
^pf *? W 4iO ~J--

T*^ns-**ze rose 'rom hi* seal an<* rep' ie('

I, Tsan, am not clever, how should I be competent to understai d

these things? After which, J- g fc | $% ~%_ 7JS ^
Confucius naid, Behold! filial duty is the fundamental part of

virtue, &c. (Vide, /)> *g ffl |
' St V L)

Urh shth ze heaou Hi ^ E9 ]
twenty-four (remark-

able) cases of filial duty. The twenty-four cases are commented

on in various popular tracts ;
and to illustrate them there are

drawings cut in stone, from which fac-similes are taken for the

use of schools. The First is entitled,

^ ft*

Heaou kan lung teen, FILIAL PIETY INFLUENCES AUD MOTES

HEAVEN. This tale refers to Yu-sbun liS ;igj?
who is noticed

under flja Kwei, page 687, and immediately above.

2nd.

Tsin rhing tang ytt, HE HIMSELF TASTED EVERY MEDICINE.

This is said of (he Emperor Han-wan-te
'|||^ >^(B.

C. 151)

during his mother's illness, ^- o& frSV E] ^^ ^ [j^ ^^

7^ $5jZ ,^ for three years, the Emperor never closed his

eyes ; nor ever loosened the girdle of his raiment. The

Mtaou-haou, or posthumous title of honor, is Heaou i possess-

ed of filUil piety.

3nd,
-

Keihche lung sin, BITING HER FINGER PAINED HIS HEART.

This is a fuble to shew the invisible influence that subsists

between a mother and a dutiful sou. Tsan
Jjjli

a disciple of

Confucius was amongst the hills culling fuel, when a friend

called, his mother bit her finger to rouse his attention,

and bring him home; at th it moment he felt a pa'm in his heart,

and hastening home fell down on his knees to ask his mother

the cause; when she slat d it as above. Tsan, or as he is

otherwise c.illcd 4%"
~"

Tsing tsze, is the person w!io divor-

ced his wife because she gave a pear insufficiently boiled to

his mother.

4th,

Tan e shun moo, CLAD IN A SINGLE GARMENT, HE OBEYKU

HIS MOTHER. This refers to Min-keuen ^ ^ also called

Tsze-keen ~\- ^ whose mother died early, and had her

place filled l>y
a slep-mother, who bore two sons. This woman

during the winter months, in the northern parts of China,

clothed her step-son jj[ ]^ ^ ^ with a jingle) rush

flower garment,
whilst she clad her two own sons in cotton.

Poor Min-Uze, was driving his father's carriage, and being so

pinched
with cold, he let tl.e reins fall from his hand, on which

account his father chaslisid him.
,j|| ^ g ;yg

Keuen

would not vindicate himsJI but bore the injury patiently.

At last however his father found out what was the fact, and

was about to divorce his wife, when the son remonstrated in

the following couplet;
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fFJ
/ -f ^ Moo tsae, yth Isze ban ;

"H" ^j
~~

"f" -*P-
^' 00 keu

'
san lsze tan-

Whilst mother remains, on<? son is cold ;

If mother leaves, three sons will be destitute.

His father was persuaded to retain his wife, by which, How

moo knn hwuy , )th ching been moo
/f|

-W fyi 'I'W
yj|\

IU I -0J"
the step-mother was excited to repentance, and

also became an excellent mother.

5lh,

Wei tsin foo me, FOR A PARENT HE CARRIED RICE ON HIS

SHOULDER. This is said of Chung-yew fltl ffa otherwise

called Tsze-loo
^jp jj^.

a disciple of Confucius. His family was

poor, and to save for his mother's comfort, he himself ate the

coarsest herbs, and carried rice for her to eat, from the dis-

tance of a hundred le; about thirty English miles. After

his parent's death, Tsze-loo became rich, and whilst taking

a tour through the country, attended by a hundred carriages,

and every luxury of that age, he sat down, and Tan yue", suy

y5 shih lo ho, wei tsin foo me, p8h ko Ub yay JTO p 1
ffi|

said, although 1 should now desire to eat coarse herbs and

carry rice for my mother, it cannot be !

6th, jg]

He tsae woo tsin, PLAY AND EMBROIDERED GARMENTS WERE

EMPLOYED TO AMUSE HIS PARENTS. This is atFirineil of Laou-lae-

tsze 3fe 3K ^- a person of the Chow BR dynasty., who at

the age of 70, endeavoured by boyish tricks and play, to

amuse his parents and make them forget their old age.

7th,

Ldlijoo fung tsin, WITH DEER'S MILK HE SUPPLIED HIS PARENTS.

This is said of Yen-laze ntt
^jp

who lived under the Chow

dynasly. Both his parents became blind, and took a childish

longing fur deer's milk. Yeu-tsze clothed himself with the

skin of a deer, and went amongst the ravines where deer

herded together ; and heing concealed beneath the deer's skin,

procured milk for his parents. The hunters on one occasion

TART i, ST

were on the point of shooting him with an arrow, which risk

raised the reputation of his filial piety.

8th,

Mae shin tsang foo, HE SOLD HIMSELF TO B>JY HIS FATHER.

This is affirmed of Tung-yung yj^
who lived during the

Han dynasty. When his father died, his family was so poor that

they could not defray the expense of interring him. Tnng-yung

therefore sold himself to obtain the means of conducting the

funeral. When going to the house of his master, a female ap-

peared and begged that she might become his wife, and accord,

ingly, accompanied him to his master's house, where, in a short

time she wove 300 pieces of silk, which redeemed Tung-yung,

and they both left to return to his home. When they came

to a resting place, beneath the shade of cassia trees, the female

took her leave of Tung-yung, and disappeared; from which

it is believed that his jy! tr& jgjj ^? filial piety moved

heaven to permit Yjlj jjjfjj /jfiji
A$ an angel to appear as a

female, and weave the silk to B
Jjj

I ifo A procure

the redemption of a man of a truly filial heart.

9th, 7?
Hing yungkungmoo, HE HIRED HIMSELF TO LABOUR, THAT HE

MIGHT SUPPLY EVERY COHVEN1ENCE TO HIS MOTHER. Th'lS

is said of Keang-kih 'yj^
ife who lived in the time of the Han

dynasty. His father died when he was very young; and he

and his mother often fell in the way of banditti, who were

numerous and frequent in that age. On one occasion, when,

he stated to them with tears his circumstances, as being the

only stay of his aged mother, even the robbers felt compassion

for him, and spared him. He then removed (.Lo-seen ^ jj^

naked and bare-footed) to another region, where he hired

himself to labour ; and from the fruits of his labour he supplied

his mother with every requisite comfort.

10th,

Shen chin wan kin, HE FANNED THE PILLOW, AND WARMID THB

COVERLET. This is said of gtf 3jf Hwang-heang, who lived

under the Han dynasty. When he was but nine years of age

his mother died, and he cherished the utmost degree of filial

affection for his father, whose pillow be fanned in summer
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and whose coverlet
yj^

L
>% by the heat of his own body

he warmed in winter, lie obtained from the Emperor a
Tjgp

^jfe Tsin-peaou, or honorary banner, and every body j'fc ~jf

considered him uncommon.

llth,

Yung Iseucn y6 le, THE BUSHING FOUNTAIN, AND THE LEAPING

*ISH. This tale refers to ?&
g=fc Keang-she. See the story-5^ r* J

under Keang, page 630.

12th,

Klh muh sze tsin, HE CARVED THE WOOD AND SERVEB BIS

TAREHTS. This refers to
~J~ ||| Ting-Ian, who lived under

the Han dynasty, and whose parents both died in his childhood.

He carved wooden images to represent his diseased parents,

and served them, as ifthey had been alive. His wife ridiculed

him, and with her needle, in his absence, pricked the finger of

the image, on which blood issued from it ; and when the son

Ian appeared, the image shed tears. Lun found out the cause,

and divorced his wife.

13th,

Wei moo mae urn, FOR iiis MOTHER'S SAKE IIE BURIED HIS

CHILD. This is said of Ko-keu &K
J|f who had a child of

three years, and an aged mother; from the poverty of the

family his mother often suffered want of food. Keu said to

his wife, in the midst of our deep poverty, it is impossible

for us to feed both our mother and our child. We must for

our mother's sake, bury this child. We may obtain another

child, but
-{9: /j> PJ" -fjl $|

a lost molller cannot be

replaced. The wife consented to the death of her child, and

Keu forthwith digged a grave three cubits deep, when he

suddenly saw a miss of yellow gold, on which was this in-

J? ^ frf Ij]{
Heaven confers this yellow gold on Ko-keu

the dutiful son ; the government must not seize it, nor may

any of the people take it from him.

In the Ency. Britannica, under the word parent, a query, which

first appeared in the Gentleman's Magazine for 17&0, is insert-

ed. The query is, Whether in cases of extreme distress, such

as that of Kii-keti, a parent or a child shall have the preference?

We have seen that Kii-keu adopted the decision of the first

answer given to the query, in the work referred to,
"

1 choose

to save the life 1 cannot give."

14th,

Gill hoo kew foo, HE GRASPED A TIGER AND RESCUED HIS

FATHER. This refers to Yang-heang tQ- 2> under the Han

dynasty. As a boy of fourteen years of age, Yang-heang

accompanied his father to labour in the fields. On one

occasion, a tiger seized his father, and was dragging him away,

when the lad
<[ ft ft % fljj ^ 0rjJ ^ fy ff,g

|p] fllj iS j^F jj^ o|f regarding only his father, and

forgetting himself, sprung forward and grasped the tiger by

the neck. The tiger let go his hold and ran off, by which meani

dutiful Yang-heang saved his father's life.

Shih shin kung tsin, HE GATHERED MULBERRIES TO FEED HIS

MOTHER. This refers to
:#j- )f Tsae-shun, who lived under

the Han dynasty. When a fatherless boy, he and his widowed

mother, fell in with times of anarchy and famine; the boy

found a resource in gathering the mulberry fruit, and whilst

separating Ihe black from Ihe ye/low the ripe from the unripe

he was seen by the THT" IM
fjjfy

red eyehrowed robbers; and

was interrogated about what he was doing. The lad replied

^$ jjk l|j~ $;^ ^ ^ tlle r 'Pe (mulberries) I pre-

sent to my mother; the unripe I eat myself. The robbers

compassionated the fatherless boy, and admired his filial piety,

and gave him three measures of white rice, and -it1 ffifr

/li a cow's foot.
^^

16th,

Hwae kedh e tsin, HE PKT IN nis BREAST THE KEUH ORANGE,

10 KEEP IT FOl HIS MOTHER. This IS bald of
|fc j&g

Ldh-tseth, who lived under the Han dynasty, about A. D. 220.

When six year*' of age, he happened to be brought into the

presence of a great captain of that age J^ ifflh Yuen-shuh, who

was at
-]^ y_

the nine streams on the Yang-tsze-keang. The

general gave the boy some of the KeQh fruit, and he contrived

to conceal two of them in his bosom. When he performed
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the ceremony of obeisance, on taking his leave, the fruit fell

on the ground, and the general rallied him saying, What I do

you who are a guest, pocket the fruit ! The child knelt down

and replied, gj j ft 2 jff ft& Aft
fif the keuh fruit is what my mother is naturally fond of;

it was my desire to keep them in my bosom, to go home and give

them to my mother.
Mj- y^ -J^V- ~J general Shfih was very

much surprised at this instance of filial piety in a child.

mco pJZ,17th,

WSn luy kdh moo, ON HEARING THUNDER HE WEPT AT Tffi

TOMB. This is said of j~ Tgf Wang-fow, who lived in the

time of
-fj|

Wei, about A. D. 600. He 3? ^fl ^ 1 served

his mother with the utmost filial affection. During her life-

time his mother shewed a dread of thunder, and after her death,

Wang-fow whenever he heard the noise of thunder, immedi-

ately ran to the grave of his deceased parent, knelt down, and

with tears
$" fEj jg | fl [fjj| $f Jj addressing

her said, Fow is here, mother, don't he afraid ! Alas, what

ignorance of" life and immortalit)" is implied in this tale!

18th, t
Kfih chBh sSng sun, HE WEPT TO THE BAMBOO, AND SHOOTS

SPRUNG up. This refers to M$no--tsuno- "3fc" -v- who lived
"* 1HI. /l\

under the Tsin JfS- dynasty, in Ihe beginning of the 4thcentury.

MSng-tsung's father died when he was young ; and in wintc-r

his sick mother took a fancy to have bamboo sprouts boiled

in her soup. Her son, however, was unable to procure any

by ordinary means ;
and at last in despair Jlj 1^ 'jy^ ttl

I L! li rfrj jyJL
went lo a plantation of bamboos, threw his

arms around them and wept.
' &

"^T OT, h' filial piety

influenced heaven and earth or nature; and immediately, a

fissure in the ground opened, and several bamboo shoots sprung

up. He took them home, made the soup and presented it to

Rif as soon as she ate it,his mother, who /tC S
J^W j-

recovered from her sickness.

19th,

Go ping kew le, HE LAY ON THE ICE, BEING DESIROUS TO

PROCURE A FISH. This is said of Wang-tseang ^- jjnp
whose

mother died when he was a child
; and another woman became

his step-mother ;
as is often.the case, she had no affection for

her step-son, but endeavoured lo set his father against him,

in which she finally succeeded. It happi-nnl that in winter,

when fish were not to be procured, Wang-tseang's step-mother

expressed a great desire to obtain some : hc therefore went,

put off his clothes, and laid himself down upon the ice, to watch

the fish, and catch one. Suddenly the ice opened, and two carp

leapt up, which hc caught and look home to his mother. The

whole neighbourhood fflf |g| ft ^ \ *$ % |jjr
wa,

astonished, and with admiration said, the occurrence was

induced by the influence of filial piety ! This story is dated

about the same period as the preceding one.

20th,
fcfc

Woo-mang sze wSn, WOO-MANG FED THE MOSQUITOS. This

tale also is placed under the Tsin dynasty. Woo-ming's father

was so poor that he could not afford curtains to his bed, and

in summer nights they suffered much from mosquito*. The

boy in his eighth year, had such a dutiful feeling for his aged

father, that he would not drive the mosquitos off himself, even

when his skin was all-over blistered, lest they should -alight

upon his parent and render him uncomfortable.

21st,

Chang fun, yew sin, HE TASTED ORDURE AND HIS HEAIIT WAS

GRIEVED. Thi* refers to Yu-keen-low jS 9'A jg
who lived

under the ^ Tse dynasty, in the 5th century. He enjoyed

a civil appointment under government, but ere he had been

ten days at his station, he suddenly felt a degree of alarm which

threw him into a violent perspiration. He immediately gave

up his office, returned home, and found his father at the point

of death. The physicians said, if the patient's stools were

bitter, all would go well. Yu-keen-low tried the experiment,

and they were sweet; filled with grief T^_ W ffi, 2m
;|Q

JR 'K y)\ >i i \, >C ^E '" 'ne eveninS nc prostrated him-

self, and put his forehead in the dust, praying to the north star,

that he might die instead of his father.

22ud,

Joo koo piih tac, SUCKLED HER HUSBAND'S GRANDMOTHER UN-

WEARIEDLY. This is an instance of what in Europe is called
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the Roman charily. During the Tang dynasty, the grand-

mother of Jffi
ILJ Ivj Tsuy-shan-nan, whose name was 1*1-

=t~ /V Taii^ foo-jin, suckled her great-grandmother, and

thereby supported her life for several years. At last, when

about to die, she called all her sons and grandsons around her,

and commanded them to serve Tang-foo-jin, as dutifully as she

had served their great-grandmother ; this added she, is all the

reward I can give her.

23rd,

Ke kwm sin moo, HE RENOUNCED HIS PLACE IN THE GOVERN-

MENT, AND WENT IN SEARCH OF HIS MOTHER. Tills is said

of Choo-sbow-chang *&^ g who lived under the Sung

jfc dynasty. He was the son of a concubine who was expelled

from the house in his seventh year, by the principal wife

who envied her. Mother and son did not see each other for

fifty years. At last he renounced bis place in the government,

and having determined that be would go in quest of his mother,

took an oath that, till he found her, he would never return.

At last he found her in her old age, being arrived at her

seventieth year.

24lh,

Teih tsin neaou ke, HE WASHED HIS MOTHER'S CHAMBER POT.

This is attributed to
jg"
W

Pj? Hwang.ting-keen, who held

the office of Tae-she T^ rip under one of the Emperor's of

the Sung ^P dynasty. Bf ffitt
-pr

SB although his station

was noble and illustrious he stooped to menial offices for an

aged parent.

(Neen-sze-heaou-too-tsan
-j^- pO ^jr |g| %j a pamphlet

in praise of the Twenty.foiir examples of Filial Piety.)

To apologize for the trivial, and rather ridiculous ap.

pen ranee of some of these Twenty-four examples of filial piety,

the Chinese say, that the parties concerned were mostly {ifr Pji

simple people, the poor and uneducated, and that with all

their frivolity and extravagance, they were most sincere : they

were the children of nature. The extent to which filial

duty is carried by the Chinese, is certainly a very leading

feature in their Character, and influences much all their

reasonings about relative social duties. We have seen in

the beginning of this article, that they call it, the first of all

virtues: the Romans called it
'

prima natural lex ;" aud St.

Paul calls it, the "
first commandment with promise."

" The

promise of long life to obedient children, careful observers of

mankind have noted as remarkably fulfilled.
"

Tlie laws of China provide punishments for disobedience to

parents, and for neglect of them. ?- J& A\ 5JT I A ffl-

dren are undutiful to their parents, so that their father or mother

commit suicide, a distinction is made (by law) according as they

have, or have not, irritated them by some gross offence.

Heaou tsze san -3-- ;& a dutiful son's garments,

which has been made of hemp, in as article in the obsolete

Chinese materia medica. Heaou neaou 1 if- the dutiful
I /./

bird ; a species of corvus, which when young, is fed by its pa-

rent 60 days ; and in return feeds its parent SO days. Syn. with

Tsze uaou IgZj B. the compassionate bird ; Tsze ya A

and Han ya |i wk tney abound in the north of China, and are

called Ya, in allusion to the cry they utter when flying in flocks.

This is a different bird from the Woo ya JS fft which is also

a species of corvus. The dutiful bird is probably the glan-

darius or jay, the young of which keep with the old ones till

the next pairing time in spring. (Puii-tsaou, 34 vol, 49
<j
10 p.)

Heaou 1 forms the Jffeaou-hatu, or temple designation,

of most of the emperors of the Han dynasty.

Heaou-woo-te j$ ijj? imperial title, B. C. 135, ia.

A. D. 3fi7, and in A. D. 450.

Heaou-wSn-te $ /5? emperor, B. C. 174.

emperor, A. D. 63.

A. D. 94.

A. D. 81.

B. C. 27.

B. C. I.

A. D. 5.

i* B. C. 43.

B. C. 68.

B. C. 84.

B. C. 151.

B. C. 899.

A. D. 1163 audl46.

Heaou-ming-te

Heaou-ho te
]

Heaou-chang te
]

Heaou-ching te
|

Heaou-gae te
]

Heaou-ping te

Heaou-yuen te

Heaou-seuen te

Heaou.chaou te
j

Heaou-king te
]

Heaou-wang |

Heaou-lsung
]

j
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KEAOU.

From to imitate a.\\A a child. To imitate as a child ; to accord

with precedent

Same as
fjfj Hae, A child.

KEAOU. To induce; to lead. Same a

Heaou, Duty to parents.

SEU. NameofaBsh.

FIVE STROKES.

MANG.
SHI*

From a child placed in a platter ; probably alluding to the

first born. A senior or superior ; the beginning of; large, reat.

The senior of certain relation) ; a wuinan's elder brother. The

firit month of any of the four quarters of the year. The name

of a district. A surname. To use effort. Ming clioo
] 3$

the name of a lake. Mang < hun 1 =fe the first month of

spring quarter. Mang hea
j g the first month of summer.

Mingtsew
[ ^ the first month of autumn. Ming lung

| ^ the first month of winter quarter. Mang how
] JAJ

the son of the Emperor at the age of eighteen. Ming Jang

| .y|
great in one's own esteem; ungrateful and discourteous

Mang tsze -^ Meriting, a
disciple of Confucius ; writer

of that portion of the Four-Books which goes by his name,

B. C. about 350; contemporary with Xeno|ihon, Herodotus,

and Socrates.

To ill chang yi;g pTh shoo chang yuS n<1n
jj&t Jf- F] fhi

^ 13 I

a S1'"'" r child by lite principal wife is called

Plh ; a senior child hy a coi.cuhinc is called Ming. Teen-tsze

che tsze ncen shih
pit ching Han^h.ie, yew neu tsze che

being.,*, , MI,gX :f , ? ^ + A IS 1

TAUT I. (. Z

** f~"t JL- t ^/ n n\* tJ an Km|>eror's ion at
^_ ' Lj ,/J W~~T

the age of 18 is called Ming, a daughter's elder brother if alto

called Ming Tsze she che show yue" yu? ming yu? DU Iff

y'' "^ El pi El the first month of each of the four
/^, cj / J ' * I '/

quarters of the year is called Mang month. The 1st, 2nd, and

3rd months of e ch season are called Ming chung ke
j jut

^fc
and the order of things that are sorted by three* is marked

by the same words being applied to them.

K-mg-shah f.fj jfcy the son of Win-wane */" -F was
/*"J** '9 '% n f^ * -

thus addressed by his elder brother ^r
'^ Woo-wang. Ming

how chin ke te, seaou tsze fung JK-. Wf J ll n\ A*

f" j?T senior of all the nobles ! you are my younger

brother, and (to be such) little child, 1 this day appoint you.

(Shon-king.) The expression Ijttle child has puzzled ome

commentators, but they now agree in considering it 48 '?&

~^ g^ the language of familiarity and endearment, for even

^f lv\ ^3 f- ift
n W "l ": CUilora on *'1C r

'g''t
h ;i |1(l s'de

<if Sheu-e province is, that HI 1^ /j^ ^3 ^jjr j^j>
OS Aft

gp^ H. ^^ 7y|* y\ /j\
-3- (W^ 21 whenever superiors

order inferiors, or people of rank order plebeians, although

they be seniors and even old mew, they are yet hailed little boy.

The same a! surd custom of culling an old person, in an inferior

station, Ay, is found in other places beside Shen se province.

Ot Yu
j^jj

it is said, Taou ho tslh peTh ming choo i!=l
jSS

)^T if* ^o ^ e ' e^ t 'ie ^ '"ke '" lo Miiig-choo. The

scene of this is supposed to have been in the neighbourhood of

PO
jMtl

Ttaou-chnw, in Shau-tung province. (Shoo-kirg. )

Kaon yen, mang hing (

S "= ^T loud talking and

violent action, f >& -?- Kwan-tsze. ) Mang lang che yen

1 J& ~*/ ^ violent and incoherent unmeaning talk, the
I l*\ /% J13 ^

allusion is to the roaring of waves
( 4j -f- Chwang-lsze.)

Ming-chow J4J MSng-tsin \
^fe

and Ming-hcen

^ the names of pliices in Ho i an, al'rut N. I.. S4, 4.").

Ma g t-in
4

-^- occurs in the sense of Mccn-tsin wh jg
ad VHHC ing with strenuous effort. Mang neang Isae

| qj^ J^
lady Maag's vegetable, a table vegetable eaten with meat in

Keang-nan.

Mang-she
j J^ the name Ming was taken by Chung-sun

jm 5& of the posterity of
^liji

Ke. Chunir-sun having in some

other person's quarrel committed -*il ~T. ./ =
* the crime
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of murdering hit prince, B| ffi .

t^changed his name to

, chti
j ffe ffi

was jfa -^ ^ a magistrate

in the st.ile Leo. under the Chow d>n isty He was Leen Ising

Kwa vS, urh twan , te char ,a, jj| f |)L ^ jfjj ^
^ /j' jjjjr -^ uncorrupted by ambition or avarice, but

deficient in talent
-,
and hence ~%\

jj"
t Q Confucius, the

sage, always said of him ^ ^OT ^j| -^j |||j |^ /^ PJ"

$$>]$$$ j^. fc * be :l d"""* 1^ officer in the large

states Cliaou or Wei, he is more than sufficient ;
but lit is not

fit to be a magistrate in the small states Ting. or See.
([7t]

^ f 3 vol. $ 7, page 22.)

Mang-tsze ^jp-
also called Tsze chay -?- ill. or Tsze-

y J- I3U and Ti-ze-ko 1
jiijjj

a descendant of Mang-sun

3& related to n noble family in the state At> Loo. He is

commonly called WR ^ a native of Tsow, and is entitled

*Ti* ^R -? the second rale sige, Mang-tsze ; or in Latin.

Menciui. This person wjs the -writer of the last two of the

Sze shoo
PUJ ^^ which are called from him Shang-man-i

I and Hca mkng ~l\ meauing the first and the

second books of Mencius.

At the time of Mang-tsze's birlh, his mother Chang-she

fjl ^ Arnmt that she saw
|||[| ^ a divine person mount-

ed on the cloud and leading a dragon and the Fung ffjJ bird

from the
Tae-shan^,

m mountain
toj)^

the Yin hill, where

she lived Having gazed at it a long lime'SS njB *K ?7yL /I'ji. X V j^f
a portion of the cloud seemed to fall suddenly, -jnd .she instantly

awoke ; and the neighbours all saw a variegated cloud |lf 1

J^ ^ hover over Mang-she's house, when the boy Mang-lsze

-^ was brrn.

The father c.f Mang-tsze died, when the hoy was only three

jears old, but
flj ^ ^ ^ his mother was eminently vir-

tuous, and by her care of the young philosopher, she rendered
herself famous as a pattern for all mothers in the Chinese world.

It is to her the child's book = ^ jjgg
rcfer, in these line,,

^ |
SeTb MSng moo,

^ T.Thlinchoo;

Tsze P h he,

Twan ke choo.

In olden limes Ming's mother,

Selected a proper abode ;

The boy's neglect to learr,

Made her rend asunder the web.

The story is this, She at first on being left a widow, hired

a cottage near a burying (round, ami the child made digging

and mock mourning his play ; on perceiving which, widow

Ming-she said,
[[ ^ fiftW j^ ^F t{L

"''' '* "ot a

proper place for a child to live in She accordingly removed

to another neighbourhood; here there was a lutclu-r's shop;

and the hoy made muck slaughter his
pl:iy, which was just a

little to his mother's taste, t'h.r next moved to rn a market

place, and the hoy ^H ^ ^ "p,

1

|^j
made mock buying

and selling his plaj ; Hhiih was slill abhorrent to the widow'*

wishes ; and she moved agai.i,and W* /S ST
'S W& housed

herself by the side of a public school ; then tlie boy made =2

$11 S ^ $$. i^ &. arra"a' nS llle vessels of the temple;

bowing and yielding the path ; advancing and retiring in

imitation of the scholars and masters, his play ; on seeing

which, mother Man-said, ^ JJL pj" jJ[^ ~f- ^ thi

indeed is thf proper place for a boy to live in and accordingly

she here took up her stay, and sent the hoy to school ; whilst

she, a poor widow, rem-iined at home to spin a .d weave for

a subsistence. Like a good mother, she not only sent Ih lad

to school, but examined him as to his progress in learning ;

and on being told by young Ming ^ ^ ^|7
that he did

as ha liked at school, she violently rer-t her web asunder,

partly from an^er, and partly as a figurative explanation of

her opinions : for wl.en the affrighted boy asked the reason

of her conduct, she made him understand, that, without

diligence and effort, his attending school would be as useless

to his fame and comfort, as her beginning a web and destroying

it when half finished, would be to ithe procurement of food

(or them. Young Mang-tsze took the hint ; set too with

diligence i made great progress; became a philosopher,

second only to Confucius, and lived an eminent man to the age

of eighty-four years.

There is a good anecdote of mother Mang, wlien she lived

near the bi:tcher', the hoy on seeing them kill the pigs, said

to his mother
|/^ ^ 'jpj ^ what are they going to do with
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them ? She in jet said, $\ J,*l p& ^r thej are going to

feed jou with them, but on recolli cling herself, the repented

of wh;it she had said, because
Jj[ ^ /f=" J| fc^

it was

leaching the boy to lie ; and therefore she immediately vent

and In u^lit some pork and gave it to him, that her conduct

might : gree with what she had uttered ; the Chinese add,
jj

^ "01" 'ffr
''"* "hewed her a '""l^er f excellent virtue.

Mem-ins oner put this question to the grandson of Con-

fnrius, T*ze tsze-t<ze j ^ ^ Yaou, Shun, Wan, Woo

the t .ion, ko le\h die hoo
alg ^ftf

~fr^ ~*7
j|| ~flf ~Jj

fy -jF"
m >y lne science f tne kings Yaou and Shun, and

Wan and Woo, be by effort altiineil ? To wh ;

r!i question he

received, his replj, $ A JJL ft A

mm, and we are men ; if we speak their language, tread in

their steps, meditate on these things hy night, and practice

them by day, indef.ligably as drawing water from a well;

like the hnsb;ii.dman's availing himself of the seasons; and

like the merchant's pursuit : fter gain, v,|iv should we not

attain their science? But further, said he, l -4r
ifrt "Jf'''

Ob.
JJ*.

the nrin who conceives himself

great, and does not cultivate the means of being so, will never

begre;it; he who conceives .hinneif an extraordinary person;

but does not even know the means of l.ecoming so, will never

be extraordinary. A hie paraphrast on the Four Books adds

MH
now-a-days all conceive themselves to be great men, and also

think themselves extraordinary men; but when it is enquired,

what constitutes their greatness ? and what is it th;it makes

them extraordinary ? where are such things to be found ! He

finishes b) exclaimin;:, pg- $SL gJCi Jp- ^tf *& ~jf tin
.{fj

ah! there is no mis-apprehension in the i,.su,lts poured onus

by the common miilliti.de we dtserve them.

Mang.lsze remained without any particular rn:irk of

horor till Shin-tsung
||j|

an Emperor of the Sung ^
dynasty, about A. D. 1085,

jj-
fung ed him, gave him a

patent constituting him
|'/|J Kj /fa.

Duke of the kingdom

-,
and jj[ l reared a temple to him on the south tide of

Tow hr'en AR W^ in Shang-tung province, where the re-

mains of Miing-tsze were interred. He then got for his effigy

a niche in the temple of Confucius ; next in place, to Yen-Uze

jflj \- who was the first or favorite disciple of the wge.

Wan-tsung ^ ~j^
an emperor of the Tartar dynasty Yuen

-fr A- D. 1338, B^ tj5 SS M. conferred the title Duke,
^ (_, >\rt -JLj- *^- *^

the second-r.ite sage ; sacrifice? also were appointed to him.

Htmg-woo Vtt j lhe founder of the Ming
j]Jj

dynasty

SI
jjjP

abolished the sacrifices. The occasion of hii doing

o is thus related; Mang-tsze, who, lik Confucius, dabbled

much in political ethics ^ ^ *^ ^ pj told Settm-wang

the king ofTse,

\.
JH'J

If the prince viewi his minister, as hands and feet, then the

minister will view his prince as his mind and heart.

If the prince view his minister as a dog or a horse, then the in in is-

l r will view his prince as a common man.

If the prince view his minister as the stubble on the ground,

then the minister will view h's prince as a bandit and an

enemy. (Dt]
=&

f^J ^ 5th vol. 1 1th p.)

The mention of bandit roused the_ anger of the Emperor

Hung-woo, for, from being such he rose to the throne ; and

he was resolved to degrade the ancient Sage, and took one

step in IMS p'ans by ordering the sacrifice to be discontinued.

However, the next year, when he was better read, he found a

p'issige which he thought applied to himself, and which made

him better pleased with himself, in consequence of which he

restored the temple service to Mang-tszt's effigy this is the

passage :

^f Jft
JjJT yf\ UK wnen heaven is about. to confer a great

trust on any man, it is sure first to embitter his heart and mind,

toil his sinews and hones ; starve his body ; make him de-

stitute ; thwart ai.d throw into disorder what he doe*; and
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by these meani route hi mind j inure his nature to suffer-

ing, and help hi> incapabilities. (|JUj ^ ^ ^ 5th vol.

60th page.)

Hun-woo, thought this description applicable to the career

he had run ;
and therefore his divine right to the throne was

fs.rly made good, Mencius himself being judge; and hence

his change of opinion respecting
him.

Kea-tsing ||^ a subsquent Emperor of the same dynasty,

changed the philosopher's designation to Ya shing Mang-tsze

?5 3TP 1 J- which is explained at the beginning of this

article; and Ming-tsze's descendant He-wan ^ % <>f the

i* r" Tfi V-i* |

56th generation, was made ^ f^. ffi jL fp: (nff TT

a member of the Han-lin college, and a classical doctor ;
which

title was to be hereditary in his family j^^ JL JJ[g
to offer

the sacrifices to Ming tsze's manes.

If the persons who now profess to be the posterity of Con-

fucius nnd Mencius be really so, their families are probably

the most ancient in the world.

The first book of Mencius opens with a conversation be-

tween himandV^ Ji& ^{- king Hwuy of the state Leang. His
?Tv /Cii\ --

,

Majesty had usurped the title of king and 12
<f|?

invited the

worthies, or philosophers of the day to his court, amongst the

rest, went Ming- tsze, and on his entering, the king accosting him

said, I suppose you are come
JL) ^||

S- H to increase the

gains of my country ? To which Mencius replied, /pi" jy^

p-j jfjl] ]
/& ^L & i"^ 2, ^ what necessity to

speak of gain ; benevolence and justice are all in all, which

he illustrated by shewing that if a spirit of -selfish avarice went

abroad amongst all ranks (.the king, the nobles, and the peo-

ple), then mutual strife and anarchy would be the result
;

after saying which, the king, as if convinced, reiterated his

wordf, and said, Jin e, urh e e 't. j|Er m\ pV -^ benevo-

lence and justice are all in all !

Mang-thefan ] fe rll"ed al< Tstl ' ^ 3 Person

mentioned in the Lun-ui
=j|j |g by Confucius, with appro-

bation, because, P8h fi ^K flc he did not h< ast of his merits

Mang.che-fan was an officer in the armv, and on one oc asioii

when it was def ated, he covered their retreat, and was the

last man to run. However, when they were out of danger

nd iKf A OQ were about to enter their own territory, he

his horse and said I was afraid to be last, hut I could not

Set my horse on faster. This speech was ^ j jefy ^ to

conceal his real merit. Such behaviour, the paraphrast says

is very rare in the ff. Jjk military department : for
/^j" ^/J

-tf ^ ^1 TV ~^P~
m St f tnose tnat nave any mer it> boa l

themselves of it.
( JJCJ

3
^ 2 vol. ^ 3, 13 page, and [J

jj||
2 vol. <)3, 15 page.)

Mang-chaou-loo t}2 [Si
a statesman who lived dur-

ing the reign of He-tsung t& ^ (A. D. 864) of the Tang

dynasty. Ha wrote a spirited pnper which reflected on the

ministers, and it fell into the hinds of one of them, Tren ling

tsze
jjj ^ ^ who h >vinjj removed Chaou-loo to a situation

on the Yang-tsze keang j^ ^ ^ "X ^ yj*
se ,,t a man

who sunk him in the river. C^t ft 13 [ Pf -fT $
I6lh vol ^ 12, 30 pnge )

JHang-kwang \ TTT- whose Tsze name was Heaou-yu 3&

4iA. a native of LS yang VA. I in Ho-nan province. He lived

in the time of Yen-he 5)1: EG the last remnant of the house

of Han. fc jf% fft ^ H ^ g= ^ fln? was

extensively acquainted with natural history, and had a great

knowledge ofantiquity, there was no book which he had not re .d.

He, $. fa EfL^ ^ ffjj f^ Pj,J j
was fund of

the history Chun-tsew by Kung-yang, but ridiculed and laughed

at the Tsfl chuen. d 4l -4- ^ ^at upwards of 90

years of age he died .

Mang-taung-cJiing -^ J^ a's called Tih-foo |^

^C was a native of Keang-chow |^ >j>j>J

in Shaii-se province.

He lived under the Emperor Nin;-tsung j^ ^ when his

national designation was Kae-he
fjjrj |& (about A. D. 1SOO)

Mang-tiung ching was of a bold and daring spirit in his child-

hood, and he subseq'ie itly liecime a
v-.-ry efficient military

officer, in acting against the Kiii/fF^ Tartars, who at that time

occupied the northern part of China, and endeavoured to

possess themselves of the whole. In hii life there is a

rather detailed account rfsever,,! battles fought at Seaug yang

;|j| ^ and at
*f| ^j Ijjj^

the town Tsio.i-jan;, in II o pTh

Iwi 1t prov ' nce - H " as '^'" r;1 "* s " "' s ^"'' ;1 '' fi' i!|"y

obliged the Tartars to relire. Wi'iD
r was a iricl disci-
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plinarian, ^ $| ^(7 || ^ j ijjjf
a

lave violated a new order, and Ming immediately beheaded

him. When the general himself died, the whole city where

he was
|Ja |jj Jjjj ^ stopped all business and wept bitterly.

Mingfun jpj
a native of the ancient state Tse ^M

He was a .%
~TJ ~\~. remarkably strong man. He F)!; ^p

'*$. "i r^ COU I<1 pluck out the horns from the head of a

living bullock.

Mung-chnng-lceun
'

IL? tt a nobleman of the state Tse,

who was remarkable for his T&
]
y love of eminently good

men ; and^ ~j> ~n ^ J|/ ^ a great many of the schol-

ars of the empire flocked to him. Munhea yew un tseen kill

Htj
~K

~j^j\ ^ ~f~" ^p*
there were at his gate 3000 guests,

all of whom yj ty^fW KJL
ornan)en ted their shoes with

pearls,
from which circumstance they are called Tt Iff} ^^

the pearl shoe guests.

This hospitality was too great for his income, and the

people of See g- were not punctu >l in paying the i.iterest of

money lent them. The nobleman sent one of his gne-ils

Fung-keuen /B| Bj||
to receive th;? interest, and gave him all

the bonds. Fung-keuen repaired to the spot, bought rich wine

and fat oxen, and made a gre.it feast, both for those who could

pay, and for those who could not ; and after getting nil the

money procurable, he took the bondsof the poorand burnt them

E? "M" ^1 rfrj
life ^/ His host was at first much enraged

at this proceeding, but on finding that it won him the lie:irls

of the people, and secured p lyment from those that were

really able to pay, he acquiesced in the propriety of so eccen-

tric a measure.

Mang-haou-jen j^y %K a native of Seang-cliow

jfe JJtj
in Hoo-pth province. In his youth, he showed a

virtuous and liberal dispositon ;
and

jl^ |gj pj jl|
lived

retired amongst the deer gate hills, till he was 40 years of age,

when he went amongst the poets at court, and surprised them

all by his poetry. The minister Chang-kew-ling Jj| ^(_ jj&

who cut the passage through the Mei-ling mountain, was a

poet, and at court in the time of Ming haou-jen. Wang-wei

~t ?RlE
w 'ls ''' ew ' se a statesman and a poet, at the same

court, and invited our country bard to his house ; whilst there,

the Emperor Yueu-tsung TT" TJ ^- ^' 745 ) mT ' tec'

PART i. 7 A

himself to the minister'*, and the poet from the deer-gate hill,

crept under the bed to hide himself from the Emperor.

His host informed against him, and the emperor desired

him to come forth and recite some of his poetry, which he

did. This procured him an invitation to the pahcc, at an

appointed time. In the interim he got with a merry party,

and played and drank till
>gjj? tt,t

he was very happy ; when
T*y ^ ^

some one put him in mind of his engagement with the

emperor ;
on hearing which he ^Wj j^j =[ j^

/Sfr j^ 'j^J

^p"
hooted and said I have already had my drink ; I have

no time to compassionate him ! and he did not keep hii

appointment^ which vexed the emperor, and he would have

nothing more to do with the rude bard. It is said, Haou-jin

~f^ il^i
]^J never repented it. He seems to have died in deep

poverty, and to have left his family in much distress. Hii

name, however was esteemed, and a splendid tomb built over

him, and his friend the minister Wang-wei ^P || coming into

the neighbourhood, had a likeness of the deceased poet paint-

ed, arid hung up in a place, which he called J^ jjjj <^f
, ,-

Haou-jii.'.s pavilion ; or as it was afterw.irds named I <S>:

Man;;'.'* j
at ilion.

The poetry of Ming haou jen, consists, like much of the

Chinese poetry, of a few lines, referring to some particular
. .

incident: the following .is a specimen. It was written on Vg?

|j gjjj ^JL| J|- fa f* fa ^ :g passing the night iu

the hill chamber of tlie priest Nee, waiting for Ting-kung,

who did not arrive.

S Keun k shuh e ming,

Slins y ug sSns iy leans>

^, Fung tseuen mwan tsing ting.
-M'U.

The evening sun has already passed yonder hills in the wet,

The groups of valleys all at once are begloomed ;

The pine-shaded moon, makes the night season cool,

The wind and the fountains fill the ear amidst stillness.

A f| &> It Tseaou J iH kwei )
t>in '

Yen neaou tse tioo tingj

Che tsze ke siih lae;

Ko k 'a ho* lo king-m
jfjj
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The wood-cutters from the hills have nearly all returned home,

The birds from the mist, are fixed on the roost ;

The time for Ihe bride to retire, has arrived,

But with a solitary harp, in this ivy avenue I must wait.

It is said Mang-haou-jen, was in the habit of mounting an

ass in the midst of snow storms, and going in quest of pear

b'oom, saying 35. |4 ^ JC ^ IJ3 gg> |4j |=j&
I?.

N _Jl my poetical musings are most active in the midst of

wind and snow, and on the back of an ass.

MSng-tsne-jin
~f~ ^ a lady in the court of the

Emperor Woo-tsung j|P ^ (A. D. 837) who L/J
^j| |ffr

/^ H
b

-
V ner P'a)' ng on the SS S instrument and singing,

was a favorite with the monarch. When the Emperor became

very ill, he |J ^ looked at her e-irnestly, and said S- '.a'

I* =i ^T> f-t /? -Hi r

'T* fut i<R) IPJ ]&] "|5C
e me vou "ee" f(>licea l nothing,

what do you mean to do ) ^ jfe
/j- ^ j]^ H =|b H

iHj 5S^ nVlft ^'*"S pointing at the Sing bag, weeping said, I

request permission to hang myself with this. ^ jflg
fyR

the Emperor seemed very sorry ; on observing which, she pro-

posed to sing him a song, to amuse him
-,

and immediately began

to sing, but was choaked by the effort.
{"
'& Bg 'jgr

~/^

the Emperor ordered medical assistance to attend her, but

she was beyond recovery. Chang-hoo H||
Si composed some

rerses i,i i er praise. ( "g" j|| ^j- 1^ Pih mei tsiu yung.)

Jlliing-tsiaig
'

'^.
a person famous for his filial piety.

See under ^ Heaou. Ming-kung Jit a general under

the Si n dynasty, about 1263, who was famous for his strenuous

efforts against the Tartars.

Mang-l;e I

^|{f
a person who aided with his advice the

Tuen TJ^ Tartars, on their 'nc
^J^ conquering the house of

Sung. (A. D. 1296.)

Brief memoirs of many other persons of the surname Mang

J

and some notices of eminent women of the same name, are

contained in the 102 vol. of the
-/rfj: ==| Sing poo.

TSZE.

The small intettinei. The name of a district

T'HAE.

From child and elevated. Big with child. Same as
B^J

Tae.

PHAOU.

From child and to embrace. Pregnant.

A designation of youth; whatever is young or delicate :

small; slender; the last of a series. Mingchung kejj
Ml

*

first, second, and tliird months of each quarter of the yeJr.

At any of the four seasons of the year, when preceding the

words for Spring, summer, autumn, or winter, Ke expresses

the last month of the quarter. Sze ke l/fl \ the four seasons.

Ke che
1 JH

the liule finser - Ke fo
1 5C an u " cle -

Ke tsae
]

W- young timber. MS she yue ke she "^
"It t& a last aSe (as on the decline of any dynasty)

is called lie-she. Tsze ke she yay ; yen kin nae tse che mS she

J% 1 tfc-ife^^/^^^^lfr'hisisthelast
age, expresses the present time is the last generation of the

Tse family. (Ts-chuen, 8th vol.)

Ke chun, ke hea, ke tsew, ke tung, keae sze she che chun

y-j.j
I $1 E 1 ifc 1 **B'W2:

^ H fy the ke spring, ke summer, ke autumn, ke winter,

are all the last months of the four seasons. Kaou-sin-she yew

tsae tsze pa jin e Pth-chung, Shuh, ke, wei seu e ^\J Pp-

she, (B. C. 2330,) had eight persons of eminent talents who

were arranged in fours, by the terms Pih, Chung, Shuh.Ke,

in the order of those words. ? T K 1$ A 7U
the people of the world oiled them the eight originals. This

Kaou-sin-she is placed immediately before the Chinese deluge.

(& f|?
4tl ' V(>l ^ I0> p3se 23^

When King-kung S- /\ the prince of Tse TtfR was

deliberating with his officeis how thoy should
Y-ap ^1

-+-

behave to Confucius ; i, e. with what et
:

qnette they should

receive him, as a visitor from the state Loo /!?', he said, 4$
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1

Ke-she (who wns an officer of lii^li r;mk) then I cannot do

it; treat him with a degree of honor, between that shewn to

Ke and Mang (who was an inferior officer).

The prince added, ^L Jfc ^- ^^ ^ ^ I am old

and cannot adopt (the Confucian principles) and -~3\
-f'./f'T

Kung-tsze immediately went away b ick again lo his own

stale : not, the commentators say, because
j^p^ y||| ^

they treated him with too little respect j
but because they

would not study his philosophy : for Confucitii' going to

Tse 7J] ffii /fT ^f was with the original intention of

propagating
his principles. (|JCj jljf ffc

-nd vol. ^ 9, page 1.)

Ke.she
j ft also called Ming tth

[j^ f*l
a commen-

tator on the ancient classics he lived during the Ming dynasty.

Kc-pot 1 ^j a native of Sen-chow ^> <j<j>j

in Keang-nan

province. Ke-poo lived during the civil wars which took

place on the overthrow of Urh she hwang te ~^ -jit" ijl *^jf

the last of the house of Tsin ^ (B. C. 200.) There were no

less than eigh t kings started up in China on the ruin of that

dynasty , they ff >( f|
* EE ^t$ ^t^

fessed reliance on principles of justice, and called themselves

kin"S, or were called kings by each other. The tyranny of

Urh-she-hwang-te was so insupportable, that the whole empire

rose under these eight different leaders, to throw off his

domi nion, and set up their own. These
J|i

E^ ' built up na-

tions
' founded by tlie nation builders referred to, were called

1, i^Tsoo; 2, l( Heang; 3, & Chaou ; 4, ^ fse ;

5> -Julian;
6, fat Yen ; 7,^ Wei; 8, ^ Han, and

before the final settlement of the country under the sole

dominion of the Han family (.No 5), these eight were split into

twenty different kingdoms.

Ke-poo ^ 'j'-J; ffi /fa fa
had the reputation of

disinterested herouim, an acted as a general under Heang ,

the 2nd of thea!>ov.--naraed eighl leaders, he JW ^gf j'Mi
-P

had often emliarrassed in his military operation* the king of

Han, who on his gaining the ascendency, and the rum of his

rivals
|jj|| J|(_

/& ~p^ ofTered a reward of a thousand

pieces ofgo'd, for the seizure of Ke-poo, and threatened to

exterminate the whole kindred to three generation* of any

person who should dare to hurbuuc him.

At that time, )
!j J Pvo was concealed

in the house of one Chow, at P4-yang, in Shan-tung province.

When Chow-she heard the news from court, he t old the

ex -general how anxious the new monarch wa to find him

out, and also that his discovery would implicate his family

and cause their entire destruction. I have a scheme added

he to preserve your life, which I wish you will submit to,

BP ^ Bri II ^fc il i'J
but if j u won>t ' il is raJ

desire in the first place to cut my own throat to avert the

murder of my kindred.
^Tj J^ ^ Poo .promised him

that he would comply. Chow forthwith
2Jg JjJ"

H A shaved Poo's head, and put an iron collar

I ' *

round his neck; and having clothed him with coarse

hempen garments, placed him in a large hearse together

with his servants, amounting to twenty or thirty per-

sons, and drove them off to another part of the country

s slaves & ~? ^ ' "d sold him to the Choo fam.ly.
' J^ * - /Jr* "

/K fo 4n -^& Choo knew in his own mind it was Poo ;

/^ ^ Z. ffii M" ^ ffl
1)ut >et he bougla him and

placed him on his farm ;. and having?^ ^ ^Q ffl ^~

II l^b fe$ PI H ^ caul ' ned h 'S S "' Sil 'd
'

'" the

business of the field listen to this slave ;
and besides, you must

eat with him. Choo-kea immediately set off for LS-yanj yX
Hft in Honan province, to use his influence in favour of his

slave. He waited on Tang-kung j]&^ who was a nobleman

in the new order of things, and in the course of conversation,

crime has Ke-poo committed, that the Emperor seeks him so

vehemently >

The nobleman replied, Poo often embarrassed the em-

peror in the hie wars, and the emperor hates him, and is

resolved to find him. To which Choo-kea answered S" mH

^f[J f^f $fl A :

JL what sort of man (!o > ou loolt

on Ke poo to be ?

j-^j
(?} ^ 1M it was responded, an

eminently good man. The friend of Ke-poo then argued that

E $' jiv 5*- -
"

Ifl P *1 '' servants were employed

each by their own master; and Ke-poo had done nothing

more than his duly to his , that it would he absurd to think

of destroying ull who had served the' fallen leader Heangi
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that Ilic emperor on coming first to tlie throne should not

$ # S 2 ft 2S $ - A '-I'lv > """ <>f

his private resentim nt, seek Ihc life of an individual; that it

* a< 75 ^ T^ /j^ M "til
'hew'g an example of

narrow mindednrss to the whole empire; that as Ke-poo

was a good man, if persecuted thus he would go over to some

enemy, either on the north or south of China ; and 4^ *=-^

$t it Hit $$ Hi ituIeL'd lllis halrtd of an "ble soldier

would confer a benefit on the enemy, who should receive

him ; and finally such petty spite was a* ridiculous as the

conduct of Woo-tsze-seu g. 3- who iS

desiring to seize king Chaou

Eji}it,Pf$;;2,:::ll5 when he could not

iucceed, digged up Ihe dead king Ping, of the state Tsoo,

took his corpse out of the grave, and flogged it with three

hundred lashes. Having reasoned thus he added, ^ fifi /f^

ftt ,

/

rC jtl ~=y fy Sir, why don't you persuade his majesty

to forbearance.

knew that Choo-kea was

noble spirited man; and he
JJT j ^ J/jf

JL
^j]"

/7 I J j|^f imtgined that Kc-pi>o was concealed on his state,

and he therefore said
'

very well.' Accordingly he took the

first opportunity to speak to the Emperor ij] Jk.tjj& ^p
as Choo-kea had pointed out; and J^ dfjr

~/? his Majesty

forgave him. The slave was thus freed from danger, and many

of the nobles ^ "flh
mucked Ke-poo, i. e. spoke much

of his talents , and his friend Choo-kea likewise spread abroad

a high character of him, so that the Emperor who lately sought

his life, summoned him to court and gave him an office of high

rank in the army.

At this time, Shen-yu jB ^f- a Tartar
^f= ^S.

^-- -h "i

l ^"constantly wrote letters, treating with contempt queen

leu, the wife of the Emperor Hwuy-te ji(
rj

(B. C. 182.)

She was an abandoned woman, and on succeeding to the throne,

during the minority of her ion, she summoned the generals,

and wished them to revenge her cause on the proud Tartar.

The general Fan-kwae p&> sa id, K SI j 4- ~!&7K H pi-* r\>\ l*j 9 1^1

ffi$i If ^ fe X?I ^ ' desire but a h dretl thousand

men, and I'll march through and through the length and

breadth of the Tartar territories. j^ all

the other general* expressed their approbation, but Ke-poo,

siid, Fan-kwae fjT
fjjfr

U) deserves to have his head cut off.

He then pointed out how the late emperor JPJ-
_n".

JTCJ
~T

f$5 ^i 03 !^ 'P $t w ' t '1 "llwar(''' f 400,000 me.i, had

been embarrassed (by the Tartars) at Ping-ching ; and now

general Fan-kwae pretends that with 100,000 he will march

where he pleases throughout Tartary, such pretexts Ke-poo

oiled
j|n iff and

||[|
2* fraud and flattery in the quecn'i

presence ;
wliich evinced in the general a wish to excite commo-

tions thoughout the empire. Her majesty was convinced and

$p i|fl |'"t a" clld to l 'lc audience ;and never more agitated

the question about attacking the Tartars.

Ke-poo lived till the next ri-ign, when the emperor Wan-

te
-yT

35 (B. C. lf>l,) having heard of his virtuous cha-

racter, sent for him and gave him an office at court, hut on

hearing a report that he was very turbulent under the

influence of wine, the emperor dismissed him from court

after only Boenionlhstay, and sent him to an office at jdT af

Ho lung. In consequence of this fickle treatment Ke-poo

went to the emperor, and remonstrated thus, I

Jj
/fit JIB

f)^ F ' sna" willt at H"- |u"g the punishment nf'any crime

1 may have committed if without any qualification OB my

part, your majesty summoned me to couit, the man who

recommended me must h.ive deceiveJ your majesty, and

now as I am sent away without any alleged crime, J^ A M
/
RJ Qt. f?, ijf

lne lni" V
w ''" recommende.l that

proceeding)

must have slandered me. But if your m;.jesty V) ft

.- A & WL
praises summoned me ; and for one man's slander, discard

me, I fear it may l;e heard throughout the empire, and induce

people to avail themselves of flattery and slander to obtain

your imperial commands. J- !j^ jjg || ^ His Majesty

blushed, and remained silent a long time then said, ypT JJS

9 R Jfc $H ft& fES9 Hi> - t " n- a
-

as important lo me as my legs and arms, and therefore, Sir,

I sent yon a special summons and put yon in office there.

It? / B*
P' dcclined to accept the office.

Ke-poo was so much a man of his word, that 2M:
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a proverb with thi people of Tsoo, The acquisition (if a

hundred cnlties of yellow gold, is not so good as one word

of a promise from Ke-poo.

His younger lirothcr nlso Ke-sin
j /|j>

was very much

f;imcd in the north-west corner of China, which they call
Rjjj

tjqi
Kwan-chnng. ^ y\ ^ | ^ ft-^ when he met

with any person he was exceedingly respectful and attentive,

and full of disinterested knight ei rantry. ~Tj jjjjjr

^f- J^ -fc

^P $' $L '{ ?$ A |A $: in Plare9 dislant sevcral

thousand le, when scholars had any quarrel he would die for

them; and was consequently always killing people, which

caused him to become a fugitive in the state Jjt Woo.

at that period Ke-sin for his bavery, and Poo for his fidelity,

were famous inside the barrier ; i. e. in the province of

Shen-se, and the adjoining country. (Iff 4\" /& 2 B"

ff Jt^
2 vo1 S 2, 46 page.)

Other memoirs of persons named
*

Ke, are contained

in the 1 17lh vol.of the ^ jj^ Sing-poo.

SZE. From to manage and ion. An ancient

form of |Hp Sze, An heir; to succeed.

KOO. From child and a cucumber. Fatherless;

a child without a father to look up to. Alone; destitute; an

orphan ; a distitute poor person. A humble term by which

kings and princes dtsignale themselves; title of office. Koo

| ^j~
a single boat, not attended by any other. Koo

hnan
jyfj

disconsolate and orphan spirits, who have no

relatives to pay honors to their manes, or intercede for them.

Koo kwa
j
VL an orphan and a widow. Koo sang tub sze

I Tit*

]
ff_

^IjjJ fy^
t live and die nloiie. Koo shin

|
ty

a person alone; a
solitary individual. Koo leih woo tsoo

jf JJIL lyj standing alone without assistance. Koo ttih

jifjj
nlone, single, without brothers or sisters. Koo tsze

-J.
an fatherless boy when deserving transportation is a].

PART I, 7 B

lowed to remain with his mother. Koo low kwa win
j j'j*f

^g f 9 a scholar without learned society, and whose know-
&t* i-^w

ledge is confined.

Koo
j

denotes 4^ ^ ifi
bein" falnerl(- Yew urh

woo foo yu koo
ty] ffi j|jE "^ Q j

he who is young

and without a father is called Koo; Koo, koo yay, koo wang
woo so chen keen yay |fj 4ft jjS $ M (ifr flfe g

' **^ M5H L- ivi t/l ty0 /\^

-^ Koo, denotes looking about; looking about withfully ;

being destitute of any object to look lo for support. Foo moo

sze jug koo gae tsze <

-fy ft J j ^ ^- he whose

father and mother are both dead, is called Koo-gae-tsze, An

orphan and distressed child. Ta wei jin koo pefh, piih hSshe

e ; wan jin piih ho ta teih muh
fl ^ ^ ^ jg ^

^ ilf I!. 1 A T^ life $f i he i. a man of

solitary and costive habits, and is not suited to the times ;

and there is no-body to suit his eye. King koo min kwa, fan

jinsoking, shing jin so chung^ | ^^ /L A jjf

lIM 3? A fj] HI '" compassionate the orphan, and feel

for the widow, is a subject lightly treated by common men ;

but one that sages pay much regard to. Tub heS urh woo yew

tsih koo low urh kwa wan
|j|j^ ffjj

M.
~fc

Mil
Jijjf

i] to study alone and without a friend, makes a man
IIU tyf* ITV

an orphan rustic, and one who has heard little. (Le-ke.)

Kwan kwa koo tuh
Si^ J| J ^ the widower, the widow,

the fatherless, and the orphan or destitute person,

Seaou kw che keun tsze ching yuS koo /K ^J ~~/ ^2

^ Jffi n '

l 'le Pnllce or sovereign of a small nation
P^i JTT ' ' I

designates himself by the term Koo, an orphan. Keun tsze

e koo pub king ming; e koo paou kwei, pQh wei foo tsS she

j&f a l^n^.e i ^t^^^
ffe^ a S<>0(1 man l'oe* not ' a^ter beig fatherless change

his name ; nor, it' after being fatherless, he become illustrious

and rich, does he compose an eulogy on his deceased father,

because in the first case, he seems to renounce his origin;

and in the second case, he seems to insinuate that his father's

once mean condition does not comport with the elevated

rank of his posterity, and hence the wish to praise his virtues

in a posthumous eulogy. (Le-ke, 46th vol.)

Ke tsae heung ffih yue teih tsze koo
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I when in mourniug he call* himself Telh tize-koi .

San-koo
~

I denotes the three offices called Shaou-sze

/}? (jjjj
Shaon-foo / fy and

/j/ ^ Shaou paou.

(Shoo-king ) Koo tung, Uh ing che lung
| ffi] ^ ^

jj'
iH the or|ihaQ Tung, i a tung tree that grows alone.

The Chinese say the wood of this tree makes the hest harps.

It is procured at the
|)fi?- jlj

Y!h hills, in Shan-tung.

Chaou she koo urh ta paou chow ^ j^ j ^ ^
At1

jji the orphan of the house of Chaou's great revenge. This

is the^name of the Chinese play given by Du Halde, said to have

been translated by Padre Tremere.
( 7 A H fit

36 vo1 ^

The play is founded on the history of Chaou-tun
|j jjj

a

nrir.cipal minister of state in Tsin ?? about a hundred years

before the birth of Confucius. The principality Tsin, was

silu.ted in Shan-se
[i| fflij

province.

In the 8th vol. of the ^ |j
She ke, -^ J|f^ the me-

moirs of the house of Chaou are gifen at considerable length,

Chaou-tun acled ns regent under ling-kung ^ // who, on

arriving at mature year*, ^ J|jj|
became still prouder, and

more cruel. The minister remonstrated, but in vain. The

prince happeni^ ft ft ft ffj ^ =f# $L^ A tf

ffi F1

jjj
to eat wild hoar's feet, found them insufficiently

boiled, for which cause he murdered the coolt, and dragged his

body outsiJe, where Chaou-tun saw it. The prince, more than

ever, now dreaded Chaou-tun, and endeavoured to have him

murdered ; but as ^^ he had heen in the habit of

hewing kindness and beneficence to people, E? pfr & ^k

~T* {}& ^ some hungry men, whom he had commonly fed

beneath a mulberry tree, rescued 'him. He fled to another

part of the same country, and a namesake f$ 5E jtjf TOJ?

1C Chaou-chuen murdered the prince Ling-wang, after which

Chaou-tun /& /7 fa
||S J^ returned and assumed .the

direction of the government, which caused
^|~ ~f~ pj|? J^

good men to ridicule Tun, saying, he fled, but did not go

beyond the frontier; he returned, and did not punish the

regicidi-, and history has pronounced that it was Chanu-tun

ife^
ffi

5pf
who murdered his master. Chaou-tun before

his death set Ching-kung jS /jj*
on the throne. The old man

.appears to have died a natural death
; his ton Chaou-s8 Aff ^3

married the sister of the new made king, and these two were

the parents of the Orphan.

officer, whose name was Too-gan-hoo, desired to extcrmiiiate

the family of Chaou : and he proposed it to the other military

men, on the ground of Chaou-tun's having murdered the

late king. One only was averse to the measure, and lie gave

notice of the conspiracy to Chaou s persuading him to fly.

He, however declined, and expressed his coaviction that h'u

informer Han-keug
jj$ Jjfc

would not exterminate the house

ofCh..ou. Han-keug gave his promise that he would not,

and accordingly |f| *)/ ^ j| profe.ed .ickness, and did

oot go out, when Too-gan-koo, and his brother officers,

mastered the family of Chaou ;
which took place under the

.reigu of King-kung -^ -^
but without the king's knowledge

or consent. The pregnant princess, Chaou-sd's wife, alone

escaped by-flying and concealing herself in the royal harem.

It h.ippened that FS (as they abbreviate Chaou-s5's name),

had ^ ^ ^ JJ^P Q two gue8ls called Kung-sun

and Choo-kew, who addressing fcS's ^ A f;E^ friend,

Ching-ying, asked him, (according to the chivalrous ideas of

that period,) why he did not die for his friend; to which he

replied, SS's wife is pregnant, if happily, she b.ars a son

I'll receive him ; if a daughter, I'll then die. A boy was born

of which Too-gan-koo heard, and searched the palace, but

^ A nif %& ^ ^ a la<1
-V Placed tlieinfant ln herdr iwers,

- m 1k * f-* &
praying siid, if Chaou'a family is to become extinct,

then cry ; but if not, then be silent j the child was silent, and

escaped. Ching-y-ing anticipated another search for the infant,

in wh.ch case it might not again escape; and therefore he

addressed himself to Kurg-sun and v'hoo-kew for advice;

they said to him j/] {)ll ^ Jyjj. E|||
which is easier, to

raise up the orphan or to die? Ching-ying said /fa jjL jj

I Ste
~jf. to die ie easy ; to raise up the orphan is difficult.

They then added, as you were kindly treated by the orphan's

father, do you perform the more difficult part ; we will perform

the more easy let us die first. 7^
~ A ft^t If? 'I'll/ A/ v / rVl v *!/ I UJ r %

^C ^ t 'lese two l^en 'a'^ a '''"' to ta*'e S me ot 'ler Pcrson ''

child, and pretend to conceal it, and call it the orphan.
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Ching-ying then spread a report that he would for a thou-

sand pieces of gold, tell where the orphan was hid. The ene-

mies of the child readily complied, and Ching-ying led them

to his friend's retreat, and pointed out Kung-sun with Choo-

kew, as the concealers of the orphan. Choo-kew affected to

abuse Ching-ying as a /J\ h mean wretch, and

M ~5T Hf embracing the infant, he called aloud,

heaven ! heaven ! what crime has the orphan child of

Chaou's house committed, pray spare it alive, and kill me.

The military officers however would not spare either, but

a3S >M forthwith murdered both Choo-kew and the (suppo-

sed) orphan child. The real orphan remained with Ching-)ing,

who succeeded in the the course of years,to raise him to the rank

his father held, and having procured the massacre of Too-gan-

koo, with all his kindred; and the restoration of the lands

usurped by Ton-gan-koo, he addressed the orphan, named

Chaou-woo
^jj2 jjT and now arrived at the years of manhood

in these words, rK- ~T*
^3*

~~/ i^ -fefe
1

rjir 7$ ~^C dfe >K

itli ^ formel 'y wnen distress fell upon the palace, and all

were ready to die (for your father's sake) I too was not un-

willing to die ; but it was my desire to establish the posterity

of Chaou, anil as I have now succeeded,
*j& ]

iK iW[ jg[ ~&

1 am about to go dvwn to announce it to (jour grand-father)

Chaou-seun-mSng,and my two friends, Kung-sun and Choo-kew.

The young man p^ *fij_ jfi|| g wilh tears and prostrations

remonstrated against Ching-j ing's purpose of committing sui-

cide, but in vain. They, said he, believed I could perfect

the work I had undertaken, and therefore chose to die before

me; till I have announced the issue of the affai', Jrr Bf "ft

-a- .J. b ^* ^*
^J7 /j my work is not fiuishcd, ^ j|j ^ and he im-

mediately killed himself !

ffan-heu-taze lun keuh
>/JT| TjC'

-{-
g^j cj|j

Hun-heu-

tsze in a discourse o-n plays, divides them into
-J-*

~

^ij-
twelve classes ; -j^

O ^ ^ | -^ the seventh of

which is those in which expelled statesmen and orphan children

form the subject or plot. These of course are chiefly tragic ;

and the tenth class seems to be so also, it represents

jj|^| /JJ-
commiseration, sighing, parting and meeting.

NOO. From a ilave and a child, or from

ilaoe and a napkin. The wife's children ; children and grand-

children. The tail of a bird ; blandishment ; delicate. Read

Tang, A pl.ice to store up treasure ; national treasury. Te

noo ai
j

a wife and children. Luy tse noo JL g ]

to involve one's wife and children. Noo Ifib joo
j

y-/r destroy you and your children.

Noo tung ts noo
| jg| j^ 1& Noo

|

i written Noo,

and used in common with it. Neaou wei yug noo E. re.
.' . .; / U

I a bird's tail is called Noo. Noo chay se jS che ming yu

jin fsih tse tsze wei noo yu ncaou tsfh wei yih yug noo

gl^^^^AI'Jt-TB 1

Hi ^* |Ej I

No ex Presses raall and weak ; when man

is referred to, it denotes his wife and children; when a bird

is referred to, it's tail is called Noo. Hw5 peen ting tse noo

chetseen shTh
} || 11 ^ ] ^ ^ fa or perhap,

listen entirely to the shallow knowledge of a wife.

*tt -r"l"~r -s * ' n i i wi i

-"- vm ~^. ^fC ur a '

~ffi? HM ^g I Lo u rh tse noo.

Right your house and family ;

Delight your wife and children.

(Chung yung rfj Sf quoted from the
=^p jjj5

She-king.

Srun-pth tsin sung ke noo, kefh ke ke yung tsae hwuy yu

Seun-pih sent entirely his wife and children, and all his utensils

and property to Tsin. (Ts5-chuen.)

Same as Pfih, or Pel, Disobedient
,
rebellious.

An ancient form of
jjfj

She, To send, to employ.

CHUEN, or Juen.

Attentive, respectful. Orphans .exposed and deserving

sympathy. Otherwise written Chucn 53 and Chuen
jjjt
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a parcel of children striving in play to be first ; their infantile

efforts suggested the idea of weakness.

/iMV

Same as %fc Tae,

SIX STROKES.

Same as ^ Shoo, or Choo.

From rA/Wand Hat, denoting the cry

or laugh of a child. A child that may be taken up into the

arms ; children generally ; boys and girls ; a child laughing.

The insect species. To take in the arras and hold below the

chin, as when a filher names it child. Hae chih jfc an

infant ; a child. Hae cluing 1
,gjh

the insert species ; insects.

Hae urh keen slnh
'

^ J^ |j|
the knowledge of a child

;

knowledge which does not exceed that of a child. Hae te che

tu "g
| ^ ^ JH

a child that is carried or led. Hae tsze

-Jr
of Seaou hae tsze /k 1 3^ a child ; used for

children generally.

Neu hae tsze
-J ^ a little girl. Paou hae tsze KjJ

Z. to carry a child in the arms. Ying hae
J|R

1 an in-

fant; a child. Wo yew pHh she leang san
iiy teih seaou hae

<X^* fe- Jfc-ft.* 1 ?- noram

1 a child of two or three years old. Hae tsze, hae che tsih seaou

1 dP "^ /Z R'J ^ lhe child ca" to il > and il wi" |aueh -

Woo nha hae chung -fH-^ $L do not kill lhe young of

animals. (Le-ke )

Hae te che lung woo puh che gae ke tsin yay ; keih ke

chang jay; woo iiiih che king keheungyay
|'

a child taken up into the arms always knows

its parent; and when a little older, it never fails to respect its

icnior brother. Hae urh cha 1
J^ ^ Terra Japonica ; or

Mimosa Catechu.

Hae urh hwa
j ^3 7i/ name of a plant. Hae urh yu

^ \\] Syn. with Jin yu J^ 'HI and Te yu fljSj

a fish named from its making a noise like the cry of a child.

An ancient form of ^ Tsze.

KEEN, or Keung.

Solitary; alone; to bow with respect; lustful.

TSZE.

An ancient form of ~j& Tsze. See under 10 strokes.

An ancient form of Ke. Same as Pub.

From children and the . To advance, to

progress, to increase. A mode of writing
55 ft\a . Some say

T'HE.

From cWW and younger brother. A little child.

It*- A certain insect
;

a species of locust, said

to devour the ears of corn.

m
From a son and thread. Denoting continuance in a line of

succession
; a son's son ; a grandchild ; humble. Any thing that

grows a second time. A surname. Tsze sun ^?- 1 posterity.
iii 4 VI

Nan sun
-Jj

|

a grandson. Neu sun -/-
'

a grand-

daughter, Urh sun JJ1
j

a remote descendant. Tsing ua
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^f" 1 a great gran<l<on. Ilenen sun j ]
a grandson's

cliild. Wae sun ^U 1 a daughter's cliild. Tc MI inn /^ 1

.

I

afibled goddess, otherwise called
ffifa ^-Chfti

neu. PBIuraon

un 7> "jit*"
1 n decelerate grandson a mode of speaking

used by grandchildren,
when referring to themselves in the

presenceof their grandfather. Sun ketien
|
& a name of a

sovereign who lived during the civil wars of the third century,

and who with I,ew-pe, king of the stale ShQh, opposed the

growing power of the state Wei.

Tsze che Is/e wci sun yay ^ ^ ^ ^ ] .{j/
a son's

son, constitutes a grandson. Sun, kufig sun che sun /A.

1,
1

^^'

_ ]

the character Sun, is that used in the express! m

Rung, un, grandfather and grandchild. Tsze tsze, sun stm

"f" T~ I I
children and grandchildren. How she tsze

>un
tfJL tt ~J" I

'uture generation of children and grand-

children posterity. The emperor of China speaks Iliu*, ffl?

t^ |tt|
-+

I

my posterity fur ten thousand generations.

Urh sun mwan te
][?

-Si j^At
children and grandchildren

fill the ground or floor oftt.e house, a complimentary expres-

sion used on birth days, and addressed to ptrenls.

The dictionary Tsze-hwuy *3 >g? gives the following de-

finition of the terms joined with Sun, a grandchild j "*?

.f I Z*&2 1.2 1 2

.* 1 *&% 1.trj 1 Z
i.n

a grandson's cliild i. called Tsani;-siin : a TsSiig sun's clii'd

is c- lied Hcuen sun; a Heuen-su, ,'s child is called Kwin-sun ,

a KwSn-sii.i's chilil is < Mid Jin^'-sun ; a Jing sun's child is

calL'tl Yun-sun; a Yun-su N cliild isc;ill,-d Urh-sun ; i. e. an

ear grm.dson, meaning fi .1 the person is of so high and distant

a descent, his name is k own on'\
|.y the henrin^ of the ear.

Heaou sun u-w kin;', ;
non e kc.ie fuh, w.in show w< o keai.g

1 ft )i ^ "( ft w $ m g a d.tifui

grandson (who sacrifices decorously to the manes of his

ancestors) will be, I les e,!, and r compensed wilh great

h-ippi ess, aid never e.uling longevity. (She-king.)

Fan 1 n Ise sze, my s /r jug heaou sun, wae sze juS tsang

A BS $ /lib IAI ty tl * 1 ft
IAUT 1. 7 C

whenever persons enter upon the rites of sacrifice, he who

attends to the internal parts is called Henou-sun
j

lie who

att.-nds to the external affiirs, is called TsSng-sun.

Wuh tsae sing yu sun
JJ^J |^ f[i ^F the

re-growth of any thing is called Sun, a> 1 rf y
X 'L? tubes

or reeds from the new shoots of Old bamboos.

Sun is used in the sense of Going off, or absconding

from. ?an yuf foo jinsiin yu Tse H
-fc ^ 1 j ^yy

in the 3rd month, her ladyship (r. ft Kenng she) run-away

to Tse. The name is not here mentioned because of an

alleged crime of murdering the prince, and it was considered

right lh.t ^ |g ^ ^ ^ $ nf ft the P"""1

whom heaven had rejected, had better not be named
; or as

they otherwise express it, that it was better,
~Jfi

JL
l|&^

^ not to live under the same canopy of heaven
-,

\. e. that

one should remove to some other (lace. It is elsewhere

said, Sun yew kung shun yny ] |||^ j|jj| ^ Sun is

similar to respectful and obedient.

Sun-she
j Jp^

the name Snn was derived from the Ke
^Jj

family ; one of the most ancient in China.
( h^^ v ols 27-89.)

Sun-won ^ a native of the state Tse^ in the

empire of the Chow dynasty. Sun-uoo M jfc <7 S 1^A

i^ j f,'^] fj^
liad an interview with Ktf-leu, king of

Woo, on the subject of military tactics. The king said, he

had read the thirteen essays on the
military art, which Sun woo

had written, and wished to see an cxem|>'i;ication of his rules ;

and enquired whether he could shew him a specimen with

the women of the pal .ce instead ot troops. B. ing ai swered

in Hie affirmative, ISO femal, s were ordered out, and were by

Sitn-tvoo formed into two companies ; at the head of which

were placed, ;.s officers, two of the king's fivorite concubine*.

Whilst Siii-waa was end-ivourinj with the utmost gravity

to exhibit the rules ofliis art, the favorite concubi cs burst

out a laughing. In l!;i< instance he laid down the law,

and took the hlame to himself tor not hiving previously

published liis orders; however, the la. lies I .ughed again, when

Sun-woo said, l'i t hv martial I rv, disobedience w,.s punished

with death ; and he must decapitate them. The king remon-

strated. Sun-w .o rejoined, I having been by you constituted

general, cannot, in the interior regulations of this army.
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receive your orders, &c. (as the memoir narrates) he

immediately Ujjj^ decapitated the king's favorite con-

cubine*.

1 -jr. **
Sunf-cTiing-tning ^ ^- a statesman and general un-

der the Ming dynasty, who exerted himself much against the

Manchow Tartars, and when he lost all hope of success, he

turned his face towards the palace (of his master), bowed his

head to the ground, threw himself into a noose, and so died

in his 7lh year.

Sung-ktcang 1
4||

called also Wln-yung ^TJ^ a com-

mentator on the classics, who lived under the Ming [JD dynasty.

Sun-sh&h-gaou *7 4*f an eminent person mentioned
I V^ 'J^

by Ming-tsze, in the Four Books; together with some others

who were raised to high offices from a private station. Sun-

shiih-gauu [^ Jg y^ y3?
dwelt in relirement by the sea

side, till he was brought into political life hy the king of
ijfc

Tsoo.

Sun-pin
j |fe

an eminent warrior under the Han
-j||

dynasty. He was a descendant of Sun-woo, mentioned above.

He studied the art of war with Pang-keuen SfV i|=j who &d
'-! L /pj JV*i*

Jfr J? ^ B ^ >2 u PPosing f'Un-pin more eminent

than himself, envied him; and by treachery having got him

into his power, cut both his feet off; and seared his face

with black marks. Sun-pin afterwards succeeded by stra-

tagem to reduce Pang-keuen to such a dilemma tbut he cut

his own throat.

Sun-sze-mii I ^^ otherwise called Sun chin jin 1

jfL \ Sun the ' true man,' a person who lived in the time of

Win te^ *rfj*
(A. D 831), of the Tang Jij dynasly. /A.

"21 |pf ft fcP- ^p ^_now-a-days men of the medical pro-

fession all worship him. He was of the school of Laou-tsze

^ ^p (see under
-J- Tsze,) and |S "g |j |g was tho-

roughly versed in all the miscellaneous writers of his day;

besides being eminently skilled in medicine. He acted on the

theory of man's being a
/J>^ j^jj

microcosm, and was guid-

ed in his practice by the analogies of nature. He inculcated,

that to preserve health, a man
flj^ -ft- 4j{j H ml. must first

know how to take care of himself; and added 4m
J^jl S^ 'fig,

a heedful care if founded on awe or dread of some evil;

which sentiment he illustrated by running through a number

of cases in the various departments of life, where a constant

fear of evil is oecessiry to induce that caution which is the

best preservative against it. Ilia predicting occurrences 40

or 50 years before they happened, is twice attributed to him.

The popular legend respecting him affirms, that a dragon ap-

plied to Doctor Sun-sze-mo, to have some of its scalei righted;

and a tiger sought hu) aid to extract a large pin which it had

swallowed.

Sun shih 1 fife called also Tsung-koo u
"^jf

was a

native of P8-p'mg "Hil <& in Sh;m-tung province. As

professor of classical literature, he lectured to the emperor

Tae-tsung ^T ^ of the Sung dynasty (A. D. 890). SKh,

&fi ffif M! $ Jt.& A was inlroduc(id to c" urt

in consequence of his knowledge of the classics, and

maintained right principles, and conducted himself with

propriety. ^ '^T [SpJ~ ^ ^^ he never flattered in

order to please.

Somebody pretended^^ ijt Jjk ffi ^ HB to have

obtained a celestial book, at the '

celestial recipient gale

of the palace ;' the emperor accepted the hook in stale, and

summoned his ministers on the occasion. |E| ^f>

Wang-tan and others ^ ^ ||Jf jf| ^ bowed again and

again, calling out ten thousand years ! king live forever!

Shih was afterwards called, and his opinion a>ked. He said,

that I, your servant, a simpleton h-ave he:ird when did

heaven ever speak ? and hnw could a book come from

thence ! dfr 3H" 4j the emperor remained silent.
f|J iV >Tu

His master was fond of 3^ 3? Messing the country

with his presence on a tour, through his dominions : a prac-

tice which Chinese statesmen have generally opposed, because

of the annoyance and expense it occasioned to the people.

Sun-shih, in bin papers addressed to the emperor, h'uh are on

record, appears to have reprobated tuch blessings; and to have

been an austere disciplinarian throughout life; when dying, in

more than his 70lh year, he desired his son to take him out

of his wife's room, into the hall; saying 4jffi ^^ ^
Mrr A

~y_ T^ don't cause one to die in uomen'i hands.

Sunfoo-jin
' ^ J\^

sisler of Sun-keuen
j ^ one of

the principal leaders during the coutests of the
'

103 three
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nations. (A. D. 899.) Sun-keuen J^ -Jjt |fe ^ j 3J

gave his younger sister in marriage as wife to Lrw-pt, who in

the course of the civil wirs was his political enemy. The lady

Sun.foo.jin ^$ fy] ffi% fft ft JK, possessed

talents and vivacity; was firm and impetuous; and had the

temper or spirit of all her brothers. She was commonly armed

herself, and had a hundred female servants
Jjj~

3$t J1 Jj

jj all standing round her in a circle with swords in their

hands. Lew.pe was not very sure of the good intention of

his brother-in-law, and his rather martial wife, and rte 7t .X^

ffl ?Jfl IjjL
whenever be went in (to her) his heart wai in a con-

stant tremour.

There is a long life of her bro'her Sun-keuen, in the 64 vol.

of the Twenty-one historians ; which volume contains likewise

a memoir of Sun-keen 1
||?

a military hero of the same age.

Sun-keuen, wns only 15 years of age, when the civil war

broke out, and he lived to ascend a throne, and reigned as

king till the aje of 71, when he died in consequence of a cold

caught in ^> rt3
^jj offering sacrifices in the southern com-

mon. Sun-keuen was a man of great talents ; rather cruel,

and yet he co>ild
JjjJ

jfJ'^ PJi stoop and bear an insult.

He was the head of a political body, in which it is said, some

were his JOT /(^ his belly and heart; some were his JW
1

H^"

legs and arms : and others were his
fi^

** mils and teeth ; and

to this day, an inferior agent or understrapper, is called the

Chaou y, nails and teeth of his employer.

Sun-tilh
| <^V

was the elder brother of Sun-keuen, but

he died in an early stage of the business
; and tin: n hole ma-

nagement fell on Sun-keuen, who when weeping bitterly for his

brother, and observing the rites of mourning, was checked by

a veteran officer in these words, JJ^ rifi' ~R P^fe JjK is this a

time to weep! when surrounded by enemies; and he im-

mediately
jftj HI |JJ changed Keuen's garments ;

_t f) bel Ped hira " t() '' horse ' and

him out to review the army.

Sunf&hkea ] ^ |jjj|
a statesman of eminence in the

time of Woo-tih ^h |jfi|
the first emperor of the Tang B?

dynasty (A. D. 631.) He was rather successful in remonstrating

with that monarch, and pointing out to him the path of duty.

He opened his first paper of remonstrance in these words, Ej?

/

se,,t

heard, that when an emperor has ministers who will contest

with him, although he should be without right principles,

he will not lose the empire. Your predecessor added he,

the last emperor of the Svy [^ dynasty, ^t ^ ~J\ ^jjf ~^\

3 H^ jjS -ft/ lost the empire without ever hearing of his

errorsj-but contrariwise, {ipf^^^^ntjE'l^Jll
~3 flattered himself that his merits and virtues were

more abundant than those of thejft'e ancient emperon, and

exceeded those of the three eminent kings. Yet, amidst all

this self ignorance, and self-sufficiency, ffi $ f^ fj/C fit.

^ T i fff III ^ iH^travagance,
avarice, and lust,

were carried to the utmost pitch ; causing the people's livei

and brains to smear the earth , & P 5? f^
and lhe

number of families to waste away. Sun-fuh-kea then pointed

out to his master a better course.

Such S|. Ej '

wrangling ministers' have in China been

very numerous, and their opinions having been delivered

in writing, are itill preserved and read with much interest

by the people.

Sun-ching 1 ^- was a native of Meih chow^ jjj
in

Ho-nan province; he lived during the breaking-np of the Tang

^ dynasty (A. D. 9o3) when there arose ten or fifteen dif-

ferent kingdoms, five of which being larger than the others,

and leading states, the period has been called by historians,

he / generations. Sun-ching $f l|| ^^
: fa Ilf

'OTetl >earninS- po'ses^d an elegant style,

and excelled in poetry. He was a great admirer of Kea-taou

W tt^j
a poet of the Tang dynasty. Sun-ching drew his

favorite poet's likeness on the wall of his room, and
l||? *ft

jit "V worshipped it morning and evening. He was employ-

ed by one of tlie contending states, and fell into the hands

of another, which endeavoured by feasts and flatteries, as well

as threats to gain information from him, but in vain. He j^

L^ "f/L JTT rfpl ^E w '"' a l̂rm colln 'enance strenuously

refused, and begged for death. General Tsaou-han If? VM
was commanded to obtain information from him by drinking

with him and treating him kindly, still ^L ^\ ^ to the lart

he would not speak on the subject. ijfe M sg pi ^
^h Wn^ & ffi

Han lhen Mid to nim ' ' have an

order to coufer death upon you, Sir. Ching jfl
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with a spirit and manner perfectly composed dressed himself,

and turning towards his own ni 'Strr's dominions, made a bow,

and said, fl M ?E $< P5 ^- ' respectfully render

a recompense to my country by dying for it, and
flj ^rfr |f|]

then he approached to bn executed, and was put to death with

a hundred of his attendants. II s own ki.'g conferred upon

him a posthumous litl- ; and the king w'u> killed him, after

his anger was p t

|v*
ft fc ffi] -j^ ^ ,

W regard for

bim because of his fid lily, and repented that he h>d caused

him to be put to death.

Sunfoo-ti*K | jf^ Jg called also PTh-ya ~& % a

native of Tae-chow /
,f>jJ

in Shan -se province. He lived

in the time of \Van-leVh j^ j** (A. D. 1619,) and was one

of the last supports of the Ming |fj| dynasty i for when Foo-

ting ^E ifQ Bfl t ^c died > tl>e M 'Qg fimi|y P''rihed.

The last time, he took the field
^J ft ^ ^ he conceived

it to be his lot to die, and addressing his wife he said,
BJsj

^ {Pf
hnt will you do f She replied,^ ^ ^ [fjj

3!

"9" ^' ?JE:
W '1Cn m

-V n "s')iln<' " 9ervinn h' j C<'U''try. 'et

him not grieve for me. When the battle raged, and was

pong a:;a'mst the Imperial troops. Sun-f(.o-ting jf|| Bf, ~J^

V$ fffi 7? J^ 15$ 1 (
'
;H'' <>n his horse, gave a loud shout,

rushed into the fight, and died amongst the ranks. His body

was never found. His wife, two daughters, and three con-

cnhin'-s yVT ~ty* $r drowned Ihemselves in a well. They

$i ^ /\ /^ ^ri ft T 5^ $1 $C Ient from thein>

the general's son, Slie-ning a boy of eight year, to make h isle

and escape fr.irn the rebels. The boy
{l|jlj ^^ ,(; ^

dj --
-^ :&

j!^ ^ ^ got over a wall, and fell amon-st

the cottage
1, of the poor people, where an old man received him

and brought him up.

MEEN. To bring forth young i to bear a child.

I1WAE. From not and good. Rid. A vnl-

gar compound. Same as Y? not long, for dwarfish ; -ft\ not

kiug, for lame; 15 not lurgc, for muall.

5& ^ $f vulgar characters, none of which are received into

the Lfih-shoo dictionary.

^VZT SIN. From a child and word. The word of

numerous

child j truth
; to believe. Same as ti Sin.

EIGHT STROKES.

loU;N(j. From a son and a clan. A

proguny of children and grand-children.

SMUH. who ' what? The original form f

Shuh food dressed with fire. Ripe; mature; plentiful.

Shflh nai.g tang che
^ ^ ^" ^ or Ke shiih nang che

^W_ fig ^2 (exclusive of sages) who is adequate toil?

Suy yew shmg, chung, hea shfili ^ ^" _J^ 1^1 ~|>

the produce of the year is divided into three degrees of

plentifulness ;
a superior, a medium, and an inferior degree.

Woo kuh she shah ^ ^ [^p ] every sort of grain ripe

in its season. Shnh ke heaou
| ^ if

boil well the victims.

Sze c pflh leih fei shing jin, ke shilh ning che ^4 ^ ^\

if ^H -5? A. 1 ^t nc>l to have the r '9 'ns of

selfish motives who but sages are competent to this I

Confucius who was a zealous advocate for sumptuary laws,

when speaking of Ke-she^ ^a magistrate of the state ^
Loo, said in reference to his employing A fj^ ffi ^ ^
eight hands of musicians and dancers in his hall (the number

assigned to the EmpiTor) She ko ji yay shiih puh ko

jin py J| pj- fa ifi. 1 ^ V.J ^ ^iflhUmay
be endured, what may not be endured 1

(^|Jj |JS ^ 3,

page I.)

In the writings of Chwang-tsze ^]
~-

(see under
-jf )

there is a chapter on Teen yun ^ yff the revolution of ti:e

heavers, the sun, moon, and 10 on, m which hi%

puls this im-

portant question, S?hQh <hoo chai.g she! shiSii wvi k.ing she

1 tfr HE a 1 ^tt |ffl S- who coulrouls tbese ? who
I /^* /d-- J I't^ /hlnf Xc
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binds .mil restrains these? (the latter expression has an allu-

sion to ropes and to a net ;
and again Shdh keu woo sze, luy

urh hing she
| $ 4ft ^ ffi fa fJ fc

who dwell,

unoccupied (with other things) to propel and move these In

their course ? The answer given is this
^g"( ^ JT

/^j" ^^
fe5 rSi ~Yl QjL F* 51? I suppose there are springs of motion

which are iJist.ble ; ^%Q $g <|f jfjj ^ ffi ft

\\~ xfK ' suppose their rotatory motion is what they arc un-

able of themselves to stop. But the effect is not attributed to

the agencyofan Almighty Being. (Compare with J? T'he'en.)

K'HEEN. Firm; strong. Supposed to bean

erroneous form of >?* Keen.

NINE STROKES.

Alcne
j solitary. Same as M Ken.

CHE. To settle or roost on.

An-ancienl form of Ij4;j Che, Slow,

TSAN, Chan, or Chen.

From three children standing below a door. Weak (embar-

rassed ; sighing. Tsun j5 IS? Sjj
feeble; weak.

Tsan ling |f|j
the name of a place. T.-.an yen tseih

tsan yen
j ^ g^ ]I|Jg jjjg Tsan-yen are the same as fsan-

yen, a rugged and precipitous path.

Noo yue", woo waiig tsan wanj yay ^t Q ^- ITT

3E i^ '" a"Scr ne sa 'd our king is a weak king. Read

Tse'en, Titeeii tscih
J .^ enfeebled and embarrassed.

MING.

CouceptioD; the first stages of pregnancy.

i. 7 o

Ancient form ofm Sun, Pure, unmixed.

An infant, which is alio expressed by i
-

1 Ya-ya

Same as }g* Chth, A nephew or neice.

A breach in a city wall on the south side j broken.

TEN STROKES.

KEUNG. Alone; solitary; destitute.

FOW. Much ; many.

TSEU. A pregnant woman.

TSZE. From luxuriant herbage and a child.

To bear or produce;, to breath after nnweariedly; ardent

affection for ; indefatigable diligence. To bear young, as qua-

drupeds generally do, and to nourish with the breast.

In the practice of 'fc. a Virtuous benevolence, it is incul-

cated that a man should Wang shin che laou yay; puh clie neVn

shoochepfihtsHh yay ;
meen yen jth yew tszetsze, pe urh how e

that he is ol('-

and be ignorant of the small number of his remaining yean;

ind bending forward, daily prew on with increajed diligence
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and assiduity ;
never desisting till death close the scene.

( Le-ke. ) The reasoning in this admonition is intended to pre-

vent a mati's sajing, I am now too old, and have too little

remaining lime to learn to do well. He who believei in the

immortality of the oul, and a future judgement, would not

urge a man toforget that his time on earlh was short; but

would rather call upon him to remtmber it ; and hasten to

prepare to meet HIM, to whom he must give an account for

all the deeds done in the body.

Ming-tsze jfa ^- used Tsze tszs
\ \

to express Kin

tneen che e
f|fj fy ~%_ j| the idea of diligence

ar.d strenu-

ous effort. He sax*. || D| jfj] ^ | ] ^H %3

$$ & $: til
he who rise8 at lhe crowinR of lhe C ck

'
and

is diligent and assiduous for the sake of virtue, shews himself

a disciple of Shun (the ancient virtuous monarch) ; but he who

rises early, and is diligent and assiduous |$j ^)] ^ ^ ~_

jfct $ for the sake of fain, shews himself a disciple of the

robbe"0. ft flJ % H BfiE #. & flfe f'J

&H , PH {(L
if il be dcsirc(l to know what constitutcd

the difference between -the virtuous monarch Shun, and the

banditChih.it will be found to have consisted in nothing else

than the one making gain and the other virtue, his ruling

motite.
(JJCJ ff^ f

6 vo1 - V7 . loth Pa e->

Neaon show Isrewei ^ |fjj ] ^ the birds and beasts

generate each in their peculiar way.

S^* KOW, and Now.

from a child. To suckle; to give milk to. Kowmow

j& ignorant, simple ; without knowledge. Same as

Kow-mow.

E, and Yth.
yffl

S. C.

Appearance of plenty ; abundance ; many.

FOO. From an egg and to httth. To nur-

ture; to bring up ; to transform.

ELEVEN to THIRTEEN STROKES.

LE. Le tsze, shwang sJng yay

Le-tize, denotes Bearing twins.

Same as 1)1] Kwci, A wood of which bows are made.

A vulgar form of
Zj Joo, Young and small.

Same as the preceding.

A surname. The sound of which is lost.

TSAN. Two women.

, andHeaou.

From to imitate, placed in a mortar on a cover over a child.

To receive instruction; to practice, or to conform to wh;it

is said; to imitate; to study. To learn ; learning ; any study

or science, the place where people study.

Shoo heS ]wf 1 the science of numbers. A surname.

Sing he
-&J:

'I the study of biography. Yew hcS
^Jfe

to travel for the sake of learning. Heang he5 6nK 1 a

country college or school. PS he8
"jffl possessed of

extens'.ve knowledge, an universal scholar. Ta htS
~J^

Seaou hcB
/y\ |

two well known classical books. HeS

filing Jp a teacher or learned superintendent of studenti

in a district. HeS chlh
| ^|^ the growlh or advances of

learning. HeS ze ta foo 1 -f-* ^ di^
learned and eminent

men. Ileii-ize is also an official title given to statesmen. HeS
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pa seang kung ^ f^ ^ffj ^3* J"un S gentlemen accustomed

to rows and acts of violence. He8 henoii 1 *y general term

for school or college. HeS sing | /|r
a learner ; a pupil.

HeS sze
4

j^jjj
a doctor or teacher. HeS scih 1 50 or

reversed, Seth heS, To learn and lo practice what one learns.

i_tti
HeS wan

Kjj
lo learn and ask learning and knowledge.

I*
^I* to imilate a pattern.

Choo-tsze yu, heS che wei yen hcaou yay

~"- ^ ^5 $& iji
Cl""'- tsze aul ' to lear" >'.

imitating, or conforming one's practice to the prescribed rule.

The ancient dictionary ShwO win ?fr ^ defines HeS 1

by Ki'S woo AM. ?L new perception ; an adverting, or havin>'
*r$_, |(-

1 f

the attention roused to a perception of. Kin lu o haou win

Wl 1 if Ri
dili=ent '" learil'ng and fond of asking ques-

tions. I'uh licS urh uSng ~^ |fjj
a? without learning

to be able ; i. e. possessing the ability to do a thing without

having previously learned. HcS pfih liie 1 ^fc Zjj^
unable

toleirn, or acquire by learning. HeS tin lae
J |J|

/fe

able to acquire by learning. Yang-neang keaou ta chin che,

too yih hoe pern hwn, f| | | fljj f f| f|J ]

| E3 Yang-iieang taught her needle work and embroidery,

all of hich, as soon as she learned, she immediately under-

stood.

Jiih heS ^ or Tsin heS jg |

to enter on learning,

denotes attaining the degree call Sew tsc\e j yT which is the

lowest. Tub heS, urh woo yew, tsTI h"O low kwa win
jgjj

withoi't a friend, makes a person odd, rustic, and parti, illy
in-

formed. Yew tsae heS
~^S ~/T possessing talents and

learning. He8 she chuen ts8 I DJ? ^S. Ej in leirning de-
I na 5T A

lights to bore and chisel out ; expresses a degree of hyper-cri-

ticism. Ta hed
yv^ J

studies proper for adults; name of the

first of the DH ^ Four Books. It is by -^ Jg. -f-* M -I JJ- v

Tsze.chiRg-.sze, called^ ft & ff. jfjj J0J | A
V^g. "7* Wtj

4ti a poslhumous work of Confuciuf j and to

the beginner or young student of moral science^ is the gate

of virtue.
1 g $ ft) ^ jffl ] ^ the student

must from this begin to learn. ^ | jfc ^ ^ ~^_

|
-Tb the gfrcat science, weans the science proper for great

men ; i. e. grown men.

Ta heS che taou, Isae mingming tTh tsae tsin min tsaeshan"

yucheshen^ J 1 # B
HJJ $ $1

'fe -it ")& ^ 1
tlie principles of learning proper for

grown persons, consist in a right understanding of illustrious

virtue; it consists in acting so as to reform other people it>

consists in permanently remaining in the practice of the highest

goodness. (Ta-heo )

Seaon heS
/j\ |

the liltl instrnrtor ; i. r. the studies

adapted to youth. U^ ^.
M A\

j

Choo-ts/e composed

the ?faou-he$. Seaou heB te choo
/|> j ^^ r|j'.

a para-

phrase on the Seaou-heS. 4 Tols. The writer of the ?eaou

hcS is considered, in China, the brightest ornament of the

Sung ^P dynasty, and second only to Confucius. It is he of

whom the story is told, that his father ^g ^. 7[i^ ^-J'

pj ^P $1 pointing to heaven, and shewing it (lo the hoy)

cried out to him heaven ! in order to teach him the word.

The lad |P Pp
1

] IE) X ^. _t ^ ^ immediately

asked, What is there above heaven i A proper answer to this

question, the philosopher does not appear to have ever disco-

vered all his life.

The first sentence in the Seaon-hc5 contains the ground

work of Chinese ethics. % /^ ] |fe A M ff

^^ p ~~/ /K in ancient limes the Seaou-heo taught children

to sprinkle, and to sweep ; to cry, 'here,' and to answer ;

to enter and to retire; and such like forms; also to love

parents ; to respect superiors i to honor teachers ; to associate

with good friends; and such like principles,
all of which

are fundamental tilings in teaching personal virtue; ia

regulating families ; in governing a country ;
and in tran-

quilizing the world.

Tsze yue, heS urh she sefh che, piih yTh yu hoc
-J-

tl

1 ffij H| 1 ^ ^ Jfrffi, f C llfllciu8 Sald '
T

learn, and constantly revise what one has previously attained

is it not a pleasing task ?

( n(fl |p ^ '
l'
aSe ! )

Ching-viang jjj/
- the si cond of the Chow

jp] dynasty

(B. C. 1068) says of himself, Wei yu scaou tsze, puh tsung ,

king che, jih tsew yu6 tsean^, heS yew tseih he yu kwang

miiig; ffih she tsze Keen, she wo beep tth hing
ffjfi:. ~y /J>
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. B m n .
i w fir- H!

child, was deficient in talents and respect; but as the sun a?-

cends, and the moon waxe, inj learning, being followed up,

at length slioiic brightly and increased in splendour (do you

miniters) constantly support and aid me, and cause my virtues

to be manifest in practice. (She-king.) J'm kew to w$n peTh

he yu koo heun ^ $ ^ flfl ,jfc \ =f
"

f ||

the man who desires to infue extensive knowledge, must

study the instructions of the ancients.

He8 sze yen 1 dt JJE?
the scholar's precipice,

name of

the side of a bill in Sin e been FS jg^ ll||
about a hundred

miles to the westward of Canton. He5-gan-shan
| ijj^ ^Jj

the scholar's table hill, at
Woo-chuen-heen^Jj j l||alitile

to the southward of the afore-named place. He8 mull h!h

TT
Tpjt,

the learned wood nut; a stomachic.

HeS-lung-chang-she
j jjf?

tJ2 tV a writer on the ancient

classic*, who lived under the Sung ^fc dynasty.

Heif-tteun-tsai'u-she T
uy J^ a writer on the an-

cienl classics.

Names of Bookt.

JfL 2 vol. Price 5 caud.

Ut 4 vols. Price 1 m. 6 cand.

f 4 vols. Price 2 m. 8 cand.

^ 28 vol. Price SJdols.

2 vols. Price 2 m. 4 cand.

fo 3 vo ls. Price 8 cand.

vol

HeS w&n tsze teen 1

Hi 5 win hwuy teen
|

HeS ching sin shoo
j jj?

HeS chingtsfuen shoo
'j

IIc8 yung she chang
j J

HeS yung shwang sin
'|

Hea-yung keu e chth che

explains t he Ta-heS^ ^j|
and the Chung-yung

by question and answer. In these three last works, the two

words ffrtf and rung-, denote the Ta-heS, and the Chung-

yung.

HeS lung
j ^19 vok a general view of learning or rather

cf learned men, contains memoirs and extracts from the

leading men of the Confucian sect, with arguments annexed

against the sects of Taou and FBh.

Keaou-hcS ^ teaching and learning, denotes

education generally. There is a chapter in the Le-ke
j

"=P

devoted to the subject of education; it is called gP HeS-

kej from what is there said, it Would appear that the Chinese,

at a very early period, recognised the importance of education.

Although that work was penned 500 years before the Chris-

tian era, it speaks of
~jtj" j? ttf ^ft"

the ancient mode of

instruction, requiring that
-Ji^ ^3 jgl a few families should

have a school room called Shtih by the side of the gate:

Bi a neighbourhood should have a Seatig school:

, a whole village a Seu school ; and
jig /ft \ a nation

or principality, should have an institution called HeS.

The Chinese inculcate the necessity and importance of

commencing education at a very early period, mothers are

exhorted to
B^J

&b 'teach the child in the womb:' by

silting in a straight posture, and avoiding every thing

disgusting or offensive, &c. However, passing over this

notion, Ching-lsze *_e
-IJL

an eminent writer of the Sung

i& dynasty, says that the ancients
|=j fj{? ^ "^g g" [jyj

^|ff / taught children as soon as they could eat and speak.

Sii ce children's 4fl -fa 'El fin ^P thoughts have
/H 'u** XI* rj /y| -

not judgement to direct them, he recommends that g
^S ^im maxims and essential truths, should F] R^ "iA
~r* Pin) ^^

r~t JJ^V / v

J3JJ
be daily laid before them ; and^ Tf^ Jj|f

to fill their

ears, and stuff their bellies (i. e. their minds) with these,

which will occupy the ground, and prevent their being

seduced by false principles.

Choo-foo tsze -fa ^ -^p-
also recommends ^ ~^ ~fa^

/k to practice them till familiar with the. Sennit hetS

(or juvenile learning), to lay a foundation for lhe Ta-heX,

or manly studies of morals and government.

The opinions of the ancients, are also contained in a section

of the Le-ke, called r/n
H|j

domestic rules: it is there

enjoined, that Tsze ning sliih site, keaou e yew show -? ^K
/

-^
fr Hi fa z. as soon as children can eat food, to

teach them to use the right hand : ^^ ^F. TzV ^ |gf
at

six years of age to teach them numbers.

The object in teaching children early, Choo-foo.tsze

the heart's tendency to wandering or dissipation ; and (o nurse

the virtuous dispositions of children. In his enumeration

of occupations be always begins with sprinkling and sweeping
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the floor. The Chinese are taught to esteem highly school

masters or teachers;
gjjj 'JjJ^ ^ a teacher's place is the

most honorable. feme of them, however, are charged with

$1? $n Rj WJ Jw <;' ^1 idleness, carelessness, and

spending the time to no purpose, doing more harm than good to

their scholars.

There is nothing in China answering to the European

respectable schools or academies for the middle ranks.

The wealthy amongst the Chinese employ private tutors

for their children, and other relatives. The national

district college! for Sew-tsae zl
;J- graduates, called HeB

kinig g or Heen heS ^ 1 and Foo heS fifr 1

are managed in such a slovenly manner, that no-body attends,

except when the period of public examination comes round.

The masters called Laou sze 4jJ- fejfi sometimes let out their

situations to others.

The private schools called HeB kwan
] ^& are attended

by poor children chiefly ; the master or Feen sang & /p

expresses his duties by the phrase Keaou-kwan j4f jj

teaching a school. Boys pay an entrance on first seeing a

school-master; they call it Che e SJ
|aj

and its amount va-

ries according to the circumstances of the boy's friends, from

200 cash to one dollar; the master expects something, but

makes no demand. There are two holidays, one in the 5th, and

the other in the 8th moon, when scholars pay a small sum, in

the same manner as entrance money ; this they call 'pn t&

Tse'g e. On those two days the boys have play ; and at the new

year, there is a vacation of a month or six weeks. There are

E he8 ^ \ or charity schools, not required by the Supreme

Government, but opened by local officers for grown students.

There are no public school*, nor private charity schools for

poor children.

There are Yay-he8^ |

or night schools in large towns,

of which those people who have to labour during the day

avail themselves.

Chinese children generally enter a school for one year ;

not for a quarter, nor a month. The Tartars reckon monthly-

If a boy enters for a year, he must pay the whole, whether he

attends or not. The yearly sum varies from two to tix dollars ;

three dollars is considered an average school-fee for a year.

In the^ jl| /^ ;|;j|
complete collection of family jewels,

TAIT I. 1 B

or domestic monitor, by Teen-ke-sliTh-ching-kin 3P 3jt /^

$ & of Yang-chow ffi ^ ,n Keang-nan fa jgj proTillcei

2nd
vol^

12th page, there are
J 'JJ?" ffc $/ rule, for

school, =y |E| i|j|C amounting to oue hundred.

RULE

1st, that ^ ${; Q }* I*^ ^l fc all the ,cho-

lars, every day must come early in the morning.

they enter the school, they must ,/!/>< bow to Confucius

the sage, and next bow to the master.

3rd to the 8th, refer to their exercises ; the 8th enjoins regu-

larity in them.

9lh'^tt 1 $S*ift * every evening

when about to break up school, let there either be an ode

recited, or a piece of ancient or modern history narrated ;

and let the most easily understood, and the most affecting,

or a piece connected with important consequences be select-

ed, forbid all frothy talk, and lewd expressions.

10th, ~jfo [ffi
when the school is broken up, bow to Con-

fucius and the master, the same as in the morning :

ffi(|

S ^ I 5i ^/T ^f* ^T $& even t'le ver^ ' ('e*t

scholar must not omit doing so.

llth, / ^^ when the scholars are numerous send

them away in parties first those that have to go far
; then

those that live near; or first the younger boys, and the.i

the elder; and they must^ ^1 fpl |f?
each ofthem go

straight home,^\^ /^ g |j| jjjj
they must not be

allowed to stop on the road, and collect together to play.

when they reach home, let them first bow to the house-

hold gods; to their ancestors, and next bow to their father

and mother, and uncles and aunts.

13th, If at home there be any )^ /g^
2? ^ visitors in the

hall, after bowing to the household gods, and the tablet!

of ancestors, the boy must
Jj] |j *fc j^f -ft^ g

IP] ;k frf ^ immediately, in an easy composed manner,

stand upright, bow the head, and towards the guest utter hit

(or her) complimentary title. After bowing and
sitting

down, he must neither allow himself to talk much, nor

|JN

jv
in afrighteued manner try to bide himself.
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I4th, Requires that a boy at home

ife in the evening at a lamp must read ; except Tl I I

^C -^ I? -it '"' t 'lc sumlllcr m nths, when the weather

is hot; then be may slop, but in autumn, when it becomes

cool he must
j/jj |if $t |j|

resume as before bis night

reading.

15th,
ift jSj. '9^

'|4j
he must love his book, and take pains

to preserve it from injury.

list, Of him who reads in order to learn memoritcr, there is

required that -
^ll

three thing come to the work ; viz.

He must carefully avoid p ^ =|| ^ /(^

|g. repeatii.g
with the moulh, whilst the heart is thinking

about something else.

tSrd, Requires them to read ^ ^ with a low voice ;
and

forbids their j^ Pj^
bawling aloud, lest they should

injure their lungs, and be unable to go on.

t6th, If there he many scholars, they must
;j^j |j^ 'ff

draw

lots to repeal one after another, and not crowd about the

master.

?8th to the 38th, contains rules for writing : sitting straight

at the desk , holding the pencil ; rubbing the ink ;
not

soiling their fingers, &c.

40th, Requires the bojs to examine themselves by those

passages of the lessons which ihe master explains; audio

apply Ihe warnings or good examples to their own case;

this thl J^> <l*.\ X-l ^ is a beneficial exercise both to

body and mind.

They express the dul;> of Ihe scholar Ihus,
'

/

|M] g {[, Q 'LlV |" |KJ Sfj
'
lei Ihe scholar, tohim-

elf, make a personal application ,' and say to himself,

i3 rU PM f*\ KP TH t i^ T0 ~t
'd ** this sen-

tence concern you or not/' js" ]^' IS"
X^i* && J

~T

^ I

'is the subject of this chapter what you can learn

to imitate or n. P
ffj ffi ^ ft pj- ^ ^ ^

(let the master) lake the circumstances ot the ancient oc-

currence narrated, or of the maxim, and discuss it in two

parts; what should be imitated and what should be avoided;

od cause (the scholar) to note it, and to feel a erious ira-

V&tK^Zpression". And,.^

^T ^^ "*/ 'on another day, if he offends, reprove him,

by the principles explained to him from the hook.'

41st, |f^? ^S 3
yj Tfflj) ^|{] 5 when listening to the

master's ex planations ; the scholar must keep his soul or

spirit from wandering, and pay minute attention.

^fB IP! ^ B^f C3 ?^ '^ '" "le ""ok (where ihe I

of the day is) the sense and scope be not clearly explained,

come immediately (to the master) and enquire particularly

you are not allowed to suppress your having a confused

and indistinct understanding of the passage.

W\f ll l^i
'" comPos ' n - parallel lines, it

is required to divide subjects i and separate them into

classes: and there mint appear a knowledge of the even

and oblique tones (or accents); of expletives and of

significant words; End of nouns and verbs. errors and

mistakes will not be admitted.

wtlen let oul of scho l to take tea

or to take food, every scholar must go and come by

himself; they are not allowed to form parties, and make

agreements to go and play together.

6IM,|]g_. in teaching boy, ^ | j|j[ J|j.
let them

first learn cleanliness. T$A ffiE Jf" J^ on their ink-stone
Slj 4MB V-A /**

let no refuse-ink be accumulated ; jg jfl; Si? S on

their pencils no over-night ink, let Ihe pencil be washed

clean every evening. || jg. ^ ^ -^ -^ the book

must be held or lie three inches distant from the body.

^ ?T w ffi they are "ot allowed to rilb a"d spoil it
-,

n" rW $ l(> turn "P t!lc rner and make dog's earj,

nor ar;:
thi^y allowed to dot or write upon their book.

G3r(1>
|f|i* f|j J/f $\ the things used in school are only ^
^ hooks and their appendages ; ^ ^ ^pencils, ink,

a, d ink,,ones Jl ^) ^f f^ ] |g all,

and every sort of miscellaneous light books are a hindrance

to correct pursuits, they must not be brought into school

nor any overplus money, nor play things ;
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3^ fc fSf all and every one of these are disallowed from

being brought.

4th, ^ / -
j=

*
f||f 'JB. ^ ^ ^f

all the scho-

lars are required in every word and every action to ob-

serve decorum and correctness. They must not
~jfi Jrj

it ~I\
yro ^jj

utter the low language of market

place*, and public wells ; nor must they

'

jfif
ih ~K

jjfjj ||f
learn the low practices of market plates and pub-

lic wells j
or what they see in the streets.

5th, A boy's 312^
'S

l|p ||]| 5jff
:

temper and manner must

be tractable, and genteel ;^ 2Jf. JM ,^ .. ^ neither

coarseness, nor tarbuVence are permited.

86th, A boy /^ Tip 55 fcfjj [jf Ji ^w when sitting still

must be grave and serious, ~j
~~rr

j[^j' FJB
B

/E '/I* YN 3i f/ifl rT ^e mus '' no '- s^ cross

nor lay the foot upon the knee , nor lean on one side. He

must not in the streets iT Ml ||i Jf, throw bricks,

nor chuck tiles. Lads must not MK P2? ^?S %uS skip and

hop and frisk about; but walk tV =^p *^ fp calmly

and steadily. They must not ^^ BPJ ii ]T Jj|; ^7

^ .

laT tneir neads *R'tuer, and whisper; nor pull

each other's clothes, nor kick with their fcet. They must

shoulders together, and the arm plnced across each other's

back, nor point to the east and stare at the west
; nor must

they on the road
jjfc ^ jjjjj; j prate about letters, and

chatter about fighting.

TOth, Requires (hat when a boy meets on the road a ffi P

4JLM A.
sll Pcrioror a relation, he should immediately

^ 3L ifJ ~\T.
9land 5li "' in a composed regular posLure;

and
"J\ "H" /^^Ij; ^J ^bending down his head, make

a salutation with his. hands; or make a low bow. Boys
must

jpJJ J- ^ j|j-
,,,ake their oheisince

respectfully to

their superior, and neither^^ bow in a hurried man-

ner, nor ^[ |^ in a fluttered manner avoid the person.

If asked any question by tl;e person passing by, they must
[_-

II answer in a composed easy manner ; and

r let him pass on before; by no means pre-

mmini; *?r7c to walk first.

Tint, Requires a lad if walking with a boy of the lame ag

J& !$ ~%*
to keflp lhe r'<A *-A '"irf *"'e of |he patn - by

which he )iclds the place of honor to the other one; but

he must walk behind his superiors or parents.

72nd, A boy's f& fj5 J $E f |C ff
conremtioB

must be carried on in an easy composed manner, according

to the truth and reality of things. He must not ^ }pj

=. mutter with stupid ambiguousnes*; nor yet tell

fv/'j P/IL

smart lies. He is required to speak M^ J|j
~K ^ in

a low voice and meek temper : and not ^ j=^< ^jgj ?||j

jabber high and dispute wide : i. e. converse in a

noisy boisterous manner. Nor may he =5 ~fc PS ^^
brag of great things, and crack laughing jokes.

73rd, Directs a boy how to
Jp:^ make a bow. He mmt

do it &t ^ ffi p|
'

leisurely, orderly, deeply, and

roundly
' not in a V^ At j^ ^Q

'

shallow, standing,

fluttered, hasty manner.'

74th, A lad $C j standing 31 itt j^ ^. ^ must be

bold, grave, still, and steady. He must not
(ffl? *H- loung*

on one side, like a lame man.

77th, A boj's ^ ^ ijjjl ^| clothes and cap and shoes

must be
yjck

"S" plain and simple; but
|3? ^ft

neat as

a literary man. No ^K fp flowery finery is to be

admitted.

79th, In ^. )=j
the winter months, when the boys ~\& Jj^f

-n A*J^ Am.

/V fi
')i'' 11"

'
fire furnaces' into the school; they must

not ^ ^( ^ J5^ P'-'y Wlth the fire, nor play with

the ashes nor crowd round the fire.

80th, Tn school, the boys must .=.
^jfj j T^ bo arranged

in order according to seniority.

81st, Teaches that ^ J'jf^ ^|J jc^
wnen a visitor cornel

to the school, g- ^ ^ 7^ fi Bg jtft ft ^||
all the scholars must immediately COIIK- down from their

seats, and placing themselves in a row, according to

the order they hold in the school, make a bow no whis-

pering, hughing, nor Heuen-hna p^ f^fe
noise and

clamour are allowed.

8 2nd, If the master^ ^ ^ ^ 5* hl,I)peni to

be invited by a boy's father, or^ ^. JJJ ^ , es abroad

on any business) all the boys in school must
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pfp every one observes Ihe usages of the school j nor in it al-

lowed that^ Jt^ /j\
the big boys insult the little ones ,

nor must they fight and
Oj |p- fjjj

ureak fhe penci |8 and

inU-stnnes.

Srd, Bo,. Jl |$^ |f (ft ^ ft f? 1
P-

hihited from learning any thing useless; such as Tow pae

Jjffl playing at cards ; TsTh tow ijlSR ijW
1

throwing dice,
JTM 11^

TeTh keen
ftj* jj^ kicking the shuttle-cork i {M |^

playing at foot- ball. Ta mateaou
|"fj|| Wj

or playing

it the cards invented by the prostitutes. Ma seang Ian CP.

^ Hi or Hea sea"S ke ~F j& 1$ P 1"^ a* thess ;

Fang fung tsang^ JjJ^
| fl , ing kites . Yang ki|1 s|)()w

yn chung^ ^ | ^j J^ breeding birds, or beasts,

or fish, or in,ect, , $L ^ % ^ p|
^and such amusements as playing on the wind instru-

ments &rn and Sraou, or on stringed instruments, or sing-

ing, and so forth ;

ffi ^"^^ these things are all use-

less. ^ jj |jj |5|
if n happen, that a person prac-

tice these in bis own person, ^ /fg ^T ^ht Jp ^
they not only are a hindrance to his regular and correct

pursuits, ^1 |L ffi IJJL fo
*? but they also velupluizc

nd dissipate the heart and mind ; & % ^t ~V
they

ought to be guarded agai.st with the deepest attention

4tb, $%ftj$Znm P-'B -ce

which all the scholars must guard against, above every

thing e|8e,-it |* fo fmigucs the mind
; gj || e ites

"ger ;

p wastes time . ^ ^ neglects business
i

noth 'Dg does so in a greater degree : J-,

if not guarded gain,t in jouth . in manhoo<,
)

up of the family, the
squandering of the

patrimony, will

all arise from this.

86th > ^ fSj ^ ffi /JN fjfc ^| P| obscene tale.;

licentious plays; novels and vulgar songs ^^ /(^^
J^ dissipate the mind, and are injurious in the highest

degree ' Hi ^F ft A ^ theJ lhould altogether

be prohibited from meeting the eje.

pj poetry,
consi.tyf

^ ^ /g ^ ^ ||
metaphors Mjggerted by famoui literary men, but

if '\? fe. V^ yung persons study them, then their

it ^ 'JCi* 5/}i
rorrcrt and proper occupation will bt

neglectrd.

' h- * *# * ^
'

fc* S ^ ft IE ^
intercourse ilh friend*; going backwards and forwards,

chatting and talking, meeting and escorting, cause hin-

drance to proper occupations ;

jjjjj ^ ^j| ^ ^^ |^
mnsters and friends should all be considerate and not

permit this.

89th,
|j^ ^ (^ f^ 'el eating and drinking be a matter of

indifference, ^" ^- f^ ^^ f^ ^ a good man

occupies his min'l about moral science, not about eating.

90th, A lad when eating or drinking, must
j^[}J pS. chew small

and |H |^ shallow leisurely ; he must nol
pjpl pJH gobble

up his food ; he must not
ijg J7 reach far over to the

other side of the dish to take a morsel ; he must not

K P &2^1 A ^ ft "k- -eat that he

hat broken with his mouth, and put it back agiin into the

dish.

91st, If a scholar^ ^|^ sit down on a wine mat; i. e. at

an entertainment ; ^ ^ A ^ ^ ^gr
he must first

ask permission to sit, in a respectful manner. He must

not
|pj *| |f^ 0y stare about, nor jostle and fidget.

He must not = . ch .tier lour!, nor t ilk much.

whenever he lifts the cup, or lifts the chop-slicks, or taking

wine, lift* it up, or puts it down, he roust always cberT

the whole party ; he must not
|ft fy ^ ^ moTe before

or after other people, so as to cause
irregularity, he must

not ^C P^A M' cllow larSe mouthfuls, nor drink

Jarge gulps, nor ^ jg ^ ^ overturn ,he

.catter the soup , ^^ ^ ^ w|)ich
.

a

decorous -behaviour.

9Sth, Scholars must g g^ respectfully inform the matter

when they absent themselves : they must not .ffi? |5
make pretexts, nor | |^ tell lies, either to the master

or their parents, for the purpose of avoiding iheir task*.

96th, When scholars^ ^^ receive instruction, and f||

are obcdient lo lhe rules of the school ; when

get their leuoos perfectly by heart,
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and ^ 53 ffi #f- write their copies well ; the mailer

may boast of them in the language

of commendation, or
Hj^ ]yj[ ||| *jj,

confer upon them

pencils and ink, and ^ ^ ^t // encourage and

itimulate them to meritorious efforts, 13 ^jT 3>& ?ff?

J^ and may thin entice tie restof the boys to advance.

97th, Boys wl,o do rot learn, and are disobedient lo the

rules, whose iK /
fpT jtfy

lessons are not by hearl, and

whose writing is ugly, must first
jfjjl ?|]ft fifij

~ ~
'ft? (,e

admonished nnd persuaded two or three times; if^ RJ7"

they do not reform, tl en ft 5j!
jftjj ^ ^ ^ NJ

^P /2l
""'

I
111 "'*' 1 ">em ' ! J causing them to kneel at their

ownse.t, t,> (! igrace them: if that does not succeed, then

make them kiuel
jJlj JJ at the do., r, and Jr Jjji

~j?

greatly disgrace them; the time is n ensured by a stiik

of incense burning. If these mean; do not mjke them

alter the'r conduct, then Vj
,
" them : but take care

Dot lo doit after meals, lest you make them ill; nor yet

beat them violently on the back, lu>t you hurt them

seriously.

98th, ^h Qc.^i^ ^f |01 ; ffl
lne master's fee must

be presented at the proper time there must I e no
.Jg ,J'

VI \*%! fjifi ^ e va si ve excuses, which indicate disre-
]t/\ i ^* HM y*.

per ifu I treatment of the teacher.

89th, -- fi6
"^|" ^-'

the education of sons and younger bro-

thers, H
| [yj fft

~"
~fi- ^* compared with every good

in the world, ranks the first ; but Xl ^; rSj 'V' -W ^f

^p ~^T^ Qt ^/r ^'M
there is a class of foolish parents

who have children, and do not teach them to read ; and

there is a class of rlj -(- J& foolish children and grand-
<v^ J J/J

children, who have books, but will not ffl
,(T t apply their

minds to them ; and tliusK fa Qi- [fj: depraved hearts

and ui'cullivaled dispositions, are form d; these are they

who $|| 'TT /^| >u M p ty i manhood commit wrongs,

and practice vice; which brings them at last to violate IJie

law*, and subject theins, Ives to public pu liahmenti.

how seldom is it seen, that men who uiulcrst .nil clearly

right reaion, and who can read, will do what is wrong and

eTeu f*rraer>

TAUT I. 7 F

whose occupations arc pressing, ought every year, about

the tenth moon, to send their sons to i:hool, and let them

return home in the spring, a!<o;il the third moon *

!jft fy

_ ^ 4E.
~/jfi pj^ J\^

thu in three or five jeart

they would become men.

100th Paragr.iph concludes with an admonition to teachers

or ichoolmatcr, in these words, j^, J^ fJJTj
^k^^

^ ^ & ^ those who are teachen ofotl.e.i, ought

to be completely venerable, and should respect themselves.

And ^ jj^ j|^ :g-
since they are teacher*, they iliould

&! __* be singly devoted to the duty of teaching, and

explaining thing* to the icholan, they must not be lazjj

they must not intermit their duties ; thus a master will

4,n fa'",
^up JE accumulate virtuous and good deeds;

and the children's parents will rtspect him: but jfr- F

ot late, there has ari>en a class of school-masters, who with

thtir owa duties, ^f; -j~r ^* connect the practice of

medicine ; or tf
JN _^[ |^ fell divinations, and cal-

culate fates ; or j^ ^- ^^j ^^ write impeachments for

people; or r Cp |w j^ act as midsmen in bargain),

or become sureties, a. d so forth, by which
/[^j XJ* ^ff

-ffiL
their attention is divided, and is occupied with afl'iirs

oi.t of school, under such circumslano s, how can they

have time to leach : such conduct
(Jj ^ ^J

IS
^1 Jt

^ 3?> ^ 6)t A must ' nl
l'
e(le a nd injurw the

scholar so, that he'll never become a man all his life.

Not only will
l|T '^fc Ijgl ^ his employer* view such a

teacher with contempt
ffjTg B ^ ^ fiN?

but he* himself does a great injury to his moral character.

Ye masters ! ? ^j ^ ^ ^ j$
i '* well for jou

that you here possess my desuHnry discourses: ^WT Kg

1^1 Si fh*"?6 y ol ' r tune, and respect yourselve*! -*

to OU *

expectatioD.

The writer fiom whom the above remarks on the (ducal ion of

boys in China are taken, has also a few advice* intended for

men, who are private itudcnts ; he calls his advices Jg ^

'll iJt
r "'e9 'or l

'

le conduct of the mind in reading or

study. He say,

the fir" lfciDg
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of us scholars, in our reading, ii to form a resolution
-, (or

have a hearty good-will to it) and this resolution
~E|" If}?

jfd r/ T^ ' s va'uao 'e '" proportion at it is firm and

persevering ; when it is so ]^
J jffa ^Jj

the man must

become learned. Be says, if this resolution be stimulated

^J ^Qft
S

Jfij p^ the hope of equalling the sages and

worthies of antiquity, so much the belter. He confirms

his opinion by quoting three cases from Chinese history,

in which a firm resolution to effect a certain object was

followed with success. First fefe ^ T/" Jfjjji jfi. Jfe
/*ij -L /* I/3S. 7^ &

the king of Vug (under the
lj|j

Chow dynasty) who reveng-

ed himself on the Woo state. Second, the case of J| @
_. _L*. -- , i

/PC ^C
/2_ ^ppl ipf '|ji| Chang-leang, who revenged the cause of

Han, which was overrun by ^Z ^ iffc
the Emperor

Tsin-che-hwang-te j and the third cuse, was that of the

talesman
|

l |* Telh.jin-keili, who ^ ^
restored the house of Tang, by his resolution and firmness.

It is received as a maxim, that rf?

to
ilfj

Bit W

M //A 'ui
t 'll~'

''J
ec' on which a determined resolution

rests, must succeed.

ii. He calls it
-fctfo s^J

the true secret of prosecuting studies

jft
place a book by one, and

^[J^ ffi

reford dai'y what one read*> then ^ 13

~f HI ~t" R arranging the subjecls

in the order of the days, for ten or twenty days, ygjj ^^
to con them over. This is what Tsze-hea -f* ^a in the

Lun-yu call, Q ft % ft ft fa fa% ft
n& "uL

da '' T acqu ' r ' ng knowledge not before possessed;

and monthly preventing the oblivion of former capa-

bili.ies.-orlhus.^r 1 ^ ff fljj ^^ the

lover of learning daily acquires new ideas, and does nut

lose Ihcse he already possesses, =w fJE ~y J.-tl JHff fravj
fty\ ft *~* /+ "TnV *T1 J

Tfi Jj|^ amongst the good plans of study, there are none

that exceed this.

in. Tke student who
ji

doe not rouse all hit ener-

git$, should ;WJ
yjjr

consider how he is to get through his

task when locked up ^E~ j& ~^7 ^H in the court of exam-

inalion ; when
H{

*^ El a iheme shall be given of

which he does not know the meaning : let him remember

: at that time, what bitter distress

he will be in ;

jpj"^^^ ;n wnat a yehement roast

he will be. These remiss students are further admonished

to reflect that
J^^ ^^^ ^ when a party of

friends meet; and other people are conversing TpJ

^C 3$ in 8uch an eleSant stvle ' tneir own '* so

coarse and vulgar; and sometimes when others h

utter a bon mot, they are ^ $fc^ ^ jg jj^.
all

abroad, and cannot perceive either llie meaning or gust of it.

vi. Onraulhor Mr 7j fij/ ^ stone-lurned-goltt advises that

v IWJ * ^ ^ ,i ifi 1 im *

section of a book be essentially decocted in the mind, you

shall not read that section. In this way^ tp ^ j||?

Sffi ^K /fc ifcti a man in his own breast will begin to be

able to distil the pure essence of knowledge ; But,

*^ a Inan reads " tne east > a

on the west; this section is not decocted ; and that section

is not eisentializedAoei he not thus waste his time to no

purpose } He
^jjJ ^ f|j ^jjf j^f[ ^j ought to have a

book-case, and shut it up with the greatest care, and J^
1& ^h! leave only one volume before

'

his eye,; then

^ ^J he must wait till he has decocted the essence of

this volume, before he changes it for another volume.

"H8j!6 '
1

fift J$ IT $T">'es,ive

order he distil principles, then in the natural course of

things, he will attain his objecl. For ^] ^ 3f|^
M *tt rtR 7^ $ with respect to all secular affairs,

what is most to be dreaded is mixing them up, and not

keeping them purely apart. ^ ^\ jjTJ ffi ^J" 'JiD

ifl Tilt
if lhi* err r be "Ot UD1Yersally Suarded aSain>t'

it will be difficult to perfest any work ;
for

ffifc Jj ffj

* ^ Hfe II^ W A 1 ftH
aUhou h the work

may be effected, it cannot be essentially refined, nor over-

top olber people's heads.

vii. When a man reads
jjj

- te th> section of a book

grasp his soul, and pour his mind upon this same section.

tj x *r fi t m S X$E f ap l H

muit not, on any account, whilst reading <Ai section, be
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thinking about that section : H^S /fM for example ;
-

?K 'W" "ffc ^ Bijr ^ ^ j^
l

/AL a cauldron of water

after, having fire applied to it for a long lime, will as

matter of course, at last boil: but jf.,1 ~1\f fil ~fc sfefy.
MHJ 'j\ i rj '4** ffif\

^J i. 7[f T^ '$~ 'f> ere the water be hut, you change^^^ J^^ '/^ X* ' >* I

it, and put in other water to boil, ^f|^ ~T Ofc. : -j

3?') 1^ 'f* $& $<. !f$
a"h ugh you may heat a great

deal of water, you'll never make any of it boiling hot.

who are fond of overcoming other people, and aim at

universal knowledge, constantly become ill of this disease,

viz. that of expending a great deal of heat, but never

maturing any thing. 'x

TIII. 4jjt Jjl -^ 4 ~"/ ^ 1 have always seen that a man

who covets much, and who Jfl X& Itft Tffi devotes hiin-

felf to universal knowledge j when he reads, he fe
llup

-ir
fB^ ^ffljr f4| presumes on the quickness and celerity

of his genius and perceptions, and
ju| E!J jffl, 3SC Yrp

@ 41 P 1
3
$E 7K |L }i

"* after section,

an4 volumes in concatenated succession, pass before his

eyes, and issue from his mouth, fluently as water that rolls

awa, ; but f /fjjf ^ ft ,ft ffi fift
when does

he ever really apply his mind to rub and educe the essence

of a subject. In this manner
|j|j| ^ /^J ^ J^| ^

although much be read, what is the use of it ; ^. >^r ffQ

^rn ^*7 ^ ffi] yB better little and fine, than much and

coarse. _l the ancient military rule

the P wer of a

consists in it's perfect training ; not in its mere numbers.

~J" Jfe pjf 1 f fa ffi
l deero the *ame truc

'
in refe"

rence to reading or study.

. In reading,
l ^ [^ J* ^ x4> the first thing re-

quired is to get rid of mixed thoughts ;
and ?$z gfe 'j%

^Ir S ^M rfP ^ ^>. iS *"<"> one is able to mature and
Iw KjL IwA Ml- i if / .*oS

understand a suhjcot thoroughly, and to remember it a long

time. Pe joo
Igf ^p 811ppow A US 4* ^t ]|f ^
iT??^ 3 maii>s 8loraach has

first been filled !;y eating greens and other vegablcs, Sff

^; 3>. fl 51^ ft ^' tft'T'lH
althou - b lhe

roust precious daiulifs, with exquisite tastes, should be

given him, he cannot iwallow them i he must firtl m
^K si *''Kei' and Ket rid of a few portion* of the

greens that he has eaten, before he can relish the choice

dainties; and in reading, the same is true of the Aft /^
mixed thoughts, which occupy the mind, and thee thought*

^P $ /ll ^ f& $ 4^1"
"re n t on 'y hout the

dusty affairs of a vulgar world,
J3JJ ^^ fp but even in

books m\ A3 ^j^ ^^ ^^ ^f|
there are also contained

things of no importance.

x. To make progress in learning, an important qualification

is, that which is called^ ^ '

transporting and using,"

which consists in jak H*fe
llj^

/(. a good capability of

explaining and comprehending, a whole subject in all it*

bearings, so that ^ jljj ^JJ |^ on hearing thit, one

knows thai; which is done by jjjj |3f /jfe i|| thrusting

every subject into its proper class ; and understanding

collateral topics. Thus .

lilj "pT ATj -j- ^/ oa

possessing one section, one may know ten ; and on having

ten, you may know a hundred or a thousand. But 5fiT ^S
A there is a class of men, who although they have read

a great many books, ^j$ -^ 1^ ^p^ 'J^ ^| still, in

a foolish silly manner, they adhere stiffly to mere word*

and sentences ; they are not only incapable of .yS ffl* FT*
'

I J

transporting, or transferring and using the (tores which

they have laid up j but they don't even know 'fa(
Fj

tEl Ja where to employ them rightly in any one case.
/ TV H
These students are not equal to those who have read much

less, but who possess the qualification above mentioned,

xi. There is one convenient rule for Kf /tt SR. 3$fl 0^1 f^

a! those persons who have affairs to attend to; it is

volume of ancient literature ; and [tt 3JS.
*
^t a v -

lume containing modern composition, and ^^ ^t j^H [Jjj

"mi place them at the head of the tMe before his eyesj

then
f|p [jm g^ 9/L gg when a little leisure is possessed,

study them. If instead of adopting this plan, such person*

waii till they^ Fjuj
are entirely at leisure for everal

months ; since ^ ^ ^T* ^S human affiirs are so nume-

rous and so mixed, this complete leisure is likely never

to arrive. But time flies like an arrow.
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H f'p

domestic

IfM- Igj lUj
* ^ *

J^ ^ j
in the twinkling of

an eye, a month and again a month is gone jjfj

ffP- i^ and behold the year is at an end! VJf ~j A0

lAl
-^V;

vi:
[j~|

rW -T however, does not this loss and

detriment arise entirely from procrastination

xn. In preisecuting one's studies,
-Jgr g. TV '

there are two things most to be dreaded = '

a memory daily worse, and ^ Tj}. Q ^
rff irs daily increasing. J\^ /^ Ap Jj|?

ffr

Pg
1 ^ fiF. jjU a man's life spent in vain, and a hoary

head without any woik leing perfected; tj JfJ
Tr*'

}(j^
all arise Irom these cuiife;; y^ pT $V 1>ni -ffl

it is wilh sihs lo l;e deeply re^reltod.

jcn,. S.odie, ^ j^ 5 ^ J*
^

jg Hf ffl #J ..R'.t

to ceimmei ce during U.e .'II, waiih >fre)m 3 lo 5) ai d e\er-

tiem beempleiyed <arK in themeirning Thee hours ^" *?

JQX C, AA fe ^ fp 'H ^nt
c""M l;lri'<' wish those

from seven tei eleven in the foreman, and the snbs:
r|iiei,t

part eif Ihe day, lire several times rrore r-elvnnlaeeenu.

XIT. In reading, a man should
^jg ^\ *jj| |IJJ

r(M ,se rp his

animal spirits; J^J g ^ yi^\
hri-htcn his eyes, and be

minutely attentive,
$fl ^ j|f /fr [& like a general in

battle arr.iy ; or
^rj Ipj '^*^ ^- |ike a criminal jndg

he must not allow himself to become in the least possible-

degree either drowsy or careless.

XT. A stuelent ougl.t J$f lr\l ripr mi
~j^f i&* ftSj jfe'

to elrc d extremely iellc talk, and meddling with tiivial

affairs or those which don't concern him ; feir such talking

and meddling
/

Tj"/y <Q yfc jjjfjj ^ causes a man's mind

to be dissipated ; and his spirit lo fly away from its proper

place; talking and meddling ^JS ^ jjljj X&4& fy are e>f

no advantage, but do harm.

xvi. In one's studies
i^J -^ Pj" fm jf[

'here should neit

on any account be breaks or intermissions for five or

ten days.

xvii. In learning;

Chin pi yih pub, slab ban.

Do not fear little ; do not fear being slow j

The only fear is. one day's scorching snn and ten day's cold.

This is illustrated by wh:>t all nations have observed,

jl'-f (fYf l(i/ y^ persons preiseenling a joeirney on a road j

be who walks f st awhile, aid slops awhile, ^K i$ 3

'fT 1^ J? -vi
^"Ki ""*

l
ir S re< * " wt" a he who walks

with regular emulancy, at u slower jiace. And hence
:

j

2T Ihe proverb says,

'm Pi5h pa man

Clilh PU chan -

Don't feir I eii g 'ow,

Only fear sta..din^ ulill.

/fe
p|y'

Sin tsar, Ileiw true I

xvin AVhcn a penon ^ jj [J^
hasre.d a long time, and

^ 'fj |^ (^ feels himse If
wt-ary a id languid, he must

throw dew,, Ihe l ;<>ok, a, d n.ust ^ ty ^]^
^ s;lulllc '

"bout, and t..ke a little amusement,

& fili ^ fw I 1

!

1 >b^ |q|
lo " lirse his a " imal

..p.rils, his mine', and his e,es, Jf ^ |^ |f"
he will then

have a spring to giic motiem, and enable him to embrace

a sn.ject. If he ^ ^ ^ fl.j ^ ^ plcd wllh

stupid dnlness, am! l.,tkr teul
; ^f\ ^@_ ^r {^- ^j\

iS

not only will his natural ii. teller* lie obscured, jTlj
'S rid

^1 A ^ $ ^ Si but a lHHii|j weak '" a in

become ill.

xix Clie>o-w$n-kung -^t ^" //5 . or Choo foo-tsze gave

this caution ^ p 4* ft ^ ] jflj ^ ^
<A ^ ^ "j j^j ^ ^C ^ do not say 'If I elon't

learn to day, to-morrow is ceiming j if I don't learn this

year, another year is coming: for Uj El
l|fr jjj* >^

>f> ?y 6S. "ben days and months have p,.sseel away ;

the year is not given to stay with us. And when an

is ,r.,:l man exc. ims

Alas, I am now old ! whose f.iultis it? -

\ery true, are these we;re! !

And, ^ H I say [$ ^
^
^' the two words

afwayi practice, eiprtss the only rule that will enable

one tei .succeed in a life of learning : whereas -nL ^CT [JB

(:{ ^tj -j^
' the four words wuit till la-marrow,' will
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$ *
fjf. iirprde the pursuits of a whole life.

These consideialions make it fe pj j'j^ J5!| infinitely

necessary to use the more vehement efforts to awaken

to a sense of the value of time.

xx. The study <1 letters /^ J^ ^ P)] ^J |rt "(0 '$ ?l!

was originally intended to induce the clear understai.di

of the principles of right reason ; and it is necessary that

to one's own person and heart, F
~fj /j-T

that in

daily concerns, those principles may he strenuously carried

into effect ;
~fj ^ "Hf ^^

be snid to be really advantageous.

and then study may

[|j

merely, to run over subjects like a hunter, to be esteem-

ed as having extensive information ; and the sole inten-

tion be to supply subjects for prate and conversation ; it

is by no me:ms what is right. Or, ^E-
/H- jH' Ljf &!,

<JH' tfl BX ^iT Jlf $\ if Peo l
lle av:lil themselves of

these studies, to cheat themselves into a literiiry reputation,

and to obtain riches and honors ; but *
if^f

'H jjp

the moment they attain eminence $5 |fj[ St ft}
jjj|'

3 TjA jj{; ^| they put the right principles they have

attained from books out of their minds and practice what

is quite the contrary, tF -& ~/r S that is still a great-

er error. The pedantry here condemned they sometimes

call
'M^ =]

i

VgJ stirring up (not air bubbles, but) book

bubbles.

i. Although study ^ "PJ' ^-^ should not be inter-

mitted nor delayed, 7^^ pT ^ -^ ^ j| slil ,

it should not be followed with too great eagerness and

precipitancy : for, admitting a man can walk a hundred

miles a-day, if he walks only seventy (r eighty, he will

feel himself strong and adequate to do this daily where-

as, if he work himself up to overstrained effort, and walk

more than a hundred, he will be unable to continue, ?M

^ ^ fc If |1| $f 3J4
mc " Jev t> '> reading,

are continually reading themselves ill.
~

| ^r t&

^ ~P 7^> i^ ' fr m S 'X Jears of aSe to sateen a

period often years studied without effect, Rcl fj^ 4ij:

/ili ^ P! ${ $& J& for y mcan n;lt " rc ,s simple

and dull
j

1 forgot as fust ail read. Inconsequence of

PART i. 7s

this, I

j <j^
hated myself, and fll

"

j|jf
rou 'ed

velirmeut effort, and read with bitter toil; but
^j^ 4j5

fif]
i

l'_ Jj],i
^tEl (^ ere long, I became sick for more

than a whole year ; "| V jfc? lif pE and at lat was

dangerouslv ill from which I recovered only by the

greatest care. Those who exceed in diligence 'j^' y\ H*

& air/ fR oll ghl to take warning by me.

xxn. A student
^y; Jl] -^ ^ HJ $$ U|

when he has

read till his body feels weary and fatigued, Oj"
W

p3jQ
" '

should with exertion, twist ahout both Iheshoulders , move

them up and down, forwards and backwards, several tens of

-
fl'Ji *JfeJ^i IS! I* ^tfe T^ *

=X ^Q and so circulate the blood through the body and

arteries; and cause the animal spirits to flow and circulate i

by which a degree of exhilaration and chearfulness will

be induced, that will prevent the production of disease.

This is what .

|j<
the medicinal gymnastics call,

III h loo shwang kwan the roller's double

xxui.

/|C

r,
i ~<*. I r IV

movement. Whenever a person is fatigued by reading,

this exercise Ning keu yth tse ban seay 'fig ^ -t^J

^ ^|J
can drive off from the body, all cold and noxious

influence.

tl" |B5 J3 If very early in the morning, pft ^% 1t-* t;^, IjM,

FV ^^ 5K or in the dusk of evening, you be looking

at a book; and
^j' ^^ ^fc

RH cannot see it very clearly;

/)& $ X ^ J u mnst wait li" ^aj-l'S 11
',

or till a lamp is lit^ 7J
and then read,

|||J

g thus you will not hurl your eyes : But

P*- p-^p
if when it is dusk, and almost dark, you U^

^ R!< A^ 'pi'W v ''<Mll
'.

"Ira'" your eyes to read;

7E A M ^ ^ il wi " assuredlJ '"J" re the eyes very

much
^(, TpX ^ fft] -^ <>r you will become dim-sighted

before you are old.

Whenever you are not rending or are unemployed

PH @ ?5r ^ lel down both J ur eyelids, and shut

your eyes; and by this means you will
."*| ^d| jj]jjj

nurse

your animal spirits; and al'ter this, when yon want to read

or do any thing ^ jffj |lj. gfi ^ there will be DO

objection to again exerting the sight : thus H ~fj 1C
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the s'rength of the sight will not be injured; and

waste the divine light (of Ihe eye) in places, or in occu-

pations that arc useless.

daily in the evening to read by lamp

light, will certainly ensure great and essential advancement

in the meritorious work ;
but if a person fag ^ j$) [J|J

%k tf$ ffl /2 ffil ^ T^ ' excess
'
his animal sP' rits

will be wearied out, and injured j so that ?^ H ,tf\
jfi\

1^1 $ ?/2 ti*L
l 'lc ncx * ^ay 'le w'" ^e st'" more weary

and fatigued, and through lassitude foiled ; and jj
/

1JE, ^fc

'~
contrary to his wishes, (his diligence) will turn out

ill. If under such circumstance he still force himself to

go through his task, he'll make himself sick. 43- 3L
Jj^r

xf> [tH! Jl!j jfil ^> ff jjf
lf a Person docs not go to

ileep at midnight, the blood does not return to the lifer:

and although
~^ jft[ ^ TJf. Hit 3^ whllst the Mo &

and vital aura are strong and flourishing a person mav

not feel it. @
j ^jjr Jft ^ ^ ^ /J\ at some

future day, it will occasion disease, and no slight injury.

xxr. A student, ^ ^ |^ S^ ;

|t
althougn his

occupations be daily lunmr.nij and pressing, lf/\ tiH

?& UU -fi /iff
must look over four or five sections"v -&r t4 JJL /HP

of modern composition ; /^ "A/" i^ 'to* ^p Av\ FJ BH

that the nice movements of letters may be always present

to his mind or eye ; thus he / ^ Mi ^ will receive*^V -1111- ^^ ^.^

very great advantage.

xxvi. t 5 when approaching the time of public

examinations, a student should fl;^^ ^ -^ parti-

cularly shun an eagerness to read much. Let him \| I-
t 3^* , j | AVt- "43t ~

-^

>f X -^ . d ~f" ^f "elect twenty or
thirty

icctious of the best composition ; and 4& Tf tt *&
IM mtvu RtJf
tjjjL

familiarly play with its divine springs cou it over

till he feel its spirit, and relish its beauties; W- rf| rb
H Xfcl |

^* I r~l

^ TO /7 '" lhearena ( nen examined,) he will assuredly

derive strength from it.

collection of books, the mailer oi importance is uot the

number the thing required is, an ability to read them.

f 4f Ut ^ -^ ^: A ! liuve often seen itt

in the world a class of men, ^ ^ ^ who have

stored up at home ten thousand volumes, but

-I-
^f-

"

who never ? cl read len r raore se|s :

merely receive the books, and place them on stands or

in cases, and esteem them as play thin;-* to look at. They

#*#*.** ifii *H* also

have new bound books, that the hand has never touched,

nor the eye ever looked into. Such people R
"^\ TjO

n ^^ 7~ ~f^ are n t equal to poor starved scholars,

of small copper coin and buy a book ; which they bring

home and
Sf- /f^ J yk never lay the book out of

their hand, till ^ jSj g, /fa
it is completely their own

tins circumstance, viewing and judging of the two modes

of proceeding, is not the last more noble than that of

merely accumulating books? or, are not these persons,

more noble than those!
(Kea-paou-tseuen-tsetb, 2nd vol.)

33- _>L JiW r m
THE SCHOLAR'S DECALOGUE.

lst
'

Snd,

3rd, _r

*tn
>

^'">

6th,

7th,

on't divide atteolion.

- don't induce business.

1- dou'l be idle.

^j ^T don't make intermissions.

, -fe- ;7>l don't vainly hope.*y^ ji'j

^ ^ don't be bigotted.

^ "g don't talk much.

fm j
don't saunter abroad.

9th,
l^Sr |^ ^jfi

don't recite aloud.

10th, ^ -5^ ^ don't sit brown-studying.

(Kea-paou-tseueu-tieih, 15 vol.)

The learned, or literati, in China, of ancient and of

modern limes, differ very materially. The
fjj?

Joo, of the

first thousand years, from the time of Confucius, were a sort
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of philosophers entirely unconnected with the state ; and

whose object was chiefly moral science. The Ilan y?i

dynasty, which is the pride of China, knew nothing of

that class of men, who, for the last twelve hundred years,

havebeen called the Joo keaou
j|| jjfr

tt |10 |)ave con verted

learning into a mere t.ol of ambition; and whocarea,
Mltle for true learning, as those ,noil do for true religion,

who consider it a tool of the stale.

Itwas in the
beginning of the Tang dynasty, about

(A. D. 700),
jjjij $r -f- ^j.

thllt a p|;in WMarrttng _

ed, directing literary examinations for the purpose of

selecting men to fill the offices of government ; which

general principle, with various alterations, remains to the

present time. But neither the object of the Chinese

government, nor of the literati, is to extend the bounds

of human knowledge; the end of the government is to

impart the knowledge already possessed' to every rising

generation, and Pa chin tsae ^? "^ ~^T
to pluck out true

talent from the mass of
inferiority and mediocrity, which

abounds in every community; with the ulterior intention

of applying that superior talent or genius (as the word

sometimes means) to its own purposes, in ruling the rest

of the nation. The advancement of learning, in a liberal

sense of that expression, or discoveries in science, are not

in the contemplation of the government ;
it prescribes the

books to be studied; it forbids the use of others; it

disallowf any innovation which does not originate with

itself.

The
yfj jj-jV

Kaou she, or literary examinations, are

so frequently referred to in Chinese conversation and hooks,

at to make a brief outliae of the t> JJV
HeiS ching

government of learning desirable to the Chinese student.

The Ko chang tenou le
^tj. j^ 4fc

j/jjl
is a work in 18

volumes, containing the laws concerning the official

examinations of literary candidates: this work it repub-

lished every ten years, and every new edition containi the

alteration which may have been made in the interim:

the last edition wa published, in A. D. 1815. A view of

the contents of this book, will be the best guide to the

term* and phimet employed in reference to the Cbinase

literati, in the present d;iy, for they have been much altered

since the system was first adopted.

i. Heang, hwuy she ke
^jjj
& ^ j|jj

u,,, lllne , o f

provincial, and of general examinations. The Heang-she

film Sri" is a triennial examination of those who have

attained the lowest degree, which is calld >? ^4- Sew-tsae.

The Hwuy-she $&
jTj^

is an examination at Peking of

the Keujm
Jjjj^^ from every province in the empire.

.

i

vmcial examinations, are to be in the 8th moon of the

years Tsze, Woo, Maou, Yew, which answer to the 1st

and 7th, the 4th and 9th of every twelve yean. The ^
F^t^J^/^i^^H^ general examination

at Peking must be in the 3rd moon of the year* Shin, Se8

Chow, Wei, or the 5th aud llth, the 2nd and 8th of

every twelve year,
jf^'ft** * " "fc

day of themoon is for the first examination; ~f ^
the 12th day is for the second examination;

lhe 15lh day fr theB
third examination. dflC 4fL
^ .

I
, , |

^T 0} i i / LJ n 3T7)H S ~\

ffi
*
El lyt W Al each examination, all the candidates

must enter the courtyard, and have their names inserted

the day preceding, and be let out the day after : thus they

have to pass two nights without any bed, and in much

discomfort.

To these Hwuy-she, or provincial examinations, none

but those who have Tsin he3 ^ JM. advanced in learning

to the first degree, are admissible. The examinations for

the first or Sew-tsae ^& ~^T degree, are at the district col-

leges, called fi J& Been heS, or tf 3* Foo heS, and

so on, and the degree is conferred by the resident provin-

cial principal, called
jjj{ K^ Heo-yuen, or M.

fifc
HeS.

ching, and
gJL .g. Hcii-lae, The triennial examinations

of the whole province arc conducted by two Imperial com-

missioners, sent into every province from court, called

3^ /tj
Choo-kaou

; distinguished into first and second,

by the epithets j Ching and
g|]

Foo.

ii. The provincial and general national examinations are dis-

tinguished into Ching-ko J JA- which means the regular

periods of examination ; and Kea-ka exlra-x-
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animations, otherwise called GIn-ko ^0 ^[-examinations

conferred bf an act of grace, immediately from Ihe throne,

for they must
f]J. f-^J 1^ gj

" emanate from a s;
, i i .1

Imperial order.

As to Ihe times oflhese fy ^ fff j|fj / every

thing mint he decided on after consultation, when the

seison occurs; and if ihey interfere with the usual periods

appointed
n ^ j f?[ ^ fll}

ei"H'
r lhe re lllar exa '

mination may be made sooner or later; but when that

is the case, the alteration
iff. ^ ^J fy ^jj

must not be

tenaciously adhered to, and become a law.

MI ^ St? A i &nn v? ^fl* the provincial and general'

/TS
^ * '

* /Kr
' M V

examination of the official members of the imperial

kindred: These must all he examined in the Kung-yuen

literary candidates 3T
jji ^ |^ ^ have finished Iheir

three examinations ;

-J- -t0S*^^[0^iM
on the 17th day their names shall he noted down, that

they may enter ; and on the ame day finish their

examinations.

Of the examination of these it is said, that it is

altogether a mockery, their themes are composed by oilier

people, whilst they sit near drinking and carousing. Their

themes must be delivered to ^r- /K jgjg,
n/ j)M /fag.

l 'le

supreme examiner and general judge, that he may look

the papers over. The Tsung-jin-loo TJ^ A^ j^f
or

office that superintends the imperal kindred, slmll fa

previously to the day 5; gS request of the Emperor

*$V Jll^
*
-^.

' aPP 'ut an officer /^ Jfl JiH3 I|TJ^

to go into the examination court, and attend to repress

any improper behaviour.

iv. K8 keu
^?r --}K denote* an examination of all those not

of the firt aud second classes,who have attained the degree

of &ew-tsae ^* ~r to ascertain how many of them shall

be admitted to the next examination called Heang-she #JG

gjf
for the degree jwj /^ Keu-jin. The whole number

of Sew late, in a province, being too great to be admitted

inlo one court (in Canton province they are 12,000), those

who rank in the third and lower classes and whose

attainments are much inferior, are not permitted to Tsin-

to tlic r called

kcu.

K5-

Aftcr obtaining fr..!ii Hie local scholastic authorities

at Ihe Suy kaou
jj ^4^ annual <x-r;'.- kiioiis \hcSca-liiae

degree, the order of Ihc snbstq'iei.l o>;.:.iii.-'l
:

.o.is is this,

1. K8-ken
j-

-ffi to be permitted tu sland car.Jiuate

for the Ken-jin degree.

2. Hcang-she |M jjjf
in the province, to obtain t!.e

Keu-jin degii'P.

3. llwiiy-slio (5| jjJV
at the capital of the empire, to

att.iin Ihe Tsin-aze
j| "J^ d^g 1"*6 -

4. Teen-she $ ~=jf in the Imperial palace, to obtain the

Han-liu

5. Chaou kaou
jjijj

in the Imperial presence, to at-

tain a first or second place amongst the Han-liu.

All colleges or schools are included in the three general

terms Tsung-he5

kindred ; Kwan-he8

leges, and Sze-heS^
those who& ^ |

j

; imperial colleges, for the Emperor'*

government schools, or col-

I private schools, which includes

jg remain at home to study.

i 'if' '/(<].
the fixed number to be

taken at the examinations for the Kt-u jin degree. /jr ^jy

T^'j"^:^ jifv A ' ^ At l ''e cxamillalio "s ol
'

tlie

Sew-tsue, whether obtained by study, or purchaie; for

the degree called Keu-jin: at each of the y^ ^g large

provinces, viz. '^ pj K ang nan ; JH ^ Keang-se;

Fiih-keen ;
yAJJ

B& Hoo-

~r 2j let SO persons be taken, and

Chg-keang ,

jjg

kwang, Jfo

tent to court.

In the Chung-sang tfa

\iz. Shun teen pei tsze haou

seems to answer to Chih-le

Shan-tung ;
jlj "^ Shan-se ;

Shen-se ; gtj Jjj
Sze-chuen ;

(Canton) ; let ^ J^ ^ ~J- ^ there be 60 person!

taken, aud sent to court, (in Canton at present, A. D.

1819, there arc 71 selected.)

middle sized prov'nces,

^ Ft
"j" ?Jfe (which

province) |l[ IJJ

Ho-nan
; (^ jftj

Kwang tung,
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At /K
4jq

small provinces, viz. Kwang-se If/j j)Lf

or Yun-nan
^-' jpj

and Kwei-chow ^Ir AJ let there be

50 persons taken. 4j g|J fflj
^
fa ,,t the secondan

class called Foo-pang, or Foo-kung-sSn" E|J T=> ,4-
ro'J ^^ r

let 40 be taken in the large provinces, 30 in the middle

sized ones, and 20 in the small provinces

In Canton province, the number of cardid.tes admitted

to the Ko-keu
^$j. ^ must be 4,800 person-, d in other

provinces a sin-Mar proportion, Jf ^ft ] TfA- VA /\~.

Ki $& BX jtC"'
C H( ' 5 - chin^ or provincial principals,

in every province, must, frora the three classes of inferior

graduates, r.-.lled isjng-ynen, Rung sS..g, and Kee ,-sang, |in

eluding bo!h the fiist chosen, and the subsidiary names,

by a general calculation, take the exact number prescribed,

to attend as candidates.

i ; |
the province

of Fun keen, and the island of Formosa, are not restricted

t<> a fixed-number to ; tler.d as candidates for the Re-,, ji ,

degre, The He* chin
| g (a, a pn.M.dal princip ,1

ometin,e, called) wro(e from Formosa , lhe gln|ieror
- Iu

"ff. sa>ig, that an, limit aioi, of numbers, would,
16 H feared, check the

spirit of

becoming devoted to letters, Che ling hwuy tuy Vfy /&.0J-X I'
so as to cause its entire failure OH the island.

Of the . .

-~~~ *& tt -g- G .

" n *f 1ffij JB. fiist
- second, and

third classes, of
literary, students, or Tung sing^ ^t

those without any degree are called, there wal a consi-

derable number on Formosa
; and those Wllo wis |,ed to ,.

tend the Heang she ^ ^ were (ive hundred ; but he

could, according to Mag kwi> ndlui| O| ,,y , W(>^
ring two Ken-jin degrees.

When^ K:^^ lhc Sang.yuen.and the
Keen-sSng,

'-. tho.se >vho have ob.ai H,,l the lowest degree, either
merit or by purchace, attend the examinations tor the

Keu-jin

dogr,^ .^g ] ^ , he H eo ehing in'!^

fixed nnmhrr ,.f that class called Ldh-e, that i, persons
whose names a.e taken down after the fi.st ..lection, and

PART I. 7 H

ho<e Inle I, are pronging) ^ J| |[* 4|i ^ ^C
^' ^l] 'Hi J

L'*""''6 the average rumber of those

who for several yean, have nol come for their Man ped

theme papers : and shall
-ffl' <flnj ]]7 ^j ^F i't

deliberate on the number of supplementary names to be

provided with. Thn. & ;HJ-
& gjf ffi 1 after all

p'v J>^ ^L. rXL /"H Ivt

tht? stamped theme |;,|urs required, are given out to

applicants, ;'||. ^j ^ ^^ ^ |J |ct hi ,n fi| , up

the defective i.tn I <i ol c;.iididates
liy

the name* provid<d,

in the order in which they stand, < ne after another, ift-

II ^ $ % V'j ft P li if they are not all

rujtiircd to fill up the deficiency, the overplus must still

be rejected.

The -Keuen /^
or stamped theme papers, are bought

for about a quarter of a dollar, at the Pou-chiug-sze's

office -

, y. TJ- -.

1" ^ MO. l4w G tlle Vls' tor or "perintendant at

the examinations, in every province, (who is always the

Foo-yuen
|fe:

( or Vice Governor) and the jilt^
g officers who assi.st in the management of the examina-

tion, the Taou-Ue
j||^ 4j|

and others, shall inspect ^JC
Wj the number of theme papers, and see that they

correspond exactly to the number allowed by law, or 7(3

3/$ JM i^ whether there be, or be not, an excess,

contr.ii-) lol.w; and they shall M
-jjT
M R on th

day when the examinations are completed, ||rj if-f Jlfe

W ^ !i^ immediately make a report to the Emperor

agreeably to the facts of the case.

The ffeS-tae, or principal of Formosa, pleaded with the

Emperor Keen-lung for th- indulgence he requested, on the

ground of Formosa being | ^ .^ ^|,
an orphan sus-

pended beyond seas, and because j |^ ]}^ .& f^l li|/

^ PJ.,its
circumstances were different from those of the

interior of China: therefore /l
v
]

>R* Sh jin O ;3
|V> . lit X //p ^>; Irrl

1 1 would seem right to make some slight aecommodaling

chnnge in favor of the island However, it isstipulited

that they should
j^ _^ ^ J| -^ |||

select Arsons

whose study was |inre and perspicuous, and not take ^
JT? 5|t ^ -^* x\ "" >se Pe "!'l e whose style of writing

was wild as a wilderness aud loose and incoherent j nor must
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the interior of China, draw this

ease in as a precedent. The evil the government seems

to guard aeVinsl it, wh t they call Maou-lan E "ins

inundated by pretender* to literature; and therefore it

require* of the Bed-chin
|j)

or literary statesmen, as

they call the provincial principal*, and Keen (Lin t^ fcjl_

official visitors that the\
j|g jjp j jpf

be very strict in

the rxaminatioos, aod that lory pass only those who
xj

^B 4*Hj ^Kr are thoroughly verted io the three de-

partmei>U, in which the candidates are examined on three

different davs.

In appears from pf;j jf^
#flj

'd laws (of the pre-

sent dynasty) annexed to the chapter uncer ret ie, that

the Tartars were uot at first very favorable to the literary

hierarchy of China. I call it a hierarchy to expre** the

eircnnntaore of the learned being a privileged order of

men, who assume a superiority over their fellow citizens,

and who affect to guide the understanding and conscience

of the nation, and of the sovereign. j| <fQ '. 5f~

in the od year of the Emperor S*un che (A. D. IMS,)
jf[

?S I ^ \.
*
^6 tbe Pro*'Dre "f Chih-le was

limited to one Keu-jia degree; and only ife grt" /t fH
94BC fvV -L "mi

. ~r sfi thirty persons were allowed to attend a< can-

didates at the examination. Z& TF OH 4E- io the 4th
ypfc Jl_ l_r| I

year of Yng-cbing (A. D. 1788), that Emperor stopped

entirely all literary examinations in Cb-keang province,

OD account of two of the literati having censored, or as be

ays, slandered the Emperor Kaog-he. Io the edict published

on that ooassion, Yung-chiug says, the object of govern-

ment io supporting the literati, is to cause people ^J] ^j"

Jp ^ ~^_ ^f.
to know, or to recognise the superiority

of prince* and fathers * $p fj[ ffi jfc & IL ~f ?
*7 ar.d by DO means, simply to elicit -k II in Utters. For

mere literature, he affirms, is n-elew, thus
Toff yj^

~ft

ffl ^ ^ ~K Chf-keaog province io elegacee of style

orpasce* the whole empire .-

j^jj J9
4A

JfS:
Eg Oak

jjjji

P & but the maooers of the people are aogeoerous and

grateful , and they are vile to aa extreme degree, which

be ex-n.plifies by icitaaring the case of

M.M

Part"'

proudly insolent, looked atkance on all olhen, and treat-

ed with coi.tempt aod insult eiery body in the empire, till

hearts being dead to all r.-tit 'eeling; aud opposed to

ri^hteousoen and equity, they iland- r< d and vilified sove-

reign prince*. Be argues, that ~{~
fcr|

trVtt ff^ although

the learned and I he people be separated ;
ffi ^ |[!j

*

ui rtl" toeJ are rea"j 0* one - Hoever, the j^

-^ pruil gcd ions of letters, generally treat the f5" Iff-

comiLon peo| le with runcb scorn.

**'
^" J 1 TM ^ti

ll)e SteW" "' '<" Sew-lite graduate*,)

attending al examinations for a Keu-jin degree fj~j ff

^ j^J ^t W roust be enrolled and se'ectcd by

theprovii, ;

al of each province: and t^ ~A jlfe

^f 3 Iffl^ thfy will be permitted to stteod

the pr.vii.cul examinations in their own provinre. ~\f

^4^ *Pj ^f-
JfL the s >n< and brotheri of gtntlemeti in

the go*ennnent, ^, /ft. ~ff yf^ y^ |^ jj^ ^J p-j

2^J ^ 4^ J^ are not |*rmilU-d to be brought from

other provinc- s. by aa official document from their father

or brotr*r*s office to the exan.inalio:.s where their office is.

vii. Bule* ooc^rnin2
J^" | J^j-^ the gradaatc* Called

Kwtg-iimg tad Ken-tang at ending the examinations for

the Keu-jin degree. The Keen -slug, are those who

parchace the lowert degree. The Kong-sin;, are Sew-Uae,

who get a step higher, bet which yet leaves them short

of the Keu jin rank. There are fix was in which this

step is obtaioed; 1, Gin W by an act of favor from the

overeign. S, Pi
ij

owe chosen for superior merit oat

ofa Been, once io It years. 3, Suy jg| by a certain rule

in a given ODber of years. 4, Foo
gjj

a class of few-tsae,

placed next to Keo jio. 5, Tew^ by a good character

given from the Laou-tze ^ $fr
or dii*rirt tutor, which

isapieM of patronage granted him, once io tr.rer years.

6, Le
$jj| by-law, which meam, by payiog c.rtain feet

required by law. The ot.uii.iig thee degree* by ironey

is called in ~l\ & Keuen, the Kong aod Keen degree*.
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the Sew-tsac are required to attend, on pain of JW* ^K

having their names obliterated. ;md losing their rank. This

may be avoided hv reporting themselves as Yew-heS i^

*g travelling to learn f people engaged in trade often make

this pretext^ ; as sick; or as mourning for their parents.

In these cases, th* individuals are required to attend

luhsequently a
?j[j yfc supplementary examination.

Leave of absence from two of the Suy-kaou ijj ytj

may be obtained by applying to the HeS-shoo 1 sfe

who is a sort of secretary at the college ; the fee is about

2 dollars To enquire after absentees, the Mun-tow MM jL

a kind of official messenger is despatched.

xi. Sew-tsae graduates belonging lo the new territories in

Western Tarlary, when attending the provincial examina-

tions shall 4 1 )fg E|h ^2 all be allowed post hursrs,

at Hie expense of government. The same indulgence is

granted to the Keu jin graduates, of the provinces on the

south west corner of China, when they attend the general

national examinations at Peking.

in. When purposing to attend the /d*
J~jf general examination

at Peking, "jj|[ 4j=j -JUJ
A the Keu-jin of each province,

miist th fc ^ ^ ^ t ^ to lhrough lhe

medium of the local magistrate in their native place

present a certificate, which ffej ^ ;jjfc jrfr
Yi must be

transmitled to the Poo-ching-sze, or provincial judge :

and which must
||| pj || [JJj |^ J^ by lhe judge,

having fully examined into it, be hid before the Poo-yuen,

"=u ^Si ^>
^pj requesting from him that a document,

(addressed to the
jfif| 5^K Le-poo) may be given, which

the said judge
jjj| |* ^ j|l)>j '$fa

transmits to the

several Chow, or Heen magistrates, and &fr ^ A ^1,

*tl' *lt ^P j^ ^ ""'-v g ' ve il lo the P rliclllar

Keu-jin, to take it in person to the Le-poo at Peking,

and there present it.

This document must he brought hack to his native

plarr by the Keu-jin, whether sucicssful or unsuccessful

at the general examination.

Those
^Jj- ||l /^ new -made Keu-|in, who happen

t be at Peking, and have not time to return to their

native place, may procure f^TJ
idA- a sealed certificate,

from any p] ty ^ ft & _t JC Hf *""

who is at Peking in the government, and of Ihe 6lh, or

any inperior rank: and this certificate being accept!,

Le'P ( r l)<>ar<l 'f r''P* and usages)

be, previously lo the day of elimination, notified to Ihe

Kw5-tsze-keen college; and the magistrate of Shuu-teen-

foo, th.it they may net in obedience thereto : jtfj \
J jr*

flr -"nij
and aKo issue a proclamation, making tlie circum-

stance pnblickly known.

A Keu j'm graduate, who

or who

owes any land-tax,

nw

occurrence, is subjected to a court of enquiry, which has

not yet decid.-d ; or who I

,'jj.
is mourning lor the

death of a parent, is not permitted to attend a Hwuy-ahc
or general examination.

xvi. Section, m.ike* arrangemenU for ^A j?& $. A ^"i
ii?O X2s "^f*- / * mi*tr .

giving to Keu-jin graduates -i sum of money for their

travelling expences on going to Peking to a general

examination.

In Canton province, twenty taels are allowed to each

Keu-jin, but the fees of office, when applying for it, are

commonly equal to the whole amount: the journey to

Pt-king, from Canton, together with proper clothing for

passing a winter in the north, costs in the mod economical

way of doing it, about 300 dollars.

iN.ft
j|f!
E The Keu-jin graduates from Yun-nan and Kwei-

chow provinces, going to Peking to the general examina.

lion, shall have government post-horses granted them all Ihe

way. This indulgence is. conceded on the ground of these

provinces being T*JI & distant provinces.

XVIH. Concerning the
j|[fj ~^ $!$ fjj( /7 ^ l 'le txamm '

ing officers of the Shin-keen provincial examinations (

it is decreed that,
]f J|^ ^ jfi. ^ if l\ A \>[

?M &, ^ *^ us vc of the officers whose native place

or lineal connexion is Shun-teen foo, or the province of

Chlh-le, and who (on these accounts) are required to keep
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^ there be made out a list of the official rank of persons

below the rank of assistant ministers of state, who entered

on office from the t itions of Tsin s?e graduates, and above

assistant general Censors ; and let ^ [HI g | -) J/y

^C xT 'ffi
lnere ')c c 'ear ' v noted, on the document, the

native place and lineage of the persons i the emoluments;

the order in which they stand on the record of merit,

and the examination! at which they obtained their degrees;

then
jft J{ ft %3j P_y Fj J^J, H " or before, the

4th day of the bth moon ^E TK /$? -j|jl
let the whole be

fairly written out, and secretly presented to the Emperor

requesting him to appoint principal and assistant exami-

ners, one of each.

xix. The M{ -
:

j[f -fc *R* Kaou-kwan, or examiners at

the provincial examinations, who are otherwise called j
-& Choo-kaou, and She chae =?jF ~fr

art chosen from of-

ficers at Peking, under the immediate superintendence i<f

the Emperor.

After being chosen, & 2* -^e "p? the examiuing

officer of each province KJ^ ^ H p^ ^ 15 is requir-

ed to depart from the capital within five d..ys. If. be

T"^ /5^ 5S JS rema ' 11 '" Peking, and linger about, he

is subjected to a court of inquiry. He is allowed post

horses, and thereyis 'y* ^A conferred upon him G^ .^L'

^ J^j money to d.-fray his expences on the road ; when

coming to Cantou he is allowed ^ ~S fit] s jx hundred

taels. He receives SOO taels when ^ ^ commencing his

journey from Peking, and
|j -frjt jg^ [}^ when lhe

examination is completed, and he is about to return to

Peking, he is paid the remainder of his allowance, by the

governor of the province.

xx. The assistants of the principal examiners are called

Tung-kaou kwan
Jffj ^ ^ a'so Fang kwan ^ 'o*

and
Jjj 0f^ Fang-sze. At ihun-teen-foo

jj\ ^ |/P
there are eighteen appointed ; at Canton, there are ten.

In Kang he', time, ^ ^ tyj ^ '^' Zl ^ in each

room, two assistant examiners < re employed, for the

purpcie of procnting frauds; but t;iat was found to divJde

PAHT I. 7 1

',the responsibility, and now #j Jjj*- JJ- ETJ
.

each room, they only employ one person : thus ifl
;

jV 0<C

J& the responsibility licing concentrated, 111 T.7| 38
-A- -tfA //# ^JC-

^T^plfH ^ il becomes also difficult, to remove the

merit or demerit (of whatever is done) from one person

to another.

xxn i Section is concerning ^0 -^ g^"
$fr 1^.^ i the

managing officers at the provincial and general exarainatioas.

1st, Keen lin E V& a supervisor or visitor.Jm M*rr

2nd, Te tcaou kwan
jjp |ffl ^ a general manager.

3rd, Nuy leen keen she
ffcj

Efc^ a superin-

tendant of the examination inside the curtain ; i. e. in the

inner apartments.

4th,Waechangseuencha#)-;|| ^ ^ patroles in

the outer part of the court.

5tb, Keth tseang wae seuen^^ ^f*^ paroles

outside the wall, or fence, besides these, they hive Wang-

low-^ jijfi
look-out stands, in which watchmen are placed

Also officers appointed | ^ jj| ft ^ ^ ^ 3?

^ '^ $- ^ to exrlmine whatever is goii g on at the

dragon gate (or first entrance), and inside to the perfectly

just hall, (or outer court) otherwise called Ta-tang ~fc

yy
>

the great hall

6th. There shall be Xuy show chang kwan
p\J j|j ^^

^F? officers inside to receive and take care of iheme papers,

and the s-ime in the outer apparlrnenU. Also Show keuen

so kwan
'^-^ p/j"^ officers at the pi ce where the

theme papers are received; Me fnng so kwan C|H Jj yj\

*ff officers at the plare where the corners of the theme

papers are pasted down and sealed. This is done to hide

the number which refers to the writer's n:ime, till the

character of his composition shall be determined. Fing-

liih so kwan $5 |fr YV officers at the place where

the essays aie transcribed. I his is done to prevent the

examiners recognizing the hand-writing. Tuy tuh so kwan

=f"l HS % p *'r*r at the place where 'he copies and

original are compared. These officers amount allogi ter to

"T* yl 30, whose names are 5jfJ >"cretly com-- i ST. 'fM K3>
municalcd to the principal examiners, and they all [m

H /V J^f
en t<-'r the court of examination on the same
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fj^j
tlirsc persons act with the principal examiners, in pro-

claiming the Imperial will to confer a banquet on the ra-

if afler c " tcr -

ing inside the court, any thing occur, which it is necessary

to report to the Emperor, the superin tend.ml or visitor,

in the court, shall unite with these persons, and all of

them acting together, shall manage the affair.

7th. Officers shall be appointed to
|j| |j? /jj|> JUJ

examine the brick gate, which means the gate of the fence

or outer wall, and there shall be officers Ife Jjk 4- It- to

search the students. At cc urt this duty devolves on

j^ fla ~F ~fc. J3 ^ king' allt' Sre lt statesmen who

are near the person of the sovereign, and in whom he

confides. The object of the search is to prevent Ml i^J

/_ Mfit the illegality of smuggling in precomposed e>ay.

the itiidenls have their names taken down, receive the theme

papers, and enter the dragon gate, those officers who

^ are on the watch, shall prevent | jffk $r
^N r^\ -iXV tv4

fill )//!? ^ $f
lhe slu<ieQl8 from conversing together j

from exchanging their theme papers; from confusing the

numbers, and such like illegalities.

lb, At Shun-teen-foo, of
jj^" ( -[^

read rs and com-

parers of the theme papers ^ ^- ^J ^^ -f- g
^p.

*
|^J 2J, ^jpv

-=s at each examination, there are

required from ninety to a hundred persons. Of
J]^ |^ ^

^ *
^p^ transcribers, the fixed number is one

thousand persons. Of
^|J ^ ^ type cutters, thirty two;

of^lj JJ ^Q pressmen, twenty-lour persons, these prin-

ters are required to print the themes which are to be distri-

buted to the students, and every work must be performed

inside the court yard, after the gates are locked. There

must be of
SJ3 J.-j" j^-

the folders of theme paper

corners, four ; of
||? j pasters, two ; of

iraiths, two; of ^K \J?
tinmen or pewterers, one; of

jM ?K IlL
bricklaJ ers ' six ' t)f

Jp ^p- drummers, four;

&c., &c. In Canton, it is said, there are about ten

thousand people, consisting of kludeuU and attendants, and

officers, and mechanics, collected inside the enclosure, at

a Ko-keu
^*j. Jjjjt

,,r provincial examin.ition ; and it

occasion! more activity and trade, and interest throughout

the whole province, than any other occurrence. The

military examinations commence immediately after the

literary ones have closed.

Section treats of^ ^ |jf |g the themes giyei

at the three d;iys ex.iminations.

JlffltHllJigB" II* first

day, there shall be three themes from t.ie Four-books,

requiring the meaning and scope of the same; and 3 "="

/\ ^|| tff ^ * ne theme on which to compose a

verse of five words in a line, and eight rli3 mes making

sixteen lines. Of the themes quoted from the Four-books, the

first shall be from the
j| |g Lun-yu. >fr rfj 1^

the next from the Chung-yung;^ ^ ^- and the next

from MSng-lsze. If the fmt theme be from the Ta-heS

7^ ]
the second shall be from the Lun-yu, and the last

as before, from Ming-Uze.

^Xj*
. I

Jrt^ .
J^/y

On the second day of examination, Jr*

m^ "PJ ^ '{$ & ' one theme fr ra each of the

Five Classic* shall he given, requiring the sense and scope
thereof; J| ^ |g the first from the YTh-king, the

second from the ?hoo.king || ^J the thir(, from , |ie

She king || |(g
the fourth from^ ^ the Chun-tsew,

and the fifih from the
jjjjSf ^H Le-ke.

1\J n -IJ-j ^ PP) on the third day of ex-

aminalion, five questions shall be given, requiring appro-

priate written answers These questions refer to the

history or political economy of China.

At the general national examination held at court,

as well as at the Shun-teen-foo examination^ <& #ff B
the themes are given by the Emperor hinuelf, or by

his special order. The Te-kei ^ g or theme box, is

received with great pomp by the principal examiner, who

repairs to the palace gate called j$ >}*
HB

Keen-bing-
^* Ax;mun
]Pf1lH

l0 rece 'Te w 'th the greatest reverence, it

and the|^^ key.

xxvn. In the provinces, ] g|j % ^ fe fgj g|g
the principal and acting examiners, unitedly, and in a
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public manner, shall deride on the themes to be given.

And those taken from the Four-books, and Five Classics,

must be sentences gft jfj ^j|? ^ the meaning and

import of which is refined a-<d profound. The
jj^T jfff

themes fur verses must be tfff Js[ grave and important.

They must not be ^ffe M ^ ^ , }(|[
habitual, and

ci)mmi>nly determined on themes. The object in this

to eradicate the illegality of students feeling llirir way,

and precoinposing their essays. In the themes taken from

the classics ^5 ||- r^l .jA 'if? JA. it is forbidden to cut
'yj> -U |J J ^v I ) M

and leir asunder, anil drag together and join parts of

sentences or to make the theme consist of garbled quo.

tations .

In all the provinces, when selecting themes for verses

T$ 18 JA fy 3$ iU!|
">" ""' s be especially

aimed at, is correctness and elegance: "jfc /& fj\ K\

fl>T la ^> ?ft
'"W " centions books, and private

collectanea, must not be quoted nor employed.

In the
T| j^{

themes far essays on politic I economy

JKHft9&9i 9 IE * @ the chief

topics must be concerning things of real importance, the

principles of which are clear, and which are etider.tly of

a correct nature, and of great magnitude, xf> ^Cj /j^'
_^-l_ *rlf I

""^^ JjC

^i? f/n -P"
t 'lfrc ' s no <H'

Cils ' (l " t search ai.d eiiqnire

into devious or mean sulijects. /t rtfj
K -?-

y^. Pp 1" e ' l"MIS concerning the learning and characters

of statesmen of the present dynasty ~jfc ^fi ITjl ^Pj
TO

-I- I3L must not be put as. interrogatories to
literary

student., and ^ f^ ^fC ff g H S
question must not exceed three hundred words,

Q fpj S "%f
''"'* occur that an examiner interro

himself and answers his own questions ; and fRfr Y>J iS

^ lengthens out the proposition to an esces.sive degree;

or branch oat in a lo se va "e

manner,
- ^ or be careless or ambiguous

and vulg;ir ia his interrogations he will be subjected to

a court of enquiry.

The theme papers are printed with perpendicular acd

horozontal lines, which divide them into squares, intended

to contain in each square, one character; and all
V^S 1^1:

^ dfl characters added or explanatory as well as |5

g^r
~y ^L characters blotted out and altered, must he

numbered by the student, and noted down agreeable to a

prescribed form; which is given with great minutcnesi

under this section.

paper, containing verses; elegant composition; answers

to questions; or discussions (which last form of enay is

now discontinued) Jjjt ^ -^ |"-J: J$| ^L
it shall be in-

serted in writing, that there are added so many characters;

or -^ ~?ff $& j[! lhal there are blotted out and altered

so many characters. This insertion must
;Jg ^ fig- fy

fellow the closing sentence in each case ; and the student

must K XL ^ Jff fcf $fe 5*1 employ a smaller cha-
/ I J J \J _T| | J J^^ t tty

racter, in a single column, and written by the sideofthe

column, not in the middle ; ?f\ 1M: J) /j~y |j|
it must

not be written on a different column ~nf\ /^,
/f=i Tt ^g

/^-j
nor may a double column be written, in the same

sp:ice as the large column of characters. And ~^f\ /fy y&
~)r@f

the lines or squares must not be passed over ; nor may

the student j2fr jjp? crowd the letters together. These
1/-| <u^

regulations are intended to prevent the inspectors of tha

papers making additions or alterations.

If the characters added and blotted out exceed a hun-

dred, that student is
Hjij Hj

Tee chfih, pasted out; which

means that his name is pasted up at the gate, as having

violated the rules, and he is expelled from that year's ex-

animation. At Canton, there are generally a hundred or

more persons subjected to this punishment, for breaking

some of the numerous regulations.

xxviii. Section requires that the Bfi Aff ^g S theme

paper (issued by the examiners) be subsequently presented

to the Emperor.

xxix. (1.1 fijD -|f |rf
M

ij@
the explanatory essayi at

M^ V I l^v
j . * in kyl I

provincial and general examinations, rffi; IB
iji

LJ -^
"B"^ ^L ?fe must each, and all of them, average

seven hundred characters: jl ilv ~jfi fiK1 those who
A^_ tJ 'I ^vv

violate this rule, shall not be accepted, less may be written,

but uot more.
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essays, none are pcrmitte.l to be formed in one large knot;

i. e. without lhe usual divisions.

3. The writers of Vj is Si] fr? the first day's com-

position, must \f] #ft* ^j: f/n 5 v ~yT yf5i
^tfe consider

the text of the Four-Books, as settled by rinperial autho-

rity, I ho standard. Compositions characterized as fe?

JPf ^_ "ip
f rmed f levity and depravity, must not be

accepted: if they should foe &
Hj accepted, the ^ |Hl

*g revising officers are required to report the same to the

Emperor.

4 1w >ff T^\ jjjj, j. ^ ^|J ^j
If there be any

plagiarism; heterodox opinions, or depraved expressions;

K- PlW A J pti 3C^ alHl if an^ "f lhe collectanea

of private writers and historians be foisted in, the composi-

tion Jr\ /=i
jf] (t; cannot be accepted.

S '

Wl ^ W J(JJ
' D c<>rn

l'
( '*' no explanatory essays,

the writer must aim at
y^| j 9^ j perspicuity, truth,

elegance, and correctness. He ^jC :-k ^tf /:R ''.If
^fe

I P I Clip: A|< /J^ ^Jg
is not allowed to depart fr,>m, or put aside the sense of

/* %$\ ^f l drag '" str""8e and depraved sayings found

in the books of private writers, for the purpose of his

shining as new and
extraordinary.

6. If in any composition /fef Ifi
Ti %M

,/jrj,

ffll,

g-
there be introduced, as quotations, distort-

ed characters not fuund in the fire classic.-it shall not be

accepted The Emperor Shun-che required the literati

rj\ ^K |[nT (^ if' ^ ^\ * Consider the commen-
taries of the learned, who wrote during the Sung dynasty,
as their standard ; and he named nine works, which he

desired they would consider as models and guides. As this

Imperial order constitutes these books the established

literature of China, I insert their titles; First, OQ ift^

second,

t/f

seems lo have thought the students

too much restricted, or as they express it,
|ll|

3^-
^J|J ^S

fcowfirf hand andfoot and therefore he published an edict saj inf,

%fa |y] ^> ^ fa^ every one lnu * 1 a"" at expanding

the musings of his mind, and^ ^jp ^. jj|"[||
himself alone

put Ins web and loom in order, which expression he meant

figuratively for a student's aiming at more freedom and

originality. The Emperor added, that | j^j jjjjj ^
^.H "

tfjE -t^ (^ tlle former lia!)it " f '^"'dance

and dread, should he entirely swept away, y< t he forbad

altogether the examinations in Che-keang province, because

an individual or two did not avoid what gave him offence.

xxx. Section contains /fit )|| TgL je^ ^ the prescribed

form of the theme-papers, marked with red and black

liiifs. They must be Jj.
* J^ a cubit long; and

J=j

{TtJ -ij"
four puntos bro ad. ^ ^ ^ -fc M ^

T^jl
at the beginning of the fohied scroll, there shall be

s^ven leaves of unoccupied wliitc paper, on which to write

the rough sketch. Where the E| -fe rough sketch

begins ffl ffl /j\ ij ^ the paper must he stamped

with a sin ill red seal. The slnd. ntsarr rot permitted lo

take any paper into the examination court.

On the remaining part of the theme paper, there

must be
j^ ^ -|- ^Q ^M ^ M. fourteen pages

containing red-lined divisions, 011 which to make out a

(true or) fair copy, ^j J|" -|- ~^ ^y-
each leaf

there must he twelve columns the word leaf means two-

pages : and each
jJ ^ -|- -^ j& c.,lunm must have

twenty-five transverse li.ies. 'I he number of leaves and

columns vary on different days, but ^ M tfi t\fc $3

jt
the colour of the paper must be according to one

standard.

The
$jt $> ""'-'''"ed papers are for the students to

wrile on
; the ^ ^ black lined papers are for the copy.

^ M $ flc | /^ lhe fr B t of 'he (black-lined)

papers, and the joining, of [he s-veral sheets, must have

the Yin iin official seal impressed on them. The red lined

papers must be impressed with an it ,f^C (^ P R^
earthy red coloured Kwungfang seal. Ai:d tl:e ei d of
the hi ck. lined papers must be impressed with a $ ffj

li 0(1 purl
)l<; cl' lul'reJ ('hu-U siLa.l svul.
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Let # |E] y^|
the superintending officer

called Te-teaou be ordered t<> provide the theme papers ;

and cfo not fe T^T yfe pi
issue proposals for; nor

establish a theme paper shop. JL jgp j^ the theme-

paper price shall be fixed .it ^g ^ I ^ one iace

two candareens for each. The Te-teaou /P* kwan, or

officer 9'ft'EgJF M'ft nuist e"'P ! "J' a firm>

thick, fine paper : if he use a ^fb thin paper, his conduct

must be reported. If the
J. % ft J| |Jf jpl

/&' X> ^IE I?!: Jiff
students soil or tear the papers ; or

write erroneously on them, they shall not be allowed to

change them.

. Contains regulations concerning ~J^ -+ jQ' dj*.

throwing (that is giving, or rather selling) theme papers

to the students. The pnpers must
fj]

'

jj^f^ ;Xj

JR/ fjjj /|jT
F H be presented by the provincial principal

to the Poo-cliing-sze or treasurer's court : and ^ ?4i

jj 7& '|=|'

delivered to the officer appointed to receive

them, if^^ Tg: {j^
at the time of giving out these

papers to the students, they shall take with them a

certificate describing their persons, their age, whether they

h.ve or have not benrds, &c.,
<ffj ^ ^ ^ ^{' jj

4^ if the appearance does not correspond with the

description, they will not be allowed to receive the papers.

When pj J|| ^ ^gC
inside the screen, looking

over the essays which have been written by the candidates

for degrees ; the examining officers must (m ^ct* ykv
|4ji

be together in the same hall, to compare and look over

the essays.

/hei^|l^J^IPJ^~f chiefex.

aminer, and all the subordinate ones called Fang-sze shall

sit together, in the same hall. The rfa ^ U^f
fjft -^

/j Iin. ^ supervisor of the inner appartmcnt* at the

exvmination, and the chief examiner shall sit oppuiite to

each other, 5_ pj Hw on the evening of the day, /Q*

jf -ffl IS'SXH lct the red lhcme ^' i>crs whkh

have been looked o\er, be examined and put into a box,

the chief and assistant examiner, wiih the supervisor,

must in person seal and lock it; till i^ ^ ^ |pj jjj-J

FART I. 7 K

jjj
tbe next day when publicly, and jointly, they shall

open and again look over the papers.

xxxiv. When the ^ *?
Ajj&

Bfl ^ IB examining officers

have looked over the three day's productions, they must

-fc
& ^L JS Jj|r ^ first record the most perfect

composition; tM^ffifMt^
^N /frj: |HJ

OT although the first day's performance br

excellent, if the subsequent daj's works be careless and

hasty, the composition must not be accepted.

If the first day's exercise be merely 3^
JaJ plain and

intelligible ; and the subsequent one's be
9^ Jp j'j^ j[||

lucid, substantial and intelligent, the peison

r|l may yet obtain a degree : But
^JJ J5JJ

if the first day's exercise be f;iullyand false in sentiment,

the second and third day's work may be worthy of

acceptance, still it is not allowed to receive it, and give

a degree. If
jji*

! this clnss of compositions be

accepted, the ^t ^" chief examiner, must
JW- Jfe \h

%$ tn ^ Jjk ^j*. J
"

explain in writing on the theme

paper the reasons of his accepting the composition : and

ff^l
t& |^ ffljj

wait for the re-examiner's decision. He

^ ^ ift '/^ ^ W mu5t not a" W any nolice of

tie occurrence to transpire Jv" j^ n\? ^'., wliich by the

disclosure might occasion nefarious proceedings.

A Fang-kaou 18 ^ i. e. any of the ten local in-

ferior examiners, ^^ -^ |^1 ^|J j

cannot inter-

fere with any other local examiner. To

drink, eat and sleep during the night

every one must return to his own room ; they are^ aT

to make private enquiries, nor to collect together to con-

verse if they violate these rules, it is permitted to

report them to the Emperor. It it said that instead of

obeying this rule, the examiners towards the close of the

day, drink and play at cardi logeth r.

The local examiners^ ^ -?3- $^ must not debate

obstinately for or against any paper, with the chief ex-

aminer.
J ^fj- Jrjt

j& let those who oppose this regu-

lation be pointed out and reported to tbe Emperor.
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P3 "orft l.fr* ZJX\ _1^ -*f

Should a local examiner = ** :zr =*J I/
7 -*?

C- 'j}>9 TIC. Ps* " f&Z

present (to the chief examiner) any ess-.iy containing in-

coherent and false sentiments, before the
/jr 4^ ^R:

J|-T

3. iO exce"e" t essays are a" presented ; he shall have

hit conduct reported .

Many of the essays never reach the chief examiner

they are thrown, by the inferior examiners, into a Lo
J||

or basket placed to receive them. Those that are handed

up to him, must be "An
[jH examined fully, as they pass

by the visitor, to see that there is no
^JX jffl /K ijUj"

clandestine communication by little note; if he finds any

fly lM 'H P-(1
u "derhaud communication or connexion,

which expression implies some seen t sign the parties

concerned must be reported to the Emperor.

The assistant examiners j gfc ^1 K|| 4jl g^
arc permitted to mark with circles or dots, sentences only,

must DOI fill the whole page with close circles and dots,

and in that confused state present the paper to the chief

examiner. Circles and dots, denote approbation.

On the
tjl jfe

successful essays, the
gjj ^ Ig*

assistant examiner, commissioned from court, .shill ~S

W {^ write the word Tseu, taken ; and the J Jfe 'g'

chief examiner, shall -ifr ffl _ - write the word Chung,

hit the mark, and hence the term Chung keu tp -jajl

denoting the attainment of the Keu-jin degree.

The ^ ^ rejected essiys, which have been
;jjfc

JJfc ;E slurred to denote their rejection, and have been

thrown into the basket, may by the chief examiner be

again ;H| |jj sought out, and if found to contain <fe ~^T

eleg nt compositions, be accepted. If the inferior

examiner ^ ,Q '|^
(K candidly co> fesses his error,

no furthir notice need betaken of the circumstance; but

if he
) ^ G JH adhtre h*tinately to his own

opinion; the chief examiner may lake his own way, only

7$ HEtj^^SjUttH writin^ on lhe front cf

the essay, his reasons, and referring the final decision to

the retisiirs of the papers at court

On all he r jected essays, the inferior examiners must

!W) ffl ^* ^ $& A Wrile d Wn tt>e rejsons wl)

do not present the paper to the chief examiner . and }W"

j^ f^ aftcr lne natn es of the successful candidates are

publicly exhibited, $k Jf[ J|& |Q
original candidate shall receive back his original essay,

to view it ; and if it appear that the examining officer has

-J $q* 'EE yC u "J usl '> slurred a good essay, the

candidate may appeal to Peking ; but if the decision be

again given against him, he shall not only be "&, ra

expelled from the order of literati, but also be delivered

to the penal hoard, which shall
|jj j|| yA S|? severely

punish his crime; of ^ ^ making an uijust com.

plaint.

As a trial of a person's having been the real author

of hi, papers ^.[^^ ^^K tlie llu-

dents are (sometimes) required to wntr from memory the

first day's verses and essay, "^| 7 S /fr
j" ^ W

Oil ^ fit pj" Hj^ 1^3
if the dissimilar characters in

the two papers be ten characters or fewer, the degree may

still be granted ; hut

$] ^ Iff 'f* 2fl ^ ty
' those cases where the two

papers divaricate and err from, each other very much;

where the one is excellent, and the other mean in a con-

siderable degree ; no persons presenting such papers shall

be allowed a degree.

xxxv. At the provincial and general examinations in Peking,

where there are candidates from every part of China, it

was deemed necessary to prevent the examiners, and the

candidates being from the same part of thermpire; that

there might be no partial feeling. To effect (his, the essays

were sorted and marked with certain distinctive epithets,

such as tfai
JJ] -7^

the southern platter of papers, which

the
j5] 4j A southern men who happened to be ex.

aminers were required ^Jj) flffi to withdraw from. The

essays of candidates from tlie northern provinces were

called the
dj' Jfll^ northern platter of papers. The

j|
i y^ men of frontier provinces were not allowed

to examine papers marked
CJ3 JQ^^ the middle platter

of papers The Mwan-chow
jjj^j jM papers were called

&i the Mwan character papers. The Hau-keun

or Chinese who at the conquest first joined the
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Tartar standard, had their papers marked HS-tszc-kcuen

/H* 'r* >fiC the union papers.

xxxvi. Section provides arnle for dividing equally the several

accepted pipers, amongst the different assistant examiners :

it ii entitled tp yK ^- ^S allotting to the rooms, the

accepted papers. The reasoning runs thus; & R- 'H;

7 > -rf
'" !1" *'1e r<>0 " 1!< > l '- e - under 'he super-

intendence of each assistant examiner) where the excellent,

or deserving essays exceed the required number, )fj; JL

IS 11H*P^Jfe^ ''''* ""^d.th.t they

all be presented; and if there are lui meritorious essays,

belonging to a room, ^ ffi jjjfc Jj^
-

$| the fixed

number must not be made up by carelessly adopting

whatever presents itself, (as a flood carries every thing

Wbre it); But when ll* * ft 8811 2
^g:

chief examiner has looked over nil the essays of

every examination day, he must ;Hr J W rfl take out

the most worthy to be chosen, ai d ^K ^jj^
Jffl ffl-

Br *S J neid not be tenacious of taking from each
4/J vfl 3{A

room the fixed number (which it ought to produce) but

must ^ ^ft tp -fj*
wait till he has accepted the whole

number of p,|,er, and then
$f. fe^ % ^' ^ |

^E ^S ^ W /2 ^ ta^e tn"sc r on" which have

an excess of. excellent essays, and 'distribute them to those

rooms which have too few excellent essays.

XXXTII. Contains ^, ^ ffl
|jf '^^ the fixed number

of Keu-jin degrees to be granted in each province, at

their triennial examinations ; th* whole amount is about

1940 persons.

xxxviii. 'g* yX Cp ^j the fixed number of'government

officer'* essays that shall be accephd. This section refers to

a privilege granted to the sons or brothers of a few of the

higher officers of state ; when in a province, a given num-

ber (in Canton fifteenl of such persons, can be found In

stand as candidates, thin one, two, or more of them may be

crepted, and be distinguished from the common candidates

by not being searched on entering; by wearing peculiar

garments; by silling apart from the rest, &c. These

candidates are c-.lled ^f *
Kwan-sang.

IXIIT. ^j & d} ^ fixed number of candidates to be

accepted of those enrolled as (salt) merchants. The salt

merchants being those who conduct the government mo-

nopoly, receive inconsequence this mark of distinction .

th ir essays form the bundle marked j^ ^ fi& Loo-tsxe-

hai>u.

XL. The frit class of accepted candidates is called: j >PJy

Ching-pang ; besides which there is a
g|j ygj? Cp |j^

fixed num her accented, who are called Foo pang, and wh

form a ifrond class.

XLI. The number of Tsin-sze^ -J^ degrees conferred at the

& ^ .reneral examination, in Peking, is decided by the

p^\ n

immediate will of the Emperor, and has varied from one

hundred and fifty, to four hundred.

XMI. Section contains regulations concerning j^ ^. fffl

@ 1^ Afi the extension of the fixed number, (of

degrees conferred) by special favor, on account of some

occurrence. The sovereign decides on the occasion, and

il is specified 3?C 1& 'a* -fi&l that such decision, shall not

i '/iwj rn VI
be considered a constant law.

XLIII. Section
jf& ^ establishes *fj ^ P^ ff)l]

the lirai"

titions* and gives directions, as to what officers of

government may enjoy the privileges referred to in N*.

xxxvii, and 'how persons must be related to enjoy that

privilege.

XLIV. Details the several relations of the examiners who

must
3|Ej j|$:

withdraw from the examination where

they preside.

XL*, Directs how ta
|MjJ Jffr

-" B guard the Kung-yuen

courts and colleges, where the examinations are held.

All access from tlm outside must be cut off, and care taken

that ^ -|- ^fi JJH
>&^ ^^' '3. the""6 n

loose earth in which papers may be secreted. /& 3Q
1^ TB and the ends of the beams, ai.d the corners of

the houses must ;$? 4-f TU/ & all be searched.

XLVI. The Kwan-fang K ]\K or guards and cautions, is a

general head extending also to the jK jffl
rules or usage*

of the court of examination. These lutes begin thus, -4-

j" /V $3 ^ nJ'BA BT ^^ IS :' '' lcr ' r' calu'' ('a'e

on entering the court, must not get drunk, and behave

disorderly.

During the examination all intercourse of civility
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between the examiners and their relation! mutt be

discontinued ; nor may the candidates lend presents of

food or letten or verses.

XITII. On
"

&i entering the college gates to insert

one's name, ^EJ
fr 3&

$jjj
the law which guides the

preent practice, requires that
^j| ^ ]{ -j- ^- >fm

x Tt f?C rv -I? '^ '' ')e discovered, a student has

employed any person lo compose the examination essay

for him, or any such illegality ; then ^ jjjj f^ Jfcj. ^
-|-Uj

"7* ^ the employer, and the employed, shall he

taken and ^ 0g 0jj [^ J^ both tried and

punished according lo law.

of names, the surname and name be erroneously written,

then
ffi |g

1*>
jjfo

, ^ j||j >|P
t |le officcr superintending

the list in which the name referred to is inserted ^ |J
^jA >l^m, .*' PI

pH <9&
s 'la" ke delivered over to the board and subjected

to a court of inquiry.

* LVIII. Section is
respecting ^ ^ -- 3-

searching the

students, or
literary candidates, on their entering the ex-

rnina^on

MHi
||t g g,| g^^^ j^pT

if it happen that they secretly carry (prccompowHl

essays about their persons) they shall according to law

be punished by wearing the wooden collar, a'ld be degraded
from the rank of Sew tsae before possessed this sent, nee

includes also an entire incapacity from ever after standing
as a candidate for

literary lionc-rs. ^/ gffi
. fa. >fc

Jfp
the father and tutor of 'the delinquent shall also be

prosecuted and punished.

lf i ~f tf J^ ^ after a student has obtained

his degree, it be discovered that he^^ took with him

precomposed papers; not only is he punished, by the loss

of his unjustly acquired rank, but the officers who failed

to discover it, shall also be implicated.

XLIX. Section requires that there should he M ^S a search
/.U. J

- /vi wJ_ JL-^- -*''

f V$ JxL 3$\ ^ lhe """& rpl'ed and arrarged for

necessary uses
; and of \ fy the servants employed.

The
Jtg ^i ^ ^ ^ porters who remove and carry

things inside, must also be examined, ar,d the ii Ifr ife

,_!.- >t"A* , .
-

^ /\. ^S inferior managers, writers, &c. must all ^S
^O %& %fo he searched one by one.
*"* J JC 1^*

XLII. Section contiins regul.itions concerning K-Q ^ ^
M^-^ W lne >erant and attendants who are carried

I7C l/^

in by the officers. The ^
*

)f-' 'g chief examining

officers ^ 4?^^ ^ A may cach tilke wilh

himself three servants, and the mj -^ ^ joint exami-

ning officers, may c::ch t: kc two servants
~K_ jfl into

the court or arra : ;-\\ these must be searched; -//H B

^^ ^j ^
/

|g ^i^ ^ |j
if 'n an underhand manner,

a learned person to decide on papers be taken in, falsely

dressed up as a servant, when it is discovered, the chief

examiner shall be delivered to a court of inquiry ; and

^ff }H ^! A )t? f|^
lhe Person laken in ihal1 be

punished for his crime.

i.. Section interdict! the ^ ^$ g $ patroling of-

ficers and men from conveying any precomposed papers

into the examination court. Both in the flh
jrk J^

inner and outer courts, ^ /^. ^ Ji. ^T officers and

men from tlie cantonments must be deputed IB /^ ]W\

xj*jv
to patrole aid search, both night and day;

&$]4&iiy9%9 if il happe" lhat

convey papers inside, or carry them in secretly, mixed

up with victuals , or if they $ $jjj ^ |[ ^^
nestle them in bedding, or work holes in utensils (such

as inkstands, with the intent of concealing papers) and

other the like illegalities, |_fr. y $ ^. JA |^ ^
besides the soldiers being severely punished Ij^f

/J\i W-

y

the Imperial tensor in

the outer court, and the
patrolling officer, shall be deliver-

ed to a court of inquiry.

11. It is also required^ jj^ ;jjjj ^L
to search and exaraire

the police runners, who attend at the court. Let them

>fn ft J^ BK Zl P*j ^ a* h out'id6 * the first

and second gates of the college pj| |j^ ff be arranged

standing in two ros: ^ Pr5 A M^ "A
and let every man be examined hy Iwo men J/H ^ IJU

if at lile 8ecoild

(pap.rs) l,e discovered,
||J ^- y|| pj ^ |g jrtj jjj

^ P 1^ ^ )P thea im mediately take the officers and
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men nt the first gate, who were unable to discover (the

concealed papers) and punUh them.

LI. Section prescribe* t\J yr> jlfc fe VJ the pencil

colours (i. e. the colour of the ink en plojed by the

several persons employed in the examinations) within

and outside the curtain.

At the provinci il eliminations, the ffn Rffi tfc -J^

*3 chief examiners inside lh curtiin, must Efl 5S ^
/TJ ^E -i-

use in* pencils, i. e. black ink, for to no other material

used in writing is the word MTh applied singly. The

p5j J^ g ^Jj g -jjj
assistant examining officers must

use a blue ink: the
fa _ ^ '," ff| ^ H *"*

visitors at the examination must employ a purple ink ;

receivers of thenu p.pers insi.le, and tlu writers, n.ust

all use a blue iuk. The (&. $ "ft it ffl Kt ||
IJp JMv 13 i 7T4 ^^ -^

the transcribers of papers m. st fiii|iKi) a vermilion ink.

The ^ 'gM J^ .jj^ ^ ^* .comparers of p;,p rs must

employ an i.ik composed of red and yellow. The names

of these inks are M B| Hih mih; ^ fey. L-in-teen;/jn '-fi.
'

tin, n/t

jr^ ^ Tsze teen ; ^ |ji Yin-choo; and |^ ^p
Chay hwing.

in. HiTe commence the prohibitory commands.

The first ^ *| ^ ^ ^ .trictly forbids

underhmd influence, :md all the nefarious practices con-

nected with it. Those who
|fe |^ ^ ^Tj B|| ^S ^-f r"'~ \J\9 pi| f f

give bribes, and form a medium ofinter-cummunication,

and employ marks of connexion ^ J|| ijA ^ w j|| ue

everely punished. The & & ^&# Jf*
fathers and lder brothers who, on account of their sons

or younger brokers, act nef.iriously as well as Ihe

examiners who take a part in such transactions, will all

be punished.

There are sometimes j&
/JS

impostors or sharpers,

who
fix IT- IS -Hi

make fal 'e Pri:le;<t s a'"I defraud

people, by insinuating that they have influence with the

ex .miners, and thus
y-
S

;/ ^ defile the character,

nd involve the persons of examining officers. There are

^ ^- literary candidate, who ;&/& | $ $ |fc

| IJls
lnake rc^"est . a"l go about to supplicate (the

r*RT i. 7 i.

aid of influence) which leads to their being imposed on:

And there are some candidates who JUU 43b
2/{< ^^

cherish resentment nnd make up false accusations ngainst

the examiners ;
and who J^ "^^^ (^ ^ ^|

IjJJj"
make and spread abroad false reports, or paste up

anonymous libelj. And there are "T\ nA f* ji

unsuccessful candidates ^ ^^ ||^^ ^J" ^
dj; |E who go to the residence of the examiners and

behave in disorderly manner, and make a clamorous

disturbance; and other similar cases: in all of which it

is directed that
3j

/ fSr -^ ^ the proper super-

inlendant of the court, make search and seize the parties ;

Yjl f^^ VM M and punish all of them according

to law.

If a db literary candidate

aniiunci ition of the degrees conferred, copy essays which

have been composed inside the court gate, and ^g J\^ Jftfa

^Hi present them to any budy to criticise and mark them
/m '

with dots; then,
7J^i fy -^ ^ %& | after the official

annunciation of tie degrees, should be filled with

resentment for disappointed hopes, and
^|J j|j ^ ^

print the fallen essay with a view of appealing to the

world for their judgement on the rejected paper, both

"$ ^fl
the said 8tudeilt ' and |JP $u j^ the officer

who added th criticism (to the paper), shall be delivered

to a court of enquiry.

LIU- Section declares it to be the will of the sovereign ^n

$ Sffl ']jj fj^ J$
"ot l<> a" OTT

' anv reP r t to be made

to him when about to enter on an exatninition ; nor doe

he allow any of the #e
jSA

UJ lit. ordinary occurrences

during the examination to be stited to him: but only such

^ard ft % # ft g ^ ^ ^ ^-
the

righting of wrong, an:l the clearing up of oppressive

calumnies, which are so urgent as not to admit of delay:

all other concerns ' ^ ^ }f jj|j jtjj .^ ^ are

wholly disallowed from being reported to the emperor,

when the period of examination ha* arrived. The intention

of this law is to prevent ijiSr
J=T i,v j]u\ disturbing the

minds of the -U
-J- literary candidates when they ought
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to he occupied about their ess iys and other compositions.

rr. ^F- %, l^l ^ ($ 7^ tf & duri"* lhe 8|>ace

of three jean, what time is there that they may not

*** fpj

whit nece-sity for waiting till the approach of the period

of examination, and then crowding in representations to

the Emperor?

H r. Thi, section *| jf ^) f f\ $ Hf $ ^
prohibit, printing

and .riling abridged copies of the

ancient Five Classics , and Essays on the Political Economy

of the present time,. In $ fiJJ
he * "h-e the

dan-.es are printed
and .old, $ RJ & JS

the

complete work must be employed : and the ^] -fc ^(]

|g engraved blocks of the abridged copies must be con-

demned to be
|ft jj

burnt and destroyed, by the local

magistrates: and those copies which are already
|}|] ft]

printed flj: f ^ H musl m)t be all Wed l bC

preserved nor
&jL f|

. lest they should ^ |

-j-
^f- subsequently lead scholars into error. And indeed

the printed copies in the hands of the people must be

delivered up and llfr 4^T received by the government,
}s* fr^

destroyed. It is likewise ordered that the governors of

provinces do send to the Emperor a triennial report, giving

information fa
4j|fc ^M %_ fjj,

whether there are,

or are not, any places,
where such abridged classics are

propagated and studied. However, in the performance

of this duty ^\ 'A JS @ *j
T& it is not permitted

(to the local authorities) to be over minute aud trouble-

distress the shopmen, or cause disturbance in lanes and

private dwellings The booksellers are further forbidden

of the classics the reason of this prohibition is, Hint no

facility may exist of carrying small copies of the classics

into the examination court ; where every composition is

xpected to emanate from a man's mental stores: there

are however very small editions of the standard works,

and some to be bought in manuscript.

iv, -4-' -f* -&
gjf literary candidates attending examina-

tions
<^_ Jj ^ Jj must all be presented from

their native place, where their names are supposed to lie

enrolled. To go to another district, and pretend to bt

a native of it, when one really is not .10, is expressed by

Mao,, 1*11, i flT ft^ ft Jt
those who falsely assume being natives of a place, and

give in a filse account ofthiir family and lineage shall

be expelled and degraded; for no candidnte is admitted

in a particular place without proving that his famil} has

been resident thire for ^- A\" three generations, and not

only shall ^ ^ the said candid ite be so punished, but

the Scw-liae wlio is
|i:'j

V& surety for the candid ito, shall

also -
^ifc 8jj ?^. together wilh him be expelled and

d,gr,ded. If @ 1 r[3 j % $ ^ A in

consequence (of the f.ilse pretences made) the person should

h IVK obtained a Kcu jin degree, it shall be taken from

him, and $3 ^5(1 ^p |fp
lie be punished according to law.

ivi. This section contains various regulations concerning the

/jA ft& marks of the seats, where the candidates sit to
. i . y//L

compose their essays; intended to prevent persons sitting

together, who may have arrange:! a plan lo give and receive

assistance. The endless precautions to prevent fraud,

in an examination of professed students of moral science;

all of which, minute and often ingenious precautions, they

contrive occasionally to evade, is one, amongst many

other proofs, of the wickedness and deceilfulness of the

human heart.

The little child's book, called Tscen-tsze-king^ ?.

$M containing one thousand characters, is employed lo

mark the seals . one character being applied to e :ch seat,

and being laken after each other according to the order

of their arrangement in the book. But T*
-Jp ^^ tfil

in the Tseen-tsze-win, or king, /m 9? T 'ffr jj: ^jf

_jp-
such characters as Heaven, origin, potentate, emperor,

2& ffi ^ l^t ~f" ^J "'"' lhe "arue f tlle second irj

sage, Mang-li-ze; anil
j^T g &.

numerah,^fa ^ tfi

^ jfi> $L -J~ ^ l Selher wiln> famine, funeral,

mourning, and such other inauspicious words -ffl ">^ IS,

jfe $) :& $t >ha" li ue f lhem be arr DSel to form

the names or marks of seats.
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II is aid, that notwithstanding thi.i law, the

Sl& word Heaven in used to mark the first seat, as it is

yin.

the first of the thotmnd characters.

The PjJ fi||
*& officers of the fonr placet (men-

tioned below) ^t B1 ^ ^ fj^F
when tneT impress

the mark of the .sea, shall
)j| j f| $ $1 *^ #C

Sp yf |
take the seals with the marks engraven on them,

and connect them by a string ^ [JGJ -f- ft| ||j? ^L
fK each 40 seals sh II be put on one stridg , and

1/J fr tyfc $1 f" rlh<?r thrre sha" be emPlojed a hook

or list containing the marks, in which "Ft
Ijv 'Xv. p

& /^ |^ #|J according to the order of the several

names of the candidates, the; shall be arranged. The

candidate.* names are arranged according to this rule

$t ?K /t ^S the first annou "ced sna" be lhe first

inserted.

Since there are sometimes 4000 candidates, it is plain

th;,t 1000 characters are insufficient to designate each

seat : this number wanted is made up by applying the

same mark, Heaven for example, to several seats, and

adding 1, , 3, and so on, sometimes as far as 50.

i.vn. Respects a class of persons formerly taken from those

who had been transported and compelled to jf Jfi fill

lip or enter the army a sort of military convicts. A

certain number of these were selected to ^ jjjL
enter the

court, in order to attend upon the candidates, ai d mere

called ^ jiff
Haou-heun. The 1 w requires that

|j
;(?

jE 3L C!lre be taken * choo'e those that are regularly

in the army ; and not
'fit ^ 7M ^ a""w Pcrs '"' s I"

assume the name; however, it is said the rule is disregarded,

and the place is filled up by bricklayers, and any body else,

who will ive a little money to the
superintei.din-; officers,

or their servants.

LVIII. Th^s section contains the laws respecting the
|JCJ ph

four placet mentioned above, the officers of which are

designated by a general egression, the #k |^ fifr

officers of the places outside the curtain.

'* the place for giving out the theme

papers.

Slid, ^ ^ pfj"
the place for posting down the

corners of the theme-papers, over the mark or

number.

the place for transcribing.

violating the

reverently

the secred temple

the reigning

jfffi
and the sacred name of the

"

the place for comparing and read-

ing the original and the transcript.

tix. Contains some regulations for the jKr ^ fift *tj

officers who attend at the place where the theme papers

are received by the studants.

LX. Seclion contains rules to prevent

form prescribed, that a person maj

avoid making a common use of
Jj|jB

epithe t of the late Eni| erors :

Emperor's name ;

most wise and holy Sage Confucius.

One manner of doing this is $j fab _ ^JK retpect-

fully omitting one or more strokes of the pencil : thus,

the characters composing the reigning Emperor Kea-king's

name Yung-yen ^^ ' a dignified benignant look, and

a luminous resplendant gem;' must be al breviated when

they occur in common use in this way |HB J& Yung-yen.

One name of Confucius is Kew
Jj^ in common use

it must be written
JfJJ

Kew, not altered, as some do into

Kew
-] [^

however when there is occasion to write Hwan

k(W
(If) 6l

' an altar ded;cit l to heaven/ the word

Kew may be written without any addition or abbreviation.

Those candidates who violate these rules must
P

be punished by being suspended from three

examination!!, which includes a period of nine years of

incipticity On the outside of the court, there is a list of

characters which are to be treated with reverence, and

the mnner of abbreviating or adding to them explained

in large characters, for the information of all who attend

the examinations.

LXI. ^ ^jjf jig, jj^ Examples cf characters which are to

be written above the line of columns. Thus giving heightk

to the character, is the manner in which respect is shewn to

particular words, in the Chinese Langu ige. Character! are

written one, two, or three places higher than the horozontal
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line of column heads. One place higher is ex pressed by

Shwang-tae, andII. ^ Tan tae ; two places by
*

three places by ~^~ Jtt San tae ; thus,

I?

On the eiamination papers, the character* raised above

the head line, such as Hit Majesty ; the Imperial Family,

&c. ought to be raised one place above the heud-linej

Graci.iut (Imperial) faoont, firluous purpose (of His

Majesty), and such like expressions, ought tu be raised two

places above 'the head-line, const/luted (Imperial) Sagei ;

the tub CIF.'O sacrifice; the Temple of (Imperial) an-

teslors, and such like characters ought to be raised three

places above the head.line Those who jf. Off ^ /^
raise the heads (of characters) improperly, must be punished

agreeably to ^ j^Cj JjJ|> ?^J
fell the law coucerning

petty faults and errors in the composition which requires

the offender to be suspended for a time from coming to the

examinations.

There is given a list of the works published by

imperial authority, the titles of 4B ^ |i[^ a" cf

which are to be written three places higher thin the

head-line. Next occurs a list of terms having a reference

to the emperor,
j|7 ^ W 'jj[^ |j|

all of which

ire to be raised two places higher thau the head-line.

.And finally there is a list of several expressions -uf,

$5 JfL |f{ ^ $ a!l of whlc1' are to 1>e ruiKd one

place above the head-line j j^t pi" M ^f^ as to

tha rest, they maj be inferred by their several classes.

Some of those however given as examples, such as Rung

*? a harem; Keue
1

j$d
the gate of the palace ^^

and such oilier characters PV" tijfa
*/ fQ if they be used

on general occasions ^ i ^ ^ Jft
and do not

point to our (Tartar) dynasty ~7^ ^ fej
th:Te is no

occasion to raise them above the head-line. And, it is

added, if those words which should he raised aloft only one

place, should be by mistake be raised higher tw> pi :ces, it

is to be considered a pardonable error ! alas, what have

pedagogical rules about the writing of capitals to do with

the advancement of learning !

LXI. Section contains 3tt
.tjl -J51 ^P* miscellaneous offen-

ces against prescribed rules, which involve a person in

the punishment of
JUj J^JlH-ingpexfrdou/.

>r txpellnl ficra

the pending examination. The offences are inrh KS Ihes^,

(Pj ^y jhy ~*i fcl -~f~ fwii'ig an csv'y consi>ting of

nu.re than 700 words
i ^ ^ ^ H ^f^ Plans "f

government, or an essay on politic I economy not amount-

ing lo SCO characters, jj |zj ^J Jy 3 an error or

omission in the words of the theme, &c.

LXII. Fixes the number of years in which the Emperor jjljf

"?4l iw i$l I'
ron)Ulges (anew) the laws respecting ti.e

2^ \S\ r v

examinations namely once in ten 3
ears.

LXIII. Forbids the use of
Bj] dj fft^ 'he books in the

colleges because they are now
Jig jjj^ /^ -^ injured

and imperfect.

LXIV. Respects the fc
jjXj supplies given of tables, chairs,

&c. for the. use of She candidates and attendiHg officers.

ixv. Respects fife ^ ^j-^R'
v'"8 ' ne Tow-f&h robe to

Keu-jin graduates, when they attend the general examina-

tions at Peking.

LXV. Kci-heaou Jem ffS denotes issuing an official procla-
if *1xC

mation containing the names of the successful candidates;

the same idea is commonly expressed by Tfa 12p Fang-//A |//

ping. In the provinces, the proclamation is pasted up

at the Foo-yuen ifef
U^j.

or deputy governor's palace.

He himself comes out accompanying the paper, at which

moment three guns are fired : it is then pasted up, and

again a salute of three gum fired ; the deputy governor
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then mnke* three bows toward* the names of the

graduated Keu-jin ; nnd finally retire* under a silute

of three guns. The ixvth section contains the V: UB

fixed periods within which Ihese proclamations must be

issued; JO - - s& *n
j?KJ ^g. being determined, after

consultation, by the chief examining officer. At Shun-teen

foo, and the lar<je provinces, the proclamation must be

issued on or before the 1 5th of the Bib, moon. In the pro.

v'mces raled a^ middle sized, it must be on or before the lOlh

of the Pth moon ; in the small provinces, on or before the

5th d iy of the 9th moon ; and at the llwny.she, or general

examination at Peking, Ihe proclamation must be issued on

or before the 15th of the 4lh moon.

LXI. This section treals of 4& life -Jr- Pj 'p? pj the
*^ t i/-J ' ^ t-^ I i E~^

great statesmen and officers who are to seal Ihe proclama-

tion containing the names of the successful candidates ;

and specifics the several seals to be used. At Shun-teen

f>
(|Y PR

}j>F ^P" \
:
\l t<> make the impression, the

seal of the Foo-yin is to l>e used : and in ail the provinces

5f\ A \jk\ (I/?
l " e deputy governor's Kwangfang seal

must he used. At the general examinations at 1'eking, the

jfla pf* '*-- ^r '"*" ""*' ^ lne ')o:ir '' "f r '' es "Hist be

tion, the year and month (or the dale) and Ihejoinings of

the several sheets of paper, {H & f\l must all be seal-
1>V tr ' II*

ed. On this proclamation the characters are all written

very large.

LXVII. Contains rules respecting yir -ftt the jjj Mi break-

ing open the comers of the successful theme papers, to

ascertain the names, and write them down on Ihe list to be

proclaimed.

Directs the proper persons j|| Jj?
flft ^ 4^

to present to the Emperor a list of the names ol the new-

made Keu-jin ; and also
Jt)| ^ " J^t Mrt g ( wr lc

out fairly the themes given at the three das exaininalioiiS ;

and taking ten copies of the names
fifc 4^

TH fe .j ln

seals affixed,
[gj ^ ^ ft^ ^ ^j , presenl

them altogether to the board at Peking, to uOTord authen-

tic material to the revisors of the essays.

Concerns the
_gE _^. feast, or banquet given to the

FABT I. 7 II

new made Keu-jin graduates. The
#JD Sjf ft 'rt*

feast conferred at the provincial examinations, on the

Ken jin, is attended by all the civil officer! of rank in the

province, military officers are excluded. The chief exami-

ner presides; the deputy governor, at whose palace the

feast is given, and who is present as visitor, takes the

right hand-side; the assistant examiner the left. The

governor, or viceroy, is also present on this occasion, it

is directed that gold and silver cups and other vessels shall

be provided by the treasurer of the province: inferior of-

ficers wait as servants, and two litlle
Tjf'

3C-
boys, dressed

up as wood-land naiads, holding in their hands branches

of the Olea Fragrans, chaunt the following ancient Terse

out of the She-king.

Yew *ew I0h rainS.

ay che ping;

Wo )cw kea pin>

Koo sib chuy sSng.

The deer cry in tuneful response

Whilst nibbling the wild-growing herbs;

Here we have excellent guesls,

Strike the harp, blow the chearful reed.

A

hinS kwa"S 'hetseang;

fc
Jin che haou wo,

ft
She wo chow hang.

Blow the chearful reed, sound the hwang,

Present the loaded basket, a pledge ofwelcome;

ye men who love me,

Shew me the great path of virtue!

In allusion to this verse, the provincial banquet is

called P jl the deer-cry feast.

LXX. The ^ |jjf
tt *H* banquet conferred, at th

general examinations in Peking, is called <Q i^j? ^^
the feast of (Imperial) grace and glory. This enterUinmeul

is given at the Tnfit' Sl^ board of rites and ceremonies.

Should any of the ~k
jjjQ

W
lT} ^ 7p^

fast dajs, accompanied by the great or the middle-rate
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sacrifice* occur, these leasts arc to lie ^S |j^ Mopped
for

that day ; but for
fpC jjjg fjf 7$ }|lj

general or com-

mon days of sacrifice and fasting, these feasts nerd not

be postponed.

At the general examination in Peking, there
^jfe ffi

*g _Fn are officers and soldiers a| pointed ns a guard to the

banquet, and
J^f |fp>{ 'V,r TJS"

(o display a solemn dignity.

txxi. Wei mth M ^ '

g al(t ink' which is thcgeneral he-id of

a few sections, means the compositions written inside the

college gate. The first division under this he'd, dir rls

the manner in which "O* Rf| an -4- & -ffe =p the
XJ -

l fW '* I 1-* /M -'

first ten accepted essays at the Peking examination, are

to be presented to the Emperor, th,it he may mark three out

of the ten for the first literary honors, of which the foremost

is c lied Chwang yuen ^' ~J^
'
the ornamented head,'

his head it on the day of his appointment decorated with

flowers; the second is called Pang-yen fc^i JJR
c the eye of

the accepted graduates;' and the third is called Tan-liwa

tP? 4-t
' ase -ircher for flowers,' in allusion to his not being

allowed floners, but his o!>t lining some from the two first

named persons, with which to decorate his head; these three

graduates are called San keth te ^^ ^ the three who

hare attained the highest rank.

ixxii. Forbids persons unauthorised by the chief examiner

from
engraving, or printing the

essays of the graduates distinguished by the titles Yuen and

Kirci. The
T Yuen, is the first annunciated graduate

on the list, at the respective examinations ; and the
"j||-

Kwei, arc a few persons immediately following the first,

in the list of names.

im. An order is given f| ^ ^ ^ to return the

rejected essays to the authors on their calling for them

3t the
$\ H) |jf PJ cxaminali n office.

nxiv. This section gives directions for presenting to the

Emperor ^ |^ ^ ^g a record of the examina-

tion ; and a record of the degrees conferred : the first

containing the themes, and a specimen of the essays; the

second containing an account of the persons to whom

degrees hare been granted their birth-place, descent,

progress in learning, Ac.

LXXT. H is ordered that at the provincial examinations, the

tf* ^ $k '^ ^" e'"'rs of lne '"tcessful candidates,

both the red ink and black ink copies; i. e. the. transcript

and the original Jfl ffi || |jf % $ Jfl f$ shall

be packed up in a box, firmly closed and sealed ;
and

^ ^ 3f; Of Jj '$.
an(I tll(-n stlal1 he despatched

by careful and trust worthy officers nnd nier, who "fc\ J9

^ B l^t @ $$ *P " Ul(! (li'y lh;lt 'he proclama-

tion of the graduated names is i-sued, sh Hi commence

their journey to Peking to deliver these documents to

the Board. At different distances from court, different

days arc appointed for despatching these documents, and

this section is entitled ^ ^ J1J itjj
the fixed terms for

sending- the ess.ys to court.

X.ZXTI. After the proclamation of the names of the graduated

candidates is issued, the
ijj ^ -jfc -f* successful

scholars, must
fijft ^ ^j| ^ be sc-nt to court to gite

evidence concerning themselves in person. Those who

reside in
p | :icell disl ., ntj are

limited to two months to make their appearance at court ;

Jl t3 rPv
"

/~J
tnose that nre near to, one month.

They are required
jjrj* ijj ^ '& to repair to the proper

board, and to write before witnesses, an account of them-

selves
_ /^ for three generations back

; and to write a

copy of their essay, (the original of which being previously

sent to the board,) J^ ^j fijg. gj.^ jj^J;
to fur||ish

materials for the revisors to compare the
hand-writing of

the two papers. Without undergoing this trial, none are

permitted to attend either the
4j* =jf general examina-

tion, or the j^ j=i^
palace examination

LXXVII. Sometimes in the provinces a
jjjt ^ re-examinalion

is ordered : and at the general examinations, /t^ /{]>

/ft! r{5< i^jl ^ S 1^%
:' ftCr * he ' ist f acce l'ted can-

didates is issued, a re-examination must take place at the

palace called Paouho, assured harmony.

LXX'VIII. This section contains l^ ||jj| jti *n' the proprie-

ties, the riht mode of proceeding for the revisors. The

ftf. r^H
bt)ard of rite* i ordere<' l d in the namei

of officers in Peking, who ^4 ffl
Jjj
& have passed

through the Keu-jin and Tsin-sze degrees, to their places
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in the government. From these
|f[fi ^fj [7C|

~ "

j|

it will be proper to appoint forty officers, to fill the situa-

tion of examiners.

LXXIX. The rules to direct the revisors are contained under

the head tfe Sfj jjj! fy l l' e revisers places which

contain specimens of the errors or faults in the themes

or essays, which they must notice and punish in different

ways.

ixxx. Contains rules for
j|| J,p )0 |^ the selection of

transcribers for the use of government, from amongst

the good writers ;it Ihe proxincril examinations.

3.IXXI. This section is entitled ^ J\^ ~fo jfflfc

a great or

special
elevation e>f Keu-jin gra ,'u:i!e- ;

this refers to a

selection of a few, made by the ki'>ss and great officers

at court ; and on those thus elevated, an office is conferred

at an early period. The K< u jin are divided ii.to *
^p

:md TT ^S a first and second, and a lower

class This act of grace is besteiwed on a few of those

who are called Tt
?jfj

Iht' I..W-T order, which means those

who hare not attained, at Peking, the Tsin-sze degree,

but who still have great merit. This selection, it is said

is made only once in nine years.

ixxxii. H is provided that
dcjH ^ ^1 A ^M W

nominal rank be conferred on .nged Keu-jin graduates

who may have /h &*
-j^ ~J~ \^J _|^

remained at

their native place till they have reached the age of seventy

or more years.

LXXXIII. There is a sum for travelling

[gj
the unsuccess-

expenc.es given to T
|ja Jj

ful Keu-jin, when they return to their native place, from

the Peking examination.

MXXIT. This section begins the regulations concerning the

Ptx pJt P"'ace examinations, for those who at the /

tj& IjT

rfj ^f ^^ -^ general examinations have attained the

Tsin-sze jM;
' "

degree ; and who are otherwise called

Kung-szt. Tbe '^ y forms and etiquette, on this

occasion are much atte'idt-d to. The successful candidates

are c .lied Han-lin IJ LjK and the three first in order

re called \ ~tt
*fj&

San-keth te. (See above.)

/.xxxv. The introduction given to these periuus to give

rathanks to the Emperor, i expressed by / VA
I 1 J 'Wl

Chuen-loo-seay-gan.

After the introduction of those personi to gire thanki

to the Emperor, there is a final revision by the ministers

of state, which is called Cba kan peaou sMh^ ^ ^
||b

an investigation of the notes, of Ihe previous exami-

nation.

LXXXVI. The highest pinnacle of this series of examinations

is called itf! -jfc the presence examination ; importinf

its being performed in the Emperor's presence chamber;

this is likewise an examination of the Tsin-sze graduates,

and is <>f no greater antiquity than the first year of the

Emperor Yimg-ching ||| jj (A. D. 1722.)

fcxxxvii. Concerns the
jffl ^j

record of the names of the

Tsin-sze graduates, preserved at the KwiS-tsze-keen pH

-f~ ^ college.

LXXSVIH The last is an examination of Fan-yTh Sg p or

translators: of the Manchow Tartar translators, sixty are

to be taken at the first examination, and nine of Miing-

koo translators. Of these examinations there are thret

divisions, the 1st is called m* "rjf Tung-she, and the other

two
|[i.p

Hcang, and ^ jf Hwuy-she. The terms Keu-

jin, Tsin-sze, &c. are applied to their degrees, in the same

manner as to other men of letters.

With a detailed account of these, the work re-

viewed closes; and contains, at full length in the volume,

(as is the case under every section) the Imperial edicts

on which the several laws are founded.

Of Chintse Compniition-

There are at the examinations, three species called,

1, Wan chang jpT J|i
Fine writing ;

2, ,She ^ Verses,

3, Tsth jj&
Schcmei or plant of government, such

as how to repress banditti, or pirates; how to prevent local

inundations, &c. political essays.

Of these three sorts of writing to -rfc
^f^ J[ compose

the essays called WSn-chang, is considered most important.

In these compositions, style and sentiment are equally

regarded. Heterodox, or novel opinions, clothed in the
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most fascinating style, would be rejected ; at well as ap-

proved ientiracnls in a bad style. The Win chang contain

ID exposition of, or a paraphrase on, a t?it of the Chinese

acred scriptures, being always confined to a sentence taken

from the 170 IE Szc-shoo, or the ^ff &M Woo-kin" I use-3 El Jit ,J;

the term tnered icripture, in reference to these books, to

convey to the English reader a correct idea of the venera-

tion in which they are held, and of the authority which

they posses*. The word classic does not convey aii idea just

of Ihe sacrednecs of these books in Chinese estimation.

To initiate the Tung sang fj|
/ or youths who

itudy with a view to the literary profession, or rather

with the design of becoming civil officers of the govern-

ment, there are small works explaining and teaching, by ex-

amples chiefly, the art of composition. A single thin

volume, called Tsoo hc5 ming king 7jJ M Hfj
17* r~ /* y*?\*

the learner' i bright mirror, contains the divisions of an

essay marked and illustrated : thus,

1st, Po te^ S||
'
to brenk open the theme,' which words

are intended to e* press Tjy jrfl
tii ./ g breaking open

the idej contained in the theme; ^p JJ-|J /J^f jjfj J|^

f^,
tfa ~7

Jjfi'
/ft -nt like breaking open any thing

and seeing what is contained in the midst of it. To effect

work well into the mind the idea of the theme, and

!fl if it be a chapter, ob-

serve on what verse the stress is to be laid ;
>

0jf ^j"

Hi p:^ ^ iu lha t <>ne verse observe on which sentence

the stress is, and
/p| ^" 1^^ ^ ^ in a sen-

tence, observe on which word the emphasis is, fyk 4 it

part of the thought, and break it open, ^A

sfe. ~5* /Z. ~J- IJ5<L

~
nexl take hold of the

word
and^

break it open. This opening of the subject

S- jnj 'P j=|_ Bought to be concise, and should not

be diffuse, ^ yfa ~fc ^ |^ i t snou | d be e)egant and

should not be vulgar ; *?
jfc!j J>bt? ~2^ ^f ,%. ^^

it ought to be essentially to the point; and should not

appear floating as on the surface of a flood that overflows

its bunks.

In the rnanorr of opening a subject, there arc several

distinctions, such as (1) pfl {K? opening it explicilly ; (2)

TH TOt "Pc "' nB '* dtrkly, or by an obscure allusion ; (3)

/U* TOt "l)e "' nS ' nj uniting the several members of the

sfntence; (4) ^ W opening the ul ject by keeping

apart the sevcnl members of the sentence, or the first and

l;ist wo.ds in the same sentence ; (5)
Jlj ^ JpJ ^^

JK,!,'
Iffi Sj either first opening up the idea, and afterwards

jitl M J II ..
|

uoting (or employing') Iho words of the theme, (6)
jij^ ^F

$ fiW 1 tt >ft IS tS or> first openi "K llp "ie

surface or plinseology of the theme, and afterwards filling

up Hie idea; (7) EJ ^^ ^ I
eM first PeilinS

up the. subject, and afterwards deciding; (8) SJ^ -^ ^
1^ i^ or first deciding and then opening up the theme, &c.

These and the following rules are called 5^ Keue.

2,,d, ;S -M Ching te,
'

receiving the theme,' i. e.'"
resuming the yet imperfectly opened up idea of the

theme, and clearly explaining it.

When jj Jffc f|lj ^ 7^.
the opening up is in the

plain 'id obvious sense ol the theme, then the sentence

which succeeds, must notice the reversed (or negative)

sense; and ffi M
[llj j{_ ^t an opening sentence

which is the negative i.or reversed sense of the theme,

must be followed by a sentence containing the plain and

obvious meaning of it, &c.

3rd, Ke keang J|l ^w
'

beginning to discrss
'
the pro-

posed topic
.

; this is called
~yT tpl J\^ tiy R^ the. place

where the composition enteis on the head, or principal

scope of the subject ; and here ^R xfl gQ jj^j jg| ^
it is necessary t discuss the bnin (or marrow) of the

subject jKj- J|| j^ ^^ with elegance and penetration,

^ A ,1$ fe ^ f|! $$ Iff @ lhat when a person

reads the first sentence, he may thereby know what the

theme is w?
J^jJ '^L -^- ^ yet there must be a certain

reservation
j|^^ jEjJ =J^ and the utmost caution used,

not to say every thing at fir-t; but just enough must

be said to let the reader know what the scope and tendency

of the essay is. In imitation of this rule, it is required

of those who write official papers to the Emperor, that
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line or two at (he commencement shall explain the

general import of the whole document.

'Te-koo raising a branch or division,' or

VK l, '/A
the melhm' of introducing a conneiion

o as to make an unbroken concatenation of ideas. This

part is called ^ 1=? . ^ g||^ (he great key of

the composition ; aid it should _^ ,jj
A\ '?}(? succeed

natural!) to the slighter discussion which has preceded, and

"T* >\. ^L iW e"'er mto "le fuller discussion th;it fl-

lows ; that it may { "f ^C tB ^ f()" a"

unbroken vein of connexion between the preceding and the

following parts of the essay; that ]$&.
jjjl||

ifl ^ j
the

impulse and spirit of the composition may be uninterrupted,

and that there may be none of that disease of composition,

which is like heaping bed upon bed
; and placing bouse

upon house: or a reiteration of the sunc sentiment.

5lh, Kwo mih
jjj^

ffiff 'the passing vein,' or that part

of the composition in which a writer passes from one idea

in the theme to another; Jv| x JL ~f*M$ >&

2iS ffl i/ri yC '" H" tnem s tnat ')ave an ii i'Per aud a

lower member, or a first and a second division of the sen-

timent, the writer must employ a few sentences to pass

from one idea to the other.

6th, Chung koo
t|J H2? ' the middle division,' in this

must be found TC
j^nr jffj rfrj

the regular discussion of

the obvious sense of the theme, and in this part they re-

quire a sort of parallelism, or an antithesis which they call

~1
/|C

the two pillars; and the
X^'

- -
|j

/ sinews

and bones of the composition. If the theme contains Imj |'V

two ideas, these must constitute the two pillars; if only-

one idea
Qlj J^ .^ ^ j^ j& then a superficial and

a deep view of the subject must form the pi!lar. It is

said that $ $ X 7#0 RH $ ft a " 8 P')a
-

rent pillar, is not so good as a concealed pillar, by which

it would seem pillar means in this connexion, the princi-

pal idea which the writer wis'ies to illustrate. - IK
yjlj

- Isf
JlJ Mi OIIC division should pursue one thought

to A.*. , for % H gl| |g ||J ^$ flf$
fe if other discussions be mixed up with it, the composi-

tion will never assume a regular form.

FART II, 7 N

The methods of amplification arc called
t

'borrowing an inner garment ;' i. e. noticing a subject

that seems to fit or resemble the one under discussion;

%$ & 5(2; '""Dually reflecting lights,' noticing topics

illustrated by the one in question;
jjj ^ R rfn fy

ifo ^ J^l IE $ ft ^ ^ <ciiiircl > >'*
the reverse of the proposition, and winding up with the

obvious sense in the close.' ^ rjfr |}f ^JiJ ^ W
sometimes first taking a general T igue view of the subject,

and afterwards a substantial pointed view of it and

sometimes the reverse of this order. 5Q ^^ fy'. [

Sfr ^Tj
the

sulistanlially significant words in the theme

must unquestionably be opened out, T7n
fij^

^-
7)f* ^r

Tt and the particles also require to have their force

elicited
Jjg ^ ||

for

the essence and spirit of the composition often (or much)

consist in the particles.

7th, MO
koo^fc JR?

-the closing branch or division,'

cidation of the last part of the idea in the (preceding or)

middle division. JL f* ^\ Jm Y3? * MJT ^Bf of

the methods of doing so, there is that of pushing the in-

ference a degree further ; or expatiating more largely on

the subject; ^i"
P* |l5

* iffe ^r there is dwelling

with admiration on the subject awhile; /*iJ rj H* pii

there is re-discussing the former idea

y\ 4H- jiJT Jig /fa *'lere " s employing reasoning

in support of facts, and there is employing facts to support

reasoning. Jw n J^ or giving the reverse, and the

it ^_^ . .-

obvious sense ;

tyi
-

fj
or blending the several ideas

of the theme; Hj/ JW
-

or filling up the preceding;

or introducing what is to follow, J('. Qi fkjVa >V^ i.^

always being careful not to repeat again what

was before said.

8th, Slulh koo ^ Jj?
'the winding up division ;'

consists of
]g|r j^J Jj ^^ a few expressions to

gather up the subject ^P ^/ (ffl ^ |g J^
U^ /^. |ii

as wnen tn'ngs are in disorder, a string is

used to bind them together.

The preceding eight, are the flivisions of an eiiay
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given in the Learner''t Mirror ; some of the firt divisions

coiiM<t merely of a sentence or two, in the examination

*. which are limited lo a certaiu number of wuids.

Another mode of speaking of these divisions is,

' Kc -ko . The exordium.

2, tl Cluing koo, The middle division.

KeB-koo, Tlie knotting (or winding up)

division; when these four are Tuy-tsS ^4 /ffc of Ching-

tsS X
[^ i. e. composed with a parallelism, or anti-

thesis tif members, tin- whole is designated by the phrase

PS-koo y\ 113 the eight divisions. The terms San-tsS

tj ffe
and San-twan ^ g verbally 'a scattered

composition,' denote an essay in which the above

distinctions are disregarded, and which employs merely

jjrfi
IS jKf the exordium; the turn of thought to the

principal part of the subj ?cl ; and the conclusion.

The little work from which the above definitions are

taken, contains examples with many of the technical terms

interlined, opposite the sentences to which tbry are appli-

cable.

There is a work in SO vols. entitled Tsoo tstih ke raung

V^ ^R w ^ hith in the first volume contains defini-

tions of terms employed by the students of Wan chang

5C JfL ar)d ome rules for composing on a given theme.

There are
|7[j f|||

four rules expressed thus ;

rst, Jin t<"

|;^}k|j
understand the theme

fifi
$ -$*

N*Bity* gift ft ftJAS '"*

spirit and vein of the theme-, must, in the first place, be,

by the student clearly understood; when he "7
~jT :3v

, & 4* }] ^F T* ^ Tery fu "y and *horou s hly

comprehends it in his mind, he may then put down the

pencil, &c.

2nd, Poo she
;j(j

Sfe is verbally
'

spreading the power ;'

the word She, or Power, is defined . tj [Ji l|l^ ~*/

^f ^j
the general expiration and inspiration of the

lection or as it is said figuratively, the life of it
i and the

rule require* the student to expand what constitutes the

life and energj of the passage. The thing to be done

resembles the arranging a subject in a sort of sketch or

skeleton, which must be afterwards filled up, or clothed

with muscles, skin and colour. The Chinese call this

FQh kaou
Jj|| Js a belly, (i. e. a mental) sketch, or rough

draft, and they compare the obtaining a just and favorable

view of the subject, to a great general securing a favorable

position with his army ; if he X-S Sff
;zj' j i|SJJ Q

Jj^
obtain the favorable position,

a hundred conflicts will

end in a hundred victories ; i. e. he will be alwayt suc-

cessful.

3rd, Leen klh
$Jj^ ' the study of examples ;' or

drilling one's self into an imitation of ancient patterns of

excellence.

According lo this section, good Chinese writing, begau

first in the time of Tsin, (B. C. 200) a period not far

removed from the ancient classical period ;
and then

)|j|[)

iffi ttU K^l 'divine principles were blend. d with the
3z tV- iff*

soul' penetrated the mind, but subsequently
iij)

| Jj||

"^ wfc.
' "ie ^lvmc P r ' l)c

'L^
es were not roused,' and

during the dynasties ?? Tsin, ^P Sung, J7I
~T\ and

onwards (A. D. 300 and 400) there was an
H|jjf $jj entire

falling off or declension. During 05-
" ' 75 fa jne

three hundred years of the Tang dynasty (5th to the 8th

centuries) -JS 2SJ: i J\^
there were obtained only

one or two persons, who. excelled in composition, viz.

Han-chan-le
||r

even during the Sung

year?, there were only j
excelled in composition.

ilh, Chung-kow tp

Lew lew-ch'-w

)-, whiih lasted about SOU

fi ve or >' men who

'hit enough,' or a com-

petence,' which is a term equivalent to Chung-drib. HJ

hitting the mark !

ThefoHowing are nftw term* used in treating of compatitian.

(1), Pin
fej*

a guest ; the principal and tulisidiary

parts
in composition, are figuratively denominated Choo

Tfc a host, and Pin Iff a guest. There is an old distinc-

tion colled pH i|
- tl e four cases of <;iicst and host,

__ t t

or suhsidi-.r) and principal ide.s ; I, t ^ a princi-

pal ; '2, f") ||l 4*j*
' subsidiary within a subsidiary; 3,
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-46 [fa -f-r
a principal in a subsidiary j and 4, 4*. UJ if\

a subsidiary in a principal. The principal scope, they

also call Ching wei j <fj
and the subsidiary thoughts

W fit
p '"-wc '-

(2), Chueu |g a turn^^ $ Q> fa ||
RK the excellence of.any composition consists entirely in

the turn* ol thought aud expression. He who excels in

these SS lurns, ple.iscs.by an inexhaustible variety; and

an absence of^ phnk-like stiffness. The reader finds

himself
ffy J, fa |J|

as if rambling amongst famed

bills where, when he comes to the end of one vista at

a sudden turn, another new and beautiful scene bursts

upon his view.

(3), Fan
IR^

the contrary or reverse s'rde. The n^
reverse or negative mode of stating a proposition is

considered often more forcible titan ^ "g ^/^
the direct

and positive affirmation. The writers of antiquity called

Tsih-sze
jjlj "|" political writers, abound in- this form of

writing; and it is said ^^ ^ f/J \ fjijfljf jfr

-1^ i(P PI $5f t *lat * r rollsmS mcn '

s energies and

spirits, no ancient writings are equal' lu- the- national

politics: hut these writf-rs did nt say ^\ ^f] ]J^ ^
ill '

if not thus, the afTiir wiH not be prosperous;
'

[Sj

JEJ 'F i(D .$J ''$> ff If
but >aid

'
if not thtls

'
il

will assured!) be injurious. Abd in the Lnn-yu Son p

instead f p!aiflly sayini; ^ J^ ^ ^J| |^ Kwan-she

docs not know the proper rites and usages; it is said, t

& ifo
Kwan -she

proper rites, who dors not know them?'

this is an example, of the reversed affirmation

(41, W8, S^
' a hindle to Uirn ;

' or ^ j^fe
WS

seucn, To circulate ;
to came to move round. This denotes

ti'pplying to the theme a word or two to fill up what seems

implied in it; that there may be no break in the circle of

thouglit ; which practice affi>rd scope for ingenuity and

conjecture in themes taken from the ancient classics.

(51, Tae
|V"

F r or instead, of requires the writer

to personate the character speaking or referred to in the

theme.

(6), Fan
Ijjj!

or Fan ?$ To fly back. This denote*

giving an opposite turn to some fact or sentiment, by the

exposure of some (light Caw, similar to the practice in ^V

^ legal questions, were ^g J^ jj^. ^ old lawyers

play tricki with written proceedings, and
jj

! ~A
f\ $j[

extricate from, or invoUe people in, crime at their plea-

sure; andBi ^ 51 H tt K ~?
s*ii /'At /^ >^yv rj1* w* ^'v r*^

although a trial be concluded, and sentence be pronounced,

they are able (sometimes) to reverse and disannul it.

Wi j$
T S. or

|j^ ^|J
TO seay, To cat or throw

off';' this dcn<*tfs- rejecting whatever does not contribute

to the be.-iuly of the composition, as one does who drawi

a landscape or picture, but this must be done with a deli-

cate hand, as
Rj'
& ^ medical men say of the pulse

l'"' se nlU8t he g r;1dua" v reduced,

a lo s 'ow
l
tu ' se must ue quickly

remedied ; ~yT JJ3J_ !wV in composition the snrne must

be done ; when it flags, it must be quickly invigorated,

and not suffered to drawl out insipidly ; but when its im-

pulse is vehement, it ought to be gradually moderated,

and not close abruptly ; like a man. stopping suddenly and

hiding his li. ail,

(9), ij|fr Kin, 'To take alive,' as a prisoner or a bird, M?
Jru ^Pv

HlX f\L 1%' "P
''use 'z 'nS handitti, the first thing is to seize

the king. This is applied to seizing hold of the leading idea

of a text or theme. They say j{ ^JjJLtjh^ai^^-
all composition necessarily possesses a true seed, by which

ttey mean, a leading thought, from which the others grow ;

and this thouglit must be laid hold of by the good.wrter;

and he continually referred to; which rule is expressed by

the saying I] {J Pj fjr every motion of the n outh

bites it. and <g ^ ^ jj ^J %&& W
xC^j every tittle and drop of rain, fall- into the scho-

lar's eje. He never |^ -T-
^departs

from the princi-

p..l thought.

(!(>, Le
gjH

' to separate or put apart.' *f .

jjrj

jl5> T^F ft
^' S001' compoHlion uniformly arranged,

columns iof sentences) are particularly to be dreaded ; i. e.

an. excess of parallelism or antithesis a sameness in the

form of sentences. -|ii' /fr ^ & It ^& excellence

consists iu mingled variety interweaving the energy of
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the thought, and 4& &t ^ 'V in being able when (the

theme is) diffuse or scattered, to compress or unite it; and

^ Ht SJC ^ Wllcn C(""P r<;8st'<l 1 expand it, &c.

Remark* on themes.

KS-tsing.lo 5p "B" $^ in a
Ijjm "^T

discourse on

composition, speaks first of,

1, Tan-te
jjf (^ 'a Iheme with a single idea,'

tueh as ^ |ji^ \\ ^ ' a statesman should serve his

prince with fidelity,' such themes are very difficult : when

writing on them
j=| j|j]j ^ ^ ^ ^ J|

excellence

consists in avoiding abruptness at first, and afterwards

exhaustion, the composition ought to be jtn >j3z fyt

2, 7j. 7l yil JfE
'"<c slrealns from the mountains,

gradually entering Ihe great rivers Keang and Hwae ;

and like the waters of those rivers
yifijr

"A faf >!&

gradually entering the Yellow river, and the sea ~t
r|J

ill which case, the beautifully mounting curl of the waves,

again and again rising to view; again and again issuing

forth must be displayed, ere the prospect can he called

extraordinary, or striking, iy 35 $i ^ Hjfij ijfc yjTJ

If the composition rushes abruptly forth like a flood, and

progressing interruptedly becomes soon dried up IS jf^

fjr ~ffc
it has not then any excellence.

2, Leang shen te pS ||i JOT
' two leaved themes.'

The allusion is to a two-leaved door. The word leaf seems

to mean, the member of a sentence containing a distinct

* heaven and earth preserve their places, and all creatures

are nourished ,' (Chung.) ung.) This is the example given of

a two leaved theme.

(3
' JH J^J ;J~rf

San-shen-te, A theme containing

three propositions.

four propositions.

Sze hen te, A theme containing

5,
'fjjr ^ Chang te,

'

Long themes/ consisting of

a whole paragraph or section, such themes are common

from j^ 3L Manj-tize.

6,
*
fp\ yj* pSj fli? ':

pj
a theme in which one

sentence is divided into two portions.

7,
fl|j

%& i|S IfU. 4^j
a theme in which the

first and last expressions or sentiments have a bearing upon

each other.

8, fU Wj Chueii te, A strung theme; i. e. one in

which
RJfl

rpt M;
/Jjl

two sentences are joined toge-

ther in one; this maybe considered the same as the first

mentioned.

9, K JKf Fan le,
' A reversed theme,' one iu

which the negative side of the proposition is expressed.

Chin-hung-tae yjp off ~* in a discourse on composition,

>ays,

'*'
^>C ^fc /vU fla

'" n*""' composition there should

be an orderly arrangement of the several parts.

2nd, There should be M3 ^ '

opening and joining,'

which seems to mean, an expatiating, and a summing up ;

a varied manner of viewing the subject.

3rd, There should be
l|3 ,'/fji

a mutual bearing upon
Fill

^~
f^r* ~-& ^"r"

each other, throughout all the parts; HIJ *j(^
J- g^ Jjftj

and then the composition commands attention and respect.

The allusion is to being in the presence of persons pos-

se-sing authority and r;u k ; when every eye is watchful,

and no carelessness, of desultory trifling allowed.

4th, There should be TsS tsung ^g 2V 'a mixed

variel;,' Ihe writer should
J|j

J yj^ ^ ||j

employ long and short divisions intermixed; and ttj ^jl

/fit {tfr Ttfl
/4r use sentences in pairs; and diffuse para,-

| I * I J/^ 'I'

graphs alternately producing; each other.

5th, A composition should possess
^jjj- jj|[j

Tsing sin,

Purity and freshness; should be unmixed with extraneous

matter, and yet hnve something new in it, the mere intile

maxim may be applied to writing, viz.
J\^ J|| ffi \fi

A JR & ^ what olners r(
'J
ec '' ''" a(^ P l > wnat "ltrs

adopt, I'll give it up to them.

6th, There should be
3jjt f|j ^ <fj

' from nothing

a production of something,' a creative imagination exerted.

7th, There should be
||il

JD ^kB TF^. a mutual
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embodying of you and me. The subject should be placed

in opposite points of view.

8th, ~ft~ '^. J 3fe
|jjw

'

composition should ap-

pear flowery to the view,* like [fS |||H? jjV ffi the rival

glories and varied hues of the wood-land bower, &c.

9th, There should be a few fMf pffi
'

expressions of

admiration,' a sort of sighing out what words cannot

express, a gradual softening off, like |& l)j?
the remnant

of a wave.

10th, In composition there should be Moo seay

ifeJ j3
'

pictures drawn j' lively representations of facts

and cases.

II th. Composition should be Yuen shiih
|J|J ?/

'Round and ripe,' or smoothly polished. -j
ts Jft i|jj:

t -& /? Sfc a composition which is called stiff andS > /t 'I /,ii

rough, is the same thing as not ripe or smooth. This

; unripeness
jjj -Tp ^ ^ ^ arises from (a per

.

not writing much. He jjK" ^

much, has no occasion to vait till other people point

out, or pluck at, the parts which are well or ill written,

for he can see them himself- In allusion to the expression
1 round and smooth,' used above, an ancient writer of great

eminence ] $ Tung-po ^ |fj |f #P ^
used the expression, 'A new verse like a round bullet.'

Farther remarks on composition maybe seen in the

work referred to above, from which these extracts are

taken.

The litrratart of China consists much in voluminous

collections of such short essays as are described above j

in verses; letters of statesmen and scholars, to the several

moiiarchs of successive dynasties, &c. of such pieces of es-

teemed composition, there are thousands of volumes. The

preface to the work named below says, that the ~*T^^
I F VW v v / \ j$C

mater i'''l* of elegant composition were

provided in the six ancient classics ; and ^ Y||
\j\

~j^

tfp %f i^, ^ duri"g the dynasties of Tsin, of Han,

and on ward, writers arose in every age; and "^* /*^ $jfc

'jjJ
the form of composition was successively altered.

These papers however were never collected together till

PART I. 7 O

- Ib. prince

Cliaou-ming, of the Leang dynasty, lirnt made, a compilation

of them, and formed the hook called, 'A selection of ele-

gant literature.' This prince lived about, A. D. 543, and

is described as a remarkable instance of precocity. At

H Hj *X' % $ fflfr MP lhree y f
'ars of "S^ 116 ^quir-

ed a knowledge of the standard books Heaou king and

Lun-yu, and at
ft ffi frft g^ fig || fjg

five years, he had read the whole of the Woo-king, and

could recite them all perfectly by heart. His work if still

extant, and has been frequently reprinted.

PE.

An embrasure in a wall through which to look out.

An ancient form Ke. See under five strokes.

TOO. A mud wall of five planks extent ; the

pi inks are used to confine the earth whilst beating it down

hard.

CHUNG. Milk; the juice of the breast

An infant at the breast ; attached to as a child to its parent,

to be attached or pertain to. A surname. Joo tsze I ^f-
a child. Joo j in

'

J( title of officer's wives of the seventh

degree of rank. A surname. Chiog wang yue joo Uze wang

/$ 3E EJ | -jp ^ Cbing-wang (B; C. 1068) is called

the boy-king. He ascended the throne at the age of six yean.

Joo tsze ying Hp- M a:i Imperial title, A. D. 10.

Joo tsze che haou- moo yay I -l

"/^ |(& j| Iff

the affectionate cry of a child to its parent. Joo tze

moo chay ^f- ^ ~j^
a child's affectionate regard

to expresses the mind's hankering after, or resting on.
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Ho 18 tteay joo ^| ^ j^. ^ harmony and delight,

and a mutual child-like affection, s.iid of brothers feasting

together. (She-king.)

N A F, The old books define this word as a^ ACJ -

Canton local term for A son born to an old man.

An ancient form of IjJ How, Thick, substantial.

NEE From ff" and ""* Tne children of

concubines; the children of women who have committed some

crime, which are compared to the sprouts from the root of a

tree which has been cut down; the offspring of guilt, applied

literally and figuratively for the consequences of crime,

luxuriant and elegant. Nl-8 chung ] ^ a race , the

offspring. Nee* chang
] j^J|

a debt of guilt ; claims coming

on in consequence of guilt.

Ne che wei yen hae yay ] ] H H T i!i
Ngg

expresses what is injurious.
US nee

1

jjj|J
calamity;

misery induced. To shew the importance of one's own

conduct, they quote from the Shoo-king, this saying,

"n ts3 ntg yew ko wd

,

Tsze ls5 "" pilh ko1lwan -

When heaven sends calamity it may be avoided ;

But he who brings calamities on himself has no way ofescape.

They do Hot say hum heaven-sent calamities may be avoided.

Ne'g tsing ^ and Yaw-nee* J& \
denote a sort

of malicious and injurious sprites or fairic s. TsS ueC teth

jin yp pJ^J J\^
a person who originates any calamity

one who by enticing others to vice, plants a root from which

iubsequent misery will grow up. Wan le sing ne
|f| ^|J

ff*. hoarded gains originate calamity. (Tso-chuen.)

Ne nc shirg shih yay | j ^ |fjj |^ Ne neg denotes

an exuberance of ornament

Kung tszeyue' chin ne'6 /f 3T-
|j

I B
j

a prince born

of a concubine ii called Chin-ne?, W
5p ^ . T] I K uL " account of h" issuing from

a side branch of the family, as sprouts shoot up side ways

from the stock of a tree. (Le-king.)

Koo chin lice tszc
^j

El
j-

an orphan minister;

(i. e. one distant from his sovereign
1

', and a concubine's son

are mentioned liy Ming-tszc yS" -? as persons likely to excel

in knowledge i it being elicited by the difficulty of their situa-

tions.

A vulgar form of the preceding.

YING. A child.

KEAOU. Troin Che, An animal resem-

bling a deer with one horn, and y/ Keaou, To teach. Name
*fj^

of an anim.il siiid to resemble a fox,* of a red and white

colour, with a large tail; a gregarious animal, amongst the

herds of which, are recognised the distinctions of prince

and minister ; father and son ; elder and younger brother.

When the Keaou meets with other animals it instructs them ;

at break of day it sends forth a cry from the peaks of moun-

tains.

Same as the preceding.

t SAN, and Lan,, or Lwan.

To bear twins. A term used in the N. W. corner of China.

Same as the preceding.
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MEEN. nnfr
A transverse coYering, forming a deep dwelling. (ShwS-wSn.)

This character is intended to represent the roof of a house ;

or according to sum:', it represents the earthen hovel of ancient

times, for Koo chay heue keu yay choo
jfj" jjf ^ jjfj tjirfr

1^ the ancients dwelt in dens ia wild places ;
and We yew

kung shin ^fc /A ^ 5j?
had no houses: but they Seen

jew meen, urh how yew heuS ^ ^j ffjj |g /p| Jrj

first hiid hovels, and afterwards had dens. Meen tang seang

hang fow kaou tub^ l

jj? jfc _
&

|a |^J
the charac-

ter Meen, a hovel, represents the elevated cumulus of earth ;

Ke hea yew neg ko tsang shin che hing lit "Tx
/J3 (jfj]

5T

p| ^ ^ ^ below which there is represented a hollow

place, where a human body may be contained
;
kh 'f?^ JJl

jj
snd therefore the character HeuS, A den, is derived from

this character under consideration, and^ ^ ^2* j*
~V &A

^ |AJ ^ "> lhe formation of the words Shlh kea kurig choo

(which severally signify a dwelling place) this part is always

retained. The half of t*-* makes
J*~ Yen, A covering or shel-

ter, as beneath the side of an over-hanging mountain, open

on one side ; and Ching-tsze-tung gives ~*^ Ibis character,

without any pronunciation as the opposite side.

CHOO.

The Shw8-wSn defines this word by Pan tseih wHh yay

^J -^ things piled or heaped up : and the character

is, Seang shang lung sze chow che hing ^ Jl |^ PLj /^J

^^ jfy
to resemble the figure of an eminence in the middle

furrouudcd ou four sides. The space between a door and a

screen. Choo leih

outside of the screen.

JUNG.

to stand inside the door, but

s. c.

From man below a cover or house. Officers who hare been

occupied in the field, dispersed and returned to their houses ;

scattered ; mixed ; blended) hurried
-, people without any fixed

habitation ; wandering about in troublesome times. Jung

le iN San le Sfr ^ or Jung kwan \
*"

officers off
i y^* ,

nu^ 9^*

duty. Jung is applied also to soldiers, and to their allowances

when off duty. Jung shih che yuen 1 '^ "/ g^ officers

who h..ld sinecure, @ |fc |f^ '

1 fV 1

.^
j ^T he who governs should put away the three extras

extra-officers
; extra-soldiers ; and extra-expeiices. (^jt St^

Soo-shih.) Woo sze che yuen yuJS Jung yuen ^ ^
~y 1^ JJ ja au officer without business is called

a Jung-yuen.

Siih jung ke shin ^. ^ J& a multiplicity of vulgar

affairs enthral my person. Ke chfi kaou yu keu jung tsj, cbung

fuh, piih ning ming che ke e i j^ ||| %] } $$

ffi $t ?C HE 1$ BJ!f 1 J; the Phraseology in the

original draft of the official document, was so prolixly confused,

and tautological, his meaning could not be clearly understood.

Lew jung
yjjji j

unsettled, confused state of society, when

the people have no fixed place of abode.

T'HO.

Yu to tung | [^ the same as To
/[

meaning

To bear; to carry ; carried by beasts of burden. T8 to ftj*Iaa *
*^~

the camel, now commonly written &&
j

is to. A
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surni.mc. Occurs in the sense of
ft^

Ta. Also read To,

To charge, or blame vilh. Wei wei to to
^js^ ] ]

clcgnnt gait,
and an easy genteel appear nice. Toll

^
E

to adjust or dress I he hair. To pei
] 'ft

to carrj on tin;

back. As a Noun, Humpbacked, l.ke the camel.

To shay ming } # To, is the name of a serpent.

Read Shay, $ fyfe -^ 't >* hc same as Shay' A

KWEI.
IS)

Traitorous plots, as of banditti, originating from without :

when arising from within the court or country, they are ex.

pressed by '* Keen. Keen kwei ^ traitorous ban-

ditti. Kow tsih keen kwei ^^ 1 robbers and banditti

acting traitorously; traitorous banditti. Wuh ming keen

do not suffer traitorous plots to arise.

|al pf:
but there are traitorous and lawless vagabonds ; busy-

bodies, who play tricks by the aid of literature, and clandes-

tinely plot pernicious disturbances.

SHOW. From a. shelter, and o hand. Same

as *il Show, To maintain or keep possession of; to defend

from despoliation.

TSIH, orChih.
Iff)

From a coverin; and to east one's selfunAer it. To dwell;

a dwelling place; the station one fills ; to fix ;
to determine;

to settle; the house appointed tor all living} a grave. Shin tsih

\^P |
a bouse in which are apartments far removed from

the front. Tsih chaou I jjk to divine respecting a grave

and the day of interment. Yu tsTh ffU 1 a tomb or grave.

Tsih fang S a family mansion. Tsih wei keu choo che

'
1 3ll /jf5 Jl $? T!th> is a dwelIinS Pla e. Kea

Wh ping gan^ | 2Ji ^ is your family well ? Wo ming

Uaou wang Pwan Ufh kung ho f 0J J^l ^ ^ \ ^
to-morrow morning I shall go to Pwau's house to pay my

respects to him. Tsih teen ming ^ ^ to f|x the decree

of heaven, to act so that it shall be settled in one's favor.

Tsih te
'

i J^
a mansion ; a house : an apartment.

L> f" ^ ^ 0^
SmCe 'IB " VeS '" ''^P'y rt'

l'red chambers,

surrounded by large court yards, how does he kr.ow such

a great deal about affV'rs outside ?

Teen tsth che tsih
|Jj

1
~^_ |

this is the word Tsih,

which forms the expression Teen tsih, Field and house. She

tMh pili kwei /

fl|l ^5j j^|
cause him to occupy an office

witli a hundred departments. (Shoo-king.)

San tsTh wei keu aan wei ^j I SB & 4 three

Tsih, (in the Shoo-king) denotes, occupying three offices.

Seang tsih ^ (
and Puh tsih K

j
to examine a

piece of ground, with the intention of
building a palace on

it ; and to divine whither it would be a lucky place for a

palace, and the residence of the court. (Shoo-king.)

Sze gaou ke tsih
|7t| [I|| [^ ]

the banks forming

channels, being every where rcocrupicd by the waters. (Shoo-

ting.)

Shang te nae keuen se koo, tsze wei yu tsih J^ Ofr f^t

^ (9 II ift ^ ^ 1
the raost h 'Sh Ruler turne*

a glance to the west, intimating, this is the proper place for

your habitation. Said of the Tae wang -Jp
-

grandsire

of
"yT

- Win- wang. The west referred to, was the N. W.

corner of China, where the court resided during the Chow

dynasty. (She-king.)

KEW.

From a shelter and a along time under it. Poor and sick,

confined to one's room.

^dt" K'HUNG From a covering and a DOW. Lofty

V
and large, as the arch of heaven. Same as p? K'hung.

From a cover or a concave and air expanding. To coverv
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or spread over and shelter, as the wings of a fowl, or as a

house. Wide; extensive; extending to every point above and

below ; the canopy of heaven. Mei yu Jy I the arch made
* F I

by the eyebrows its expansion denotes joy. Yu chow 1
|jf

an over-shadowing canopy, and a containing space below ; the

universe. Yu hea
' ~K under the canopy of heaven. Yu

nuy 1 fifo in the world ; in the umvere.

T5 pe yu hea |^ fj-j/ ~~|>
I throw myself for protec-

tion under heavenly canopy. This expression is used hy

inferiors when churning the protection of superiors. The same

idea i< conveyed by !* B 1 T\ T5 shin yu hea.

M
Uh the chen peen wei yu Iff ~/f ^ ;M 1-5 I the

/-3 /^BV /^ f^f /*W(| I

over-hanging roof, or eves by the side of a house, constitute

Yu. Yu, yu.yay
| ^!j -ff^

Yu denotes wings like the

wings of a bird overshadowing and protecting.

YBh lae seu yu^ /J ^ tfaeu came to examine

a place for a mansion.
(!-he-king.)

I.
~j5" J~[ fej

in high antiquity caves were human

dwellings, but ^? ^ J^ ^ fy & ^ s iges exchanged

them for houses of various kinds; Sliang tung heayu J^ Jjmi

p |

for the upper part were pillars ; and below was shelter

]^\ ffi JK, ppj
lo be prepared ag linst wind and rain. (YTh-

kiug.)

Of certain insects it is said
-{^ ft fa ^ J\ j^ ^

j
during the 7th moon they remain in the wilderness; and

in the 8th moon, they stay below the eves. (She-king.)

$ jfc Ui 7 #

Yu chow che keang shan puh keae,

Koo kin che ching wei kS shoo.

The rivers and hills of the universe alter not j

But the names of them in ancient and modern times are

all different. (Koo-sze-keung-lin.)

1

T | J- _1 -

3tE -*F
t 'le name ^ a medicinal plant.

YU-WAN-HEAOU-PIH
J 7$~ 3f /6 was A tyA* fP
I yv ff IH /% i/it JJL^ 4f? ~^: ~f

Wf* \T Jfl. |3
a man a sedate, correct character, trust-

worthy, and a lover of plain speaking. His Tsze
/

Y? or

marriage name was ^ g Hoo ydh. He was a descendant

of the royal family of
Jj9 Chow,

FART I. 7 r

and was born on the same day as the Emperor Woo te, who

closed his reign (B. C. 81). He, and the Emperor J|. rjfi

JT"! Ip
lonS ( "<l'd together. When Woo-te asci t ded the

throne ^ J | ^ ^ /j he was desirous of placing (hit

boyish companion Heaou-pih) near his person: which he

eventually did, and $ $ ft ? ft g] f9ff &
^ <J* &H

tbc *ucce8Sor Allure of every measure in the

court, and every particular of the government outside in the

provinces, were all fully communicated to him, ?ffe isflr SS
_.. P^C w lit

'n SS k^ what persons were to be preserved or destroyed,

was all previously deliberated about with him.

The Emperor'* son Pe-lar,
^j

was committed to hit

care, in which trust he was unsuccessful, arising from the

indulgence of the father. It came to the Emperor ears

that
y^ -jp ^T Jjg i^e prince was vicious ; on which

occurrence, he ,3 ^ <|y
summoned Heaou-pih to re-

prehend him, for not telling him about his son's coixluct.

The royal tutor BL 331 Q made repeated bows, and aid,

& ffi ^ ? Z Bf A J5fH f ll ha- heird

that it is a hard matter to speak between father and son :

I knew that your majesty was incapable of cutting asunder

the strings of affectionate indulgence, which bound him to

your heart, and there/ore I tied my tongue.

-fc iW( uu /V /21
l 'le EmPeror remained a long time

silent,
-f) Q ^ ^ /^ / ^ ^5 ^ then ,aid.

'I have deputed you, Sir; do you sir coerce him.'

f i J^l ik^tt^ fa after the emp ef f>*

demise, the aftairs (of government) devolved on Heaou-pth la

the course ofa few years jja ^ ^fj ^ Seuen-te ascended

the throne; and ^ t|^^ g f^ j^s

-
having

long felt a hatred to Tse-wang-he'en, wished to take him off

In pursuance of this wicked project, he addressed himself to

his great grand father's minister Heaou-pih, in these words,

6ftHZ'tfi$ft--Jiril lif > ou '
sir

can </o for him, I shall give his place to you.'

Heaou.plh
PJJ g|[ j^J bowing his head, said -t- ?b

jg-

^ xf> %% Jin ^ *^ I^J
the lale emperor, left in his

last will, an order not to allow the profuse destruction of his

bones and fleifa
; i. e. of his kindred. Tse-wang is your maje-
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ty'c uncle
j a iii.in T/J

.
r~t

i.'l'i / of eminent merit, and

flouri<hir.g virtue ;

hcis|j| 1$9 ]|j
El an important states-

mm to Mipm.t t!ie all irs nfiiu; l.iml :md of the crain ; i. e.

on.'

B
ofjhe

throne i.s.f. E #'

^ if I inj ire liiiii will) ml c.iuse ; ;inil bend my judgement and

conscience to comply with jour ill ;

R|j
hi 0. ~j Jj{^

). u I shall bo an tiiilVilhful servant;
[{??

T> ^|
?<>'" m-jesty will he an undutiful

tlie Kmperor was dis-

pleased, and from thu time and eircumstaiice, keat the minister

at a distance.

Wei che yun fjffl j|j|
$? who held the office of Kung-

ching ^ j i,, the palace,
y$jr ^ jjjjj ^\^ repeatedly

sent in reinouttrancei which wer.- not alt ended to ; and which

led him to say lo Heuou-pih ^ 'ftfc ^^ ^ |fj
we

(ball unavoidably meet wilh some calamity -,

W ~V A:
/jpl"

what in to be done al.out it?' Heaou-pih replied, /^ ^

^ 'fpj' ^ '" the hall there is yet an a^ed mother (the

empress), below the earth (in hadei) is tlie Emperor Woo te;

he who is a minister, or a son, although he knew of approach-

ing calamity, whither would he desire to go ? -^ iJk W
tii\l A2J; 7U

why should he flee from death ! ffl ~K ^ & =4 W Q
J& _

If your plans refer to your personal s fety, it will be

proper for you to go to a distance from hi n.

Ta jlh t PI
on anulher d:,y ^ f ^ ^ JE ^

^r SM ^- 10 *'ie Emperor made a pretext of Tse-wan-

heVn's aff.irs to reprehend Henoii-pTh, ai d Fl Ak 4n ^
EE HMM ^T> W 8aid> '^ 8 5"' sir - kmw that

Tse-wang w.is plotling rebellion, why did you not mention it?'

h fl/t ff
M kn"w lhtlt Tse -w"g >s faithful

to the all, irs of his country j and that lie <s caluminaled hy a

herd of petty bad men: g ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g
admonit on was sure to be rejected (by you, and therefore no

dinoni.ion^a,
Bien. g[ -^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ||, ^

^* TO ^fp Kt F <Bllt fllrlher . the Jate Emperor, when

giving instructions to one, jour ferble servant, expressly-

ordered me to assist iind guide your m.-ijcsty j' A Mi ffS
*y -^i* fnf zy f - '

t iw I'E
<a* '"J rernouslrauccs are uot

now regarded ; I really ccm to fail in the charge committed

lo me
-,
and

ft ;& & Jfl j| jft # -6 thai, for thi,

cause I be criminated, is what 1 chearfully submit to. 755

"7C W( ~^* K tne Emperor was greatly ashamed, and said

nothing but
fjjfr |^ ^ ^ ^ ordered that death should

be conferred (on Hcaou-plh) in his own house!

%Jk From a covering and loit under it. An ancient

form of [Si Wang, A net.

\

SHOW.

From
*g Kwan, A government officer, abbreviated ; and "if"

Tsun, a law. To holdfast; to keep; to maintain ; lo guard ;

to defend ; to protect ; to supervise. Chine, show jtjT
M-

a garrison, or rather the commandant. Show tf h choo 1 fB

4jp to maintain firmly ; to hold f.isl, as the patrin.ony left

one. Show ching ] ]=|
>r show ls"

1 |j(j
to maintain

chastity inviolate. Show pe'en f j^
to guard the frontier.

Show fi 1 v to keep or obey the laws. Show how
|

'Wr.
I /*-* l V7\

lo wait for. Show kung 1
*g?

' the defender of the palace,'

the Lacerla Bullaris, a lizard Show pei
j 'jj|j

a
military of-

ficer, about the rai.k of a Major. Show uy g| watching

for the year; i. e. silling up all uiyhl wailing for Ihe com-

menceroeut of the new year. Show sang 1
jjju [ ,it on jne

ground around a corpse. Show ling j
lo maintain

firmly, either physically or morally.

MSng-lsze "JJU J- made some remarks on the conduct

of Che-wa IgFr SB f"r diciiuing a situation at Lii.g kew m>b
jWQi -jlr*. .AJ**!

[f and getting himself appoi ited ?ze-sze H
t|jj

an official

adviser cr censor (if Ihe kind's conduct j in wliich pi ice he

had remained several months without saying a word to the

purpose. On hearing these animadversions, Che-wa
j=j ^.\

3E rflj ^ ffl ^ave advice lo the king, which was not

received, and be ^ 1^\ C7 'fn
^jj resigned his situatioo

and went off.

Ming-tize, himself however remVmed at the s-ime court,

which caused 7$$ /v f.^fe "*/ Iht people of Tse to ridicule

^ fr f^i ft fife $Lhim; for although his
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moral philosophy was not adopted, he still felt himself

incapable of going away from the court. He defend, d

himself by saying $jt $fc ft I ty |{|(: -=f ^ .
i hold

no office i I am rot in duly required to speak.' (MIng-tsze

% Zl 2 V 2*
l'
aKe-)

Kwan show, yen tsm
*ji* 1=} T*f 'holding office

and being charged to speak' are uied nut only to denote

hoi, ling official situations under government, but also for

domestic offices whatever they may be, and for whoever

has a ri^hl, and is expected to speak, or advise. Chih

show
H||U holding an office under government.

Yew wei yew show /ff fit. ~j~
'

possesses activity

and self controul.' They remark that active bustling people

seldom Yew show /f possess srlf-controul ; to as simply

to maintain their ground, and act only on the defensive.

Ho e show wei yi.8 jin ; ho e tseu jin yne
1

tsae
'JpJ J-J[

j

$ f=.fj JT][ | A Kt lhe meaus b* whidl

to maintain a throne (or any elevated station) is the exercise

of benevolence , and the means by which to collect people

together, is the diffjsiun of wealth. (Ylh-king.)

Wang kung she heVn e show ke kwS
=J- ffc jfj j^i jj^

-HI KM kings and princes appoint stations, (or build

cities) at dangerous passes to defend their country. (Ylh-king.)

Show rhe
~^_

to defend it, or them. Kung slu>w Jj>'

I to attack ai.d to defend. Seun show jM I denotes the

Emperor's taking a tour amongst the districts held by princes

or governors of the empire; viz. the Choo-how ^B j
who

^S. ^F -p J for the Emperor defc-nd the Lnds

entrusted to them. Keun tie show
i?3j ~7\? was a lille of

a governor during the Han dynasty.

Show choo tae too 1 ^ ^ ^?L
' to 8licl4 h

-'
lhe lru " k

of a tree, and wait till a rabbil delivers itself up' a phrase

employed by people to express lln-ir own usele*siies<i. /\\ Jft

1 ft

|t
1 your younger brother (know as, lillle as)

one who sits at I've bottom of a well, or sils by the trunk of a

tree, tumble to approach the worthies of the age i hntcontra-

riwisr, have to thank yon for anticipating my application, by

first giving me instructions my crime is great j my crime is

great.

Show wangseang two 1
Jj?

at W] to watch and help

each other. (Ming-tsze.)

Sluiw che tseen leang 1 ^^ %j[
to take care of,

and to give out money and grain. Thil is the title of a section

of the Leah leife
^jl (7th vol. ^ 12, page I.) Officers, and

men attached to them who have government property
delivered

to them. Show how
^ j^

to take care of, 7ft ^J=^ 3?
cannot go away from it, until ^ M ^ |^ il be enlirel 3

r

distributed and accounted for, an inferior officer, to whote

charge any thing hag been committed, is sometimes kept in

confinement, to prevent his going away till accounti are

made up.

In the sime volume of the laws, above referred to, there

is an article on Show chang tsae kwang tsae wuh I ^ rff
j L ^| ., ~f1' r1"

g ^J" ij^J
those who have the immediate charge of property

in the hands of officers of government, in its transit from the

treasury or granary of the government to the people, or con-

trariwige; all Tsin ke^ 4(^ embezzlement, and Tsin yung

I $3 appropriation to one's own use, is punished an a^
robbery of government property ; if Keen show Bfc 1 the

. Jnl J

superintendant Tsze laou
JEJ ^plunders it himself, a special

punishment is inflicted.

*$ IE i>fc $;
show chins chin he.

/

|n _C pf- Show jin wang she.

are names of writers on the ^ft R Woo-kine.J-L fJL,

GAN.

From teaman below a shelter. Stillmss, re;io.e; restf

tranquility. To rest satisfied in; to reman in the sphere al-

lotted one. Fixed ;
settled ; s:ife. An interrogative particle,

How? what? Name of a district; a surname. Chang gan

|3. ^fc long perpetual repose ; denotes the region where the

court is situated. Pinggan4s>
1 tranquil and comfortable.

Gan 10 chung ] |S? 'P '" the midst of ease a/d pleasure.

Gan fun
]

XS* | () rcs | satisfii'd in OIK', own sj'b-rcor depart-

ment. Gan eTh heang ^ ^ B -rj uni , or Benzoin.

Gan heang 1 ^^ to enjoy trauquility ; to rest in enjoyment
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of. Gail hwuy
j
S& a southern division of the province of

Keang-nan, which is now established into another province,

(jan bee"
|

fy? to rest from labour; to sleep; to repose.

Gail keu 1
fefj-

to dwell at case and quiet. Can 15 kung

i % $t a 'erm f contempt f r a mere mau of pleasure.

Gan.nau-k.w6 \ f&t (gCI Cochiuchina. Can jin ft

I I T~J r^tf I f

title of the wives of officers of the sixth rank. Gail pin Id taou

el Sg jg lo repose in poverty, and take pleasure in

wisdom and virtue. Gan tsin
$j

to sleep comfortably.

Can ii used as an Active Verb, To tranquillize; to fix;

to settle ; as Gan min
j_^'

to tranquillize the people.

Gan pang ting kwS iR
*gr jrij|

to tranquillize the con-

try, and settle the nation. Gan che 1 ffj to place in a quiet

state. Gan shin 1

jfi|j|
to dedicate a new idol, or to .conse-

crate an old one when set up in a new place as, on removing

to another house. Priests are employed to perform the

ceremony ; and friends invited to a feast.

Gan jen woo sze 1 $ |ff- lf in a state of repose,
I *ll /m -4*

without any thing to disturb or give annoyance. A good

statesman, Gan IS yew hwan she tung )ih kea
j ?jp /)|&

^tl Jjilj! IR!
*

^jt
'" Peace ant' '" J*y in mourning.and in

affliction, views the people as one family (of which he is him-

self apart.)

Yin che pdh gan
- ^ ^ ]

not a finger at ease-

one's whole body suffering pain. .Shin tsze pfih gan Bf J-
^K I the body discomposed ; a general feeling of indisposi-

tion. Shang hea seang gan J ~f\ *B 1 superiors and in-

feriors enjoying mutual repose ; this state of things is express-

ed by fifjj
a dual repose ; both parties enjoying Irau-

quility.

Gan kan Iwan tsS
jjj( HL |p how dare I act

irregularly or disorderly ! Gan wang urh pQh tsze lib

I -"fi ffj] ~7* ^1 $fc
wnithcr S ancl not feel self-posses-

sion at home everywhere. Tsae che jin tsae gan min ;fc

^p^^ 4 S the thing is to know men, and to

tranquillize the people.
'

J? '1 ^ JJj. -J^
to tranquil-

lize the people is the business of benevolent virtue. (Shoo-king.)

Yu yu can yu che^ Q ] ^f Jh Yu "aid (to the

Emperor 2& Shun,) be steady in the place you possess mean-

ing the Imperial throne.
^J- Q Confucius said

jB" ^- a

"I'IA I] 'jit'
a v ' r ' llous man, by a strict self-controul, and

self-respect, becomes daily stronger (in his principles and habits);

but he who 1 ^ Q 4{$t yields to e.ise and self-indulgence,

finds a carelessness and weakness daily leal upon him.
^j" 1^.

^ ty
~ '

1^^ ^ (^ ^ " V ' rtUOUS man d ei

not for n single day cause himself to be the object of disre-

spectful levity j but the
/J>> ^ petty man p ^ fife

>

P appears as if he could not sustain a serious self-respect for

the space of a whole day. (Le-ke).
l{ ^ jij jjk jjjf

1 t|t ^H TA '$H
s "lf controul alld clf-fesPect emanate

from principles
of decorum; the iove of ease and self-indul-

gence emanate from sensual passions.

Woo tseang gan yang 3j^ \

look up ! Woo tseang gan fang ^j

we imitate! sad by Tszc-kung

death of Confucius. (Le-ke.)

In the She-king
j

\ Gan-gan occurs denoting^ tji?{i

not lightly inflicting any cruel punishment ;
aud in

to whom shall we

\ ffc
whora sha11

in allusion to the

the Shoo-king the same expression occurs denoting pj

'1^ % ty self-existing, or naturally, without any strained

effort. Keang^ said to her husband when advising him to

hostilities
||| Jl ] ^ ^ ^ a havering after ease,

will assuredly ruin (a man's) fame. (Tso-chuen.)

The following eight words are expressed by pictures drawn

on the wall, which stands opposite the gates of public

offices,

1, Ping 31 tranquility, is represented bj Ping
jfj

a Taie

2, Can ^ repose, ............ by Gan^ a s:iddle.

a, Keth^ felicity, ............ by Keth an orange tree,

4, King Po| gralulations, ...... by Keih

5, Tse5 @ office, ............ by TseS

6, XiSh
Jj

emolument, ........ by Lull

a musical stone,

a bird,

a stiig,

7, Fung^ij" imp
1

, appointment .. byFunglj^a
bee.

8, How KHZ nobility ............ by How >Gp a monkey.

Gan wang 4? -f- title of a king under the Chow dynasty, B.

C. 315

Gan-te
]

3? title ofan Emperor under the Tsin ^ dynatty,

A. D. 4L5.
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name of a place in N. L. 37, and.Gan-tseih-yen j ^
W. of Peking, 40.

Gan-chow
|

jUtl a district in Chih-le province.

G.m-hecn 1
J|$

a district in Se-chuen.

Gan-yih-heen j
S ,^ in Shan-tung.

Gan-e-heen 1
Jfr jBJi;

in Keang-se.

Gan-ffih heen 1

jjjfjj JJ
in Keang-se, and another place of

the same name in Ho-nan province.

Gan-heang-heen
| ^J| i||

a district in Hoo-nan.

Gan-jin-heen
|i

/: ni; in Keang-se, and a place of the

same name in Hoo-nan.

Gan-hwa-heen 1 $. 'B-S in Hoo-nan provii'ce, also a place

in Kan-suh province; and one in Kwei-chow province.

Gan-kang-i,een ^ ^j ^ in Se-gao ; on the N. W. frontier.

Gan-ke-heen 1 jw E^ in FBh-keen province, from whence

comes the tea called Ankny, which is a corrupted pronun-

ciation of Gan-ke.

Gan-keih-heen
j |k ^| i n Ch-keang.

Gan-kew-heen 1

jf|J ^ in Shan-lung.

Can-king f. o
j Jg|: J^ Ihe capital of Gan-hwuy province.

Gan-luli-loo 1 10c H^f- a district in Hoo-ptb.

Gan-r.an-heen 1 ^R ^ in Kwei-chow.

Gan-ning-chow jwi /ffl
a district in Yun-nan.

Gan-ping-1 e'en
j

ZE. WE in Chih-le province j and a place

of the san e name in Kvci-chow.

Gan-ping-chow 'I ZE JJJ j n Keang-ie.

Gan-se !

|JL
in Kan-Mih.

Gan-sCh-heen
] ^j" 1B^

in CMh Ir.

in Kwei-chowGan-shun-foo
j

Gan-ith-heen
j

G:n-tingheen
j

Kan-vfih.

Gan-tung-hecn 1

Gan-jang-heen I

Gan-j5-heen 1

D Se-gan.

in Se-gan, and another place in

in Keang-nan.

& in Hoo-nan.
1>

in Sze-chuen.

Gan-yuen-heen ^ J^ j^ in Keang-se.

TAUT II. 7 Q

Gan-lJi-ihaa 1 ^ ^Jj
' the hilli ofr?poend pleasure,'

certain rocky hills '" '^ ^H !J^
H5 keang-hecn, a district

situated in
J7[j

III Sze-chuen province. There are ^
[fcj?

^T ^ three peaks extraordinarily benutiful. V&
5^|J ^

/^ j^ ijll ^ jifc
*ne true miln Leie '

w *10 '' Te<* during

the Suy (iynusty, (A. D. 680,) ascended to the demi-angclic

state from this place. The pe.iks, waterfalls, grottos, &c. in

this romantic spot, are briefly noticed in the 21 tol. of the "^

^" K ^ San
tsae-too-hwuy.

In the same work, there is a map of
| fj ^ Gan-nan-

kw, Cochinchina; which place ^ ~h ^ ^ ^jj; ^
originally, in ancient times, was called the country of Nan-

keanu-ehe. Tne
jt Sung dynasty, during the 1 3th century

-) tt -^p T Jj^ appointed Ting. Icon, son of the late

monarch, to be ^ Sit ffl 3E kinS of lne principality

Kcaou-che.

After that time, there were several usurpations, till the

4th year of^^ Yung-l8 of the BH Ming dynasty, when

China Jg Jil
ZJi ^ sent troops to reduce it (Cochinchina,)

and
j|| ^ Ulf: ^|j ^t ^ established a Poo-ching-sze

(collector and political agent) over Cochinchina,

- he received the command of seventeen Foo di.tr els ;

7l of five f*ow districts, ^ W PQ -p forty-one

dependant Chow districts; and of 05 .5" J^ -J-
4-*

one hundred and fifty seven Heen districts. However, in the

second year of^ |j*J Seuen-lTh,(A. D. 1426) the Cochin.

Chinese ^ ^j",|j
Lc-le rebelled, and an array was sent from

China to subjugate him. Le became afraid, and
^x; ^ ^f~

AT ^ ^V PreseDlec' C tlle Emperor of China) a stalemei.t of

his nishes (or a petition) begging that Chin-she might be esta-

blihed on the throne.
jcTD ff^ ^fc

"V his M jesty permitted

''' Ej Ht ^'P S1^ alu' con *t'1 ueill 'y lne division of the

country into districts was put an end to, or given up by the

Chine-e. However
jjj|] ^ [Jjfr ^ jV Le usurped the place

of Chin, and set himself up as king. In 1526, a military

officer, Mrt-tlng-yung j|fr & H& availed himself of a rebel-

lion against his king, murdered him, and El JQf
set himself

on the throne; and having ft
ISj 5W& pi -k

jfe|^
assumed

I P| I^^H ///W f'
~ I ^ ^ '

J->W

the national title, Ta-yul, he invaded China. In 1538 the

Emperor 3j|
Am Kea-lsing

jjjl
^L

p'vf'^ sent an array
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to bring him to an account; he professed submission, and

resi-n. d the conquered territory, but |t Ip. |j ^/ jj^ j||

ifc j4j a< to his crime of usurpation, he did as he liked.

(Nin-tsie-too hwiiy, 23 vol.)

TI.e region known in Europe by the name
Nan-king"^ ^

was first so called in the year 1456 In 1661, the Tartar

rulers of China changed the name to ^j ^ Keang-nan-

sSuS. The term
) ^ ^3

'he right side of Keang-nan was

employed by them, referring to the northern part of the pro-

vince, the Y |&^ left side of Keang-nan, referred to the

southern part of it.

In the 6th year of Kang-he's reign, A. D. 166T, the north-

ern part was called ft. jjfc $ Ke:mg-soo province , and

the southern pnrt was called
| ||fc^ Gan-hwuy province

from the circumstance probably of Hwuv chow foo
j| j>|>]

Jff being a principal part of the region so denominated. The

names of the Ming dynasty, which appear in the m;ips of the

San-ttae-too-hiruy, viz. Nan-king "g| TjT
an(1 Nan-i-hili-Ie

jte j^T ^ are discontinued ; and the capital Nan-king, is

now callid Keang-ning ^J"
ra which name it also had during

the Ming dynasty. Can-king
] Jf

the present capital of

Gan-hwuy province, was first so denominated in the beginning

ofthe 13th century, by Shaou-hing
Jj>3 ^ of the Sung dynasty.

There is a Tsung-ldh &S& %& or governor general resi-

des at Keang-ning, who has thecontroul of Keang-se VC |2

province, as well as Keang-soo and Gan-hwuy, which are yet

both included in the term
^

rfe
Keang nan; and on this ac-

count the governor is styled 33 y Jji& J|& the governor

of the Two Keang. At Gan-hwuy and Keang se, are stationed

two deputy, or vice-governors, called 3{(( J^ Seun-foo
Aiii TOR

Hwuy-chow is the
jpJJ |}jf Chang-keun of the jttp Jj|j

period of civil wars, 200 years B. C. It is the Tan yang keun

ft IW 0P
of lhe Han dvnastJ i lhe Sin-too-keun

|ftfpffl
of the J^ ffl three contending slates, in the 3rd century ; and

in the course of success! ve revolutions, received various other

appellations before it was called Hwuy-chow, under the Sung

dynasty. Gan-king, the capital of Gan-hwuy province, belonged

under the Tsin dynasty to Kew-keang-keun -f\ / ?JK a very

famous region, in every period of Chinese history. During

the lime of U*n, it belonged to Hfe' SK Loo-keang-keuo.

In Hwuy-chow, the Jj Ttj^ ^ -|JJ
hills and the water

form deep sombre ravines, of an extraordinary appearance ;

there are beautiful landscapes,and
I ^ f - ' ' W - *~-r \S"7*

" E
n||J

the ground i precipitous and rugged with

narrow passes ; and the land is red and hard clayey ? The

p. opleof this district, are those who chiefly manufacture the

green teas, which grow on the iJV $H; m Sung-lo hill, and

other places belonging to it. In the Ta-ming-jih-tung-che

-/r HQ -
. vt\ complete statistical account of the Em-

xx "Jt /p/L >li

pire of the great Ming dynasty, 16 ^, 15 page, it is said, under

the title
jif^ j/S

'the manners of the people,' that the inhabi-

tants of Hwuy-chow jfy ^ ,f5 ft -jsj* |fj
aim at lofty

conduct, and extraordinary virtue, lh..t j/^ yp {

they are ashamed of any unrighteous deed ; that .

jl
unusual talent is sometimes produced there *

and that

ill they have steel tempers, and are fond of fighting.

'The green tea men, (as the original manufacturers of the

sreen-tea are called in Canton) come mostly from the two

districts called Heih-heen |^ JJJ|
and Woo-)tien-heen $jj*

.MS iffig vvhich are situated on the south border of the provircc ;

tlie first joining yj|r ^X.
Che keang, and the last named

-ff.

fflj B9 the frontier of Keang-se province. They lie between,

the 29th and 30th degrees of N. L. and between 1 and 2J

decrees east of Peking ; being about 350 mile* distant from

Canton.

According to the above named statistical work, the JQ j|g

Too tsan, or natural productions
of llwuy-chow, are Jg silver,

$n Tin: IB ink-stones, used by the Chinese to rub their ink
K^H Tyt,

on . \K iniij -M- jS Hwang-leen, a medicinal plant affording

" an agreeable bitter, and of the nature ofgentian" (Mr Living-

/ *t -M* X-4* v Oil i - .. , L
stone.) %Jt paper ;^ tea i

^|jj^ 3t ^ the wood, hav-

ing a black heart, of " a species of disospyrus." Jjjj
Lacker;

Fe-tsze iffi 3- " fructus pislaciis fer similes sapore nostras

avellanas imitautes." (P. Basile.) In the Pun-tsaou, this is

called Fe-shih
i|| ^ or Yay sSn ?|f 4 wild fir tree, and

described, vol 22, page 10. Probably it is the fruit of the Taxus

Nucifera, of Kffiinpfer, a Japan plant. (Mr Reeves ) ^fc SB

}ffl YBh-stone faced foxes.

Amongst the productions of Gan king 1
f^.-

the capital

district of Gjn-hwuy province, the medicinal ^tuberous root
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Pth-shah
j 7J

(Pulchuck,) is included; and also the Pin- hS

Zj
/CT- Lilium Japonicum.

Gan-hwa-cha
| ^^ a certain sort of tea produced

in the district Gan-l.wa, in Hoo-nan province : there is however

a place of the same name in Kan-siih, and also in Kwei-chow.

(Hf &$ Tsin -shi "-)

Gan-tae
Jj*J

to trinquillize the womb of pregnant

women: for rules ou tl.i* subject, see -S" ~rff <j^ '=pfc 12 vol.
/!* H~p ^t. E3

38 ^, 27 page. Prescriptions are contained in the 3 1st page.

In the 110 vol. of Ping.tsze-!uy peen
j|jfc ^ %& ^

there are 23 leaves, eoatainiog phrase.* of two Characters e;ich,

beginning alwajswi.h 1 Gan, and supported by short quota-

tions from classical authorili.i. Thus Gan jin
'

-t feeling

perfect complacency in the benevolei.t \irtrcs T"*.
qfr

jr~_ iQ if ;f|l 4. the virtuous have perfect compl.icency

in virtue; the wise consider it the greatest giin. (Lun-yu

^ 2. 10 p.) The first proposition expresses a purer and more

uniform virtue, where it is loved for its own sake, and not for

the benefits resulting from it.

Gan yu
j |ffi

to feel quiet, whatever one meets with

to feel happy under all circumstances to feel every where at

home.

Gan-poo 1 ^f a steady step, a quiet walk. During the

civil wars, B. C. 200, a politician who retired from public

affairs to an obscure poverty, said ^ ^ J^( g j^ ]

-Jfc
Kt Oof-

jj|
for a leisure meal, 1 forego the flesh meat;

for a quiet walk, I forego a carriage.

Gan wei >!f.t to soothe : to console. Gan pae
I 4lL>

ijt to set in order; to arrange things as on a table, Gan

fang -tjff
to put in a safe position or place. Gan tun

Ijfrjf
to set down in a safe place ; to arrange what may be

T-Fl

necessary.

,
a statesman whoGAN-CHANG WAWG-SBIKG

lived under the Han djnasly, aliout A. D. Ill, *\/

Mfc
r

ffi ?jr $" uiffl BtJ
ne ' c'arned

king, and the /-, sajing
'-

this much learning, with an ability for action, is quite sufficient
(

1 ^S? Dm ifll ""iN lT !P"
w 'la' " 'Qe

deal of reading without practical action.

B, W wa.ofThe emperor ^ y Ho-le
ij

a suspicion and ungraciuui disposition, which led him ^
^ 7p "^ ^fj

t receive the calumnious reports of people

about him. Ou one occasion of this kind he $ ^ jj ^
was goin,' to

destroy all the kings his royal brothers, and

^ H '^ "pJ" ^ during the night called in Shing to tell

him. Shing, ,id, jtTAT^.1| 9 % JB
your majesty must not believe slanders which lead you to

suspect your brother,. f| ^ -g ffi fy \ Tfc %fl

4B
Ipl ^ the (ancient) ode says

' How are there not other

people ! but none are like those born of the same father.'

cannot trust your brothers ; how can other people he worthy

of your trust.' The emperor^ JJW
would not listen to

him, and protecting hit plans, he
jj^ ^ Jj|j jfifj- ^ was

forthwith murdered by Tsung.

Gan-kin-tiang
' ^ |ra

a statesman who lived under

the reign of the empress Woo-how jf K| A. D. 6bO. Her

son Juy-tsung ZJsi -^ was -^ ^3 heir to the Imp 'rial throne,

and was suspected by his mother of wishing to put her aside,

and to take the government into his own bands. Under the

influence of this suspicion, several persons -f^ ^v ^]x) -1^

fjjjfij 4^r ^t ^ were convicted of having seen the heir ap-

parent privately, and in consequence all put to death. After

this, the prince was interdicted from any intercourse with the

courtiers, and none but playactors and low people were admit-

ted to him. He was however again "aft accused falsely of

pjL j^jjj; plotting
a change of circumstances and the empress

[?3 ^ ^ 6 fpj 7W " rdt'rcd Lne-tseun-chin to try the

persons accused. This Lae-lseun-chin, was the judge Jeffreys

of China ; We JWJ ^lj of a cruel fierce disposition ;

Jol @B s/i ^r ^ 'f
1 whenever he examined a

soner, he tortured him !iy pouring vinegar into the prisoner's

nostril- The people implicated -|S|
&^ dreading tbe

cruel siroVings to which they would be suhjecied, A/^ fj
I

wishedKiiigiconfess (a crime of which they were uot guilty)

and to submit to their fate.

O.i this occurring, G.in-kin-tsang TT
|I^ Fj called out

with a loud voic.-, >^> ^ (:

believe what 1 . y =p? -i-jl ifi\

if you, Sir, will not
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let me rip open my heart to manifest clearly the heir apparent'*

innocence of rebellion, and f] \ 4S Tl l $ll drawing theV I I/T / * R * >l

snord which hung at his side, he (tabbed himself.
!j|J

ill

BS M Sj jo!
his bowels gushed out and covered the

ground ; |J ^ |f[]
1 1"* he became giddy and fell prostrate.

The empress under great alarm, ordered him to be carried

to a private apartment in the palace, where ~$ji ish Hii
L* ^^ j i

* i=) /w / /r>y

Bt ^ 2*L $A ^- an eralnent surgeon replaced tlie bowels,

and tearing off shreds of the bark of a mulberry tree, sowed

them up ;

jjljj
A? jfjj ^ after one night had passed, he

came to life ag.iiu. The prosecution was put a stop to
, the

heir apparent enjoyed repose, and finally came to the throne.

His friend and preserver Gan-kin-tsang, was raised to some

of the highest honors in the state, had a niche assigned him

after his decease ID the Imperial hall of ancestors; and had

for an epitaph the word $* faithful. At the death of his own

mother, be wrought night and day preparing fur her remains a

stone tomb, nature was moved by his fidelity and filial piety,

so that
J|jj ^ rj

/|rffi
; tj,a t ground, which was originally

high and dry, J|?
f

yfll jj>
a spri; g suddenly gushed

up, and flowed in a stream ; ^ ^. /& "it the pear trees

blossomed in winter ; and y^ ^ ^Q 1^ the dogs and the

leer fed and gambolled together. (Leth-tae-ming-chin, 14 vol).

Woo-king.Writert n the

Gan-sMh-wang-she^ yj]

Gan.she-lew-.he
] ^

Gan-she-hcang-she "Hf

Can kw8-hoo-she 1 SJ
I IBS

Kamei of Books.

Gan ting shoo yuen 1
fji l||

Rt five sections. Price

3 mace. au

Gan hwuy tseuen tstTh 1 $& A- 4fe ten seclior
r th

^rice
I W>* X|V

6 mace.

Gan hwuy she tflh
j ^ fjf j^Q

four sections. Price I

mace, 8 cand.

Gan chow tsze hoo keae
] -fo

HO ^ 4j2 eight ol.

Price 1 1 do). The explanatory remarks are on the p pffl

and "T*
KjjJ

^^e autn <>r a Keu-jin graduate, belonging to

HI0 ?" S!^ Shnn-tth-heen, in Canton province.

Plantt.

Gan-shfh lew ^ ^ a species of pomegranate; in

the 23rd vol. of Kwang-keim-fang-poo, there are 18 pages

containing verses, &c. on the ('oinegran;,te.

Gnn-seTh-heang shoo
[ |1 ^p Jj}

a tre foreign to

China, from which a resinous perfume (Gum li 'npum , or

Benzoin) exudes in the 6th and 7th months of the year ; said

to grow to the height of 30 cubits; the bark a darkish yellow,

and ^ ^J Jjy ^ the leaf four cornered; Jg $. >JC

^ra
it remain* over winter without fading. (Kwang-keun-

fan -poo, 38 vol )

Gan kwei 1 /te or Gan-nan-yiSh-kwei 1 "^ ^^ 1J^

Cochinchinese thick cinnamon The Ydh is, tome say,

properly Jow kwei
|Zjj ,fj^

the fleshy cinnamon : species

highly valued in China.

>|V An ancient form of Tuh, Rushing forth abruptly.

s

"y1

!^s V
An ancient form -of4K Chung, The end or termina-

lion of.

JPu

FOUR STROKES.

T'HL'H. From a dog issuing fiom beneath*

covering. Coming into view suddenly ; issuing forth abruptly.

Tsfih sang kee i yue tifh ^^ ^ g '

seeing each

other suddenly, is expressed by Tuh.

From a covering and a wooden pillar. The materials

which constitute a dwelling; to dwell. The name ofan ancient
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Chinese state situated in Ho-nan province; name of a district.

A surname. Name of one of the most famous dynasties in

China. Sung chaou 1 fM the name of two Chinese dynas-

ties, the first ending, A. D. 21.'), distinguished by the term

Hh.sung d(^ the latter ending 1281, distinguished by

Ist Nan-sung, and^ Ta-sung.

Sung-kwS
'

jk^J
the nation Sung, (see under^ Rung,)

arose from a person named Tsze -)- who was created a
^r\

1$ Kung-tscS, or nobleman of the first rank, by Jff^ IJT

Woo-'nang, B. C. 1 100, with the title Wei-tsze-ke^ ^f- |j

the territory attached to the title was Ihe modern Shanu-kew-

he'en
JX.J JfR |TO

in Ho-nan ; which region was then called

Bf II Tseu-yang. The prince of Sung ^ ^j ^ ^
tSj ~jf*. Ef was considered a guest, at the court of Chow,

and not a servant of the empire. The princes of this family

reigned 30 generations, during a space of 837 years, when at

Iast H 5^
X 1$ / $$( /2l

the Pr ' n 'Pali|y " r kingdom

was exterminated hy the slates Tse wei, and Tsoo, in the 22

year of Wii-le'S-wang IS Et ^l) T of the dynasty Chow ;

/H< /^>\ 1 1 1 *

at which time there were still in Chiua
f\^ ~fr Isffl eight

great nations.
(g f $ |g^ l vol. p. 17.)

The first Sung
'

dynasty, existed at the period called by

Chinese historians Nan pih chaou KJ ~}V ElH the southern

and northern empires ;
IM rL JO) Jj^

tne boundary between

which was the Yang-tsze-kcang-. 1 he
rfj S^ jrl

33 ifiit 1

southern empire commenced from the time of Tsin, and pass-

ed from Tsin to
j

Sung, from Sung to $5 Tse, from Tse to

4J Leang, from Leang lo Kffi Cliin, during a period of about

168 jearsi ending A. D. 584. The
capital of this empire

was Keen-karg ^g j^ afterwards called rfS ToT
Nan-king.

Tlie ^ jfjj & ft IS ^fMH "orlhcrn empire

commenced from the time that Wei united together all the

other nations
j this Wei was i& fa 'TV TRy >f-ffJ [If 4&tV~ ' 4 /ii7 (irj ^c/li ^yj. -jye

afterwards divided into the western Wei; and the eastern Wei

which became^ '^ the northern Tse ; and the western Wei

H?^ |^|
became Hie How chow, or latter Chow dynasty , Ihe

Latter Cl ow dt united Ihe northern Tse wilh ilself, ffn j^
*j/ [yff and transmitted Ihe dominion to fuy ; then Suv

destroyed the iudependance of Ch.u

TART I. 7 R

M

j=|
after which the southern and northern empires were

blended in one.

Kaou Uoo Woo te ^ ff{ ^ ? ' Woo tc, the martial

emperor, who founded this Sung dynasty, was an officer under

the preceding Imperial family ; and for some public service was

Jij ^ created king of Sung. His
|^['-

%jl surname was

Lew, and his name *X Yu ; his A\ 51 ^r T/j?
familiar name

was Ke-noo, a defendant sl,,ve. As he advanced in military

power, his ambition increased, till at last he
F=j

Iffi &
called himself emperor; and

jj| >jjj- g^g^^
_fe tt? "^ deposing the emperor (Kung-te ^; ijfe

1

) made

him king of Liug-lin<r, and put him un^er mililary custody.

The usurper however could not be etsy till he had murdered

the man whose throne he had sei7ed ;
and he /

jj

k
^g Tfi\ Tgp

|5j|[
ordered Chang-wei to g'ne poison to the king. Chang-

wei said with a sigh gfe^ g| $ ^ & % <il '*

better to die than poison my sovereign for the sake of my

own I'.f',' Jtj ||| ^ rfjj ^5.
then drunk the poison himself,

and died. A common soldier was next ordered to administer the

poison, but ^| jf\ "H"
"g/^

the king would not drink it.

However, J& ^ ]^l ^ |^ ^ ~%_
the soldier having

covered him with a sheet, murdered him.

$'ll Til* fvj fUl f^l a ma P (|f "le southern empire of
jUJ ^T^ I'Pf 1^1 l^y

Sung, founded by Lew. (San-tsae Too-hwuy, 27 vol.)

Sung chaou
Sfj

or Nan sung [S Ihe southern

Sung or Ta ung y^ the great Sung, was founded by the

generals of the army, who set Chaou-kwang-ying^ p |

on the throne. As the former Sung dynasty is distinguished

by the term Lew-sung, from the name of the founder, this

Sung dynasty may he called Chaou sung to distinguished

it. In the Twenty-one Historians, the affairs of the first nine

emperors are treated of under the head-line Tung-loo-ize leo

FH ^"R [H. Jg.
'the affairs of the eastern court ;'

on account of

their court being at "U3 Tsaou, and j^ PS, in
(J_j jji

Shin-

lung province; which Imperial residence was called fflf
JO"

Tung-king, or m /Cn Tung-too. It was under the reign of

-^g-
A'een-muh tio, of the Kin Tartars, burnt the western capi-

tal, tluit Kaou-sung made Ying-tcen foo
T^fi ^ Rjf or the

modern Kcang-ning \fj^ ^J his Imperial residence, under
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the name \.m-king 15i F3 th;it ihc dynasty was first called

$J -Vm-sung.

I'mler this th nasty the affiirs of the nations 1 2& *

7C Sung, Leaon, Kin, and Yuen, are much blended. To the

Chinese, the Tartars were a perpetual annoyance. In the San-

tsae-too-hwuy, 28th vol. there arc three maps of the terri-

tories of the Sung dynasty, at different periods.

JVames of Bnokt.

Snng-she-pee-tsae 1
g^fe ^|J ^4 vols Price, 1 mace, Scand.

Sunj-she-chaou
J j=^p

;M? 24 vols, 3 dollars.

Sung-pe-luy-chaoii
:

|j>jl
Wj ffi

6 vols, 1 dollar.

Sung yen hing.ltih
j

"s" ft $& 6 voU,4 mace,2candareens.

Sung seang-kaou
^ j||j ^ x vols, I mace, 3 candnreuis.

Sung-yuen-ke-sze
| -^- ^ r"^.

40 vols, 7 dollars.

Sun-kiii-lenou-yuen
j ^ ^ ^ 40 vols, 4 dollars.

J5j A '* ls . '* dollar -

^(< ,
4 vols, 3 mice, Scand.

Sung.sze.lHh-seuen

Sung-sze-kea-she

Sung-pun-yuh-peVn
j /j\ 3? ji|

8 vol. a dictionary.

Sung-wjng-chung-ting EE H JUr
* vo1 '

an"it charac-

ters.

The surname
-^ Sung wi. derived from the person men-

tioned above of the name jf- Tsze,
ptj

~^ ^S [jj
ofthe

poilerity of the Shang family, who was by Woo-wang^ X
of the Chow dynasty created prince of Sung; and hence

KJl i'V j^
"le nallu: of the country was made the

family name.

4 Ft
SCVG-CIIANG

I Q a statesman who lived under the era-

press Leu-how g ^, B C. 174. When the gr-at military of-

ficcrs proposed to raue the youn;; prince to the throne, I'M
~*_Ii. faf~ \ I -n-

'v
jf^ ^ Irl Chang-woo, and others, saiil, >M JT & '&

&%1fe lh '

Sfeal fficers of lhe Han d>'"ly, in the em-

ployment of thf soldiery, abound \\ deceitful strala^ems ;

W( fPf '"'^ f/" f^ we would ratl"- r (">e prince) professed

sickness and would not o ;

j^| ^| jfc ^ that we may
(by protracting business) observe their motions.

Suug-chang took quite another view of thewbject, and

argued that since
|f ^ W*

jji^
the tyranny of Tsiu (the

preceding dynasty) was abolished, ^ jj S{^ ^Vv ^ %$

i] itt l)ti ^J '(S although great officers wished to effect

a revolution, the people would not submit to their orders.

His view of affairs proved to be correct, and Chow-p5 Jpj >jjj

one of the chief leaders soon after
[|jf|]

fc 7^ -J- ^[ x^^

knelt down and presented to the emperor, the signet. V\ ho

Ifo
JEJlJ /^as soon as he had ascended the throne appointed

Sung-chang 'j. i&r
jj^- _tb tocom.nand his boil) gu.ird.

SUNG-HWANG
| ^ a statesman who lived

Jj^ 'fjj' P^p

in the time of Gae-le, (A. D. 1.) '\f jfjj -^ J|jj^

I.i jouth

he was of a kind mild temper: but shewed an austere spirit

in t'..e s,i', sequent part of his life. When at Chai.g-ga.i -^
tfc in Shen-se province, ailing against banditti culled

yjj-

tlie Red eye-brows, he was so hml pressed bv them,

tb>t 4, &&ft iB il 9 a ^ ^K
u"^

to help himself, he went to I lie brul n .- over the ri.er Wei,

and threw himself into the water. However, his ^ A^fc
X.H

[j!
domestics saved him out of the river, ai.d ue

j^l ^j/

?*- -gfj ufiFjctin" to be dejd, escaped being murdered.
IS: >TJ

Aft T his return to c iurl, he recommended a person named

Tan
j^fj

to the emp TIT, who became a favorite, and amused

j H (3 -*^ ^-
the monarch with voluptuous music. When

(Jg ^ ^JN

ft '($? ~^A | $ Sung heard it, h:- was displeased, and

repented Ih it he had introduced him. He sent for his friend

Tan, who- came, and Sung ^ $L$ jfj] ||| ,

wilhout

giving him a se;il, scolded and reproved him, saying, '[

recommended yon, Sir, with the design th-it you should mJH

|J ^ Y\ j?f 'jje
assl9t the l M|"' ri '' hoUH(1' in tllc

practice of virtue; but VIMI have
;Jft ^t|| j

!

J introduced the

music of Ching, that voluptuous stale t^ ^ "j

'

^ |J

you are not a faithful and correct man. ^o ij/yj g" aS
jjjjl

Tan, l)wcd his h ad and returned, thinks.

$1 >fc W ^- ^ afterwards i,t a grand assembly ofthe

courtiers >#? JW .jS (^ ^S the emp Tor having ordered

Tan to phy on the harp, ^ ^ ^ -Mj '^^ observed

Hwhng Icsi g his usual manner, at which i5fc- 'K
fjH "^

the emperor offended, asked him the cause of it. Hwang,
j^-/> rrt jV* j^

WfE Im >^j Ttt
r"se

' ''''P 1 a Pa t from his seat, and taking

off hit cap, laid, 1 recommended to your majesty a man whom
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I hoped would with fidelity and uprightues , be a guide to

his sovereign ; but he has been the means of introducing to

the court the voluptuous music of Ching. I feel myself guilty

of a crime. <jW -{M^ !^j jot
the emperor changed counten-

ance, and thanked him for his reproof.

On another occasion, Hwang *}** $1* I whilst at an* Pj Ptut xL.

interview, was- holding a private cli.it with the emperor;

who sat before a new screen on which were painted beautiful

women; and the Emperor
~\jj[

tt\\ ||[j ~^ several times

turned aside his head to gaze at them ; when Hwang JjQ |.
with a grave face, quoted from Cohf cius -7!? ! j //J '(&

S\*- '*_ x^ 1 l.iii

3(P M' t_!, ^"
'

' never saw ary p- rson ,>, loved virtue,

ai intensely as men love pleasure
'

H.s M jesly desind

Hwang to take his lea ve iminediat' ly.

It happened that ^ ^ ^ |^. % ~

ft j the

emperor's elder sister, the pri..ccss Moo.\ai g, h^.d lately

beiome a widow; and the einp. ror spoke to iier about the

courtiers, to fiad out whom she would prefer as a second

husband.

p
the 1>rlncess Mid '

'

Sung (who was c Mled Kuag by complinieut) possesses dignity

of manner, and virtuous prii ciples jl fy UJ. ^ unequal-

led by any of all tlie courtiers.' The emperor acquiesced in

this praise, gave an audience to Sung, and &
^j

- ^ Jpjf

J$L K&
orc'er ^ tnt'

pri'u't'
8 * ' s't behind the screen and listen

to the conversion. Whilst talking to Sung, the monarch

introduced the subject, thus
fjf fj| g J^ ^ f|; |/,

ai '
th.: proverb says, the rirh easily get acquaintances; and

the noble easily get wivrs to marry them; A'H!f "p-
is not

this human natiuo.' Sung-hwang replied, R| [](] & H^r

m ijesly's servant, have heird it said, the acquaintances we h.id

when in a poor and mean condition must mil be forgotten
;

the wife who ate with us our coarse rice must not be put down

to a lower seat in the family hal!,' to give place to any second.

wife who may be rich or noble. On hearing this, The

emperor said, aside to the princess j ^ ^K
JJJ&

#% the affair

cannot be made agreeable.' HwSng retained his p! ice five

years; after which
|^^ his services were dispeused with,

and he returned home.

U*C-KAMC
1 i|j!

otherwise called Hing fat lived in

the time of Seuen-wai.g 'j
B. C. 771. Having PJJ

'1'' -f Z EH ffn Wt hcird of lhc ma"ner8 and

spirit of Mlh-tsze (a philosopher of that period, deemed

erroneous by the Confucian sect), he was pleased with them

and became an itinerant preacher of peace, amongst the
JJ}

feJ contending states, or clans of that age. Sung-kang -j^

^ Sl ill ^ SP made 'a flowery hill of caps.' to typify
Any ~T~~ *" A ' /LiA

some of his opinions. When he
Jjj^ fyjf- ^\ Jjjj

was insult-

ed he deemed it no disgrace. He endeavoured $& K ~7^

Kjl to save the people from fighting: 2pi TXjf
to prohibit

attacks on each other :

_'j,^ ff^
to make military operation*

ccas.-
,
and

^Hj [jt

1

'^_ ^ to rescue the age from its wars;

\'), jtfc 1^1 ff X T" to eff ''ct these Pur l'"ses, he went

about all t,ie (Chinese) world; and l^ ^ J> ^ jfo (jj^

Bi fi /T^. although the world would not receive hi*

adice, he vehemently importuned people, and would not

leave them. Jt $ A ^ j g ^ ^C ^ he

concerned himself too much about others ; and too l.tlle

about himself.

In Ming-tsze : 31 there is recorded a conversation

between lh:it philosopher an.l Snug king, in which the former

blames the motive which the other proposed to urge, with

certain kings in favor i.f peace ?ung-kang argued that war

was ~%i Jkn iH. unprofitable ; Mi:ig tsze preferred arguing

that it was /^ ^. :g: ^H
antisocial and unrighteous. (Sing-

poo, 94 vol. in which there is a collection of short

Biographies of persons named Sung.)

SUNG KEUN
I ^ lived in tim.> of Keen-woo ^ Jp

(A. D. 60 ) HJ attended upon his lather, who was in the

s.-rvice of government; and at the age of fifteen fii- #2? lt
*' fiO. i

was fond of classical reading yjl |/C y^ R whenever leave

of absence on a lathing day occur ed, he >S- ^| |ll.(
-4-

received i istruction in the profession of ua'versal icholanhip,

as the term was in those days, for a certain ciass of learned

men. When little more thin twenty years old, Keun obtained

an office in the magistracy at
Jp| | ^ Slnn-yang-chang,

where ^^ ^T ^^ (f[j || /^ j^ it was the custom

to read but little, and to believe in sorcerors and demons.

Keun established schools, and prohibited
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entirely excess of sacrifices; or what he deemed superstitious.

He was once sent against some mountaineers, where he allick-

ed them with little success, and the greater part of his own

troops died from sickness, and the rest were f st losing their

health. He held a council of war, and proposed to forge an

Imperial order inviting the rebels to surrender; which was

finally done. It was successful and afterwards the measure

received the Imperial approbation.

At Kew-keang j__ j[
on the banks of the Yang-tsze-keang

river, in those days ^% fll?
jfjt

there were many fierce attacks

from
tigers which greatly distressed the inhabitants. He

affirmed
Jtbat &. # Jt ^ the fault lay with a worthless

magistracy, who distressed the people by hunting the tigers ;

when they ought to rule with kindness. He maintained a

doctrine which frequently appears in Chinese story, namely,

that nature is influenced by the virtues or vices of men, that

a good magistracy; that jjB jfe /S*
tfj: >^ -,];; putting back

the
intriguing and avaricious ;

and bringing forward at the same

time the faithful and the virtuous will, ipso facto, expel

1ml ISA rayenous beasts; and other noxious creatures ; hence

when the whole surrounding country was afflicted by ?f yfJ

multitudes of locusts, the moment they 4T& j? -!l T J3

'R ^*it JK I j fjX "2^
"ed to 'he boundary of Kew-keang

(where Sung-keun was) they immediately passed to the east and

west, and dispersed. ^j .J3 g ^ -J|^ From lhis

circumstance his name became famous far and near.

Sung-keun shewed his address in checking superstition on

another occasion, at
V^jr ^ }R Tseun-yew been, there were

JpJ~ yjj5" . m two hills called Tang-yew, and fj~ it jlfp]

^ the people generally sacrificed to them. The jH /(A Jfo

Ff <P$- -5> ~u ~~* V) A^J /Lt Mj crowd of sorcerers took
I I A-L. /f ^/^ *S\ ''''J *^ 7W--

from the people a man and a woman to be master and matron

or persons dedicated to the hills; those persons jrf ijj fjv

JpL
were to be exchanged annually; but p^ rfij

~7^ Wj[

fe ^ when once thus dedicated, they could never afterwards

marry. So strong a hold had this superstition gained on the

people's minds, no magistrate durst prohibit the practice, till

the families of the sorcerers; and ^ J(| ^^ thus the

custom was entirely put an end to; the sorcerers did not

choose to dedicate members of their own families.

SUNG-YUH
] ^fc a poet ofeminence belonging to the slate

Tsoo dfefe who lived in the time of Seang-wang =J3|
-p. B. C.

930. He ? Si expressed himself well and was smart in

retorting sarcasms : but
J^/. 0^ M. ^ was famed for that

species of poetry called Foo.

su NO-SEEN *l j^ lived under the Tsin ^ dynasty, in

the 4th century. He was a native of Tuu-hwang ^ 'g-
in

the province of Knn-siih. / ^" ^g ^g in his youth he

grasped at distant things, |y j/'pj /fr, .^S "jpr ^^
was

contemplative and still, and would have no intercourse with

the world. He
|!|| Jjfy ^ ^ |^j |1|

lived in retirement

at the southern hill called 'the ine springs,' where^
3f- * % 4*? ^- -f-^A upwards of 3000 persons

attended him as pupils to receive education from him.
op.

: the age of 80 he was indefatigable

'

B| K sent dciwn an order saying,

Hereafter all persons married to thc hills, must be taken from

in severe studies. He |^ ^jjjj

?'S wr,,te a comment on the

Lun-ju, and composed a good deal of poetry, which induced

many rich and great men to suck his acquaintance; but he

would neither receive from, nor pay a visit to, any of them.

The reigning monarch importuned him to receive the title

of T^ -Ij.^ the prince's friend but Suug-seen declined it.

The prince himself went to him
j/| ^ ^ fe Jli- 21

to work upon him with presents such as are given to a father's

friend ;
but Seen ff|$ ,^\ j^ pleaded sicknes. and wo.,U

not see him: and ^ ^ -^ fE
ffi ^ of the presents

left, he would not receive one. Finally it was ofiered to him

to be the ^ -^- ^ ^ prince's guardian ; to which

offer he replied in writing thus, gl ^ ' ^ ^fj j(^\^
AS& ^p S.IF 8t ^ ^ ^ r reccive<i iife in

nn outside region; my heart has been inler.scly atta lied to

high antiquity; my life I am not joyed by its preservation j

an-1 when it is closed, I shall not be g^^ed by death. He

left a will desiring his acquaintances to let his body be ca t

aside wherever be might happen to be at death ;
and j^

-f Ob ffO ^ he cvenlua"y declined to cat, a;.d ditd at

the age of 82 years. (Leih-tac-ming cliin, 9 vol )

SUNG KING 1 US' a native of Nan-bo 1 ^tj in Chih-le
1 rJr*

* r
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province, was an intrepid statesman during the reign if ("hiing-

tsnng U3 ":" (A. D. 700.) There were several hrolhers

at court of th name Chang ^- who had great sway wi Ih the

empress; and who studied the ruin of every one who would

not become I heir creatures. They sought the life
<>f|jjj, yjj fo

Wei yiieii-chuig;
and

$fc ^ j^ j^ ,;$ ^X off.Ted a bribe

to Chang-jue to be a witness against him, but Sung-king

di-suudcd him from accepting it, hy urging that^ ^g^
iff a fair fame and justice were supremely important; and
M~^

that M? TlMl -?lh JJA
Demons and gods could not

| o-sib'y

be in posed on; and he confirmed hn advice, by promiaii'g

to support the other man till they Ijjl
bb died together, il

it were necessary. (Leih-tae ming-chin, 14vol.)

SUNG-LCES /{)(? an eminent scholar durire the Mint
I UAF*

dymis'y ;

SUHC-KE
]jjjj

of the Sung dynasty, were commentators

on the ancient classics.

A few oftheSung-shih-mTh ^J fji
?""S dynasty In-

jciptions are given in the twenty-fourth vol. <>l
tij\

7
Fj?

rffe

Che piih tsiih chae, An imperial collectanea, in 121 volumes.

There if one inscription to commemorate the circumstance of

1 Pp E jlic 'M ^J(
"1C ?" ng (1>"asl> having translated the

holy religion of Thibet into Chinese. The Translator was

tlie f^" ^ l^ jj$ priest called heaven-terminating judge-

ments s and the emperor ~fc jfc ^ Jlji
Tae-tsung wrote

the preface. (A. D. 990.)

SURC:-I.E I

j|vr
a native of Ho-nan province, who lived in

the time of Hung-woo VlT.
"jA

the founder of the Ming dynas-

ty. A D. 1390. In his time, a part of th;- gn.nd canul cilled

Hwiiy-tnnp 'w1 ^ in ^hun-tiing province, became st> iivp^-

sible, that then, and previously <j& ^ [if -^ ^ ^ ^
during the lust age, of the Yuen dynasty, the coasting passage

by sea was mostly used.

It w.. Snng-le who f$ ft % A fi & ^
adopted the plan of Hh-ying, an old man, resident on the

river Wfm to concentrate the waters of that river and the

urronnding streams, and bring them down upon the canal,

as they now do at the point where the canal begins to Bow,

to the north, and to the south. Le employed R^
"

-4* ^T
800,000 people to carry the plan into effect , and there were

AT I. If

remilled of li>nd -

lax 1,100,000 and odd measures of grain.
"

^ ~f~ ^\\ tfjl

J^j jjJc
' a lwell| y decads (200 d iy) the work was completed.

Sting te >n Iselb 1
]|^ ^ or Sung ming chin yen hing

I8h
1 I^J I?

^
fi"^ "icmoirs containing the words

and actions of eminent statesmen under the Sung dynasty

hy the philosopher Choo-foo-tsze ^ ^ -j-
Hie whole is

comprised in the eighteenth volume of the Rg ^r ^ U7

L Th-tac-ming-chin.

WAN, or Ilwan.

Entirely; completed j finished ; done; well mad-
, strong.

Read Wi5h, The app<; ranee of putting away the hair. Shlh

wan leaou Jb I' .7 ^" ne eating. Wan tscnen
j g^

fini.lied; completed; presrr\e,l enlire. Wan koo
[gj

strong; firm; well made. Wan ke'8 1 fc settled, wound up ;

to wind up and complete any aflf.ir. Wan pb'eu
'jjjl

to finish an essay ; to conclude a task. Wan leing 1

to pay the whole of the land tax due frem one. Wan sze

Ip. completed
the affair; made an end of the concern.

V\an pe
| |fiij complete in number and quantity . Srih-

chun prth ting i:i shwfl wan pi'en tsow T^^ /? ^ {{fe
.A I ,T- j^

J IU3

'(/
I 1S 't Scih-chun went off without wilting t.ll he

hid done speaking. Wan Iraou hwin 1
"J*

1$* fminhed

the nr.irri:ige. Wan kBIi 'M* the bone behind Hie ear.

Ciinfiicius praised the moderation of
/j{ J. ^)J Ku'ig-

ttzt<-ktn, respecting a mansion, thus t&
/fj
D

^T /y
-fa

wh.-n ha first obtained one, he s'lid at once, 'It will suit ,'

^ fj |^J ^ A when his p issj.sions were a little

increased, be sai !,
%

[t is quite enough.' ^"T /R j-

1
^nj ^^

j. and when riehes were possessed, he soon said, 'It is suf-

ficiently elegant,
1

for he ^ JJ ?M^ S It ;Q\did not

vex his mind by aiming- at p-rfect elegance, or as they other-

wise express it

;7j> J( fy\* yfa
'&SL

,|^>
he did not el his

mind on external things ; tt ^ ^ ^ ^ (^ because

his desires were easily sitisfiod. (Lun-yu, 7^, 4 p)

Chwang-tsze ^ ^ uses Wan
^

for
F^J ^J ^ ^

inward self-possession, having mental resources and satisfac-
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ing external things disturb or harrass the mind. Ta-sliuh

wan Iscu ~fr Jp.tf 1 HJ Ta-shQh repaired the city and col-
s \. fv\ I yt\.

lected the people. (To-chuen.)

In the She-k? tfr
|JP

10th vol. Wan
|

occurs in the

sense of ffi ^t to protect and maintain entire possession of.

WAN-YEK-CHING HWUY 1
JKJ V JJ15

a
^j {?.

famous

statesman who lived under the /^ Kin dynasty, about the

beginning of the 13th century. He was remarkable through-

out life fur his intrepidity. Having failed in some of his mili-

tary expeditions, he withdrew : after arranging the affairs of

his family ]f\]tt
ffl ^fe ^Z/> and preserving his spirits and

' 'IT < W* 'IM

countenance in great composure whilst
jtox -?k kv

yy/.
the

n bole family lamented and wept, heat last {ff\ SjS ^j/ ^\
leaned back and drugged himself to death.

WAN YEN-SAE-PUH
j j^Q ^& ^K a person wV ^W ^L

*? of large stature and commanding appearance, was a

general officer under the Kin ^^ dynasty, and was engaged

in the wars designed to Ty -^t- subjugate Sung. At Sin-

JanS 4^ wfa m Ho-nan province, and the neighbouring
IF* rsvl

places, he fought ^ !& -^ J^ six battles, in all of which

he was victorious ; and had the thanks of ffi' rt the

sovereign of Kin. About A. D. 1220 the fortunes of the

Kin family were fast declining, and when SfJ Tj^ j|| gj"
_EK

hard pressed by the army of the Mung-koo Tartars; ||| jjj

J(^ deliberations were going on about surrendering; ^J ^\

yft lij ae-pith would not listen to them, and ^t i(t 44.

fearing he should be seized, and delivered up ; he J^ ^jjf
7fe

^ threw himself into the river seeking for death : from this

mode of self-destruction, he was rescued by the soldiers, but

fillal| y
|E] ^ ^B hanged himself. In the same biography

it is remarked, that a Tsin-izc graduate Yang-keu-j in |H &
/fr:

when ^ ^fr going northward,
J/^ '^ with his whole

family ^ ^ ypj" ^g threw themselves into the Yellow

river and perished.

WAN-YEM-CHIN-HO-SHANO
| ^ |^j ^|1 fpQ

a person of

desperate volour, who fought against the Mung-koo Tartars

under the Kin dynasty. After many adventures he was finally

taken by the Mung-koos, and required to submit to them,

but he refused. His ambition was to acquire fame.

' had I died in the midst of a confused army, in battle,

men would have said that I deserted my country, A>

0;) a n x r & ft to 1 1 "' "

day, dying openly, the whole world must know of me.' Be-

cause he would not submit #^ jff JR
'

P ||f

^> JT. they cut oifhis feet, broke his legs, and slit the sides

of his mouth to his enrs ; whilst he
Pj| jffl, J7]j fifc.

3$ 7$

^ /[ij spurting the blood" from his rmmlli railed ontj 'till

I die I'll not stoop.' The great generals J|- ^ deemed him

a righteous man ; and offered a sort of sacrifice to him.

The Chinese also took some of the Kin Tartars, who chose

death ralhcr than sulmiissinn, and wlio
ijjfr M^ 7^ P' inces-

sinlli entreated to be put to death. iLeih-tae-ming-chiu,

i6 vi 1 )

WAN-VEN IIWUH-SEAY HOO
] j|j|

&
. f$^ a state,

mm under the Kin <^ dynasty, al)out A. 1). 1*30. He

v\ X* lf\4 A Possessed tooth c ' v '' a"d military talent;

^ ilM $1 $;R ft and m "nascd i
>ers "all7

all affairs whether great or small. His sovereign was much

disposed to
^-jf

27 forbearance and lenily; whilst the minister

insisted on the necessity of severity. However, when the

4J<|
Muno-koo troops entered Tsae-chow

the so ereign of Kin hanSed himself j

and his miuisler ^ 7]^ ^ went into the water, and died ;

after he had said-' since ^ j||^^R^ ^
I cannot die by the hands of revolutionizing soldiers ^ ^j

/if ?K 1^^ ^ ^ l " walk into the river Joo> and

follow my prince.' (Leih-tae-ming-chiu, 26 vol.)

ancient form of Pin, Poor.

KEAE. Alone ; single ; to wait.

An ancient form of J Jovv, Flesh.

form of #* Kew, Cabals, plott.
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Sf^\_ From a covering and general or public. An ancient

form of vs. Yung, To contain much ; manner ; appearance.

YAOU. Tn<s south east corner. A noise of

the wind whistling through an aperture ,- winter.

HWANG, or Hung. The resounding of

a voice or echo in a spacious deep apartment or suit of

rooms. Wide ; extensive ; large ; vast. A certain officer.

K,van hwang
ta,tooj| ] ^ ||P broad, extensive, great

measure is a phrase applied to an enlarged and liberal mind.

Kae chang hwang fa $} $| ^ ^ when opened out may

great profits arise-^-au expression written up when opening

ihop ; either for the first time, or at every new year.

HwSng-fou 2/ an official title in ancient times :

Occurs in the Shoo-king referring to the preparation of wiue.

Yung hwang tsze pe ^ ^ J?f
is explained in the

Shoo.king by ty | ) ^ jij/ -fc H H my only

desire is to magnify this great occupation the government

of the empire.

An ancient form of W Pan?-.

MEEN. Obscure and close.

E^Q*The original form ofJa, E, Convenient, ri^ht.

An ancient form of ^ Pin, A guest

An ancient form of Wang, A net

TSING.

From a covering and a well. A. well belonging to m house.

FIVE STROKES.

MEM.

At rest; repose; still; silent; secret. A man's name. Read

FQh, in the sense of^ Fuh, Subjected ; hidden. Meth
'

is otherwise written >u3 Meih, and ^ Meib. Fuh-isze

1 T
[ Hp a disciple of Confucius.

x

1 AOU. Stored up, as anything valuable il.

Otherwise written^
Paou.

'

\VA. From a tlieltcr and triclci. A mud

house composed of clay and bricks.

TSEIH.

A place where no human voice is heard ; solitary ; still.

CHOO. A stone tablet erected with a kind of

border around it, or in a case, on which the name of the de-

ceased is written, otherwise culled
jjjfjl ']

Shin.choo.

T'HANG.

From a covert and a hill or beautiful stone. A house built in

a cavern; eminent; to exceed; excess; grandeur) the name of a

district. Fang tang Tjjf
I loose, profligate, dissipated. Tuy

tang J|g I
denotes Expatiating on a subject. Te'J tang Sjfc

1 denotes Varying the style.
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HUNG, or Hwang.

The echo in a large wide house. Rest; repose.

W PAOU

Drunken, and rising up; awaking from a drunken fit.

TSUNG.

From a covering and a divine communication. A place where

the departed hear and answer prayers. A temple of ancestors ;

the tablet dedicated to them, which all the kindred honor; a

whole kindred or clan ; that which is generally honored and

sacrificed to ; the point to which men and things torn, as water

to the ocean t and all men to court. A surname. Koo tsung

^ |
an ancient school. Chih tung| |

a certain

office. ChBh tsung jjjJJ '[
prayers offered in the temples of

ancestors. Tsung meaou
^ gjji

or Tsung sze
\ JJJ3

temples dedicated to ancestors. Tsung shih
]
& or Tsung

kea ^ the Imperial house, family, or kindred. Tsoo
-H i

tsung ipl I ancestors, the most remote and those who

succeeded them. Tsung hc8
j
f& school or college for the

Imperial kindred. Piih yth tsung^ ]
not of one kind

or sort.

Tung-ts8h ^kindred generally. ^ ^f p?J- j
Mr

flffl rj^i
w hat then is it which is called Tsoo, Tuii;;

>

1% TJJi _L 5j? ^ ^ jj(E
my hishet |*ogenilor is ta'led

kindred who are again a little nearer are called Tsung. (Shing-

ju^ p"|i] ) Tung-tsnng
|f7j j

of the same kindred.

Tung sing yut Hwa-tsung Ipj J^: Q 3f
'

people

of the same surname are called Hwiutsuiig, 'A Bowery, or

flourishing kindred.' Yin hi yu8 koo Unug &\: $1 pj

the school of (the ancient) Yin family was c.illcd

Koo- ts iing.

SI 1 l^^$t.
this branch of business is a good one; it will be well for jou

to come and ntcr into it, and I also will enter into it.

Tsung tsun jay ^ 4|l Tsung denotes honorable ;

deserving of respect and veneration : /& Mi pT Jlj

possessing virtues tht deserve respect; that which is honored

and respected.

Lfih tiling ^ \
the six Tiimjr, ^ ffi %^ ^

lit HjP Yj x^J expresses that there were six things sacrificed

to, as a mark of veneration ; viz. ^n^ : cold and he:it j

the
PJ

sun; the H moon; the ||f stars; ard ^ ^
wnter and drought. Some say, T^ ^ in heaven there

are three objects of worship, the sun, moon, and stars, and

and
jjjj ~^-_ on earth three things arc worshipped yjfl

^V fiV 'he rivers, seas, and the great mountain Tae-slian.
I*/ rH^

Pih chuen e hae wei tsung yay JjJ |^[ ^,j ^ ]

^n all rivers regard the ea as thtir supreme bead.

tszc we ' ching.

ft fi

J~ i

To cherish yirluous principles will gire tranquility ;

An extensive kindred forms a walled city.

(She-king.)

In the Shun-teen ^ Jfi. of the Shoo-king, the difTerent

M&
o!-j eels of worship are noticed thin, Sze lu) yu Shmgte f^

^f ~f _t '"1?
f" rt!lwith <>(lrL

' r llie *"* di sacrifice l" lhe

Most hi^h Ruler; Yin yu I81i tsung |^ ^ ^ j
sacri-

fice to the six objects ot' honor; f
p-j Hy |JS thc.first is

called th'fnitr seasons ;

"'
^)J^- >J-

theseeond, cold anti heat;

^ Q third, /ftr sun ; HEJ /^|
fourth. <ftf moor/ . ^. M.

fifth, the ilart ; >^ ?J j^ ixth, waifr a/;rf drought ) Wang

y 11 shan chucn ^ ^f" jl| J)|
look with hope (and sicrifice)

to the hills and rivers; and then Peen yu keiin s'tin
j/|jS -jp

^^ 0r S rounu< ' tn e tniillitude of gods. ( -fa A^ ^1

j^ 8 vol. 4 page.) It appears in this passage that the Shin

jjjHI
or god, denote a sort of spirits like the Roman genii, or

the C.IM k, demons.

There is a distinction amongst ancestors who are sacrificed

to, and to whom t mples are dedicated, which is expressed

by Ta tsung ^ and /K 1 Seaou-tsung.

The word Tsung occurs as a Verb, in reference to

the person who it regarded as a supreme head or most bouo
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rable of a community.

/Ef
|
"X Confucius, a plain citizen, has h;id his doctrine*

hand d down for more than Ion generation* ; and students

of moral science honor m'm ;is their supreme head.

In the 16th volume of the
Lefih-lejt ftjl

there i*a clause

concerning ] ^ /' fp J^J L $ 1$ lhe Imp'
1""'

kindred ; the Kc S-lo brand', and those higher, being assaulted ;

whoever strikes them
ffifj

fiff- f^ although no wound be

inflicted, shall L ^ -j-
be flogged with sixty blows.

TsoNO-TsTii
]

v'X
!

nil ancient military officer during the

Sung yfcj dynasty; after many exploits in opposition, to the

^g Kin Tart. rs, on being much thwarted at court ; /j^S Mf

BJ/ ')
became ill through grief and vexation. Before his

death, he was so much occupied in his mind, with his profes-

sional duties, that he ^E ==S Ttt ** iff jij not ullcr
V\|Y "I-* i^W ^J^ *">i

a word concerning his family ;
/ff| ;-|| {}&

-M
.JjjT

4 ^
rj^j

Z5,but thrice calling out
successively, Pass the river,'

he breathed his last. (LeTh.tae-ming-chin, 22 vol.)

TUNC PINO
| jffi

was a person of considerable reputa-

tion during the Woo-tae
jF^ |-H period, in the

begiinning

of the 10th century. He was
greatly enamoured of a rural

life, and ~J>^ |j|[ (Jj
went to live amongst the Leu-shan

mountains on the border of the Po-y:mg lake, in Keang-

le ; he ~Ki
|1| ~rj(

liked hills and water, ar"d

loved long rambles; a

^ of all the plice* vthere lie rambled, he drew representa-

tions in his own house. Al last he became ill, and [liV/ r 1

id, wilh a Si,h,^ ^ fe ^ ^ ^ n^ n
old age and sickness h.ive both come together ,- of famous

bills, I fear it is impossible for me to get an entire view-

W <K ft' tt 9 El* ' milst now onl^

eleanse my thoughts, and gaze on the path of virtue, and

lying down to sleep, r.imble (in dreams) amongst them. (LeTh-

tae-ming chin, llth vol.)

KWAN.

^ covering, under which many are assembled. An officer

of the g'lvernmen', whether civil or military, great or

smJl, the word transl ted by the Portuguese Mandarin,
TAKT I. 7 T

and which is now adopted throughout Europe. Kwan ii also

used to denote the place where business is transacted at court,

and may sometimes be translated government. Occurs in

the sense of Business or, affair; the teniei of the human body

are culled the Five Kw:m, the eyes, ears> nose, mouth, and eye-

brows. A surname. Teen kwan tsze fiih 9r BU
jjjg

may the rulers of heaven confer happiness. Juh kwan A
or Kwei-kwan

j^i
to revert to the mandarins ; to be

confiscated to government. Kwan chin I H& an official

appointment. Kwan-foo
'| j-

a general term for an officer

of the government, answering to the word Mandarin. Kwan

hwa
jljf

tlle general language of China, called the Man-

darin. Kwan hwan jin kea
| ^f? A fjt

a gentleman's

family. Kwan loo
jj|j.

a government road. Kwan te

'Iu
lne re*Pectabtlity becoming a magistrate. Kwan

ynng J

frfZ the air and manner of a magistrate ; magisterial

not used in a good sense.

Kwan mei
| j^.

female police officers to whom slight

female offenders are delivered.

Wan-kwan ^ a civil officer; a civilian. Woo kwan
4 cf,j

I

a military officer. Heen kwan
(j**

1 once denoted

the emperor, it now means the magi trate of a He'en

district. Tso kwan
fj^

1 to hold an official situation under

government. Shin ken kwan Jl 13~ to be a government

officer, or mandarin.

Nuy chin jug chaou kwan, kiug kwan
jj;1

EJ
[
1 SB

IJ3
the inner servants, (i. e. the officers at court)

are called Chaou-kwan, 'officers of the. presence, and King-

kit'an, metropolitan officer.-..' Wae chin yuS wae kwan

tlf p] Y|> |
outer servants , i. e. those at a distant

court are called fFae-kwan, 'Onl<idj officers.' Ta kwan

-fr 1 great officers
; S<-aou kwan /N

|
petty officers.

Kwan shay yug kwan
|
&> Q j

a officer's. house is

called Kwan, ' An office.
1 HeS kwan; h.5c!iay so h-5 chc

kwau jay M
j ^ g- ffi fj^

~

-jj/^
f]eS kvan

means an oflice, or official scbil where studants study ; Kwan,

a school is commonly written Vn thus,

Shin yew woo kwan JJ> Al ^f}^
the body has five

Kwan ; 'quinque scnsui r<irporale,' (MS. Dictionary^ does

not give a correct idea of the Chinese expression, for oue of
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the I Kwan ii the eyebrows. In the 86th vol. oftheSan-

Uae-too-hwuy ^ ^ ^|J ^ (here is a Jj. ] ^Z El

print representing the five Kwan ; ^. ^ H ^j ili

Kwan expresses ruling or confronting; as _T 'SJ -P^ the ear

rules the hearing; and
[;J p] fil/

tne eje directs the seeing.

The San-tsae-too-hwuy, calls (1,) the eyebrows
/

Cj? ^^
4

the directors, which ensure Ion evity ; for it is believed that a

strong bushy eyebrow indicates long-lite ; (2,) The eyes are

called S? /fc I the examining officers; (3,) The ears are
lUI. >ff\ I

called^ |J^ j
the distinguishers ofsound ; (4,) The nose is

^S ^ [

the judge and discriminator; and (5,) The mou(A is

th" issuing and receiving officer.

The Koo-sze-keung-lin calls J& Hing./orm or figure, the

fifth Kwan i and adds, that the whole are called Teen kw;m

^ |

because of being ^^ fijj- _^|^ ^- what hea-

ven gives to us; and that the heart which yj -j
rules

the five Kwan, is called^ ,8" the heavenly prince.

Kung-too-tsze /J^ %$ ^ asked "^ ^- MSng-tsze

respecting what constituted the difference brtwcen a ~TC f{

great man, and /^ J\ a petty man. Ming-tsze answered

thus^gj^ 1 * Jg jfij $ # fc
' th. ears

and the eyes do not think, and are debased by external things,

they are^^ i^ materi ,1 things holding intercourse with

other material things/ j^l] ";/| ^ jfjj
P ^ and are

entirely led away by them j but /& ^ ] Bl] x̂
'he

heart can think and he only who does think, and lays firm

hold of the virtues which reason approves, refusing subjection

to the senses, is the ^ ^ Ta-jin, or great man. (Ming.

tsze, ^ 6, p. 15.)

Kwan-loo
j ^ a government officer's road, means either

literally, the king's hi^h way. or figuratively the path of influ-

ence, interest, and intrigue. POhjfih kwan sin ~jT ~A
]

f=?

not enter into the belief of a government oiiicer, or a well

informedjudge snot deserving ofcredit. Kwan hwan jin kea

J pL A Jjj
a mandarin's family ; i. e. a gentleman's

family ; or one whose ancestors have been officers of the

government. Ta seaou kwan yuen^ /J\
1

| great and

small officers of government. Tsan ne'S kwei kwan r|j ^fe fifk

J
the patrimony (or houses and lands inclusively) was

confiscated to government San she tso kwan, t.sae heaou

tlb chuen e, krih fan^
tjfj

when people have served as mandarins for three genera.

lions, they may then know how to dress, and to eat genteelly.

A or Y,i kwan tsae
ijjl |

& secondary gentleman's sons

mean*, the sons of the rich, who are ignorant of the business

and difficulties of life i a contemptihle race, born with silver

spoons in their mouths ; This is the insulting appellation

generally given by Chinese to young European gentlemen

who come to Canton.
^lj

1
,tj fil

' To go to the

magisterial director ;' means to litigate a question before

the magi-tracy ; to bring a question before n court ofjustice.

Kaou knan chuy cliang Hj-
1 3& ^g to accuse before a

magistrate and prosecute for a debt.

Jin kwan wci been tsae
| 'J|^ ^ W' place in

official situations only virtuous talent. (Shou-king,

*
ftr, section.)

Fan keun chaou, tsae kwan pfih sze ken; tsae wae pull sze rh;ty,

Whenever the prince summons (his ministers) if they be in the

public office, they must not wait for their shoes ; if abroad (at

the'.r private houses) they must not wait for their carriage.

(Le-ke.) Le vS ming pel, tse'en te kwan e
jjj|| ^$ fljfj 'jta

X\ J-'Ui 7*C
^'Ie ru ' cs f decorum and music being illus-

trated completely, Heaven and earth are both served in their

proper places decorum refers to earth, and music to heaven.

Kwan tsze poo 1 ^- jj'jfi

name of a book. 4 vols. Price

one dollar.

Kwan sze chfih jflh jin tsuy
| |jl jjj /y A 3fi

a magistrate exculpating people from or implicating them in

crime unjustly : is punishable W Wr
tfjg ^jj ^ accord-

ii'g to the addition or diminution of alleged guilt, brought

about by the unfair means he m;iy have used, ^ 73}
^jfe-

^t4

J^ fy ^p if it be to the extent of death; he shall be deemed

guilty of a capital cff nee. (Ta-tsing LeiSh-le, 22 vol.)

Kwan ma pdh teaou neth
| ^^ ^ Ijj goverDment

horses which are not exercised by %fc j^
~

j
the officers

who p gture the horses subject, for each horse, the keepers to

f^' Zl ~f* twenty blows with a .stick ; if the .^ ~T soldieri

take government horses and -^ ^ J^ Si. run races with.

out permission they sh-ll either
||$j

4-* receive fifty
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"

lashes with a whip; or
JJJ ^"

~r
j

be bound and

chastised with forty blows of a cudgel. (Leiih-le, llth vol.)

Kwan le tsze tsung kea jin 00
J$ IJiJ f& |jt A

eft when government officers have any (private) litigation, a
r

domestic must make the complaint and conduct the trial for

his matter,
Jjfj

1

j^ ^ Jf_ ffl to preserve his respectability ;

for litigations are in a certain degree disreputable. But whilst

l|!

/

]J ^ /v "pf ]
fficcr> are allowed to order a domes-

tic to lay an accusation before a magistrate about
J(Si i|j[j

>i| f^f tB -T. T= ^fi-
sut'*1 affair> a marriage, debts, landed

property, &e.
/ft $ Q"y^f ^% they are not permit-

ed to transmit any public document on the subject. This

prohibition is intended
J5/J ^ ^j] j ^ ^H

to check

their selfish feelings. (Lefili-le, 17th vol.)

Kwan le sfih chang ch;.y chang luh shth
'

tfi /fe JS

tl
^_ g _

* ' ^"*> I" ^*~'

^ y\ "]~ government officer who pisses the night

with prostitutes shall be flogged with sixty blows. (Lefih-le,

19th vol.)

Kwan le show tsae chay, ke tsang ko twan 1 gp ^p

{M* ;4f- ir|- jjjjjj,
jfef, gff

the case of a government officer

who receives a bribe shall be determined on, according to the

amount of the bribe which he may receive.
jjPf

rffi- [$>

yft A commissioned officer shall be compelled to give up the

bribe; and have his n..me excluded from the list of His Ma-
._.[
^ Vft ""

ft

jesty's servants, and ^^ g 4'y a non-commissioned officer

of the court shall be incapacitated from serving ;
fjf j|-

ppj 'fs. ^f\ yjfr ffl a bribe to the amount of only one tael

of silver being received by either of these, incapacitates them

from remaining on the list of persons to serve in their turn.

~^S jjj* ^ Yew luh jin ; i. e. those who receive monthly

'

7J y\ \" ^TJT
one measure or more of rice, as their

income, who ;t y^; ||||
receive a bribe to pervert the laws,

to the amount of
pjj)j J^[ ~|^ ^ ~^ -+ one tael or

under, sh..ll be punished with seventy blows* if to the amount of

A
-[- ^^ eighty laels, they shall be strangled) and he who

$ || gives the money
g|J ^ ^ ^ ^^ sha ll be

guilty of the crime of solicting unfair influence from a

government officer.

If the law be not violated, the crime is less, if the person

e ' -to*

yj-j
iv monthly income does not amount to one measure

of rice , ||H */)'- perverts the law, to obtain a bribe of a hun-

dred and twenty taels, the crime is death by strangling. The

perversion consists either in 3^ jjjj
SB t-r lending support

and permitting an illegality ; or jW jjff
7 ^m intentionally

conniving at it and such like Ciises. For 1ft ]& -"V F fti"

(f^ officers of government lo make promises, on account of

an expected bribe although it may never be received, is also

criminal, and punishable by law. (Lefih-le, 18 vol.)

The fourth vol. of the LeiSh-le contains some rules concern-

ing jpj
SS j$

Kwan yuen selh yin, the order of

succession to hereditary offici il honors : the general rule is

that
^jjg ^ -^ jjj*

the eldest son or grandson, by the

principal wife, shall succeed ; but /6"
j^jr

if there be cause,

why it should not be so, such as the persons being dead, diseas-

ed, accused of fornication, or adultery, theft or robbery : in thai

case the hereditary office or honor, must descend to the ~At -%*

J|p
second son or grandson, if there he no such person ~t

S^ !f> M "F" ^ l 'R " a foncul) ' ne
'

s eldest <>" or grand-

son may be allowed to succeed. In case of a failure of such

persons gT W-
g^l XE ll ' s a"owed to direct a younger

brolher or a nephew to succeed if any more distant relative

attempts lo succeed, he shall be
ja^

"S" t^ 4E

punished with a hundred blows and transported three years.

In the same volume is contained the law concerning

Mil-P f-r* ira Dlv an officer of the government, exceed-*x '
|

i - iiHf r*%

ing the time limited for repairing to office : and also the

law respecting 7 :gt ift J^ delays in conveying

government despatches.

In the
j^j ^ ^ j^j Yuen-keen-luy-han. there are

eighteen volumes, (from the 21st to 37th inclusive) contain-

'"8 H 1 'pli
^ *'wao P"' a co"ection f notices on

the appointment of government officers. This division of the

work gives an account of all the various appellations by which

civil and military officers have been designated, during the

several dynasties which have bad rule in China; from the time

of yr i|& FOh-he, down to the present day

The want of a tolerable accurate idea of the nature of

ancient offices, and the duties to be performed, by those

holding them, forms a considerable difficulty to the European
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student in reading Chinese books: to remove this difficulty

in some degree, the following brief analysis of the SkS-kwan-

poo is given.

(I.) The Antediluvian personage& ^jj.
fuh-he, (B. C. 3250)

E-lung-ke, ruled under the auspices of a dragnn ;

'h
f'jtfl ^Jj Koo wei lung sze ming kwan,

therefore he called his officers Lung-sze, dragon rulers. The

officers who acted in spring, in summer, in autumn, and in

winter, had different appellations, still retaining in each the

word dragon.

Kung-kung-she ZJt ^t J^ Hie next personage in the

fabulous ages, ruled under the auspice* of water, and all his

officers received a designation in reference to water.

Shin-nung |(fa 1|S
ru led under the auspices of fire,

and

therefore he called his officers
//( (jjjj

Ho-sze,' fire rulers.'

Hwang-te |g?
<fe named his officer* in allusion to^ a,

cloud, which appeared when he attained the dominion ; and,

Shaou-haou f\j ^f-
named them in reference to JM gi

a Fung-neaou bird, which appeared when he ascended the

throne.

(2.) Passing over this antediluvian age, the accouat is car-

ried forward to the post-diluvian period ; the ages of
jj|^^

^ Yu, Hea, and Shang, when
]? J7(J fjlf|

/ ^ /^
there were appointe.l four ffoo officers, and three Kung.

These Sze-foo and San-kung were statesmen of the first

rank, who assisted the monarch. When
);j^ ^P 'j'fe jpfj

king Chi ig appointe.l the officers of the Chow dynasty, the

San-kung, were called

1. ~fc Jjjjj
Tae-sze.

3, "^ /GjL
Tae-paou.

Thefiril was so called IK cause he was^ -^C
Fjft fJS ?fi~

one whom the Emperor considered as a teacher, and an ex-

ample.

The tecond was to jH ^Q ^ 3L assist and support the

Emperor ; and,

The third wa& I^Jr */>* TTT T-" ~~f~ vis jfe =? JW

to protect and fix the Emperor in the steady practice of vir-

tue and justice. Ke-tsze '^ - who affected madness to

sa his life, was a Tae-sze to &r -T-J Cliow-uiang.

During the dynasty of ^ Tsin,
Jj> jj| ^T|

and the be-

ginning of /7on, there were no persons who bore the office of

Tae-sze, *j? 2Ji
A till the reign of Piug-te, (A. D. 10) when

?L /L fell 7>V 1% J^ AV |jf5 Kung-kwang was made

Tae-foo, and subsequently promoted to be Tae-sze.

During ^ jiff
"a" A/

J
the residence of the Han

f^5 ^T^ /J^ S^ f-fS^

dynasty at the eisteni capital, (the Tae-sze office) was again

laid aside ; till

Jg| ^fe ^7|
the beginning of the reign of

Hecn-te (A. D. 200) when Tung-chS jiff
tii. was made a

Tae-sze, and became a most turbulent bad character, during

the civil wars which then commenced. After 1^ ?*t ^/ $fe

Ch5 wiis destroyed, the office was again abolished.

During subsequent dynasties these San-kung
" ^

were at different times set aside and re-estahlised, according

to the taste t/fthe reigning monarch ; and the meaning of lh

term has been varied ; the above-named three officers were

by some Emperors called 6jjj San-sze and three inferior
1 H*H

officers were called San-kung. The dynasties ^- Kin and {r

Sung.had these officers. During the
{jjj

Mi,lg dynasty, they

were once abolished and again established; and under the

present reigning Tartar family, they are apparently merely

honorary titles. They apply the same terms to an inferior class

I

of officers, who hold these titles in reference to -Jr 3- tha

princes of the blood ;
in that case the titles have the words Tae-

tsze, always preceding them.

(3.) San-thaou ^ / called aJso ^ jffi San koo, were

three officers intended
j| Q to second or assist the three

Kung, mentioned under the second paragraph. These officers

were first appointed under the S Chow dynasty, and wer

called,

r
Snaou - ze-

8. 'I/ iM Shaou-foo.-^ \Ti"

3, A} otf- Shaou-paou.

These seem to have been intended rather as officers oflbt

palace i
a sort of lords in wailing, or |ier;onal attendants on

the sovereign) than fr rulers of ihe country. They are some-

times said to be ^- ^A^ '' ^' ri" r lo thc^ A'unff, and

t-ffA.
M\ more honorable than the

j/lfo King, a class of
AM /PI 7rr

officers who will be mentioned below. At other time* these
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three officers and the three Rung are called^ jjjjjl
the six

King. The terms ~ ^ San sing, and >\' ifj"
1-tlh sing

(ling, meaning watchful, rare, and attention) were also applied

to certain of these powerful courtiers, vilio were admitted to

the secrets of the palace, and had less or im.re authority in tl;e

administration of affairs, according to the tempers of their

ma"ers th "s " is 8aid
. $ $ & H

Ihe latter Han made the three Kunf ministers of state.

(4,) Tsae-seang 5^^ '
assistant rulers,' ministers of stile,

called also simply ^Q Sean<r, assistant;^ iFj Ching seang ; jjfl

j^J
Seang-kwS, and

^_|.
W

Pae-seang. It is Siiicl, -Q
/,j'

-f

" A ttffi ??Jt & ii $ Hwan*- l (the

yellow Emperor, B. C. 2732) having obtained six assistant

ministers, heaven and earth were governed well; and the

intelligent gods were induced to present themselves before

him. The terms Chimg-seang l-tl j;H and Tso-yew-cliing-seang

XT >M ^ $5 were aPI'lical)le to lllc ame class of statesmen.

The latter Han dynasty m& Tjfc. ifcj
abolished the title

Ching-seang, and y ~- ^- &j- Jljj &J ;ji&.
governed all

affairs by the San-kung. The last emperor of the Han dynasty

revived the title, and placed in the office Tsaou-tsaou iffi ^S
the most celebrated rebel of Chinese history. The terms

|| $&j Ke-hang ;

fj| |/t
?ze-too j tfa Ife &' & Chung-

shoo-keen-ling ;
*&j ?j|j| >^J Chang-ke-meih > and

j|g
Mi

Choo-ke, were all at different times used for the principal

ministers of state;
"fa jfj^j"

Tae-wei,and "<S jtB Chuv.gcang
were also used. Shin.tsung

fljljj ^ (A. D. 10SO) K/ /fc

4-1 f^ Ql 'w -p" ^jti
made the left and right Pah. shay

officers, his ministers of st;ite. Under the S'im? reign, the

officer called Mun-hea-shang-shoo Bt]
~K

f^i
rli was the

Show seang "g ;|,f|
or prime minister. In A. D. 1090, the

.H. t=j
/
pr |yf^ -?|}- San-sing officers, jointly reported

national affairs to the sovereign,

Under the ^ Leaou Tartars, there were
;j|> ^ Jfl

north Tsae-scang, and Nan
jfe

south Tsae searg, to ^' /fr

JJ1 jp |g| ^2 7^ ^t ilssi>' t '" tllc m" agement of Ihe great

affairs of the army and the
country. They had also the titles

Tsung che keun k 5 sze
JJM ^| lp| |^ ^f or Ping chang-

Jjt '|^.
or Tsan che chiug sze ^^ 4T

FART i. 7 o

sze

applicable to the principal minittem of it ite. The Yuen ~TT~

Tartars, the Chinese
[jjj Ming dynasty, and the reigning

Manchow Tartars, have all retained the terra Tsae-seang, to

denote their six principal statesmen.

(6,) Ta-heS-sze ^ ,jC. -fc
' a great learned scholar.

1

The title HeS-sze Mi ~j^ originated with the second Em-

peror of the Tang dynasly Chiug-kwan & ||H (A. D. 40).

The duty of the HeS sze, at first was of a literary nature,

having charge of the government library and papers ; and

being tutors of the kings and princes. In the time of Hwang-

yew g |j^
of the Sung dynasty (A. D. I06S), the emperor

M ||tl p ^established
a literary hall, which he called

Kwang-wan-teen, the members of which were called Ta-hcfi-sze ;

after which the : m ministers of state began to be taken

from them j and on other halls of learning, or Imperial colleges

being instituted, to take other departments, other appellations

were added to Heo-sze, as
||Kj

*& -fc 1 een-he8 sze ; fit]

/U
-\^ K8-he-sze; ^ Pj j^ Tsi-he-sze, and soon. At

the commencement of the Ming fjo dynasty, the title of

Ta-he5-sze was discontinued for a while, and subsequently

revived. The reigning Tartar family now gives the title

Ta-heB-sze to the six ministers of state ( and the title Heo-sze

^F it ' severa ' other learned men, employed about the court.

(6,) Tae-tsae
~J^

'/' w..i .-in ancient title, equivalent to

^^ Chung-tsae, and ^ ^ '|' Ta-chnng-tsae ; denoting

the principal ministers of slate, wlio ^E
J'fJ ^ yA directed

the government of Ihe country. The till.; Tae Isae was often

discontinued and revived again. Tsung ning^ j&' of th e

Sung dynasty (A. D. 1120), was the lust emperor who employ-

ed it ; on having it represented to him that Ihe then title

Pflh-sh
,iy j |j,,j

' a servant archer,' was too mean an epithet

for a minister of state; he c.,lled his second minister A} fa

M.a,,,,.tae. ^ ^ ^- Jjjj ||| ^J J^. j
n ,. i|Ser t ,)e

T:,,t,r dynasti.s, Le ,<>,., King, and Yuen, nor the Chinese

dynasty Minjr, h ,d any ,,ffi (0 r of government so denominated.

Nor dues the title exist at this div.

(7,) Tae-wei ^ j|4-
' the great tranquillizer,' a high

military office of the ^ Tsin dynast,, and which was con-

tinued by the Han family. The Tae-wei-was a sort of Com-

mander-in-chief who ranked with the minister* of itatt.
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(8,) Ta-sze-ma

*S -iJ

j^ 'a great horse conlrouler,'

1
JJJ J|i j|r J& an ancient officer, who had the direc-

tion of military affairs. Sze means to direct or controul, and

Ma, the horse, is an emblem of martial concerns. This title,

and the preceding ore, were occasionally interchanged by

different emperors. Yuen-show "7f" Wj' of the Han dynasty

(B. C. 135), adopted this title |J ^ 7)^- Jp[ ~~j j-jjk

to add to the appellation Tseang-keun, a leader of an army.

i
K||

ffil 4H from the time of the Soy dynasty, this title

has been entirely discontinued.

(9,) Ta-sze-too -^ ffj feji
an ancient office, the duty of

which was *!& dK &fr to superintend the instruction of the

people; Sze, meaning to direct or controul; and Too, denot-

ing S^ -Hi the multitude. In the time of Tin ^ the office

became more political, and the ministers were called Ching-

seang-sing-sze-too 2]fc |Q 4| ^1 |^.
The Wan dynasty (A.

D 5), abolished the term Ching-sean;r, and adopted Ta-sze-loo.

During the^ Tse dynasty, (A. D. 400) the Sze-too office

took cognizance of all the districts in the empire, and of

the population, flj} Jjj J^ j

the Ming dynasty had no

such office as this; uor does it now exist.

(10,) Chung-shoo-shay jin OJ
=|^ ^ J\^

an office of the

7th degree of rank, first established in the beginning of the

Ming dynasty. The persons who hold this office ,are a sort of

secretaries.

(11,) Tseth been teen he8 sze^ ^| |& Al ^ a class

of literary men collected at court to superintend imperial

publications; the appointment was first made during the

time of Kae-yuen H|J y of the Tang dynasty (A. D. 740).

The duties of this office, in the time of the Ming dynasty,

merged in the Han-lin
jjj^

1
college.

(1.8,) She-kwan 3* tj a sort of historiographers, or re-

corders of Imperial transactions and national occurrences; the

origin of such an appointment is dated from the time of Hwang-te

3. 270.) The duty of the She-kwan, was $
l||j

to compose the history of the country.

(13,) King yen kwan 4ffi ^ ^
the officers who serve

up (to the emperor)
' a feast of classic lore.' It was the Emperor

Seucn-te, of the Han dynasty (B. C. 50,) who first

liuf Iff 2 ^H IP} ffl- summoned many of the

learned men of the land, to discourse on the correspondencies

and discrepancies of the Woo.king, or five ancient classics.

For many ages there were no persons regularly and permanently

appointed to this office ; but the sovereign called on any scholar

he chose to read and explain ancient books to him. Yuen-

tsung JJQ ^ of the Tang dynasty (A. D. 740), ^ j|| j

^ ^ f^ changed the institution called the hall for the

eleg:int and correct-composition of books.' Into Jp & Jfe-

' the hall of assembled worthies,' and ^L ^j 1:
[j ^

T>jF IM selected daily one aged scholar, to stand and read to

him. Whenever^ 4|ff ^ Choo-woo-leang, and S |^

^ Ma-hwiie-soo, went in to read with the emperor, he /^

33^ /Pi JPl
'directed them to be carried in chairs on men's

shoulders, when they ^ |^U
BH entered the palace gate;

whilst
^|J ^ j[jjl ^ he himself went to the door to meet

them, and to accompany .them when leaving. His wish in so

doing was
J^jf ^ gjjj ^"]j$f to exhibit the respectful

etiquette due, for the benefits received from a teacher.

(14,) She-IKh We
-"jM

'to stand and read,'.denotes the of-

fice of readers to the emperor. Commenced in the time of

Kae-yuen (wj 7^ A. D. 740.

(15,) She-keang j^f M[
' to stand and speak,' denote the

office of lecturer to the eniperor. Kaou tsung g. -^ who

reigned, A. D. 680, appointed life |^ Seaou-tih, an eminent

scholar of that day, to the office oi she-keaug. This Seaou-tTh

1^^ ifc M Af> 1fc ^ '
in the evenins of his day s w

increasingly ardent in his studies.' Ai/d liis reverence for ancient

literature was so great, that
.fjj- ^ [j{J jf

jjgji
whenever

he wished to open the Woo. king (which contains the sacred

scriptures of the Chinese) ^ )j >jff |jj| '$1 ) ^ -j"

~~/ ' he made it a pointxjf duty, to bind h.s girdle about him,

to wash himself, and to sit down with cautious respect apposite

the books.' His wife said to him, $. R
jj$ jj j|r

jffi 7j sJ "J
are J" ""' wearied out by being in this

posture all the day ? lie, replied #j> 4^^ /^ ^^
mnr iH'

-Jp-
'How .can any one dislike acting thus, who

feels a veneration for the words of the Sages of past times.'

The HcS-sze -'.' learned scholar : is now added to

the two preceding titles. In consequence of many lecturers

endeavouring to make allutiou to the sovereign's conduct,
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their services have often been dispensed with ; and their ap-

pointment been entirely a sinecure. The late Tartar emperor

Keen-lung, declined listening to them j and Kea-king, now

deceased, not long ago refused to admit of their recommenc-

ing the duties of their office, in his hearing. He said, the art

of government does not consist in learned discussions about

the words and sentences of ancient writings.

(16,) Han-lin yuen "fctw
/jjK

& ' the hall of a pencil forest,'

is a college of learned men founded about A. D. 740, by

7C "T
1 Yuen-tsung, LI AT iW- g=

s'S
tjLt fc?p

RR to i)0

ready when the emperor should condescend to interrogate

them on literature and language. The hall is described as

fc
jj3 ^2 Wf ^ the place of waiting for an imperial sum-

mons. Tae-tsung^ ^ of the Tang dynasty (A. D. 630),

first began to call for the assistance of eminent scholars to write

his official edicts for him ; and there were always some of them

in waiting at the northern gate of the palace, who were called

in consequence by the people of that age,
;J IJ fy* "I"?

the north gate literati.

(17,) Han lin he sze thing che
jSg' ift <fil

-J- yip j^

'members of the Han-liu college, receivers of the Imperial

will,' were persons appointed to receive and make known to

those concerned, the papers issued by the Emperor.

(18,) Han Tm-kung-fung iljrf
/kk $fc & ' a forest of

pencils to present supplies,' was the appellation at first given

to the members of the Han-lin college, the two last words,

Kung-fung, were soon afterwards changed to& ~fc He5-sze.

(19,) Chili heS sze yuen ]ff
Al it 1^ denotes a par-

ticular class of the members of the Han -lin college.

(20,) Sew-chau
jjj?

1

.JS
is an appellation of a few members

of the Han-lin college, who 'u.'
j||j jg3 l|l superintend the

composition of the history of the com. try, or oilier books.

(21,) Pe'en sew ^G TJ* is applied to the members of the

college who compile the books published.

(22,) Keen taoti jtta ^n"
members of the college who

compare documents, and collect materials for the compilers.

(23,) Shoo keih sze ffc ife ^T en>l>ers of the college
/Mil f *

wtio have never stood any examination for a department in

the college.

(24,) Han-lin-yueu kwan shuh ^ J&
K^j

"n*^ of-

fleers attached to the Han-liii college, are called JJH. |^
Teen tselh, ^ ^ Tae chaou, and ^ Q Knng mfih.

(25,) Shang-shoci j,',]

flV is the title of an (.Bice that ori-

ginated ^ f$ in the time of Tn (B. C. 100). Four officers

were appointed
to ^ J^ r| ^ 1j ^ remain in the

place to superintend the issue of papers;
jjij ^ rjt ^j

Shang, means the same as to direct, or to superintend. The

office of Shanx-shoo is thought to have been similar to the

office sustained by ffi Shun (B. C. 2176), and called in history

^fi Ht 5^~1* S. the receiver and recorder of the affairs

of the empire; which duty the Chow dynasty called
jjj ^

Sze-hwiiy. Han-woo-te-^^ -^ (B C. 100), ^J^ '|j/^
~hr dj !^ began to employ eunuchs to superintend the of-

ficial papers issued from tl e interior of the palace, which was

called Chnng-shoo fjj |J
and J^ pj ^ ^ ^

appointed S>ze-ma-tseen to the office. This person had under-

gonethe punishment called Kung-hing^ fl-Jj
which consisted

in the excision of the genitals.

(26,) Liih shang shoo
$fc fpj ^ in ^] fffi fl,'|

the

time of the emperor Ho-te, were officers whose 'mr ^J *_

/*. r place was superior to the San-kung, whose rank has

been described above. The
'I^C. j|f ^ ^fj ft\ ^ ;l^

generals united with their own the business of the Shang-shoo

office ; in the beginning of the Han dynasty ;
and the ^ |l^

-\{
(1 " ties of llle Tae-foo-luh-shang-shoo

ftjjf

were similar to those of the ancient Chung-tsac,

who were the first ministers of state.

This office & Kef r?fj jjff has not existed since the
\ t I hi I'll ~ji\\

time of Siiy. (A. D. 620.)

In the 4th year of Keen-che $g -^ of the emperor Ching-

le^^(B. C.M), l^^t^Xlfl'jft
?7 ^ thc eunlichs who had the title Cfiung-shoo were laid

aside, and five persons appointed with the revived title Sliang-

shoo; one of these was called Poh-shuy flfc frj- and the other

four were called PIJ W^ Sze-tsaou.

The power of the Sh ing-shoo officers varied under different

dynasties. Under the latter Han dynasty, they were the first

ministers of state 3J ^C f^^ ^Jf ^ ^ for they were

the persons from whom the orders of the' general government

were promulgedj
~

the choice, and
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W

promotion of persons in the service of the stale were fixed by

them ;
and

|JB '^* ~J )lff J^J jp they were the persons by

whom crimes and rewards were adjusted. In the beginning

of the flan dynasty, they were called
fpj ^ |g Shang-

shoo-tae, and III
/',^ Chnng-tae. Under the reigning family,

the Shang-shoo are presidents of the six supreme courts at

Peking.

(27,) Shang-shoo-ling ftl ipt TJ
an appellation of the

principal ministers of state, first introduced by the Ttin dynasty

(B. C. ?00.) Woo-te jf ?J5
of the Han dynasty, employed

eunuchs, and c..lled them Chung-shoo-) e-chay-ling

about 80 years afterwards, Ching-te JT/^

*m' ( B C. 10) put away these persons, and employed -J-* A

literary men as his ministers with the title Shang-shoo-ling.

The Tartar dynasties fe Kin, and
J Yuen, had ministers

called
Shang-shoo-sing

^',1
~fa. ft and of that number fa

^g- ^ /\. 7E
*

fl?t
one Person he'd the first place

of the first rank, with the title Shang-shoo-ling. The Chinese

dynasty Ming discontinued this title of office; and the present

Tartar rulers of China have not resumed it.

(28,) Sh ing shoo puh shay Y',7 ^ * Ag HT was a military

title given by the Tsin dynasty to good bowmen ; for gf %j~

tQ j^ in ancient time* military officers were most es-

teemed, and j^ xfe
|hj ^ ''ji* jfj( ^skilful

archers were

emp'oyed to manage the affairs of government. Pun-shay

originally meaning
f
f& "jf^ Qjr 'serving in archery,' one

whose service were devoted to archery; became at last, a

title meaning a director or manager, and in that sense was

added to other titles : and sometimes used by itself.

The Tang dynasty pi tjjt "/? -& employed the
f^\ .

1=)
> v^*

j-nior f the.^anting officers ; with a
tjj ^ <& Chung-shoo-

ling ; a ^ tj^ he-chnng; and a
[ri]^^ Shang-shoo-ling,

x> li'jij '*') P-A lo tloliherate together on the government
of the country. Afterwards that dynasty J//

M
ffi jh

W K I

em
l
)lo

V e(1 a Pfth-shay, to be senior of the

Shar:g--hoo.sing, who |& ^; t|;
with a

She-chung, and

, were Called 'fe >|J [ Tsae-

Tllis rallk

a

seang.

being the hi^hr-st in the

slate, those Emperors ^^ jJjRj^ ^ d,j not | ike ,o

give it lightly to any body ; but were iu the habit of employ.

ing oilier pulilic servants in the Tsae-seang's office, and calling

them by other mmes. The Tartar dynasty Yuen, in the 15th

century, discontinued the title Pah-shay, and it has not since

been revived.

(29,) Choo tsaon shang shoo if? ^> fp7^ The use of

the word T<aou
T-y

was first introduced by the Emperor

J/JC *f?f
^ nlnS -le ^B - ^- I0 -) He appointed /Vre ministers;

the first he called Pfih-slny V) -. 'H and the other four he

called
JJCJ

l"J S/e-lsaou. These four Tsaou had different

departments iu the government, and took appropriate titles.

1st, The ^ f,jp $ din-she tsaon, ho t^ /fe dft)

contronled the higher officers c.lled Kung-king.

2nd, Urh tseen shth tsaou,
~ 31 ^S W who controul-

ed the principalities of the empire.

3rd, Min tsaou ^ lllf who managed affairs that con-

cerned the people immediately.

4th, KTh tsaou,^T yff
he was the minister who super-

intended foreigners in China. Afterwards there was

appointed a

5th. San kung tsaou
_-

- / W who decided criminal

cases; and at a subsequent period there were tix ministers

called Tsaou
; aud to these six were added by the emperor

-fc ^ Kwan-woo .

ft
-*

^| J^|
a Ling and a Puh.

shay. These eight officers altogether were spoken of under

Pa tso f{ ffi the eight thrones.

(3"),) Shang shoo tso yew ching jpj ^ ^ ^jp ?&
or Ching-seiiig "^ ^Q

were two ministers of state, one sup-

posed to stand on the riht hand of the sovereign, and the

olher on the left. The Ming f]H dynasty discontinued

the title.

(31,) Choo tsaou lang kwan 5* "n't Off 'H* were appoint-KM M *>" P1

ed first under the Han dynasty. There were four of them

originally with each a leading department in the stite. Two

were for foreign, and two for domestic affairs. Under the

L..ller Han dynasty, there were thirty six of the Lang-kwan, or

?he-lang 'fi
JJjj

who were divided into ix departments,

containing six persons in each. Besides these, were fcW In

Lang-chung ; ^ ^ JJJ{ Ynen-wae-lang, and ^ j(||
tJl

SzeJdOg-chaug i ail of whom were secretaries, or clerks, iu the
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personal conduct, or to current political transaction*, their

various offices of the iupreme government at court, these

icveral names, excepting the last, are yet retained in ^V ^jR

the six supreme courts at Peking.

(39,) Shang shoo too s/e fr'} ^ ^ ^J and Shang-shoo-

she-ling ft]
3t

Rj_ -^ were appointment! at court, which

required a considerable knowledge of I 'tiers, both of which

were discontinued by
fjlj

MinS> lne last Chinese dynasty.

(S3,) Hing tae sing /t~r
jj?

an office which originated

with the?? Tsin dynasty, in the fifth century. The officers

were civilians who accompanied the army, or were stationed

in distant provinces, with extensive powers ; they corresponded

to the Poo-ching-sze ^j jj V'l of Ihe present day, who is

provincial treasurer, and promises the Imperial will respecting

appointments and other affiirs, which office was first instituted

by the Mi;>g dynasty, about A. D. 1400.

(34.) Le poo shang shoo ^ ^R jpj
3 president of the

Le-poo, which has the controul of the magistracy throughout

the empire.

The expression Luh-poo^ *K '
six supreme courts,' was

not used till the
|Jjj^

Suy dynasty, in the beginning of the se-

venth century. The ancient Chow
ffl dynasty, used ibe term

luh-te'en ->V ifil for six courts V) ttf T jW iff Kfl" * ' ~\ '^i_i -_i_. *"jn; /I |*^|

to assist the king to rule the nations and countries. In the

first century, the emperor Kwarg-woo^ "^ made the courts

called Tsaou
^j

six in number, and these Luh-tsauu -^ lH'~

were as stated above, in the seventh century, new-modelled and

denominated Luh-peo. This appellation has continued to the

present day. To correspond with ancient phraseology, the

members of the
]j|f

*K Le poo, were called^ *f? heaven

officers ; of the
^i *|J Hoo-poo, were called j^ & earth

officers; of the
jjj^ *|5 Le-poo, jj^^ spring officers; of the

:$ p^ Ping-poo, W 1^ summer officers; of the T0\ Art

II ing- poo, autumn officers; of the J] pK Kung-poo, winter

officers; thus the Chinese state microcosm, had rulers over

its heaven, earth, and four seasons. The Chinese are very

fond of the conceit of a miniature world, ur system of nature,

and apply (he allusion both to the body politic, and to the

human h)y.

(35,) To these several iupreme courts, were appointed
ri*T i. t x

She-lang, R|(
ttl Lang-chung; J^ tfo j^|J

Yucn-

wae-lang; p'J -p] HfJ rp Szc-fung-lang-chung ; "pi yh

mj dl Sze-hcuii-lang-chung ; )f-. ~tj] ^fj f|l Kaou-kung-

lang-chung ;

fpj
Jt

jj[jj
Shang-shoo-lang ; lib

^Tiaou-lang,

and so on.

The word
6|J Lang, was the name of an ar.cieut ,B. Ting,

or pavilion; and persons who were received into the superior

offices about court, as secretaries and superintendai.U of

departments, were called Lang-kwan gjj *g
officers of the

pavilion j and the term Lang-chung ^jj tp
'
in the pavilion,'

came to denote, a manager or superintendant ; in the seine

that the word
'pi Sze, is now used.

(36,) Besides the well known rix PooSp mentioned ahove,

there have been other officeg called Poo ; as ^g-
*R Kin-poo,

luviiig the care of the Imperial treasure;^ iK Tsang-poo,

having charge ofthe granaries about court ;

jffpj ^K Tsze-poo,

to direct the riles of sacrifice ; B^ |Hl ?hen-poo, to superintend

the Imperial table; m[ ^jl
Koo-poo, to take care of the

armoury; ^ ^K Kea-poo, to attend to the Imperial car-

riages and horses ; !: ^ Ve-yoo, to keep accounts ;

j^ ^|J

Yu poo, to superintend
the imperial grounds, gardens, parks,

&c 7\(. ^H Shw fiy-P00> to superintend the waters, the

rivers, and canals.

The Lew-poo, or six courts, had a Keen-raun I

keeper of the gate ; a Kea-kO ^ ^j superintendant of the

papers belonging lo the court ; and a Sze-woo
|5J

TO who had

a general superintendancc of the transcribing of documents,

and also receiving and issuing them.

(37,) Too che lang churg J& ^ J^R ffl
an officer who

superintended the disbursements of the court.

(38,) Choo kUi Ling chung ^ ^ ^ ty
was a super-

intendant of the foreigners, or aliens in the empire; and of

those who visited the empire with tribute; atone time there

were four of these, one to each quarter of the heavens.

(39.) Chung shoo dl :3t writers inside,' officers who in

the palace, convey the will of the despot to his advisers ;
and

to the executors of his commands. Of these there have been

various distinctions ; such as, I, ffa ^K & Chung-shoo-keen ;

2, n| 3 /> Chung-shoo-liug ; 3, Chung-shoo-she-lanj

aod rf| =f|^ A Chu ng-shoo-shay-jin.
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(40\ Choo shoo "^ ~& was an officer who superintended

the Chung-shoo, inenli-.mrd in Hit- preceding paragraph ;
he

was sometimes a military i)(Ticer.

(41,) Tung sze shay ji:: j|j jf|4f A wcre or'S' nally

misters of ceremonies who directed the etiquette at the pi-r-

fjrmaicj of religious rite*. Men of good character, under 50

years of age, and of commanding appearance were selected;

the<e persons being employed in the reception of foreign en-

voie, the term Tung sze cime to m,-an the interpreter!
and

translators, employed to communicite with foreigners.

(42,) Muii-hea-siug p'] "]C ^ 'watchers at the (palace)

gate.' By the Utter Han duiasly they were called
j^p P|7 ~~f

Sbe-i-hung-sze. Their duty was to
t$j* Fj ~^\ %$ =ijb

manage all concerns at the gate, or entrance iato the imperial

apartments.

(43,) The &he-chung |4 )Jj
' attendants inside,' were

personal servants of the emperor, some of whom
tjjj

TT

superintended the imperial food; some fpf SBs took care of
I -i ^tSfc

the medicine intended for the emperor ; and some fpt ~fc

attended to the imperial wardrobe.

(44,) Hwang rnun she lang jj^ P^j^ j^JJ
'attendants at

the yellow door.' Persons in waiting at the door of His

Majesty's apartments, for his personal use.

(45,) Keih-sze-chung j& IS ttf persons to convey of-

ficial messages to and from the Emperor.

(46,) San ke sing ^ jj& Aj. appear to have been impe-

rial attendants on horseback. Some were called &f j& 'ef

fif
San ke chang she; some^ f\>

*
|^ g' J=$Yuen-

wae san ke chang she
; and others $r I& {i |||? San-ke

H/\ TJ IT JA|*

sbe-lang.

(47,) Ke-keu-choo
jjj fjj JJ was a recorder of his Ma-

jesty's words and actions; under the Chow
Fp| dynasty, this

officer was called Tso-yew-she ke^^^ =g In the time

of the
y^Han dynasty, the Ke-keu-choo^ ^ |b in the

harem
>

jj$) ^ ^ ^& was 'he o ffi of female historian.

Other dynasties called these persons itfi 4^ /^ Ke-keu-

ihay-jin.

(48.) Poo keue^ [J^
'
to supply a deficiency,' and M>

^ Sh8-e,
' To gather up what is left or neglected / were titles

of officers intended to point out any error of the monarch ;

and to suggest what he forgot or neglected.
The Sung dynasty

changed the title of the first to Tso-yew-sze-kecn^ ^j |ij

rj^
and the title of the last to ^^ j "g Tso-ycw-

ching-yen.

(49,) Foo paou lang W &K a keeper oHhe signet ; thit

officer, under the Chow dy nasty, was called Teen suy chang Ise'e"

JiL
J-J'KJ

'_U? fifi during- the Tsin 5R and Han dynasties he

was called ?J
|ijf) -^ Foo tsee ling; and ?K. ^ jrj- *p[

Chiog ling foo se lang. When the emperor Chaou-te
JJ^

(.B.C. 8V) was in his minority, the minister Chung-hS-lctcang

Ml^ J
/V~ who had the supreme authority, in consequence of

iT ^^ ^

some alarm during the night, sought to get possession of the

signet; the keeper refused to give it up. The minister attempt-

ed to snatch it ; at which Jm J^fc
1jji|J ^ Q the keeper

laying his hand on his sword said to him Ejr 3(5 J5T ^@ ^^M J9t J ivj ;St

/P ^T TrF "tQ.

' ^^ 'iea(' ^ ou may ')la 'n > uut tne signet

you shall not obtain.'

(50,) Hung-wan-kwan ijh
~fc ^ was a literary board for

the composition of official papers ;
under the Tang dynasty it

was called Sew-wan-kwan iff*- yT & which was afterwards

changed to Sew-wau-tsin /(fi- ~yT ift the Sung dynasty chang-

ed the appellation to Chaou-win-kwan flS^ ^g'
under the

Yuen "IT" dynasty, the office called E-wau-keeu ^S A/ I3?
/Lt 3F S*> irrt-

performed the same duties as the Huug-wau-kwan.

(51,) Teen-e ffl '^ were officers connected with the

great state ceremonies.

(52,) Choo-meih-yiten XJJJ0 ^j f^p
was originally a court

of eunuchs appointed in the time of the emperor Tae-tsung

/f^ -^ about A. D. 760. They gradually /&h jfflr 55$ iH

1^ endeavoured to grasp the authority of the ministers, and

change the character of the original appointment. Under the

T Yuen dynasty, the Choo-meth-yuen, was a military board

that had the complete controul of the whole military force of

the empire. The individual members were called Choo-meih-

sze
ijjjp

i>
/jUf

and there were certain other officers connect-

ed with the board called Che choo meih yuen ^TJ ilpM 5fj Kir

and ^S "n^ Tlffi tyfc V>-^f-
Tseen shoo choo nu-ih yuen.

(53,) Yu-ihe ^K ^ imperial or royal historiographer,

is a title of office that existed under the Chow
j,VJ

dynasty;

but the duties were different from those of the Yu-she of
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modern times. They were originally employed to put down

in writing the will of the monarch, and preserve records, of the

transactions of the court,
fifr

& ~*f 5Ji ~3h fffl
~j?

fttt

JE. m Th<! office '" which they rcs'ded, was by the Han

dynasty, called Yu-she-foo; andalso Yu-she-ta-foo-sze ^ \\t

TT -fe ~S: at that time their duty began to be of the same

nature as it now is; viz.
3!^

'&- ~J
f-J-

an office of search

and investigation. They are scattered over the empire to

collect information for the sovereign, and to write directly

to him, communicating to him facts or reports with their

opinions and advices. They are commonly called
~j=* fjf

Yen kwan,
' word officers;

'

persons whose sole duty it is to

speak to the sovereign; for they possess no authority, either

over other officers of government, or over the people. They

are spies upon the people, upon the provincial governments;

and upon the conduct of the sovereign himself. Several of

them have suffered death for their too free remarks on their

masters public or private behaviour. The late Tartar emperor

Kea-king, denied their right to interfere in his domestic con-

cerns.

These Yu she, according to the different departments they

took, were denominated differently ; as 1, <tm] PP ^s

Yu-she-tae; 2, ^] jJa ^ -^ Yii-she-ta-foo; 3, $|J

PP FR 7K. Yu-she-chung-ching, 4, ^A irf

Che-shoo-she-yu-she j 5,
j^p JjjHJ

rf* She-yu-she ; 6, Bl

T'f JI^P ? Teen-chiing-slie-yii-srie ; 1, JJ

rfl Keen-cha-she-yu-she ; 8,
jKJjjJ

fiM
~ '

Vta Yu-she-choo-

poo; arid 9,
M|j /^J 4j>-

rf* Lan-tae-ling-she.

The second of these names, was bj Ching-tejjU *rff (B. C.
|

10,) changed to Ta sze kung T^ |ij j?
which has been men-

tioned above. His successor Gae-te
JKJ ^Vj* changed the title

back again to Yu-ihe-la-foo, and considered them as Plh leang

shwae
TEj jtf [j[jj

'
leaders of the whole body of government

officers,' which was in fact ~v': iB ~~/ fa- the office of first

miu.sters 1. 1 .state.

The third section of these Yu-she, took the appellation

Chung-chiiig, from their being resident in the palace; and

having charge of a yfj ^ stone apartment, JPj[ |j| jjj^fc ^
JS|

v
|fe

ii \\hcli were stored up secret archives; maps, and

prognostics. The Tartars of the Leaou and Kin dynasties, in

contradistinction from these resident Yu she, had a class of

them called fa ^) ^ >^- Hiiig-yu-she-tae, or travelling

Yn-she. During the last Chinese dynast}, the Yu-she-chung-

i-liing, were for a short time appointed, and subsequently laid

aside ;
and the reigning family has not re-established them.

Thejifth class, called She-yu-she, in the time of the Chow

dynasty, were called Choo-hea she ijt T> Jt probably from

their being stationed at the posts or pillars of the palace.
It

is said that Jf JTlJf 'ja* ^ ~7 Laou-tan, (the founder of the
* IIJ Ml /ji'jf /C*

Taou sect) commonly officiated in this capacity. The Ming

0U dynasty at first employed officers bearing this title, but

afterwards discontinued them.

The sixth class, the Teen-chung-she-yu-she, were first ap-

pointed during the third century by the state $j|
V\ei. Th

Miug dynasty discontinued these officers also.

The seventh class, were appointed first by the II& Suy dy-

nasty, in the beginning of the seventh century; these strictly,

are the spies and Censors, spoken of by Du Halde.

(54) Choo-king p& jftjl]

'

the various classes of king.' This

word King denotes an object of congratulation and trust, and

was applied to the highest officers of state in ancient times. It

is said, the Hea
J|f dynasty, which was the first in the Chinese

series,
jjj)J -j[^ Jj^jJ

established the Kew //ring, nine officers

called King. Under the Chow dynasty, the nine greatest of-

ficers in the empire were the Kew-king. The same appellation

was subsequently given to officers with very different powers

from those of the original King; and in more modern times,

the term king became little else than a complimentary term

siiperadded to other official titles. The Tang J& dynasty had

Kew-sze 4t -i who were equivalent to the Kew-king.

Some of the distinctions amongst the officers called King

were these* 1, ~fa. *$ fy$ Tae-chang-king; 2, ^ jft /]}

Jj|)JJ
Tae-chang-shaou-king ; 3, 7~ j JJR[! Tsung-ching-king;

king; 6, ^fef &[ jj^ll
Wei-wei-kin; i

^
, ^|J jjj^ fi^l] Kwang-

luh-kiiii;.

The first of these attended at the great state ceremonies,

and conducted the sacred music ; the appellation Tae-chang,

'greatness and durability,' was intended to express the wish

of the ruling family, that the superior. powers, to whom they
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tacrificed, would make them great and perpetuate their

dominion.

The tecond class, or Tae-chang-shaou-king, assisted in pre-

senting incense, lights, and soon, at the performance of the

ceremony. Connected with these officers were others called

^C Ifi*^ Tae-< h! ng-ching , and fa ffi ]f Tae-chang-

p5 ze, who directed how the various rites were to be

observed; Tae-she-ling ~~fo
lrf /^ who had the care of the

calendar * and pointed out the days on which to sacrifice, to

inter, to marry, &c.
Tae-yS-ling^ JS|

-A- was a master of

the band, sometimes called yT ffl
|8 Ta-sze-yS, and %& 3i

Y5-yin.

The ffc/rrf division of these officers, called Tsung-ching-king,

were appointed to superintend the royal or imperial kindred.

An appointment of this nature was first made under the H
Chow dynasty. Some dynasties added -^ Ta, Great, to the

title, and left out the last word King ; others removed the word

Great, and restored the word King to its former piace. The

Leaoa Tartars, called an office of this sort
'j^ || Teih yin.

The Ming HH dynasty changed the name of the office where

these people met. Fromy^ ^ j [{
Tae-tsung-cbing-yucn

to
^ ,A. /f Tsung-jin-foo; the first officer of which was

called ^ ^ ^f- Tsun;;-jin-ling. Their duty was
^jt ^

^^A>M^lfl to kee
l'

a list " f and controul

the Imperial kindred included under the terms Kew-tsdb and

Liih-tsin:
J/J |= ^ J Ig jjjjL

occasionally revise and

correct the Gem Tablet, or the imperial genealogy.

The/ourlA division, Ta-le-king, was a hoard of law-officers,

to Chang-hing-pcih ^ ^(J ^ conlroul punishments and

executions; a kind of court of equity. The Tsin^ dynasty

called these officers Ting-wei ^3; |U and the Han dynasty

continued the appellation. The Tartars called them -Jr Jffl

Ta le sze kwan ; fc Jg -Jp jjgp
Ta le sze king, and

ifP
Ta - le-5hao "- li'g! tl'ese List were of the

|]J3
fourth degree of rank. Ta le ching ~/T

J^ ^ was another title of these officers. Inferior officers

were attached to these called ^ 1^ ^ -M Ta le choo

poo, and^ J p] ]
Ta le sze cMh, |J^ Tjng .

wei.pingj ant! ^t M ^ Ting-wei- keen.

The /*/A class, Wei-wei-kiog, were officer^ first appointed

by the Tsin ^^ dynasty, to guard the palace gate; inferior

officers in the same department were called
|gr

Bj"
^J/ jj^jj

Wei-wei-shaou -king. They had also attached to them a ^
l| ^f* Kung-chay-ling, and a ^ j) 'fr Sze-ma-ling/

The seventh division of officers Kwang-luh-king, guarded

the side doors of the palace, leading to the various offices,

and the cook house, over which was an officer called -^r *g*

/fjbfc
Tae-kwan-ling.

(55,) There were also Sze-nung-king |f] j|| fi^jj
a sort of

agricultural board, to ^U? ^ z% superintend the cultiva-

tion of the nine sorts of grain. They likewise took cognizance

of the breeding of~fc ^ th: six sorts of domestic animals.

So early as the period aicribed to Sbaou-haou-she 'y Jjp

FP (B. C. 2500) it is said there were -fa M | nine agricul-

tural officers, called after the ~tl l nine varieties of the Hoo

bird. The Tsin ^ dynasty denominated the officers Che

siih nuy she yA
W

p^
& the Sung ^ dynasty called

them
TTj

|8 ^ Sze nung sze. The^ Kin Tartar d) nasty

called them Keuen nung sze sze
^|j

ft
-UJT ^jj

and

the last Chinese dynasty |^0 Ming, merged the duties of

these officers in Hoo-poo E3 5-R or board of revenue and

domestic regulations. As in other cases, there were attached

to the Sze-nung-king, a number of subordinate and assisting

officers.

(56,) Tae puh king T^ fife
rtOjJ

were officers who attended

to the royal or iniperi,.! carriages, horses, and stables. The

title Tae-piih, under the Chow dj nasty denoted
j-fl j||

~*/

^ the senior or first of all the royal domestics. The Tsin

dynasty applied the title to the superintendants of the carriages

and horses. The Han dynasty had a 4^ f-fe >lfy |jfi Tae-puh-

miih-sze,
' a head grazier,' placed over J&li ~^ -t- ^ fiC

thirty-six parks, in which were 7/tf
Jj]A<

-
"

iji
A

thirty

thousand male and female slaves, to take care of tP
~

-I-

-tt- -K "" ~ '

t% 5H three llun(lr''d thousand horses; and

cows ai.d sheep innumerable, intended

to furnish a supply for sacrifices.

There were under these ^ $r^ superintendants of

all the pastors or shepherds and other assistant officers j a j|[

Chay.fuo.ling, and so on.

(57.) Hung loo-king jj| JJ|^ were officer, wbo -
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directed the etiquette at the reception of

great court
visitors. The word Huns is in allusion to the cry

of wild geese, when they fly in flocks ; and Loo, denotes trans-

mitting information from one to anot'.ier. The Han dynasty

first used this appellation. Tsin, who preceded, called these

masters of ceremonies Teen-Mh $1 ^jC
; and Chow dynasty

called them ^ ^7 A Ta - |lir g-J'"; ^ ^ Ying-tsuug, of

the Ming dynasty, (the unfortunate emperor who was taken

prisoner by the T.:rlarsi called them Hnng-loo-sze-shaou-king

Jfl' UlriJ "^ 'i? "jfyl
tne ^rst

l'
art ^ "h'1''1 appellation

viz. Hun-; loo-szr, isslill continued under the reigning Tartar

family. The Kwan shdh *E* j^ 'attached officers to this

department,' were a ^ Ching; a Teen-kih-suoo
jjlL ^g, ^jjj-

and a
(Jj Tjp jfv Sze-e-shoo.

(58.) Tae-foo-king 4^ Jftf- J$|J

' the officers of the great

mansion.' a title that originated with the
fj*

Leaug dynasty, in

the middle of the sixth century; the duties of the office w,-re

to take care of the Imperial treasure^ ^ gold, silk, and so

on. The Sung dynasty called them Tae-foo-sze ^ CjH- *Hp;

thenorlhen Tartar dynasty Leaou, called them
Tae-foo-keeny^

ife.
Pg'i

and their duties were extended to the care of the public

exchequer. The JQ Yuen dynasty sometimes
H|
W J&

employed eunuchs, with the appellation Tae-keen ~fc f^"

'great overseers,' which is now the court appellation for the

emasculated servants in the palace. Attached to court were

a Ching ^J^ officer with a sort of general controul, as the word,

when a title of office, usually signifies; a Choo-poo j: AjfJ

or clerk, &c.

(59,) Pe-shoo-keen
jj)j[j ^S

Bfe overseer of the secret

books;' keeper of the national archives. The title was in-

troduced by the emperor Hwan-te /kg *J^>
(A. D. ITO.) This

duty was performed under the Chow
JjJ

dynasty by officers

called
~fa JFJ3 Tae-she, and %\* ^b Wae-she. When the Sung

^j^ dynasty established n collection of libraries and rooms for

learned men about court, and which they called Tsiing-win-yiien

ij^ ~yC R^ they i.icluded a
l||j li.]'

chamber fijr secret ar-

cliives; by which name wai meant government recordt. The

Ming B^ dynasty discontinued this office, and put H|j JJ&

AjgL jli die government records and prohibited books, into

^ the interior apartments of the imperial palace.

PART I. 7 Y

r/n Kf

Connected with these government papers, were officeii

having different departments, called Pe-shoo-ching j

and Pe-shoo-ling |j$J ^ -^ and Pe-hoo-lang
jj

The Choo-tsfi-lang^& Q\$
and Choo-tS4.<(..lang^ ^

{ff- i$ wore com P09ers f $M $. annali of the country.

(60,) Teen chung keen^ JJJ gfc
' orersceri in the palace.'

These were mere servants to
'fpj 'g take care of (the sorereigti'i)

food;
Y|'i|

w^. to take care of his medicine; ipj &^ to take

care of his apartments, &c.; there was also an
fpj "Jfc ^

overseer of the wardrobe.

(61,) San laou, woo king ^EE.^ 3l !
' lnrice ol<1 '

five changes.' This expression refers to two officers who in

former ages were revered by the monarchs of China. 'Thrice

old,' denotes having passed through the three stages of longe-

vity called J^ Sp Shang show ;|t^ Chung -show j and "T\

& Hea-show, or 80, 90, and 100 years. The '
five ch'inges,'

refers to persons who were skilled in the doctrine of the fivr

Chinese elements, and had lived to see the changes of govern-

ment under several emperors. To these old experienced men,

several of the emperors yielded the seat of honor
,
asked their

advice, and paid them the respect due to superiors ; let them

jfei rgj
sit with theirfacesto the south, whilst the emperor

;J

jfit
sal with his face to the north, which etiquette was yield-

ing the place of honor to the aged subject; for usually the

imperial throne, and all benches of magistrates, face the south.

To one of these experienced old men, one of the emperors

gave a ^Jc k]r
'

staff made of a precious stone,' nine cubits

long; and ornamented with figures of the^ Kew dove ; in-

timating thereby n wish that the old man's deglutition might

be as easy as that of the dove. U is now 800 years since this

office was discontinued ; the last emperor who sought advice

of a 'thrice old man' received this answer,

7K 'x $31 H'J it Mtth show Mn tsin lhin?i

)n '^ 1)^ H'J "^ H()W lsung k^" lsTh sh '"s '

Wood by the application of the plummet is regularly squared (

The monarch who receives and listens to reproof, will become

a perfect man.

a B g # ^ t n w
times, illustrious kings, and perfect *ove-
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reigns, have all received reproof with unprejudiced minds,

that they might know wherein they hud succeeded, and where-

in they had failed ; ^ J> $ ^ |$ f fo %
and the empire enjojed repose. I hupe your majesty will

consider this When the ~^ jfc g; |& thrice old man had

finished speaking, the emperor mule a bo*; the old m;in

$ 3. returned the act of reverence, and took his le.ive.

(62,) KwS tsze Ue tsew
J||j ^- ?j* jjjjj

'the pourer out

of a libation of wine amongst the nation's ion*.* The superior

of a college. ;it court, for certain youth of the country. The.

reason of the appellation Tse-tsew, is taken from an ancient

practice at Chinese feasts, when the oldest peron present

poured out an eucharistic libation to Iheeirth, the g'rver of

food to man. The same usnge continues to this day. It was

in the beginning of the seventh century that the title KwS-

tsze-tse-tsew, w:i introduced ; the two tern* KwS-ts/e nnd

Tse-tsew, were however known long before. This college

wa first named KwO-tsze-kecn
[i>l(|

f- ^ in the lime of

Yang-te |S *&? (A. D. 610). It has sometimes been called

KwS tsze he5 ^ 3E* K\ and omitting tire middle word,

been named KwS-heO. And the superior mentioned above was

called KwS-sze TO
fjjfi

'the nation's teacher.'

The Yuen ^ dj nasty railed the
jjijj ^|* ^ ^

courtiers sons and grandsons, who were students hen, by the

name K -P- ^ TCwS-tsze-sang: and R ^ V |& ffi

3JT
all subjects of talents and accomplishments, who entered

the college, were called Pei-tang-sang
|) 'g ^j ar.d then

the Kw5-lsze-heS was a college apart from the K8 tsze-ke'eu.

Some of the other titlis of office in this institution were

Sze-neS
^fj |$! j Ke'en-ching j ^ ; Tsoo-keaou

|^J

||^
assistant tutors; PS-sze

-ji|t
it wll

]JJL ~fa fy k*A

* general knowledge of ancient and modern history. There

were al>o Lcuh-hea-|.-sze ^fe -^ j^ ib for the depart-

ment of music i Shoo.heS-pS-sze S^^ |fft -^
for general

literature ; Swan-heS-p5-sze ^|. ffi Ijji J; fur the science

of numbers.

In the time of the emperor Tae-tsung 75^ -jr-
(A. D. 650),

students from Corca, and other countries on the frontier of

China, were received into the college, till the whole nuniber

wai upwards of eight thouiand.

(6V Shaou foo keen /p" Jj^j ^ 'an overseer of the

smaller mansion,' was an appellation of certain officers who

collected the duties arising from hills, lakes, and other waters,

to he appropriated to the private expense of the sovereign,

and the Imperial household. The ^ Jjl fit 'great super-

intendance of husbandry,' was to Yff; j& |gj ~/f Etj supply

the wants of the army and the state; the Shaou-foo /j/ nvh

revenue was LI < ^T -3- to support the emperor. The

private treasury of -jt jhj governors, or princes of the em-

pire, was called %J^ I/J Sze foo. In the seventh century, the

Shaon-foo were the j^ flpTj Lilh-king. These people were

occasion:! ly eunuchs, and had the care of the emperor'* silks

and robes, &c. and ;ilso of his swords and other weapons; his

jewels, &c. The sime officers were subsequently called rtl

By- Et
Nuy-foo-keen.

(64,) Tseang-tsS keen
jj^ ^ &: wcre officers who Ivid

charge of the various mechanics employed about the imperial

domain.

(65,) Kenn-ke-keen jEJf ^^ ^"overseer of the armoury^

(6fi,) Too-shwBj-sze-chay ^K /JC fj(i /& a keeper of

the impcri.il waters and parks.

(67,) Nuy-.-he sing (Aj ~ff ^a were a class of domestic

servants who contronled the ingress to, and egress out of, the

imperial palace ; and had the general direction of the domestics

inside. In this section <rf Ih'j vork under review, there is an

outline of the several .divisions of service, both for male and

female servants; as fill ff? El superintendant of the sleep-

in- apartment; and '! ^ -J f^ H A lwo WOIIlcn 8er-

ants having charge of the liglils;
there are sweepers; and

tavlors, and keepers of crowns, and keepers of caps; to each

of whom is gi\en a d :gree of official rank, of the 9th, or 7lh,

or 6lh, or 4th degree, and so on.

(68,) Ta chang tsew ^ J^ ^ were officers who ^
Q.

t~j ',* managed the Queen's house.

(69.) Nuy ye chay keen
p^J |^ ^' jj

were persons

subordinate to the last mentioned, and who h:>d access to the

high personages they served, to communicate occurrences to

them.

(70,) Kae foo e tung san sze
H|j tfj |j| |jjj ^^ T^j

' l
.
nd

j~ l1^! I II4/ tr^
Kae foo e tung; ta Ueaug kcuu LUi M

'g^ |^ij ^ ffi Jff-
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were titles given in the middle ages to great statesmen who

had materially aided the rise of particular families to the

throne, or supported them when in possession of it. The

MingBfj dynasty discontinued the title.

(71,) Tih tsin M:
j||

'

especial entrance,' a mark of

distinction "ranted to eminent governor* thev took their

seats next to the San-kung _-^_ Q mentioned above.

(72,) Ta-foo ^ :fc-
a title commonly added lo other

sppellitions, which has continued from ancient times to the

present day. It was the cust( m for the emperor when ^ -fc

^X "f'H [|J ~? /L tt a Ta 'f"
r <'s;g"<'d the service (in his

old age) to confer on him a stool and a staff.

(73,) Kwang lull ta fc.o
7^. f^ A. ^ a (ille of mpr| -

torious officers of (he higher departments of government

ervice, which was introduced in the time of the Han cynasl\ .

There are several other titles with Ta.foo, added, which are

honorary, ami slu-w a particuLr rank, but not a specific office;

'

IfiH&fcfc Tc-Hh-la.foo ; 2,

Tsze-ching-ta.fooj 3,
" J. 4 Ta^e-sheii- ta-foo ;

5,
jjjf ^: fcfc

Chting.fung-ta-foo ;Tuiig-fiing-la-foo ; 6, tJ3 j
7' 3E jjff ;fc ^ Ching-e-ta-foo

Tung-fang ti-foo j 9, Jf

^ alf ;fc ^ Rea-e ta-foo.

(71,) Tac chung-ta-foo 4^ pfa JL i a tille of office

orijjiniled by the ~& Tsin dynasty ; they ^? jjjg gM attended

to discussions on govcrnmc'iit nff.irs ; not regularly, apparently,

but when their opinions were asked for.

The Keen e-ta-foo
o|j j-'Jfi 4^ ^t appointed alnjtit the

name time, were for a similar purpose. The followirg titles

were nl! at d-fferent periods applicable lo thi" class i>f officers;

''
't* j^i'fci

Cniing-ta-foo; 2.
fjjl

|i ^C^C Ya

ta-foo; 3,
Ff5 ^ -fc fc Chiin-.san-lii-foo; 4, tjl (

j

^ Chung.e-ta-foi) ; 5, Til tS ^ 4^ Chung-l e'en-ta-foo ;

6 - 41
Hlfi -k A chnn s shun ta fo<>i 7

- f) t$AA
Chaou-e ta-f( ,o

, 8, l3j jjj| ^ jfc Chaon-tsing-ta f< o ; 9,

$} 1% A ^ Chaou.san-ta.foo , ,0, ty j\] -fc fr
Chaou-le ta-foo; 11, ^. Jf ^ ^ Funs-chi g-ta-foo ;

12. ^ n^ A;^ ru "s- t" 1
- f"o; ls - ^it^;^

Fung-chih-ta-fuo ; 14, ^. |l|[ -/^^ Fung-heuen-ta-foo.

Ching-e-ta foo, II,

(75.) Tung-e-lnng^ Jj {$
anJ the lat two ijlLblri

E-lang, like some of the above, appear lo have been merely

honorary dcM<;i:atioii* given ti>
'|J^' *( f

'

di<|'eri d officert,'

i. e. persons enj>>ing other iluations, or merely candidate*

for office. Ui.der this section, tlu-re are .-.bout twenty more

distinctions, all containing the word
ffi

Lang, enumerated,

all of which have been discontinued since the Sung dynaity.

Tung-tsze-lang |'jt f- ffi
was a term of reipect given to the

younger sons ..f the higher officers about court s
and Sze ^

is iven as a title denoting a capacity lo govern.

(76,) Tung kung knan ^ ^ ^f
the officers of the

eastern harem, includes the Tae-Uze-luh-foo -fc -J- /^ j'/f

six guardians and teachers of the piinre. 2, Tae-tsze-pin-

kTh
T(^ Hp ^ <g

"ere four old grey headed men who

I ~%* i^t ~ftf
were about the person of the priiid' ; 3,

-TJ^ j-~ fj^' 3J-

Tae-lsze-chcn-sze, who '' ^ J^ 4^ ^- ^ controuled

the empress and the prince's household; 4, T^ -jp
fP |tr

^- Tae tsze chung-shoo-tsze, who atlended to the prince's

((location ; 5, pfa
jlQ Chun-yun, an officer attached to

the preceding, and who attended to the prince's manners;

61 Hi ^ 41 ^ ^ ^ Yu-lth-chung jnn-tsan-shen,

persons to aid the virtues of the prince; 7,
Fjl 'g

v

/V,

Chnng.sbay.jin, ho
'1^ "^ 1^ managed the literature and

writing department, 8, 4^ jC-
vj-t ^ Tae-lsze-se-ma,

'the prince's hors--washer,
' was

a^j
fe JM

JSU
'ffi ^"

-f|/
a fore runner who led the way, to give dignity and form

to his appearance. To this establishment were ;ilso added,

- A^F"^ A. Tae-tsze shay-Jin, and 10, ^ ^
|>' .fy'. j^ Ts:.ng-an-kwan-he5-sze; 11, j^^ '%!. fy

Tae t.sze kea-ling ;
who was a sort of steward, and purveyor

the prince; 12, ^ -f> 2^1 |Jj ^/ Tae-tsze-snli-.ze-king',

the keeper of the princes, clepsjdria; 13, T^ -T-
f)Ji

Tae-

Isze-piSli, a special servant of the princes, discontinued by

the Ming
[JJJ

dynasty; 14, there were aUo

fa |(fj^ Tae-tfze-lso-jew.wei.s8n; 15

.1 ^ l^i Tae-tsze-tso-yew-sze-yu-sBb, who were personal

a t mlants on the prince; 16. ^ 3C- ^ ^ ^ ^g^
Tae-tsze-tso-yew-tsing-taou-sdh, who appear to ha>e been

persons to clean the way. The Kin ^ and subsequent

dynasties discontinued the appointment. 17,
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Tae-tsze-lso.yew.keen-mun-suh, person!

who had charge of all the prince's gates and doors ; 18, -^
^f-

f^f- ~%p j^ ??? Tae-tsze-tso-yew-nuy-siSh ; A sort of

body guard placed in the interior apartments; 19, ^ ^-.

j ^^ -^ T.ie-tsze-nvin tii-foo, was a sort of head porter

at the principal gates of the prince's apartments ; 20, 4^ 31.

M
jj~ j||{

Tac-tsze-teen-shen-lang, an officer to attend

to the prince's food ; 91, fc ^- jfo |J IJJ jjfyj j
Tae-

tsze-leu-puu-chiing lang-teang, a sort of military comman-

der attached to the prince ; 22, and added to all these was

a class of
j|| "T^ ^j&

'fl* officers to superintend the imperial

grandchildren. Most of the above names of officers were

first instituted by the despots <if the Tsin |R. dynasty, when

they acquired the dominion over the whole of China.

(77,) Wang how kwan shiih
' the officers

attached to kings and nobles,' or princes of the empire. Dur-

ing the Chnw Bj dynasty the principal officers of the petty

kingdoms of which China was composed were five, viz. J
'

-4f

^ Shang-ta-foo ; ~~K -^^ Hea-ta-foo ; _ -fc Shang-sze;

\tf -J- Chung-sze ; and ~f\ J- Hea-sze. And subsequently

-^ jgj
the large kingdoms had ^

jjjjjj ^ ^jj>^^ IJl

three ministers called tznf, all of whom were commissioned by

the emperor : /b, pfe
the second-rate states had also three of

these officers; one of whom was
pjj

1

JJQ rtt ~R commissioned

by his own prince; a-id the
/J>

m\ small states had likewise

three ministers but only one of them receivrd an imperial

commission. In still later times, the kings designated many

of their officers by the same terms as were employed at the

Imperial court

(78,) Tseang keun j$L jIT
' a conductor of an army.'

This name, denoting a general, arose in the close of the Chow

dynasty, and has continued ever since. During the -

three first Chinese dynasties, the person dignified with the

name ^ ^- Son of Heaven,' had ~/^ J& six armies, each

consisting of *

itrj Zl ^ 2 j^J ,A. 1-2,500 men ;

and these had six general officers who were called
|^|] King.

The larger principalities had Ihree of such armies; these rated

as secondary states, had two; and the smallest stales, had one

Keun as an army During the civil wars at the close of the

Chow dynasty, the terra Ta-tseang-keun 4c 3^ jg was intro-

duced ( and from that period )$ la >^ #J %( Jf-
the

name Tseang-keun was often employed in connexion with

other epithets. The Han dynasty introduced the titles 83 S&

$& jit Peaou-ke-tseang-keun,
'

general of the fleet cavalry.'

Keu-ke-tseang-keun HJ
BJOT

lla-
jil[

'

general of the chariots

and cavalry.' Wei-tseang keun
ffej yji

cK '

general of the

surrounding guard.' Tso-yew-wei-tseang-keuu fa- XJ ?[JLT

irf.
t|j?

' Left and right generals of the guard.'

The latter Han dynasty appointed Foo-kwS-tseang-kenn

t|jjjt fjiB l|f{- ill
'
'he nation-supporting general,' which the

*rti* \^f\
'

t I

Sung dynasty changed to ftfi
6jjj 'j^i jjj Foo-sze-tseang-keun.

Some of the other titles are these, Woo-wei-tscarg-keun

iFt f^f /IT 'fff
^ WD ' C '1 'here were Irft and riht. lw

fwf

Jflp
& Wei-wei-tseimg-keun ;

^}J| t"pL ^ jB Ling-keun-

tseang-keun ; ^ ^ ^ 111 Hon-keun-tseang-keun ; A

"eneral who h id charge of the armies at a distance from court.

1^ tffJL ~fi ~fo TiU' ^ Tseen, how, ISD, yew tseang keun ;

front and rear, left and right generals ;

HUj A\\- ^ ^ff Sze-

ching-tsenng-keun,
'

generals to subjugate the four quarters of

the heavens.'
jjftj jjj. Jjff ^ Sze chi.i tseang keun ;

j/L} ^
^ j|i Sze-gau-tseang-keun , gCJ

31 $1 ^ Sze ping tseang

keun; and Tso yew keen muu wei tseang keun ^r i/rj JJT.

PR ^f 3^ gff left and right generals, to watch the palace

gate, and keep the guard.

(79,) Tso-yew-tseen-new^ ^ ^p Jfc. the last two

syllables 'a thousand bullocks' is the name of a sword worn

by the emperors during the seventh century, from which

circumstance the term was used to denute certain swordsmen

of the body guard. A. D. 470,. the statesman

rma** Ifr ft ffi % -f-+ J\ & % ft^
took the thousand-bullock sword, which the sovereign wore

to defend his person, and killed Tsang-woo-wang, his imperial

master. The allusion is to a sword used by an ancient butcher

Paou-ting ftjj ~J
who understood the anatomy of bullocks

so well, that he used one sword nineteen years, and slew several

thons.'iid bullocks, after whieh long continued and extensive

slaughter, the sword was as sharp and good as when it

was new. Paou- trig's name is introduced also, and his skill

alluded to, when speaking of a written composition, the

several parts of which are divided with a ueat perspicuity.
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(80,) Kcaou-wci *y
JFj!r

was a title of military rank, con-

nected with other distinctive appellfrtioft*. Tlie emperor Woo-le

HT
i^fi*

(B. C. 81) divided these Keaou-wci into eight classes ;

tailed, I, rff py| Chiiiig-liiy, 'inside a mound;' I, ffi B&

Tun-ke, 'stationary cavalry:" S, 7J/ Jh'. Poo-ping,
'

infantry ;

4, -j|$ Ep Yue'-ko,
'

over-passing (lighO cavalry ,' 5,

Chang-shwHy,
'
skilled in the water;' (i,

y/Jj Spj-
Hoo.kc, 'lake-

ridcrs,' persons who fought in tlie witer, supported by a kind

of wooden liorse; 7,
|J\j gg Shay-shin.;, 'tlie arrow's sound ;'

8.
J^jf' fj Hoo-pun, 'The tiger's impetuosity; "^ *y'

/j>? |pr Jib. all of these managed nightly resident guards.

(81,) Teen-lseen-sze
Jtt g^ |jj

'
director in front of the

palace ;

' a military officer over the guards placed before the

palice, nnd who followed the emperor when he went out.

The Kin^ dynasty called this officer |* fj|f ^[J |& ^
]5J

Teen tscen too teen ke-n ze,
' The genera! inspector in

front of the palace.' The j Yuen dynasty called him
^jjj

|^X r\$ ^F- Ch'nS lecn '><-'ang keun, Thu repressing palace

general.

(82,) She wei ma keun sze& $r FE ^ "11 ' comman-

ders of the cavalry guard
' There was a Ma keun too che

hwuy sze
Jjf| f|J^ ^ |fR

>tf\ a general pointer-out of the

movements of the cavalry, winch place was filludbyageiier.il

officer called Tseg-tdo-sze
Jjfj 1^ ^ tliers was also a Foo-

" ho was an adjutanttoo che hwuy sze

to the first mentioned; and a Too-yu-how ~KR Ipf -1/K whose

duties referred to the chase.

(83,) Sl;s wei poo keun sze /th
|^| J^T 'll/!

"TiJ
'com-

manders of tlie infantry guard.' The Kin
-fg dynasty called

this guard the J^ ^J> jll
'

*'ger infantry,' which was com-

manded hy a '

painter-out of (heir movements,' as in tin- pre-

ceding paragraph. The Ming
HJ3 dynasty called tlie imperial

guard Kin e wi-i JhJ /$C WT
'
*'le ei" ur'dered-clad guard.'

?ome of nhoin had yrf '^ red helmets, and some wore

tlH 03 polished armour.
/ |

"

(84,) Tso yew shin W!i keun^ T^ ^|| ^ jjn_
'
the right

and left artny of divine stratagems,' appellation of an ;.rmy

which distinguished itself on the western frontier of China,

about A. D. 750. It continued an honorary appellation till

the time of Ihe^ Kin dynasty ; Pih-yfih/6 jj^ wai the first

r*KT i. 1 7.

Tscg too zc rVfi tfe flj or commanding ofTccr of it. The
Ml' >X. 1^. ^^ ^^

appellation was once changed to
jjjljj ^ ji"

Shin wci-keun,

'The army of divir.e rnaj<ty.'

(H5,) Clnh-kin-woo^ /^ was an officer of the rank

of general, who had charge of the palace, and of the metropolis.

(86,) Kin-e-wei
{j{^ ^j an imperial guard dressed up

in a peculiar manner.

(M,) Woo-koo-ling 7jH t|i /ft* was a title ofofficer! who

had charge of all the military stores ; they were very variously

designated under varioiu dynasties.

(88,) Yu tin keen ^j ^ f^
in officer over a I ody of

troops compared to a wing, for tidftneis , and to a foreit,

f,>r strength and numbers. They were a sort f legion of

honor, and the honor was hereditary for one generation ; ^
Zr ^f- '$& when the father died the son succeeded.

(89,) Lung-woo-keun j|g ^jf 1p 'the dragon nv.rtial army,
1

was an appellation subsequently applied to th:it division of the

army, mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

(flO,) YS-chay-ptih-shay t|J,^^ f^ was an officer who

presided at imperial audiences ; making reports to the emperor ;

directing the etiquette at funereal rites, and so on.

(91,) Woo kwin-chmig-lang-tsran,' J* 'g*
Hi

and th^ ?an shoo lang kwan -5?
til]

'n were officers of

the T>in
5J|i dynasty, who appear to have formed a part of

the imperial guard, and who were occasionally consulted in

times of difficulty.

(92,) Hoo-pun-chung lang-tseang rf? f*V fb ftR
Jj^-

the

commanding officer of a detachment of troops, named in allu-

sion to a tiger, for fierceness and impetuosity.

(93,1 Chung-hng.tseang \\1 $R ffi
a military title, first

used in reference to the
^<jj T{^ Heting-noo Tartars.

(91,^ Jung-tsung-puh-shay ^ ^ |^i fjj
an officer who

presided in archery and in hunting.

(95.) Hinjjin
sze

^-y /^ "pj
an officer who presided at

the reception of guests of great rank.

(96,) Fung-chaou-tsing ^ ^ y^ w:is a title giien to

those of the imperial kindred, who were eligible to be summoned

to an imperial audience.

(97,1
Foo-ma-too-weBjU .^ |j-|J ^ was 01 finally the

title of tliose officers who had charge of the impi rial horses
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on the outside of his cirriagc, il subsequently became a title

of those who
fpl ^ ^ married the princesses; and in al-

h.sion to this, the people when (peaking jocosely, call their

sons-in-law Foo-ma-yy |ttj tjjj^ .' those who marry the

nieces of the emperor are called Sj IS Keun-ma.

(9S,) Too wei
-}jj] fj-1

'

all-simthing,' w-is a title appended

to various other appellations, such asTI^ $ir
|fP\ jjjg' Shwfiy-

hang-loo wei, title of an officer who had c-ontroul over the

imperial gardens and water! g places.

(99,1 Too-hoo
j|R

'l'(= an officer appointed during the

Han d) nasty, to
( ;j| |Ej Jji ~f" A\ (1)

Pr" lecl the

western regions where there were thirty six nations. This office

was always jjp jgjf
an additional one, ghen to

aj^J ^ J^J-

Ke-too wei, or some other officer.

(100^ Kee.n keun
t| ]!

'

insprctor of the array.' Some-

times called Keen keun -S7C
tj| ji

and^ $ji
Keun-

ize; appears to h.ive been a civilian of hi^h rank, who

corresponded with the court: 'but was jet inferior to the

Commander-in-chief, if- 1!? ChHaiig-kea, a favorite minister
77-L ^l

of the king of
^?K Tse, was the first who held this appointment.

Jw
jyJT Jang tseu, an eminent warrior under the Chow dynasty

who was commander in-ch ef, reheadtd the favorite minister

on his nrriv;il, because be had exceeded the time appointed for

his joining the army.

(101,) ChS-chung fuoijr|j kj was a sort of court mar-

tial.

(102,) ?ze!ekeaou wei
]jj ^% Ms frj

was a sort of in-

spector general, botli at court and i.i the provi. c s. The Kin

^g-
Tartars appointed a person with similar dut :

es, whom lii. \

called .& i^ \fa
jlj7

King scun yuirn sze.

(103,) Yuen.shwae^ |j|j]

a
milit.iry title applied to a sort

Field marsh. I in theaimy. These vvord< were not Uv >1 s

an official title in ancient times. The
|j|. Sny dynast), in the

seventh century, JJ[ jj| 3E ^J l'"t the n,y;,l prin.

ces in the office. There were other distinctive epithets

jcii .rd wilh Yuen-shwae, such BsTeen-hen-ping in..-) uen-shwae

^ ~K ^ ffj -^- Nj tl.e leader of all the iuf.mtry and

catalry of liie enipuc; there were also Foo-) uen-shwae
m|J

yr* Gn] an avsi-taul leader.

The Ming
\\j\

d) nasty, at its commencement, had a board

of generals, which was called Yuen-shwae fo

there were ajso ^ j^ rjrjj YTh-ynen-shwae s

Too-yuen-shwae, aud so on ; but
| pfr jG"

ft 4ft jlji
i

afterwards changed the name of the bo:ird to Woo-keun too-

tuh-foo , and
*|c ^ ^ gffj ^ |jj|

forthwith laid aside

the office of Yuen-shwae. The reigning Tartar family hag not

revived the title.

(l04,)Too-tHh^fJ$^ 'all-rule/ Tsnng kivan fy

'

general governor;' Too
tungijK ^

'all d.r-< tor.' and Tu

pin; 5JH ji. '
a ge>nnl soldier,' were till of different gener..!

officers in the army, wit 1
! difTrei.t degree's of authority,

diminishing from that of Too-tdh, in the order in which they

here stand: there were super idded the titles
|)Ji

Ji /

gn"

She rhe-tse? ;

J^F |ffj
Che tse'e, and

{KJ JK Kea tsee
1

.

The Ming dynasty c illed a military comma:. di-
1

, who
zj|I

^yi ~tf had the gen^r.il conlroul of a whole re;ion, a
(f,(ff

ft
1

Chin iJiow ; he who had the cnre only of ^- "ne r a>l,

or a part of the region, was c lied
JjJ*

'

^ Fun *hou> ; iic who

ginrdod 7W ' ig a city or a fort, was railed
-,j jfjij

Show pe ; he, who wjs associated with other general officers

in one place, or in one city, was called
\MJ ^ Hi-i: slioie.

The Tsu g-i>i"g, nuntio,,ed .ibove, hid subordinate to him,

a
g|j ^ .fi Foo-tsimg-ping, a ^. 'ffi. Tsan-tseang, a:id

a i|^ i& Yew-keTh, and so on.

The Tsurg-ping, g ve his orders to an officer called
TjK ,lyj

M? Too-clie-hwuy , the Toi-clie-hwuy passed the order to a J|f

Jfl/Chohwuy , the Che hwuy passed it to a
^j

t-
Tseen-hoo,

or capt.in of a thousand j this officer ng tj
tJ g.ivcthe

order to a Pih-hoo, or c ipt tin of a hu id red ,
li. announced it

'"
'ffl,

II tE the general standard be.irers i and he again to /K

'jftt
the l;e.irers of the small banners, and these finally passed

the word to the vij. |- Keun sze, or men in the rinks.

(105,1 Tsl-:-too-sze
rjtj
W

|i|i
were military officers

stationed by the Tang dynasty in different p:;rts of the empire,

where there was a disposition to rebellion ; or which were

exposed to the incnrsio.-.s of banditti, they earned with them

certain insignia of authority called
jy/J-. |)|'j

I'si.i^-tsoc, fro.n

which they wrre c. Led Ti,ii--tii<>-tze. There were eight of (hi se

<iflicers in the time of
f- l\~ fCac-yuen (A. 1). 75(M, and one
ITTJ /U

of them was placed in llio region of Canton. They were i>iib*e-
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qncntly increased t twenty, ai.d their name changed to

xK $ Fang-jn-sze. The Ming dynasty discontinued

the Tse'Moo-sze title.

(106,) Tiling- 1 Hli % '

general governor,' is a title of

office now held by the governor! ofpr< vn.ces in China ; no term

corresponding to viceroy is employed. I he emperor .'.,'. M;

Kca-lsi.)g,(A. D. 15-9', when
;)

Jr. ^ ft ^T ^ the

northern (T rt.ir) soldiers entered and prated upon the capi-

tal made this appointment. The title however was l.rst

ei. ployed by /k *$ Yung-lS, in 1410. The emperor i" ^

King-tae, i . 1418, first appointed the
pj5 ^^ ~& Leang-

k ng-tiunp-ldh, governor general ol Canton and Kieang te,

which is si. II conti. red Tlie appointment arose from a rebel-

lion in fuiton, conducted by. fjg "jJM /I,;
2-

llaiig-siaou-\ang,

ir.d a similar commotion in Kviatig se headed by a person

called
Ep jrfjj -^ Wei-wan-s-w. After those disturbances

ceased, the apcii. Im-'i I was laid aside for a time.

(1070 ?hun foo W ill 'to tr.ivail about and soothe,' is

a title now given to the Uepnl , or Vicc-gi.vcrnors of pro-

vinces. The term originated with the emperor Yn g-lo, men-

tioned in the precc-ding paragraph. In consequence uf exiiting

lvMict's he made this a temporary aj pointim i.t, to -)

!!* "^ $* '&. *P compose and soothe th army
i-\ '? '/J-> fci 5~~

and the people : as well as to ex inline i !o Ih- conduct of

government officers and clerk*. ^A'!H'tl one governor general

is pl.ced over two or n.ore province--, there is ntn lly
a Seun-

foo in each province. Th ^ officer is otherwise called Mt <g
Foo-tae; and -^ 15^

Foo } ueti .

(108.) Sew e chili die^ ^ L^ JM
' the eml) ">'l'' r '' (1

clad Itraight-po inter ,' eie a <Ui- ol fav, rite ;:d visors and

spies, which iiriginated under llxe Hun dynasty. They were

o!her-ni<e calleii ^ '^'- pi) ip Seuu-gan-jKi ih*. The em-

broidered ^arinenls were in tuken. that they were :^X ii]'

1

J IJt-*

honored and beloved.

(ton,) Ch:iou-taon-z: i?? ^.H |(^
a high military title

given to p"rs-.ins employ -d to suppress rehillion. 'I he

Kin and
~jr"

Yuen dynasties, called a similar officer 'A ^j

-pi Ch oii.!aoi'-sze, and the Ming ^0 dynasty called the office

tp K'l ^- t-
1^ Chaou-taou-keun-min.

(lia,J Che che ze
jfjlj ^ jlji

title of a military officer

introduced by the Tang d. nasty, aj pears to have commanded

a sort of armed police.

(1 1 1,1 Si uen foo-ze
j= ^fe |\fc

was the title of an officer,

who was sent tn soothe the people, where they were suffering

under any n t.inl calamity. The emperor "^ }'M Ta-tih

(A D. i:;ooi, sent ,me of these officers M fa 3Z *
7^- I J PO itj*

to irake a lour through every part of the empire, to ascertain

by p Tsonal ol i-rvation the Mate of the people, and of the

provinci.,1 governments. There were that year dismissed by

the imperial commissioner, 18,473 officer* of government,

under the charge of bribery and corruption : and there were

delivered by him from unjust imprisonment, 5I7 persons.

The Ming
J|Tj

dynasty, made the office of
j|J ^ pj

Senen foo sze, (meant to be the same as the preceding), a
j-f^

g local office; and
{jf- Jfj| hereditary, in the persons of

country gentleman of the
literary class. Under that dynasty,

it is said, the
J|l y^ ken Jin graduates were allowed to eiaro-

ine witnesses in their own houses, and report respecting local

occurrences. The mountaineers, called jji -t- Meaou-tsze,
I * J

are governed by a hereditary magistracy.

(II?,) King leS sze ^ ,'|^ |^ w .ls , sort of i nperial

commissioner with extensive powers, sent to disturbed distr.cts,

this olBcer was oth,.r i,e called
$. ^ 'fa j/flf fe K< k-S

(JHn foo ,, he
*|' ffi'fc ft

r
mu|nged lhe

affairs both of the army, and of the ,:e..ple lu ui.e road , which

mer.ns one division of I lie empire.

The latter part of the prec; ding appell iliun was also a title

of itself; and the
^jr ^(I[[ ^ ffJ5

Gan.f.m-tu-aze, wa< often

an additional office given to lhe military commanders, c lied

$ji )^ (^ Tc -too-s/e. The Ming ^H dynasty -nodifica

the at |>oinlmenl ; and gave as :

s'aiit oftirers. |>Y f^ "1

"

'R*

S* -II of whom were re.idenl officers (.inlialiil.mls of the

particular region) nd filling the oTice by IHT ditnrv sncceision.

The reignin? Tart, r f.mi'y has made several office* hereditary

as a r^w.ird for eminent services lo the state.

(IIS,) Seiien-jn sze
j j VM 'ifi this isan old appointment,

e'lt n ly for tne niirncse <if f=t n> /*"! et preaching-S.
ijjif 1/0,* \i>

'

authoritatively virtuous sentiments It A~\ kll ITi ^ n "'J

nothing to do with tlie sir.ny. There are no notices of this clans

of officers since the
Jj^ Kin dynasty.
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1 114,) Te-kou
jfl: ^i Mo lift or raise up.' This i the

title of .in office intended to preserve the price of grain at

a medium rale. The appointment originated from 35 W
Le kwei, nho

ml] ^P M X^ ^ contrived a method lo

equalize lhe price of grain, and hence also arose the public

granary called Chang ping Isang M ^j*
& ' the ever even

granary,' which was set on foot by the emperor Miun-hwa

'
(A. D 967), and which has continued to the preient

day under the time appellation. The Tc-kru had authority

to prevent ll-.e for -stalling ofcommodilies. There was subse-

quently .-'ppointed hy Ching-ho JF^ 3f\ (\. D. 1100) a Cha-

yen-te-keu ^ j^j
4fl

Jg siiperinlendant of tea and s.lt.

The ^ -jr- | J
Kin, Yuen, and Ming dynasties employed

the epithet Te kcu, meaning a sort of superintendent, in con-

nexion with many other distinctive terms for different officers,

one part of the duly required of Ihese officers teems to have

been to collect revenue.

(115,) Too ta te ken cha ma ^ -^ '$ Ifr )& J^f,

a general s'iperinlendant of tea and horses. This appointment

origin-iled wilh the emperor Ile-ning flUO $j (A. D. 1060)

when a bartering of horses for tea, which h >d already commenc-

ed under th? Tang dj nasty, wat carried on between lhe Hwuy-
hlh

[jlj ^ Tartars and the Chinese, on the N. W. frontier.

There were originally Cha-sze &.
jj]

directors of the tea

department ;
and Ma-sze

J3| 17J
directors of the horse depart-

ment. It was however found that J. FJJ Cji- j &. t

jj?

connected wilh llicir duties the purchacc of horses, immedi-

ately adojited measures to destroy the horses,' and
consequently

the tea and the borset were put under one direction, called

^ '$) ^\
Cha.ma sze. Under the Ming

fljj dynasly, in the

reign of Hung-che rj/^ ^ (A. D. 1490) the barter of lea for

horses wa a government monopoly, both at .zc-chueu DO III

province, and at JW jJEj
Shen-se. The persons author. /cd

by government to buy, had a fa ))$ /g ffi. gold medal to

authenticate their commission. For J^ /,',}
the best horses,

they gave fa '^ ft a pc
.

ctl | of lea .
fl , r lhe midl|| ing bor>CS)

70 catties; and lor lhe inferior one's, 10 cities.

(I !,) Ching ,euen roo ching ,zc -3-
jg jQ

a receiver and promulger of the decisions of thr supreme

government in each province. This officer is also the trea-

surer of the province; the appointments of local officers too

depend upon him. He is required every ~j" ap. jg- J3 |(|j

I// )* ptl 'JjA' ten years to make out from the i'oor hoards,
*S\ 52* 'V ~*"
and keep an record, a list of the population. There were ap-

pointed occasionally a Tgan-chiug ^^ |^5(
and a Ts:in-e

^ 3| '" confer with him, and form a board on public ques-
,__, . *

lions. At this time the three officers called San sze
_ _ pj

viz. tht; Poo-ching-sze, of whom we arc speaking, the Gun

cha-sze
j^fe $g IT! or criminal judge, with the Yen yim-sze
*J\ ^r}\ 4

jj^j ^||i ^pl or supcrinlendaiit of the salt department, form
rrri AJ*

aboard; which the governor general frequently convenes to

deliberate on local occurrences.

(117,) Tc ken she pih J^ Jj'jv jK *|^
a commissioner to

take cognizance of, and exact revenue from, trading vessels;

first established during the Tang dynasty.

(1 18,) Kwan cha sze
9||I

3?X -ftjn

'

observing and examin-

ing commissioners
'

The emperor Chifcg-kwan )T ajj (A. D.

sent grand couuiiissioners, thirteen persons, to make a tour

through the empire and examine iuto it* state.' The Km
-fj^

dynasty |j&
~W* |m [^ /|^

connected this appointment wilh

that of Tsce-loo-szcj and the TT- Yuen dynasty, put the duties

of this office on lhe Seucn-foo
'jj^ Jli/t mentioned above. The

Min.; UH dynasty, appointed the permanent office Gan-cha-sze,

flit ^ f*i
<>r rosid

.
ellt J ud Se '

lo '"clude al ' llle duties of

ahov e named office.

(1 19,) Tc- hiug gan cba ze^- /f}|
|* ^^ were cir-

cuit judges first appointed by the emperor Tae-tsung ^^ ^
(A. D. 990) military officers were employ, d a few times, but on the

misconduct of one of them, the office reverted again tociviliaiis.

The Yuen TT* dynasty appointed {TCl \fi four roids; i. e.
/ w |t. 4 ^t.

circuits, and wilh the office
jj

TOl te^ "^rj Te-hing-gan-

cha-sze ^ ^J
W ^k connected that of Kcuennuag-ize

or an eucourager of agriculture. By the Ming |jH dynasty,

the Gan-cha-ize^ ^ j^ was directed to^ . 4
4j^j

^ coutroul the criminal decisions of a whole province; and

in tint form the office till continues.

(120,) Chuen-yun-ze Ml
^jjff ji

was an officer appointed

in the lime of the Tang dynasty, lo the transport ofcommodi-
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ties, both by land and water throughout the empire. There

was also a Tsaou-yun-sze W jfji j||T
appointed by the Yuen

~jf* dynasty to attend to the transport of grain from Shan-lung

ill Hf and other provinces to the capital.

(1210 Yen-teS-sze ^M ^ j^/
was an officer appointed

under the Han dynasty, to superintend the making of salt and

the smelting of iron. One statesman said that f^fii Jpj!

M(j '^^ 7S^ f'V salt and iron were the great treasures

of the country.

(122,) Yen-j un-sze^ ^ j*
a title of office introduced

by the Yuen
y^dji;as!\,

the duties o( it were to superintend

the transport of salt, aud the duties collected- on it. This of-

fice continues still, and hns attached to it the collection of the

duties on iron. In Sze-cl.uen
^tj l||

province, there was an

officer called Cha yen -chuen-j un-sze^ ^ $S
:

,j['. fjj
who

had charge of the tea as will as of the salt pits in tint province, <<f

which there were about Cliing too
jj\J -)fi\ the c:ipit,l Pfe it

yL^JJ. )|l ninety-five. Yen-ching^ jj
is a general

director of 111;- suit concerns, superior to the Yen-) un-sze.

(123,) Fang-yu-sze ffj $50
fc|s

was a military officer fir^t

appointed by the Tang d\ nasty, in parts of the country liable

to attacks from enemies. -4- /!? jfk Show tsHh sze, was a
* F/'i is^

similar appointment, and Twan leen sze
[Sal jfetj |ji appears

to h ^^ 1) en an officer whose duty it wns to use means to

preserve union and discipline amongst the troops, and between

them and the people.

(124,) Hing keun S7e ma ^j fJ3 ~jfj B| a general officer

who took the command of a division of an army under the

the superior officer called Tse'g-too-sce ^K & jrji
or fm

ap // fl^ Ts<-e-chin-fang.)S. Those who assisted him were

called his MS-le.-iou ^ ^ which formed a sort of staff.

In addition to the Hino-keon-sze-ma, there was a Pwan-kw;m

/ll B whose duty consisted in a certain disposal of the stores,

I
./ j t

armour, &c. with the Tuy-kwau >fg g formed a sort of

court martial. Further, a *?S* ^' ^P military secretary ;

and a Tsan-mow -^ ?H. with a Tsan-e ^_ gj|
who formed

a sort of council. There were others of the stall' c.illed ^t
Chc-sze =

] J3* i|$S| j|C ; ^ Choo-kwan-ke-e-wJn-

4fe /A. 31 Kan-pan-kung-sze ; f^ j||. Tsung-
/"T ^^ J 1^^ T"^

Kiiig-leih; ^ ^ Che-sze, and so on.

T I- 8 A

tsze ;

ize ;

(1?5,) Tsze she
jfelj {j^

this title of office was first adopted

by WSn-te ~fr ^* (B. C. 160) in consequence of the
ffi ^

Yu she officers, being ?f\ ^ fj^ disobedient to the laws,

the Emperor ^^ $ ft ft] ,^^^ ^ ^ f
ct> sent forth a minister f sUle, in the capacity of T*ze-he ;

and with powers to rule the officers called Keen-chi-yii she.

In the time of Keen-woo
3j^ j (A. I). 60), the empire was

divided into Shih urh-chow -J-^ 4JJ
twelve department!

called Chow, (a word which has much varied its signification,

as to the extent of territory of which it was the designation)

and over each of the Chow iHJ departments, or provinces,
a

Tsze she f]j|| }I* was appointed. Respecting these officers

VJU '**
there was a remarkable deviation from common usage

ijijj ^
m. -y p[[f

T VL -fe J|i|
even at the death of a father or

mother, they conlJ not leave their oflice.

During the reign of Ling-te ag| ^ (A. D. \90,) the ap-

pellation Tsze-she, given to these governors of departments,

was changed to Chow-ratih M h '

the Cho' slieplierd.'

was another name for the Tsze-she governor.Wae-tae <

Those of them who were not related to the imperial family,

and had not military commands, were called JS m
r|(|J ^

Tan-keu-tsze-she.

The Chow departments of the country were divided into

IP
|

-

_ ^fjji
three degrees, superior, middle, and

inferior, and f ^ "JN ^ ,jf) J^ fa^
from the highest of the superior degrees, to the lowest of the

inferior decrees there were in all nine distinctions In the

reign of Kae-h\vang BEJ jg (A. D. 584), a different division of

llie empire took place, and the name Tsze-she, although retain-

ed, did not denote the same high office as before. The geogra-

phical terms Keun SK and I how
iJ.LJ

changed pl;iccs,
backwards

and forwards several times. The TT" Yuen dynasty maMe the

'j'l'l '^V >^4 ^"P
CllOW '" ferior to llle Keur, and

(jjlj^ ^\
3& did not appoint a Tsze-she; and the Ming [It] dyiia<ty

besidis discontinuing this office, altered again the relative

place of the Chow districts, making the
i)iji| )^ jy^ fft

Chow inferior to the Foo districts. This arrangement, the Ta-

tsing dynasty has continued.

(126,) Pee-kca
S|J ^ ' another carriage,' denoted an

assistant officer, who accompanied the Tsze-she, mentioned in
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the prrccdiii.; p.irn-r.iph. The Svy and Tang dynasties calkd

this and other officers j/B '|V
Kcun-kuan.

(1ST,) Che-chung >} I If
'

I <> rule inside,' was the title of

an officer of the Tsze she's staff, who attended to official

papers. The
Ej| Sny dvn::sty called him Keuu-kw. n, the

same as the preceding, and the^ Tang ilynastj called him

PJ i,If,

?ze ma.

(128,) Choo poo tr $G 'master of the records,' a head

clerk attached to ninny of the higher officers -. another clerk

was called ffj ."* ^ f^ Kung-ls'.on-shoo-tso, who ke| t

a record of meritorious services, as a guide to select proper

persons for promotion. The ^fa* Tsin dynasty called ttm

officer
|jtj
W

fij fa Se tsaou shoo tso. Tie Sung

dynasty had ^ W Zfe^ Se-tsaou-choo-le: and
j

ntj Seuen-keu-lang, who performed the same duties as the

Kung-tmou-shoo-tso, of the Han dynasty. Other officers of

the staff were
^J

jfr
f| Tsung-sze-she ;

jjft.
#fl l]fe ^

Teen keun-shoo-tso ; 9^ ypj fj 3| Tse-tsew-tsung-sze.

(129,) Chung-ching PP |
or ^ ft* jj Ta-chung-

chinjr, was an officer who took cognizance of other servants

of the crown, with a view of determining their rank, or
j{] ~ft

?j fixing the nine orders.

(ISO,) King-y in JP'pS'' The metropolis ruler.' The words

King and Yin, are both used occasionally to denote the

imperial residence, or the district in which the court is held.

This officer who&
^jA -j*T J5jjj g(iycrned the metropolis of

the empire, has been very variously denominated in different

periods of Chinese history. Under the IS Chow dynasty, he

was called
pl[j J,(j Nuy-she. The Han dynasty called him

Jj>N j/|j fi King-chaou-yin, The ruler of the million,' allud-

ing to the great concourse of people at the capital of the

empire. This name corresponded to the /fc jfa
BP Yew-

auy-the of ;i former period , and the
Jr jytt E^ Tso-nuy-she,

was made "If $JL affl Tso-fung-jih, denoting to help; and

Ylh to surround as a guard. ^ \\>i and^ Ts'"> U8ed

the appellation tl JR -^ t^ King-chaou-tae-show ; the
Ig-

Tang dynasty over the metropolis OT yy * A placed one

person called a ihephcrd ; and
L"jf 'jjj&

T ^t^ Pul a ^ in

of the imperial kindred in the place. The Yuen -rr" dynasty

called the King-yin officer
^j|{^ <j? Too-tsung-kwan,

' the

governor general of the metropolis,' The last two dynastic*

have denominated him Wf- it Foo-yin.

On the staff of the Foo-yin, were officers called tp

Vj* King foo pwan kw,,iij JP fr,p ,|g 'pf King-foo-tuy-

kwan; pi ftji- 7lfj.
?ze-IHh-sze

; ^p ib Che-chung ;
Jjjj 'gj

Seang-kwan, and
Jfi

-w she-ling.

(131,) Tac-how -k 'H* 'A great keeper,' the governor

ofa province or district. When Tsin ;St conquered the

whole of China, he \l gg JAi
exterminated the Choo-hotr

princes of former times, and j^ ^ ^{jj ^JB j^K
turned ihi-ir

territories into states called Keun ; over wbich be placed
-,J-

fc Hj i A a Shan; a Oiing-.and a Wei. The Show

^A Et ruled the people ; the Chin $ ^/ assisted

him; and the Wei HH 111 commanded the military. King-

te-lp' iffr
(B- C. 130), changed the term Keun-show

^[^ -^
tQ Tue-ahow, the name at the head of this paragraph . Tae-

sliow was subsequeutly cliauged to Ta-yin ^ ^T j
during

the San-kwS - ^ period, the title was
j^ '-^- j^| ^<|j

rtl db Keun show kw5 se.mg nuy she.

Under the Tsin dynasty, the Keun-show governor*

all h..d tKe word general added to their titles :

considered the want of it a disgrace.

The founder of the Tang dynasty, Woo-tTh
~fj |il

(A. D. 923), 3^ jRiJ ^S JW changed the Keuu inlo Chow,

turn.d Tae-show into
r}j|j ^ Tsze-she

jjfl JJ-JJ& j^p |ip

with the super added title,
' holder of the seal.' After this,

he made another addition to their title, and called these

sovernors She che tse'8 choo keun 1JP JS till 5/J HI
l** 4 t li| MW |

'
envoies, holders of the seals of all the armies /

rfij

<& fiffi

/

Kf) but they really had no seal, but merely a Tun^-yu-foo

^Jjj f6 ^t-
'

copper fish credential.'

(132,) The Sung dynasty changed the title Tsze-she of the

Tang dynasty, into Che-keun-sze
4[-[J Tj? jfe meaning one

who knew military affairs.

The Yuen T dynasty divided China into districts, or pro-

vinces, which they called Looffi.'a road,' and called the

governors of them ^8 $ tff Tsun;,-kwan-foo. A department

of the empire containing more than T" Sa P1 a hundred

thoutaud families, they called a Shang loo I

' ^ or, if it were
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a part of the country which was deemed import nit, although it

had not so great a population, it w.is still designated

by Ihe same term. An ordinary territory with a popula-

tion less than a hundred thousand fimilies, was called a

~K g& Hea-loo. These governors ^ j pfj
ranked

with the first degree of the third order. J^ ^g, jijif j| ^
-ff M. IE? over each of the Loo, Chow, and He'en district;,

of the Yuen dynnsty, there was appointed a superior officer,

whom they called in their Tartar language, a Tt-loo-hwa-chm

ill ^' l ^ Wh
T*' ffl f^

had charge of the seal

of office. Similar to this irstance of a foreign title, tlie reign-

ing Tartur family confers some honorary titles from the Man-

chow language, untrai sl;:ted.

The
|jjj

Ming dynasty ^ ^ jj^. put an end to all the

divisions of territory called Loo, and at pj "cT hoth Ihe

capitals "g (p[ -jjjj^ Jpjp
erected Chth-le, or self govern-

ed Too; i. e. district* independent i>f linger divisions of

the country, and they divided the rest of the empire

into ^ Sang, J^ Foo,
jji|ij

Chow, and
j8& He'en, or provinces

containing districts called Foo, Chow, and Been ; which is

the geographical division of China that now obtains. The

governor of a Sang, is called Tsung-tiih 4|| '|
Governor

General; the governors of the other three divisions, is express-

ed by the word Che ^]
' To know,' prefixed to the name

of the district ; a Che too WJ fti. is the governor of a Foo;

one whose duty it is Jo hnou; and to manage M its concerns.

(133.) The Kehn tso ^ <ffc
or assistant officer of the

Keun divisions of territory, once amounted to Q .
J-

A^ 310 persocj.

(134,) Kenn-ching ^J yR was an officer, whom ^ S-

2 y.A Y*- ~*J~
Tsin aPPoit>ted to assist the keeper

(governor); ^ |^J fljj ^ / the Han dynasty continued,

and did not change the office.

(135,) Tung.pwan jj| ^|]
was an officer who went

through much of the official business of the S$ Kenn. The

Ml"S 0^ dynasty retained this appointment, and entrusted

to it the prosecution of thieves and robbers; the regulations

of agriculture; the repairs of river-banks, and the pasturage

of horses. Other subordinate officers to the Kenn-chin, were
J|.

Chang-be; "gj
B Sze-ma; J^ Tung.show;

Tung-che; 1n Tseen-pwan, or
|] Tieen-pwan ;

g" Pwan-kwan,
ffi

Tsuh ; ^ ft Tuy-kwan; ^
Keun-wei, and so on.

(136,) Tfih-yew ~& ^R officers of the Han dynasty, who

superintended the attached He'en districts.

^J expressed/oe courts of theseWoo poo tub yew j
officers denominated the east, west, south, north and centre

courts. Ttf N ^ |K They ceased to be, in the time of

Tang, and ever since.

(137.) Rung tsaou she
S-j] ${ ^ an oflit.r of the

Han dynasty, who superintended the merits or demerits of olher

officers, in order to guide their promotion and selection for

particular purposes. This office was also called Rung tsaou

tsan keun J^J ~|jf | ^ and Sze ku S 8no tso

whlch bX lne TanS djnasty was changed to

Sze kung Isan keun. The Sung dynasty discontinued

the appointment,
and the Yuen dynasty employed the last

title of office, with rather different duties.

(138,) Luh sze tsan keun affi 41-J .^S JW secretaries and

clerks who had authority to give opinions respecting the conduct

of government officers,

(139.) Choo tsaou tsati keun
||j- ^fr ^. j|j?

included Sze

Uang Isan keun
'pi ^g ^. ^ who h.id charge of public

granaries j Sze boo tsan keun
jjjj JPI ^ who took an

account of the popul ition, lauds, roads, marriages, and other

things which had an immediate reference to the people ;

"t ^ v* /--*

Sze-ping-lsan-keun "pj
J31 ^l fh who had a certain con-

troul in military concerns, and Sze fa tsan keun

5?L who were law officers, sometimes called Tsih -tsaou

sometimes Fa tsaou y^ $j and also ^ W Mih tsaou, The

Sung dynasty had similar officers vthom they called Sze le tsan

keun^l ^^.^ and otherwise
j| /^ ^Ma poo yuen.

(140,) Woo-kwan-yuen J^ ^ ||t
were subordinate

officers, who formed a sort of staff to their superiors.

(141,1 King-heS-p8-sze
ffl

f3.
ji/| J^ were teachers of

the Chinese classical and sacred books, appointed by govern-

ment.

(142,) Heaou-leen jjfc |8j
was a title of persons ||] Jf$l

recommended by the people to serve, in the government ;

after being E j^g chosen by their immediate neighbour!.
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on account i.f their virtues -,
from this appellation arose the

modern literary degree called ^ A Keu-jin.

(I4:u Heen-liii<r \% -& denotes the magistrate of a
/j

tf
j\ I

Heen district. In ancient times, under the Chow djnasty,

a Been district extended 400 le, and the chief magistrate

was called jM ] "e'en-ching. .During the civil wars, at the

close of lli.it dynasty, many ofthe
^jj IpJM constituted states

or nations, as they were liefore called, were turned into Heen

districts : and the JB? pa ^ -^ superior of the Heen

city, wv called variously by the names 532 Tae, 33" Yin,

/& Liog, and ^ ^ Ta-foo. The Yuen
j dynasty first

made a district containing |^{ tf* :JP / _t- "P wnnls (>f

iz thousand fumilio a Heen of the first degree; but sulise.

quently jn the southern provinces required a population of

30,000 families to constitute one of the first Heen. The BM

Wing dyn.isty determined the relative rak of the Heen, ijot

by the population, hut by Ih- quantity of revenue expressed

in measures of grain, from " ~
J& /fj V] ~K ^|? ^/\ pfj

a hundred thousand M.ili measures down to sixty thousand,

constituted a Heen of the first rank. Subordinate officers were

F& ^. Heen ching j a deputy d- ^v Choo-poo, a secretary

tgjj; &j"
He n-wei, vf ho was at the head of an armed police,

and tffa
jja Te>:n-she, or Jm

j|g Poo-ting, who was also a

police officer. The Ming d> nasty, had not the Heen-wei,

but appointed these last named officers, who is yet continued.

(144,) Chin-shoo-kwan-she-kwan^ l;b BS
j|j

'p? was

asort of armed patrole; to guard against hauditti, robbers,

fires, and other causes of disturbing the peace. The Yuen

dynasty, in this department, h.id officers called rf>
'

T|-
Shoo-

ihow; and ^ ^5 jj^
Wan-hoo-foo. The Ming dynasty

rejected these names, and called those patroling justices of

the peace, Seun-poo-kwan ^ ^jjj 'jJ'
and Seun-keen-sze

3\\( fe T^J
w '"cn lerms are still retained.

(145,) Heang-kwan
^jjj

? were village officers in

am lent times cal^l Heang-sze ^K f^j|)
'the muster of the

villige;'
beaDg-l.oufjj) ^jr

-the old mau of the
village ;

'

Hc.mgta.foo ft ft 'the great m.n of the
vill,ge/

and so on. The v.llage w.n estimated at 18,500 houiei or

families ; the Chow
,fi\

was reckoned to contain 2,500 houies,

^ Cl.ow-chang. Theaui the head-man wa called

Tang-ching
'

was over 500 houses ; the Tsuhs-ze

was over 100 houses; the Leu-sen oycr 25 houses ;

the Pe-sre,
|uK ^jjj

*" over 20 lanes; the Tswan-chang |U

^ was over 4
JJI

Ic or lanes ;
the Le tsae l

|j
'4' was over

5 ^K Lin, and the Lin-chang M$ M- was over 5 houiej.

All these offices were
/f> ^ ^ i ^ ^ fillcd bJ non -

commissioned officers.

On the overthrow of the Chow dynasty, Tsin ^ the

conqueror ^i\ [jljj
"A" did not consider antiquity a maste r

,

and altered many thing*. He c.illed T"1 ^ * *

ten le a pavilion, over which was a /"
JjjL Tiug-chang.

Ten pavilions ere called a Heang ^U over which was a

-; San-laou, very old mm to (each Hie people .
a Slh-foo

'L /^ l a<1J U8t 1''SPU S; 'Jlul a Yew ke.ion vfe $k to

guard ag:iinst thieves. The Han (l>i.asty,ci nti.uied this arrange-

ment :,and added a Heaou tc leih leen kv.an ^.^ ~Tj |jj

'g* officer, whose duty was to encourage domestic virlues and

husbandry. At this time the custom of giving ^ ^
honorary tablets, to place over the doors of virtuous indi-

viduals, commenced.

The Sung dyi-asty altered 'hese regulations,
and made

a Woe-chang /jj J> superior over five houses - / to

rule them
; a Shih-chang ^|" ^ ruled ten houses ;

a Le-kwei

]3 ^1
ruled a hundred , a Ting-rhnng ^ -^ ruled a

thousand ; and a Heang4so ^j>R ^f ruled ten thousand. The

Ta g dvhasty, m.ide a Le-cning I^B |F gorern ^ ^3
a hundred families, and made other attention), which have

been again changed for other modes and denominations.

1,146,) The work under review, after the rather tedious

detail of ancient officers in the state, which has been (though

yet prolix) greatly abridged ; ne*t p;is*es
to

Funs ts.'S tsung tsae,

U general account of Ihe letters-patent noliility nf China.

The Yin-lse8
fjQ |3 nobles of the Yin period,

were ~^

dji
of three degrees ; hy which it was intended to

*J ^ _ /
imitate the three glorious lights of nature, the sun, the moon,

and the stars. The Chow tseiS
ISj

$$. nobles of the Chow

period, were _Jj. Jfe ofJive degree*, by which it was intended
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to
j2^ ^fl_

*T imitate the five elements in nature, according

to the Chi' ce. (See under ~-fj Woo)
The nobles of ancient times, in China, were inferior kings

or princes, wi'h a certain territory over which they ruled. The

^^
-

TecMi-t.ize,
' Son of Heaver,' or Chinese Emperor, had

-jjJK jj ~T"
EJ

a domain of one thousand le extent: the
/jk-

Kung and ^ How nobles had a territory of one hundred le

in extent: the /Ft Pih nobles, had seventy le; the Tsze 4-

and the IB Nan, had 50 le; i. e. adistrict f about twelve

English squ.ire miles.

Those nobles, or petty chieftains, who ~7^ gjr -jj
-t~

!|3

were unable lo command SO le, ^ /c^ -T-
-^r-

?- did not

unite vtith the emperor, but
jjtt -J-

'2& /jt were attach-

ed to the princes or nobles. The Chinese world was then

divided into -T^ wpj
nine chow departments, which contained

^F- J 1?? Jr~ f- [bfl one thousand seven hundred and
I \* I 1 * * I ''- J

seventy nations.

Another statement of the division of territory amongst the

ancient nobles, runs thus, Outside the imperial domain of

1000 le, was appointed a ~fc~ tf\ Fang-plb, with j BJJ' \}\

rfa 1^1 ^ve n;l t' ons whose depcndance was expressed by the

word ShHh; and these M
^j J|.

five associated states, had

a superior called Chang ; ten nations made a
-jtjl Lecn, over

which was a superior called RuJ Shwae; thirty stales tmde a

/V~- TsHh, over which was a Tt Chingj two hundred and ten

made a
l)i|J

Chow, over which was a superior prince or noble

called
Yr*|

Pih, of these Pih there were eiht ; :ill of whom

^ fc ^. "?" 2 ^" I /V were dependant on the

emperor's two old ministers ; each of whom took a half of

the cont oul, nnd thus fy ~f^
l\ Vl yS ff /H divided

the empire into left and ri;-hl ; these two ministers were called

_
*L
/jP

LT rh-pih. The land inside the imperial (housind le

domain, was called
fjjj

Teen, and -^ ffl ~~f M
t pi -3^-

that which lay beyond the thousand le was called Tsue. Again,

Wang- ke J -^ denoted the imperi >1 domain ; 500 hundred

le beyond that was called How-fflh
jjj| (]H

. 500 le lieyoi d

that again, was called
Teen-fiih^g] (JH ; still more distant 500

Je.was denominated Nin-fflh
j^ /Jg

; beyond that 5(10 le was

^fc [|j^
Tsae filh; 500 le more distant was fe HP Wl ' ^iln i

gain 500 le farther off was
(||&

HB Nan-lfih; beyond that

rKT i. SB

500 le was
ij^ |]B

E-fdh ; 500 le farther was Cbiii-fiili
|

and the most remote was tffc
f|[^ Fan-fiSh, a term still em-

ployed to denote remote territorial possessions.

The
jj^J- jte "j

-X- Cboo-how prince's sons "jtr ^
reigned over their states by hereditary right ; hut the Ta-foo

^ ^ statesmen
j[\ J; ^. did not <'njoy their rank by

hereditary succession.

(147,) Tsin ^ the conqueror of China
-jfc|j j^J

~1 ~p

^p L| 'U* J/1 (^ instituted IvteHty degrees of nobility,

to reward the meritorious services of his officers. He made

twenty nobles called
ffi^f

1*B Che-how ; and nineteen at his

court who were called, from the region of Shen-se E3 [Aj 'j^

Kwan-nuy-how. These latter nobles or princes had ;fflF.
toj]

p no nations or cities given to them : ffj, ~-f\ -f\ |fj"J 3n^

^ S they had titles by patent, but no cities to supply

them with food, no territorial revenue.

(148,) When
y|| 8jfi the Han dynasty arose, it

p~j j$J.

^ ^& instituted two degrees of nobility; viz.
-j Wang,

and jlc How. The ^ ~5^ i'j' ^^3* ^ rnPeror
'

8 son*

were created Wang, or kings .EL. J P ]5" rVn IV^ "(B,
w '10

were indeed the Choo-how of antiquity. The
jjpi

EJ 'jV-

who were not of the imperial name, and who were created

nobles on account of their merit, werecalled ChS-how : -^r

^ ^ 1$L |^ ^ lh Beater of these nobles, had not

more than ten thousand houses; ai,d
/J\ v^- Jj

-*
~fi t3

the inferior one's five or six hundred families.
~jjfc" '^ -4-

jfjj fff ^ ^; '" ancient times, land was shared out to the

nobles, but not the people. j|j j|(3
/r& A, ^i |Sj ^S

i HI "^ i^ ^C ^[ "P ll was '" the linic of Hrin tnat

the people began to be shared out to the nobles, and all the

kingdom, had each of them, connected with it, several tens

of cities.

The Han dynasty besides the titles of nobility B|J fy s&
ft= added other appellations of excellence ; and [IM Tf. {^
conferred the privilege of special admission to the imperial

presence, and a seat amongst his majesty's ministers. Inferior

statesmen, who were created nobles by patent, were called

Chaou-how
j|H j

court nobles. These all wore 2E ffi

crown'. with flat parallelogram-shaped board laid
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upon the head, and embroidered garments: and from their

attendance at grand sacrifices they were designated ^3p jjfjrj

^ij|
She tszc how. Wri-choo-how

|JF1 -j- JS denoted those

who were related to the imperial family, although their rank

was small.

(I4.i When the princes or kings called JJ^ Wang were

created, Ihey ^ 5i -J^ 'received a reed and some earth,'

with which (hry
jjtji JjJ jf | repaired to their destined

territory to erect allars to the land.

(150,) .About the close of the 6th century, llic Wei fl|

oven-ignly in China had the six titles of nobil.ty [- /{ {

46 "f $ W'"'S' Kun "' How
-

PIIl T*ze and Nan. The

*ons of the
|- Wang bore the title

|g(J /fc Heangkung; the

W\ J_ /({j^ ~jp
so s <if the heir apparent, hore the title of

7t|J IX H.ang-how. The sons of the Q K"''S nobles bore

the title
,f^. fj Tm ,,.pTh) a nob |e of. lhe

(
, .^jj,,,,. Th , word

s^- Ting, or parilian was first employed as a title in the

famous
^Bf |!|

Ts:ou tsaou's case, who was created by his

master
^'

,^\
jjj| Fei-lirg-how, at this time many other

distinctions amongst the Chinese noblesse existed W *M' 16'
. </> -R ~

^/y
to reward military services; but many of them were with-

out any revenue attached lo them; and it is said &
_^;|

,
!

pj vk Jfi
"1B emP'y ( r v^'n) patent titles of nobility

originated wilb Wei. The empty titles, were those without

revenue.

The emperor^ jfg>
Tae-che (AD. 460)

... 3l | W; A cr-atcd of his sons and brothers

more tl,,n twenty kings,
J3|fJ$ |$ gj with a Keun dis-

trict for a kingdom ; the larger kingdoms had 20,000 families.

Sometimes all the kings and nobl.s were kept at court ; and at

other limes remanded to their respective principalities.

The Chin
|Jj|j dynasty established

jt ^ PK
jfjj

TT
nine orders of principalities with kings over tiu'm

; and had

twelve other degree, >,{ nobility, such as Kae-kwS-keun-heen-

ku "S
\jfl jgj |J|5 jjl fy which had a reference to the aid

given in acquiring the dominion.

The Suy
[fg dynast, had the titles

g) 7j:
Kw

$[$ i. Keun-wang; |1| ^ Hcen-kung, and so on, to the

number of nine ; which a few years afterwards was reduced to

three ; T'IZ.
J '2^ i

VVa
g> KuuiJ. How.

(151,) The Tang dynasty, in the 6th century bad nine

degrees of nobility, similar to those of the Siiiij: dynasty ; the

princes of the blood were all shied
t|j

- Tsiu-wang.

(152.) The founder of the Sung dynasty VA. D. 950), jfo

J^ T* $j /jh ffi ^* 'took the empire as easily a* one

can turn one's hand;
' and therefore he 'Mj: ^ p J|} ~/\

f"I itt" -W honored only liter .lure, ai.d did not esteem

military exploits j all the ministers of state during this

dynasty were created nobles with the title
jyU tfc KwS-kung;

whereas -^ ^ ^. j|i JfJ ^ JAt by Hie law* of tlie

Hin dynasty, no mm could lie ennobled without military

merit. ~fa /v Jj

1

^ $&& jt\ "I >j fK ,,[m 4|J 'the* \ -^ > < f .^ ^TS* '"j U-*

differences and Chang s which lia\e taken
|.l te, in .ncieul aud

modern, time*, cannot be discoursed of by general aflir.i alioni.

The diff rei.ces are s.i mam tliey mu t be particularized,

that they may he understood.

The. Ming dynasty apprn !ed to the word ^ Wang, or

King, a great many other distinctive epithets and scattered the

titles
pleLtifully about the imperial family, giving also peculiar

titles to the princesses, such as
^}|J ^ Keun-dioo

;
JM :t

Heen-choo ;

|J5 ^9- Keuii-keun; ^ Q Heen-keun ;

^" Heang-keun, and so on.

(153,) These titles, and all honors conferred bv the

government, are called Ming-ke ^ ^'fame utensils;' which
p MM

by some of the Chinese dynasties, have been given more

sparingly than by others, on the principle that
1|J

1 43.

H'J JSi ?* H a nobility which is easily obtained is not

Yalued by the people.

(154,) Further remarks on ^-1 ^i Fung-tseo,
' The

creating nobility' in China, are arranged under these several

heads , 1, UJ ft ^j-
Tsin tseih f.mg. The ennobling the

kindred-of the emperor. 2,
JJJ ^ ft. Kung-chin-fung,

The ennobling of meritorious servants of the crown. 3. Sp
-T-- Hr ~? -f'A J-j
"t^ -3ft ~j" f^ Jlj sze-wang sze, tsze sun-fung, The

ennobling the sons and grandsons of those who have died

(conspicuously) in the kind's service. 4, ^ fft
t ^

Fung-kung chin-bow, ennobling the posterity of meritorious

statesmen. B C. 180, the queen Kaou-how g.' H" ordered

certain temple honors to be co tinned

after age interminably ; and that
jjEi] ^

ae
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the heirs of Ihe person should every one inherit his riink.

5, fiS Y-r
j;^ Tih.hing fnng, emioh'cd for virtuous conduct.

The Jive common lilies of nobility are explained as being

derived from certain virtues, the highest and

First, the /f^ Rung N Lies, are so called from a

generous regard to the //u'Y/e or general good , in

opposition to all srllMiii s.
,

this being considered

the highest virtue.

Second, the \T How nobles, are those who being

expeVed for llieir virtues, y.-t trait for better times,

acid persevere, although sulVeM.g.

Third, the
jj Plh nobles, are bright m<-n ; 'asthe

wind denotes
; i. e.senion, possessing a hi^h degree

of intelligence.

Fourth, the -V- Tsze noliles, are lhoe who are capable

of nurturing or training up other persons in

virtuous conduct.

Fifth, the JH Nan nobles, are those who are capable

of sustaining the burden of important offices

, and thereby giving repose to others.

(155,) Tsiin-heen-kc-t>e> e^-fung || lp| ||jj |g j-^

' Nobi-

lity granted to honor former worthies, and prevent their be-

coming extinct. 7, Gin-tsih-lung 13
Vijfr W5f

'

"obility confer-

red as a mere expression of the gracious f.ivor
* of the prince.

8, Wae-lseih-fung ^f! fry
3fJ-

'

nobility conferred on

distant relations, or those on tl.e female side,' in the imperial

family. 9, Chuy-fung^ ;;j-
'posthumous nobility ,' or that

conferred after Hie death of the individual. Many of the

gods of China are in this way from lime to time promote I by

mortal emperors. 10, Scfu,-^ |-V

J

'

transferring titles of

nobility,' not to another person, but ch, lining the title. II,

rpl ji$ [ln (If;} J E-jIh-liearg loo-fun.;, 'Nobility granted

to pcrKoiisin foreign .'erritories wh<i have submitted and attached

themselves' to (.him.
'2,^ /^ jjj- Foo.jm-fii"g,

'

Nod.lilj

granted to women.' IS, Ts.Bfimg ^ jn|
th s is the title to

a section on selling^ j^j
Mae t.se, or granting [|jJ, ffj

Tsze-

tse, noMlity to die
1^-

Min, or Common people : one of the

appellations given them, was
'^'\. -}_ Kuiig-sze. This praclice

was ii.lroduced in the second )ear of tlu; H.)n dynasty (B. C.

SOSO, M an incentive to lh ft people to |(|* /& ]- M*^ * I/J^ A^ /IH* j^c

put away the altars of the Tiin dynasty, and erect those of

Han. These loyalists, who had the rank of noblesse /f 02

'Rj J^l >%i ilt
W 'le" lhty comraitted c "'niei obtained a

pardon : a strange privilege!

This account of Chinese nobility closes with a few examples

of those who huve Sun-jang.fung ^ =|^
it- 'humbly

declined being ennobled.'

(156.) The Yuen-keen-luy-han ^ j^^ pj having

gone through an historical account of ancient offices and

titles of nobility, passes to

?X 1W M$ 'collectanea on the art of government ;' and

although this article is already extended to a great length,

the writer jet thinks it will be useful to notice further the

heads of these chapters in connexion with the word /

g*
Kwan.

(157,) Keun-taou
jfr ^J|

< the princijiles of desposition,'

or the received principles concerning an absolute sovereign

prince. The etj mology of the word
Jft Keun, is first noticed ;

it is fr;>m ruler and mtiuth, me-.nin,' that his word is law.

It is further said of the .'e.pol, in th.it ^ j^ ^ J^ j

TfT "F* *m* his virtue equals heavrn and e.rth (the god

nature) he is styled Hwang. le, in that^ Wfo ffi]
~f~ ^ f^

^^ T^ heaven helps him, ai d (reals him as a son, he is railed

Te n-tsze, the sou of heaven. Again ^ -
'/^ |P^

the S>^n of Heaven, comes next alter Heaven, in ruling the

universe, and
|^ ^ jij. ^_ 'J

lelding every thing

into id pmper place : this is the supremely honorable dignitary

employed by -^ J^ ^ ^[J

' fnher heaven, and mother

earth;' yj ^j^ J\^
'
to take c..re of human being*.'

Still however they make the despot subordinate to the

people Yf ^ if- ,'V,
T K

^Jj
the Son of Heaven

is esl hi shed f<ir t' e sake ot the world, ^1 ^ ^ "TC
jF^

~~fc. "T" tl?
t '1 " wor" Wls "ot Mti! lish<-d f.T the sake of

Heaven's son. An ancient wriler compare? the d pot to

a- fish in B.tcr-h, ,,., ft ^ 7J< fl|| ^ /R ^ ^
I ^ 'K ili

<lf tlie fi 'h '"'e the waler
' il "'" (lie; but

if the water lose the fish, it is still water.' And ngain 3"

' the prince is a gallant vessel ; the people are the water,

the water can swim a vessel, and* the water can swamp
a vessel.'
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(158.) Chin [ fib IJj
'<

ffij
' a minister's arts,' in a good

ens,-, i. e. the duties incumbent on him. His ^Kl1 j^ Ljf

WT ^3 If!
w 'lo!ii should he enii]ie!ent to plan the affairs

of the country ; ^ J^ |-j[ y^ J{ pjfi
his personal conduct

should be adeqmte to make him an example and a teacher to

olhers; |$j /j yji j|j
'V- ^ whatever may be the law

uf the land, he should maintain it; ar.d & jf\ $ft Oil /5J/
/pi i) nr- '\\ su

~jf
when his prince is in di faculties he should die for him.

(159,1 Kwun pan ^jf Jjl
the order in which officers shall

be arr.nged or stand at court. The prevailing division of

rank into nine degrees, is attributed to ffijj ^t Chin-krun, a

r-m
^^

statesman of the
_- rgB Pan-kwS period (3rd century) who

was created a nobleman by "tff* lift Ts;ioii-tsaon, the iisiir|ier.

In the memoirs of Chin keun, this sentence occurs. He
-|l -/f

O . *
| . > * ^ |

PP ft /\ /<_ VA invenled the method ofarranging govern-

ment officers into nine ranks. The following are the heads

of other short sections.

(160,) TsTh-kwan |^ ^T the selection of officers ;
|?/J

1

Kin kwan, Diluent officers. ^ 1 Show kwan. On adher-

ing to office.
^j| ^

Sh kwan, On pluralities in office; i. e.

one person holding several anointments. ^ J
SSngkwan,

the sparing use of officers, i.e. using few of them. ^ ^Tae t,ung, of the Taug dynasty, limited the number irPoffieers

fr the government of the whole empire, to seven hundred and

thirty person*. All 'it* tj 4nT Ef4fr Vfe" ^1^
Ai M. SV W "^ 'H

su Perfl ""us
>ffic.ri "ho hold sine(lnes- 8 hm,ld be dismissed. J^ ^
Kwang kw:,,., \egfec ,

ills lhe dllti(,

s ()f an <)ffice ^ |

Jsi,,

kwan, encroaching on the duties of other people's office.

ff^ striving lor precedence.
-jfj ]

Lan kwan, Officers

corrupted b, bribery, g ] f| Mae kwan tse, selling
offices of governmeut-this expedient has often been resorled
o m China, for the purpose of increasing the revenue. Keaou

H n kan^ | exchanging

acling for oth ,.r ( , fficer< ^
obtainirg leave of absence from office. Trae

kwan g| ]
on

declining office. Keu kwan ^ 1 on

throwing up an office. Chdh meen
|1| ^ on expeMing from

>ffice -

13 n&ft Yew
t*u, fth vu ng, 0n an officer

bceo convicted of crime, to
re-emplo, him. On each

f",.

"
*"

of th' se topics a few elegant extracts and examples are given,

in adesultury unconnected manner.

(161,) The historical account abridged in the prccivl" g

pa-es of the officers of the Chinese, is followed by quotations

un c '"' nS' concerning government itself. The

government from right and a l
;

ght ilrnlce, is de-

fined by j Ching,
' To rectify -,

' or
"|> Jljj Jp( ] -^

the means by which inferiors rectify themselves.'

An ai'cienl maxim in the i|W =P Le ke is, that in order to
/p.!!. riL

rule the world, five things arc of supreme importance ; l^t,

that the ruler should
y*J $ti govern well his own kindred;

2nd, That I* should ^ jjj reward merit; 3rd, ^ ^
elevate the virtuous; 4th,

jjj| |^ employ men of talents j

and 5th,
/Tj". <^>

cherish men of benevolent spirit*.

There is one allusion which suggests an unfavorable idea

of the situation of the people; it is this "3? ^- ^jj
the

emperor is a charioteer. The
\fc\ d^ N'uy-shr, and TJr ^M

Tae-she, ministers are his
~Jta -$ left and right hands;

I^L 'ii ^ $1 ^ lhe laws are a *''' lhe peopled

mouths; IXJ 'R SL { the government officers are the>^ | /J*if I

bridle, and
J^[ }f)j ^ |j< punishments are the lash, with

which the people, or th,- stele carriage is driven . The

European term,
' The reins of government,' is apart of the

same (illusion.

(Ifi2.) Kwan tsze ^^ called jjj! | ffi T]Vj the
I / j 'i it. -fx ''Ir* n

courtesies and decorums of life; justice and equity, or

righteousness; moderation and uneorrii|ited integrity ; a feeling

of shame or a sense of honor the
JJj $f{

four cordsof societv

which is endangered by the |g breaking asunder of any of

the first three; but destro.ed by the breaking of the last

named.

One say,, government i, like

stretching the string of . harp ^ |J g; ^,J ^ |g^ if the large strings he urged vehemenlly, the small string!

will break. #% || ^ nf^ ^| Thote who
hold stations of hi.|,

respect.bility should i,ot

%

be men defi-

cient in virtue *pi* A- ^- VA T ITI J ,

P* -'V ^ /t? p J^< /J\
'hose who hold

great offices, should not rule little things, j^ $ ^ j}

^ PJ W "T wht're lh<TC ' a o exteus.ve population the

gou'rnment should not be vexatious. Those officers
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who possess

fications should not be questioned about slight inabilities ;

/ft /ttB
JfzL 7f s(\ ap Hi /|> AJV those who have sub-

Itantial virtues, should not be criminated for small faults.

ijV ^P ~~/ j^ The way to guide the people as a shepherd,

is & ~y lXj| <fH to feed them with benevolence; ylv ^^

!/] ffiii/ to teach them with civility; or rather tparh them to

44- -/ /V -r-
know the decencies and civilities of life.

j^J
J3l Wr ^ j)T)

Jg[| 7" According to their wishes give them, -f/i- J . P/TJJA* >C_. Wl ^r /7I

to- jt TOfJ
~7 follow their likings, and admonish them j

jlj

~jf "^ jfj?
3 j& ^& when rewarding, if any doubt, do

it liberally ; ^jj ~j/ ^ ^ ^ ^ when punishing, if any

<loiibl, do it lightly.

(153,1 Another approved opinion on goveJ-nment is this,

^? y@t Tfy ^" those who are skilled in government JKj^ipjj

' raise tight the net-rope. FR Jffl 'p*
but hate a wide net.

1

By raising the net-rope fiff
3fc ? 1^ (hose included in the

net are mnjiy ; and by having a wide net /K /W> -lua the

small escape, by this means TEy ^\ -HT government is

not vexatious in petty cases ; and m* ^j ]R? "7 ^^ jjt

this is the important thing in good government

The acknowledged principles of government are expressed

by two words, Kwan, Keen g* T|||
i. e. verbally

' wide and

sparing,' by which they mean, a liberal treatment; and a

sparing interference with the people ;
but some erroneously

consider these virtues the same as Tsung Le6

connivance and carelessness, which cause |^ 3J-

government acts to become null and void: therefore another

definition is given, thus, W ^" /f\ TT^ ^t liber '' lilv '

forbids being vexatious and oppressive ;
B|J ^g" ^> Jjrfj $fi

H a sparing interference is that which is not trouble-
:*>* TT
somely minute.

(154,1 The following are received as maxims, !g| jjjfj

1

judge

of rites and ceremonies; ^W ^ tread in the footsteps of former

affairs, or, follow precedent. H is required to 'fr ^ convert

or reform men
; iQ ^J to recognize virtuous worthy people

to 2^ )|S
to put away what is troublesome ; and to

"pr
fi

value an abridged way of governing to *& leave

behind one an impression of love ai'd affection . to

exterminate selfishness; to

VART i. 8 e

= consult with the

public opinion; to
jj ^ ^jfi

rescue the people from their

(moral and physical) diseases: to
|| ^ j* put away all

minute annoyance or unfeeling vexations, to
JfqL.

-- TRr

attend carefully to the three principles of government, I,

J3c /^ to select proper men , 2, Kj E. to comply with th

people's convenience; 3, /fjp 05 to conform to the seasons.

It is said, XpT M ^ ^ Jj ^ the means of preserving

a throne, is benevolence,
^ij" J^( J[^ y^ ^ fjt the means

of collecting a people is wealth,
jjjm jg ^ -Sjr

institute

edication on divine principles i. e. on principles of religion,

inculcating that the gods know and punish vices, which escape

the laws of men ; ~%* pT S Jj^J ^|J jjj^
do not value

extraordinary commodities, and the people will have a

competence; ^ J 5& ^ I'j S A# d "Ot

esteem as precious far-fetched commodities, and people from

a distance will submit themselves from feeling themselves of

no importance.

without the ceremonies and proprieties of life, is like plough-

ing without a coulter.
J7LJ j^ ^j j |lj Jj|J ^ ^

when the people in all quarters have a sufficiency, the nation

will enjoy tranquility. JT& %' Bil ^ ^t ^ When the
K^V s\^ J*> < >vX /^ Sr*

government is liberally conducted (or exercises clemeiicy)

plots are easily kept down
jK( ^ @lj ^ W| ^ when the

government rs oppressive it is impossible to exterminate

plots.
j|1i .^^^ T^ Put an end to useless ingenuity

and 38? 3|j| i^: "V & reject commodities which are hnrd

to he obtained.

(154,1 Some of the other terms used in reference to

government, are these Leih ching j[f JIJ
on establishing

government; Shen-ching ^[ jf^
on good government ; Jm-

ching p. j^
on benevolent government ,

Kwan-ching ^
"jf|r

on liberal government ; I,e-kew-tsung-ching ^ 7V W;
*>^ jj, *^
JJ& on officers remaining long in office ; Kin-ling *| ^J"

on

prohibitions, and strictly inflicting the pennlty. Teen-fa M
>}

ritual and ceremonial laws; Poo-shoo
$jjj

ft accounts
**

of finance and population; Yu?-yaou ^ ^ a monthly

account ; Suv-hwuv "^ ^ an annual account ; Yaou-hwuy
J

A'-Ai F|

W ^ a "eneral statistical account of^the empire ; TTh-hwa
-*r H
^M. Xl/ reformation of men, caused by the influence of virtue ;
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Tlh-han Jg Ja^
the influence of virtue on niture generally,

both the rational and the in.iui uate; Kung-cliing ' lr. on

justice and rectitude in the government officers; Leen-keih

JJJJF
1& moderation and purity i.i reference to money ; Shoo

it? on excusing others; or pulling a favorable construction

on their defects and fitilts; Wei-yen g jflfr
on a majestic

*terne<i and severity. Wing-cha ilH
fjji.

oa examining clearly

into affiiri ; TseTh-zB .W^ -?{fi
on hating vicious people ; Tsih

fflh JM (7^ on finding out secret transactions ; Ching-chth

mi
|j|G

on weighing the duties of an office and the capabilities

of the person to fill it. Show-chili
i-j^ Jj^| maintaining one's

office by fulfiling its duties ; Keae-shin fly Nflt caution and

care; E-tsih JIT- ~ti cases of extraordinary merit in

governing well, so as to induce supernatural effects, or mira-

culous occurrences. Le-heen
jjjS *jj

to shew marked

civilities to worthy men. Jin been fa- IS? to give office to

worthy men. Chejin W] ^ on discerning the characters of

men. Puh kew pe ~Jt\ jjfc raw ""' expecting perfection from

any man. Tuy mei hea le M| 3B K tp to resign the

praise, and attribute the merit to inferior officers. Ke been

Iron rejecting worthy men. Pe-heeu
jig jf|f

on casting

a shade over worthy men. Hwuy tsih
ijjf ijp

to confer lar-

gesses on the people ; Chin seuli |M JDK lo supply their want*

in times of distress. Kew tcth
)J

&U on soliciting a supply

of grain from other st.ites or provinces. Hingle (Ifl. f|f

to give encouragement to what increases the wealth of the

people ; ~fc ijx Fang-leS, On schemes or plans to effect

particular purposes; Keucn ko
jf^ 39J on exhorting to agri-

culture; and tlie general diffusion of education these are

tailed the
^j^

root, and
3jf foundation of society. Tih-min

%jf $ on obtaining the pcopl '< i.ffjction, Piih shih e 1

#J- ;J^
on not taking lo one's self a thing lost by others.

S*j lit!
t> " n r erl

"llica ' examination into the Conduct of officers.

Peching if^
a base vile government. Ya thing I|f-

Vtt
>nt\ **>v

ID oppressive aovcn nrnt, Lw.n chingfi' I A- the rule of anar-

chy. Keu* ching ^ jf^
an intriguing government. Ching-

piih )th ]fy ^ ^*. a perpetually changing government.

King se.j f^"
'

|J sp cious and loquacious vill./my in the

I of goven mmt

Tan paou Jj ^greedy and violent. Tan-Ian J^

insitiahly avaricious. Tan maon "^ j -j risVmg every thing

for the sake of gaie ; W ^ ^ -^ Tan ho kc raing,

throwing away one's life for the sake of gain. Pow kth iA

^1^
to exact exorliitant taxes from the people. Paou ne5

^p ^ and ^p ^? K"h paou, A cruel inhuman govern-

ment which inflicts tortures promiscuously, and sports with

the lives of the people one example undjr this section if

/fc WTP Epf ^ ' Cu ' ^ ''le nea^ w 'th a burning saw.

Wang ching [ [^prognostics
of ruin: some of the prog-

nostics are supernatural, and others are those extreme degrees

of misconduct which n iturally indicate approaching ruin ;

these are example*, ^ ;(^\ |j| '^jj.
a careless and impenitent

mind, ^r ^ j^J jft
j many resentments and a fond-

ness for war. ^ J^ j|fj |H^ an insatiable avarice that

is never satisfied.
)|3 4r j$| ffjj $$ | flf*

the qu?en,

the wife, meanly esteemed ; whilest si ives and concubines are

honored, g ft Rf ]?[ It ^ II j^ ^T J J| $
when offices may be obtained by the importunate solicitations

of interest
;
and when titles w.d emoluments may be hought

mi'jestyj with an internal secret fear, more of these terms

may be seen V1 the 45th and subsequent volumes of the.

}c3 ^! |?ij ^jj Ynen-keen-luy.han.

The
j5^ 3Jp j^ ^ Koo-sze-keung-lin, 1st vel. SOth

page, under /) ^ Wan chin, and
|fr Jjgc

Woo chth, contains

a parallel between ancient and modern titles of office, with

some of the complimentary and poetical terms applied to

person holding particular offices.

The etiquette to be observed between officers of different

ranks may be seen in the beginning of the red book v^ zMf

[j Tsin-shin-lan ; and a detailed account of every department

of the presei t government may be seen in the Ta-tsing-hwuy-

te'en -^ fn "H* Jl| comprised iu 40 duod. vols.

CHOW.

From a covering above, and a containing vessel below j

to contain undercover, agin a shiu >.r carriage, to contain

as the earth, or the universe; including alleges, from high

antiquity to the present time. See '-^f- Yu.
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Shang hei .ze fang juff ,u J; "J\ ^j ~}j \~\ ^ the

zenith and nadir; and thfr four points of the eompat* arc

called Yu. Wang koo lae kin yufi chow fc| ~fc ^CA | J

r

past antiquity onward to tlie present, a called Chow.

Yu chow rhe keang sh.in, ptih kae ; koo kin che ching wei kiS

"--1s
] ZtcA^ft^.^lill*'

SJt the rivers and hills in the world change not, hut the

ancient and modern appellation) are all different. Yu-chow

J- 'iff the universe.

Yu chow che keen wci teen te che keen ^p ~jf \>ji\

=H y^ ilti ^ ffS
m tne n"dt f ^e Yu-<:hoa>, expresses

iu the mi'lst of heaven and earth. Taoti tae ho che yu chow

f>^ ~/\. ^P /, ~p I

*" sccure llie harmony of the universe.

TING.

From afoot under a cnrirr or shed in a tranquil place of

rest. Settled; in a fixed stale; tranquil; steady. To fix; to

settle; to decide. Fixed; settled; certain; a fixed trance-like

itate. To .stop. Name of a district and of a hill. Peih ting

ifa
|

it must be. Can ting^fc at rest; in a fixed

tranquil state. Yth ting 1
positively ; assuredly. Ting e

;fcjr
to fix: to determine; to decide on, as in a case of law.

Ting gill #S a fixed quantity or number- Ting jen

/\ absolutely certain, positively. Ting ke 1 Im a fixed

time. Ting sing ^ to enquire respectfully about the

health of one's parents. Pfih ting
~jf\

'I or We ting^
uncertain, either referring lo the p--l or Ihe fulure. Tingyin

I

j
or Ting tan yin

j jS 4fB an advance given lo fix

a bargain ; earnest money.

Yew jih ling clw le ^f
'

~^ jjl it It a fixed prin-

ciple. Yu
tingfi^

1 to settle previously. Jin sze ho chang

ting ^ TJJ |pj"
^gl

I

when are human aff.irs ever fixed.

Han ting sh : ,i sing ^ j ^ ^i,, the evening enquire about

(a parent's) res/, and in the morning, enquire ahouttlieir waking.

Ta ting tee ft ] tyft
to .strike a bargain ; to make out

a written agreement. Juh ting ken leaou A 1 ^ J*

entered into a trance. Teen te ting wei
~J? Iflj 1

/f<^

heaven and earth being fined iu their places. (Ylh-king.)

Ting hea yth tan ho
'

"IT -
jff 'K' to settle an

agreement about merchandise. Choo e we ting ir ^ -^
unresolved ; undetermined what to do. Sze shdh we ting

'$. I'M 4^ 1 the affair yet remains in a state of uncertainty :

it it not yet fixed how it will be. Kwo wJn ting
jj^ft ^ J

,

to send to the espouaed lady the document! (and presents)

vfhich/* the intended marriage. We sing ting -^- jS|j

not perfectly awake a term of abuse addressed to a stupid

person. Tan ting Vg>
|

a calm J!rm (decision of mind.)

In the She-king
'

Ting occurs as the name of j(^ ~Tj

/^
f(S a constellation in the northern regions. ji "yS [^

i Ckin-tiih te ting,
' The Chin-tsih, or agitated lakes, were

settled
'

tShoo-king.) Wang yug, kung ting yu wang e ^
Q A, 1 ^ /{^ ,

the kinS (Ching.wang) said to

(Chow-kung.) when you, Sir, are settled in ( jj^
L5) I will go

also.' (Shoo-king.) Ting ke lun Jt
|jm

' to confirm

(by the king's authority) the deliberations iof the ministers.)

Lun ting, jen how kwan che
pjjg j $fe ^ |jf ^ after

the deliberations are confirmed (by the king) then give office

(to the person alluded to.) Aiter he has served then give

him rank ; and Wei ting jen how luh che Yj 1 ^ '$ jjt^

~? after his rank is fixed then give him emolument. (Le-

king.) E jun yu ting sze she ^ f^ ft ] ^ flf 'by

the intercallary iiionlh adjust the four seasons;' or else, Accord-

ing to the lunar calendar ^ ?V S^ lhe spring ;i
three years)

is carried forward to summer. ^Sho-kiug.) Teen te ting wei

shan tslh tung ke ^ ^ A 1

fi )1| j^ |^ ^j,
when

heaven and earth were fixed in their places ti;e hills and Likes

had an intercommunion of aerial vapours. (YTh-king) POh

teaou haou teen, Iwan me yew ting ~fc tHS ^ ^ JK
/fl '

unpitied by resplendent heaven ; confusion cannot

ba brought to settled order.' (She-king.) Che che urh how

l 'n? ^{3 -it [flj Wi
I

wncn tne min<' kn ws 'hat virtuous

state in which it ought to rest ; the purpose will become fixed.

(Ta-heS.) The king Seang-wan ^ "-]
said to ^ ^~

Ming Uze, 7^ ~F 5s? lP 1

' ht>w is lhe wotld (in whith

war and strife now prcvnil) to be fixed in a tranquil state !'

The philosopher recommcHded an universal monarchy in these

words, Ting yu yTh j ^ 'it must be fixed by touting

it under one sovereign.' (Mang-tsze.)
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| $ Ting fun ; M, TinS funS tsaou *

& S Ting sin tsaou ; the names of planU.
4 *f-

Ting lung Jm to determine respecting pain, a me

dical term.

1 ^ 7w ^;

J8 ^ "T fifc
TinS 5inS win ui "

le pBh ko keue
1

, The ceremony of enquiring early in the morn

ing (of parentiO and soothing their evening's repose by atten-

tioni, should not be dispensed with. (Tseuen-jin-keu-bwB.)

Jfamei of placet.

Ting chow >^j
a district in Ch?h-le province.

Ting fan ^ a district in Kwei.chow province.

Ting gan -^ a heen district in Canton province.

Ting hae
'

VW a heen diilrict in Che-keang province.

Ting hing ml 3 district in Chih-le province.

Ting peeu
'

jg|
a Been district in Se-gan province.

Ting seang 1 3B. a Heen district in Shan-se province.

Ting taou 1 Kft! a Heen district in Shan-tung province.

Ting nan ting 1
J5H l|s

a district in Keang-se province.

Ting yuen ting

'

jy |j|
name of a place in Shen-se.

Ting ynen 1
3| a Heen district in Keang-nan province ;

there is also a place of the same name in Sze-chuen pro-

vince.

YUEN, and Wan.

From o covering, and a knot causing restlessness. To

cover one's self over with shrubs or plants, crooked and made

to hang down; yielding; giving way ; hence the common phrase

Yuen chuen wn" 8 yielding and turning; i. e accommodating

one's self to circumstances. Read Yum, The name of a hill ;

of a country in the west , a surname. Read Yuen, A small

appearance. Yuen yS
] TJJ

or Yuenjen 1 ^ as if , accord-

ing to.

T
7J

Hi -fa
Wan tsae hfiy chur.g yaiig, -ap-

peared as if in the midst of the water.' (She-king.) Wan

pe ming kew
j ^ ^ M ' a small dove.' (She-king.)

E, or Ne.

From a line denoting the earth, and over all a tovering. A

settled dwelling; that which by nature is constituted fit, right,

proper; fitting fur; suitable to; according with ; union; harmony.

Business; aff.iir. N;:me of a sacrifice; and of a district. A

surname. Used for
4||

E. E boo, puh e
* 3&. ^

'

j,

it proper. E jin 1 ^ title of the wives of officers of th

fifth rank. E-jen
J

9fc suitable; proper; fitting. E ke yew

tsze sze
^ ^ ^ jj jj[

either affirms that an affVir it

proper, or in an interrogative tune, implies the .contrary.

Yew she e yu tsze ; urh puh e yu pe /j=j" f)^ | ^ jj^

III] ^^ I
7ft IcC

**"'re are ' irae which are expedient

for this, and inexpedient for that. Yew pe tsze eang e
^Fl

iSt y-L ^"0
t '"'re '* a rec 'P rv ca' expediency both for

that and this; or, for you and me. Jin te teang e A
tlj}

>fQ
i the mm and the place unit each other: said in

reference to persons who fill the office of magistrates. Yin"

e /ME it ought properly to be so. Woo e 'J& 1 it

must by rights be thus. Yin she che e
JJ!J 0^ $jlj

'

to do

or make what is suitable or proper; according to times and

circumstances. Tsae tS tih e jfetr 1^ ^ 1 the plan and
4Vd Ift, |>T I

r

arrangement is guitable or proper. Shang fl tth e *g

JJ|J:
1 rewards conferred and punishments inflicted, according

to what is suitable and proper. Tan peen e /gf l3i to

covet what is expedient for, and suits one's self. Too c ~\j

to be suitable or peculiar to the soil. Put) hs she e
/j\

-^ H:fe unsuitable to the times. E ke yew tsze sze

jt",^ iHl ^- ^e d f>lierve'' what happened to him said

in reference to some calamity or affliction falling upon a

person.

E nan tsaou
j fJ jS E nan tsaou 1 .M S names

of plants. E hing cha hoo SL i. ^fe a tea pot made
1 ^ \ '| * -*tt*.

at E-hing, in Keang-nan.

in the Mie king it is said of Seuen-keang ^3 ^ tjbe

. - _.

queen of p| /Jr^ Seuen-king, She ou;;bt

Keun tsze laouj

S'J
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state. A surname Yew jin kTh ff A ]
or Yew kTh jin

/6" A he has a visitor. Pin kTh ft I a visitor; a

gurnl. Yuen kTh {^ |
stranger from recnote parts. Choo

Jtfh ~-\^ \
a host and a guest. Tsing kTh -M 1 to invite

a friend or visitor; to invite a party. A customer ; as FS kih

? lo procure customers goods which do so. A travel-

ing merchant ; as Cha kTh ^ ]
a tea merchant ; a dealer who

goes to the hills annually to procure the tea; a manufacturer

of tea.

KTh shang 1
tTJi

a traveling merchant, one who goes to

a place to purchase commodities and leave it again. Chang

takThchee
^p* ^ ^ f^S to conduct the cerenioni.il

on receiving great (state) visitors. Kin jib vnw kTh lae&
B rf 9$.

a T ' s|tor has come to day. Sung yu chow

wei kTh ^P
-

JjH |h^ Sung was a guest at Chow's

court which intiiii.il, s that the two states were equal and

recognised a reciprocity of civility. Piih yaou tso kih

taou ^\ jjg t{J -g- don't adopt the formalities of a

visitor, be at home. KTh lae choo pah koo 1 ^fc ^ ^j\

|||J
when the visitor came, the host took no notice of him.

KTh choo jin urh heue
]j

A "
'yV ap anatomical

phrase. F.m tsze wae che chay keae vu kih H, j #1 $
-y |_|^ |

* j
' ^ *

'

~J& p* |~) j

all those who appro ich from outside are

called Kih, and Fan wae kow yih yug kih W ^|> ^ /ffi

|

all robbers or banditti who come from outside are

alsocalled &KA; hence Paou kTh
|j| |

cruel visitors; viz.

robbers. Tsze kTh
TJj|J ]

,n assassin. Kwan kih ^ ]

to treat a guest well. KTh keu choo jin gan 1 ^ ^t /I

^ when guests go, the host enjoins repose. Neu se yue keaou

klh
~J *W fc3 ^ a da "ghter's husband is called

Keaou -kill.

Chung mun keTh 15 e taepaou kih |B" Hfl ^! 4;ff
m <*

|

double the gates, and slrine the locsin, to be on the

watth against ferocious banditti. (YTh-king.) Yu yen kea kTh

Aft J|> J^f I

lhu * ' 8 'u" have a worthy guest. (She-king.)

Yew pfih s che kTh san jin lae /& ^ ^f ^7
~ A

?SJ
there are three unimportuned guests come. KTh te

] jlj;

a place of general resnrt, such as a gre .1 mart to which mer-

chants come from various quarters. KTh suy
] ^ the last

year; the year that is now gone.

An ancient form of^ Tslh, A house or dwelling.

Some say an obsolete form of
l|

TB, To measure.

An ancient form of Kwei^ Traitorous

l HWANG.

Some say, Wide; spacious; extensive; to dwelt.

i

fc

jf-\
KVVIlil. From a c ovrring and IK danger-

/LL
To fall in ruins ; to be permeaMs.

SEUEN.

From a house or covering, in whiih winds revolve and

cause to circulate the material principles in nature ; to revolve

and extend to every place; to spread out; to expand. To

promulgCj to proclaim to; to declare to; to summon. A

high degree of intelligence. Slow. The name of a district.

A surname. A certain appurtenance of a carriage. Eirly

grey hairs ; hald. Seuen hwa
'

/f
to diffuse the principles

of order and of civilization. ?euen kaou 1 ?i to

proclaim ; an Imperial proclamation. Scuen shih ^ an

Imperial mansion. Seuen yang 1 J/fn to spread or promnlge.

Chingseuen Poo-ching-sze sze^ | ^ jj^
u

~pj
the

receiver and promulger i:f the acts of the supreme govern-

ment; title of an officer in euch province, who, to the duties

expressed in his title, generally adds that of treasurer. Seuen

yin 1 y^ a propagator of lewdncss an expression applied to

dissipated princes. Seuen che
] g

1

to promulge the will

of a sovereign. Fung che seuen chaou ^. J3f "jjjjj

t

receive the imperial will and proclaim it.

Ke shun nae euen fe
j||j'j

*g
]

being at repose, the

same was widely extended among all ranks. (She-king.)

Seuen peen [ /|^
to extend everywhere. Seuen dig wei

J'n fa ijjft A * man ^ " con>prehenive aud discerning
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mind, said of WSn-wang y~ ^p- by his ion, and successor,

5^ lE Woo-wang. (She-king ) Seuen chilh
rfj

to be

dispersed ; t<> issue forth and disperse. Jih ecn san lih

J 1 ,H 4M A:t ' l) exhibit lhc lhree vir t<'ei, hcw them

inaction as is also expressed by Seuen loo 1
pfe

to expose

to view. (Slino-king.) Scuen-ho
] 3-|]

; or Seuen-tsung

] ^ ,
or eeuen-tih

] {& ano
-

Seuen-te
j ^ are

imperial titles whiih occur in Chinese history. In the She-f$

fi$i 7^
or rule ' " f tl *

1

Saic
-

"ip"s'tio[ii Persons, Shen wan

chow ta jue senen ^& f^j JPJ j^ (El ]
of good fame and

great celebrity are denominated Seuen ; or as it is otherwise

expressed, persons who art Shing shcn chow w5n 3D.
1
Jfe

ffij

HI
I
renowned for wisdom and goodness.

Senen-hwa fuo-jin 3ffi
^^ ^ was tne daughter of

1 P Seuen te, of the
||j|f

Chin dynasty. When liif

the Chin dynasty perished; the conqueror WSn-te of the

Pff ; $" Sl'J dy"asty J^| A ^ selected this lady to

enter the harem. That emperor on his dung bed was attended

by Seuen-ha Foo.jin, and on going out to other apirtme its

to change her raiment jK ~fa -f- 6fr jS she was assailed

by the prince who was heir apparent, hut she 'JtG
ffj?

: &l

resisted and escaped. On her return to the clumber of llu-

dying monarch J^ '^ ~^L jjfy ^ ^ ^ the Emperor

was surprized at the char-ge of her com tenance from what

was usual, and h!3 ^ asked about it. i A ,VA' 4Mc R
_., , -1 S^- /X '* '' W

^ -J-
fflt |g the lady in a flood of tears, said, the priuce

ha been rude. J^^^ The emperor w.'s greatly enraged

and said^ ^ JPJ j >f|f ^ ffc
brute ! how fit to have

committed to him the great afl'.tir of the sovereignty ; and he

^ |yj
insta"' 1

) died - Tlle prince then sent a present ofgold

enclosed in a cover to the lady ; who thinking it to be poison

opened it, and found
|jjj j|^\ jftk

two hearts joined in one,

jjjg- fjf) JR in a rage she refused it sat down and would

not make the usual obeisance till 1 ^ f\ ^
~? Jh ,S

all the inmates of the harem forced her, and then she bowed;

and^ $ & T" ^ S that iiijjht the prince debauched

her. (Pih-mei-sin-ynng.)

Seuen fa
j ^ the hair of the head turning gray and

falling out. Seuen shin
' ^ a chamber occupied by the

emperor when fatting.

Original form of%j?Yaou.
See the following.

YAOU.

From a cover and laid Irnmverttly. The soutb-eait corner

of a room or house: the creaking of the hinge of a door. Read

Yaou, Deep; sombre.

The same as TseTh Jfy a place where no human

voice is heard. Stillness-

From a covering and <o y <o. A place of rest; a dwelling;

the apartments of the family. A wife; a house, or family. A

cavern or grave; a case for a thing. Name of a hill. A

surname. Ching shih TP the principal wife. Tslh shth

ffl||
1 aconcubine. Rung shih 'g 1 a house; a dwelling,

sometimes means the Imperial apartments. Tse'en shlh
-jR

1 a quiver. Ying shth /^ ^
a northern constellation.

San shih yew sMh T"
/^" |

at thirty marry. Show

shih
tjp?

1 to take a wife for one's self or one's son. She

shih jit I a temple or hall dedicated to ancestors.

Tsungshlh^ ]
the imperial kindred. Shih suh

| ^
a Pegasus Markab. Nan e neu wei sMh ; neu e nan wei kea

a woman constitutes a shih (or chamber) a woman by marry-

ing a m:m constitutes a kea (house or family, ) where poli-

gamy prevails, the addition of a concubine requires only an

additional chamber; but when a woman marries a husband, a

new house is formed. ShTh kca 1 & and Kea shih '4j?
I -^\ -I*

are used to denote a household or a family. Hoo yew che

nuy wei shih B
jjffi

~Y ^1 iSt. insiJe a door and a
/ /'/Ifj ?*- r } 'w I

window constitutes a Shih. ShTh urh jln hea
| jM A ^3

the house is near, but the man is far off, this is Sze jew che
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tze W ^T v' fffij an expression used when thinking of

(an absent) friend ; the same idea is otherwise thus expressed,

S \ I1

) M A ^ Ke sMh tsth urh * ke J in

thin UK n ; The house is near, but the man is very far off!

For more compound phrases under the word
j

Shih, see

theSOlh vol of Fing-tsze-Jiij.peen
%jft ^|f| $j|

under Keu

ehoo mnn
|g- jj^ P'J

I he section concerning dwelling places.

Pan stuh yue" chwang yew slnh "^ -4- Pt >H; J^t
1

thirty years of age is called manhood, and the period to have

a wife. Kungshih lung ming^ j y|J ^2j Kimg and Shlh

are general terms for a dwelling place. The first word,

usually denotes a harem or an apirtment devoted to the women

and children of princes, the word Shih is of more extensire

application j the two words are also used together, to denote

any human abode; thus Shang koo heiiS ken yay choo, how

she .hi ig Jin jih die e kung shih _L^ yC

ft 1 3g A & Kl 1
- lhe '>"- - f

antiquity people dwelt in caves in wilderness plan's, in subse-

quent ages, the s^ges changed these ror houses. Shih is used

for the grave; PTh suy che how ; kwei ) u ke sliih 7*T ife "X

>5t S%' "J -"-
1

a^ter a hundred years (man) returns to

his home. Ping shih ~n(
j

an ice-house.

A copious collection of quotations in which the word fkik

I occurs may be found in iffil ~q[ Pet wan, 1 11 vol, 86 page.

YEW.

To potsei and unier a fheller. To be indulgent to; to

give scope to, but not set quite at liberty; to relax. Pro-

found) close. To assist; to advise or encourage to do. A

surname. Yew 1 is thus defined, Shoo kwan ^ |V to

excuse, to forgive in part; Kwan che urh e, we tseiu-n fing

w ^ [fa E ^^ )?* & to - rant ind A%ettce

merely; not entirely forgive. Shay yew ^r ]
to forgive.

Yew tsuy
| ^p to reprieve or remit for a time.

Yew kwo woo ta ; wei pQh sblli urh woo fan, stiy ta

p-Ih shay yew yay
\*&'&& %'&% &

^H- llifl A *5i '$( } ill
'" lor

f;
iv ''' r C"o none arc

considered great, express that :iu error or oflc..ce C'MU-

jitled from ignorance, although gre^t, it must be forgiven

and excused. San jew che fit

] ^ ^ the law of

three causes of exculpation : Ylh yew yu6 pfjh sHh I

.
-

_-^JLi

p~*[ X-* IOT one ground of forgiveness is ignorance; Tsae

yew yu kwo slith
l^- PJ ^ it the second ground

of forgiveness is mistake; San yew yuS wei wang
\4a -r

' '

Jg fo the third grouad of forgiveness is having forgot.

New yu keen kew ; pae chang ; Iwan sQh; san sc p8h yew

^TS5t*8L^HH97 1
tocom.

bine with traitorous cabals; to infringe constant principles;

to anarchize public niaiiiiers these three crimes, though

committed to a smaH extent, cannot be forgiven. Ko fow

keen yew
pj" ^ |4

1 raay it be excused or not ? She

fow keen \ew -Q ^ff ],,!
is it excused or not? K

tso taou hw5 chung leiih so piih yew 1^1 ff i& ^C w^

jjjt 'tife ^ 1 to seduce the multitude by heterodox opi-

nion*, is what the laws will not forgive. Yew meih

denotes the same as, Tsing meih pja (4* still and secret;
1 91 I ~f

retired ; close.

Yew A occurs in the sense of Too ktuen yay tyj ||j

-W to assist, and encourage; or is synonimoiis with m Yew.

Wang ta shih sau yew^ ^ ^ ^ ^
the king at great

repists is aided (or slimubted) by three pieces of music-

which are struck up during the repast.

HWAN. s. c.

From a minister or sfrrail under a cover. One who serves

another, particularly a sevant of the crown; a surname. Hwan,

he8 yiy; he chih szi- wei kwan \ay ^ f^ fy 1&1
$j$ ^

^ pf "tli
nwan denotes to learn, to learn official duties in

order to act as a magistrate. Yew f.in sze jin cliay keae yu5

hwau X K ^ A ^ ^ 1
f" rtht>r ' a" thoie

who serve other men are called Uwan. Heang hwao MJ
1 a country gentleman. II wan .?< *an pth jin I !- ^
H ^ three hundred officers of government.

Sze hwan 4fc \ or Kw:m hwan r

|V j

a government

offi.er. II wan kwaii
j '^J*

Yen hwan IM I or Chung
kwan

|J-| ^? an eunuch of the imperial p.ilace. Hwan nang

| 'itjj
a uv.d irin purse lhe money nude in office; gene-

rally implies bribery.
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E. The Sun shining through a crefiee. To feed

or nourish
-,
the north east corner of a house, where the food

is placed. It is supposed that the genial influences of nature

arise in the north east, and to this idea an allusion is made.

TEAOU.

King te-ou
ffl^? ^Jg levity and dissipation, profligacy;

this sense is controverted.

Same as Paou, To secret ; to hid*.

Sameas -jf- Ning, Tranquil; secure.

An abbreviated form of 3p Hae, To hurt ; or in.

jure ; injury.

.
An erroneous form of E $K which is

ancient form of E |p|
suitable ; right ; proper.

SEVEN STROKES.

CHING. From a covering and if perfect .

To contain, an a lionse; thatvhich is contained in a house,

a library containing ihe national archives.

CIl'HA. Ya cha a wanton lascivi-

ous manner : an affected air of tenderncs*.

TIHT j. g B

LANG. -* n CIDPty hou*e ; empty ; vacant.

An erroneoui form of Tseth, Still; quiet.

KEUN. From an eminent man under t cover.

To dwell ; many dwelling together.

KUNG.

From a covering and the body abbreviated. The place of a

king or Emperor; chiefly the private apartments for his family,

and the chambers for the women. A wall ; a temple ; a title of

office; a note in music ; to surround. Showkung^J- |

the

name of a tree ; a lizard that creeps on the wall. King kung

4-T I a travelling palace ;
i. e. one for the reception of the

Emperor when travelling. Rung shin 1
-^?

a home; a

dwelling ; imperial apartments : the phrase first became con-

fined to Imperial u.se in the time of Tsin. Kung chung

ifl within the pilace. Kun<; lung
] jj|,

the punishment of

castration. Kung kin
|

3*s the inner imperial dwelling;

the sacred apartments. Kung go mei neu IrfL ;; -4r*

the handsome women in the palace of the moon. Kung tang

<-he shan
| ^ <1 Jt s ' ttinS '" public court Kung teen

| ^ a palace.

Kiingjin tsaou ,\ jp the name of a plant. Kung

occurs in the sense of To surround. Ta shau kimg seaon shan

k ill
| /J^ |Jj

lne Sreat hills surround tlie sm ill hilli.

Urh kiing woo kwan che too ^ j^^ 1? _^ [^ a

r presentation of the two Kuns; and five Kwan an expression

used in physiognomy. (See K Kwan.)

Numerous quotations including the word ffung are

contained in the 131 vol. 60 pa^e of Pei-wan /Alii V~ and in

the 29th vol. of
B^j ^^^ Ping Isze luy peen.

The law concerning Kung nuy fun tsSng U\\ ^ -S-

wrangling inside the Imperial harem, is eonUiined in the Ibth

vol. of fa-taing huli-le ; the punishment threatened is 50 blow* :
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if the parlies proceed to fight and the noise reach the emperor,

one hundred blown are to be inflicted. Any eunuch who shall

wound himself by a weapon inside the hareni, roust he in-

stantly decapitated.

The laws concerning Kung teen mun shen jdh ^ Jjfa p*j

ifi }\ entering without leave the palnce gate; and Kung

teen taou ts5 pa pflh chuh
| Jjjjjj jt| ^ fjf 'f* jl|

on

persons doing work in the palace, m.t going out after the

work it overt are contained in the 10th vol. of Ta-tsing-IeKh-le.

Chow yung wei kung J^J TJji 'jjji

''

a wall around (a

house) makes a Rung. Kung shih hwa mei
j

gs* fft ]pfe

a mansion gay and elegant.
r
jjj ifff ^ ^jff J( jfj|

J^ pjvj Hwang-te Is* kung shih e pe fung yu. The emperor

Hwang-te (B C 2fiS2) made houses to retire to from the

wind and rain. ft fff% % %|$ \

times the dwelling places of both noble and ignoble, were all

called Kung; this was the case till the time of Tsin, (B. C. 300),

when it became the name of his dwelling who was supreme

in honor, viz. the emperor. Tsung meaou yih yu? kung

7T> <^Pl yf* E 'k" tera
l
) 'e f ancestors is also called

Kung. Kung he8
j

JS| a particular school at court during

the time of the Sung dynasty. Kung tsra 1
|J8

a bed-cham-

ber for women. Kuug fang jj^
a private apartment in

the harem. Laou kung j \ an eunuch. Kung mun
4 nn
I f"J

the gate of the imperial palace. Shih kung |s| j

the palace of Buddha. Che kung shang^ ^ j^j correspond
to ABC in the natural gamut. Kung

j
is said to denote

'in the middle of,' and Kung shing \
sjt.

is called rf|
:Al

Chung yin, The middle sound or note.

WOO.

Synonimous with
jjg Woo, To awaken from sleep.

EAOU . Vapour, steam or smoke ascending.

UNG, or Yung. Harmony; concord.

TSAE.

From a cover and bitter toil. To rule ; to govern ; a ruler ;

a governor; to fashion to one's purpose; to kill animals and

dress them, and to preside over tbe t ible. Che tsae
|fj|J

1

to form
f to make. Ylh tsae g ]

ihe ruler of a city.

Choo tsae jr j
a sovereign ruler, applied to Nature ; to an

Emperor, and to the Heart of man. Ta or Tae tsae ^ 1

one who has th supreme command of many other officers.

Seaoutsae/Jx ]
an inferior ruler. Ping tsae ^" 1 to boil

and dress food. Teen te chay wan wrjh che choo tsae^ ^
/R ffy 'tffl j^. ^*\

\

'leaven ani' earll > are the sovercigu

rulers f all Ihings. Choo Is^e^ 1 or Kea ts:ie &
nn officer placed over the household of princes and men of

rank. Shen tsae
|j^ |

or P.iou tsae ^ j
officers who

provide for the table. Too tsae
jj^ |

to butcher; to kill.

Tsae seang
| ^ ministers of state commonly called in

Europe fo/ao, from
J^ KS-laou. Tsae new 1 fc>

to kill a cow. Tsae seang clie yung iH J 'J> the
I I W nt^ ^^S

high honors of a minister of slate.

Ke kew yu tsth; kin che too tsae iffr jK? 733 vlr- 7M?
I r*? 1

' "T ^"
Jt/g" praying for softening ihowers; and

prohibiting

thel)ulcheringand killing ofanimals these always go together

in China. Tsae new shi yang
| ^- ^ ^ to sl.y kine,

ami kill sheep. Seen heen tsie tsze ^ ^ 1 12. Tsae tsze

a worthy person of former times
; a

disciple of Confucius,

and a native of Keuh-fow-heen ^ ^ J^ the birth place of

Confucius himself.

Taseaou ,tht.^ ,J N g ^ governor, of great and
small cities. Chung tse chang pang che .

lun;
,

|)th kv/a^

keunszehae^ | ft%$[fi'g-%mfa
the Chung-lite or great statesmen, manage the government
of the country; ejtercise a general controul overall officers,

and ajust all affairs within the four seas. Tae-tsae che chih

chang keen pang che lew teen T^T 1 "? gfe^ W *Tf
-V t JJj

' /t ^"" "

>"- 'I*

Z, /\ ^- the duty of the Tae ttae consists in managing the

six great stale ceremonies, which build up, or edify the coun-

try. Nuy tsae chang shoo pan too che fa
jfa ] ^ |gr

llji HI ^ )^ the yv"'^-' attend to the rules for draw-

ing maps, orurveys of the country for the use of government.
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Other quotations containing the word Tsae 1 may be seen

in ^ 40, page 13 of the 56 vol.
<>f|fij^ ^ Pci-wSn.

Tsae shJ ma new
' ^ ff-

} ^ to kill horses and cows

which have been used in husbandry or as beasts of burden,

is by the SI V of Ta-Uing-lcBh-le declared illegal. J^^
1 ft G n ^r% tt

-"
"P"

"" wh<> privately ki "

their own horses and cows shall be beaten with one hundred

blows ; for, siuce tlK.se animals
fft ||f -ft ^/ X $X ^~

& ih fc iff have exerted their strength to the utmost, to

kill them is cruel. Tsae foo - a cook.

KEW\ From fa /(. and under a eowr. To

search for ; to seek to attain.

CH A. Broad ;
wide ; full ;

solid.

HEA. An interstice, an aperlare ; and lo fill an

interstice or opening.

An ancient form ofW Shih. To fill ; full ; sub-

stantial ; solid.

From a covering denoting a house, confusion, and a month ;

because calamities often arise from domestic broils To injure ;

to hurt ; to be injurious or hurtful ; calamitous ; detrimental ;

the effect produced on the mind by injuries or calamities.

Bead 3, or H5, as an interrogative particle. Who? what?

why ? Le hae jh\ ^ advantageous and hurtful, are used

as opposites; when taken together they denote Sharp and

injurious; formidable; sererc. Shang hae
j|| ]

to wound

and hurt; to injure. Fang hae
jfjj *\

to cause some detri-

ment. Hae ke 1 P to injure one's self. Bae chung
|

$? to injure many person* ; to injure people generally.

Hae azejin 1 3 y^ to injure a person so ai to cause

death. H;ie jin 1 y^ to injure another person.

Hae pa 1 Aft
to feel afraid. Hae ew ^ to feel

ashamed. Hae ping 1
*Aj

to become sick. Hae jin chung

hae ke
'

y^ $J- 1 j^ he who injures another man, will

finally injure himself. E sze hae kung, fei chung yay j^ ^
I $t $\- i&i -ff/for private ends to injure public ones;

is a want of fidelity in government officers.

Hae is used to express natural calamities, and also

moral evils. Teen hae J^ a calamity sent by heaven.

Shwuy hae
7J

I a flood or inundation. Pub fung teen tsae ;

puh yu jiu hae, wei cue shing jin _>?> *j?j? ^ y^ A^
jffi y^

?l
l

j jj? ^f- A. ne wno neither meets with any natural

calamity, nor any injury from man is a Shing-jina saint or

a sage. Yuen hae bing le
:

jjfc
JS1

^jj
to pnt far off

what is injurious, and to raise up what is advantageous. Choo-

hae (f> exclude or put away what is injurious. Woo-

hae Tf ' ne ^ve cv ''s'^rcfer to five forms of natural,

and five kinds of political evil.

See a collection of quotations including the word Hae

^ in Pei-wan fljS A^ 89th vol. ^ 68, page 74. Na hae

tsze moo yang urh; show urh, loo haou, Isrw she tsuy tow

le hae seay
^J|j j^ -^ ||| ^|| ^ ^- ^J, /f)|J jtf /^/C

fl.
TJJ^ tJB i|J

1 jC that child's figure and hands are

all good ; only her lips are a little severe. Pfih pa joo le hae

~A* \^\ *tk ^1 ' am n<)t afra' (' ^ }'f severity,

hae puh tseen ^h 1 /K yj
rot a slight evil or injury

/

YEN.

From an overspreading iheiler and repose. Repose ;

leisure; a feast; an entertainment ; a banquet; merriment.

Ta pae yen yen -k ^t ^ \ to make a great entertain-

ment. Yen 18 I ^ to be merry and joyful.

KinjTh woo km yuen chung ta pae yen yen; jS naou fei

*&* to day at noon in the garden, a great entertainment is to be

spread out. and Ihere will be extraordinary bustle and festivity.

Shaugyen'jjf'
1 and Tsze yeu fU| j

express the emperor's
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conferring an entertainment on statesmen, or embassadors.

He'en ko tsew jcn j^|[ ^Hj j'jS
1 music, singing, wine and

feasting. Jfih heSyin yen A ji gT I those who enter

learning; i e. become graduates partake of a feast. Chung

keu yin I8h ming yen F| ||l ^ Jf^| Pj=j \
a obtaining

the Keu-jin decree, the graduates partake of the Deer-cry

Feast. Chung tsin sze yio keunj lin yen m ]g j^ W |fl|

it 1 those who attain the Tsln-sze degree, partake of Ihe

immortal gem forest fe.ist. Yen
|

and Yen ^HE are used as

lynonimous, in the
fijl /> Pel-win, 96 vol. ^ 76, page 12.

KEUE. Not daring to stretch out straight.

SEAOU.

From a covering and tbicurily below. Obscure; night;

fully set in ; smalt.
YuenseaouyfJ 1 the night of the 13th

of the 1st moon. Seaoii hing
J fJ the name of an

insect which emits a light. Yu^n scaou ta fang

hwa tJng -^Q -^ jjfc Jfc jj$
on the Yuen seaou

night, widely exhibit flower painted lanterns. Ching yuS shih

woo hwa tSng tung seaou ] ^ -f*5^ ^H 1

on the 15th of the first moon, the flower painted ranterns

hine through the whole night. Tsing seaou
jpj' j

a clear

night. Leang seaou E 1 a fine night. Chung seaou &5

I the whole night. Tung seaou ^*^
|

a winter's night. Sflh

scaou
JjT \ morning and night. Shoo scaou ;j I a hot

night. Han seaou ^ I a cold night.

Pei wia^ ^ 23 T<,|. ^ 17, page 47, contains classical

quotations including the word
']

Seaou. Seaou ming tsaou

jljj
I J the night shining plant.

from three person* under a iheller ; in course of time

corrupted to the present form. A pig under a shelter. Inside

> door. A honte
;
a family ; to dwell

; a wife calls her husband

Kea. A scholar of celebrity ; a publisher of books, a sect, as

Joo-kca j^ [

the sect of the learned. A pirt or particular

region of the human body ; as, Pe wei leaner kea Hfe r
[ H/J

'J r r i TJ
I the two regions the Pe and Wei ; domestic, or domesti-

cated animals. Hwuy kea
fjjl j

to return home. Teen

kea ^ J

the Emperor. Jin kea A 1 a man; a person.

Cbflh kea H I to go from home ; to be devoted to the

priesthood. Kea ching
'

^ great officers of the court ;

domestic officers of the Emperor, kings, and princes. Kea

clla"g
] ^ the head of a family. Reaching 1 ^the

rules or government of a family. Keajin \ A a domestic 8

also name of one of the diagrams. Kea sliing
1 ajg the

genealogy of a fimily, on account of ils rise. Kea she 1 f^
the life ofa person ; a written biography of the aff.iirs of a family.

Kea she piili haou
J ^ fc -fa the worldly concerns of the

family, unprosperous. She kea
|tr I a family of ages an

ancient family. Kea taoa
J

T Ihe ways or circumstance!

of a fan.ily. Kea kung tsze I /
-^*

our young master.

Kea chan tsin tseug
| ^^ |g to give up the whole

of one's property to creditors, or to government; furniture,,

slaves, and every thing is included.

Foo foo ho urh how kea taou chiiig ^ ^ ^P ]fjl f^

i ill f$(.
husb* 1"! and "ifc must agree .

an(' tnen Jonmttit

principles will be perfected.

Kea is often used for My, when speaking of

one's own relations; as Kea foo, kea moo ^t

-W My father and my mother. Kea heung G^

my ekler brother. Ta kea -^ j
the whole body

or numbet of persons concerned ; ^" ^jjr
Ml '

E|J -^^

T A 1 IP %& ^ Kan ch8 ta shdiis chay keu

leaou, ta kea too tsow tsin lae, Having seen him ascend the

carriage and set off, the whole of them, then all walked in.

Tsaekeapin jlh haou^ '

|T ^ ^Jl
for him can re-

mains at home, even if poor it is still well, it is better than

leaving one's home. Tsze kea fy I one's self. Kea chay

kwo chc tsili yay
| ^ jjj^

~

pj|| |^ a family i* the pat-

tern ef a nation. Shin sew, urh how kea tse; kea tse, urh

howkwS che

^0JF jjjj g } ffi ] ^fff, ft |B|

Vri
when individuals possess virtuous accomplishment^ fami-

lies will be correct and orderly ; and when families are correct

and orderly, the nation will be properly regulated. (Ta-hcSj.
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Tie kea shw"> W&
|TT

a discourse on regulating a family

well, to prevent lewdnrs*. (Tseuen j>n keu hwS &
f\^

^j ^2 vol. \ 9nd, pa^e 87.) The great rule is Wfe 1&
~*

Lf' expressed in two words,
' Shun suspicion -,

'
i. e. what-

ever excites suspicion ;

' hate every appearance of evil.' Let

every person in the family be occupied in their proper duties,

and aim at personal correctness ; ^W 1 "^
*jj[ ~T^ M- M.

jr- the way to regulate well a family includes nothing more

th.m these few rules.

Yuen kea ffi families at enmity with each other.

Jin kea ^ a man ; a hun an being) an individual
;
a class

or p-irlirnlar school of writer* is called a Kea ; thus Plh

k:'R choo tsze "5 j^ IT- denotes all Ihe writers of

eminence, in every period of Chinese history. Kea

means also a particular profession, as E kea
fe^

I the medi-

cal profes'ion. Fi kea y^ the legal profession or

writers on law : for the Chinese do not admit of Ihe profession

of law in the same sci.sc as in Europe. Nung kea U>

an agriculturist. Kkeajnj^| j
Teen kea ^ ]

Tsih

kea ^ and Kwan kea ^ 1 are epithets, denoting

an imperial or ro\;l family the last exp-ession now only

denotes a fainiij, the head of which is in the government.

Tsih kfi tsze '^ \ -$-
a princes of the imperial family.

Taou kea jg the T.iou sect or that founded hy

Laou tsze. ShTh kea ^ j
the Buddha sect.

Seen kea /

jjl|
the genii or superhuman hermits spoken

o( hy the Chinese.

Kra-leen-ung
] | || a statesman of the Sung ^

dynaity, devotedly attached to the fortunes of that family, and

who r.fns d to
ac.ept an high office und.rthe Tartar .-on-

querors of the Yuen
7r dynasty. When he M $ r

1"
J7

jf-f pp ,
' '^ ^* ^~*

y ^ t
iL B*anl <>' 'he fall of the Sung family, he slu-d tears

from morning to night, ai.d ^ Q ffi '$ '$[ ft
WO|I(1

neither eat nor drink (an ordinary meal) for several months:

^C |^[ ^p- J-^ "p^ ^ aft<>r a few years more in a good

old age his lile was ended.

Kea paou Iseuen l,cih
' ^ ^ ^ a complete collec-

lion of domestic jvWelscoi.sisimg of miscellaneous moralities;

gener I instructions and advices proper for families. Under the

head 4^ j^ ^(jp ^'/od j.-stsaie some iu^tccut stories. lu 32

8 F

vol. published in t!ir reign of^ |H1 Kang-he, by ^ ^
~i -^r ^|-

Teen-ke-shth Seen sn.g.

Pth-an-ming-kea g" ^ ^ 1 one hundred and three

famous writers during the period called t^
ijlfj

I.8h-chaou,

'The six dyniisliesi' from the third to the seventh century

inclusive, 64 vols. consists of short pieces of poetry i official

paper-, letters, or short extracts from them ; and so on.

Classical quotations including the word Kea arc given

intheSQlh vol. of Pei-wan
jjjjl ^C *)

8I -

An ancient form of 7k. Shin, To jud^e ; to examine

into. From a coprring, denoting To brood over; a claw and

wood. Read Pe'en, To separate; to distinguish.

SHIN.

From a covering and the north pular star. A retired apart-

ment ; the Imperial apartments, iu allusion to the Emperor

being like the polar star.

Ching te ken jug shin
^flf .jfe

& P}^ to compliment

the imperial residence, the word Shin is employed. Te keu

pill shin kung <jfe jjHJ- jlfa g the emperor resides in the

northern retired palace; which place is also called*!

Fn; g shin. Other combinations of the character occur in the

1 3th v.,1 cf M
^Pei-wa.i,

103rd page.

YUNG

From a covering and a valley, both of l.ir,e containing

capacity. To contain; to heir with ; to endure-, the external

expression of the fe.-lin^ with which one receives any thing!

ext, rmil carria_e; manner; count 'nance ;
officers who preside

.->/-
" *

over ceremonies. A di4rict ; a surname. E yung J^ >0v

the various attitudes, bows, &c. which court ceremony

requires. Tsiing yung '<$
j

easy, graceful carriage. King

yung ^ ]
thin

ligiit silk. Yung che J^.
" ?'"'

carriage; domeaiioiir ; ad>lri-s. Yung chow
^.little

perfume ha_s, worn by 1 idles Yung jin che kwo
' \

^Q to bear with people's faults. Yuuj luaou lb
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external ipneirancr or countenance of a person. Yung ni
'

jjjj
t" receive and conliin. phyicilly or m >rally. Yung le

j the whole of a pcr*o:i'< 6gure and manner. Yung

>' Of
, prnd out an I flying about.

Yung e K.
easy to cfTect ; requiring no effort. Hing

yung ^j^
I the external figure ; the appearance or fashion

of. Han yung j!j
to contain copiously; to forbear

much; in which last sense some write -g- |

Han jung.

Paouyun^'pJ to enclose around and contain; lobeir

with. Yew yung t!h nae ta /Fl"
/s| fh J^ to possess the

Tirlue of a protecting forbearance is great in a prince. Keun

Isze e yung min child chung =9" ^?-
J,

I E. ^- K#

a prince by a protecting forbearance towards the p o !e,

nourishes the multitude. Leang too nSng yung "fur & FI|?

I 'a measure tint can contain;' is an expression denoting

a liberal indulgent mind. Yung seiou chill pae ho sin ching

^l
> $$ ^P1 t3 ^/f IF all"w me ' 3

our '' tl 'e "e
|>l
lcw .

to pay my respects to your bride. Puh yung ju sze A~\

~nh
Tfi^

not excused in death death is not a sufficient punish-

ment. WaotetMeyung.&tify
||j

1 no place to contain

OIK'S self unable to bear one's self.

Keun tsze che yung shoo che ^" -4 ^ q~fi jM
the manner or demeanour of an eminent man is easy and

low ; but, Keen so tsun chay chae s&b fj njfr
& ^- ^5

^X "hen he sees a person he honors, he shews a respectful

al.Ttness; Tsfih yung chung S "m" the gait of the feet

is steady; Show yung kung =j^ \ ^ the motion of the

hand* respectful; Mifh yung twan Q | ^ the motion of

the eyes is regular, he looks straight before him; Kow yung
c!lc P it *"'' moutn st Ps talking ; Shing yung tsing

fff.
his voice when emitted is soft; Tow yung chih

| l|[.
his head is carried straight ; Ke yung suh

Jpj
\

h general air or carriage is reverentially courteous
;

Lcih jew tih j |^,
he stands erect with virtuous firm-

nes ; Hh yung cliwang pi |

Af his countenance looks bold.

II ion yen yn-'g h(
K^j

a good countenance. Tsow

til' e if; a sorrow)' il countenance. Seaou vun" ^^ 1j r> t\* J B ^^
a l-ui^hing countenance. Wei yung ^ j

a majestic com-

mand'nig countenance. Foo yung jjjg
1 a feminine deport-

meal the manner becoming a woman. Kcu gaou yung

^ 1 a haughty proud carriage. TsS neu urh yung
j'fc -jt-

3 '
1 to act girlishly.

Shih yung tfc-
to lose countenance to appear discon-

certed. Yuen maou tseufi she
J 0J ^ [^ a counteuance

that exceeds (in beauty) all the world. He yung ^.
<

ti* ^

pleated countenance. Chin yungJI^L I
a true countenance

are terms by which a painted likeness is expressed. Wei

foo neu yn ke'nn e kwS die jin yu yen ki >g pS yung, hw5 yew

che
tft. tf jt in **' ^ A. irnn
pU /j"

/ but that women and little girls, who happen

accidentally to see men of strange countries, should express

themselves in a light contemptuous manner perhaps such a

thing occur,' (The viceroy of Canton, speikin^ of the op-

probrious epilht-ts applied I')
ihe Chinese to foreigners.)

Yung 1 occurs in thj sense of
ffi Fang, To guard

agai. st; to ward off. Yung heen
^ tjjfc

a district 'n Kwang-

se province. Yung cliing 1 tyfi a been d strict in thih-le.

Yui.g chae suy peTh
' ^ jij^ ^ or Yung chae woo

pefh 1 '& jf/ ^E ' a collection of criticisms, reflections,

anecdotes, remarks on history, .&c uritlea at the spur of the

moment, by ^]t -j' J^ Hiing-king-loo, a statesman of the

guno.^i? dynasty. To a Chinese reader, the fourteen volumes

of this work form a rather instructive miscellany.

Classical quotations including the word Yung are

found in the 2nd vol. of
JJS

~fr Pel wan, 29lh page.

. _.

An ancient form of E jiL right, fit.

An ancient form of Heang ?&. sound , noise.

SEUEN.

Original form of Seuen ^f to circulate to CTcry part.

HAOU.

AD ancient form of Haou j^ the down of plants.
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YIN.

An ancient form of ffi Yin, a horary character.

The amc as IE Keen, Veneration ; respect j

devotiuii.

EIGHT STROKES.

KEU. To store or lay up; to home. One says, To sell.

GOW, or Yu. To affect to sleep.

SUH, and Sew.

From a shelter for a hundred men. A halting place at the

distance of every thirty le. A stage to rest at during the

night when travelling, and where is situated an inn at which

people rolled together to pass the night iu any place. What

is past; heretofore; to rest or remain in ;
to keep watch, or

stand guard at night. The stars of night; a constellation;

the name of a city, and of an ancient state. A surname.

Occurs in the serse of Sfih
J^l e-irly in the morning. Urh

shih pa still """I
-~

f\ 1 the twenty-eight constellations

of the Chines:'. See Morrison's ViewofChinn, page 102.

Hee sflh Bk
|

to stop and rest. Lew suh ^ ^
to

detain to pass the i.ijit. Suh chang
j

flR to spend

the night with prostitutes. Full sing
| Jl^ the stars.

Tsecy suh yih seaou
^ff

W to l-orrow a lodging

for a night, that is to request a lodging for the night. PQh e

tsae wae meen bwa, suh lew 7^ ^ fa ft fj^ ^ j ]jty

it is improper to remain outside to sleep am >i gst flowers, and

pass the night amorgst willows; i. 6. amongst the panders of

licentious pleasures.

Xeauu yew tie tub L? 7[T |U- birds have roosts to

pass the night. San shlh le yew iflh ; siih yew loo ihih

-^ ~p JH. 'fj I ^ Jlj> 3? at the distance of

thirty le there it a resting place, and the resting place has a

road-house an inn.

Laou sze sfihjoo ^g ffi]

'

fT?
tin aged teacher and

a scholar of longstanding : The Latin Dictionaries translate

S&h-joo hy Sapient ssiiiins.' Siih jth
'

j
in pist days.

4 II,

Sfih it-Hi
| Yj formerly ; in olden limes. Pe tsze yew

sflh yuen ^ JJ ^" #G, an old reientment existed

between the two.

In case of Sih wei show weijin, ze tsze tae te
|

t&r

~*J WT / ^* fJ It ^J
those who pass the night on

guard, and those who keep guard (at the pilacegale) of their

own accord putting olh -r people to s,tai d for them they

shall be punished with forty blows. In those who Siih s!iow

ArJ-
keep gn; rd at ni-ht, ^^ ~V M ft |

g the crime of
clandestinely putting a person to stand for

one is greater than not standing one's turn. Chlh sfih
T^[

to pass the night (ai on guard) when it comes to one's turn.

Fan suh wei jin ping chang puh le shin ; wei chay che ize

p whoever pass the ui^ht on guard must never lay down their

weapons those who act contrary to this order shall be pu-

nished with forty blows. (Ta-tsing-leuh-le, 10th -vol.)

Tsze loo woo suh no
^- ^ ^ft j |^ Tize-lao did

not delay fulfilment of a promise. Suh 118
*

=^ to delay

fulfilling, or to break one's promise. Kweisfih!^ 1 to turn
WJI I

to the constellation denotes keeping the object iu view, it it

applied to composition.

Cl issical quotations including the word Sfih I occur in

Pei wSn
DjB yT lOkta vol. ^91, page 35.

An ancient form of the preceding.

SKI 11. Evening; night.

TSAN, Or Tsa. With hatte ; celerity ; speedily.
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TSAE. S5m
A sort of local fellow officer. A local magistrate. Leaou

tsae & '

an officer of government. Classical quotations

including the word Tsie 1 are contained in the 56th vol. of

Pei wan ffl X 40 ^' I08th PS J>

TS-HE,..

From a covering over leguminour plants. A place where

there i no human voice. Silent; still , quiet ; poor; lonely;

stillness; n-pose f unmoved; iinclive, applied to mind and to

body. Tseth tscih woo jin ^ ] ^ A 8llenl and So1 '"

tary. Tseih Jen puh lung
'

4fc ^ tj^f
in a state of inac-

tivity. Tseih mS woo (eaou J?L 1 '. !/(] lonely and
I 7<1 iti> 1"r

without the support of friends.

Yuen chung jay shin, tseih tsing woo shing [Kj-
tb Mi

^ | pjf *J{{ ^ in tlle yrd al the dead of night, there

was perfect stillness and no voice beard.

5s?

a cover.

An erroneous form of
|g| T8, Issuing forth from

1 ti .M . From a rabbit or hare beneath a cover.

A vulgar form of^ Yuen, To oppress; to injure; to accuse

fairly. Yuen wan, t. jin
] ^f ^ "> '" ^sely

another person. Yuen kea ko keae, puh ko ke 1 %? pi 42
T of t '

4* P
J ^O el ll(;s should lie unloosed (removed) not knolt',1,

Yuenkeflho.hia
] jg ^ jr}l

a gri,.a ,e
or wrong unredresscd. Yuen htvau p&T^n

] ^ ^$ the ghost of one who has died
unjustly is never dissi-

pated-it remains to innoy and distress the injurious cause
of the person's death. Tse* foo die yuen ty ffi -J 1

an i -jury, or cnu.it of resentmrnt that is
intimately connect-

ed with one's .elf. Han ,uen ^ |
to cherish ., ,.

Shth yuen ^ |
t,, reil,ove ill will or enmity. Mac y,,en

to harbour a corert reicutmcnt or ill-will.

Classical quotations including the word Yueu
j

occur ii

the loth vol. of Pei-wan, 80th page.

KE. =fe

From ilrange and under a cover. A stranger in a house.

To throw one's self into a temporary habitation; to depend on

and be under the protection of others; to give in charge to

another person ; to S:'iid by a person, under his care or charge.

The east side. Tsing ke SS"
'j

to request to take charge of.

Ke e
lj^ to give one's wishes in charge to a person.

Ke sing
| /j: a parasitic plant; also one who attaches

himself by mr an flattery to the rich or powerful. Ke shoo sin

IE
jS and Ke s'm 1

<j

= to send a letter by a person.

Ke yu tjl
an inn, or temporary alxide for travellers.

Ke ke ting, tsae tsing keang poo 'Sp ^Sp
=*

/jj
-fta yT.

>j|j

the pavilion called Ke-ke ting is situated at Tsing keang-poo,

in th? province of Keang -se. (San-tsac-too-hwuy, 14th vol.

61 page.)

Ke lae
3f

to *eru' h'ther ; Ke keu ^ to send

thither. Tung fang yug ke
j|| Jff J3JJ

1 the eastern region if

called
|

Ke. (Le-ke.) Tsing ke woo so ting =j| ]
fflF.

fijj

^* when requested to exert his influence, he would listen

to nothing, mid of Chin-too $K jffl a stitosmin of great

reputed devotednes* during the reign of
yj" ^f? King-te (B.

C. III.)

Ke tsing yn shan sliwiiy
|
fe -p |I| 7JC

to addict

one's self entirely to the adinintio-u of rural scenery. Ke

tsing yu tsew
| '|'^ ^4 ^ to take gre t delight in the

vagaries of intoxication. Ke tsing denotes an acquired relish

for any pursuit ; rather th:m a natinl propensity : or an int/u'g-

iiig in any propensity said of pwts and lovers of fiction.

Ke noo tsiou
j -^ rt" or jv .w ^e noo Isaou

,^'|]
1

y^ j^J
name of a medicinal plant, described as Koo wSn

"^" '^Ht
1)itler an<1 "^f", applied externally to wounds Ke

keu chung
| Jg-^ Cancer B r.ihardus, J.iponice, Kamiiia,

(Klaproth's supplement.) Kesee
] ffi name of a pi ,,,t.

Sang ke sS-ig jj* ] tfc
a p-irasitic plint niwing on the

mulberry tree, supposed to tranquillize the pregnant womb.
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Ke koo 1 na ' to send a treasury
'

to the in\ isihle >tatc ;

i. e. to burn a paper house filled with gold and silver leaf.

Keheen chae tsS che
] fjj\ yjjf $$^ miscellaneous tales

to amuse a leisure hour. 4 vols. colloquial.

Classical quotations including the word Ke occur in

the 79th vol. ofM ^T Pei-wiii, ^ 63, page 17.

An ancient punishment which consisted in taking off the

kneepan ;
a horary character denoting from three to five

P.M. Bold; strong; practiced; respectful. njj Jg 'ttffj

^fc
^ffc Tung y'm he'S kung, The same reverence for each oilier,

and united respect; expresses that Keun chin tang tung ke

jin wei ; he* ke kung king ^ gl ^ ^J ^ ] ||
t&

3[jl ^ fjrb prince and minister ought to cherish the

lame reverence and awe; and unite their veneration, and re-

tpect so as to be one in all the ucts of government. (Shoo-

king.) Yin pin chSh jih &
jjj j

respectfully meet

as a guest, the rising sun. (Shoo-kiug.) Siih yay wei yin

M. 4JL 'fffi I
morning and night only, respectful, expresses

Tsze tsaou che moo, woo she urh piih yin 6 .|?y 3* ^jjL

3m fllf I?!] ^* 1

^rora 1Born 'ng to evening, never at any

time without a feeling of respect. (Shoo-king.)

A few quotations under Yin, occur in the 5th vol. of

PCI w*n > Page 210, and in the 13th vol. 104th page.

Yin chuen she wi rf- name of a commentator on the

ancient classics.

MEIH.

Hills forming a kind of amphitheatre, or large hall ; to stop ;

to rest; profound; still; silent; secret. Name of a state, and

of a district; a surname. Pe meth jWj secret; hidden.

Se meth &HI 1 small; delicate. Tsing meih djS \ still;
**

(JA

silent; close; secret. Ke meth t^ a secret spring or

moving cause. Chow meth JH
| close; thick. Kin meth

JjFf intimate ; familiar. Meih how tjj close j inti-" * \ \ /^r

rtin i. 8 a

mate friendship or acquaintance. Melli hih 1 ^ a secret

apartment. Meih yew
] ^ an intimate friend.

Ke meih sze tsing JKgz } 3ji \i,r a secret affair or trans-
'/% i

l, ft I rfi-

action. Piih che she sh mo ke meih sze^ ^] Jg f j" ^
^fe 1 iff I don't know what secret affair it is. Sze pfih

meth, ts*h hae ching^ ^> ] |lj f|f J^jj'

un|e an affair

be kept secret it's success will be injured. Tso sze ke meth

j$ Ig
;|J||

1 to act secretly. Mow sze yaou pe ineth =~)1

$" ^ ^ I
'
>lan8 " re re1u ' re(' lo ^ '<ePt c 'ose ""^ secret.

Kin meih
jlf

i and Tsin meih ^ denote familiarly

acquainted ; intimate with each other.

Wang yin sh;iou meTh yen B^j
7m >y j l^j

the net

also is rather close said metaphorically of the laws.
(

rfl =P

She-ke, 4lh vol. 18
\, page 1.) Che leu nae meth

j|- ^ ;ffi

J
the resident strangers are thick ; i. e. numerous. C$he-kia.)

San
Ipr open, diffuse, and MeTh

j
close, hidden, are applied

to sounds in the
|!| ]=

Le-ke.

Pah kwei meih; puh pang heS, piih taou kew koo, puh

.

do not pry into secrets
; do not meddle with others

familiarly! do not speak of people's past errors or faults, do

not play and laugh and thereby incur the contempt of others.

Meth jin pfih kung
| A T*^ the raen of Me 'h were

insolent, fp [f:J5^ ^JJ
and presumed to oppose a great nation,

therefore ^ ^T WSn-wang subjugated them. (She-king.)

MeTh urh wang shlh 1

^|^ ^^ ^ "ear the royal do-

main. (Shoo-king.)

Meth yew Wjfr a military officer under the Sung -ife

dynasty who perished by the hands of the T Yuen Tartars.

||fi
Sing-poo, 107th vol.) the same lift- is given in the 25th

Ming chin; and the name is written 1vol. of

Meth yew.

Keun P8b me ' h - tsllh shin hin

chin pflh meth, tsih shih shin ; ke sze pBh meth, tsih hae ching,

If the prince do not keep secrets, he will lose his ministers
;
ifa

minister do not keep secrets he will lose his life; if plans are

not kept secret, the success of the enterprize will be ruined.

(YTh-king.) Shingjin e tsze se sin; tuy tsang yu meih
3Q^

\
*h
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the heart, and retire to the secret recedes of the mind.

(Yih-king.)

Meih-hc'en I ]K> a district in Ho-nan province. MeTh

jun 1 ^ a district in Chfh-le, N. L. 40.

Mc'ih kw6 1
|i$J

a slate anciently siluited on Ihe mo-

dern 5 Tsing-ninj,
in |$ |g

Shen-se province. Melh
~^ If.

lekealo 1 i|[ 47JP
J Cervus, in lingua Fan

^j
vel San-

scrit. (Kbproth's supplement.)

Classical quotations including the word
]

Mcih, occur in

'Pei-wJn, 118th vol. page 14.

LIN. From aforett and a covering. A deep

retired house.

is what soft yielding bad men do; to exercise violence and

cruelly by availing one's self of the power of superiors, is

what stubborn unbending wicked men effect. (Commentary

on the preceding quotation.)

Und r the technical appellation Shang-kew t^ -J\
of

the Mtmg-kwa 'jx^ Jn> it is said, Keih mung pBh le wei

Ya cha
JJJ?

w irregular; incorrect.

Affected deportment ;
a lascivious behaviour.

K'HOW. A common form of the following.

K'HOW.

From to attack and Jo complete. To plunder of every i

thing ;
to pillage. A plundering alt ek made by a band of

villains, by piralej, and k*jforeign maranders. Internal com-

motions are expressed by ffl! Lwan. Large numbers of destruc-

tive birds or other animals are called Kow. pze kow "rjl

a criminal judge. Hae kow
>Jw pirates. Kow t!h 1

fljV plundering banditti. Kowshijin
j

%}; J\^
to plunder

and murder.

The king should Shin gB kow nc8, tsm puh wei ming

JT ^7 Jig ^g ^ ^ H|^ stop the violence and

cruelly of those (wicked ministers) who shew no awe

of the clearly apparent will of heaven. (She-king.) Kwei

sny chay, jow g8 cheio wei
; kow neu chny, kaag g8 chc so fi

rulers who attack the s'li^iid people, who in extreme cases are

disposed to anarchy, if they do it ill (by excessive seventy) they

themselves become cruel plunderers; if well, by a reasonable

strictness, they prevent cruelty and plunder. (Yth-king.)

The ancient monarchs Shun '2f* and Chow-kung Sj ^fy

are adduced as examples of exrrcisirg just severity whilst

Tsin-hwaag ;?JZ
~ a cl tfm-woo

ij^ ~&r by their excei-

ive severity. V\eikow "n. became cruel plunderers.

(.Comment >ry on the preceding quotation.)

The p-incipl of mod irate scverilv, united with a cautions

avoi. lance of pushing people to extremities l>y
excessive

harshness, is always inculcnt d by Chinese writers on govern-

ment
j th'-y *ay ^^ -^1-^^ in atl.icking the ignorant and

turhul. ht, ^j~} ^ Aff ^ X\ \l$l <jjt ^ [ /Q jfjj [

^ ft
ijvv" $ ~y

,(^\ 1^1 2_ r iluig tli ra, although it

be with a high decree of strictness, is merely for the pur-

)
ose of guarding against the ii becoming bandits ; it is merely

to remove their disposition to rebel against wh .1 is reasonable,

and where these ei.ds are effected the strictness mu.t stop.

Sj^ 7^1^ X ^ \ "tli
lll>

'

y afe all 'iclvei1 wilk "res-

give severity, thjn this s.ile ceases to be reasonable, and

the attackers become bandits.

Ching tsJh ei wang, p :e IsTh wei kow
Jjt rjij

T3i. 3p
\\h HlJ ^ j

in the event o! succeeding he will be a king,

if defeated he will be a rebel.

Chin nan die
|.ii g U5 jiinny wei Iwan ju wae wei kow

far w? to follow people iu power whether right or wrong,

1 (jour servant; have heard that miiit.irj operations, ori-iual-

ihg wiihin a country, constitutes confusion (or cml war)

when from without they constitute Kuv> Ihe atl..ck of an

enemy. Kow ke.w
|

^ffffi an enemy, //p (W Td-chuen.)

Kow Uih keen kwei
| ^^ ^Q maraudets, murderer!,
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rebels, and traitors. (Shoo-king.) Row chay, rbiing Ueti wei

chej ko keuu hing kung kcih jut kow

tilude collected together; and hence a crowd making an

altick and plundering, is called Kow. Shi jin yn<5 tslh,

trae wae jug kecn.ts.ie nuy v kwei ^ ^ Q |^ fa

^1" E3 Hh 'ft ffy ^ lhoie who murder P601 ' 1'

are called Ts1h; (enemies to the slate) when absent from

court are called Keen; in the court they are called Kwei.

(Corrmentarj or theShoo-,ki. g )

An ancient form ofM Tsin, A back apartment ; a

chamber ;
to sleep.

An ancient form of pf Tsing, Azure colour.

An ancient form of Jfc Tsae, To rule or gorern.

Same as J^ Sow, An old person.

11WAN.

Hwin fang {3 J] name of an ancient state.

NINE STROKES.

CH1NG.

Name of a king's son, whicb occurs in ancient history.

Ancient form of # Yen, see Radical Ho

SIN.

From eover and tt> examine. A sort of gorernment office.

YUH.
Sparks of fire, or rather tinder which

propagates fire.

An erroneous form of^ Chuen.

KEEN. To strike a sonorous stone in Tain

or useless drums and sonorous stones. A woman's name.

FOO.

From a covering and an anc'ent form of the word happinetn

being suu^ under a shelter. This is the etymology given by the

Dictionurics ; there is however a popular derivation from

together and field. M my fields possessed by one person,

nmkes rid', which is contrasted with ^ Pin, from to divide and

K-eaHh which makes poor.

To he provided with abundantly; well supplied with;

r'rch , affluent ; to enrich i of the five sources of b.ip|ii>.ess one

is to he rich. A bribe. A surname. Foo kwei
|j| -^

richei

and honors commonly denotes merely, a wealthy person. Foo

kwei pin Ue'eu chang pe'en ^ ^ \ffi 'fft *g
riches

with their honors, and poterty with its meanness, are conti-

nually fluctuating. Keen foo fe
^

rich in years, meaui to

be young ai.d h;ne a great many years yet to come.

Fung yu tae chay, wei che foo yay ^ j-fe HJ ft f^
~*f \ /tfl having abundance of wealth is expressed by the

word Foo, rich. Shen jin foo chay, wei che shang ; j
in jin foo

chay, wei che yang ||^ ] ^ ffi ^ g \ j

9~y
^itta Tirtuouj man's being ri< h, is a reward (or

a blessing) ; a licentious man's being rich, it a punishment (or

a curse). Foo kea tsze te ^ -^ ^ the oni and

younger brothers of a rich family. Foo jew sze bae
J
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PQ jfjj
riches including all within the four

of the world or the empire. MUM expression confined to the

emperor of China. Foo hoo 1 E* a rich door or house j

a rich man or fimily. Foo telli wang bow 1

j&fr IJI tt|

riches opposed to ; i. e. equal to, king* or nobles ; an rich as

a king or a prince. Foo kwei keae yra km keen ke
^ 1=}"

|S* @ l)$l ($t j& riches antl h<M10 's " *Itte frotn diligence

and eroiioniv.

Ta fo<> yew teen ; seaou foo yew kin ^ '

tjl ^P /U

EEl 3$) reat wea 'ln ls fr" 1 beaten little wealth (or

a competence) is from diligence.

Foo yew tseen kinj pin woo leang teg I /tt ~~ *&

^ |itE jjfjj f$ rich and possessing a thousand pieces of

gold; poor and without a pound weight of iron: this is the

language of commiseration w hen entirely destitute t>f all

resources; and comparing one's present circumstances either

with more prosperous times, or with other people in prosperity.

Foo pfih ko kew
'

^p\ ~pj ^ riches cannot be

obtained bj seeking for them means that fate or destiny

determines who shall be rich and who shall be poor. This is

the doctrine of Confucius in the Lun-yu ; he said 1
rfrj

"JjT

'
if ricnes could b& obtained by human

tffort, though I were a horse driver, I also should aim at

them; but since they cannot be obtained by seeking for them,

I'll follow what my inclination leads me to ;* viz. the study

of moral philosophy. One of Ihe commentators says
'[ ^j"

W ^1 7r ^K ?,W W $L *^C being rich is determined

by fate, and cannot he obtained by striving for them. Another

scholiast is hurt at the paragraph being supposed to express

the real sentiment ofConfucius; viz. that he would aim at being

rich, if he thought there was any use in it j and therefore he

^lA*t*t* 1 ifc^PolS
B|" ^ Pj -j^

the sage never had any idea of striving for

riches; and how would he ever ask whether it were or were

not practicable to obtain them ! ^ ]^ fg % $$ HJj

."fe i^t ^K pT ^ 'Gjji

' but he expressed hiir.tulf thus,

merely to shew clearly that it was. impossible to obtain wealth

by striving for it ;' and another glossographer adds,
"

-$-

j/ Jg" $f ' the good man does not hate riches and honors,

and therefore forbear to strive for them; but he does so

from maintaining the principle that they depend on the will

of heaven, and are not to be had by man's striving.*

She foo, kejin *S
j Ijy

A lapresume on riches and

insult other people. Foo urh woo keaou
'

f|jj
JBI S>

rich without being proud.

The jive conditions which constitute happiness are these,

^ dL tl /& ^ luf
l^ ^^ '* '""g-'ifei lne second is

riches (or perhaps a competence is meant) ; the third it health

and repose; the fourth is the love of virtue; and the fifth is a

natural death. (Shoo-king.)

In the Le-krog it is said that
J3S /K Joo chay, the philoso-

ph ^ if % a ^ ^ n E i
pshke iobeTb

to w&n e wei foo, does- not aim at accumulating wealth j but

considers a great accumulation of literature to be riches.

During the j^ Yin dynasty, A ^ 1 JTO^^ Jin

kwer foo urn shang che,
' Men valued riches and gave the

precedence to age.' which was a falling off from the good state

of society which preceded, when men j^ |S Kwei tih ' valued

virtue' above every thing else. For when government*

^- 1 it I? ' make it their principal study to enrich the

people'-the people will ^^J^^|fn^^P^^
every one appropriate selfishly their property, and disown their

kindred.

The Shoo-king says of the jft. $* Teen-y8, or officers of

justice, that^ | =f- ^ ijg: |fc ^p ^ they not only

executed the law with the utmost strictness upon powerful

families who offended; but also executed it with the utmost

strictness on rich families;* thus they j 'jji j^C' Ijjj ^
^vb 76(1 Jjffi

uj. were neither intimidated by power ; nor

seduced by gain.

Teen hoo e tsze ; ho shin puh foo T Xpf J7J ^|] /pT
'

why does heaven chastise (the king) i why do

the gds not enrich him ? /t^il'll^i^fA^
dfr 4ff it is all in consequence of the king believing what

women say; i. e. hearkening to their opinions about govern-

ment. (She-king,)

Jin che tsze shing, via tsew win kib ; pe hwan ptih cbe,
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ylh tsny jth foo A 2 %^ ft VS *B 3

V^ An
7|p JW$ H regular and intelligent men who

drink wine are mild and overcome it (or are not overcome

by iO ; those who are stupid and ignorant, when once they

get drunk, become every d:iy worse. (She-king.)

TSIN. An ancient form ofM Tsin.

A relation ; near to; wh.it is done in one's own person

is expressed by TYm.

An ancient fonn of
i|t. Ming.

Repose and comfort derived from the heart under a shelter

and above a dish; implying the possession of a home and

a competence. The monarch entitled Taou kwang, who has

now as.-ended the throne (.December, 1820) of Chini, r. quires

that the word Ning, be from henceforward written with a line

drawn transversely, inste id of a heart
, because Nrag, in its proper

form, is his name, which would be profaned by common use.

PING. A disease that excite* alarm in sleep.m
Some say, To sleep much. The third moon it-called

Ping-yuo".

HWAN.

A wall that encirclct or surrounds a set of houses.

Name of a place in ancient geography, in the lime

of the Chow dynasty.

MEI, and Me.

From a covering, a couch, and inactive. To desist fronr

effort; to rest; to shut the eye* and withdraw the soul; to

ileep; sleepily; stupid. The name of a fish. Mui.g nii

I to dream in sleep. Tsin urh pfih mei
jE5 j|j1

^K

IART i. 8 B

mei 3
|]j j ^

to sleep without shutting the eyes; unsound sleep. Woo raei

jli.
I to be awake, and to sleep.

Ming tsze
', ~f- when he heard that the stale ^, Loo.

^\ jfA"
desired to employ (his pupil)

ze in the government, said Woo win die he urh pfih

ffrt jfc 1 when 1 heard it, I could not

sleep for joy. Kung-sim-chow / q& -Jr.
asked if 1 8-ching-

tsze were h'rti Jp- bold and daring or not, and was answered
"^

i -*i

in the negative j he next enquired if he 7n *p J^jj -^j"

possessed the talent of devising plans of acting, or if he

^ [[fj |^ -$- possessed extensive knowledge or not 5

to Hhich Mln;;. tsze replied, no. Kung-mn-choui then

added, Je'i tslh, he wei he urh pfih mei %R
i^lj ^ /,,,./ -g"

rjf]
~fc \ the case being thus, why should >ou then be unable

to sleep for joy .' The philosopher replied, jl.
*j*

2s ht it a man who !ovet oi.t'ir ! (Ming-lsze)

Mei yu 1 fa a certain fish, otherwise called]
Sffi

Jtfeiyu. Ming fa puh mei
f)Fj ^ _^K to be unable to

sleep even till djy lij;ht
breaks in the morning, /^ j^

^ A on account of anxious thoughts about one's parents

in limes of anarchy. (She-king.) Sub. hing y^y mei
j

1^ jffi

/fc \ to ris-j early in tlie morning ;>ud sleep al night. Ke*

nie j /B3
^

a fallacious sleep a short nap which does not

refresii the body.

E. Stillness; rest; quiet; repose.

An ancient form of W Tsin, To sleep.

HAN.

Originally derived from a man under a thalih cover, with ice

below ; subsequently abhrevi ited to the present form. Yen

him fv/r severe cold. Han lung I yja cold, fii;'id.
/I I I -^^

Tsfih hau sh;mg sin
^Q? |ft /^\

cold feet iijure the heart

Han sin
j

t\^f
a cold heart, denotes fear. Han ke Isin jin

I ~%\ 1*5? A ''le c<> ' 1' a ' r Picrc ' s man - Ke na " fw
hunger and cold. Han joo jj=6

a cold; (i.e. a poor)
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scholar. Han chen
] ^ 'd fiRbt, means trembling with

eold. Han shoo ke king
] ^ |j$ fg

cold and heat, a few

times passing.-means
a few years. Shang ban ^ ]

wounded by cold ;mean/>r occasioned by checked perspi-

ration. Wei han
jlj j

stomach .cold-is a disease in which

the stomach rejects food.

Confucius said .in
allusion to difficulties and trials being

necessary to prove a man's character ^ j $K ffi ffl

J^ % %- $. \$f ili Suj han J en lw)w che SUDS P^ h che

how teaou yay, The cold season of the year (the winter) must

pass, ere you can know that the pine does not cast its leaves,

when other trees of the forest do so. Thus /K ^\ 2^ /FE
^/ ill. irf2 (it -n- ~?'-Art ft> .

rfe Si 3% ^f-lffi IS. a bad man in times of
- ""A !> /T-1 < "V> >>

social order may not appear different from a good man;''
~nl" L| .H] but in times of severe trials, aud when revolu-

tions occur, then the adherence of the good man to his prin-

ciples will be manifest. (Lun.yu.)

Jib yuft" yun hing ; j.Th ban yih shoo
[ J
H

}!]?
fat *

Jji the sun and moon revolve, and a season of cold

it followed by a season of heal successively. (Yin-king.)

Shoo ching yue" yii, yui yang, yue yfih, yut han, yuJS fung

. P L
^& m.

of the season are rain, a clear sky, heat, told, and wind.

(Shoo-king.)

Yih ptib sbih han -
jj&

-4-
,

' <me scorch and ten

colds' is a proverbial expression, denoting an inconstant

application to any pursuit; doing it by fits and starts

working one day and playjng ten days. The expression is

taken from Mfmg-tne :" ^- who said U>^ IU the king
'

Zt H I
-**

growi..g pl.iuls
in the world, if you scorch them one day, ai.d

freeze them ten days, will never grow,' so if the king

in a fit of warm zeal associate with the wise and good one day,

and leave them for the blasting company of the vicious ten

days, how can be ever make progress in virtue.

HANG. Miug hiog ? foolish, silly.

WAN.

To draw ; to lead. This character is said to be erroneous.

The same as Yu tfe all under the canopy of

heaven ; the worJd.

YU.
>

From a covert and a morritfy. To attach to, as a monkey

does -to a branch; a temporary lodging; to lodge; to cast

upon the care cff ; to pertaui or belong to. Leu yu jj^ ,ig

antrangir, one who lodge* jn a strange place. Ke yu

]
to be attached to, as a sycophant plant. Yu so

j

the place where one lodges.

Kih ju 'JjjL
\ a visitor's abode; the temporary residence

of a stranger; a lodging. Tsun yu ^ ^ honorable; (i.e.

lodgings.

Slllll.

Merely; *nly ; it is so j indeed ; really ; truly ; ued as a

strong affirmation, and synonimous with ij Shlh. ShTh joo

tsze ; che joo tsze yay
'

^[J J^ jt ^P J^ (^
sMh,

ths u; is merely thus : now, in common usage, this phrase would

mean, really or indeed thus: as Ke5 hih joo tsze
^jp AfJ

[H>
indeed and in truth thus. It is proverbial to say, Heu to

ihih thaou
1;^ ^ 'Js

unre:J (vague, vain, not true)

much ; reirf (true substantial) jjittle : said of persons, opinions,

narratives, and so on.

Heu shTh keen taou
jj^

'

;W
J|J

the unessential and

the essential, botli present: This is said of composition in its

praise ; meaning that the air and manner of the thc-me expntiat-

cd on is preserved, as well as the sentiment or idea of lb

theme.

Au ancient form of Kea | a house or family
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TO. A bag or lash [ to carry on the bpck j

or according !o some, Leen ong ;H|l |gr connected bags, laid

across a horse's back ; panniers.

*-&* KEAOU.

Kcaou leaou 5lC ^L empty ; unsubstant
:

al.

MEAOU. An ancient form of ^ Meaou,

The first budding forth of plants or grain.

HEANG.

An ancient form of Heang ?!!> over against; opposite to; towards.

TEN STROKES.

YI N. The original form of JJ Yin.

Experienced; respectful; a horary character.

TS1N.

To apply water to, as when watering plants ; to steep ; to

drench
{

to saturate with water; gradually. Name of a river

in Honan province, on the east side of Woo-gan-he'jn jf-r 4r

j3^
N. L. SO* 40'. Tsin seTh ]

& te cease gradually ;

discontiuiitd. Tsin shwae
^JCJ"

to fade or decay gradually.

Tsin kea I ^ l;y degrees; in a slow gradual manner.

Considered sjnouiinous with &# Tsin.

4-x* TSIN. Another form ofH Tsin.

To ileep, or the place where one sleeps.

NING. The same as^N ing.

What the heart desires ; rest ; repoie ; the name of a city.

A surname. This character is more correctly written Ning IrH

from the heart, under a shelter, and competence to uie.

Ning-woo-tsze jj4~ -f- was Wei ta foo, ming Yu

MW T'C. s^. ^1 IM " over"or 'n tne 'I3 '6 Writ hit prte-

nonien was V'u. In tunes of tranquility and order he was not

remarkable, hut when disorder in the stale arose, which drove

his prince from the tlirone, he braved danger, anil adhered to

him ; and as some considered, like a fool. Ou this account

Confucius said of him,
] ^ --

[( ^ }f| fyj

*kw ** *****5
l-h

'

Ning-woo-tsze when the country was in a state of order

and good government, behaved wisely (in pursuing the usual

course of acting,) when the country was in a state of disorder

and misrule, he behaved foolishly, (in exposing himself to

danger and destruction.) His wisdom may be equalled by

others, but none can equal him in his folly,' as it is call,

ed j
none behave so faithfully and bravely now. (Lun-yu.) Of

this person it is s-iid Niug she kew king J^ j[^ ^t
in the family of Niug were nine statesmen by which it il

meant, that during nine generations si.me of the family held

high offices in the state.

SlH
}
and S5. From a eord pulled tight;

under n home. To enter a house and search it ; to seek for ;

to he emb irrassed. A surname. Kea taou s5 e ^ jjrf

^fe. the doni-slic concerns are embarrassed and iu bad condi-

tion, when
^j/ ^ pj J| Pin ke ze shin, hens rule (crow

iu) the niori.iog; i. e. when the wife is master instead of the

husband. (She king.) S * is now used.

/

CUE.

From true or Irmly under a cover'. To put or receife

into ; to place ; to put down in a place of rett ; to put near
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one; to place in one's bosom. To lay usiJe. In the She-king,

a friend thus reproaches another,

^ $ jfl
Twang kung fceang keu,

'

J '$<
Clle JU yu

ill iM
Kc >" j wae -

\Vhrn afraid and alarmed,

You placed me in _your I osom ;

Now ei joying ense and pleasure,

You reject me as a thing lo>t.

It implies when you required my aid, you remembered me ;

but now in prosperous circumstances you forget me ; a very

common complaint in every age and country.

Can che T^ I to place in a steady safe position. Che

che ton wae 1 ~/^ R M\ to place or put outside the mark,

or out of one's thoughts; to treat as unworthy ofconsideration.

Che nrh pfih lun
\ jfjj ~%\ ^ to lay aside and not spe.ik

about a person or subject Che pan
'

p| or Che mae

|E?
to make pnrchaces; to procure by purcliace. Yew

tsth che
,
woo ; tslh ke ^) I||J

M
^lj ^ possessing

the means I procure (the thing wanted) when destitute of the

means I reject it is a common saying to denote purchasing

a thing when one has money ; and selling it when there is a

want of money. Vulgary written
jjf

Che.

TEAOU. An erroneous form of
/{Sit Teaou.

From a den and a long line. Deep and distant; remote

from view.

. .

K'llEE. From a covering and to raitc up.

To be higher than, and overshadow
; to cover over.

YU. From a covering and two melons. Lazy;

idle; lounging; lying about; like melons that grow on the

ground, or are left lying under a shed. Considered an er-

roneoiu form of|| Yu, lazy, depraved, a filthy kennel.

LJNG. From * covering and the dfwnyfeathen

ofa bird's neck. Gloom or darkness inside a houce.

IV (JW . From a cowering and rafter* intermixed.

Nights darkness; a secret place. Kow che yen gf ~~/

S nightly conversation.

The same as ^ Seih, denoting Night.

ME. To sleep much; to leep sound' y.

1 AUU. From a covering, and a gem, the

lowest part is intended to give sound to the character. An

ancient form of
jlf Paou, Valuable, precioui.

An ancient form of
j| Seuen, To promulge.

The same as JH Paou, Precious.

f-*-+

The game as ^ Shin, Tojudge.

Same as ^ Tseun, To accumulate.

Same as^ Wan, Safe, steady.

MANG. Talk uttered in sleep.
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An ancient form ofj^ Yin, Respectable

ELEVEN STROKES.

K'HANG. JGmg-lang |
an unoccupied

house; empty ; vacant. Sometimes written with
'jrV HeuS, A

den or cavern at the top of the character.

TEEN, or Tee.

A house tumbling down, to press upon; to oppres.

o

M,>. From a covering and not. Silent as a

deserted mansion. Silrnce; stillness; quiet. Tse^ih m5 woo

*h ' DK^[^ $ %!$
stl " a"d Wllh ut noise ; or Tseth.mS,

denotes An absence of muse.

LS niO Jg 1 f.lleu into silence said of fallen families

who have sunk from a state of prosperity into neglect and

obscurity.

ciriiA.

From to overshadow, as looking down upon from above,

and In sacrifice. Toexami e. Re terated enquiry ; exarainatioi. ;

to investigate; to examine; to scrutinize; to judge; to manifest,

to make conspicuous ; to tak.' an extensive or general survey.

Cha-i-hi, Clean, clear, pure, uncorrupted enquiry. Read Tse,

To sacrifice, denoting tl al when all human enquiry has failed,

recourse is had to superior powers by sacrifice. Sing chi
;ij|

>

to enquire into
; to examine. Chi 15

*

^S examine

and decide; are words of form which close the prayer of

persons petitioning their superiors. Used also by equals a. id

superiors when makin a statement of matters purporting lo

be facts. Chi chi wei raing j y^j jJ3
a reiterated

scrutiny is considered a mark of intelligence : this is said

of those who affect an extreme degree of minute enquiry

into every trifle. Kwan teen chi te $$ ^ Jjjj

to survey the heavens and examine the earth. Chi chflh

shth tsing Mj 'j|f kjj: by a scrutiny to discover the

facts or real truth of any affair. Ming chS che Uae

Eyj /21/^''le 'a 'ellt of judging or finding out the

truth. Shin chi fe j
to fail in finding out what is

passing said of magistrates who do not enquire and

discover illegalities. Cha cha pun chow
/jjf ^ |j^

to leave the circle of investigation incomplete denotes the

same sort of failure ai is expressed in the preceding phrase.

Gan chi-sze J4r
"pi the superintendant of legal enqui-

ries a criminal judge in each province.

Cha yen urh kwan s~!h
] jjf (^j $j| ^ to observe

whit people say, and m.irk their countenance. (Ltm-yu.) The

Thiiiese are very observant of people's countenances; and not

for the purpose recommended by Confucius, which was, that

a man mi^ht understand his own defects.

Ming-heen-tsze^ jSJ^
3- of the ancient state Loo, com-

monly said^ H ^1 ^ ] ^ || ffi
Ch8h w shig.

piih chi yu ke tun, those who breed horsrs for carriages, do

not scrutinize those who hatch fowls and keep pigs. (Ta-he5.)

The idea is thut the rich should not meddle with the gains of

the poor.

Yen ke shang hea chi yay ^ lj J^ ~fi -{f^

expresses that above and below (in the visible heavensand on.

earth) the same principle is conspicuous or manifest.

According to the books of the tf[ Tang dynasty, the

Keen cha yu she ^ | ||!j]J^ imperial supervisors or

censors,^ \i\ ~/^ \ directed six subjects of enquiry.

1, Chi kwan jin shea g5
'

'g* /^ ^fe
"15 to inquire

into the virtues and vices of public officers.

?, Chi foo yth p8h keun
|j^

fa ~^ j^l
to enquire

whether there be any want of equity in levying the taxes, and

exacting the services of the people.

3, Chi nung sant; piih kin ; tsang I'm haou keen 1
1^.

~X{t ^ jm '/T- JN i,^ J,^/
lo enquire whether there be

any want of diligence in agriculture, and the culture of the

mulberry (for breeding silkworms), and whether there be

waste or deficiency in the public granaries.
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4, Chi yaou hw* taou tsTh
] ^ /ffj" $ ftjj(

lo enquire

after any persons who may eiercise demoniacal arts; be

crafty knaves, or robbers, or thieves.

.>, Chi mow tsae e ting 1
y^PJ ~^'

W 5K (o enquire

and find out cases of superior talent and extraordinary en.

dowments.

, ChS hei le, haou tsung, keen ping tsung paou 1

S 7K ^N 71 "$Wt #0*
'" en(

l
l" re ml cases of crafty

government, officers connecting themselves with powerful fami-

lies, and conniving at tyranny and violence.

Chi ch8 1
] occurs in the sense of Ke<5 tsing maou fz

I I /5K

clean
; pure. Gan ning e shin che chi, chi show wuh

^j-
how permit (my or his) pure person to he defiled by ex-

ternal things !

Ho chi pT to scrutinize in an excessively severe,

minute, and tyrannical manner; inquisitorial. Ke ching cha

chi; ke min keue" keuC SL
jJjT ^Q ^ (JjJ^ [|j^

when the government is tyrannically inquisitorial, the people

are spoiled and injured. (Laou-tsze.) Hung e ta kang, pfih

tsun seaou chi ^ ^ fc $j ^ ^ f\\ ]
he who

stretches a large n^t-rope, does not attend to a petty scrutiny

applied to government, as in the preceding sentence.

TSIN. Same as
' Tsin.

To instil gradually ; to penetrate ; to steep ; to soak.

KEU,, Leu, Loo, and Low.

From a cover and a caw tied or bound. A poor mean

habitation ; poor and destitute of the means of procuring the

presents which etiquette requires. Gow low
IgF j||t

is applied

to high grounds under particular circumstances. This cha-

racter is also written with Heue n a den, at the top of it.

K\VA.

From a covering and la divide. Few
; little ; seldom

, rarely ;

ingle; aloae. A widow; a woman without her husband at

the age of
fifty -,

a term used by kings and princes for / and me.

Kwa, is used also in a good sense, implying Few desires, and little

to say. To rhyme, read Koo and Ko. PQh woo kwan kwa

x>[\ ^g fflS? ^t do not insult a widower nor a widow. Koo

kwa
jfljT

I fatherless and widows. To kwa jfr how

many ? Pow to jih kwa W ^ ^ ^
to lessen the

superabundant and add to the deficient thus equalizing. Kwa

foo
| jjfij

a widow woman. Kwa hS
j -j to unite in

society rarely. Kwa jin
'

/^ or Kwa keun 1~ /,

the king, used with affected humility, implying that his virtues

are small. Kwa tse
'[

i=& the wife, properly so called, she

beinglmtone. Kwa ITh
'[ ^ possessed of but little virtue.

Kwa win Im to have heard but little ;
to bo unacquainted

with the world. Kwa yS
'

tffc few desires.

Kw;m kwakoo-tuh 1 a widower; a widow;

fatherless, and childless four forms of distress commonly

spoken of together. Show kwa G^
'

to maintain a state

of widowhood ; to refuse to marry a second husband. Kwa

yen ==" to speik little. Kwa keu
^Zy

to live in

widowhood; to live alone. Kwa urh woo gow
'

rfij ^jjj

fBJ alone or single; without a companion. Keun tsze e pow

to yih kwa, ching uh ping she 3* ^- LM ^ ^ ^ 1
'*- v +^r* '^y*^ 2% Jiiij i

^ tyA r ffa
tlle erainent'y g otl ra 'ln withdraws from hii

own abundant virtue, and gives to those who are deficient ; and

thus weighing himself and others brings all to an equ.ility.

This passage occurs in the YTh-king under I he == ;= q^K

Keen kwa diagram, on the subj ct of humility, where
Jiti tl?

JO
|Jj

the hills on the earth are introduced as an emblem of

humility, from their lowly site. The words Pow to yih ktea,

in the above quotation, are now used proverbially for with-

drawing from the superabundant and adding to the deficient in

any case.

Keth Jin che tsze kwa j tsaou jin che Uze to
"g?

A "V

Raj 1 !f^A^'SJ^' a "'M'Py virtuous man sa\
lTI I r/r- ' * A"* Val ^^*

little; a fluttering unsteady man talks much. (YTh-king.)

These words are part of a paragraph where it is affirmed the

different characters of men will be apparent from their mode

of talking. Che ya king kwa; che yu sliuh foo ^> -T fflf

15 ~T~ S. 12W shew a kind care for the single and
-

-^ rJRJ -" I'

friendless ; and provide connexions for unprotected women:
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(Shoe-king.) This quotation is part of the instructions given

by 3^1 1 Wo -wanS' to lhe governor* of tate. Of the

virtues of Wan-wang,it is said in the She-king, that their

influence descended to posterity, and amongst other effects,

afforded King yu kwatsejji] -p ipt
a rule of propriety

to the king's wife in the midst of the royal palace.

An erroneous form of 3C Kwa, ee the preceding.

MANG. To sleep.

TS'HIN.

From a covering, a bench, and hand grasping a broom.

To sleep ; a hack apartment ; a bed chamber : the back ap-irt-

ment in temples, and in ancient paliccs, in which were six

Tsin, called by different names; the Tain, in temple*, were

recesses for the idols ; any dwelling house is s'imetimes called

Tsin. To desist; to rest, as in sleep ; the place were lhe dead

sleep; the grave. Ling tsin
lijjr

fiS graves of Emperors,

where sacrifices arc offered ; began in the 2nd century. Yuen

tsin
gjl ] grounds around the graves of monarchs. Kcw

tsin \<f name of a district. Fei tsin wang tsan Kfr
|

" 5 to lose one's sleep and forget one's food through

anxiety or ardent study. Tsin shen chin kwae
*| "g |j/^

TW to sleep on straw, a sod for the pillow as Chinese are

taught to do when mourning for their parents. Tsin shTh 1

;g an inner chamber. Nuy tsin ptj ]

a hed-chamber for

females. Ping cluing nuy tsin^ |>ftj \
died in the

inner chamber. Ching tsin J 1 a dormitory for men.

Tsin scih \ Q to go to sleep and rest. Tsing gan tsin

=jj?
ife 1 I wish you trarquil sleep, said by persons to each

other when retiring for the night. Chung yay pub tsin J^
24f ~^\ not to sleep the whole night : this was said by

Confucius of himself, in a passage where he affirms also, that

often
ffi.

he did not eat for a whole day J^|[ JEJ1nzt\

on accouut of thiiiking; which practice he adds

$H ^ $L wa* of " advanlaSe i an<1 it *ai better to read

and learn. (Lun-yu.)

ShTh P dh gan , tsin pfih ning | ^ ^ ] -jT IjM

no comfort in eating; no rest in sleep expresses great distrest

and disquietude. Neih tsin choo che gan ^S f& ~/

fff- sunk in the repose of the bed-chamber ; addicted to

slumber and to sloth. Of dutiful children it is said that in re-

ference to their parents they H3 ]|D }j|j:
Win tlin she

shen, enquire about their sleep, and examine their food.

Tsae-yu ^t ""?* a pupil of Confucius
jjfe

'

Chow

tsin, slept in the day-time ; on which account his mailer made

the following remark,

If T> ^T T^ tit

not be carved ; a mud wall containing ordure cannot be white-

washed. O Yu, how shall I correct you ! The scholiasts add,

Yu was unworthy of reproof; was the means by which he gave

him the strongest reproof.

Tsin mcaou
j Jj|j

Tsin, expresses the interior and retired

parts of temples where the idols are placed ; and Meaou, the

exterior parts of the temples.

^S I1WUH. To be alarmed in sleep ; to awake.

t,f-T J

Hwdh-hwiili >t=?
]

the crying and sobbing of a child. On the

north side of the Yellow river, Hwiih-hwfih, denotes Persons

calling to each other.

VOO. To awake from sleep, *peaking or

talking, an abbreviated form of
,j|^Mung,

To dream. One

siys, It means To dream at night of what one has seen through

the day. It is said of1& fa Chwang-kung, a person who lived

in the period called Chen-kwS, that he was
^jjj/j:

Wo sinS' to

which expression three meanings are given ; (1,) that he was

born in an unnatural position ; (2,) that he was born suddenlj

on his mother awakening; (3,) that as soon as born he opened

his eyes and looked about.

Thi character occurs read Too, meaning To reject ; to
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lay aside. T8h, mei, woo yen; ynng she fuh heuen T^ Mj
' ^C 4*C 9u lif alone, asleep, or awake and talking,

I swear I will never (orget the pleasure I enjoyed with that

good man. (She-king.)

LEAOU, and Leth.

Empty; vacant; wide; silent; solit TV. Tscih leaou ite?

silent and solitary. Leaou 18 the che
'

5$L ~jf S
solitary and deserted in an extreme degree. Leaou kwS 1

, j . I

J|P
vast and vacant like the apparent vacuum between earth

and heaven. Leaou leaou woo pwan 4HE ^5 silent

and solitary without a companion.

GOW. Can gow E a sort of cottage or

dwelling place: or the same as the modern
ppF Gow, An

earthen vessel.

sum.

From a covering over a string ofpearh. Affluent; full ;

fluffed ; solid ; real ; sincere
; to cram or fill ; fruit ; the effects

;

things; that which really is. A surname. Sze shah
lfc|f

the

reality of affairs , the facts. Yew ming woo shih /^T # $E
i . *^~^ " fcfc

has the name, not the
reality ; merely nominal. Hwa shin

flowers and fruit ; specious show and reality Chung
hlh

Jfc ]
filled with wealth or learning. Mwan shih

jj|j

]
a vessel filled full. KcC shih *

j
the forming of fruit

after the blossom. Ch shih ^ ]
to set about a thing in

earnest ; strenuous effort. Laoii shTh
jfc ]

old and honest;

simple and sincere. Shih shih 18 Is
|

3$f $ truly ;

really ; safely ; securely. Shih shuh
J ^ really ptrt;iins or

kelongs to; really is. Shth shth
j ]

or Chin shih jfL

true ; sincere. Shih tuae true ; real ; very ; reaMy.

Ching shih
jpjjj j

sincere and honest. Yin shih fe 1

affluent and substantial said of merchants. Shang we till shih

not yet ascertained the facts. Yen kwo ke

slilh = ^ ft I the words exceed the renlily; to protest

more than one can do. Chth sh'ih woo win
|0f ||j AJT

plain and sincere without any show.

Ne shTh shw y wo ting <^ ] ||J |M ^ || tell tht

truth and let me hear you. Tsze nae chin sliih taou le jHj

TfJ^L-} ijji Jl
this is true "Dd Sl)u ''d doctrine. ShTh

heu seang tuy TJjj^ ^ g^ substantial and vain ; or solid

and hoi Ow, are opposite*.

MSng-tsze ^ ^-
was nsked by yfc ^ Haou sSng,

fp]" =^ ^ /jpj" ^ j=
whnt persons could be cMled Shen,

good; and Sin. true. In hi reply he divided men's character!

into six distinctions.

1, Ko yS.he wei shen
~pj ^

"

|| || persons who

aredesircd or beloved
v by men gener-.lly ) are called shen, ^o.id.

2, Yew choo ke che wei sin fa S -
**/ -l'; fSH ril I X- m IP"

those who have inherent virtue .n- called tin, true.

3, Clun.g JiTh the wei mei ^ | _ j ^ to be

full of real active virtue, is called Mt
', beautiful.

4, Cliung shih urn yew Kwang hwuy che wei ta
dj?

1

?fO ^T it $$ . ^1 A lo be ''"wardly full of v,uou

principl s, aid to hine in virtuous deeds, is called To, great.

5, Ta urh hwa che che w,-i shing 4^ jftj Jfa
-

~jf ij|

^ to be great, and entirely transloruicd to spontaneous vir-

tuous principles and habits, is called Shing, perfect ; a hoi/

man ; a sage.

6, Shing urh puh ko che che wei shin BB JW| ~X\ ^f fff\
-*

to he Sll '"s Perfecllv ""'j
1
' a "d inscrutable

to other men is called Shing, divine, a god. The commenta-

tors say, that these Shin jin
f|jR] ^^ divine men, do not make

a class of men superior to the Shing jin 3B* A
(|je perfec t.

ly holy and wise men; in which interpretation they

evidently contradict the text.

Nae wei inih, ke shin
Jt]
&

~$j$ njr
i, for the

purpose of supplicating that the wheat may fill. (Le-ke.) Said

of certain rites at the temples in ancient times. Shin

occurs in the She-king, for putting into a good and efficient

state, the walk, ditches, &c. of a city.

Keun shih wei ping kea ke heae yay &? 1 f
Pf ftl Efl

^S* TJK ffi.
Keun-Mh denotes, swords, armour, utensils, and

other military stores. Shih che
| ^ to fill or stuffany vessel

-V -*/ ffl

Prf
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Shih soo
'

!|$r
denotes not only a true number! but the

full complement; or, an active verb, to fill up the complement.

Occurs read Che, in the sense of Che J? to a particular degree

or place.

SIH. From a covering or house, and things pi/eil up

under, or in it ; filled full ; stopped < r closed up: the same as

Sfe Sth. Read Sae, A district on the borders of a country.

NING.

From heart beltw a shelter, and placed on necessary

utensils, below all is an aspiration. Rest ; repose ; trai.quilily ;

desiring one thing rather than another. Thai which

had better or rather be done ; generally followed by that

which had better not be, in a succeeding member of the sen-

tence. Name of a district. A surname. KncimngJUf
a bride's visiting her parents fur the first time after leaving

home. Ting ning ~J
to charge over and over again.

Ning yuen 1
)pj

I would rather ; I wish; 1 desire. Ts.ie san

ting ning J5.
j^-".

"I" 1 charged over and over again. Rang
I J ' ' 9 '

nmg Jjjfr
1 a state of repose and tranquillity; fpceilom from

disease ; health. Yu ning -?>
|

retiring from office for three

years after the death of a parent. Ning sze pfih ken
j
^

7ft
:t~ better die than go. Xing tfl tie ping keucn m-B IsS

le Ivan Jin
| fj- ^C. ^P ^t ^ 1^ ^ 1L A betler

be a dog in times of general peace, than a man in the midst

of civil wars. Ningkoota ~jj"
;t*v a region near the

river Amour.

Gan ning ^fc 1 repose and rest, health and comfort;

said of individuals or of families. Puh ning wei she /t\ 1

Jrff:
JSL not only this, or thus much ; but, &c. Ning ko

pj it is better; heller to j as Ning ko sin ke yew; pfih ko

sin ke woo
J Pj" (g I^ ^"^ xfs pj jg it

^ffi
it is

better to believe that it exists, than that it does not exist,

no harm can arise from believing it, but disbelieving it may

be attended with serious consequences. Woo ning -^
not so good as, the first proposition is Woo ning-, or not so

good as this second one. Ning jiu sclh sze
' A p^ lj|

TOL, I. 8 K

to tranquillize the people; and set to rent litigations and dis-

turbances.

Kwei ning che king 68 ~*7 Sfr denotes presents
I

*^^ *>^

brought by a married daughter to her parent", three d;i\

after the nuptials Kwei ning foo woo 0i '

A/ -ffl-

to return and visit one's parents, said of a daughter. Sze

fang ning tsing
J7[] ~jj ^3 general tranquillity all

around.

Ofsages it is said. Show chHh shoo wfih, wan kwShan ning

H Hi JS? ^/ f| ^ ^c 1
when they ri>e ab<>ve lhe

mass of mankind, then all nations enjoy tranquillity. (Yih-

king ) Yu nae e min ning % ft, y\ & |
be liberal

in government, and let the people have repose ; which idea

is expressed in other words, Hing kwan ching nae e gan min

'fT ^ J$C rj ^ 3j~ & exercise a liberal rule, and

thereby tranquillize the people. (Shoo-king.)

Yu ke sha p8h koo ; ning shTh pfih king jffi. ^l.^ ^S
I yC /T* ^81

rather than put to death an innocent

person, better fail in the execution of standard laws. (Shoo-

king.)

On December !9th, 1820, an Imperial order arrived

at Canton, directing that hereafter this character must be

written^ thus in ordinary use, that it may be different

from His Majesty i lame, which is 1 Ning. (See J^ page 91.)

A'amcs of places.

Ning <how
j

Ml there are to places of this name, one in

Nan-Mill province, and the other in Yiin-nan province.

Ning-hae been
'

y& l^
a district in Cbe-keang, there is a

place of the same name in Man-chow Tartary.

Ning-hae-chow 1 ^ ;)vjj
in Shan-tung province.

Ning-hea-foo W (M- in Kan-sQh.

Ning-heang-heen | ^R jM in Hoo-nan ; and one of the

same name in Shan.se.

Ning-ho-he'en \ Jpt^ a district in Chth-le.

Ning-hwa-heen | /{
fe in FHh-keen.

Ning-keang-chow
'

^fe
4JJ in Se-gan.

Ning-kwS-foo
| j^Jj ffi

in Keang-nan province, there is

also a he'en district in the same province called Ning-kwS.
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Ning-po-f<><>

'

Ning-shen-ting

Ning-s8-hecn

'

Ning-tth-heen
j

Ning-linjj-heen ^ j^ in Ho-nan.

Ning-ming-chow fljj J'l'j
in Kwang-se.

Ning-Yiien-chow 1 jj| )ft\
in Man-chow Tarlary.

in Che-keang.

|
in Shen-se.

in Kan-sdh.

in Fun-keen.

Ning-too-cliow
j ^jj JJiU

in Keang-se.

N'ing-tsin-hefn 1 ^ jP? in fhih-le.

Ning-tsin-heen ^ y^J J^i
in CMh-le.

Ning-urh.heen
'

yft. $fc
in Yun-nan.

Ning-woo-foo j^ tft in Shan-se.

Ning-woo-heen ^T 19^
is included in Ning-woo-foo.

Ning yang-heen 1
j P^ in Shan-tung.

Ning-jang-heen 1 $:. B in Ftih-ke'en.

Ning-yuen-foo
j

:

JJ
ffc in Sze-chuen.

Ning-yuen-heen
'

^g RJs
in Hoo-nan : and there is a plate

of the same name in Kan-suh.

Ancient form of JL E, Suitable
; proper.

CH'HAE.

A dwelling amongst the hills within palisades. An enclo-

sure for sheep. An encampment; a station or barracks for

troops; which is also expressed by M* ^S| Yino- chae. BJ||
*

* & ^fc n J

JIJ
Tscen shan chae. The military station at Casa Branci.,

near Macao, is so called. Read SIh, Repose, quiet. Shan

ch.ie
jj_|

|

an encampment amongst hills; commonly refers

to banditti who belake themselves to the hills. Tsih chae

JJjj^ ^
an encampment of robbers. Chae choo rt

the head of the bandits. Y$ cbae f.... Jin iffl
]

Jb A

her ladyship (the wife of the principal bandit) who keeps pos-

lestion of the encampraent, when the party leaves on plun-

dering excursion*. Keu chae ching wang Jffe 1

to keep possession of the encampment, and style himself king ;

said of the leader of the bandits. Leaou keu chae ;& L&
a bawdy-house on ihore ; in contradistinction from such

places built on the river side which arc called /<pt Leaou.

* CAN.

Speaking in one's sleep; noise made in sleeping.

Same as Le
-flyf

'o subject i the small coin called cash.

Same as Gaou^ Recondite.

CHOO.

To accumulate ( to lay up in store ; to forestal grain.

LOW. The name of a place.

An ancient form of Heang Wj. sound ; noise.

LUNG. The figure of the heavens.

TWELVE STROKES.

Same as '|H Sing, Fear, apprehension.

. TO awake from sleep.

TSANG. Ting hung ^^ a large bouse.
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SHIN.

From a coffering and to separate. To protect and dis-

criminate ; to investigate clearly ; to form an opinion of. To

judge righteously ; to restrain ; to state clearly ; to distinguish.

A surname. Shin pwan
J

{K\\ to jud^e ; judgement. Shin

sin
gjf

or Shin wan
[HI

to try; to investigate; to

examine into; a judicial inquiry.

Shin sze
_MJ.

SI, in gan 5S to judge or try any

affair. Shin chi
2?pl

to judge and examine. Shin chiih

chin tsing jfj JH
'|>M

lo investigate and discover the

real facts. Woo yung fuh shin -flr
jjjf

!$& i there is no

occasion to retry it

In the Shoo-king it is said of the ancient monarch Kaou

tsung gj
~ he dreamt that

<ffc
$L^ 1? ifcf g d gave

him a virtuous assistant meaning a minister of state. In

consequence, he
J^t

*

ljuk Jjj? 'jfR
Y\

^Fx
OS y& -^1-

J? "Tv stated cle.irly tlie appearance (of the man he had seen

in his dream) and caused it to be drawn, and the likeness sent

to every part of the (.then known) world to seek for him. He

found the man represented in the person of Foo-yuiS im -'tr

one of the most renowned statesmen of antiquity.

Of the principles of moral goodness, it is said in the Chung-

yung, a man should TSa <K1 ~*/ Hll -$? rJfi H -V
Fv HI- /6_ 1 |MJ >C_ IJH; y^> ^

B/l ^^ <2 Wit iT /,
<'raw '^ lualL'rials from general

reading; should investigate closely; should think
cirefully;

should distinguish clearly; and should practice sincerely

the principles he discovers. Jt T&- fe}fc ^ > Jt fZL

^ of tliese five, if any one be wanting, Hie student deserves

not the name of a moral philosopher.

In the Le-kini;,

'

^f Shin shing and 1 Sf" Shin yin,

are used in reference to the distinguishing of musical sounds.

Shin kwa keih heung
'

fj:| ^ ^<J
to distinguish the

felicitous and infelicitous Kaia diagrams. Shin ocouis iu the

sense of^ Shiih, a bundle of feathers ; and in the sense of

Pwan seueu &J fnp a sort of eddy.

TSUNG. To stop or close up.

K'HEAOU.

To throw one's self into a temporary abode as a visitor;

a lodging.

WEI. The appearance of a house.

'6 wei K?
jtf,

unsettled ; unsteady ; disquieted. A

SEAY.

From a covering and wooden shoes, perhaps meaning the

impression of a footstep. To place or lay a thing down; to

put aside or exclude; to subvert; to put an end to; to put

away from one entirely, as resentful thoughts ; to bring one's

self to a placid tranquil state of mind ; to let the water run off.

To write
;
to draw ; to paint ; to cast a likeness in a mould.

Moo seay chuen slii
tjjjk

1
j|| jjj&

to draw the figure

and exhibit the spirit or animation of the original. Seay

chin fg[ to paint a likeness of a person. Seay hwa

||
lo draw a picture. Seay shoo

] ||
to write a

letter. King seay jm to cast an image. Suay tsze
j

_J-
to write characters

;
a writer in a mercantile bouse.

Seay sin
j ^Q to relieve or disburden the heart : to put

off one's mind. Meaou seay iAlj
to sketch or copy.

Seay chiih woo keen kan kae
| {j^

fit j5$ |$ $fr
*

infuse into composition boundless leelmg chiefly a feeling of

indignation. Taou tsze seay sang woo Lire mtaou show 5

~f~ ^ 1$: fa 1$
^- Taon-sze the painter does not

possess such wonderful skill of hand, as this displays. Cbaou

se;iy i*J? 1 or Tanj; seay 11^
(

to transcribe. E seay

wo yew p/
j ^U ^Sf

to remove my sorrow. (She-king.)

Wo sin seay he
^fe y/v 1 ^C my heart is now relieved;

from the uneasiness it before felt. (She-king.)

Keun tsze yu ke che kae chay puh seay; ke yu kae seay

.
the prince confers his leavings in vessels that can be washed,
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do not pan (he food inlo another vessel ; hut in all other cases

pass the fuud into another vessel. (Le-ke.)

Same as Kwan ?j& empty; vacant; hollow.

K'HWAN.

From a covering, and a mild sheep. A large house , broad,

wide, large, easy, liberal, generous, kind, forgiving; lo enlarge;

to widen. Kwan jih chili
j| ^ a cubit broad. Kwan

8
I ,^f.

kind, extensive benevolence. Kwan kw
'

'/|sj

large and wide. Kwan yung
j ^ indulgent ; for!)f:iring.

Kwan shoo
| ^ (o expand ; to relax ; to open out

;
to take

relaxation. Kwan ta
^ ^ large; wide ; liberal -, indulgent.

Kwan ,h,,
'( ^B to excuse, in a liberal manner. Kwan

ij<{J

to connive at.

Tsze chang j*
gj|

a ked Confucius the import of Jin

benevolence. The philosopher adapted his definition to

what he thought the defects of the enquirer, and gave him

this answer, jffcft^^j'yjA'^r'Ti^i'Hjk
he who can perform the Jive virtues

universally, he is Jin,

Benevolent. On being asked what the five were, he an-

swered the exercise of Rung, kwan, sin, min, hwuy ffi
'1

If* *Hl fe respect, liberality, truth, diligence and kindness.

1

3JS |]lj ^\ jflj
respect, and then no man is insulted.

*'
1 il'J^f^ lil)erali| y. alul then the multitude are gain-

ed over. 3,
||[ ^|j ^ ^ ^ truth, and then men depend

on you. 4, ^ ^|j ^j jft diligence, and then there is

merit shewn. 5, ^ () /];. J^i |^ A kind ness, and

then you will be able to employ men men will willingly

serve you. Kwan, yu, win, jow
] ^ yj^fj^ liberal, for-

bearing, kind, and mild.

In government it is said, Kwan mang seang tse 1
jjlf-

y^ lenity, and severity assist each other. Kwan he

ch5 he
| X/J- |r ^ o how liberal, and how mild ! (She-

king.) Kwan e keu che
| J Jg. ^ wi ih liberality

dwells in his atlainmenti said of the Keun-lsze

or eminently good man. Kwan urh \ewche 1
r?Tj "jjl

'

liberal (indulgent) but yet having a fixed rule of proceeding

Vu chung e kwan ^ ^1 fy ^
he ruled the multitude

with lenity. (Shoo-king.)

HWUY. To search or examine into

LEAOU.

From a fire lit up tinder a carer. A small window ; to

study at the sa-me window ; a fellow officer. Tung-leaou che

Jew
(Jij %jj~ _ ~^ a friend, a fellow officer. Leaou fang

I W " Pun^ c ffice - or a r 0i" in which the officers assem-

ble. Leaou .tsae 1 /& a place where officers of the govern-

ment meet; the officers of government. Tang &uh pih leaou

jj$*
&. ~S

]

to lead a" tne officers of gover*ment, said

of the emperor or .first minister. TJiis character is used in

common with <f&- Leaou.

An erroneous form of > Chuy, To burrow into

An ancient form of ^Tsae, To

An ancient form of rUl He'ang, Toward*.

THIRTEEN STROKES.

YL . To lodge for a time j a corrupted form of
J

GAOU. A vulgar furm ofM, Gaou, Recondite.
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TSEUN. Gathered togcthcrjextraordinary talent.

I1WAN.

From to gaze up under a covering. The district anciently

included in the Imperial domain; a wall that surrounds the

palace. Name of a district. Hwan yu ni? jt all the world.

Hwan km
| J55

or Chin hwan
RT|

I all the world ; the

space walled in bj the horizon.

KLlil. To excite; the appearance of being

spread out Thought to be an erroneous character intended

for S? Keaou, An aperture.

"TlTIr TSEIH. A doubtful character, supposed to be

the same as 3fl Tsin, Near or related to.

KEUEN. A net.

NING. The reiplendant heavens are called King.

An ancient form of^ Kew, To investigate.

An ancient form of^ Pin, A guest

FOURTEEN STROKES.

E, and Ne.

Obscure language ; talking in dreami.

TART I. 8 I

From to cover over and doubt. To examine
; to investigate.

Same as 3JS Teen. See under eleven strokes.

TlflT
An ancient form of Tsin ^ a dormitory.

FIFTEEN to TWENTY-FOUR
STROKES.

YU. In the Looks of the Budh sect, occur*

for Yu
jffijf

to step or stride over.

MEEN.
Meenmeengp;| a house destitute

of an inhabitant ; not to see or preccive any person.

The same as Sih^ to stop or close up.

To exhaust ; to scrutinize to the utmost.

Same as
Ifilj KeSh, To scrutinize an offender, as

with the lash or torture.

Vulgar form of j=[ Paou, see below.
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An ancient form of Tsin.

Near or related to. According to tome, A vacant empty house.

CH'HUNG.
Jfe

From a covering and a dragon, which is the badge of the

Imperial dignity. Dwelling in an honorable place. Affection ;

tender regard to; love
;

kindness. A surname. Chun^-ae

*n iiS* ardent affection ; love. Chung 1st?
j
5i or Nny

chung flb 1 a favorite concubine. Chung e
J -y unusual

kindness. Churggin 1 the most gracious and kind treat-

ment. Chung selh 9i a favor or benefit bestowed in the

most gracious manner. Chun yew 1
Tjjjt gracious help; the

assistance of grace.

Shing chung ^f |

tacredfavor, ii used by the Catholic

Missionaries for '

grutia divina,' but a Chinese would under-

stand by the phrase, Imperial favor. Tih chung iBs
j

to obtain the favor, or strong partiality of a person. Chung-

chin
|

Kf a favorite minister. Chung fe 1 -ftP a favorite
I >H_i

rojal concubine. Chung chen chuen fang I ig JJJL
&i

being a favorite (concubine) to usurp entirely a husband's

attentions ; a phrase used where polygamy prevails. She chung

urh keaou
l]>^p ] j^j Eg to presume on being a favorite

and behave proudly.

In the Shoo-king, Woo-mang when going to subjugate

Choir, says -J\^ /ptj
~T\ E /fe -~f ^g" /rp /^ ^h heaven,

in order to protect mankind, has appointed princes and teachers;

required of them is to assist the most Hi^h Ruler, in diffusing

grace and peace to every region ; /j ^ |^ 5S ^ S
Hi 'Tf 7f'< Wi ^T7\ I dare not presume to use my own will
*^^W | J f

1 -

//_^\ V,,*
J

in dttcrraiuing whether men have crimes or not. Keu chung

sze wci
J^-

W & when enjoying favor think of danger

intended to inspire caution. In the She-king, {1 Lun
4 v*"3

**

occurs in sense of
] Chung.

An ancient form of Han |f| cold.

IjEIH. deep rer(v or retired pi ;ce. Tseth

leTh "j^ f&c solitude; no huiimn being.

5ame as Taou ^ suspended stones.

LEAOU. Saweas/jLtaou. Leaeu Uou

I ffii
stones hanging suspended.

PAOU.

From a covering or house filled with gsmi, porcelain and

pearls. Paou wflh W Ml a precious commodity. Nan tih

che paou ^^ x- !
a P rccious tn'"S difficult to be

procured. Chin paou J^ valuable pearls. Money chang-

ers write up |jQ ^ ^ the national and preciou*

circulating medium to be had here. On tradesmen'* jhops

these four words are written up for good luck, Chaou tsae tsin.

paou iH iM" ~/j& \
to draw-io wealth, and introduce gems.

IMI 1

ySl 'j
We of the Tsoo state, do not deem the white gems

precious;
but we deem good men precious i ^\ | ^^

j?rt
1 ^ A ^ do not value gold and gems, but value

good men. (Ta-he5.) Teen pun gae ke taou, te pith gae ke

jft ^* * 1paou

does not regret the blessings of the seasons ; earth does not

regret yielding to man her treasures. (Le-ke.)

ft w* i &36!<t>:ia i
th

philosopher does not value gold and ems, but values fidelity

and truth. (Le-ke.)

'$ ^ q^ do not deem precious (and so covet) far fetched

commodities, and persons from remote parts will come ai.d
;

submit j deem good men precious, and the people who are uear ,
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will enjoy tranqiiility . (Shoo-kin.) Tim was tho ad rice

gifen to Woo-w.inw, when he obtained the throne. Hisadfiscr

was 7^ /\ S Chaou-kung-shih.

lTTf FUNG. A spacious house. Originally writters

>l

I

Fung, and vulgarly !]Sf Fung.

Original form of3g Sin, To stop ; to cloa.

YU. A local ancient term denoting To sleep.

MUNG. Same as I^Mung, To dream.

An ancient form of^ Han, Cold.

KE. To sleep soundly.

TEEN. Lofty and remote.

MUNG. Dull ; stupid ; grieved ; vexed.

P'HOW.

To make a noise in one's sleep ;to snore.

W-
1 "-^

MANG. Ming-hSng |& ||f foolish, silly,

doltish. Ming sSng j
Wfc just awake ; arising from sleep.

ME, or Met. In a deep sleep.

WOO. To arouse; to awake.

|j*|t E, Or Ne. Obscure, dark sayings } the Ian-

guage ot circams.

TSIN. Sick and sleeping ; bed-ridden.

HAN. Lying down to sleep with one'i cap

and belt on.

SANG, or Tsang.

newly awake
; just roused from sleep.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME,
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AN

INDEX OF ENGLISH WORDS.

THE NUMBERS REFER TO THE PRECEDING TAOF.I.

A, the article, Page 1.

A, or one, 25.

A bad n an, GO.

Abandon the ordinary course of moral

propriety, and portentous omens will

arise, 6! 3.

Abandoned, 1G2.

Abbreviation. Introduction xvn.

Able lor, to be, I am unable to do as I

wish, 10.

Alile to comprehend cle..rly, ISO.

Ability, 45, 439.

Abortion, called falling womb, 543.

Above, 16.

About, 337.

About, or concerning a person or thing,

3^6.

About what, discoursing, 338.

Al)ro:id, b yond sens, 5(>8.

Absence, leave of, 131.

Absence, leave ol, expressed by different

terms according to tho occasion, 371.

Absolutely necessary, not so, 351

Absorption of India, 721.

Abstraction, the highest degree of, 446.

Abstraction from the world, 550.

Abstruse and erudite, 5'J7

Abstruse speculations, about existence

and non-existence, 496.

Abundant, 170.

Ahuni'a.t st< re of wealth, 373.

Abuse people, 419.

Abusive language to an elder brother's

sister, 637.

Abutment on opposite sides of canals or

rivers, to narrow the passage, 560.

Academy or school, 539.

PART i. 8 K

Accent, different, makes a neuter or an

active verb, 267.

Accept and refuse, 342.

Acceptable sacrifice, *95, 279.

Acceptable to the divinity, libations and

oblations, 4VO.

Access, difficult ol, formal aud forbidding,

452.

Accidentally, 140.

Acclivity or declivity, 490.

Amvnpiny, 166.

Accompany, 83.

Accompany to the grave, attend a fu-

neral, 413.

According to reason, 105.

Accc.rimg to custom, 357.

Account of money owing, 415.

Account, on no pos.ible, 300.

Accumulate, 172.

Accumulate, 475.

Acrtriinlale, 301.

Accumulation or increase, 300.

Accusation lodged against, 371,

Accuse, 371.

Accuse f,,lsely, 196.

Accuse to the emperor, 263.

Accuse to the sovereign, 335.

Accused, or defendant, 371.

Accuser or plaintiff, 871.

Accuser, false, shall he punished with

the crime alledged against the inno-

cent person, 489.

Accustomed, 1 10.

Acquire with ease
; expressed by obtain-

ing with the hands hanging down, 4!'6.

Acquaintance or friend, to separate

from, 220.

Acquaintance or friend, 338.

Acute, 229.

Act, 93

Act, actions, conduct, 93, 94.

Act agreeably to some rule, 263.

Act or do openly, to act as a man, 136.

Action, bad, 45.

Actions, good, are never told out of

doors, 141.

Active and diligent, 274.

Acting, affecting to do, as in plays, 66.

Activity and self controul, 791.

Actresses, HVJ.

Actual authority, holding an official

situatio , 273.

Adam, rather than Noah the Fo-hi, or

Fdh-he of China, 669.

Add to, 259.

Add and diminish, 251.

Add one, and then the division will be

just, 4H6.

Add, or deiluct from a single letter, 543.

Addicted to cruelty and debauchery,

349.

Addicted to, mind entirely set on trifles,

259.

Addicted to \vhor>-dom, 678.

Addicted to wine, 606.

Addicted to wine and debauchery, 420.

Addition to the price, 259.

Address, or mode of speaking, pleasing

as the vernal breeze, 346.

Adequate to an important office, 271.

Adequate, inferior man not, 160.

Adequate, competent for, 520.

Adjacent boundaries, 540.

Adjust, SSI!.
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Aiij.nl, 10*.

A 'jii<l anil brin; all to an equality, 232

I nt jieneril in th. 1

army, 216.

Admired and finion; 252.

I i induce.! lit excellence, "I 4.

-li a siipeiior, -'77.

A.I ii ,i*!i. a writing for I hi- admonition

i I' In- ajje, a moral essay, 271.

AiliiMi iib, 139.

Ad.ipl a SIHI, 122.

Adopt the doctrines of ancient fathers,

SI 8.

Ad pteil children and parents, 592.

.Ail ..n, 119.

A or < 1, iTivimented, glossed over, 614.

Advii.i .

Advance lorvv ir;l, 1 : 9.

Advancement, |ir motion, 239.

Adv .iilagr, pii:i. 229.

Advai.lageons, 857.

AJvrtit ofipiriti manifest^ but not heard

or seen, 118.

Adversitv the lot of Hie virluons, com-

IIIDII complaint, 701.

AiUrr- Iv, or the grief arising from i 1,2 13.

Adversity, prosperity ; success and fail.

lire, 413.

Advise, i77.

Advise and encourage, 277.

Ail visit' the sovereign, 337.

Advocate, 30.

Adulation with a malicious intention, 95.

Adultery and fornication, (i.:;i.

Adultery, by Hie husband'* consent pu-

nishable by law, 633.

Ailulten ss may he sold by her husband,

but not to her paramour, 634.

AfTair, 41.

Affair, all concerns ; bad afi'air, important

affair, 44, 2.

Affairs, every man minds bis own, 364.

Affect respectability by expensive sliew,

101.

Affected not to unnerve it, 350.

Affected ignorance of any occurrence,

503.

Affected by, under the influence of, 26.

Affection, fraternal, 339.

Affectionate, strongly attached, remem-

brance of, TOO.

Affectionate regard to a person, 73.

Affectionate regard of a child, 783.

.Afflicted, distressed, 155.

Afll c lii if, heaven's, expressed by pierc-

ing,

Ailirm pertinaciously, 509.

Affirmative and negative mode discuss-

iL', 340,

Afraid, much evil, and little good will

result, :<57.

Afiaid to reform, be not, 23l>.

A! raid of the power of T>e, 406.

Al'lrr awhile he died, 461.

Afternoon, 301.

Again, 20, 337.

Again assumes a different shape, 337.

Ag'in ,.-oines on (hit topic, 3:>7.

Again ami ag mi, l!ij.

Again, again and again repeatedly, 195.

.-.ge, an, ages of antiquity. List age of

a dvnasly, a^cs [list, succeeding age,

20.

A,c, fifty years of, expressed by half a

hundred, 302.

Ag'la'e, 2ti7.

Agil.led, 137.

Agit ite.l, as a vessel on the water, 175.

Ago, ten years, 239.

Agreement or bond, 233.

incut, 305.

Agreement in thoughts and words, 357.

Agriculture, 468.

Ah! strange ! 311.

Ah! you area very troublesome man,

456.

Aid, help or protection of heaven, 89.

Aid in office, 23.

Aid, 22.

Aid, help, 261.

Aid me with the strength of your arm,

261.

Aim at remote things and despise those

near, do not, 329.

Air or vapour, cold, issuing from a well,

205.

Airing, to take one, 207.

Alarm, to give a false one, the folly of

it, b9.

Alarm, a martial instrument to give the,

390.

Alarmed dreadfully aud fled, 338.

Alarmed me by threats, so that I leapt

up, 445.

Alas! how painful! how distressing!

sometimes implies the death of a

person, 376, 377.

Ahs, 355, 327.

Alas ! whit shall 1 say, 355.

Alcln minis, ,m allusion to, 127.

Alighleil, from his- chariot, 444;

Alive, when my father was, 479.

All, 21 1 12fi, I5.i.

All which are or exist, 21 1.

All awerabled, both joiiii^and old, S8S.

All, all togelii/r, all .irouiid, young ,iiid

old, all asiein'ili.-d, :ii3, 3j8, 180.

All siid, 15J.

All sides, round about, 172.

All, the preceding, 121.

All to-et.ier, ,'i 1$.

\ I \ or l.ine, 187.

ALMIGHTY, 1S6.

Alloled time for reading, 304.

Almo id, 61.

Alone, -ingle, 415.

Alone, 415.

Already nailing outside, 330.

Also, 39.

Also, also well. 54.

Also, 1.).

Altar, 551.

Altars, and the s,iace around, 514.

Altar to heaven must bu high, to earth

low, 402.

Altar, of earth, 478, 20 1.

Altar 0:1 wiiich to sicrilicc, 551; pile

wood on il, lay on llio victim, applj

fire, 552.

Altar of earth raised, 525.

Altar, cerliin, 498.

Altar, village, 519.

Alt irs to heaven and to earth, 22.

Alter and expunge, 227.

Altered neither by the world nor bj

fame, 360.

AlU'r; ativ. 1

, none, remediless, 351.

Altercation, wringliug, 432.

Alteration in \vri.ten composition, 532.

Ambilioii mikes human beings Hie fish

and II .Ii ol iis table, 100.

Ambushes at Lie foot ol the, bills, 4b9.

Ambush, troops iu, 119.
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Amiable, 351.

Amida Bad.llia, .

r
.7fi.

Amity and good-will, spirit of, 379.

Amoi, 327.

Amour, illicit, between queen IPoo-how,

and her nephew /t'an-ian-szf, 'Ice

jin kee's spied), 637.

Ample a;.d extensive, 324.

Amnseme.nl, di-sip iled, theatrical, 121.

Amusements that disiip.ile,. 171.

Analy/<\ 325.

Anarchy, a slate of, 413.

An ,.rch\ or confusion, when at an ex-

treme degree must Le succeeded by

cr.lcr, 42.

A- c slurs, received from, 149.

Ancestors, their dust, relicks of them,

viewed with reverence, 538.

Ancestors, tablet dedicated to inside

Chinese doors, 6KT.

A'ic:e;it times resemble the present, 65

Ancient times men's hearts Letter than

now, :M7.

Ancient times, odes, letters, sages, 317,

And, 19.

this mm and his .brother, 338.

ml 1'egasus shed their

v:>0.

;i 'cies of ficus, 581.

.'.eked, 579.

.Ang"'.
' < f h"aven, 03?.

. to le the recipient of, 312.

, excl.ill) ilion, 41 1.

Ic.i, ri( l,t, >-".<'.).

;,gn, dim't be, 228.

spirits or soul, 257.

Ariinnl spirits, Uii.

Animnl .iie, fi2.

Am ^ic and wild, 434.

. 1 12.

AIUKJ.I c t,.unl tidings, 239.

An o ;.: performed :my service

on which one wi.s sent, 134.

Ann cmi.ie the joyful tidings that a fine

son is born, 410

Announce to a superior, 371.

Annoy and disties-, expressed by knock-

ing about, 529

Annoy or disturb, civil expression, 26i.

Ani'.ov with Irilles, 1)9.

Anonymous signature, mode of, 192.

Anonymous., 297.

Answer the purpose intended, 357.

Answer or siiei-eeil, Imw.MIO.

A.iswer, must be given by boys smartly ;

by girls sollh , 1*7.

Answer or suit the purpose, 99.

Answer, Inns and girls usu different

words, 395.

Answers, a hundred to one call, the rich

and powerful have, 370.

Another person or thing, 228.

Another, 2t.

Another d:i>, :US.

Another, his m;ijesl\S pleasure will be

made known ;it another lime, 348.

Another thing is to/ be mentioned, 337.

Ant's hill, 501.

Ant's nest, 527.

Antiquity, 10.

Antiques, old curiosities, .34S.

Antiquity, three periods of, 348.

Anxietv of mind, 272.

Anxieties, piercing Hie heart, 81.

Anxious expectation, 181.

Apartments, inner, I*").

Apathy, or stoical indifference, 614;

Aperture, to stop it, 5:H.

Aphrodisiac insect, 615.

Apparition, or spirit of the deceased

caused to return. 623, 624.

Appear, not to, OH iH-ing summoned, 350.

Appear nice, or aspet't of all lirs, I -(I.

A|'pelite, good, with an euuci;iled budy,

97.

Apply, equally to several, that, which

does, 193,

Appl. itself, the mind docs not, 302.

Apply, application, 270.

Appointed time, ten days before, 239.

Appointed time, 238.

Ap,.osUe, 362.

Apprehend, 137.

Apprehended^ nothing to be, 61 6.

Approach near to old age, 49J.

Aqueduct, c.ivi-, 709.

Archery, rule for, 517.

Archery, natural skill in, 018.

Arbitrary marks, Cliiucse characters not,

719.

Ardent love, 221.

Are.i before ths palace gate, 303.

Arcua, 552.

Area, before a door, a level pafcrnent,

483.

Arena, place of assemblnge for military

and for literary exercisei, 586.

Ar_'iii>, trenui)Uly, 258.

Arithmetic, 38.

Arm, MIR strength of, 257.

Armiis, do not depend on mere numbers,

479.

Armies two, opposed, 379.

Arm-pit wall-, those on each tide of tilt

gate of a publ-c court, 500.

Armour fur a soldier, 191.

Armour linker, 21 7.

Arms or weapons, 191.

Army advancing, described,. 43-1.

Army, to put one in motion, 191

Army, the front or advanced line, 275.

Arouse to some new improvement, 276

Arrange or appoint each to its place,

220.

Arrange, 104.

Arrange in order, 225.

AIT;H, extend in, my three armies, 370.

Arrive, 230.

Arrive, when did he? 231.

Arrow formed of pointed wood, 244.

Art, supenntiiral, in war, 124.

Artful and seducing, 667.

Artful, 3fi.

Article or thing, one of many, 75.

Article* of tribute, 3S5.

Artificer, 290.

Artisan, 290.

As, as if, 35, 85.

As of old, 105.

As to, 32.

As soon as, II.

As soon as it reaches the mouth to

swallow, 305.

Ascend, 301.

Ascend, 16.

Ascend the throne, 320.

Ascend up, 301.

Ascend a city wall, 511.

Ashamed of being so covetous, 349.

Ashamed that I have made no return for

favors done me.

Ashamed, to feel so on account of one's

delects, 266.
"

Ashes or rubbish, to beat a heap of, 516.
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Ask, to, 400.

A<k you a single sentence, 400.

Ask of inferiors, 18.

Ask civilly, 159.

Assail, 861.

, Nee-ching and his sister Ying,

675.

Assemblage, in the streets, how many
make an illegal one, 15.

Assemble troops, 304.

Assembled in a confused crowded man-

ner, 4?3.

Assent, promise, 187.

Assent, 175.

Assent to every thing said, 346.

Assent, generals all muttered unwilling

assent, 433.

Assiduous attention, 247.

Assiduously learn, 258.

Assiduity equal to many great men,

would make great men, 731.

Assist, 89, 2 ; 66.

Assist the poor, 98.

Assist, as an inferior does; to be an

assistant in government, 89.

Assist, as a superior, the gods, 89.

Assist with the mind, 276.

Assist me the emperor, to improve the

public manners, 246.

Assist in defraying the charges, 261.

AssisUi.ee, great, to the skilful student,

261.

Assistant, 246.

Assistant, principal and second, 246.

Assistant in the magistracy, 23.

Assistance afforded, called planting and

manuring, 510.

Associate, 83.

Association, member of, 338.

Assume to, 159.

Assume another's name, 196

Assume to one's self what belongs to

Providence, 93.

Assume more thin the rules of politeness

admit, 159.

AsMiine the precedence, 309.

Asthma, 390.

Astonish heaven and earlh, 484-

Aitronomical instruments, 480.

Astrology, book on, S-0.

Astrology, principles of, 238.

Asunder, to cut, 221.

At, 47.

At, been at, or gone to every country,

230.

At the door, 347.

Atom or particle of dust, 537.

Atmosphere obscured by dust, 544.

Attached to ancient literature, 338.

Attack, with an army, 273.

Attempt prevented by many observers,

350.

Attempt beyond one's strength injure

those who make it, 537.

Attend, carefully to one's duty, 270.

Attend upon a superior, 102.

Attend upon guest, 103.

Attendant, 66.

Attendance at court dispensed with

when ministers reach the age of

seventy, 371.

Attendants on military officers, 17.

Attendants, servants in viiil'.nj:, 353.

Attention and care, great, 534.

Attentive to one's personal conduct,

271.

Altitude or posture making, 278.

Attorney, not sanctioned by law, hut

who tike the office on themselves,

pests <.f society, 392.

Audacity and disorderly behaviour, 609.

Audience, ten the emperor to descend

to, 434.

Aunt, 82, 341.

Authority of local officers limited to

their districts, 540.

Authority, power, 273.

Authority, must be undivided to be

powerful, 47.

Austere harsh manner, 252.

Autumn, beginning of, 226.

Ava, attempted to be conquered by the

Yuen dynisly, 656.

A ail one', si If of circumstances, 37.

Availing OIIL'.S self of previously exist-

ing helps, is the way to effect much

Jlli lillle labour, 462.

Avaricious, 365.

Avoid, happily avoided, 181.

Avoided him, b_, passing over the wall,

500.

Awake, 417.

Awakening language, 348.

Away, go from, 228.

Awe, inspired by the majesty of heaven,

644.

Awe, objects of, three, heaven, dignities,

and sages, 705.

Awe, objects of, three mentioned by

Confucius, heaven, &c. 89. 106.

Awfully, stately and solemnly, 452.

Awl, to stick it into, phrase for being

destitute of landed property, 305.

Azure cloud, bridge to pass it, denotes

promotion, 515.

Azure heavens, 577.

Backbite, 398.

Backwards and forwards, over and over

again, 339.

Backwards. 450.

Back of a knife, 218.

Bad men conceal their vices from the

virtuous, 329.

Bad con .tenance, 169.

Bad, and go. id s -parated, 228.

Bad year, scarcity, 1 1 5.

Bag willi a bottom , bag open at both

ends, worn round the waist as a sash ;

bl.ick bag contains statements to

the emperor, 456.

Bag, 456.

Bagnio, 678.

Bail, received for women who commit

crimes, 663.

Bait or snare, to lay it for a man, 402.

Ball, at which cavalry shoot with an

arrow, 4a3.

Bamboo brush, the vestibule, 539.

Bamboo square vessel, 292.

Bamboo, spotted, caused by the tears of

two sister queens, 651.

Banditti, 292.

Banditti disorderly, 29S.

Banditti, robbers or pirates,
572.

Banditti, associated banditti, religious,

banditti, 292.

Baneful star, lucky star, 357.

Banish or exile, and be given to the

army, sent to fill the army, a punish-

ment like sending on boord a man uf

war, 177.

Bank, to keep off water, a landing place,

to raise it, 502.
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Bank of n river or canal, 520.

Banks, to prevent a river overflowing
the adjacent country, 472.

Banners, dust flying before them, 492.

B rbiirous, 286.

Barbel's shop, 235.

Bare, 103.

Bare the arm, 247.

B'irely sufficient, 152.

B rk, Hie neighbour's dog, 366.

Bark of dog*, ai.d cocks crowing, 366.

Bargain, throw into. 543.

Barren poor land, 543.

Barler or exchange goods, 2fl7.

Baibful,"woman li..hle to he, 674.

Baseness, and vile condition, ;s of pu-

blic prostitutes lowest stale of, 17.

Ba-i es,, ulua\s connected with a ti.ir.-l

of gain, 229.

Basket li.r containing earth or plants, 51.

Basket, 541.

Basket for carrying earth, to leave an

artificial hill unfinished for the sake

of one b.isket, 5.i5

Bastards must be supported by the father,

634.

B..thi g every tenth day , ancient nonage,

J>0.

B.. tn rid. ai d shaken by the rain and

wind, 428.

Bittl-, slaughter, sound and dust, 537.

.Battlements yellow and golden sh.lls,

4!tfi.

B tllementi on the wall of a city, ,504.

Baudj linn -e, (i'/S.

Be, a magistr'te, 136.

Beak, or bill of a bird, 409.

Bear, to. 342.

Bear with, restrain one's anger, 361.

Bear, labour and distre B, 271.

Beard, to shave it, 235.

Beast, 281.

Beasts, or animals, where they herd

together, 318.

Beasts, hard pressed will still fight, do

not urge any one too f r, I6.>

Beat down earth ai d raise a mud wall,

S4I.

Beauty, description of a Chineie, 614,

615.

Beautiful, 98.

IART 1. $H

Beautiful, 97.

Beautiful woman, 97.

Because, 461.

Because he came late, therefore gave
him a scoMin^, 469.

Beckon to go away, 329.

Bed chamber, 319.

Bed chamber, 243.

Bed chamber, 185.

Bed chamber, 859.

Bed-rii.deu. 46*.

B.d, to
l.,y one's self down in, 126.

BLCS, formed by rice spurted I'rt'in the

mouths of seen genii, 43i.

Before, the ye r before last, *;,9.

B lore a t,ible, bar, or altar, 239.

Before and alter, 179.

Befriend, one whom you do, 338.

Beg to, 2fO.

Be; , a beggar, 1 9.

Beg, 38.

Be_ for Bndh temples begging priest, 287.

B<-g aiid not obtain, *SO.

B ggar, 38.

Begin In, the beginning, 226'

hegi .iiiug, at first, every Ihiug is diffi

cult in the b ginning, 226.

B. ginning origin of material existencies,
623.

Beguile and cheat, 386.

Behaviour, proper before superiors, 439,
Behaviour, rules for, 441.

Behaviour of inleri. rs, when sitting in

the presence of superiors, 49.

Behaviour, personal conduct, shews the

heart, 268.

L'ehaviour, directions for, 131.

Beliind, 118.

Belch and spit, 383.

Belch to, 439.

Belii ve or trust in, 721.

Believe and trust, 118; in gods and

spirits, 119.

Belief, worthy of, 119.

Bell, the sound of, 436.

Bell ol a certain forn., 416.

Belly, or abdomen, 253.

Beloved, or >ery intimate friends, 301.

Below, 17.

Bench or rest, to lean on in ancient

times, 211.

Bench, 911.

Beneficence, to all creatures'recommend-

ed, 329.

Benefictor, 29, 30.

B nevolence, the heavens and earth or

nature, benevolent, 63.

Benevolence, effeminate, weak goodness,

625.

Benevolence, 63.

Benevolent deed* without reward con-

stitutes the best in u,, 342.

B m-Mil, nl animal, the Lin, 626.

Benevolei/t rule or government, 466.

Bent, 414.

Bent on having j obstinately determined,

135.

Benzoin, 791

Besiege to, 478.

Besiege, or surround and attack a city,

m.
Beside, something else, 568.

Besides, exclusive of, 349.

Besides, 348.

B stow, 280.

Bestow on poor people, provision* om

the ro id, 280.

Bestow, 44.

Betel nut, 574.

Better be accustomed to labour than to

ens.; 226.

Belter than I, or superior to me, 271.

Bewail and weep, 403.

Bewail, 403.

Bewailed first, the:i laughed, 383.

Beyond exp ct.it ioi , not anticipated, 21 6.

Beyond or out ol one's calculation,

beyonil seas, abroad, 568.

Bezoar, 583.

Bid, in a rough angry tune, 352.

Bigoted, narrow minded self sufficient,

506.

Bigamy, not allowed in China, 620.

Bill for goods bought, 415.

Bills, birds break their food with, 370.

Bind to, 111.

Bind, III.

Biography, 746.

Biogr >phy of eminent men and women,

120 vols 628.

Birds, imaginary, their appearance indi-

cates peace aud'b.tppints-, 213.
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Bird of passage, the bearer of letters, 1 09.

Bird, propitious announces good tidings

839.

Birds that sin*; in the mornin;, and those

th>t sin:; at ni.;ht, distinguished by

different names, 397.

Bird's beik, 409.

Birth mir.iculou, 495.

Birth day, expressed by a thousand

autumns, 300.

Births, difficult and uiin.itiir.il. 494.

Birth-diy observances, 503.

Bit of a bridle, 267.

Bite a mouthful, 382.

Bile, to, 435.

Bl:ick-haired people, the people of China,

627.

Black and white clearly distinguished,

280.

Blackguard, disorderly, ill-behaved, 609.

Blackness of ink, emblem of vicious in-

dulgence, 546,

Blame to, 375.

Blasphemous adulation, calling the em-

peror god, 590.

Blend, 53.

Blend different ingredients, 287.

Blended, 53.

Blended or mixed in equal proportions,

279.

Bless, 374.

Bless, old people who have a difficulty

in swallowing, seems to resemble

the custom of blessing people who

sneeze, 391.

Blessings, never come in pairs, calamities

never happen alone, 415.

Blessings and wealth de-cend, and he yet

continues unwearied, 3.39.

Blessings three, prosperity, long life, and

sons, 354.

Blind, blindly, 122.

Blind man, must feel his way as much

in diy light as in the dirk, 508.

Blinded, to prefer darkness to light, 196.

Blindly, 12*.

Blistered earthen ware, 549.

Blocks of wood for printing with, 315.

Blood of an oath, to drink it, 374.

Blossom, open or put forth, 361.

Blot out and alter, 532.

Blot out, and to supply letters, 37.

Blow open ; blow out the candle, 369.

Blow with the breath, 161.

Blow, with the breath, puff off a person,

429.

Blue bag containing nine volumes,

456.

Blunt metal must he ground ere it be

sharp, 330.

Blush to receive it, 342.

Board with an inscription, 297.

Board of magistracy, or that court in

Peking which takes cognizance of

all civil appointments, 361.

Boast and praise one's self, 538.

Boasting, not meritorious, 80.

Bing, 393, 421.

Boasting, vain and errpty, 383.

B.iats, or dragon boats, on a Chinese

holiday, 301.

Boating, party of pleasure, 689.

Boatmen's song flowed in deep inter-

rupted tones, 411.

Bodies painted or tattooed, 256.

Body, the, 62.

Body of a good man may be endangered,

but his purpose remain firm, 316,

Body, or whole number, 296.

Body of man, a case or shell ; body,

soul and spirit, 62.

Boil a pot of tea, 562.

Boiler of yellow cliy fur drugs, 520.

Boiling up of sand and dust, 537.

Boisterous utterance, 352.

Bold, intrepid, 264.

Bold, 264.

Bold enough to swallow a burning

pagoda, 5iO.

Bolt one's food, 444.

Bolus, 28.

Bombast, 427.

Bond, or agreement, 233 ; 254.

Bond, 233.

Bond, literally and figuratively, 592.

Bones sh.itlered, 5iO.

Bone, scrape off the skin and you wiU

see it, 237.

Bones, noble or ignoble, in allusion to

fortune
tolling, 627.

Bonum nom.Mi
; bunuin omen, 627.

Bonzes or priests of Buddha, b5.

Bonze, or Ho-shang priest, 319.

Book obtained from heaven, 742.

Book, 317.

Book* intended for female education,

603.

Books burnt and literati engulphed in

a pit, 490.

Books, nothing comparable to, 400.

Books, received from heaven by which

miraculous powers were obtained,

409, 410.

Books in general, s ibjects of ancient,

192.

Bi>< ks lent, seldom returned, 128.

Bookcase, 294.

Bookcase, or portable cover, 291.

Bookseller's shop, 488.

Border ground, 540.

Born, when u chilJ it cries, 403.

Born into the world, 20.

Born in an unlucky hour, 157.

Borrow, 128.

Borrow, 134.

Bosom of a parent left by a child of three

years, 181.

Both cry and laugh, 390.

Both hands fixed 011 the ground, 404.

Both right, 121.

Both, 46, 120.

Both ways, 186.

Bottom, to the very, 230.

Bottomless pit, near Formosa, 544.

Bottle of glass, w 'ie bottle, 547.

Bound in affection, 111.

Boundary, frontier, to strengthen and

defend, 470.

Boundaries, 54;

Boundary, 540.

Bounty, consisting of bullocks and wine,

given to the army, 272.

Boundary, 470.

Bow, Chinese manner of making, 337.

Bow, to a person, 88.

Bow, in the manner of the Budh priests,

306.

Bow, to, 327.

Box, dressing box, 291.

Box, 291.

Boy, little boy, a term applied to in-

feriors, although old people, 729.

Bojs, to attend on funerals, 107.
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Boys at (en may go to school, 163.

Boys and girls, different usages at the

birth of, 601.

Brain, 2SH.

Braided hair precedes marriage, 674.

Branches of trees bending like the

feathers of bird's wings, 414.

Brand the face, Chinese punishment,

843.

Brandish a sword pencil, to write with

a malicious intention, 219.

Brazen faced, 32 4.

Brave, 264.

Brave, fearless, 264.

Brave wind and rain, 197.

Brazier, 2MO.

Bieach of politeness, 150.

Bread made bj mischievous scribblers,

392.

Break the clods, 529.

Break off half, 302.

Broking out of the small pox, 216.

Breast of .in enemy, 244.

Breast of a female, 40.

Breast, tiie feirale, 617.

Breast, 281.

Breath, literal and figurative sense, 346,

347.

Breath, shortness of, asthma, 408.

Breathe cut, 376.

Breathing, expiring- and inspiring,

376.

Breathing one's last, 588.

Breathing, difficulty of, 162.

Breeze, summer's, 207.

Bribes, corrupted by, 546.

Biibe with money, 571,

Bride's po.tion, 5S)7.

Bribr, Minn-limes sealed op, 281,

Bride, urged to come away, 614.

Brick, 538.

Bricks, imlwrnt, a wall of, 497.

Bricklajer, --90.

Bridegroom, to invite a person to be-

come one to one's daughter, 492.

Bridle with a bit, 967.

Bridle, to bridle, 267.

Bring over to, bring a pencil h'.tlier,

bring in, 342.

Bring out, 216.

Broad, wije , large, liberal, 864.

Broom to sweep with, 51 1.

Brother, elder, a romunm t"rm amongst

equals in China, 388, 389.

Brother, 177,

B, other, brothers senior, junior recipro-

cal duties, h.irmony of, beautiful

appellation of a friend, 17T.

Brothers, distinguished by different

epithets, 82.

Brother?, different terms for, 74.

Bruitish behaviour, renders nugatory

the goodness of nature, in creating

man, 526.

Brush and scrub, a brush to scrub with,

for shoes, 232.

Brush, to bru.tli shoes, 232.

Brute, 85.

Brute, worse than a, 673.

Bryant, rem.irk on his etymology, Intro.

Xtii.

Bucks and does, 442.

Buddh'i and pagodas, 475.

Buddha's mouth and a serpent's heart,

346.

Buddha, or Foo-loo, F&h-too, derivation

of, 530.

Buddha, Chinese word for, riz. Fflft ;

his assistance granted in repell ing an

enemy, 92.

Buddhism, or the religion of Fiih, i. e.

Budh, 92 ; when introduced into

China, 93.

Budh, who is past, 608.

Bndh's arena, a Bonze temple, 525.

Burial place for a parent, called a happy

cily, 505.

Bnri.il grounds, originally gardens, 473.

Burial ground, to examine a place for it,

478.

Buds opening in spring, 494.

Buff, n or droll, 83.

Bullet, 2-).

Bundle of any thing, 473.

B 11 die, a waj per for, 281,

Buiidlo up, aggregate, 357.

Uiiiden, literally, or as a duty to be

sustained, 76.

Burn incense and sweep the ground, 51 1.

Burnt men, and ripped open women with

ch.U, 231.

Burst into a loud cry, 386.

Bury a living perion with the dead, 104.

Buskin for the legs, 139.

Business, 44.

Business of th'i world, 21.

Business, occupation, affairs, 970.

Business every man must mind his own,

115.

Business not to be neglected by those

who sit on a throne, Chow-king's
advice to his son, 363.

Bustle and hurry, 304.

Bustle, 48.

Busy body, 45.

But, only, 86.

But, 395.

But, 32.

Butcher, skilful, 231.

Butterfly, name of a Chinese play, 571.

Buzz, or hum of insects, 571.

By, 72.

By and by, 20.

By slanders, 143.

By the means to effect an end, 72.

Cadaverous, a ground coloured face, 478

Cage to confine a criminal in, 458.

Cake, 28.

Cilamity, 214.

Calamities sent down by heaven, 380.

Calamity, to bring it on one's self, 534.

Calamity or misery induced by antece-

dent crimes, 786.

Calabash, 223.

Calamitous affair, 215.

Calmness of the ancient king Shun, on

beiiig elevated from the plough to

the throne, 466.

Calvaria, 461.

Call nut with a loud voice, 407.

Call a man here, but receive no answer,

3;,o.

Call, t.., 350.

Call upon, -'7 .'.

Call, a slave who is at one's call, 409.

Call, call the boy to sweep the ground,
376.

Call black, white ; and virtue, vice, 609.

Colleg , flourishing stale depends on the

teacheri, 466.

Caliiii.; to, invoking, ordering servants,

and so on, 376.

Camel, 91.
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Came to. {91.

Came in a boat, 489.

Camp, to plunder it, 828.

Can, cannot, 136.

Canal called Hwang-koo, died up, 518.

C.indarecn, 221.

Candlelight, 179.

Caiigiie, or the Cattga of Encyclopedia

Brit, a wooden collar, 81.

Cannarium species of, 681.

Cannot but go, 18.

Canton, ancient name, 393.

Canton province, the people removed

to the Yang-tsze-keaug, by an

emperor of the Han dynast;, 6/6.

Cap, to add ihe cap, a ceremony per-

formed on sons by their father on

attaining the age of twenty, 200.

Cap or crown, the idea of, whence taken ;

ceremony of capping at the age ot

manhood, 200.

Cap, a phrae for, 178.

Cap of literary gradu :ite, 619.

Capable, none but the robust ate, 257.

Capacity, or original measure of talent

should be Jilftd , i. e. the original

powers of the mind should be exert-

ed, 177.

C [KM s of a drin. ken man, 111.

Capital city, royul ur imperial residence,

66.

Capital, money possessed, 5fi9.

Capital Iclters to give dignity and im-

portance to names, made in Chinese,

by giving a higher place to the word,

776.

Capping, al'usion to, 260.

Captain of i hundred men, 96.

Captive, 116.

Carbuncle, 570.

Caid, visiting, to present it, 234.

Care about it, does not make an im-

prcsiiou iin the mind. 4hO.

Care of one's health urged, by advising

to eat plenty , 860.

Care after loss recommended , a phrase,

63.

Carefully, 67.

Carelessly, inconsiderately, 20.

Carelessness or remwsuets invites to

Unit, 804.

Careless and remiss, 141.

Careless, IS'l, 140.

Cares and sorrows crowd upon the

breast, 516.

Cares, in the breast, watered or mollified

with wine, 528.

Carnage, slaughter, 432.

Carnation, 89.

Carpenter, 290.

Carried off by robbers, 261.

Carri ge, to stop it, 137.

Carriages, horses and idle tours to be

laid aside, 6K9.

Carry bricks to fill up a well, 536.

Carts and men, resort, 544.

Carve or cut letters, 228.

Carve or engrave, different terms for

tarving different materials, 234.

Carving tuol, 243.

Case or standing press, in whicli shop-
men stoie

iij>
their piece goods, 294.

Case for ii k, ai.d for visiting cards, 291.

Cassias, 581.

Cast away, 23.

Cant off, reject, 329.

Cast lots, 308, 309.

Castle or other similar building for

defence, 519.

Castration, a punishment, 841.

Castratiig, punishment of. 27 3.

Cat, feed your, 401.

Cat, to let it out of the bag ; disclose a

crel, 217

Catainenia, commencement and close of,

noxious, 663.

Catamite, 692.

Caves ai.d dens of the mountains, 490.

CAUSE, FIKST, of the Chinese theorists,

269.

Cause, none wl atever, 342.

Cause people lo dislike one, 329.

Cause there must be, what cause, 462

Cause, to induce any feeling or course

of action, 99.

Cause or origin of an affair, 101.

Cause or reason for, cl .isical, 73.

Caution, recommended, 183.

Canton, over and over again charged

him, 443.

Cautious, to act, phrase for, 16.

Cautious, 164, 13.

Cautious step, 111.

Cautious and attentive manner, 648.

Cease, to, 80, 136.

Cease, to stop ; cease from working, 1S6.

Ccas to enquire, 81.

Celestial king, an idol, 579.

Celestial flowers of speech showering

down, compel assent, 513.

Celery, 533.

Celib .cy required of the Budh and Taon

priests, on pain of being beaten with

80 blows, 653.

Censor-, Imperial, the authorised ad-

visers and informers of hie majesty,

352.

Censure, unaivswerable, 169.

Censures, to pronounce and record them,

346-

Census, or list of Ihe people, 165.

Cenlip'des, 160.

Cential Asia, included in the term west-

ern regions, 506.

Cei.tre or miilst of, 585.

Ceremony of burning a paper pnjocla,

on the fifteenth of the eighth moon,

530.

Ceremony or worship, consisting of bow-

ing the head to the ground, 349.

Ceremonial of libation*. 5'<5.

Ceremoi ies. ho .rd or tribunal of, 82.

Cereivonial, 163.

Ceremonies, established rules of deco-

rum essential 'o ;;<>veriimei.t,l22, 123.

Certain person place or thing, 3J2.

Certainly : unquestionably, 466.

Cessation from w rk, 80

Cliance hy, or accidentally, 144.

Chance, argued again*!, did il exist*

cow might produce a horse, 577.

Chamber pot, 562.

C a.npuign country, 471.

Chai.ge, V&5.

Changes, doctrine of, contained in the

Pa-kwH, 311.

Chang-go, lady in the moon, 651.

Chang-sang Y.iou, give animation to a

dragon painted on the wall, 550.

ClMoiic state, 528.

Cbaon-seen, a name of Corea, 245.

Characters, Chinese, to engravp at cut

them, 234.
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Character, a great and extraordinary,

134.

Ch racier, undecided, dubious, 66.

Character or name of a flying mnn, is

left to he ciilicized like a tiger's skin,

360.

Character, nation, altered by queen Woo,

467.

Character, n man's, that will not bear in-

vestigation, 320.

Charnr tern, ( hinese, number ill classical

Look* counted, 719.

Characters, t hiiusc, origin of, derivation

and classes. Intro, p. i. ii. iii. and

und.-r, p 717, 7 IS, 719.

Charco.il bin d wanner, a vessel contain-

in;; rhiirroil embers, carried in the

hand for narintb, 549.

Charge, f..lely, KOI.

Ch ;r^e, interest, 239.

Charge, or tell to do, 457.

Charily, or extensive benevolence, study-

ing IhegentTil good, phrase tor, 110.

Charily to bestow it, or lo supply a

person's wants, 373.

Charity, good will aud kindness, 63.

Chariot oi war, 37.

Charioteer, f .num, called Ping ping, 469.

Charm, ma.le Ironi bits i,f coffin vu.od, *83.

Chastity preserved at Ihe expense ol

lit., |io .ihumoiiM honors, 634.

Chat avhin, 301.

Ch.it, 51.

ChalU-r of litlle children toeach other,

3b2.

Chatter in a low voice, 373.

Chattering ot a bud, j; 0.

Cham.:, to lean against a tree and

chaiint, 365.

Chauiiling, or singing pronunciation, 365.

Che p, 161.

Cheap, or ata convenient pi ice, 109, 110.

Chearlul mind, 591.

Cheat or devour by fraud, 365.

Cheat people out ol their uiouirly, 3- 6

Cheated or imposed on, neillier child

nor old man wilt be at this shop, :>4*.

Check, or h..lf of a deed corresponding

to another halt, 233.

Check, or halt the impression of a seal,

827.

T*T I. 80

Cherish resentment, 367.

Cherish and nourish a person, SI 7.

Chess, iiiicimt in China, two sorts, 593.

fhi-ss game, 971.

Chest or trunk, 891.

Chest, 991.

Chew the cu<'. 372.

Chew, 438, 453.

Chick <r chicken, 438.

Chief, i9. : 6S.

Chili-chin hill, in ChP-keanj province,

produces tin, M6
Child, b..y or girl, 182.

Chi'd. fine, an ex| r. ssion of complimen-

tary prais:',
41')

Chi'd-l iilh, s vere labour in, 862.

Child-birth, di'?
:

cull. the parts rent open

to be r six soi s. 494.

Child, carried or led, I oy, girl, &C 740.

Childish play, 689.

Child. sh purposes to be put away at the

ceremony of capping, 200.

Children, 131.

Children sl-mi'd not go to a distance

from Ih. ir parents, 479.

Children, their duly '<> jannls, 587.

Children, grand t luldren, 422.

Chin, or part below the mouth, 469.

China, 26.

China, ancient names of 558.

Ciii.ia, my lillla, am i.;. . t. y called Sum-

mer. 561).

China, it's name under the Man-chow

dynasty, 573.

Chinese expression, 447.

Chinese, :<93.

Chii'g-kwan, Ihe emperor who built the

porcelain tower or pujodi, 531.

Ching-waii;;, an ancient iii.Miarch ; hum-

ble manner in which he spoke ot

himself, 01.

Chisselrd out their eyes, 714.

('liirping of a brid, 366.

Chirping ot birds 398.

Chivalrous worthies 526.

Choaked up the space, 534.

Choo-foo-tsze, a Chinese philosopher, his

complete works, 578.

Cholera morbus, cure for, 663.

Choose or select a lucky day from the

almanack, 357.

Chop-slicks iTnry, introduction of them,

grieved Ke-t>ze, 431.

Chop off, with a hatchet, S7.

Chop sticks and spoon, dropt them, 885.

Chronic disorder, 466.

Chronology, Chinese, from FBh-he, to

A. D. IB 1 5, makes 5200 years. lutro.

xiii.

Chrysanthemum Indicnm, 574.

Chung.yung, the second of the Four-

Books, *6.

Chung-tseay, a notorious courtezan,

624.

Cinnamon, the fleshy species, 790.

Circle, com lete one, the whole of any

thing, 474.

Circle, to draw one, 469.

Circulate, tho heavens circulate from the

left and the earth from the right,

373.

Circular motion of the heavens, shews

the orbit to be round, 476.

Circulate or go round, 373.

Circuit of the heavens, the sun performs

it in one day, 373

Circuit made round the hill, 401.

Circuitous, minute and troublesome

affairs, 496.

Cimiinf'erance, every part of, 230.

Circumspect, 67.

Circumstance! good, placed in, 540.

Circumstances, all of them, 362.

Ciladel, a little <ily, 541.

Citadel or castle for defence, 519.

Cite, S'lO.

Citron, of China, 92.

(i y gite of L'>o, went to ruin, 557.

City, walked town; wall of a town, 504.

( ivi ize, 285.

Civil find military officers, 388.

(. iv I otfic rs brought forward, and mili-

tary laid aside, 297.

Civility of the poor cannot consist in

presents ; nor of the old, in bowing

and kneeling, 258.

Civility, insupportably great, compli-

mentary expression, 180.

Civilize and reform, 286.

Civilized society, the materials of, 70S.

Claim, falsely, 196.

Clamour, 485, 412.
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Clamour and noise, undignified, 356.

Clamour of mean men affects uot the

good man, 2SI

Claiuornii!, not, nor insolent. 369.

Clamorous noise i>t\'ue<ts in a hall, 412

Clan of the Scotb, resembles the Chines*

626.

Clandestinely, or privately to take, 342.

Class of persons, large number of the

same, 168

Classic, the Shoo-king, preserved from

the burning of Tsin-hwiing te, by

Fuh-sing. Intro, xii, Note.

Classic or sacred book, 192.

Classic, classical works, 192.

Classes, to connect them, 33S.

Classified like plants, 298.

Clatter, clatter, 40G.

Clay or wood ima^e or idol, 53S.

Cleanse from dust, 537.

Clean, r>7, 41.

Clean, by washing and scrubbing, 232.

Cleanse the heart, 231.

Clear distinct sound, 43.1.

Clear, applied either to colour* or to

sounds, 51.

Clear, cool, 207.

Clearly, 43.

Clemency and severity, should temper

each other, 64S.

Clepsydra, 235

Cleave asunder, 227

Clever, 113.

Clever, active, quick, 83.

Climate not agreeing with a person, 477.

Cloacina, 665.

Clod, is a son's pillow by the side of a

parent's grave, 215.

Ckod ofearth, the great clod, the material

universe, 52H.

Close the eyes, 357.

Close a book, 318.

Close up the channel by which the water

flows is stopped, 551.

Close, intimate, 221.

Close, in.

Closed letter, 347.

Closely shut by the cold of winter, 466.

Clothe yourself, 373.

Clothes are in the box, 291.

Cloudi and halo, 884.

INDEX OF ENGLISH TTORDS.

Clouds ascending, ominous, 476.

Consulate, 210.

Coarse and inelegant, said of few, one

of Confucius disciples, 414.

Cochinchina, 306, 793, *53.

Cock's crow, 366.

Coercion not to he employed by govern-

ments in matters of custom or usa>;e,

837.

Coffin of stone, 505.

Coffin, 289.

Coffin of state, 505.

Coffins, wood of which they are made,

563.

Coffins, the removal of them from one

grave to another, not an ancient

usage, 542.

Coffins of earthen-ware, of wood, &c.

525.

Cold as ice, smile of sueer or derision,

205.

Cold, to take, 107.

Cold, hot ; indifferent, zealous
; cold as

ice, 205.

Cold, frigid, 853, 451, 205.

Cold and heat, figuratively, passing oc-

currences, 343.

Collar, or square frame of wood, worn

on the neck as a punishment ; by

Europeans called cangnc and canga,

81.

Collate, 48.

Colleague, 83, 156.

Colleague, 156.

College at Peking, visited annually by

the emperor, 471.

Colors, five, 49.

Colours, spoiled, 557.

Combination, illicit, 2T.

Come, 100.

Come to, from a distance, 230.

Come at noon, 301.

Come about, to arise, said of some oc-

currence, 101.

Come here, 100.

Comedy, 258.

Comet, or the broom star, sweeps away
the old and makes all things new,

722.

Coming and going constantly, 33S.

Comuiaud iu a boisterous tone, 444.

Commander-in-chief, 176.

Commands, orders, 377.

Commands or precepts, 2(14.

Commands of heaven. 377.

Commanding, 451.

Commence any work, 248.

Commend, praise, 426.

Commend, to, 426, 101.

Commend labour, 27Z.

Comments to add them, 532.

Commodity, 53.

Commodity, every sort of, 356.

Common, (a), 325, ll.i.

Common persuu ; not common, not va!-

gar, 212.

Commonly, 429,

Commission being accepted most be

faithfully executed, 342.

Commiseration, 382.

Commiseration, and regret, the highest

degree of, 3S4.

Communicate or report what il said

by a third person, I 49.

Communicate information to, 87.

Compact, close, 374

Company of merchants, company's hall,

355.

Company, is expressed by, receiving a

person, 532.

Company, the English, 355.

Company, to keep a person, 83.

Company, mercantile, 188

Companion, 53, 83.

Companions of the same rank or age,

79.

Compare and examine, 335.

Compare, 102.

Compass, invented, 94.

Compass with its needle, 306.

Compass, 306.

Compasses and square, 73.

Compassion to feel it, 384.

Compassion, or pity to another, 431.

Compassionate, 3S4, 317.

Compassionate the mass of the people,

80.

Competent man, 351.

Compete. 'I, can do, 351.

Compelled, not able to desist, 18.

Complete iu fidelity and filial duty,

186.
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Completely provided with, 186.

Complacency in virtue, 71)5.

Complais nit soft disposition, I7.
r
i.

('om[>,;u-aiil, accommodating, 319.

Complained or gumbled, the people did

from want, 455.

Complaint or disease, internal or in-

ward ,150.

Complete, in all respects, 374.

Complete, 186, 181, 145.

Compliment, mere, 346.

Compliment, to use terms ofrespecS,

376.

Compliments, to send tliem, 352.

Compliment*, civil enquiries, 187.

Complimentary term Keun, various ap-

plication of, 364.

Compose a piece of writing, 94.

Composition literary rules for, 779,

785.

Comprador, or market. man, 177.

Comrade, 156.

Comrades, must act with them, 136.

Concealment of affairs from the sove-

reign, by his ministers, 5j7.

Conceal, 297.

Conceal o,:e's name and surname,

503.

Conceal nothing from me, 272.

Conceal any tiling, 297.

Conceal or hide, 79.

Concealed sword or malice, 219.

Conception takes place soou alter mens-

truation, 703.

Conception, miraculous of Keaug-yuen,

495.

Conception miraculous, 675, 717.

Concerns, small and near which are

practicable, not to be neglected, to

aim at those which are great and

remote, 329.

Concerning, 337.

Concord, agreement, 370, 305.

Concubine, 135, 139.

Concubine aiid wile, distinction be-

tween. 6tO.

Concubinage deemed immoral after a

son i- horn ton man In liis wife, 621.

Coi cubines received into the imperial

harem, never allowed to return

kome, 622.

Concurrence of the people obtained by

ancient kings, 168.

Condemn to death, 400.

Condescend, 120.

Condescending regard, 496.

Condition in which one's lot is cast, 540.

Condition of men, by birth is different,

540.

Conduct is, good or bad, tell me, 385.

Conduct good, united with learning,

171.

Conduct, to study good, 120,

Confer, 44.

Confer favor, 259.

Confession of faith, Chinese, 635.

Confession of a criminal, 105.

Conflagration and a storm, state of things

irresistible as, 273.

Confluent streams or springs, 536.

Confirm faith, 119.

Confirm, 835.

Confirm the virtue of faith, 515.

Confirmed his thought ot reporting him-

self superannuated was more so,

515.

Confine in a cae, 458.

Confinement of an offender, intended

to make him suffer ;uid reform, 475.

Conformity to the world in the language

of the Taou sect, 538.

Conform to a rule or precedent, 146.

Confound right and wrong, 126.

Confucius, his private morals twice sus-

pected, 714.

Confucius, represented ofa dark swarthy

colour, 714

Confucius, annals of his own times, style

praised, 657.

Confucius, or Kung-tsze, memoir of,

710.

Confucius and Laou-tsze, a meeting of,

712.

Confucius seven days without provisions,

712.

Confucius believed himself employed by

heaven, anxious to propagate his

principles, 7 12, 713.

Confucius, in ordinary life, remarkable

fr taciturnity, 1 10.

Confucius, his name, deemed lacred,

avoided in comiuou use, 21,

Confuse, 42.

Confuted, or the mind weakened, by

wine, Ifil.

Confused and perturbed, 168.

Confusion cause by too many person*

acting al the same time, 14.

Confusion, the world iu.from cotctous-

ness, 559.

Conge, or gruel made of rice, 418.

Congeal, freeze, 210.

Conglomerate, 476.

Conglomerated, 475.

Congratulate one on his birth day, 300.

Conjecture, 474.

Conjecture or suppose, 82.

Conjugal union, 78.

Conjugal fidelity, observed by some

irrational creatures, 173.

Connect, connected, 27 .

Connect to, 193.

Connected together, 503, 193.

Connected with, 111.

Connexions, clandestine and illicit,

279.

Conquor another, and to conquer one'i

self, 271.

Conscience, or innate moral sense, 576.

Consecrating ground for an idol, 374.

Consequences will certainily fall on the

right person, 169.

Consequences, 111.

Consequence or result, 146.

Consequential, having a great idea of

one's self, 573.

Consent to wh.it is right, 266.

Considering and thinking, 425.

Consist in, what does it ? 480

Consoo or Kuiig-so, merchant's hall,

188.

Conspire or unite strength aud mind,

2:5.

Constable of a street, 117.

Constellation, 847.

Constellations incarnate, 600.

Constitution, bodily, 176

Constitution, human, to strengthen it,

510.

Constitution, good one, called a good

root and foundation, ill.

Consult, deliberate, 335.

Consultation, 399.
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Consult about two things, S41.

Consume by fire, 287.

Contain, 367, 217.

Contain or boar with, 845, 880.

Contain or bear patiently, 280.

Contented in one' station, quietly re-

maining in it, 221.

Contentment, self satisfaction, 436.

Contemptuous levity, insolent familiari-

ty, 106.

Continue what is done by one's father,

94.

Continued the preceding maxims, &c.

462.

Contrary to expectation it turned out

unpleasantly, 340.

Contrary meaning, 295.

Contrnrywise, 339.

Controls or manages, S2*.

Coiitronl or keep in subjection, 2(!S.

Convenience, to follow one's own,

109.

Convenient, 109.

Convenient and safe, 109.

Convenient, that which may be done

when it is so, neither hurried nor

neglected, S-'O.

Convert, or turn of the heart to repent

and reform, 460..

Convert lo h.,l is right, 2S.

Conversation of bosom friends, posture

of, 111.

Conversation, when unarrcpl il>le, half

a sentence too much, 348.

Converse about, 343

Conversion, change, physically and mo-

r;ill), 285.

Convict of a capital criire, 400.

Convict, 400.

Co-oper:te, or join in the management
of business, 305.

Cook ordered, not to bring the frag-

ments in again, 3-6

Cooks, many, spoil the broth, a proverb

inculcating the lame idea, 143.

Cool, ?07.

Copper box, 298.

Cordiality, to a friend, 5S2.

Cordiality and pleasure, received it with,

418.

Cores, ancient name, 516. 536.

Coren, or Chami.seen, 222.

Corcun word, 245-

Cord, to take it. 267.

Corr.ers or angles cut or broken off,

225.

Corners to rub them off, to soften austre

manners, 463.

Corpse lad in a coffin, 289.

Corpse or dead body, to sit still as,

489.

Corpse, mouth of, filled with rice,

S(i8.

Corpses of dead men fit) the moat,

5:>4.

Correct a writing, 385.

Correct, a written composition, 237.

Correct manners, 163.

Correction, instruments of, 566.

Correspond wilb one's own heart or

mind, 206

Corrupt manners of the a<re, 541.

Corrupt public manners, 557, 567

Cosmogony of the Chinese, 579.

Cosmogony, or formation of the uni-

vers', Chinese notions of, 26S, 239.

Collate in a field, 540.

Covenant or oath confirmed by drink-

ing blond, 397.

Cov tons, avaricious, 365.

Co\er over, 5 8

(ouch, Tartar, S90.

Conch, 290, 4^4.

Cough, 444.

Cou_h, will out phlegm, 383.

l . ujied and Mn.iii.il, or spit out

phl-glll, 4^4.

Couching and reaching, died, 404.

Cwuld.SM.

Countenance beaming with joy, 410.

Countenance, a fine one, 27.

Countenance, fine, i8.

Com tenance charged, 264.

Counter or table with drawers used in

shops, 294.

Counteife.l, 156.

C minifies all in the world, 218.

Country should be sened faithfully, not

for personal gain, *29.

Country is in danger, when a thirst of

gain pervades all ranks, 229

Country or nation, expenses of, 471.

Countryman, S58.

Couplet, called Tuy-tsze, 511.

C'oople. 186.

Com age, defect of, a breach of filit

duty ; distinguished into rat.onal and

animal, 265.

Courier, 5H4.

Cousins, generally, 5l4.

Court of the emperor, 178.

Court of a magistrate, silting in court,

489.

Courts, public, to shut lh:m up at the

new year's holidays, 315.

Courtezan, royal, Chung-Ueay, 6_'4.

Courtezans, prostitutes, names assumed

by Singyang, a famous one, bl 1,619.

Cow-herd, 470.

Cozen and beguile him out, 386.

Crack or open, like the earth in hard

frost, 494.

Crafty and perverse people, 219.

Crafty, 94.

Crafty men to he shunned, 605.

Craft, a rtifice, 124.

Cram, with animals the kitchen, 177.

Crave, 280.

Cr lunch or chew with noise, 453.

Craunch, 230

Crauni hing or chewing noise, 404.

( nzed, or light headed person, 151.

C re- in of milk, 695.

( reate, or make at first, 248.

Creite diglurbance, 217.

Cr,-,iteil, or to be ina:l.-, 343.

Created, since m;m was cieated, a righ-

teous u ilion, never perished, 387.

Creation in sueee.s.se periods, 579.

Creation period when I be present system

w >s unfounded. 528.

Creatures bring happiness or misery on

themselves, he.ten bus no will in it,

510.

Creature, every thing nvide, 343.

Credential, u someibing lo induce belief

in a person, 813

Credentials, or letter's patent, 264.

Credible, not, incredible, 119.

Credit, unworthy of, 354.

Creditor, 30, 149.

Creditors, their demands, a story to

soften them, 233.
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Credulou*, 119.

Creep on hanch and knees, ?8?.

Crime, to implicate one's s--lf, 380.

(.'.rimes manifold, of a dyna.sty, they

determined its ruin, 352.

Crimes of a former slate, c.iused me to

full into this pit of misfortune, 490.

Criminal to be allowed ten days after

conviction, before passing sentence of

death, 4i9.

Criminal conversation, 32

Cringe and flatter, 171.

Cringing, specious flatiery, 95.

Cringing, 94.

Crooked arm or back, 158.

Crop or crow of a bird, 4*0.

Crosier, 68.

Cress, or figure of ten, 299.

Crus<-l"g^ei!, in the manner of Buddh

priest*, 489.

Crosswise and lengthwise, 302.

Crow, the cocks do evtry where alike,

S6fi.

Crowd of people, 516.

Crown or royal cap, sort of, when first

made, 197.

Crown imperial, 107.

Crow's head, root res. mbling, 516.

Cruel vicious woman, 651.

Cruel punishments, 224.

Cruel, barbarous, 178.

Cruel and violent, 521.

Cruelty, posthumous character for,

239.

Cruize on the coast, to ward off foreign

ships, 526.

Crush, crush to death, 554.

Cry of the stag, 373.

Cry out aloud, 350.

Crying for the breast, an infant,

423.

Cubit, it's origin, 381, 3S?.

Cubits, ten, a measure, 1 4.

Cud, to chew it, 372.

Cultivate virtue, 119.

Cultivate land, 86.

Cup full, 128.

Cup of stone, 314.

Cupboard, sort of, 492.

Curry comb, 232.

Curse and to bless, 374.

i. 8 r

Curse or imprecation, like the vulgar

European cur.se, wishing damnation

to a person, 483

Curiosities, old, 348.

Curtains of the bedchamber, 843.

Curved, 414.

Cushion used instead of a chair in the

imperial presence, 547.

Cushion or portable mattress, 541.

Custom, the custom of the age, 115.

Custom-house, 347.

Custom, the thraldom, to throw it off,

594.

Customs of the world ; of a country,

should be enquired into i peculiar

to every place, 115, 116.

Ci. stoms peculiar to every place, 356.

Cut up several thousand cows, 220.

Cut letters on stone, 267.

Cut with a knife or auy sharp instru-

ment, 247.

Cutting to pieces, Chinese greatest

punishment, 208.

Cut into very minute parts, 221.

Cut one's own heart, 223.

Cut, to separate the flesh from the

bones, 240.

Cycle of sixty years, 189.

Cymbals, 574.

Ddil> at noon, 301.

Dance to music, 647.

Dance, attendance on the rich and power-

ful, 273.

Dancing women, immoral, 629.

Dancing girl, light and airy, called

whirling dust, 538.

Dances, sucred, thunder and earthquake,

nature's singing and dancing, 599.

Danger, none from eminence, if humble,

316.

Dmger, dangerous, 316.

Dangerous enterprise, requires an old

friend, 316.

Dmgcrous disease, 258.

Dangerously, weak state from sickness,

464.

Dam, or stop up water, 498.

Dare not, term of civility, 18.

Daring resolution is expressed by leap-

ing over a pit of tire, 490.

Dare to engrave, 843.

Dart up to heaven, ?04.

Daub up the door, 361.

Daub with lines, or scratch a wall,

359.

Daughters, against drowning them,

602.

Daughter's husband, a daughter three

days after marriage returns to tiiit

her parents, 56-2.

Day before yesterday, 239.

Day lisht, 57.

Day, 1st of the moon, 16.

Diys, many, 137.

Days not many, 18.

Days of man on earth, a fixed number,

716.

Days past of a man's life increase, those-

to come fewer, 334.

Dazzle their eyes, 443.

Dead, 52.

Dead, mock carriages, men, &c. burnt

with them, ASS.

Dead, images and living persons interred

with them, 113, 114.

Dead, living, buried with, 104.

Dead, 5'3.

Dead, phrase for, 887.

Dead, expressed by
'
is not

'

like,
'

fuit;

vixit.'

Dead, to regret them, and record their

actions, 385.

Dear commoiidities, are always difficult

to sell, 395.

Death, bravely dared, 265.

Death, to punish with, in a severe man-

ner, 246.

Death, expressed by casting off a dirty

world, 537.

Deal li cannot alter the purpose of the

philosopher, 262.

Death gives our possessions to others,

65 >.

Death, better than life, 608.

Death or demise of princes, expression?

for, 304.

Death, period or hour of, 314.

Death warrant to sign, 879.

Death, a natural, 121.

De.,rth, great, 291.

Debauch a widow or 'virgin, a crime as

great as murder, 635.
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Debauch men's wires and daughters,

638.

Debauch a superior, 524.

Debauchee and drunkard, 606.

Debate angrily, 432.

Debilitated, 207.

Debt, a debtor, 149.

Debts of the father should be paid by

the sou, 149.

Decade, first, second, and last, 226.

Decade, month divided into three, 226.

Decade, 16.

Decalogue, for a scholar, 758.

Deceased person, 179.

Deceitful ness expressed by the mouth

and heart, disagreeing, 346.

Deceive the prince, 222.

Deceitful, fraudulent, 156.

Decide, 227.

Decide in judgement, 241.

Decimal series, 299.

Decling state of a country, 341.

Declare, 412.

Declare or tell to, 148.

Decline an offered present with thanks.

195.

Decline an invitation or present, 466.

Declivity, or side of a hill, 486.

Decrepit, monstrous, 75.

Decorated, in opposition to plain, ISO.

Decorum, 163.

Decree of heaven, errs not, 160.

Deduct from, or diminish, cannot, 543.

Deduct from the price, parsimoniously,

230.

Deduct the duties, 245.

Dedicate an idol, ceremony of, 179.

Deep water, 331.

Deer, crouch secure , deer park, 467.

Deep pit, saw a horse fali into it, 489.

Deedn or bonds of the people, and tli

seal of government, 315.

Deed or bond, 233.

Deed meritorious 210.

Defect, failure in one's duty, 230.

Defend the ditches of a city, 555.

Defeated, 288.

Defective, desrtHte, .'(.">.

Defeated, in battle, 489.

Defence thrown round one's person,

488.

Defend, easy to, the territory of Tsin ;

twenty thousand might withstand a

million, 509.

Defect, 35.

Defend the city, 117.

Deficiency of strength, 256.

Defiance, language of, 90.

Defiles, he who spurts blood at another

person, defiles his own mouth first ;

applied to mischievous slander, 442.

Defile, 208.

Deflected, 139,332.

Deflower a child under twelve years

by her own consent, a capital crime,

634.

Degrade, to a lower situation, 237.

Degrees, literary, may you go on till you
reach the highest, 338.

Degrees, literary, to confer them, 561.

Degradation, moral, by becoming a

gamester, 525.

Degrees of literary rank, 1 76.

Deity.or Majesty of Heaven, expressed

by Te, ruler, potentate, sovereign,

.236.

Deity, Mahomedan word for, 577.

DEITT, or FIRST CADSE, Three in one,

diffused through nature, or the uni-

verse, 217.

Delay, 136.

Deliberate, to, 381, 398.

Deliberation necessary, 90.

Deliberation should precede entering

the presence of a king, 184.

Deliberation, much, little effected,

259.

Delicate and tender, the peach, 585.

Delicate censure; language soft, but

discriminating, 657.

Delicate female, 690

Delicate, 428.

Delight heaven, and rejoice earth, 410.

Delight in virtue, 53.

Delight iu goodness, 130.

Delineate, 474.

Delineate, draw a map, 474.

Deliver cargo, 318.

Deliver to, verbally, 149.

Deliver up a man, 54.

Deliver over to, 53, 69.

Deluge, 153.

Deluge, people mink amidst it's waters,
'

641.

Deluge, Yu had ability to reduce the

waters, 415.

Deluge, Chinese, Intro, xiii to xvi.

Demerit, cannot be made amends for by

merit, 259.

Demise of kings, &c. 304.

Demons, cast out, 45 1.

Demons to expel them from a neigh-

bourhood, 174.

Demons driven away by the name of

Keang.tae-kung, 630.

Demon of drought, a baldheaded woman,

616.

Demons or ghosts, 337.

Deny, forbid or give a negative, 378.

Deny the existence of a thing, phrase for,

39.

Depart this life, 333.

Departed from filial piety and brotherly

affection, 319.

Dependant nation, 470.

Depends, more depends on the general

.than on the men, 479.

Dependance and subordination, run

through the Confucian ethics, 713.

Dependance on, 127.

Dependence, none, destitute, 105.

Depend on a person, 74.

Depend upon, 116.

Deposition of a witness, 105.

Deportment, proper, 163.

Depraved, 139.

Depraved, deflected from the straight

path, 460.

Depravid, lewd, 162.

Depraved disposition, 135.

Deprived of the revenue, 598.

Derivation, of titles and names,

531.

Descend to subsequent ages, 496.

Descend, 17.

Descendants, 422.

Descendants, posterity, 422.

Desert place, 556.

Deserted house, 550.

Deserved well, 258.

Deserve! detestation, cold to the poor

and warm to the rich, 205.

Des Guigne's Dictionary. lutrod. zi,
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xii. It wai published from the MS.

of P. Basile.

Design or plan, rests with man, success

with heaven, 479.

Desisted, the noldiers did, 2fi6.

Desist, 80.

Desire food, 349.

Desire, 420.

Desirous of your instruction, of jour

regard, 349.

Desist from acting, 81.

Desist, 80.

Desk or table to write at, 211.

Despise, 106.

Despatch, 201.

Despots should not give their power to

ministers, 645.

Despatched on the 25th of 6th moon,

804.

Destroyed the house of Confucius, 557.

Destiny, the king in hades who fixes,

not equitably, 227.

Destinies, to calculate them, 377.

Destruction, caused by the deluge, 247.

Destroyer ; destroyed, 52.

Destroy, 80, 413.

Destroy not my house, 274.

Destitute, 35.

Destitution, complete loss of property

by extravagance, such a person called

a god, by a pun, 180.

Detain along time, 588.

Detain by force, 2C7.

Detain, 469.

Detestable, 351.

Devastating and cruel, 696.

Devil-faced demon, 337.

Devil, selfish and avaricious, 23 1.

Devil, to act like, do mischief invisibly,

368.

Devolves all on me, 479.

Devoted to learning, 606.

Devour you, regret that I cannot, expres-

sive of hatred, 365.

Devour, 365.

Devour euch other, 441.

Dews, cool, 289.

Dialect peculiar to a place, 478.

Dialect common, 115.

Diamond, 242.

Dictionary, Chinese, 718.

Dictionary, notices of thsoe published in

China. Introd. p vii.

Did not mean originally to do so, 326.

Die, 413.

Die in the maintenance of good princi-

ples, 464.

Die for another, Chin-chwang-tsze did,

489.

Die, phrases for, 20, 21.

Die, better than be dishonored, 22.1.

Die, when it becomes different persons

lo die, rather than survive, 232

Died on the road to promotion, 717.

Diet, to counteract an injurious climate,

478.

Difference, slight, general sameness, 358.

Dfficult to effect, 136.

Difficult to swallow this mouthful of

rice, 365.

Difficulties go before acquisition, 179.

Difficulties and distress, 271.

Diffiuse virtue throughout the empire,

193.

Dignified manner, 163.

Dignified, 451.

Dignified, king-like behaviour, phrase

for, 197.

Dignified, without violence, 330.

Dig up gold and silver, 299.

Digest what is eaten, 287.

Dig a well, 49.

Dike or foot-path that divides Chinese

fields, 484.

Dike or bank, 481.

Diligent, 274.

Diligent, sedulous, laborious, indus-

trious, 274.

Diligence, nugatory without economy,

105.

Diligence inculcated, till death close the

scene, 746.

Diligence and economy, 274.

Diligence in virtuous pursuit, not for

gain, 746.

Diligence and economy, always esteemed

valmblfi virtues, 165.

Diminish and add, 259.

Dimoc:irpus longan, 603.

Din and clatter of troublesome loquacity,

425.

Dine or take the noon meal, 301.

Dine, SOI.

Dinner party, affected apology for being

a disgrace to it, 225.

Dining, rules given to host and guest,

444.

Directons, very particular, charge over

and over again, 448.

Direct, 457.

Direct or charge to do, 69.

Dirt and filth, to remove it, 485.

Dirt ami dust, 499.

Disagreeing, at variance, J79.

Disagreement between two person;, 185.

Disagreeable food, or style of writing,

called chewing wax, 453.

Disapprobation, interjection, denoting,

355.

Disappointment, with its uneasiness,

552.

Disappointment, 552.

Dissatisfied and covetous, 474.

Disburden the heart, 863.

Discipline, strict, 452.

Disclose one's mind fully, 361.

Disclosure of secret beginnings, 131.

Discomposed and silent, 434.

Discomposed, or indisposed in mind or

body, 480.

Disconcerted, 846.

Disconcerted by something sudden, 264,

Discord, to sow it, 392.

Discordance expressed by reference to

the hours, 314.

Discourse without order, incoherent,

ISS.

Discovery of, disclose, 368.

Discriminate, 220.

Discuss, the difference of, 228.

Diseased, 464.

Disease, severe, 258.

Disease, enters by the mouth, 184.

Disease not to be removed by medicine,

incurable, 278.

Disgrace neither ancestors nor yourself,

179.

Disgrace one's self, expressed by throw-

ing down one's triumphal arch. 487.

Dish of the Budh priests, 547.

Dishonor, defile, insult, 208.

Disinterested, 117.

Dislike, 419.
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Dislike, none, to read a thousand sections

of a <><>d hook ; dislike, occasioned

by length of lime, S29.

Dismiss from actual office, compel to

desist from the duties 267.

Dismiss frum office, 80.

Disorder, 48.

Disordered state of the heart or feelings,

126.

Disorderly behnviour and thoughts, 609.

Disobedience to parents punishable by
one hundred blows, 70't.

Disposition, proud, to nourish pride,

148.

Disposition or expression of
feeling, cold

and warm by turns, 203.

Dispense with entirely, 181.

Disperse or distribute, 220.

Disposition temper, 06.

Disputation and wrangling, 429.

Disquietude of mind, oh! 528, 410.

Disregard to what is future, 239.

Disregard, he who follows gain, dis-

regards fame, 342.

Disrespectful, 172, 161.

Disrespectful to refuse a present, 319.

Disrespectful; contemptuous, 679.

Dissipated and ostentatious, 102.

Distance to be kept between male and
female relatives, 674.

Distance, great between friend*, phrase
for, 306.

Distant, not very, 333.

Distilled double spirits, 5S2.

Distinct enunciation, 348.

Distinguish, cannot distinguish black

from white, 228.

Distinguish or separate, 820.

Distinguish and decide, 298.

Distinguish, black and white, clearly

distinguished, 220.

Distracted or divided attention, 220.

Distress expressed by eating acid and

bitter, 356.

Distress of mind, 221, 134.

Distre-s of mind, 134.

Distressed with toil in the wilderness,

262.

Distresses the inmost soul, 426.

Distribute money, ?93.

Distribute cooked provision! to the men,

then the commander himself eats,

220.

District a man of the same, 358.

Disturb and alarm, 268.

Ditch, 554, 555.

Ditch around a city wall, 534.

Dive, 339.

Divina gratia, 866.

Divination respecting an intended mar-

riage, 643.

Divination creatures referred to in,

determines doubts, SOS.

Divination with the tortoise, certain

rules, 546.

Divination, principles of, 218.

Divide in the midst, 241.

Divide, to, *i'0, 302, 75, 339.

Divided in the middle, 302.

Divine right of Chinese emperors, 589.

Divine, 3), 30s SOU, 310.

Divine utensil or vessel, applied to

ancient tripod, 4-10.

Divine assistance, 69.

Divine good or evil by the tortoise

shell, and by the lines of FQh-ke, 308

310.

Divine men or divine persons, their

birtli different from that of common

men, 405.

Divinely, wonderful, 650.

Diviner, a famous one called Sze-ma-ke,

698.

Divorce by mutual consent for adulterous

purposes, disallowed by law, 633.

Divorce a wife: a divorce, 81.

Divisions of ancient books in China,

arose from the bulkiness of the

material, 722.

Division of an army, 191.

Do not, prohibitive, 81.

Do, to make, 136.

Do without me he cannot, nor I w ithout

him, 486.

Do to others, as you wish them to do

to you, 260.

Doctors of the Han-lin college, 702.

Doctrcsses, 657.

Doctrine true, called the right way, 353.

Doctrines of Confucius difficult, but were

the deli- ht of Yen, 305.

Document written, 591.

Document, official, from an equal,

381.

Document merely in compliance with

legal forms, 192.

Documents which pass between the

higher officers of government, who

are nearly equal in a province,

381.

Does and bucks, 442.

Dog, faithful, 618.

Dog, (a), to set on, 424.

Dog-gem, a fabled substance extracted

from the moon by dogs sleeping

under moon-shine, 545.

Dog or horse should not serve you more

than 1, expression of gratitude,

257

Doll.u- and a h;lf, 302.

Dollar, 473

Dollish, like :i clod, 5"8.

Domesday liO(.k, a sort of, containing a

regishr of ;ll properly throughout

the empire, 195.

Domestic harmony, like the sweet con-

cord of sounds, 357.

Domestic duties, S70.

Domestic aff irs, attendant or super-

inlendant of, 103.

Domestic harmony, a blessing, 475.

Domestic h:\ppiness,
730.

Domestic medicine, Moralists add to

their works, chapters on this subject,

662

Domestic animals, six, horse, cow, sheep,

hog, dog, fowl, 434.

Domestic, 13.

Domestic slaves, or persons bought,

not hired, 60.

Domestics, commonly ; domestic slaves,

155.

Domineering spirit, or a wish to be

superior in various ways, to repress

it difficult, 236.

Donation loo small, disliked and reject-

ed, 677.

Don't know what to do, 298.

Door, oustside, 296.

Dose of medicine, 254.

Dotage, 133.

Down below, 17.

Down, to fall, to throw, 126.
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Double two makes four, 459;

Double the fences, 498.

Double meaning, Chinese words very

susceptible of, 677.

Double, to increase to as much again,

I '25.

Doubt and surprize, exclamation in-

dicating, 355.

Doubted it, 495.

Dove, a small one, 83fi.

Down to the ground, 230.

Draconis saliva; 680.

Drau stones 446.

Dragons painted on a box, 291.

Dragon boat, memoir of Ketih-yuen-

ping, on whose account the custom

originated, 6-6.

Drauvi, mock, or puppet show, 169;

Draughts of medicine, 347.

Draw in the breath, 369.

Draw a likeness, 539.

Drawing any thing heavy, 446

Drawling answer, not to be given to a

father or a teacher, 395.

Dreams of the Red Chamber, a novel,

614.

Dreams ,

indicative of male or female

offspring. Dreams not to be spoken

of before breakfast. Dreams divid-

ed into six sorts, sometimes induced

by the state of the body, sometimes

intimations of the Divine will, 571.

Dreams, certain, indicate whether the

fcutus be male or female, 178.

Dreams of divination, 473.

Dreaming thoughts, reveries, 571,

Dress to comb the head, &c. used by

Chinese women, 25.6,

Dress mournful and gay, 215.

Dressed well, phrase for, 20u.

Dressed a man in woman's clothes,

614.

Drink and drink again ; dominate him

drunk; language used when forcing

people to drink, 453.

Drink wine, asalorf it, 183.

Drink, JI3; 453

Drinking wine, ancients had an admoni-

tory vessel, .114.

Drive a carriage, 36.

Droop the head, 120,

i. 8 Q

Drought, extreme, 709.

Drowned themselves in a well, 744.

Dru^s mixed, 379.

Drum at the gate of courts, to strike it,

201.

Drumming and blowing, 369.

Drums, their clattering sound, 457.

Drunk, senseless, 458.

Drunkenness, prevailed much in ancient

times, 625.

Dry, 41, M97.

Dual powers, Ying and Yang, 704.

Dubious, 159.

Duel lo nk life with an opponent, 123.

Duel, siugle combat, 1^4.

Dumb, 402.

Dumb persons eat the bitter herb and

cannot complain, 402.

Dumb person fuels injuries, but cannot

express them ; those who dare not

speak also feel, 367.

Dust, man dead returns to, and is at

rest, 478

Dust and wind, to be braved in getting

a livelihood, 271.

Dust flying before (he banners, 192.

Dusty, noisy, confined low dwelling,

455.

Dutiful son, 722.

Dutiful bird, dutiful son's garments; a

medicine, 788.

Duty, to be on, over night in public of-

fices, 170.

Duty, province, department, it is in my,
KSi.

Duty or business of one's office or sta-

tion, 221.

Duties, relative and social, 131.

Duties, fundamental in morals, 132.

Duties payable to government, fixed

times of paying them, 315.

Duties on goods, deducted, 245.

D) ing person's feet turned towards the

door, 157.

Dyke, 480.

!>>, nasty, 393.

Dynasty, last, 239.

Dv nasties, four first in China, 393.

Dusk of the evening, 121.

Dust of ashes, 537.

Dwell, 479.

Dwelling place, family mansion, 783.

Each man, or every one has feelings and

thoughts peculiar to himself, 356.

E:ich man has his own view of a subject,

35S.

Ear in the wait, hears what is, but should

not be told, 500.

Ears slopped like deaf people who are

said to laugh much, 177, 178.

Earn long, 354.

Early in the morning, 569.

Early marriages recommended, 653.

Earnest money, 833.

Earnest entreaty, phrase for, 300.

Earnestly beg you, 385,

Earnestness and sincerity, 221.

Earth, 477.

Earth raised on graves ; the grave, 221.

Earth and heaven, called great abodes,

898.

Earth, terraqueous globe, theory of;

called mother; right and wrong blend

ed on earth .distinguished in heaven,

483..

Earth, used for woman, heaven for man,

491.

Earth produces things for the support
of man; earths, five colours, 477.

E.irth rending or opening, cracks in the

ground, 4H4.

Earthen ware, broken bits of, 243.

Earthquake threw down houses, 529.

E.irthii.uake and eclipse, an expression
of heaven's displeasure, 668.

E.ise, 109.

Ease, indulgence, 91.

Ease and softness of voice, indicates

pleasurable I'e li:i_s, 434.

Ease and pleasure injurious, 262.

Easy but negligent in manner, 153.

Eisy of access, 606.

E.i^v manner and calmness, 262.

E ,t or lake a meal, 350.

K:it the fruits of one's own labour, 257.

Eat not before his father, 179.

E I, 414; 436.

Eat rice, 414.

Eating, noise should not be made with i

the mouth, 381.

Have'-, drop, 703.

Eaves, before them, 9.19.
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Echo whatever other people say, 'n call-

ed thundering the same, S5S.

Eclipse, ominous 623>

EC lipse and earthquake, 664.

Eclipse terms used, 559.

Economy necessary, as well as diligence,

105.

Economy, recommended, 1 05.

Eddie* of sand, 294.

Edge of a knife or sword, S18.

Edict, imperial, 16.

Edict, or imperial proclamation, 287.

Edify or build up in virtue, not so easy

as to conquer nations, 485.

Education, necessity of, 439.

Effect, 100.

Effect or consequence, 146.

Effect unable to, 136.

Effect, cannot be carried into, 334.

Effected, cannot effect, 338.

Effects or consequences which verify

what preceded, 263.

Effeminate benevolence, 625.

Effeminate manner, soft melting, 204.

Efforts united, 257.

Effluvia, 89.

Egg, 28, 316

Eg;, formed from, 281.

Eggs of birds ; eggs not to be taken by

sportsmen, 316, 317.

Eh, 419

Eight, eighteen; eight times eight,

188.

Eighth ; eighteenth ; eighty ; 1 88.

Either way, 186.

Eject or exclude, 331.

Elder ; elder brother. 888.

Elegance of sentiment and language,

compared to embroidery, 346.

Eli-g.int abilities, 112.

Elements of nature, live, 48.

Elements of mutter, reciprocally destroy

and produce each other ; on these

principles medicine, divination, astro-

logy and physiognomy are founded,

838.

Elevate, 270.

Elevated and chearful situation, 529.

Eleven, 299.

Elocution ready, S46.

Eloquence, flower; or persuasive, 547.

Eloquent man; mouth talent ; the gift of

the gab ; artful, the ruin of a coun-

try, 346.

Embankment, 560.

Embark, 18.

Embarrassed, whether advancing or

receding, 239.

Embarrassed merchant, 35,

Embarrassed circumstances call forth

great efforts, case of Fan-Ueu, and

Tsae-lsTh, 461.

Embassy ill received, laid the palace wall

in ruins, 500.

Embassulor, 99.

Embezzlement, 791.

Embr'ce of a mother, 391.

Embrace and raise up, 117.

Embrace an opportunity, 37.

Embraztirc, called a woman's wall,

162.

Embroider with a needle, 234.

Embryo, 2*0.

Embryo in the womb, theory of its mode
of existence, 461.

Emigration, to forbid it, 466.

Eminence dangerous, if proud, 316.

Eminent, 304.

Eminent, superior to all others. 216.

Eminently virtuous, 106.

Emit, belch, 883.

Emoluments of office should be liberal,

and officers few , 1 22.

Emoluments of office, 101.

Emperor of China, 363.

Emperor removal or flight of, 538.

Emperor, 361, 16,

Emperor Yung-ching, complimented as

Buddha, 93.

Emperor called The one man, 71.

Emphasis, marks denoting, 332.

Emphnsis, marks of, 469.

Empire, Chinese, 470.

Empire, the middle and flourishing em-

pire, 470.

Empire or world, as known to the

Chinese, 327.

Employ every one according to his

abilities, 440.

Employed immediately, 319.

Empress of the Tang dynasty changed
the character, To bear, 292.

Empty sack, extreme porerty, 456.

Enable to do, to afford facilities for,

122.

Encampment, of regular troops or

bandits, 862.

Enclose on all sides, by surrounding

472.

Encourage by commendation, 598.

Encourage virtue, 426.

Encourage, 266, 76.

Encourage those possessed of virtue and

talents, 331.

Encourage by praise and rewards, 276.

Encroach on superiors, 138, 139.

Encroach upon Ihe public ri'ad, 308.

Encroach upon, 138.

Encyclopedia Britannica, remark on.

Intro, xiii.

Endeavour, 265.

Endure, 342.

Endurance, patient suffering, 149.

Enemy, 65, 458.

Enemy to be wearied by marches and
counter marches, 592.

Energy and ardour applying to any pur-
suil, 599.

Engage in w.ir, unsuccessfully, 191.

Engaged, being occupied, 45.

Engrave, 234.

Engrave characters or letters, 222.

Enigma, 402.

Enigmatical sentences of Buddha, 134.

Enjoy long the gains of hard hearted

avarice, cannot be, 234.

Enjoy, 5.

Enlarge his knowledge and regulate

his desires, 420.

Enlightened prince or sovereign, 363.

Enough, quite, 801.

Enough, adequate to, 279.

Enough ! have done, 43.

Enquire, 400, 127.

Enrich, why do the gods not,

Enrolled soldiers, 250.

Ensnare by a bribe, 402.

Entailing evil on a person, called marry-

ing it to them, 674,

Enter to go out and in j to go withinside,

481.

Enter on the public service, 333.

Enter on an account, 10.
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Enter, to go inside ; to remain at home,

184.

Enter and to retire, 34.

Enthralled by a multiplicity of affairs,

787.

Entice, 401.

Entire, 1S6.

Entirely, 41.

Entire, to preserve so, 117.

Entrance from the sea of a river, a pas-

sne, 347.

Entrails of dogs and swine, not eaten by
a correct man, 468.

Entrenchments, 550.

Eunuch of the Imperial palace, 840.

Enunciate or speak out) unable to,

361.

Enwrap, 280.

Envoy or commissioner, 246.

Envoy, 90.

Envelope, 278.

Envoies sort with tribute, 433.

Envious wife much cried down by those

who practice poljgamy. 611.

Envy, prosperous man the object of;

how to avoid it, 601.

Envy not the posse^S(>r of superior ta-

lents, 676.

Envy and jealousy occasioned by bar-

renness 616

Ependendrum, 574.

Epilhalamium, part of, 643.

Epithtl or name, proper to one, 220,

Equable division of the land, 486.

Equal, not equal or competent to the

duties of 271.

Equal, 103

Equ.il ; equally ; cquallize, 279.

Equal toin rank talent; equal to hea-

ven, 103, 104.

Equally divided amongst the whole num-

ber, 486.

Equalize, adjust, 254.

Equalize, 254,279.

Equitable, 188

Equitable, to decide what is, 246.

Equitable, 189.

Erect, to stand, 77.

Erroneous, 159.

Errors, to reflect on them in solitude,

477.

Errs a good man in treating people

better than they deserve ; a bad man,

in treating them worse, 324.

Erred having immediately reformed,

235.

Erroneous use of one character for

another, 372.

Eructation, 408.

Escape from divine punishments im-

possible, 40j.

Espousal presents, 647.

Establish a family school, 539.

Established immovrably, 30j.

Established, 305.

Esteem or regard as ; to reckon as,

72.

Estimate the cost, 82.

Et cetera, 48.

Eternal idea taken from a stream perpe-

tually flowing, 36.

Ethics of Confucius, favorable to social

order, 713.

Ether, or pure atmosphere in high

regions, 437.

Etiquette, the utility of, 677.

Eucharislic oblations offered to ancient

sages, 595.

Eunuchs, certain, mentioned in history,

103.

Eve, 602.

Even numbers, 140.

Even, square and regular, 486.

Evening drum, 452.

Evening, sheep and kine come down

from the mountains, 530.

Evening's conversation of a good man,

better than ten year's reading, 568.

Evening of life, great talent will meet

it's reward, 439.

Everlasting ; forever 33.

Every, every affair, 212

Every thing, every, all without any

exception, 212.

Every, 356.

Everywhere, 230, 459.

Evidence of a witness, 105.

Evidence false, 609.

Evils impending, prognostic of, 815.

Evils or calamities, natural and moral,

843.

Evils attending the public service, not

lent by heaven but caused by para-

sites, 455.

Evil spirits expelled by certain jesturei

and noises, 464.

Evil prevented by being prepared,

145.

Exact the payment of a debt, 348.

Exact with severity, 243.

Exaggerated, extravagant stories, 393.

Exalt virtue, 405.

Examine, search, scrutinize, 857.

Examine fully, 263.

Examine, 92.

Examination, self, by Tsing-tsze, 35.

Examinations, public, subjects of, 526.

Examinations, triennial, of the literati,

525.

Example of superiors, makes the people

forget their toil, 272.

Example or pattern to posterity, 496.

Example remains entire ; should com-

mence with the learned, 497.

Example to the empire, 129.

Example to be conformed to, 122.

Examples to the world, virtuous lives

are, 236.

Excavate a tree for a boat, 231 .

Excellent thought, praise-worthy inten-

tion, 426.

Excellent, 131, 71, 426, 97.

Excellency, a title, 60.

Excelling a person, called getting to the

right of him, 353.

Excess in pleasure ruins a family,

151.

Exchange or barter goods, 287.

Exchange commodities, 181.

Excite, I5S, 267.

Exclusive of this, there are others, 348-

Excremeutitiotis matter, 517.

Excuse my not writing a separate letter,

348.

Excuse, pardon, 840.

Excuse, or put a favorable construction

on, 326.

Excuse, my defects, 230.

Excursion for amusement, 689.

Execution of criminals, place of, 525.

Execute or effect, unable to, 231.

Executioner of criminals, capitally con-

victed, 232.
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E%ercise troops, 191.

Exercise, with the sword, 25S.

Exert the heart to the utmost, 957.

Exert one's self to advance in virtue ;

exert, to take more food, 261.

Exert, exertion, 161.

Exert one'i self, use all one's heart and

strength, 554.

Exhale, S69.

Exhausted ; wearied out, 464.

Exhausted, 4 64.

Exhilarate, 84.

Existence or non-existence, abstruse

speculations about, 496.

Expect a recompense, ~>-2.

Expedition, vehement, 77.

Ev|H'l the breath, 369.

Expense of Join;;, 99.

Experience or observation necessary to

know the ills of life, 543.

Expert, 164.

Expire or expel the breath from the

lungs, 369.

Explain, 84.

Explain, in extenso, 84.

Explained apart, 290.

Expose, discover, 817.

Exposition or declaration of, full, clear

and explicit, 412.

Expression of the countenance, spoke,

409.

Expunge, 227.

Extraordinary, 141.

Extraordinary things transmitted to pos-

terity, 589.

Extraordinary talent, 1S4.

Extraordinary and secret arts, 383.

Extraordinary, strange, said of natural

phenomena, 141.

Extravagance, to economy a difficult

change, 595.

Extravagant and idle, will be poor,
547.

Extravagant in expense, 101.

Extend, 84.

Extend to, 230.

Extend to, from that which in ntar it

extends to what is remote, 337.

Extend to every point of the compass,
588.

Extends from near to remote, 338.

Extensive, 306.

External. 185.

Extending to every place, 230.

Extensive liberality ; learning, 307.

Extensive, ''6.

Exterminate. 25f>.

Exterminated, destroy, 55.

Exterminate a family, 422.

Exterminate, destroyed, 250.

Extort, greedily, 663.

Extort from, 267.

Extra, or superfluous officers soldiers,

and expenccs should be relinquished

by good government, 787.

Extremely ;;lad or rejoiced, 1271.

Eyes reddened, and moulh sputtered,

442.

Eyebrow shaved to resemble a new

moon, 235.

Eyes, before one's, 239.

Eyes many on a person, prevented the

attempt, 350.

Eyes cannot deceive, language may, 156.

Eyes, to close them, 357.

Face, specious, but a bad heart, 405.

Face, hot, divine from it, 447.

Face, ugly one like that of Confucius,

128.

Face and heart disagreeing, 116.

Face of Confucius, 710.

Fact is thus, ;.ll disguises being laid

aside, 32G.

Factory or counting-house, 479.

Faded tree emblem of a man worn down

by grief, 557.

Faery Queene of China, 612.

Fairy, eif, choose gallants from among
men, 612.

Fail of succeeding, 41*.

Failure of strength; physical or pecu-

niary, 464.

Faith, to confirm it, 119.

Faithful, 100.

Faithful to each other, 47.

Faithful and true, the mouth not affirm-

ing it, 448.

Faithfully, 75.

Faithfulness and truth, 721.

Fall, 125, 04, 65.

Fall down, 125, 126.

Fall down hi ruius, as a house, 529.

Fall, as a man of Kc, apprehended the

heavens would, St.'S.

Fall from a horse, 543.

Fallen g:ite, family reduced from afflu-

ence, 547.

Fallow ground, to break it up, 549.

False, 150, 1:J4.

False reporls, to intimidate, 445.

Fame, possessing merit and fame, 359.

Fame not desirous of it, 359.

Fame and g.iin cannot both be pursued,

34'.!.

Family's welfare, depcud's on husband

and wit,- agreeing, 379.

Family or house, 844.

Family ancient and respectable, comr

plimeiitary. term, 394.

Family be ruined, 241.

Family and country duties to both per-

formed, 274.

Familiarities
; lewd, 680.

Familiarity, or fondness which bread*

contempt to be avoided, 106, 10T.

Famine, \0.

Famous, 359.

Famous for benevolence, 63.

Famous, very illustrious, far-famed, not

unfounded, 359.

Famous, a hill must be peopled with

derai gods or genii to make it so;

great men make a pluce famous, 480.

Family way, being pregnant called bar-

ing joy, 410.

Family consists of five ranks, 385,

Family, in a, every matler should be re-

spectfully referred to the heads or

senior members of it, 381.

Family, increase of, 13.

Family, ancient, 20*

Fan-i-he, a disciple of Confucius, 469.

Fan-tseu, returned every civility and

every slight, 534.

Far apart as heaven and earth, 333.

Far fetched commodities should not

be highly value, 8fi6.

Fascinating and elegant appearance,

667.

Fashion or manner the same, 353.

Fast, or refrain from animal food, 414.

Fasts of the Mahomedaos strict,' 461.

Fat of animals, 204.
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Fat and strong, 561.

Fate, or what heaven ha*Jecreed must

come to pass, 377.

Fate, decree of heaven, destiny of indivi-

duals, 377.

F:ite, the decree of heaven, 377.

Fate de idly, or premature death, 287.

Father's friend, phrase for, great respect

due to him, 509.

Fatherless, destitute, 737.

Father heaven, and mother earth, 623.

Father and son, compared to two trees,

414.

Father or master's c;>H must be obeyed

immediately, 330.

Father in law, 14.

Fatigued, 257. 464. 130.

Fatigued excessively by the hent of the

weather, 464.

Fatiguing effort, some obtain knowledge

by, 464.

Fault is not your's, 479.

Fault of Kwang.hwuy, 379.

Faults do not be inquisitive to find out

petty ones, 500.

Fawn, 296.

Favors to bestow them, 18.

Favorite minister, 866.

Favorable reply, 86.

Fausta nomina, 62T.

Feast, banquet, 843.

Feasts, at, in ancient times were persons

to check excess in wine, 353.

Feast upon a sacrifice accompanied with

drunkenness, 590.

Feats of agility, 171.

Feathers, blow them aside, 369.

Feeble, weak, I SI. 260.

Feed a horse, 40 1.

Feed, 116.

Feel one's way, as a blind man, 508.

Feel the pulse, 222.

Feel ash mird, 367.

Feel afraid, 843.

Feelings cannot be concealed ; they will

be di covered by something, 185.

Feeling of. cr disposition to, disrespect

produced, ?7.

Feelings hurt, 150.

Fearless, 26 t.

Feet, to cut them off as a punishment,

PART I. 8 *

five hundred crirars punished in this

way, 225.

Feint, 96.

Felicity, felicitous prognostic, 215.

Felicitous, 357.

Fell prostrate and worshipped, 126.

Fell, or cut down a tree, 80.

Fellow officer, Ijfi, 8(14.

Fellow student member of a society. 338.

Fermle apartments, proper behaviour

for men, 431

Female si udies, duties, &c. complaints,

medical work on, 603.

Female police offiier*, 685.

Female, virtuous, does not listen to the

call of every one. 313.

Fence, dike, a low wall, 505.

Fertile earth, 5 1 7.

Ferrjman, clamorous for passengers,

313.

Fetter, 458.

Few, s.-ldom, rarely, 858.

Few sentences, 348.

Few, 51.

Fictitious, 156.

Fidelity to one's own master, should be

esteemed by an enemy who gains the

ascendency, 735.

Fidelity in persons espoused, 642.

Fields, cultivated land, 483.

Field, to labour in it, 258.

Fifth, 48.

Fig, 581.

Fight with obstinacy. 258.

Fight grasses, child's play, 516.

Fight, 68.

Fight in war, 54.

Figure of the earth is spacious, 274.

Fib of men, 79.

Fill, 177.

Fill up, 534.

Fill up or complete a fixed period, 83.

Fill an office or situation, 177.

Fill up a vacant place with earth, 535.

Filial duty at home, 216.

Filial piety ; its efficacy exemplified

in the case of the monarch Shun.

Twenty four instances of, 722, 724,

728

Filthy as a dog, base, 304.

Filthy secret conduct of bad rulers, 500,

Filth, ordure, (559.

Fine night, 844.

Fine style of writing, 9T.

Fin;er fell off from cold, 5t7.

Finished, 210. 43.

Finished the period of mourning, 304.

Finish entirely, 186.

Finished, done, completed, 801.

Fire that rages or flames vehemently,

3fil.

Fire tongs, 588.

Firm, 41.

Firmness, 242.

Firm, yielding, 242.

Firm, in virtue, 41.

Firm, strong, sure, 466.

Firm purpose will cut its way through

mountains, 515.

Firm, unbending disposition, 515.

First day of the year, 176.

First, II.

First cause, a principle of order, 517.

FIRST CAUSE, contains three making

one, 217.

First yenr of a reign ; day of a month ;

day of a year, 176.

First born the ruler of the family,

201.

First come first served. 363.

Fish, respiting, 404.

Fish pond. 533.

Fished, ploughed, sowed, made pots, and

thus was prepared for the throne,

544.

Fish blow, 370.

Fisherman, travelling merchant, and

resident trader, 325.

Fits and starts, to do by, 854.

Kit of loud laubhter, 376.

Fit for any thing else, not, 521.

1 t, 351.

Five; fifthj five times; five elements; five

relit. cms, five virtues; five ranks;

five lasles ; five colours ; five

visceri, 48.

Fix an object, 362.

Fix, settle, set at rest, 835.

Fixed principles, to act oa will ensure

success, 464.

Fixed purpose, 515.

Flag, uot to, 274.
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Flail for thrashing grain, 153.

Flat, round, 897.

VI. .llrr a person to his face, and hate him

behind his back, 435.

Flatter and cajole, 297.

1-1 illcr the age, 21.

Flatter, 1 dare not, and I hate impene-

trable obstinacy, 466.

Flattering seductive manner, 6f>7.

Flatterers not to be chosen to office, HO.

Flattering courtiers without talent, 667.

Flattering, 94.

Flatter, 435. 296.

Flay the skin off you, 243.

Flayors not agreeing, difference of taste

and sentiment, 375.

Flea or lop, 587.

Fled, 52.

Fled in every direction, 338.

Flesh and wine, in reat abundance, 494.

Flesh from the bones, to separate them,

241.

Flesh, proud or protuberant, 515.

Flew away, 388.

Flew up in the air, 550.

Flies ate the dead bodies, 430.

Flowing water, its sound intercepted,

3S4.

Flowers or plants, 303.

Flower garden, 473.

Flowers this year, better than last year,

334.

Flowing garments, 496.

Flowers, women who sell them, 657.

Flower boats for the accommodation of

loose raen and women, 612.

Fluency of speech, 346.

Fluency of speech, smartness of reply,

expressed by
' a sharp month,

'
229

Fo, Ffih, or Bndh, tille of, 22.

Fo, or rather Fog, or Fdh, or Ffih-too,

\. e. Buddha, 92.

Feign or affect what is not real, 96.

Fo-kicn, or Fuh-ke'en province, ancient-

ly cilled Min. Fo-kien children for-

nierlj taken for eunuchs, 459.

Fold, 278.

Fold five-fold ; a thousand fold, 185.

Fond of daring actions, 265.

Fond of, or attached to music, 40.

Fond of martial pursuits, 606.

Foo-yaou-yu, an intrepid statesman of

the Sung dynasty, 706.

Food, to try to take more, 261.

Foolish man telling dreams, 571.

Foolish, doltish person, 372.

Foot, to step over, SOS.

Foot, to go on foot, 397.

Footing firm, defensible station, or side

of a -question, 484.

Foot-path amongst hills, 535.

Footsteps of an eminent person, to walk

in them, 538.

Footsteps, to tread in former, 127.

For, or in behalf of one's country,

257.

For, instead of, 71.

For the sake of gain, 462.

Forage, foragers, 329.

Force one's self, 262.

Force put upon one's self, 265.

Forecast and economy, 475.

Forestall and hoard up grain, 463.

Forerunner, 179.

Forenoon, 16, 301.

Foreign nation, 470.

Foreign phraseology, 447.

Foreigner, 61.

Foreigners in the north, the Tartars, a

name of, 28 1 .

Foreigners called devils or demons in

ancient history, 338.

Foreknowledge, such as possessed by

prophets, 179.

Forfeit for missing the target, three cups

of wrne, 513.

Forfeit official pay, 122.

Forge, or assume a name, 360.

Forgive, 326.

Forgive an offence, 181.

Forgotten, not, after death, 81.

Fork and knife, 337.

Forked, 25.

Form rules, 232.

Formerly, very different from, 358.

Form, nearly similar, 295.

Formerly, 239.

Fornication and adultery, 633.

Fornication hy mutual consent punished

with 60 blows, 634.

Forthwith, immediately, instantly,

319.

Forthwith, 110.

Fortitude, 24?.

Fortitude, undaunted, 561.

Fortitude of character, 242.

Fortune telling, from the structure of

the bones, 627.

Fortune
telling, a book on, 576.

Fortuneteller, 310.

Fortuneteller, principles of the art, 238.

Fortune of the year, to divine it, 309.

Fortune, or luck good, 28S.

Fortunes, to tell them, 377.

Forwards, to advance, 362.

Forwards, 450.

Fowl-caller, 407.

Foul-mouthed, 432.

Foundation yet remains, 485.

Found a family hy the acquisition of

property, 248.

Foundation wall; good foundation,

person of good origin, 5] I.

Fourmont, rem.irk on. Introcl, xi.

Four fourth, fourteen; four se.isons,

459.

Four-square, four points of the compass,

459.

Fourteen, forty-nine, 459.

Fox, standing on the stones in yonder
fordable stream, 331.

Fox-like flattery, 667.

Frankincense, 594.

Fraternal affection, 339.

Fraudulent, deceitful, 604.

Fraudulent, 156.

Freeze, congeal, 203.

Freeze, 810.

Frequently manifested great merit, 278.

Friend, 296.

Friend, the intercourse of friends, 339.

Friend, a well known, 296.

Friend, or virtuous person sought with

desire, 493.

Friend, warm-hearted, nearer than a

brother, 177.

Friends ; friendship, pleasing to the gods
and necessary for all men, 453.

Friend, the intercourse of, to >;ood din-

ners ; none, in distress; injurious

friend , useful one; intimate friend,

disinterested, 338, 339.

Friendship, to break it, 53.
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Friendly stale or country,friendly union

of good men promoted virtue, 339.

Friendship inconstant j of one intent on

gain should be formed with one pos-

sessing superior virtue or talent,

339.

Friendship founded merely on one's own

convenience, 584.

Friendship, depends on sameness of dis-

position or purpose, 338.

Frigid, 205.

Frigid ; severe ; austere, 451.

Fn.lic playing pranks, 689.

Frolics, or ludicrous tricks of drunken-

ness, 146.

From, a cause, 325.

From those more nearly related to the

more distant, 338.

Frontier shut to prevent emigration,

466.

Front, the quarter to which, 489.

Frontier not be passed by any foreigner;

guards who accept a bribe to suffer

it, shall lie punished with death, 636.

Fronting the south, 288.

Fronting each other, 3fi2.

Frost hard, extreme cold, 21 1.

Frugal, sparing, parsimonious, 418.

Fruit, 860.

Fuel and water, 258.

Fuel and rice, husband and wife, 584.

Fugitive, 52.

Fugitive, the king went forth, 545.

Full, 92.

Fnh, priests of the sect, 157.

Fuh-keen province, 459.

Fun-sing, the preserver of the Chinese

classics, 688.

Fulfil a duty or service, 177.

Fulfilment or verification of the prog-

nostic, 308.

Full moon, 475.

Fun ; giggle, 689.

Fung-lcaou, a servant woman who be-

came a skilful political negociator,

687.

Fung-shwiiy, wind and water master,

a person skilled in selecting burial

places, &c. 521.

Funeral procession must pass along the

high roads, 413.

Funerals, boys who play on instruments

at, 107.

Funeral, affairs of, 413.

Funeral rites of the Mohamedans,

460, 461.

Funeral rites, oblations remain covered,

43.

Funeral sacrifices, certain observances,

446.

Furnace, old, old porcelain, 347, 348.

Furnace, system of nature compared to,

204.

Furniture and household utensils, 81.

Furniture, 63.

Further, still, further, SI.

Further, again, over again, 337.

Further, 337.

Fuser of metals, 204.

Future state, 62.

Future state of punishment awaits the

whoremonger, 678.

Gaiety and freedom of manner, 128.

Gain and honor are two different roads,

360.

Gain, gainful, 229.

Gain, thirst of, injurious to a country,

bad man risks his life for it, 229.

Gait, regular, easy, 27.

Gain, 307.

Gallery or upper room, 418.

Game, to play at any ; gaming, no good

man games, 307.

Gaming house, 525.

Gan, names of places beginning with

that syllable, 793.

Gaped and laughed, 368.

Garden for fruits and vegetables, 468.

Garden, the round and splendid garden,

473.

Gardens, parks and ponds given to the

people to convert them into culti-

vated fields, 467.

Gardener old, teach horticulture belter

than Confucius, 468.

Garment, short-tailed, 327.

Garments that go over all, 594.

Garments the introduction of them, the

year of civilization, 496.

Gate of heaven or nature, 3 1 4.

Gate demon-guards, Shin-too and Ydh-

Ieuh,556.

Gate of a market place, 477.

Gather, 341.

Gaze about, must not at a court levee,

466.

Gazette Peking, usual imperial reply,

348.

Gazette, Peking, 524.

Geese, wild, 526.

General of an army, 273.

General, 188.

General application, what will fit any

thing, 594.

General ffoo-ke, fed with the men and

licked their wounds, 368.

General knowledge, 568.

General consent or agreement, 298.

Generally, for the most part, 212.

Generation, or one life, 71.

Generations or men, 20.

Generations, the parti of, general term

for, 18.

Generation; dubious, case of an insect,

600.

Generous, disinterested spirit, 118.

Generous, 1 17.

Generous wine, 324.

Genial influences of nature, 679.

Genii, 69.

Genii, the Seen, called also Ling-yu,

469.

Genii or spirits of the water, 369.

Genii, called Seen, 69.

Genius female, 623.

Genius, 97.

Genseng, 337.

Gentle breeze, 370, SIS.

Gentle horse more ridden than a vicious

one ; mild men more liable to frauds

and insults, 405.

Genteel gait, 91.

Genteel, female gait, 649.

Gentleman, 88, 14, 320.

Gentleman, young, term for, 189.

Gentlemanly pursuit, whoredom so call-

ed by dissolute Chinese, 678.

Gentleman is right, I am wrong,
584.

Gentleman and mean fellow, in a moral

sense. 363.

Gentlemen, 125,225,320.

G cographical map, 474.
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Geomanry, Chinese, 57S.

C I out of a chair j get into a chair, 18

Ghost, 62

Ghosts of murdered persons troublesome,

688.

Ghost, injurious, 3SO.

Giddiness, levity of conduct, 158.

Gift, mint be conferred in a proper

manner, 428.

Girling, 433.

Gig.-te, tiller, forced laugh, 408.

Gird, or things attached to a girdle, 95.

Girdle. 95.

Girl, 182.

Girl at ten years of age, education pro-

per for her, 651.

Girl, singing, 129.

Girls or servant I .ids, don't know whether,

they are, 330.

Give, 44. 280

Give up thinking about, 81.

Give up, or desist from, 318.

Glance, oblique. 84

Glare, of swords d.rt up to heaven,

204.

Glebe of land and small house, 298.

Globe, terrestrial, 4!*3.

Globular, 476.

Globular and Bat, 473.

Glorious, 179.

Glorious and resplendant ! his moral ex-

cellence, 384.

Gloss, external, 9f;

Glowworms flu .ting fall, 517.

Glue a charcoal make ink, 546.

Gluttonously to gormandize, 435.

Gnash the teeth, 222.

Gnaw bones ; letters and characters ; to

ruminate and study, 382.

Gnaw, greedily mailed meat, 430.

Gnaw, wishing to gnaw the umbilical

cord, how can you reach it ? 440,

Go-between, or pronnbse, 667.

Go-betweer, in arranging marriage al-

liances. 607.

Go, canm t but, 18.

Go on hands and knees like a child, 283.

Go over to intimate friends, 301.

Go among, S33.

Go out; logo forth; to go out of the

door, 216.

Go up, 16.

GOD AI.WICUTY, as expressed by the

Romish Church,

God of the land, of the spring, 343.

God of water, 201.

Goddess Kicim-yin, much worshipped in

China, 359.

Goddess Kwan-yin, prayers to, 576.

Gods in wrath opposed the prince, 673.

Gods borrow the arm of man, to inflict

their vengeance, 673.

Gods, to approach them ; or entertain

them as guests. 165.

Gods thanksgiving to them for their

wirning, 126.

Gods list n to the upright, 66.

Gods .f the Imd, altars to, 557.

God's protection, to pray for, if god be

for us ; who can be against us ! 89.

Going and coining, 100.

Goin;; by water, 492.

Guld produced in Keang-se, 516.

Gold and gems, not valued by the philo-

sopher, 866.

Gone, past and cannot be altered, drop
it. 619.

Gon;, to beat it, 411.

Good, 98, 404,357.

Good man, though severe, injures none,

253.

Good moral man, 404.

Good for nothing, said of a worthless

man, 440.

Good breeding, ignorant of, 46S.

Good man adheres to his virtuous

purpose even till death, 464.

Good plan, means well adapted to the

end, 405.

Goods, merchandise, 245.

Good man, 60.

Good man, indefatigable as heaven,

133.

Good, supposed, sought with anxiety,

sometimes proves an injury, 219.

Good, to esteem good, to be. attached

to, or love, 606.

Good ni ny times, 606.

Good tempered, 60*.

Goose, emblem of conjugal fidelity, 619.

(loose sent as the token of espons il, 629.

Go out and in at one's pleasure, 216.

Gourd, 233.

Gourd bottle ,
charms made in the form

of, 283.

Gormandize, or eat greedily, 434.

Govern himself, he who cannot \ unable

to goveru others, 655.

Govern, 30.

Governor of a province, his title, 232.

Governess or schoolmistress in a family,
622.

Government, three precepts on, 15.

Government issues from the king's

throat and tongue, 406.

Government, a benevolent good one

alone can defend a country against

enemies, and prevent emigration Irom

it, 466.

Government, good and benevolent, 63.

Government, laborious in, 253.

Government of the country, 232.

Government uncorrnpt and equilible,

513,514.

Government officer's different titles and

duties, 805, 828.

Governed ; mind governs body, 272.

Gradually sjet belter, &10.

Grain, good ; used to represent the

students of moral virlue, 190.

Grains of millet, 1200 make a yS, 301,

Granary, 293, 463, 124, 485.

Granaries qf different forms, 465.

Granary, divine granary , for that to be

appropriated to sacrifices, 124.

Grand ! excellent ! great ! Interjection,

denoting the admiration of great-

ness and excellence, 433.

Grandchildren, different degrees of, 741.

Grandson of Confucius, Tsze-sze-keih,

713

Grandson's grandson, 101.

Grandees or Magnates, 573.

Grape, 40.

Grass looks to the spring,
*
57.

Gr.isping the middle, 340.

Grateful, more than to father and

mother, 403.

Gratitude, an expression of, 957, 524.

Gratitude several expressions- of, 349.

Gratitude, odd expression of, '<i45.

Gratitude, or return for some favor, 22.

Grave .solemn manner, 331.
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Grave, 451.

Grave or tomb of a parent, is the place

whirli a dutiful child thinks on with

regard ; gnves not repaired iu

ancient time*, 541.

Grave, or pit into which the coffin is

put, 529.

Grave or tomb, different words, for,

521.

Grave, Chinese, with a dike around it,

498.

Gravity, solemnity of manner, 452.

Gravity, digr.it), 331.

Gray hc;.dcd .;lu men, four famous, 473.

Great, 20.

Great, advantage or victory, 324.

Great man, difficulties necessary to form

him, 493.

Great actions, 94.

Great kindness, 324.

Greatest, 573.

Grief, sorrow, 410.

Grief, 384, 424.

Grieve and to rejoice, 54.

Grieve for the anxieties which fill my
mind, 464.

Grieved, 150.

Grievance or wrong, to inflict, 848.

Grievance, hardship, ill-usage, 629.

Grind, 3.'JO.

Grindstone, or whetstone, 220.

Ground, the seat of the ancients, 21 1.

Ground, the earth, 477.

Ground of the heart good, a good

hearted man, 484.

Group or party of men riding, 125.

Gruff affirmation of the pi. in truth,

better than a .thousand obsequious

tones of assent, 546.

Guard by fences, the duty of the good

man,4S7,4H8.

Gn::rd anain.it thieves at night, 569.

Guard against false altei aliens, 459.

Guard house for soldiers, 310.

Guard against, 146.

Guard against wicked thoughts, the

secot'.d commandment, 676.

Guardian of the prince, tiile of office,

117.

Cues!, who is respected, should prevent

booting evcu at a dog, 352,

FART I. 8s

Guest or visitor, 837.

Guest, 88.

Guilty, found, 489.

Guilly, if, reform, if not be more careful,

260.

Guitar, sort of, 612.

Gulp down, 376.

Guttural, being pierced though the

throat with an arrow, the voice

floned with a deep hollow tone, 4 1 1.

Gum Benjamin, 7U6.

Gums, or flesh about the teeth, 409.

Gurgling, 41 1.

(iyinn. sticks, ancient for boys of thir-

teen, X78.

II. i ! h;i ! I inching loud, 386.

Ha ! ha ! or Ya ! y ., laughing, giggling,

402.

Ha'-it of supplying the wants of the

destitute, 464.

Habituate, to labour and not covet ease,

262.

H;:des regions of separate spirits, 201.

Hades, your mother's soul in, 649.

Hades, region of the nine springs of

water, 483.

Hades, person returned from, to recom-

pense a kindness, 524.

Hail, 203.

Hair, to dress it, 91.

II :i I herd and spear, 25S.

Hale and stout, 13 i.

Half remains over, 245.

Half, of a dollar, 26.

Halfway and desist; want of perse-

verance, 302.

Haifa day's leisure, 302.

.Hall of Confucius, 513.

Hall of audience, 613, 514.

Hall of illumination, the imperial hall of

audience, 514.

Hall, merchants, place of public meeting,

Ib8.

Halo and clouds robbed the sun and

moon of their splendour, 384.

H fit, 88.

Halves, to cut into two, 245.

Hami, king of, taken captive, 362.

Han dynasty, easily acquired the domi-

nion, 09i.

Hand, to apply it to, 18.

Hang down the bead, 88.

Hand, to use or employ it, 2T9.

Hand in hand, walk together, 509.

Hand basin, 290, 289.

Handle of a Chinese seal, 315.

Handful, 282.

Handsome, beautiful, 98.

Handsome man, 112.

Handsome, different terms for male and

female, 632.

Hands hanging down, 496.

Han-gae-te, the emperor in whose reign

Our Saviour lived, 385.

Hang down the head musing, 120.

Hang or reach down to a lower place,

496.

Hang down the head in a spiritless man-

ner, 496.

Hang against the wall, 550.

Haughty, proud, 148.

Hankering after, affections inteniely set

on illicit objects, 688.

Happen, to occur that, 130.

Happily avoided or escaped, 181.

Happiness connected with virtue, 215.

Happiness depends on the adoption of

virtuous principles; he who takes

sparingly shall enjoy sparingly,

342.

Happiness, consists in five things, 852.

Happy land, a virtuous state of the heart,

450.

Happy or fortunate occurrence, 357.

Happy, if you do not refuse, 319.

Happy pair, united in marriage, 140.

Harbinger, 179.

Harbour resentful feelings, 503.

Hard and soft, 212.

Hard ice, 5t5.

Hard to bear such distress, 521.

Hard, 242.

Hardly, or just enough, 152.

Hardness and strength of iron, 842.

Hardships, a rugged road necessary to

form the great mm, 488.

Hardships necessary to form great men,
731.

Hare, 1S2.

Harem or secret retired imperial apart-

ments, 197.

Harerot and courts filled with envy, 611.
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Ilarem, palace, 841.

Harmony, 305.

Harmony of all nation), 305.

Harmony in ound> and in all the parts

of nature, 379.

Harmony of the universe ; of families,

&c. 475.

Harmony amongst kindred essential, 61.

Harmonious, 379.

Harness, 41.

Harpoon, or instrument for striking fish,

337.

Harsh ill-usage expressed by carving

thin, 2S4.

Harve>t, to g;ither it in, 418.

Haste, haslilv, hniry, 52.

Histen the doing of, 137.

Hasty, slow, 242.

Hat or cap taken off to disgrace, polite

to keep it on, 200.

Hat hov ; box for keeping- caps in,

295.

Hals, broad brimmed of the peasantry,

145.

Hank, or bird employed to catch others,

464.

Hazardous and dangerous, SI 6.

Hazardous as a pile of eggi, S16.

He, 191.

He, him, 6S.

Hea-how-tun, who at 14 years of age

killed a man who insulted his teacher,

566.

Headstrong, 242.

Headstrong and violent, 242.

Head, to hang it down, 88.

Head, to droop it, or to raise it, 120.

Head-dress of a particular kind, 547.

Head or superior of the village, 539.

Head-dres, part of a woman's, 270.

Health, high, robust s'ate of, 562.

Health and comfort, 861.

Health, must be taken care of, 300.

Heap of stones, to heap or pile up,

516.

Heard it before, not, 239.

Hearse drawn by mourners, 556.

Hearsays, a hundred not so good as

seeing for one's self, 607.

Heart wounded, feelings hurt, much

grieved, 150.

Heart full and desirous to speak, 361.

Heart of man, dangerous, 175.

Heart of man impossible, to fill it,

535.

Heart of men cannot be satisfied, 177.

Heart of a man, leen after lung inter-

course; 33.

Heart, it* virtues or vices known by

the life, 268.

Heart good, good hearted man, 484.

Hearts of others measured by our own,

will be found very similiar, 35H.

Heat on the face, 447

Heaven, earth, and man, expression for,

Heaven, figure of, 163.

Heaven, Chinese metaphysical and

moral ideas concerning, 577, 578.

Heaven denies favors and sends calami-

ties, 536.

Heaven repents of Ihe evil, 673.

Heaven and earth, phrase for, 559.

Heaven, 41, 17.

Heaven or pi ice of blessedness, 62.

He .VCH, applied to a friend, 46.

Heaven affected or moved by sincerity,

26:4.

Heaven, appearing regardless of the

peopl 's calamities for a time, 271.

Heaven sends ruin on my family,

247.

Heaven views the conduct of princes,

452.

Heaven, the departed are in heaven,

721.

Heaven aids the good man, 358.

Heaven formed conjugal union, S57.

Heaven destroy me ! an imprecation
uttered by Confucius, 329.

Heaven that plants or produces all

things must subsequently deal with

them according to their properties,

510.

Heaven and earth, phrase for, 521.

Heaven asists the obedient, 261.

Heaven employed me to destroy, 253.

Heaven's law, 236.

He.ivei.'s will, known by dreams and

extraordinary phenomena, 377.

Heaven's ways are not equal, 147, 148.

Heaven's will, expressed by the word

heaven, 107.

n'n region, Tsin territory on the

S W. corner of China so called, 534,

Heavens, thirty-three! hells, eighteen,

576.

Heaven's deeree preserved, 210.

Heaven's heart is love, 63,

Heaven's emoluments, denote the Im-

perial s.lary given to an officer,

186.

Heaven's majesty, repose extended to

by giving repose to mankind, 338.

Heaven's mandite, or protection, will

not return, 331.

Heaven's bL jss ;

ng given to virtuous

moderation, 356.

Heaven'*, nine, boundary of, 499.

II . vi-nU principles, a Uate for, 375,

Heavy, 157.

Hedgj of a jvirden, 473.

Heir appirent to the throne, 178.

Held a torch in the right hand. 320.

lleliauthus, the heart of, is directed to

the sun, 450.

Hell, or place of punishment for the

wicked, 62.

Hell, the lowest, 17.

Hell, prison of Ibc earth, the lowest,

483.

Hells, eighteen, 576.

Helm t and armour, prevent the per-

formance ot ceremonies, 196.

Helmel, 183, 190.

Help, unable to avoid, 18.

Help, 261.

Help you to finish your good work,

261.

Hem and expectorate, in order to clear

the throat, 421, 422.

Hemp j hempseed, 574.

Henpecked, phrase fir, 370.

Hereafter it must not continue thm,

422.

Heretofore, 362, 101.

Hero, 144.

Heroic man, 14.

Heroine, 144.

Hesitating, afraid to speak out, 365.

Henen-ihwang-sze, a famous bonze,

531.

Heuen, a musical ins'rnment, 553.

Hiuttotomlehoiu Hea-Uaou, lung
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ehun* ; a taterpillar with an' elonga.

tittn at the lir.vl, 556.

Hide, to conceal, 60S.

Hide one's self, 297.

Highest, 16.

Hill shifted a mile and a half, (A. D.

3-20,1 490.

Hill garden, figure of a virtuous man,

473.

Hills and dangerous passes, a poor de-

fence, when the people are disaffected,

466.

Hilt of a sword, 369.

Hilly country, 471.

Hired to serve, 147.

Hireling, persons hired for domestic

HV, 147.

His<ing sound of an arrow, 445.

Hulory, an historian, 352.

Historian*, twenty-one, of China, 352.

Historical work liy Confucius, 149.

Historiographers. 352

Hit the mark; to be hit or affected hy,

25, 26.

Hoar frost, 259.

Hoard up, or forestall gnin, 4~5.

Hoarded gains originate calamity, 786.

Hoarse voice, 417.

Hoarseness or difficulty of utterance,

411.

Hold in the mouth, 367.

Hold in the hand, 982.

Hollow and rising ground, uneven sur-

face, 492.

Holy mother, title of the queen of

Heaven, 608.

Home, going, 231.

Home, longing to return, 560.

Home, going from, 216.

Home, at home or not, 479.

Honey in the mouth, and a sword in the

belly, *5 >.

Hong merchant, 399.

Honor, done me, 549.

Honor, pi .cj of the right han:l, 353.

Honor, the place of. has changed from

right to left, and from left to right,

353, 354.

Honor parents, &c 17.

Honors of a table, to do them, 103.

Honorable, honored, venerated, 801.

Host accompanies his gnrst to the

outside of the second door, 568.

Honorable, ths most, the emperor, 129.

Hoof ofa horse, 17.

Hooka bottom, 562.

Hooked, 414.

Hooked weapon, 348.

Hoot or bid angrily, 35?.

Hoppo, or commission of duties on

foreign trade, 320.

Horizon, 576.

Horse, good one. epithet for, 321.

Horse, to fall from, 233.

Horse keeper, four horses, four men,
and one driver, 470

Hors'-s, lour, for a carriage, 296.

Horticulture, Conf.;cius expressed his

ignorince of, requires long expe-

rience, 463.

Hospitality, in a village dame rewarded,

672.

Hostage, to deliver up a, 54.

Hostile, if mentioned again, I'll spit in

his face, 672.

Hot nnd cold, 205.

Hotel, of ai.cient times, 787.

How ? 90

How much profit will remain? 245.

How much nio.-e, 51.

House or family, 347.

House, mansion, room, family, 839.

House fallen down, 529.

Hours, division of, 301.

Hour two hour period of the Chinese

contains eight kill, 234.

Hugged iu the bosom of your parents,

373.

Hum of insects, 571, 41 1.

Human strength inadequate, 257.

Human nature, virtuous at the birth of

each individual, 227.

Human mind much the same ; all minds

influenced by similar principles, 358.

Human heart dangerous, nu ilium must

be held fast, 509.

Hum-in nature ; radically virtuous
,
rea-

soning of Mang.tszc, 720.

Human feelings, 61.

Human nature vicious, antecedently to

education, the reasoning of Seun-

tsze, 708.

Human brinjr, 59.

Human efforts inadequate, 3S8.

Human mind, a field that must be culti-

vated, 597.

Humble, or keep one's self down, 554.

Humble and meek, 304.

Hunilile peaceable temper can manage

every body, 379.

Humbly ; beg , hope, &c. 79.

Hunch.hacked, 91.

Hungry and cold. 208.

Hunt and shoot game, 472.

Hunns, the Heung-noo, 415.

Hurt, ISO

Hurry every one about his own affairs,

259.

Hurry, 52.

Hurry over any service in a careless

manner, 370.

Husband, 14.

Husbandmen, to encourage them, 325.

Husband and wife, terms for, 264.

Husband and wife, separately attend to

their respective duties, 228.

Husliandman, 13, 61, 468.

Hwang-sze-tsin, a. statesman who at the

age of 80, submitted to the Tartar

tonsure, 630.

Hyper criticism, 747.

Hypocrisy incompatible with correctness

and temperance, 165.

Hypocrite, to act the, debases the mind,

80.

I, me, classical word, 91.

I or me. in formal writing; we or us, a

humble and a more assuming phrase,

310.

I or me, a northen expression, 128.

I or me periphrase for, used by official

men, 304.

I, 1 daily examine myself on three topics

Japan, the region of the rising sun, 132,

Japanese, 132.

Joyful, 'a red occurrence,' is a joyful

event, 410.

Ice, 203.

Ice, cold as
; noise of breaking it, 203,

204.

Ice house
-,
Ice keeper of, 208.

370.

Idea of covering and secreting, 895.
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Idle about, 141.

Idle and obstinate, and viciom and use-

less, 585.

Idol, idols golden bodies, 154.

Idol, to dedicate it, 179.

Idol of wood, of earth, 140.

Idols, children dedicated to them, 592.

Idol of a god, or demon, to make it, 529.

Idols, declined by Kea-king, 497.

Idols, four placed at the avenue of a

temple, 24-2.

Jealousy, woman's disease, 67fi.

Jealousy and envy, 610.

Jervaise TiUcbury's account of elfs, &c.

reseml;les the Chinese, 612.

Jest, 431.

If unable, 127.

Ignorance, phrase for, 299.

Ignorance, expressed by an ancient al-

lusion, 225.

Ignominiousandlingeringdeath.cutting

to pieces,
808.

Ignorant of good breeding, 466.

Ignorant, 104.

Ignorant, rustic, 104.

Jingling sound, 351.

Ill will i dislike, 677.

Ill fated, expressed in various ways, 377.

Illiberal, mean, 132.

Illicit intrigues between
the sexes, 592.

Illicit sexual intercourse, 358.

Illicit intercourse of every sorl, fornica-

tion or adultery by mutual consent

punished
with 80 Mows, 634.

Illicit intercourse of the sexes, 222.

Illiterate, 60.

Illumine, 180.

Ills of life make one wish to die, 367.

Illustrious rank, 259.

Image, 154.

Image, an idol, 140.

Image, a model representing, 153.

Image of a god ; an idol, 532.

Imagery, i-ssenti il to poetry, l"5.

Images, introduced by the Budhisls,

93.

Images or idols, the Mohamedans none,

461.

Imagining foolishly that one swallows

dainty dishes, when one oulj hears

of them, 449.

Imagination of the mother affects the

child, 717.

Imagine or suppose, 82.

Imbue the people's minds, 354.

Imitation of a pattern, 130.

Imitate, 154.

Imitate, to study to effect, 163.

Immediately be informed, 86.

Immediately, forthwith, 319.

Imminently dangerous disease, 316.

Imminent danger, 497.

Immoral conduct, 94.

Immoral, 151.

Immoderate laughter, 442.

Immortality, medicine which confers

it, 651.

Immortality of his name, desired by the

meanest Chinese, 706.

I: mortal genii, epithet of, 37.

Immoveably established, 305

Imminent danger of death, 480.

Impartial, are not, 486.

Impartiality, equal regard to all, 486.

Impartiality requisite in an historian,

340.

Impeach, or accuse, 371.

Impediment in speech, 369.

Impediment, tn remove, 334.

Impel, 147.

Impervious, 466.

Imperial majesty, phrase for, 61.

Imperial presence, 239.

Imperial order, 264.

Imperial hall in every province, 563.

Imperial Majesty, phrase for, 189.

Imperial throne to obtain it; to lose it,

88.

Imperial troops expressed by heaven's

army, grand urmy, 191.

Impetuosity, ardent courage, 265.

Impiety, an example of, 679.

Impious language to the gods, 679.

Impious ambition of Choo-ling-wang,

503,

Implmt, ;is heaven does, 44.

Implicit obedience, 210.

Impoverished, 35.

Importunate, 262.

Impotence, drugs to cure, 703.

Impossible, as for a person to bite his

ovm navel, 411.

Impress it on your heart, 238,

Imposition, in building the gold and

silver pond or tank, 533.

Imprecate, 374.

Imprecation, wish not to be spared

alive, 709.

Imprecations, 374.

Imprison, 458. 459, 469.

Improper, still more, 337.

Imprisonment intended to reform the

criminal, 469.

Improper, what is there in it ? 351.

Impure, m'xfd, 588.

Impression, 469.

Impurities, to wash them away from

body or mind, 499.

Impurity none, name of a country,

500.

Impute guilt to an innocent person, 134,

185.

In the mind, 17.

In, 47.

In, with, from, upon, 35.

Inadequate to, 279,420.

Inanimate, dull as a clay image, 532.

Inattentive, 161.

Incarcerated criminal, 459.

Incarnate constellations, 600.

Incapable of distinguishing, 228.

Incarnation, Laou-tsze passed through

many, 5S2.

Incapacitated, prevent from acting,

464.

Incessant chattering, 404.

Incessantly, phrase for, 268.

Incense, to burn it, 245.

Incestuous intercourse, 634.

Incessantly thinking about, 234.

Inclinations, to force one's own, 161,

Incl ning to neither side, 128.

Include the whole, 97.

Incorporate two together, 193.

Incoherent style, 27.

Incoherent tale, 609.

Income chould regulate expenditure,

184.

Income, a sm.tll one from government,

when so, officers fish from the people,

121, 122

Incompetent to, phrase, 50.

Incompetent person, oue unqualified for
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the task do more harm than good,

319.

Incomplete, S99.

Inconsiderately permit themselves to

do, 350.

Inconvenient, 109.

Increase, 259.

Incurable, 354.

Indecent, what is so, neither look,

listen, utter, nor move in it, 279.

Indeed there is no other cause, 628.

Indefatigable, 130, 138.

Indelicate song, 386.

Indented, 16.

Indented like Confucius' skull, 481.

Indented edges ; serrated, 48.

Indepeudant spirit, 66.

India, 315.

Indian cassia, 581.

Indifference, sit and look on unmoved,

489.

Indifference and contempt, viewing the

contests of other people, 504.

Indifferent, zealous, 205.

Indignation, breathing it out, 393.

Indirect, 151.

Indisposed, disinclined to, 256

Indisposed, discomposed, out of sorts,

480

Indisposition, disquietude, 792.

Indistinct, half concealed manner of

speaking, 367.

Individuality of Gud denied, 721.

Induce belief, 342.

Inducements or temptations to vice to

be put away, 177.

Indulge one's own humour, 76.

Indulgence of the senses irrational, 92.

Indulgence in pleasure weakens a man,

140, 141.

Indulgence, weak, not the characteristic

of a great man, 625.

Indulgent mother and severe father,

452.

Industry or diligence profitable, 259.

Industry or diligent labour, 271.

Ineffectual hboursof man, expressed by

an allusion to a faliled bird that

attempts to fill the ocean with what

it carries in its be;ik, 538.

Inelegant slyle of conversation. 115.

PART i. 8 T

Inexperienced, a beginner, 286.

Inexperienced, ignorant, phrase for,

569.

Inexpressible baseness, 351.

Int'inl, 188.

Infant, named from its laugh, 382,

383.

Infant, cut off from the breast, emblem

of a destitute army, 391 .

Infanticide, argued against, 602.

Infant, new born, 6"0.

Infant in the amis, 695.

Infants, to nurse the people as, 1 17.

Infelicity, evil, 215.

Inferior, 303, 17.

Inferior in honor, 303.

Infirm, 260

Infinite changes, 286.

Inflict punishment, 224, 259.

Influence, 462,273

Influence of human conduct on the

ruling powers of nature, inducing

rewards and punishments 583.

Information against, not give it, 297.

Information should not be volunteered,

but requested, 456.

Informer, phrase used by, 49.

Inform nf, 86.

In front of, 239.

Ingenious, 36, I 13.

Ingenuity, 124.

Inquisitorial,
858.

Ingurgitate, 40'2.

Inhale or suck, to draw as the load-

stone, 437.

Inhale, 369.

Inhale the cool and floating dews,

369.

Inherit the patrimony of one's ancestors,

342.

Inhuman, obstinate, malignant character,

242.

Injure a person's reputation, 150.

Injure, the body received from one's

parents not lo be injured, 150.

Injure, hurt, 843.

I-.jiire,
801.

Injure men's minds, 557.

Injuries p-itient
endurance of, when spit

at, to wipe it off and take no notice,

397.

Injury, to put up with it, 350.

Injury, to use another person to inflict

it, 129.

Injurious or wanting, neither to one'i

self nor to others, 1 85.

Injuriously and avariciously, to behave

to, 231.

Ink, to brand the face with, 244.

Ink-fish, scuttle fish, 540.

Ink composition, 546.

Ink. like, substance, said to be fouud in

the belly of old horses, 545.

Ink stone, the same, 358.

Innkeeper, 30. 129.

Innate knowledge, 465.

Innocent, nther than slay them, better

fail in the strict execution of the

laws, 4S2.

Innovation, disapproved of, 102.

Innovation and change a wish against,

485.

Innuendo, oblique hint, 234.

Inscribe letters with a stile, 233.

Inscription, placed over the doors of

Chinese houses, 297.

Inscrutable, spirit is, 613.

Insects amongst the grass, 408.

Insect species, 740.

Inside, to put inside, 184, 185.

Insipid discourse, 375.

Insincere, best corrected by sincerity,

162.

Insolence and depravity, induced by

music, 414.

Insolent, not, nor clamorous, 369.

Inspection of the emperor, present to

the, 368.

Inspire, or draw in the breath,

369.

Inspired from heaven, 401.

Instant of lime, 11 1.

Instead of, 71, 131.

Instigate to what is bad, 392.

Instinct, natural, 593.

Instigate, 392.

Instruction which expands the mind

and restrains the passions, 307.

Instructed, well, he who may be called

so, 137.

Instruction exhibited to him, and his

virtues formed, 412.
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Instruct rap, phrase for, ii open my
jungle-choked mind, 534.

Instrument of punishment. 193.

Insult the poor, 808.

Insult, from one much an inferior im-

pos'ible; a sheep insult a tiger!

706.

Insulting manner of "riving even what is

essential to life, will make it rejected,

488.

Insufferable, 354.

Insufficient to dissipate grief, 272.

Insurrection or rebellion, 129, 343.

Insurrection, 12.

Integrity, or the right way he who holds

it f:ist w.ll he happy, 857.

Intelligent, 43.

Intelligent man, 126.

Intelligent person, should not give way
to rn hncholj, 425.

Intellect or a
capacity to know, four

degrees of, 465.

Intense fires, 475.

Intention bud, none in advising people
to tuke wine, 277.

Intense undivided application, 270.

Inter, to bury, 503.

Inter, different terms for, 517.

Intrrest or rmmev, 2V9.

Intercourse, inliriute, 324.

Intercmirse, social and commercial,. 53.

Intercourse, 100.

Intercourse with, 335.

Interfere, don't you with me, 928.

Interjection denoting admiration, strong

conviction, 397.

Interjection, denoting regret, surprize,

and admiration, 421.

Interment, the place of, to contend about

it, .542.

Intermeddle with the aff.iirs of others,

432.

Intern il excitation, moving, influencing,

working on, 6H2.

lntern.il, what exists there will appear

externally, 185.

Interpret, 404.

Interrogate, 375.

Interrogative particle, 34, 3S7.

Interrogative pronoun, who? which?

&c. 90.

Interview, pleasant, not remote, 292.

Intimate with every body, 33.

Intimate friendship, called a cut throat

connexion, 123.

Intimidate or press people by threatening,
418.

Intimate terms of friendship, 228.

Intolerably filthy, 520.

Intoxicating a person, the Yew tree of

Hae-nan, 452.

Intoxicated, not returning home till,

329.

Intractable perverse, 219.

Intrepidity, 242.

Intrigue and bribery, 572.

Intrigue or plot to obtain money, 474.

Introduce a subject, inferiors not allow-

ed to do it, 489.

Invade the territories of others, either

openly or covertly, 108.

Inveigl:', to entice to, 279.

Invent, to lay the foundation of a family,

248.

Invent what is bad, 114;.

Invent. 94.

Inventory 195.

Inventors, 94, 195.

Investigate, 269, 400.

Investigate, expression for, 233.

Investigate the subject of tastes, 375,

Investigate strictly, 269.

Invite, 172.

Invitation, public, as by proclamation,

2T3.

Invitation acceptance of, expressed in

courteous language; to decline it,

S5<X

Invoke, but receive no answer, 350.

Involve those not concerued, a proverb,

503.

Involved by others, without personal

advantage, 342, 343.

Joiner, 2VO.

Joking and laughing, jested with or

ridiculed him u little, 431.

Joy, high degrees (if, sets the hands and

feet in motion, 599.

Joy, pleasure, 213".

Joy and gladness; unexpected; extraor-

dinary; having joy, means being in

the family way, 410.

Joyful tidings, to announce them,

524.

Joys and sorrows mutually shared,

80.

Irregular, 426.

Irregular conduct of sons, a breach of

filial duty, 26.

Irregular conduct, 609.

Irregular, vicious conduct, 120.

Irremediable-, as the recovery of rotten

fish, 551.

Irreparable, 43.

Irresistible bravery, 265.

Irrespective, without distinguishing night

fiom day, 137.

Irresolute, undetermined, 460.

Irritable, easily made angry, 686.

Irritable and impatient person called a

litl'e utensil, 439.

Irresolute, hovering about, 96.

Is, is not, 18,

Is, go and ask where he ? 479.

Is il true or false > 134.

It, how certain, 192.

It, in the midst of it, 191.

It, 127.

It hardly, 152.

It is slid truly, 319.

Itinerant teaching, satisfaction felt whe-

ther received or not, 455.

Itinerant or wanderer to teach mankind,

413.

Judge and decide as in law cases, 227.

Judge, try, judgement, 863.

Judgi's court, went to and cried out

863.

Judge.,227, 268.

Judge provincial, 354.

Judgements and calamities drawn down;

on a person by talking and intermed-

dling, 432.

Juniors, 341.

Junta. or cabal, 572.

Just and equitable, 188.

Just new, but just now; only DOW

tor tie first time, 34.

Just g'lin, 229.

Just now, recently, 242.

Just this only this, 319.

Justly or publicly, to take, 312.

Jutting out, 15
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Kang-he, alate emprror of China ; Dic-

tionary published by his order In-

trod, ix.

Kaou.ming-S7e pagoda, visili-d by the

British Embassy, 530.

Keang-yuen. the female ancestor of the

famous Chow dynasty, 494.

Keahg-she's wife, extraordinary instance

of fili.il piety, 630.

Keang-bir kun(T, principal agent in over-

throwing the irked prince Chow,

630.

Keang-yiie-kwang, a slalesman under
the Ming dynasty, fi30.

Keang-tsae, a Chinese general, who

fonght sigaiiut the Tartars, 631.

Kea-king, emperor of China, who died

December 2ml, 1820, 4?6.

Ke-chow, the modern Chili. Ie province,
or Peking, 519.

Ke-poo, a man remarkable for adherence

to his pronrse, 737.

Kcckling of a fowl, 417.

Kee-ow point, 549.

Keep away a person by artifice,

05.

Keep down any rising evil, 554.

Keep or guard, 700.

Keep off rapacious soldiers, 498.

Keeping of, to have (he, 198.

Kernel, 63, 64.

Keuh yuen-jing, v ho drowned' himself,

and occasioned the holiday of the

5th day of tlie 5th moon, 686-.

Keun-tsze, a term much used in Chinese

moral philosophy, 70*, 705.

Kew-ke.ing, or the nine rivers on the

hanks of the Yang-tsze-keang, 709

Key, 289.

Keys or raidcal parts (214) of the Chi-

nese language. Key, tal>le of, I ,9.
How to find the key, 9. Table of on

one page, 1 0.

Kidnap men's wives and. daughters,

605.

Kill, 80.

Kill in confused assault, 330.

Kill with another man's sword, make

another the instrument of oi.c's

malice, 218.

Kill or slay the innocent, 422.

Kindness, to do it without expecting

recompence, 588.

Kindred or relationi, called bones and

flesh, 532.

Kindred blended and united, stable, 48.

Kindred form a walled city, 804.

Kindness of parents equal to Heaven's,

104.

King ploughed a turn, 527.

King, 360.

Kind's orders, 137.

Kings, not two in one nation, 17.

King's land, Ihe woleeirpire i<, 483.

King may exist without a park, but not

without a people, 467.

King of king*, phrase resembling, 393.

Kingdom, 470.

Kings, former, of ancient times, 232.

Kings or princes, their throne established

by righteousness, 327.

King* eight, started up in China on the

decline of the Tsiu dynasty, 735.

Kiss, 432.

Kiss or join the lips, 432.

Kitchen or vegetable garden, 473.

Kwaor lines of Fo-hi (r'iih-lie); to cast

lots or divine by them ; names of the

first eight Kwa, and Ihe points of the

compass, they refer to, 310.

Kwan-yin, Chinese goddess with a thou-

sand hands and eyes, 374.

Kw&n.le, the region of. ChTh-le,

520.

Kwi, an ancient statesman ofeminence,

567.

Knocked or threw him down in wrest-

ling, 126.

Knock-head, bow the head to the ground
and strike it against the earth, 319.

Knot cords, 86.

Know only two or three tenths; but a

small part, 220.

Knowledge and wisdom superior to

many. II'.!.

Knowledge, general and elegant, 307.

Knowledge or science, moral, consists in

a clear understanding of virtue to

renovate a people, and to persevere-

in the highest goodness, 480.

Knowledge which extends to every thing,

314.

Knife, 218.

Knif-, cutting instrument, sword, 219:

Kulpa of the Buddhists received in

China, 579.

Kung-kcVh, gr-.indson of Confucius
-,

compiler of the Chung-yuug, 78.

Kiing-sun-hung, statesman called to

court from feeding .swine, 5J5.

Kung- iiiin.', a hero of the San-kwd period

714,715.

Labour, 271.

Labour or child birth, difficult, 494.

Labour undertaken at the wish of others,

146.

Labour a little for your father and

mother, 272.

Labour mental, usually governs bodily

labour, 257.

Lacerate a corpse, 238.

Lacerated his throat with a spear, 406.

Lacker, to apply a certain kind of, 501,

Lid, 161.

I, idle.-, different titles, 608.

Ladies, 125.

Ladies of the court, terras by which

they call themselves, 704.

Lady's, old, influences are blissful and

keep down all evils, 554.

Lady i'.rmy leaders, 649.

Ladle or large spoon, 278.

Ladle, 285.

Lakes and ditches easily filled, not so

man's heart, 535.

Lama priests, crushed to death by an.

earthquake, 554.

Lament, 384, 381, 485.

Lament and moan, 316.

Lament and weep, 384.

Lamented and sighed, 411.

Lamentable, most, is it not ! 387.

Lamentable, 3jl

L-nneiitalioii, the noise of, 423.

Lamentable, 385.

Lamp, dedicated to sacred uses, devils

play with it in times of anarchy,

01.

Land, ancient divisions of, 22.

Land, poor and stony, 533.

Land tax, is considered a rent paid to

the lord of the soil, the emperor,

483.
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Land stiff and hard, 556.

Landed possession, Confucius had an

immortal name as hit possession,

478.

Landscape, fine, 589. 97.

Lanes, or short cuts; funeral processions

do not p;isi by, 413.

Language, subject to constant change,

3 1 4.

Language confused and indistinct, 370.

Language soft and insinuating, 657.

Longevity, unlimited, 30H.

'Languishing low state of any concern,

205.

Language to ho united to the person

addressed, 97.

Language, all flowers and no fruit,

587.

Lan-tao, or Ty-ho, 549.

Lanterns, feast of, S44.

Laou i/ac, a creature of Leu pfth-tvei, a

trader whose son became the builder

of the great wall, 682, 668.

Laou-tszc, the founder of the Taou sect,

an ascetic, an ignoraut good man,

588.

Loquacity, 438.

Large, 299.

Larger half, 302.

Large, liberal, vail, 893

L . r.r, high as heaven and large as the

earth, 324.

Lascivious sounds, 382.

Lascivious lewd gambols, 678.

Lash a horse with feeling, 318.

Last year, 334.

Last generation of a dynasty, 341.

Late, to come too, 81.

Late, in attending an appointment,

315.

Late, as applied to perions deceased,

179.

Late at night, 570.

Lateral, by the side of, 143.

Laugh, to raise it by wit, SOT.

Laughed at, and vilified the three pre-

ceding dynasties, 624.

Laughable, 521.

Laughter, immoderate, 126.

Law, to go to, 354.

Law, equally affects all, 190.

Law to be strictly adhered to
;
had the

emperor, Shuii's father, committed

murder, he ought to have been seized

and punished : Ming-tsze's answer

to Taou-jiiiig, 510.

Laws are all prepared, 19*3.

Laws or commands, 72-

Laws for a punishment and a warning,

164.

L-iws of China divided into six classes,

652.

Lawyers or attornies, philippick against,

605.

Lay down a burden, 317.

Lay aside the friend of our adversity,

856.

Lay an egg, 18.

Lay on colours, 142.

Lay up wealth, lay up for the purpose
of selling, 540.

Le-ke, an artful royal concubine, 700.

Le-kwang, an eminent general who

committed suicide in the presence

of his army, 681.

Le-juen, a famous beauty, wore au

amber girdle, 650.

Lead or head other people, 129.

Leader of an insurrection, 129.

Learn without effort, 257.

Learning, the love of, an approach to

wisdom, 35.

Lean against, depend on, 127, 69.

Lean upon ; lean agai ist, 105,

Leaned against a tree and chaunlcd, 365.

Leap over a pit of fire, daring resolution,

490.

Leap or skip about, 370.

Learning, ancient and modern, 307.

Learning or instruction, true, consists in

practical morality, 46.

Learning, the ine.ms of, progress in, fully

provided, 145.

Leave must be requested, a servant must

not act of himself ; I now take my
leave, 371.

Leive, to take, 298.

Leave one's seat or place, 88

Leave behind one, eillu'r in respect of

place or time, 17.

Leave the public service, 333.

Leaves or flowers falling, 207.

Leaving a person to do as he likes, 76.

Leaf, taste it, 383.

Le-f>ojin, appeared to the emperor
Woo-le, after her death, 623.

Left hand, the lower pl.icc, 303.

Left handed doctrine, plan and sp on,

deno'cs llirir being had, 353.

Left hand, 32, 353.

Legislation, four means of, 633.

Legends of false miracles, should not

discredit real facU, 495.

Leih-shan, the hill* in Shen-se, where

the ancient monach Shun tilled the

ground, 687.

Leisure, not a moment's, 304.

Leisurely, 20.

Leisure, not at, 127.

Letters or characters, anciently called

names, 360.

Lend, 128.

Lengthwise, 302.

Lenity, to rule with, 864.

Lj ing down, or sitting no rest, 4SP.

Letter, this, i> very important, 319.

Letters, the inventor's ninie, 352.

Letters or Characters, -ety mology of the

Chinese word, 718,719.

Letter, words of form which often begin,

401.

Letters, the origin of in China. Introd.

i ; derivation, ii ; different sorts and

classes of letters, iii. See also, p.

718.

Letter, a, 119, 217.

Leu-puh-wei,a trader who raised his son

to the throne of China, 682, o'h4.

Lew-pei, the long,eared, (A. D. 230,)

496.

Lewd, 162.

Lewdness, dehorted from, copiously by
Chinese moralists, 635.

Lewdness and theft, temptations to,

204.

Levity of conversation, 370.

Levity and neglect of serious pursuits,

686.

Levy duties, 342.

Libations of wine to ancient masters, are

off. red at colleges, 595.

Libations and oblations acceptable to

the divinity, 420.
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tibelluln, 574.

Liberal, of great capacity, 217.

Liberal present, liberal emolument, 324

Liberal, economy will enable a mini to lie

to, 265

Liberalily, the virtue of; many rich do

not possess it, S65.

Licentious 162.

Licentious disposition, 162.

Lick. 3f>8.

Lictor, or petty police runners, 304.

Lie down, 133, UiO.

Lie prostrate, 79.

Lies, in jest should not be told to chil-

dren, 731.

Life, its affairs, business of the world,

259.

Life, longer, prayed for by Kung-ming,

715.

Life of aminals, not to take it, a virtue,

70.

Life, division of into period?, 67.

Life, the present, p; st and to comr ; in

reference to the metempsychosis, 20.

Life, to preserve it, 117.

Life, lost .ill pleasure in it, 455.

Life, its ills known only by experience,

493.

Life of human beings, to expose itj to

lose it; to disregard it, 377.

Life, to hate it', said of Keuh-yuea-ping,
686.

Light, 365.

Light, light of the sun, 179.

Light of day, 57.

Light of the sun, moon, of the gods; to

light a candle, 179.

Like, 26.

L ke, yet different, 84, 85.

Like the preceding, ISO.

Like; likeness. 154.

Likewise, 5t.

Lilii rubri, 613.

Limit or fix a period, S3.

Limit to the prospect, none, 499.

Limits, to fix them, and to divide terri-

tory, .540.

Line, or marking line, 361.

Line, marking, of a carpenter, 23<"'.

Li k on wi.h cLiidrstiuc connexions,

219.

i. 8 u

Linen cloth, species of, 566.

Lion's roiring, 370.

Lip and tongue, spend a little, tell a

plausahle story, 392.

Lips, closing them; thrusting them out,

S70

Lips, 432.

List of goods, bought or sold, 415.

List; list of the people; a census; to

insert in a list, 195.

List; to make a, to insert in it, 195.

Listen, 151.

Listen, don't you, 392.

Literati, 166

Literal i, in China, remarks on, 759.

Literati, first in the empire, phrase for,

309.

Literati, Chinese moral philosophers,

166.

Literati, of lliis day either sour or

rotten ;
i. e austere or vicious, 320.

Literature has the precedence given it

by gnod emperors, 353.

Literature of China, what U consists of,

785.

Literature, modern and ancient, 307.

Liteniry man, a man of letters and ink,

545.

Literary, national examinations in China,

detailed account of, 759, 779,

Literary examinations, those who are

disallowed to attend them enumera-

ted, 129.

Litigations about graves very frequent,

542.

Litigation* to stop them, 254.

Little, 51.

Litlle man, 41 .

Live or dwell, 89.

Lives of the people regard to them, 354.

Living separate, 348.

Lizard, 790.

Loam, the beseiged ate lumps of, 516.

Loral magistrates too, all fully under-

stood, 412.

Lock's key, 289.

Lock, species of, on a river where duties

are collected, 50S.

Looked jaw, (mm disease or mouth

sliul by authority, 438.

Lodge over the gate, 297.

Lodge an accmation against, 371.

Lodging, temporary residence, 854.

Lofrj, 56.

Lofh, slilF air, said of a person, S68.

Loins bent, perpetually making bows,

3S7.

Loll out the tongue, 362.

Longevity, endless life, 563.

Longitude, degrees of, 135.

Long-time, 32.

Look down on, 74.

Look up to, 74.

Look round and rise up, 477.

Look at it, but do not touch it, 268.

Looked round, 267.

Looking at superiors, the manner indi-

cates the disposition, 151.

Lookers on, like a wall when Confucius

practised archery, 527.

Lop or flea, 587.

Loquacity, not necessary to goodness,

94.

Loquacious, 229, 382.

Loquacity, one of the seven reasons of

divorce, 669.

Lord, or master, 28.

Lord, or sovereign of a country, 470.

Lose, 4 1 3.

Lose, entirely, 319.

Loss of blood, 586.

Lost, 52.

Lust to virtuous sentiment; stupid, be-

clouded state of mind, 413.

Lost, this favorable time must not be,

586.

Lots and divination, 308, 309.

Love of self, recommended, to the end

that one may perform relative du.

ties, 270

Love to animated being, 63.

Love of virtuous eminent men, 606.

Love friends, 296

Love, ardent attachment to, 866.

Love to their own species, common to

all creatures, 436.

Loud lamentation, 385.

Loud singing, 423.

Low, RS.307.

Low and high, low person, low situation,

low price, 88.

Low, vulgar, 17.
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Low, immorality, 04.

Lowing of a cow, 375, S70.

Loyalty, royal merit ; i. c. merit ac-

quired in the service of the king is

called lleun, 276.

Lurk, good, 2fif>.

Lucky hit, sncces.ful hy accident, 165.

Lucky day to commence work, 308.

Lumps of loam, 516.

Lungs and passage for the air, 40C.

Lungs, divinity, that presides over, 480.

Lustre, to shed it on ancestors, 180.

Luxurienl herbage, 345.

Luxurious lounger, 48S.

J,\ing on the hack, 90.

Lying on heds, 133.

Macao, 549.

Madly, 122.

Mad man, roared out from 'the eastern

, .

hank, 425.

Mad man's talk and extravagant' ideas,

427.

Madness, feigned, 96.

Magistrate, 36 1.

Magistracy, to enter on, 216.

Magnificent, 141.

Magpies, sort in pairs, 503.

Mahomedans religion, described' hy a

Chinese writer, 517.

Mahomedans entered China about the

seventh century ; came to Canton in

ships, 4GO, 461.

Maintain one's proper duty or station,

221.

Maintain firmly, 466.

Majestic, 451.

Miijesly, above, 16.

Majesty of heaven, or imperial heaven,

shook with anger, 281.

Majesty, your, a phrase corresponding

to, 17.

Majesty, your, common expression for,

490.

Hake, 93. 136.

Make up a loss or deficiency, 535.

Make or invert, 232.

Make enemies, make a table, 13fl.

Make out a hill for things bought, 415.

Make haste in going and coming back,

457.

Male of brute animals, 1 89.

Male and female, applied to heaven

and earth, 602. \

Malevolent, ugly appearance, 168.

Malevolent. 137, 178.

Malicious action* concealed, expressed

hy an allusion, 367.

Malicious, exciter to mischief, phrase

for, 123.

Malignant star, 215.

Mamma, mother, 673.

Man, 59.

Man, his character for goodness, classed

under ix words; Good, true, beauti-

ful or excellent, great, wise or s;ige,

and divine, 860.
'

Man, legend concerning the origin of,

59.

Man's nature everywhere the same,

358.

Man, one who behaves suitably to the

dignity of man, 611

Man the first, must have been superna-

turally formed, 495.

Man of eminence must pass through

the furnace, 493.

Man, at thirty, marries, at seventy is old:

employed in the business of life

about thirty years, hence 30 years

are considered an age, 21.

Man, obsolete character for, 175.

Man lives in the midst of a dusty, dirty,

world, 537.

Man of war ship, 191.

Man depends on God's strength, 257.

Man, good and bad ; phrase for, 363.

Manage, 30, 130.

Manage domestic affairs with regularity,

49.

Management, good is expressed by

turning great troubles to small, and

small one's to nothing, 2S6.

Management of any concern, to deliver

it over to another, 54.

Managers of an affair Hint concerns

many, 130.

Manager of any affiir, 510.

Manchow Tartary, .capital of, 104.

Mandarin, an officer of the government,

805.

Mandarins, preceded by shouts, and

followed by a brave band, 'Jf..
r
>.

Mandarin dinlect. Introd x.

Mandarin's inignia, when they go abroad,

460.

Manes. fi2.

Manes of ancestors, not worshipped by

the Mahomedans, 577.

Manhood, years of youths above, 16,

562.

Manner, of doing things that looks ill,

eat.

Manifest, 412.

Manifest to shew forth, IPO.

Manners public, influi.nced by the upper

classes, as the wind bends the grain,

115.

Manners, pure, and exalted, elegant, 385.

Manners of the people, to form them,

286.

Mansion large, 513.

Manure and add mould to the roots, 510.

Many days, 33.

Many, numerous and crowded were the

black maned white hores, 434.

Map, 474.

Map of the world, 470.

Map of the whole city, 474.

Mark, epithet, title, 359.

Mark the face as a punishment, 234.

Mark or denomination in Chinese, signi-

ficant, 718, 719.

Marks of the tones, &c. Introd. xvii.

Market place, dwelling near it, 455.

Market place with stalls, to let for the

d-iy ; to go to market, 481.

M.irUet every fifth day, 54 4.

Market director of, 152.

Marking-line used hy carpenters, mark

made by ink, 546.

Marriage, part of the ceremony, 145.

Marriage of two excellent ones,

genius and a beauty, 186.

Marriage congratulation, 173.

Marriage-ceremony, called the excellent

ceremony, 426.

Marriage cup, Chinese ceremony essen-

tial to the forms of marriage, 318.

Marriage, spring the season of, 140.

Marriages in ancient times not accom-

panied by music, 602.

Marriage cannot take place during the

period of mourning for a parent, 853.
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Marriage contract, a written document)

slaves not allowed to marry a free

man's daughter, 6"<>.

Marriage ceremonies, nix forms, to

make the transaction perfectly regu-

lar, 639, 610.

Marriage destiny, settled by a superior

providence; happy unions are made

in heaven, 639.
i

Marriag", breach of promise, punished

with fifty blows, 641.

Married, newly, congratulation, SOO.

Marry for money, barbarous, 64?.

Marry, women, at the age of 20, ancient

usage, 601.

Ma-shes or fens, 4(58.

Marshy country, 471.

Mason, 290.

Mass for the dead ofthe Budh priests, 158.

Master, 29.

Master of a house, 29.

Master or tutor teaches the affairs of

life, and illustrates every virtue, 412.

Master, devotedness to one's own

unjustifies opposition to others, 522.

Master or teacher, how a pupil sh-mld

behave in his presence, 103.

Master shopkeeper, 189.

Master teacher, 179.

Masters, two, cannot he served, 12S.

Mat rolled up, ancient seat, 318.

Mat on the ground, the seat of ancient

times, 489.

Malch, lo pair, 78, 296.

Mates of ships, 572.

Mates in merchant vessels, 81.

Material and moral world have a relation

to each other, 238.

Matter, the five elements of, produce

and destroy each other, 238.

Matter what t 45.

Mausoleum, 517.

May answer or pass, 72.

May, can, might, could, or should, may
it he done, 351.

Meager countenance, 442.

Mean bad man, 60.

Mean, 88, 303.

Mean conduct, 17.

Mean, vile, 140.

Meaning contrary, 295.

Meant, [ don't know what he, .167.

Means by which a man's character m ly

he known, 72.

Means should be proportioned to the

end, 219.

Means certain to the end, 73.

Meaou-tsze, Chinese mountaineers, 850.

Measures of grain, series, containing
measures generally, 301.

Measure, to, 14.

Measures in ancient times, formed in

reference to different parts of the

human body, 381, 382.

Mechanic, 61.

Meddlesomeness, forbidden by a proverb,

356.

Mediator, or negociator, 25.

Mediator, 117.

Medicine, divination, astrology, and phy-

siognomy, 233.

Medicine, a dose of, 254.

Medicines united together, 379.

Medina ? 460.

Mediocrity of talent, 25.

Meditate, 434.

Medium, in a moral sense, 25.

Medium, or middle path to be adhered

to, 175.

Meet again after parting, 228.

Meet with a great nation that is en-

croaching, 471.

Melancholy, 606

Melodiously, the bird's sing, 406.

Melon, present of, returned by a precious

stone, 523.
,

Melt as metals, 204.

Melt as snow, 287.

Memoirs ofassasins, 675.

Memory bad, ill effects of, SIT, 318.

Men have over praised me, I do not

over praise any man, 598.

Men with three horns, fabled to be in

the west, 105.

Men, great and good can stoop to cir-

cumstances St.

Menagerie, 467.

Mend, not, never be better, 300.

Mencius, not particularly honored till

more than two thousand years alter

his own time, S7 I.

Mencius or Ming-tsze, a writer of part

of the Four Boolin, contemporary
with Xenophon, Herodotus, and So-

crates ; an anecdote of hii birth, 729,

730.

Menial servants, 72,

Merchant, fit.

Merchant, Hong-merchants of Canton,

399.

Merchandize, goon's, cargo, 245.

Merchants, enrich a country, 471.

Merchant's hong, 117, 399\

Merciful goddess, Kwan-yiu,- 374.

Mercy and bravery : economy and li-

berality go together, 265.

Mercury, red oxide of, fiOO.

Merely, :il'>.

Merit, great ; the thing praised, 426.

Merit, meritorious ; to have deserved

well,2.")V

7Ierit, meritorious service, 258.

Meritorious virtues, 258, 359.

Meritorious service must precede emo-

lument, 272.

Meritorious servire, 146.

Merry andrew, 83.

Merr} making; giggling and playing,

introduces disorder into a family,

433.

Messenger, 61, 99.

Messenger of heaven, imperial commis-

sioners so called, 99.

Messenger returned five times, 339.

Messenger official, 388.

Messmate, 358.

Metamorphosis, 285.

Metamorphose of a lady into a silk

worm, 64-*.

Metamorphosis of a lady into a bird, 646.

Metaphorical sense, 129.

Metal cast forth by a mountain, 253.

Metempsychosis, allusion lo, 121.

Metempsychosis, inference from . a man's

former conduct m;iy he known from

his present rircii instances, and his

future state from his present conduct,

462.

Metropolis of a province, 504-.

Microcosm, man a, 742.

Middle, 25.

Middle, centre qr inside, S

Middle, standing creel in, l8.
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Middle and flourishing empire, a name

of China, 47'
1

.

Middle course of acting, 19.

Midnight and noun, SOI.

Midnight, 308.

Miilsman, a mediator ; a negotiator, 61.

Mih-joo-keen, tutor of the famous Yu,

545

Mlh-teih, leader of a philosophical sect

in I he time of Mencius, 545.

Midwife, 6-28.

Mild and kind disposition, 379.

Mild, kind disposition, even-tempered,

379.

Milk, 40.

Milk, |irep.iration of, used by the Tar-

tars for tea, 694.

Milky way, 576.

Mil ions, one hundred, a character for,

498.

Military operations; to stoji them and

cultivate letters, 133.

Military esteemed in revolutionary

times, 353.

Military commandant, sort of, 305.

Millepede, 645.

Million, 164.

Mince meat, or to cut into small pieces,

821.

Mind governs body, or knowledge is

power, 257.

Mind fixed on high, keep it I charge

you, 351.

Mind nothing but, heedless of other

things, 350.

Mind or heart dwelling upon a thing;

either from a
feeling of gratitude

or resentment ; q. d. cannot get over

it, 333.

Mind, or the mind, careful or anxious

about, 480.

Mind strong, 562.

Mind and person, 121.

Mind to speak it out fully; called vomit-

ing out the heart, men do it after

wine, 361.

Ming-Uou, inanimate except when in

company, 532.

Minister of state, 22, 23. 26.

Minitteri of slate compared to legs and

arms, 176.

Ministers of heaven ( statesmen, magis-

trates, 36!

Ministers, or Colao; title of the fifth

and sixth, 305.

Miraculous conception or formation of

the iirt man, argued, 495.

Miraculous conception arguments in

favor o I, 495.

Miraculously formed a city for the

accommodation of Buddha, 505.

Mire and dirl not avoided at a funeral

procession, 413.

Mirror of history, 352.

Mirror by which stolen goods can be

discovered, 474.

Mischief proceeds from the moulh, a d

disease enters by it, 346.

Mischief, the unseen instrument of, 36S.

Misery or calamities connected with

vice, 215.

Misery, to bring it on on</ self, 342.

Misery, the punishment of vice, 405.

Miserly, 165.

Misfortune, to meet with t, ISO.

Mislaid or lost, 586.

Mismanage, 405.

Miss,,or lady, 649.

Missile darl or spear, 249

Mistake should be acknowledged, 107.

Mistake, 5b6.

Mists, 528.

Mix and unite, as medicines, 379.

Mixed blended, 336.

Mixed population, 89.

Moan, 365.

Moan and lament, 139.

Moan lying on a couch, 366.

Moaning from disease and anguish of

mind, 384.

Moderation in one's attempts, 86.

Moderation enjoined, 45.

Moderate, 165.

Modesty of men of talent, 482.

Modulation, a voice delicately and

finely modulated, 454.

Modulations of the voice, 454.

Mohammedans, 460.

M.. si, 41.

Molest and ill use, 267.

Monarch, the one man who possesses

the wide world, 556.

Monarch, the one man, 479.

Moment's deliy, 137.

Monastry, a|>p rtinents of the superior,.

and the superior himself are called

by the same name, 1 4.

Monarchy or dominion founding it, the

merit thence accruing, 276.

Money or coin, ancient resembling a

knife, 219.

Money, to use it to induce people to

act, 273.

Money, foreign, 528.

Money, ff'ang-e-peo hated the very

word, 527.

Monopoly en I ire, 280.

Monopolize, 280.

Monster, elf, 501.

Months, division of, 74.

Moon, in Ihe first quarter compared to.

an eyebrow. 475.

Moon, tides, and menses relation be-

tween, 663

Moon on Ihe hill, not so good as in the

water, 613.

Moon-light old man, tale respecting

marriage, 043.

Moping, under disappointment, 546.

Moral philosophy, the two opposite cha-

racters, Keun-tsze and Seaou-jin,

prince and petty man, 705.

Moral sense in favor of virtue, 576.

Moral or good man, S6I.

Moral propriety should take precedence

of gain, 229.

Moral essay, 277.

Moral goodness must be from heart felt

delight, otherwi-e not real, 405.

Morality, to endeavour strict conformity

to it, 119, 130.

Morals, public ruined by conniving at

adultery, 633.

More, little more, how much more, 51.

Moreover; 54, 3S7.

Morning, horary character, 314.

Mors ultima linea rerun) est. 573.

Mortally wounded, 150.

Mortar, 478.

Mortgagee, 193.

Mortgaged, or sold, 199.

Mosquitoes or gnats bite the skin, 435.

Most important parts, to look at, 2il.
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Most high, the defence of Kcang-yuen,

675.

Most high ruler, turned a glance to the

west, 7t8.

Motioi>, rest, 297.

liot'on of the heavens, theory, 461.

Motive, original intentioi , 3iG.

M.,th. rless child, 385.

Mi'll.iT, is luinen to me, SSO.

Mother, brtilher and sisters by the same,

358.

Mother, S72

Move, walk from, 86.

Hove, 867.

Moving, rest; speaking, acting, 48.

Mow, 2?2.

How, or cut grass, 222.

Mourn for the dead, 4 1 3.

Mould for c.istii.g m-tals in, figurative,

the ancient sages, 47-2.

Mouth, the mouth at variance with the

heart, 346.

Mould cl y, made an idol or image,

529.

Mould of wood or iron, 496.

Miuihd of earth, 21.

Mount a horse, 37.

Mountain lofty, 522.

Mourning clothes, 3H5.

Mourning, lor iiinc, and for five months,

258.

Mourni' g three years for a parent, an

argument for, 43fi.

Mourning, the gr -tiler and the less,

'413.

Mourning, to !)< in for a parent, &c.

4,3.

Mourning gaimeMs, 413.

Mourning for a
p.,

rent at the grave side,

215.

Mourning dress, 215.

Mouth, cal.milies proceed from thence,

210.

Mouth, to contain or hold any thing in

it, 425.

Mouth, character, is a representation of

the thing signified ; irouth, the vices

rf, in several sa\in<;s 3J6.

Muih, man), how nm<\ ? 669.

Mud in verted into dust, 564.

Mud will. 550.

r*RT i. 8 z

Multifarious, S45.

Multiplicity of affairs, 268.

Multitude's anger, 76.

Multitude, the people, to depress their

spirits or k-ep them down, 328.

Murderer, acquitted br paying a pecu-

niary ransom, 126.

Murderer, 178.

Murder, cases of in law, 377.

Murd raml lewdness, allied, 632.

Murmur of insects, 404.

Musical instrument made of burnt earth,

553.

Music and propriety, or decorum, accord

with the harmony of nature, 138.

Music of Ts , absorbed entirely the

attention of Confucius for a time,

475.

Music master, Szc-yth, 510.

Must go out, 270.

Mu-t not on any account whatever, 351.

Musician, 83.

Musicians a sort of band, 98.

Musicians, at ci urt. 83.

Mutually dependant, 48.

Muttering abusive language, 439.

Mutter or speaking ii,distinctly, mut-

tered assent, 433.

Mutilate the bodies of royal criminals,

249.

Nails of the fingers and toes, 337.

Naked feel, 180.

Name one's s. If, name him ; name jivon

to an infat.t at the breast. ; ceremony

at naming the child; school name;

marriage name ; to ask a person's

name not rude, 359

Name, to assume one , to throw it nff-,

to borrow it ; i. e. make a pretence,

360.

Name, or.e's own is used by ions and

ministers t elore fathers and princes,

instead of the pronouns I and me,

360.

Name, your's what ? 136.

Name, 85.

Name flow (or he handed down) for

thousands of years, 484.

Name, a name, 409.

Name of the workman to be engraveu

on hit manufactured articles, 267.

Names, family, one hundred, origin of,

Ma.

Namei, the Chinese, six, explained,

6?7.

Nmkin, 304.

Nanking, the capital of China, in the

middle ages, 300.

Nanking, the Imperial residence in for-

mer lime, .SB.

Narrate the acts of Yaou, 522.

Natal hour, influences a mail's destiny,

480.

Nation in a declining slate about to fall,

3U.

Nations :!', united in harmony, 305.

Nations righteous, uever perish) wick-

ed cannot prosper, 387.

Nation, may the breeze be gentle, and

the showers seasonable.; (he nation

at pe-ce, the people h-ipiy, 470.

Nil MI
, si tr or kingdom, 470.

National affairs, 56.

National resourses unavaili g without

the affection of the p> ople in fa \ or

of the government, 628.

Native of a pLice, 478.

N.iture is what heaven commands to be

inherent in creatures, 377.

N.iture, cooperating influence of, 228.

Nature, system of, like a great furnace,

i04.

Nature, observed
1

by Fflh-he, 120.

Nature of every individual originally

virtuous, 60.

Natural dispos't
;

oii of a child, turns

every tiling upside down, 340.

Natural ability, and industrious study,

258.

Natural dispos'tion different, 248.

N, i. ural alTrlio.i for kindred, not much,

in bad men, 532.

Natur.lly forluna'e, 286.

Navel, i-npossiiile for a person to bite

his own, 441.

Near, 111.

Nearly ; without much error, 35.

Neck, 53.

Necessity, what ? 90.

Necessities of others, to supply them,

374.

Necessary, must, 270.
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Necessary, not, 18.

Need not come up stairs, 149.

Needle of the compass, 306.

Necille-work, star* worshipped by Chi-

nese spinster*, II

Needle, to embroider with, 234.

Negative mode of arguing a proposition,

840.

Neglect, disrespectful, 87.

Neglect of classics and historians,

expressed liy not paying a debt due

to them, 149.

Neighbour, 650.

Neighbour next door, 550.

Neighbour's dug* bark, :ii 6.

Neighbourhood in winch children live,

important in forming their character,

730.

Nighl or day, to travel, 13".

Nephew, 341.

Nerve, S 56.

Nest of an insect, 5? 7.

Nell for wild beasts and for fish, 86.

Never been, 101.

Never be of any use, 354.

New year's complin.enl, 229.

New-year's eve, ceremony and prayer

for prosperity, 516.

New sought, and old rejected, 329.

News, 86, 1 1 9.

News good, good tidings, 97.

Next year, 460.

Ne.x ' ay, went, 407.

Yiiirardly, 365, Ih5.

Night assemblies, a capital crime, 625.

Nightmare, 571.

Night, the half of, 302.

Night, to night, last night, to-morrow

night i night school, 569, 570.

Nimble, swift, applied to soldiers, 249.

Nine, Ninth, 38.

Niug po, frequented by Europeans, dur-

ing the Ming dynasty, 516.

Ning, names of places beginning with

Mug, 862.

Nippers to take hold with them, 587.

Nipple of the breast, 6H5.

Noah of (he Chinese, Yu,722.

Nobleman of the second rank, 107.

Nobility, 107.

Nobility, degrees of five, 107, 49.

Nobility of China, 828, 834.

Nobility, sons of, 20.

Noise, 418.

Noise, that fellow is very noisy and

clamorous, 430.

Nomen of Hie Romans similar to the

Chinese Sing, 626.

Nominal, merely, the terra or name,

but not the reality, 360.

Nominal superiority, merely, a disgrace

rather than an honor, 27 1.

Nominal, merely, 350.

Nonplused, 16.

Noon, 301.

No other than, 319.

North, east, west, and south ;
northern

star ; northern metropolis or Peking,

278, 288.

North pole, the gate of. '">.

Northern pronunciation of I, me, we,

us, 408.

Noses and ears, to cut them off as a

punishment, 231.

Nose, judges of smells, 417.

Not ; ought not; may it be done or not,

is it proper or not } 366.

Not, by no means, 24.

Not only, but also, 86

Not, not so, not i.eeessary, IS.

Not, is it so or not ? may it be done or

not? 368.

Notes of music, five, 399.

Notes in music, division of, 371.

Nothing but, wanton and laugh, 388.

Notify everywhere, general notification,

524.

Nothing can be done, case desperate;

can do nothing to me, defiance, 90.

Nothing to depend on, 128.

Notoriety, to be desirous of it,

342.

Notoriety purchased, or arts employed

to secure it, 359.

Now, 65, 3 1 9.

Now, further, 20.

Number, perfect, said to be three, 1 5.

Numbers, even and odd, 140.

Numbers, the science of, 746.

Numbers, even, odd; number related to

all the changes in the universe,

300.

Numerals, how formed, 299.

Nun of the Budh sect, 616.

Nun, to become a nun or priest,

28T.

Nuns and six classes of old women, for-

bidden to enter, 656.

Nurse one's self, 1 17.

Nurse tending to abet vice, 692.

Nymphs of Theocritus, 612.

Galas! O how afflictive! 584.

Oath continued by the parties drinking

each others blood, 314.

Oaths and curs'-s, 374:

Obedience, implicit, 210.

Object,. final, :i6i.

Objection, what is there? 616.

O!i. mon, p,i-sed to, 316.

Obscure by blowing the breath on,

435.

Obscure does the rain, 536.

O!)*ct|ui(.-ii'i
assent ruinous, plain speak-

ing, beneficial, 546.

Ob<erv:ince, perpetual, 102,

Olisorve 84.

Obstinate blookhead, 585.

Obstinate, pertinacious, 466.

Obstinate, 509, 24-2.

Obstinacy, 466.

Obstruction to bene-volence, is vicieus

discourse, 534.

Obtain by some lucky hit; and not by

the plain merits of the case, 126.

Obtain, unable to, 231.

Obtrude his services, the scholar does

not, but wails, 342.

Occasion a person's death, do Dot,

377.

Ocean, 5") 4.

Ocean, looked wishfully to- it, and sighed,

362.

Occupation or profession influences the

mind, 217.

Occupied with business, 130.

Odd, strange, 348.

Odd numbers, 140.

Odes ancient, corrected and edited by

Confucius, 227.

CBcoQomical, 165.

(Esophagus, or gullet, 406.

Off, be off with you, 649.

Offend inconsiderately, 196.
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Offended, do not be, 81.

Qflvnder, great oue, 453.

Offender, an old one, 293.

Offer oblations, 105.

Offices in the slate should be given to

eminent talent*, 141.

Office or room for officers; 864,

Officers, f niiile, 1*0.

Officer* of government, present mode of

choosing them commenced, (A. D.

600,) 11)7.

Officers of government, 156.

Officers of novenmient, llieir different-

appellations in dill rent periods of

Chinese history, 805, 808.

Officers (lie superior ones, 16.

Officers of government, quinquennial

account presented to the emperor,

305.

Officers or innlcs of ships, 81.

Official rank, 220.

Officious, meddlesome, 569.

Officiously to bring people's dislike on

one, 329.

Often successful in traffic, 164.

Ogling, lascivious looks, 538.

Oh! alas! 433.

0-keaou, a Chinese princess, 690.

Old age, overtakes men npiilly, :i:J4.

Old forsaken, .and new sought, 329.

Old a<re extreme, 352.

Old friend, a stand by in danger,

316.

Old general, will not listen, 444:

Old people, an assemblage of, 526.

Old men marry ing concubines reprobated

by moral writers, 621.

Old wives, six, witches, pronubai.actresi-

cs, flower sellers, doctresses, mid-

wives, Of 6.

Omen, good, evil, US.

On the tble, 16.

Once gone not to return, 46, 490.

Orchard, 468.

One, 11, 415.

One heart and united strength, 305.

One's self to treat others as, unsparing of

one's own faults, 365.

Ont' self, to subdue, 238.

Oniscus asellus, 615.

Only, Si!, 415.

Only ; only tint. 395.

Only ; only can thin way is alone proper,

319.

Only, only sec, remark, 350.

Only, not only ; something more,

403.

Open one's heart to a person, 241.

Open, to open the teeth* 401.

Open the mouth, 401.

Ojien the young mind, teach or instruct,

401.

Operate, brutes operate by force, the

geds by prodigies, 99, 100.

Opera courtezan, not to be taken as a

concubine by government officers,

651.

Opinion, singularity of, partial and er-

roneous, 135.

Opinion or view of a subject; every one

has his own, many men many minds,

356.

Oppose the laws, 103.

Opposite terms, to possess, to be desti-

tute, 310.

Oppose, SiS.

Opportunity convenient, 109.

Oppress, 138,201.

Oppress or crush people, 73.

Oppress, to oppress and injure the

people, 554

Oppress inferiors, 139.

Oppress, ill-use, 201.

Oppressed by business, 139.

Oppression urges to rebellion, 340.

Opprobrious, abusive expressions^

188.

Opulent family, 573.

Or, disjunctive pjrticle, 340.

Oracle, sort of, response despised, sudden

death follow < d, 635.

Oral dictation, 310.

Oral instruction, 394.

Order, to put in; stated in order ; si( in

order; set out in order, arranged,

2-i5

Order of a sovereign, 264.

Order, to restore to , to put in, 291.

Order, to receive it, HI.

Orders delivered to an inferior, 371.

Order, 30, 71. 99.

Order of, to decide the, 37,

Order, harmony of things, 609.
'

Order of things, important, 623.

Order* received for goods and executed

with safely and certainty, 166.

Orders, an imperial order, 26 1.

Ordure, 326.

Origin, descent and circumstances of a

person at first entering public life,

216.

Origin, causes from which a thing pro-

ceeds, 325.

Origin, incipient cause, Ml.

Origin, originating principle or power,

IV 6.

Originating principle f power the

greatest, 574.

Originality of expression ; writers who

possess it, 2U1.

Orphan like, isolated, 415.

Orphan and fatherless lightly treated by

common men, 737.

Orphan of the house of Chaou, Chinese

play translated by Padre Prcmere,

outline of tli? history, TSS.

Ostentations speech, 593.

Other, another, something else, 68.

Other people; phrase lor selfishness,

60.

Otter, 603.

Over and over again, repeatedly, 333.

Overcome, 237.

Overcome by siting still whilst the ene-

my is worn out by fruitless efforts,

464.

Overcome, soft and weak finally over-

come the stiff and violent. 271.

Overcome or conquer one'* self, IhO,

Overflowed the high b.mks, 432.

Overplus, 244,

Overstepping what belongs to one's

place in society, 1 34.

Overtake him, 3.">l.

Overturn affairs, 151.

Overthrow, 554.

Owe, 149.

Owe a large debt, 149.

Owner, proprietor, 326.

Ought nut, 18.

Ought to learn the affairs of life.

259.

Out aud in, 216.
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Outcry, 495.

Outcry, clamour, noise, 415.

Outcry, vociferation, 375.

Pi seen, famed ginii, 69.

Poet sought inspiration by riding an nss

amidst snow storms in quest of pear

blossoms, 731.

Port, 61.

Poets, called drunken genii, 70.

Pagoda or spire, '23:1.

Pagodas, or the Ti of China, origin and

design of them ; cercmnny of burn-

ing one; illuminated pagoda name* of

several; porcelain tower in Keang-

nui; air-unit of. 530, 531.

Pain and pleasure are not equal, 486.

Painful labour, tiv',' 7 i.

Paint, used f'>r 111 lace, 279

F lint or draw, 8i3.

Paint d fir , 149.

Pair, to pair, 1 10

Pair, P5, UO, In6, 29.

Pair ;.to unite in marriige, 65.

Pair, a couple, said < f persons, pairing,

time of marriage, 296.

Pal ice, cooled by the summer's breeze,

207.

Palace of the princes, 487.

P.ilare, in nsion, 84 1.

Palai-e, or imperial chambers, a ground

plan, 512.

Pabce to receive the emperor on -his

travels 4

P Ipitilion of [he heart, 392.

Palpitation of the heart, divine from it

447.

Pant, 408.

Paou-seuen, a minister of the emperor

Gae-te, preferred death to silence,

623.

Paou tsze the favorite concubine of Yew-

wang, 625.

Paper cannot wrap up fire, the man is

unfit for the pu.pos-, 281.

Paper with lines fur I -HITS, 401.

Paper or document ofalino.t any kind

used in trading or commercial trans-

actions is called a Tan. Bill, receipt,

order, &c. 415.

Parade, or time of calling over the

names of soldiers not fixed, 315.

Paradise, thf residence of the emperor

ofheiven. 4fi<! .

Parijet on a city
w

I!, 514

Parapet colour, d like silver. 519.

Parasol of the mandarins, 14.i.

Parasitic plmt, 848

Parditn, three reasons for, ignorance,

accident, forgelfulaess, 337.

Pare, 232.

Pire off, 2C7.

Pare off :m!ries, 2?5.

Pared off, 22 '. 2-J7.

Parent il aff.ction illustrated, 373.

Parentage, or circtinitu.iv from wh ; ch

any one enters into life, 216

Parents, poor, should not be ashimed

of tin m.

P,rent*, terms applied to them after

d -ath, 615.

Parents, called The two peopl , 61.

Parents, an expression for, 46.

Parents shuuld -lot be dishonored by the

ni'sconduct of the r children, 1 10.

Parents regarded in every st; p of life,

151

P.'.rk, the king is in p-irk, &c. 4R7.

Park, seventy Chinese miles square, 4fi7

Parrot tribe, 600.

Parsimonious, 165.

Parsimony, better than extravagance in

mere observances, 192.

Parsimonious, perhaps the rich are too

parsimonious and are destitute of

the virtue of liberality, 365.

Parsimonious, unwilling to part with

money, S21.

Part with, let go or leive, 342.

Part, a ten thousandth, 1 1.

Parts ten, complete number, superlative

degree, S20.

Partiality, 135.

Partialities, marked, 324.

Particle, conditional, il, should, 174.

Particle of dust, least degree of, 502.

Parting from friends, sorrow at, worse

than death, 2*28.

Parties in the state, to form them a ca-

pital crime, 634.

Partition wall, 550.

Partner, 83.

Partner iu trade, 572.

Parturition, act of, 220.

Pnily, the philosopher is of none, 706.

Pnrli . to form one, 672.

Part), not of
:i, 135.

Pass or transf. r a written document, 149.

Pass one's days as in ancient times, 347.

P.IS-I away, 333.

Pass, to defend it with a military guard,

310.

Pass over, 1 "0.

Passionate hnsty appeal to violence, 265.

Passion, cried out Gae, but could not

speak distinctly, 441.

Passions, seven, satisfaction or being

well pleased, anger, sorrow, joy,

love, hatred, and desire, 3^5.

Passions, human, relish only what they

prompt to, 3'5.

Pasture wild mess, forest, wasle, diffe-

rent term; for l.md, 492.

Path of life, rugged, neceisary to form

a great man, 4 1>2.

Pattern, lf>3,233.

I'ailer , according to, 146.

Pattern or rule, to imitate a pattern,

or couform to a rule, 236.

Pith trodden by travellers, 532.

Patient endurance
.fill-usage virtuous,

405.

P tronage, of an un:br Hi. 115

P.itrn , a person ot r'likor influence,

who gives th:il influcrc:? for a con-

sideration, 142, !43.

P Irnl, regulations t nigh', 569.

P itr>n, MO.

I'; nii.iiy, easily founded, kept with

d
Ificillty, 24*.

P-.trimony, 51 1.

P.striot or good public character de-

fcrilied, 699.

Pavilion, or summer house, 56.

I'unt, 398.

P nit and hrenthe q-iick, 408, 409.

Pay in.le d of, 71.

Pay, a sal .ry, 12?

Pay uinney. fur another person, pay a

bill ; a debt, 189, 5n.

Pay with one's lifj, the Tioktion of the

laws, 535.

Peace, gener il or universal, 358.

Peace, limes of civilization esteemed, 353

\.
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Peace, domestic, makes amends for po-

verty, 39.

Peaceable and prosperous limes, 486.

Peaceful, 319.

Peach, Confucius ale, 401.

Poach tree, fnble respecting, 558*

Pe:ich tree spells, 556.

Peacock, an anthelmintic, 710.

Pearl, sacrificing one's life to hide it,

241.

Pe k;mN grave, 5">7.

Peck, as a bird, ft 6.

Peck grains of millet, S98.

Pecul, 301.

Pedantic introduction of learned phfases,

453.

Pei-1, peel off the skin, 243.

Peep, 131.

Peking, IP, 5fi, 28S.

Pelt or throw till s and brick-bats, an

ancient play, 527.

Penal code of China, 576.

Penales, or gods of the district, 478.

Pencil or pen of malice, 219.

Pencil produced flowers, a dream of Le-

pih, 571.

Pencil stand, SOI.

Pensive and weary, 130.

Penuriously, to scrape or pare off from

people's just gains, 237.

People, phrase for, 13, 176, 178.

People imitate their superiors, 160.

People, the aulhor of their existence,

heaven, will provide for them, 69.

People's distress, to compassionate it,

457.

People's sufferings should be considered

by rulers, 475.

People's attachment to government in-

dispensable, 638.

Pepper, an empres->' room plastered with

it, 5'i3.

Perception, preceding others, 179.

Perceptions, clear. 459.

P^n-h upon the roost, staled times of,

529.

Peremptory order, to insist upon, 72,

St.7.

Perfect, 476.

Perfrcl, Complete, 299.

Perfect nu>n work for heaven, US.
rial i. 8 T

Perfect tense, formative of, 43.

Perfect, or effect a good work, 259.

Perfection, er every sort of tali nt not

to be expected from any man ; a

favorite Chinese snying, 1 16

Perfection, or fitness fur every purpose

expected by a bad man Iroiu those

he employs, 440.

Perplexity, troublesome and multifa-

rious, when the head is perplexed the

members are iille, figuratively said

of prince and ministers, 345.

Pergnlaria odoratissima, 570.

Period, 348.

Period and comma, 469.

Perish, lie will, who does not adhere to

reason, 2 1 5-.

Perish, as a ruined country, 387.

Perilous indeed ! 485.

Permanent, 348.

Per moi'th, 2S9.

Perpetrating every vice or crime, 94.

PerpeUial ; everlasting, 33.

Persevere in, delight in virtue necesnry

to it, 400,

Perseverance recommended by an allu-

sion, 29;

Perseverance, characteristic of true vir-

tue, 480;

Persons of a family, 317.

Person and place suit each other, said

of local magistrates, 483.

Person, 87.

Perspicacity, discriminated with, 695.

Persuade to mutual agreement, 379.

Pertinacious, to take but one- view of

a subject, 506.

Perverse; refractory, 126.

Perverse wrangling manner, 509.

Perverse, 219, 287, 378.

Perverse, bad disposition, 36.

Perversity of disposition, 238.

Pestilence, during, the star worshipped,

COG.

Petals, not split my herd into, 259.

Pel cch a?, red spots in malignant fevers,

58T.

Pet tion, 368.

Petition, a phr.-se that closes, 120.:

Petition or btittemcut to government,

36$.

Petty affairs, great concerns, 512.

Pheasant, 666,

PMegm and cough, 383.

Philosophers, Chinese, a succession of,

167.

Philosopher, raoril, the morally wise

man aud the fool, 705.

Philosopher, his character, 609.

Philosopher lives in harmony with all

11 en, but is of no party, 706.

Philosophers stone, 29.

Philosopher, or scholar, immoveably

attached to his virtuous purpose,

262.

Physiognomist, principle* of, 338.

Physicians, eminent, 563.

Phylactery, 238.

Piazza at- the sides of a court yard,

490.

Pick, the teeth, 241, 444.

Pick grains of millet, 398.

Pictures of objects, Chinese characters

originally were so. Inlrod. z.

Pierce, 233.-

Pierce the heart by anguish, 81.

Pigmy, 103.

Plh-e and Shflh-te, relinquished their

places, and perished for want of food,

533.

Pih-kwae, or Keang-kwing, had 300,

pupils, 630.

Pih she, an example of patient submis-

sion to justice, 598.

Pth-yu, son of Confucius, 713.

Pile of earth, 492.

Pill, 23.

Pills to strengthen the constitution, 510.

Pillar of rock unmoved by the torrent,

484.

Pillow of bamboo for the hot weather,

603.

Pillow, a clod of earth, when children

mourn for their pareuts, 52S.

Pilfer like a rat, 141.

Pipe fish, or ayngnathus, 631.

Pit of the stomach, 488.

Pit or deep c.ivern, 4SS.

Pit ten thousand fathom deep, emblem

of deep distress and miter), 490.

Pitcher, 289.

Pits, a stratagem iu war, 490.
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Pity, SM.

Pitj, commiseration. 384-

Pit; one's self, not time fur it, 385.

Place, situation, 88.

Place it on the ground, 484.

Place in order, 87.

Place in society, proper to one, 220

Placed together, 199.

Placed in an unfavorable condition, I

am, 540.

Places in government, not to retain, by

sacrificing- principle, 533.

Plagiarists, the airs they give them-

selves, 631.

Plague or pestilence, 417.

Plain unadorned spire or pagoda, 180.

Plain, but not vulgar, 116.

Plain level mad, a beaten path, 491.

PlaintifTand defendant, 1*7

Plan, unsuccessful, further plan, 90.

Plan, to arrange, to manage, 245.

Plane, to plane as a joiner, 228.

Planets called heaven's assistants, 89.

Planets, seven, 1 4.

Plant and plough, 483.

Plants, 85.

Plants, their strength proved by a

violent wind , faithful ministers by

a state of anarchy, 261.

Plaster, 4s I.

Plastered with white earth, 517.

Plaster over plaster, denotes what is

unnecessary, 532.

Players, 129.

Players or comedians, 129.

Playing on wind and other instruments,

369.

Play, to play at chess, SOT.

Play, amusement, 252.

Play founded on historical facts, 738.

PI ly with wooden shoes, an ancient

game, 558.

Play-actors, play. house, 473

Pleas int cool breeze blows, across the

ball, 369.

Please, to, us one pleases , to follow one's

own convenience, 109.

Pleasing countenance, 665.

Pleasure the highest is to act virtuously,

405.

Pleasure, illicit, if poison, 11.

Pledge, to give in, 348.

I'lei tv, times of national prosperity, 184.

Plenty of every sort of grain, 510.

Plenty, or three years supplies l.iid in,

301.

Plough, the emperor set an example,
129.

Plough, to break up fallow ground, 86,

549.

Plough, or level the ground, 241.

Pluck out the sinews, 243.

Pluck ten, 410.

Plural, formative of, 168.

Plumber, 290.

Plump and handsome, 643.

Plums, shake thsm down, 243.

Plunder, plunderers, 108, 228, 861.

Plunder, 108.

P8-ho, near Formosa, 545.

Poet, 61.

Poet, famous, Lc-pTh, 483.

Poets, lady, PO.i.

Point in writing, 469.

Point of a knife, 218.

Point with the finder, 431.

Pointed or piercing
1

enquiry, 234.

Points used in writing, 469.

Points of the compass, twenty-four, 362.

Poison, drunk it and died, 684.

Poison cures poison, 516.

Polar star, emblem of him who rules by

virtue, 190.

Police runner, 388.

Policearmed, sort of militia, 561.

Polish and cut, 2*1.

Politeness mutual, 171.

Politeness a gainer not a IOST, 586.

Politician, Confucius was a, 713.

Politics, 45.

Political ethics, Confucius and Meucius

both dabbled in them, 731.

Political cabal, 633.

Polyanthus Tuberosus, 570.

Pomp, majesty, 253.

Pompous show, difficult to unite with

virtue and benevolence, 514

Pond for the growth of the water-lily,

633.

Poor, 61.

Poor and exhausted without any dcpen.

dauce, 464.

Poor without flattery rich without

pride, 351.

Porcelain, an earth capable of making,
517.

Porcelain tower in Kean-nan, called the

ghzed pagoda, (built 1657) 530, 531

Portents, prodigies, 612.

Portentous omens do not make them-

selves, 613.

Possessing strength, 856.

Positively refuses to come, 466.

Positively required, 270.

Posterity. 422.

Posterity, or succeeding generations

worthy to be transmitted to, 149.

Posterity, descendants, 422.

Posthumous character for cruelty, 239.

Posterity, to cli without any, deemed a

curse, 703.

Poscript of a letter, closing expression,

338.

Potter and smelter, 204.

Pottery, at which the monarch Shun

worked, 514.

Powders, medicinal, 28.

Power, '^73

Power, not cm.fuled in by ancient king*,

273.

Power of vision, hearing, &c. 257,

Poverh, implied by buying small quan-

tities of tilings, 301.

Pour out tea, 126.

Pox, small pcx, breaking out of, 216.

Practice what one learns, 55.

Practice sedulous'y that which you

know, 253.

Praise, hud, 598.

Priisc, i-O, 426

Pr.ii<e, aspirations of, 425.

Praise, gone to market for, fished for,

339.

Prattle of little children, 396.

Pranks of a person intoxicated, 156.

Pray for prosperity on the new year's

eve, 516.

Prayers read inaudibly, 396.

Prayers or spells, to recite them, 374.

Prayer lo the mountain Ne-kew, induced

the conception of Confucius, 7 10.

Prajers in winter, 535.

Prayers or iucuiiUlioos offered i'p before
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the effigy of a departed ancestor,

427.

Prayer offered up when dittoing the

future, 215.

Preacher, rojal, a title of Confucius,

7 IS.

Precedence, taking it of others, 304.

Precepts, five, of the Budh sect forbid-

din* to kill, to steal, to fornicate,

to lie, to drink, 157.

Precede, 178.

Precept on precept, reiterated explan-

ations, 339.

Precious, valuable, 866.

Precipice, stop the horse at ; cease to

act, when going further would be

dangerous, 267.

Precipitous, abrupt hanks 550.

Prediction of future occurrences attri-

buted to Suri-sze-mo, 742.

Prediction or prognostic, failure of, 309.

Preeminence, 305.

Pregnant, 717.

Pregnant woman, ripned open, 231.

Preparation, or previous arrangement

in all thing necessary, 145.

Prepare, 145.

Prepared, to be so, ensures success,

212.

Presence, in one's, 239.

Present to, 16.

Present, an expression of good will, 28.
Present to a superior, 192.

Present time, 65.

Presents, plir.isc used when presenting

anv, 51.

Present to, present w'.th profound respect

to imperial inspection, 368.

Present a petition, 369.

Presents, lo appro ich with them in one's

hand, 509.

Present, tlvit which is immediately be-

fore one's eyes, 479

Presents to offer on a person's going a

journey, 18.

Presence of a person, before one's face,

479.

Preserve entire, 1 17.

Preterve entire life anil honor, 186.

Preserve, and to perish, 720.

Pros* it a little closer, 583.

Press with shelves and do on, 294.

Pressed down by a mountain, 554.

Presuming on power to act cruelly,

178.

Presumption forbidden, by an allusion

to a full cup, 128.

Pretend, to assign an untrue cause for

one's conduct, 129.

Pretence of, under, 129.

Pretences false, lo induce to act, 386.

Pretensions, lofty, 576.

Pretty woman, 631.

Prevent trouble, 181.

Price, the current or marked, 161.

Price, what price, 1 30.

Price, 82.

Price, the price of a house, the market

price, 161.

Price, not two, 47.

Pride and extravagance, 91.

Pride in superiors causes rebellion in

inferiors, 17.

Priest of Budh, to become one, 237.

Priest of a Bud'i temp'e, 379.

Priests two, required to enter the

government ; officer degrid d for

acting as a priest; their dress, 158.

Priests o the Budh seel, 57.

Priests and profane people, 1 15.

Priests of Budh, book containing rules

for, 5-0.

Priests of Taou and of Budh, names for,

22.

Prime 303

Princes of states or governors in ancient

tim-s, 107.

Princes, -ov.rnors or chiefs of ancient

Chinese slates, 471.

Prince > should stand in awe of heaven

aho\e, and of the people beneath

them, 452.

Princ s appointed for the sake of the

people, 586.

Prince, emperor's son, 389.

Prince and minister, relative duties,

46.

Princes should gain tbe heart* of the

people, 363.

Princess, 30, 189.

Princesses married to neighbouring states

never allowed to return, 632.

Principal and second, said of persons,

246.

Principal and interest, called mother and

son, 704.

Principles should be maintained at the

expense of life, 625.

Principles, two, which operated at the

beginning of the world, 187.

Principles, bad, gaming is connected

with, SOT.

Print books, 315.

Prison, 458.

Prisoner taken in war, 1 16.

Prisoner, 1 1 6.

Prison, ancient name for, 465.

Privacy, statesman, left in, 92.

Private and public, 188.

Privy, place of retirement, 328.

Privy, by the road side, 297.

Proceed from, and devole upon, 216.

Proclamation, 371.

Proclamation from government, 371.

Procreation, either from an egg or

from the womb, 317.

Prodi.al expenditure, 595.

Prodigies, 012.

Production and destruction, fire cle.

ments of nvttlcr coutinu.illy destroy

and reproduce, 238.

Production and destruction, good for-

tune, 285.

Profession, medical, 845.

Profit, profitable, 2'^9.

Profit in trade, 229.

Profits shall, be divided equally, 486.

Profligate, 168.

Profound reasoning or doctrine, 597.

Progeny, may you have a numerous,

300.

Prognostic or omen, 178.

Prognostic, a favorable or an evil one,

178.

Progress, not to make any, 239.

Progress, rapid in learning, expressed

by You run away from me, 538.

Prohibitions, 72.

Prohibitions, of a state, ask that you

may avoid them, 540.

Prohibitory regulations, 232.

Prohibitive particle, do not, 279, ?8.

?romutiou
:
lo delay it, 137.
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Prohibitive phrase, be particularly

careful not, 221.

Promiscuous meetings of men and

women, indecorous, 648.

Promotion literary, phrase for, 16.

Promotion, great, 239.

Promulge, 143.

Promul^e doctrines, 148.

Promulgp, t<> diffuse the principles of

order, 833.

Promise of marriage, cannot be broken,

674.

Pronoun, accusative, Him, her, it,

them, 33.

Pronunciation of words in Chinese,

an allusion to, 141, 142.

Pronoun, personal, an usual one, 163.

Pronoun, second person, singular or

plum), 83.

Pronoun, personal or relative, 192.

Pronoun, person: I, He, she, it, 68.

Pronoun, relative, 78.

Pronoun, not to he used by children

speaking to their pun-nix, 704.

Pronoun personal, much used by the

Tartars and people in the northern

parls of China, 382.

Pronunciation. Note or, 'nlro. xviii.

Pronunciation, Chinese mode of, 222.

Pronomen of the Romans, the Chinese

Ming not used on ordinary, occasions,

627.

Fronubte, or Go-betweens. 667.

Proof, paper to he refered to as, 415.

Proof, evidence, 213.

Proof will enable a person to obtain,

233.

Propagate religion, 149.

Property, priate, or firmly, 1ST.

Property, to waste it. 1 51.

Properly obtained by unfair means, will

be lusl in a similar manner, 185.

Proper, to do what is not so, 1 59.

Proper, 351.

Prophetic inscription on tie stone

coffin of Hei how yin", 505.

Propitious div, to chouse it, i38.

Propensities, ticious, called the dust

of the heart, 537.

Properly easily spent, like a syphon

draining off liquid*, 314.

Propriety requires, 270.

Proprietor, original lord, 326.

Prostrate, 160.

Prostrate, lying on the face, 79.

Prosperity of a country, wish for, 471.

Prosperity, national, 559.

Prostitutes, 611.

Prostitution, lamented by Chinese

moralists, arguments against, 673.

Prostitutes, expressed by painted fe-

males, 279.

Prostrate waiting command, 120.

Protect, heaven's protection, 117.

Protect, 30, 116.

Proud, 131, 65.

Proud, haughty, unhumbted, 131.

Proverb, 115, 34T.

Proverb, or common saying, 115.

Proverb says, travelling merchant

worse off than resident dealer, 309.

Province or place one holds in society,

to overstep what is proper, 159.

Provide for, make previous arrange-

ments, 145.

Provide for fully, provided with every

thing; all tilings ready prepared,

3f3.

Provisions given as presents to official

visitors 278.

Providence, unequal, complaint againit,

227.

Provide fully, food and raiment, great

difficulty, 373.

Prowess of mere passion or anger,

296.

Prowess, military, 79.

Prni.e or Mei fruit has fallen from the

tree, 541.

PnMic, affiirs, expenditure, 188.

Public duties, 270.

Publish virtues and screen faults, 515.

Pucker or purse up the mouth, 423.

Puckering up the nose, 435.

Puff off a person, recommend h ;m, 369.

Pull down, throw into ruins, :.> 17.

Pulses, three, 97.

Pun, specimen of, a Chinese, a spend-

thrift culled a god, ISO.

Punish, pui.ishment, 224.

Punish gnat state crime-, 80.

t, mark the Lee as, 234.

Punishment, to cut off noses and can

as a, 231.

Punishment of death by killing in secret,

and by separating the flesh from the

bones, 246.

Punishment, cutting to pieces after

death, 237.

Punishment, capital and without

reference to the emperor, mode of

preeeeding, 377.

Punishments not extended to the

children, 423.

Punishments, five, 545.

Punishments, nine, 38.

Punishments, five ancient one's; punish-

ments excessive ; cruel ; punish-

ments just one's, will be submitted

to, 2'M.

Pupil of the eye, 64.

Puppet show, 141.

Pure and exalted manners, 385.

Purity, or to purify the heart indispen-

sable, 231.

Purpose, not kt it fall, not drop it,

515.

Purpose firm, nothing impossible, 515.

Purpose or end designed, to answer it,

357.

Purposely, en purpose, 12T.

Purposely, with fixed intention, 466.

Pursue pleasure, 342.

Pursue, 17.

Pursuits, immnrar, 45.

Pursuits the same, 35?.

Push over, 126, 547.

Push out at the gate, and cut off their

heads, 35'?.

Pu tule, breaking out of, 216.

Put off, clothes or armour, 318.

Put awoy, 279

Put down, any thing, 18.

Put it on the table, 480.

Put into the midst of, 521.

Put things off one's hands in a confuted

hurried manner, 582.

Put OIK'.* hand to, 18.

I'll I .'ff.i cap, IS1.

Puzzle, 402.

Q'.iakr, shake, 5n n .

Quails fly together, S93.

Quality, small, Ib2.
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Quarrels prevented by taking no notice

of trifling insults, 120.

Quarrelsome quarreling, 400.

Queen, 360.

Queen of heaven, a deified female ; queen
earth and imperial heaven, nature,

360.

Queen, different titles in different periods

of Chinese history, 360.

Queen of heaven, history of, 579.

Questioned, inclined the head on one

side to listen, 380.

Questions, skill in putting them, com-

pared to striking a bell ; both ex-

tremes or sides of, 349.

Quick or sudden recompense, 524.

Quiet, 423.

Quiet, still, 848.

Quiet or easy mind, 164.

R, the letter pronounced by a turning
of the tongue, 444.

Rabbit or hare, caution suggested by

it, 182.

Rabbit, wait till it delivers it self up,

791.

Radicals of the Chinese language

Introd. viii. Table of, I.

Rage, anger, 419.

Ragged garments of TsXng-tsze, 442.

Raging fire, 361.

Railing or bannisters, 128.

Rail and wrangle keenly, 414.

Raiment, fine, 200.

Raiment and food, 373.

Rain, 18.

Rainbow, variegated banners, 540.

Raise troops, 1 59.

Raise the whole world in array against

you, 466.

Raise the price, 82.

Ramble or saunter about, 437.

Ramparts, high, 555.

Random, to speak at, to saunter at,

119.

Rank, the nine ranks, 385.

Rank, or a name in the country, 359.

Rank on equal terms, 370.

Rank in the state, to purchase it, 258.

Ranks, arrange in, formed at the beat of

the drum, 226.

Rank I of an army, 79.

I-AKT I. 8 Z

Ranks, or degrees of rank, nine, mode
of distinguishing them, 385.

Rap at the door, 349.

Rapacious soldiery, 498.

Rapacious and discontented, 414.

Rapacity of a bad governmeut insatiable,

695.

Rape on boys or girls, 632.

Rare commodities, 589.

Rashly, to rush rashly on death, to brave

deatb, 156.

Rashly, rush on death, 197.

Rat pulled the weight down and shut

itself in, denotes a man bringing on

himself some calamity, 534.

Rats in fields, 334.

Rather than slay the innocent, better

lose what is right, 422.

Rather, 861.

Rays of light, 179.

Razor, 235.

Reach to, sun's light not, 33S.

Reaching, trying to vomit, 40t.

Reading, slightest degree useful, 317.

Reading finished the allotted time,

304.

Reading history, mark what you approve
or disapprove, 469.

Ready, all prepared, 145.

Really, truly, 854.

Reap and sow, 465.

Reason, the eternal, 614.

Reason, disordered by passion, 73.

Reason or the light of natural conscience

may not be departed from, 39.

Reason's source is heaven, 325.

Reasonable, 357.

Redd, to plan rebellion, 339.

Rebellion, to contrive ; actual rebellion,

oppression forces to it, 340.

Rebellion, 42.

Rebellion and encroachment on the

higher orders, 108.

Rebellious faction, 140.

Rebellious banditti, 274.

Recal, run after to, 460.

Recal one's self when about to apeak,

444.

Receive and give, 342.

Recently, S62.

Receive, 1 blush to receive it, 349.

Receive a visitor, 81.

Recede or separate from, 220.

Recite carelessly, 90.

Recitative, 365.

Reciprocal, mutual, 48.

Recite verses, 3G3.

Recite an ode, 389.

Reckon the whole amount, 357.

Reckon or gue*>s at an amount, 82.

Recline against, 143.

Recluse studies, 550.

Recorders of the words and actions of

ancient kings, 35S.

Recognize, or notice each other on

being introduced, 330.

Recollect past occurrences, 460.

Recommence or begin again, 276.

Recommend and be security for, 1 17.

Recommending a person, called puffing

him off, 369.

Recompcnce diligence, 266.

Recompence, to serve others as a, 263.

Recompence, 245.

Recompence, to pay in the kind receiv-

ed, to revenge, 169.

Recompeiice, a phrase expressing in.

ability, 35.

Recompense, notsufficient; open, secret,

happy, quick, 523, 524.

Recondite, profound, 597.

Record events, 340.

Record, 148.

Rectitude, external and internal, 589.

Red, eyes became, 469.

Red occurrence, a joyful event, 410.

Redeem, the life of a murderer, 126.

Redress grievances,
629.

Redress, an injustice expressed .by

straightening it, 84.

Reduce to subjection, 274.

Reed, a small one, 379.

Reeled and fell from bis horse, 833.

Reflect back light, 340.

Reflect on the past, reconsider, 460,

Reflected rays of light, 119.

Reform, 285.

Reform one's conduct, 233.

Reform a vicious mau, 277.

Reformation preceded by grief
and con-

cern of mind, 465.

Refractory, 185.
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Refrain from laughing, unable to, 448.

Refuse, 319.

Refuse a present disrespectful ; refuse

to accede to a person's wishes, 319.

Refused, obstinately or positively, 128.

Region, c.\teu*ivc and uncultivated,

556.

Regions, nine, into which the Chinese

formerly divided the world, 472.

Regions, nine, subsequent to the Chinese

deluge, 164.

Renter or list, 195.

Regular, 131, 163.

Regulate, 119, 232.

Regulate a clock, 119.

Regulation, 102.

Reign, as a king or emperor, 55,

Reiterated precepts, 339.

Reir.s Adjusted, 486.

R.jeit, 2.7, V79.

Reject, or mark with the pencil as reject-

ed, 279.

Reject entirely, 419.

Rejoice, 18, 155, 410;

Relative duties being performed, then

have recourse to learning, 236.

Relations, social, the heavenly or na-

tural order of society, 343.

Relations, femnle, 636.

Relations social, five, 38, 181;

Reliance on, 127.

Relicks of Buddha, 233.

Religion of Mahommed, 460.

Religious banditti, 293.

Relish, 375.

Rely on, 69, 73, 105.

Remainder, the rest, 198.

Remainder, surplus, 244:

Remember gratefully, 95.

Remember with anxiety, 326.

Remember attentively, 281.

Remediable, 589.

Remiss, 140.

Remisfness, negligence, 469.

Remonstrance, turned by, easily as any

thing round, 476.

Remove, 234.

Rend or split asunder by a shock, 252.

Rend, 258,

Renovate a people, 93.

Renounced, phrase for, 50.

Renovating effect or influence of good

example set by superiors, 285.

Rent or opening in the earth, 60 miles

long, and 15 miles wide, 494.

Repair bridges, &c. 119.

Repair and make it strong, 466.

Repast, prepared it at the western lodge,

539.

Repeat or do again, no occasion, 196.

Repeat or say again, 195.

Repeatedly, 15.

Repeatedly doing again and again, 333.

Repent, Imperial edict, calling to, 287.

Repentance, late, unavailing, 338.

Repentance is followed with immediate

benefits, 460.

Repletion, belching from, 393.

Reply to a letter, 460.

Replies, after bowing to the ground, 361 .

Report to the sovereign, 335.

Report to the custom-house, 524.

Reported, bad actions easily, UP.

Reports, stories, unfounded, 443.

Report to the emperor, manner of des-

patching it, 591.

Repose, 91.

Repose, rest, tranquil state, 791.

Repress, 180, 328.

Repress or oppress, 79.

Repress subject or keep down, 328.

Reprehend or punish, 248.

Reprehend, 234.

Repress a laugh, 367.

Reprimand, 375.

Reprieve, 840.

Reproachful slanderous mouth, 510.

Reproach, foul, must sometimes be borne

by princes, 500.

Reprove a friend, 139.

Repudiate, 80.

Reputation not injured by whoredom,

150.

Reputation to destroy it, 413.

Reputation, good, ordinary, name that

descends to posterity, unsupported

by the reality ; to disregard reputa-

tion, 359.

Reputation, 359.

Reputation, to injure one's own, 23.

Reputation, good iu a high degree, 72.

Request or engage a person to do, 69.

Required urgently, 147, 291.

Required positively, 270.

Rest, repose, 855.

Rest with me, the authority does not,

479.

Rest, 423.

Rest at noon, 301.

Rest or lean upon a table, 213.

Restrain anger, 367.

Restrain, 328.

Restraint on pride, passion, the will and

pleasure, inculcated, 148.

Restrict, confine, 232.

Restless disposition, 268.

Restless, 219.

Rescue from vice, 291.

Rescue or save, a w ill for defence, 500.

Resemblance uncertain, 77.

Resentment, tin- consequence of muck

talking, respect of much acting, 346.

Resentment, to cherish.it in the heart,

480.

Resentful, be not, 1?1.

Resentments and debts devolve on an

individual, 149.

Resign an office, 80.

Resistance and opposition to insult or

disrespect from other nations, 471.

Residence, Imperial, 56.

Reside, 479.

Resolution, purpose to do something,

126.

Resources in himself, possessed by the

good man, 706.

Resort, place of, 544.

Resounds does the thunder, and the rain

obscures, 536.

Respect him more than the gods, 403.

Respects, to pay, 127.

Respects, compliments, 400.

Respectful, 131, 849.

Respectability, 101.

Respectfully present, 192.

Response, singing and alternate, 129,

381.

Response, from the gods, or departed

spirits, mode of soliciting, 40.

Responses or answers in divination, 475.

Retain in the memory, 367.

Retiring, 420.

Retirement, 91.
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Retire front public life in troublous

times, 318.

Retire, 34.

Retreat, 287.

Re-treat, to cut it off, 460.

Retrenchment, difficult, 595.

Retribution will assuredly come sooner

or later, 523.

Return, 458.

Return, once gone, no, 334.

Return, or recompense for kindness, 524.

Return a bow, a visit, or present, 460.

Return to virtue, 36.

Returned five times, 339.

Reward or recompeuce of labour, 272.

Reward 266.

Reveal or disclose, or speak out the

whole truth, 361.

Revelation made by heaven to man, 401.

Revelation, 401.

Revenge inculcated as well as gratitude,

523.

Revenge, 65, 458.

Revenge, to, 169.

Revenge, expression denoting, 190.

Revenger of an injury, and a creditor,

troublesome people, 201.

Reverence and respect, between princes

and statesmen, 305.

Reverently wish you joy and felicity,

358.

Reverse, a legal decision, 340.

Reveries, 571.

Review troops, 191.

Revivify us, 361.

Revivifying pill, 460.

Receipt for money paid, 415.

Rewards and punishments of virtue

and vice, 405.

Revolt, 343.

Revolt, renounce allegiance, 343.'

Revolve in a circle as the sun and

moon, 268.

Revolve in the mind, think on with

pleasure, 461.

Rhamnus, fruit of, 574.

Rhubarb, 574.

Rhinoceros, cup of punishment, or

forfeit in allusion to, 183.

Rhyme, accord with in sound, 354,

Ribaldry, 426.

Rice, to force one's self to eat it,

259.

Rich and delighting \a virtue, poor and

yet happy, 851 .

Rich should be taught, 260.

Rich merchant employs the poor in his

service, 540.

Rich, to enrich, 851.

Rich man, 61.

Rid one's self of a calamity, 317.

Ride together, 24.

Ridicule, 106, 431.

Ridkule or satirize, 234.

Ridicule the man afraid of his -wife,

370.

Rift or belch, forbidden, 439.

Right, 163.

Right and reg ular conduct, 291.

Right hand place of honor, 303.

Right and left hands, attendants on

nin^s of an army, 353.

Right-haud man, 353.

Right or righteousness, that in which

the good man is instructed, 413.

Right, appearing so but wrong, 85.

Right the injured, 84.

Right hand must be used by children,

187.

Right angles, 299.

Righteousness, to discourse on it 'and

point out the danger of its appo-

site, 316.

Rigorous, 451.

Ring leader, 572.

Ringing in the ears and sneezing, indi-

cates that somebody is talking about

one, 447.

Rinsing ricCj sound of, 343.

Ripple, slight, caused by fish, 370.

Rip open, 231.

Rise in insurrection, 25.

Rise and fall, sudden, flourishing or

its opposite, 304.

Rising of the sun, 301.

Rite, 163.

Rive or tear open, 241.

Ronr, 425, 428,

Roar of a tiger or wild boar, 378.

Roaring of a lion, 370.

Rob, robbers, 228.

Rob, or plunder, 22g, 249.

Robbers, pirates, marauder), 830.

Robes gf ceremony, 629.

Robes and caps, an<l fine thing*, 200.

Robust, 13.

Robust, bale, stout, 256.

Rocky hill, artificial, 355.

Roll up, SIS.

Road, the right tide must be taken by

men, the left by women, 431.

Road large and open, 132.

Road, the same, 83.

Road branching off in three directions,

337.

Road stopped up against virtuous men,

551.

Romance, Chinese, 612.

Room, place, none, 483.

Rooms with intricate passages, and a

long flight of steps, 557.

Root firmly established, means either

strong bodily constitution or good

circumstances, 515

Root and foundation, good ; a good con-

stitution, 511.

Rotten tree, entirely spoiled, 557.

Rotting, never, 496.

Round, rounded, 463.

Round coin, a figure of suavity and

accommodation, 476.

Round what should be, let it be round ;

say the plain truth, yea, yea; nay,

nay, 297.

Round, to make round ? round tables,

round silver coin ;
a dollar ; round

dreams, 473.

Round, to go, and begin again, 373.

Rouge or red-ink, 545.

Roughen the throat,4l8.

Rouse, 276.

Rouse or stimulate to exertion, 269.

Row back, 340.

Royal law, undeflected, 139, 140.

Royal family, 274.

Royal or imperial family, the govern-

ment, 470.

Rub bright, 230, 499.

Rubbing the eyes recommended by

Chwang.tsze, 672.

Rude, rustic, 130, 466.

Ruin, his, cannot bear to sit still and see

it, 489.
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Ruin, 53,54, 151.

Ruin one's family, 4 IS.

Ruined many officers, 557.

Ruinous wall, 499.

Rule, 71,35.

Rule with case, phrase for. 496.

Rule over, or direction of, 354.

Rule, all who possess, or rule over a

country, are called Keun, 363.

Rule as a magistrate, SO.

Rule, govern, conlroul, 842.

Rule, pattern or law, 236.

Huler or law, ten thousand (i. e. all) ages,

Confucius was, 496.

Rules, national regulations, 232.

Rules, prefatory, directions and expla-

nations at the commencement of

Chinese books, 102.

Rulers of nations, their title, 36S.

Ruler, sovereign, 842.

Ruminate, 378.

Ruminate or chew food, 463.

Ruminate chew the -cud, 453.

Ruminating and chewing, 436.

Run away and conceal, 297.

Run away, 592.

Run over the brim, 151.

Run-a-way, 52.

Running about to get food to eat,

592.

Rush forward, at the sound of instru-

ments, 441.

Rustling noise of trees, 369.

Rustic, 296, 116.

Rustic, a villager, 296,

Sack or bag, open your sack, means

both to open one's purse, to help and

to open one's mind, to advise, 456.

Sacred, praenomen of Confucius, of

princes, and of the people, esteemed

10, 21.

Sacred books, contain the revelation of

sages, 361.

Sacrifice to hraven at the winter sol-

stice, site of, 306

Sacrifice to all the gods after the winter

solstice, 426.

Sacrifice, 5s.

Sacrificial feast, party drunk, anticipated

acceptance, 590.

Sacrifice, to prepare a victim for it
;

prince himself divides the liver of

the victim, 232.

Sacrifices or oblations, certain ceremo-

nies, 446.

Sacrifices to the gods are simple, 415.

Sacrifices prepared during the night, 425.

Sacrifices to ancestors, reason of, 523.

Saddle, never reached the horse, 338.

Safe and well settled, 615.

Safe commercial intercourse, 466.

Sage, 60.

Sage, or wise man, alone knows .how to

advance and to recede, &c. 395.

Sage, second rate, 51.

Sages called heaven's messengers, 99.

Sages or moralists of antiquity, 120.

Sages and common people are of the

same nature, 500.

Sages, heaven and earth form a triad, 335.

Sage, in the west, mentioned by Confu-

cius, considered as Buddha; sages

arouse all nature, 93.

Said, it may be, it cannot be, 333.

Sailor, 61.

Salary, 121.

Salary given to a tutor, 647.

Salary from government, 121.

Sale price, high or low, 395.

Salt and bitter metaphorically, the ills

of life, 493.

Salutation, very common one, 410.

Salutation, Japanese mode of, 268.

Salutations and congratulations, 358.

Same, II.

Same ; person of the same pursuits, 358.

Same house, living together, same place,

assembled together, 357.

Sand and dust boiling, 537.

Sun-knS period, the principal leaders,

715.

Saunter in a garden, 473.

Sash, the ends hanging down, 496

Sat on the ground, opposite each other,

4S8.

Saturate with water, 85S.

Satiate, 177.

Satirize him, 657.

Satisfaction, full complete, in a virtuous

age, 536.

Satisfaction from doing one's duty,

however received in the world, 455.

Satisfaction, to take revenge, 201.

Satisfy, cannot man's heart, 177.

Satisfied or satiated with food, 329.

Satisfy, if a bad man be not, like a tiger

he'll devour you, 441.

Save a distressed people, 283.

Save one's country from impending
evils, 274-

Savoury, 324.

Saunter about, 171.

Sources of raiment and food, tu jbandry,

fishery, and commerce, 325.

Sanscrit, or Fan, the dialect of, 85.

Say, not much to, IS6.

Say, to say as others say, 48.

Saying, common, 115.

Sayings, good, are like pearls, 1 1.

Scale of vices and virtues, 619.

Scales of fish, 66.

Scarsely, or but just sufficient, 351.

Scar, 302.

Scattered people, those driven from

their dwellings in times of
anarchy,

309.

Scratched my head, under embarrass-

ment, 631.

Scenery, romantic and diversified, 628.

Sceptre, 481.

Sceptres or insignia of authority, an-

ciently given to governors, 481.

Scheming after gain, 229.

Scheme, intrigue, plot, 4T4.

Scholar, 61.

Scholar and master, the merit and success

of the latter depends on the former,

302.

Scholar, famous, mean, poor; scholar an

ornament to a table, 167.

Scholar or learned man, retired, emin-

ent, virtuous, 561.

School name, or book name, name

pronounced on a boy's going to

school; master and boy worship. 359.

School at nights, 570.

School, ofHing-tan, that of Confucius,

710.

Schools, called by different namest

children to be sent to school at six

or seven years of age, 538, 539.

Schools, a hundred rules to be observed

in, 749, 153.
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Scissarn, 918.

Scissars, to clip with them, 245.

Scold, monarch Shun's mother was one,

687.

Scolding or approbrinus language, 378.

fcout, 389.

Scout, or spy, 140, 389.

Scrape, 230.

Scrape or rub off, scrape outlettcrs, 230.

Scrape off the dirt, 499.

Scroll, 317.

Scroll or book, Chinese books were in

the form of scrolls till the eight

century, 317.

Scrotum, 317.

Scrub clothes, 230.

Scrub the table clean, 832.

Scrub, to wash to scrub, 238.

Scrupulous attention to rules, 546.

Scrutinize the fact, 263.

Scuttle fish, called the ink fish, 546.

Sea, the ocean, 554.

Sea god, JS, 362.

Seal or credential, divided in two, 24J.

Seal, great national, 553.

Seal, Imperial, 553.

Seal, private, official, and national, to

seal, 315.

Seal, 119,315.

Sealed or closed letter, 347.

Sealed enclosure, bribe sometimes seal-

ed up, 281.

Seam, 114.

Sear with a hot iron, 315.

Search into, phrase for, 369.

Search in every direction, 459.

Season, cold, 205.

Seasons the four called heaven's dele-

gates, 361.

Seasoning added to soup, 444.

Seat, 87. .

Seat, having none allowed, 489.

Secluded recess, 162.

Second time, 195.

Second, 4G.

Second-bar pagoda, 531.

Second person in any government com-

mission, 246.

Secret, close, 849.

Secret, no part of a man's conduct, a

secret to himself, 38.

P*T 9 A

Secret, to keep in the mind, 307.

Secretly, to steal or snatch, 136.

Secretly communicated, as quack tnc-

dicinct, 149.

Sect of the learned, 844.

Section ofa book, 460.

Sects, Ihe three in China, 167.

Security merchant, 117.

Sedan chair, 37.

Sediment, 550.

Seduce by false representations, 398.

Seduce, 392.

Seduced away by Jin-sun, 386.

Sedulous, 274.

Seduction of a female, punished by one

hundred blows, 633.

See ; to see a superior; to visit an equal,

337.

See before us, what place, 239.

Seeing or visiting a superior, 335.

See, an ancient statesman to whom Shun

recommended clemency, 592.

Seed, 64.

Seed, progeny, 702.

Seeds of a gourd ; wild rose seed ; tur-

nip radish seed; seeds of gardenia ;

seeds of quisqualis Indica, 706.

Seeds of plantago major, (Mr Living-

stone), 706.

Seek and you will obtain, 236.

Seeking fame and gain, 360.

Seizeand appropriate territories, express-

ed by swallowing them, 365.

Seized and usurped possession of the

city, 309.

Seized, or taken 70 banditti, 360.

Select or take, from amongst many, suc-

cessful literary candidates, 342.

Select or choose a proper place to live

in, 484.

Self, to examine, 340.

Self love and social, two different leaders,

545.

Self confident, I3S.

Self examination, three topici ofMen-

ciiis, 609.

Self controul to practice or to dislike

it, determines a good or bad charac-

ter, ISO, 181.

Sell respect, makes a man respected, and

contrariwise, 303.

Self complacency and satisfaction, 629.

Self controul and activity united, 791.

Selfish desires rejected by reason, 123.

Selfishness common to all men but per-

fect sages, 744.

Selfishness, conquest over in the times

of Shun, 543.

SeU, 170, 395.

Sell, consumption or sale of commodities,

395.

Semitones and five tones, 372.

Semstress, a star in Lyra, worshipped by

Chinese ladies, 568.

Send, 69, 99.

Send, cast, or make depend on another,

48.

Senior, not to be walked before, 179.

Senses, indulgence of, condemned, 92.

Senses, organs of, in the language of the

Buddhists, 538.

Sensorium, 461.

Sentence, to pass, 227.

Sentence to be explained, 220.

Sentence, 348.

Sentence, to mark it with commas and

periods ; sentence, fine one j alarming

one, 348.

Sentiment and taste differing, 375.

Separate ; separate from a friend, 220.

Separate, 75, 228.

Separate the flesh from the bones, 246.

Separate or distinguish, 220.

Separate from each other, 333.

Sepulture neglected in ancient times,
'

527.

Sepulchre or grave, 534.

Series first of the best composition, 295.

Serious, 'or important consequences, 111.

Seriousness or gravity, necessary to re-

spectability, 466.

Seriously, 1 am speaking to you, 532.

Serpent, to dream of, indicates a female

child, 571.

Serrated edge, 48.

Servant, 99.

Servant or slave, 155.

Servant, one who is at the call of t-

nother, 409.

Servant, your Or my', 75.

Servant, your, 66.

Servant boy, 330.
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Serrr, 44, 4S, 67.

Serve oin 's p.m-iiU dutifully, 7--.

STVO, with bodily labour, 77.

Service, public, tu enter on or to be in,

67.

Service, on which one is sent, 45.

ITS should not be pressed on the

public, 16?.

Serving a good or bad man, the diffe-

rence of, 4 10.

Servile flattery, 296.

Set of people, umliitious of superiority

over their neighbours, 871.

Settle or arrange, 137.

Seven, 14.

Severe, 451.

Severe, formidable, 229.

Severe manner, stern, 210.

Severity, strictness in leaching, &c. 451.

Seventy and clemency should aid each

other, 645.

Seniors and juniors, 341.

Sexes should he sep .rated, 301.

Sexual intercourse, affirmed of the inani-

mate creation, 632.

ShackJes for the hands of criminals,

459.

Shades or conceals the external appearr

ance, 541.

Shaft of an arrow, 230.

Shake, move, 204.

Shake, 267.

Shake to agitate ; shake as by an earth-

quake, 268.

Shaken the dust from his clothes, 599.

Shallow water, 331.

Shame, 424.

Shame, felt for vicious acts, 657.

Shameless, brazen-faced, 324.

Shameless, 324.

Shamun, Shamanism priests of the Budli

sect, 157.

Shan-turig, ancient name for, 278.

Shaou king-fuo, in Canton province,

530.

Shared the labours and fatigues of the

men, 368.

Share another'* sorrows ; share, do not

covet a large share or portion of any

thing, 220.

Sharp knife, 818.

Sharp edged weapons, 220.

Sharpen, 330.

Shuttered bones all came out, 520.

Slme, 424.

Shave the head, beard, and f.ice, 235.

Shaved the head of a chijd at the time

of naming it, 359.

She, 68.

Shed, 56.

Shed, or temporary covering by the side

of tombs, 128.

Shepherds, the land of, 493.

Shelter, 53, 321.

Shining, not very clearly, 296.

Shjn-too and Yuh-lefih, two demons who

defend doors, 5i6.

Ship.has arrived, 231.

Shrill sound of a distant song, 330.

Shock of thunder, 252.

Shook bauds and parted, 223.

Shoot an arrow, 26.

Shop, barber's, 235.

Shopmen, manner of paying duties to

the Chinese company of Houg-mer-

cliants, 524.

Shore is there, ever near to the penitent,

460.

Short of strength, weak and unable to

act with assiduity, 402.

Short time, 234.

Should not, IS.

Shout. 411.

Shouts, preceded by, 265.

Shouted out, beat the gong, 411.

Show, the wife ofgeneral Ke, her manners

and dress, 614.

Shrunk into one mass, 475.

Shun, the ancient monarch, character

of his family, 687.

Shut, all things shut up, as in winter,

394

Shut or guarded strongly all around,.466.

Shut the mouth, 357.

Shut, 394.

Sickle thrust into the ground, 588..

Side of, to sleep on the side, 140.

Side, support on each ; attack on both ;

both a military aud medical phrase,

588.

Side, not in the middle; not straight;

not correct, 135.

Sideways, 151.

Sidew.iys, stepping, the mode of retiring

from the presence of a superior, 129-,

130.

Sides, right and left, 353.

Sides of a river, to deepen them, 538.

Sigh and lament, allusiuu to Sze-ma-ueu,

425

Sigh, a long, 74^.

Sigh, with a long sigh, 425.

Sigh, 365, 114,21.

Sigli out disapprobation, 355.

Signs, symbols or representation of what-

ever exists, contained in diagrams
of Fab-he, 311.

Signs of heaven, the sun and moon,
574.

Signals, secret, 394.

Signals by ascending smoke, called

smoke pyramids, 519, 546.

Silence,, the emperor kept profound,

when giving audience, 434.

Silence, stillness, 423, 434.

Silence, to think in, with a drooping

head, 120.

Silence observed on an unlucky day,

347.

Silent as a deserted mansion, 857.

Silversmith, 290.

Silly, stupid, parents both, 448.

Silly, foolish, 168.

Similar to, 84, 154.

Simple, 415.

Simple pure manners, expressed by an al-

lusion to cold and ice, 203.

Simple, stupid, 133.

Simpletons, easily imposed on, 15.

Sincere aud honest, 860.

Sincere, 100, 118.

Sincere heart, 28.

Sincere, liberal minded, faithful man,

324.

Sincerely, 175.

Sincerity and truth, 1 18,

Sinew, 256.

Sinews, to pluck them out, 243.

Sing, 4'.'8.

Sing songs, 396.

Sing and respond, husband lead and

wife follow, 129.

Single gJtcment, 415,
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Single, alone, 66.

Siugmg licentious *<>ng, 426.

Singing in tho in'uUt <>l the ro id, 489.

Singular, not associating with, nor act-

ing with others, 333.

Sink down, 551.

Sinners or this uicked driven away, 89.

Sin-yang-kc, a famous courtezan, 612.

Sip or take a small draught, 421.

Sip the wine during the ceremony of

sacrificing, 416.

Sir, aged or venerable, 344.

Sir, expression of respect, 352.

Sister, elder, a common appe.l.ition of

females, 024.

Sisters, elder, younger, 617.

Sisters, two given by tlu monarch Yaou

in marriage tu Shan, 694.

Sit down ; sit awhile; sit on one sides

sit or travel skiing- in a chair,

488-

Sitting facing the south, 306.

Situation in life, 88.

Situation for a dwelling, high and dry,

elevated, 529.

Six, sixth, sixteen, sixty, six tiroes six,

189.

Skilled thoroughly in the arts of gain.

413.

Skilled in horsemanship, 405.

Skilful student, 261.

Skin, two bits which form the mouth;

utter wor.ls at random, 346.

Skin of the hands and feet thick and

hard, 442.

Skin and bone, 237.

Skin, an. animal, 23 1.

Sky light, or window in the roof, 463.

Sky or heaven, 576.

Slander hatred, 525.

Slander, he will not, 366.

Slander mutual, 171.

Slander injures him who utters it,

150.

Slanderous and servile people attack

reformers, and injure their persons

but cannot turn them from their

purpose, 316.

Slap the face, a Chinese puuiibment,

432.

Slave girl, 25.

f!;iTC man or woman, 603.

Slave ; slaves to be treated with indul-

gence or leuity, l.'i.V

Slavery, a common punishment in China,

fi60.

Slavery, crime originally the occasion,

604.

Slaves, must not be forced to remain

unmarried, 611.

Slaves, to be treated with kindness ;

laws concerning, 604.

Sleep of death, 307.

Seep, 858.

Mender feeble body, 415.

Slight effort, 369.

Slime-, mire, mud, 502.

Sl'ppcrj road, 125, 126.

Slobber like a duck, 400.

Slobber up the soup, 444.

Slobbering hasty manner of eating, 444..

Slow, hasty, 242.

Mur over an affair in order to prevent

censure, 534.

Small cpuntry, 298.

Small, 51, 428.

Smaller half, 202.

Small-pox, account of, 216,580.:

Smart in reply, 94.

Smartness ot reply, 229.

> incur, or plaster; smear the nose; a

people who do, 517.

Smear our bodies, denoting moral de-

filement, 533.

Smelter, 204.

Smell, 417.

Smell it, would keep a person madly

awake three days, 417.

Smile, a smirk and a smile, 450.

Smile, and retain a present sent,

385.

Smiles and eyes of a beautiful woman,

131.

Smith, 290.

Smoke and dust, 537.

Sraokii.g with a sort of hooka, used in

China, 502.

Smuggle, 587.

Snakes before and ravening tigers be-

hind, 536.

Snare, unable to escape from it, 469.

Snarling of a dog, 370, 433.

Snarling no'ne of a do<r, 370, 46.

Sue T, smile of di-ris '.on, 2 (
'.'

Sneeze, a d i.-ait; ;
ancient* divined by

sneezing; sneeze indiinte* that some

person is talking alio.il one, 447.

Sneeze and spit, 3S:i, 417, 412.

Slice/in;:, very lucky, 447.

Snort or spurt out, 442.

Snoring, 3'.'3.

Snoring in sleep, 455.

Snout of a boar, and deep sunken eyes,

an European face, 409.

Snow added to hoar frost, sorrow upon

sorrow, 295.

Snuff a candle, to snuff it, 525.

Snuff at, dislike or hate, 525.

So long as a year, not, 33S.

Soap, preparation for, 586.

Sobbing' and crying, 375.

Society, men keep, affects their charac-

ter, 545.

Societj, the worth of the higher orders,

ensures the good behaviour of the

lower, 314.

Society or association, member of, 338.

Society of the young, 526.

Society vicious, like sitting amongst

mire, 532.

Sodomy, punishment of; in some cases

capital, 633.

Sodomy, play actors employed, 61*.

Soft effeminate manner invites to lewd-

ness, 204.

Soft, hard, 242.

Soften down, or smooth rugged manner?,

463,

Soil, white soil ; yellow earth j 558.

Soldier, 13, 191, 190, 66.

Soldier able boided, 138.

Soldiers to raise them by public pro-

clamation, 273.

Soldiers of the court came to announce

the joyful news, 410.

Soldier's coat, character brave, worked

on the breast and back, 265.

Solemn, 451.

Solemn and harmonious sound of music,

448.

Solemn voice and grave manner, 331.

Solid, 4G6.

Solid, real, true, 560,
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Solid, plain character, 53 i.

Solitary, destitute, and comfortless, re-

presented by the Ton tree, 688.

Solitude and silence, 395.

Solstice, winter, 201.

Jon, 182.

Son, child, lad, boy, girl, 702.

Son of Confucius, P7fc-.V".

-mi of heaven, messenger, or delegate

fiom the Emperor, 361.

Son-in-law, called half a son, 302.

Son-in-law, or daughter's husband, 565.

Son-in-law, phrase for, 491.

Sons and younger brothers are to be

the fathers and elder brothers of

the next generation; bad sons will

have bad children, 703.

Song, rustic, 116.

Song of ancient liberty, 559.

Song led by one, a hundred respond, 396.

Song of persons pulling and hauling,

446.

Sonorous stones and belis, 527.

Soon enough, 279.

Sooner known that you would have

treated me with such contempt, 361.

Sooth with warm expressions, 375.

Sooth, the labor ofdefending the people

and soothing them like children,

411.

Sooth and encourage, 266.

Soothe, console, 795.

Soothe and compassionate, 317.

Soothing the people like children, 4J1.

Sophistical argumentation, expert at, 229.

Sorceresses, who sing hymns to the

gods and drive away demons, 656,

Sorcerers and wizzards, 5U.

Sordidly, 305.

Sordid miserly attachment to gain, 241.

Sorrow, no occassion for, 74.

Sort class, species, 385.

Soul or anima, undergoes a change in

sleep, 287.

Soul, 61.

Souls or spirits departed of those who

have died well. 436.

Soul melts on seeing the fascinatin"-~ 8

smile of a beautiful woman, 681.

Soul, iU separate existence after death,

Confucius silent about it, 713.

Soul or spirit common to all animals,

257.

Sounds, initial, denial, &c. Introd. iv,

Sounds of the orthography of Chinese

syllables. Intro, xvii.

South pole, S06.

South, southern regions, 306.

South, the south pole, 306.

Soup, to slobber it up, 444.

Sour, and therefore did. not drink large-

Jy, 448.

Sovereign, 28, 29, 363.

Sovereign or lord ; a good sovereign;

a happy sovereign, 29, 30.

Sparing of words, 418.

Spawn, 317.

Speak a word with you, 348.

Spear, 218.

Spear long, 213.

Spear and double edged sword, 25$.

Species capability of producing a differ-

ent one, as in the case of some

insects, 287.

Species, superior to one's own, 112.

Species, 131.

Species, the same, 358.

Specious loquacity, 346.

Specious and flattering, 91.

Speed, with all possible, 319.

Speed, to repair to with, 593.

Speech, impediment in, 85.

Speech, mild and soothing, 621.

Spells, one broken, 613.

Spend one's strength, 257.

Sphere. 473.

Sphere or rank, to overstep it, 385.

Spider, 189.

Spiders climb on the doors, 616.

Spies, laws against, extended to Chinese

who unlicenced hold intercourse

with foreigners, 635, 636.

Spine, 371.

Spine, strength of, 372.

Spiral, curled, or twisted appearance,

465.

Spires, awl-shaped steeples, pagodas

~so called, 530,

Spiritual transformations or those

effected by divine agency, 286.

Spirit ascends to heaven, 301.

Spirit pervades matter, 614.

Spirit descended and ate, 5.94.

Spirit left the .body, so frightened, 445.

Spirit or manners of antiquity, expresied

by the word wind, 440.

Spirit of the wind, 636.

Spirits, animal, 176.

Spirits flagged, 130.

Spirits their nature, how to be known,

120.

Spiritual essence invisible, 613.

Spirits are present or dwell in all things,

351.

Spirits departed to make them happy,

_
426.

spirits tasted the savour, of the sacrifice,

42.

Spit, 361.

Spit and sneeze, 383, 397.

Spit upon a man; spittle ; when spit

in the face to wipe it off one's self,

397.

Spittle, 397.

Splendid heavens, 287.

Splendid, truly great and splendid, 180.

Splendid, gay, 119.

Split open, 251.

Split, 252, 243.

Spoil, 557.

Spoil it, do not, spoiled child, 557.

Spoils or breaks every thing he puU
his hand to, 268.

Spoliation forbidden, 598,

Spoon, 289.

Spoon, obsolete form, 285.

Spoon, 285.

Spontaneous growth and cultivation,

terms for, 558,

Spontaneously growing, divine tree, 34C.

Spot, black, while, 702.

Spouse met by a hundred carriages,

186.

Spout of a tea pot, 432.

Sprawling out, don't sit with the leg!

so, 4!- 9.

Spread, out, 87.

Spring, 49.

Sprinkle the ground and sweep it, 51 1.

Spring, the bird that pruclaiiiis it, 410.

Spring, season, huutcrs spare the young.

472.

Sprites and fairies ilupify men, 13.
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Sprite* and fairies, of a malicious

character, 780.

Spurt any liqniil from the mouth, 435.

Spurt, the genii can spurt rice from

the mouth and make il become bees,

435.

Spurious descent, 696.

Sputter and rage in a fit of anger,

mouth wearied with, 381.

Sputter, 381.

Spy or endeavour to find out, 234.

Spy, 114, 140, 889.

Spy or try to find oul, 84.

Square and comp.s<, 13.

Square and round, 473.

Squatted cross-legged, 587.

Squrtted themselves in the midst of

flowers and grasses, 516.

Squinting eyes, 38.

Squire ease and pleasure, a nick name

for loungers, 438.

Squirrel flying, 586.

Stabbed to the heart, 833.

Stack of grain, 494.

StafT, grasping and throwing it down

again, 418.

Stage plays, 252.

Stain or disgrace of not relieving an

oppressed neighbouring state, 499.

Stallions strong, 97.

Stallions are in the wilderness, 492.

Stammering, man, 356.

Stammer, 355.

Stamp, 315.

Stamp duty, or deeds of houses, 591.

Stands for placing wine on, 492.

Stand still, waiting, or looking with

expectation, 86.

Standards in regular order, do not attack

them, 536.

Star aniseed, 574.

Star milignant, 215.

Star morning and evening, 368.

Stare with anger and indignation, 450.

Stared up at the heavens, 125.

Staring with rage, 410.

Stars happy, shed their benign influences,

563.

SI r< revolving round the north pole,

343.

Started or leapt up alarmed, 445.

SI ilc or appearance of things, 274.

State affairs, 46.

State to superiors, 368.

Stale clearly to superiors, or to govern-

ment, 36X.

Stalely and honorable, 45,

Stately and pompous, 644.

States or petty nations in China, amount-

ed to three thousand, 471.

States, dependant, or petty nations of

ancient China, 364.

Sia'ee, or small nations in China, at the

time of Coufucius, 711.

Statesmen, or ministers ofstate, ancient

title of, 320.

Statesmen, sixteen mentioned in ancient

history, 213.

Statesmen, bad, names of several, 605.

Statesmen at seventy years of age, had

a wooden table allowed, 492.

Station, high or low, neither puffs up
nor vexes a good man, 480.

Station, to desire and do what is proper

for one's, D4.

Station or place a person fills, 483.

Station or duty proper to one, quietly

attending to the duties of, 221.

Statistical list for the use ofgovernment,

194.

Statistical account of the whole, Ta-

tsing (or Tartar Chinese) empire,

576.

Statue, 140.

Steal, literally and figuratively, 141.

Steal a belly full, and afterwards suffer

pains like those of death, 409.

Stealth, to do by, 141.

Staves for old men, 563,

Stem or stalk of a flower, 24.

Step, or pass over, 305.

Step on first, 179.

Steps, to a temple ; emblem of statesmen,

490.

Steps, called the teeth of the stair; to

the imperial palace were nine in

number, 540.

Stern, dignified manner, 174.

Stern, cold stern manner, 210.

Stern, 451.

Stick or staff, Confucius struck a man

ou the legs with, 349.

Stick in the ground, 241.

Stiff, pertinacious adherence to rule,

509.

Stiff and slraight disposition, unaffected

sincerity, 242.

Stillness, 423.

Still nioie, 51, 19.

Still born, or dying in the womb, 466.

/Still continuing the same, 66.

Stimulate, 265.

Stimulate or rouse to action, 93.

Stimulate by drums and songs, 169.

Stimulate to diligent husbandry, 262.

Slippery tongue, 346.

Stipend of a teacher, 120.

Stoicism, sort of, admired, 625.

Stoic philosopher, 609.

Stolen gains and stolen pleasures to be

avoided, 141.

Stomach turned, 340.

Stone, to cut letters on il, 267.

Stool, to ease nature by, 110.

Stool of deal or board, 214.

Stool, 211.

Stop, 81.

Stop, close or shut up, stop a person's

mouth, stop an aperture, 534.

Stop work, 136.

Stop from walking, stop from acting ;

the mouth not speak, 89, SS.

Slop or plaster up with mortar or mud>

541.

Stop up, 560.

Stop the horse at the precipice, 26T.

Stoppage of trade, 137.

Stoppage contracted in the throat, 386.

Stork and pine, emblems of longevity,

563.

Store or lay up, place for, 298.

Stored up or contained in, 280.

Stories, ignorant and foolish, called blind,

392.

Storm, or violent wind, proves the

strenglh of plants ;
national storm

proves faithful statesmen, 263.

Strange visage, very suspicious, 341.

Strange disposition, 589.

Stranger from remote parts, 61.

Strange not sufficient to be so accounted,

163.

Strangle to death, 267.
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Straight forward man, 78.

Stratagems in war, specimen of, 691.

Streams, branching oil' into, S6.

Streams stopped and ponds filled up, 498.

Streams that run amongst hills, 554.

Street, to go out to, 216.

Street, laugh, people in, 487.

Strenuous and indefatigable exertion,

7*2.

Strength or capacity ofbudy and of mind,

25.6.

Strengthen your heart and wait, 515.

Strength, to exert one's strength, 256.

Strength competent to turn round the

heavens, 460.

Stir up strife, 392.

Stir up exertion, 265.

Strike up music, 590.

Strike a line with a string, 546.

Strike a drum, 80.

Strike, to knock head, 349.

Stroke of the pencil reject them, 27.

Strong, able bodied, 138.

Strong, 138.

Struck with alarm, 356.

Strumpet, prostitute, 654.

Student, skilful, 261.

Student, fellow, 33S.

Studies, finished, phrase for, 127.

Study, daily, a footpath must be con-

stantly trod, 535.

Study, called a chewing letters, 382.

Study virtue unweariedly, 266.

Studies adapted to youth, 747.

Studies proper for adults, 747.

Studies of men, xxvii, rules for prose-

cuting, 753, 758.

Stuffed full, 177.

Stuff the mouth of a corpse, 368.

Stumble, 85.

Stupid, 132.

Stupid; muddy intellect, absurd, 532.

Stupid, as a clay image, 532.

Stupid blockhead, expressed by an allu-

sion to 0-tow, who slept in the midst

of battle, 716.

Stutter, 355.

Stutterer, or stammerer, one who could

speak fluently when drunk, 356.

Style or graving tool, 251.

Style, free and flowing, compared to a

fine horse going down a declivity,

490.

Styx, the river to be passed by departed

shades, 533.

Subdue, 180.

Subdue, to subdue one's self, 238.

Subdue one's self, 238.

Subject, 564.

Subjugate, 80.

Submit to one's destiny, or be resigned

to providence, 164.

Submission, woman thrice subject, 584.

Subscriptions solicited to build a pa-

goda or temple, 530.

Subscriptions, solicitators for, by the

Budh and Taou priests, 273.

Subsultory motion, 599.

Subtile, 614.

Subtract or pare away, 237.

Suburbs, 504.

Subvert, 125, 151.

Succeeded the dynasty Hea, 342.

Succeed, 101,420.

Succeeds, younger brother the elder,

338.

Success or failure, 41S.

Success, successful, classical word, 55.

Success and failure, 84, 413.

Successive generations, 71.

Suck, 40, 368.

Suck milk as a new born infant, 368.

Suck liquids into the mouth, 316.

Suckle, 40, 391,

Succour, 261.

Succumb, say no more, 346.

Suddenly, 304.

Suffer, to suffer distress, 343.

Suffer distress, loss, 414.

Sufficiency and to spare, 177.

Sufficient, 145.

Sugar candy, 204.

Suicide of parents implicates the children,

703.

Suicide, attempted by Gan-kin-tsang,
795.

Suitable, proper, incumbent, 836.

Sum, total, 190.

Summer house, 56.

Summer the solstice season, day, 566.

Summon with the hand, and with the

voice, 350.

Summer's d,iy to be dreaded, 801.

Sumptuous set out, 225.

Sun declining, or p.ut meridian, 140.

Sun rising, 128.

Sun-woo, a writer on military tactics;

cruel exemplification of his rules,

741.

Sun in the 15 of Taurus, expression for,

179.

Sun dial, 478.

Sun flower, 352.

Sun-flower figure of the heart being
devoted to an object, 362.

Sun regarded in the great sacrifice,

574.

Sung, notices of persons of that name,
801.

Sung, different dynasties, 797.

Superabundant. 170.

Supercilious indifference, heat me, 455.

Superficial knowledge, 346

Superior fond of being superior to

others, 271.

Superior, middling and inferior, or first,

second, and third, 26.

Superiority of talent, expressed by
several words, 144.

Superiors avoiding pride will secure the

submission of inferiors, 17.

Superiors, not inferiors, Burin and not

his pri sis should be applied to, 158.

Superlative degree, 43.

Supernatural arts, pretensions to in

war, 124.

Superstition, concerning lucky sites of

houses ; ground for graves, &c. 521.

Supplicate, 427.

Supplicate blessings, 427.

Supply the wants of a person, 105.

Supply the wants of the necessitous 464.,

Supply, 104.

Supposing it to be,for a moment, 319.

Supposition for the sake of illustration,

413.

Suppose for example, 129.

Support expressed by righting and

lefling a person, 353.

Support the falling, 464.

Suppress any evil, 5J4.

Suppress feelings and remain silent,

suppressed laugh, 365.
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Supreme God, credentials he confers,

264.

Supreme Being, a great ruler in heaven ;

more than one, therefore not su-

preme; not the creator of the

universe, 16.

Supreme ruler, in heaven, able to

satisfy his mind, 329.

Supreme ruler of the Taou sect, pre-

siding in heaven, &c. 582, 583.

Supreme Being inapplicable to the

Chinese First Cause, 582.

Surety or security for, 76.

Surety, 117.

Surname and name ; Dot rude to ask a

person's name; surname, of the same,

not allowed lo intermarry, 626.

Surname, Ke, one of the most ancient,

637.

Surname and name the same, 358.

Surpassed, not to be, the highest degree,

271.

Surpassing or superior to all, 305.

Surrender, those who have not, to be

put to death, 681.

Surround, 373.

Surround, all around, 373.

Surrounding wall, 472.

Suspicion, to avoid exciting it, 677.

Suspicious and ungracious disposition,

795.

Sustain a duty, 76, 270.

Swallow, this mouthful of rice is difficult

to swallow down, 365, 37, 384.

Swallow and to vomit, 361.

Swallow, in a political sense, denotes

seizing on the territories of others,

365.

Swiistica, or the figure on the breasts

of Budha idols, 303.

Swallows, the chattering of, 373.

Swear, I'll destroy mjstlf, 271.

Sweet spring of water, 529.

Sweep the ground, 511.,

Sweep, let every man sweep before his

own door, 356.

Sweet mouth and slippery tongue, 346.

Sweet worded old woman, fi24.

Swindler, culled a naked stick, 180.

Swiftly, moving rapidly, 244.

Swine herd, <>55.

Swoon, or the spirit leaving the body

through fright, 445.

Sword, double edged, and single edged,

95, 218.

Sword, worn by Confucius and the learn-

ed, sword exercise, swords when

first made, 253.

Sword, ornamented, single edged, double

edged, 218. 253.

Sycophantic, 126.

Syllabic spelling, 340.

Syllabic spelling, called mother and son,

704.

Synonimous, to consider many words so

shews a want of discernment; the

remark makes a pun on the word

Tung, in Chinese, 111.

Syphon to drain off liquids, 314.

Synthesis and analysis, 340.

Sze-ma-neu, a melancholy person men-

tioned in the Lun-yu, 425.

Tabashcer, 580.

Table placed on a couch, in the Chinese

manner, 473.

Table or desk for writing at, 211.

Table, to do the honor of, music and

singing at, 103.

Table and stool, 2 1 4.

Tablet, to ancestors, 143.

Tablets in temples dedicated to deceased

persons, 293.

Tablet, stone, placed over the door, 297.

Target, 107.

Tae-keih, First Cause or principle of

the Chinese, 582.

Tae-she-keaou, a prince who assumed

the character of gardener, 69 1 .

Tae-tsze, bore a hundred sons, 625.

Tael, or tale weight in China, its several

parts, 186.

Tail, 271.

Tail, stumped, bald, of a dog, 327.

Tail of a cow, 709.

Take away, 333.

Take, lake away j take away privately,

clandestinely, publicly, jointly, 342.

Take on board, 318.

Take a thing with the hand, take and

part with , take too much ; take

away, take out at random, S42.

Take a kuife, 247.

"~
'

licarerj make additions in a deci-

mal proportion, 348.

Tale, every one has a different one, 356.

Talent and virtue, 112.

Talent, to profess lo have none,- de-

fect not to be inferred from having

little to say, 94.

Talents, superior, phrase for, 21.

Talent, 439.

Talent, cleverness, 79.

Talent, estimated by the ability to infer

one principle from another, 47.

Talkative, loquacious, 94.

Talking about what ) 338.

Talk, without intending any thing, S46.

Talkative, chattering, 370.

Tall, said of man, 61.

Tall, make haste and grow, said to chil-

dren, 573.

Tall branchless trees, 414.

Tang dynasty, 393.

Taou sect, founder of, 16.

Taou-tsing-lsee', a scholar of the fifth

century, 561.

Tares or weeds, used to represent those

w>>o do not study morals, 190.

Tartars, treated queeu How with con-

tempt, 736.

Taste, tasteless, 375, 401, 440, 429.

Target or wall to shoot at, 498.

Taste, drink, or food, 401.

Taste, I have had a, of this business,

429.

Taste well or not, 351.

Taste or essay with the mouth, pray

try its taste, 429.

Tastes, five, 49.

Tastes, five, acrid, sour, salt, bitter,

sweet, corresponding to the five ele-

ments, figuratively for whatever the

mind relishes, 375.

Tasteless, insipid, affording no pleasure.

375.

Tattooed or painted bodies, 256.

Tavern to be found, where is, 400.

Tavern or wine sellers, 488.

Tautology, 333.

Tax, 82.

Tax on newly cultivated land, 510.

Taxes, land, to urge the payment of

them, 147.
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Teach the incapable and promote those

who are, 877.

Te:icli good usages, or manners, 497.

Teach, 401.

Teach the people, as well as enrich them,

260.

Teachers, careless, 90.

Tear asundrr, to open the heart and

ipit op gall, 241.

Tenrs. flowed, 291.

Tears, restrained and sighed, 367.

Tea-spoon, 289.

Tea-pots, much disused, 562.

TIM -land, 811.

Teeth, new set in old age, 1 89.

Teeth, age and rank denoted by, 76.

Teeth, to pick them, 241.

Teeth, to open them, begin to speak

about, 401.

Tell, 457.

Tell over and over again, 195.

Tell me, 37 I.

Tell all about, every particular, 247.

Tell a man to bring a pencil hither,

342.

Temperate, 165.

Temperance and economy, 165.

Temporal future, 461.

Temperature of the air, difference, 358.

Temple in Canton, to be superinlendant

of which 1,000 is paid, 483.

Temples of Ffih, or Budh, 473.

Temple of the queen of heaven, 360.

Temples of Buddha priest.', 233.

Ten, is a perfect number, tenth, ten

times ten, ten tenths, 299.

Ten, tenth, ten times ten, 299.

Tender, kind, mild, 720.

Tendon or sinew, 256.

Tent, 481.

Tenth, or one often parts, seven or

eight tenths, 220.

Terminate, 250.

Terms, fixed periods of time, 72.

Terms, or times of paying dividends, to

commence them, 315.

Terms of peace, 128.

Terrace of w&n-icang, 467.

Terrcilial globe, 474.

Territory, the grant of, represented by

giving a clod ot earth, 528.

Territory, country, belonging to China,

483.

Terrilorry, will come with a people at-

tached ti> a virtuous prince, 478.

Testicles, 317.

Testicles of animals, SI 7.

Th inked the gods, 126.

That man, 68.

Thatched cottage, 475.

Thaw, or breaking up of ice, marriage

should take place before it, 205.

Theatre or play house-, 473.

Theirs, 68.

Then, 319.

Then, in that case, immediately, 236.

Therefore, 72.

These, 51.

They, 191.

They, them, 68.

Thil'et, have you been at ? 230.

Thick, 157, 324.

Thick, thin; figuratively, liberal stingy,

324.

Thin, 415.

Thin, thick, ungracious, kind, 324.

Thine, or yours, 83.

Think and consider, 425.

Think about him, do not, 221.

Think on every quarter of an hour, i. e.

always, 234.

Think deeply, say little, 613.

Thing, 74.

Thing, a kind, 45.

Things, all, 44.

Third, 15.

Thirty, 300.

Thirst, 411.

This, manner, 19.

This, month or year or day, 65.

Thorny arena, place of danger and trou-

ble, 526.

Thank you, or request you to say it

again, 195.

Thou or you, 83.

Thought, not an evcry-day, 2*1 ?.

Though hungry and cold, did not dare

to eat, 401.

Thought of, designed, 86.

Thoughts, extend to what is distant, 333.

Thorax, 281.

Those, 5U

Thorough fare in every direction, figura-

tively a man of clear perceptions,

459.

Thousand years, title of kin<"s, JiOOo '

Thousand changes, 2S6.

Thousand, 300.

Threaten, intimidate by threatening,

445,

Threaten, threatened me till I started.

up, 445.

Threaten phrase used to d.ire a person,

226.

Three, a perfect number, three powers
in nature; three lights of heaven;

three relations ; three, the Iriad of

the Bndh or Fo itect, and of the

Taou, 15.

Threw the wine cup at Chang-san'i

head, 461.

Threw in his accusation, 263. .

Thrice, 15.

Throne, 87.

Throne, message from, to announce

to it, 348.

Throne of the emperor, called the divine

utensil, and the great gem, 671.

Throat, to cut it, 223.

Throat, 53, 384.

Throat, stoppage from disease, 436.

Throat, stoppage from grief, throat a

figure of what is essential, important

part of a country, 384.

Throat, sound proceeding from, 411.

Throat and the tongue should be care-

fully controuled, 406.

Throw out a written document, 270.

Throw up care about, 69.

Throw down, knock about ; annoy and

distress, 529

Throw from one, 319.

Throw down a wall, and fill up a ditch,

Through, 47.

538.

Thrust, against the breast, S44.

Thumping aud knocking at a door, 398.

Thunder, god of, 189.

Thus, 20.

Tide, to go with it, 37.

Ti^er, emblem of a bad man, 441.

Tiger's skin, compared to a man's

character, 360.
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Till the ground for a livelihood, ?4I.

Timber, cutting it amongst the hills, 222.

Time, what ? 1-27.

Time being, for the present, 19.

Time, revolves uninterruptedly, 65.

Times, several, he has come, 460.

Timid, afraid either to advance or retire,

503.

Timidity, excessive, compared to a

rat's peeping and drawing back,

injurious to affairs, 158.

Timorous and apprehensive, 78.

Tin produced in Che- keang, 516.

Ting-hoo hill pagoda, 530.

Tinkling, ornaments below the eves of

Chinese houses, 351.

Tipple wine and deal out songs, 423.

Tiptoe expectation, 77.

Title used wnen speaking of the em-

peror, 300.

Tittering and laughing, 433.

Tittering outside, ami a group of people

coming in laughing, 382.

Tobacco, famous, 360.

Together with, 135, 136.

Together, to rise up, to contend, 123.

Together, living together in the same

house, 358.

Toil with mind and body, 272.

Toilet, lady's, 597.

Toilsome labour, 271.

Told you to do it, who did ? 409.

Tomb of a parent, to sacrifice an ox

there after death, not so meritorious

as to give a fowl to keep a parent

alive, 542.

Tomb or sepulchre, 548.

Tones, four tones of the spoken lan-

guage j seven tones or notes in mu-

sic. Ii.lrod. iv.

Tones drrived from the language of

Fan, which, according to Klaproth is

Sanscrit, lutrod. r.

Tones, or divisions of sound, twelve,

371.

Tongue and throat have great power,

406.

Tongue slippery, 346.

Tonking, 306.

Too much, half a sentence is, when

ivnat is said seems unpleasant, 343.

. 8 c

Too large, shoes and cap, 573.

Tools must be sharpened by him who

wishes to work well, 405.

Topic or place, first, second, and so on,

236.

Topics or particulars, 75.

Topics, or places expressed by first

come; second come, &c. 101.

Topsyturvy ; head downraost, 125, 126.

Tortoise, chief of the scaly tribe, 66.

Tortoise shell, species of that used in

manufactures, 196.

Torture, 224-.

Torture, to examine by, 224.

Torture, an instrument of, 58$.

Towards, 450.

Towards the south, emperor of China

sits on his throne with his face

towards the south, 306.

Town or city, small, contains faithful

people, 299.

Trachea, 406.

Track boats, 446.

Tract of country, level and uncultivated,

325.

Trade, a stoppage of, 137.

Trade rule, 205.

Trade, those of the same never agree,

but those who follow virtue, love

each other, 676.

Trader, a famous one called Leu-pflh-

wei, 682.

Tradition, to transmit by, 149.

Tradition s.iys, 544.

Tragedy, called the Orphan of Chaou's

house, 738.

Traitorous and lawless vagabonds, 788.

Traitorous cabals, 633.

Transact business. 270.

Transfer made of things possessed, for

things not, 399.

Transfer to, 54, 128.

Transformation, 285.

Transmit to, 54.

Transmit the throne to, 148.

Transmigration of souls, 460.

Transfer, or pass from the original pur-

pose, 128.

Transverse, crosswise, SOS.

Transgress blindly instructions, 104.

Tranquil and happy, 190.

Tranquil and still, 395.

Tranquillize places remote, those near

should first be made obedient, 106.

Travellers should be easily satisfied, 466.

Travelling merchant, 838.

Travelling necessaries, defective supply,

464.

Tread in former footsteps, 127.

Treasury of the nation, 410.

Treasurer, judge, and salt inspector, in

a province called San-sze, 354.

Treat persons with impartiality, 486.

Treat lightly, 90.

Treat a person liberally and kindly ;

treats people extremely well, 324.

Treatment given will be retorted, 1 85.

Tree, sitting under, enjoying the cool

air, 207.

Trees, tall and branchless, 414.

Triad, of the Budh and Taou sects, IS.

Triad of the Taou sect, 12.

Triad, character denoting a, 62.

Trial, long, can prove either horse or

man, 257.

Trials, necessary to form great men,
543.

Tribunal of punishments, or penal

board at Peking, 224.

Tribunal higher, lay before, 371.

Tribute, articles of, 385.

Tricks, to play them, 553.

Triumph, songs of, 813.

Triumphal arches, or rather ornamented

gate ways, or according to Mr. Able,
'

Gallowses,' granted as a mark of

distinction to eminent individuals,

487.

Trifling, 51.

Trifling, thing of little value, 298.

Trifling amusement, covetous of it, 259.

Trifold source, title of Laou-tsze, 582 ;

Trinity, character supposed to refer to,

63.

Troops, soldiers, division into rank and

file, 304.

Trouble a person, civil expression for,

268.

Trouble you to correct a written com-

position. 237.

Trouble you, (to hoot out,) mention

ray name with compliments, 352.
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Trouble, what ofrasion to be at, 400.

Troublesome, 343.

Troublesome, from petty request* or

statements, 456.

Trowsers, 186.

True saying, meaning of a S mscrit term,

374.

Trumpet, 574.

Trumpet hlowii to give alarm, 389.

Trust to, 73.

Trust, an important one, committed to

one, 76.

Trust in physical force and influence,

273.

Truth, indispensable in a man's charac-

ter, and in friendship, 118.

Truth, the bund of social intercourse,

53.

Truth or sincerity, what ? Question put

by Confucius to u fisherman, 645.

Try, just try, men I)
for the present,

make the attempt, 350.

Ts;ou-t-aou, the Buiiaparle of China,

715.

Tse-how, the chieftain of Tse, a man

daringly impious, 679.

TsUn^', notices of persons of that naroc,

805.

Ts*e ping, a Chinese enthusiast, 642.

Tufts of hair on a Chinese child's head,

308.

Turn round the head to look, 460.

Turn or time, which? 460.

Tumble down, or fall, as a wall or a

bouse, '29.

Tumuli behind. Chinese graves, inscrip-

tion on, 361.

Tung-ting lake, 700.

Tung-chS, a f.imous character in Chi-

nese story, 714.

Turban Miihommedan's. 460.

Turmeric or curcuma, 631.

Tumip, preserved, 514.

Tuh ! mi expression of contempt resem-

bling, 371.

Tutor, a pilron, 142.

Tutur and Iriend, to restrain, 228.

Twan, was a person, not dull in great

affirm, 532.

Twenty, 300.

Twice, 46.

Twinkling of the eyes, to be divined

from, 447.

Twit aside his face, 125.

Two great personages, one's parents,

187.

Two, those two persons, 46, 1S6.

Tyrannical Tsin, the burner of the books,

696.

Tyrannize, 208.

Tyrranize over the people, in order to

feed one's self, 331.

Tyrants, five famous, 82.

Tything system, for the offence of one

householder criminates the other

nine, 4S9.

Tything act, clause of, 636.

Tjthing, or ten families under one

head, 287.

Ugly, 330.

Ugly appearance of a man, 152.

Ugly daughter-in-law, must see her hus-

band's parents. 670.

Uh-tSng, wife of Koo-sow, and mother

of the famous Shun, 544.

Umbrell i to keep off rain, and parasol of

mandarins, 145.

Umbrella to shade off the sun, 207.

Unable to do this, and still more unable

to do that, 337.

Unable to exert myself, 261.

Unable to do as one wishes, ISO.

Unable to endure, 89.

Unanimously, '!S6.

Unassuming, Confucius was, 304.

Unattainable by human efforts, 338.

Unbending strong, 264.

Unbending temper, 242.

Unceasing, 81.

Uncertainty, doubt, expressions of,

448.

Uncivilized, 286.

Uncle, 82, 341.

Uncle, paternal, 341.

Uncomfortable feeling in consequence

of troubling people, 272.

Uncomfortable, not one's self, 480.

Uncomfortable, when I hear it, 350.

Uncultivated ground, 483.

Under one's power, 17.

Under pretence of visiting a stranger,

360.

Understand, do you! 351.

Undetermined, 121.

Undivided attention, close application,

II.

Uneasiness of mind expressed by fish

bones sticking in the breast, 231.

Unemployed, said of statesmen, 73.

Unequal, totally different, 104.

Uneven, 172, 336.

Unfounded, rootless stories, 393.

Unfortunate, unprosperous, 493.

Unfertile laud, 549.

Ungrateful, must not be, 586.

Unhappy fate, 215.

Unhappy, Heung-raing, an an happy fate

215.

Uniform, to render so, 12.

Unimportant, 51.

Unintelligent, 201.

Unintelligible, 348.

Union ol the sexes, 673.

Union, denoted by three hands joined,

340.

United strength, 24, 261.

United efforts, 257.

Unite, 53, 357.

Universal, 306.

Universal scholar, title, 655.

Universe, or the system connected w4th

man, what is beyond, the sages did

not discuss, 357.

Univers', the world, 789.

Universe is expressed by Luh-hS, four

cardinal points, zenith and nadir,

Universe, formation of, Chinese notions,

269.

Universe or heaven and earth, phrase for,

410.

Unlimited period of time, infinite ages,

80.

Unlimited, infinite, 499.

Unlucky day for talking, 347.

Unmarried daughter, a pearl whose

price is unknown, 674.

Unmoved, like a pillar of rock in the

midst of the stream, 484.

Unnatural crime of Sodom, condemned

by law, 6--9.

Unnatural pleasures punished, 635.

Unnecessary as leaching a monkey to
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climb a tree
;
or putting plaster over

piaster, 532.

Unobserved, two months have passed

away, 228-

Unoccupied, 45.

Unoccupied ground, 534.

Unprincipled intrigue, 632.

Unprosperous affairs, 215.

Unrighteous or unjust, that to which

all wickednesj may be resolved, 147.

Unruly, barbarous, 219.

Unruly depraved spirit or custom must

not be allowed to increase, 219.

Unsettled wavering, 339.

Unsettled accounts, 5-11.

Unsteady, inconstant, irregular, 18.

Unwearied in teaching, 130.

Unworthy of being mentioned, 304'.

Unworthy, extremely, 521.

Upon, OM, 16.

Upside down, in disorder, 126.

Upwards, the heart directed, 362.

Ursa major, 288.

Urge, 2C5 147.

Urge to strenuous exertion, 276.

Urge to press to the performance of,

147.

Urgent, highly important, 414.

Urine, to pass, 110.

Urine, stoppage of, 645.

Used or employed to take up rice, 285.

Useless and absurd obstinacy, 509.

Useless toil, 239.

Usual, not as, 151.

Usurp, 108, 280.

Usurp the possessions of another, 108.

Usurp, Tsin-chc-hwang usurped and

merged in his own six different na-

tions, 365.

Usurp the better place, or most advan-

tageous situation, 483.

Usurpation or assumption of honor, 159.

Utmost truth and sincerity, 921.

Utensil, 439.

Utensil of any kind, 192.

Utensils, household, 63.

Utensil, maker of, 290.

Utensil, donxstic, great, denotes a man

of talent, 439.

Utterance, bad
; impediment of speech,

436.

Uxorem duccre, 652.

Vagabonds 292.

Vagabonds, to associate with them is

injurious, 67, 293.

Vagina, female, 702.

Vagrant people, 471.

Vain, to labour to no purpose, 272.

Valley, 554.

Value, the real, 161.

Value or estimate, 82.

Vallies exalted, and hills made plain,

by Tsin the builder of the great

wall, 538.

Van and rear of an army, 401.

Variance, mouth and heart at, 346.

Variegated colon, 293.

Various kinds, 356.

Vast, great, like heaven, 415.

Vast, a the universe, 324, 576.

Vegetables, knife for cutting, SI7.

Vegetables, one who sells them, a huck-

ster, 1 47.

Vehement affection, 221.

Vehement, vehemently attached, 221.

Veil her face, when she goes out, 431.

Venerable, sir, 344.

Venerate, to worship the gods, 166.

Venereal disease, 618.

Venture again to request you, 466.

Verb and noun, example of, 584.

Verbosity, 393.

Verses of seven feet and eight lines, 348.

Versed thoroughly in the affairs of the

world, 333.

Very good, very large, 299.

Vestibule, imperial, 539.

Vestibule or outer hall of knowledge,

and the inner apartments, 513.

Vessel when full will easily overflow,

151, 152.

Vessel, or utensil, 439.

Vexation all arises from pushing out

one's head, interfering, 462.

Vexed lo death, 201.

Vexed, anxious, 464.

Vicarious authority, 71,

Vicar, mail iu government is heaveo'i

vicar ; a king or prince is heaven's

vicar, 71.

Vice, bruit'uh vice, ingratitude to na-

ture, 586.

Vices, increased them, and repented no*,

338.

Viceroy or governor of a province, 186.

Vicious discourse, hinders benevolence,

534.

Victim, rot up liy the Emperor, 217.

Victims with the hair on them, 223.

Victory, to report it, 213.

Victory and defeat, common occurrences

with soldiers, 191.

Victory and defeat, 271.

Victorious in every battle, 271.

Victorious army returning, 213.

Victims led to be sacrificed by the most

honorable pi-nun, 4O9.

View, within the compass of, 1 16.

V'igilent and cautious, 184.

Vigilent and solicitous, day and night

prevents solemnity, 330.

Vile, 303.

Vile, vulgar, low, 304.

Vile borders, expresses My place, my
territory, 540, 366.

Village school, 539.

Village assemblies, in them Confucius

had little to say, 608.

Villager, 296.

Village magistrate, 354.

Violate, a woman's perion, capital

crime, 634.

Violent and powerful to be shunned,

362.

Violent unruly manner, hoping to sue- -

ceed by, 219.

Violent wind, 330.

Virgin, 600.

Viro nubere, 652.

Virtue said to be light as a feather, yet

few can lift it up, 475.

Virtue must be in the individual, not

by proxy, 76.

Virtue rewarded and vice punished at

the appointed tune, 404, 405.

Virtue promoted by the friendly union

of good men, 339.

Virtue, is it from one' lelf, or from

others, 387.

Virtue, practice of, makes happy, 80.

Virtue not found with, a specious sbew
;

64.

Virtue, 63.
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Virtae, virtooni; virtue will have a

good reward ;
Vice will have an evil

recompence ; if they be not yet reward-

cd or recompencetl, il i> because the

time has not yet arrived, 404.

Virtue) of the ancient, emperor Yaou,

464.

Virtues, immutable, five, 49.

Virtues, three, anciently taught, 671.

Virtues, six, 76.

Virtues, cardinal, five, 64.

Virtuous nwn, not to venerate him, is

vicious, 646.

Virtuous habits, by continuance acquire

strength, 140.

Virulent speeches; approbrious lan-

guage, 426.

Visage, strange, odd, 348.

Viscera, the five, 185.

Viscera, five, liver, heart, lungs, kidneys,

and stomach, 49.

Vision, imperfect, 49.

Visionary, schemes, 526.

Visionary affair, 371.

Visit, 127.

Visit, to return it, 469.

Visit of a superior, ISO.

Visits must be reciprocal, 101.

Visitor, 60.

Vitiate their taste, 443.

Vitreous, crystal-like substance, 500.

Vitreous, 162.

Vociferate, 407.

Vociferate, 454, 406, 425.

Voice affected by the feelings, 484.

Vociferation, 425.

Vociferation, clamoun 375, 376.

Voice, loud, angry, 407.

Voice, loss of it, 4D8.

Voice escaping at a hole, made by an

arrow in the throat, 411.

Voice, solemn, 331.

Volatile and hasty conduct, 3G9.

Vulgar, 115.

Vulgar, vulgar coarse language, 115, 116.

Voluntarily serving another, 263.

Voluptuousness, 91.

Vomit up, spit out, 361.

Vomit, out one's heart and bowels, to

disclose one's mind very fully, 361.

Vomited, 310.

Vox populi ; vox dei, 334, 576.

Wading through it, 407.

Wait, 84, 127, 102.

Wait for, 137.

Wait upon, 84.

Wait for orders, 17.

Wait, Confucius would not wait for his

carriage, but ran at the call of his

prince, 117.

Waist, small, 137.

Walk for amusement, take a walk,

stroll, 333.

Walked leisurely into the temple, 154.

Walking, the young roust keep behind

their seniors, 123.

Walking, the manner of amongst differ-

ent ranks, 159.

Walking feebly, 132.

Wall of China, the thousand mile long

wall, when and by whom built, 503.

Wall, 550.

Wall opposite the gate of public offices,

550.

Wall, high and low, 500.

Wall of China, called the Red limit, 535.

Walls of town<!, engine for mounting

them, 518.

Walls of town, moats and ditches are

for defence, 466.

Warn, 161.

Win-wang, praised, 561.

WSn-wang, the most esteemed monarch

in China, cotemporary with David

and Solomon, 689.

Wandering fugitive, vagabond without

house or home, 151.

Wandering nations, 471.

Wanes and waxes, the moon, 599.

Wang-gan-shih, a statesman and scholar

of the Sung dynasty, 517.

Want, not require, 1.8.

Want, a family in want; every mouth

.clamouring to be supplied, 423.

Wants, to supply them, viz. food and

raiment, 105.

Wanton and laugh, 398.

War boats, 389.

War chariot, 191.

War, two nations enemies, 470.

Warfare, always victorious, 238.

Warning or directions of the gods, 126.

Warrant a thing good, 280.

Warrant, sign a dealh, 279.

Wash and scrub clothes, 230.

Washing vessel, 289.

Waste, 325.

Waste property, 150.

Waste, or excessive expense, 126.

Water, 258.

Watch, 127.

Watch, at the fifth, the cock crows,
403.

Watch-house or guard house, 516.

Watchful, 183.

Watchman, in a moral sense, Confucius

appointed by Heaven, 413.

Waved to, he does not go away ; beck-

oned to, he does not come, 333.

Waves and wind on the level ground,
denotes making a great ado about

nothing, 484.

Wavering, unsettled, shews the heart of
an inferior man, 339.

Wavering indecision, expressed by an al-

lusion to the rat, 186.

We, us, 123, 370.

Weak, 464.

Weak opposed to strong, 25T.

Weakness, contempt for, 161.

Wealth obtained by equitable means,
342.

Wealth and prower, 273.

Weak opposed to strong, 257.

Wealth obtained by equitable means,
342.

Wealth and power, 273.

Wealth and honors, cannot be iuduced

nor forcibly detained, 470.

Weapons, 68, 191.

Weapons, military, 191, 440.

Weary, fatigued, 3j.

Wearied by labour, 272.

Wealher, told, 208.

Weather, hot, 464.

Weave, women must not, 601.

Wedding, time the evening, 639.

Weeds that spread should be eradicated,

474.

Weeping and lamentation, 383.

Weeping with a clamourous noise, and

without much noise, 390.

Weeping and lamentation, 403.
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Wci-yuen, a Chinese official messenger,

628.

Weigh money, 181.

Weight, to weigh things with, 534.

Walking and stopping alternately, 137.

Well informed, may understand what

the vulgar cannot, 115.

Well, 49.

Well, it may do, 54.

Well done or made, firm strong, 466.

Well, to dig it, 4S6.

Whelp, of a tiger ; same word used as for

the offspring of the human species,

602.

Wet nurse, 40.

Whampoa, on Canton river attacked

under the Hac dynasty, 676.

What is he calling about? What is he

or it called .' 360.

What thing, 45.

Wh:.t? 63.

What .' a locil cant word for, 175.

Wheedle, 296.

When did you come ? 100.

Whenever, whatever, whoever, 212.

Whenever, 36.

Where do you live ? 89.

Wherefore, 90.

Whetstone, 322.

Wh'ich, 90.

Which place or thins, 90.

While, to stop, 137.

Whistle, 431.

Whislied and sung, good whistlers at

Yin seaou, 431.

Whispering sound, 374.

While aff.iir, mournful event, 410.

White and black, 220.

Whitewash, 481.

Whitewash, beautify it, 517.

Whither are you goii g .' 231, 333,

Who? 63.

Who controuls the motions of Ihe hea-

vens? an irresistahle force, 745.

Whole, II.

Whole day cried out, 432.

Whole duty of man, a Chinese moral

work, 653.

Whole, undivided, 463.

Wholesale, business, 280.

Whole works of Choo-foo-tszc j whole

PART 9 o

province ruled by a Viceroy or go-

vernor; whole family, 186.

Whores, marii'd men who associate

with, shall he punished in having

their own wives and daughters such,

Cl 1.

Whoremongers, 611.

Why ? 90.

Why, gods not enrich ur bless him, 2S4.

Why are you not in the government,

Confucius ? 596.

Wicked and cruel, 178.

Wicked, 366, 178.

Wicked, malignant, 219.

Wickedness, 214.

Wicker, made gate, 511.

Wide mouthed, 371.

Widow not to be insulted, 858.

Widow and destitute old man, not to

be insulted, 36-?.

Wife, phrase for, 185^

Wife and children looked down to as

inferior; parents looked up to us

superior, 74-

Wife her husband's rqnal, 620

Wife, virtuous, to wife a man ; i. e. give

a daughter in marriage to bin , laws

respecting, wife must not be l.stened

to, 618.

Wife, however clever, cannot boil the

pot without ricesduties of, 661, o6 L

>.

Wife sighing at home, thinking on the

hardshi ps of the soldier, 500

Wife and husband, terms by which they

address each other, 36, 296.

Wife the master over her hu^dand, 370.

Wife's department, to prepare food, 6()6.

Wild and dissipated, 414.

Will and animal nature, reciprocally in-

fluence Coch other, 562.

Willows, luxuriant, 42S.

Will ofa dying person, 32, 457.

Will, ofa person, 30.

Wilderness, 556.

Wind pipe, 406.

Willow bank, 520.

Wilderness extensive, 503.

Wilderness, distressed in, 263.

Wildness of nature, loved by Kung-che-

kwei, 716.

Willows, 105.

Will, to do, but not the strength, 256,

257.

Wince, excess in, to be guarded against,

485.

Wine before him, he could not drink,

414.

Wine sellers, 488, 556.

Winding through it, 407.

Window or aperture, to admit light,

463.

Wind resembles a man's puffing and

blowing, 412.

Winter and wmmer, theory of, 395.

Window, 463, 362, 459.

Winter, winter solstice, 203.

Wine cup, used at marriages, 318.

Win and lose, 271.

Winter, winter solstice, winter's day

lovely, 201.

Wind, piercing cold, 210.

Window the same, 358.

Wine, its strength, 257.

Wings of an army, 353.

Wip- it dry, 397.

Wise kings of ancient times, 390.

Wise husliand builds up a city, a wise

wife throws it in ruins, 504.

Wise man, or moral philosopher, his

character, 130.

Wise-man ; perfect man, the philoso-

pher or
s:ij;e

of the Chinese, 706.

Wish, 18.

Wish or congratulatory address to

government officers, 259.

Wish a person well, 86.

Wishes, at the new year, 358.

Wishes, difficult to be satisfied, 12.

With, as the instrument, 72.

With, in company with, 136.

Within, 135.

Within side, It 5.

Withi'i, inside, 25.

Witchcraft and sorcery punishable, 224.

Witches, who catch devils and dance

to gods, 657.

Withstand an enemy, 89.

Witty, clever language, 613.

Wives, and concubines hired out, 621.

Wives of ancient days, their education,

661.

Womb, formed in, 287.
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Womb of the mother, 461.

Woman, married and unmarried, 600.

Woman, has many anxious thoughts

and suspicious, 403.

Woman, her abject state, 601

Women eminent, good and bad, 689,

Women's opinions and advice, not to

be taken in government, 234.

Wood pecker, 308.

Wood or coppice, a concourse of people,

345.

Word, to say to you, 37 1.

Word of men in power, bears down the

peoples, 346.

Words bting inadequate, express one's

nieining, Ihe rest is sighed forth

in tones, 421.

Won!-, st immered ss if he could not get

t'lem out of his month, 369-.

Wordy, loquai ious whispering, 454

Work, 9t.

Work together with heaven, 113.

Work, a good one, to effect it; little

work, I.Ik much, 259.

Worker in wood, 290.

Workman, diligent, 2' 4.

W. rkman of superior abilities, 290.

World, all walled in by the hoiizon, 865.

Woild, the present called dust aud mire,

533.

World, the whole at rest, 527.

World, the whole earth, 498.

Woili, nude up of dust and dirt, to

cast it off and become a monk, or

by death, 5S7.

World, or universe, its harmony, 835.

World, idle and dissipated. 6t7.

Wu.ld, the present, Ihree different terms.

for, 262.

World of persons; people in the world ;

the world called dusty impure; to

pass through the business of the

world, 20, 21.

Worldly tasle, worldly minded, 375.

\\orldly and sensual thoughts, called by

the Buddhists, ront of dual, 538.

Worse than ill former years, 573.

Worship, or ser\ke to the gods, 46,

It; 6.

Worshipped, prostrate, 126.

Worship or venerate, none but heaven,

the Mahommedans, 460.

Worth, ten dollars, not worth, not ex-

pcnsivc, not worth while to argue,

130.

Worth, or good for nothing, 26ft.

Worthy of a throne, 306.

Worthy of praise or commendation,

4S6.

Worthless thing, 520.

Wound, 247, 150.

Wounds, not inflicted after submission,

150.

Wounds, seventy, 248.

Wrargle about words, 347.

Wrangling minister*, numerous in

China, 743.

Wrangling, 429.

Wrangling noise, 387.

Wrap up in a piece of cloth, 280.

Wrapper for a bundle, 281.

Wrath of heaven, 157.

Wrath or an^er of heaven, 23t.

Wriggling mincing w.ilk, 676.

Wrinkle-faced, old woman, 656.

Wrinkles, rub them smooth, 673.

Write, writer, 863.

Write out. 2P6.

Writer of books, an excellent, could

not spenk without stammering, 35-6.

Writer ready one, 545.

Writers and philosophers of eminence,

called sons; Ten sons refer to ten

ancient philosophers, their names,
707.

Writing materials before the invention

of paper, 496;

Writing with strength, 253.

Writing, good hand, 97.

Wrong heart, and right-mouth, 346*

Wrong, to be in fault, 18, 85.

Wrote an accusation, 407.

Wry look, revenged^ 524.

Yang-kwei-fei, hedged for death, 529.

Yang-she, the wife ot Peaou, the bandit,

619.

Yang-tsze-keang river, an allusion to,

f,71.

Yaou, the ancient sage and sovereign,

lord of sages ; first of kings, 393.

Yaou, the ancient emperor, 522.

Yaou-shan, a hill in Chlh-le province,
522.

Yard measure, 418.

Yawn, 84, 375.

Year, a barren, 108.

Year, abundant and scarce, 165.

Year, before last, 239.

.Year, last day of Chinese usage, 516.

Year, new, first night of, STO.

Yellow capped rebels, 714.

Yen-hwuy, the favorite disciple of Con-

fucius, 460.

Yen-yuen, a disciple of Confucins, lost

sight of his mister, 538.

*Yen-kung-chuflg, a disciple of Confucius-,

518.

Yes, when children can eat food, teach

them to use the right hand ; when

they can speak, let the boys answer

(smartly) by Wei ; the girls (softly)

by.Yu, 1S7.

Yesterday, came again, 195.

Yet, still, after all, 230-.

Yet after all, still, 120.

Yielding manners, humility, 107.

Yielding, firm, 242.

Ying-tsS r his comparative- statement re-

specting Chinese and Tartars, and his

opinions of government, 689.

You and I, phrase for, 343.

Young of creatures, not to be destroyed,

585.

Young person, not attained to know-

ledge, 204.

Young, phrase for, 257.

Youths, servants male and female, eight

hundred in one house, 160.

Youth, 160.

Yu, foreigners of Ke-chow, or province

of Chih-le, 519.

Yii-wan-hcaou-pih, memoir of, 7S9v

Y'nen-miiig-yuen, garden, 473.

Yuen 'mien, a poor disciple of Confucius,

526.

Yuen-yang, thumped by Confucius, 587.

Y<ing-thi, a famous dancing girl, 538.

Zealous, indifferent, 205.

Zealous endeavour, prompt exertion, 265.

Zenith, moon rises to, 301.

1'. V. IIIOMS, J'RItiTER, CHINA.
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